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• Cell and organelle separation by differential centrifugation
• Specialized microscopic techniques and microscopes
T he student may feel removed from such techniques and
experimental p rocedures because direct experience with
them is usuall y not available in current curricula . Nevert heless, it is important to know something about specialized p r ocedures and the data they yield. This chapter pro-

1

vides a survey of methods and offers an explanation of
how the data provided by these methods can help the student acquire a sound appreciation of histology.

Methods
OVERVIEW OF METHODS USED IN HISTOLOGY

2

TISSUE PREPARATION 3
Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining With Formalin Fixation
Other Fixatives 3
Other Staining Procedures 5
HISTOCHEMISTRY AND CYTOCHEMISTRY
Chemical Composition of Histologic Samples
Chemical Basis of Staining 6
Acidic and Basic Dyes 6
Aldehyde Groups and the Schiff Reagent
Enzyme Digestion 8

One problem faced by the student in histology is understanding the nature of t he two-d imensional image of a histo logic slid e or an electron micrograph and how it relates
to the t hree-dimensional structure from which it came. To
bridge this co nceptual gap, we must first present a brief descrip tion of t he met hods by which slides and electron microscopic specimens are produced.

3

9
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Hematoxylin and Eosin Staining
With Formalin Fixation

5

The routinely prepared hematoxylin and eosin- stained section
is the specimen most commonly studied
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BOX 1.4.
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Proper Use of the Light Microscope

OVERVIEW OF METHODS
USED IN HISTOLOGY

The objective of a histology course is to lead the student to
understand the microanatomy of cells, tissues, and organs and
to correlate structure with function

The methods used by histologists are extremely diverse.
Much of th e histology course co ntent ca n be framed in terms
o f light microscopy, which students use in th e laboratory ex-

2

TISSUE PREPARATION

16

ercises. More detailed interpretation of mjcroanato my rests
with the electron microscope (EM), both the tra nsmissio n
electron microscope (TEM) a nd the scanning electron microscope (SEM). T he EM, because of its greater resolution
and useful magnificati on, is o ften the last step in data acq uisition from many auxilia ry techniq ues of cell and mo lecular
biology. T hese auxiliary techn iq ues include
• H istochem istr y and cytochemistry
• Autoradiogra ph y
• Organ and tissue cu ltur e

The slid e set given each student to study with the light
microscope consists mostly of for malin-fixed, paraffinembedded, hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained specimens. Nearly all of the light micrographs in the Atlas sectio n of t his book are of slides from actual studen t sets.
Also, most p hotomicrographs used to il lustrate tissues and
organs in histo logy lectures and conferences are taken
from such slides. Other techniques are sometimes used to
demonst ra te specific cell and tissue components; several of
t hese a re d escribed below.
The first step in preparation of a tissue or organ sample is
fixation to preserve structure

Fixation, usually by a chemical or mixture of chemica ls,
stops cell meta bolism and preserves the tissue structure for
subsequent treatments. Fonnali1t, a 37% aqueo us solution
of fo rmaldehyde, at various dil utions and in combination
with other chemicals and b uffers, is t he most commonly
used fixative. Forma ldeh yde preserves the general structure
of t he cell and extracellula r components by reacting with·
the a mi no grou ps of proteins; formaldeh yde d oes not react
w ith lipids a nd, therefore, is a poor fixative of membranes.
In the second step, the specimen is prepared for embedding in
paraffin to permit sectioning

To a llo w the specimen to be examined, it must be infiltra ted w ith an embedding med ium that allows it to be

thinly sliced, 5 to 15 11-m (1 micrometer [J.tm] equals
1/l,OOOth of a mil li meter lmm_l; see Table 1.1). T he specimen is washed after fixation and dehydrated in a series of
alcohol solutions of ascending concentration up to 100%
alcohol to remove water. Organic solvents such as xylol or
toluol, which are miscible in bot h alcohol and paraffin, are
then used to remove the alcohol p rior to infiltration of the
specimen with melted paraffin.
W hen the melted paraffin is coo l and hardened, it is
trimmed in to an approp riately sized block. The block is
then mounted in a speciall y designed slicing machine, a microtome, and cu t with a steel knife. The resulting sections
are t hen mounted on glass slides, with albumin used as an
adhesive.
In the third step, the specimen is stained to permit
examination

Because the paraffin sections are colorless, t he specimen is
not yet suitable for light microscopic examination. To color
or stain the tissu e sections, the paraffin must be dissolved
out, again with x ylol or toluol, and the slide must then be
rehydrated through a series of solutions of descend ing alcohol concentration. The tissue on the slides is then stained
with hematoxylin in water. Because the counterstain, eosin,
is more soluble in alcohol than in water, the specimen is
again dehydrated th rough a series of alcohol solutions of ascend ing concentration and stained with eosin iJ1 alcohol.
The results of staining with hematoxylin alone, eosin alone,
and hematoxylin with counterstain eosin are shown in Figure 1.1. After staining, the specimen is then passed through
xylol or toluol to a nonaqueous mounting medium and covered with a coverslip to obtain a permanent preparation. A
summary o f H &E staining reactions of various cell and tissue components is presented in Table 1.2.

Other Fixatives
Formalin does not preserve all cell and tissue components

Although H & E- stained sections of formalin-fixed specimens are convenient to use because they adequately display general structural. fea t ures, they are not specific to
el ucidate the chemical composition o f cell components.
Also, many components are lost in the preparation of the
specimen. To reta in these components and structures,
other fixation meth ods must be used. These methods are

TABLE 1.1. Commonly Used Linear Equivalents
1 Angstrom (A)
10 Angstroms
1,000 nanometers
1,000 micrometers

0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0

nanometer (nm)
nanometer (formerly millimicron lmJ.Lil
micrometer (J.Lm) (formerly micron IJ.Lil
millimeter (mm)
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ceUent preservation of membranes
graphs.

111

electron micro-

Other Staining Procedures
Hematoxylin and eosin are used in histology primarily to
display structural features

FIGURE 1.1
Hematoxylin and eosin jH&E) staining. The series of specimens
from the pancreas shown here are serial (adjacent) sections to demonstrate the effect of hematoxylin and eosin used alone and hematoxylin and eosin used in combination. a. This photomicrograph reveals the staining witl1 hematoxylin only. While there is a general
overa ll staining of the specimen, those components and structures
that have a high affinity for the dye are most heav ily stained, e.g., nuclear DNA and areas of the cell containing cytoplasmic RNA. b. In this

photomicrograph the counterstain, eosin, likewise has an overall
staining effect when used alone. Note, however, that the nu clei are
less conspicuous than in the specimen stained with hematoxylin only.
After the specimen is stained with hematoxylin and is then prepared
for staining with eosin in alcohol solution, the hematoxylin that is not
tightly bound is lost, and the eosin then stains those components to
which it has a high affinity. c. This photomicrograph reveals the combined staining effect of H&E. x 480.

TABLE 1.2 . Summary of Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) Staining
Cell and Extracellular Component

Stain Reaction

Nucleus
Heterochromat in
Euchromatin
Nucleolus

Blue
Negative
Blue

Cytoplasm
Ergastoplasm
General cytoplasm
Cytoplasmic filaments

Blue
Pink
Pink

Extracellular material
Collagen fibers
Elastic fibersA
Reticular fibers"
Ground substance
Bone matrix (decalcified)
Basement membrane•

Pink
Pink, but not usually distinguishable from collagen fibers
Pink, but not usually distinguishable from collagen fibers
Blue, but on ly if present in farge amounts, as in cartilage matrix
Pink
Pink

A Special staining procedu re used for tlleir demonstration, sucll as one containing resorcin-fuchsin or orcein.
•special staining procedure used for tlleir demonstration, sucll as silver impregnation or periodic acid- Scll lff
(PAS) stain .

Despite the merits of H&E sta ining, the procedure does
not adeq uately reveal certain structural components of histologic sections, including elastic material, reticular fibers,
basement membranes, and lipids. When it is desirable to disp lay these components, other staining procedures, most of
them selective, can be used. These procedures include the use
of orcein and resorcin-fuchsin fo r elastic material and the use
of silver impregnation for reticular fibers and basement
membrane material. Although the chemical bases of many
staining methods are not a lways understood, they work.
Knowing the components a procedure revea ls is more important than !mowing precisely how the procedure works.

Q HISTOCHEMISTRY
AND CYTOCHEMISTRY

so lve in fa ts must be used; to retain membrane structures,
specia l fixatives containing heavy metals, such as permanganate a nd osmium, that bind to the phospholipids must
be used. T he ro utine use of osmium tetroxide as a fixative
for electron microscopy is the primary reason for the ex-

5

a tissue section. Examples of such large macromolecular
complexes include

• Nucleoproteins, formed from nucleic acids bound to
protein
• Tntracellular cytoskeletal proteins complexed with other
proteins
• Extracellular proteins in large insoluble aggregates,
bound to simila r molecules by cross-linking of neighboring molecules, as in collagen fiber formation
• Membrane phospholipid-protein (or carbohydrate)
complexes
For the most part, these molecules constitute the structme of cells and tissues, in that they make up the formed
elements of the tissue. They are the basis for the organization that is seen in tissue with the microscope.
In many cases a structural element is a t the same time a
functional unit. For example, in the case of proteins that
make up the contractil e filaments of muscle cells, the filaments are the visible str uctura l components a nd the actual participants in the contractile process. The RNA of
the cytoplas m is visua lized as part of a stru ctura l component (e rgastoplasm of gland cells, N issl bodies of nerve
cells), while being the actua l participant in the synthesis
of protein.

Specific chemical procedures can provide detailed information
about the funct ion of t he cells and extracellular components of

Many tissue components are lost during the preparation of

the tissues

HaE-stained sections

H istochemical and cytochemical procedures may be
based on specific binding of a dye, use of a fluorescent
dye-labeled antibody to a particu lar cell component, or
the inherent enzy matic activity of a cell component. In
add ition, many large molecules found in cel ls can be loca lized by au toradiograph y, in which radioactively tagged
precursors of the molecule are incorporated by cells and
tissues prior to fixa tion. Many of these procedures can be
used with both light microscopic and electron microscopic
preparations.
Before discussing the chemistry of routine staining and
histochem ica l and cytochemical methods, it is useful to examine briefly the nature of a routinely fixed and embedded
section of a specimen.

Despite the fact that nucleic acids, proteins, and phospholipids are mostly retained in tissue sections, many are
also lost. Small proteins and small nucleic acids, such as
transfer RNAs, are generally lost during the preparation of
the tissue. Large molecules also may be lost, for example,
by being hydrolyzed because of an unfavorable pH of the
fixa tive solutions. Examples of large molecules lost during
routine fixation in aq ueo us fixa ti ves are

Chemical Composition of Histologic Samples
The chemical composition of a tissue ready for routine staining ·
differs greatly from living tissue

genera lly based on a clear understanding of the chemistry
involved. For instance, the use of alcohols and organic
solvents in routine preparations removes neutral lipids.
To reta in neutral lipids, such as those in adipose cell s,
froze n sections of forma lin-fixed tissue and dyes that dis-

lvlct!Jods

The components that remain after fi xation consist mostly
of large molecules that do not readily dissolve, es pecia lly
after treatment with the fixa tive. These large molecu les,
particularly those t hat react with other large molecules to
form macromolecular complexes, are usuall y preserved in

• Glycogen (a n intracellular storage carbohydrate common in li ver and muscle cells)
• Proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans (extracellular
complex carbohydrates found in connective tissue )
These molecules can be preserved, however, by the use
of nonaqueous fixative for glycogen or by the addition to
the fixative solution of specific binding agents that preserve
extracellular carbohyd rate-containing mo lecules. Also, as
described a bove, neutral lipids are usually dissolved by tl1e
organic solvents used in tissue preparation.
Soluble components, ions, and small molecules are also lost
during preparation of paraffin sections

Intermediary meta bolites, glucose, sodium, chloride,
and similar substances are lost during preparation of rou-

6
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tine H &E paraffin sections. Many of these su bstances can
be studied in special preparatio ns, sometimes with considerable loss of stru ctural integrity. These small soluble ions
and molecules do not make up the formed elements of a
tissue; they participate in synthetic processes or cellular
reactions. When they can be preserved and demonstra ted
by specific methods, they provide invalu able info rmation
abo ut cell meta bolism, active tra nsport, and other vita l
cellular processes. Wate1~ a highly versatile molecule, participates in these reactio ns and processes and contributes
to the stabiliza tion of macro mo lecular structure through
hydrogen bo nding.

Chemical Basis of Staining
ACIDIC AND BASIC DYES
Hematoxylin and eosin are the most commonly used dyes in
histology
An acidic dye, such as eosin, carries a net negative
charge on its colored portion and is described by the general formula [Na +dye-].
A basic dye carries a net positive charge o n its colo red
portion and is described by the genera] form ul a [dye+CI - ].
H em atoxylin does not meet th e definitio n of a strict basic dye but has properties that closely resemble th ose of a
basic dye. T he colo r of a d ye is not related to whether it is
basic o r acidic, as can be noted by tbe examples of basic
and acidic dyes listed in Table 1.3.
Basic dyes react with anionic components of cells and tissue
(components that carry a net negative charge)
Anionic components include the phosphate gro ups of
nucleic acids, the sulfate groups of glycosaminoglycans,
and the carboxyl groups of proteins. The abili ty of such
anionic gro ups to react wi th a basic d ye is ca lled basophilia [Gr. , base-loving]. Tiss ue compo nents that stain with
hematoxyli n a lso ex hibit basophili a.

TABLE 1.3. Some Basic and Acidic Dyes

Dye
Basic dyes
Methyl green
Methylene blue
Pyronin G
Toluidine bl ue
Acidic dyes
Acid fuchsin
Aniline blue
Eosin
Orange G

Color
Green
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Orange

The reaction of the an io nic groups varies with pH. Thus
• At a high pH (about 10), a U three groups are ionized and
ava ila ble for reaction by electrostatic linkages with the
basic dye.
• At a slightly acidic to neutral pH (5 to 7), sulfate and
phosphate gro u ps are ioni zed and available fo r reacti on
with the basic dye by electrostatic linkages.
• At low pH (below 4), o nly sulfate gro ups remain ionized
and react with basic dyes.
Therefor e, sta ini ng with bas ic dyes at a specific pH can
be used to focus on specific anionic groups, a nd because
the specific an ionic gr oups are fou nd predominantly o n
certain macromolecul es, the staining serves as an indicator
of these macromo lecul es.
As mentioned, hematoxylin is not, strictly speaking, a
basic dye. It is used with a mordant (i.e., an in termediate
link between the tissue component and the d ye). T he mordant ca uses the sta in to resemble a basic dye. The linkage
in the tissue-mordant-hematoxy lin complex is not a simple electrostatic lin kage, and w hen sections are placed in
wa ter, hematoxylin does not dissociate from the tissue.
Hematoxylin lends itself to those staining sequ en ces in
which it is fo llowed by aqueous solutio ns of acidic d yes.
True basic dyes, as distinguished from hematoxylin , are
not generally used in sequences wherein the basic dye is
fo llowed by an acid ic dye. The basic dye then tends to dissociate from the tissue duri ng the aqueous solution washes
between the two d ye solutions .
Acidic dyes react with cationic groups in cells and tissues,
particularly with the ionized amino groups of proteins
The reaction of cationic gro ups with an acid ic d ye is
called acidophilia {Gr., add-loving]. Reactions of cell and tiss ue
components w ith acidic d yes are neither as specific nor as
precise as reactions with basic dyes.
Altho ugh electrostatic linkage is the major factor in the
p rimary binding of a n acidi c dye to the tissue, it is not the
o nly o ne; because of this, acidic d yes are sometimes used
in combinations to color d iffere nt tissue constitue nts selecti vely. For exa mple, three acidic dyes are used in the Mallory staining technique: anil in e blue, acid fuchsin, and ora nge G. T hese dyes selecti vely sta in collagen, ordinary
cytoplasm, a nd reel blood cells, respectively. Acid fuchsin
a lso sta ins nuclei.
In other mu ltiple acidic dye techniq ues, hematoxylin is
used to staiJl nuclei first, then acid ic d yes are used to stain cyto plasm and extracell ular fibers selectively. The selecti ve
staining of tissue components by acidic dyes is due to relative
factors, such as size and degree of aggregation of the d ye
molecules and permeability and "compactness" of the tissue.
Basic d yes can a lso be used in combination or sequentia lly (e.g., meth yl green and pyro nin to stud y protein synthesis and secretion), but th ese com binations a re not as
widely used as ac idic d ye combinations.

A limited number of substances within cells and the
extracellular matrix display basophilia
These substances include

tiou, w hich employs a mi ld h ydrochl oric acid hydrol ys is, is
used to stain DNA.
The PAS reaction is based on the following facts:

• Heterochromatin and nucleoli of the nucleus (chiefly because of ionized phosphate groups in nucleic acids of both )

• Cytoplasmic components such as the ergastop lasm (also
because of ionized phosphate g ro ups in ribosoma l RN A)

• Extracellular materials such as the complex carbohyd rates of tbe matrix of cartil age (beca use of ion ized sulfate gro ups}
Staining with acidic dyes is less specific, but more substances
within cells and the extracellular matrix exhibit acidophilia
T hese substances include
• Most cytoplasmic filaments, especia ll y those of muscle
cells
• Most intracellular membranous components and much
of the o therwise unspecialized cytoplasm
• Most extracellular fibers (primaril y beca use of ionized
amino gro ups)
Certain basic dyes react with tissue components that shift their
normal color from blue to red or purple; this absorbance
change is called metachromasia
T he underlying mechanism for metachromasia is the
presence of pol yani o ns within the tissue. W hen th ese tissues are stained with a concentrated basic dye solution,
such as toluidine blue, the d ye molecules are sufficiently
close to fo rm dimeric and polymeric aggregates. The absorpti o n properties of these aggregations differ from those
of th e individua l nonaggregated d ye molecules.
Cell and tissue structures that have hig h concentra tions of ionized sulfate and phosphate gro u ps, such as
the gr o und su bstance of carti lage, heparin-containing
gra n ul es of mast cells, a nd rou gh endoplasmic reticultim
of p lasm a cells, exhibi t metachromasia. T herefore, toluid in e blue will appear p urp le to red w hen it sta ins these
components .

• Hexose rings of ca rbohyd rates contain adjacent carbons, each of wh ich bears a hydroxyl (-OH) grou p.
• Hexosamines of glycosaminoglycans contain adjacent
carbons, o ne of which bears an - OH gr o up, wh ile the
other bears a n am ino (-NH2 ) group.
• Per iodic acid cleaves the bond between these adj acent
carbon atoms and forms aldehyde gr oups.
• These alde hyde groups react wi th the Schiff reagent to
give a distinctive magenta color.
The PAS sta ining of basement membra ne (Fig. 1.2) and
reticular fibers is based on the content or association of
proteoglyca ns (complex carbo hydrates associated with a
protein core). PAS staining is an alternative to sil ver impregnation methods, w hich are also based on reaction with
the sugar mo lecules in the proteoglycans.
The Feulgen reaction is based on cleavage of purines
from the deoxyri bose of DNA by mild acid hydro lys is; the
s ugar ring then opens with the for mation of aldehyde
groups. Agai n, it is the newly for med aldeh yde groups th at
react with the Schiff reagent to g ive the distinctive m agenta
color. The reacti o n of the Schiff reagent with DNA is stoichiometric and can be used, therefore, in spectro photom etric methods to q uantify the amo unt of DNA in the n ucleus of a cell. RNA does not stain w ith the Schiff reagent
beca use it lacks deoxyribose.

ALDEHYDE GROUPS AND T HE SCHIFF
REAGEN T
The ability of bleached basic fuchsin (Schiff reagent) to react
with aldehyde groups results in a distinctive red color and is
the basis of the periodic acid-Schiff and Feulgen reactions
T he periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) 1'eaction sta ins carbohydra tes a nd carbohydrate-rich macromo lec ules. It is used to
demonstrate glycogen in cells, mucus in va rio us cells and
tissues, the basement membrane that underlies epithelia,
and reticula r fi ber s in con nective tiss ue. T he Feulge1t reac-

FIGURE 1.2
Photomicrograph of kidney tissue stained by the PAS method. 1111s

histochemical method demonstrates and localizes carbohydrate and
carbohydrate-rich macromolecules. The basement membranes are
PAS positive, as evidenced by the magenta staini ng of these sites. The
kidney tubules (T) are sharply delineated by the stained basement
membrane surrounding the tubules. The glomerular capillaries (C)
and the epithelium of Bowman's capsule (BC) also show PAS-positive
basement membranes. X360.
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Microspectrophotometry
Feulgen microspectrophotometry Is a technique that was developed to study DNA increases in developing cells and to analyze ploidy, i.e., the number of times the normal DNA content
of a cell is multiplied (a normal, nondividing cell is said to be
diploid; a sperm or egg cell is haploid). Recently, It has become a valuable tool for surgical pathologists in evaluating
the metastatic potential of a malignant tumor and In making
prognostic and treatment decisions. The technique of static
cytometry of Feulgen-stained sections of tumors (contrasted
with pow cytometry, which can only be used on isolated individual cells) uses microspectrophotometry coupled with a
digitizing imaging system to measure the a bsorption of light at
560 nm by cells and cell clusters in Feulgen-stained sections.
This technique allows the pathologist to describe ploidy patterns in specific adenocarcinomas (epithelia l cancers) and has
been particularly useful in studies of breast cancer, kidney cancer, colon and other gastrointestinal cancers, endometrial
(uterine epithelium) cancer, and ovarian ca ncer. Adenocarcinomas that have a largely diploid pattern are said to be well
differentiated and have a better prognosis than the same cancers with aneuploidy (nonintegral multiples of the haploid
amount of DNA) and tetraploidy.

eral, a capture reagent, e ither a d ye or a heavy meta l, is
used to trap or bind the reaction product of the enzyme by
precipitation a t the site of reaction. In a typical reaction to
display a hydrol ytic enzyme, the tissue section is placed in
a solution containing a s ubstra te (AB) a nd a trapping agent
(T) tha t precipita tes o ne of t he products as fo llows:
AB + T

CII I.YIIIC
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sue sections examined in the TEM tha n is possible w ith
trad it io nal polyclona l a ntibodies.
An a dditional a d vant age of the indirect labeling meth od
is that a single second a r y a ntibody can be used to localize
the ·intracellular or tiss ue-specific bi nding of several di fferent primary an tibodies. For light microscopic studies,
the secondary antibody can be conjugated with different
fluorescent d yes so t hat multiple labels can be shown in
the sa me tiss ue section (see page 49).

AT+ B

w here AT is the trapped end product and B is the hydrolyzed substrate.
By using such m ethods, the lysosome (see page 32),
first identiJied in d iffe renti a l centrifugation studies of
cells, was equated with a vacuola r component seen in
e lectron mi crogra phs. [n lig htl y fi xed t issues, th e acid
hyd rolases a nd este rases contained in lysosomes react
w ith an appropriate s ubstrat e. The react ion m ixture also
co ntains lead ions to precipitate, e.g., lead phospha te derived fro m the action of acid phosp hatase. The precipi tated reaction product can then be obser ved with both
lig ht a nd e lectron microscopy.
Simj lar light a nd e lectron histoche mica l procedures have
been d evelop ed to de mo nstrate alka line p hosphatase,
adenosinetriphosphatases (ATPases) of many varieties (including the Na '"/K' -ATPase t hat is the enzym atic basis of
the sodium pump in cells and t issues), various esterases,
a nd man y respirato ry enzymes (Fig . 1.3) .

Mrtl!ods

Autoradiography
Autoradiography makes use of a photographic emulsion
placed over a tissue section to localize radioactive material
within tissues

FIGURE 1.3

Electron histochemical procedure for localization of membrane
ATPase in epithelial cells of rabbit gallbladder. Dark areas visible on
the electron micrograph show the location of the enzyme ATPase.
This enzyme is detected in the plasma membrane at lateral domains
of epitl1elial cells, which corresponds to the location of sodium
pumps. These epithelial cells are involved in active transport of molecules across the plasma membrane. x 26,000.

Many small molecul ar pr ecursors of la rger molecules,
such a s t he a mino acids t hat ma ke up proteins and the n ucleotides tha t m ake up n ucleic acids, m ay be tagged by incorporatio n of a r a d ioactive a tom or a toms into their mo lecular structure. The radioacti vity is then traced to loca lize
the larger mol ecules in cells and tissues. Labeled precursor
molec ules can be inj ected into a nimals or introd uced into

Enzyme Digestion
Enzyme digestion of a section adj acent to one stained for a
specific component, such as glycogen, DNA, or RNA, can be
used to confirm the identity of the stained material

Intracell u la r mater ial tha t stains w ith t he PAS reaction
ma y be identified as glycogen by pretrea tment of sections
w ith d iastase or am ylase. Abolition of the staining after
these treatments positively ide ntifies the sta ined ma t er ia l as
g lycogen .
Simila r ly, pretreatmen t of t iss ue section s with d eoxyribonuclease (DNAse) will abolish the Feulgen staining in those sections, a nd treatment o f section s of prote in secretory epithelia with ribonuclease (RNAse) w ill
abo lish the stain ing of th e e rgasto plasm w ith basic dyes .

Enzyme Histochemistry
Histochemical methods are also used to identify and localize
enzymes in cells and tissues

To localize enzymes in tissue sectio ns, specia l ca re must
be taken in fi xation to preserve the enzyme acti vity. Us ua ll y, mild aldehyde fi xation is the preferred method.
In these procedures, the rea ction product of the enzyme
acti vity, rathe r t han the enzyme itsel f, is visua lized. Tn gen -

A foreign protein or other antigen injected into an animal
results in production of antibodies

A n antibody is a protein p ro duced by certai n w hite
blood cells tha t b ind s to the fo reign substa nce t hat st imula ted its production. In the la bo ra tory, a nti bodies can be
purified and conjuga ted (i.e., c hemicall y bound ) to a fluorescent d ye s uc h as flu o rescein. This reagent can t he n be
applied to sectio ns of lightly fixed or fro zen t issue o n glass
slides to locali ze th e a ntigen in cells a nd tissues. The react ion can th en be exa mined a nd pho togra p hed w ith a flu orescence microsco pe .
The specificity of the reaction between antigen and antibody is
the underlying basis of immunocytochemistry

In a typica l proced ure, a specific protein, such a s actin, is
isolated from the muscle cells of o ne s pecies, s uc h as a rat,
a nd injected in to the c irc ulatio n of another species, such as
a rabbit. The actin st imulates the for ma tion of antiactin a ntibodies t hat circ ula te in the bloodstream of the ra bbit. The
antibodies are then re moved from the blood of the ra bbit,
conjuga ted w ith a fluorescent dye, a nd used to sta in tissues
o r cells of t he ra t suspected of con taining actin, such as fi bro blasts in co nnective tiss ue. If actin is present , the a nti bodies bind to it , a nd th e reaction is vis ua li zed by virtue of

the fluoresce nt dye bound to the a ntibodies (Fig. 1.4). A
fluor escence microscope is used to dis p lay the flu o rescein
now attached inilirectl y to the antigen . It is a lso possible to
conjugate s ubstances s uch as gold or ferritin (an ironcontaining molecule) to the a ntibody mo lecu le. These
markers ca n be vis ua li zed di rectly with the EM.
Enzyme histochemical methods are combined with traditional
immunocytochemical methods to amplify the localization
reaction between an antigen and an antibody
FIGURE 1.4

In these meth od s, horserad ish p erox idase en zyme is
conjuga ted w ith a primary antibody. Following the
an tigen- a ntibody reacti o n, the histoche mi cal proced ur e
fo r demonstrating peroxidase activity is run to reveal the
loca tion of the a ntigen-antibod y complex (direct reaction). A fu rther refinement of thi s method a ttaches the ·
peroxidase to a n anti-y-glo bulin (secondary antibody)
that binds to t he primmy antibody, furt he r amp lifying
the reaction (ind irect reacti on). Beca use t he e nd prod uct
of the perox idase react io n is also visible in th e EM, th is
method is easily adapted to EM immu nocytochemistry.
Monoclonal a nti bodies conj ugated with ferr it in o r gold
particles may be used a s primar y a ntibody stains to
ach ieve even more precise loca liza ti o n of a n tigens in tis-

Microtubules vis ualized by immunocytochemical methods. The behavior of microtubules (elements of the cell cytoskeleton) obta ined from
human breast tumor cells can be studied in vitro by measuring their nucleation activity, which is initiated by the centrosome. This image was
photographed in the fluorescence microscope. By use of indirect immunofluorescence techniques, microtubules were labeled with a mixture of anth:r·tubulln and anti- {3-tubulin monoclonal antibodies (primary antibodies) and visualized by secondary antibodies conjugated
with fluorescein dye (fluorescein isothiocyanate-goat antimouse immunoglobulin G). The antigen-antibody reaction, performed directly on
the glass coverslip, resulted In visualization of tubulin molecules responsible for the formation of more than 120 microtubules visible on
this image. They originate from the centriole and extend outward approximately 20 to 25 ~-tm in a uniform radial array. x 1,400. (Photomicrograpl1 courtesy of Dr. Wilma L. Lingle and Ms. Vivian A. Negron.)
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cell o r organ cultures. In this way, synth esis of DNA and
subsequent cell division, synthesis and secretion of proteins
by cells, and locali zation of sy nthetic prod ucts w ithin cells
a nd in th e extr ace llu lar matrix h ave been studied.
Sections of specimens th at have incorpora ted ra d ioactive
materia l are mounted on slides. In the dark, the slide is
usua lly di pped in a melted photograp hic emulsion, thus
produc ing a thin photographic film on t he surface of the
slide. After appropriate exposur e in a light-tight box, usua lly for da ys to weeks, the exposed emulsion on the slide is
d eve loped by standard photographic techniques and p ermanently m o unted with a coverslip. The slides may be
stain ed either before or a fter exp os ure a nd developmen t.
The sil ver g rai ns in the emulsion over th e radioactively Ia-
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beled molecules a re exposed a nd develo ped by t his p rocedure a nd appear as d ark gr a ins overlying the site of the radioactive emission when examined wi th the light microscope (Fig. 1.5a).
These grains m ay be used si mply to indicat e the locat ion of a substance, or they may be coun ted to provid e
semiqua ntitative inform ation about the amount of a given
su bsta nce in a specific locati o n. Fo r instance, afte r injection of a n anim a l w ith tritiated thymidine, cells that incorporated th is nucl eo tide into their DNA prior to divid ing but t h a t ha ve not yet divided wi ll h ave approximately
twice as many silver g rains overly ing their nucle i as
wil l cells that have di vided after incorporating the la beled
nucleotide.

Au toradiography c an a lso be carried o ut by using thi n
p lastic sections for examination w ith the EM. Essentially
th e sa m e procedures are used, but as with a ll TEM preparation techniques, the processes a re much more de licate
a nd diffic ult; h owever, they also yield muc h great er resolution and m ore precise localization (Fig. 1.5 b ).

Historadiography
Historadiography is the production of an x-ray photograph
(microradiograph) of a specimen on a slide

A historadiogmph displays mass just as a regular x-ray
does. Although x -rays ca n be used to examine soft tissues,
thei r greatest utility is in the exa mina tio n of grou nd sections of bone or other miner a lized tissue. In practice, the
gro und sect ion of bone is placed in contact w ith a photogra phic em ulsion on a glass slide and exposed to a bea m o f
x-rays. The photogr aphic em ulsion is then developed a nd
viewed w ith a microscope (Fig. 1.6). Standards of known
mass can be a dd ed to the slide or t o a simila rl y trea ted

Met!Jotls
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com panion slide to provide semiquantitative informa t ion
on the amount of bone minera l in di ffe ren t parts of the
grou nd section.

\1 MICROSCOPY
light Microscopy
A microscope, w hether simple (one lens) or compou nd
(multiple lenses), is a n instrument that magnifies an image
and a llows visua liza tion of g rea te r detai.l than is possible
w ith the una ided eye. T h e simplest microscope is a m agni fying glass o r a pa ir o f readin g glasses.
The resolving power o f the human eye, i.e., the distance
by which two o bjects must be separated to be seen as two
o bjects (0. 2 mm), is d ete rmined by the sp aci ng of the photoreceptor cells in the re t ina. T h e role o f a microscop e is to
m agn ify a n image to a level at which the retin a ca n resolve
the information that wo uld o therwise be below its limi t of
resolut ion . Ta b le 1.4 compares the resolution of the eye
w ith that of va rio us instrumen ts.
Resolving power is the ability of a microscope lens or optical
system to produce separate images of closely positioned objects
Resolutio n depends not o nly on the optical system but
also on the wavelength of the light so urce and other factors,
such as specimen thickness, q ua lity of fixation, and sta ining
intensity. W ith light w hose wavelength is 540 nm (see Table
1.1 ), a green-filtered light to w h ich t he eye is extremely sensitive, a nd w ith appropriate o bjective a nd condenser lenses,
the grea test a ttainable resolving power o f a bright-field mi croscope wou ld be about 0.2 J.Lm (see page 16 for me thod
o f calculation ). This is the t heoretical resolu tion an d, as
me ntioned , depends o n a ll conditions being optima l. The

ocular or eyejJiece lens magnifies the image produced by the
objective lens, but it cannot increase resolution.
Vario us light mi croscopes a re ava ilable for gen era l a nd
specia lized use in m odern biologic research. Their differences are based large ly o n such factors as th e wave length
o f sp ecimen ill umina tion, physica l alteration o f the ligh t
coming to or leaving the sp ecimen, and specific ana lytic
processes tha t can be applied to the final image. These instruments and the ir applica tions are described briefly in
this sectio n .

FIGURE 1.5

Examples of a utoradiography used in light and electron microscopy. a. Photomicrograph of a lymph node section from an a nimal injected with tritiated ('H) thymid ine. Some of the cells exhibit
aggregates of meta llic silver grains, which appear as small black
particles (arrows). These cells synthesized DNA in preparation for cell
division and have incorporated the PHlthymidine into newly formed
DNA. Over time, the low-energy radioactive particles emitted from
the J3 Hjthymidine strike silver halide crystals in a photographic
emulsion covering the specimen (exposure) and create a latent image (much like light striking photographic film In a camera). During
photographic development of the slide with its covering emulsion,
the latent image, actually the activated silver halide in the emu lsion,

is red uced to the meta llic silver, which then appears as black grains
in the microscope. x 1,200. (Original slide specimen courtesy of Dr.
Ernst Kallenbach.) b. Electron microscopic autoradiograph of the
apical region of an intestinal absorptive cell. In this specimen, 125 1
bound to nerve growth factor (NGF) was injected into the animal,
and the tissue was removed 1 hour later. The specimen was prepared in a manner similar to that for light microscopy. The relatively
small size of the silver gra ins aids precise localization
of the 12' 1-NGF complexes. Note that the silver grains are concentrated over apical invaginations (inv) a nd ea rly endosomal tubular
profiles (tub). X32,000. (Electron microgra ph courtesy of Dr. Marian
R. Neutra.)

TABLE 1.4. Eye Versus Instrument Resolution
Distance Between Resolvable Points
FIGURE 1.6

Microradiograph of a 200-p,m-thick section of bone. Black areas are
sites of soft tissue, white areas contain high concentrations of calcium
salts, and light gray to dark gray areas reflect decreasing amounts of calcium salts. Xl57. (Microradiograph courtesy of Dr. Jenifer Jowsey.)

Human eye
Bright-field microscope
SEM
TEM
Theoretical
Tissue section

0.2 mm
0.2 p,m
2.5 nm
0.05 nm
1.0 nm
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The microscope used by most students and researchers is the
bright-field microscope

The bright-field microscope is the direct descendant of
the microscopes that became widely availa ble in the 1 800s
and opened the fu·st major era of histologic research. The
bright-field m icroscope (Fig. 1. 7) essentia lly consists of

• Light source for illumination of t he specimen , e.g., a
substage lam p
• Condense,- lens to foc us the beam of light at the level of
the specimen
• Stage on which the slide or other specimen is placed
• Objective lens to gather the lig ht that has passed
through the specimen
• Ocular lens (or a pair of ocular lenses in the more commonl y used binocular microscopes) through which the
image for med by the objective lens ma y be examined d irectly
A specimen to be examined with the bright-field microscope must be sufficiently thin for light to pass through it.
Although some light is absorbed w hile passing through the
specimen, the optical system of the bright-field microscope
does not produce a useful level of contrast in the unstained
specimen. For this reason, the va ri o us staining methods discussed earlier a re used. Other optical systems, described below, may be used to enhance the contrast w ithout staini ng.

The phase contrast microscope enables examination of
unstained cells and tissues and is especially useful for living
cells

T he phase contrast m icroscope takes ad vantage of
small d iffere nces in the refractive index in different parts
of a cell or tissue sample. Light passi ng th rough areas
of re latively high refractive index (denser areas) is deflected and becomes out of phase with the rest of the
beam of light that has passed thro ugh the specimen . The
ph ase contrast microscope adds other induced-out-ofphase wavelengths through a series of optical rings in
the condenser and objective lenses, essentia ll y a bo lishing
the amplitude of the initia ll y deflected portion of the
beam and producing contrast in the image. Dark portions of the image correspond to dense portio ns of the
specimen; light portions of the image correspond to less
dense portions of the specimen. The phase contrast microscope is therefore used to examine living cells and
tissues, such as cells in tissue culture, and is used extensively to examine unsta ined semithin (approximately
0.5-p.m) sections of plasti c-embedded tissue.
Two modifications of d1e p hase contrast microscope are
the interference microscope, w hich also a llows quantification of tiss ue mass, and th e differential interference microscope (using Nomarski optics), w hich is especially useful for assessing surface properti es of cells a nd other
bio logic o bjects.

In dark-field microscopy, no direct light from the light source is
gathered by the objective lens

In dark-field microscopy, only light that has been scattered or diffracted by structures in the specimen reaches
the objective. The dark-field microscope is equ ipped w ith
a specia l condenser that illuminates the specimen with
strong, o blique lig ht. Thus, the field o f view appears as a
clark background o n which sma ll particles in th e specimen that reflect some light into the objective appear
bright.
The effect is similar to that of dust particles seen in the
light beam emanating from a slide proj ector in a darkened room. The light reflected off the dust pa rticles
reaches the retina of the eye, thus mak ing the particles
visible.
T he resolution of the dark-field microsco pe cannot be
better than that of the bright-field microscope, usi ng, as it
does, the sa me wavelength source. Sma ller individual particles can be detected in dark-field images, however, beca use of the enhanced contrast that is created.
T he dark-field microscope is useful in exam ining autoradiographs, in w hich t he developed silver g rains a ppear
wh ite in a da rk background. Clinicall y, it is useful in exam ining urine for crysta ls, such as those of uri c ac id and
oxalate, a nd in dem onstra ting spirochetes, particula rly
Treponema pallidum, th e o rga nism that ca uses syphilis, a
sex ua ll y transmitted disease.
The fluorescence microscope makes use of the ability of
certain molecules to fluoresce under ultraviolet light

condenser
lens
,.JI-.,r---- --1- specimen -+-- - objective
lens

electron
detector

projection
lens
ocular
lens
image
L---------------~ ineye
LIGHT MICROSCOPE

FIGURE 1.7

image on
viewing
screen
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE

SCANNING ELECTRON
MICROSCOPE

Diagram comparing the optical paths
in different types of microscopes.
The light microscope (left) is shown as
if it were turned upside down; TEM
(middle}; and SEM (rigl7t). The specimen and the projected magnified image are depicted by red arrows.

A molecule that fluor esces emits light of wavelengths in
the visible range w hen exposed to an ul traviolet (UV)
source. The {lu01'escence microscope is used to display natura lly occurring fluorescent (a utofluorescent) molecules,
such as vitamin A and some neurotransmitters. Beca use
autofluo rescent molecules are not numero us, however, ·its
most widespread application is th e display of intro duced
flu o rescence, as in the detection of a ntigens or a ntibodies
in immu no cytochemical stai ni ng procedures (see Fig. 1.4).
Specific fluorescent mo lecu.les can also be in jected into an
animal or d irectly into cells a nd used as tracers. Such methods have been useful in stud ying intercellular (gap ) junctions, in tracing th e pathway of nerve fibers in neurobio logy, a nd in detecting fl uorescent growth ma rkers of
mineralized tissues.
Vario us fil ters ar e inserted betwee n the UV lig ht so urce
and the specimen to produce monochro matic o r nea rmonoch roma tic (single-wavelength or narrow-ba ndwavelength) light. A second set of filters inserted between
the specimen and the objective a llows o nl y the narrow
band of wavelength of t he fluorescence to reach the eye
or to reach a photograp hic emulsion or other ana l yt i ~
processor.
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The confocal scanning microscope combines components of a
light optical microscope with a scanning system to dissect a
specimen optically

The confocal scanning microscope is a relati vely new
microscope system used to study the structure of bio logic
materials. T he illumina ti ng lase r light system that it uses is
strongly convergent and therefore produces a shallow
scanning spot. T he light emerging from the spot is directed
to a photomultiplier tube, where it is ana lyzed. A mirro r
system is used to move th e laser beam across the specimen,
illuminating a single spot at a time (Fig. 1.8 ). The data
from each point of the specimen scanned by this moving
spot are recorded and sto red in a computer. This information is th en displayed on a hig h-resolution video monitor
to cr eate a visua l image. The ma jor advantage of this system is its a bility to visualize a specimen in very thi n optical sectio ns (approximate ly l J.Lm thick). The out-of-focus
regions are subtracted from the image by the computer
program, th us creating an extremely sharp image. In these
aspects, cm1£ocal microscopy resem bles th e imaging
process in com puted axia l tomography (x-ray) scanning
(CAT scans). Ordinary or nonconfocallight imaging con ta ins superimposed in-foc us and out-of-focus specimen
parts, there by reducing image quality.
Furthermore, by using o nl y the narrow depth of the infocus image, it is possible to create multi ple images at
varying depths within the specimen. Thus, one ca n li terall y dissect layer by layer through th e thickness of the
specimen. It is a lso possible to use the computer to m ake
three-dimensional reconstructions of a series of these images. Beca use each individual image loca ted at a specific
depth within the specimen is extremel y shar p, the resulting assembled three-d imensiona l image is eq ually sharp.

scanning
mirrors

laser
beam
detector

FIGURE 1.8

Diagram of the beam path in the confocal microscope. (Courtesy of
Sarastro, Inc., Ypsilanti, MI.)
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Moreover, once the computer has assembled eac h o f the
secti o ned images, the reconstructed three-dime nsional
image can b e rotated and viewed from any orie ntation
desired.
The ultraviolet microscope uses quartz lenses with an
ultraviolet light source
The image in the ultraviolet (UV) microscope depends
on the a bsorption of UV ligh t by m o lec ules in the specimen. The UV source has a waveleng th of approximately
200 nm. Thus, the lN microscope may achieve a reso lution o f 0.1 J.Lm . In principle, lN microscopy resembles the
workings o f a spectrophotometer; the results are usually
recorded photograph ica ll y. The specimen can not be inspected directly through an ocula r beca use the lN light is
not visible and is injurious to the eye.
The me thod is useful in detecting nucleic acids, specifically the purine and pyrimidine bases of the nucleotides. It
is also useful for detecting proteins that con tain certain
amino acids. Using specific illuminating wavelengths, UV
spectro photometric measurements a re commonly made
through the UV microsco pe to determine quantitatively
the amount of D NA and RNA in individu al cells. As described o n page 8, it is used clinically to evaluate the degree of ploidy (mu ltip les of normal DNA quantity) in sections of tumors .
The polarizing microscope uses the fact that highly ordered
molecules or arrays of molecules can rotate the angle of the
plane of polarized light
T he polarizing microscope is a simple modification of
the light microscope, in which a polarizing filter, ca lled the
polarizer, is located between the light sou rce and the specimen, and a second pola rizer, call ed t he analyzer, is located
between the o bjective lens and the viewer.
Both th e pola rizer and the ana lyzer can be rota ted ; the
difference between th eir ang les of ro tation is used to determine the degree by w hic h a str ucture affects the beam of
pola rized light. The ability of a c rystal or paracrystalline
a rray to rotate the plan e of pola ri zed lig h t is ca lled birefril·zgence (dou b le refraction). Striated muscle and the c rysta llo id inclusio ns in the testicular inters titial cells (Leydig
cells), a mo ng other common structures, exhibit birefringence .

Electron Microscopy
Two k inds of EMs can p rovide morphologic a nd a na lytic
da ta on cells and tiss ues: the transmissio1t electron microscope (TEM) and the scamting electron microscope
(SEM). The p rima ry improveme nt in the EM vers us th e
light microscope is tha t the wave length of th e EM beam is
approxima tel y l/2,000th that of the light microscope
bea m, t hereby increasing resolution by a factor of 10·1.

The TEM uses the interaction of a beam of electrons with a
specimen to produce an image
The " optics" of the TEM are, in principle, simila r to
those of the light microscope (see Fig. 1.7), except that th e
TEM uses a beam of electrons ra ther than a bea m of light.
The principle of t he mi croscope is as fo llows:
• A source, such as a hea ted tungsten fi lament, emits electrons (cathode).
• The electrons are attracted towa rd an anode.
• An electrica l difference between the ca thode cover and the
anode impa rts an acce lera ting voltage of between 20,000
and 200,000 volts to the electrons, creating the beam .
• T he beam then passes through a series of electromagnetic lenses that serve the same function as tbe g lass
lenses of a ligh t microscope.
The condenser lens shapes an d cha nges the diameter of
the beam that reaches the specimen pla ne. The beam that
has passed through the specimen is then foc used and magnified by an objective le1ts a nd further magnified by one or
more projector lenses. T he final image is viewed on a
phosphor-coated screen. Portions of the specimen t hrough
which electrons h ave passed appear bright; those portions
of the specimen that have absorbed or scattered electrons
beca use of th eir inherent density o r beca use of h eavy m etals added during specimen preparation appear da rk. A
photographic plate o r video detector can be p laced above
or below the viewing sc reen to record the image on the
screen permanently.
Specimen preparation for transmission electron microscopy is
similar to that for light microscopy except that it requires finer
methods
The principles used in the preparation o f sectio ns for
viewing with the TEM a re essen tia ll y the same as those used
in ught microscopy, with th e added constraint that at every
step one must work with specimens 3 to 4 orders of magni-

The electronic principles of both the TEM and the SEM are sim·
ilar to those of a cathode ray tube (CRT), such as those used in
television sets. In fact, the first EMs, built in the early 1930s,
were developed independently in several countries by scien·
tists and engineers working on the development of television.
Although some viruses and other dried paracrystalline materi·
als were studied with the EM in the 1930s, it was not until ad·
equate fixation, embedding. and sect.ioning methods were de·
veloped in the 1950s that the TEM could be applied as a
routine tool in biologic researcl1.
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tude sma ller or thinner than those used for light microscopy.
The TEM, whose electron bea m has a wavelength of approxima tely 0.1 nm, has a theoretical resolution of 0.05 nm.
Because of the exceptional resolution of t he TEM, the
quality of .fixation, i.e., t he d egree of prese rvation o f subcellular structure, must be the best achi eva ble.

Uranyl nitrate is o fte n added to the alcoho l solution s
used in de hydration to increase t he density of compone nts
of cell junctions a nd othe r sites. Sequential soakin g i11 solutions of uran yl acetate a nd lead citrate is ro utinely used to
stain sections before viewi ng with the TEM to provide
high-resolution, hig h-contrast electron micrographs.

Routine preparation of specimens for transmission electron
microscopy begins with glutaraldehyde fixation followed by a
buffer rinse and fixation with osmium tetroxide

Freeze fracture is a special method of sample preparation for
transmission electron microscopy, especially important in the
study of membranes

G lutara ldehyde, a dia ldehyde, preserves protein constituents by cross-linking them; the osmium tetrox ide reacts with lipids, particu larly phospho lipids. The osmium
a lso imparts electron density to cell and tiss ue structures
because it is a heavy meta l, thus e nhanci ng su bsequent image formation in the TEM.
Ideally, tissues should be perfused w ith buffered gluta raldehyde before excision from the an ima l. More commonly, tissue pieces no more than 1 mm 3 are fixed for the
TEM (compared with light microscop e specimens, which
ma y be measured in centimete rs). The dehydratio n process
is identical to th at used in ligh t microsco py, and the tissue
is infiltra ted with a monomeric resi n, usuall y an epoxy
resin, which is subsequently polymeri zed .

The tissue to be exa mined may be fi xed or u nfixed; if it
has bee n fi xed, th e fixative is washed out of the tissue before proceeding. A cryoprotectant, suc h as glycerol, is a llowed to infiltra te the tissue, an d tl1 e tissue is then rapidly
frozen to about
Ice crysta l formation is prevented
by the use of cryopro tectants, rapid freezing, and extremely small tissue sa mples. The frozen tiss ue is the n
placed in a vacuum in the freeze fract ure a pparatus a nd
struck w ith a knife edge or razor blade.

The plastic-embedded tissue is sectioned on specially designed
microtomes using diamond knives
Because of the limited penetrating power of electrons,
sections for routine transmission electron microscopy range
fro m 50 run to no more than 15 0 nm. Because a brasives
used to sharpen steel knives leave unacceptable scratches
on sectio ns viewed in the TEM, di a mo nd knives with
nea rly perfect sharp ness are used. Sections cut by the diamond knife a re much too thin to ha nd le; t hey are floated
away from the knife edge o n the surface o f a fluid-filled
trough an d picked up from t he sur face onto plastic-coated
co pper mes h gr ids. The grids have 5 0 to 400 ho les/inch or
special slots for viewing serial secti ons. T he beam passes
through the holes in the copper grid, th en throug h the specimen, and the image is t he n focused o n th e vi ewing screen
or photograph ic film .
Routine staining of transmission electron microscopy sections
is necessary to increase the inherent contrast so that the details
of cell structure are readily visible and photographable
Jn general, transmission electron microscopy sections
are sta ined by adding materials of grea t density, such as
ions of heavy metals, to the specimen. H eavy-meta l ions
may be bound to t he tissues d uring fi xa tion o r dehyd1·ation or by soaking the sections in solutions of such ions
after sectioning. Osmium tetroxide, rou tinely used in the
fixat ive, bi11ds to the phospholipid components of mem branes, imparting additio nal density to the membra nes.

-16o·c.

The fracture plane passes preferentially through the
hydrophobic portion of the plasma membrane, exposing
the interior of the plasma membrane
The resulting fracture of the p lasma membrane produces
two new surfaces. The surface of the membra ne that is

Many of the histochemical methods used in light microscopy
have been adapted for electron microscopy. The use of lowmolecular-weight dialdehydes, particularly glutaraldehyde, as
primary fixatives has allowed application of many of the stan·
dard enzyme histochemical methods to tissue for TEM exami·
nation, often requiring only minor modifications of buffers and
capture reagents. The phosphatase and esterase procedures
have been well adapted for the TEM. The reactions are usually
run on 50-J.Lm tissue slices that are subsequently fixed in
osmiu m tetroxide and embedded for TEM sectioning (see
Fig. 1.3).
Substitution of a heavy metal-containing compound for
the fluorescent dye usually conjugated with an antibody has
allowed adaptation of immunocytochemical methods to
transmission electron microscopy, as has the ada ptation of
the diaminobenzidine·based peroxidase reaction. Similarly,
refinement of techniques has also allowed development of
routine EM autoradiography as an investigative method (see
Fig. 1.5b). These methods have been particularly useful in elu·
cidating the cellular sources and intracellular pathways of cer·
tain secretory products, the location on the cell surface of
specific receptors, and the intracellular location of ingested
drugs and substrates.
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final image

Proper Use of the Light Microscope
This brief introduction to the proper use of the light microscope is
directed to those students who will use the microscope for the routine examination of tissues. If the following comments appear elementary, it is only because most users of the microscope fail to use
it to its fullest advantage. Despite the availability of today·s fine
equipment, relatively little formal inst ruction is given on the correct
use of the light microscope.
Expensive and highly corrected optics perform optimally only
when the illumination and observation beam paths are centered
and properly adjusted. The use of proper settings and proper
alignment of the optic pathway w ill contribute substa ntially to
the recognition of minute details in the specimen and to the
faithful display of color for the visual image and for photomicrography.
Kohler illumination is one key to good microscopy and is incorporated in the design of practically all modern laboratory and
research microscopes. Figure 1.9 shows the two light paths and all
the controls for alignment on a modern laboratory microscope; it
should be referred to in following the instructions given below to
provide appropriate illumination in your microscope.
The alignment steps necessary to achieve good Kohler illumination are few and simple:
• Focus the specimen.
• Close the field diaphragm.
• Focus the condenser by moving it up or down until the outline
of its field diaphragm appears In sharp focus.
• Center the field diaphragm with the centering controls on t he
(condenser) substage. Then, open the field diaphragm until the
light beam covers the f ull field observed.
• Remove the eyepiece (or use a centering telescope or a phase
telescope accessory if avai lable) and observe the exit pupil of
the objective. You w ill see an illuminated circular field, whose
radius is directly proportional to the numerical aperture of the
objective. As you close the condenser diaphragm, its outline
will appear in this circular field. For most stained materials, set
the condenser diaphragm to cover approximately two thirds of
the objective aperture. This setting results In the best compromise between resolution and contrast (contrast simply being
the intensity difference between dark and light areas in the
specimen).
Using only these five simple steps, the image obtained will be as
good as the optics allow. Now let us find out why.
First, why do we adjust the field diaphragm to cover only the
field observed? Illuminating a larger field than the optics can
·see· only leads to internal reflections or stray light, resulting
in more ·noise· or a decrease in image contrast.
Second, why do we emphasize the setting of the condenser diaphragm, i.e., the illuminating aperture? This diaphragm
greatly influences the resolution and the contrast with which
specimen detail can be observed.

exit pupil
(eye point)

For most practical applications, the resolution is determined by
the equat ion

real interme='~~~:::1 d iate image

d = - - - - - - - : - - : : - : - - -NAohjcclive

+ NA condenser

where
d

point-to-point distance of resolved detail (in nm)

A.

wavelength of light used (green = 540 nm)

NA

numerical aperature or sine of half angle picked up by
the objective or condenser of a central specimen point
multiplied by the refractive Index of the medium between objective or condenser and specimen

How do wavelength and numerical aperture directly influence
resolution ? Specimen structures diffract light. The diffraction angle
is directly proportional to the wavelength and inversely proportional to the spacing of the structures. According to Ernst Abbe, a
given structural spacing can be resolved only when the observing
optical system (objective) can see some of the diffracted light produced by the spacing. The larger the objective's aperture, the more
diffracted the light that participates in the image formation, resulting in resolution of smaller detail and sharper images.
Our simple formula, however, shows that the condenser aperture is just as important as the objective aperture. This point is only
logical when you consider the diffraction angle for an oblique
beam or one of higher aperture. This angle remains essentia lly
constant but is presented to the objective in such a fashion that it
can be picked up easily.
How does the aperture setting affect the contrast? Theoretically,
the best contrast transfer from object to image would be obtained
by the interaction (interference) between nondiffracted and all the
diffracted wavefronts.
For the transfer of contrast between full transmission and complete absorption in a specimen, the intensity relationship between
diffracted and non diffracted light would have to be 1:1 to achieve
full destructive interference (black) or full constructive interference
(bright). When the condenser aperture matches the objective aperture, the nondiffracted light enters the objective with full intensity,
but only part of the diffracted light can enter, resulting in decreased
contrast. In other words, closing the aperture of the condenser to
two thirds of the objective aperture brings the intensity relationship
between diffracted and nondiffracted light close to 1 :1 and thereby
optimizes the contrast. Closing the condenser aperture (or lowering
the condenser) beyond this equilibrium will produce interference
phenomena or image artifacts such as diffraction rings or artificial
lines around specimen structures. Most microscope techniques used
for the enhancement of contrast, such as dark-field, oblique illumination, phase contrast, or modulation contrast, are based on the
same principle; i.e., they suppress or reduce the intensity of the nondiffracted light to improve an inherently low specimen contrast.
By observing the steps outlined above and maintaining clean
lenses, the quality and fidelity of visua l images w ill vary only with
the performance capability of the optical system.
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control
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K OHLER ILLUMINATION THROUGH THE MICROSCOPE
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backed by extracellular space is called theE-face; the face
backed by the protoplasm (cytoplasm) is called the P-face.
T he specim en is then coated, typically with evaporated
plati nu m, to create a replica of the fracture surface. T he
tiss ue is then dissolved, and the s urface replica, not the tissue itself, is picked up on grids to be examined with the
TEM. Such a r eplica displays detai ls at the macromolecula r level (see Fig. 2 .5, page 23).
In scanning electron microscopy, the electron beam does no~
pass through the specimen but is scanned across its surface

In man y ways, the SEM more closely resembles a televisio n tube than the TEM . For examination of most tissues,
the sample is fixed, dehyd rated by critical point drying,
coa ted with an evaporated gold- carbon film, mounted on
an a luminum stub, and placed in the specimen chamber of
the SEM. For m ineralized tissues, it is possible to remove
all the soft tissues with a bleach and then examine the
structura l features of the mineral.
Scanning is accomplished by the sam e type of raster that
scans the electron beam across the face of a television tube.
Electrons reflected &om the surface (backscattered electrons) a nd electrons forced out of the surface (secondary
electrons) are collected by one or more detectors and reprocessed to form a three-d imensional-like image on a
hig h-r esolutio n CRT.

light source

~-~

ILLUMINATING
BEAM PATH

FIGURE 1.9
Diagram of a typical light microscope. Th is drawing shows a crosssectional view of the microscope, its
operating components, and light path.
(Courtesy of Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thornwood, NY.)

Photographs may then be taken of the CRT to record
da ta, or the image may be recorded on videotape. Other
detectors can be used to measure x-rays emitted from the
surface, cathodoluminescence of molecules in the tiss ue below the surface, and Auger electrons emitted at the surface.
The scanning-transmission electron microscope combines
features of the TEM and SEM to allow electron probe x-ray
microanalysis

T he SEM configuration can be used to produce a tra nsmissio n image by inserting a grid bolder at the specimen
level, collecting the transmitted electro ns with a detector,
an d reconstructing the image on a CRT. Th is latter configuration of a SEM or scanning-transmission electron microscope (STEM) facilitates the use of the instrument for

electron probe x-ray microanalysis.
Detecto rs can be fitted to the microscope to collect the
x-ra ys emitted as the beam bombards the section, and
with appropriate analyzers, a map can be constructed
tha t shows the distribution in the sections of elements
w ith an atomic number above 12 and a concentration
sufficient to produce enough x-rays to anal yze. Sem iquantitative data can also be derived for elements in sufficient concentration. Thus, both the TEM a nd the SEM
can be converted into sophisticated anal ytical tools m
addition to being used as "optica l" instruments.
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OVERVIEW OF CELL STRUCTURE

Cells are the basic structural and functional units of all
multicellular organisms
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NONMEMBRANOUS ORGANELLES

T he processes we normally associate with the daily
activities of organisms, such as protection, ingestion,
digestion, absorption of metabolites, elimination of
wastes, movement, reproduction, and even death, are all
reflections of similar processes occurring within each of the
billions of cells that constitute the human body. To a very
large extent, similar mechanisms are used by cells
of different types to synthesize protein, transform energy,
and move essential substances into the cell; they use the
same k inds of molecules to engage in contraction, and they
duplica te their genetic ma terial in the same ma nner.

Cells can be divided into two major compartments: the
cytoplasm and the nucleus. The cytoplasm and the nucleus
not only play distinct functional roles but also work in
concert to maintain the cell's viability.

Specific functions are identified with specific structural
components and domains within the cell

The cytoplasm contains organelles and inclusions
in a cytoplasmic matrix

Some cells develop one or more of these functions to
such a degree of specialization that they are identified by
the func tion and the cell structures associated with it. For
example, a lthough all cells con tain contractile filamentous proteins, some cells, such as muscle cells, conta in

Organelles, or " little organs, " include the membrane
systems of the cell and the membrane-limited compartments that perform the metabolic, synthetic, energyrequil·ing, and energy-generating functions of the cell, as
well as nonmembranous structural components.
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large amounts of these proteins in specific arrays. This allows them to carry out their special ized function of contraction at both the cellular and tissue level. The specialized activity or function of a cell may be reflected not
only by the presence of a larger amount of the specific
structural component performing the activity but also by
the shape of the cell, its organization with respect to
other similar cells, and its products (Fig. 2.1).
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FIGURE 2.1
Different histologic features of different cell types. These three pllotomicrographs show different types of cells in three different organs
of the body. The distinguishing features include size, shape, orientation, and cytoplasmic contents t11 at can be related to each cell's specialized activity or function. a. Epithelial cells in the kidney. Note several shapes of epithelial cells: columnar cells with well-defined
borders in collecting duct (CD), squamous cells in tile thin segment
(TS) of nephron, and even more flattened cells lining blood vessels,
the vasa recta in t11e kidney (VR). x380. b. Dorsal root ganglion cells.
Note the large size of these nerve cell bodies and the large, pale (eu-

chromatic) nuclei (N) with distinct nucleoli. Each ganglion cell is surrounded by flattened satellite cells (S). Tile size of the ganglion cell
and tile presence of a euchromatic nucleus, prominent nucleolus, and
Nissl bodies (rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum lrERI visible as
darker granules within tile cytoplasm) reflect the extensive synt11etic
activity required to maintain tile exceedingly long processes (axons)
of t hese cells. x 380. c. Smooth muscle cells of t11e small intestine.
Note that these cells are typically elongated, fusiform-shaped, and
organ ized in a parallel array. Tile nuclei are also elongated to conform to tile general shape of the cell. x 380.
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Inclusions are materials in the cytoplasm that may or
may not be surrounded by a membrane. They comprise
such diverse materials as secretory gran ules, pigment, neutral fat, glycogen, and stored waste products.
The cytoplasmic ground substance was called cytosol in
older texts because it was believed to be an amorphous
fluid. The term cytoplasmic matrix is now used to emphasize that it is a concentrated aqueous gel of different-size
molecules and has an organized structure.
Intracellular membranes increase surface area and delimit

•

•

•

compartments

Many organelles and inclusions are membrane-limited
structures; i.e., they are surrow1ded by a membrane. The
membranes form vesicular, tubulat~ and other structural
patterns that may be convoluted (as in the case of the
smooth-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum [sERJ) or plicated
(as in the case of the inner mitochondrial membrane).
These membrane configurations greatly increase the smface area on which essential physiologic processes and biochemical reactions take place.
Moreover, the spaces enclosed by membranes constitute
intracellular m i.c rocompartments in which substrates, products, or o ther substances are segregated or concentrated.
For example, the enzymes of lysosomes are separated by a
membrane from the cytoplasmic matri.x because their hydrolytic activi ty would be detrimental to the cell .
organelles are described as membranous (membrane-limited)
or nonmembranous

All cells have the same basic set of intracellular organelles, which can be classified into one of two groups:
(1) membranous organelles with plasma membranes that
separate t he internal environment of the organelle from the
cytoplasm, and (2) 1wnmembranous organelles w ithout
plasma membranes.
The membranous organelles include

• Plasma (cell ) membrane, a lipid bilayer that forms the

•

•

•

•

cell boundary as wel l as the boundaries of many organelles with in the cell.
Rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum (1-ER), a region
of endoplasmic retic ulum associated with ribosomes. It
is the site of protein synthesis and modification of newly
synthesized proteins.
Smooth-su1faced endoplasmic reticulum (sER), a region
of endoplasmic reticulum involved in lipid and steroid
synthesis. It is not associated w ith ribosomes.
Golgi apparatus, a membranous organelle composed of
multiple flattened cisterna e res ponsible for modifying,
sorting, and packaging proteins and lipids for intracell ular or extracellular transport.
Endosomes, membrane-bounded compartments interposed within endocytotic pathways. Thei r major func-

•

tion is sorting proteins de li vered to them via endocytotic
vesicles and redi recting them to different cellular compartments for their final destination.
Lysosomes, small organelles containing digestive en zymes; their derivatives include phagosotnes, phagolysosomes, autophagosomes, and autophagolysosomes.
Transport vesicles, which inc! ude pinocytotic vesicles,
endocytotic vesicles, and coated vesicles. These vesicles
are involved in both endocytosis and ex ocytosis and
vary in shape and the material that they transport.
Mitochondria, organelles that provide most of the energy to t he cell by producing adenosine triph osphate
(ATP ) in the process of oxidative phosphorylation .
Peroxisomes, small organelles involved in the production
and degradation of H 2 0 2 and degradation of fatty acids.

tubules continuously elongate (by add ing tubulin
dimers ) and shorten (by removing tubu lin dimers ), a
property referred to as dynamic instability.
• Filaments, wh ich are also part of the cytoskeleton. In
general, filaments can be classified into one of two
groups: actin filaments, wh ich are flexible cha ins of
globular actin molecules, and intermediate filaments,
w hich are rope-like fibers formed from a variety of proteins. Both provide tensile strength to w ithstand tension
and confer resistance to shearing forces.
• Centrioles, short, paired cylindrical structures found in
the center of the centrosome. Derivatives of centrioles
give rise to basal bodies of cilia.
• Ribosomes, structures composed of ribosomal RNA
(rRNA} and ribosomal protein s (including proteins attached to membranes of the rER and proteins free in the
cytoplasm). Ribosomes are essential for protein synthesis.
An outline of the key features relating to t he identification of cell organelles and inclusions is provided at the end
of the chapter (see Table 2.3, page 76) . The normal function and the re lated pathologies aJ:e also summarized (see
Table 2.4, page 77}.
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microscope (TEM) , it appears as two electron-dense layers
separated by an intermediate, electron-lucent (nonstaining}
layer (Fig. 2.2). T he total thickness of the plasma membrane is about 8 to 10 nm.
The plasma membrane is composed of amphipathic lipids and
two types of proteins

The nonmembranous organelles include

• Microtubules, which together w ith actin and intermediate filaments fo rm elements of the cytoskeleton. Micro-

TIJe Cell

FIGURE 2.2
Absorptive cells of the small intestine. This electron micrograph
shows the apical portion of absorptive cells with microvi lli. X29,000.
Inset. Higher magnification of the area within the eire/e. Note that at
tl1is magnification the plasma membrane displays its characteristic
appearance, showing two electron-dense lines separated by an
electron-lucent intermediate layer. x 95,000.

The current interpretation of the molecular organization
of the plasma membrane is referred to as the modified
fluid-mosaic model (Fig. 2 .3) . The membrane consists primarily of phospholipid, cholesterol, and protein molecules.
The lipid molecules form a lipid bilayer with an amphipathic character (it is both hydrophobic and hydrophilic).
T he fatty acid chains of the lipid molecules face each other,
making the inner portion of the membrane hydrophobic
(i.e., having no affinity for wa ter). The surfaces of the
membrane are formed by the polar head groups of the lipid
molecules, thereby making t he surfaces hydrophilic (i.e.,
having an affinity for water} .
In most plasma membranes, protein molecules constitute approximately half of the total membrane mass. Most

cholesterol
molecule

hydrophobic
fatty acid
chain

9 MEMBRANOUS ORGANELLES
Plasma Membrane
The plasma membrane is a lipid-bilayered structure visible
with transmission electron microscopy

The plasma membrane (cell membrane) is a dynamic
structure t bat actively participates in many physiologic and
biochemical activities essential to cell function and survival.
When the plasma membrane is properly fixed, sectioned,
stained, and viewed on edge w ith th e transmission electron

hydrophilic polar head
FIG URE 2.3
Diagram of a plasma membrane showing the modified fluid-mosaic
model. The plasma membrane is a lipid bilayer consisting primarily
of pl1ospl1olipid molecules, cholesterol, and protein molecules. The
hydrophobic fatty acid chains of pllospholipids face each other to
form the inner portion of the membrane, while the hydrophilic polar
heads of the phospholipids form the extracellular and intracellular
surfaces of the membrane. Cholesterol molecules are in corporated

within the gaps between phospholipids equally on both sides of the
membrane. Note the asymmetric distribution of specific phospholipids in the membrane bilayer (indicated by the different colors of the
plwspl1olipid heads). Tile diagram also shows integral membrane proteins and peripheral membrane proteins. carbohydrate cha ins attach
to both integral and peripheral membrane proteins, forming glycoproteins, and to polar pllospholipid heads, forming glycolipids.
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of the proteins are embedded within the lipid bilayer or
pass through the lipid bilayer completely. T hese proteins
are called integral membrane pmteins. Integral membrane
proteins ca n move within the plane of the membrane; this
m ovement can be compared to the movement of icebergs
floating in the ocean (see Fig. 2.3). The other types of protein, called peripheml membrane proteins, are not embedded wi thin the lipid bilayer. They are associated with the
plasma membrane by strong ionic interactions, mainly
w ith integral proteins on both the extracellular and intracellular surfaces of the mem brane (see Fig. 2 .3 ). In addition, on th e extracell ular surface of the plasma membrane,
carbohydrates may be attached to proteins, thereby fo rming glycoproteins, or to lipids of the bilayer, thereby forming glycolipids. These surface molecules constitute a layer
at the surface of the cell , referred to as the cell coat o r glycocalyx (Fig. 2.4 ). They help establish extracellular microenvironments at the memb rane surface that have specific functions in metabolism, cell recognition and cell
associat io n, and serve as r eceptor sites for hormones.

oute r leaflet
of lipid bilaye r

a
peripheral
membrane
proteins
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FIGURE 2.5
Freeze fracture examination of the plasma membrane. a. View of
the plasma membrane seen on edge, with arrow indicating the preferential plane of splitting of the lipid bilayer through the hydrophobic
portion of the membrane. When the membrane splits, some proteins
are carried with the outer leaflet, though most are retained within the
inner leaflet. b. View of the plasma membrane with the leaflets separating along tl1e cleavage plane. The surfaces of the cleaved membrane are coated, forming replicas; the replicas are separated from
the tissue and examined with the TEM. Proteins appear as bumps.
The replica of tile inner leaflet is called the P·face; it is backed by cytoplasm (wotoplasm). A view of the outer leaflet is called the E·face;
it is backed by gxtracellular space. c. Electron micrograph of a freeze
fracture replica shows the E-face of the membrane of one epithelial
cell and the P-face of the membrane of the adj oining cell. The cleavage plane has jumped from the membrane of one cell to the membrane of the other cell, as indicated by the clear space (intercellular
space) across the middle of the figure. Note the paucity of particles in
the E-face compared with the P·face, from which t he majority of the
integral membran e proteins project. (Courtesy of Dr. Giuseppina d'Eiia
Raviola.)

integral
membrane proteins

inner leaflet
of lipid layer
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depression left by
P-lace protein

Integral membrane proteins can be visualized with the special
tissue preparation technique of freeze fracture

c el l membrane

T he existence of protein within the substance of the
plasma membrane, i.e., integral proteins, was con firmed
by a technique called freeze fracture. When tissue is prepared for electron microscopy by the freeze fracture
process (Fig. 2.5a), membranes typically split o r cleave
a lo ng the hydroph obic plane (i.e., between the two lipid
layers) to expose two interior faces of the membrane, an Eface and a P-face (Fig. 2.5 b).
TheE-face is backed by extracellular space, whereas the
P-face is backed by cytoplasm (protoplasm). The numerous particles seen on the E- and P-faces with the TEM represen t the integra l pr oteins of the membrane. Usually, the
P-face displays mo re particles, thus more protein, than the
E-face (Fig. 2.5c).
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FIGURE 2.6
Different functions of integral membrane proteins. The six major
categories of integral membrane proteins are shown in this diagram.
These are pumps, channels, receptors, linkers, enzymes, and struc·
tura l proteins. These categories are not mutually exclusive. A structural membrane protein involved in cell-to·cell junctions might simul·
taneously setve as receptor, enzyme, linker, or any combination of
these functions.

Integral membrane proteins have important functions in cell
m etabolism, regulation, and integration

Six broad categories of membrane proteins have been defined in terms of their function: pumps, channels, receptors,
linkers, enzymes, and structural proteins (Fig. 2.6) . T he categories are 110t mutually exclusive; e.g., a structura l membrane protein may simultaneo usly serve as a receptor, an
enzyme, a pump, o r any combination of these functions.

• Pumps serve to transport certain io ns, such as Na+, acti vely across membranes. Pumps also transport metabo lic precursors of macromolecules, such as amino acids
and sugars, across membranes, either by themselves o r
lin ked to the Na + pump.
• Channels allow the passage of sma ll ions and molecules
across the plasma mem brane in either directio n, t.e.,

FIGURE 2.4
Electron micrograph of microvilli on the apical surface of an absorptive cell. The glycoproteins of the glycocalyx ca n be seen extending from the tips of t he microvilli into the lumen. At this magnification, the relationship between the outer plasma membrane
leaflet and the glycocalyx is particularly well demonstrated. Glycoproteins of the glycocalyx include terminal digestive enzymes sucl1
as dipeptidases and disaccharid ases. x lOO,OOO. (Courtesy of Dr. Ray
C. Henrikson.)

c

passive diffusion . Gap junctions formed by aligned
channels in the membr anes of adjacent cells permit passage of io ns and small molecu les from the cytoplasm of
one cel l to the cytoplasm of the adj acent cel ls.
• Receptor proteins allow recognition and localized binding of ligands (mo lecules that bind to the extracellula r
surface of the plasma mem brane) in processes such as
hormonal stimula tion, coated-vesicle endocytos is, and
antibody reaction s.
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• Linher pmteins anchor th e intracellular cytoskeleton to
th e extracellula r matrix. Exa mples of linker pro teins include the family of in tegrin s th at link cytoplasmic ac tin
filam ents to an extracellular matrix pro tein (fib ronecti n) .
• Enzymes have a va ri ety of ro les . Adenosine trip hosphatases (ATPases) have specific roles in ion p um ping:
ATP synth ase is the major protein of the inner mitochondrial membr ane, and digestive enzymes such as disacd1 a rid ases and dipep tidases ar e integra l membrane
proteins.
• Structural proteins ar e vis ua lized by the freeze fracture
method, especiall y w here th ey fo rm junctio ns with
neighbo ring cells. O ften, certain proteins and lipids are
concentrated in loca lized regions of the plasma membrane to carry o ut specific functions. Exa mples of such
regio ns can be recogni zed in polarized cells, such as epithelial cells.
Integral membrane protei ns move within the lipid bilayer
of the membrane

The fluidity of the plasma mem br ane is no t revealed in
static electron micrographs. H owever, exp eriments show
that the mem brane beha ves as tho ugh it were a twodimensional lipid fluid . Proteins with their hydroph o bic regions loca li zed in the interi or of the lipid bilayer ar e free to
d iffuse laterally.
Particles bound to the m embrane can move o n the surface
of a cell; even integra l membrane proteins, such as enzymes,
may move fro m one cell surface to another, e.g., from apica l
to lateral, w hen barriers to £\ow, such as cell junctio ns, ar e
disrupted . T he fluidity of the membrane is a function of the
types of p hospholipids in the membrane and variatio ns in
their loca l concentration.
Integral mem brane p ro teins may m ove to mediate a
hormone r esponse o r to so rt (or move) to a diffe rent region
of the plasma mem bran e. The lateral diffusion of proteins
is often limited by physical connections between membra ne pro teins and in trace llular or extracelJular structures.
Such connecti o ns may exist
• Between proteins associated with cytoskeleta l filaments
and portions of the mem brane proteins that extend in to
the ad jacent cytoplasm
• Between the cytopl asmic doma ins of mem brane proteins
• Between perip hera l proteins associated with the extracellul ar matrix and the integral mem brane pro tein s that
extend from th e cell surface, i.e., the extracell ul.ar domam
Thro ugh these con necti ons, proteins can be localized o r restricted to "specia lized " regions of the plasma mem bran e
o r act as transmembra ne linkers between intracel lular and
extracellula r filaments (see below).
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MEMBRANE TRANSPORT AND V ESICULAR
TRAN SPO RT

ener gy for active tmnspo1't o f molecules agai nst their
concentratio n gr ad ient. Other carrier proteins, such as
glucose carriers, d o not require energy and participate in

Subst an ces that enter or leave the cell must traverse the
plasma membrane

passive tmnsport.
• Channel proteins a lso transfer small, wa ter-soluble mo l-

So me substances (fat-so luble an d sma ll, uncharged mo lecul es) cross the plasma membrane by simple diffusion
down their concentra tion gradient (Fig. 2.7a) . All oth er
molecules require membrane tmnsport proteins to provide
them with individual passage across the plasma membrane.
There are generally two classes of tra nsport p roteins:

• Carrier proteins transfer small, wa ter-soluble molec ules.
They are highly selective, often transporting only o ne
type of molecule. After binding to a mo lecule designated
for transport, the carrier protein undergoes a series of
conformational changes and releases the m o lecule o n
the other side of the membra ne (Fig. 2.7 b). Some carrier
proteins, such as the Na ~/K ' pump or H ' pum p, require
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ecules. Channel protein s create hydrophilic cha nnels
through the plasma membrane that r egula te th e transport of the molec ule (Fig. 2. 7c) . They are io n selective
a nd are regulated on the basis of the cell's needs. Cha nnel pro tein transport ca n be regulated by membrane potent ia ls (e.g., voltage-gated ion channels in neurons),
ne uro transmitter s (e.g. , ligand-gated ion channels such
as acetylcholine receptors in muscle cells), or mechanical
stress (e.g., stress-activated channels in the inner ear) .
Vesicular t ranspor t maintains t he integrity of the plasma
membrane and also provides for t he transfer of molecules
between different cellular compartments

Som e su bstances enter and leave cells by vesicular transport, a process that involves conformational changes in the
plasma membrane at localized sites and su bsequ ent fo rmation of vesicles from the membrane or fusion of vesicles
with the membr ane (Fig. 2.8).
The ma jor m echanism by w hich large mo lecul es entet;
leave, and move withi n the cell is called vesicle budding.
Vesicles formed by budding fro m the plasm a mem brane of
o ne compa rtment fuse with the plas ma membrane of another compartment. W it hi n the cell, this process ensures
intercompartmenta l transfer of the vesicle contents.
Vesicul ar transport invo lving the cell mem bra ne may
also be descr.ibed in more specific terms:

• Endocytosis is the general term fo r processes of vesicular tra nsport in w hich su bstances enter the cell.

• Exocytosis is the general term fo r processes of vesicular

transport
vesicle
ENDOCYTOSIS
FIGURE 2.8

Endocytosis and exocytosis are two major forms of vesicular transport. End ocytosis brings molecules and other substances into the cell.
In exocytosis, synthesized molecules and other substances leave th e
cell. Endocytosis is associated with the formation and budding of vesicles f rom the plasma membrane; exocytosis is associated with the fusion of vesicles originating from intracellular organelles w ith th e
plasma mem brane and is a primary secretory modality.

transport in w hich su bstances leave the cell.
I
I
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I
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Both processes can be visualized with th e electro n m iCl:osco pe.

FIGU RE 2.7

Movement of molecules through the plasma membrane. a. Fatsoluble and other small uncharged molecules (in green) cross t11e
plasma membrane by simple diffusion down their concentration gradient. b. Other molecules req uire membrane transport proteins to provide them with individual passage across the plasma membrane.
Small water-soluble molecules (in blue) require highly selective carrier
proteins to transfer them across the plasma membrane. After binding
with a molecule, the carrier protein undergoes a series of conformational c11anges and releases the molecule on the other side of the
membrane. If the process req uires energy, it is called active transport
(e.g., transport of W ions against their concentration gradient). The
process is called passive transport when energy is not required (e.g.,
glucose transport). c. Ions and other small charged molecules (in red )
are transported through the plasma membrane by ion-selective channel proteins. In neurons, for instan ce, ion transport is regulated by
membrane potentials (voltage-gated ion channels); in skeletal muscle
cells, neuromuscular junctions possess ligand-gated ion channels.

EN DOCYTOSIS
Uptake of fluid and macromolecules during endocyt osis
depends on three different mechanisms

Som e of the endocyto tic mechan isms require special proteins during vesicle fo rmatio n. The best k nown protein
that interacts with the plasma membra ne in vesicle for mation is clat/?1--in. T herefo re, endocytos is can be also be classil1ed as either cl athrin dependent or clathrin independ ent.
In genera l, three mechan isms o f end ocytosis are recogn ized
in the cell:

fo rmed by virtually every cell in th e organism , and it is

constitutive; i.e., it involves a cont inuou s dynamic fo rmati o n of sm all vesicles at the cell surface (Fig. 2.9a) .
Recent studies indicate that m ec hanoenzymes suc h as
GTPase (d yn am in) are involved in pinocytotic vesicle
scissio n (the process o f pinchi ng o ff fro m the plasm a
membrane) . Pinocyto tic vesicles a re visible with t he
TEM, and they have a sm ooth surface. These smooth
pinocyto tic vesicles a re especia lly numero us in the endo thelium of blood vessels (Fig. 2.9b) and in smooth
muscle cells. Pinocytosis does not require clathrin and
therefor e m ay be r eferred to as clathrin-indefJendent en-

• Pinocytosis {Gr., cell drin/(ingj is the ingestion o f fl uid a nd

docytosis.
• RecefJtor-mediated endocytosis allows entry of specific

sm a ll protein molecu les via sma ll vesicles, usuall y
small er tha n 150 nm in d ia meter. Pinocytosis is per-

mo lecul es in to the cell. ln this mechanism, recep tors fo r
speci fic mo lecules, ca lled cmgo 1'eceptors, accumulate in
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FIGURE 2.9
Pinocytosis. a. Pinocytosis involves the dynamic
formation of small vesicles at tile cell surface.
First, substances to be pinocytosed (e.g., small
soluble proteins, colloidal tracers) make contact
with tile extracellular surface of the plasma
membrane; next, the surface becomes indented;
and finally, the invaginated portion of tile membrane pinches off from tile membrane to become a pinocytotic vesicle within the cell. b. This
electron micrograph shows numerous smoothsurfaced pinocytotic vesicles witl1in the cytoplasm of endothelial cells of a blood vessel.
X60,000.

well-defined regions of the cell mem brane. These regions
eventually become coated pits (Fig. 2.1 0a) . T he name
"coated pit" .is derived from their appea ra nce in the electron microscope as a n accumulation of electron-dense
material that represents aggregation of clathrin molecules on the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membra ne. Cargo receptors recognize and bind to specific
molecules that come in contact with the p lasma membrane. Clathrin m olecules then assemble into a basketli ke cage that helps change the shape of the plasma
membrane at that site into a vesicle-li ke invagination
(Fig. 2.10b). C lathrin interacts with the cargo receptor
via another coating protein, adaptin, which is instrumental in selecting appropria te cargo molecules for
tra nsport into the cells. Thus, selected cargo proteins
and their receptors are pulled fro m the extracell ular
space into the lumen of a forming vesicle. The large
(100-kDa) mechanoenzyme (GTPa se, also called dynamin) mediates the li beration of for ming clathrincoated vesicles from the plasma membrane during
receptor-mediated endocytosis. The type of vesicle formed

as a result o.f receptor-media ted endocytosis is referred
to as a coated vesicle, and the process itself is known as
clathrin-dependent endocytosis. Clathrin-coated vesicles are also involved in the movement of the cargo materi al from the plasma membrane to endosomes and
from the Golgi apparatus to the plasma mem brane.
• Phagocytosis [Gr., cell eating] is th e ingestion of large
particles such as cell deb ris, bacteria, and other foreign ma terials. In this process, la rge vesicl es (la rger
than approxima tely 25 0 nm in diameter) ca ll ed phagosomes are produced. Ph agocytosis is perfo rmed mainly
by a specia li zed group of ce lls belonging to the
mononuclear p hagocytotic system (MPS) . Phagocytosis is genera ll y a receptor-mediated process in which
receptors on the cell surface recogni ze non-a ntigenbinding domains (Fe fragments) of antibodies coating
the surface of an invading microorgani sm or cell (Fig.
2.11 a). H owever, nonbiologic materi als s ucb as inhaled ca rbon particles, inorganic dusts, and asbestos
fibers, as well as bi ologic debris from inflammation ,
wo un d healing, and dead cells, are sequestered by cells

FIGURE 2.10
Receptor-mediated endocytosis. a. This diagram shows the steps in
receptor-mediated endocytosis, a transport mechanism that allows
selected molecules to enter tile cell. CD Cargo receptors recognize and
bind specific molecules that come in conta ct wit h the plasma membrane. Cargo receptor-molecule complexes are recognized by
adaptin, a protein that helps select and gather appropriate complexes
in specific areas of the plasma membrane for transport into cells.
CD Clathrin molecules tl1en bind to the adaptin-cargo receptormolecule complex to assemble into a shallow basket-like cage, forming a coated pit. @ Ciath rin interactions th en assist the plasma membra ne to change shape to form a deep depression, a fu lly formed
coated pit that then pinches off from the plasma membrane as a
coated vesicle @ (i.e., budding from the membrane). Selected cargo

proteins and their receptors are thus pulled from the extracellular
space into the lumen of a forming coated vesicle. After budding and
internalization of the vesicle, the coat proteins are removed (5) and
recycled for further use. ® Tile uncoated vesicle travels to its destination to fuse with a cytoplasmic organelle. b. Electron micrograph of
the cytoplasmi c surface of the plasma membrane of A431 cells prepared by the quick-freeze deep-etch techniqu e. This image shows
coated pits and clathrin-coated vesicles in different stages of their formation. Note that the coated pits and clathrin-coated vesicles are
formed in areas devoid of actin filaments. The small uniform pinocytotic vesicles do not have a clathrin coat and are located in close
proximity to actin filaments. X200,000. (Courtesy of Dr. John E.
Heuser, Washington University School of Medicine.)
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terminal web
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phagosome
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FIGURE 2.11
Phagocytosis. a. This drawing shows tile
steps in the phagocytosis of a large particle, such as a bacterium that has been
killed as a result of an immune response.
The bacterium is surrounded by antibodies
attached to the bacterial surface antigens.
F, receptors on the surface of the plasma
membrane of the phagocytotic cells recognize the F, po1iion of the antibodies. This
interaction triggers formation of phagesomes and intracellular destruction of the
microorganism. Because of the large size
of the phagosomes, the actin cytoskeleton
is rearranged by depolymerization and repolymerization of actin filaments. b. Nonbiologic materials such as inhaled carbon
particles, inorganic dusts, and asbestos
fibers, as well as cellular debris resulting
from inflammation, are internalized without involvement of antibodies and F, receptors. l11ese pa1iicles are bound to multiple receptors on the plasma membrane.
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of the MPS without invol vement of Fe receptors (Fig.
2.11b). T his process does not require clathrin. However, because of the large size of the vesicle, the actin
cytoskeleton m ust be rearranged in a process that
requires dep olymeriza tion and repolymerization of the
actin fi lam ents. Thus phagocytosis is referred to as
clathrin-ittdependent and actin-dependent endo-
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Exocytosis is the process by which a vesicle moves from the
cytoplasm to the plasma membrane, where it discharges its
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• In the maturation model, early endosomes ar e formed
de novo fro m endocytotic vesicles originating from the
plasma membrane. T herefore, the composition of the
ea rly endosoma l membrane changes progressively as
some components are recycled between the cell su rface
an d the Golgi apparatus. T his maturation process leads
to for mation of late endosomes and then to lysosomes.
Specific receptors present on earl y endosomes, e.g., for
coated vesicles, are removed by recycling, degradation,
o r inactivation as this compartment matures.
Both models actua lly complement rather than contrad ict
each o th er in descri bing, identifying, and stud ying th e
pathways of internalized molecules .

contents to the extracellular space
Endosomes destined to become lysosomes receive newly

A variety of molecules prod uced by the cell for export
a re ini tia lly delivered from the site of their formation to the
Golgi appa ratus. The next step involves sorting a nd packaging the secr etory product into transport vesicles that are
destined to fuse with the p lasma membrane in a process
known as exocytosis. The molecules that travel th is route
are often chemically modified (e.g., glycosylated, sulfated )
as they pass through different cellular compartments. The
membrane that is ad ded to the plasma membrane by exocytosis is recovered into the cytoplasm ic compartment by
an endocytotic process. There are two gener a l pa thways of
exocytosis:
• In the constitutive pathway, substances designa ted for
export are continuously delivered in transport vesicles to
the plasma membrane. Protei ns that leave the cell by this
pr ocess are secreted inunediately after their synthesis
and exit from the Golgi apparatus, as seen in the secretio n of immu noglobulins by plasma cells and of
tro pocollagen by fibroblas ts. T his pathway is present to
some degree in a ll cells. T he TEM revea ls that these cells
lack secretory granules.
• In the regulated secreto1y pathway, specia lized cells,
such as endocrine and exocrine cells and neurons, concentrate secretory proteins and tra nsientl y store them in
secretory vesicles w ithin th e cytoplasm (Fig. 2. 12). In
this case, a regulatory event (h ormo na l or neura l stimulus) must be activated for secretion to occur, as ill therelease of zy mogen granules by chief cells of the gastric
mucosa and by acinar cells of the pancreas . T he signaling stimu lus causes a transient influx of Ca 2 + into the cytoplasm, w hich in turn stimulates secretory vesicles to
fuse with the plasm a membrane and d ischarge their contents (Fig. 2.13 ).
In addition to excretor y pathways, proteins ca n be
transported between the Golgi apparatus and other organelles along end osoma l path ways. T hese pathways are
used for delivery of organelle-specific pro teins, such as
lysosoma l structura l protein s, into the appropriate o rga nelles.

synthesized lysosomal enzymes that are targeted via the
mannose-6-phosphate receptor

FIGURE 2.12
Photomicrograph of secretory cells of the pancreas. Note that secretory vesicles containing protein ready for secretion fill the apica l portion of the cells. This process req uires an external signaling mechanism for the cell to discharge the accumulated granules. x 860.

Some endosomes also communicate with the vesicular
transport system of the rER. This pathway provides
constant delivery of newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes,
o r hydro lases. Hydrolases are synthesized in the rER and
are glycosylated. The protein then fo lds in a specific way
so that a signal patch is formed and exposed on the surface of the molecule. T his recognitio n signal is created
w hen specific amino ac ids are brought into close proximity by th e three-d imensional foldin g of the protein. The sigrER

Endosomes
The TEM reveals the presence in the cytoplasm of membrane-enclosed compartments associated with a ll the endocytotic pathways described above (Fig. 2. 14). These compartments, called early endosomes, are restricted to a
portion of the cytoplasm nea r the cell membrane where vesicles origin ating from the cell membrane fuse. From here,
many vesicles return to the plasma mem brane. However,
large mun bers of vesicles originating in ea rly endosomes
travel to deeper structures in the cytoplasm, called Late endosomes. The latter typica lly develop into lysosomes.
Endosomes can be v iew ed either as stable cytoplasmic
organelles or as transient structures formed as the result of
endocytosis

Recent experimental observations of endocytotic pathways conducted in vitro and in vivo suggest two diffe rent
models that explain the orig in and formation of the endosomal compartments in the cell:
• The stable compm'tment model describes ea rly and late
endosomes as sta ble cellular organelles connected by
vesicul ar tra nsport with the extern al enviro nment of the

FIGURE 2.13
Diagram showing two pathways for exocytosis. Newly synthesized
proteins are synthesized in the rER. After their initial posttranslational
modification, they are delivered in COP-11-coated vesicles to the Golgi
apparatus. After additional modification in the Golgi apparatus, sorting,
and packaging, the final secretory product is transported to the plasma
membrane in vesicles that form from the trans-Golgi network (TGN).
Two distin ct pathways are recognized. Blue arrows indicate the constitutive pathway in which proteins leave the cell immediately after tl1eir
synthesis. In cells using this pathway, little secretory product accumulates, and thus few secretory vesicles are present in the cytoplasm. Red
arrows indicate the regulated secretory pathway In which protein secretion is regulated by hormonal or neural stimuli. In cells using this
pathway, such as the pancreatic acinar cells in Figure 2.12, secretory
proteins are concentrated and transiently stored in secretory vesicles
within the cytoplasm. After appropriate stimulation, the secretory vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane and discharge their contents.

cell and with the Golgi apparatus. Coated vesicles
formed at the p lasma membrane fuse only with early endosomes because of their expression of specific surface
receptors. The receptor remai ns a resident component of
the ea rl y endosomal membrane.

FIGURE 2.14
Electron micrograph of an early endosome. This deep-etch electron
micrograph shows the structure of an early endosome in Dictyoste/ium. Early endosomes are located near the plasma membrane
and have a typical tubuloveslcal structure. The lumen of the endosome is subdivided into multiple compartments or cisternae by the Invagination of its membrane and undergoes freq uent change in
shape. x l S,OOO. (Courtesy of Dr. John E. Heuser, Washington University School of Medicine.)
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nal patch on a protein destined for a lysosome is t hen modified by several enzymes that attach mannose-6-phosphate
(M-6-P) to the enzyme surface. M -6-P acts as a ta rget for
specific proteins p ossessing a M-6-P recept01: M -6 -P receptors are present in early and late endosomes, lysosomes,
a nd the Golgi apparatus that is involved in sorting a nd retrieving secreted h ydrolyses destined for transport t o en d osomes (Fig. 2 .15).
Early and late endosomes differ in their cellular localization,
morphology, and state of acidification and fu nction
Early an d late endosomes are localized in different a r eas of the ceiL Ear ly e ndosomes ca n be found in the m o re
periphera l cyt oplasm, w hereas late end oso m es are o ften
positioned near the Golgi appara tu s and the nucleus.
Ea rly end osomes have a tubulovesicular structure: The
lumen is subdivided into cistern ae th at are separate d by
in vaginati on of its mem bran e. They ex hibit only a
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additional sig nal s. For that reason, late endosomes are
a lso called prelysosomes .

The fate of the internalized ligand- receptor complex depends
on the sorting and recycling ability of the early endosome

The major function of early endosomes is to sort and recycle
proteins internalized by endocytotic pathways

The fo llowing pathways fo r processing internali zed
liga nd-receptor complexes a re p resent in th e cell:

Ear ly endo somes sort prot eins that h ave bee n inte rnalized by endocytotic processes. The m orpholog ic shape
and geometry of the tubules and vesicles emerging £rom
the ea rl y endosome crea te a n environment in w hic h l oca lized changes in pH constitute the basis of the sorting
mechanism. This mechanism includes dissociatio n of ligands from th e ir recep tor protein; thus, in the p as t , ea rly
en dosomes were referred t o as compartments of uncoupling recetJtors and ligands (CURLs) . In add ition, the
n arr ow di a m et er of th e tubules a nd vesicles may a lso aid
in th e sorting of large molecules, w hi ch can be m ech anica lly preven te d from en tering speci fic sortin g co mp artments. After so rting, m ost o f the protein is rap idly recyc led, and the excess membrane is re turned to the plasma
membrane .

• The 1'eceptor is recycled and the ligand is degraded.
Surface receptors a llow t h e cell to br.i ng in s ubstances
selectively throu gh the process of endocytos is. This
pathway occurs m ost often in the ce ll; it is important
because it a ll ows surface r eceptors to be recycle d. Most
liga nd-rece pto r comp lexes dissociate in the acidic pH
o f the early endosome. The recepto r, most likely an integral membra ne protein (see page 22), is recycled to
the surface via ves icles tha t bud off t he ends of narrowdiamet er tubules of the ea rl y end osome. Ligands are
u sua lly seq uestered in the spherical vacuolar part of the
end osome that w ill la ter form MVBs, w hic h will transport the ligand to l a te end osomes fo r further degradation in the lysosome (Fig. 2.17a). This pathway is described for the low-density lipoprotein (LDL)- receptor

coated vesicle

secretory component

LDL receptor

·~·
--..--.,..,

of lgA
M-6-P receptor
FIGURE 2.16

rER

Schematic diagram of endosomal compartments of the cell. This di·
agram shows the fate of protein (red circles) endocytosed from the cell
surface and destined for lysosomal destruction. Proteins are first found
in endocytotic (coated) vesicles that deliver them to early endosomes,
which are located in the periplleral part of cytoplasm. Because of the
sorting capa bility of the early endosomes, receptors are usually recy·
cled to the plasma membrane, and endocytosed proteins are transported via multivesicular bodies (MVB) to late endosomes positioned
near the Golgi apparatus and the nucleus. The proteins transported to
late endosomes eventually will be degraded in lysosomes. Note the
acidification scale (left) that illustrates cha nges of pH from early endo·
somes to lysosomes. The acidification is accomplished by the active
transport of protons into endosomal compartments.

lysosome
late endosome

FIGURE 2.15

Pathways for delivery of newly synthesized lysosomal enzymes.
Lysosomal enzymes (such as lysosomal hydrolases) are synt11 esized
and glycosylated within the rER. The enzymes then fo ld in a specific
way so that a signal patch is fo rm ed, which allows for further modification by tl1e addition of mannose·6·phospate (M-6-P). M-6-P allows
the enzyme to be targeted to specific proteins that possess M-6-P re·
ceptor activity. M-6-P receptors are present in the trans-Golgi network
(TGN) of the Golgi apparatus, where the lysosomal enzymes are
sorted and packaged into vesicles later transported to the early or
late endosomes and lysosomes.

sl ig htl y m o re acid ic env iro nment (pH 6 .2 to 6 .5) tha n the
cytoplas m o f the cell. In contrast, la te end osomes h ave a
more com p lex structure and often exhi bit o ni on-lik e internal mem branes . Their pH is more acid ic, aver agi ng
5.5. TEM studies reveal specific vesicles that transport
s ubsta nces be tween ear ly and late end osom es. These vesicles, ca lled multivesiculm- bodies (MVB), are highly selecti ve transporters. With in early end osomes, proteins
destined to be transported to late endosom es a re so rted
an d separated from proteins destined for recycling and
packaging into MVBs (Fig . 2.16) . In gener a l, s ubstances
tra n sported t o late end osornes are eventually degr a ded in
lysosomes in a d e fau lt process tha t does not require any

a

b

c

lgA receptor

d

early en dosome
FIGURE 2.1 7

Fate of receptor and ligand in receptor-mediated endocytosis. This
diagram shows fou r major pathways along which the fate of internalized ligand-receptor complexes is determined. a . Tile internalized
ligand-receptor complex dissociates, the receptor is recycled to the
cell surface, and tl1e ligand is directed to late end osomes and eventually degraded within lysosomes. This processing pathway is used by
the LDL/ LDL-receptor complex, insulin-GLUT receptor complex, and
a variety of peptide hormone-receptor complexes. b. Both internalized receptor and ligand are recycled. Ligand-receptor complex dissociation does not occur, and the entire complex is recycled to the
surface. An exam ple is t11e iron-transferrin/transferrin- receptor complex that uses this processin g pathway. Once iron is released in the

endosome, the tra nsferrin-receptor complex returns to th e cell sur·
face, where transferrin is released. c. The internalized liga nd-receptor
complex dissociates in the early endosome. The free ligand a nd tile re·
ceptor are directed to the late endosomal compartment for further
degradation. This pathway is used by many growth factors (i.e., epidermal growth factor (EGF)/EGF- receptor.) d. The internalized ligand-receptor complex is transported through the cell. Dissociation
does not occur, and the entire complex undergoes transcytosis and re·
lease at a different site of the cell surface. This pathway is used during
secretion of immunoglobulins (secretory lgA) into saliva. Tile antibody
lgA-receptor complex is internalized at the basal surface of the secre·
tory cells in the salivary gland and released at the apical surface.
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complex, insulin-glucose transporter (GLUT) receptor
complex, a nd a variety of peptide hormones a nd thei r

Lysosomes

lysosomal membrane glycoproteins (lgps), and lysosomal integral membrane proteins (limps). The la mps,

receptors.

Lysosomes are digestive organelles that were recognized only
after histochemical procedures were used to demonstrate
lysosomal enzymes

lgps, and limps represen t more than 50% of th e total
membrane proteins in lysosomes a nd are highl y g lycosylated on the lumina l surface. Suga r molecules cover almost th e en tire luminal surfa ce of th ese pro teins, thus
protecting them from digestio n by h ydrolyti c enzymes.
The sa m e fam il y of proteins is a lso detected in la te endosomes. In addition, lysosomes and late e ndosom es con ta in proton (H+) pumps tha t transport H + ions into the
lysosomal lumen, mainta ining a low pH (-4.7). The lysosomal membrane also contains transport proteins that
t ransport the fina l products of diges tion (amino acids,
suga rs, nucleotides ) to the cytoplasm, w he re they ar e
used in th e synthetic p rocesses of the cell or are exocytosed. All membrane proteins d estined for lysosomes
(a nd late endosomes ) are synthesized in the rER, tra nsported to the Golgi apparatus, a nd reach their destination by on e of two pathways:

• Both receptor attd ligand are recycled. Liga ndreceptor complex dissociation d oes not a lways acco mpany receptor recycling. For exampl e, th e low pH of
th e endosome dissociates iron from the iron-carrier
protein tra nsferrin, but transferrin remains associated
with its receptor. Once the transferrin-receptor
complex returns to the cell surface, however, tra ns ferr in is released. At neutral extracellular pH, transferrin
must aga in bind iron to be r ecogni zed by a nd bound
to its receptor. A sim il ar pathway is reco gnized for

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) l and II
molecules, which a r e recycled to the ce ll s urface with
a foreign antigen protein attached to t he m (Fig .
2. 17b).
• Both receptor and ligand are degraded. This pathway
has been identified for e pidermal g rowth factor (EGF)
and its receptor. Like many other pro teins, EGF binds
to its receptor on the cell surface. The complex is interna lized and carried to the early endosomes. H e re, EGF
dissociates fro m its receptor, and both a re sorted, packaged in separate MVBs, a nd transferred to the late endosome. From there, both ligand and receptor are
transferred to lysosomes, where they are deg rad ed (Fig.
2. 17c) .

• Both 1·eceptor and ligand are transported through the
cell. This pathway is used fo r secre tion of immunoglo bulins (secretory IgA) into sali va or secretion
of ma te rnal IgG into milk. During this p rocess, commonl y referred as transcytosis, substa nces ca n be a ltered as th ey a re tra nsported across th e e pithelia l cell
(Fig. 2. 17d).

Lysosomes a re organelles ric h in hydrolytic enzymes
such as proteases, nucl eases, glycosidases, lipases, and
phospholipases. They ar e r es ponsible for degradation of
macromolecu les d erived from endocytotic pathways as
we ll as frorn the cell itself in a process known as autophagy (remova l o f cytop lasmic components, particu larly me mbra ne-bo unded o rganelles, by digesting them
within lysosomes).
The first hypoth esis for lysosomal biogen esis, formu lated a lmost a half cen tury ago, postula ted that lysosomes arise as comple te a nd fu nctiona l organelles budding from the Golgi a pparatus. These newly formed
lysosomes were termed primmy lysosomes, in con trast to
secondary lysosomes, which ha d already fused w ith incoming endosomes. Howeve r, the primary a nd secondary
lysosome hypothesis has proved to have little validity as
new research data allow a better und erstanding of the details of protein secretory pathways a nd the fate of endocytotic vesicles.
Lysosomes have a unique membrane that is resistant to the
hydrolytic digestion occurring in their lumen
Lysoso mes contain a collecti o n of hydrolytic enzymes
and are surrounded by a u nique membrane that resists
hydrolys is by th eir own e nzymes (Fig. 2. 1 8). Most of the
structural lysosom a l mem bra ne proteins a re classifi ed
in to lysosome-associated membmne proteins (lamps),

membrane impermeable to enzymes;
conta ins specific lysosomal proteins,
lamps, limps, a nd lgps
transport

Schematic diagram of a lysosome. This
diagra m shows a few selected lysosomal
enzymes residing inside the lysosome
and their respective substrates. The major lysosomal membrane·specific proteins, as well as a few other proteins associated with membrane transport, are
also shown.

nucleic ___.Ji
acids

Three different pathways deliver material for intracellular
digestion in lysosomes
Depending on th e nature o f the digested ma teria l, d iffct·e nr pathways deliver materia l fo r di gestion within the
lysosomes (Fig. 2.20). In the digestion process, most of the
digested material comes from endocytotic p rocesses; however, t he cell also uses lyso somes to digest its own obsolete
parts, nonfunctiona l organelles, a nd unnecessa ry molecules. Three pathways fo r digestion exist:
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Golgi apparatus

FIGURE 2.19

Lysosome biogenesis. This diagram shows regulated and constitutive
patl1ways for delivery of lysosomal specific membrane proteins into
early and late endosomes. The lysosomal membrane possesses
highly glycosylated specific membrane proteins that protect the me mbrane from digestion by lysosomal enzymes. These lysosome·specific
proteins are synthesized in the rER, transported to the Golgi apparatus, and reach their destination by two pathways. Blue arrows indicate
the constitutive secretory pathway in which certain lysosomal membrane proteins exit the Golgi apparatus and are delivered to the cell
surface. From there they are endocytosed and, via the early and late
endosomal compartments, finally reach lysosomes. Green arrows Indicate the endosomal Golgi·derlved coated vesicle secretory pathway.
Here, other lysosomal proteins, after sorting and packaging, exit the
Goigi apparatus In clathrin·coated vesicles. These vesicles are delivered to the early and/or late endosome by use of the M-6-P ta rgeting
mechanism.

• Extracellular large particles suc h as bac teri a, cell debris,

protein~

FIGURE 2.18

• In the constitutive secretory pathway, li mps that exit the
Golgi appa ratus a re deli vered to the cell surface. From
here, they are endocytosed and, via the ea rly a nd late end osomal compa rtments, finally reach lysosomes (Fig.
2. 19). This pathway does not require the M-6-P rece pto r targeting mechanism.
• In the Golgi-derived coated vesicle sec1·eto1y pathway,
limps, after sorting and packaging, ex it the Go lgi appa ra tus in clathrin-coated vesic les (see Fig. 2 .1 9). These
vesicles are d elivered to the ea r.l y a nd/or late endosome
in a ma nn er similar to that described for soluble lysosoma l enzymes; thus, the M -6-P targeting mecha nism is r equired for this pa thwa y (see page 29).

Tbc Crll
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a nd other foreign mate ria ls are e ng ulfed in the process
o f phagocytosis. A phagosome, formed as the material is
internalized w ithi n t he cytoplasm, subseq uentl y fuses
with a lyso some to create a phagolysosome.
• Extracellular small pm-ticles such as extracellular protei ns, plasma membrane proteins, a nd liga nd-receptor
co mplexes a re interna li zed by en docytosis a nd receptormediated endocytosis. These particles fol low the endocytotic pathway throug h early and late endosomal compartments and are finally delive red to lysosomes for
deg radation.

• Intracellulm· pm-ticles such as entire organelles, cytoplasmic p roteins, and other cellula r components are isola ted
from the cytoplasmic matrix by endoplasm ic retic ulum
membr a nes, transported to lysosomes, a nd degraded in
the process called autophagy (see below).
In addition, some cells (e.g., osteoclasts involved in bone resorption and neutroph ils invo lved in acute inflammation)
may release lysoso mal enzymes directly into the extracellular sp ace to digest components of the extracellula r matrix.
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cr oa utoph agy, small cytoplasmic soluble p roteins are internalized into the lysosomes by invagination of t he
lysosomal membrane.
• Chaperone-mediated direct tra11sport to lysosomes is
the only selective process of protein degradation an d requir es assistance from a specific chaperone P1'otein
called hsc73. This process is activated during n utrient
deprivation and requ ires t he presence of targeting signals on the degraded proteins and a specific receptor on
the lysosom a l membrane. Chaperone-mediated direct
transport resembles the process of protein import to various other cell ular orga nel.les: hsc73 binds to the protein

FIGURE 2.20
Pathways of delivery of materials for digestion in lysosomes. Most
of the material to be digested comes from endocytotic pathways (red
arrows). It consists of small extracellular particles that are interna lized
by both endocytosis and receptor-mediated endocytosis. Large extracellular particles such as bacteria and cellular debris are delivered to
lysosomes v ia the phagocytotic pathway (blue arrows). The cell also
uses lysosomes to digest its own proteins and other intracellular particles via the autophagic pathway (green arrows). Intracellular particles
are isolated from the cytoplasmic matrix by the membranes of the
endoplasmic reticulum, transported to lysosomes, and subsequently
degraded.

Cytoplasmic proteins and organelles are also substrates for
lysosom al degradation in the process of autophagy

A num ber of cytosolic p roteins, organelles, a nd o th er
cellu lar structures can be degraded in the Jysosomes (Fig.
2.21). Generall y, this process can be divided into three
well-characterized pathways:

• Macroautophagy is a nonspecific process in which a portion of the cytoplasm or an entire o rganelle is surrounded
by an intracellul ar rnembrane of endoplasmic reticulum to
fo rm a vacuole called an autophagosome. After fusion
with a lysosome (autophagolysosome), the contents of the
vacuole are degraded in a manner similar to th at occurring
w ith in the phagolysosome. Macroautophagy occurs in the
li ver d uring rhe first stages of starvation (Fig. 2.22).
• Microautophagy is also a nonspecific process in w hich
cytoplasmic proteins are degraded in a slow, continuous
process under normal physiologic conditi ons. In mi -
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Rough-Surfaced Endoplasmic Reticulum
The protein synthetic system of the cell consists of the rough
endoplasmic reticulum and ribosomes

T he cytoplasm of a variety of cells engaged chiefly in protein synthesis stains intensely w ith basic dyes. The basophilic staining is due to the presence of RNA. That portion of the cytoplasm that stains w ith the basic dye is called
ergastoplasm. The ergastoplasm in secretory cells, e.g.,
pancreatic acinar cells, is the light microscopic image of t he
organelle called the mugh endoplasmic reticulum (1-ER).
W it h the TEM, the rER appea rs as a series of in terconnected, membrane-li mited flattened sacs called cisternae,
with pa rticles studdi ng t he exterior smface of the membra ne (Fig. 2.23) . T hese particles, called ribosomes, are at-

endoplasmic
reticulum

•\

TIJr Cd/

auto phagosome
vacuole
FIGURE 2.22
Electron micrograph of autophagosomes in an hepatocyte. T11is
electron micrograph shows several autopllagosomes containing degenerating mitochondria. Note the surrounding lysosomes that had
been stained w ith acid phosphatase. Xl2,600. (Courtesy of Dr.
Wi lliam A. Dunn, Jr.)

MACROAUTOPHAGY

and assists in its tr ansport through the lysosoma l membrane into the lumen, where it is fin all y degraded .

•
••
MICROAUTOPHAGY

Lysosomes in some cells are recognizable in the light
microscope because of their number, size, or contents

T he nu merous azuroph ilic granules of neutrophils
(polymorphonuclear neutrophilic leukocytes) are lyso-

\j

lysosome

CHAPERONE-MEDIATED
~
DIRECTTRANSPORT
Cj~

FIGURE 2.21
Three autophagic pathways for degradation of cytoplasmic constituents. In macroautop/wgy, a portion of the cytoplasm or an entire
organelle is surrounded by an intracellular membrane of the endo·
plasmic reticu lum to fonn an autophagosome vacuole. After fusion
with a lysosome, the contents of the vacuole are degraded. In mi·
croautophagy, cytoplasmic proteins are internalized into lysosomes by
invagination of the lysosomal membrane. Chaperone-mediated direct
transport to lysosomes is the most selective process for degradation of
specific cytoplasmic proteins. It requires assistance of proteins called
chaperones. Chaperones bind to the protein and help transport it into
the lysosomal lumen, where it is finally degraded.

somes and are recognjzed in aggregate by their specific
sta ining. Lysosomes that conta in phagocytized bacteria
and fragments of d amaged cells are often recognized in
macrop hages.
l..:Iydrolytic brea kdown of the con ten ts of lysoso mes o ften produces a debris-fiiJed vacuole ca lled a residual body,
w hich may remain for the entire li fe o f the cell. Fo r exa mple, in neuro ns, residual bodies a re called "age pigment"
o r li pofuscin g ranules. Residual bodies are a normal featu re of cell aging. The absence of certain lysosomal enzy mes can ca use the pathologic accumu lation of undi- ·
gested su bstrate in residual bodies. This can lead to several
disord ers collectivel y termed lysosomal storage diseases.
Ln Tay-Sachs disease, for exa mple, wh ich was fi rst d esc ribed in 1881, the absence of a lysosoma l galactosidase
({3-hexosaminidase) in neurons produces concentric lame lla ted structm es in r esidua l bodies that accumulate in the
ceU and in terfere w ith norma l fu nctio ns.

FIGURE 2.23
Electron micrograph of the rER. This image of rER in a chief cell of
the stomach shows the membranous cisternae (C) closely packed in
parallel arrays. Polyribosomes are present on the cytoplasmic surface
of the membrane surrounding the cisternae. The image of ribosomestudded membrane Is the origin of the term "rough endoplasmic
reticulum." A few ribosomes are free in the cytoplasm. M, mitochon·
drion. x sO,OOO.
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tached to the membrane of the rER by ribosomal docking
proteins. Ribosomes measure 15 to 20 nm in diameter and
contain RN A and protein. In many instances, the rER is
continuous w ith the outer membrane of the nuclear envelope (see below). Groups of r ibosomes form short spiral
arrays called polyribosomes or polysomes (Fig. 2 .24), in
w hich many ribosomes a1·e attached to a thread of mes-

CHAPTER 2

senger RNA (mRNA).

scribed from DNA to mRNA. Transc ription is followed by
translation, in which t he coded message conta ined in the
mRNA is "read" to form a polypeptide. A typica l single
molecule of mRNA ma y bind to many ribosomes spaced as
close as 80 nucleotides apart, thus forming a po lyribosome
complex, or polysome. A polysome ca n translate a single
mRNA molecule and simultaneously produce many copies
of a particular protein.

Protein synthesis involves transcription and translation

Polysomes of the rER synthesize proteins for export from t he

---tf:\
site·~

P site

A

~(~
2

cell and integral proteins of the plasma membrane

The production of proteins by the cell begins w ith transcription, in w hich the genetic code for a protein is tran-

As polypeptide chains are synthesized by th e membrane-bound polysomes, the protein is injected into the lumen of the cisterna, where it may be further modified,
concentrated, o r carried to another part o f the cell in the
continuous channels of the rER. The rER is particularly
well developed in those cells that synthesize protein destined to leave the cell (secr eto ry cells) as well as in cells
with large amounts of plasma membrane, such as neurons. Secretory cells include g land ular cells, fibroblasts,
plasma cells, odontoblasts, ameloblasts, a nd osteoblasts.
The r ER is not limited, however, to secretory cells and
neurons. Virtually every cell of th e bod y contains profiles
of rER. However, they ma y be few in number, a reflectio n
of the amou nt of protein secretion, and dispersed so that
in the light microscope they are not evident as areas of
baso philia.
In agreement with the observation that the rER is most
highl y d eveloped in active secretory cells, secretory p ro teins are synthesized exclusively by the ribosomes of the
rER. In all cells, howeve1~ th e ribosomes of the r ER synthesize proteins th at are to become perm anent components
of the lysosome, Golgi apparatus, rER, o r nuclear enve lope
(these structures are discussed below) or integral components of the plasma membrane.

l
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FIGURE 2.24
Electron micrograph of the rER and polyribosome complexes. This
image shows a sma ll section of the rER adjacent to the nucleus sectioned in two planes. The reticulum has turned within the section.
Thus, in t11e upper right and left, the membranes of the reticulum
have been cut at a right angle to their surface. In the center, the reticulum has twisted and is shown as in an aerial view (from above the
membrane). The large spiral cytoplasmic assemblies (arrows) are
chains of ribosomes that form polyribosomes that are actively engaged in translation of th e mRNA molecule. x38,000.

will become part of the plasma membra ne, the first group
of amino acids that are linked to o ne another form a hydropho bic signal peptide (signal sequence) that binds to a
receptor on th e membrane of the rER (Fig. 2.25). W hen
the r ibosom e (polysome ) binds to the rER m embrane, the
signal peptid e or a s ubseq uent sequ ence instructs the
newly fo rm ed peptide to pass th ro ug h th e membra ne into
the lumen of th e rER cisterna. For simple secretory proteins, the polypeptide continu es to be inserted in to the lumen as it is synthesized. For integral membra ne proteins,
sequ ences along the polypeptide may instru ct the forming
protein to pass back and fo rt h through th e m embrane,
cTeating the functional dom ains that the pro tein will exhibit at its fina l mem brane locatio n.
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FIGURE 2.25
Summary of events during protein synthesis. Prior to the events depicted here, DNA has been 'translated" into mRNA, and t11e large and
small ribosomal subunits have assembled into a ribosome. Notice that
tl1e ribosome has two binding sites: the ·p· site and the ' A" site. 1. Trans·
fer RNA (tRNA) with a growing peptide chain is bound to the P site of
the ribosome. The initial amino acids of the nascent protein constitute
the signal sequence (red). The nascent protein grows by adding amino
acids at the end of the chain opposite to the signal sequence. 2 . An in·
coming tRNA with an amino acid attached binds to the A site. 3. A peptide bond forms between the last amino acid of the growing peptide
chain and the new amino acid brought to the ribosome by the incoming tRNA. 4. The previous tRNA is released from the P site. 5. The ·new·
tRNA with tile growing peptide chain is translocated to the A site, and
tile ribosome moves along the mRNA. 6. The ribosome is attached to
the membrane of the rER, and after recognizing the membrane pore
proteins, the signal sequence becomes translocated into the lumen of
the rER. 7. By enzymatic action of a signal peptidase, signal sequence
is cleaved from the peptide. 8. After the stop codon is recognized by the
ribosome, the synthesis is terminated, and both of the ribosomal sub·
units dissociate from th e mRNA and the surface of the rER.

present there; these modifications include core glycosylation, disulfide and internal hydrogen bond forma tion, fo lding of the newly synthesized protein, and partial subunit
assembly. The rER also serves as a quality checkpoint in
the process of protein productio n. If the newly synthesi zed
protein is not properly mod ified , it cannot exit the rER.
Except fo r the few proteins that remain permanent residents of the rER membranes and those proteins secreted by
the constitu tive pa thway, the newly synthesized proteins
are normally delivered to the Golgi apparatus w ithin minutes. In cell s in w hich the constitutive pathway is dominant, namel y, plasma cells and developing fibro blasts,
newly synthesized proteins may accumu late in the rER cisternae, ca using their engorgement and distension.
Coatomers mediate bidirectional traffic between the rER and
Golgi apparatus

Signal peptides are attached to secretory proteins and integral
proteins of the plasma membrane

If the protein to be synthesized is destined for export or

T!Jr Cr/1

Secretory proteins pass through the membrane of the rER to
its lumen, where they are modified and stored

The h yd rophobic signal dom a in of a formin g secretory
pr otein attaches to a recepto r on the membrane o f the rER;
as synthesis proceeds, the protein is inserted into and
thro ugh th e membrane. Th is process is desc ribed as contranslational insertion of protein into the rER . If t he forming protein is no t to be threaded in its entirety thro ugh th e
membrane, a new hydrophobic signal doma in stops the
thr eading process, permanentl y anchoring the protein in
the membrane at this site.
On completion of protein syn t hesis, the ribosome detaches from the rER membra ne and is again free in the cytop lasm . The reg ion of th e newly formed protein th a t ex~
tends into the lumen of the rER is modified by enzy mes

Experimental data indicate that t wo classes of coated
vesicles are in volved i.n the transport of protein fro m and
to th e rER. A protein coat similar to clathrin surrounds
vesicles transpo rting proteins between the rER and the
Golgi apparatus (page 25) . However, unlike clathrins,
w hich mediate bidirectional transport from and to the
plasma membran e, one class of proteins is involved only in
antemgrade transport from the rER to the cis-Golgi network (CGN), the Golgi cisternae closest to th e rER. Another class of pro teins mediates retmgrade transport from
th e CGN back to the rER (Fig. 2.26). T hese two classes of
proteins a re called coatomers or COPs:

• COP-T mediates transport vesicles originating in the
CGN back to the rER (Fig. 2.27a). This retrograd e
t ransport mediates a sa lvage operation that returns rER
proteins mistakenly transferred to the CGN during normal anterograde transport.
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<1 RETROGRADE TRANSPORT<

sER is the principal organelle involved in detoxification and
conjugation of noxious substances

FIGURE 2.26

The sER is particularly well developed in t he liver a nd
contains a variety of detoxifying en zymes related to cytoc hrom e P450 that are anchored directly into sER plasma
membranes. The degree to w hic h the liver is involved in
detoxification at any given time may be esti m ated by the
amount of sER present in li ver cells. The sER is also invo lved in

Anterograde and retrograde transport between the rER and cisGolgi network. Two classes of coated vesicles are involved in protein
transport to and from the rER. These vesicles are surrounded by
COP-I and COP-II protein coat complex, respectively. COP-II is in·
valved in anterograde transport from the rER to the cis·Golgi network
(CGN), and COP-I is involved in retrograde transport from the CGN
back to the rER. After a vesicle is formed, th e coat components dis·
soclate from the vesicle and are recycled to their site of origin.

• Lipid and steroid me tabo lism
• G lycogen metabolism
• Membrane fo rmation and recycling

• COP-II is respon sible fo r anterograde transport, forming rER transport vesicles dest ined for the CGN (Fig.
2 .27b). COP-II assists in th e physical deformation of
rER m embra nes into sh arp ly c urved buds a nd furthe r
sepa ration of vesicles from th e rER me mbra ne. Most
protein s produced in th e r ER use COP-ll-coated ves icles
to reach the CGN.

"Free" ribosomes synthesize proteins that will remain in the
cell as cytoplasmic structural or functional elements
Cytoplasmic basoph ilia is a lso associated w it h cells that
prod uce large a mou nts of p rotein t hat w ill remai n in th e
cell. Such cells and their p roducts incl ude d evelopi ng red
blood cells (hemoglobi n ), deve loping muscle cells {the contrac tile p roteins actin and m yo sin) , nerve cells (neurofilaments), and keratinocytes of the skin (keratin ). In add it io n,
most enzymes of the mitochond rion a re synthes ized by free
polysomes and transferred into tha t o rgane lle .
Basophili a in these cells was formerl y ca lled ergastoplasm and is due to the presence of large amou nts of RNA.
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(acidophilia ) when viewed in the light microscope. It is
biochemically simila r to the rER but lacks the r ibosomedocking p rotei ns. sER tends to be tu bular rather t han
sheet-like, and it may be sepa rate from the rER or a n extension of it. The sER is abunda nt in cells that f unctio n in
lipid metabo lism, a nd it pro liferates in hepatocytes when
animals are ch a llenged w ith lipophilic drugs. The sER is
we ll developed in cells that synthesize and secrete stero ids,
such as ad renocortical cells a nd testic ular Leydig (interstitia l) cells (Fig . 2.29). In sk eletal and cardiac muscle, the
sER is a lso called the sarcoplasmic reticulum. It seq uesters
CaZ+ that is essentia l for the contractile process a nd is
closely apposed to th e plasma m embrane invaginations
that conduct the contractile impulses to the interior of
the cell.

rER

Shortl y after forma ti on of COP-I- o r COP-II-coated
vesicles, the coats dissociate from the newly formed vesicles, a llowing the vesicle to fuse w ith its target. The coat
components then recycle to the ir si te of o rigi n.

T!Je Cell

FIGURE 2.28

FIGURE 2.27

Electron micrograph of COP-I- and COP-11-coated vesicles. a. This
image shows COP-1-coated vesicles that initiate retrograde transport
from the cis·Golgi network to the rER. In this image, taken of a quick·
freeze deep-etch preparations, note the structure of the cis·Golgi net·
work and emerging vesicles. X27,000. b. Image of COP-11-coated
vesicles that are responsible for anterograde transport. Note tl1at the
surface coat of these vesicles is different from that of clathrin·coated
vesicles. x so,ooo. (Courtesy of Dr. John E. Heuser, Washington Uni·
versity School of Medicine.)

Electron micrograph of a nerve cell body. This image shows profiles
of rER as well as numerous free ribosomes located between the
membranes of the rER. Collectively, the free ribosomes and mem·
brane·attached ribosomes are responsible for the characteristic cyto·
plasmic basophilia (Nissl bodies) observed in the light microscope in
the perinuclear cytoplasm of neurons. X 45,000.

conta in RNA; it is the phosphate groups of the RNA of the
ribosomes, not the m embranous component o f the endo plasm ic reticulum, that accounts for basop hilic sta ining of
the cytoplasm.

Smooth-Surfaced Endoplasmic Reticulum
In t his case, t he ribosomes and polysomes are "free" in the
cytoplas m ; i.e., t hey are not a ttac hed to membranes of the
endoplasmic reticulum. T he large basop h ilic bodies of
nerve cells, called Nissl bodies, consist of both rER a nd
la rge numbers o f free r ibosomes (Fig. 2.28) . A ll ribosomes

sER consists of short a nastomosing tubules that are not
associated with ribosomes
Cells with large amounts of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER) may exhibit di sti nct cytoplasmic eosinophilia

FIGURE2.29

Electron micrograph of the sER. This image shows numerous profiles
of sER in an interstitial (Leyd ig) cell of the testis, a cell that produces
steroid hormones. Tile sER seen here is a complex system of anasto·
mosing tubules. The sma ll dense objects are glycogen particles.
X60,QQQ.
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Because of these widely disparate functio ns, numerous
other enzy mes, including hydrolases, meth ylases, glucose6-phosphatase, ATPases, a nd lipid oxidases, a re associa ted
with the sER, dependi ng o n its functiona l ro le.

Golgi Apparatus
The Golgi apparatus is well developed in secretory cells and
does not stain with hematoxylin or eosin

T he Golgi apparatus was described mo re th an 100
year s ago by histologist Camillo Golgi. In studies of osmiu m-impregnated nerve cells, he discovered an organelle
that for med networ ks a round the nucleus. It was also described as well develo ped in secretory cells. Changes in the
shape and location of the Golgi apparatus relative to its secretory state were described even before it was viewed with
the electron microscope and its functi o nal relationship to
the rER was established. It is active both in cells that secrete protein by exocytosis and in cells that synthesize
large amounts of membrane a nd membrane-associa ted
proteins, such as nerve cells. In the light microscope, secretory cells that have a large Golgi apparatus, e.g., plasma
cells, osteo blasts, and cells of the epididymis, typically exhibit a clear area partially surro unded by ergastoplasm
(Fig. 2.30). In electron micrographs, the Golgi appea rs as
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a series of stacked, flattened, membrane-li mited sacs or
cisternae a nd tu bula r extensions embedded in a networ k
of microru bules near the microtu bule-organizing center
(MTOC) (see page 53) . Small vesicles invo lved in vesicular
transport are seen in association with the cisternae. The
Golgi apparatus is polarized both morphologically and
functi onall y. The flattened cisternae located closest to the
rER represent the forming face, or cis-Golgi network
(CGN); the cistern ae located away fro m the rER represent
the maturing face, or trans-Golgi network (TGN) (Figs.
2.31 and 2.32). The cisternae located between the T GN
and CGN are commonly referred as the medial Golgi.
The Golgi apparatus functio ns in the posttranslationa l
modifica tion, sorting, and packaging of p roteins
Small vesicles called tmnsport vesicles ca rry newly synthesized proteins (both secretory and membrane) from the
rER to the CGN. From there, they travel within the transport vesicles from o ne cisterna to the next. The vesicles
bud from one cisterna and fuse with the adj acent cisternae.
As proteins and lipids travel th rough the Golgi stacks, they
undergo a series of posttranslational modifications that involve remodeli ng of N-li nked oligosaccharides previously
added in the rER.
In general, glycop ro teins and glyco lipids have their
o ligosaccharides trimmed and trans located . Glycosylation
of proteins and li pids uses several carboh yd rate-processing
enzymes that add , remove, and modify sugar moieties of
o ligosaccharide chains. M-6-P is ad ded to those proteins
destined tO travel to late endosomes and lysosomes (page
28). In additio n, glycoproteins are phosphory lated and sulfated. The proteolyti c cleavage of certa in proteins is also
initiated within the cisternae (Fig. 2.33).

As noted, proteins exit the Golgi apparatus fro m the
TGN. T his network and the associated tu bulovesicular array serve as the sorting statio n for shuttling vesicles that
deliver proteins to va rio us loca ti ons (Fig. 2.34 ). These locatio ns are
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FIGURE 2.31
Electron micrograph of the Golgi apparatus. This electron micro-

graph shows the extensive Golgl apparatus in an Islet cell of the pancreas. The flattened membrane sacs of the Golgi apparatus are
arranged in layers. The cis-Golgi network (CGN) Is represented by the

• Ettdosomes or lysosomes. Most of the proteins bearFour major pathways of protein secretion from the Golgi
apparatus disperse proteins to various cell destinations

Tbe Cdl

ing M-6-P ma rkers are destined for th ese sites (see
page 28).
• Apical cytoplasm. Protei ns that were aggregated or crysta llized in the TGN because of changes in pH and Ca 2 +

flattened vesicles on the outer convex surface, whereas the flattened
vesicles of the inner convex region constitute the trans-Golgi network
(TGN). Budding off the TGN are several vesicles (7 ). These vesicles are
released (2) and eventually become secretory vesicles (3). xss,ooo.

concentr atio n are stored in large secretory vesicles.
These vesicles eventu ally fuse with the plasma membrane to release the secretory pro duct by exocytosis.
This type of secretio n is characteristic of secretory cells
found in exocrine glands.

• Basolateral plasma membmne. Proteins targeted to the

FIGURE 2.30
Photomicrograph of plasma cells. This photomicrograph of a plastic-

embedded specimen showing the lamina propria of the small intestine is stained with toluidine blue. The plasma cells, where appropriately oriented, exhibit a clear area in the cytoplasm near the nucleus.
These negatively stained regions (arrows) represen t extensive accumulation of membranous cisternae that belong to the Golgi apparatus. The surrounding cytoplasm is deeply metacllromatlca lly stained
because of the presence of ribosomes associated with the extensive
rER. X l ,200.

basolateral d o ma in have a specific so rting signal a ttached to th em by the TGN. This constit utive pa thway uses dathrin-coated vesicles with a n epitheliumspecific ada ptor pro tein ; the tra ns ported membrane
proteins are continuo usly incorporated into the baselateral cel l surface.
• A pical plasma membt·a11e. Many extracellula r and
membra ne proteins are delivered to this site. T hi s
path way r ep resents another exa mple of constituti ve secretion. Secretory proteins a lso use clathrincoated vesicles fo r th eir transport to the ap ica l surface,
which is med iated by specific carbohydrate-lecithin
interactions.

FIGURE 2.32
Electron micrograph of Golgi cisternae. a. This transmission electron

micrograph shows a quick-frozen isolated Golgi appa ratus replica
from a cu ltured CHO cell line. Tl1e trans-Goigi cisternae are in the
process of coated vesicle formation. b. Incubation of the trans-Golgi

cisternae with the coatomer-depleted cytosol shows a decrease In
vesicle formation act ivity. Note the lack of vesicles and the fenestrated shape of the trans-Golgi cisternae. X85,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
Joh n E. Heuser, Washington University School of Medicine.)
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used in the translatio n of the mi tochon dria l mRNA.
Mitochondria possess a complete system for protein sy nthesis incl uding the synthesis of their ow n r ibosomes. The
remainder of the mitocho nd ria l pr oteins are encoded by
nuclear D NA; new polypeptides a re synthesized by free ribosomes in the cytoplasm a nd then imported in to mitochondria with the help of pro tein chaperones.
Mitochondria are present in all cells except red blood cells and
terminal keratinocytes

The number, shape, and inter nal structure of mitochond ri a are often characteristic for specific cell types . When
present in large num bers, mi tochondria contribute to the
FIGURE 2.34
Summary of events in protein trafficking from the trans-Golgi network (TGN). The tubulovesicular array of the TGN serves as the sorting station for transporting vesicles that deliver proteins to four major locations in the cell. The constitutive secretory pathway to the
basolateral plasma membra ne (red arrows) uses clathrin-coated vesicles. The endosomal pathway (green arrows) is an organelle-specific
protein delivery system. Another constitutive secretory pathway to
the apical plasma membrane (purple arrows) also uses clathrin·coated
vesicles. The regulated secretory pathway (orange arrows) directs protein to the apical region of the cell, where proteins are stored In large
secretory vesicles. These vesicles eventually fuse with the plasma
membrane and release the secretory product by exocytosis.

FIGURE 2.33
Structure and function of the Golgi apparatus. The Golgi appa ratus
contains several stacks of flattened cisternae with dilated edges. The
Golgi cisternae form separate functional compartments. The closest
compartment to the rER represents the cis·Golgi network (CGN), to
w hich transport vesicles originating from the rER fuse and deliver
newly synthesized proteins. The CG N represents the first compart·
ment of the Golgi apparatus, w here posttransitio nal modification of
the protei ns occurs (i.e., phosphorylation). Once proteins have been
modified within the CGN, the transport vesicles bud off dilated ends
of this compartment, and proteins are transferred into medial Golgi
cisternae, where they are further modified (i.e., glycosylated). The
process continues, and in the same fashion, proteins are translocated
Into the trans-Golgi cisternae and further into the trans·Golgl network
(TGN), where they are sorted into different transport vesicles that de·
liver them to their final destinations.
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acido phi lia of the cytoplasm beca use of the large amount
of membrane they conta in. M itochondria may be sta ined
specifica ll y by histochemical procedures that demonstrate
so me of their constituent enzymes, such as those involved
in ATP synthesis and electro n tra nspo rt.
Mitochondria possess two membranes that delineate distinct
compartments

Mitocho ndria display a va ri ety of shapes, including
spheres, rods, el onga ted fila ments, and even coi led structures. All mitocho nd ria, un like other organelles described
above, possess two mem branes (Fig. 2.35 ). The inner mitochondria l mem bra ne su rro unds a space called the ma-

inne r
mitochondrial membrane
• cytochromes
• dehyd roge nases
• flavoproteins
intermem brane space

that mitocho ndr ia can both cha nge their location and undergo transient cha nges in shape. They may therefore be
compared to mobi le power generators as they migrate fro m
one area of the cell to a nother to su pply needed energy.
Beca use mi tochondria generate ATP, they are mor e numerous in cells that use large amoun ts of energy, such as
striated muscle cells and cells engaged in fluid and electrolyte tra nspor t. Mitocho ndria a lso localize at sites in the
cell where energy is needed, as in the middle piece of the
sp erm, the intermyofib r illar spaces in striated muscle cells,
and adjacent to th e baso latera l plasma m embrane info ldings in the cells of the proxi ma l convo lu ted tubule of th e
kidney.
Mitochondria evolved from aerobic bacteria that were
engulfed by eukaryotic cells

Mitochondria
Mitochondria are abundant in cells that generate and expend
large amounts of energy

Mitochondria were also known to ea rl y cytologists w ho
o bserved them in cells vitally stained with Janus green B. It
is now evident that mitochondria increase in number by d ivisio n througho ut interphase, and their di visio ns are not
synchronized with the cell cycle. Videomicroscopy confir ms

M itochondr ia are believed to have evolved from an aero bic prokaryote (bacterium ) that lived symbio tically
within prim itive eukaryotic cells. This hypothesis r eceived
su pport with the demo nstration that mitochond ria possess
their own geno me, increase their nu mbers by division, and
synthesize some of their structura l (constituent) proteins.
Mitochondri al DNA is a closed circular mo lecule th at encodes 13 enzymes invo lved in the oxidati ve phosphor ylatio n path way, 2 rRNAs, a nd 22 tra nsfer R NAs (tRNAs)

b
FIGURE 2.35
Structure of the mitochondrion. a. This electron microgra ph shows a
mitochondrion in a pancreatic acinar cell. Note that the inner mito·
chondrlal membrane forms the cristae (C) thro ugh a series of infold·
ings, as is evident in the region of the arrow. The outer mitochondrial membrane is a smooth continuous envelope that is separate

and distinct from the inner membrane. X200,000. b. Schematic dia·
gram showing the components of a mitocho ndrion. Note the location
of the elementary particles (inset), the shape of which relates to the
three-dimensional structu re of ATP synthase.
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trix. The outer m itochond rial membrane is in close contact
w ith the cytoplasm. The space betwee n th e two m embranes is caUed the intemtembrane space. The struc tural
components of mitochondria possess sp ecific cha racteristics related to their function:

• Outer mitochond1·ial membrane. This 6- to 7-nm-tbick
smooth membrane contains many voltage-dependent
anion channels (a lso called mitochondrial porins). These
large ch annels {approximately 3 nm in diameter) a re permeable to uncha rged molecules up to 5,000 Da. Thus
sma ll molecules, ions, and metabo lites ca n enter the intermembrane space but ca nnot pe netrate the inner membrane. The environment of the interme mb.rane space is
the refore similar to that of cytoplasm w ith r espect to ions
an d small molecu les. The o uter membrane possesses receptors for proteins and polypeptides that translocate
into the intermembrane space. It also contains severa l enzymes, including phospholipase A2 , monoamine oxidase,
and acetyl co enzyme A (CoA) synthase.
• l1mer mitochond1ial membmne. T he TEM revea ls that
this membrane is thinner than the outer mitoch ondJ~i al
membrane. It is arranged into numero us folds (cristae)
th a t significantly increase the in ner membran e surface
area (see Fig. 2.35). These folds project into the matrix
that constitutes the inner compartment of t he organelle.
In so me cells in volved in steroid meta bolism , the in ne r
membra ne ma y form tubu lar o r vesicular projections
into the matrix. The inne r membrane is ric h in th e ph ospholipid cardiolipin, which makes the membrane imperm eable to ions. The membrane forming th e cristae
conta in s proteins tha t have t hree major functio ns:
(1) performing t he oxidation reactions o f t he respi ratory
e lectron-transport chain, (2) synth esizi ng ATP, and
(3) regula ting t ransport of metabolites into and out of
th e matrix . The enzym es of t he respira tory cha in a re attached to the inner membrane and project their heads
into the matrix (Fig . 2 .35, rectangle). With th e TEM,
t hese enzy mes appear as tennis racquet-shaped structures called elementmy particles. Their beads measure
about 10 nm in diameter and contain e nzym es that carr y
o ut oxida tive phosphorylation , w hic h generates ATP.
• Jnte1"membrane space. This space is located betwee n the
inner a nd outer membranes and conta ins specific e nzymes th a t use the ATP gene rated in the inner membra ne. These enzymes include creatine kinase, aden ylate
kinase, a nd cytochrome c. The latter is a n important factor in initiati ng apoptosis (see page 45).
• Matrix. T he m itochondrial m a tri x is su rr o unded b y the
inner mitocho ndri a l membra ne and contains the soluble
enzymes o f the citric acid cycle (Krebs cycle) and the enzymes involved in fatty acid {3-oxidation. The major
products of the matri x are C0 2 and reduced NADH,
which is the source of electrons for the electron tra nsport
ch a in. Mitoch o nd ria contain dense matrix granules that
st or e Cal+ a nd other diva lent and triva lent ca tion s.
These granules increa se in number a nd s ize w hen th e
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of di va lent (and u·ivalent) cations increases in th e cytoplasm. Mitochondria can accumulate
ca tions against a concentration gradient. Thus, in ad dition to ATP prod uc tio n, mitochondria a lso regulate t he
concentration of certain ions of the cytoplasmic matrix,
a role they share w ith the sER. The matrix a lso contains
mitochondria l D NA, ribosom es, a nd tRNAs.
Mitochondria contain the enzyme system that generates ATP
by means of the citric acid cycle and oxidative phosphorylation

Mitoch ondria generate ATP in a variety of metabolic
pathways including oxida tive phosphorylation, the citric
acid cycle, a nd {3-oxidation o f fatty ac ids. The energy gene rated from t hese reactions, w hich take p lace in the mitochondrial m a trix, is represented by hydrogen ions (H~ ) deri ved from reduced NADH. These ions drive a se ries of
proton pumps located within the inner mitochondrial
m embrane tha t transfer H~ from the matrix to the intermembra ne space (Fig. 2 .36). These pumps constitute the

electron-transport chain of respira to ry enzym es (see Fig.
2.36). The transfer of H • across the inner mitochond ria l
membran e establishes an electrochemical proton gradient.
This grad ient creates a large pmton motive force that
causes the movem ent of H ' down its electrochemical g radient through a large, m em brane-bound enzyme called
ATP synthase. ATP synth ase provides a pa thwa y across
t he inner mitochondrial membrane in w hich H~ ions are
used to drive the energetically unfavorabl e reactions leading to synthesis of ATP. This movement of protons back to
the mitochondrial ma trix is referred to as chemiosmotic
coupling. The newly prod uced ATP is tran sp orted from
the matrix to the intermembrane space by the voltage
gradi ent- driven ATPIADP exchange P1'0tein locat ed in the
inner mitochond rial membra ne. From her e, ATP lea ves the
mitochondria via voltage-dependent anion chan nels in the
o uter membrane to enter th e cytoplasm. A t the sam e time,
ADP produ ced in the cytoplasm rap idl y enters the mitocho ndria for rechargin g.
Mitochondria undergo morphologic changes related to their
functional state

ADP
ATP
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FIGURE2.36

Schematic diagram illustrating how mitochondria generate energy.
The diagram indicates the ATP synthase complex and the electron
transport chain of proteins located in the inner mitochondrial membrane. The electron transport chain generates a proton gradient between the matrix and intennembrane space that is used to produce
ATP. Numbers represent seq uential proteins involved in the electron
transport chain and ATP production: 7, NADH dehydrogenase complex; 2, ubiquinone; 3, cytocl1rome b-e, complex; 4, cytochrome c; 5,
cytochrome oxidase complex: and 6, ATP synthase complex.

TEM studies show mitoch o ndria in two distinct configurations. In the orthodox configuration, the cristae are
prominent and the matrix compa rtm ent occupies a large
part of the tota l mitochondrial volume. This configuration
corresp onds to a low level of oxida tive phosphorylation.
In the condensed configuration, cristae are not easily r ecognized, the matrix is concentrated a nd reduced in volume, and the intermembra ne space increases to as much as
50% of the total volume. This configu ration co rresponds
to a high level of oxidative phosphory la tion.

present in peroxiso mes ca refully regulates the cellular hydrogen p eroxide content by breaking dow n h ydrogen perox ide, thus protecting the cell. In addition, peroxisomes
contain D-amino acid oxidases, ,8-oxidation enzymes, a nd
n umero us other enzymes.
Oxidative enzymes are partic ula rly important in li ver
cells (h ep atocytes), where t hey perform a variety of detoxification processes. Pe roxisomes in hepatocytes are responsible for detoxifica ti o n of ingested alcohol by converting it
to acetaldehyde. {3-0xidation of fatty acids is a lso a m ajor
function of per oxisomes. In some cells, peroxisomal fatty
acid oxidation may eq ua l that of mitochondria. The p rotein s contained in the peroxisome lumen and m embran e
are synth esized on cyt oplasmic ribosomes and impo rted
into th e peroxisome. A pro tein d estined for peroxisomes
must h ave a pemxisomal targeting signal a ttached to its
C-termin us.
Although abundant in liver and kidney cells, peroxisom es are found in most other cells. The nu mber of peroxisomes present in a cell increases in r esponse to diet,
drugs, a nd hormonal stimulation. In most a nima ls, but not
huma n s, peroxisomes a lso contain mate oxidase (uricase),
wh ich often appears as a c haracteristic crystalloid inclusion (nucleoid) .
Various human metabo lic diso rders are ca used by the inability to import peroxisomal proteins into the organelle
beca use of fau lty peroxisomal targeting signa l. Several severe disorders are associa ted with nonfunctional perox isomes. In the most common inherited disease r ela ted to
nonfunctional peroxisomes, Zellweger syndrome, whic h
leads t o early d eath, peroxisomes lose their a bility to function beca use of lack of necessa ry enzym es. Thera pies fo r
p eroxisoma l disord ers have been unsatisfactory to date.

Mitochondria decide if the cell lives or dies

Recent experimental stud ies indicate tha t mitoch o ndria
sense cellula r stress and are capa ble of deciding whether
the cell lives or dies by initiating apoptosis (progra mmed
cell dea th). The m ajor cell d eath event generated by the mitochondri a is the release of cytoc hrom e c from the mitoc hondrial intermembranou s sp ace into th e cell cytoplasm.
This event, regulated by the Bcl-2 protein fami ly (see page
74 ), initia tes th e cascade of proteolyti c e nzym a tic r eactions
that leads to apoptosis.

Q NONMEMBRANOUS ORGANELLES
Microtubules

Peroxisomes (Microbodies)

Microtubul es a re nonbra nching and rigid hollow tubes of
protein that can r apidly disassemble in o ne locatio n and
reassemble in a nothe r. L1 general, they grow from th e
microtubule-organizing center (MTOC) loca ted nea r the
nucle us (page 53) and extend toward the cell periphery.
Microtubules c rea te a system of connections within the
cell , freq uentl y compa red to railroad tracks, a long which
vesicu la r movement occurs .

Peroxisomes are single membrane-bounded organelles
containing oxidative enzymes

Microtubules are elongated polymeric structures composed
of equal parts of a-tubulin and {Nubulin

Pemxisomes (microbodies) are sma ll (0.5 JLm dia mete r),
membra ne-limited sph erical orga ne lles that contain oxidative enzymes, partic ularly catalase a nd other p eroxidases.
Virtually all oxidati ve enzymes prod uce hydrogen peroxide (H20J as a product of th e oxidatio n reaction. Hydroge n peroxide is a toxic substa nce. T he cata lase univer sally

Microtubu les measure 20 to 25 run in diameter (Fig.
2.37). The waU of the microtubule is approximately 5 nm
thick a nd consists of 13 circul a rl y arrayed glo bular dimeric
tubulin molecules. T he tubulin dimer has a mo lecular weight
of 110 kD a and is formed from an a -tubulin and a {3-tubulin molecule, each w ith a molecula r weight of 55 kDa. (Fig.
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2.38) . The dimers polymerize in an end-to-end fashion, head
to tai l, w ith the a molecule of one dimer bound to the f3 molecule of the next dimer in a repeating pattern. The polymer
th us formed is called a protofilament. Axial periodicity seen
along the 5-nm-diameter dimers corr esponds to the length of
the protein molecules. A sma ll, 1-J.Lm segment of microtubule contains approximately 16,000 tubulin dimers.
Microtubules grow from y-tubulin rings within the MTOC that
serve as nucleation sites for each microtubule
(+end)

oe

tubulin dimer
bound to GTP

Microtubu le formation can be traced to hundreds of ytubu lin rings that form an integral part of the MTOC (Fig.
2 .39) . The a- and {3-tubulin dimers are added to a y-tubulin ring in a n e nd-to-end fashion (see Fig. 2.38). Polymerization of t u bulin dimers requires the presence of gua nosine
triphosphate (GTP) and Mg2+ . Each tubulin molecule binds
GTP before it is incorporated into t he forming microtubule.
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The GTP-tubulin compl ex is then polymerized, and at
some point GTP is hydrolyzed to guanosine diphosphate
(GDP). As a res ult of this polymerization p attern, each microtubule possesses a minus (nongrowing) end em bedded
in the MTOC and a plus (growing) end elongating toward
the cell periphery. Tubulin dimers dissociate from micro tubu les in the steady state, w hich adds a pool of free tubuli n dimers to t he cytoplasm. This pool is in eq uilibrium
with the polymer ized tubulin in the microtubules; therefore, polymerization and depolymerization are in eq uilibrium. The equilibrium can be shifted in the direction of d epolymerization by exposing the cell or isolated mi crotubules to low temperatures or high pressure. R epeated exposure to a lternating low and high temperature is the basis
of the purification technique for tubulin and microtubul es .
The speed of polymerization or depolymerization can a lso
be modified by interaction with s pecific microtubuleassociated proteins (.MAPs). These proteins, such as MAP1, 2, 3, a nd 4 , MAP-t, a nd TOGp, regulate microtubule assembly and anch o r the microtubules to specific organelles.
MAPs are a lso responsi ble for the existence of stable populations of nondepolymerizing microtubes in the cell, such as
those fou nd in c ilia and fl agella.
The length of microtubules changes dynamically as tubulin
dimers are added or removed in a process of dynamic instability

0o

tubulin dime r
bound to GOP

(-end)

FIGURE 2.38

FIGURE 2.37

Electron micrographs of microtubules. a. Micrograph showing microtubules (arrows) of the mitotic spindle in a dividing cell. On the
right, the microtubules are attached to chromosomes. x 30,000.
b. Micrograph of microtubules (arrows) in the axon of a nerve cell. In
both cells, the microtubules are seen in longitudinal profile. X30,000.

Diagram of a microtubule in a longitudinal and cross-sectional profile. At the left, the diagram depicts the process of polymerization and
depolymerization of tubulin dimers during the process of microtubule
assembly. Each tubulin dlmer consists of an a-tubulin and a {3-tubulin
subunit. On the right, each microtubule contains 13 tubulin dimers
within its cross section. The minus (- ) end of the microtubule contains a ring of y-tubulin, which Is necessary for microtubule nucleation. This end is usually embedded within the MTOC and possesses
numerous capping proteins. The plus (+) end of the microtubule is the
growing end to which tubulin dimers bound to GTP molecules are incorporated. Incorporated tubulin dimers hydrolyze GTP, which releases the phosphate groups to form polymers with GDP-tubulin
molecules.

FIGURE 2.39

Staining of microtubules with fluorescent dye. This confocal immunofluorescent image shows the organization of the microtubules
within an epithelial cell in tissue culture. In this example, the specimen was immunostained with three primary antibodies against tubulin (green), centrin (red), and kinetochores {light blue) and then incubated in a mixture of three different fluorescently tagged secondary
antibodies that recognized the primary antibodies. Nuclei were
stained (dark blue) with a fluorescent molecule that intercalates into
the DNA double helix. Note that the microtubu les are foc used at the
MTOC or centrosome (red) located adjacent to the nucleus. The cell is
in the S phase of the cell cycle, as indicated by the presence of both
large unduplicated kinetochores and smaller pairs of duplicated kinetochores. x 3,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Wilma L. Lingle and Ms. Vivian A.
Negron.)

Microtubu les observed in c ult ured c ells w ith real-time
video microscopy appear to be constantly growing toward
the cell periphery (by add ition of tubulin dimers) and then
s udde nly sh rinking in the direction of the MTOC (by removal of tubulin dimers). This constant remodeling
process, known as dynamic instability, is li nked to a pattern of GTP h ydrolysis during t he microtubule assembl y
and disassembl y process. The MTOC can be compared to
a feed ing cha meleon, w hjcl1 fires its lo ng, projectile tongue
to make contact with potentia l foo d. The cha me leon then
retracts its tongue bac k into its mouth and repeats th is
process until it is s uccessful in obtaining food. T he same
strategy of "firing" microtubules from the MTOC toward
the cell periphery and subsequently retracting th em enables the cell to establish a n organized system of microtubules lin king periphera l structures and organell es w ith
the MTOC. As mentioned above, association of a microtubule with MAPs, such as occ urs within the axoneme o f
a c ilium or flage llum , e ffecti vely blocks this dynamic instabi lity a nd stabilizes th e m ic ro tubu les.
The structure a nd function of microtubules in mitosis
and in cil ia and flagella are di scussed later in this c hapter
and in C hapter 4.
Microtubules can be visualized in the light microscope and are
involved in intracellular transport and cell motility
'

M ic rotubules may be seen in the light microscope by using specia l stains, polarization, or phase co ntrast optics.
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Beca use of the limited resolution of the lig ht microscope,
in th e past microtubules we re erroneously called fibers,
such as the " fibers"- of the mitotic spindle. Micwtubules
ma y now be distinguished from filam entous an d fib rillar
cytoplasmic components even at t he light microscopic level
by using anti bod ies to tubulin, the pr imary protein component of microtubules, conjugated with flu orescent dyes
(Fig. 2.39) .
In genera l, microtubules are fow1d in the cytoplasm,
w here they o riginate from the MTOC; in cili a an d flagella,
wh ere they form the axoneme and its anchoring basal
body; in centrioles and t he mitotic spindle; and in elongating processes of the cell, such as those in growing axons.
Microtubules are involved in nu merous essentia l cellula r
func tions:
• Intracellula r vesicular transport (e.g., movement of secretory vesicles, endosomes, lysosomes)
• Movement of cilia and flagella
• Attachment of chromosomes to the m itotic spind le and
their movement during m itosis and meiosis
• Cell elongation and movement (migratio n)
• M aintena nce of cell shape, particularly its asymmetry
Movement of intracellular organelles is generated by
molecular motor proteins associated with microtubules

In cellula r activities that involve movement of organelles
a nd other cytoplasmic structures, such as tra nsport vesicles, mitocho ndria, and lysosomes, microtubul es serve as
guides to th e appropriate destinations. Molecular motor
proteins attach to t hese organelles or structures and
ratchet a long t he m icrotubule track (Fig. 2.40). The energy
required for the ratcheting movement is derived from ATP
h yd ro lys is. Two fa milies of molecular motors have been
identified that allow for unidirect ional movement:

• Dyneins constitute one family of molecular motors.
T hey move along t he microtubnles towa rd the minus
end of the tubule. Therefore, cytoplasmic dyneins are
ca pable of transpor ting organ elles from the cell periph ery towa rd the MTOC. One member of the dynein fami ly, ax01temal dynein, is present in cilia and flagella. It is
respo nsible fo r t he sliding of o ne microtubule aga inst an
adj acent micr otubule of the axoneme that effects t heir
movement.
• Kinesins, members of the other fa mily, move a lo ng th e
microtubul es towa rd the plus end; therefore, they arecapable of moving orga nelles from t he cell center toward
t he cell peri phery.
Both dyneins and ki nesins are involved in mitosis and
meiosis. In these activities, dyneins move the chromosomes
along the kinetochore microtubules toward the spindle
pole. Kinesins are simultaneously involved in movement of
polar microtubules. These m icrotu bules extend from one
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spindle pole past the metaphase plate and overlap with microtubules extend ing from the opposite spi ndle pole. Kinesins located between these micro t ubules generate a sliding movement that red uces the overla p, t hereby pushing the
two spindle poles apart to each daughter cell (Fig. 2.41 ).
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In addition to controlling the rate of polymerization o.f
acti n filaments, ABPs are responsible for their organ ization.
For example, a num ber of pr oteins can mod ify o r act on
actin fi laments to give them various specific characteristics:

• Actin-bundling proteins cross-link actin fila ments into

Actin Filaments
Actin filaments are present in virtually all cell types

Actin molecules (42 kDa) are a bundant and may constitute up to 20% o.f the total protein of some no nmuscle
cells (Fig. 2.42). Similar to th e tubulin in microtubul es,
actin molecules also assem ble spontaneously b y polymerization into a linear helica l array to form filaments 6 to 8
nm in diameter. They are thinner, shorter, and more flexible than microtubules. Free actin molecules in the cytoplasm are referred to as G-actin (globular actin) in contrast to the polymerized actin o f the filament, called
F-actin (filamentous actin). Actin filaments are polarized
structures; their fast-growing end is referred to as the plus
or barbed end, and their slow-growing end is referred to as
the minus or poi1tted end. The dynamic p rocess of actin
polymerization requires the presence of K+, Mg2+, and
ATP, which is hydrolyzed to ADP after each G-actin molecule is incorporated into the filament (Fig. 2.43). The control and r egulation of the polymerization process d epends
on the local concentration of G-actin and t he interacti o n o f
actin-binding proteins (ABPs), w hi ch can prevent or enhance polymerization.

parallel arrays, creating actin filament bundles. An example of this modification occurs inside the microvillus
where actin filaments are cross-linked by th e actin~
bundling proteins fascin and fimbrin (see Fig. 4.3, page
92) . This cross-linkage provides support and imparts
rigidity to the microvilli.
• Actin filament-severing proteins sever lo ng actin filaments into short fragments. An example of such proteins
is gelsolin, a 90-kDa ABP that normally initiates actin
polymerization but at high Cal+ concentrations causes
severi ng of the actin filaments, con verting an actin gel
into a fluid state.

FIGURE 2.42
Distribution of actin filaments in a human fibroblast in culture. The
cell was stained with an actin-specific antibody conjugated with the
dye fluorescein. The antigen-antibody reaction, performed directly in
the culture, results in localization of the actin. The actin filaments organized In linear bundles fluoresce and thus show their distribution in
this nonmigrating cell. (Courtesy of Dr. Elias Lazarides_)
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FIGURE 2.40
The molecular motor proteins associated with microtubules. Micro·
tubules serve as guides for molecular motor proteins. These ATPdriven microtubule-associated motor proteins are attached to moving
structures (such as organelles) and ratchet them along a tubular track.
Two types of molecular motors have been identified: dyneins that
move along microtubules toward their minus (-) end (i.e., toward the
center of the cell) and kinesins that move toward their plus (+ ) end
(i.e., toward the cell periphery).

FIGURE 2.41
Distribution of k inesin-like motor protein within the mitotic spindle.
This confocal immunofluorescent Image shows a mammary gland ep·
lthelial cell In anaphase of mitosis, Each mitotic spindle pole contains
two centrioles (green). A mitosis-specific klnesln-llke molecule called
EgS (red} is associated with the subset of the mitotic spindle microtubules that connect the kinetochores (white) to the spindle poles. The
~otor action of EgS is req uired to separate the sister chromatids (blue)
IIlio the daughter cells. This cell was first lmmunostalned with three
primary antibodies against EgS (red), centrln (green), and kinetochores
(white) and then incubated in three different fluorescently tagged secondary antibodies that recognize the primary antibodies. Chromo·
somes were stained w ith a fluorescent molecule that intercalates into
the DNA double helix. x3,500. (Courtesy of Dr. Wilma L. Lingle and
Ms. Vivian A. Negron.)
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FIGURE2.43
Polymerization of actin filaments. Actin filaments are polarized structures. Their fast-grow ing end is referred to as the plus(+) or barbed
end; the slow-growing end Is referred to as the minus (-) or pointed
end. The dynamic process of actin polymeriz<Jiion requires energy in
the form of an ATP molecule that is hydrolyzed to ADP after a G-actln
molecule is incorporated into t he filament.
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• Actin-capping proteins block further addition of actin
molecules by binding to the free end of an actin filament.
An example is tropomodulin, which can be isolat~d
from skeletal a nd cardiac muscle cells. Tropomodulm
binds to the free end of actin myofilaments, regulating
the length of the filaments in a sarcom ere ~
• Actin cross-linking proteins are respons1ble for crosslinking actin filaments with each o ther. An example of
such proteins can be fo und in the cytoske_leton of e~y
throcytes. Severa l proteins, such as _spectnn, ~ dductm,
protein 4 .1, or protein 4. 9, are m volved 111 cross.
linki ng actin filaments (see Fig. 9.4, pa~e 21~).
• Actin motor proteins belong to the myosm family, w h1ch
hydrolyzes ATP to provide the energy for movem ent
alo ng the actin filament from the minus end to t~e plus
end. Some cells, such as muscle cells, are charactenzed by
the size, amount, and nature of the filaments and actinmotor pro teins they contain. There are two types of filaments (myofilaments) present in muscle cells: 6- to 8-nm
actin filaments (called thin filaments) (Fig. 2.44) and
15-nm filam ents (called thick filaments ) of myosin n,
which is the predominant protein in muscle cells. Myo~in
II is a double- headed molecule with an elo ngated rod-!tke
tai l. The specific structural and functional relationships
among actin, myosin, and other ABPs in muscle contraction are discussed in Chapter 10 (Muscle Tissue).
In addition to myosin II, nonm uscle cells contain myosi1~
I, a protein with a single globular domain a nd short t_ail
that attaches to other molecules or organelles. Extenstve
studies have revea led the presence of a variety of other
nonmuscle myosin isoforms that are responsi ble for m otor
functions in many specialized cells, such as melanocytes,

kidney and intestinal absorptive cells, nerve growth cones,
a nd inner ear hair cells.
Actin filaments participate in a variety of cell functions

Actin filaments are often grouped in bundles close to the
plasma membr ane. Functions of these membrane-associated actin filaments include

• Anchorage and movement of membrane protein.

Intermediate Filaments

Actin filaments are distributed in three-dimensional
networks throughout the cell and are used as anchors within specialized cell junctions such as focal
ad hesions.
• Formation of the structural core of microvilli o n absorptive epithelial cells. Actin filaments may also help
maintain the shape of the apical cell surface, e.g., the
apical terminal web of actin filaments serves as tension
ca bles under the cell surface.
• Locomotion of cells. Locomotion is achieved by the
force exerted by actin filaments by polymerization at
their growing ends. This mechanism is used in ma ny
migrating cells, in particu lar on tra_nsformed ~e lls_ of
invasive tumors. As a result of actm polymenzat1on
at their leading edge, cells extend processes from their
surface by pushing the plasma membrane ahead of
the growing actin filaments. The leading-edge extensions of a crawling cell are called lamellipodia; they
contain elongating organi zed bund les of actin filaments with their p lus ends directed toward the p lasma
membrane.
• Extension of cell processes. These processes can be. observed in many other cells that exhibit small protrusiOns

b~termediate

tropomyosin
molecules

b
FIGURE 2.44
Thin filament organization and structure in cardiac cells. a. Immunofluorescence micrograph of a chick cardiac myocyte stained for
actin (green) to show the thin filaments and for tropomodulin (red} to
s11ow the location of the slow-growing (-) ends of the thin filaments.
Tropomodulin appears as regular striations because of the uniform
lengths and alignments of the thin filaments In sarcome_re~. b. Diagram of a thin filament. The polarity of the thin filament IS mdicated

called filopodia, located around their surface. As in lamellipodia, these protrusions contain loose aggregations of 10
to 20 actin filaments organized in the same direction,
again with their plus ends directed toward the plasma
membrane. Actin filaments are also essential in cytoplasmic streaming, i.e., the stream-like movement of cytoplasm that can be observed in cultmed cells.

by the fast-growing(+ ) end and the slow-growing(-) end. Only a portion of the entire thin filament is shown for clarity. Tropomodulin is
bound to actin and tropomyosin at the slow-growing (-) end. The troponin complex binds to each tropomyosin molecule every seven act~n
monomers along the length of the thin filament. (Courtesy of Drs. Vella
F. Fowler and Ryan Littlefield.)

filaments play a supporting or general structura l role. These rope-like filaments are called "intennediate" because their diameter of 8 to 10 nm is " intermediate" between that of actin filaments and microtubu les.
Nearly all intermediate filaments consist of subunits with a
molecular weight of about 50 kDa. Some evidence suggests
tha t many of the stable structur al proteins in intermediate
filaments evolved from highly conserved enzymes, w ith
only minor genetic m odification.
Intermediate filaments are formed from nonpolar and highly
variable Intermediate filament subunits

Unlike those of microfilaments and microtub ules, the
protein subunits of intermediate filaments show considerable diversity and tissue specificity. In addition, they do not
posses enzymatic activity and form nonpolar filaments. Intermedia te filaments a lso do not typically disappear and
re-form in the continuous manner characteristic of most
microtubules and actin filaments. For these reasons, intermediate filaments are believed to play a primarily structural role within the cell and to compose the cytoplasmic
link of a tissue-wide continuum of cytoplasmic, nuclear,
and extracellular filaments (Fig. 2.45).
Intermedi ate filament proteins are characterized by a
high ly variable central rod-shaped domain with strictly
conserved glo bular domains at either end (Fig. 2.46). Although the vario us classes of intermediate filaments diff~r
in the amino acid sequence of the rod-shaped doma in and
show some va riation in molecular weight, they all share a
homologous region that is important in filament selfassembly. Intermediate filaments are assembled from a pair
of helica l monomers that twist around each other to form
coiled-coil dimers. Then, two coiled-coil dimers twist
around each other in antiparallel fas hion (parallel but
pointing in opposite djrections ) to generate a staggered
tetramer of two coiled-coil dimers, thus forming the nonpolarized unit of the intermediate filaments (see Fig. 2.46).
Each tetramer, acting as an individual unit, is aligned a long
the axis of the filament. The ends of the tetramers are
bound together to form the free ends of the filament. This
assembly process pr o vides a sta ble, staggered, helical a rray
in which fi la ments are packed together and additio nally
stabilized by lateral binding interactions between adjacent
tetramers.

FIGURE 2.45
Electron micrograph of the apical part of an epithelial cell. This electron micrograph, obtained using the quick-freeze deep-etch technique, shows the terminal web (TW) of an epithelial cell and underlying Intermediate filaments (IF}. The long straight actin filament cores
or rootlets (R) extending from the microvilli are cross-linked by a
dense network of actin filaments containing numerous actin-binding
proteins. The network of intermediate filaments can be seen beneath
the terminal web anchoring the actin filaments of the microvilli.
x 47,000. (From Hirakawa N, et al. J Cell Bioi 1983;96:1325.)

Intermediate filaments are a heterogeneous group of
cytoskeletal elements found in various cell types

Intermediate filaments are organized into four maj or
classes on the basis of protein composition and cellular distribution (Table 2.1 ):

• Keratins (cytokeratins), the most diverse group of interm ediate filaments, contain more than 50 different isoforms. Keratin fila ments are formed from a variety of different keratin su bunits and are found in different cells of
epithelial origi n. Specialized keratins called hard keratins
are found in skin appendages such as hair and nails. Kerati n filaments span the cytoplasm of epithelial cells and,
via desmosomes, connect with keratin fi laments in neighboring cells. Keratin subwlits do not coassemble with
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FIGURE 2.46
Polymerization and structure of intermediate filaments. Intermediate filaments are self-assembled from a pair of monomers that twist
around each other in parallel fashion to form a stable dimer. Two
coiled-coil dlmers then twist around each other in antiparallel fashion
to generate a staggered tetramer of two coiled-coil dimers. This
tetramer forms the nonpolarized unit of the Intermediate filaments.
Each tetramer, acting as an individual unit, aligns along the axis of
the filament and binds to the free end of the elongating structure.
This staggered helical array is additionally stabilized by lateral binding interactions between adjacent tetramers.

monomers

other types of intermediate filaments; therefore, they form
a distinct cell-specific and tissue-specific system.
• Vimentin and vimentin-like filaments represent a diverse family of cytoplasmic filaments found in many cell
types. In contrast to keratins, they form homopolymeric
filaments containing only one type of intermediate protein. Vimentin is the most abundant intermediate fi lament found in all mesoderm-deri ved cells. Vimentin-like
filaments include desmin, cha racteristic of muscle cells;
glial fibrillary acidic protei11 (GFAP), found in glial
cells and astrocytes; peripherin, found in many neurons; and syttemin and paranemin, found a lso in muscle cells.
• Neurofilaments are formed from the group of neurofilament-triplet (NF} proteins that contain three proteins
of different molecular weights: NF-L (low-weight protein), NF-M (a medium-weight protein) and NF-H (a
high-weight protein ). All three proteins fo rm neurofilaments that extend from the cell body into the ends of axons and dendrites, providing structural support.
• Lamins, specifically nuclear lamins, are associated with
the nuclear envelope and are formed by two types of
proteins, lamin A and lamin B. In contrast to other types
of intermediate filaments fo und in the cytoplasm, lamins
are located within the nucleoplasm of almost all differentiated cells in the body. A description of their structure
and function can be fow1d on page 64.

coiled-coil
dimers

matrix junctions

staggered
tetramer

A variety of intermediate filament-associated proteins
function within the cytoskeleton as integral parts of the
molecular architecture of cells. Some proteins, such as
those of the plectin family, possess binding sites for actin
fi laments, microtubules, and intermediate filaments and
are thus importallt in the proper assembly of the cytoskeleton. Another important family of intermediate
filament-associated proteins consists of desmoplakins,
desmoplakin-lil~e proteins, and plalwglobins. These pro-
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TABLE 2.1. Classes of Intermediate Filaments Based on Their Molecular Structure and Assembly
Type
of Protein

Molecular
Weight (kDa)

Cellular Distribution

Where Found

Class 1: Keratins

Acid cytokeratins
Basic cytokeratins

40-64
52-68

Cytoplasm

All epithelial cells

Cytoplasm

All epithelial cells

Class 2: Vlmentin and Vlmentln-llke

Vimentin

55

Cytoplasm

Desmin

53
50-52

Cytoplasm

Muscle cells

Cytoplasm

Neuroglial cells (including oligodendroglia,
astrocytes, microglia), Schwann cells, ependymal
cells, and pituicytes

Glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP)
Peripherin
Synemin
Paranemin
Nestin

54
182
178
240

Cells of mesenchymal origin (including endothelial
cells, myofibroblasts, some smooth muscle cells)
and some cells of neuroectodermal origin

Cytoplasm

Neurons

Cytoplasm

Muscle cells

Cytoplasm

Muscle cells

Cytoplasm

Muscle cells, some cells of neuroectodermal origin

Class 3: Neurojllaments

Neurofilament L (NF-L)
Neurofilament M (NF-M)
Neurofilament H (NF-H)

68
110
130

Cytoplasm

Neurons

Cytoplasm
Cytoplasm

Neurons
Neurons

Class 4: Lamlns

Larnin A/CA
Lamin B

62-72
65-68

Nucleus

Most differentiated cells

Nucleus

All nucleated cells

• Lamln C is a splice product of lamin A.

reins fo rm the attachment plaques for intermediate filaments, an essential part of desmosomes and hemidesmosomes. The interaction of intermediate filaments with cellto-cell a nd cell-to-extracellular matrix junctions provides
mecha nical strength and resistance to extracellular forces.
Table 2 .2 summarizes the characteristics of the three types
of cytoskeletal filaments.

Centrioles and Microtubule-Organizing Centers
Intermediate filament-associated proteins are essential
for the integrity of cell-to-cell and cell-to-extracellular

Tlu Ctll

MTOC is the region where most microtubu les are formed
and from which they are then directed to specific destinations within the cell. Therefore, the MTOC controls the
number, polarity, direction, orientation, and organization
of microtubules formed during interphase of the cell cycle.
Development of the MTOC itself depends solely on the
presence of centrioles. When centrioles are missing, the
MTOCs disappear, and formation of microtubules ts severely impaired.

Centrioles represent the focal point around which the MTOC
assembles

The MTOC contains centrioles and numerous ring-shaped
structures that initiate microtubule formation

Centrioles, visible in the light microscope, are paired,
short, rod-like cytoplasmic cylinders built from nine microtubule triplets. In resting cells, centrioles have an orthogonal orientation: one centriole in the pair is arrayed at
right angles to the other. Centrioles a re usua lly fo und in
close proximity to the nucleus, often partially surrou nded
by the Golgi apparatus, and associated with a zone of
amorphous, dense pericentrio lar material. The region of
the cell containing the centrioles and pericentrio lar materia l is called the MTOC or centrosome (Fig. 2.48). The

T he MTOC contains an amorphous matrix of more
than 200 proteins, including y-tubulins that are organi zed
in ring-shaped structures . Each y-tubulin ring serves as the
starting point (nucleation site) for the growth of one microtubule that is assembled fro m rubulin dimers; a- and {3tubulin dimers a re added with specific orientation to the ytubulin ring. The minus end of the microtubule rema ins
attached to the MTOC, and the plus end represents the
growing end directed toward the plasma membrane (see
Fig. 2.48).
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Summa ry Characteristics of Three Types of cytoskeletal Elements
Microtubules

Intermediate Filaments

Actin Filaments (Microfilaments)

~

""t

Shape

Double-stranded linear helical array

Rope-like fibers

.......

"E

..

!: '

"Iii

...

~I I

liT

Nonbranching long hollow
cylinders

lid

Abnormalities related to the organization and structure of microtubules, actin, and intermediate filaments underlie a variety of
pathologic disorders. These abnormalities lead to defects in the cytoskeleton and can produce a variety of defects related to intracellular vesicular transport, intracellular accumulations of pathologic
proteins, and impairment of cell mobility.

Diameter (nm)

6-8

8-10

20-25

MICROTUBULES

Basic protein subunit

Monomer of G-actin (MW 42 kDa)

Various intermediate filament
proteins (MW about 50 kDa)

Dim ers of a - and {3-tubulin (MW
54 kDa); y tubulin found in
MTOC is necessary for nucleation
of microtubules

Defects in the organ ization of microtubules and microtubule-associated proteins can immobilize the cilia of respiratory epithelium,
interfering w ith the ability of the respiratory system to clear accumulated secretions. This syndrome, known as Kartagener's syndrome (see page 95), also causes dysfunction of microtubules that
affects sperm motility, leading to male sterility. It may also cause
infertility in females because of impaired ciliary transport of the
ovum through the oviduct.
Microtubules are essential for vesicular transport (endocytosis
and exocytosis) as well as cell motility. Certain drugs, such as
colchicine, bind to tubulin molecules and prevent their polymerization; this drug is useful in the treatment of acute attacks of gout, to
prevent neutrophil migration and to lower their ability to respond
to urate crystal deposits in the tissues. Vinblastine and vincristine
represent another family of drugs that bind to microtubules and inhibit the formation of the mitotic spindle essential for cell division.
These drugs are used as antimitotic an d antiprollferative agents in
cancer therapy. Another drug, Taxol, Is used in chemotherapy for
breast cancer. It stabilizes microtubules, preventing them from depolymerizing (an action opposite to that of colchicine), thus arresting cancer cells in various stages of cell division.

Enzymatic activity

ATP hydrolytic activity

None

GTP hydrolytic activity

Polarity

Yes; minus (-) or pointed end Is
slow-grow ing end; plus(+) or
barbed end is faster-growing end

Nonpolar structures

Yes; minus (-) end is nongrowing
end embedded in MTOC; plus (+ )
end is the growing end

Assembly process

Monomers of G-actin are added to
growing filament; polymerization
requires the presence of K•, Mg2 • ,
and ATP, which is hydrolyzed to
ADP after each G-actin molecule Is
incorporated Into the filament

Two pairs of monomers form two
coiled-coil dimers; then, two coiledcoil dimers twist around each other
to generate a staggered tetramer,
which aligns along the axis of the
filament and binds to the free end
of the elongating structure

At the nucleation site, a- and
{3-tubulin dimers are added to y
tubulin ring in an end-to-end
fashion; each tubulin dimer molecule binds GTP before it becomes incorporated into the microtubule; polymerization also
requires the presence of Mg 2• ;
GTP- tubulin complex is polymerized, and after incorporation,
GTP Is hydrolyzed to GOP

Source of energy
required for assembly

ATP

N/ A

GTP

Characteristics

Thin, flexible filaments

Strong, stable structures

Exhibit dynamic instability

Associated proteins

Variety of actin-binding proteins
(ABPs) with different functions:
fascin- bundling; gelsolin-filament
severing; CP protein-cappi ng;
spectrin-cross-linking; myosin I
and 11-motor functions

Intermediate filament-associated
proteins: plectins-bind microtubules, actin, and intermediate
filaments; desmopla kins and
plakoglobins- attach intermediate
filaments to desmosomes and
hemidesmosomes

Microtubule-associated proteins:
MAP-1, 2, 3, and 4, MAP--r, and
TOGp regulate assembly, stabilize
and anchor microtu bules to specific organelles; motor
proteins-dyneins and kinesinsrequired for organelle movement

Core of microvilli; terminal web;
concentrated beneath the plasma
membrane; contractile elements of
muscles; contractile ring in dividing
cells

Extend across cytoplasm connecting desmosomes and hemidesmosomes; in the nucleus just beneath
inner nuclear membrane

Core of cilia; emerge from MTOC
and spread into periphery of the
cell; mitotic spindle, centrosome

Provide essential components to
contractile elements of muscle cells
(sarcomeres)

Provide mechani cal strength and
resistance to sheari ng forces

Provide network ' railroad tracks'
for movement of organelles
within the cell; provide movement for cilia and for ch romosomes during cell division

Location in cell

Major functions

diate filaments. These defects have also been induced experimentally by mutations In intermediate filament genes in laboratory animals. Changes in neurofllaments within brain tissue are characteristic of Alzheimer's disease, which produces neurof ibrillary tangles
conta ining neurofilaments and other microtubule-associated proteins. A prominent feature of alcoholic liver cirrhosis is the presence of eosinophilic Intracytoplasmic inclusions composed predominantly of keratin Intermediate filaments. These inclusions,
called Mallory bodies, are visible in light microscopy within the hepatocyte cytoplasm (Fig. 2.47).

ACTIN FILAMENTS
Actin filaments are essential for various stages of leukocyte migration as well as for the phagocytotic functions of various cells (see
page 28). Some drugs, such as cytochalasin 8 and cytochalasin D,
prevent actin polymerization by binding to the plus end of the actin
fila ment inhibiting lymphocyte migration and phagocytosis. Several toxins of poisonous mushrooms, such as phalloidin, also bind
to act in filaments, preventing their depolymerlzation. Prolonged
exposure of the cell to these substances can disrupt the dynamic
equilibrium between F-actin and G-actin, causing cell death.

INTERMEDIATE FILAMENTS
As noted, the molecular structure of intermediate filaments is tissue
specific and consists of many different types of proteins. Several
diseases are caused by defects in the proper assembly of interme-

FIGURE 2.4 7
Photomicrograph of Mallory bodies. Accumulation of keratin Intermediate filaments forming Intercellular inclusions is frequently
associated with specific cell injuries. In alcoholic liver cirrhosis, hepatocytes exhibit such Inclusions (arrows), known as a Mallory bodies. Note that lymphocytes and macrophages responsible for an intense inflammatory reaction surround cells containing Mallory
bodies. X900.
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-y-tubulin ring

• Mitotic spindle formation. During mitosis, centrioles are
necessary for the formation of the MTOC and astral microtubules. Astral microtubules are formed around each
individual centriole in a star-like fas hion. They are crucial
in establishing the axis of the developing mitotic spindle.
In some animal cells, the mitotic spindle itself (mainly
kinetochore microtubules) is formed by MTOC-independent mechanisms and consists of microtubules that originate from the chromosomes. Recent experimental data indicate that in the a bsence of centrioles, astralmicrotubules
fail to develop, causing errors in mitotic spindle orientation (Fig. 2.50). T hus, the primary role of centrioles in mitosis is to position the mitotic spindle properly by recruit-

polar microtubule
kinetochore
microtu bule
astral
microtubule

a

MTOC
centriole
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and ru n in sligh tly twisted bundles (Fig. 2.51). The three
microtubu les of the triplet are fused, with adjacen t microtubules sharing a com mon wall. The innermost or A microtubu le is a complete r ing of 13 a- and {3-tubulin dimers;
the middle and outer microtubules, B and C, respectively,
appea r C-shaped because they share tubulin dimers with
each other and with the A microtubule. The microtubules
of the tr iplets are not equal in length. The C microtubule
of the triplet is usua lly shorter than A and B.

proper s pindle orie ntation

FIGURE 2.48
Structure of the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC).

This dia·
gram shows the location of the MTOC in relation to the nucleus and
the Golgl apparatus. In some species, the MTOC Is tethered to the nuclear envelope by a contractile protein, the nucleus-basal body connector (NBBC). The MTOC contains the centrioles and an amorphous
protein matrix with an abundance of y-tubulin rings. Each y-tubulin
ring serves as the nucleation site for the growth of a single micro·
tubule. Note that the minus (-) end of the microtubule remains attached to the MTOC and the plus (+ ) end represents the growing end
directed toward the plasma membrane.

b

FIGURE 2.50
Mitotic spindle during normal cell division and in cells lacking centrioles. a. This schematic drawing shows the orientation of the astral

Centrioles provide basal bodies for cilia and flagella and align

bipolar spindle in a normal cell undergoing mitosis. Note the positio.ns
of the centrioles and the distribution of the spind le microtubules. b. In
a cell that lacks centrioles, mitosis occurs and a mitotic spindle conta ini ng only kinetochore microtubu les is formed. However, both poles
of the mitotic spindle lack astral microtubules, wl1ich position the
spindle In proper plane during the mitosis. Such a misoriented spindle
is referred to as an anastral bipolar spindle. (Based on Marshall WF,
Rosenbaum JL. Curr Opin Cell Bioi 2000;112:119-125.)

the mitotic spindle during cell division

Although centri oles were discovered over a century ago,
their precise functions, rep lication, and assem bly remain
largely unclear. The functions of centrioles can be organized into two categories:
• Basal body formation. One of the importa nt functions
of the centri ole is to provide basal bodies, wh ich are necessary for the assembly of cilia and flagella (Fig. 2.49).
Basal bodies are for med by replication of centrioles that
give rise to multiple p1'ocentrioles. Each procentriole migrates to the appropriate site on the surface of the cell,
where it becomes a basal body. T he basal body acts as
the organizing center fo r a cilium. Microtu bules grow
upward fro m the basal body, pushing the cell membrane
outward, and elongate to form the mature cilium. T he
process of ciliary fo rmation is descri bed on page 95.

misoriented spindle
(anastral bipolar spindle)

FIGURE 2.49
Basal bodies and cilia. This electron micrograph shows the

basal bod·
ies and cilia in cross-sectional profile as seen in an oblique section
through the apical part of a ciliated cell in the respiratory tract. Note
the 9 + 2 microtubule arrangement of the cilia. The basal bodies lack
the centra l tubule pair. The triplet microtubule configuration in the
basal body appears as a more dense structure than the doublet microtubule configuration in the cilia. x 28,000. (Courtesy of Patrice C.
Abeii·Aieff.)

ing the MTOC from w hich astral microtu bules can
grow and establish the axis for the developing spindle.
The dominant feature of centrioles is the cylindrical array
of t riplet microtubules with associated proteins

T he TEM reveals that each rod-shaped centri o le is about
0.2 ,urn long and consists of nine tr iplets of microtubules
that are oriented p arallel to the long axis of the orga nelle

FIGURE 2.51
Electron micrograph showing parent and daughter centrioles in a fibroblast. Note that the transverse-sectioned centriole in each of the

pairs reveals the triplet configuration of microtubules. The lower right
centriole represents a midlongitudinal section, whereas the upper left
centriole has also been longitudi nally sectioned, but along the plane
of its wall. x 90,000. (Cou rtesy of Drs. Ma nley McGill, D. P. Highfield,
T. M. Monahan, and Bill R. Brinkley.)
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The microtubule triplets of the centrio le surro und a n internal lumen. The distal p art of th e lu men (away from the
n ucleus) contains a 20-kDa Ca2 -'- -bi nding protein, centrin
(Fig. 2.52). The pr oximal p a rt of the lumen (close to the
nucle us) is lined by 'Y-tubulin, w hicb provides the templa te
fo r the arrangement of the triplet mic ro tubules. A group of
pro teins generally k nown as pericentrins has a lso been associated w ith the centrioles. N ewly ide ntified protein p210
forms a ring o f molecules tha t appea rs to lin k the distal
end o f the centriole to the plasma membra ne. Fila m ento us

proximal and distal
connecting fibers
(in some species)

IMMATURE CENTRIOLE

distal
ring

connections between the centriole pair have been identified
in human lymphocytes. In other organisms, two protein
bridges, the proxim al and distal connecting fib ers, connect
each centriole in a pair (see Fig. 2.52). In dividing cells,
these connections par ticipate in segregating t he centrioles
to each daughter cell. In some organisms, t he pr oximal end
of each cen triole is attached to t he n uclear envelop e by
contractile proteins called nucleus-basal body connectors
(NBBCs). Their function is to link the ce ntriole to the mitotic spin dle poles during mitosis. Jn h uman cells, the centr osom e-nucle us con nection appea rs to be maintained by
fila mento us str uctures of cytoskeleto n. A distinctive feat ure o f mamm alia n ce ntrioles is the d ifferen ce between indivi d ual centrioles in t he pa ir. One centr iole (termed t he
mature cent1·iole) contains stalk-like sa tellite processes a nd
sh eet-like ap pendages wh ose ftmction is no t k nown (see
Fig. 2.52}. The other centriole (termed the immature centriole ) d oes no t possess satellites or appendages.
Prior to cell division, a single new centriole is formed at a right
angle and adjacent to each preexisting centriole

PJ¥.---41--

distal
lumen I proximal
1
satellites
\ \lumen
/;
~
a ppendages

II

triplet
microtubules

/f-- NBBC
(not in
humans)
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FIGURE 2.52

Schematic structure of centrioles. In nondividing cells, centrioles are
arranged in pairs in which one centriole is aligned at a rigl1t angle to
the other. One centriole is also more mature (generated at least two
cell cycles ago) than the other centriole, whicll was generated in the
previous cell cycle. Centrioles are located in close proximity to the nu·
cleus. The basic building components of each centrosome are microtubule triplets that form the cylindrical structure surrounding an interna l lumen. The proximal part of the lumen is lined by y tubulln,
which provides the template for nucleation and arra ngement of the
microtubule triplets. The distal part of each lumen contains the protein centrin. In some species, two protein bridges, the proximal and
distal connecting fibers, connect each centriole in a pair. In some
species, but not in humans, the proximal end of each centriole is attached to the nuclear envelope by a contractile protein known as
nucleus-basal body connector (NBBC).

centrio le-derived basal body then serves as the organizing cen ter for the assembly of the microtubules of the cilium. T he core structure (axoneme) of a cilium is composed of a complex set of microtubules consisting of two
central microtubules surrounded by nine microtubule
doub lets (see Fig. 4.6, page 94 ). T he organizing role of
the basal bod y differs from that of the MTOC. T he axonemal microtubu le doublets are continuous with the A
and B m icr otu bules of the basal body from which they
deve lo p by addi tion of a- and ,13-tubu lin dimers at the
growing plus end.

Inclusions
Inclusions consist largely of secretory vesicles, pigment
granules, neutral fat, other lipid droplets, and glycogen

Inclusions are cytoplasmic or nuclear structures with
ch aracteristic sta ining properties. T hey are considered
"nonliving" com ponents of the cell. Some of them, such
as secretory vesicles and pigment granules, are surrounded
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by a plasma membrane; others, e.g., lipid droplets and
glycogen, are not and reside within the cytoplasm ic or n uclear matrix.
Secretory vesicles and neutral fat often constitute most
of the cytoplasmic volume, compressing the other formed
organelles into a thi.n rim at the margin of the cell. This
structure is typical of the intestinal goblet cell (see Fig.
16.23, page 497) and the adipose cell of connective tissue
(see Fig. 6.2, page 159). Cells with regulated secretory
pathways store proteins w ithin large vesicles in their cytoplasm for hours or even days. These vesicles do not fuse
wit h the plasma membrane until the cell is activated for exocytosis by an external signaling mechanism (see page 28).
Glycoge1t may be seen in the light microscope only after
special fixation and staining procedures. It is usually lost
during routine processing of tissue for light microscopy.
Liver and striated muscle cells, which usually contain large
amounts of glycogen, may display empty regions where the
glycogen was localized. Glycogen appears in electron micrographs as granules 25 to 30 nm in d iameter or as clusters of such granules that often occupy significant portions
of the cytoplasm (Fig. 2.53) .

Prior to cell d ivisio n, wh en DNA is bei ng replicated during the S p hase of the cell cycle (see page 68), centrioles
also d up lica te. A small mass of g ra nular a nd fi br illa r material, the procentriole, ap pears at the side of each centriole and grad ually enlarges to fo rm a right-angle ap pendage
to the par ent. Microtub ules develop in the m ass as it grows
(usuall y d uring the S to late G 2 p hase of the cell cycle), appearing first as si ngle t ub ules, then as dou blets, a nd finally
as tr iplets. T h us, a single new immatu re centriole is formed
adjacent to each existi ng centriole, and its duplication occurs at a precise right angle to the preexisting centriole.
Centrioles a re the only organelles besides the cell nucleus
th a t un dergo such exact duplication. After d uplication, the
p arent-daughter pai rs separate and produce astral microtu bules . ln do ing so, they define the poles between w hic h
the mitotic spind le develops.
H owever, d uring certain processes (e.g ., development of
ciliated ep itheliu m ), large clusters of cent rioles m ay assemble d e n ovo, i.ndependent of p reexistin g cen trioles. T he
phenomeno n o f de novo centrio le formation can be expla ined by simple m a turation of in visible procentrioles already existin g in the cytoplasm of t he cell.

Basal Bodies
Development of cilia on the cell surface requires the presence
of basal bodies, structures derived from centrioles

FIGURE 2.53

Each ciliu m requires a basal bod y. R ep ea ted re p licatio ns of centr ioles and the migration o f t he newly replicated ce ntrioles to the a pical surface of the cell a re respons ible fo r t he production of basal bodies . Each

Electron micrographs of a liver cell with glycogen inclusions. a. Lowmagnification electron micrograph showing a portion of an hepatocyte with part of the nucleus (N, upper left). Glycogen (G) appears as irregular electron-dense masses. Profiles of rough endoplasmic
reticulum (rER) and mitochondria (M) are also evident. x 10,000.

b. This hlgller-magnification electron micrograph reveals glycogen
(G) as aggregates of small particles. Even the smallest aggregates (arrows) appear to be composed of several smaller glycogen particles.

The density of the glycogen is considerably greater than that of the
ribosomes (lower left). x 52,000.
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Lipid inclusions (fat droplets) are also usually extracted by the organic solvents used to prepare tissues for
both light and electron microscopy. What is seen as a "fat
droplet " in light microscopy is actually a hole in the cytoplasm that represents the site from which the lipid was
extracted.
Crystalline inclusions contained in certain cells are recognized in the light microscope. In humans, such inclusions
are found in the Sertoli (sustentacular) and Leydig (interstitial) cells of the testis. With the TEM, crystalline inclusions
have been found in many cell types and in virtually all parts
of the cell, including the nucleus and most cytoplasmic organelles. Although some of these inclusions contain storage
material or remnants of cellular structures, the significance
of others is not clear.

Cytoplasmic Matrix
The cytoplasmic matrix is a concentrated aqueous gel
consisting of molecules of different sizes and shapes

The cytoplasmic matrix (ground substance, or cytosol)
shows little specific structure by light microscopy or conventional TEM and has traditionally been described as a
concentrated aqueous solution containing molecules of different size and shape (e.g., electrolytes, metabolites, RNA,
and synthesized proteins) . In most cells, it is the largest single compartment. The cytoplasmic matrix is the site of
physiologic processes that are fundamental to the cell's existence (protein synthesis, breakdown of nutrients). Studies
with high-voltage electron microscopy (HVEM) of 0 .25- to
0.5-,um sections reveal a complex three-dimensional structural network of thin microtrabecular strands and crosslinkers. This network provides a structural substratum on
which cytoplasmic reactions occur, such as those involving
free ribosomes, and along which regulated and directed cytoplasmic transport and movement of organelles occur.

9 NUCLEUS
The nucleus is a membrane-limited compartment that
contains the genome (genetic information) in eukaryotic cells

The nucleus of a nondividing cell, also called an interphase cell, consists of the fo llowing components:

• Chromatin, nuclear material organized as euchromatin
and heterochromatin. It contains DNA, histones, and
va ri ous nuclea r proteins that are necessary for DNA to
function.
• Nucleolus (pl., nucleoli), a small dense area within the
nucleus that contains RNA and proteins. The nucleolus
is the site of rRNA synthesis.
• Nuclear envelope, th e membra ne system that surrounds the nucleus of the cell. It consists of inner
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and outer membranes separated by a perinuclear cisternal space and perforated by nuclear pores . The
outer membrane of the nuclear envelope is continuous with that of the rER and is often studded with
ribosomes.
• Nucleoplasm, the nuclear contents other than the chromatin and nucleolus.

Chromatin
Chromatin, a complex of DNA and proteins, is responsible for
the characteristic basophilia of the nucleus

In most cells, chromatin does not have a homogeneous
appearance; rather, clumps of densely staining chromatin
are embedded in a more lightly staining background. The
densel y staining material is highly condensed chromatin
called heterochromatin, and the lightly staining material is
a dispersed form called euchromatin. It is the phosphate
groups of the DNA of the chromatin that are responsible
for the characteristic basophilia of chromatin (page 7). The
proteins of chromatin include five basic proteins called histones and other nonhistone proteins. Heterochromatin Is
disposed in three locations (Fig. 2 .54):

• Marginal chromatin is found at the perimeter of the nucleus (the structure light microscopists formerly referred
to as the nuclear membrane actually consists largely of
marginal chromatin).
• Karyosomes are discrete bodies of irregular size and
shape, found throughout the nucleus.
• Nucleolar associated chromatin is chromatin found In
association with the nucleolus.
Heterochromatin stains with hematoxylin and basic
dyes; it is also readily displayed with the Feulgen procedure (a specific histochem ical reaction for the deoxyribose
of DNA, page 7) and fluorescent vital dyes such as Hoechst
dyes and propidium iodide. It is the heterochromatin that
accounts for the conspicuous sta injng of the nucleus in
hematoxylin and eosin (H &E) preparations.
Euchromatin indicates active chxomatin, i.e., chromatin
that is stretched out so that the genetic information in the
DNA can be read and transcribed. It is prominent in
metabolically active cells such as neurons and liver cells.
H eterochromati n predominates in metabolically inactive
cells such as small circulating lymphocytes and sperm or
in cells that produce one major product, such as plasma
cells.
Euchromatin is not evident in the light microscope. It
is p resent within the nucleoplasm in the "clear" areas
between th e heterochromatin. In ro utine electron micrographs, there is no sharp delineation between euchromatin and heterochromatin; both ha ve a granular, filamentous appearance, but the euchromatin is less tightl y
packed.

Electron micrographs of nuclei from two different cell types.
The large electron micrograph shows the nucleus of a nerve
cell. Two nucleoli are included In the plane of section. Tile nucleus of t11is active cell, exclusive of the nucleoli, is comprised
almost entirely of extended chromatin or euchromatin.
x lO,OOO. Inset. The smaller nucleus belongs to a circulating
lymphocyte (the entire cell is shown in the micrograph). It is
a relatively inactive cell. Note the paucity of cytoplasm and
cytoplasmic organelles. The chromatin in the nucleus is
largely condensed (h eterochromatin). Tl1e lighter areas represent euchromatin. x 13,000.

The smallest units of chromatin structure are macromolecular
complexes of DNA and histones, called nucleosomes

Nucleosomes are found in both euchromatin and heteroclu·omatin and in chromosomes (see below). A nucleosome is a 10-nm-diameter particle that consists of a core of
eight histone molecules. Approximately two loops of DNA

(abo ut 146 nucleotide pairs) are wrapped around the core
octamer. The DNA extends between each particle as a
1.5-nm filament that joins adjacent nucleosomes. The nucleosomal substructure of chromatin is often described as
"beads on a string."
A long strand of nucleosomes is coiled to produce a unit
chromatin (ib1•il that is abo ut 25 to 30 nm in diameter. Six
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nucleosomes form one turn in the coil of the chromatin fibril. Both interphase chromatin and chromosomes are
formed from the 25- to 30-nm un it fibril. In beterochromatin, the unit chromatin fibrils are tightly packed and
folded on each other; in euchromatin, the unit fibrils are
more loosely arranged. This loose arrangement allows
DNA polymerases access to the DNA in euchromatin.
In dividing cells, chromatin is condensed and organized into
discrete bodies called chromosomes

Chromosomes [Gr., colored bodies] are formed during mitosis by condensation of the euchromatin and cornbination
with heterochromatin. Each chromosome is for med by
two chromatids that are joined together at a point called
the centromere. The double nature of the chromosome is
produced in the preceding synthetic (S) phase of the cell
cycle (see page 69), during which DNA is replicated in anticipation of the next mitotic division.
The area located at each end of the chromosome is called
the telomere. Telomeres shorten with each cell division. Recent studies indicate that telomere length is an important
indicator of the lifespan of the cell. To survive indefinitely
(become "immortalized"), cells must activate a mechanism
that maintains telomere length. For example, in cells that
have been transformed into malignant cells, an enzyme
called telomerase is present that adds repeated nucleotide
sequences to the telomere ends. Recently, expression of this
enzyme has been shown to extend the life span of cells.
With the exception of the mature gametes, the egg and
sperm, human cells contain 46 chromosomes organized as
23 homologous pairs (each chromosome in the pair has
the same shape and size). Twenty-two pairs have identical
chromosomes, i.e., each chromosome of the pair contains
the same portion of the genome, and are called autosomes.
The twenty-third pair of chromosomes are the sex chromosomes, designated X and Y. Females contain two X
chromosomes; males contain one X and one Y chromosome. The chromosomal number, 46, is fou nd in most of
the somatic cells of the body and is called the diploid (2n)
number. Diploid chromosomes have the 2n amount of
DNA immediately after cell division but have twice that
amount, i.e., the 4n amou nt of DNA, after the S phase (see
page 69).
As a result of meiosis (see below), eggs and spenn have
only 23 chromosomes, the haploid (l n) number, as well as
the haploid (ln) amount of DNA. The somatic chromosome number and the diploid (2n) amo unt of DNA are
reestablished at fertilization by the fusion of the sperm nucleus with the egg nucleus.
In a karyotype, chromosome pairs are sorted according to their
size and shape

A preparation of chromosomes derived from mechanically r uptured, dividing cells that are then fixed, pla ted

on a microscope slide, and stained with Giemsa stain is
called a metaphase spread (Fig . 2.55a). Such spreads a re
then photographed. The chromosome pairs are cut from
the photograph and sorted according to their mor phology to form a karyotype (Fig. 2 .55b). Karyotypes are
used to detect chromosome abno rmalities such as deletions, nondisjunctions, and additions; for determination
of sex in fetuses; and for prenatal diagnosis of certa in genetic disorders. Special stains and molecular probes allow
study of localized regions of specific chromosomes to determine duplications or deletions of specific gene sites
(loci).
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Some chromosomes are repressed in the interphase nucleus and exist only in the tightly packed heteroclU'omatic
form. One X chromosome of the female is an example of
such a chromosome. This fact can be used to identify the
sex of a fetus. This chromosome was discovered in 1949
by Barr and Bartram in nerve cells of female cats, where it
appears as a well-stained round body, now called the Barr
body, adjacent to the nucleolus.
Although the Barr body was origina lly fou nd in sectioned tissue, it was subsequently shown that any relatively
large number of cells prepared as a smear (e.g., scrapings
of the oral rnucous membrane from the inside of the cheeks
or neutrophils from a blood smear) can be used to search
for the Barr body. In cells of the oral mucous membrane,
the Barr body is located adjacent to the nuclear envelope.
In neutrophils, the Barr body forms a dr umstick appendage on one of the nuclear lobes (Fig. 2.56) . In both
sections and smears, many cells must be examined to find
those whose orienta tion is suitable for the display of the
Barr body.
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FIGURE 2.55
Examination of chromosomes. a. Metaphase spread. b. Karyotype of
a normal female. The paired chromosomes are numbered in the
karyotype, and the female sex chromosomes are indicated by X and
X. The black box insert below the XX chromosomes shows the XV
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chromosome pair in t11e male. Note in the red box insert below the
chromosome 21 pair is an example of trisomy 21, an error in chromosome number that causes Down's syndrome. (Courtesy of the Uni·
versity of Florida Cytogenetics Laboratory.)

Nucleolus
The nucleolus is the site of rRNA synthesis and initial
ribosomal assembly

The nucleolus is a nonmembranous, intranuclear
structure formed by fib rillar material (pars fibrosa)
and granular material (pars granulosa) (Fig. 2.57). It
vaxies in size but is particularly well developed in cells
active in protein synthesis. Some cells contain more than
one nucleolus. The nucleolus consists largely of DNA
loops of different chromosomes containing genes fo r
rRNA clustered together, large amo unts of rRNA, and
proteins.
rRNA is present in both granular and fibrillar materia l
and is orga nized, respectively, as both granules and extremely fine fila ments packed tightly together. T he networ k formed by the gran ular and the fibrillar materials is
called the nucleolonema. DNA containing genes for the ri-

FIGURE 2.56
Photomicrograph of a neutrophil from a female blood smear. The
second X chromosome of the female is repressed in the interphase
nucleus and can be demonstrated in th e neutrophil as a drumstickappearing appendage (arrow) on a nuclea r lobe. x250.

FIGURE 2.57
Electron micrograph of the nucleolus. This nucleolus from a nerve cell
shows the fibrillar (F) and granular (G) materials. Such a network of
both materials is referred to as the nucleolonema. The rR NA, DNA-con·
taining genes for tile rRNA, and specific proteins are localized in the
interstices of the nucleolonema. x 15,000.
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bosomal subunits is localized in the interstices of this network.
rRNA genes are tra nscribed by RNA polymerase I, and
subunits of rRNA are assembled using ribosomal proteins
imported from the cytoplasm. The partially assembled ribosomal subunits leave the nucleus via nuclear pores (see
below), to be fully assembled into ribosomes in the cytoplasm.
The nucleolus stains intensely with hematoxylin and basic
dyes and metachromatically with thionine dyes

That the basophilia a nd metachromasia of the nucleolus are d ue to the phosphate groups of the nucleolar RNA is confirmed by pred igestion of specimens
with ribonuclease (RNAse), which abo lishes the staining.
D N A is present in the nucleolus but in such sma ll
a mou nts that it appears Feulgen negative when ex amined in the Light microscope. H owever, Feu lgen-positive
material, nucleolus-associated chromatin, often rims th e
nucleolus.

Nuclear Envelope
The nuclear envelope, formed by two membranes with a
perinuclear cisternal space between them, separates the
nucleoplasm from the cytoplasm

The nuclear envelope is assembled from two (o uter and
inner) nuclear membranes containing a perinuclear cisternal space between them. T he nuclear envelope encloses the
chromatin, defines the nuclear compartment, and serves as
a membranous boundary between the nucleoplasm and the
cytoplasm. The perinuclear clear cisternal space is continuous with the cisternal space of the rER (Fig. 2.58). The
two membranes of the envelope are perforated at intervals
by nuclear pores that med iate the active transport of proteins, ribon ucleoproteins, and RNAs between the nucleus
and cytoplas m. The membranes of the nuclear envelope
differ in structure and functions:
• The o uter nuclear membrane closely resembles the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum and in fact is contin-

uous with rER membrane (see Fig 2.58). Polyribosomes
are often attached to ribosoma l docking proteins present
on the cytoplasmic side of the outer nuclear membra ne.
• T he inner nuclear membrane is supported by a rigid network of protein filaments attached to its inner surface,
called the nuclear lamina. In addition, the inner nuclear
membr ane contains specific lamin receptors and several
lamina-associated protein receptors that bind to chromosomes and secure the attachment of the nuclear lamina.
The nuclear lamina lies adjacent to the inner surface of the
nuclear envelope, between the membrane and the marginal
heterochromatin

The nuclear (fibrous) lamina, a thin, electron-dense protein layer, has a supporting or "nucleoskeletal" function. If

inner and outer
nuclear membrane
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the m embrano us component of the nuclear envelope is disrupted by expos ure to detergent, the fi brous lamina remains, and the nucleus retains its shape.
The major compo nents of the la mina, as determined by
biochemical isolation, are nuclear lamins, a specialized
type of nuclear intermediate filament (see page 53), and
lamina-associated proteins (Fig. 2.59). Unlike o ther cytoplasmic intermediate filaments, la mi ns disassemble during
mitosis and reassemble when mitosis ends. The nuclear
lamina appears to ser ve as a scaffolding for chromatin,
clu·om atin-associated proteins, nuclear pores, a nd the
membranes of the nuclear envelope. In addition, it is in volved in nuclea r organization, cell cycle regulation, and
differentiation. Impairment in nuclear lamina architecture
or functio n is associa ted with certain genetic diseases and
apoptosis.

rough endoplasmic
reticulum

perinuclear space

inner and outer membrane
of nuclear envelope
nuclear

ribosomes

nuclear
pore
complex

a
FIGURE 2.58
Structure of the nuclear envelope and its relationship to the rER. a.
This schematic drawing shows the organization of the nuclear wall. A
double membrane envelope surro unds the nucleus. The outer membrane is continuous with the membranes of rER; thus, tl1e perinuclea r
space communicates with the rER lumen. The inner membrane is adjacent to nuclear intermediate filaments that form the nuclear lamina.

nucleus
nuclear lamina
b. This electron micrograph, prepared by the quick-freeze deep-etch
technique, shows the nucleus, the large spherical object, surrounded
by the nuclear envelope. Note that the outer membrane possesses ribosomes and Is continuous with the rER. x 12,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
John E. Heuser, Washington University School of Medicine.)

DNA

a

FIGURE 2.59
Structure of the nuclear lamina. a. This schematic drawing shows the
structure of the nuclear lamina adj acent to the inner nuclear membrane. The cut window In the nuclear lamina shows the DNA within
the nucleus. Note that the nuclear envelope is pierced by nuclear
pore complexes, which allow for selective bidirectional transport of

molecules between nucleus and cytoplasm. b. Electron micrograph of
a portion of the nuclear lamina from a Xenopus oocyte. It Is formed
by intermediate filaments (lamins) that are arranged in a square lattice. X43,000. (Adapted from Aebl U, et al. Nature 1986;323:

560-564.)
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The nuclear envelope possesses an array of openings called
nuclear pores
At numerous sites, the paired membranes of the nuclear
envelope are punctuated by 70- to 80-nm "openings"
through the envelope. T hese openings, or nuclear pores, are
formed from the fusion of the inner and o uter membranes
o f the nuclear envelope. With an ordinary TEM, a
diaphragm-like structure appears to cross the pore opening
(Fig. 2.60). Often, a small dense body is observed in the
center of the opening. Such profiles a re thought to represent

CHAPTER 2

either ribosomes or other protein complexes (transporters)
captured during their passage through the pore at the time
of fixatio n.
With special techniques, such as negative staining and
high-voltage transmission electron m icroscopy, the nuclear pore exhibits additio na l structura l detail. Eight multidomain protein subunits arranged in an octagonal central framework at the periphery of each pore form a
cylinder-li ke structure known as the nuclear pore complex (NPC). The NPC, whose total mass is estimated at
125 X 106 Da, is composed of a bout 50 different nuclear
pore complex proteins collectively referred to as nucleoporins (Nup proteins) . T his centra l framework is inserted
between two cytoplasmic and nuclear rings (Fig. 2.61).
From the cytoplasmic ring, eight short protein fibrils prot rude into t he cytoplasm. The nucleoplasmic ring complex anch ors a basket (or nuclear "cage," wh ich r esembles a fish trap ) assembled from eight thin 50-nm-long
filaments joined distally by a 30- to 50-om-diameter ring.
The cylinder-shaped central fra mework encircles the central pore of the NPC, which acts as a close-fitting diaphragm or gated channel. ln addition, each N PC contains one or more water-filled cha nnels for transport of
small molecules.

cytoplasmic ring subunit
scaffold

central framework

The NPC mediates bidirectional nucleocytoplasmic transport
Various experiments ha ve sh own that t he nuclear pore
complex regulates the passage of proteins between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm (Fig. 2.62). The significance of
the NPC ca n be readily appreciated, as the nucleus does
not carry out protein synthesis. Ribosomal proteins are
partially assembled into ribosomal subunits in the nucleolus and are transported through nuclear pores to the cytoplasm. Conversely, nuclear proteins, such as histones
and lamins, are produced in the cytoplasm a nd are transported through nuclear pores into t he nucleus. Transport
through the N PC largely depends on the s ize of t he molec ules:
• Large molecules (such as RNAs, large proteins, and
macromolecu lar complexes) depend for p assage on the
presence of a n attached signal sequence called the nuclear
localization signal. La beled proteins destined for t he nucleus then bind to a soluble cytosolic receptor called a nuclear import receptor that directs them from the cytoplasm to an appropriate NPC. They are then actively
transported through the pore by a GTP energy-dependent
mechanism. The NPC transports proteins as well as ribosoma l subunits in their full y folded configuration.
• Io11s a nd smaller water-soluble molecules (less than 9
Da) may cross the water-filled channels of the NPC by
simple diffusion. This process is nonspecific and does
not require nuclear signal proteins. The effective size of
the pore is about 9 nm for substances that diffuse, rather
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than the 70- to 80-nm measurement of the pore boundary. H owever, even the smaller nuclear protei ns that are
capa ble of diffusion are selectively transported, presumably because the rate is faster than by simple diffusion.
During cell division, the nuclear envelope is disassembled to
allow chromosome separation and is later reassembled as the
daughter cells form
In early prophase of cell division, enzymes (kinases) a re
activated that ca use phosp horylation of the nuclear
lamins and oth er lamina-associated proteins of the n uclear envelope. After phosphorylation, the proteins become soluble, and t he nuclear envelope disassembles. The
lipid compon ent of the nuclear membranes then disassociates from the proteins and is retained in small cytoplasmic vesicles. Th e replicated chromosomes then attac h to
the microtubules of the mitotic spindle a nd undergo active movement.
Reassembly of the nuclear envelope begins in late
anaphase, when phosphatases are acti vated to remove the
phosphate residues from the nuclear lamins. During
telophase, t he nuclear lamin s begin to repolymerize a nd
form the nuclear lamina material around each set of daugh ter chromosomes. At the same time, vesicles containing the
lip id components of the nuclea r membranes and structural
membrane protein components fuse, and an envelope is
formed on the surface of the already-reassembled nuclear
lamina. By the end of teloph ase, forma tion of a nuclear envelope in each daughter cell is complete.
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FIGURE 2.61

FIGURE 2.60

Electron micrograph of the nuclear envelope. Note the visible nu·
clear pore complexes (arrows) and the two membranes that constitute
the nuclear envelope. At the periphery of each pore, the outer and In·
ner membranes ofthe nuclear envelope appear continuous. x3 0,000.
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Schematic drawing of the structure of the nuclear pore complex.
Each pore contains eight protein subunits arranged in an octagonal
central framework at the periphery of the pore. These subunits form
a nuclear pore complex that Is Inserted between two cytoplasmic and
nuclear rings. Eight short protein fibrils protrude from the cytoplasmic
ring into the cytoplasm. The nuclear ring anchors a basket assembled
from eight thin fi laments joined dista lly by a protein ring. The cylindrical central framework encircles the central pore, which acts as a
close-fitting diaphragm.
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FIGURE2.62

Electron micrographs showing protein-coated gold particles passIng through nuclear pore complexes. a. Protein coated with gold particles was injected into the cytoplasm of an oocyte. Wlthin15 minutes
of injection, the coated gold particles are largely concentrated in the
region of the nuclear pore complexes of the nuclear envelope (arrow/1eads). x 60,000. b. A higher magnification of the area marked by
tile double arrow11ead in a shows an elongate cluster of gold particles

at the site of the nuclear pore complex. The particles are in a linear
array and appear to be in transit through the nuclear pore complex
from the cytoplasm to the nucleoplasm. The path of the particles II·
lustrates the pathway taken by proteins synthesized in the cytoplasm
as they are transported into the nucleus. x 200,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
Carl M. Feldilerr.)
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Nucleoplasm
Nucleoplasm is the material enclosed by the nuclear envelope
exclusive of the chromatin and the nucleolus

Although crystalline, viral, and other inclusions are
sometimes found in the nucleoplasm, until recently,
morphologic techniques showed it to be amorphous. It
must be assumed, however, that many proteins and other
metabolites reside in or pass through the nucleus in relation to the synthetic and metabolic activity of the chromatin and nucleolus. New structmes have recently been
identified within the nucleoplasm, including intranuclear
lamin-based arrays, the protein filame nts emanating inward from the nuclear pore complexes, as well as the active gene-tethered R NA transcription and processing mac hinery itself. It is li kely that improved TEM a nd
immunocytochemical methods will further elucidate the
nature of the nucleoplasm, but the possibility remains that
chromatin is the main constituent of the nuclear structure.

Q CELL RENEWAL
Somatic cells in the adult organism may be classified according
to their mitotic activity

The level of mitotic activity in a cell can be assessed by
the number of mitotic metaphases visible in a single highmagnification light microscopic field or by autoradiographic studies of the incorporation of tritiated thymidine into the newly synth esized DNA prior to mitosis.
Using these methods, cell populations may be classified either static, stable, or renewing:

• Static cell populations consist of cells that no longer divide (postmitotic cells), such as cells of the central nervous system, or cells that divide only ra rely, such as skeletal and ca rdiac muscle cells.
• Stable cell populations consist of cells that divide episodically and slowly to maintain normal tissue or organ structure. These cells may be stimulated by inj u ry to become
more mjtoticaUy active. Periosteal a nd perichondrial cells,
smooth muscle cells and endothelial cells of blood vessels,
and fibroblasts of the connective tissue may be included in
this category.
• Renewing cell populations may be slowly or rapidly r enewing but display regular mitotic activity. Division of
such cells usually results in two daughter cells that differen tiate both morphologically and functionally o r two
cells that remai n as stem cells. Daugh ter cells may di vide
o ne or more times before their mature state is reached.
The differentiated cell may ultimately be lost from the
body.

Slowly renewing populations include smooth muscle
cells of most hollow organs, fibroblasts of the uterine wall,
and epithelia l cells of the lens of the eye. Slowly renewing
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populations may actually slowly i_ncrease in size during
life, as do the smooth muscle cells of the gastrointestinal
tract and the epithelial cells of the lens.
Rapidly renewing populations include blood cells, epitheLial cells and derma l fibroblasts of the skin, and the epithelial cells and subepithelial fibroblasts of the mucosal
lining of t he alimentary tract.

first m eiotic division; see page 70), cells duplicate their
DNA. This phase of the cell cycle is called the S or synthesis phase. At the beginnmg of this phase, the chromosome
number is 2n, a nd the DNA content is 2n; at the end, the
chromosome number is 4n, and the D NA content is 4n (see
page 70) .
Mitosis follows the S phase and is described in four phases

Q CELL CYCLE

Mitosis consists of four phases:

Somatic cell division is a cyclic process divided into two phases:
mitosis and interphase

For renewing cell populations an d growing cell populations, including embryonic cells, cells rn tissue cultme, and
even tumor cells, the cell cycle has two principal phases: mitosis (M phase) a nd interphase. Three other phases, gap,
(G,), synthesis phase (S), a nd gap 2 (G:z), further subdivide
interphase (Fig. 2.63 ). Mitosis nearly always includes both
karyokinesis (division of the nucleus into two daughter nuclei) and cytokinesis (division of the cell into two daughter
cells) and lasts about 1 hour. It is usually followed by G ,, a
period in which no DNA synthesis occms. G 1 is usually a
period of cell growth and may last only a few hours in a rapidly dividing cell or may last a lifetime in a nondividing cell.
A cell that leaves the cycle in G , to begin "terminal" differ entiation enters the G 0 phase, "0" for "outside" the cycle.
The S or DNA synthesis phase follows G 1 and usually
lasts about 7 ho urs. The DNA of the cell is doubled during
the S phase, and new chromatids a re formed that will become obvious at prophase or metaphase (see Figs. 2.64
a nd 2 .65 ) of the next M p hase. The brevity of the S phase
allows the use of tritiated thymidine to label only those
cells engaged in DNA synthesis at the time the radioacti vely labeled nucleotide is present.
The S phase is a lso followed by a period in which no DNA
synthesis occurs, a second gap or G2 phase. G2 may be as
short as 1 hour in rapidly dividing cells or of nearly indefinite duration in some polyploid cells and in cells, such as the
pri_mary oocyte, that are arrested in G2 for extended periods.
Cells identified as reserve stem cells may be thought of
as G 0 cells that may be induced to reenter the cell cycle in
response to injury of the cell populations within the tissues
of the body. Activation of these cells may occur in normal
wou nd healing and in the repopulation of the seminiferous
epithelium after intense acute exposure of the testis to x-irradiation or during regeneration of an o rgan, such as t he
liver, after remova l of a major portion. If the damage to the
tissues is too severe, even the reserve stem cells die, and
there is n o potential for regeneration.

Mitosis
Cell division is a crucial process that increases t he number
of cells, permits renewal of cell populations, and allows
wound repair.

• Prophase begins as the chromosomes condense and be-

s

DNA synthesis
FIGURE 2.63
Cell cycle. This diagram illustrates the cell cycle of rapidly dividing

cells in relation to DNA synthesis. After mitosis, the cell is in interphase. G, represents the period during which a gap occurs in DNA
synthesis. S represents the period during which DNA synthesis occurs.
During this phase, tritiated thymidine can be incorporated into the
DNA to serve as an experimental tracer. G2 represents a second gap
in DNA synthesis. Go represents the path of a cell that has stopped dividing; however, such a cell may reenter the cell cycle at the R point
after an appropriate stimulus. The cell residing In G0 may undergo terminal differentiation, Gro, and produce a population of permanent
nondividing cells (e.g., adult neurons). The average timi ng of each
phase of the cell cycle is indicated on the diagram.

Mitosis is a cell division process that produces two daughter
cells with the same chromosome number and DNA content as
the parent cell

The process of cell division usuall y incl udes division o f
both the nucleus (karyokinesis) a nd the cytoplasm (cytokinesis). ln the strictest sense, the terms mitosis a nd meiosis
are used to describe the duplication and distribution of the
c hromosomes. If cytokinesis does not follow karyokinesis,
a binuclea te cell is formed.
Cells that a re not in the process of dividing a re called
1'esting or interphase cells. Prior to entering mi tosis (or t he

come visible. As the c hromosomes continue to condense,
each of the four chromosomes derived from each homologous pair ca n be seen to consist of two chromatids.
The chrom atids a re held together by the centromere or
kinetochore. Other ch anges at this time include disappearance of the nucleolus, replication of the centrioles,
and disintegration of th e nuclear envelope.
• Metaphase (Fig. 2.66) begins as the mitotic spindle, consisting of three types of microtubules, becomes organized
around the MTOCs located at opposite poles of the cell.
The first type of astralmicrotubules are nucleated from
the y-tubulin rings in a star-like fashion around each
MTOC. The second type of polar microtubules also originates from the MTOC; however, these microtubules extend away from the MTOC. T he third type of kinetochore microtubules is formed by MTOC-independent
mechanisms that involve kinetochores. These microtubules and their associated microtubule motor proteins
direct the movements of the chromosomes to the plane in
the middle of the cell, the equatorial or metaphase plate.
• Anaphase (Fig . 2.66) begins as the c hroma tids separ ate
and are pulled to opposite poles of the ceiJ by the molecular motors (dyneins) sUding a long kinetochore microtubules toward the MTOC.
• Telophase (Fig. 2.67) is marked by the reconstitution o f
a nuclear envelope arou nd the chromosomes at each
pole. The chromosomes uncoil and become indistinct
except at regio ns that rema in condensed in the interphase nucleus. The nucleoli reappear, and rhe cytoplasm
divides to form two daughter cells. Because the chromosomes in the daughter cells contain identical copies of
th e duplica ted DNA, the d a ug hter cells are genetically
identical and contain the same kind and number of
chromosomes. The daughter cells are 2n in DNA content and c hromosome number.

Meiosis
Meiosis is a process consisting of two sequential cell divisions
that produces gametes containing half the number of
chromosomes and half the DNA found in somatic cells

The zygote and a ll the somatic cells derived from it are

diploid (211) i.n c hromosome number; the gametes, having
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Mitotic spindle in metaphase. Using indirect Immunofluorescence
techniques, the mitotic spindle in a Xenopus Xl-1 77 cell was labeled
with an antibody against a·tubulin conjugated with fluorescein
(green). DNA was stained blue with fluorescent DAPI stain. In
metaphase, the nuclear membrane disassembles, DNA is condensed
into chromosomes, and microtubules form a mitotic spindle. The ac·
lion of microtubule-associated motor proteins on the microtubules of
the mitotic spindle creates the metaphase plate along which the chro·
mosomes align in the center of the cell. x 1,400. (Courtesy of Dr.
Thomas U. Mayer.)
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*note: prophase II, anaphase II,
and telophase II are not shown.
FIGURE 2.64

Comparison of mitosis and meiosis in an idealized cell with two
pairs of chromosomes (2n). The chromosomes of maternal and pa·
ternal origin are depicted in red and blue, respectively. The mitotic di·
vision produces daughter cells tl1at are genetically identical to the
parental cell (2n). The meiotic division, which has two components, a
reductional division and an equatorial division, produces a cell that

has only two chromosomes (n). In addition, during the chromosome
pairing in prophase I of meiosis, chromosome segments are ex·
changed, leading to further genetic diversity. It should be noted that
in humans the first polar body does not divide. Division of the first
polar body does occur In some species.

by reduction in DNA content to the haploid (ln) amount in
the second meiotic division.
D uri ng meiosis, the chromosomes pair and may exchange chr omosome segments, thus altering the genetic
composition of the chromosomes. This genetic exchange,
called crossing-ove1; and the ra ndom assortment of each
mem ber of the chromosome pairs into ha ploid gametes
give rise to infinite genetic diversity.

The cytoplasmic events associated with meiosis differ in the
male and female
T he nuclear events of meiosis are the same in males and
f~males, but t_he cytoplasmic events are markedly different.

Ftgure 2.64 Illustrates the key nuclear and cytop lasmic
events of meiosis as they occur in spermatogenesis and oogenesis. The events of meiosis through metaphase I are the
same in both sexes. Therefore, the figure illustrates the differences in the process as they diverge after metaphase I.
In males~ the two meiotic divisions of a primary spermatocyt~ yteld four _structurally identical, although genetically ~mque, haplotd spermatids. Each spermatid has the
~apacJty to differentiate into a spermatozoon . In contrast,
11~ fema les, the t_wo meiotic divisions of a primary oocyte
yteld one haplotd ovum and three haploid polar bodies.
The ovum receives most of the cytoplasm and becomes the
functional gamete. T he polar bodies receive very little cytoplasm and degenerate.
The nuclear events of meiosis are similar in males and females

FIGURE 2.66

only one member of each chromosome pair, are described as
haploid (1n). During gametogenesis, red uction in chromosome num ber to the haploid state (23 chromosomes in huma ns) occurs th rough meiosis, a process that involves two
successive cell divisions, the second of which is not preceded
by an S phase. This reduction is necessary to mainta in a constant number o f chromosomes in the species. Redu ction in
ch romosome number in the fi rst meiotic division is followed

Mitotic spindle in telophase. In this phase, DNA is segregated and a
nuclear envelope is reconstituted around the chromosomes at each
p_ole of the ~italic spindle. The cell divides into two during cytokineSIS. In the middle of the cell, actin, septins, myosins, microtubules, and
other proteins gather as the cell establishes a ring of proteins that will
constrict, forming a bridge between the two sides of what was once
on~ cell. The chro~osomes uncoil and become indistinct except at
reg1ons that remam condensed in interphase. The cell types and
preparation are the same as those in Figures 2.65 and 2.66. x 1,400.
(Courtesy of Dr. Thomas u. Mayer.)

Mitotic spindle in anaphase. This immunofluorescent Image comes
from Ill~ same cell type and identical preparation as in Figure 2.65.
Connections that hold the sister chromatids together break at this
st~ge. The chroma_tids are then moved to opposite poles of the cell by
~rcrotubule·assoc1ated molecular motors (dyneins and kinesins) tJ1at
slide along the kinetochore microtubules toward the centriole and are
also pushed by the polar microtubules (visible between the separated
chrom_os~mes~ away from each other, thus moving opposite poles of
the 1TI1Iot1c spindle into the separate cells. x1,400. (Courtesy of or.
Thomas U. Mayer.)

During the S phase that precedes meiosis, ch romosomes
are rep licated. The DNA con tent becomes 4n, and the chromos~me nut~~e~· becomes 4n. The cells then undergo a reductional dwtsta1t (meiosis I) and an equatorial division
(meiosis II). During meiosis I, the materna l a nd paternal
chromosomes pair and exchange segments. T hey then separate from _one another. At the end of meiosis I, each daughter
c~ll c?ntams one member of each pair of chromosomes (the
dtplotd or 2n amount), and the amount o f DNA is reduced
to 2n. In meiosis II, the chromatids separate from one another, establishing the haploid number (n) of chromosomes
and reducing the DNA content to the haploid amount (n) .
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Phases in the process of meiosis are similar to the phases of
mitosis
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haploid DNA content (ln). U nlike the cells produced by
mitosis, which are genetically identical to the parent cell,
th e cells produced by meiosis are genetically unique.

CELL DIVISION

The prophase of meiosis I is an extended phase that is subdivided into five stages (see Fig. 2.64):

Q

• Leptotene. The chromosomes become visible as thin

In humans, as in all other multicellul ar organisms, the
rates of cell pro liferation a nd cell death determine the
net cell production. An abnormality in any of these rates
can ca use disorders of cell accumulation (e.g., hyperplasia, cancer, autoimmune diseases) or disorders of cell
loss (atrophy, degenerative diseases, AIDS, ischemic injury ). Therefore, the balance (homeostasis) between cell
production a nd cell death must be ca refully maintained
(Fig. 2.68).

strands.

• Zygotene. Homologous chromosomes of maternal and
paternal origin pair. This pairing involves the formation
of a synaptonemal complex, a tripartite structure that
brings the chromosomes into physical association so
that crossing-ove r may occur.
• Pachytene. As the chromosomes condense, the individua l chrom atids become visible. Cr ossing-over occurs
early in this phase.
• Diplotene. The chromosomes condense further, and chiasmata or contacts between the chromatids appear. The
chiasmata indicate crossing-over may have occurred.
• Diakinesis. The chromosomes reach their maximum
thickness, the nucleolus disappears, and the nuclear envelope disintegrates.

CELL DEATH

Cell death may occur as a result of acute cell injury
or an internally encoded suicide program
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HOMEOSTASIS

CELL LOSS DISORDERS:

•AIDS
•
•
•
•

Alzheimer's disease
Parkinson's disease
aplastic anemia
myocardial infarction

CELL ACCUMULATION
DISORDERS :
• cancer
• lupus erythematosus
• glomerulonephritis
• viral infections

FIGURE 2.68
Schematic diagram showing the relationship between cell death
and cell division. Under normal physiologic conditions (homeostasis),
the rate of cell division and the rate of cell death are similar. If the rate
of cell death is higher than that of cell divisions, a net loss of cell num·

Cell death may result from accidental cell injury or
mechanisms that ca use cells to self-destruct. The two different mechanisms of cell death are

ber will occur. Such conditions are categorized as cell loss disorders.
When the situation is reversed and the rate of cell division Is higher
than the rate of cell death, the net gain in cell number w ill be prominent, leading to a variety of disorders of cell accumulation.

• Necrosis, o r accidental cell death. Necrosis is a patho-

METAPHASE I
Metaphase I is similar to the m etaphase of mitosis except
that the paired chromosomes are a ligned at the eq uatorial
p late w ith o ne member on either side. Anaphase I and
telophase I are similar to the same phases in mitosis except
t hat the cemromeres do not split an d the paired ch romatids, held by the centrom ere, remain together. A materna l or paternal member of each homo logous pair, now containing exchanged segments, moves to each pole.
Segregation or random assortment occurs because the maternal and paternal chromosomes of each pair are ran domly a ligned on one side or the other of the metaphase
plate, thus contri buting to genetic diversity. At the completion of meiosis I, o r the reductional division, the cytoplasm
divides. Each resulting da ughter cell (a second ary spermatocyte or oocyte) is haploid in chromosome number (l n),
conta ining one member of each chro mosome pair, but is
still diploid in DNA content (2n).

MEIOSIS II
After meiosis I, without passing through an S phase, the
cells quickly en ter meiosis II, the eq uatoria l division , w hich
is more like mitosis because the centromeres d ivide. The
chromatids then separa te at anaphase II and move to opposite poles of the cell. During meiosis II, t he cells pass
through prophase II, metaphase II, a naphase II, and
telophase II. T hese stages are essentially the same as those
in mitosis except that they in vo lve a haploid set of chromosomes and produce daughter cells that have only the

logic process. It occurs w hen cells are exposed to an un favorable physical or chemical environ ment (e.g., hypothermia, hypoxia, radiation, low pH, cell traum a)
that ca uses acute cellular injury and damage to the
plasma memb rane. U nder physio logic conditions, damage to the plasma membrane may also be initiated by
viruses, substances such as complement, or proteins
called per forins. Rapid cell swelling an d lysis are two
characteristic features of this process.
• Apoptosis [Gr., falling off, as petals from flowers}, also referred
to as programmed cell death. Apoptosis represents a
physio logic process. During apoprosis, cells t hat are no
longer need ed are eliminated fro m t he organism. T his
process may occur during norma l embryologic d evelopment or other normal physiologic processes, such as follicular auesia in the ova ries. Cells can initiate their own
death through activation o f an internally encod ed suicide program. Apoptosis is characterized by controlled
autodigeston, which maintai ns cell membrane integrity;
thus, the cell "dies w ith dignity" without spilling its contents and damaging its neigh bors.
In additio n, certain cells or thei r secretions fou nd in t he
immw1e system are toxic to other cells (e.g., cytotoxic
CD8+ T lymphocytes, NK cells); they in itiate processes
that des troy designated cells (e.g., ca ncer-transformed or
virus-infected cells). ln contrast to necrosis and apoptosis,
cytotoxic death does not in volve one specific mechanism.
For example, cell death mediated by cytotoxic CDS+ T
lymphocytes combines some aspects of both necros is and
apoptosis.

Necrosis begins with impairment of the cell's ability
to maintain homeostasis
As a result of cell injmy, damage to the cell membrane
leads to an influx of wa ter and extracellular ions. Intracellular organelles, such as the mitochondria, rER, and nucleus, undergo irr eversible changes tha t are caused by cell
swelling and cell membr ane ru ptu re (cell lysis). As a resu lt
of t he ultimate brea kdown of the plasma membrane, the
cytoplasmic contents, including lysosomal enzymes, are released into the extracellular space. Therefore, necrotic cell
death is often associated w ith extensive surro unding tissue
damage and an intense inflammatory response (Fig. 2.69) .
Apoptosis is a mode of cell death that occurs under normal
physiologic conditions
ln apoptosis, the cell is an active participan t in its own
dem ise ("cellular suicide"). This p rocess is activated by a
va riety of extrinsic and intrinsic signa ls. Cells undergoing
apoptosis show characteristic morphologic and biochemica l features (see Fig. 2.69):

• DNA fragmentation occu rs in t he nucleus and is a n irreversible event that com mits th e cell to die. DNA fragmentation is a result of Ca 2 +-dependen t and Mgl+d ependent activation of nuclear endon ucleases . These
enzymes selectively cleave DNA, generating small
oligonucleosomal fragments. N uclea r chr omatin then

aggregates, and tbe nucleus may divide into several discrete fragments bounded by the nuclear en velope.
• Decrease in cell volume is achieved by shrinking of t he
cytoplasm. The cytoskeletal elements become r e01·ganized in bund les par allel to the cell surface. Ribosomes
become clumped w ithin the cytoplasm, the rER forms a
series of concentr ic w horls, and most of the en docytotic
vesicles fuse with the plasma membrane.
• Loss of mitochondrial function is caused by cl1anges in
the permeability of the mi tochondrial membr ane cha nnels. The integrity of the mitochondrion is breached,
the mitochondria l transmembrane potential drops, and
the electron transport chain is disrupted. Proteins from
the mitochondria l intermembra ne space, such as cytochrome c, ar e released into the cytoplasm to activate
a cascade of proteolytic enzymes called caspases that
are r esponsible fo r disma ntling the cell. The regulated
release of cytochrome c suggests that mitochondria,
under the influence of Bcl-2 proteins (see page 74), are
the decision make rs for initiating apoptosis. Thus
many researchers view mitochondria either as th e
" headquarters for the leader of a crack suicide sq uad"
or as a "high sec urity prison for the leader s of a mil itary co up. "
• Membrane blebbi1tg results fro m cell membrane alterations. One alteration is related to translocati on of certa iJl molecu les (e.g., phosphatidylserine) from the cytoplasmic surface to the o uter surface o f the plasma
membr ane. T hese changes ca use the plasma membr a ne
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FIGURE2.69
Schematic diagram of changes occurring in necrosis and apoptosis.
This diagram shows the major steps In necrosis and apoptosis. In
necrosis (left column), breakdown of the cell membrane results in an
influx of water and extracellular Ions, causing the organelles to undergo irreversible changes. Lysosomal enzymes are released into the
extracellular space, ca using damage to neighboring tissue and an intense inflammatory response. In apoptosls (right column), the cell
shows characteristic morphologic and biochemical features such as
DNA fragmentation, decrease in cell volume, membrane blebbing
without loss of membrane Integrity, and formation of apoptotic bodies, causing cell breakage. Apoptotic bodies are later removed by
phagocytotic cells without inflammatory reactions.
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to change its physical and chemical properties and lead
to blebbing without loss of membrane integrity (see Fig.

2.69).
• Formation of apoptotic bodies, the final step of apoptosis, results in cell breakage (Fig. 2.70). These membrane-bounded vesicles originate from the cytoplasmic
bleb containing organelles and nuclear material. They
are rapidly removed by phagocytotic cells. The removal
of apoptotic bodies is so efficient that no inflammatory
response is elicited.

FIGURE 2.70
Electron micrograph of apoptotic cells. a. This electron micrograph
shows an early stage of apoptosis in a lymphocyte. The nucleus is already fragmented, and the irreversible process of DNA fragmentation
is turned on. Note the regions containing condensed heterochromatin
adjacent to the nuclear envelope. x 5,200. b. Further fragmentation of
DNA. The 11eterochromatin in one of the nuclear fragments {left) begins to bud outward through the envelope, Initiating a new round of

apoptotic body

Apoptosis is regulated by external and internal stimuli

formation of
apoptotic bodies

Apoptotic processes can be activated by a variety of
external and internal stimuli. Some factors, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), acting on cell membrane receptors, trigger apoptosis by recruiting and acti vati ng
the caspase cascade. Consequently, the TNF receptor is
known as the "death receptor." Other externa l activators of apoptosis include transforming growth factor {3
(TGF-{3), certain neurotransmitters, free radicals, oxida nts, and UV and ioning radiation. Internal activa tors
of apoptosis include oncogenes (e.g., myc and rei), tumor suppressors such as p53, a nd nutrient deprivation
antimetabolites (Fig. 2.71).
Apoptosis can a lso be inhibited by signals from other
cells and the surrounding environment via so-called survival factors. These include growth factors, hormones
such as estrogen and androgens, neutral amino acids,
zinc, and interactions with extracell ular matrix proteins.
However, the most importa nt regulatory function in
apoptosis is ascribed to intern al signals from the Bcl-2
family of proteins. Members of this family consist of antiapoptotic and proapoptotic members that determine the
life or death of a cell. These proteins interact with each
other to suppress or propagate their own activity by acting on downstream activation of various executional
steps of apoptosis. T hey a lso act independently on mitochondria to regulate the release of cytochrome c, the most
potent apoptosis-inducing agent.

nuclear fragmentation. Note the reorganization of the cytoplasm and
budding of the cytoplasm to produce apoptotic bodies. x 5,200.
c. Apoptotic bodies contain ing fragments of the nucleus, organelles,
and cytoplasm. These bodies will eventually be phagocytosed by cells
from the mononuclear phagocytotic system. x5,200. (Courtesy of Dr.
Scott H. Kaufmann, Mayo Clinic.)
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FIGURE 2.71
Schematic drawing of mechanisms leading to apoptosis. Both external and internal stimuli ca n trigger apoptosis by activating the enzymatic caspase cascade. Many external activators act on the cell to initiate signals lead ing to apoptosis; note that TNF and TGF-,8 act through
a 'death receptor: Controlled release of cytochrome c from mitochondria is an important interna l step in the activation of apoptosis.
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Review of Organelles and Cytoplasmic Inclusions: A Key to Light Microscopic
and Electron Microscopic Identification

TABLE 2 .4.

TABLE 2.3.

Organelle
or
Inclusion
Nucleus

Nucleolus

Plasma membrane

Size (J.Lm )
3-10

1-2

0.008-0.01

Light Microscopic
Features
Largest organelle within the cell w ith
distinct boundary; often visible nucleoli
and chromatin pattern regions

Surrounded by two membranes (nuclear envelope) containing nuclear pore complexes and
perinuclear cisternal space; regions with con·
densed and diffuse chromatin pattern (heterochromatin and euchromatin)

Roughly circular, ba sophilic region
within the nucleus; visible in living cells
throughout interphase with interference
microscopy

Dense, nonmembranous structure containing
fibrillar and granular material

Not visible

The external membrane and membranes surrounding membranous organelles of the cell;
two inner and outer electron-dense layers sepa·
rated by an intermediate electron-lucent layer

rER

Area -5-10

Often observed as a basophilic region
of cytoplasm referred as ·ergastoplasm·

Flattened sheets, sacs, and tubes of membranes
with attached ribosomes

sER

Throughout
cytoplasm

Not visible; cytoplasm in region of
sER may exhibit distinct eosinophilia

without attached ribosomes

Golgl apparatus

Secretory vesicles

Mitochondria

Endosomes

Area -5-10

0.050-1.0

0.2-2 X 2-7

0.02-0.5

Flattened sheets, sacs, and tubes of membranes
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Organelles and Cytoplasmic Inclusions: Functions and Pathologies

Organelle
or
Inclusion

Electron
Microscopic Features

Tlu Crll

Examples
of Associated Pathologies

Function

Nucleus

Storage and use of genome

Inherited genetic diseases; environmentally induced
mutations

Nucleolus

Synthesis of rRNA and partial assembly of riboso·
mal subunits

?

Plasma membrane

Jon and nutrient transport; recognition of environ·
mental signals; cell·to·cell and cell-to-extracellular
matrix adhesions

Cystic fibrosis
Intestinal malabsorption syndromes
Lactose Intolerance

rER

Binds ribosomes engaged in translating mRNA for
proteins destined for secretion or for membrane insertion ; also Involved in chemical modifications of
proteins and membrane lipid synthesis

Pseudoachondroplasia
Calcium phosphate dihydrate crysta l deposition disease

sER

Similar to the rER but lacks the ribosome-binding
function; involved in lipid and steroid metabolism

Hepatic endoplasmic reticular storage disease

Golgl apparatus

Chemical modification of proteins: sorting and
packaging of molecules for secretion or transport to
other organelles

l·cell disease
Polycystic kidney disease

Secretory vesicles

Transport and storage of secreted proteins to
plasma membrane

Lewy bodies of Parkinson 's disease
Prolnsulin diabetes

Mitochondria

Aerobic energy supply (oxidative phosphorylation,
ATP); Initiation of apoptosls

Mitochondrial myopathies such as MERRF,A MELAS,"
Kearns-Sayre syndromes, and Laber's hereditary opt ic
atrophy

Endosomes

Transport of endocytosed material; biogenesis of
lysosomes

M-6-P receptor deficiency

Lysosomes

Digestion of macromolecules

Glycogen storage disease type II
Tay-Sachs disease
Metachromatic leukodystrophy

Sometimes observed as ·negativestaining· region; appears as network in
heavy-metal-stained preparations; visible in living cells with interference microscopy

Stack of flattened membrane sheets, often adjacent to one side of the nucleus

Observed only when vesicles are very
large (e.g., zymogen granules in pancreas)

Many relatively small, membrane-bounded vesicles of uniform diameter; often polarized on
one side of cell

sometimes observed in favorable situations (e.g., liver or nerve cells) as very
small, dark dots; visible in living cells
stained with vital dyes, e.g., Janus green

Two-membrane system: outer membrane and
inner membrane arranged in numerous folds
(cristae); in steroid-producing cells inner mem·
brane arranged in tubular cristae

Peroxisomes

Oxidative digestion, e.g., fatty acids

Zellweger's syndrome

Cytoskeletal element

lmmotile cilia syndrome, Alzheimer's disease, epidermolysis
bullosa

Not visible

Tuboloveslcular structures with subdivided lu·
men containing electron-lucent material or
other smaller vesicles

Various functions Including cell motility, intracellular
and extracellular transport; maintenance of cellular
skeleton

Ribosomes

Synthesize protein by translating protein-coding se·
quence from mRNA

Many antibiotics act selectively on bacterial ribosomes, e.g.,
tetracyclines, amlnoglycosides (gentamicin, streptomycin)

Glycogen

Short-term storage of glucose in the form of
branched polymer; found In liver, skeletal muscle,
and adipose tissue

There are several known glycogen storage diseases, Including major groups of hepatic-hypoglycemic and muscle-energy pathophysiologies

Lipid droplets

Storage of esterified forms of fatty acids as high-energy storage molecules

Lipid storage diseases such as Gaucher's and Niemann·Pick
disease, liver cirrhosis

Lysosomes

0.2-0.5

VIsible only after special enzyme histochemical staining

Membrane-bounded vesicles, often electron
dense

Peroxisomes

0.2-0.5

Visible only after special enzyme histo·
chemica l staining

Membrane-bounded vesicles, often with
electron-dense crystalloid inclusions

Cytoskeletal elements

0.006-0.025

Only observed when organized into
large structures (e.g., muscle fibrils)

Long, linear staining pattern with width and fea·
tures characteristic of each filament type

Ribosomes

0.025

Not visible

Very small dark dots, often associated with
the rER

Glycogen

0.010-0.040

Observed as a ·purple haze· region of
cytoplasm (metachromasia) with tolui·
dine blue-sta ined specimen

Nonmembranous, very dense grape-li ke inclusions

Lipid droplets

0.2-5, up to 80

Readily visible when very large (e.g., in
adipocytes); appear as large empty
holes in section (lipid itself is usually re·
moved by embedding solvents)

Nonmembranous inclusions; generally appear
as a void in the section

AMyoclonic epilepsy and ragged red fibers syndrome.
M itochondriai myopathy, encephalopathy, lactic acidosis, and stroke-like episodes syndrome.
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• Mu scle tissue, which is made up of contractile cells and
is responsible for movement
• N erve tissue, which receives, transmits, and integrates
informa tion from outside and inside the body to control
the activities o f the bod y
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OVERVIEW OF TISSUES

Tissues are aggregates or groups of cells organized to perform
one or more specific functions
At t he light microsco pe level, the cells a nd extrace.ll ~la r
componen ts of the va rio us organ s of t he body e~ht b.tt a
recogniza ble a n d often d istinctive pa ttern of orga.m za tton.
T h is organized arrangement reflects t he cooperanve effort
of cells p erforming a pa rtic ular functio n. T herefore, a n ? rganized aggr egation of cells that function in a collecttve
manner is called a tissue [Fr. tissu, woven; L. texo, to weave].
Although it is frequ entl y said t hat t he cell is t he b asic
functional u nit of the body, it is really t he tiss ues, through
the collaborative efforts of their individ ual cells, that a re
responsible for ma intaining body functions. Cells w.it hin
tissues comm unicate through specialized intercellular JUnctions (gap junction s, page 101 ), thus facilitating this collaborative effort and allowing the cells to oper ate as a

78

Each o f these basic tissues is defined by a set of general
morp hologic characteristics or functional properties. Each
type may be fu rther subdivided according to specific characteristics of their various cell populations and any special
extracellular su bstances that may be present.
In classifying the basic tissues, two different definitional
parameters are used. The basis for definition of epithelium
and connective tissue is primarily morphologic, whereas
for muscle and nerve tissue, it is primarily functional.
Moreover, t he same parameters exist in designating the tissue su bclasses. For example, while muscle tissue itself is
defined by its function, it is subclassified into smooth and
striated ca tegories, a purely morphologic distinction, not a
functional one. Another kind of contractile tissue, myoepit helium, functions as muscle tissue but is typically designa ted epit heli um because of its location.
For these reasons, tissue classification cannot be reduced
to a simple form ula. Rathet; students are advised to learn
the features or characteristics of the different cell aggregations that define the four basic tissues and their subclasses.

9

EPITHELIUM

Epithelium is characterized by close cell apposition and
presence at a free surface
Epithelial cells, whether arra nged in a single layer or in
multiple layers, are always contiguous with one another. In
addition, they are usually joined by specialized cell-to-cell
junctions, which create a barrier between the free surface
and the adjacent connective tissue. The intercellular space
between epithelial cells is minimal and is devoid of any
structure except where junctional attachments are p resent.
Free surfaces are characteristic of the exterior of the
body, the outer surface of many internal organs, and the
lining of t he body cavities, tubes, and d ucts, bo th those
that ultimately communicate with the exterior of the body
and those that are enclosed. The enclosed body cavities
and tubes include the pleural, pericardia!, and per itonea l
cavities as well as the cardiovascular system. All of t hese
are lined by epithelium.
Subclassifications of epithelium are usually based on the
shape of the cells and the number of cell layers ra ther than
on function. Cell shapes include squamous (flattened ),
cuboidal, and columnar. La yers are described as simple
(single layer) or stratified (multiple layers). Fig ure 3 .1

82

functiona l unit. Other mechanisms that permit the cells of
a given tissue to function in a unified manner include specific membra ne receptor s a nd an cho ring junctions between
cells.
Despite their disparate structure and physiologic properties, all
organs are made up of only four basic tissue types
T he tissue concept p rovides a basis for un der standing
a nd r ecognizing th e many cell types w it hin th e body a nd
h ow t hey in terr ela te. Despite the varia tions in general appearance, structural organization, and physiologic properties of t he various body o rgans, the tissues tha t compose
t hem are classified into fom basic tissues:

• Epithelium (epithelial tissue), wh ich covers body su rfaces, lines body cavities, and forms glands

• Connective tissue, wh ich underlies or supp orts t he other
three basic tissues, both structurally and functionally

FIGURE 3.1

Simple epithelia. a. A H&E- stalned section showing a pancreatic duct
lined by a single layer of contiguous cuboidal epithelial cells. The free
surface of the cells faces the lumen; the basal surface is in apposition
to the connective tissue. x 540. b. A H&E- stained section showing a
single layer of tall columnar epithelial cells lining the gallbladder. Note

that tile cells are much taller than the lining cells of the pancreatic duct.
The free surface of the epithelial cells is exposed to the lumen of the
gallbladder, and the basal surface is in apposition to the adjacent con·
nective tissue. x 540.
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shows epithelia fro m two sites. Both are simp le epithelia,
i.e., o ne cell layer thick. The major distinction between the
two examples is the shape o f the cells, cuboidal versus
columnar. In bo th epithelia, however, t he cells occupy a
surface p osition.

9

CONNECTIVE TISSUE

Connective tissue is characterized on the basis
of Its extracellular matrix
Unlike e pithelial cells, connective tiss ue cells a re conspicuo usly separated from one another. The intervening
sp aces are occupied by materia l produced by the cells. This
extracellula r material is called th e extracellular matrix.
The na ture of the cells a nd m a tri x varies according to the
funct ion o f the tissue. Thus, subclassificatio n of connective
tiss ue takes into account not o nly the cells but also the
composition and organizatio n o f the extracell u la r m atrix .
A t ype of connective tiss ue found in close associatio n
w it h most epithelia is loose connective tissue (Fig. 3 .2a). In
fact, it is the connective tissue that most e pithelia rest
upo n. The extrace llula r matrix of loose co nn ective tissue
conta ins loosely arranged collagen fibers a nd numer o us
cells. Some of these cells, the fibroblasts, fo rm and maintain the extracellular matrix. However, most of the cells
are migrants from the vascular syst em a nd have r oles associa ted with the immune system .

CHAPTER 3

In contrast, w here only strengt h is required, collagen
fibers are m ore n umerous and densely pack ed. Also, the
cells a re relatively sp arse a nd limited to the fiber-forming
cell, the fi broblast (Fig . 3.2b). T his type of connec tive tissue is described as dense connective tissue.
Bone an d cartilage are two oth er types of conn ective tissue charac terized by t he ma terial associated with collagen,
i.e., calcium (bones ) and h yalur o nic acid (cartilage ). Again,
in both o f these tissues, it is the extr acellula r material that
characterizes the tiss ue, not th e cells.
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MUSCLE TISSUE

Muscle tissue is categorized on the basis of a functional
property, the ability of its cells to contract
Muscle cells a re cha racterized by large amounts of the
contractile proteins act in and myosin in their cytoplasm
a nd by their particula r cellular a rrangement in t he t issue.
To functio n efficientl y to effect movement, most m uscle
cells are aggregated int o dist inct bun dles that a re easily distinguished from th e surroun ding tissue. M uscle cells a re
typically elonga ted and or iented with their lon g ax es in t he
sam e d irection (Fig. 3.3). Th e arra ngement of nuclei is also
consistent with the par allel or ien t ation of m uscle cells.
Although the sha p e and arr a ngemen t of cells in specific
muscle typ es, e.g., sm oo th m uscle, skeletal muscle, and
ca rdi ac m uscle, are quite differ ent, all m uscle t yp es sh a re
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FIGURE 3.3

Muscle tissue. a. A HaE- stained specimen showing a portion of three
longitudinally sectioned skeletal muscle fibers (cells). TWo striking features of tilese large, long cells are their cha racteristic cross-striations
and the many nuclei located along tile periphe ry of the cell. X420. b.
A Mallory-stained specimen showing cardiac muscle fibers that also
exillblt striations. Tilese fibers are composed of individual cells that

are much smaller than those of skeletal muscle and are arranged end
to end to form long fibers. Most of the fibers are seen in longitudinal
array. The organized aggregation, i.e., the parallel array of the fi bers
in the case of muscle tissue, allows fo r collective effort in performing
tileir function. Intercalated disks (arrows) mark the junction of adjoin·
ing cells. X420.

a commo n character istic: The b ul k o f the cytop.lasm cons ists o f the co nt rac tile prot eins act in a nd m yos in . Altho ugh th ese p ro teins are u biquitous in a ll cells, only in
muscle cells a re they p resent in such la rge am ounts a nd
organi zed in such highly ord ered arrays that their co ntracti le acti vity can produ ce movement in an entire org an
or organism.

str uctural ap peara nce.) T he axon term inates at a neuronal
junction called a synapse, where electrical impulses are
tra nsferred from o ne cell to the next by secretion of neuromediators. Th ese chem ical su bstances are released at
synapses to generate electr ic impulses in the adjacent communicating neu ro n.
In the cen tra l n er vous system (CNS), i.e., the brain and
spina l cord, t he supporti ng cells are called neuroglial cells.
In the periphera l nervous system (PNS), i.e., the nerves in
all other parts of the body, the su pporting cells are ca lled
Schwann (neurilemmal) cells and satellite cells. Supporting cells a re resp onsible for several important func tions.
T hey sepa ra te neurons fro m one a nother, produce the
myeli n sheath that in su lates a nd speeds cond uction in certain t ypes of neurons, provide active phagocytosis to remove cell u lar de bris, and con trib ute to the blood- brai n
barrier in the CNS.
In an o rdinary hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)- stained
secti on, nerve tissue may be obser ved in the form of a
nerve, wh ich consists of va rying nu m bers of neurona l
· processes a long with the ir supporti ng cells (Fig. 3.4a ).
Ner ves a re most common ly seen in longitud inal or cross
sections in loose connective tissue. Nerve cell bodies in the
PNS, includi ng the a u tonomic nervous system (ANS ), are
seen in aggregations called ganglia, where they are surrounded by satelli te cells (Fig. 3 .4b) .
Neurons a n d supporting cells are derived fro m neuroecto derm , wh ich forms the ne ura l tube in the em br yo. Neuroectodenn o riginates by in vagina tion of an epithelial

9

NERVE TISSUE

Nerve t issue consists of nerve cells (neurons) and associated
supporting ce lls of several types

FIGURE 3.2

Loose and dense connective tissue. a. Mallory-Azan- stained specimen of a section through the epiglottis, showing the lower part of its
stratified e pithelium (Ep), subjace nt loose connective tissue (LCT), and
dense connective tissue (OCT) below. Loose connective tissue typically contains many cells of several types. Their nuclei vary In size
and shape. The elongate nuclei most likely belong to fibroblasts. Because dense connective tissue contains thick collagen bundles, it
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stains more intensely with the blue dye. Also, note the relatively fewer
nuclei. X540. b. A Mallory-stained specimen of dense connective tissue, showing a region composed of numerous, densely packed collagen fi bers. The few nuclei (N) that are present belong to fibroblasts.
The combination of densely packed fibers and the paucity of cells
characterizes dense con nective tissue. Relatively few small blood ves·
sels (BV) a re shown on tills section. x 540.

Altho ugh a ll cells exhibi t electr ica l properties, n erve
cells or neurons a re high ly specialized to tra nsmit electrica l
impulses fro m one site in t he body to another; t hey are a lso
specia lized to integrate those impulses. Nerve cells receive
a nd process information from the external an d internal enviro nment an d m ay have specific sensory recep tors a nd
sensory o rgan s to accomplish this fun ction. Neurons are
c haracterized by two d ifferent types of processes through
w h ich they in te ract w ith other nerve cells and w ith cells of
epithelia and m uscle. A single, long axon (somet imes
lo nger tha n a me ter) carries impulses a way from the cell
body, which contains t he neu ron's n ucleus . Multiple d endrites receive impulses and carry t hem toward the cell
bod y. (In histo logic sections, it is usuall y impossi ble to d iffe rentia te axons and dendrit es beca use they h ave the same
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FIGURE 3.4
Nerve tissue. a. A Mallory-stained section of a peripheral nerve. Nerve

tissue consists of a vast number of thread-like myelinated axons held
together by connective tissue. The axons have been cross-sectioned
and appear as small, red, dot-like structures. The clear space surrounding the axons previously contained myelin that was dissolved
and lost during preparation of the specimen. TI1e connective tissue is
stained blue. It forms a delicate network around the myelinated ax-

It is of clinical interest that, under certain conditions, abnormal differentiation may occur. The result is formation of a tumor mass
that contains a variety of mature tissues arranged in an unorganized fashion. Such masses are referred to as teratomas. Teratomas
almost always occur in the gonads. In the ovary, these tumors usually develop into solid masses that contain characteristics of the
mature basic tissues. Although the tissues fail to form functional
structures, frequently organ-like structures may be seen, i.e., teeth,
hair, epidermis, bowel segments, etc. These tissues are thought to
arise through parthenogenic oocyte development. Teratomas may
also develop In the testis, but they are rare. Moreover, ovarian teratomas are usually benign, whereas teratomas in the testis are

ons and ensheathes the bundle, thus forming a structural unit, the
nerve. X270. b. An Azan-stalned section of a nerve ganglion, showing the large, spherical nerve cell bod ies and the nuclei of the small
satellite cells that surround the nerve cell bodies. The axons associated with the nerve cell bodies are unmyelinated. They are seen as
nerve fiber bundles (NFB) between clusters of the cell bodies. x 270.

composed of less differentiated tissues that usually lead to malignancy. An example of a solid-mass ovarian teratoma containing
fully differentiated tissue is shown in the center micrograph of Figure 3.5. The low power reveals the lack of organized structures but
does not allow identification of the specific tissues present. However, with higher magnification, as shown in the insets (a- f), mature
differentiated tissues are evident.
The example given in Figure 3.5 shows that one can readily
Identify tissue characteristics, even in an unorganized structure.
Again, the Important point is the ability to recognize aggregates of
cells and to determine the special characteristics that they exhibit.

FIGURE3.5
Ovarian teratoma. In the center Is a H&E-stained section of an

a. Simple columnar epithelium lining a cavity of a small cyst. Xl 70.

ovarian teratoma seen at low magnification. This mass is composed of various basic tissues that are well differentiated and easy
to identify at higher magnification. The abnormal feature is the
lack of organization of the tissues to form functional orga ns. The
tissues within the boxed areas are seen at higher magnification in
micrographs a-f x lO. The higher magnification allows identification of some of the basic tissues that are present within this tumor.

Inset. Higher magnification of the epithelium and the underlying
connective tissue. x 320. b. Dense regular connective tissue forming a tendon-like structure. x 170. c. Area showing hyaline cartilage (C) and developing bone spicules (B). x 170. d. Brain tissue
with glial cells. x 170. e. Cardiac muscle fibers. x 220. Inset. Higher
magnification showing intercalated disks (arrows). x 320. f. Skeletal muscle fibers cut in cross section. x 220.
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layer, the dorsal ectoderm of the embryo . Some nervous
system cell s, such as ependymal cells and cells of the
choroid plexus in the CNS, retain the absorptive and secretary fu nctions characteristic of epith elial cells.

\/IDENTIFYING TISSUES
Recognition of tissues is based on the presence of specific
components within cells and on specific cellular relationships

Keeping these few basic facts and concepts about the
fundamental four tissues in mind can facilitate the task of
exam ining and interpreting histologic slide material. The

first goal is to recognize aggrega tes of cells as tissues and
determine the special characteristics that they present. Are
the cells present at a smface? Are they in contact with their
neighbors, or are they separated by definable intervening
material? Do they belong to a group with special properties, such as muscle or nerve?
The stru cture and the function of each fundamental tissue are examined in subsequent chapters. In foc using on
a single specific tissue we are, in a sense, artificially separating the constituent tissues of organs. However, this
separation is necessary to und erstand and appreciate the
histology of the various organs of the body and the means
by which they operate as functio na l units and integrated
systems.

\ j OVERVIEW OF EPITHEliAL
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
Epithelium covers body surfaces, lines body cavities,
and constitutes glands

Epithelial Tissue
OVERVIEW OF EPITHELIAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION
CLASSIFICATION OF EPITHELIUM
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Epithelium is an avascular tissue composed of cells that
cover the exter ior body surfaces and line internal closed
cavi ties (including the vascular system) and body tubes
that communicate with the exterior (the alimentary, respirato ry, and genitourinary tracts) . Epithelium also forms
the secretory portion (parenchyma) of glands and their
ducts. In addition, specialized epithelia l cells function as
receptors for the special senses (smell, taste, hearing, and
vision).
The cells that make up epithelium have three principal
characteristics:
• T hey are closely apposed and adhere to one another by
means of specific cell-to-cell ad hesion molecules that
form specia lized cell junctions {Fig. 4 .1).

• They exhibit functiona l as well morphologic polarity;
i.e:, different fu nctions are associated with three distinct
morphologic surface domains: a free surface or apical
domain, a lateral domain, and a basal domain. (The
properties of each domain are determined by specific
mem bra ne p roteins.)
• Their basal surface is attached to an underlying basement membrane, a noncell ular, protein-polysacchariderich layer demonstrable at the light microscopic level by
histochemical methods {see Fig. 1.2, page 7).
In special situations, epithelial cells lack a free surface
(epithelioid tissues)

In some locations, cells are closely apposed to one another but lack a free surface. Although the close apposition of these cells a nd the presence of a basement membrane would classify them as epithelium, the a bsence of a
free surface more appropriately classifies such cell aggregates as epithelioid tissues. Epithelioid organization is
typical of most endocrine glands; examples of such tissue
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114
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Clinical Correlations: lmmotile Cilia Syndrome 95
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Terminology 107
BOX 4.3 . Functional Considerations: Mucous and Serous Membranes 117
BOX 4.1.

BOX 4.2.

FIGURE 4.1

Diagram of small intestine absorptive epithelial cells. a. All three cellular domains of a typical epithelial cell are indicated on the diagram.
The junctional complex provides adhesion between adjoining cells
and separates the luminal space from the Intercellular space, limiting
tile movement of fluid between the lumen and the underlying connective tissue. The pathway of fluid movement during absorption (arrows) is from the intestinal lumen into the cell, then across the lateral

cell membrane into the intercellular space, and, finally, across the
basement membrane to tile connective tissue. b. This photomicrograph of a plastic-embedded, thin section of intestinal epithelium,
stained with toluidine blue, shows cells actively engaged in fluid
transport. Like the adjacent diagram, tile intercellular spaces are
prominent, reflecting fluid passing into this space before entering the
underlying connective tissue. x 1,250 .
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include the intersti tia l cells of Leydig in th e testis, the
lutein cells of th e ovary, the islets of Langerhans in the
pancreas, the parenchyma of the adrenal gland, an d
the anterior lobe of th e pituitary gland. Epithelioreticular
cells of the thymus a lso may be included in this category.
Epithelio id patterns are also formed by accum ul ations of
connective tiss ue macroph ages in response to certain
types of injury and infections, as well as by many tumors
derived from epitheli um.
Epithelium creates a selective barrier between the external
environment and t he underlying connective tissue

Covering and lining epithelium forms a sheet-li ke cellular iJwestment that separates underl ying or adj acent connective tissue from the external environment, internal cavities, or fluid connective tissue such as th e blood aJ1d
lymph. Among other rol es, this epithelial investment functions as a selective barrier that faci litates or inhibits the
passage of specific substances between the exterior (including the body cavities) environmen t and the underlying
connective tissue compartment.

Q CLASSIFICATION OF EPITHEliUM
T he trad itional classification of epithelium is descriptive
and based on two factors: the number of cell layers and the
sha pe of the surface cells. The termino logy, therefore, reflects only structur e, no t function. Thus, epithelium .is described as

• Simple, w hen it is one cell layer thick
• Stratified, w hen it has two or more cell layers
The individual cells that compose an epithelium are described as

• Squamous, when the width of the cell is grea ter than its
height

• Cuboidal, w hen the width, depth, and height are approximately the same
• Columnar, w hen the height of the cell apprecia bl y exceeds the width (the term low columnar is often used
when a cell's height only slightl y exceeds its o ther dimensions)
Thus, by describing the number of cell layers (i.e., simple
or stratified) an d the surface cell shape, th e vario us configurations of epithelia are easily classiiied. The cells in some
exocrine glands a re m ore o r less pyramidal, with their
apices directed toward a lumen . However, th ese cells are
still classified as either cuboida l or columnar, depending on
their height relative to their width at the base of the cell.
In a stratified epithelium, the shape and height of the
cells usually vary from layer to layer, but only the shape of

the cells that fo rm the surface layer is used in classifying
the epithelium. For exa mple, stratified squamous epithe-

lium consists of more than one layer of cells, and the surface layer consists of fla t or squa mous cells.
In some instances, a third factor-specializa tion of the
apical cell surface domain-can be added to this classificatio n system . For example, some simple colunu1ar epithelia
are classified as simple columnar ciliated when the apical
surface domain possesses cilia . The same principle applies
to stratified squamous epithelium, in which the surface
cells may be keratinized or no nkeratinized. Th us, epidermis would be designa ted as stratified squamous keratinized epithelium beca use of the keratinized cells at the
surface.

Classification
Simple squamous

Some Typical Locations

Major Function

Vascu lar system (endothelium)

Exchange, barrier in central
nervous system

Body cavities (mesothelium)
Bowman's capsule (kidney)
Respiratory spaces in lung

Exchange and lubrication
Barrier
Excl1 ange

Simple cuboidal

Small ducts of exocrine glands
Surface of ovary (germinal epithelium)
Kidney tubules

Absorption, conduit
Barrier
Absorption and secretion

Simple columnar

Small intestine and colon
Stomach lining and gastric glands
Ga llbladder

Absorption and secretion
Secretion
Absorption

some of the cells do not reach the free surface; all rest on
the basement membrane. Thus, it is actua ll y a simple
epithelium . The distribution of pseudostratified epithelium is limited in the body. Also, it is often difficult to
discern whether all of the cell s contact the basement
membrane. For these reaso ns, identification of pseud ostratified epithelium usually depends o n knowing w here
it is norma ll y fo und.
• Transitional epithelium (urothelium) is a term a pplied
to the epithelium lining the lower urinary tract, extend ing from the minor ca lyces of th e kidney down to the
proximal part of the urethra . Urothelium is a stratified
epithelium with specific morphologic char acteristics that
allow it to distend. This epithelium is described in Chapter 19.

Pseudostratified

Trachea and bronchial tree
Ductus deferens
Efferent ductules of epididymis

The cellular configurations of the va rious types of epithelia and their approp riate no menclatur e are illustrated
in Table 4.1.

Stratified cuboidal

sweat gland ducts
Large ducts of exocrine glan ds
Anorectal junction

Stratified columnar

Largest ducts of exocrine glands
Anorectal junction

Transitional
(urothelium)

Renal calyces
Ureters
Bladder
Uret11 ra

Pseudostratified epithelium and transitional epithelium are
special classifications of epithelium

Two special categories of epithelium are pseud ostratified
and transitional.

• Pseudostratified epithelium appea rs stratified, although

I

Stratified squamous

}

Secretion, conduit
Absorption, conduit

I

Epidermis
Oral cavity and esophagus
Vagina

}

""''"· pmte<tloc

Endothelium and mesothelium are the simple squamous
epithelia lining the vascular system and body cavities

Specific names a re given to epithelium in certain locations:

• Endothelium

LS

}

Barrier, conduit

the epithelial lining of the vascular

system.

• Mesothelium is the epithelium that lines the walls and
covers the contents of the cl osed cavities of the body,
i.e., the abdominal, perica rdia!, and pleu ral cavities.
Both endo thelium and mesothelium are almost a lways
simple squamous epithelia . An exception is found in postcapillary venules of certa in lymphatic tiss ues, w here th e
endothelium is cuboi da l. These ve nules are called high
endotheli al venules (HEV). Another exce ption is found in
the spleen, in w hich endothelial cells of th e venous si-

}
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nuses are ro d-shaped and arranged like the staves of a
barrel.

CHAPTER 4

• Microvilli, cytoplasmic processes th at extend fro m the

A given epithelium may serve on e o r more functions, depe nding on th e activity of the cell typ es that are present:

• Stereocilia (stereovilli), m icr ovilli of unusual length
• Cilia, motile cytoplasmic processes

• Secretion, as in the colu m nar e pi t heli um of th e sto mach

Microvilli are finger-like cytoplasm ic projections on the apical
surface of most epithelial cells

9I

its contractile ability, which could' have the effect of decreasing the diameter of the apex of the cell, causing the
microvilli, whose stiff actin cores are anchored into the
termi nal web, to spread apart and increase the intermicrovillous space.

enzymes (e.g., hyd rolases), ion c han nels, a nd carrier protei ns (e.g., g lucose transporters). The structural surface
modifications include

Diverse epithelial functions can be found in different organs
of the body

EpitiJrlinl Tissur

cell surface

a nd th e gastric gla nds

Stereocilia are unusually long, immotile microvilli

Stereocilia are not widely distributed among epithelia.
They are, in fact, limited to the epididymis, to the proximal
part of the ductus deferens of the male reproductive system,
and to t he sensory (hair) cells of the ear. They are included
in t h is section because this unusual surface modification is
traditionally treated as a sepa1·ate structural entity.
Stereocilia of the genital ducts are extremely long
processes that extend from t he apical su rface of tl1e cell
and facilitate absorption. Unique featmes in clude an apical
cel l protrusion from which they arise and thick stem portions that are in terconnected by cytoplasm ic bridges. Because electron microscopy reveals their internal structure
to be tha t of unusually long microvilli, some histologists
now use the term stereovilli (Fig. 4.4a ). Seen in the light
microscope, these processes frequently resemble the ha irs
of a paint brush because of the way they aggrega te into
pointed bundles.
Like microvilli, stereocilia are suppo.rted by internal
actin fi lament bundles t hat are cross-linked by fimbrin. Unlike microvilli, a plasma membra ne- associated molecule,
erzi1t, anchors the actin filaments to the plasma membrane
of stereocil ia. The stem portion of the stereocilium and the
apical cell protrusion contain the cross-bridge- forming
molecule a-actinin (Fig. 4.4b). A striking difference between microv illi and stereocilia, other than size and the
presence of erzin, is the absence of villin from the tip of the
stereocil ium.
Stereocilia of the sensory epithelium of the ear are
uniform in d iameter and possess an internal structure
similar to that of genital duct stereocilia. However, they
lack both erzin and a -actinin. T hese stereocilia serve as
sensory receptors rather than absorptive structures.

• Abs01·ption, as in t he columnar epitheliu m of the intestines and proximal convoluted tubu les in the kidney

• Transport, as in tra nsport of m ateria ls or cells alo ng the
su rface of a n epithelium by motile cilia or in transport
of materials across an epithelium to a nd from the conn ective tissu e
• Protection, as in the stratified squamous epithelium of
the skin (epidermis) and the transitio nal e pithelium of
the urina ry bladder
• Receptor function, to receive an d t ra nsd uce external
stim uli, as in the taste buds of the tongue, olfactory epith elium of the nasal mucosa, and th e re tin a of the eye
Epitheli a involved in secretion or absorptio n a re typica lly
simple 01; in a few cases, pseudostratified. The height of the
cells o ften reflects the level of secretory or absorptive activity. Simple sq uamous epithelia are compatible w ith a high
rate of transepithelial transp ort. Stra tification o f the epithelium usually correlates w ith transepithel ial impermeability.
Finally, in some pseudostratified epithelia, basal cells are the
stem cells that give rise to the mature functional cells of the
epitheliu m, thus balancing cell tu rnover.

Q CELL POLARITY
Epithelia l cells exhibit distin ct polarity. T hey have a n apical domain, a lateral domain, and a basal domain. Sp ecific
biochemical ch aracteristics are associated with each cell
surface. These c haracteristics and th e geometric arrangements o f the cells in the epith eliu m de termine t he functio na l pola rity of a U three cell dom ains.
The free or a pical doma in is alw ays d irected to wa rd the
exterior surface or the lumen of a n en closed cavity or tube.
The latera l domain commu nicates with adj acent cells a nd
is cha racterized by specialized attach ment a reas. The basal
dom ain rests on the basa l lamina a nchoring the cell to un derlying connective tissue.

Q THE APICAL DOMAIN AND ITS
MODIFICATIONS
In ma n y epithelial cells, the apica l doma in exhibits sp ecial
structu ral surfa ce modifica tio ns to carry o ut specific fu nctions. In addition , the apica l doma in may conta in speci fic

As observed with t he electron microscope (EM ), microvilli var y widely in ap pearance. In some cell types, microvilli are short, irregular, ble b-like projections. In other
cell types, t hey are ta ll, closely packed, w1iform projections
that gr eatly increase the free cell surface area. In general,
the num ber and shape of t he m icrovilli of a given cell type
correlate with its absorptive capacity. Thus, cells that principally transport flu id and absorb metabolites have m any
closely packed, ta ll m icrovilli. Cells in whic h t ransepi thelial transport is less active have sma ller, mor e irregularly
sh aped microvilli.
Among the fl ui d-tra nsporting epi thelia, e.g., those of the
intestine a nd k id ney tubu le, a d isti nctive border of verti cal
striatio ns at the a pica l surface of the cell, repr esenting the
close packed microvilli, is easily seen in t he light microscope. In intestina l a bsorptive cells, this surface structure
was origina lly ca lled the striated border; in the k idney
tubule cells, it is called the b1'Ush border. Where there is no
appa ren t surface modification based on light m icroscope
observations, microv illi, if present, are usua lly short and
nor numer ous; thus, they may escape detection in the light
mi croscope.
The varia tions seen in microvilli of va rious types of epithelia are shown in Figure 4.2. The microvilli o f the intestinal epi thelium (s triated borde r) are the most highl y or dered an d are even more un ifo rm in app earance than t hose
that constitu te th e brush bor der of k idney cells. T hey also
conta in a conspicuous co re of actin filamen ts (micr o fi laments). Actin fi la ments a re a nc hored to villin located in
the tip of the microvillus a nd extend down in to the ap ical
cytoplasm. H ere, they interact w ith a horizontal network
of actin filaments, the temtinal web, which lies just below
the base o f the microvi lli (Fig . 4.3a). T he actin fi la ments inside the microvill us a re c ross-linked at 10-nm inte rvals by
t he actin-bu ndling proteins fascin a nd fimbrin. This crosslinkage provides support and gives rigid ity to the m icrovi ll i. In addition, the core of actin filaments is associa ted w ith myosi1t I, a molecule t hat bi n ds the actin
filaments to the p lasma membrane of t he microvill us . The
additi o n o f villi n to epithelial cells growing in cu ltu res induces forma tion of mic rovilli o n th e free a pical surface.
Th e te rmi nal web is composed of actin fila ments stabilized by spectrin, which also anc hors the ter min al web to
the apical ce ll membrane (Fi g. 4.3b) . The presence of
myosin II and tropomyosin in t he termina l web expla ins

Cilia al'e motile cytoplasmic structures capable of moving flu id
and particles along epithelial surfaces

FIG URE4.2
Electron micrographs showing variation in microvilli of different

cell types. a. Epithelial cell of uterine gland; small projections.
b. Syncytiotrophoblast of placenta; Irregular, branching microvilli.
c. Intestinal absorptive cell; uniform, numerous, a nd regularly
arranged microvilli. All figu res X20,000.

Cilia possess an internal structure that provides for their
movement. Tn most ciliated epithelia, such as the trachea,
bronchi, o r oviducts, cells may have as man y as several hundred cilia, all arranged in orderly rows. In the tracheobronchial tree, the cilia sweep mucus a nd trapped particulate
materia l toward the oropharynx where it is swallowed with
saliva and thus eliminated from the body. In the oviducts,
cilia help transport ova and fluid toward the uterus.
In some epithelia, only a single cilium per cell may be
present, e.g., the epithelial cells of the rete testis in the male
reproductive tract and the vestibula r ha ir cells of the ear.
In these instances, the single cili u m is tho ught to have a
sensory role.
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FIGURE 4.3
Molecular structure of microvilli. a. High magnification of microvilli
from Figure 4.2c. Note the presence of the actin filaments in the microvilli (arrows), wh ich extend into the apical cytoplasm. x BO,OOO. b.
Schematic diagram showing molecular structure of microvilli and the

Cilia give a "crew-cut" appearance to the epithelial surface

In the light microscope, cilia appear as short, fine, hairlike structures emanating from the free surface of the cell
(Fig. 4.5). A thin , dark-staining band is usually seen extending across the cell at the base of the cilia. This darkstaining band represents structures known as basal bodies.
These structures take up stain and appear as a continuous
band when viewed in the light microscope. When viewed
with the EM, however, the basal body of each cilium appears as a distinct individual structure.
Cilia contain an organized core of microtubules arranged
in a 9

+ 2 pattern

Electron microscopy of a cilium in longitudinal profile
reveals an internal core of microtubules (Fig. 4.6a). A

location of specific actin filament-bundling proteins. Note the distribution of myosin I within the microvilli and myosin II within the terminal web. The spectrin molecules stabi lize the actin filaments within
the terminal web and anchor them into the apical plasma membrane.

cross-sectional view reveals a characteristic configuration
of nine pairs or doub.lets of circularly ananged microtubules surrounding two central microtubules (Fig. 4.6b).
The microtubules composing each doublet are constructed so that the wall of one microtubule, designated
the B microtubule, is actually incomplete; it shares a portion
of the wall of the other microtubule of the doublet, the A
microtubule. The A microtubule is composed of 13 tubulin
dimers, arranged in side-by-side configuration, whereas the
B microtubule is composed of 10 tubulin dimers. When seen
in cross section at high resolution, each doublet exhibits a
pair of "arms" that contain ciliary dynein, a microtubuleassociated motor protein. This motor protein uses the energy of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) hydrolysis to move
a long the surface of the adjacent microtubule (see Fig. 4.6b).
The dynein arms occur at 24-nm intervals along the length
of the A microtubule and extend out to form temporary

FIGURE4.4
Molecular structure of stereocilia. a. Electron micrograph of stereocilia from the epididymis. Tl1e cytoplasmic projections are similar to
microvilli, but they are extremely long. x2o,ooo. b. Schematic diagram showing the molecular structure of stereocilia. They arise from
the apical cell protrusions, having thick stem portions that are inter-

connected by cytoplasmic bridges. Note t11e distribution of actin filaments within the core of the stereocilium and the actin-associated
proteins: fimbrin and erzin in the elongated portion (enlarged box),
and a-actinin in the terminal web and apical cell protrusion.

FIGURE 4.5
Ciliated epithelium. Pllotomicrograpll of a H&E-stained specimen of
tracheal pseudostratified ciliated epithelium. The cilia (C) appear as !lairlike processes extending from the apica l surface of the cells. The dark
line immediately below the ciliary processes is produced by the basal
bodies {88} associated with th e cilia. x 750.
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cr oss-bridges with the B microtubule of the adj acent doublet. A passive elastic component formed by nexin permanently links the A microtubule with the B microtubule of adjacent doublets at 86-nm intervals. The two central
microtubules are separate but are partially enclosed by a
central sheath projection at 14-nm intervals along the length
of the cilium. Radial spokes extend from each of the nine
doublets toward the two central microtubules at 29-nm intervals. The proteins forming the radial spokes and the
nex in connections between the o uter doublets make largeamplitude oscillations of the cilia possible.
The 9 + 2 microtubule array courses from the tip of the
cilium to its base, where the outer paired microtubules join
the basal body. The basal body is a modified centriole consisting of nin e short microtubule triplets arranged in a ring.
Each of the paired microtubules of the cilium is continuous
w ith two of t he triplet micro tubules of the basal body. The
two central microtubules of the cilium end at the level o f
the top of the basal body. Therefore, a cross section o f the
basal body wou ld revea l nine circularly arranged microtubule triplets but not the two centra l single microtubules
of the cilium.
Cilia develop from procentrioles

The process of ciliar y formation in differentiating cells
involves the replication of the centriole to give rise to multiple procentrioles, one for each cilium. The procentrioles
grow and migrate to the apical surface of the cell, where
each becomes a basal body. From each of the nine triplets

Epitbclinl Tissue

that make up the basal body, a microtubule doublet grows
upward, creating a pro jection of the apical membrane containing the nine d oublets found in the mature cilium. Simu ltaneously, the two single central microtubul es form
within the ring of doublet microtubules, thus yielding the
characteristic 9 + 2 arrangement.
Cilia beat in a synchronous pattern

Cilia display a regular and synchronous undulating
move ment. A cilium remains rigid as it ex hibits a rapid
forward movement called th e effective stroke; it becomes
flex ible and bends on the slower return movement, the
recovery stroke. The plane o f movement of a cilium is
perpendicular to a line joining the central pair of m icrotubul es. Cilia in successive rows start their beat so that
each row is slightl y more adva nced in its cycle than the
following row, thus creating a w ave that sweeps acr oss
the epith elium. This metachronal rhythm is responsible
for moving mucus over epithelial surfaces or facilitating
the flow of fluid and other substances through tubular
organs and ducts .
Ciliary activity is based on the movement of the doublet microtu buies in rei a tion to one anot her. Ciliary
movement is initiated by the dynein arms (see Fig. 4.6b).
The ciliary dynein located in the anns of the A microtubule forms temporary cross-bridges with the B microtubule of the adjacent doublet. Hydrolysis of ATP produces a sliding movement of the bridge along the B
microtubule. The dyn ein molecules produce a continuous

b

FIGURE4.6
Molecular structure of cilia. a. Electron micrograph of longitudinally sectioned cilia from the
oviduct. The internal structures within the ciliary process are microtubules. Most of the basal
bodies appear "empty" because of the absence of the central pair of microtubules in this portion
of the cilium. One basal body (secondfrom left) has been sectioned peripherally through the outer
microtubule triplet. X20,000. b. Schematic diagram of cilium, showing its cross section (upper
plane) with the pair of central microtubules and the nine surrounding microtubule doublets. The
dynein arms extend from the A microtubule and make temporary cross-bridges with the B microtubule of the adjacent doublet. Inset. Compare the diagram with the cross section in the electron micrograph (c) and identify corresponding structures. x 180,000. The molecular structure of
the microtubule doublet is shown adjacent to the cross section. Note t11at the A microtubule of
the doublet is composed of 13 tubulin dimers arranged in a side-by-side configuration, w 11ereas
the B microtubule is composed of 10 tubulin dimers and shares the remaining dimers with those
of the A microtubule. The cross section of tile basal body (lower plane) shows the arrangement
of nine microtubule triplets. These structures form a ring structure. Each microtubule doublet of
the cilium is an extension of two inner microtubules of the corresponding triplet.
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Cilia play a significant role in the human body. The mucociliary
transport that occurs in the respiratory epithelium is one of the important mechanisms protecting the body against invading bacteria
and other pathogens. Failure of the mucociliary transport system is
caused by several hereditary disorders grouped under the general
name of immotile cilia syndrome. Kartagener's syndrome, for instance, is caused by a structural abnormality involving absence of
dynein arms (see electron micrograph at right). Young's syndrome
is characterized by malformation of the radial spokes and the
dynein arms. The most prominent symptom of immotile cilia syndrome is chronic respiratory difficulty (including bronchitis and sinusitis), although situs inversus of the viscera is also common. Res- ·
piratory problems are caused by severely impaired or absent ciliary
motility that results in reduced or absent mucociliary transport in structure. Males with Kartagener's syndrome are sterile. The flagelthe tracheobronchial tree. The transposition of the viscera may be lum of t11e sperm, which is similar in structure to the cilium, is imrelated to tile lack of ciliary activity during the developmental motile. In contrast, some females with tile syndrome may be fertile.
process. Another possibility is that microtubules that designate a In such individuals, the ciliary movement may be sufficient, though
form of polarity within cells may also indirectly influence the polar- impaired, to permit transport of the ovum through the oviduct.
ity of organ systems. It may also result from abnormal microtubular (Photomicrograph courtesy of Patrice Abeii-Aieff. x 180,000.)
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shear force during this interdoublet sliding directed toward the ciliary tip. As a result of this ATP-dependent
phase of the effective stroke, the cilium bends. At the
same time, the passive elastic connections provided by
nexin and the radial spokes accumulate the energy necessary to bring the cilium back to the straight position,
thus producing the recovery stroke.
However, if all dynein arms along the length of the Amicrotubules in all nine doublets attempted to form temporary cross-bridges simultaneously, no effective stroke of
the cilium would result. Thus, regulation of the active
shear force is required. Current evidence suggests that the
central pair of microtubules undergo rotation with respect
to the nine outer doublets. This rotation ma y be driven by
another motor protein, kinesin, which is associated with
the central pair of microtubules. The central microtubule
pair can act as a "distributor" that regulates the sequence
of interactions of the dynein arms in a progressive manner
to produce the effective stroke.

\1 THE LATERAL DOMAIN AND ITS
SPECIALIZATIONS IN CELL-TO-CELL
ADHESION
The lateral domain of epithelial cells is in close contact
with the opposed lateral domains of neighboring cells.
Like the other domains, the lateral domain is characterized
by the presence of unique proteins, in this case the adhesion molecules that are part of junctional specializations.
The molecular composition of the lipids and proteins that
form the lateral cell membrane differ significantly from the
composition of those that form the apical cell membrane.
In addition, the lateral cell surface membrane in some epithelia may form folds and processes, invaginations and
evaginations that create interdigitating and interleaving
tongue-and-groove margins between neighboring cells .

C HAPTER 4

The terminal bar, however, does represent a significant
structural complex. Electron microscopy has shown it includes a specialized site that joins epithelial cells (Fig. 4.8a).
It is also the site of a barrier to the passage (diffusion) of
substances across the epithelium. The specific structural
components that make up the barrier and the attachment
device are readily identified with the EM and are collectively
referred to as a junctional complex (see Table 4.4). These
complexes are responsible for joining individual cells together and contain three types of junctions (Fig. 4.8b):

Before the advent of electron microscopy, the close apposition of epithelia l cells was attributed to the presence of
a viscous adhesive substance referred to as "intercellular
cement." This cement stained deeply at the apicolateral
margin of most cuboidal and columnar epithelial cells.
When viewed in a plane perpendicular to the epithelial surface, the stained material appears as a dot-like structure.
When the plane of section passes parallel to and includes
the epithelial surface, however, the dot-like component is
seen as a dense bar or line between the apposing cells (Fig.
4.7) . The bars, in fact, form a polygonal structure (or
band) at the periphery of each cell.
Because of its location in the terminal or apical portion of
the cell and its bar-like configuration, the stainable material
visible in light microscopy was called the tenninal bar. It is
now evident that intercellular cement as such does not exist.
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molecules (e.g., ions, ami no acids, second messengers,
metabolites). This type of intercellular communication
permits the coordinated cellular activity that is important for maintaining organ homeostasis.

Occluding Junctions
The zonula occludens (pl. , zonulae occludentes} represents the rnost apical component in the junctional comp lex
between epithelial cells.
FIGURE4.7
Terminal bars in pseudostratified epithelium. Photomicrograph of
a H&E-stained specimen, showing the terminal bars in a pseudostratified epithelium. The bar appears as a dot (arrowheads) when
seen on its cut edge. When the bar is coursing parallel to the cut surface and lying within the thickness of tile section, it is seen as a lin·
ear or bar-like profile (arrows). x sso.

hemidesmosomes

maculae
adherentes
(desmosomes)

FIGURE4.8
Junctional complex. a. Electron micrograph of the apical portion of two adjoining epithelial cells
of the gastric mucosa, showing tile junctional complex. It consists of the zonula occludens (ZO),
zonula adllerens (ZA), and macula adherens (MA). x30,000. b. Diagram showing the distribution
of cell junctions in the three cellular domains of columnar epithelial cells. The apical domain with
microvilli has been lifted to better illustrate spatial arrangements of junctional complexes within the
cell.

y

Terminal bars represent epithelial cell attachment sites
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• Occluding junctions, as a result of their impermeable
nature, allow epithelial cells to function as a barrier.
Also called tight junctions, occluding junctions form the
intercellular diffusion barrier between adjacent cells; by
limiting the movement of water and other molecules
through the intercellular space, they maintain physicochemical separation of tissue compartments. Because
they are located at the most apical point between adjoining epithelial cells, occluding junctions prevent the
migration of specialized membrane proteins between the
apical and lateral surfaces, thus maintaining the integrity of these two domains.
• Anchoring junctions provide mechanical stability to epithelial cells by linking the cytoskeleton of one cell to the
cytoskeleton of an adjacent cell. These junctions are important in creating and maintaining the structural unity
of the epithelium. Anchoring junctions interact with
both actin and intermediate filaments and can be found
not only on the lateral cell surface but also on the basal
domain of the epithelial cell.
• Communicating junctions allow direct communication
between adjacent cells by diffusion of small (< 1000 Da)

v:
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The zonula occludens is created by localized sealing of
adjacent plasma membranes

Examination of the zonula occludens or tight junction
with the transmission electron microscope (TEM) reveals a
narrow region in which the plasma membranes of adjoining
cells come in close contact to seal off the intercellular space

(Fig. 4 .9a). The high-resolution TEM similarly reveals that
the zonula occludens is not a continuous seal but rather a series of focal fusions between the cells. These focal fusions
are created by specific transmembrane proteins of adjoining
cells that traverse the cell membrane and join in the intercellular space. The transmembrane protein occludin has
been identified as the sealing protein. The cytoplasmic portion of occludin is associated with the zonula occludens
proteins Z0-1, Z0-2, and Z0-3 (Fig. 4.9b,c) . Occludin interacts with the actin cytoskeleton through Z0-1. Regulatory fu nctions during the formation of the zonula occludens
have been suggested for all ZO proteins. In addition, Z0-1
is a tumor suppressor, and Z0-2 is req uired in the epiderma l growth factor-receptor signaling mechanism. The Z03 protein interacts with Z0-1 and the cytoplasmic domain
of occludirL Many pathogenic agents, such as cytomegalovirus (CMV) and cholera toxins, act on Z0-1 and
Z0-2, causing the junction to become permeable.
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adjacent cell membranes

testinal and urinary bladde r epithelia, the intercellu lar region is highly impermeable.
The zonula occludens separates the luminal space from the
intercellular space and connective tissue compartment

cytoplasmic
domain of
occludin

transmembrane
domain of
occludin

It is now evident t hat the zonula occludens plays an essentia l role in t he selective passage of substa nces from o ne
side of a n epithelium to t he other. Because the diffusion of
water a nd solutes between cells is restricted by the zonu la
occludens, transport must occur by active means. Active
tra nsport req uires specialized membrane transport proteins tha t move selected substan ces across th e apical
p lasma membra ne into the cytoplasm and t he n across the
lateral membra ne below the level of t he junction .

C

The zonula occludens establishes functional domains in the
plasma membrane

FIGURE4.9

Zonula occludens. a. Electron micrograph of the zon ula occludens,
showing the close approximation of the outer lamellae of adjoining
plasma membranes. The extracellular domains of proteins Involved
In the formation of this junction (occludins) appear as a single
electron-dense line (arrows). x 100,000. b. Diagram showing the or·
ganlzatlon and pattern of distribution of the transmembrane protein

occludin within the occluding junction. Compare the linear pattern of
grooves with the ridges detected in the freeze-fracture preparation in
Figure 4.10. c. Diagram showing the occludin molecule and the major
associated proteins of the occluding junction. Note that one of the as·
sociated proteins, Z0-1, interacts with the cell cytoskeleton binding
actin filaments.

T he a rra ngement of the various ju nctional proteins in
forming th e zo na occluden s seal is best visualized by the
freeze fracture technique (Fig . 4. 10). When the plasma
membrane is frac tu red a t the sire of the zon ul a occludens,
t he junctional proteins are observed o n t he P-face of the

membra ne, w here t hey appear as ridge- like structures. The
opposing surface of the fractured mem brane, the E-face,
reveals complementar y grooves t hat r es ult from detach ment of th e protein particles from the opposing surface.
The ridges and g rooves a re a rranged as a network of anastomosing strands, thus creating a functional seal with in t he
intercell ular space. They correspond to the location of the
rows of transmembrane proteins.
Observations of d ifferen t kinds of epithelia reveal that
the complexity and n umber of strand s fo rming the zon ulae
occl udentes varies. In epithelia in which anastomosing
strands or fusion sites are spa rse, such as certain kidney
tubules, the intercellular pathway is partially permeable to
water and so lutes. In contrast, in epithelia in w hic h the
stra nds are n u mero us and extensively intertwined , e.g., in-

As a junction, the zonula occludens restricts not only the
passage of water, electrolytes, a nd other small molecules
across the epithelia l layer b ut also t he diffusion of molecules with in the p lasma membrane itself. T hus, the cell is
able to segregate certain internal membrane proteins on
the apica l (free) surface an d restrict others to the lateral or
basal surfaces. In t he intestine, for instance, the enzym es
for terminal digestion of pep tides a nd saccharid es (d ipeptidases a nd disaccharid ases) a re localized in the membrane
of the microvilli of th e ap ical surface. The Na +fl( +-ATPase
that drives salt a nd water transport, as well as a mino acid
an d suga r transport, is restricted to t he latera l plasm a
mem brane below the zon ula occl udens.

Anchoring Junctions
Anchoring junction s provide lateral ad hesio ns between epithelial cells, using proteins th at link into t he cytoskeleton
of the adjacent cells. Two types of a nchoring cell-to-ceil
junctions can be identified on th e lateral cell surface: ·

• Z011ula adherens (pl., z onulae adhe1'entes), wh ic h interacts w it h the network o f acti n fi laments inside the cell

FIGURE 4.10

Freeze fracture preparation of zonula occludens. The fract ure mem·
brane surface shown here reveals an anastomosing network of
ridges (arrows) located near the apical surface of the cell (note microvilli (Mv) present at the cell surface). This is the P·face of the membrane. (The E·face of the fractured membrane would show a com·
plementary pattern of grooves.) The ridges represent linear arrays of
transmembrane proteins (most likely occludins) involved in the for·
mation of the zonula occludens. TI1e membrane of the opposing cell
contains a similar network of proteins, which is in register with the
first cell. The actual sites of protein interaction between the cells form
the anastomosing network. X100,000. (From Hull BE, Staehelin LA. J
Ce//Bio/1976; 68:688-704.)

• Macula adhe1'e11s (p l., maculae adhe1'entes) or desmosome, w hich interacts with inte rmed ia te fi laments
In addition, two other types of a nc horing junctions can
be fo und w he re epithelial cells rest on th e connective tissue
matrix. These focal adhesious (focal contacts) and
hemidesmosomes are d iscussed in t he section on t he basal ·
domain (see pages 1 09 to 111 ).
The zonula adherens provides lateral adhesion between
epithelial cells
The integrity of epithelial surfaces depends in large part on
the lateral a dJ1esion of the cells with one another and their
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ability to resist separation. Although the zonula occludens
involves a fusion of adjoining cell membranes, their resistance to mechanical stress is limited. Reinforcement of this region depends on a strong bon ding site below the zonula occludens. Like the zonu la occludens, this lateral adhesion
device occurs in a continuous band or belt-like configmation
around the cell; th us, the adheri ng junction is referred to as
a zonula adhereos. The zon ula adherens is composed of the
transmem brane adhesion molecule E-cadherin. On the cytoplasmic side, the tail of E-cadherin is bound to catenin (Fig.
4 .11 a). The r esul ting cadherin-catenin complex binds to
vinculin a nd a-actinin and is required for the interaction of
cadherins with the actin filaments of cytoskeleton. The extracellular components o f t he E-cadberin molecules from adjacent cells are linked by Ca2 + io ns or a n additional extracellular lin k protein. Therefore, the morpho logic a nd func tional
in tegrity of the zonula adherens is calcium dependent. Remova l of Ca2+ leads to dissociation of E-cadherin molecules
a nd disruption of the junction.
When examined with the TEM, th e zo n ula adherens is
c ha racterized by a uniform 15- to 20-nm space between
the opposing cell m embranes (Fig. 4.1lb). The intercell ular space is of low e lectron dens ity, appearing a lmost
clear, but it is evid ently occupied by extracellular components of adjacent E-cadherin molecules and Ca 2 ~ ions .
Within the confines of the zonul a adheren s, a moderately
electron -dense materia l called fu zzy plaque is found
along t he cytop las mi c side o f the membrane of each cell.
This material correspo nds to th e location of the cytoplasmic component of the E-cadherin- catenin complex and
the associated proteins (a-actinin a nd vinc ulin ) in to
which actin fi laments attach. Evidence also s uggests t hat
t he fuzzy plaque represen ts the st aina ble su bstance in
light m ic roscopy, the terminal bar. Associa t ed with the
e lectron-dense materia l is a n array of 6-nm actin fi lam ents that stretch across the apica l cytoplasm of the epitheli al cell, the termi na l web.
The fascia adherens is a sheet-like junction that stabilizes
nonepithelial tissues
Ph ys ical a ttach ments t hat occur between cells in tissues
other t han epith elia are usually n ot prominent, but t he re
is at least one n o tab le excepti on . Cardiac muscle cells are
arranged end to e nd , forming thread-like contracti le
units. The cells are attached to each other by a combin at ion of t yp ica l desmoso rnes, or maculae ad her ences, a nd
broa d adh esion plates that morphologica ll y resemble the
zon ula ad herens o f ep ithelia l cells . Because the a ttachment is not rin g-like but rather has a broad fa ce, it is
called t he fascia adherens (Fig. 4.12). At th e molecul a r
level, th e structure of the fa scia a dherens is similar to that
of the zonul a adhe rens; it a lso contains the zon ula occludens Z0-1 protein foun d in d1e tig ht junctions of epithelial cells.
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with two ad jacent cadherin domains in an antiparallel orientation, thus forming a continuous cadherin zipper in the
area of the desmosome (see Fig. 4 .13b) . The cytoplasmic
portions of desmogleins and desmocollins are integral
components of the desmosomal a ttachment plaque. They
interact with the placoglobins and desmoplakins that are
involved in desmosome assembly and the anchoring of intermediate filaments.
The cells of different epithelia require different types
of attachments

In epithelia that ser ve as physiologic barriers, the junctional complex is par ticularly significant because it serves
to create a long-term barrier, a llowing the cells to compartmentalize and restrict the free passage of substances
across the epithelium. Although it is the zonula occludens
of the junctional comp lex that principall y effects this
function, it is the adhesive properties of the zon ulae and
maculae adherens that guard against physical disruption
of the barrier. In other epithelia, there is need for substantiall y stronger attachment between cells in several
planes . In the stratified epithelia l cells of the epidermis,
for example, n umerous maculae adherentes maintain adhesion between adjacent cells. In cardiac muscle, w here
there is a similar need for strong adhesion, a combination
of the macula adherens and the fascia adherens serves this
function.

a - actinin

a
FICURE 4.11
Zonula adherens. a. Diagram showing molecular organization of
zonula adherens. Actin filaments of adjacent cells are attached to the
E-cadherin-catenin complex by a·actinin and vinculin. The E cadherin-catenin complex interacts with identical molecules embedded in
the plasma membrane of the adjacent cell. Interactions between transmembrane proteins are mediated by calcium ions. b. Electron micrograph of the zonula ad herens from Figure 4.8a at higl1er magnification.

The macula adherens (desmosome) provides localized spot-like
adhesion between epithelial cells

The macula adherens is an anchoring cell -to-cell junction that provides a paniculady strong attachment, as
shown by microdissection studies . These junctions are localized on the latera l domain of t he cell , much like a seri es
of spot welds (see Fig. 4 .8a). The macula adherens was
originall y described in epidermal cells and called a desmosome [Gr. desmo, bond + soma, body]. T he name is often used
interchangeably with macula ad herens [L. macula, spot]. In
epidermal cells, the macula ad herens is the only attachment device present. In other epithelia, particularly those
with cuboidal or columnar cells, the macula ad herens is
found in conjunction with a zonula adherens. The macula
adherens occupies small, localized sites on the lateral cell
surface, however; it is not a contin uous structure around
the cell, as is the zonula adherens. Thus, a section perpen-

The plasma membranes are separated here by a relatively uniform intercellular space. This space appears clear, showing only a sparse
amount of diffuse electron-dense substance, which represents extracellular domains of E-cadherin. The cytoplasmic side of the plasma
membrane exhibits a moderately electron-dense material containing
actin filaments. XlOO,OOO.

dicular to the surface of a cell that cuts through the entire
latera l surface will often not include a macula adherens.
The section will always, however, include the zonula adherens.
Electr on microscopy revea ls that the macu la adherens
has a complex str ucture. On the cytoplasmic side of the
plasma membrane of each of the adjoining cells is a diskshaped structure consisting of very dense materia l ca lled
the desmosomal attachment plaque. This structure measures about 400 X 250 X 10 nm and anchors intermediate
filaments (Fig. 4.13a) . The filaments appear to loop
through the attachment plaques and extend back out into
the cytoplasm. T hey are thought to play a rule in dissipating physical forces throughout the cell from the attac hment site. At the molecular level, each attachment plaque
is composed of several constitutive proteins, mainly
desmoplaldns and plalwglobins, which are capable of anchoring the intermediate filaments (Fig. 4.13b).

Communicating Junctions
Communicating junctions, also called gap junctions or
nexus, are present in a wide variety of tissues, including
FICURE 4.12
Fascia adherens. Electron micrograpll showing the end-to·end apposition of two cardiac muscle cells. The intercellular space appears as
a clear undulating area. On the cytoplasmic side of tile plasma membrane of each cel l, there is a dense materi al similar to that seen in a
zonula adherens containing actin filaments. Because the attachment
site here involves a portion of the end face of the two cells, it is called
a fascia adllerens. x 38,000.

The imercell ular space of the macula adherens is conspicuously wider (up to 30 nm) than that of the zonula adberens and is occupied by a dense medial band, the intermediate line. T his li11e represents extracellular portions of
transmembrane glycoproteins, the desmogleins and
desmocollins, which a re mem bers of the cadherin fa mily of
Ca1 + -dependent cell adhesion molecules. Jn the presence of
Ca 1 ' , extracellul ar portions of desmogleins and desmocollins bind adjacent identical mo lecules of neighboring
cells. X-ray crystallographic studies suggest tba t the extracell ula r binding domain of proteins from one cell interacts

epithelia, smooth and cardiac muscle, and nerves. T hey are
important in tissues in w hich activity of adj acent cells must
be coordi nated, such as epithelia engaged in fluid and electrolyte transport, vascular and intestinal smooth muscle,
and heart muscle. A ga p junction consists of an accumulation of transmembrane channels or pores in a tightly
packed array. The pores in one cell membrane are precisely
a ligned with corresponding pores on the membrane of an
adjacent cell, thus, as the name implies, allowing communication between the cells. The gap junctions a llow cells to
exchange ions, regulatory molecules, and small metabolites through the pores . The number of pores in a gap junction can va ry widely, as can the number of gap junctions
between adjacent cells.
Organized concentrations of integral membrane proteins form
the gap j unctions

Vario us procedures have been used to study gap juncti ons, includin g the injection of dyes, racliolabeled compounds, or electric current into cell s and the measurement of these probes in adjacent cells. In dye studies, a
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membranes of adjacent cells

cell membrane

I

connexons

desmocollin and desmoglein
FIGURE 4.13

Molecular structure of the macula adherens (desmosome). a. Elec·
tron micrograph of a macula adherens, showing the intermediate fil·
aments (arrows) attaching into a dense intracellular attachment
plaque located on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane.
The intercellular space is also occupied by electron-dense material
(arrowheads) containing desmocollins and desmogleins. The intercel·
lular space above and below the macula adherens is not well defined

because of extraction of the plasma membrane to show components
of this structure. x 40,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Ernst Kallenbach.)
b. Schematic diagram showing the structure of a macula adherens.
Note the intracellular attachment plaque with anchored intermediate
filaments. The extracellular portions of desmocollins and desmogleins from opposing cells interact with each other in the localized
area of tile desmosome, forming the cadherin "zipper:

fluorescent dye is injected w ith a micropipette into one
cell of an epith elia l sheet. The readily visualized dye can
be seen to pass to the immediately adjacent cells. These
experiments confirm that adjacent cells share communica ting channels that allow sma ll molecules and ions to
pass directly between cells without entering the extracellular space.

Gap junctions can be visualized in TEM sections and freeze
fracture preparations

Gap junctions reduce resistance to passage of electric current
between adjacent cells

Electrical conductance studies of gap junctions involve
the introduction of microelectrodes into neighboring cells
and the esta blishment of a voltage difference between the
electrodes. Current flow between the cells is then measured . If no gap junctions are present between the neighboring cells, the current flow is low, primaril y because of
the high electri cal resistance of the plasma membranes. In
contrast, if neighboring cells are joined by gap junctions,
there is little electrical resistance between them, and current flow is high. The low resistance reflects the direct cytoplasmic continuity between the two cells, resulting from
the presence of the gap junctions. Therefore, gap junctions
are also called low-resistance junctions.

When viewed with the TEM, the gap junction appears as
an area of contact between the plasma membranes of adjacent cells (Fig. 4.14a). When uranyl acetate is applied as
a "stain" before embedding the tissue (en bloc staining), a
gap junction appears as two parallel, closely apposed
plasma membranes separated by a gap of 2 nm.
Freeze fracture images of gap junctions revea l groups
of channels fo rmed by the appos ition of identical structures in the facing membranes. Known as connexons,
these structures consist of six integra l membrane proteins
called connexins, configured in a circular arrangem ent
(Fig. 4 .14b). Each cha nnel is composed of two conn exons, one belonging to the plasma membrane of each cell.
Channels in gap junctions can fluctuate rapid ly between
an open 2-nm-diameter channel and a closed state
thro ugh reversible changes in the confirmation of the individual connexins (Fig. 4.14c). The molecular m echanism of channel reg ulation is not yet full y understood .
Like many other cellular organelles whose electron microscopic appearance suggests a static structure, gap
junctions are actuall y dynamic.

extracellular space
FIGURE 4.14

Structure of a gap junction. a. Electron micrograph showing the
plasma membranes of two adjoining cells forming a gap junction.
The unit membranes (arrows) approach one another, narrowing the
intercellular space to produce a 2-nm-wide gap. X 76,000. b. Drawing
of a gap junction, showing the membranes of adj oining cells and the
structural components of the membrane that form channels or passageways between the two cells. Each passageway is formed by a circular array of six subun its, dumbbell-shaped transmembrane proteins
that span tile plasma membrane of each cell. These complexes,

called connexons, have a central opening of about 2-nm in diameter.
The channels formed by the registration of the adjacent complementary pairs of connexons perm it the flow of small molecules through
the channel but not into the intercellular space. Conversely, substances in tile intercellular space can permeate the area of a gap
junction by flowing around the connexon complexes, but they cannot enter the channels. c. The diameter of the channel in an individual connexon is regulated by reversible changes in the confirmation
of tile individual connexins.

Morphologic Specializations of the Lateral Cell .
Surface

mo tic gradient between the salt concentration in the intercellular space and the concentration in the cytoplasm.
The intercellular space distends because of the accumulating fluid moving across the epithelium , but it can distend o nly to a limited degree because of junctional attachments in the apical and basal portions of the cell.
Hydrostatic pressure gradually builds up in the intercellular space and drives an essentiall y isotonic fluid from
the space into the underlying connective tissue. The occlud ing junction at the apical end of the intercellular
space prevents fluid from moving in the opposite direction. As the action of the sodium pump depletes the cytoplasm of sa lt and water, these are repla ced by diffusion
across the apica l plasma membrane, whose surface area is
g reatly increased by the presence of microvilli, thus allowing the continuous movement of fluid from the lu men
to the connective tiss ue as long as the Na +fiU -ATPase is
acti ve.

lateral cell surface folds (plicae) create interdigitating
cytoplasmic processes of adjoining cells

Th e latera l surfaces of certain epithelial cells show a
tortuous boundary due to infoldings or plicae along the
border of each cell with its neighbor (Fig. 4.15 ). These illfo ldings increase the lateral surface area of the cell and
are particularly prominent in epithelia that are engaged in
fluid a nd electrolyte transport, such as the intestinal and
gallbladder epithelium. In active fluid transport, sodium
ions are pumped out of the cytoplasm at the lateral
plasma membrane by Na+fJ<+-ATPase localized in that
membrane. Anions then diffuse across the membrane to
maintain electri.cal neutrality, and water diffuses from the
cytoplasm into the intercellular space, driven by the os-
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Basement Membrane Structure and Function
The term basement membrane was originally given to a
layer of variable thickness at the basal surfaces of epithelia. Although a prominent structure referred to as basement membrane is observed with hematoxylin and eosin
(H &E) stain in a few locati o ns, such as the trachea (Fig.
4.16) a nd, occasiona lly, the urina ry blad der and ureters,
basement membrane req ui res specia l sta ining to be seen in
the light microscope. This requirement is due, in part, to
its thinness and to the effect of the eosin stain, which
makes it indisting uishable from the immediately adjacent
connective tissue. In the trachea, the structure that is often
described as basement membrane inc! udes not on ly the
true basement membrane but an additional layer of
closely spaced and aligned collagen fibrils that belo ng to
the connecti ve tissue.
In contrast to H &E (Fig. 4.17a ), the periodic acid-Schiff
(PAS) staining technique (Fig. 4.1 7 b) results in a positive reaction at the site of the basement membrane. It appears as
a thin, well-defined magenta layer between the epithelium
and the connective tissue. T he stain reacts with the sugar
moieties of proteoglycans, accumu lating in sufficient
a mounts and density to make the basement membrane visible in the light microsco pe. Techniques involving the reduction of silver sa lts by the suga rs blac ken the basement
membrane and ar e a lso used to demonstrate this structure.
Although the basement membrane is classically described
as exclusively associated with epithelia, similar PAS-positive an d silver-reactive sites can be demonstrated surro unding peripheral nerve supporting cells, ad ipocytes, and mus-

FIGURE 4.17
Photomicrographs showing serial sections of intestinal glands of
the colon. The glands in this specimen have been cross-sectioned

and appear as round profiles. a. Th is speci men was stained with H&E.
Note that neither the basement membrane nor the mucin that is located within the goblet cells is stained. xsso. b. This sect ion was

cle cells (Fig. 4.18); this helps to delineate them from the
surroundi ng connective tiss ue in histologic sections. Connective tissue cells other than adipocytes do not show a
similar PAS-positive or silver reaction. T hat most connecti ve tissue cells are not surrounded by basement membrane
material is consistent with their lack of adhesion to the connecti ve tissue fi bers. In fact, they m ust migrate within the
tissue under appropriate stimu li to functio n.

FIGURE 4.1 5
Lateral interdigitations. Electron micrograph showing info/dings or

interdigitatlons at the lateral surfaces of two adj oin ing intestinal absorptive cells. X25,000.

Q THE BASAL DOMAIN AND ITS
SPECIALIZATIONS IN CELL-TOEXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
ADHESION

FIGURE 4.18

The basa l domain of epithelial cells is cha racteri zed by severa l fea tu res:

Photomicrograph of smooth muscle cells stained by the PAS
method. This photomicrograph is stained by the PAS method and

• Basement membrane, which is located next to the basa l
surface of epithelial cells

• Cell-to-extracellular matrix junctions, which anc ho r the
cell to the extracellular matrix

• Plasma membrane infoldings, which increase surface
ar ea a nd facilitate morphologic interactions between adjacent cells

FIGURE 4.16
Tracheal basement membrane. Photomicrograpl1 of a H&E- stained

section of the pseudostratlfled ciliated epithelium of the trachea. The
basement membrane appears as a thick homogeneous layer immediately below the epithelium. It is actua lly a pa rt of the connective tissue and is composed largely of densely packed collagen fibrils. x 450.

counterstained with hematoxylin (pale nuclei). The muscle cells have
been cut in cross section and appear as polygonal profiles because
of the presence of PAS-positive basement membrane material surrounding each cell. As t11e plane of section passes through each
smooth muscle cell, it may or may not pass through the portion of
the cell that includes the nucleus. Therefore, in some of the polygonal profiles, nuclei can be seen; in other profiles, no nuclei are seen.
The cytoplasm is not stained. xsso.

stained by the PAS method. It reveals the basement membrane as a
thin, magenta layer (arrows) between the base of the epithelial cells
of the glands and the adjacent connective tissue. The mucin within
the goblet cells is also PAS-positive. xsso.

The basal lamina is the structural attachment site for overlying
cells and underlying connective tissue

Examinatio n of the site of epithelial basement membranes with the EM revea ls a discrete layer of electro ndense matrix material 40- to 60-nm thick between the ep-
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where the basa l lam ina of t he venous sinuses fo rms a
unique patte rn of ring-li ke ba nds rather tha n a thin ,
sh ea th-li ke layer a rou nd t he vessel, exactly correspond ing
images ar e seen w ith the PAS and sil ver t echn iques as well
as with the EM (Fig. 4.22).
Several structures are responsible for attachment of the basal
lamina to the underlying connective tissue
On the opposite side of the basal lamina, the connective
tissue side, seve ral mecha nism s provide attachmen t of th e
basal lamina to the underlying connective tissue:

• Anch01'ing fibrils (type VII collagen) (see Table 5 .2) a re

a nchoring
fibrils
FIGURE4.19

Electron micrograph of two adjoining epithelial cells with their basal
lamina. The micrograph shows only the basal portions of the two cells
and parts of their nuclei (N). The intercellular space is partially obscured by lateral interdigitations between the two cells (arrows). The

ithelium a nd the adjacent connective tiss ue (Fig. 4.19)
called the basal lamina or, sometimes, lamina densa. Th is
layer exhibits a network of fine, 3- to 4-nm fila ments when
observed at high resolution. Between the basal lamina a nd
the cell is a relatively clear or electron-lucent area, the lamina Iucida (a lso a b o ut 40 nm w ide). This area contai ns ext racellular portions of cell adhesio n molecules, main ly fibronectin receptors. These receptors a re members of t he
large fami ly of transmembr ane p roteins called integrins.
Integrin s are linked to the cytoskeleton in tracellula rly an d
have extracellula r portions that bind to the p rincipa l glycoproteins of the extracell ula r matrix (collagen, la minin,
fibro nectin).
The basal lamina includes at least four groups of molecules
Ana lyses o f ba sal laminae derived from epitheli a in
ma ny locati ons (kidney glomeruli, lung, co rnea, lens of the
eye) indicate th at it consists of collagens, proteoglyca ns,
la minin, a nd th e glycoproteins entactin and fib ro nectin.

• Collagen. Severa l collagen sp ecies are p resent in the
basal la m ina. The m ajor compone nt, type IV collagen,
repr esents one of a pprox imatel y 19 types of collagen
c urrentl y characterized in the body (see Table 5 .2). Unlike most of the other collagens in the body, wh ich a re
p roducts of fibroblasts a nd related cells, type IV coll agen
and the o ther collagens of the basal lam ina are produc ts
o f the epithelia l cells a nd other cell types tha t possess a
basa l o r extern al la mina. Type IV collagen co nsists of
sho rt fil a ments that are thought to provide strucmral integrity to t he basal lamina. It bas mor e hydroxyproline

basal lamina (BL) appears as a thin layer that follows the contours of
the basal domain of the overlying cell. Below the basal lamina are numerous cross-sectioned collagen (reticular) fibrils. X30,000.

and hydroxylysine than other collagen s as well as a
larger number of ca rboh ydra te side cha ins. Type VII collagen forms an ch oring fib rils t hat link t he basal lamina
to the underlying retic ula r la min a (d escribed below).
These molec ular associatio ns are reinforced by fibronectin a nd additio na l glycoproteins. Still incompletely
char acterized , these glycoprotein s (some o f which may
be additiona l minor collagen types) interconnect or
cross-link th e o the r mo lecules to im part even greater
stability in the inte ractions between th e basal la mi na
an d its associa ted cells a nd structures.
• Proteoglycans. M uch of the volume of the basa l lamina
is probably due to the proteoglyca ns (heparan su lfate
and chondroitin sulfate proteoglyca ns) . Owing to th eir
highly a nio nic character, these molecules are extensively
hydrated. Beca use of their hig h negative cha rge de nsity,
sulfated proteoglycans are believed to pla y an important
role in the regula tio n of the passage of ions acr oss th e
basal la min a.
• Laminin. T his cr oss-shaped g lycoprotein molecule
bridges the la mina Iucida to link the basal lam ina to the
integrins of t he basa l doma in of the overlyi ng epithelia l
cells (Fig . 4.20). La m inin, heparan sulfate, and c hondroitin sulfate proteoglycans a re prod ucts o f these cells;
when secre ted along w ith type IV collagen, they selfassemble into basal la min a sheets.
• Entactin and fibronectin. The remaining two substances
are less well cha racterized. En ta ctin is a small, sulfated
glycoprotein whose sp ecific locatio n a nd function wit h in
t he basa l lamina are no t yet elucida ted . It has binding
sites for coll agen type IV. It also binds to lamin in , fo rm ing a stable en tactin- laminin compl ex. Fibronectin , an -

FIGURE4.20

Schematic diagram of the basal portions of two epithelial cells. This
diagram shows the cellular and extracellular components that provide attachment between epithelial cells and tile underlying connective tissue. On the connective tissue side of the basal lamina, anchoring fibrils extend from the basal lamina to th e collagen (reticula r)
fibrils of the connective tissue, providing structural attachment at this
site. On tile epithelial side, laminin (green), collagen XVII (red), and integrins (yellow) a re present in the la mina rara and lamina densa and
provide adhesion between the basal lamina and the intracellular attacllment plaques of hemidesmosomes.
other gl ycoprotein, has binding sites for a ll of the basal
lam ina components a nd proba bly serves to bind it to the
subjacen t connective tissue.
A layer of reticular fi bers underlies the basal lamina

There is still lack of agreem en t as to the exte nt to which
t he basa l la mina seen w ith the EM corresponds to tl~e
structure described as the basement mem brane in t he light
mic roscope. Some in vestigato rs co ntend tha t the baseme nt me mbra ne includes no t on ly the basa l lamin a but
a lso a secondary layer of sma ll- unit fibrils of type III collagen (retic ular fibers) that forms the re ticular la mina.
T he r etic ular la mina, as such , be lo ngs to the connecti ve
tiss ue and is n ot a product of t he epithelium. The reti cular lam ina was o nce regarded as th e component tha t reacted w ith sil ver, wh ereas t he polysaccharides of the basa l
la min a a nd the ground su b sta nce associated with the
ret icul a r fibers were thoug ht to be t he co mpo nents
stained w ith the PAS reaction . However, convi ncing argu ments can be ma de for the basa l la min a reacting with
both PAS a nd silver in several si tes . ln normal kidney
g lome ruli, for exa mple, n o collagen (retic ul ar) fi bers a re
associa ted wi th t he basa l la mina of th e epithelial cells
(Fig . 4.21 ), although a positive reactio n occurs w ith both
PAS staining and silver impreg natio n. A lso, in the spleen ,

u suall y fou nd in close associa tion with h emidesmosomes . They extend from the basal lam ina m atrix a nd
appear to attac h to con nect ive t issue reticu lar fibri ls (see
Fig . 4 .20).
• Fib1illin microfibrils are 10 to 12 nm in diameter and
attach the la mi na den sa to elastic fibe rs. Fibrillin microfibrils are known to have elastic properties. A mutation in the fibrillin gene (FBNl ) causes Marfan's sy nd rome and oth er rela ted connective tiss ue disorders.
• Discrete pmjections of the lamina densa on its co nn ective tiss ue side interac t directly wi th the re ticular
la mina to form a n additiona l binding site with type III
co.ll agen.
The multiple ro les of the basal lamina and basem ent
membra ne are not yet full y elucida ted. lt is generally accepted that they facili tate attachment of epithe lia t o un derl ying connecti ve t iss ue a nd that they influence the di ffere ntia tion a nd pro life ratio n of the e pithelial cells tha t
contact them .
Muscle cells, adipocytes, a nd peripher al nerve supporting cells exhibit a n extracellular elect ron-den se material
tha t resembl es the basal lamina of epitheliwn. This mate-

The terms basement membrane and basal lamina are used inconsistently In tile literature. Some authors use basement membrane when referring to both light and electron microscopic
images. Others dispense with the term basement membrane altogether and use basal lamina In both light and electron microscopy. Because the term basement membrane originated
with light microscopy, it is used In this book only in the context of light microscopic descriptions and only in relation to
epithelia. The electron microscopic term basal lamina is reserved for the ultrastructural content to denote the layer present at the interface of connective tissue with epithelial cells.
The term external lamina Is used to identify this same layer
when it forms a peripheral cellular investment, as in muscle
cells a nd peripheral nerve supporting cells.
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FIGURE4.22

FIGURE 4.21
Basal lamina in the kidney glomerulus. Electron micrograph of a kidney
glomerular capillary, showing the basal lamina (BL) Interposed between
the capillary endothelial cell (En) and the cytoplasmic processes (P) of ep-

ithelial cells (podocytes). The epithelial cell is located on the outer {abluria l a lso corresponds to a PAS-positive staining reactio n, as
descri bed above (see Fig . 4.18). A lthough t he term " basement mem brane" is n ot o rdin arily app lied to the ext racellu lar stai nab le m a teria l of these nonepithe lial cells in lig ht
m icroscopy, t he terms " basa l la m in a" or "external la mina" a re typically used at the EM level.
Basal laminae have multiple functions

Vario us func tio ns are now attributed to the basal la mina:

• Structural attachment. As n o ted, the basal la m ina serves
as a n intermediary str ucture in the attachment of cells to
t he ad jacent cmm ective t issue.
• Compartmentalization. Structurally, basal a nd ext ernal
laminae separa te or isola te the con nective tissue from epithel ia , nerve, and muscle tissues. Connecti ve tissue-inc lud ing al l of its specialized tissues, such as bone and cartilage (with the exception of adipose tissue, in tha t its ceUs
possess an externa l lam ina)--can be viewed as a single,
con tinuo us com partment. In contrast, epithelia, muscles,
a nd nerves are sep a rated from adjacent con nective tissue
by intervening basal or external la min ae. For a n y s ub-

Demonstration of basement membrane
material in splenic vessels. a. Photomicrograph of a silver preparation revealing two
longitudinally sectioned venous sinuses In
tile spleen. Tilese blood vessels are surmunded by a modified basement membrane, which takes tl1e form of a ring-like
structure, mucil like tile hoops of a barrel,
rather tilan a continuous layer or lamina.
Tile rings are blackened by tile silver a nd
appear as bands wilere the walls of the
vessel have been tangentially sectioned
(arrows). To the right, the cut has penetrated deeper into the vessel and shows
the lumen (L). Here. the cut edges of the
rings are seen on both sides of the vessel.
In the lower vessel, the cut rings have been
sectioned in a virtually perpendicular
plane, and the rings appear as a series of
dots. x 400. b. Electron micrograph of the
wa ll of a venous sinus, showing a longitudinally sectioned endothelial cell (EnC). The
nucleus (N) of the cell is protruding into the
lumen. The basal lamina material (asterisks)
has t11e same homogeneous appearance
as seen by electron microscopy in otiler
sites except that it is aggregated into ri ngli ke structures rather than into a flat layer
or lamina. Moreover, its location and plane
of section correspond to the silverreactive, dot-like material in the panel
above. x 25,000.

minal) surface of the endothelial cell. x 12,000. Inset. Relationship at
higher magnification. Note that the endothelial cells and epithelial cells
are separated by the shared basal lamina and that no collagen fibrils are
present. N, nucleus of epithelial cell; L. lumen of capillary. X40,000.
stan ce to m ove from one tissue to an o t her (e.g., from o ne
com pa rtment to another), it must cross such a la mina.
• Filtration. The movemen t o f substances to and from th e
connective t iss ue is regul ated in part by th e ba sal lam ina,
la rgely thro ugh io ni c charges and integral spaces. Filtratio n is well characterized in the ki d ney, w here t he
p lasm a filtra te m ust cross th e com pound basal la mi nae
o f capill a ri es a nd a dj acent epit helia l cells to reach the
urinar y space w it hi n a rena l corp uscle.
• Polarity induction. Epit heli a l cells exhi bit functi onall y
di ffe re nt mem brane p roperties as a resu lt of s urface exposure. Specific properties attributable to the basal
m em bra ne su rface, as opposed to t he apical a nd la ter a l
m embra ne su rfaces, are ind uced by t he presence of the
basal la mina. For example, epit helial cells grown in o rdinary t issue cul t ure fla tten as t hey pro liferate a nd g row
in the c ul tu re . W hen grown on the surface of an artificial basa l la mina in the culture medium, the same cells
d isplay their ch aracteri stic sha pe as well as norm al polarity a nd functio n.
• Tissue scaffoldi ng. T he basal lam ina serves as a gu ide o r
scaffold d uring regeneration. Newly fo rmed cells or

growing p rocesses of a cell use t he basa l lam ina that rem ains a fter cell loss, thus helping to ma in tai n the original t issue architectu re. For example, w hen nerves ai·e
damaged , n ew n eurom uscu la r ju ncti ons fro m a g rowi ng
axo n w ill be established o nly if th e exte rnal la mi na rema ins imact a fter injury.

Cell-to-Extracellular Matrix Junctions
T he organization of cells in epithel ium depends on the
su pport provided by th e extrace llu lar matrix, o n wh ic h
the basal su rface of each cell rests. Anchoring junctious
ma inta in the morphologic in tegrity of th e e p itheliumcon nective t issue interface. T he two major a nchoring junctio ns are

• Focal adhesions, w h ic h anch or actin filamen ts of the cytoske leton into the basemen t mern brane

• Hemidesmosomes, which a nc hor the intermed ia te fila ments of cytosk eleton into t he basem ent membr a ne

In additio n , tra nsmem brane proteins located in the basal
cell do m ain (m a in ly related to th e integrin fa mily o f ad hesion mo lecu les) interact w ith the basa l la mina.
Focal adhesions create a dynamic link between the actin
cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix proteins

Focal ad hesions are responsibl e for a ttachi ng lo ng bund les of actin filaments (stress fi bers) into the basal lam ina.
T hey play a promi nent role d ur ing dyna mi c cha nges t hat
occur in epithelial cells, e.g., m igra tion of epith el ia l cells in
wound repai r. These foca l adh esions form d ynam ic attachm ents to the unde rlying connective tissue by linking acti n
fila ments to extracell ula r matri x proteins (Fig. 4 .23).
In genera l, focal adhesions consist of a cyto plasmic face
to w hich act in fi laments a re bound, a t ransmembran e connecting region, and a n extracell ular face that binds to t he
proteins of the extracell ular matrix. T he main fam ily of
tra nsmembra ne proteins in volved in focal adhesio ns a re integrins, w hich are concentrated in clusters w ithin t he areas
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w here the junctions can be detected. lntegrins are cap able of
t ransducing signals to the interior of the cell, w here they affect cell migra tion, differentiatio n, a nd growth. On the cytoplasmic face, in tegrins interact with actin-binding p roteins
(a-actinin, vinculin, talin, paxillin) as well as m an y regulatory protei ns, such as focal adhesi01~ kinase or tyrosine kinase. On the extracellula r side, integrins bind to extracellular matrix glycoproteins, u sua ll y lam ini n and fibronectin.
Hemidesmosomes occur in epithelia that require strong, stable
adhesion to the connective tissue

fibronectin
basement
me mbrane

__t_
L ....___

-- - - -

FIGURE4.23

Diagra m showing the molecular organization of focal adhesions. On the cytoplasmic side, note
the arrangement of different actin-binding proteins. These proteins
Interact with integrins, the transmem brane proteins, the extracellular
domains of which bind to fibronectin.

Molecular structure of focal adhesions.

A varia nt o f t he anchoring junction simila r to the
d esmosome is found in certa in epithelia su bject to abrasion
and mechanical shea ring for ces that would tend to separ ate t he epithelium fro m t he un derl ying connective tissue.
Typicall y, it occurs in th e cornea, the skin, a nd the muco sa
of the oral cavity, esop hagus, a nd vagi na. In these locations, o nly half the d esmosome is p resent, hence the na me
hemidesmosome. H emides mosom es are fou n d on the basa l
cel l surface, w here th ey provide increased adhesion to the
basal la mina (Fig. 4 .24a). When o bserved w ith the EM, the
h emidesmosome exhibits a n attachment plaque on the cytoplasmic side of the basal p lasma membra ne. The protein
composition o f this structu re is similar to that of the
desmosomal plaque, as it contains desmoplakin-like pro-

reins capa ble of anchoring interme d iate fila ments of the cytoske let o n. In contrast to the desmosome, whose transmembrane proteins belong to the cad heri n family of calcium-dependent molecu les, the transmem brane proteins
fo und in the hemid esmosome include the integrin class of
cell matrix receptors. The extracellular p ortion s of these
integrins enter the basal lam ina and in teract w ith its protei ns, including laminin a nd type IV collagen. In addition ,
type XVII collagen, a transmembrane molecule, ca n be detected within the hemidesmoso me (Fig. 4. 2 4b). In certain
skin diseases characterized cl inically by blister fo rm a tion,
suc h as bullous pemphigoid, hig h levels of antibodies di rected aga inst comp o n ents of the hemid esmosome, including a ntibodies against type XVII collagen , ca n be detected.
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nent in pr oximal a nd di stal tubules o'f the kidney (Fig. 4.25)
and in certain d ucts of the saliva1·y glands. Mitoch ondria are
typically concentrated at th is basal site to provide the energy
req uirem ents for active t ra nsport. The mitochondr ia are
usually oriented vertically w ithin t he folds. The orientat ion
of the mitochondria, com bined with the basal mem bra ne infoldings, r esults in a striated a ppearance along the basal aspect of the cell w hen observed in the lig ht microscop e. Because of this p henomenon, the sa livar y gland ducts tha t
possess these cells are referred to as striated ducts.

\1 GLANDS
T ypically, gla nds a re classified into two m ajor groups according to how t he ir products a re released (Ta ble 4.2):

Morphologic Modifications of the Basal Cell
Surface
Many cells t ha t t ransport fluid have infoldings at the basal
cell surface. These basal surface modi fications are promi-

• Exocrine glands secrete t heir products onto a surface di rectly or throug h epithelia l ducts or tubes tha t a re connected to a su rface. Ducts may convey the secreted m ateria l in a n una ltered fo rm or may m odify the secretion
by concentratin g it o r a dding o r reabsorbing constitu ent
substa nces.
• Endocrine glm~ds lack a d uct system. They secrete the ir
products into t he connect ive tissue, w here th ey en ter t he
bloo dstream to reac h their target cells. The products of
endocrine gla n ds are ca lled hormones.
In some epithelia, individ ua l cells secr ete a substa nce
tha t does not reach the bloodstream but ra ther affects
other cells w ithin the sa me epithelium. Such secretory activity is referred to as paracrine. The secretory mater ia l
r eac hes the target cells by diffusion th rough the extracellular sp ace or immediately subj acent connective tissue.

intermediate fila me nt
intracellular
a ttachment plaque

Cells of exocrine glands exhibit different mechanisms
of secretion

The cells of exocrine glands have three basic release
mecha nisms for secretory p ro ducts (see Table 4.2):

colla gen XVII

• M erocrine sec1'etiou. T he secretory product is de li vered
laminin 5

anchoring
fibrils

collagen Ill
collagen IV
collagen V II

b

FIGURE4.24

Electron micrograph of
the basal aspect of a gingival epithelial cell. Below the nucleus (N), intermed iate filaments are seen converging on the intracellular attachment plaques (arrows) of the hemidesmosome. Below the plasma
membrane are the basal lamina (BL) and collagen (reticular) fib ri ls
(most of wh ich are cut in cross section) of the connective tissue.
x 40,000. b. Diagram showing the molecular organization of a
hemid esmosome. Tl1e intracellular attachment plaque is associated

Molecular structure of hemidesmosome. a.

with transmembrane adhesion molecules, such as the fa mily of integrins and transmembrane type XVII collagen. Note that the intermediate filaments seem to originate or terminate in the intracellular attachment plaque. Extracellular portions of integrins bind to laminin 5
and type IV collagen. With the help of anchoring fibrils (type VII collagen) laminin and integrln, the attachment plaque is secured to the
reticular fibers (type Ill collagen) of extracellular matrix.

FIGURE4.25

Electron micrograph of the basal portion of a kidney tubule cell, showing the infolding of the plasma membrane. Note
the aligned mitochondria. The infoldlngs of adjoining cells result in
the interdigitations of cytoplasm between the two cells. X2S,OOO.

Basal infoldings.

in membra ne- bo unded ves icles t o the apica l surface of
the cell. H e re, ves icles fuse with the p lasma m embrane
a nd extrude their co nte nts by exocytosis. This is th e
m ost commo n mechani sm of secretio n a nd is fo und , for
exa mp le, in p ancreatic acinar cells.
• Apocrine secretiou. The secretory prod uct is r eleased in
the apica l por tion of t he cell, surro unded by a thin laye r
of cyt oplas m w ithi n a n envelope of plasma mem bra ne.
This mechanism of secretion is found in t he lactat ing
mam m ary glan d, w here it is responsible for re leasing
large lipid dro p lets in to the m il k. It a lso occu rs in the
a poc rine glands of ski n , c il iary (Moll's) glands of th e
eyelid , and the ceruminous g lands of the external au d it ory meatus.
• Holocrine sec1'etiou. T he secretory prod uc t accumulates
within the maturing cell, which simultan eously undergoes programmed cel.l dea th. Both secre to ry produc ts
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TABLE 4.3. Classification of Multicellular Glands

TABLE 4.2. TYpes of Glands
Merocine

EpiiiJrlial Tissue

Holocrine

Endocrine
Glands

Classification

Paracrine
Glands
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Typical location
Large intestine: Intestinal
glands of the col~n

Secretory portion of the gland is a straight
tube formed by the secretory cells (goblet cells)

Simple coiled tubular

Skin: eccrine sweat gland

Coiled tubular structure is composed of the secretory portion located deep In the dermis

Simple branched
tubular

Stomach: mucus-secreting glands of the pylorus

Branched tubular glands with wide secretory
portions are formed by the secretory cells and
produce a viscous mucous secretion

Simple
acinar

Urethra: paraurethral
and periurethral glands

Simple acinar glands develop as an outpouching of the transitional epithelium and are
formed by a single layer of secretory cells

Branched
acinar

Stomach: mucus-secreting glands of cardia

Branched acinar glands with secretory portions are formed by mucus-secreting cells; the
short, single-duct portion opens directly into
the lumen

Compound
tubular

Duodenum: submucosal
glands of Brunner

Compound tubular glands with coiled secretory portions are located deep in the submucosa of the duodenum

Compound
acinar

Pancreas: excretory
portion

Compound acinar glands with alveolar-shaped
secretory units are formed by pyramid-shaped
serous-secreting cells

Compound
tubuloacinar

Submandibular salivary
gland

Compound tubuloacinar glands can have both
mucous branched tubular and serous
branched acinar secretory units; they have
serous end-caps (demilunes)

Cl.l

iS.

and cell debris are discharged into the lumen of the
gland . This mechanism is found in sebaceous glands of
skin and the tarsal (Meibomian) glands of the eyelid.
Exocrine glands are classified as either unicellular or multicellular

Unicellular glands are the simplest in structure. In unicellular exocrine glands, the secretory component consists of
single cells distributed among other nonsecretory cells. A
typical example is the goblet cell, a mucus-secreting cell positioned among other columna r cells (Fig. 4.26). Goblet cells
are located in the surface lining and glands of the .i ntestines
and in certain passages of the respiratory tract.
Multicellular glands are composed of more than one
cell. They exhibit varyi ng degrees of complexity. Their
structural orga nization a llows subclassification according
to the arrangement of the secretory ceJls (parenchyma) an d
the presence or absence of branching of the duct elements.

The simplest arrangement of a mul ticell ular gla nd is a
cellular sheet in which each surface cell is a secretor y cell.
For example, the lining of the stomach a nd its gastric pits
is a sheet of mucus-secreting cells (Fig. 4.27) .
Other multicellular glands typica lly form tubula r invaginations from the surface. The end pieces of the gla nd
conta in the secretor y cells; the portion of the gland connecting the secretor y cells to the surface serves as a d uct. If
the duct is unbranched, the gland is ca lled simple; if the
duct is branched, it is ca lled compou1td. If the secretory
portion is shaped like a tu be, the gland is tubulat'; if it is
shaped like a flask, the gland is alveolar or acinar; if the
tube ends in a sac-like dilation, the gland is tubuloalveolar. Tubular secretory portions may be straight, branched,
or coiled; alveolar portions may be single or branched .
Various combinations of duct and secretory portion shapes
a re fou nd in the body. Classification and description of exocrine glands may be fou nd in Tab le 4.3.

Features

Simple
tubular
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FIGURE 4.26
Unicellular glands. Photomicrograph of intestinal epithelium, showing single goblet cells {arrows) dispersed among absorptive cells. Each
goblet cell may be regarded as a unicellular gland-the simplest exocrine type gland. x 350.

FIGURE4.27
Mucus surface cells of stomach. Photomicrograph of stomach surface. The epithelial cells lining the surface are all mucus-secreting
cells, as are tile cells lining tile gastric pits {P). The cells of tile gastric
pit form simple tubular glands. x260.
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Surface ectoderm gives rise to

Mucous and serous glands are so named because of the type
of secretion produced

• Epidermis and its derivatives (ha ir, nails, sweat glands,

The secretory cells of exocrine gla nds associated with
the various bod y tubes, e.g., the alimentary canal, respiratory passages, and urogen ital system, are often described
as being mucous, serous, or both.
Mucous secretions are viscous and slimy, whereas serous
secretions are watery. Goblet cells, secretory cells of the
sublingual salivary glands, and surface cells of the stomach
are exampl es of mucus-secreting cells. The mucous nature
of the secretio n r es ults from extensive glycosylation of the

sebaceous gla nds, and the parenchyma a nd ducts of the
manunary glands)
• Cornea and lens epithelia of the eye
• Enamel organ and enamel of the teeth

1I5

• Components of the inner ear
• Adenohypophysis (anteri or lo be of pituitary gland)
Neuroectoderm gives r ise to
• Neural tube and its derivatives (the central nervous system, including ependyma, pineal body, and neurohy-

MESODERM
• urogenital system including gonads,
ducts, and accessory glands

• muscles of trunk and skeleton except skull
• dermis of skin
• connective tissue
FIGURE4.29
Serous-secreting compound gland. Photomicrograph of pancreatic
acinus (A) (outlined by the dotted line) with its duct (D). The small
round objects within the acinar cells represent the zymogen granules, the stored secretory precursor material. x 320.

constituent proteins with anio nic oligosaccharides. The
mucinogen granules, the secretory product wi thin the cell,
are therefore PAS positive (see Fig. 4.17a). However, they
are water soluble and lost during routine tissue preparation. For this reason, the cytoplasm of muco us cells appears to be empty in H &E-stained paraffin sections. Another char acteristic feature of a mucous cell is that its
nucleus is usually flattened against the base of the cell by
accumulated secretory prod uct (Fig. 4 .28).
In contrast to mucus-secreting cells, serous cells produce
poorly glycosylated or nonglycosylated protein secretions.
The nucleus is typically round or oval (Fig. 4.29). The apical
cytoplasm is often intensely stained with eosin if its secretory
granules are well preserved. The perinuclear cytoplasm often
appears basophilic because of an extensive rough endoplasmic reticulum, a characteristic of protein-synthesizing cells.
Serous cell-containing acini (sing., acinus) are found in
the parotid gland and pancreas. Acini of some glands, such
as the submandibular gland, contain both mucous and
serous cells. In ro uti ne tissue preparation, the sero us cells
are more removed from the lumen of the acinus and are
shaped as crescents or demilunes (" ha lf-moons") (see page
455 for an explanation of demilune formation) at the periphery of the mucous acinus.

FIGURE4.28
Mucus-secreting compound gland. Photomicrograph showing two
small lobes of a mucus-secreting gland associated with the larynx.
Each displays the beginning of a duct (D) into which mucin is secreted
(arrows). The individual secretory cells that form the acinus (A) are dif·
ficult to define. Their nuclei (arrowl1eads) are flattened and located in
the very basal portion of the cell, a feature typical of mucus-secreting
glands. The cytoplasm is filled with mucin that has been retained during preparation of the tissue and appears stained. x350.
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• connective tissue and muscle of viscera and limbs
• serous membranes of pleura, pericardium,
and peritoneum
• blood and lymph cells
• cardiovascular and lymphatic systems
• spleen

• skull
• dentin

ECTODERM
ENDODERM
epithelium of:
•trachea
• bronchi
•lungs

surface ectoderm

l

.--1
~

' - - - - -- -- - ------1
trilaminar embryonic disk

epithelium of:
• Gl tract
•liver
• pancreas
• urachus
epithelium of:
• pharynx
• thyroid gland
• tympanic cavity
• pharyngotympanic tube
• tonsils
• parathyroid glands

neuroectoderm
epiblast

I
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HISTOGENESIS OF EPITHELIUM

inner cell mass·

The three ger m layers in the developing embryo contribute
to the formation of the various epithelia .

Ectodermal Derivatives
The derivatives of the ectoderm may be divided into two
major classes: surface ectoderm and neuroectoderm.

• epidermis, hair, nails, cutaneous
and mammary glands
• anterior pituitary gland
• enamel of teeth
• internal ear
• corneal epithelium and lens of eye

FIGURE4.30
Derivatives of the three germ layers. Schematic drawing illustrating
the derivatives of the three germ layers: ectoderm, endoderm, and

I \
t

neural crest

neural tube

• cranial and sensory
ganglia and nerves
• adrenal medulla
• melanocytes
• pharyngeal arch cartilages
• head mesenchyme
• Schwann cells
• central nervous system
• retina
• pineal body
• posterior pituitary gland

mesoderm. (Based on Moore KL, Persaud TVN. The Developing Human,
Clinically Oriented Embryology. Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1998.)
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pophys is, and the sensory epitheliltnl of the eye, ear, and
nose)
• Neural crest and its deriva tives (components of the peripheral nervo us system, including ga ng lia, nerves, and
glial cells; medullary cells of the adrena l gland; the

C H APTE R 4

then lose their attachments from these sites of origina l
outgrowth . As an epithelia l outgrowth of the pharyngeal
wall, the thymus grows into the med iastinum and also
loses its original connection. Figure 4.30 (see page 115)
summarizes the deri vatives of the three germ layers.

ami1te precursor uptake and decarboxylatiott (APUD)
cells of the diffuse neuroendocrine system; melanoblasts,
the precursors of melanocytes; and the mesenchyme of
the head and its epithelial derivatives, such as cornea l
endothelium and vascu lar endothelium )

Q EPITHELIAL CELL RENEWAl
Most epithelial cells have a finite life span less than that of the
w hole organism

Mesodermal Derivatives
Mesoderm gives rise to
• Epithelium of the kid ney and the gonads
• Mesothelium, the epithelium lining the pericardi a!, p leural, a nd peritoneal cavities

• Endothelium, the epithelium lining the cardiovascular
and lymphatic vessels

• Adrenal cortex
• Semittiferous and genital duct epithelium

Surface epithelia and epithelia of many simple glands
belong to the category of con tinuous ly renewing cell popul ations. The ra te of cell turnover, i.e. , the replacement
rate, is characteristic of a specifi c epithelium. Fo r example, the cells lining the small in testine are renewed ever y
4 to 6 days in humans. The replacement cells are p roduced by m itotic activity in the lower port ion of th e intestinal glands (crypts) (Fig. 4 .31). They then migrate

M any of the more atypical epithelia arise fro m mesodenn. For example, the adrenocortica l cells of the ad renal
gland, the Leydig cells of the testis, and the lutein cells of
th e ovary, a ll of which are endocrine compo nents, lack a
free surface, w hich is not cha racteristic of most epithelia.
T hese secretory cells, which are deri ved fro m progenitor
mesenchymal cells (nondifferentiated cells of embryonic
orig in fo und in connect ive tissue), are referred to as epithelioid. Altho ugh the progenitor cells of these epithelioid
tissues may have arisen from a free surface o r the immature cells may have had a free surface at some time dur ing
development, the mature cells lack a surface locatio n or
surface connectio n. Endothelium and mesothelium also
d iffer fro m epithelia derived from the other two germ layers, in that they have no continu ity or communica tion with
th e exteri o r of the body.

Endodermal Derivatives
Endoderm (o r entoderm) gives rise to
• Respim t01)' system epithelium
• A limentary canal epithelium (excluding the epithelium
of the ora l cavity and a nal region, which a re of ectoderma l o rigin)
• Extramuml digestive gland epithelium, e.g., the li ver,
pancreas, an d gallbladder
• T hyroid, parathyroid, and thymus gland epithelia l compo nents
• Lining epithelium of the tympanic cavity and auditory

(Eustachian) tubes
T hyroid and parath yro id glands develop as epithelia l
outgrowths from the fl oor and walls of the pharynx; they

FIGURE 4.31
Autoradiograph of intestinal gland (crypt). Autoradiograph of crypts

in the jejunum of a rabbit that had been injected w ith tritiated thymidine 8 hours prior to death and fixation. Nearly all of the epithelial
cells in this replicative zone of the Intestinal mucosa are labeled, in·
dicating that they were synthesizing DNA at the time the animal was
injected. x 600. (From Parker FG, Barnes EN, Kaye Gl. Gastroenterology
1974;67:607-621.)

a lo ng the villi to the surface of the intestinal lumen. The
migra ti on of these new cells continues unti l they reach t he
tips of the villi, where they und ergo apoptosis and slo ugh
off into the lu men.
Simila rly, the stratified squ amous epithelium of skin is
replaced in most sites over a period of approximately 28
days. Cells in the basal layer of the epidermis, appr opriately named the stratum basale (germinativum), undergo
mitosis to provide for cell renewa l. As these cells differentiate, they are pushed toward the surface by new cells in
the basal la yer. Ultima tely, the cells become keratinized
and slough off. In both of the a bove examples, a stead y
state is mainta ined w ithin the epitheliu m, with new cells
norma ll y r eplacing exfoliated cells at the sam e rate.
. l~1 ? ther epithelia, particularl y in more comp lex glands,
tndJVJdual cells may live fo r a lo ng time, a nd cell division
is ra re after the mature state is reached. These epithelial
cells are characteristic of stable cell populations in which
relatively little mitotic acti vity occurs, such as in liver.
However, loss of significant amou nts of liver tissue
through physical trauma or acute toxic destruction is accommodated by active prolifera tion of undamaged liver
cells. The liver tissue is essentiall y restored by the stimulated mitotic activity of health y liver tissue.

BOX
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4.3

In two general locations, surface epithelium and its underlying
connective tissue are regarded as a functional unit called a
membrane. The two types of membrane are mucous membrane
and serous membrane. The tenn ·membrane· as used here
should not be confused with the biologic membranes of cells,
nor should the designations ·mucous· and ·serous· be confused
with the nature of the gland secretion as discussed above.
Mucous membrane, also called mucosa, lines those cavities that conned with the o utside of the body, namely, the alimentary canal, the respiratory tract, and the genitourinary
tract. It consists of surface epithelium (with or without glands),
a supporting connective tissue called the lamina propria, a
basement membrane separating the epithelium from the lam·
ina propria, and sometimes a layer of smooth muscle called
the muscularis mucosae as the deepest layer.
Serous membrane, also called serosa, lines the peritoneal,
pericardia!, and pleural cavities. These cavities are usually de·
scribed as closed cavities of the body, although in the female
the peritoneal cavity communicates with the exterior via the
genital tract. Structurally, the serosa consists of a lining epithelium, the mesothelium, a supporting connective tissue, and a
basement membrane between the two. Serous membranes do
not contain glands, but the fluid on their surface is watery.
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TABLE 4 .4.

Summary of Junctional Features
Major
Link
Proteins

Classification
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Extracellular
Ligands

Cytoskeleton
Components

Associated
Intracellular
Attachment
Proteins

Occludins

Occludins in
adjacent cell

Actin
filaments

Z0-1, Z0-2,
Z0-3

Seals adjacent
cells together to
inhibit passage
of molecules between them
(control of permeability)

E-cadherincatenin
complex

E-cadherincatenin complex
in adjacent cell

Actin
filaments

a-Actinin,
vinculin

Couples the actin
cytoskeleton to
the plasma
membrane at regions of cell-cell
adhesion

Macula adherens
(desmosome) •

Cadherins (e.g.,
desmoglelns,
desmocollins)

Desmogleins,
desmocollins in
adjacent cell

In termediate
fi laments

Oesmoplakins,
plakoglobins

Couples the intermediate filaments to the
plasma membrane at regions
of cell-cell adhesion

Focal adhesion

~~
"~~
:

lntegrins

Extracellular
matrix proteins
(e.g., fibronectin)

Actin
filaments

Vinculln, talin,
a-actinin

Anchors the
actin cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix

~l~

lntegrins

Extracellular
matrix protein
(e.g., laminin 5,
co llagen IV)

Intermediate
filaments

Desmoplakin-l ike
proteins,
collagen XVII

Anchors the
intermediate
filaments to the
extracellular
matrix

Connexln

Connexin in
adjacent cell

None

Not known

Creates a conduit between
two adjacent
cells for passage
of small ions and
informational
micromolecules

Zonula occludens
(tigh t junction)
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CHAPTER 4

PLATE 1. SIMPLE SQUAMOUS AND CUBOIDAL EPITHELIA
Selected exa mples of e pithelia characteristic of different organs are presented here and on the next several pages. For each
example, note the shape and arrangement of the epithelial cells, the number of layers of cells, the location of their free surfaces, the shape of the cells at the free su rface, and the locati on of the underlying or adjacent connective tissue. Remember
that the morpholog ic characteristics of an epithelium are directly re lated to its fun ctions in protection, secretion, absorption,
or tran sport.

M

aries are not evident and the nuclei are unevenly spaced. The
uneven spacing is because the sectioning kn ife passes
through some cells witho ut incl uding the nucleus. This phenomenon can be understood better and visualized more easily in a nonsectioned (whole mount), silver-impregnated
preparation of a piece of a very thin mesentery (the structure
that holds the intestines in place), as in Figure 2.

M

as revealed in tllis figure, it would be possible to envision
why th e epithelial nuclei are unevenl y spaced in sectioned
material ; the kni fe would pass tlu·ough the cytoplasm of each
cell but would not necessarily cut across the nucle us of each
cell. Some of the more ovoid nuclei in the preparation belong
to fibroblasts (F) in the underlying connective ti ssue. Because of the thinness of the mesentery, they are in the same
focal plane as the epithelial cells and are thus superimposed.

Figure 1, intestine, monkey, H&E x 640.
This shows the simple squamous epithelium (mesothe-

lium) covering the outer stnface of the intestine. The epithelium overlies a well-defined layer of connective tissue (CT)
containing several small blood vessels (BV); deeper is a layer
of smooth muscle (SM). The epithelial cells are very flat, as
judged by the shape of their nuclei (N). Note that cell bound-

Figure 2, mesentery, monkey, si lver X640.

The mesentery is lying on the slide, and the microscope is
focused on its upper Slllface to reveal the Slllface epithelial
cells. Cell boundaries are revealed by a deposition of reduced
sil ver along the intercellular spaces. The nuclei (N) appear
oval or round when viewed from the stuface, as opposed to
flat or elongate when seen on edge, as in a section. If one
were to draw a line representing a knife cut across the cells

Fig ure 3, kidney, human, H&E X640.
This micrograph, another example of a simple squamous epithelium, reveals a sectioned renal corpuscle and
adj acent kidney tubules. The re nal corpu scle consists of a
special capillary bed, the glo merulus, that is enclosed by
Bowman's capsule, part of wh ic h (the visceral layer) is directly adjacent to the capill aries and part of which (the parietal layer) forms a thin-walled spherical structure composed of sim ple squamous epithelium . The nuclei (N) of the

Figure 4, ovary, monkey, H&E X640.
This example of a simple cuboidal epithelium ( Ep) shows
the cells that cover the Slllface of the ovary. T he epithelium
rests on a high ly cellular connective tissue (CT). The surface

M

Figure 5, liver, human, H&E X400.

These cells also approximate a cube, but they are
arranged in sheets separated by blood vessels (BV) called
si nusoids. T he epithe lium is unusual, in that several surfaces of the ce ll possess a g roove that represents the free
surface. Where a grooved surface is present o n one cell , the

cells forming the pari etal layer appear as flattened bodies
that s how the same uneven spacing as in Figure 1. The free
surface of the epithelium faces Bowman's space (B). The
cross sections of tubules, marked with asterisks (lower left),
provide a good example of a simple cuboidal epithelium.
Although the cell boundaries are not evident, one can judge
that the heig ht of each cell approximates its width by the
spaci ng of the nucle i. Thus, it is a cuboidal epithelium.

epithe li al cells are approximately square or cuboidal in three
dimensions. The free surfaces of these cells face the abdominal cavity and are a modification of the simple squamous epithelium or mesothelium shown in Figures I and 2.
adjoining cell possesses a mi rror-imaged grooved surface.
The opposi ng grooves form a small lumen or canaliculus
through which the bile produced by the cells reaches a b ile
duct. The canaliculi are not visible at thi s magnification but
are located at the points of the anvws (see bile canaliculus,
Plate 62).

KEY
AV, arteri ole, vessel supplying glomerulus
B, Bowman's space
BV, blood vessel
CT, connective tissue
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Ep, epithelium
F, fibrob last nucleus
N, nucleus
SM, smooth musc le

arrows, site o f bile canalicu lus
asterisk, tubule possessing simple cuboidal
epithel ium
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PLATE 2. SIMPLE AND STRATIFIED EPITHELIA
Simple epithe lia are only one cell layer thick. They are characteristic of organs and organ systems primarily concerned with
tra nsport, absorption, and secretion, such as the intestine, the vascular system, the digestive glands and other exocrine glands,
and the kidney. Stratified e pithelia have more than one layer and are typical of surfaces that are subject to frictional stress, such
as skin, oral mucosa and esophagus, and vagina.

ffi

Figure 1, exocrine pancreas, monkey, H&E x450.
Tllis shows three epithelial forms. In the circle is a welloriented acinus, a functional group of secretory cells, each of
which is pyranlidal in shape. The secretory cells form a
spherical or tubul ar structure. The free surface of the cells
and the lumen are located in the center of the circle. T he lumen is not evident here but is evident in a sinlilar ceil
arrangement in Figure 4 (see circle). Because the height of
the cells (the distance from the edge of the circle to the lu-

men) is greater than the width , the epith elium is simple
columnar. The second epithelial type is represented by a
small, longitudinally sectioned duct (anvws) extending
across the field. It is composed of flattened cells (note the nuclear shape), and on this basis, the epithelium is simple squamous. Finally, there is a larger cross-sectioned duct (asterisk)
into which the smaller duct e nters. The nuclei of this larger
duct tend to be round, and the cells tend to be square in profile. Thus, these duct cells are a simple cuboidal epithelium.

Figure 2, kidney, human, H&E X450.
This section shows cross-sectioned tubules of several
types. Those that are labeled with the arrows provide another
example of a simple cuboidal epithelium. The anvws point to

the lateral celJ boundaries; note that cell width approximates
cell height. The cross-sectioned structures marked with asterisks are another type of tubule; they are smaller in diameter
but are also composed of a simple cuboidal epithelium.

Figure 3, colon, human, H&E x350.
The simple columnar lining epithelium of the colon shown
here consists of a single layer of absorptive cells and mucussecreting cells (goblet cells). The latter can be recognized by the
light staining "goblet" (arrows) that contains the cell's secre-

tory product. The epithelium lines the lumen of the colon and
extends down into the cotmective tissue to form the intestinal
glands (GL). Both cell types are tall with their nuclei located at
the base of the cell. The connective tissue (CT) contains numerous cells, many of which are Iymphocytes and plasma cells.

Figure 4, trachea, monkey, H&E x450.
In addition to the tall columnar cells (CC) in this colurnnar
epithelium, there is a definite layer of basal cells (BC). The
columnar cells, which contain elongate nuclei and possess
cilia (C), extend from the smface to the basement membrane
(clearly visible in the trachea as a thick, acellular, homogeneous region that is part of the connective tissue (CT)). The
basal cells are interspersed between the columnar cells. Be-

cause all of the cells rest on the basement me mbrane, they are
regarded as a single layer, as opposed to two discrete layers,
one over the other. Because the epithelium appears to be stratified but is not, it is called pseudostratified columnar epithelium. The circle in the micrograph delineates a tracheal gland
simllar to the acinus in Figure 1 (circle). Note that the lumen
of the gland is clearl y visible and the cell boundaries are also
evident. The gland epithelium is simple col umnar.

Figure 5, epididymis, human , H&E X450.
This is another example of pseudostratified columnar
epithelium. Again, two layers of nuclei are evident, those of
basal cells (BC) and those of columnar cells (CC). As in the
previous example, however, although not evide nt, the
columnar cells rest on the basement membrane; thus, the

e pithelium is pseudostratified. Note that where the epithelium is verticall y oriented, on the right of the mic rograph,
there appear to be more nuclei, a nd the epithe lium is
thicker. Th is is a result of a tangential plane of section. As
a rule, always examine the thinnest area of an epithelium to
visualize its true organization.

Figure 6, vagina, human, H&E x 225.
This is the stratified squamous epithelium of the vaginal wall. The deeper cells, particularly those of the basal
layer, are small , with little cytoplasm, a nd thus th e nuclei

appear closely packed. As the cells become larger, they 'tend
to fl atten out, forming di sk-li ke sq uames. Because the surface cells retain this shape, the epithelium is called stratified squamous.

KEY
BC, basal cell
C, cilia
CC, columnar cell
CT, connective tissue
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GL, intestinal gland
ar rows: Fig. I , tubule composed of simple
squamous epi thelium; Fig. 2, lateral

boundaries of cuboidal tubule cells; Fig. 3,
mucus cups of goblet cells
asterisk, duct or tubule of simple cuboidal
epithelium
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PLATE 3. STRATIFIED EPITHELIA AND EPITHELIOID TISSUES
Tissues that resemble epithe lia but lack the characteristic free surface are designated e pithelioid tissues. This is the characteri stic structure of the endocrine organs, which develop from typical e pithelia but lose their connection to a surface during
development.

rn

rn

Figure 1, esophagus, monkey, H&E X250.
This part of the wall of the esophagus reveals two different epi thelia. On the left is the lining epithelium of the esophagus. It is multilayered with squamous surface cells; therefore, it is a stratified squamous epithelium (SS). On the right
is the duct of an esophageal gland cut in severa l planes. By

examining a region where the plane of section is at a right angle to the smface, the true character of the epithelium becomes appar·ent. In this case, the epithelium consists of two
cell layers with cuboidal smface cells; thus, it is stratified
cuboidal epithelium (SC).

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E X450.
This shows a portion of the duct of a sweat gland just before the duct enters the stratified squamous epithelium (SS)
of the skin. The dashed line traces the duct withi n the epidermis. This duct also consists of a stratified cuboidal ep-

ithelium (SC) in two layers; the cells of the inner layer (the
surface cells) appear more or less square. Because the epidermal surface cells ar·e not included in the field, the designation stratified squamous cannot be derived from the information offered by the micrograph.

Figure 3, anorectal junction, human, H&E X300.
T he area shown here is the termina l part of the intesti ne.
The luminal epithelium on the left is typical simple columnar· (SCol) epithelium of the colon. This epithelium undergoes an abrupt transition (arrowhead) to a stratified
c uboidal e pithelium (StCu) at the anal cana l. Note the general c uboidal shape of most of the surface cells (arrows)

and the underlying layers of cells. The simple columnar epithelium on the left is part of an intesti nal gland that is continuous with the simple columnar epithelium at the intestinal luminal surface. The con nective tissue (CT) at thi s site
is heavily infiltrated with lymphocytes, giving it an appearance unlike the connective tissue of other specimens on this
page.

Figure 4, urinary bladder, monkey, H&E x 400.
The epithelium of the urinary bladder is called transitional epithelium, a stratifi ed e pithe lium that changes in
appearance according to the degree of diste nsion of the
bladder. In the nondistended state, as here, it is about four
or fi ve cells deep. The surface cells are large and dome
shaped (asterisks). The cells immediately under the surface
cells are pear shaped and slightly smaller. T he deepest cells

ar·e the sma llest, and their nucle i appear· more crowded.
When the bladder is distended, the superfic ial cells are
stretched into squa mous cells, and the e pithelium is reduced in thickness to about three cells deep. The bladder
wall usually contracts when it is removed, unless special
steps are take n to preserve it in a di stended state. T hus, its
appearance is usually like that in Figure 4.

Figure 5, testis, monkey, H&E x 350.
T his shows the interstitial (Leydig) cells of the testis.
These cells possess ce11ain epithelial characteristics. T hey do
not possess a free surface, however, nor do they develop fro m

a surface; instead, they develop from mesenchymal cells.
They are referred to as epithelioid cells because they contact
similar neighboring cells much the same as epithelial cells
contact each other. Leydig cells ar·e endocrine in nature.

Figure 6, endocrine pancreas, human, H&E x 450.
Cells of the endoc1ine islet (of Langerhans) (En) of the
pancreas also have an e pithelioid arrangement. T he cells are
in contact but lack a free surface, although they have developed fro m an epithelia l surface by invagination. In contrast,
the surrounding alveoli of the exocrine pancreas (Ex), which

developed from the same epithelial smface, ar·e made up of
cells with a free surface onto which the secretory product is
dischar·ged. Capillaries (C) are prominent in endocline tissues. Similar examples of epithelioid tissue ar·e seen in the adrenal and the parathyroid and pituitary glands, aU of which are
endocrine glands.

KEY
C, capillary
CT, connective tissue
En, e ndocrine cells
Ex, exocrine cells
JC, interstitial (Leydig) cells
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SC, stratified cuboidal epithelium
SCol, stratified columnar epithe li um
SS, strati fied squamous epithelium
StC u, stratified cuboidal epithelium

arrowhead, transition site of simple stratified epithe lium to stratified cuboidal
arrows, surface cuboidal cells
asterisks, dome-shaped cells
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Connective Tissue
GENERAL STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE
EMBRYONIC CONNECTIVE TISSUE
CONNECTIVE TISSUE PROPER

GROUND SUBSTANCE

131

131

eosinophil
FIGURE 5.1
Loose connective tissue. a. Photomicrograph of a mesentery spread
stained with Verhoeff's hematoxylin to show nuclei and elastic fibers,
counterstained with safranin for identification of mast cell granules
and with orange G for identification of other proteins (mainly collagen fibers). The elastic fibers appear as blue-black, thin, long, and
branching threads without discernable beginnings or endings. Collagen fibers appear as orange-stained, long, straight profiles and are
considerably thicker than the elastic fibers. Most of the visible nuclei
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Q GENERAL STRUCTURE AND
FUNCTION OF CONNECTIVE TISSUE

variety of functions

In general, connective tissue consists of cells and an extracellular matrix that includes fibers, ground substance,
and tissue fluid. It forms a vast and continuous compartment throughout the body, bounded by basal laminae of
the various epithelia and by the basal or external lamina of
muscle cells and nerve supporting cells.
126

~

are presumed to be those of fibroblasts. Nuclei of other cell types, i.e.,
lymphocytes, plasma cells, and macrophages, are also present but
are not identifiable. Mast cells are identified by the bright reddish
granules within their cytoplasm. Note the presence of the small blood
vessel filled with red blood cells. X l50. b. Schematic diagram illustrating the components of loose connective tissue. Note the association of different cell types with the surrounding extracellular matrix,
which contains blood vessels and different types of fibers.

TABLE 5.1. Classification of Connective Tissue
Embryonic connective tissue
Mesenchyme
Mucous connective tissue
Connective t issue proper
Loose connective tissue
Dense connective tissue
Irregular
Regular
Specialized connective tissueA

and on its functions

The term connective tissue includes a va riety of tissues
with differing functiona l properties but with certain common characteristics that allow them to be grouped together. For convenience they are classified in a maru1er that
reflects these features. Table 5.1 provides a classification
including subtypes of the principal connective tissues.

' In the past, the designations elastic tissue and reticular tissue have been listed
as separate categories of specialized connective tissue. The tissues usually
cited as examples of elastic tissue are certain ligam ents associated w ith the
spinal column and the tunica media of elastic arteries. TI1e identifying feature of reticular tissue is the presence of reticular fibers and reticular cells together forming a t11ree·dimensional stroma. Reticular tissue serves as the
stroma for hemopoietic tissue (specifically the red bone marrow) and lym·
phatic tissue organs (lymph nodes and spleen, but not the thymus).

Classification of connective tissue is based on the composition
and organization of its cellular and extracellular components

The functions of the various connective tissues are reflected in the types of cells and fibers present within the tissue and the character of the ground substance in the extracellular matrix. For exarnple, in loose con nective tissue,
ma ny different cell types are present (Fig. 5.1 ). One type,
the fibrobla~, ~uces the e~ that serve a
structural role in the tissue. They also produce and maintain the ground substance. Other cell rypes,S'Uch as lym-

lymphocytes

Adipose tissue (Chapter 6)
Blood (Chapter 9)
Bone (Chapter 8)
Cartilage (Chapter 7)
Hemopoietic tissue (Chapter 9)
Lymphatic tissue (Chapter 13)

Different types of connective tissue are responsible for a

Connective t issue comprises a diverse group of cells embedded
in a tissue-specific extracellular matrix

phocytes, plasma cells, macrophages, and eosinophils, are
associated with the body's defense system; they fu nction
within the ground substance of the tissue. In contrast, bone
tissue, another form of connective tissue, contains only a
single celt type, the osteocyte. This ceU produces the fibers
that make up the bulk of bone tissue. A uniq ue feature 'o f
bone is that its fibers are organized in a specific pattern and
become calcified to create the hardness associated with this
tissue. Similarly, in tendons and ligaments, fibers are the
prominent feature of the tissue. These fibers are arranged
in parallel array and are densely packed to impart maxim um strength.

adipose cell
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CHAPTER 5

\1 EMBRYONIC CONNECTIVE TISSUE

T he ground substance, however, is abundant; in fact, it
occupies more volume than the fibers do. It has a viscous
to gel-like consistency and plays an i1._!!12ortant rol~
Clltfusion of oxygen and nutrients from the small vessels
that course through this connective tissue as well as in the
diffusion of carbon dioxide and metabolic wastes back to
the vessels.
Loose connective tissue is primarily located beneath
those epithelia that cover the body surfaces and line the
internal surfaces of the body. It IS also associated with the
epithelium of glands and surrounds the smallest blood
vessels _This tissue is thus the initial site where path ogenic
agents, such as bacteria, that have breached an epithelia l
surface can be challenged and destroyed by cells of the
immune system. Most cell types in loose connective tissue
ar~~ient w@dering cells that migrate from local
blood vessels in response to specific stimuli. This tissue is,
therefore, the site of inflammatory and imm~ne reactions.
During these reactions, loose connective tissue can undergo considerable swelling. In areas of the body where
foreign substances are continually present, large populations of defending cells are maintained. For example, the
lamina propria, the loose connective tissue of mucous

Embryonic mesenchyme gives rise to the various connective
tissues of the body

The mesoderm, the middle embryonic germ layer, gives
rise to almost all of the connective tissues of the body. An
exception is the head region, where certain progenitor cells
are derived from ectoderm by way of the neural crest cells.
Through proliferation and migration of the mesodermal
and specific neural crest cells, a primitive connective tissue
referred to as mesenchyme (in the head region, it is sometimes called ectomesenchyme) is established in the early
embryo. Maturation and proliferation of the mesenchyme
give rise not only to the various connective tissues of the
adult but also to muscle, the vascular and urogenital systems, and the serous membranes of the body cavities. The
manner in which the mesenchymal cells proliferate and organize sets the stage for the kind of mature connective tissue that will form at any specific site.

,

Embryonic connective tissue is present in the embryo and
within the umbilical cord
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membranes, such as those of the respiratory and alimentary systems, contains large numbers of these cells.
Dense irregular connective tissLJe is characterized by abundant
fibers and few cells

Dense
irregular connective tissue
contains mostly colla~
- ~=~
Een fiber~ Cells are sparse an are typicaiTyof-a- single
type, ~broblast. This tissue also contains relatively little ground substance. Because of its high proportion of collagen fibers, dense irregular connective tissue provides significant strength. Typically, the fibers are arranged in
bundles onented in various directions (thus the term "irregular") that can withstand stresses on organs or structures. Hollow organs (e.g., the intestinal tract) possess a
distinct layer of dense irregular connective tissue, called
the submucosa, in which the fiber bundles course in varying planes. This a~gement allows the organ to resist excessive stretching and distension. Similarly, s 111 contains a
relatively thick layer of dense irregular connective tissue in
the dermis, called the reticular or deep layer of the dermis.
It provides resistance to tearingas a consequence of
stretching forces from different directions_

- -::-------._

Dense regular connective tissue is characterized by ordered
and densely packed arrays of fibers and cells

Embryonic connective tissue is classified into two su btypes:

• Mesenchyme is primarily found in the embryo. It contains
small, spindle-shaped cells of relatively uniform appearance (Fig. 5.2a). Processes extend from these cells and contact similar processes of neighboring cells, forming a threedimensional cellular network. Gap junctions are present
where the processes make contact. The extracellular space
is occupied by a viscous ground substance. Collagen (reticular) fibers are present; they are very fine and relatively
sparse. The paucity of collagen fibers is consistent with the
limited physical stress on the growing fetus.
• Mucous connective tissue is present in the umbilical
cord. It consists of a specialized, almost gelatin-like extracellular matrix whose ground substance is frequentl y
referred to as Wharton's jelly. It occupies large intercellular spaces located between thin, wispy collagen fibers
(Fig. 5.2b) . The spindle-shaped cells contained in the
matrix are widely separated and appear much like fibroblasts in the near-term umbilical cord, e.g., the cytoplasmic processes are thin and difficult to visualize m
routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) preparations.

Co1111 ective Tisstt e

Dense regular connective tissue is the main functional
cornponent oTtendons haments, and a oneuroses. As in
dense irregular connective tissue, the fibers of ense regular connective tissue are the prominent feature, and there
is little ground substance. However, in dense regular connective tissue, the fibers are arranged in parallel array and
are densely packed to provide maximum strength.!he
cells that produce and maintain the fibers are packed and
aligned between fiber bundles.

FIGURE5.2

Embryonic connective tissue. a. Photomicrograph of mesenchymal
tissue from a developing fetus stained with HaE. Although morphologically the mesenchymal cells appear as a homogeneous population, they will give rise to cells that differentiate into various cell
types. Their cytoplasmic processes often give the cell a tapering or
spindle appearance. The extracellular component of the tissue contains a sparse arrangement of reticular fibers and abundant ground
substance. X480. b. Photomicrograpll of Wharton's jelly from the
umbilical cord stained with HaE. Wharton's jelly consists of a specialized, almost gelatin-like ground substance that occupies large intercellular spaces located between the spindle-shaped mesenchymal
cells. X 480.
FIGURE5.3

\1 CONNECTIVE TISSUE PROPER

• Dense connective tissue, which can be further subcategorized into two basic types based on the organization
of its collagen fibers: dense irregulat- connective tissue
and dense regular connective tissue

Connective tissues that belong to this category are divided
into two general subtypes:

Loose connective tissue is characterized by loosely arranged
fibers and abundant cells

• Loose connective tissue, also sometimes called areolar
tissue

~oose connective tissue is a cellular connective tissue
withtliin-;;1d relativefy sparse ~fibers (Fig. 5.3) -

------

Loose and dense irregular connective tissue. Photomicrograph
comparing loose and dense irregular connective tissue from the
mammary gland stained with Masson's trichrome. In the center,
loose connective tissue surrounds the glandular epithelium. The
loose connective tissue is composed of a wispy arrangement of collagen fibers with many cells. Note the large number of nuclei visible
at this low magnification. On the upper left and lower right of the figure is dense irregular connective tissue. In contrast, few nuclei are
revealed in the dense con nective tissue. However, collagen is considerably more abundant and is composed of very thick fibers.
XlOO.

• Tendons are cord-like structures that attach muscle to
bone. They consist of parallel bundles of colla en fibers.
Situated between these bundles are rows of fibroblasts
called tendinocytes (Fig. 5.4) . In H&E-stained cross sections of tendon, the tendinocytes appear stellate. In transmission electron micrograph sections parallel to the long
axis of tendons, the cytoplasmic projections of the cell
are seen to lie between the fibers and appear as thin cytoplasmic sheets. In most H&E-stained longitudinal sections, howevet~ tendinocytes appear only as rows of typically flattened basophilic nuclei. The cytoplasmic sheets
that extend from the body of the tendi.nocytes are not
usual.ly evident in longitudinal H&E-stained sections because they blend in with the collagen fibers.
• The substance of the tendon is surrounded by a thin
connective tissue capsule, the epitendineum, in which
the collagen fibers are not nearly as orderly. Typically,
the tendon is subdivided into fascicles by endotendineum, a connective tissue extension of the epi-
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ray is also fo und in th e cornea of the eye and is believed
to be responsible for its tra nsparen cy.

Q

CONNECTIVE TISSUE FIBERS

Connective tissue fibers are of three principal types

Connective tissue fibers are p resent in varying amo unts,
d epending on the structural needs or functio n of the connecti ve tiss ue. Ea~h type of fiber is pro du ced by fi bro blas ~
and is composed of proteir1consistmg orlong peptide
chains. The types of connective tissue fibers are

• Collagen fibers
• Reticular fibers
• Elastic fibers

Co>111ective Tissue
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fibers typica ll y appea r as wavy structures of varia ble
width and indeterminate length. They stain read il y wi t h
eosin and other ac idic d yes. They can also be colored
w ith th e d ye an iline blue, used in Mallory's connective
tiss ue stain, or w ith the dye light green, used in Masson's
stai n.
When examined w ith th e transmission electron microscope (TEM), collagen fibers appear as bundles of fine,
thread-like subumrs:-'fnese su.Qynits._ are ~ol{fgen fibrils
(Fig. 5 .5). Within an individual fiber, the co agen fibrils
are r elatively uniform in diameter. In different locations
and at different stages of development, however, the fibrils
differ in size. In developing or immature tissues, the fibr ils
may be as sma ll as 15 o r 2 0 nm in diameter. In d ense regular connective tissue of tendons or other tiss ues that are
subject to considerable stress, t hey may measure up to 300
nm in dia meter.

Collagen Fibers and Fibrils

Collagen fibrils have a 68-nm banding pattern

Collagen fibers are the most abundant type of connective
tissue fiber

When collagen fibrils sta ined w ith osmium or other
heavy metals are exa mined w ith the TEM, they exh ibit a
seq uence of closely spaced t ransverse ba nds that repeat
every 68 nm along t he length of the fib ril (Fig. 5.5, inset).
T his banding pattern re flects the fibril's subunit stru cture,

Collagen fibers a re fkxi ble and have a rema rkably
high te nsile strength. In the lig h t microscope, collagen

FIGURE 5.4

Dense regular connective tissue-tendon. a. Electron micrograph of
a tendon at low magnification, showing tendinocytes (fibroblasts)
and their thin processes (arrows) lying between the collagen bundles.
x l ,600. b. A tendinocyte with prominent profiles of rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) is shown at higher magnification . The collagen
fibers (C) can be resolved as consisti ng of very tightly packed colla-

tendineum. It co ntains t he small blood vesse ls and
nerves of the tendon.
• Ligaments, like tendons, consist o f fi bers and fibroblasts
~dl:i'l pa ralle}.The fibers of liga ments, however, are
less re~a rly arr~ than those of tendons. Ligaments
)oii1 bone !~' w hich in some locations, such as in the
spu1al cofu mn, requires some elasticity. A lthough collagen
is the ma jor extracellular fiber of most ligaments, some of
the liga ments associated w ith the spinal column (e.g., liga-

gen fibrils. The arrows Indicate processes of tendinocytes. x 9,500. Inset. Photomicrograph of a tendon. Note the orderly and regular alignment of the bundles of collagen fibers. Tendinocytes are aligned in
rows between th e collagen fibers. x 200. (Electron micrographs modified from Rhodin J. Histology. New York: Oxford University Press,

1974.)

menta flava) co ntain many elastic fibe rs and fewe r collagen fibers. T hese ligaments are ca lled elastic ligaments.
• Aponeuroses resemble br oad, flattened tendons. Instead
o f fi bers lying in parallel a rrays, t he fibers o f aponeuroses are arranged in multi ple layers. The bundles of collagen fibers in o ne layer tend to be arranged at a 90° angle to those in the neighboring layers. The fibers w ithin
each o f th e layers are arranged in regular arrays; thus it
is a d ense regular conn ective t iss ue. This orthogonal ar-

FIGURE 5.5

Collagen fibrils in dense irregular connective tissue. Electron micrograph of dense irregular connective tissue from the capsule of the
testis of a young male. The thread-like collagen fibrils are aggregated
in some areas (X) to form relatively thick bundles; In other areas, the

fibrils are more dispersed. x 9,5 00. Inset. A longitudinal array of collagen fibrils from the same specimen seen at higher magnification.
Note the banding pattern. The spacing of the arrows indicates the 68nm repeat pattern. X75,000.
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specifically, the size and shape of the collagen molecule
and the arrangement of the molecules that form the fibril
(Fig. 5.6). The collagen molecule, also called tropocollagen, measures about 300 nm long by 1.5 nm thick, with
a head and a tail. In forming a fibril, the collagen molecules a lign head to tail in overlapping rows with a gap between the molecules within each row and a one-quartermolecule stagger between adjacent rows. The strength of
the fibril is due to covalent bonds between the collagen
molecules of adjacent rows, not to the head-to-tail attachment of the molecules in a row. The banding pattern
observed with the TEM is caused large ly by osmium deposition in the space between the heads and tails of the
molecules in each row.

a. Fibril

1

r

-------d.---Triple helix

10.4 nm (0. 15 0)------------'-'~

I

e. Typical sequencEf
of a 1 and a 2 -.'E - - - chains

proline
FIGURE 5.6
Diagram showing the molecular character of a type 1 collagen fibril
in increasing order of structure. a. A collagen fibril displays periodic
banding with a distance (D) of 68 nm between repeating bands.
b. Each fibril is composed of staggered collagen molecules. c. Each
molecule is about 300 nm long and 1.5 nm in diameter. d. The collagen molecule is a triple helix. e. The triple helix consists of three a

chains. Every third amino acid of the a chain is a glycine. The X position following glycine is frequently a proline, and the Y position preceding the glycine is frequently a l1ydroxyproline.
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Each collagen molecule is a triple helix com~ree

iljtertw~~

Collagen fiber formation involves events that occur both within
and outside the fibroblast

The production of fibrillar collagen (I, II, III, V, and XI)
invo lves a series of events withi n the fibroblast that leads to
production of procollagen, the precursor of the collagen
molecule. These events take place in m embrane-bounded
organelles within the cell. Production of the actual fibril occurs outside the cell and involves enzymatic activity at the
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TABLE 5.2. Types of Collagen, Composition, location, and FunctionA
Type

A single collagen molecule consists of three polypeptides
known as a chains. The a chains intertwine, forming a
right-handed triple helix (Fig. 5 .6d) . Every third amino
acid in the chain is a glycine molecule, except at the ends
of the a chains. A hydroxyproline or hydroxylysine frequently precedes each glycine in the chain, and a proline
frequently follows each glycine in the chain. Along with
proline and hydroxyproline, the glycine is essential for the
triple-helix conformation (Fig. 5.6e). Associated with the
helix are sugar groups that are joined to hydroxylysyl
residues. Because of these suga r groups, collagen is propW described as a gly;:gPwtein.__
·
The a chains that constitute the helix are not all alike.
They vary in size from 600 to 3,000 amino acids. To date,
at least 27 types of a chains encoded by different genes
have been identified. As many as 19 different types of collagens have been categorized on the basis of the combinations of a chains they contain. These various collagens are
classified by Roman numerals I to XIX according to the
chronology of their discovery.
For example, type I collagen is found in loose and dense
connective tissue. Two of the a chains (al ) are identical, and
one (a2) is different and identified as an a2 chain. Thus, in
collagen nomenclature it is designated [al(I )ha2(1) (Ta ble
5.2). Type II collagen is present in hyaline and elastic cartilage, where it occurs as very fin e fibrils. The collagen molecules of type II collagen are composed of three identical a
chains. Because these a chains differ from those of other collagens, type II collagen is designated [al (II))3 •
Not only do the polypeptides of the various collagens
differ, but the organization and arrangement of the molecules within the fibrils also differ. For example, the molecules of coll agen types I, II, III, V, and XI aggregate to form
68-nm-banded fibrils (as diagramed in Fig. 5.6a). In contrast, type N collagen forms a nonfibrillar network that
provides structural cohesion to the basal lamina. Similarly,
another nonfibrillar collagen, type IX collagen, binds and
interacts with type II collagen of cartilage at the intersections of the fibrils. It serves to stabilize tlus tissue. Table
5.2 lists the collagens that have been characterized to date,
including th eir structural variations and some of the roles
presently ascribed to them.

Conuective Tissue

Composition8

[1!1 (I)Jln:Z(I)

II

lnl (II)],

Ill

ltd (Ill)! ,

IV

lal (IV)],a2(1V)

v

I"1 (V)[,u2(V) or
o 1(V)n2(V)o·3(V)

Location

Connective tissue of skin, bone. tendon, lig·
aments, den tin, sclera, fascia, and organ
capsules (accounts for 90% of body collagen)
Cartilage (hyaline and elastic). notochord,
and intervertebral disc
Connective tissue of organs (uterus, liver,
spleen, kidney, lung, etc.); smoot11 muscle:
endoneurium. blood vessels, and fetal skin
Basal laminae of epithelia, kidney
glomeruli, and lens capsule
Distributed unifotmly throughout connec
live tissue stromu; may be relatecl to reticu
la1 network
Forms part of the cartilage matrix lmmediately surrounding the chondrocytes
Present in anchoring fibrils
Product of endothelial cells

VI

[al (VI)J,a2(VI)

VII
VIII

[al (VII)[,
[al (VIII)],a2(VIII)

IX

al (IX)a2(1X)a3(1X)

Found in cartilage associated with type II
collagen fibrils

X

lal (X)[,

Produced by chondrocytes in the zone of
hypertrophy of normal growth plate

XI

I" I(XI)i,u2(XI)

XII

[al (XII)I,

Produced by chondtocytes; associated will1
type II collagen fibrils
Isolated from skin and placenta; abundant
in tissues where mechanical strain is high

XIII

[al(XIII)I,

XIV

lal (XIV)b

XV

lal(XV)b

Present in tissues derived from mesenchyme

XVI

lal(XVI)b

XVII

[al (XVII)b

XVIII

lal (XVIII)],

Localized in close association with fibroblasts and arterial smooth muscle cells, but
not associated with type I collagen fibrils
Another unusual transmembrane collagen
found in epithelial cell membranes
Found in epithelial and vascular basement
membrane

XIX

[a1 (XIX)],

An unusual transmembrane collagen detected in bone, cartilage, intestine, skin,
placenta, and striated muscles
Isolated from placenta; also detected in the
bone marrow

Discovered from the sequence of rhabdomyosarcoma eDNA

Functions

Provides resistance to force, tension. and stretch

Provides resistance to 1ntennittent p1 essure
Provides structural support and elasticity

Provides support and filtration barrier
Localized at lhe surface of type I collagen fibrils along
witll type XII and XIV collagen to modulate blomechani·
cal properties of t11e fibril
Attaches the chondrocyte to the matrix
Secures basal lamina to connective tissue fibers
Facilitates movement of endothelial cells during angiogenesis
Stabilizes network of cartilage type II collagen fibers by
interaction with proteoglycan molecules at their Intersections
Contributes to the bone mineralization process by forming hexagonal lattices necessary to arrange types II, IX,
and XI collagen within cartilage.
Regulates size of type II collagen fibrils; it is essential tot
cohesive properties of cartilage matrix
Localized at the surface of type I collagen fibrils along
with type V and XIV collagen to modulate biomechanical properties of the fibril
Associated with the basal lamina along with type VII
collagen
Localized at the surface of type I collagen fibrils along with
type Vand XII collagen to modulate biomechanical properties of the fibril; has a strong cell-cell binding property
Involved in adhesion of basal lamina to t11e underlying
connective tissue
Contributes to structural integrity of connective tissue

Interacts with integrins to stabilize hemidesmosome
structure
Represents a basement membrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan thought to inhibit endothelial cell proliferation
and angiogenesis
The pronounced vascular and stromal interaction suggests involvement in angiogenesis

"Fibrillar collagens are indicated by blue type. Nonfibrlllar collagens are indicated by black type.
"Eacll collagen molecule is composed of three polypeptide a chains intertwined in a helical configuration . Tile Roman numerals in tile parentheses in tile Compo·
sition column indicate tllat tile a chains llave a distinctive structure tllat differs from tile cllalns witll different numerals. Thus, collagen type I l1as two identical
a l c11ains and one a2 chain; collagen type II has three identical crl chains.
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plasma membrane to produce the collagen molecule, followed by assembly of the molecules into fibrils in the extracellular matrix under guidance by the cell (Fig. 5.7).
Collagen synthesis involves a number of intracellular events

• PolypefJtide chains are produced by polyribosomes of
the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rE R). This synthesis
(translation) is directed by information provided by
messenger RNA (mRNA), and newly synthesized
polypeptides are simultaneously discharged into the cisternae of the rER.
• Within the cisternae of the rER and the Golgi apparatus,
a number of posttranslational modifications of the
polypeptide chains occur. These include

1. Cleavage of the signal peptide
2. Hydroxylation of proline and lysi ne residues while the
polypeptides are still in the nonhelical conformation
3. Addition of 0-linked sugar groups to some hydroxylysine residues (glycosylation) and N-linked sugars to
the two terminal positions
4. Formation of a triple helix by three polypeptide
chains, e..xcept at the terminals where the polypeptide
chains remain uncoiled
5. Formation of intrachain and interchain hydrogen
bonds that influence the shape of the molecule and
stabilize the interactions of the polypeptides.
The resultant molecule is procollagen . Note that ascorbate (vitamin C) is required for the function of pro lylhydroxylase and lysy lhydroxylase; w ithout posttranslational hydroxylation of proline and lysine, the hydrogen
bonds essential to the final structure of the collagen molecule cannot form. This explains w hy wounds fail to
heal and bone formation is impaired in vitamin C deficiency (scurvy).
• The procollagen moves to the exterior of the cell by
means of exocytosis of secretory vesicles. Microtubules
are involved in the movement of the secretory vesicles
from the region of the Golgi apparatus to the cell surface. If the microtubules are disrupted w ith agents such
as colchicine or vinblastine, the secretory vesicles accumul ate in the Golgi region.
Collagen synthesis also involves extracellular events

• As procollagen is secreted from the cell, it is converted
to a collagen molecule by procollagen peptidase associated with the cell membrane, which cleaves the uncoiled
ends of the molecule (Fig. 5.8) .
• The aggregated collagen molecules then align to form
the final collagen fibrils. The cell controls the orderly array of the newly formed fibrils by directing the secretory
vesicles to a localized surface site fo r discharge. The cell

Co~r ~rective Tissue
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sim ultaneously creates a "cove" or indentation at its
surface to allow molecules to concentrate where assembly will occur (see Fig. 5.7). Within the cove, the collagen fibril self-assembles: The collagen molecules align in
rows and then cross-link by covalent bonds that form
between the lysine and hydroxylysine aldehyde gr oups.
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INTRACELLULAR EVENTS

1 Uptake of amino acids (proline, lysine, etc.)

by endocytosis
2 formation of mRNA
~

--,

Reticular Fibers

...

_,,-, ... _,

--

'~~

-,...

3 Synthesis of a chains with registration

peptides by ribosomes
Reticular fibers provide a supporting framework for the
cellular constituents of various tissues and organs

~

4 Hydroxylation of proline and lysine residues

Reticular fibers and collagen fibers share a prominent
feature: They both consist of collagen fibrils. Unlike collagen fibers, however, reticular fibers are composed of type
Ill collagen. The individual fibrils that constitute the r eticular fiber exhibit a 68-nm banding pattern (the same as the
fibrils of type I collagen) . The fibrils have a narrow diameter (about 20 nm) and typically do not bundle to form
thick fibers.
In routinely stained H&E preparations, reticular fibers
cannot be identified positively. When vis ualized in the light
microscope w ith special techniques, the reticular fibers
have a thread-like appearance. Because they contain a
greater relative content of sugar groups than collagen
fibers, reticular fibers are readily displayed by means of the
periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) reaction. They are also revealed
with special silver-staining procedures, such as the Gomori
and Wilder methods . After silver treatment, the fibers appear black; thus, they are said to be argyrophilic (Fig. 5.9).
The thicker collagen fibers in such preparations are colored brown.

(vitamin C required) and cleavage of signal
sequence of rER

~
OH

5 Glycosylation of specific hydroxylysyl

residues in rER

~
OH Gai-G\u

6 Formation of procollagen triple helix

molecules in rER and movement into transfer
vesicle

7 Packaging of procollagen by Golgi into

secretory vesicles
8 Movement of vesicles to plasma membrane,

assisted by microfilaments and microtubules
9 Exocytosis of procollagen

vesicles
undergoing
exocytosis

Reticular fibers are named for their arrangement in a
mesh-like pattern or network

In loose connective tissue, networks of reticular fibers
are found at the boundary of connective tissue and epithelium, as well as surro undi ng adipocytes, small blood
vessels, nerves, and muscle cells. Reticular fibers also
function as a supporting stroma in hemopoietic and lymphatic tissues (but not in the thynws). In these tissues,
the collagen of the reticular fiber is produced by a specia l cell type, the reticular cell. This cell maintains a
unique relationship to the fiber; it surrounds the fiber
with its cytoplasm , t hus isolating the fiber from other tissue components.
In most other locations, the reticular fiber is produced
by fibroblasts. Important exceptions to this general rule include the endoneurium of peripheral nerves, where
Schwann cells secrete reticular fibers, and the reticular and
other collagen fibers secreted by smooth muscle cells of the
tunica media of blood vessels and the muscularis of the alimentary canal.

EXTRACELLULAR EVENTS

10 Cleavage of registered, nonhelical ends

of procollagen to form tropocollagen
secretory
vesicles
()

~
procotgen
peptidase

j

t

procollagen
peptidase

-~INN

WM
IJN.

tropocollagen

11 Polymerization of tropocollagen into collagen

fibril (in coves initially)
FIGURE 5.7
Collagen synthesis. Schematic representation of the biosynthetic
events and organelles pa rti cipating in collagen synt11esis. Bold num-

bers within tile cell diagram correspond to the events numbered in
collagen production listed on the right.
I
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procollagen molecule

TABLE 5.3.
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Disease

• Elastin is a protein that, like collagen, is rich in proline
an·d glycine. Un like co llagen, it is poor in hydroxyproline and completely lacks hydroxylysine. Elastin forms
fibers of variable thick ness or lamellar layers (as in elastic arteries).
• Fibril/in is a glycoprotein that forms fine microfibrils
measming 10 to 12 nm in diameter. During the early
stages of elastogenesis, these microfibrils are formed
firs t; elastin material is then deposited on the surface of
the micro.fibrils. Elastin-associated fibril/in microfibrils
play a major role in organizing elastin into fibers. The
absence of fibrill in microfibrils during elastogenesis results in the formation of elastin sheets or lamellae, as
found in blood vessels.

FIGURE5.8
Cleavage of the procollagen molecule. Illustration showing the procollagen molecule
with N- and (-terminals. Small curved arrows
In the upper part of the illustration show
where terminals are split from the procollagen molecule to form the collagen (tropocollagen) molecule. On the (-terminal of the
molecule, the sugar subunit is GlcNac (Nacetylglucosamine) attached to mannose
(Man)0 • (Adapted from Prockop OJ, et al. N
Eng/ J Med 1979;301 :13- 23. Copyright ©
1979 Massachusetts Medical Society. All
rights reserved.)

chains in the various collagens. In the future, gene therapy could
potentially be used either to control deposition of faulty collagen or
to reverse the disease process caused by the mutated genes. Table
5.3 lists the most common collagenopathles occurring in humans.

The Most Common Collagenopathies Occurring in Humans

Type of Collagen

13 7

rura l components: a centra l core of elastin and surroundin~J:Q£.b.rils.
____-

nontriple-helical
domain

The important role of collagens in the body can be illustrated by
collagenopathies (collagen diseases), which are caused by a deficit
or abnormality In the production of specific collagens. Most collagenopathles are attributed to mutations In genes encoding the a

Colllltcl ive Tissru

symptoms

I

Osteogenesis imperfecta

Repeated fractures after minor trauma, brittle bones, abnormal teeth, thin skin, weak tendons, bl ue sclerae, progressive hearing loss

II

Kniest dysplasia

Short stature, restricted j oint mobility, ocular changes
lead ing to blindness, wide metaphyses and joint abnormality seen in radiographs

Ill

Ehlers-Danlos type IV

Hypermobility of j oints of digits, pale thin skin, severe
bruisability, ea rly morbidity and mortality resulting from
rupture of vessels and Internal organs

IV

Alport's syndrome

Hematuria resulting from structural changes in tl1e
glomerular basement membrane of the kidney, progressive hearing loss, and ocular lesions

VII

Kindler's syndrome

Severe blistering and scarring of the skin after minor
trauma, resulting from absence of anchoring fibrils

IX

Multiple epiphyseal dysplasia (MED)

Skeletal deformations resulting from impaired endochondral ossification and premature degenerative joint disease

X

Schmid metaphyseal chondrodysplasia

Skeletal deformations characterized by modifications of
the vertebral bodies and metaphyses of the long bone

XI

Stickler's syndrome type II

Craniofacial and skeletal deformations, severe myopia,
retinal detachment, progressive hearing loss

XVII

Generalized atrophic benign epidermolysis
bullosa (GABEB)

Blistering skin disease with mechanically induced dermalepidermal separation, resulting from faulty hemidesmosomes, skin atrophy, nail dystrophy, and alopecia

FIGURE 5.9
Reticular fibers in the lymph node. Photomicrograph of a ly mph
node silver preparation showing the connective tissue capsule at the
top and a trabecula extending from It at the left. The reticular fibers
(arrows) form an irregular anastomosing network. x 650.

Elastic Fibers
Elastic fibers allow tissues to respond to stretch and distensio~

Elastic (ibe1·s a re typically thi nner th an co llagen fibers
and are arranged in abra nch ing pattern to forn;-; thr eedimensio nal network. The fibers are interwoven with colla::gen fib~ distensibility of the tissue and to prevent tearing from excessive stretching.
Elastic fibers stain with eosin, but not well ; therefore,
they ca nnot a lways be d istinguished fro m co llagen fibers in
ro utine H & E preparations. Beca use elastic fibers become
somewha t refractile w ith certain fixatives, they may be d istinguished from collagen fibers in specimens stained with
H & E when they d ispla y this characteristic. Elastic fibers
ca n also be selectively stained with specia l d yes such as orcein or resorcin-fuchsin, as shown in Figure 5.10.
Elastic fibers are produced by m ost of the sa me cells that
prod uce collagen and reticular fibers, particula rl y fibr oblasts and smooth muscle cells. In contrast to co llagen·
fiber s, however, elastic fibers are composed of two struc-

FIGURE 5.10
Collagen and elastic fibers. Photomicrograph of a mesentery spread
stained with resorci n-fuchsin. The mesentery is very thin, and the microscope can be focused through the entire thickness of the tissue.
The delicate thread-like branching strands are the elastic fibers (£).
Collagen fibers (C) are also evident. They are much thicker, and although they cross o ne another, they do not branch. x 200.
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The elastic property of the elastin molecule is due to its
unusual polypeptide backbone that causes random coiling

between layers of smooth muscle cells. Li ke the collagen
fi bers in the tunica media of blood vessel walls, the elastic
ma terial of a rteries is produced by smooth muscle cells,
not by fibroblasts. In contrast to elastic fibers, microfibrils
are not found in the lamellae. O nl y the amorphous elastin
component is seen in electron micrographs.

The random coiling of the elastin molecule a llows the
elastic fiber to be stretched and then to recoil to its original state. Elastin also contains desm osine and isodesmosine, two large amino acids that are responsible for the covalent bonding of the elastin molecules to one another
(Fig. 5.11). With the TEM, elastin appears as an amorpho us structure of low electron density. In contrast, the fibrillin microfibrils are electron dense and are read il y apparent even within the elastin matrix (Fig. 5.12). In mature
fibers, the fibrillin microfibrils are located within the elastic fiber and at its periphery. The presence of microfibrils
with in the fiber is associated with th e growth process; thus,
as the fiber is formed and thickens, the microfibrils become
entrapped within the newly deposited elastin.
In M arfa n's syndrome, a complex, autosomal dominant,
connective tissue disordet~ expression of the fibrilli n gene
(FBN1) is abnorma l. Inmmnofluorescence of a skin biopsy
specimen from a person with Madan's syndrome will show
an absence of elastin-associated fib rillin microfibrils. One of
the consequences of the disease is abnormal elastic tissue.

Elastin is synthesized by the same pathway as collagen

As noted, elastic fibers are produced by fib roblasts.
Elastin synthesis parallels collagen production; in fac t, both
processes can occur simultaneo usly in a cell. The orderly
modification and assembly of procollagen and proelastin, as
well as the synthesis of other connective tissue components,
a re controlled by signal peptides that are built into the beginning of the polypeptide cha ins of each of the molecules.
Signal peptides can be compared to the airline tags o n
luggage. Just as the tags ensure that baggage moves correctly from one aircraft to a nother at airpo rts, so signal
peptides ensure that the components of procollagen and
proelastin remain separate and properl y identified as they
pass throug h the organelles of the cell. During this transit,
a series of synthetic events and posttr anslatio nal modifications occur before the polypeptides ultimately arrive at
their proper destination.

'I GROUND SUBSTANCE

elastin
molecules

Ground substance occupies the space between the cells
and fibers

a

relaxed
FIGURE 5.12
Electron micrograph of an elastic fiber. The elastin (E) of the fiber has
a relatively amorphous appearance. The fibrili in microfibrils (arrows)
are present at the periphery and witi1in the substance of the fiber. A
number of collagen fibrils (C) is also present in this electron micrograph. x 40,000.

c
FIGURE 5.11
Diagram of elastin molecules and their interaction. a. Elastin molecules are depicted in their individual and random-coiled conformation. The configuration of the individual molecules continuously
changes, oscillating from one form to another. b. Elastin molecules
are shown joined by covalent bonding (red} to form a cross-linked
network. c. The effect of stretching is shown. When the force is withdrawn, the network reverts to the relaxed state as in panel b. (Copyright 1997 from Essential Cell Biology by Bruce Alberts, et al, p. 153.
Modified with permission of Routledge, inc., part of The Taylor &
Francis Group.)

Elastic material is a major extracellular substance in vertebral
ligaments, larynx, and elastic arteries

In elastic ligam ents, the elastic materia l consists of thick
fibers interspersed with co llagen fibers. Examples of this material ar e found in the ligamenta flava of the vertebral colwlm and the ligamentw11 nuchae of the neck. Finer fibers are
present in elastic ligaments of the vocal folds of the larynx.
In elastic arteries, the elastic materia l is in the form of
fenestrated lamellae, sheets o f elastin with ga ps or openings. T he lamellae are arra nged in concentric la yers

Ground substance is a viscous, clea r substance w ith a
slipper y feel~igh wa~t and has li ttle m orpho logic structure. In the lig ht microscope, ground substance appears amorpho us in sections of tissue preserved
by freeze dry ing or in frozen sections stained with basic
dyes or by the PAS m ethod. In ro utine H &E preparations,
g ro und substa nce is a lways lost because of its extraction
during fixation and dehyd ration of the tiss ue. T he result is
a n empty background; o nly cells and fibe rs are evident.
Thus, in most histologic preparations, the appearance of
gro und substance-or its lack of appeara nce-beli es its
fun cti ona l importance. Ground substance permits diffu sjon~ci nutrients between the microvasculatut?and cellular components of th e tiss ue.
Ground substance consists largely of proteoglycans and
hyaluronic acid

Ground substance consists p redominately o f_pro!!}gglycans, very large macromol ecul es composed of a core prote into which glysos~min ogl yca n mo lecules are co~ ler~tl y
bo L~d_. Glycosam inoglycans (GAGs) are long-cli"ain poly_:_
saccharid es composed of repeating disaccharide umts.
Theyarenamed for glucosamine, a hexosa mine sugar that
is present in each disaccharide.

Couurclivr Tiss11r
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Proteoglycans and GAGs are responsible for the physical
properties of ground substance

GAGs are highly negatively charged because of the sulfate and carboxyl groups located on many of th e suga rs,
hence their propensity for staining with basic d yes. The
high density of negative charges also attracts water, forming a hydrated gel. The gel-like co~he grou nd
substance permits rap ia diffuS.On of water-soluble mo let ules15ut inmDifs movement of ~~e--nlolecuiesaiicrbacte
fia,_ln - adoltion-;-proteogi~~ntaiflbin"dffig sites for
ma ny growth factor s, such as transforming growth factor
{3 (TGF-{3). The binding of growth facto rs to proteoglyca ns
may cause either their local aggrega tion or dispersion,
w hich in turn either inh ibits or enhances the movement of
migrating macromo lecules, microorganisms, or metastatic
cancer cells in the extracellula r environment.
Based o n differences in specific suga r r esidues, the nature of their linkages, and th e degree of sulfatio n, a fami ly
of seven distinct GAGs is recognized. They are listed and
partially characteri zed in Ta ble 5.4. Several of these proteoglycans are mod ified by connective tissue cells after
their sy nthesis. For examp le, heparin is formed by enzymatic cleavage of heparan sulfate; dermatan sulfate is similarly modified from chondroitin sulfate.
The GAG ,hya~{c ac~(HA) deserves special note because it differs .b:Qt:l1 t1e ot er GAGs in sever al respects. It
is an exceedingl.:y.J.Qpg, rigid molecule composed of a carbohydrate cha in of thousands of sugar s, ra ther than th e
several hundred or fewer sugars found in other GAGs.
Also, HA is !_1-~_QQIJ!lilto_~l:llUl_Q£9teoglyc"!!b By means of special !:EJk_proteins,_ha_wever;-prot~glycans iEJdirectly bin~o H~ forming'gianr macromolecules, as in the gro und substance of cartilage (Fig. 5.13 ).
The swelling pressure, or turgor, that occurs in these giant
h ydro philic m acromol ecules accounts for the ability of cartilage to resist compression withou t inhibiting flexi bili ty.

------

'I EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX
The extracellular matrix is a complex structural network that
includes fibrous proteins, proteoglycans, and several
glycoproteins

The current view of the extracellular components of connective tiss ue a nd their functio na l ro le reveals a d yna mic
system in wh ich fibers, proteoglycans-some belonging to
the gro und substance and others associated with surfacesa nd specific glycopro teins such as fibronectin and laminin
interact with the o th er com ponents. These structures co mpose the extracellular matrix.
The attachment of the fibroblast to the extracellular matrix has
functional implications

Tiss ue cul ture studies reveal that fi~
cho red tight! to matrix elements and that these attach-
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Approximate
Molecular
Weight(Da)

Disaccharide
Composition

+ N-acetylglucosamine
o-GJucuronic acid + N-acetylgala ctosamine 4-sulfate
o-Giucuronic acid + N-acetylgalactosamlne 6-sulfate
L-lduronic acid + N-acetylgalactosamine 4-sulfate
Galactose or galactose 6-sulfate +
o-Giucuronic acid

1,000,000

Hyaluronic acid
Chondroitin 4-sulfate

25,000

Chondroitin 6-sulfate

25,000

Dermatan su lfate

35,000

Keratan sulfate

10,000

Heparan sulfate

15,000

Glucuronic acid or L-iduronic acid 2-sulfate +
N-sulfamylglucosamine or N-acety lglucosamine

Heparin

40,000

Glucuronic acid or L-iduronic acid 2-sulfate +
N-sulfamylglucosamine or N-acetylglucosa mine
6-sulfate

N-acety lglucosamine 6-sulfate

collagen fibril
prot eog Iyc~a
n
monomer
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CONNECTIVE TISSUE CELLS

Connective tissue cells can be resident or wandering

The cells that make up the ~t cell population are
relatively stable; they typically exhibit little movement and
can be regarded as permanent residents of the tissue.
T hese resident cells include

• Fibroblasts and a closely related cell type, the myofibroblast
• Macrophages
• Adipose cells
• Mast cells
• Undifferentiated mesenchymal cells
The wandering or transient cell population consists primarily of cells that have migrated into the tissue from the
blood in response to specific stimuli. These include

j

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lymphocytes
Plasma cells
Neutrophils
Eosinophils
Basophils
Monocytes

The fibroblast is the principal cell of connective tissue

matrix components.

·

~ch:in cl ose proximity to collagen fibers . In

Proteoglycan structure. This schematic drawing shows, on tile left, a
proteoglycan monomer and its relationship to tile hyaluronic acid (HA)
molecule as represented in the ground substance of cartilage. The proteoglycan monomer Is composed of a core protein to wllicll glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are covalently bound. T11e proteoglycan

monomer consists of approximately 100 GAG units joined to the core
protein. Tile end of tile core protein contains a HA-binding region; interaction with tile HA is strengthened by a link protein. On tile rigllt,
HA molecules forming linear aggregates, each with many proteoglycan
monomers, are interwoven with a network of collagen fibrils.

ments function in cellular movement. The attachments
made by the fibroblasts involve severa l mechanisms that
may be divided into two classes. The first class of mechanisms requires cell membrane receptors for fibril proteins,
such as collagen, and for glycoproteins, such as fibronectin, which are attached to the fibri ls. A second class
a ppears to involve the covalent association of GAGs with
specific integral plasma membrane proteins. The attach-

ments established between fibroblasts and the matrix involve proteins that are distinct from the proteins that media te cell-to-cell contacts. The functions of these proteins
are similar to those involved in attachments of epithelial
cells to the basal lamina. Small va riations in the stru cture
of the proteins involved in these contacts confer an ind ividuality on the cell and matrix types with which they are
associated. These variations may establish molecular speci-

Fibroblasts in connective tissue. Photomicrograph of a connective tis·
sue specimen fixed with glutaraldehyde, embedded in plastic, and
stained with H&E. Thin strands of fibroblast cytoplasm (arrows) belonging to a few preferentially oriented cellS can just barely be recognized between collagen fibers. In routine H&E- stained, paraffin·
embedded preparations, it is usually impossible to distinguish tile attenuated and poorly preserved fibroblast cytoplasm f rom the collagen
fibers. Typically, only tile nuclei of these cells are evident. x600.

The myofibroblast displays properties of both fibroblasts and
smooth muscle cells

hyaluronic
acid

FIGURE 5.13

FIGURE 5.14

replicating population of cells that have a particularly close
physical relationship with the overlying epithelium. T hey
are believed to interact with the epithelium in normal renewal and differentiation in the adult organism (epithelial-mesenchymal interaction).

Fibroblasts and Myofibroblasts

hyaluronic
acid

I4 I

ficity and, presumably, assist in specialization of function
found at different tissue sites.

Glycosaminoglycans

Name

Couuective Tissue

routine H&E preparations, howeve1~ often only the nucleus
is visible. It appears as an elongated or disk-like structure,
sometimes with a nucleolus evident. The thin, pale-staining,
flattened processes that fo r m the bulk of the cytoplasm are
usua ll y not visible, la rgely because they blend with the collagen fibers. In some specially prepared specimens, it is possible to distinguish the cytoplasm of the cell from the fi·brous components (Fig. 5.14) . When examined with the
TEM, the fibroblast cytoplasm exhibits profiles of rER and
a prominent Golgi apparatus (Fig. 5.15). When extracellular ma trix material is produced during active growth or in
wound repa ir, the cytoplasm of the fib roblast is more extensive and may display basophilia as a result of increased
amounts of rER associated with protein synthesis.
Fibroblasts in some locations (e.g., those in1mediately beneath the epithelium of the intestine, under the epidermis,
and around tubular and glandular epithelia) constitute a

The myofibroblast is an elongate, spindly connective tissue cell not read ily identifiable in routine H&E preparations . With the TEM, the myofibroblast displays typical cyto logic characteristics of the fibroblast along with
characteristics of smooth muscle cells. In addition to rER
and Golgi profiles, the myofibroblast contains bundles of
longitudinally disposed actin filaments and dense bodies
sin1ilar to those observed in smooth muscle cells (Fig. 5 .16).
As in the smooth muscle cell, the nucleus often shows an
undu lating surface profile, a phenomenon associated with
cell contraction. T he n]yQfil:u:ohlas-t:-cliH~he smooth
tlm scle _cell in that .iLlacks_a surrounding basarTaffiii1a
(smooth muscle cells are surrounde<t by a basal or external
lamina). Also, it usually exists as an isolated cell, although
its processes may contact the processes of other myofibroblasts. Such points of contact exhi bit gap junctions, indicati.ng intercellular commUilication.
The myofibroblasr is implicated in wound contraction, a
natural process that results in closure of a wound in which
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cytes. Monocytes m i ra te from the bloodstream into the
~ uve n ssue, "where t ey 1 ~ o-

~es. ~

In tlie light microscope and with conventional stains, tissue macrophages are difficult to identify unless they display obvious evidence of phagocytotic activity, i.e., visible
ingested material within their cytoplas m. Another feature
that assists in identifying macrophages is an indented or

FIGURE 5.15
Electron micrograph of fibroblasts. The processes of several fibroblasts are shown. The nucleus of one fibroblast Is in the upper right
of the micrograph. The cytoplasm contains conspicuous profiles of
rE R. The cisternae of the reticulum are distended, indicating active
synthesis. The membranes of the Golgi apparatus (G) are seen in
proximity to the rER. surrounding the cells are collagen fibrils (CF), almost all of which have been cut in cross section and thus appear as
small dots at this magnification. x ll,OOO.
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kidney-shaped nucleus. Lysosomes a're abundant in the cytoplasm and can be revealed by staining for acid phosphatase activity (both in the light microscope and with the
TEM); a positive reaction is a further aid in identificatio n
of the macrophage. With the TEM, the surface of the
macrophage exhi bits numerous folds and finger-like projections (Fig. 5.1 7a). The surface folds eng ulf the substances to be phagocytosed.

FIGURE 5.16
Electron micrograph of a myofibroblast. The cell exh ibits some features of a fibroblast, such as areas with a moderate amount of rER.
Compare with Figure 5.15. Other areas, however, contain aggregates
of thin filaments and cytoplasmic densities (arrows). features characteristic of smooth muscle cells. The arrowheads indicate longitudinal
profiles of collagen fibrils. x 11,000.

Macrophages
loss of tissue has occurred. TEM studies reveal numerous
myofibroblasts in such wound sites, particularly in the granulation tissue of these wounds. Research suggests that these
cells may represent modified fibroblasts that have responded
to stimuli associated with tissue damage and repair.

Comreclive Tissue

M acrophages are phagocytotic cells derived from monocytes

Connective tissue macmphages, a lso known as tiss ue
histiocytes, are derived fro m blood cells called mon o-

FIGURE 5.17
Electron micrograph of a macrophage. a. The most disti nctive feature of the macrophage is its population of endocytotlc vesicles, early
and late endosomes, lysosomes, and phagolysosomes. The surface of
the cell reveals a number of finger-like projections, some of which
may be sections of surface folds. x 10,000. b. Higher magnification of

the lysosomes and phagolysosomes from figure a. Most lysosomes
possess an electron-dense homogeneous matrix (L). Many of
the phagolysosomes (P) contain an electron-lucent phagocytosed material. X45,000.
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The macrophage contains a large Golgi apparatus, rER and
sER. mitochondria, secretory vesicles, and lysosomes

The lysosomes of the macr o phage, along w ith the s urface cyt oplasmic p r ojections, are t h e structu res m ost ind ica ti ve of the specia li zed phagocytotic capability of t he
cell (Fig. 5.17b ). The m acr oph age m ay a lso con tain endocytotic ves icles, p hago lysosom es, a nd other eviden ce
o f p h agocytos is (i.e., r es id ua l bodies). T he rER an d
G_Q~i appara tus support the synt~p rote in s in~
l(o~d'_in th~~d d igestive . fu n ctio ns, as
we llasii1tlie cell 's secr et o r y f unct iO ns . I he s~ry
prodi:ietslnve-rl1e"Cet1 by both the co nstit u t ive and r egulated exocytoftc p a tnways. R egula te d secretion ca n be
activa te d- by p hagocytOSis, immu n e com p lexes, complement, and signals fr om ly mphocytes (including t he r elease of lymphok ines, biologically active molecules that
influence the acti vity of other cells). The secr e to r y products released by t he macropha ge include a wi de variety
o f subst a nces related to th e immu ne response, a na ph ylaxis, and infl am m ation. The release of n eutra l proteases
an d GAGases (en zymes th a t b reak d own GAGs) facili tates th e m igratio n of the m acr oph ages t h rough the con nective t iss ue.

A ltho ugh the m a in functio n of t he macrophage is p hagocytosis, either as a defen se activ ity (e.g., phagocytosis of
bacteria) or as a cleanup operat ion (e.g., p hagocyto sis of cell
debris), it also plays an im portant r o le in immune resp onse
reactio ns. Macrophages have specific proteins on their sm face known as major histocompatibility complex II (MHC
II) molecules that allow them to interact w ith helper CD4+
T lymphocytes. When macrophages engulf a foreign cell,
a ntigen s- short po lypeptides, 7 to 10 amino acids lo ng,
from the fo reign cell- ar e displayed on the s urface o f MHC
II molec ules. If a CD4 + T lymphocyte recognizes the displayed antigen, it becomes activa ted, triggering an immune
respo nse (see C hapter 13). Because m acrophages " p resent"
antigen to helper CD4 + T lym p hocytes, they are ca lled anti-

The cells that are included in the mononuclear phagocytotic system (MPS) are derived from monocytes and denote a population
of antigen-presenting cells Involved in the processing of foreign
substances. These cells are able to phagocytose avidly vital dyes
such as trypan blue and India ink, which makes them visible a nd
easy to identify in the light microscope. The common origin of
MPS cells from monocytes serves as the major distinguish ing feature of the system as it is currently perceived and is the basis for
the system's name. In addition, cells of the MPS display receptors
for complement and F, fragments of immu noglobulins. The various cells of the MPS are listed in Table 5.5.
Most cells of the MPS become fixed in specific tissues and may
adopt a va riety of morphologic appeara nces as they differentiate.
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ca lly because they contain heparin, 'a highl y su lfate d proteoglycan (Fig. 5.19).
Several vasoactive and immunoreactive substances are
contained in mast cell granules

.Mast cells release t heir gra n ules
ro riately
1 an mdividua IS ex p ose .~en
to w hich he or sh e has a lrea d y been sens itized. Sensitizat ion develops after t he initia l encounter w ith a n a ntigen.
During t his first enco u n te r, the immune system r ecognizes
the a ntigen as "nonse lf." Im m une syst em cells that express
antibod y m o lecules o n their surface sp ecific for t he antigen
(cognate antibodies) pro lifera te an d d ifferen tiate into sp ec ia lized a n tibody-secreting cells, p lasm a ce lls. T hese cells
then produce antibodies aga inst t he antigen . Sever a l major
classes of a nti bod ies, ca lled immunoglobulins, ar e prod uced . Immunoglobul ins of the IgE class a re released by
the p lasma cells and bind to Fe receptors loca ted o n th e
plasma mem b rane of t he m ast cells. O n su bseq uent exposure to t he same ant igen, an a n tigen-antibody react ion occurs at the mast cell su1·face tha t causes the d isch arge of
m ast cell granu les.

1)!i~

gen-presenting cells (APCs).
W h en m acrophages encou nter large fore ig n bodjes, they
m ay fuse to for m a la rge cell w ith up to 1 00 nuclei that eng u lfs the foreign body. These m ul tin ucleated cells a re
ca lled foreign body giant cells (La nghans cells).

Mast Cells and Basophils
Mast cells ar e large, ovoid, con nect ive tissue cells (20 to
3 0 14m in dia m eter) w ith a spherica l n ucleus and cyt oplasm

The secretions of mast cell granules can result in immediate
hypersensitivity reactions, allergy, and anaphylaxis

FIGURE 5.18
BOX

Co11uective Tiss ue

Electron micrograph of a mast cell. The cytoplasm is virtually filled

5.2

with gra nules. Note a small lymphocyte present in the upper left of
the figure. x 6,0 00.

The main fu nctions of MPS cells a re phagocytosis, secretion (lymphokines), antigen processing, and a ntigen presentation to other
cells of the immune system. Some functionally important phagocytotic cells are not derived from monocytes. For example, microglia are small, stellate cells located pri marily along capillaries of
the centra l nervous system, which fu nction as phagocytotic cells.
They are generally thought to arise from the mesectoderm of the
neural crest and not from monocytes; nevertheless, they are included in the MPS. Similarly, fibroblasts of the subepithelial sheath
of the lamina propria of the intestine and uterine endometrium
have been shown to differentiate into cells with morphologic, enzymatic, and functiona l characteristics of connective tissue
macrophages.

filled w it h large, inten sely basophilic gran ules (Fig. 5 .18 ).
The mast cell is related to, bu t not identica l w ith, the basophi l, a blood cell th at con ta ins simil a r g ran u les (Ta ble
5 .6). The cell s urface ex h j bits n umero us m icrovi lli an d
fol d s. The cytoplasm d isplays small amou n ts of rER , m itoch ond ria, a n d a Golgi apparatus.
Mast cells a re not easi ly identified in hu m an tiss ue sec~
tions unl ess specia l fixatives are used to p reserve the
gra nules . After g lutara ldeh yde fixation, mast ce ll gra n ules can be dis played w it h basic dyes, s uc h as to lu id ine
blue. It s ta ins t he gra nules inte nsely a nd metachroma ti-

Several pr imar y s u bstances foun d ins ide m ast cell granules ar e

• H istamine and slow-reacting substance of anaphylaxis
(SRS-A), which increase the permeability of s m a ll blood
vessels, ca using edema in the surround ing tissue.h1 add ition, both substa nces increase mucus prod uctio n in the
bronchia l t ree and trigger contr action of smooth muscles
in the p ul mona r y air ways, causing bronch ospasm .
• Eosinophil chemotactic factor (ECF) and neutrophil
chemotactic factor (NCF), w hich attract eosinoph ils an d
neutrophils to the site of in fla m mat ion. The secr etions of
eosinophi ls co unteract the effects of the h istam in e and

SR:S-A.
• Heparin, a s ul fated g lycosa minoglycan, w hic h is an an ticoagu lant. W hen it u nites w ith a ntithro mbin III, it can

TABLE 5.5. Cells of the Mononuclear Phagocytotic System

Name of Cell

Location

Macrophage (histiocyte)
Perisinusoidal macrophage (Kupffer cell)
Alveolar macrophage
Macrophage
Pleural and peritoneal macrophage
Osteoclast
Microglia
La ngerhans· cell
Fibroblast-derived macrophage

Connective tissue
Liver
Lungs
Spleen, lymph nodes, bone marrow, and thymus
Serous cavities
Bone
Central nervous system
Epidermis
Lamina propria of intestine, endometrium of uterus

TABLE 5.6. Comparison of Features Characteristic of Mast Cells and Basophils

Characteristic Features

Origin
Site of differentiation
Cell divisions
Life spa n
Size
Shape of nucleus
Gran ules
Surface F, receptors
for lgE antibodies

Mast Cells

Hemopoietic stem cell
Connective tissue
Yes (occasionally)
Weeks to months

Basophils

Hemopoietic stem cell
Bone marrow
No
Days

20 - 30 p.m

7-10 p.m

Round
Many, large, metachromatic
Present

Segmented (usually bilobar)
Few, small, basophilic
Present
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FIGURE 5.19
Photomicrograph of a mast cell stained with H8E. The granules
stain intensely and, because of their numbers, tend to appear as a
solid mass In some areas. The nucleus of the cell is represented by
the pale-staining area. x 1,250.
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Like that of mast cells, the ba sophil cell membrane exhibits specific receptors for the Fe fragment of IgE immu noglobulin, which is produced in r esponse to allergens. In a llergi c reactio ns, IgE immunoglobulins beco me
bound to the s urface Fe receptor of the basophil. T his
binding triggers the rapid exocytosis of the basophil secretory granules. T he release of histamine, hepa ran sulfa te, ECF, NCF, and peroxidase contained in the granu les
enhances the vascular response in derma l hypersensitivity
reaction s, such as those that follow insect bites and
stings. In highly sensiti ve indiv iduals, the anti gen injected
by an insect can trigger a massive di scharge of basophil
granules. This often-explosive, life- threatening reaction,
known as anaphylactic shock, is characterized by a decreased volum e of ci rculating blood (leaky vessels) and
constriction of smooth muscle cells in blood vessels and
in the bronchial tree. The individua l has difficulty brea thing and may exhibit a ras h as well as na usea and vomiting. Symptoms of anaphylactic shock usually develop
within 1 to 3 minutes, and they require immediate treatment w ith vasoconstrictors such as epinephrine.

ln ad dition, several secondary media to rs, namely,

leukotrienes a nd prostaglandin D, are r eleased durin g

Lymphocytes, Plasma Cells, and Other Cells
of the Immune System
lymphocytes ar e principally involved in immune responses

Connecti ve tiss ue lymphocytes are the smallest of the
free cells in the connective tiss ue (see Fig. 5.18). They have
a thin rim of cytoplasm surrounding a deep ly staining, heterochromatic nucleus. Often, the cytoplasm of connective
tissue lymp hocytes may not be visible. Normally, small
numbers of lymphocytes are fou nd in the connective tissue
throughout the body. The number increases dramatically,
however, at sites of tiss ue inflammatio n caused by pathogenic agents. Lymphocytes are most n umerous in the lamlila- propria of the respira tory and gastrointestinal tracts,
where they are involved in immunosurveilla nce against
pathogens and foreign su bstances that enter the body by
crossing the epithelial lining of these systems.

mast cell activation. These mediators are no t stored in
gr an ules but are synthesized by the cell and released immediately into the extracellular matrix.
Mast cells are especially numerous in connective tissues of skin
and mucous membranes but are not present in the brain and
spinal cord

Mast cells are distributed chiefl y in the vicinity o f small
blood vessels, a ta rget of histamine and SRS-A. Mast cells
are also present in the ca psules of orga ns a nd the connective tissue that surrounds the blood vessels of organs. A
notable exception is the central nervous system . Although
th e m eni nges (s heets of connecti ve tissue that surrou nd the
brain and spinal cord ) conta in mast cells, the connective
tissue around the sma ll blood vessels within the brain and
spina l cord is devoid of mast cells. The absence of rnast
cells protects the brain and spinal cord fro m the potentially
disrupti ng effects of the edema character istic of a llergic re~ns_:.. Mast cells are afSon~rl're-ttiymtls and,
to alesser degree, in other lymphatic orga ns, but they are
not present in the spleen.
In certain immune reactions, basophils leave the circulation
and function in the connective tissue

Basophils are a lso characterized by the presence of intense ly basophilic secr etory gr anules in the cytoplasm.

The adipose cell is a connective tissue cell specialized to store
neutral fat

Adipose cells differ entiate from undifferentiated m esenchyma l cells and grad ua ll y accum ulate~yto
p_la.s.m.. They are located thro ugho ut lo~ connective tissue
as individua l cells and gr o ups of cells. W hen they accumulate in large numbers, they are ca lled adipose tiss ue. Th is
specialized connective tissue is discussed in Chapter 6.

FIGURE 5.20
Electron micrograph of a small blood vessel. The nucleus at the upper left belongs to the endothelial cell that forms the wall of tile vessel. At the right is anotller ceil, a pericyte, that is in intimate relation
to the endotllelium. Note that the basal lamina (BL) covering the endothelial ceil divides (arrows) to surround the pericyte. Xll.OOO.

Undifferentiated Mesenchymal Cells
and Pericytes
Many research ers have postulated the ex istence of cells in
loose connecti ve tiss ue of the adult that retain the multiple
po tentials of embryonic mesenchyma l cells. These cells,
called undifferentiated mesenchymal cells, a re th o ught to
give rise to differentiated cells that function in repair and
fo rmation of new tiss ue, as in wou nd healing, and development of new blood vessels (neovascularization).
The pericyte may serve as one type of undifferentiated
mesenchymal cell

Pericytes, also ca lled adventitial cells o r perivascular
cells, are fo und around capillaries and venules (Fig. 5 .20).
T hey a re surro unded by basal lamina material that is continuous with the basal lamina of the capi llary endothelium;
thus, they are not truly located in the connecti ve tissue
co mpartment. The pericyte is typically wrapped, at least
partially, aro und the capill ar y, and its nucleus takes o n a
shape simila r to that of endothelia l cells, i.e., fl attened but
curved to confo rm to the tu bular shape of the vessel.
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the tu nica adventitia of venules and small veins are the
primary source of new cells in heali ng wounds. In ad dition, fibroblasts, pericytes, and endothelial cells in portions
of the connective tissue adjacent to the wound divide and
give rise to additiona l cells that form new connective tissue
and blood vessels.

Adipose Cells
block numero us coagulation fac tors. Based on its anticoagu lant pr operries;11ij)aiTrl is useful ~treatm~nt _gf
thrombosis.
.-------.
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TEM studies have shown that pericytes surrou nding the
smallest venules have cytoplasmic cha racteristics almost
identica l with those of the endothelial cells of the same vessel. Pericytes associated with larger venu les have characteristics of smooth muscle cells of the tunica media of small
veins. In fortuitous secti ons cut para llel to the lo ng axis of
venules, the distal portions and proxima l portio ns of the
same pericyte ha ve characteristics of endothelia l cells and
smooth muscle cells, respectively. These studies sugges t
that during the development of new vessels, cells w ith
character istics of per icytes may differentiate into the
smooth muscle of the vessel wall.
The fibroblasts and blood vessels within healing wounds
develop from undifferentiated mesenchymal cells associated
w ith the tunica adventitia of venules

Autoradiographic studies of wound hea ling using parabiotic (crossed-circulation ) pairs of anima ls have established that undiffer entiated mesenchymal cells located in

lymphocytes are a heterogeneous population of at least three
functional cell types: T cells, B cells, and NK cells

At the molecular level, lym phocytes are characterized by
the express ion of specific molecules on the plasma membrane known as cluster of differentiation (CD) proteins.
CD proteins recogn ize specific ligands on target cells. Beca use some CD proteins are present o nl y o n specific types
of lymphocytes, they are considered speci.fic marker proteins. O n the basis of these specific m arkers, lymphocytes
can be class ified into three functional cell types:

• T lymphocytes are characterized by the presence of the
CD2, CDJ, an d CD7 marker proteins and the T cell receptors (TCRs). T hese cells have a long life span and are
effectors in cell-mediated immunity.
• B lymphocytes are characterized by the presence of
CD9, CD19, CD20, and CD24 proteins and a ttached
immunoglobulins IgM and IgD. These cells recogn ize
antigen, have a varia ble li fe span, and are effectors in

antibody-mediated (humoral) immunity.
• Natural killer (NK) lymphocytes are no n-T, non-B lymp hocytes that express the CD16, CD56, and CD94 proteins, no t fou nd on other lymphocytes. These cells do
not produce immunoglobulins, nor do they express T CR
on their surface. T hus, NK lymphocytes ar e not antigen
specific. Simil ar in action to T lymphocytes, however,
th ey destroy virus-infected cells and some tumor cells by
a cytotoxic mechan ism.
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In response to the presence of antigens, lymphocytes become activated and may divide several times, producing
clones of themselves. In addition, clones of B lymphocytes
mature into plasma cells. A description of B and T lymphocytes and their functions during inunu ne response reactio ns is presented in Chapter 13.
Plasma cells are antibody-producing cells derived
from B lymphocytes

Plasma cells are a prominent constituent of loose connective tissue where antigens tend to enter the body, e.g.,
the gastrointestinal and respiratory tracts. They are also a
normal component of salivary glands, lymph nodes, and
hemopoietic tissue. Once derived from' its precursor, the B
lymphocyte, a plasma cell has only limited migratory ability and a somewhat short life span of 10 to 30 days.
The plasma cell is a relatively large, ovoid cell (20 p.m)
with a considerable amoun t of cytoplasm. The cytoplasm
displays strong basophilia beca use of an extensive rER
(Fig. 5.21). The Golgi apparatus is usua lly prominent because of its r elatively large size and lack o f staining. It appea rs in light microscope preparations as a dear area, in
contrast to the basoph ilic cytoplasm .
The nucleus is spherical and typ ically offset or eccentrically positio ned. It is small, not much larger than the nucleus of the lymphocyte. It exhibits large clumps of periphera l heterochromatin alternating with clear areas of
euchromatin. This arrangement has traditionally been described as resembling a cartwheel or analog clock face,
w ith the heteroclu·omatin resembling the spokes of the
wheel or the numbers on a clock. The heterochromatic nucleus of the plasma cell is somewhat surprising, given the
cell's functi on in synthesizing large amounts of protein.
H owever, because the cells produce large amo unts of only
one type of protein-a specific antibody-only a small segment of the genome is exposed for tr anscription.

FIGURE 5.21

Electron micrograph of a plasma cell. An extensive rER occupies
most of the cytoplasm. The Golgi apparatus (G) is also relatively
large, a further reflection of the cell's secretory activity. xlS,OOO.

Eosinophils, monocytes, and neutrophils are also observed
in connective tissue

As a result of imrnune responses and tissue injury, certain cell s rapid ly migrate from th e blood to enter the connecti ve tissue, particularly neutrophils and monocytes.
Their presence generally indicates an acute inflammatory
reaction. In these reactions, neutrophils migrate into the
connective tissue in substantial numbers, followed by
large numbers of monocytes. As noted, the monocytes

then diffe rentiate into macrophages. A descr iption of
these cells and their role is fou nd in Chapter 9. The
eosinophil, w hich functions in allergic reactions and
parasitic infections, is also presented in that cha pter.
Eosinophils may be observed in normal connecti ve tissue,
particularly the lamina propria of the intestine, as a resu lt
of chronic immunologic responses that occur in these
tissues.
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PLATE 4. LOOSE AND DENSE CONNECTIVE TISSUE
A classificati o n of connecti ve tissue is presented in Table
1. The lig ht microscopic appearance of loose connective tissue includes many cells, usually of var ious types, including fibroblasts, macrophages, leukocytes, and cells of the immu ne
system, particularly lymphocytes and plasma cells; the cells
are not organized in any special pattern. T he collagen fi bers
are fi ne and wispy, and most of the gro und substance is lost
during fi xation. Thus, the ti ssue us uall y stains lightly w ith
eosin. In con trast, dense connective tissue is composed of
thick collagen bundles that stain deeply with eosin. It has relatively few cells, most of which are fibroblasts. Both connective tissues contain elastic fi bers that are visi ble only w ith
special staining methods (see Plate 6).

EB
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TABLE 1.

Classification of Connective Tissue

Connective tissue proper
Loose connective tissue
Dense connective tissue
Irregular
Regular
Specialized connective tissue
Adipose tissue
Blood (Plates 16-17)
Bone (Plates 11-15)

Figure 1, mammary gland, human, H&E x 160.
This mi crograph shows, at low mag nifi cati on, loose
connecti ve tissue (LCT) immedi ate ly surrounding the gland
epithe lium (Ep) . It is re latively less strained with eos in,
com pared with the dense connective tissue (DCT) that occupies much of the field. The de nse connective tissue, w ith

Figure 2, mammary gland, human, H&E x 250.
Although the magnificati on of this fig ure is no t suffi c iently hi gh to explore cytologic detail, two gene ra l cell
types are recogni zed in the loose connective tissue, based
on nuclear shape. O ne population of cells contains e longate
nuclei (arrows); these most likely belong to fibroblasts.

Figure 3, vagina, human, H&E x 250.
T hi s exampl e of loose connecti ve tissue is fro m the wall
of the vagina jus t be low the epithe lia l s urface. Aga in, note

Figure 4, vagina, human, H&E x 480.
Here the wispy nature of the fi ne collagen fi bers is evident,
and the variation of nuclear profiles is even more apparent.
Identi ficati on of the cell type represented by each nucleus is
not possible; however, certain cells of the total popul ati on can
be identi fied with assurance. T hus, the small , de nse, round
nuclei wi thout visible surro unding cytoplasm belong to lymphocytes (L). Some of the round nuclei exh ibit a surro unding
but eccentti c mass of cytoplasm. T hese are plasma cells (PC).
The cytoplasm of some cells is obscured pattially by the nucleus, making identity less certain (?). T he size, density, chro-

Cartilage (Plates 7-10)
Hemopoietic tissue (Plates
16- 17)
Lymphatic tissue (Plates

3 2-37)
Embryonic connective tissue
Mesenchyme
M ucous conn ective tissue

its numerous thi ck fibers, is in contrast to the loose connective tissue that has a relative paucity of fibers. The typical wispy nature of the collagen fi bers fou nd in loose connective ti ssue is seen mo re clearly in F igure 2, which shows
one of the lobu les at higher magnification.

The other population contai ns roun d nuclei; most of these
nucle i represent lymphocytes (L), a lthoug h some a re of
plasma ce lls. T he significant feature, however, is that the
loose connective tissue is hig hly cell ular, considerably
more so than the s urrounding dense connective tissue . Typically, the cells of dense connective tissue are fibroblasts.
the myriad nuclear profi les. T he area immed iately to the
right of the upper marked blood vessel (BV) is s hown at
hig h magni ficatio n in Figure 4.

matin pattern, and typically elongated nucleus make those
cells more readily identifiable as fibroblasts. Two fibroblast
nuclei (F) are Lndkated in the micrograph; both are elongate,
but one appears quite narrow. lt is being viewed on edge,
whereas the broader nucleus profile represents an en face
view of a fibroblast. This nucleus also shows prominent nucleoli, typical of active fibroblasts. Usuall y, the thi n cytoplasmic processes of the fi broblasts are obscured by blending in
with the collagen. Some of the nuclei seen here may represent
macrophages or mast cells, but these cells cannot be definitively identi fied.
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E p, epithelium
F, fibrob last nucleus
L, lymphocyte

LCT, loose connective tissue
PC, plasma cell
anow, elongate nucleus
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CHAPTER 5

PLATE 5. DENS E REGULAR CONN ECTIVE TISSU E, TENDONS,
AND LIGAMENTS
Dense regular connective tissue is distinctive in that its fibers are very densely packed and are organ ized in paralle l array
into fascicles. The collagen fibrils that make up the fibe rs are also arranged in an ordered parallel array. Tendons, which attach
muscle to bone, and ligaments, wh ich attach bone to bone, are examples of this type of tissue. Ligaments are similar to tendons in most respects, but thei r fi bers and the organization of the fascicles tend to be less ordered.
In tendons as well as li gaments, the fascicles are separated from one another by dense irregular connective tissue, the el!dotendin.eum, thJOug h which trave l vessels and nerves. Also , a fascicle may be parti ally d ivided by connective tissue septa that
extend fro m the e ndote ndineum and contai n the smallest vessels and ne rves. Some of the fascicles may be grouped into larger
functio na l units by a tl1icker, surroundi ng connective tissue, the peritendineum. Finally, the fascicles and g roups of fascicles
are surrounded by dense inegular connective tissue, the epitendineum.
T he fib roblasts, also called tendon cells in tendons, are elongated cells that possess exceedingly thin , sheet-like cytoplasmic processes that reside between a nd embrace adjacent fibers . T he margins of the cytoplasmic processes contact those of
neighboring tendon cells, thus formi ng a syncytium-like cytoplasmic network.
The most regular dense connective tissue is that of the stroma of the cornea of the eye (see Plate 103). In this tissue, the collagen fibri ls are arranged in parallel in lamellae that are separated by large, flattened fib roblasts. Adjace nt lamellae are atTangecl at
approximately right angles to one another, thus forming an orthogonal array. T he ex treme regulru·ity of fi bril size and fibr il spacing in each lamella, in conjunction with the or thogonal array of the lamellae, is believed to be the basis of corneal transparency.

Ea
Ea
Ea

Figure 1, tendon, longitudinal section, human,
H&E x 100.
T his spec imen incl udes the surroundi ng dense irregular
c onnective tissue of the tendon, the epitendi neum (Ept).
T he tendon fascic les (TF) that make up the te ndo n are surrounded by a less dense connecti ve tissue than that associated with the epitendineum. In longi tudinal sections s uch as
this, the connective tiss ue that surro unds the individual fascicles, the e ndotend ineum (Ent), seems to disappear at certain poi nts, w ith the result that one fascicle appears to

Figure 2, tendon, longitudinal section, human,
H&E x400.
Th is hig her magni fication micrograph shows the orde red single-file array of the tendon cell nuclei (TC) along
with the intervening coll agen. The latter has a homogeneous appearance. T he cytoplasm of the cells is indistin-

Figure 3, tendon, cross section, human, H&E
x 400.
T his specime n is well preserved, and the de nsely packed
collagenous fibers appear as a ho mogeneous fi eld , even
though the fi bers are viewed on their cut e nds. The nuclei
appear irreg ulru·Jy scattered, as opposed to their mo re uni-

merge with a neighboring fascicle. This is due to an
obliqueness in the plane of section rather than an actual
mergi ng of fascicles. The collagen that makes up the bulk
of the tendon fascicle has a homoge neous a ppearance as a
result of the o rderly packi ng of the individual collagen fi brils. The nucle i of the tendon cells appear as elongate profi les arranged in lineru· rows. T he cytoplasm of these cells
blends in with the coll agen, leav ing o nly the nuclei as the
representative feature of the cell.

- ·8

guish able fi·om the collagen, as is typical in H&E paraffi n
specimens. The variatio n in nuclear appeara nce is due to
the plane of section and the pos ition of the nucle i within the
thickness of the section. A small blood vessel (BV) coursing within the endotend ineum is a lso present in the specimen.
form pattern in the lon gitudina l plane. T his is explained by
exami ni ng the dashed line in Fig ure 2, which is meant to
represent an arbitrary cross-sectiona l cut of the tendo n.
Note the irregular spacing of the nuclei that are in d1e plane
of the cut. Lastl y, several small blood vessels (BV) are present within the endotendine um (E11t) withi n a fascicle.
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TC, tendon cell nuclei
TF, fascicle of tendon

dashed line, arbitrary cross-sectional cut of
tendon
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PLATE 6. ELASTIC FIBERS AND ELASTIC LAMELLAE
Elastic fibers are present in loose and dense connective tissue throughout the body, but in lesser amounts than collagenous
fibers. Elastic fi bers are not conspicuous in routine H&E sections but are visuali zed readi ly with special staining methods. (The
following selectively color elastic material: Weigert's elastic tissue stain, purple-violet; Gomori's aldehyde fuchsin stain, blueblack; Verhoeff's he matoxylin elastic ti ssue stain, black; and modified Taenzer-U nna orcein stain, red-brown.) By using a combination of the special elastic stains and counterstains, such as H&E, not only the elastic fibers but also the other tissue components may be revealed, thus allowing study of the relationships between the elastic material and other connecti ve tissue
components.
Elastic material occurs in both fibrous and lamellar forms. In loose and dense connective tissue and in elastic cartilage (see
Plate 9), the elastic material is in fi brous form. Similarly, the elastic ligaments that connect the cervical vertebrae and that are
particularly prominent in grazing animals h ave a mixture of elastic and collagenous fibers in a tightly packed array. In the major, largest diameter arteries (e.g., aorta, pulmonary, common carotid, and other primary branches of the aorta), the tunica media consists of fenestrated layers of elastic ti ssue alternating with layers containing smooth muscle cells and collagenous tissue.
This allows stretching and elastic rebound to assist in the propulsion of the blood. All arteries and most large arterioles have a n
internal elastic lamina that supports the delicate endothelium and its immediately subjacent connective tissue. It should be noted
that both the collagen and elastic components of the tunica media are produced by the smooth muscle cells of this layer.

@

tion of the fig ure shows considerably heavier elastic and
collagen fibers. Also note that many of the elastic fibers appear as short rectangular profiles. These profiles simpl y
represent fibers traveling through the thi ckness of the section at an oblique angle to the path of the knife. Careful examination will also reveal a few fibe rs that appear as dotlike profiles. They represent cross-sectioned elastic fibers.
Overall, the elastic fibers of the dermis have a three-dimensional interlacing confi guration, thus the variety of forms.

Figure 2, mesentery, rat, Weigert's x 160.
This is a whole mount specimen of mesentery, similar to
Figure 2 in Plate I but prepared to show the connective tissue ele ments and differentially stained to reveal elasti c
fibe rs. The elastic fibers (E) appear as thin, long, cri ss-

@

crossing and branching threads without discernable beginnings or e ndings and with a somew hat irregular course.
Again, the collage n fibers (C) are contrasted by their eosin
staining and appear as long, straight profiles that are considerably thicker than the elastic fibers.

Figure 3, artery, monkey, Weigert's x 80.
Elastic material also occurs in sheets or lamellae rather
than string-like fibers. This figure shows the wall of an elastic artery (pulmonary artery) that was stained to show the
elastic material. Each of the wavy lines is a lamella of elastic material that is organi zed in the form of a fenestrated
sheet or membrane. The plane of secti on is such that the
elastic me mbranes are seen on edge. This specimen was not
subsequently stained with H&E. The e mpty-appearing

spaces between elastic layers contai n collagen fibers and
smooth muscle cells, but they remai n essentially unstained.
In the muscular layer of blood vessel, both elasti n and collagen are secreted by the smooth muscle cells.
Tissues of the body containing large amounts of e lastic
material are limited in distribution to the walls of elastic arteries and some li game nts that are associated with the
spinal colu mn .

Figure 1, dermis, monkey, Weigert's x160.
This shows the connective tissue of the skin, refe rred to
as the dermis, stained to show the nature and distribution of
the elastic fibers (E), which appear purple. The collagen
fibers (C) have been stained by eosin , and the two fiber
types are easily differentiated. The connective tissue at the
top of the figure, close to the epithelium (the papillary layer
of the dermi s), contains thin elastic fibers (see upper left of
figure) as well as less coarse collagen fibers. The lower por-
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BV, blood vessel
C, collagen fibers
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0, duct of sweat g land

E, elastic fibers
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~mesenchymal cell

different parts of the body account, in p art, for the differences in body conto ur between females and males. In both
sexes, the breast is a preferential site for accumu lation o f
a dipose tissue; the n o nlactating female breast is composed
prima rily of this tiss ue.
Intemally, adipose tissue is preferentially located in the
great er omentum, mesentery, a nd re troperiton eal space
a nd is usu a lly ab undant around the kidneys. lt is also
fo und in bone marrow and between other tissues, w here it
fills in spaces . In the p a lms of the hands and the soles of
the feet, beneath the viscera l peri ca rd iu m (around the outside of the heart ), and in the orbits around the eyeballs,
a dipose tissue functions as a cushion. It re tains this structura l function even during reduced caloric intake; w hen
a dipose tissue elsewhere becomes depleted of lipid, this
structural adipose tissue remains undiminished.
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White adipose tissue produces the hormone leptin

BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE 160
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Clinical Correlations: Adipose Tissue Tumors

OVERVIEW OF ADIPOSE TISSUE

Adipose tissue is a specialized connective tissue consisting of
fat-storing cells (adipocytes) associated with a rich blood supply

Indi vidua l fat-storing cells, or adipocytes, and groups of
a dip ocytes are fo und throu ghout loose connective tiss ue.
Tissues in w hich a dipocytes are the primary cell type are
designated adipose tissue. Adipocytes functi on as fatsto rage conta iners. The bod y has a limited capacity to
store carbohydra te and protein; th erefore, the fat con taine d w ithin adipocytes represents the storage of excess
nutritional calories that are not immedia tely used in m etabolism or other activity. Fat is an e fficient fo rm o f calorie storage because it h as a bo ut tw ice the calorie d ensity o f
carb oh ydra te a nd p rotein. The m etabolism of fat can a lso
be an essentia l source of water and energy for the bod y in
the even t of food deprivation. For example, the hump of a
ca mel consists large ly of fa t a nd is a source of both energy
and wa ter for this d ese.rt a nim a l.
There are two types of adipose tissue: white (unilocular) and
brown (multilocular)

156
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The two types of ad ipose tissue, white adipose tissue
and brown adipose tissue, are so named because o f their
color in the living sta te.
• White a dipose t iss ue is the pred ominant type in adult
humans.
• Brown adipose tiss ue is present in humans during fetal
life but diminishes dur ing the first d ecade after bir th.

9

WHITE ADIPOSE TISSUE

Function of White Adipose Tissue
Functions of white adipose tissue include energy storage,
insulation, and cushioning of vital organs

Unilocul a r adipose tissue forms a layer called th e panniculus adiposus or hypodermis in the connective tiss ue
under the skin. This subcutaneous layer of connective tissue has a significa nt insulating function. Concentrations o f
a dipose tiss ue are found in the connective tiss ue under the
skin of the abdomen, buttocks, axi lla, and t hi gh. Sex di fferences in the thickness of this fatty layer in the skin of

Adipose tissue is exclusively respon sible for the synthesis
a nd secretion of leptin {Gr. leptos, thin}, a 16-kDa p eptide hormone in volved in the regulatio n of energy homeostasis.
Generally accepted biologic effects of leptin ar e inhibition of
food intake, loss of body weight, and stimulation of the
metabolic rate. T hus, leptin fulfills the criteria for a circulating satiety factor that controls food intake w hen the
body's store o f energy is sufficient. Leptin most likely p articipates in an endocrine signa ling p athway that communica tes the energy sta te of a dip ose tissue to centers th at regulate energy uptak e. It acts on the central nervous system by
binding to specific receptors, m ainly in the hypothala mus. In
addition, leptin communicates the fuel state of adipocytes
from fat storage sites to other m eta bo lically active tissues
(i.e., fro m adipose tissue to muscle at a different sit e} .

Histogenesis of Fat Cells
Early histologists debated w heth er adipose tiss ue was a
specific tissue, distinct from conn ective ti ss ue, or w hether
it was ordina ry connective tissue in which fib roblast s
stored fat glo bules . The c urrent con sensus is that
adipocytes ar e a specific cell type and th at they are d erived
fro m undifferentia ted mesenchymal cells associated with
the adventitia of sma ll venu les (Fig. 6 .1 ). Therefo re,
a dipocytes origina te from the same stem ce ll popu lation as
fibroblasts a nd myofibroblasts in hea ling w ounds. Even
w ith the traasmission electron mi croscope (TEM), it is still
nea rl y impossible to d istingui sh early lipoblasts or
preadipocytes from fibro blasts. Thus, many in ves tiga t or s
describe the early lipoblast as a cell that is committed to
differ entia t e into an adipocyt e but is m orphologicall y indistinguish able fro m a fibro blast.

midstage
lipoblast
brown
a dipocytes

llpobla~

mature lipoblast
(white adipocyte}
FIGURE 6.1

Diagram of the development of adipose tissue cells. Like all con-

nective tissue cells, adipocytes are derived from mesenchymal cells (either mesodermally derived mesenchyme or ectomesenchyme derived
from the neural crest). Mesenchymal cells give rise to fibroblasts and
fibroblast-li ke cells that are committed to becoming lipoblasts
(preadipocytes). Lipoblasts develop an external (basal) lamina and begin to accumulate numerous lipid droplets in their cytoplasm. In white
adipose tissue, these droplets fuse to form a single large lipid droplet
that ultimately fills the mature cell, compressing the nucleus, cytoplasm, and cytoplasmic organelles into a thin rim around the droplet.
In brown adipose tissue, the individual lipid droplets remain separate.
(Modified from Henrikson RC, Kaye Gl, Mazurkiewicz JE. NMS Histology.
Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1997.)

White adipose tissue begins to form midway through fetal
development

The lipoblasts tha t initia lly develop along the small blood
vessels in the fet us are free of fat. Nevertheless, these cells are
committed to becoming fa t cells a t this early stage; collections of such cells are sometimes called primitive fat organs.
157
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They are characterized by proliferating early lipoblasts and
proliferating capillaries. Lipid accumulation in lipoblasts
produces the typical morphology of the adipocytes.
Early lipoblasts look like fibroblasts but develop small lipid
inclusions and a thin external lamina

TEM studies reveal that ea rl y lipoblasts have an elongated configuration, multiple cytoplasmic processes, and
abundant endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi membranes.
As lipoblastic differentiation begins, smooth-surfaced vesicles increase in numbe1~ with a corresponding decrease in
rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) . Small lipid inclusions
appear at one pole of the cytoplasm. P inocytotic vesicles
and an external lamina also appear.
Midstage lipoblasts become ovoid as lipid accumulation
changes the cell dimensions

With further development, the cells assume an oval configuration. The most characteristic feature at this stage is
the extensive concentration of smooth vesicles and small
lipid droplets around the nucleus and extending toward
both pole.s of the cell. Glycogen particles appear at the periphery of the lipid droplets, and pinocytotic vesicles and
basal lamina become more apparent. These cells are designated midstage lipoblasts.
The mature adipocyte is characterized by a single, large lipid
inclusion surrounded by a thin rim of cytoplasm

In the late stage of differentiation, the cells increase in
size and become more spherical. Small lipid droplets coalesce to form large lipid vacuoles that occupy the central
portion of the cytoplasm. Smooth endoplasmic reticulum
(sER) is abundant, whereas rER is less prominent. These
cells are designated late lipoblasts. Eventually, the lipid
mass compresses the nucleus to an eccentric position, producing a signet-ring appearance in hematoxylin and eosin
(H&E) preparations. These cells are designated adipocytes
or mature lipocytes.

Structure of Adipocytes and Adipose Tissue
Unilocular adipocytes are large cells, sometimes 100
more in diameter

(Lm

or

When isolated, adipocytes are spherical, but they may
appea r polyhedral or oval when crowded together in adipose tissue. Their large size is due to the accum ulated lipid
in the cell. The nucleus is flattened and displaced to one
side of the lipid mass; the cytoplasm forms a thin rim
around the lipid. In routine histologic sections, the lipid is
lost through extraction by organic solvents such as xylene;
consequently, adipose tissue appears as a delicate meshwork of polygonal profiles (Fig. 6.2). T he th in strand of

meshwork that separates adjacent adipocytes represents
the cytoplasm of both cells and the extracell ular matrix.
The strand is usually so thin, howeveJ; that it is not possible to resolve its component parts in the light microscope.
Adipose tissue is richly supplied with blood vessels, and
capi llaries are found at the angles of the meshwork where
adjacent adipocytes meet. Silver stains show that
adipocytes are surrounded by reticular fibers (type III collagen), which are secreted by the adipocytes. Special stains
also reveal the presence of unmyelinated nerve fibers and
numerous mast cells.

capillary
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The lipid mass in the adipocyte is not membrane bounded

Transmission electron microscopy reveals that the interface between the contained lipid and surrounding cytoplasm of the adipocyte is composed of a 5-nm-thick condensed layer of lipid reinforced by parallel vimentin
filaments measuring 5 to 10 nm in diameter. This layer separates the hydrophobic contents of the lipid droplet from
the hydrophilic cytoplasmic matrix.
The perinuclear cytoplasm of the adipocyte contains a
small Golgi apparatus, free ribosomes, short profiles of
rER, microfilaments, and intermediate filaments. Filamentous mitochondria and multiple profiles of sER are also
found in the thin rim of cytoplasm surrounding the lipid
droplet (Fig. 6.3).

Regulation of Adipose Tissue
The amount of adipose tissue in an individual is determined by
expression of the leptin (ob) gene

The recent discovery of the leptin (ob) gene, which encodes a fat-specific mRNA and leptin, has given some insight into the mechanism of energy homeostasis. Hw11an
leptin gene expression occurs in mature aclipocytes and is
highly regulated. Stud ies of obese individuals show that
levels of leptin mRNA in adipose tissue as well as serum
levels of leptin are elevated in all types of obesity, regardless of whether it is caused by genetic factors, hypothalamic lesions, or increased efficiency of food uti lization .
Studies of individuals who have lost weight and those with
anorexia 1tervosa show that leptin mRNA levels in their
ad ipose tissue and serum levels of leptin are significantly
reduced. In experimental anima l models, the addition of
recom binant leptin to obese, leptin-deficient oblob mice
causes them to reduce their food intake and lose about
30% of their tota l body weight after 2 weeks of treatment.
Genetic obesity is most li kely related to the expression
of defective leptin (ob) or leptin receptor genes. This may
explain why identical twins usually have the same or close
to the same amount of body fat. Even when the amou nt of
body fa t in identical twins varies, however, the patterns of
distri.bution are a lways the same.

b
FIGURE6.2
White adipose tissue. a. Photom icrograph of white adipose t issue,
showing its characteristic meshwork in a H&E-stained paraffin preparation. Each space represents a single large drop of lipid before its
dissolution from the cell during tissue preparation. The surrounding
eosin-stained material represents the cytoplasm of the adjoining cells
and some intervening connective tissue. X 320. b. High-power photomicrograph of a glutaraldehyde-preserved, plastic-embedded specimen of white adipose tissue. Tile cytoplasm of the individual adipose

Deposition and mobilization of lipid are influenced by neural
and hormonal factors

One of the major metabolic functions of adipose tissue involves the uptake of fatty acids from the blood and their
conversion to triglyceride within the adipocyte. Triglyceride
is then stored within the cell's lipid droplet. When adipose
tissue is stimulated by neural or hormonal mechanisms,
triglycerides are broken down into glycerol and fatty acids,
a process called mobilization. The fatty acids pass through
the ad ipocyte cell membrane to enter a capillary. H ere, they
are bound to the carrier protein albumin and transported to
other cells, which use fatty acids as metabolic fuel.
Neural mobilization is particularly important during periods of fasting and exposure to severe cold. During early
stages of experimental starvation in rodents, adipose cells

cells is recognizable in some areas, and part of the nucleus of one of
the cells is included in the plane of section. A second nucleus (arrow),
which appears intimately related to one of the adipose cells, may actually belong to a fibroblast; it is difficult to tell w ith assurance. Because of the large size of adipose cells, the nucleus is infrequently observed in a given cell. A capillary and a sma ll venule are also evident
in the photomicrograph. x 950.

in a denervated fat pad continue to deposit fat. Adipose
cells in the intact contra lateral fat pad mobilize fa t. It is
now known that norepinephrine (which is liberated by the
endings of nerve cells of the sympathetic nervous system)
initiates a series of metabolic steps that lead to the activation of lipase. This enzyme spli ts triglycerides (neutral
fats ), which constitute over 90% of the lipid in the fat of
the adipocyte. The enzymatic activity is an early step in the
mobilization of the lipid.
An unusua l form of obesity is due to injury of the hypothalamus, the portion of the base of the brain where neurosecretions that control pituitary function are synthesized . Although the clinical manifestation of hypothalamic
obesity is associated with increased food consumption, experiments with laboratory a nimals with hypothalamic injury show that caloric intake is not the only factor leading
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When oxidized, it produces heat to warm the blood flowing through the brown fat on arousal from hibernation.
This type of heat production is known as nonshivering
thermogenesis.
Brown adipose tissue is also present in nonhibernating
animals and again serves as a source of heat. In humans,
multilocular adipose tissue is present in large amounts in
the newborn, which helps offset the extensive heat loss
that results from the newborn's high surface-to-mass ratio. The amount of brown adipose tissue gradually decreases as the body grows, but it remains widely distributed throughout the first decade of life. It then disappears
from most sites except for regions around the kidney, adrenal glands, aorta, and regions in the neck and mediastinum. As in the mobilization of lipid in white adipose
tissue, lipid is mobilized and heat is generated by multi-
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locular adipocytes when they are stimulated by the sympathetic nervous system.
Thermogenic activity of brown adipose tissue is regulated by
the unique uncoupling protein found in mitochondria

The mitochondria found in the cytoplasm of brown adipose tissue cells contain a unique uncoupling protein
(UCP-1), which uncouples the oxidation of fatty acids from
the production of ATP. At the molecular level, UCP-1 facilitates proton transport across the inner mitochondrial
membrane. The movement of protons from the inner mitochondrial compartment dissipates the mitochondrial
proton gradient, thus uncoupling respiration from ATP
synthesis . The energy produced by the mitochondria is
then used as heat. In experimental animals, UCP-1 activity
has been shown to increase during cold stress.

FIGURE 6.3

Electron micrograph showing portions of
two adjacent adipose cells. The cytoplasm
of the adipose cells reveals mitochondria
(M) and glycogen (the latter appears as the
very dark particles). x 15,000. Upper inset.
Attenuated cytoplasm (Cy) of two adjoining
adipose cells. Each cell is separated by a
narrow space containing external (basal)
lamina and an extremely attenuated
process of a fibroblast. x 65,000. Lower inset. The external (basal) lamina (BL) of the
adipose cells appears as a discrete layer
where the cells are adequately separated
from one another. F, fibroblast processes.
X3 0,000.

to obesity. Lesioned rats deposit more body fat than control animals fed the same amounts of food.
Hormonal mobilization involves insulin, a hormone
that inhibits the action of hormone-sensitive lipase and
thus blocks the release of fatty acids. It also enhances the
conversion of glucose into the tr.iglycerides of the lipid
droplet by the adipocyte. In addition, other hormones
modify various steps in the metabolism of adipose tissue,
including thyroid hormone, glucocorticoids, prostaglandins, and hormones of the pituitary gland.
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BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE

Adipocytes of brown, multilocular adipose tissue contain
numerous fat droplets

The cells of brown adipose tissue are smaller than those
of white adipose tissue. The nucleus of a mature multilocular adipocyte is typica lly in an eccentric position within
the cell, but it is not flattened, as is the nucleus of a unilocular adipocyte.

In routine H&E-stained sections, the cytoplasm of the
multilocular adipocyte consists largely of empty vacuoles
because the lipid that ordinarily occupies the vacuolated
spaces is lost during preparation (Fig. 6.4) . Multilocular
adipocytes depleted of their lipid bear a closer resemblance
to epithelial cells than to connective tissue cells. The multilocular adipocyte contains numerous mitochondria, a
small Golgi apparatus, and only small amounts of rER and
sER. The mitochondria contain large amounts of cytochrome oxidase, which imparts the brown color to the
cells.
Brown adipose tissue is subdivided into lobules by partitions of connective tissue, but the connective tissue
stroma between individual cells within the lobules is
sparse. The tissue has a rich supply of capillaries that enhance its color. Numerous unmyelinated nerve fibers are
present among the fat cells.
Metabolism of lipid in brown adipose tissue generates heat

Hibernating animals have large amounts of brown adipose tissue. The tissue serves as a ready source of lipid.

FIGURE 6.4

Brown adipose tissue. a. Photomicrograph of brown adipose tissue
from a newborn in a H&E-stained paraffin preparation. The cells contain fat droplets of varying size. Note the large blood vessels within
the tissue. x 150. b. This photomicrograph obtained at a higher magnification shows the brown adipose cells with round and often cen-

!rally located nuclei. Most of the cells are polygonal and are closely
packed, with numerous lipid droplets. In some cells, large lipid
droplets displace nuclei toward the cell periphery. A network of collagen fibers and capillaries surrounds the brown adipose cells. X320.
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The study of the numerous varieties of benign and malignant adipose tissue tumors provides further insight into, and confirmation
of, the sequence of adipose tissue differentiation described above.
Adipose tissue tumors are classified by the morphology of the predominant cell in the tumor (Fig. 6.5). As with epithelial tumors and
tumors of fibroblast origin, the variety of adipose tissue tumors reflects the normal pattern of adipose tissue differentiation. That is,
discrete tumor types can be described that consist primarily of cells
resembling a given stage in adipose tissue differentiation. The most
common adipose tissue tumor is the lipoma. It is more common
than all other soft tissue tumors combined. Lipomas are usually
found in subcutaneous tissues in middle-aged and elderly individuals. Although Figure 6.5 relates primarily to white adipose tissue
tumors, tumors of brown adipose tissue are also found. Not surprisingly, these are called hibernomas.
FIGURE 6.5
Adipocyte differentiation in relation to tumor cell development. Diagram summarizing the relationships between differentiation of normal adipose cells (midcolumn) and several types
of adipose tissue tumors {lateral columns). Each type of adipose
tissue tumor exhibits a predominant cell type that resembles
one of the stages of differentiation of normal adipose cells.
Solid-line arrows indicate the most frequently occurring cell type
in each kind of tumor. Dotted-line arrows indicate the less fre·
quently occurring cell type in that tumor. (Modified from Fu YS,
et al. Patho/ Annu 1980;15(Part 1):85, with permission of the
McGraw-Hill Companies.)
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Type II collagen constitutes the b ul k o f the fi bril; type XI
collagen regula tes tl1e fib r il size; a nd type IX collagen fa-
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cilita tes fibril interacti on w ith the matri x proteoglycan
mo lecules. Type X collagen organizes the collagen fibrils
into a three-dimensional hexago na l la ttice. Because
types II, IX, X, and XI are found in significant amounts
only in the cartilage matrix, th ey a re referred to as
cartilage-specific collagen molecules. In addition, type
VI collagen is also found in the ma trix, m ainly a t th e p er iphery of the chondrocytes, w he re it helps to attach
these cells to the ma trix fra mework. See Table 5.2 to review the different typ es of collagen.
• Proteoglycans. The ground su bsta nce o f h ya line cartilage contains three k inds o f g lycosa minoglyca ns:
hyaluronic acid, chondroitiu sulfate, a nd keratan sulfate. As in lo ose co n necti ve tissu e ma trix, the c hondroitin and k era tan sulfa tes of carti lage ma trix are

joined to a co1·e protein to form a proteoglycan
monomer (Fig. 7.1 ). Each linea r h yaluronic acid m olecu le is associa ted w ith a pproximately 80 proteoglycan
mono me rs, w hic h a re bound to the hyaluro nic acid by
link pro teins to fo rm large hyaluronate proteoglycan
aggregates. These aggrega tes are bound to the thin collagen matrix fibril s by electros tatic interactions a nd
cross-linking glycopro teins.
• Noncollagenous proteins. The cartilage ma trix also con ta ins other p roteoglycans that do no t form aggregates,
as well as no ncollage nous a nd no nproteoglycan-ljnked
glycopro teins. These sma ll regulatory a nd struct ural
p roteins influen ce inte racti o ns between the c hondrocytes
a nd the m a tr ix and have clinica l va lue as markers o f ca rtilage turnover a nd degeneration. Ex amples of such p ro teins are anchorin CII, tenascin, and (ibronecti1t, which
help anch o r c hondrocytes to the matri x.
collagen type II
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OVERVIEW OF CARTILAGE

'/HYALINE CARTILAGE

Cartilage is a form of connective tissue composed of cells called
chondrocytes and a highly specialized extracellular matrix

Hyaline cartilage is distinguished by a homogeneous,
amorphous matrix

Cartilage is a n avascular tissue that consists of chondrocytes a nd a n extensive extracellular ma trix. PrQ._d uced a nd

The ma trix o f hyaline cartilage ap pears g lassy in the li ving sta te, h ence the na me h ya line /Gr. hyalos, glassy].
Throughout the cartilage ma trix a re spaces call ed lacunae.
Located w ithin these lacunae are t he chondrocytes. H yaline ca rtilage is no t a simp le, iner t, homogeneous substa nce, but a complex li ving tissue. It provides a low friction surface, participates in lu bricati on in synovia l joints,
an d distribu tes ap plied fo rces tO the und erl ying bon e. Althou gh its capacity for rep a ir is limited, unde r normal circ umstances it shows no evide nce of abrasive wea r o ver a
lifetime. Th e macromol ecul es of hya li ne cartilage matrix
co nsist of collagen (pred o mi na n tly type II fibrils), proteo glyca ns, no ncollageno us proteins, a nd glycoproteins tha t
give it its mechanica l a nd bio logic properties.

m a i nta ined~ondrocyres, .the cartilage ma trix is solid
an:G-n~t also somewhat plia ble, w hich accounts for its
res ilience. The la rge ra tio o f glycosam inoglycans to type II
coll agen in the cartilage matri x ~·b
sta nces between blo
eJ. · t
urro unding connecui? tis ue :illJd the chond oocyteS.._Jhe reby main taining the
viability o f the tissue. Also, the prese nce o f la rge a mounts
of hyaluro ni c acid in cartila e matrix ma ke ~
~oea r weight, esp ecially a t points o movement, as in synovia l jo ints.-Beca use it ma intains this pro perty even w hile
growing, cartilage is a key tissue in most growing bon es .
T hree diffe rent kinds of cartil age are ~n
the basis of characteri stics of the ma trix:

• Hyaline cm'tilage, character ized by ma trix conta mmg

Hyaline cartilage matrix is produced by chondrocytes and
contains three major classes of molecules

type 11 collagen fi bers, proteoglycans, a nd hya lu ronic ac id

• Elastic cm'tilage, characterized by elastic fibers a nd elastic lame llae in addition to the matr ix ma ter ia l of hya line
ca rtil age
• Fibrocm'tilage, cha racterized by a bunda nt type l collage n fibe rs in addition to the ma trix ma teri a l o f hya line
ca rtilage

164

Three classes of mo lec ules are present in hya line cartilage ma tri x :

• Collagen molecules. Collagen is the majo r ma trix protein . Fo ur coll agen types pa rticipa te in the forma tion o f
relatively thin (20-nm -dia meter), short matrix fibrils.

FIGURE 7.1

Molecular structure of the ground substance of hyaline cartilage.
This schematic diagram sl1ows the relationship of hyaluronate pro·
teoglycan aggregates to type II collagen fi brils and chondrocytes in
tile ground substance of hyaline cartilage. A hyaluronic acid molecule forming a linea r aggregate with many proteoglycan monomers

is interwoven with a network of collagen fibrils. Proteoglycan
mo nomers are linked electrostatically to the collagen fibrils as well as
by cross-linking glycoproteins. Chondrocytes, the principal cells of
hyaline cartilage, appear in isogenous groups.
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Hyaline cartilage matrix is highly hydrated to permit diffusion
of small metabolites and resilience
Like other connective tissue matrices, ca rtilage ma tri x is
h igh ly hydrated . Sixty to eighty p ercent of t he net weigh t
of hya li ne cartilage is water. Much of this water is bound
tightly to the hyal uronate proteoglycan aggregates, w hich
imparts resilience to the cartilage. Some o f the water is
bound loosely eno ugh, however, to a ll ow diff usion of
sma ll m etabolites to a nd from the ch ondrocytes.
In articular ca rtilage, both transient a nd regional
c hanges occur in water conte nt d uring joint movement and
when the joint is subjected to press u re. The hig h degree of
hydration a nd the movement of wa ter in the matrix a llow
the cartilage matrix to respond to varying pressure loads
and contribute to cartilage's weigh t-bearing ca paci ty.
T hroughout life, cartilage und ergoes continuous internal
remod eling as the cells repl ace m atrix mol ecules lost
through degradation. New evidence ind icates that normal
matrix turnover depends on the a bility of the chondrocytes
to detect cha nges in matri x composition . The chondrocyte
then responds by synthes izing appropriate types of new
molecules. In ad dit ion, the matr ix acts as a signal transducer for th e embedded chondrocytes. T h us, pressure
loads applied to the cartilage, as in synovial joints, create
mec ha nica l, electrica l, and ch emical signa ls that help direct
the synth etic activ ity of the chondrocyt e. As the body ages,
the composition of the matrix changes, and the c ho ndrocytes lose the ir a bi lity to respon d to these stim ul i.

C H APTER 7

chond rocytes produce matrix materia l, w hich surrou nd s
them, they become dispersed .
The cytoplasm of chondrocytes va ries in appea ra nce relati ve to their activity. Chondrocytes t hat are active in m a trix
productio n display a reas of cytoplasmic basoph ilia, indicating protein synthesis, and clea r areas, reflecting the large
Golgi apparatus (Fig . 7.3). C hondrocytes secrete not only
the collagen present in t he matrix but also a ll o f the gly-

cosaminoglycans and proteoglycans. ln older, less active
cells, the Golgi apparatus is smaller; clear areas of cytoplasm, when evident, usually indicate sites of extracted lipid
droplets a nd glycogen stores. In such specimens, chondrocytes a lso display considerable distortion because of shrinkage after the glycogen a nd lipid are lost during the preparation of t he tissue. W ith the transm ission elect ron m icroscope
(TEM), the active cho nd rocyte displays numerous profiles
of rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER ), a large Golgi apparatus, secretory granules, vesicles, intermediate filaments,
microtubules, and acti n microfilaments (Fig. 7.4). In old cart ilage cells, intermediate fila ments are numerous.

C11rlilngr
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ossification (Fig . 7.5). Initially, most 'long bones are represented by cartilage models that resemble the shape of the
adult bone. During t he developmental process when much
of the carti lage is replaced by bo ne, the remaining cartilage
ser ves as a g rowth site called the epiphyseal growth plate
(epiphyseal disc). This cartilage remains functional as long
as the bone grows in length (Fig. 7.6). In the adult, the cartilage that remains from the developing skeleton is found on
the articu lar surfaces of jo ints (articular cartilage), as seen in
Figure 7 .7, and w it hin th e r ib cage (costal cartilages). H yaline cartilage is a lso present in the adult as the skeletal unit
in the trachea, b ronch i, larynx, a nd nose.

Hyaline cartilage provides a model for the developing skeleton
of the fetus
In early fetal develo pment, hya line cartilage is the precursor of bones that develop by the process of endochond1·al

Ground substance components of hyaline cartilage matrix are
not distributed uniformly
Because the proteoglycans of hya line ca rtil age conta in a
h igh concentration of bou nd s ulfate g ro ups, g rou nd s ubstance stains w ith basic dyes a nd w ith hem atoxylin. Thus,
the basophili a a nd metach romasia seen in st a ined sect ions
of cartilage provide informa tion on the distributio n and relative concentration of sulfa ted proreoglycans. The hig hest
co ncentration of these s ubsta nces occurs immedia tely
a ro und th e la cunae. This ring of intensely staining matrix is
called the capsule or territorial matrix (Fig. 7.2). T he m atrix more r emoved from the immediate vic inity of chondrocytes has a lower concentra tion of s ul fated p roteoglyca ns and stains less intensely. These a reas a re designated the
interten"itorial matrix. In ad dition to these regio nal differences in the concentration of sulfa ted proteoglycans, the
decrease in p roteoglyca n content that occurs as ca rtil age
ages is a lso reAected by staining differences.
Chondrocytes are specialized cells that produce and maintain
the extracellular matrix
In hyal ine ca rtilage, c ho ndrocytes are distributed either
sing ly o r in clusters ca lled isogenous groups. When the
cho ndrocytes are present in isogenous gro ups, they represent ce lls that have recently divided. As t he n ewly div ided

FIGURE 7.2

Photomicrograph of a typical hyaline cartilage specimen stained
with H&E. The upper portion of the micrograph s11ows the dense connective tissue (OCT) overlying the perichondri um {P), from which new
cartilage cells are derived. A slightly basophilic layer of growing cartilage (GC) underlying the perichondrium contains chondroblasts"and
immature chondrocytes that display little more than the nucleus residing in an empty-appearing lacuna. This layer represents deposition
of new cartilage (appositional growth) on the surface of the existing
hyaline cartilage below. Mature chondrocytes with clearly visible nuclei (N) reside in the lacunae and are well preserved in this specimen.
They produce the cartilage matrix that shows the dark-staining capsule or territorial matrix {TM) immediately surrounding the lacunae.
The interterritorial matrix {IM) Is more removed from the immediate
vicinity of chondrocytes and is less intensely stained. Growth from
withi n the cartilage (interstitial growth) is reflected by the chondrocyte pairs and clusters that are responsible for the formatio n of isogenous groups (rectangles). X480.

FIGU RE 7.4

FIGURE 7.3

Photomicrograph of young, growing cartilage. This specimen was
preserved in glutaraldehyde, embedded in plastic, and stained with
H&E. The chondrocytes, especially those in the upper part of the photomicrograph, are well preserved. The cytoplasm is deeply stained, exhibiting a distinct and relatively homogeneous basophilia. The clear
areas (arrows) represent sites of the Golgi appara tus. x 520.

Electron micrograph of a young, active chondrocyte and surrounding
matrix. The nucleus (N) of the chondrocyte is eccentrically located, like
those in Figure 7.3, and the cytoplasm displays numerous and somewhat dilated profiles of rER, Golgi apparatus (G), and mitochondria (M).
The large amount of rER and the extensive Golgi apparatus indicate
that the cell is actively engaged in the production of cartilage matrix.
The numerous dark particles in the matrix contain proteoglycans. The
particularly large particles adjacent to the cell are located in the region
of the matri x tl1at is Identified as the capsule or territorial matrix.
X15,000. (Courtesy of Dr. H. Cla rke Anderson.)
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to that fo und around most hya line ca-r tilage. Unlike )lyaline
ca rtilage, which calcifies with aging, th e matrix o f elastic
cartiTage-does-n·orra leify- dunng t 1e agmg I>!:QCess.

A firmly attached connective tissue, the perichondrium,
surrounds hyaline cartilage

The perichondrium is a dense connective tissue composed o f cells that are indistinguisha ble from fibroblasts.
ln many respects, the perichondrium resem bles the capsule that surro unds glands and man y organs. It a lso
serves as the so urce of new cartilage cells. When actively
growing, the perichondrium appears divided into an inne1' cellular layer, w hich gives rise to new ca rtil age cells,
a nd an outer fibrous layer. This division is not always evident, es pecia ll y in perichondrium that is not ac tively pro-
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FIBROCARTILAGE

Fibrocartilage consists of chondrocytes and their matrix
material i n combination within dense connective tissue

Fibrocartilage is a combination of d ense regular connective tiss ue and h yaline cartilage. The chondrocytes are dispersed among t he coll agen fibers, singly, in rows, and in
isogenous groups (Fig. 7.9). They are similar in appea rance
to the chondrocytes of hya line cartilage, but there is considerably less matrix material associated with them, and
there is nos urro und ing perichondrium ...as in h ya line and
elastic cartilage. L1 a section containing fibrocartilage, a
pop ulation of cells w ith roun ded nuclei and a small
amount of su rroun d ing amorph o us matrix material is t ypically seen. These nuclei belong to the cho ndrocytes.
Within the fibrou s areas are nuclei that are flattened or
elongated. These are fibroblast nuclei.
Fibrocartilage is typica lly present in intervertebral discs,
the symphysis pubis, a rticular discs of the sternoclavicular
a nd temporomandibular joints, menisci of the k nee joint,

FIGURE 7.6
Photomicrograph of the proximal end of a growing long bone. A
disc of hyaline cartilage-the epiphyseal plate-separates the more
proximally located epiphysis from the funnel-shaped diaphysis located distal to the plate. The articular cartilage on the surface of the
epiphysis contributes to the synovial joint and is also composed of
hyaline cartilage. Whereas the cartilage of the epiphyseal plate disappears when lengthwise growth of the bone is completed, the articular cartilage remains throughout life. The spaces within the bone
are occupied by marrow. x 85.

FIGURE 7.5
Photomicrograph of several cartilages that form the initial skeleton
of the foot. The hyaline cartilage of developing tarsal bones will be
replaced by bone as endochondral ossification proceeds. In this early
stage of development, synovial joints are being formed between developi ng tarsal bones. Note that nonarticulatlng surfaces of the hyaline cartilage models of tarsal bones are covered by the perichondrium, which also contributes to the development of joint capsules.
Also, a developing tendon (T) is evident in the indentation of tl1e cartilage seen on the left side of the micrograph. x 85.

Cartilagr

clueing new cartilage o r in very slow growing cartilage.
T he changes that occur during the d ifferentiatio n o f new
chondrocytes in growing ca rtilage are ill ustra ted in
Figure 7.3.
T here are some exceptions to the genera l rule that hyaLine cartilage is surro un ded by a perichondrium . These
include areas where ca rtil age for ms a free surface, as in
the articular surfaces in joints, an d areas w here cartil age
makes direct contact w it h bone, as in t he nasal and costal
cartilages and sites o f bone fo rmati on. ln these a reas,
proliferatio n of chondrocyres w ithin the ca rti lage lacunae
provides the new cells for interstitial growth.

FIGURE 7.7
Photomicrograph of the epiphysis of a long bone. The smooth articular surface is composed of hyaline cartilage and does not possess a
perichondrium. The irregularly shaped boundary between the articular cartilage and the underlying bone is clearly visible. x 480.
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ELASTIC CARTILAGE

Elastic cartilage is distinguished by the presence of elastin
in the cartilage matrix

In ad d itio n to the no rm a l components o f hyaline cartilage matrix, elastic ca rt ilage matrix also co ntain s elastic fibers and intercon necting sheets of elastic materia l
(Fig. 7.8). These fibers a nd la mell ae a re best demonstrated in p araffin sections w ith specia l sta ins such as
resorcin -fuc hsin and orcein . T he elastic ma ter ial gives
the cartilage elastic p ro perties in ad diti on to t he resilience a nd pliability that ar e characte ristic o f hya line
ca rtilage.
Elastic cartilage is found in the extern al ea r, the wa lls of
the extern al acoustic meatus, t he a ud itory (Eustachian)
tube, and the epiglottis of the larynx . T he cartil age in all o f
these locations is surrounded by a perichondrium, similar

FIGURE 7.8
Photomicrograph of elastic cartilage from the epigloHis. This specimen was stained with orcein and reveals the elastic fibers, st ained
brown, within the cartilage matrix. The elastic fibers are of various
sizes and constitute a significant part of the cartilage. Chondrocyte
nuclei are evident In many of the lacunae. The perichondrium is visible at the top of tl1e photomicrograph. x 180.
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neural crest cel ls. Known as a blastema of precartilage
(protochondral tissue), an aggregate of mesenchyma l or
ectomesenchymal cells mar ks the site of hya line cartilage
formation. T he blastema cells begin to secrete cartilage
matrix and at this p oint are called chondroblasts. They
progressively move apart as they deposit matrix. When
they are completely surrou nded by matrix material, the
cells are called chondrocytes. The mesenchymal tissue immediately surrounding the chondrogenic blastema gives
rise to the perichondrium.
Cartilage is capable of two kinds of growth, appositional
and interstitial

W ith the onset of matrix secretion, cartilage gr owth conti n ues by a combination of two processes:

• A ppositional growth, the process that forms new cartilage at the surface of an existing cartilage

• Interstitial growth, the process that for ms new cartilage
within an existing cartilage
New cartilage cells produced during appositional
growth ar e derived from the inner portion of the sur-

FIGURE 7.9
Photomicrograph of fibrocartilage from an intervertebral disc. The
collagen fibers are stained green in this Gomorl trichrome preparation. The tissue has a fibrous appearance and contains a relatively
small number of fibroblasts with elongated nuclei (arrows) as well as
more numerous chondrocytes with dark round nuclei. The chondrocytes exhibit close spatial groupings and are arranged either in rows
among the collagen fibers or in isogenous groups. x 160. Inset. High
magnification of an isogenous group. Chondrocytes are contained
within lacunae. Typically, there is little cartilage matrix surrounding
the chondrocytes. x 700.

and certa in places where tendons attach to bones. The
presence of fibrocartilage in these sites indicates that resistance to both compression and shearin g fo rces is req ui red of the tissue. T he cartilage acts much like a shock
absorber. The degree to wh ich such fo rces occur is reflected
in the amount of cartilage matrix materia l present.
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HISTOGENESIS, GROWTH, AND
REPAIR OF HYALINE CARTILAGE

rounding perichondrium. The cells resemble fibroblasts in
form and function, producing the collagen component of
the perichondrium (type l collagen). When cartilage
growth is initiated, however, the cells undergo a change:
the cytoplasmic processes disa ppear, the nucleus becomes
rounded, and the cytoplasm increases in amoun t and becomes more prominent. These cha nges resu lt in the cell becoming a chond ro blast. Cho ndroblasts fltnction in cartilage matrix production incl udi ng secretion of type II
collagen. The new matrix increases the cartilage mass; at
the same time, new fibroblasts are produced to mai ntain
the cell population of the perichond rium.
New cartilage cells produced d uring inte1·stitial growth
arise from the d ivision o f cho nd rocytes within their lacunae (see Fig. 7.2). This is possible only because the chondrocytes retain the ability to divide and the surrounding
matrix is distensible, thus permitting furt her secretory activity. Initiall y, th e daughter cells of the 'div idin g chondrocytes occupy the same lac un a. As new matrix is secreted, a
partition is for med between the da ughter cells; at this point
each cell occupies its own lacun a. Wi th continued secretion of matrix, th e cells move even further apart. The overall growth of ca rtilage thus results fro m both the interstitial secretion of new matrix material by chondrocytes and
the appositional secretion of matrix material by newly d iffe rentiated chondro blasts.

Most cartilage arises from m esenchyme
Cartilage has limited ability for repair

T he process of cartilage development begins w hen mesench yma l cells aggregate and form a mass of rounded,
closely apposed cells. In the head, most of the cartilage
arises from aggregates of ectomesenchyme derived from

Cartilage can to lerate considera ble amounts of intense
and r epetitive str ess. However, w hen damaged, cartilage
manifests a striking inab ility to heal, even in the most m i-

nor injuries. This lack of response to injury is due to cartilage's avascularity, the immobility of the chondrocytes,
and the limited ability of m ature cho ndrocytes to proliferate. Some repair can occur, but only if the defect invo lves
the perichondrium. In these injuries, repair results fro m activity of the plur ipotential progenitor cells located in the
perichondrium. Even in this case, however, few cartilage
cells, if any, a re produced. Repair mostl y involves the production of dense connective tissue.
At the molecular level, cartilage repair is a tenta ti ve balance between deposition of type I collagen in the for m of
scar tissue and repair by expression of the cartilage-speci.fic
collagens . However, in adu lts, new blood vessels common ly develop at the site of th e hea ling wound, w hich
stimu late the growth of bone rather tha n actua l cartilage
repair. The limited ability of cartilage to repair itself can
ca use significa nt problems in cardiothoracic surgery, such
as coronary artery bypass surgery, w hen costal cartilage
must be cut to enter the chest cavity. A va riety of treatments may improve the healing of articula r cartilage, including perichondral grafts, cell transplantation, insertion
of artificial matrices, and application of growth factors.
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from perivascular or bone marrow stem cells. Prechondroclasts r esemble fibroblasts when seen with the TEM. Most
studies of cho ndroclast structure and function have been
carried o ut o n the developing mandi ble, in which tru e end ochondral ossification d oes not take place. It is still unclear w hether chond roclasts are cells found w here bone is
replacing cartilage or w hether they are limited to cartilages
and bones that a re derived from the ectomesenchyme that
originates from ne ural crest cells.

When hyaline cartilage calcifies, it is replaced by bone

H ya line cartilage is prone to ca lcification, a process in
w hich ca lcium phosphate crys tals become embedded in the
cartilage matrix . The matrix of hya line carti lage undergoes
calcificatio n as a regular occurrence in three well-defined
situati o ns:
• T he portio n of ar ticular cartilage that is in contact with
bone tissue in growing and adult bones, but not the surface portion, is calcified.
• Ca lcification always occurs in carti lage that is about to
be replaced by bone (endochondral ossifica tion) d uring
the growth period of an individual.
• H yal ine cartilage in the adult calcifies with time as part
of the aging process.
·
ln most of these situations, give n suffic ient time, cartilage that calcifies will be replaced by bone. For example, in
o lder indi vidu als, it is n ot uncommon to .fi nd portions of
the ca rtilage rings in the trachea rep laced by bone tissue
(Fig. 7.10). Chondrocytes norma ll y derive al l of their nutrients and dispose of wastes by diffusion of ma teri als
th ro ugh the m atrix . W hen the matrix becomes heavi ly calcified, diffus ion is impeded and th e chond rocytes swell and
die. The ultimate consequence of this event is removal of
the calcified matrix and its replacement by bone.
Sollle investigators have described a cel l type, the chond1·oclast, that resem bles an osteoclast (page 190) in both
morpho logy and function. T his cell is thought to play a ro le
in the digestion of ca lcified cartilage that is to be replaced
by bone. T hese cells appea r to enter the carti lage along with
new ly spro uting blood vessels and may, in fact, be derived

FIGURE 7.10
Photomicrograph of a tracheal ring from an elderly individual,
stained with HaE. The darker, somewhat basophilic areas on the left
side of the micrograph represent normal cartilage matrix (C). The
lighter and more eosinophilic areas represent bone tissue (B) that has
replaced the original cartilage matrix. A large marrow cavity has
formed w ithin t11e cartilage structu re and is visible in the center of the
micrograph. x 75.
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PLAT E 7. HYALINE CARTILAGE
Cartilage is a n avascular for m of connective tissue composed of cells called chondrocytes and a highly speciali zed ex tracellular matrix. T hree kinds of cartilage are described on the basis of characteristics of the matrix: hyaline cartilage (described
here), elastic cartilage (described in Plate 9), and fib rocartilage (described in Plate 10). Hyaline cartilage has a homogeneous
appearing a morphous matrix. It conta ins type II collagen. Type II collagen appears with the transmission e lectron microscope
(T EM) as thin fibri ls, - 20 nm in diameter, in whi ch the characteristic 68-nm banding may not be obvious. T he fibril s are
an anged in a three-dimensio na l felt-like pattern. T he matrix a lso contai ns large amounts of glycosaminoglycans, most of
which form proteoglycans and p roteoglycan aggregates.
Hyaline cartil age is found in the adu lt a s the structura l framework for the lary nx, trachea, and bronchi ; it is fou nd on the
arti cular ends of the ribs and o n the surfaces of synovial joints. In additio n, hya li ne cartilage co nstitu tes much of the fetal ske leton a nd plays a n important role in the g rowth of most bones. Hya line car tilage displays both appositional growth, the additio n
of new cartilage at its surface, and interstitial growth, the division and differe ntiation of chondrocytes w ithin its s ubsta nce.

@

Figure 1, cartilage, human, H&E x 450.

T his micrograph reveals hyaline cartilage from the trachea as seen in a routine ly prepared specimen. The car tilage
appears as an avasc ular expanse of matrix material and a
population of cells called chondrocytes (Ch). The chondrocytes prod uce the matrix; the space each chondrocyte occupies is called a lacuna (L ). Surrounding the cat1ilage and in
immediate apposition to it is a cover of connective tissue, the
pericho ndrium (P). T he perichondrium serves as a source of
new chondrocytes during appositional growth of the cartilage. Ofte n, the perichondrium reveals two distinctive layers:
an outer, more fi brous layer and an inner, more cell ular layer.
T he inner, more cell ular layer is chondrogenic and provides
for external growth.
Cartilage matrix contai ns collagenous fibri ls masked by
ground s ubstance in which they are e mbedded ; th us, the
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Figure 2, hyaline cartilage, human, H&E x1 60.
T he hyaline cartilage in thi s mic rograph is from a s pecime n o btained shortly after death and kept cool during fi xatio n. T he procedure red uces the loss of its negati vely
charged s ulfate groups; thus, th e matri x is stained mo re
heavily w ith he matoxylin. Also, note the very d istinct and
deepl y stained caps ules (a rrows) s urro und ing the cho nd ro-

@

Figure 3, hyaline cartilage, human, H&E x 850.

T his hi g her mag nifi catio n mic rograph reveals the area
within the rectangle in F igure 2. T he cho ndrocytes (Ch ) in
the upper part of the micrograph represent an isogeno us
g roup and are produc ing matri x material fo r interstitial
g rowth . A prominent caps ule is not yet ev ident. The lightly
stained basophil ic area reveals imma ture cho ndrocytes (a rrows) within the pericho nd ri um (P). Closest to the cartilage
matrix, within the pe richo ndrium ( P), are several chondro-

fi brils are not evident. T he matrix also contains, among
other components, sulfated g lycosaminoglycans that exhibit basophilia with hematoxyl in o r other basic dyes. A lso,
the matrix materi al immediately surrounding a lacuna te nds
to stain more intensely with basic dyes . T his regio n is refen·ed to as a capsule (Cap). Not uncommonly, the matrix
may appear to sta in more intensely in localized areas (asterisks) that look much like the capsule matrix. This results
fro m incl usio n of a capsule with in the thic kness of the section, but not the lacuna it surrounds.
Frequently, two or more chondrocytes a re located extre me ly close to one anothe r, separated by o nly a thin partition of matrix. These are isogeno us cell cl usters that arise
from a single predecessor cell. The pro liferation of new
chondrocytes by this means with the consequent addition of
matrix results in interstitial growth of the carti lage.
cytes. T he capsule represents the site where the s ulfated
glycosami noglycans are most concentrated . In co ntrast to
the basophilia of the cartilage matrix, the perichondrium
(P) is stained w ith eosin. The lig htly stained regio n between the perichondrium a nd the deeply stained matrix is
matri x that has not yet matured. It has fewer sulfate g roups.

cytes that ex hi bit j ust bare ly detectable cytoplasm and e longate nuclei ( FCh). These cells are format ive chondrocy tes
that are just begin ning to, or w ill shortly, produce matrix
mate ri a l. l n contrast, the nuclei near the bo tto m edge of the
mkrograph are fi broblast nuclei (Fib); they belo ng to the
outer layer of the perichondrium. Note how attenuated their
nuclei are compared with the formative chondroblast nuclei
of the in ner peric ho ndrial layer.

KEY
Cap, capsule
C h, chondrocytes
FCh, formative chondrocytes
F ib, fi bro blasts
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L, lacuna
P, pericho ndrium
a rrows, immatu re cho ndrocytes

asterisk, capsule o f a lacuna, but with lacuna and contai ned chondrocyte not included within the thickness of the section
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Cartilage

PLATE 8. CARTILAGE AND THE DEVELOPING SKELETON
H yaline cartilage is present as a precursor to bones in the fetus. This cartilage is replaced by bone tissue except where one
bone contacts another, as in a movable joint. In these locations, cartilage persists and covers the end of each bone as articular
cartilage, providing a smooth, well-lubricated surface against which the end of one bone moves on the other in the joint. In
addition, cartilage, being capable of interstitial growth, persists in weight-supporting bones and other long bones as a growth
plate as long as growth in length occurs. The role of hyaline cartilage in bone growth is considered briefly below and in more
detail in Plates 13 and 14.
~

B

ciated with calcification of the matrix. Thus, where these
large lacunae are present, i.e., in the center region of the
cartilage, the matrix is heavil y stained.
This figure also shows that the cartilage is surrounded by
perichondrium, except where it faces a joint cavity (JC).
Here, the bare cartilage forms a surface. Note that the joint
cavity is a space between the cartilages whose boundaries
are completed by connective tissue (CT). The connective
ti ssue at the surface of the cavity is special. It will constitute
the synovial membrane in the adult and contribute to the
formation of a lubricating fluid (synovial fluid) that is present in the joint cavity. Therefore, all the stut'a ces that will
enclose the adult joint cavity are de1ived originally from the
mesenchyme. Synovial fluid is a viscous substance containing, among other things, glycosaminoglycans; it can be considered an exudate of interstitial fluid. The synovial fluid
could be considered an extension of the extracellular matrix,
as the joint cavity is not lined by an epithelium.

B

marrow cavity constitutes the metaphysis. With this staining
method, the calcified cartilage appears dark brown. The
newly formed metaphyseal bone, which is admixed with
this degenerating calcified cartilage and is difficult to de fine
at this low magnification, has the same yellow-brown color
as the diaphyseal bone. By the continued proliferation of
cartilage, the bone grows in length. Later, the cartilage becomes calcified; bone is the n produced and occupies the site
of the resorbed cartilage. With the cessation of cartilage proliferation and its replacement by bone, growth of the bone
stops, and only the cartilage at the articular surface remains.
The details of this process are explained under endochondral bone forma tion (Plates 13 and 14).

Figure 1, fetal foot, rat, H&E x 85.
This section shows the cartilages that will ultimately become the bones of the foot. In several places, developing
ligaments (L) can be see n where they j oin the cartilages.
The nuclei of the fibroblasts within the ligaments are just
barely perceptible. They are aligned in rows and are separated from other rows of fibrobl asts by collagenous material. The hue and intensity of color of the cartilage matrix,
except at the periphery, are due to the combined uptake of
the H&E. The collagen of the matrix stains with eosin;
however, the presence of sulfated glycosaminoglycans results in staining by hematoxy lin. The matri x of cartilage
that is about to be repl aced by bone, such as that shown
here, becomes impregnated with calcium salts, and the calcium is also receptive to staining with hematoxylin. The
many enlarged lacunae (seen as light spaces within the matrix where the chondrocytes have fallen out of the lacunae)
are due to hypertrophy of the chondrocytes, an event assoFigure 2, fetal finger, human, thionine-picric acid
x30.
This figure shows a developing long bone of the finger
and its articulation with the di stal and proximal bones. Before the stage shown here, each bone consisted entirely of a
hyaline cartilaginous structure similar to the cartilages seen
in Figure 1 but shaped like the long bones into which they
would develop. Here, only the ends, or epiphyses, of the
bone remain as cartilage, the epiphyseal cmtil age (C). The
shaft, or diaphysis, has become a cylinder of bone tissue (B)
surrounding the marrow cavity (MC). The dark region at the
ends of the manow cavity is calcified cartilage (ar rowhead)
that is b eing replaced by bone. The bone at the ends of the
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KEY
B, bone
C, cartilage
CT, connective tissue
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JC, joint cavity
L, ligament

MC, marrow cavity
ari"Owhead, calcified cartilage
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PLATE 9. ELASTIC CARTILAGE
E lastic cartil age has a matrix containing elastic fibers and e lastic lamell ae in addition to type 11 collage n. lt is found in the
auricle of the external ear, in the auditory tube, in the epiglottis, and in part of the larynx. The elastic materi al imparts properties of e lastic ity, as di stinguished from resiliency, which are not shared by hyaline cartilage. Elastic cartilage is surrounded
by perichondrium, and it, too, increases in size by both appositional and interstitial growth. U nli ke hyaline cartilage, however,
elastic cartilage does not norma lly calcify.

B

Figure 1, epiglottis, human, H&E and orcein
stains xao.
This sectio n of the epiglottis contains e lasti c cartilage
( EC) as the centrally located structure. The essential components of the cartilage, namely, the matrix that stains deep
blue and the light, unstai ned lacunae sunounded by matri x,
are evident in this low- magnification micrograph. The
perimeter of the cartilage is covered by perichondrium; its

fibrous character is just barely visible in this figure. Also
note the adipose tissue (AT) within the boundaries of the
e lastic cartilage.
Both above and below the elastic cartilage is con nective
tissue, and each surface of the epig lottis is formed by stratified squamous epithelium (SE). Mucous glands (MG) are
in the connecti ve ti ssue in the bottom of this figure.

Figure 2, epiglottis, human, H&E and orcein
stains x 250; inset x 400.
This shows an area of the elastic cartilage at higher magnification. The elastic fibers appear as the blue, e longate
profiles w ithin the matrix. They are most evident at the
edges of the cartilage, but they are obscured in some deeper
parts of the matrix, where they blend wi th the elastic materia l that forms a honeycomb about the lacunae. Elastic
fibers (E) are also in the adipose tissue (AT), between the
adipocytes.
Some of the lacunae in the cartilage are arra nged in pa irs
separated by a thin pl ate of matrix. The plate of matrix appears as a bar between the adjacent lacunae. This is a reflection of interstitial growth by the cartilage, in that the adjacent car tilage cells are derived from the same parent cell.
They have moved away from each other and secreted a
plate of cartilage matrix between the m to form two lacunae.

Most chondrocytes shown in this figure occupy only part of
the lacuna. This is, in part, due to shrinkage, but it is also
due to the fact that older c hondrocytes contain li pid in large
droplets that is lost during the processing of the ti ssue. The
shrinkage of chondrocytes within the lacunae or the ir loss
due to dropping out of the section during preparation causes
the lacunae to stand out as light, unstai ned areas against the
darkly stained matrix.
The inset shows the e lasti c cartilage at still higher magnification. Here, the elastic fibers (E) are again evident as
e longate profiles, chie fl y at the edges of the cartilage. Most
chondrocytes in this part of the specime n show little shrinkage. Many of the cells display a typically rounded nucleus,
and the cytopl asm is evident. Note, again, that some lacunae contain two c hondrocytes, indicating interstitial
growth.

B

KEY
AT, adipose tissue
E, elastic fiber
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E C, elastic cartilage
MG, mucous gland

SE, stratified squamous epitheli um
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PLATE 10. FIBROCARTILAGE
Fibrocartilage is a co mbinati o n of dense connective tissue and cartilage. It has a matrix with large bundl es of type I collagen in addition to type ll coll agen. T he a mount of cartilage vari es, but in most locatio ns the cartilage cells and their matrix occupy a lesser portion of the tissue mass. Fibrocartilage is fo und at the intervertebral di scs, the symphysis pubis, the knee j oin t,
the mandibular j oint, the sternoclavicular joint, a nd the sho ulder j oi nt. It may also be present along the g rooves or insertio ns
for tendons and ligaments. Its presence is associated with sites where resilience is req uired in dense connective tissue to he lp
absorb sudden physical impact, i.e., where resistance to both compress ive a nd shearing fo rces is required in the tissue. Histologicall y, fi brocartilage appears as small fields of cartilage blendi ng a lmost imperceptibly with regions of dense fibrous connective tissue. It is usually identified by the presence of aggregates of rounded cartil age cells (isogenous groups) among bundles of collagen fibers and by the basophili c sta ining of the caps ular matri x material and territoria l matrix secreted by these
cells. No peri chondrium is present.

B

cells (C) are mo re numerous and exhibit c lose spatial
groupings, i.e., isogenous groups. Some of the carti lage
cells appear as elongate cl usters of cells, whereas others appear in single-file rows. T he matrix material immed iately
sutTotmding the cartilage cells has a homogeneous appearance and is, thereby, distinguishable fro m the fibro us connective tissue.

B

group of cartil age cells at the left of this figure a nd the n observing this same area in Figure I . Note the light ho mogeneous area around the cell nest in the lower-power view.
T his is the regio n of cartilage matrix. At the greater magni fi cation of Figure 2, it is possible to see that some of the
collagen fibers are incorporated in the matrix, whe re they
appear as w ispy bundles.

Figure 1, intervertebral disc, human , Mallory's
trichrome x 160.
T his is a low-magnificatio n view of fi brocartilage. T he
Mallory method stains coll agen light blue. T he tiss ue has a
fibrous appearance, and at this low magnification the nuclei
of the fibroblasts (F) appear as small, elongate or spindleshaped bodies. T here are re latively few fi broblasts prese nt,
as is characteristic of dense con nective ti ssue. The cartilage
Figure 2, intervertebral disc, human, Mallory's
trichrome x 700.
This fig ure shows the area circumscri bed by the rectangle in Figure 1 at hi gher mag ni ficati o n. The cartilage cells
are co ntained within lacunae ( anvws), and their cytoplasm
stains deeply. The surrounding cartilage matrix material is
scant and ble nds into the dense connective tissue. Cartil age
matrix material can be detected best by observing the la rger

KEY
C, cartilage
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F, fibroblast

arrow, lacuna
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ondary role in the homeostatic regulation of blood calci u m levels.
Bone matrix contains collagen type I and some collagen type
V, along with glycosaminoglycans, glycoproteins,
and sialoproteins

Bone
OVERVIEW OF BONE

The major structural component of bone matrix is type
I collage n and, to a lesser ex tent, type V collagen. These
collagens constitute about 90% o f the bone matrix . The
matrix a lso contains gro und substance in the form of glycosami7wglycans (hya luronic acid, chondroitin sulfate,
and keratan sulfate); small glycoprotei11s such as osteocalcin, osteonectin, and osteopo ntin; and several sialoproteins. The glycoproteins and sialoproteins of the ground
su bstance play a role in binding calcium in th e minera lization process. Both the collagen and the grou nd substance
components become minerali zed to fo rm bone.
Within the bone matrix are spaces called lacunae (sing.,
lacuna ), each of which contains a bone cell, o r osteocyte.
The osteocyte ex tends numerous processes into sma ll tu nnels ca lled canaliculi. Canaliculi run through the mi neral ized matrix, connecting adjacent lacuna e and allowing
contact between the cell processes o f neig hboring o steocytes. In this manner, a con tinuo us network of ca rialiculi
and lacuna e containing cells and their processes is formed
t hro ugho ut the entire mass of mineralized tiss ue. Electron
mic rographs show that osteocyte p rocesses commun icate
by gap junctions. Bone tissue depends o n the osteocytes,
w hich are responsi ble for maintaining its via bility.
In addition to th e osteocyte, three other cell types a re
p resent in bone:
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Q OVERVIEW OF BON E
Bone is a connective tissue characterized by a mineralized
extracellular matrix

Bone is a specialized fo rm of connective tissue that, like
other con nective tissues, consists of cells and ex tracellular
matrix. The feature that distinguishes bone fro m other
co nn ective tiss ues is the mineralizati on of its matrix, which

prod uces a n extremely hard tissue capable of provid ing
support and protection. The mineral is calcium p hosphate,
in t he form of hydroxyapatite crystals [Ca iO(P04)d0H h].
By virtue of irs mineral content, bone also serves as
a storage site for calcium an d phosphate. Both calcimn
and phosphate ca n be mobilized from the bone m atrix
and taken up by the blood as needed to mainta in appropriate levels throug ho ut the body. Thus, in ad dition
to support and protection, bone plays an important sec-

of bo ne; o nce the cell is surro unded with its secreted matrix, it is referred to as an osteocyte.
• Osteoclasts are bone-resorbing cells present on bo ne
su rfaces w here bone is being removed or remode led (reorganized) or w her e bo ne has been damaged .
Osteoprogenitor cells and o steoblasts are d evelopmental
precursors of the osteocyte. O steoclasts are p hagocytotic
cells d erived from bone marrow. Each of these cells is described in more detail below.

Q BONES AND BONE TISSUE
Bones are the organs of the skeletal system; bone tissue is the
structural component of bones

Typica lly, a bone consists of bone tiss ue an d other con nective tissues, including hem opoietic tiss ue, fat tiss ue,

blood vessels, and nerves. If the bone form s a freely movable (synovial) joint, hya line cartilage is present. The a bility of the bone to perform its skeletal functio n is due to the
bone tissue and, w here present, the hyal ine or articular
carti.lage.
Bone tissue is classified as either compact (dense) or spongy
(cancellous)

If a bone is cut, two distinct structural arrangements of
bone tissue ca n be recognized (Fig. 8.1) . A compact, dense
layer forms the o utside o f the bone; a sponge-like meshwork consistin g o f trabeculae (thin, anastomosing spicules
of bone tissue) forms t he interi or of the bone. The spaces
within the meshwork are continuous and, in a li vi ng bone,
are occupied by marrow and blood vessels.
Bones are classified according to shape; the location of spongy
and compact bone varies with bone shape

Spongy and compact bone tissues are located in specific
parts of bones. It is useful, then, to outline briefly the kinds
of bones and survey w here the two kinds of bone tissue are
located. O n the basis of shape, bones ca n be classified into
four gro ups:

• Long bones are longer in one dimension th an other
bones and consist of a shaft and two ends, e.g., the tibia
and t he metacarpals. A schematic diagram of a long
bone sectioned lo ngitudina lly thro ugh t he shaft is shown
in Figure 8.2.
• Short bones are nearly eq ua l in length and di ameter, e.g.,
the carpa l bon es of the hand.
• Flat bones are th in and plate-like, e.g., the bones of t he
calvarium (skull cap) a nd the sternum. They consist of
two layers of relati vely thick compact bone with an interve ning layer of spo ngy bone.
• b"regulm· bones have a shape that does not fit into any
one of t he t hree grou ps just described; th e shape may be
complex, e.g., a vertebra, o r the bone may con ta in air
spaces or sinuses, e.g., th e ethmo id bone.
Long bo nes have a shaft, ca lled th e diaphysis, and two
expanded ends, eac h ca lled an epiphysis (see Fig. 8 .2). The
a rticula r surface of the epiphysis is covered w ith hya line
ca rtil age. The fla red po rti on of the bone between the d iaphysis and the epip hysis is called the metaphysis. It extends from the d iap hysis to the epip hyseal line. A la rge
cavity filled wit h bone marrow, called the marrow or
medullary cavity, forms the inner portio n o f the bone. ln
the shaft, a lmost the entire thickness of the bone tiss ue is
compact; at most, only a sma ll a mount of spongy bone
faces the marrow cavity. At th e ends of the bone, the re-
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epiphysis

articular cartilage
on articular surface

metaphysis

diaphysis

iosteum th at covers an actively growing bone consists of
an o uter fibrou s layer that resembles other dense connective tiss ues a nd an inner, m ore cellular layer th at contains
the osteoprogenitor cells. If active bone formation is not
in progress on the bone s urface, the fibrou s la yer is the
ma in compo nent of the peri osteum, a nd the inner layer is
no t well defin ed. The relatively few cells that ar e present,
the periosteal cells, are, however, ca pable of undergoing
divisio n and becoming osteoblasts under a ppro priate
stimulu s.
In general, the collagen fibers of the periosteum are
arranged parallel to the surface of the bone in the fo rm of
a capsule. The character of the periosteum is different
w here liga ments and tendons attach to the bone. Collagen
fibers fro m these structures extend directly, but at an a ngle,
into the bone tissue, where they are continuo us with the
collagen fibers of the extracellular matrix of the bone tissue. These fibers are called Sharpey's fibers .
Bones that articulate with neighboring bones possess movable
(synovial) joints

Where a bone articulates with a neighboring bone, as in

synovial joints, the contact areas of the two bones are referred to as articular surfaces. The articular surfaces are
covered by hyaline cartilage, also ca lled articular cartilage

metaphysis
epiphysis
rticular cartilage

on articular surface

FIGURE 8.1
Epiphysis of an adult long bone. Specimen showing longitudinally
sectioned epiphysis of a long bone. The outer portion of the bone
has a solid structure (arrows) and represents compact (dense) bone.
The interior of the bone exhibits a spongy configuration and represents spongy (ca ncellous) bone. It consists of numerous interconnecting bony trabeculae separated by a Jabyrint11 of interconnecting
marrow spaces.

verse is tr ue. H ere, the spongy bone is extensive, and the
compact bone consists of little more than a thin outer shell
(see Fig. 8.1).
Short bones possess a shell of co mpact bone and have
spongy bo ne and a marrow space o n the inside. Short
bones usually fo rm movable joints with their neighbors;
li ke long bo nes, their articular surfaces are covered with
hya line carti lage. Elsewhere, periosteum, a fibrous connective tissue ca psule, covers the o uter surface of the
bone.
'"'

FIGURE8.2
Structure of a typical long bone. The diaphysis (shaft) of a long bone
contains a large marrow cavity surrounded by a thick-walled tube of
compact bone. A small amount of spongy bone may line the inner
surface of th e compact bone. The proximal and distal ends, or epiphyses, of the long bone consist cl1iefly of spongy bone with a thin
outer shell of compact bone. The expanded or flared part of the diaphysis nearest the epiphysis is referred to as the metaphysis. Except
for the articular surfaces that are covered by hyaline (articular) cartilage, indicated in blue, the outer surface of the bone is covered by a
fibrous layer of connective tissue called the periosteum, indicated in

beca use of its locatio n and function; articular cartilage is
exposed to the jo int cavity. This cartilage is no t covered
w ith pericho ndrium.
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the cavity is referred to as endosteum. The endostewn is
often o nly one cell layer thick a nd consists of cells that can
differentia te into osteoblasts in response to appropriate
stimuli. These osteoprogenitor cells, called endosteal cells,
are flattened cells that r esemble fibro blas ts.
The marrow cavity and the spaces in spongy bone contain
bone marrow

Red bone marrow co nsists of developing blood cells in
differ ent stages of develo pment (see page 232) a nd a netwo rk of reticula r cells and fibers that serve as a supporting fra mewo rk fo r the developing blood cells a nd vessels.
As an indi vidual grows, the amount of red ma rrow does
not increase in proportion to bone g row th. In la ter stages
of gr owth and in the ad ult, when the ra te of blood cell
for mat ion has diminished, the tissue in the marro w cavity consists mostly of fa t cells; it is then ca ll ed yellow
marrow. In r esponse to a ppropri ate stimuli, such as extreme bl ood loss, yellow marrow can revert to red m ar r o w. In the ad ult, red marrow is no rma ll y restricted to the
spaces of spongy bone in a few locat ions such as the stern um and the iliac crest. Diagnostic bone ma rrow samples
and m arrow for transplanta tion are obtained fro m these
sites.

Mature Bone
Mature bone is composed of structural units called osteons
(Haversian systems)

Bone Cavities
Bone cavities are lined by endosteum, a layer of connective
tissue cells that contains osteoprogenitor cells

The lining tissue o f bo th the compact bone facing the
marrow cavity a nd the tr a bec ulae of spongy bo ne witlt in

Ma ture bone is la rgely com posed of cylindrica l units
called osteons o r Haversian systems (Fig. 8.3 ). The osteo ns
consist of concentric lamellae (sing., la mella) of bone matrix, surrounding a central cana l, the osteonal (Have1'sian)
canal, which conta ins the vascula r a nd nerve supply of the
osteon. Canaliculi conta ining the processes of osteocytes

pink.

Q GENERAL STRUCTURE OF BONES
Outer Surface of Bones
Bones are covered by periosteum, a sheath of dense fibrous
connective tissue containing osteoprogenitor cells

Bones are cover ed by a per iosteum except in ar eas
w here they articulate w ith another bone. In the latter case,
the articula ti ng surface is covered by cartilage. The per-
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Inflammation of the joints (arthritis) can be caused by many factors and can produce varying degrees of pain and disability, from
the pathologic response of articular cartilage to injury.
Simple trauma to a joint by a single incident or by repeated insult can so damage the articular cartilage that it calcifies and begins to be replaced by bone. This process can lead to ankylosis,
i.e., bony fusion in the joint and subsequent loss of motion. The
foot and knee joints of runners and football players and hand and
finger j oints of stringed instrument players are especially vulnerable to this condition.
Immune responses or infectious processes that localize in joints,
as in rheumatoid arthritis or tuberculosis, can also damage the
articular cartilages, producing both severe joint pain and gradual

ankylosis. Surgery that replaces the damaged joint with a prosthetic joint can often relieve the pain and restore joint motion in
seriously debilitated individuals.
Another common cause of damage to articular cartilages is the
deposition of crystals of uric acid in the joints, particularly those of
tlie toes and fingers. This condition is known as gouty arthritis or,
more simply, gout. Gout has become more common because of
the widespread use of thiazide diuretics in the treatment of hyper·
tension. In genetically predisposed individuals, gout is the most
common side effect of these drugs. Gout causes severe, unbearable
pain because of the sharp crystals in the joint. The irritation also
causes the formation of calcareous deposits that deform the joint
and limit its motion.
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are generally arranged in a radial pattern with respect to
the canal. The system of cana liculi that opens to the osteonal canal also serves for the passage of substances between the osteocytes and blood vessels. Between the osteons are remnants of previo us concentric lamel lae, called
interstitial lamellae (Fig. 8.3). Because of this orga nization, matme bone is a lso called lamellar bo1~e.
The lo ng axis of an osteon is usua ll y parallel to the long
axis of the bone. The collagen fibers in the concentric
lamellae in an osteon are laid down parallel to o ne another
in any given lamella but in diffe rent directions in adjacent
lamellae. This arrangement gives the cut surface of lamellar bone the appearance of pl ywood and imparts grea t
strength to the osteon.
Lamellar bone is also fo und at sites other than the osteon. Circumferential lamellae follow th e entire inner a nd
o uter circumferences of the shaft of a long bone, appearing
much like the growth rings of a tree (see Fig. 8.3). Perforating canals (Volkmann's canals) are channels in lamellar
bone th rough w hich blood vessels and nerves travel from
the periosteal and endosteal surfaces to reach the osteona l
canal; they also connect osteonal canals to one another.
The)' usually run at approximately right angles to the long
ax is of the osteons and of the bone (Fig. 8.3). Volkma nn 's
ca nals are not surrounded by concentric lamellae, a key
feat ure in their histOlogic identification.

CHAPTER 8

The blood supply to bone tissue is essentially centrifugal

The blood that nourishes bo ne tissue moves from the
marrow cavity into and thro ugh the bone tiss ue and o ut
via periosteal vei ns; thus its flow is in a centrifugal directio n. With respect to no urishment of the bone tissue itself,
Volkman n's canals provide the major route of entry for

vessels to pass through the compact bone. The smaller
blood vessels enter the H aversian canals, w hich contai n a
single arterio le and a venule or a single capillary. A lesser
sup ply to the bone tissue arises fro m periostea l vessels,
which usually pr ovide for o nly the outermost portions of
the compact bone. Bone tissue lacks lymphatic vessels;
only the periosteal tissue is provided with lymphatic
drainage.

• Immature bone contains relati vely · m ore cells per unit
area than does mawre bone.
• The cells in immature bone tend to be rando mly
arranged, whereas cells in mature bone tend to be
arra11ged with their lo ng axes in the same d irection as
the lamellae.

Immature Bone
osteon a I
artery
collagen f ibers
endosteum

Bone tissue initially formed in the skeleton of a developing fe tus is called immature bone. It differs from mature
bone i n several respects (Fig. 8.5) :
• Immature bone does not display a n organized lamellated
appearance. On the basis of its collagen fiber ana ngement, such bone is designated nonlamella1: Nonlamellar
bo ne is also referred to as bundle or woven bone because
of the interlacing arrangement of the collagen fibers.

articular cartilage

a
IMMATURE BONE

Mature spongy bone is structurally similar to mature compact
bone

Volkmann's
canal

Mature spongy bone is similar in structure to mature
compact bone except that the tissue is arranged as trabeculae or spicules; numerous interconnecting marrow spaces
of va ri ous size are present between the bone tissue. T he
matrix of the bone is lamell ated. If the tra beculae are sufficientl y thick, th ey wi ll contain osteons.

concentric
lamella
:

The blood supply to the shaft of a long bone is chiefly
by arteries that enter the marrow cavity through nutrient
foramina

N utrient fo ram ina are o penin gs in the bo ne throu gh
which blood vessels pass to r each the marrow. The greatest numbers of nutrient foramina are found in the diap hys is and ep iphysis (Fig. 8.4). Metaphysea l a rteries suppl ement the blood supply to the bone. D rainage of the bone
is by vei ns that leave thro ugh th e nutrient foram ina o r
through the bone tissue of the shaft an d o ut through the
periosteum.
T he n utrient arteries th at supply the di aphysis and
epiphysis arise developmentally as the principal vessel of
the periosteal buds. The metaphyseal arteries, in contrast,
arise developmentally from periosteal vessels that become
incorporated into the metaphysis d uring the growth
process, i.e., through the wideni ng of the bone.

..·

:

osteon

periosteum
FIGURE8.3
Diagram of a section of compact bone removed from the shaft of a
long bone. Tile concentric lamellae and the Haversian canal that they

surround constitute an osteon (Haversian system). One of the Haver·
sian systems in this diagram is drawn as an elongated cylindrical
structure rising above the plane of the bone section. It consists of sev·
eral concentric lamellae that have been partially removed to show
tile perpendicular orientation of collagen fibers in adjacent layers. In·
terstitiallamel lae result from bone remodeling and formation of new
Haversian systems. Tile inner and outer surfaces of the compact
bone in this diagram show additional lamellae-the outer and inner
circumferential lamellae-that are arranged in broad layers. The Inner
circumferential lamella is covered by a thin layer of endosteum that
faces the marrow cavity, similar to the outer surface of the bone,
which is covered by periosteum. Branches of nutritional arteries ac·
companied by small vei ns are shown within the Haversian and Volk·
mann's canals. These arteries also supply the periosteum, endos·
teum, and bone marrow.

diaphysis

interstitial
lamellae
MATURE BONE

compact bone
FIGURE 8.5
FIGURE 8.4
Diagram showing the blood supply of an adult long bone. Tile nutri·

ent artery and the epiphyseal arteries enter the bone through nutri·
ent foramina. These openings in the bone arise developmentally as
the pathways of the principal vessels of periosteal buds. Metapl1yseal
arteries arise from periosteal vessels that become incorporated into
tile metaphysis as tile bone grows in diameter.

Diagram of immature and mature bone. Immature bone does not
display an organized lamellar appearance because of the interlacing
arrangement of the collagen fibers. Tile cells tend to be randomly
arranged, whereas the cells in mature bone are organized in a circu·
lar fash ion that reflects the lamellar structure of the Haversian system.
Resorption canals in mature bone have their long axes in tile same di·
rection as the Haversian canals.
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• The matrix of immature bone has more grou nd substance tha n does the ma trix of mature bone. T he matrix
in immature bone stains more intensely with hematoxylin, whereas the matrix of mature bone sta ins mo re
intensely with eosin.
Although not evident in typical histologic sections (Fig.
8.6), immature bone is not heavily mineralized when it is
initia lly formed, whereas mature bone undergoes prolonged
secondary minera lization. The secondary mineralization of
mature bone is evident in tnicroradiographs of grou nd sectio ns that show younger Haversian systems to be less mineralized than older H aversian systems (see Fig. 8.19).
Immature bone forms more rapidly th an mature bone. Although mature bone is clearly the major bone type in the
adult, and immature bone is the major bone type in the developing fetus, areas of inunature bone are present in adults,
especia lly where bone is being remodeled. Areas of inunature
bone are also seen regularly in the alveolar sockets of the
adult oral cavity and where tendons insert into bones. It is
this immature bone in the alveolar sockets that makes it possible to undertake orthodontic corrections even in adults.
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CELLS OF BONE TISSUE

As noted above in this chapter, four designated cells are associated with bone tissue: osteoprogenitor cells, osteoblasts, osteocytes, and osteoclasts. With the exception
of the osteoclast, each of these cells may be regarded as a
differentiated form of the same basic cell type. Each undergoes transformation from a less mature form to a more
mature form in relation to functio na l activity (growth of
bone). In contrast, the osteoclast originates from a different cell line and is responsible for bone resorption, an activity associated with bone remodeling.

(Haversian) canals, and the perforating (Volkmann's)
canals. Osteoprogenitor cells can divide and prolifer ate, as
shown by autoradiographic studies. In growing bones, osteoprogenitor cells appear as flattened cells with lightly
staining, elo ngate or ovoid nuclei a nd inconspicuous acidophilic or slightly basophilic cytoplasm . Electron micrographs reveal profiles of wugh endoplasmic reticulum
(rER ) and free ribosomes as well as a sma ll Golgi apparatus and other organelles. The morphology of the osteoprogenitor cell is consistent w ith the finding that its stimu-
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lation leads to differentiation into. a more active secr etory
cell, the osteoblast.
Bone-lining cells cover bone that is not remodeling but are
analogous to osteoprogenitor cells at sites of bone growth

In sites where remodelin g is not occurr ing in mature
bone, the bone surfaces are covered by a layer of flat cells
with attenuated cytoplasm and a p at.¥=ity of orga nelles beyond the per inuclear region (see Fig. 8.7a). They do no t

Osteoprogenitor Cells
The osteoprogenitor cell is a resting cell that can transform
into an osteoblast and secrete bone matrix

Osteoprogenitor cells a re found o n the external and internal surfaces of bones. They comprise the periosteal cells
that form tbe innermost layer of the periosteum and the
endosteal cells that line the marrow cavities, the osteonal

•

I
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bone
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plasma membra_ne

FIGURE8.6
Photomicrographs of decalcified immature and mature bone.
a. Decalcified Immature bone, stained with H&E, showing the relationships of cells to the extracellular matrix. The immature bone has more
cells, and the matrix is not layered in osteonal arrays. x 130. b. This
cross section of decalcified mature compact bone stained with H&E
shows several osteons (0) with concentric lamellae. Tl1e Haversian

canals contain blood vessels and connective tissue. Osteocytes undergo considerable shrinkage during routine slide preparation, revealing empty lacunae with a small nucleus attached to their walls. Mature
bone has fewer osteocytes per unit area than immature bone. Note the
presence of interstitial lamellae between neighboring osteons. X160 .

FIGURES.?
Electron micrograph of bone-lining cells. a. The cytoplasm of a
bone-lining cell located on the surface of a spicule of mature bone is
very attenuated and contai ns small amounts of rER and free ribosomes. A gap junction is seen between the two adjacent bone-lining
cells. In addition, cytoplasmic processes are clearly seen where they
pass through the matrix of unmlneralized bone (osteoid). A fat cell of
the marrow is also present. x 8,900. (From Miller SC, et al. Anat Rec
1980;198:163-173.) Inset. High-magnification photomicrograph of a

lipid

similar bone spicule stained with H&E, included for orientation purposes. The bone-lining cells on the surface of the spicule are indicated by the arrows. X350 . b. Electron micrograph of the cytoplasm
of two bone-lining cells observed at higher magnification. The gap
junction is clearly seen where the two cells are in apposition. The
edge of a fat cell is seen at the top of the electron micrograph; Its
lipid, th in rim of cytoplasm, plasma membrane, and external lamina
are also evident. x 27,000.
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form a complete cellul ar lining on the bone surface; gap
junctions are present where the lining cell processes contact one another (Fig. 8.7b). These cells, designated simply as bone-lining cells, are analogous to the osteoprogenitor cells but are probably in a more quiescent state
than those located at sites of bone growth . They are a lso
tho ught to funct ion in the maintenance and nutritional
support of the osteocytes embedded in the underlying
bone matrix. This suggested ro le is based on the observation that the cell processes of bon e-lining cells extend into
the canalicular channels of the adjacent bone (see Fig.
8.7b) and communicate by means of gap junctions with
processes of osteocytes.
The degree of differentiation of the osteoprogen itor
cell is not entirely clear. Their derivation from mesenchymal cells and their apparent ability to differentiate into
three kinds of cells other than osteoblasts (adipose cells,
chondroblasts, and fibroblasts ) suggest that they, like fibroblasts, can modify their morphologic and functional
characteristics in response to specific stimuli. This question is important because the healing of bone fractures involves the formation of new connective tissue and cartilage in the callus that develops around the bone during
the repair process (see "Fractures and Bone Repair," page
201). Although the precise origin of the cells in healing
bone may still be unclear, some evidence indicates that
periosteal cells and endosteal cells participate in all stages
of the healing process.

from the bone by a light band. This band represents the osteoid; it is nonmineralized matrix.
The cytoplasm of the osteoblast is markedly basophilic,
and the Golgi apparatus, because of its size, is sometimes
observed as a clear area adjacent to the nucleus. Small, periodic acid-Schiff (PAS)-positive granules are observed in
the cytoplasm, and a strong alkaline phosphatase reaction
associated with the cell membrane can be detected by appropriate histochemical staining.
In contrast to the secreting osteoblasts found in active
matrix deposition, inactive osteoblasts are flat or attenuated cells that cover the bone surface. These cells resemble osteoprogenitor cells. Osteoblasts res pond to mechanica l stimuli to mediate the changes in bone growth

and bone remodeling. As osteoid deposition occurs, the
osteoblast is eventually surrounded by osteoid matrix
and then becomes an osteocyte.
Osteoblast processes communicate with other osteoblasts and
with osteocytes by gap junctions

At the electron microscope level, osteoblasts exhibit thin
cytoplasmic processes that penetrate the adjacent osteoid
produced by the cell and are joined to similar processes of
adjacent osteocytes by gap junctions. This early establish-
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ment of junctions between an osteoblast and adjacent osreocytes (as well as between adjacent osteoblasts) allows
neighboring cells within the bone tissue to communicate.
The osteoblast cytop.lasm is characterized by abundant
rER and free ribosomes (Fig. 8.9) . These features are consistent with its basophilia observed in the light microscope as
well as with its ro.le in the production of collagen and proteoglycans for the extracellular matrix. The Golgi apparatus
and surrounding regions of the cytoplasm contain numerous
vesicles with a flocculent content that is presumed to consist
of matrix precmsors. These vesicles are the PAS-staining
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Osteoblasts
The osteoblast is the differentiated bone-forming cell that
secretes bone matrix

Like its close relatives, the fibroblast and the chondroblast, the osteoblast is a versatile secretory cell that retains
the ability to divide. It secretes both the collagen and the
ground substance that constitute the initial unmineralized
bone, or osteoid. The osteoblast is also responsible for the
calcification of the matrix . The calcification process appears to be initiated by the osteoblast through the secretion
into the matrix of small, 50- to 250-nm, membrane-limited
matrix vesicles. The vesicles are rich in alkaline phosphatase and are actively secreted only during the period in
which the cell produces the bone matrix. The role of these
vesicles is discussed on page 200 ("Biologic Mineralization
and Matrix Vesicles").
Osteoblasts are recognized in the light microscope by
their cuboida l or polygonal shape and their aggregation
into a single layer of cells lying in apposition to the forming bone (Fig. 8.8). Because the newly deposited matrix is
not immediately calcified, it stains lightly or not at all,
compared with mature mineralized matrix, which stains
heavi ly with eosin. Because of this staining property of the
newly formed matrix, osteoblasts appear to be separated

FIGURE8.8
Photomicrograph of a growing bone spicule stained with MalloryAzan. Osteocytes are embedded witllin the bone matrix of the
spicule, which is stained dar/( blue. These cells are metabolically active, laying down the unmineralized bone matrix (osteoid). A number
of osteoblasts are aligned on the right side of the spicule. Between
these cells and tile calcified bone spicule is a thin, light-blue-stained
layer of osteoid. This is the uncalcified matrix material produced by
the osteoblasts. One of the cells (arrow) has virtually surrounded itself
by its osteoid product; thus it can now be ca lled an osteocyte. On the
left side of t11e spicule, tile nongrowing part, are inactive osteoblasts.
Tile cells exhibit flattened nuclei and attenuated cytoplasm. x 550.

FIGURE 8.9

Electron micrograph showing active bone formation. This electron
micrograph is similar to the growing surface of the bone spicule in the
preceding light micrograph (Fig. 8.8). The marrow cavity (M) with its
developing blood cells is seen in the lower right corner. Osteoprogenitor cells (Ope) are evident between the marrow and the osteoblasts
(Ob). They exl1ibit elongate or ovoid nuclei. The osteoblasts are
aligned along the growing portion of the bone, which is covered by a
layer of osteoid (Os). In this same region, one of the cells (upper right

corner) embedd ed w ithin the osteoid exhibits a small process (arrow).
This cell, because of its location within the osteoid, can now be called
an osteocyte (Oc). The remainder of the micrograph (upper left) is
composed of calcified bone matrix (CB). Within the matrix are canaliculi (C) containing osteocyte processes. The boundary between two
adj acent lamellae (L) of previously formed bone is evident as an irregular dark line. x 9,000.
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granules seen in light microscopy. The matrix vesicles, also
produced by the osteoblast, appear to arise by a different
pathway, originating as sphere-li ke outgrowths that pinch
off from the plasma membrane to become free in the matrix.
Other cell organelles include numerous rod-shaped mitochondria and occasional dense bodies and lysosomes.

Osteocytes
The osteocyte is the mature bone cell and is enclosed by bone
matrix that it previously secreted as an osteoblast
When completely surrounded by osteoid or bone matrix, the osteoblast is referred to as an osteocyte, the cell
now responsible for maintaining the bone matrix . Osteocytes can synthesize new matrix, as well as resorb it, at
least to a limited extent. Such activities help to maintain
the homeostasis of blood calcium. Death of osteocytes, either through trauma, e.g., a fracture, or cell senescence, results in resorption of the bone matrix by osteoclast activity, followed by repair or remodeling of the bone tissue by
osteoblast activity.
Each osteocyte occupies a space, o r lacuna, that conforms to the shape of the cell. Osteocytes extend cytoplasmic processes through the canaliculi in the matrix to contact processes of neighboring cells by means of gap
junctions. In hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections, the canaliculi and the processes they contain are not
discernable. In ground sections, the canaliculi are readily
evident (see Fig. 8.11} . Osteocytes are typically smaller than
their precursors because of their reduced perinuclear cytoplasm. Often, in routinely prepared microscopic specimens,
the cell is highly d istorted by shrinkage and other artifacts
that result from decalcifying the matrix prior to sectioning
the bone. In such instances, the nucleus may be the only
prominent fea ture. In well-preserved specimens, osteocytes
exhibit less cytoplasmic basophilia than osteoblasts, but little additional cytoplasmic detail can be seen.
Electron microscopy has revealed osteocytes in various
functiona l states. Indeed, there is evidence t hat the osteocyte
can modify the surrounding bone matrix through synthetic
and reabsorptive activities. Three functional states, each
with a characteristic morphology, have been described:

• Quiescent osteocytes exhibit a paucity of rER and a
markedly diminished Go lgi apparatus (Fig. 8 .1 0a) . An
osmiophi lic lamina representing mature calci.fied matrix
is seen in close apposition to the cell membrane.
• Formative osteocytes show evidence of matrix deposition and exhibit certain characteristics similar to those
of osteoblasts. Thus, the rER and Golgi apparatus are
more abundant, and there is evidence of osteoid in the
pericellular space within the lacuna (Fig. 8 .10b}.
• Resorptive osteocytes, like formati ve osteocytes, contain
numerous profiles of endoplasmic reticulum and a well-
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developed Golgi apparatus. Moreover, secondary lysosomes are conspicuous (Fig. 8.10c) .
That the resorptive osteocyte removes matrix is supported by the observation that tl1e pericellular space is devoid of collagen fibrils and may contain a flocculent material suggestive of a breakdown product. The more
peripheral, nonresorbed matrix is bounded by an osmiophilic lamina, which presumably represents the boundary
of the intact mature calcified matrix. Resorption of bone
by this mechanism, called osteocytic osteolysis, w ith the
concomitant release of calcium ions, allows increases in
blood calcium to mainta in appropriate levels. The stimulus
for tl1e resorption of bone is increased secretion of
parathyroid hormone (PTH).

Osteoclasts
The osteoclast is responsible for bone resorption
Osteoclasts are large, multinucleated cells found at sites
w here bone is being removed. They rest directly on the
bone tissue where resorption is taking place (Fig. 8.11 }. As
a result of osteoclast activity, a shallow bay called a resorption bay (Howsbip's lacuna ) can be observed in the
bone directly under the osteoclast. The cell is conspicuous
not only because of its large size but also because of its
marked acidophilia. It a lso exhibits a strong histochemical
reaction for acid phosphatase because of the numerous
lysosomes that it contains .
The portion of the cell in direct contact w ith the bone
can be divided into two parts: a central region containing
numerous plasma membrane infoldings for ming microvillous-type structures, called the ruffled border; and a ringlike perimeter o f cytoplasm, the clear zone, that demarcates the bone area being resorbed. The clear zone
contains abundant microfilaments but essentially lacks
other organelles . The ruffled border stains less intensely
than the remainder of the cell and often appears as a light
band adjacent to the bone at the resorption site (see
Fig. 8.11}.
At the electron microscopic level, hydrm}'apatite
..
crystals from the bone substance are obser ved between t he
processes of the ruffled border (Fig. 8.12}. Internal to t he
ruffled border and in close proximity are numerous mitochondria and lysosomes. The nuclei are typically located in
the part of the cell more removed from the bone surface.
In this same r egion are profiles of rER, multiple stacks of
Golgi saccu les, and many vesicles.
Osteoclasts resorb bone by releasing lysosomal hydrolases into
the extracellular space
Some, if not most, of the vesicles in the osteoclast are
lysosomes that develop from late endosomes . They are

FIGURE8.10

Electron micrographs of three different functional stages of an
osteocyte. a. Relatively quiescent osteocyte that contains only a few
profiles of rER and a few mitocl1ondria (M). The cell virtually fills the
lacuna that it occupies; the arrows indicate where cytoplasmic
processes extend into canali culi. Hydroxyapatite crystals have been
lost from the matrix, which is ordinarily mineralized (MM), but some
hydroxyapatite crystals fill the pericellular space. The hydroxyapatite
crystals obscure the other substances within the pericellular space.
The dark band marking tile boundary of the lacuna is the osmioph ilic
lamina (OL). X25,000. b. A formative osteocyte containing larger

released into the extracellular space in the clefts between
the cytoplasmic processes of the ruffled borde1~ a clear example of lysosomal hydrolases functioning outside the cell.
O nce liberated, these hydrolytic enzymes, which include
collagenase, digest the organic components of the bone
matrix. Before digestion can occur, howeve1~ the bone matrix must be decalcified. Current evidence indicates that
the dissolution of the calcium sa lts occurs through secretion of organic acids by the membranes of the ruffled bor- .
der. Moreove1~ a low pH favors the action of acid hydrolases. Accordingly, a local acidic environment is created in
the extracellular space between the bone and the osteoclast. The clear zone adjacent to th e ruffled border seems
to fo rm a seal against the bone, thus creating a compartment at the site of the ruffled border where foca l decalcification and degradation of the matrix occur. Support for

amounts of rER and a large Golgi apparatus (G). Of equal importance
is the presence of a small amount of osteoid in the pericellular space
within the lacuna. The osteoid shows profiles of col lagen fibrils (ar·
rows) not yet mineralized. The lacuna of a formative osteocyte is not
bounded by an osmiophilic lamina. X25,000. c. A resorptive osteocyte containing a substantial amount of rER, a large Golgi apparatus,
mitochondria (M), and lysosomes (L). The pericellular space is devoid
of collagen fibrils and may contain some flocculent material. Tile Ia·
cu na containing a resorptive osteocyte is bounded by a less conspicuous osmiophilic lamina (OL). x2 5,000.

the concept of acid secretion by the osteoclast comes, in
part, from the finding that carbonic anhydrase, an enzyme
associated with carbonic acid production, is present in the
region of the ruffled border.
Osteoclasts are phagocytotic
Numerous coated pits and coated vesicles are a lso present
at the ruffled border, suggesting endocytotic activity. Osteoclasts are observed at sites w here bone remodeling is in
progress. (The process of remodeling is described in more detail shortly.} Thus, in sites where osteons are being altered or
where a bone is undergoing change dlll'ing the growth
process, osteoclasts are relatively numerous. As noted, an increase in PTH level promotes bone resorption and has a
demonstrable effect on osteoclast activity, in addition to its ef-
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BONE FORMATION

The development of a bone is traditionally classified as
endochondral or intramembranous
The d istinction between endochondra l a nd intramembranous forma ti on rests on whether a cartilage model
serves as the precursor of the bone (endochondral ossification) or the bone is formed by a simpler method, without
the intervention of a cartilage precursor (intramembranous
ossification). The bones of th e extremiti es and those parts
o f the axia l skeleton that bear weight (e.g., vertebrae) develop by endochondral ossification. The flat bones of the
sk ull and face, the mandible, a nd the c lavicle develop by
intramembranous ossifica tion.
The existence of two distinct types of ossification does
not imply that existing bone is either membrane bone or endochondral bone. These names refer only to the mechanism
by which a bone is initia ll y formed. Beca use o f the remodeling that occurs later, the initia l bone tissue laid down by
endocho ndra l forma tion or by intramembranous forma tion
is soon rep laced. The replacement bone is established o n
the preexisting bone by appositional g rowth a nd is identical in both cases. Although the long bones are classified as
being formed by endochondral formation, their continued
growth invol ves the h istogenesis of both endocho ndra l and
intra membranous bone, w ith the la tter occurring through
th e activity of the periosteal (m em brane) tissue.
FIGURE 8.11

Photomicrograph of an osteoclast on a bone spicule. This Mallorystained specimen shows a spicule made of calcified cartilage (stained
light blue) and a covering of bone tissue (stained dark blue). An osteoclast on the left side of the spicule has resorbed bone tissue and lies
In a depression (Howship's lacuna) in the spicule. The light band between the osteoclast and the bone spicule corresponds to the ruffled
border of the osteoclast. The arrows on the nongrowing surface indica te cytoplasm of inactive bone lining cells (osteoprogenitor cells). In
contrast, bone is being deposited on the opposite side of the spicule,
as evidenced by the presence of osteoblasts on this surface and
newly formed osteocytes just below the surface of the spicule. x sso.

fec ts on osteocytes, described above. L1 contrast, calcitonin,
secreted by parafollicular cells of the thyroid gla nd, has a
counterba lanc ing effect, reducing osteoclast activity. Little is
known, however, about the role of endocrine activity in norma l bone remodeling during growth.
Co ntrary to w hat was once thoug ht, o steoclasts are not
related to osteoblasts. They a re derived from mononuclear
hemopoietic progenitor cells, namely, CFU-GM, a cell that
gives rise to the neutrophilic granulocyte a nd monocyte
lineages, a nd CFU-M, a cell that gives ri se to monocytes. It

Intramembranous Ossification
In intramembranous ossification, bone is formed
by differentiation of mesenchymal cells into osteoblasts
FIGURE 8.12

Electron micrograph of an osteoclast. This micrograph shows a
segment of bone surface (B) and a portion of an osteoclast that is in
apposition to the partially digested bone. The resorption front (RF) of
the osteoclast possesses numerous infoldings of the plasma membrane. When viewed in the light microscope, these infoidings are evident as th e ruffled border. When the plane of section is parallel to
the infoldings (asterisks), a broad, nonspecialized expanse of cytoplasm is seen. The cytoplasm of the osteoclast contains numerous
mitochondria (M), lysosomes, and Golgi apparatus, a ll of which are
functionally linked witll the resorption and degradation of the bone
matrix. In the upper part of the figure, some collagen fib rils are evident; the arrows indicate where 68-nm cross-banding is visible.
XlO,OOO.

is thoug ht that osteoclasts a rise by fusion of either CFUGM cells or CFU-M cells. In both origin and func t ion, they
are closely related to macrophages. Morphologica lly, osteoclasts resemble Langhans' gia n t cells for med by fusion
of tiss ue m acrophages (h istiocytes).

The fint evidence of intramembra nous ossification occ urs around the eigh th week of gestat ion in humans. Some
of the pale-staining, elonga te mesenchymal cells within th.e
mesenchyme migrate a nd aggregate in specific areas, the
sites w here bone is desti ned to fo r m. T hi s condensa tion of
cells with in the mesen chymal tissue is the mem bra ne r eferred to in the t erm intramembranous ossification (Fig.
8.13 ). ~s the process continues, th e newly orga nized tissue
at the presu mptive bone si te becomes more vascul a ri zed,)
a nd th e aggregated mesenchyma l cells become larger a nd
rounded. The cytoplasm of these cells changes from
eosinophilic to basophilic, an d a clear Golgi area becomes
evident. These cytologic changes resu lt in the d ifferentiated
osteob last, w hich th en secr etes the coll agens and other
co m pone nts of t he bo ne matr ix (osteoid). The osteoblasts
w ithin the bone ma trix become increasingly sepa rated fro m
one another as the matrix is produced, but they rema in a ttached by thin cytoplasmic processes. Because of the a bunda nt collagen con tent, the bone matrix appea rs dense r than
th e surrounding mesenchyme, in wh ic h the in tercell ular
spaces reveal only delicate co nnective tissue fibers.

FIGURE 8.13

Section of mandible developing by the process of intramembranous ossification. This photomicrograph shows a section from a developing mandible, sta ined with H&E. In this relatively early stage of
development, t11e mandible consists of bone spicules of various sizes
and shapes. The bone spicules Interconnect with each other and
form trabeculae, providing the general shape of the developing bone
(no cartilage model is present). The numerous osteobiasts responsible for this growing region of spicules are seen at the surface of the
newly deposited bone. The older, calcified portion of spicules contains osteocytes surrounded by bone matrix. In the right portion of
the figu re, adjacent to the bone spicules, the connective tissue is very
cellular and is developing into the early periosteum. x 250.

Newly formed bone matrix a ppears in histologic sections as
small, irregularly shaped spicules and t rabe culae
With time, the matrix becomes calcified , and t he interconn ecting cytoplasmi c processes of the bone-formi ng
cells, now te rme d osteocytes, a re contai ned within ca na liculi. Con comitantly, more of the surrou nd ing mesenchyma l cells in the mem brane proliferate, g iving rise to a
population of osteoprogen itor cells. Some of th e osteoprogen itor cells come into a pposition w ith the initia lly
formed spicul es, become osteoblasts, and add more matrix . By t hi s process, ca lled appositional growth, the
spicu les enlarge a nd beco me joined in a trabecu lar network with the genera l shape of th e d eveloping bone.
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T hro ug h continu ed mitotic activity, the osteoprogenjtor
cells ma in tain t heir numbers a nd thus p rovide a consta nt
source of osteoblasts for grow th of the bone spicules. T he
new osteoblasts, in turn, lay d own bo ne m atrix in successive la yers, giving rise to woven bone. T his imm a t ure bone,
d iscussed on p age 185, is c haracterized interna lly by interconnecting sp aces occupied by con nective tissue and blo od
vessels. Bone tissue formed by the process just described is
referred to as membrane bone or intram emb1•anous bone.

between the h yp ertro phic cells . T he hy per tr op h ic cells begin to synthesize alka line phos pha tase, a nd concomita ntly,
the su rrounding ca rtilage m atrix undergoes calcificat io n
(see illustration s 3 and 3a o f Fig. 8.14 ). The calcification of
t he cartilage ma trix sho uld not be co nfused wi th ca lcification t ha t occ urs in bone t iss ue.
The calcified cartilage matrix inhibits diffusion of nutrients,
causing death of the chondrocytes in the cartilage model

Endocho nd1·al ossification also begins w ith t he pro life ration a nd aggregat ion o f mesen ch ymal ce lls a t the site of t he
future bone. H ow ever, the m esenchym al cells d ifferen t iate
into c ho ndroblasts th at, in turn, p roduce cartilage m a trix .

With the death of th e cho ndrocytes, m uch o f the ma trix
brea ks do wn, and neigh bo ring lacuna e become confl ue nt,
producing an increasi ngly la rge cavity. While th ese even ts
are occurri ng, o ne or several blood vessels grow t h ro ugh
t he thin d iap hyseal bony colla r to vascularize t he cavity
(see illustr a t io ns 4 a n d 4a of Fig . 8.14 ).

Endochondral Ossification

Initially, a hyaline cartilage m odel with the general shape of

Periosteal cells migrate into the cavity along with growing

the bone is formed

blood vessels

Once esta blished, the cartilage model (a min iature version of the future defin itive bon e) grows by interstitial and
app ositio na l g rowt h . T he inc rease in the length of the ca rtilage m odel is attributed to interstitia l gro wth. T he inc rease in its w id t h is la rgely du e to t he add ition o f cartilage
ma trix prod uced by new chondrocyt es tha t d ifferentiate
fro m t he c ho ndrogenic layer of t he p erich ondrium su rro undin g the cartilage mass. Jllustrations 1 a nd l a of Figu re 8.14 show an ea rly ca rtilage mod el.

Cells fro m th e periosteum migrate w ith the p enetra ring
blood vessels and some of the primitive periosteal cells to
become osteopr ogenitor cells in the cavity. O t her pr imit ive
cells a lso gain access to t he cavity via t he new vascu la t ure,
lea ving the cir cu la ti on to give ri se to the marrow. As the
ca lcified ca rt ilage br ea ks do wn and is partially removed,
some remains as irregu la r spic ules. W hen t he osteop rogenitor cells come in appos ition to the re maining calcified ca rtilage spic ul es, they becom e osteoblasts and begin to lay
down bone (o steoid ) o n the spicule framework. T h us, t he
bone for med in t his man ner m a y be descr ibed as en docho nd ral bo ne. T he com bina tion of bone, w hich is in itially
o nly a thin layer, a nd the underly ing calcified ca rtilage is
descr ibed as a mixed spicule.
H jsrologically, m ixed spic uJes can be recognized by their
staining c haracterist ics. Ca lcified ca rtilage ten d s to be basop hilic, w hereas bone is d istinctly eosin oplulic. W it h the
M allory stain, bone stains a deep blue, a nd calcified ca rt ilage sta ins light blue (Fig. 8.15) . Also, calcified cartilage no
longer co ntains cells, whereas the newly produced bone
m ay r evea l osteocytes in the bone matrix. Such spic ules persist fo r a shor t time befor e the calcified cart ilage com ponen t
is rem oved. The remain ing bo ne co mponent of t he spicu le
m ay conti nue to grow by appositio nal g rowth, th us becom ing la rger and st ronger, or it may u ndergo resorpt ion as
new spicules are fo rmed .

The first sign of ossification is the appearance of a cuff of bone
around the cartilage m odel

At this stage, the per ic hondrial cells in t he midregio n of
the cartilage model no longer give rise to c ho ndrocytes. Instead , bon e-form ing cells o r osteo blasts a re p roduced .
T hus, the con nect ive tissue su rro und ing th is p o rtion of t he
ca rtilage is no longer func tionally a perichondriumj ra th er,
because of its altered role, it is now called periosteum.
Moreo ver, beca use the cells w ithin tlus layer are d iffere ntia ting in to osteo b lasts, an osteogenic la yer ca n n ow be id ent ified wit hin t he perioste um. As a resu lt of these cha nges, a
layer of bone is fo rmed aro u nd the cart ilage model. T h is
bo ne ca n be classified as either periosteal bone, because of
its location , or intra mem branous bon e, beca use o f its
metho d of development. In the case o f a long bon e, a dist inct ive c uff of peri osteal bone, th e bony colla1; is established around the cartilage mo del in th e di ap hysea l p o rtio n
of the developing bone. T he bony collar is shown in i ll ustra t ions 2 a nd 2a of Figure 8 .14 .
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Growth of Endochondral Bone
Endochondral bone growth begins in t he second t rimester of

With the establishment of the periosteal bony collar, the
chondrocytes in t he midregion of the cartilage m odel become

fetal life and continues int o early adulthood

hypertrophic

T he eve nts descr ibed above represent th e ea rly stage of
e ndochond ral bone for ma t ion as seen in t he fet us, beginn ing at a bou t t he 12th week of gesta tio n. The co ntin uing
gro wth p rocess, wh ich takes p lace t hroughout the growth

As the c ho nd rocytes enla rge, their su rround ing carti lage
m a tr ix is r esorbed , fo rmin g th in irregula r ca rtilage p la tes

Bo11t
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FIGURE 8.14
Schematic diagram of developing
long bone. Illustrations 1 to 10 depict
longitudinal sections; 1a to 4a depict

cross sections through the shaft of the
long bone. The process begins with the
formation of a cartilage model (1 and
1a); next, a periosteal (perichondrial)
collar of bone for ms around the shaft
(diaphysis) of the cartilage model (2
and 2a); then, the cartilaginous matrix
in the shaft begins to calcify (3 and 3a).
Blood vessels and connective tissue
cells then erode and invade the ca lcified cartilage (4 and 4a), creati ng a
prim itive ma rrow cavity in wh ich remnant spicules of calcified cartilage remain at the two ends of the cavity. Endochondral bone forms on these
spicules of calcified cartilage. The bone
at the ends of the developi ng marrow
cavity constitutes th e metaphysis. Periosteal bone contin ues to form; the
periosteal bone Is formed as the result
of intramembranous ossification. It can
be recognized histologically because it
is not accompanied by local cartilage
erosion, nor is the bone deposited on
spicules of calcified cartilage. Blood
vessels and perivascular cells invade
the proximal epiphyseal cartilage
(6), and a secondary center of ossifica·
tion is established in the proximal epiphysis (7). A similar epiphyseal (secondary) ossification center forms at the
distal end of the bone (8), and an epiphyseal cartilage is th us formed between each epiphysis and the diaphysis. With continued growth of the
long bone, the distal epiphyseal cartilage disappears (9), and finally, with
cessation of growth, the proximal epiphyseal cartilage disappears ( 10). The
metaphysis then becomes continuous
with the epiphysis. Epiphyseal lines rema in where the epiphyseal plate last
existed. (From Bloom W, Fawcett ow. A
Textbook of Histology. Philadelphia: WB
Saunders, 1975.)

8

perio d of the individual into early adulthood, is described
belo w.
Growth of long bones depends on the presence of epiphyseal
cartilage throughout the growth period

As the diaphyseal marrow cavity enlarges (see illustra tion

5 of Fig . 8.14 ), a d istinct zonation can be recognized in the

cartilage at both ends of the cavity. Thjs remaining cartilage,
referred to as epiphyseal cartilage, exhibits d istinct zones as
illustrated in Figure 8.16. T he zones in the epiphyseal cartilage, beginn ing with that most distal to the diaph yseal center of ossification and proceeding toward that centet; a re
• Zone of reserve cartilage, which exhibi ts no cell ular prolifera tion or active matrix production.
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In the zone of resorption, smal l blood vessels and accompanying connective tissue invade the region occupied
by the dying chondrocytes. They form a series of spearheads, leaving t he calcified ca rtilage as longitudi nal
spicules, at least as seen in longitudinal sections of bone.
Actually, in a cross section of t he bone, the cartilage appears as a ho neycomb because the invading vessels and
connective tissue have migrated into the sites previously
occupied by the ca rtilage cel ls.
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bone

••

Bone deposition occurs on the cartilage spicules in the same
manner as described for the formation of the initial ossification

: .} ''"'of"''"'"''"'''

...

center

FIGURE 8.15
Photomicrograph of a m ixed bone spicule formed during endochondral bone formation. In this Mallory-Azan-stained section, bone
has been deposited on calcified cartilage spicules. In the center of the
photomicrograph, the spicules have already grown to create an anas·
tomosing trabecula. The initial trabecula still contains remnants of calcified cartilage, as shown by the light-blue staining of the calcified matrix compared with the dark-blue staining of the bone. In the upper
part of the spicule, note a lone osteoclast (arrow) aligned near the surface of the spicule, where remodeling is about to be initiated. x275.

• Zo ne of proliferation, w hich is adjacent to th e zone of
rese rve cartilage in the di rection of the diaphysis. In this
zo ne, the ca rtilage cells undergo division and o rganize
into distinct columns. These cells are large r than t hose in
the reserve zone and actively p roduce matrix.
• Zone o f hypertrophy, w hich conta ins grea tly enlarged
cartilage cells. The cytoplasm of t hese cells is clear,
wh ich is a reflection of the g lycogen th at they norma lly
accumulate (and that is lost d uring fixation ). The matrix
is com pressed in to linear bands between the columns of
h ype rtrophied cartilage cells.
• Zone o f calcified cartilage, in which t he enlarged cells
begin to degenerate and t he ma trix becomes calcified .
• Zone of resorption, which is the zone nearest the diaphysis. T he ca lcified cartilage here is in direct co ntact with
the co nnective tiss ue of the marrow cavity.

As bone is laid down o n t he calcified spicules, the cartilage is resorbed, ultimatel y leaving a primary spongy bone.
This spongy bone u ndergoes reorganization through osteoclastic activity and add itio n of new bone tissue, t hus accommodating the contin ued growth a nd physical stresses
placed on the bone.
Shortly after birth, a secondary ossifica tion center develops in the upper epiphysis. T he cartilage cells undergo hypertrophy and degenerate. As in the di aph ysis, calcification
of the m atrix occurs, and blood vessels and osteogenic cells
from the pericho ndrium invade the region , creating a new
marrow cavity (see illustrations 6 and 7 o f Fig. 8.14).
Later, a similar epiphyseal ossification center forms at the
lower end of the bone (see il lustration 8 of Fig. 8.14). This
center is also regarded as a secondary ossification center,
a lthough it develops later. With the developm ent of the
secondary ossification centers, the o nly cartilage that remains from the o rigina l model is the articular ca rtilage at
the ends of the bone and a transverse disc of carti lage,
known as the epiphyseal plate, w hich separates the epiphyseal and di aphyseal cavities.
cartilage of the epiphyseal plate is responsible for maintaining

.;
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For a bo ne to retain proper proportions and its uniqu e
shape, both extern al and intern al remodeling must occur
as the bo ne grows in length. Th e proliferative zone o f the
epiphysea l plate gives rise to the cartilage on w hich bone is
later laid dow n.
• The thi ck ness of the epip hysea l plate remai ns relatively
consta nt d uring growth.
• The amou nt of new cartilage p rod uced (zone of proliferatio n ) equ a ls the a mo un t reso rbed (zone of reso rp ti on).
• The resorbed car tilage is, of course, replaced by spongy
bone.

-...
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FIGURE 8.16
Longitudinal section through the
distal end of a metatarsal bone of a
2-month-old infant. The epiphyseal
(secondary) ossification center is well
formed. Bone formation is taking
place at both the epiphyseal and the
diaphyseal surface of the epiphyseal
plate. The zonation is apparent on the
diaphyseal side because the growth
rate there is so much greater than the
epiphyseal ossification center. Because both centers are active, the
zone of reserve cartilage is relatively
narrow. H&E x2 80. (From Kelly DE.
Wood RL, Enders AC. Bailey·s Textbook
of Microscopic Anatomy. Baltimore:
Williams & Wilkins, 1978.)
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fro m the di aphys is, elonga ting the bone. The events that
fo llow t his incrementa l growth, namely, hypertroph y,
ca lcification, r esorption, and ossificatio n, simply involve
the mecha nism by wh ich th e newly formed ca rtilage is
replaced by bone tiss ue during deve lopment.
• Bone increases in width or diameter when appositional

growth of new bone occurs between the cortical lamellae mtd the periosteum. The ma rrow cavity then enlarges
by resorpti on of bone on th e endosteal su rface of the
cortex of the bone.

In reviewing t he gr owth process, it is important to realize that

As bones elongate. remodeling is required

• Actual lengthening of the bone occurs when new cartilage matrix is pmduced at the epiphyseal plate. Produc-

Remodeling consists o f preferen tia l resorption of bone
in some areas and deposition of bone in other areas, as described a bove and outlined in Figure 8.1 7.

tion of new ca rtilage ma tr ix pushes the epiphysis away

-

...

the growth process

..

..;

.., .::

When an indiv,i dual achieves maximal growth, proliferation of
new cartilage within the epi physeal plate t erminates

When prolifera tion of new cartilage ceases, the cartilage
that has a lready been prod uced in th e epiphyseal plate continues to undergo the changes that lead to the deposition of
new bone until, fina ll y, there is no remaining cartilage. At
this point, the epiphyseal and diaph yseal marrow cavities
become confluent. T he elimination of the epiphysea l plate is
referred to as epiphyseal closure. In illustration 9 of Figure
8. 14, the lower epiphysea l cartilage is no longer present, and
in i.llustration 10, both epiphysea l cartilages are gone.
Growth is now complete, and the only r emaining cartilage
is fo und on the a rticul ar surfaces of the bone. Vestigial evidence of th e site of the epiphyseal plate is r eflected by an
epiphyseal line co nsisting of bone tissue (see Fig. 8 .2).
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epiphysis enlarges by
growth of cartilage and
replacement by bone

Both nutritional and hormonal factors affect the degree of bone
mineralization. Calcium deficiency during growth causes rickets, a
condition in which the bone matrix does not calcify normally. Rick·
ets may be due to insufficient amounts of dietary calcium or to in·
sufficient vitamin D (a steroid prohormone), which is needed for
absorption of calcium by the intestines. In the adult, the same nu·
tritional or vitamin deficiency leads to osteomalacia.
Although rickets and osteomalacia are no longer major prob·
Iems where nutrition is adequate, another form of insufficient bone
mineralization is regularly seen in the condition known as osteoporosis. In this condition, bone tissue (both mineral and matrix) is
diminished, presumably because resorption by osteoclasts exceeds
deposition by osteoblasts. Osteoporosis develops as a conse·

growth reversal lines
resorbed

-bone added
inside tunnels here

here

closing cone

quence of Immobilization (as In a bedridden patient) and in post·
menopausal women. The factors that cause the imbalance in eel·
lular activity are not known, although some relief appears to result
from maintaining hormonal (estrogen) levels and dietary fluoride
levels.
In addition to Its influence on intestinal absorption of calcium,
vitamin D is also needed for normal calcification. Other vitamins
known to affect bone are A and C. Vitamin A deficiency suppresses
endochondral growth of bone; vitamin A excess leads to fragility
and subsequent fractures of long bones. Vitamin C is essential for
synthesis of collagen, and Its deficiency leads to scurvy. The matrix
produced in scurvy Is not calcifiable.
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OLDER BONE
FIGURE 8.17

Diagram of external remodeling of a long bone. This diagram
shows two periods during the growth of the bone. The younger bone
profile (before remodeling) is shown on the right; .the older (~fter r~
modeling), on the left. Superimposed on the left Side of the !1gu ~e IS
the shape of the bone (left half only) as it appeared at an earlier t1me.

Development of the Osteonal (Haversian) System
osteons typically develop in preexisting compact bone

Compact bo ne can take several different forms. Compact bone may be for med from fetal spo ngy bone. by co l~ 
tinu ed deposi tion of bone on the spongy bone sp1cules; 1t
may be deposi ted directly as adu lt compact bo~e (e:g., the
circumferential lamellae of an a~ u l t bone); or 1t m1ght be
o lder compact bone consisting of osteons and interstiti~l
lame llae. T he process in which new osteons are formed 1s
referred to as intemal remodeling.
In the development of new osteons, a tunnel is bored through
compact bone by osteoclasts

Formation of a new osteon in compact bone involves
ini tia lly the creation of a tunn el-like space, the resorption

YOUNGER BONE

new
osteon

The bone is now longer, but it has retained Its general shape. To grow
in length and retain the general shape of the particular bone, bone
resorption occurs on some surfaces, and bone deposition occurs on
other surfaces, as indicated In the diagram. (Based on Ham AW. J Bone
Joint Surg Am 1952;34:701 .)

cavity, by osteoclast activity. T his resorption cavity will
have the d imensions of the new osteo n. When osteoclasts
have produced an appropriately sized cylindrical tunn~l
by resorption of compact bone, blood vessels and the1r
surrounding connective tiss ue occupy the tunnel. As ~he
tunnel is o ccupied, new bon e deposition on its wall b~g!ns
almost immedi ate ly. These two aspects of cellular actlVIty,
namely, osteoclast resorptio n an d osteo blast synthe~ 1s,
constitute a bone-remodeling unit. A bone-remodeling
unit consists of two distinct pa rts: an advanci ng cutting
cone (also called a resorption canal) and a closing cone
(Fig. 8.18). The cutting cone consists of active os~eoclasts
followed by an ad vancing ca pilla ry loop an~ pe~tcytes. It
also conta ins numerous dividi ng cells that gtve n se to osteo blasts, additional pericytes, and endothelia l cells. (Recall that osteoclasts are der ived fro m blood-borne mon?·
cytes.) The osteoclasts cut a canal about 200 fLl11 Ill
diam eter. This canal esta blishes th e diameter of the future

d
FIGURE 8.18

Diagram of a bone-remodeling unit. A bone-remodeling unit con·
sists of an advancing cutting cone and a closing cone. The cutting
cone formed by osteoclasis is responsible for boring the tunnel or re·
sorption cavity through the compact bone. Its action Is initiated within
the Haversian canal at the left of the diagram (In t he area correspon·
ding to section a). Tile cutting cone moves along the Haversia n canal,
in the direction indicated by the arrow, to the area corresponding to
section d. Section d shows the cross section through the cutting cone.
The resorption cavity is the site wh ere the future osteon is formed by
the action of the closing cone, which consists of osteoblasts. These

cells begin to deposit the osteoid on the wa lls of the canal in succes·
sive lamellae. Gradual formation of the new bone fills the resorption
cavity. Note the deposition of the osteoid deep to the osteoblasts
seen in sections b and c. As successive lamellae of bone are de·
posited, the canal ultimately attains the relatively narrow diameter of
the mature Haversian canal, like that shown in section a. The growth
reversal line that appears at the outer limits of a newly formed osteon
represents a border between the resorption activity of the cutting
cone and the bony matrix not remodeled by this activity.
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osteonal (H aversian) system . The cutting cone constitu tes
o nly a small fraction of the length of the bo ne-remodeli ng
unjt; thus, it is seen much less frequently tha n the closing
cone.
After the diameter of the future H aversian system is established, osteoblasts begin to deposit the o rga nic matr.ix
(osteoid ) of bone o n th e walls of the canal in successive
lamellae. With time, the bone matrix in each of th e lamellae becomes mineralized. As the successive lamellae of
bone are deposited, fro m the periphery inward, the canal
ultimately atta ins the relatively narrow di am eter of the
adult osteonal canal.

Compact adult bone contains Haversian systems of varying
age and size

Microradiographic exa minatio n of a grou nd section of
bone reveals t hat younger Haversian systems are less completely minerali zed than o lder systems {Fig. 8.19) . They
undergo a progressive secondary mi neralizatio n that continues (up to a point) even a fter the osteon has been fully
fo rmed. Figure 8.19 also illustrates the d ynamic internal
remodeling o f compact bon e. In the adult, deposition balances reso rptio n. In the aged, resorption often exceed s
deposition. If this imba lance becomes excessive, osteopor osis d evelops (see page 199).

\1 BIOLOGIC MINERALIZATION

Bour
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• PTH acts o n the bone to raise lo~ blood calcium levels
to normal.
• Calcitonin acts to lower elevated blood calcium levels to
normal.

• The ~atrix vesicles that accu mula te Ca2+ and cleave
PO~- Ions cause the local isoelectric point to increase
w hich. r esults in crystallization of CaP04 in th e sur~
rou ndmg matrix vesicles.
• The C~P04 crysta ls initiate matrix minera lization by
fo_r~atJon . and depos!tion o f [Ca Jo{P04)6{0H)z] (hydi oxya patJte) crystals 111 the matrix surrounding the osteoblasts.

~las ts to resor b bone, a llowing the release o f calcium
mt_o ~he blood. As described a bove {see page 190), re-

. The ~steoblast-derived matri x vesicles are the essential
~actors I_n controlling the initia l site of minera l deposition
111 o~te_oid. Once t he initia l crysta ls of hydroxya patite have
pr~Cip i ta~ed, they gr ow rapidly by accretio n until they jo in
ne1ghboru_1g crystals pro duced around o ther matrix vesicles. In th~s way, a wa ve of miner a liza tio n sweeps throu gh
the osteoid. Other cells that pro d uce o steoid a re the
ameloblasts an d odontoblasts of d eveloping teeth.

sorptt?n of bone by osteocytes constitu tes osteocytic ost~olysts. PT~ also reduces excretio n of ca lcium by t he
lod n e~ and stimula tes absorption of calcium by th e small
m_testme,- PTH further acts to maintain homeostasis by
st~m ul a tmg the kid ney to ~xcre te the excess phosp ha te
pr oduc~d by bo ne reso rption. Calcitonin inhibits bo ne
reso rptio n, specificall y inJ1ibiting the effects of PTH on
o steoclas ts.

\1 PHYSIOLOGIC ASPECTS OF BONE

\1 FRACTURES AND BONE REPAIR

PTH acts by stimula ting both osteocytes and osteo-

AND MATRIX VESICLES
Biologic mineralization is a cell-regulated extracellular event

Miner alization occurs in the extrace llular matrices of
bone and cartilage and in the dentin, cementum, and
enamel of teeth . T he m atr ices of all of these structures except enamel contain collagen fibrils and ground substance,
and mineralization occurs both within the collagen fibrils
and ex ternal to the coll agen fibrils, in r elatio n to components of the ground substa nce. In enamel, mi neralization
occurs within t he extrace llular organic matrix secreted by
the enamel o rgan {see page 441 ). Despite the extr acellular
location of bio logic mineral ization and the fact th at
physicochemical factors are basic to the process, biologic

mineralization is a cell-regulated event.

Bone serves as a reservoir for body calcium

. T he maintenance of norm al blood ca lcium levels is critIca I to hea!th a nd life. Calcium ma y be deli vered from t he
bon ~ matnx to the blood if the circulating blood .levels of
calcium fa_ll be_low a critical point (physio logic calcium
concen tr atio n 111 the human ranges fr o m 8.9 to 10.1
mg/dL). Conver sely, excess blood calcium may be removed
from t he blood and stored in bone.
T hese processes are r egu lated by parat hyro id hormone
(PTH), s~cre~ed by the parath yroid g land {see page 660),
and ~alcttomn, secr eted by the para follicular cells of the
t hyroid glan d (see page 658).

Mineralization involves the secretion of m atrix vesicles into the
bony matrix

In places where miner a Iiza tio n of bone, ca rtilage,
dentin, and cementum is initiated, the local concen tration
of Cal+ and PO .,- ions in the matr ix must exceed the no rmal threshold level. Severa l events are responsible for this
mineralization:
FIGURE 8.19
Microradiograph of the cross section of a bone. This 200-f.l.m-thick
cross section of bone from a healthy 19-year-old male shows various
degrees of mineralization in different osteons. Mature compact bone
Is actively replacing immature bone, which is seen on the periosteal
(upper) surface. The degree of mineralization is reflected by the sl1ade
of light and dark in the microradiograph. Thus, very light areas represent the highly mineralized tissue that deflects the x-rays and prevents
them from striking the photographic film. Conversely, dark areas contain less mineral and, thus, are less effective in deflecting the x-rays.
Note that the Interstitial lamellae (the older bone) are very light,
whereas some of the osteons are very dark (these are the most newly
formed). The Haversian canals appear black, as they represent only
soft tissue. x 157. (Courtesy of Dr. Jenifer Jowsey.)

• Binding of extracellular Ca2+ by osteocalcin and other
sialoproteins creates a high local concentration of this ion.
• The high Cal+ co ncentration stimulates the o steoblasts
to secrete a lka li ne phosphatase, which increases the local concentration of P0 4- ions. T he high P0 4- co ncentration stimulates further increases in Cal+ concentratio n where mineraliza tion w ill be ini tiated.
• At this stage of high extracell ular Cah and P04- concentration, the osteoblasts release small (50- to 200-nm)
matrix vesicles into the bo ny matrix by exocytosis . The
matri x vesicles contai n alka line phospha tase and pyrophosph a tase th at cleave P0 4- ions from other mo lecules of the matrix.

Hormones other than PTH and calcitonin have major effects
o n bone growth. One such hormone is pituitary growth hormone (G H, somatotropin). This hormone stimulates growth in
general and, especially, growth of epiphysea l cartilage and
bone. Oversecretion in childhood leads to gigantism an abnor~al Increase in the length of bones; absence or 'hyposecretion of somatotropin in childhood leads to failure of growth
of the long bones, resulting in pituitary dwarfism. Absence or
seve~e hyposecretion of thyroid hormone during development
and i.~fancy leads to failure of bone growth and dwarfism, a
condition known as congenital hypothyroidism. oversecretion
of so matotr~pin in an adult leads to acromegaly, an abnormal t_h lckenmg and selective overgrowth of hands, feet,
mandible, nose, and intramembranous bones of the skull.

The initia l res ponse to a fracture is similar to th e respo nse to any injury th at produces tiss ue destr ucti on and
hemorr hage. Neutrophils a re the first cells to arri ve on
the scen_e, foll_o:ved b~ macrophages that beg in to clea n
~p ~h e Site of lllJUr_y. Fibroblasts a nd capillaries then pro !Jfet~ te a_nd g row Into t he site of injury. New loose co nn_ective ttss ue, granulation tissue, is formed, and as this
t~ss ue becom es denser, cartilage forms in p arts of it. Bo th
flbro blas_ts and periosteal cells participate in this p hase of
the heal111g process. T he dense co nnecti ve tiss ue and
new ly fo~rned cartilage grow, cover ing the bone a t the
fractu re site, pro duci ng a callus (Fig. 8 .20). A callus w ill
~o r~n whe_t her o r no t t he fractu red parts of the bone a re
m I~~nedi ate a pposition to each oth er. The ca ll us he lps
stabiii_ze a nd bind together t he fract ured bone.
':"hde the call us is forming, osteoprogenito r cells of the
penosteum divide and differe ntiate into osteoblasts. T he
newly formed osteo blasts begin to deposit new bone o n the
o uter su:face of t he bone at so me distance from the fracture. Tlu~ new fo rm ation of bone progresses toward the
fracture ~1te _until new bone forms a bony sheath over the
fibroc~rt d agmous callus. Osteogeni c buds from the new
b~ne Invade t he ca ll us and begin to d eposit new bone
Withm t~e c_allus, gra dua ll y replacing the original fibrous
~ nd ca m l ~gmous ca ll us with a bony callus. The cartilage
m the o n gma l ca ll us calcifies a nd is replaced by bone as in
endocho ndral ossifi cation.
. Endos tea l pro liferation and differentiati on also occur
111 the m arrow cavity, a nd med ull a ry bone grows fro m
bo t h en~s of t he frac tu re toward the center. When t his
bone unites, th e bo ny u nion of the fractured bone produced by the osteoblasts deri ved from both th e periosteum and endosteum co ns ists of spo ngy bone. As in norma l bo ne fo rmat io n, the spongy bone is g rad ua lly
replaced by com pact bone. W hile compact bone is being
formed , the bony ca llus is rem oved by the ac tion o f os-
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teoclasts, and gradual remodeling restores the bone to its
original shape.
In healthy individuals, this process usually takes from 6
to 12 weeks, depending on the severity of the break and
the particular bone that is broken. Setting the bone, i.e.,

FIGURE 8.20

reapproximating the normal structure, and holding the
parts in place by internal fixation (by pins, screws, or
plates) or by external fixation (by casts or by pins and
screws) speeds the hea ling process and usually resu lts in
superior structural and functional restoration.

Photomicrograph of fractured long bone undergoing repair.

a shows osteoblasts lining bone trabeculae. Most of the original fi-

a. This low-magnification photomicrograph of a 3-week-old bone
fracture, stained with H&E, shows parts of the bone separated from
each other by the fibrocartilaginous callus. At this stage, the ca rtilage
undergoes endochondral ossification. In addition, the osteoblasts of
the periosteum are involved in secretion of new bony matrix on the
outer surface of the callus. On the right of the microphotograph, the
fibrocartilaginous callus is covered by periosteum, which also serves
as the attachment site for the skeletal muscle. x 35. b. Higher magnification of the callus from the area indicated by the upper rectangle in

brous and cartilaginous matrix at this site has been replaced by bone.
The early bone is deposited as an immature bone, which is later replaced by mature compact bone. x 300. c. Higher magnification of
the callus from the area indicated by the lower rectangle in a. A fragment of old bone pulled away from the fracture site by the periosteum is now adj acent to the cartilage. It will be removed by osteoclast
activity. The cartilage will calcify and be replaced by new bone
spicules as seen in b. X300.

C HAPTER 8

PLATE 11. BONE, GROUND SECTION
Bone is a specia lized connective tiss ue characterized by a mineralized extracellular matri x. Calcium phosphate, in the form
of hydroxyapatite cJystals (Ca 10(P04)r.OH2) , is deposited along the coll agen fibrils and in the proteoglycan gro und substance.
Bone serves as a storage site for calcium and phosphate, whi ch can be released to the blood to maintain homeostatic levels.
Osteocytes reside in lacunae in the bone matrix a nd extend fi ne cellular processes into canaliculi that connect the lacunae, thus
for ming a continuous network of cells within the mine ralized tissue. Bone s ar e o rgans of the skeleta l system; bone ti ssue is
the structural component of bones.
Ground sections of bone are prepared from bone that has not been fixed but merely allowed to dry. Thin slices of the dried bone
are then cut with a saw and further grou nd to a thinness that allows viewi ng in a light microscope. Slices may be treated with India ink to fill spaces that were formerly occupied by organic matter, e.g., cells, blood vessels, and unmineralized matrix. A simpler
method is to mount the ground specimen on a slide with a visco us medium that traps air in some of the spaces, as in the specimen
in this plate. Here, some of the osteonal canals and a perforating canal are filled with the mounting medium, making them translucent instead of black. Specimens prepared in thi s manner are of value chiefly to display the architecture of the compact bone.

@

the concentric la me llae, s utTOLmd the Haversian canal and
appear muc h the same as growth rings of a tree. The canal
is also s urrounded by concentri c arrangeme nts of lacu nae.
These appear as the small, dark, elongate structures.
Duri ng the period of bone growth and during adul t life,
there is constant internal remode ling of bone. T his involves
the destructi on of osteons and for mation of new ones. The
breakdown of an osteon is usuall y not complete, however;
part of the osteon may remain intact. Moreover, portions of
adjacent osteons may a lso be partia lly destroyed. The space
created by the breakdown process is reoccupied by a new
osteon. The re mnants of the prev iously ex isting osteons become the interstitial la me llae.
B lood vessels reach the Haversian canals from the marrow tlu·oug h other tunnels called perforating (Volkmann's)
canals (VC). In some instances, as here, Volkmann 's canals
trave l fro m one Haversian canal to anothe r. Vo lkmann 's
canals can be di sti ngui shed from Haversia n canals in that
they pass throug h la mellae, whereas Haversian canals are
surrounded by concentric ri ngs of lame ll ae.

@

thread-like profi les emanating from the lac unae. These
thread-like profi les represent the cana li culi , spaces within
the bone matri x that contained cytoplasmic processes of
the osteocyte. The cana liculi of each lacuna communicate
w ith canaliculi of ne ighboring lacunae to form a tlu-eedimensio na l channel syste m tlu-oughout the bone.

@

teoblasts in the canal of the developing Haversian system.
This figure reveals not o nly the canaliculi but also the lame llae of the bone. The latter are just barely defined by the fain t
lines (arrows) that exte nd across the micrograph. Collagenous fibers in neighboring lame llae are o rie nted in different
directions. This change in orientation accounts for the faint
line o r interface between adj acent lamellae.

Figure 1, ground bone, human, x80.

Th is fi gure reveals a cross-sectioned area of a lo ng bone
at low magni fication and incl udes the outer or peripheral
as pect of the bone, identified by the presence of circumfere ntial lamell ae (CL ). (The ex te rior or periosteal surface of
the bone is not incl uded in the micrograph.) To the ir right
are the osteons (0) or Haversian syste ms that appear as c ircular profil es. Between the osteo ns are in terstiti al lamellae
( IL), the remnants of previo usly ex isting osteons.
Osteons are essentia lly cyli ndrical structures. In the
sha ft of a lo ng bone, the long axes of the osteons are orie nted parallel to the long axis of the bone. T hus, a cross section throug h the shaft of a long bone would reveal the osteons in cross sectio n, as in this fig ure. At the center of each
osteon is an osteon a I (Haversian) canal ( H C) that conta ins
blood vessels, connective ti ssue, and cells lini ng the surface
of the bone materi al. Because the organ ic materi al is notreta ined in ground secti o ns, the Haversian canals a nd other
s paces will appear black, as they do here, if filled with India ink or air. Co ncentric layers of minerali zed substance,

Figure 2, ground bone, human, x 300.

This figure shows a higher-magnification micrograph of
the labeled osteon from the upper left of Figure I. It includes
some of the circumferential lame llae (here labe led IL) that
are now seen at the bottom of the micrograph (the mic rograph has been reorie nted). Note the lacunae (L) and the fine

Figure 3, ground bone, human, x400.

In a still highe r mag nification, the c ircumferential la mellae are found around the shaft of the long bone at the o uter
as well as the inner s urface of the bone. The osteoblasts that
contribute to the formation of circumferential lamellae at
these sites come fro m the periosteum and endosteum , respectively, whe reas the osteons are construc ted f rom os-

KEY
CL, circumferential lamell ae
HC, Haversian canal
IL, interstitial lamellae
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L, lacuna
0, osteon

VC, Volkmann's canal
arrow, lamellar boundary
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PLATE 12. SPONGY AND COMPACT BONE
Hematoxylin a nd eosi n (H&E)-stained sections of decalcified bone exhibit all of the formed soft tissue components that
are seen in other dense connecti ve ti ssues and a llow one to disti nguish the several cell types found in developing and mature
bone. Such preparations also all ow the use of special stains and histochemical methods to study bone development and fu nc tion in more detail than is possible with H&E sections.

B

Figure 1, bone, monkey, H&E xSO; upper inset
x 175.
This figure shows a decalcified section of two bones
framing a joint cavity. Artic ul ar cartilage (AC) covers the
surfaces that contact the neighboring bone. The free surface
of each cartilage presents a relatively smooth contour,
whereas the junction between the cartilage and the bone
(SB) is irregular.
The articular cartilage is hyaline (upper inset). It shows
the characteristic features of hyaline cartil age seen in Pl ate
7, page 173, namely, chondrocytes in lacunae, a homogeneous avascular matrix (homogeneous in that it presents no
formed elements visible in the light microscope), a nd variable staining of the matrix. At least some of the cartilage
cells are in lacunae that are close to each other, suggesting
that they are daughter cells of the same parent cell.
The bone under the articular cartil age is spongy bone. It
consists of spicules or trabeculae of bone tissue as well as

B

Figure 2, bone, monkey, H&E
x 350.

xao; lower inset

T his figure shows th e shaft of a long bone. T he center of
the bone consists of a large marrow cavity (M) filled chiefly
with adipose tissue; surrounding the marrow cavity is the
bone tissue of the shaft. It is compact bone (CB). Although
the compact bone ti ssue contai ns tunnels fo r blood vessels
( BV), it does not contain marrow spaces. On its outer surface,
the bone tissue is covered by a periosteum (Po), and its inner
surface is covered by endosteum (Eo, lower inset). The endosteum consists of several layers of cells (nuclei o f these
cells are evident) and collagenous fibers. The endosteal cells
have the potential to develop into osteoblasts (as do periosteal cells) if the need should arise, e.g., in fracture repair.

marrow spaces (M ). In th is sample, the marrow consists primarily of adipose tissue. In additi on to the marrow spaces,
the bone tissue also contai ns space or tunnels for blood vessels (BV); in this respect, bone differs fundamentall y from
the hyaline cartilage on the articular surface, which is avascular. The essenti al features of the bone tissue are seen at
higher magnifica tion in the upper inset. T hese are osteocytes (Oc) in lacu nae, an eosinophi lic matrix, and blood
vessels (BV). The spongy bone shown in this figure is nonlame ll ar; i.e., the matri x is not organi zed as lamell ae, but
rather, the collagen fibers are in the form of interwoven
bundles. Certain fea tures of woven nonlamellar bone are
also displayed in the upper inset; namely, the cells are unevenly and randomly dispersed and are not arranged in an
oriented pattern around the blood vessels. For comparison,
note how the lacunae (and, therefore, a lso the osteocytes)
display an oriented pattern about the Haversian canal tn
Figure 2 of Plate 11.
Histologically, the compact bone shown in this figure displays three c haracteristics: an eostnophilic matrix; lacunae in
which osteocytes are located ; and vascular tunnels (B V). The
osteocytes (Oc) are identified chiefl y by their nuclear staining, which stands out in contrast to the sutTounding
eosinoph iJjc matrix. T he boundaries of the lacunae and the
canaliculi radiating from them (see Plate 11) are not evident.
In the adu lt human, compact bone is organi zed chie fl y as
Haversian systems or as other forms of lame llar bone. Although this form of bone tissue is readily seen in wellorie nted ground sections, it is not always easy to identify in
decalc ified secti ons. It is partic ularly difficult to make this
identi fication in longitudinal decalcified sections of a long
bone as shown in this figure.
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AC, articular cartilage
BV, blood vessel
CB, compact bone
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Eo, endosteum
M, manow spaces
Oc, osteocyte

Po, periosteum
SB, spongy bone
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PLATE 13. ENDOCHONDRAL BONE FORMATION I
Endochondral bone fo rmati on involves the continuing growth of a cartil age precursor, which serves as a feta l skeleton, a nd
the simultaneous removal of the cartil age and its re placeme nt with bone ti ssue. In addition, as a bone grows, so me of the bone
tissue is re moved while newer bone tiss ue is be ing laid down, a process called re modeling. Re modeling that a lters the shape
of the bone is called external remodeling; that whi ch does not alte r the shape of the bone, as in the formation of Haversia n
systems, is called intem al remodeling.
Two specialized cell types are identified with the process of bone growth and remode ling. The osteoblast is engaged in the
fo rmation of bone. Although the removal of bone is not as well described as its forma tion, it has been established that multinucleated cells, called osteocfasts, are engaged in the removal of bone. Osteocytes, also, can alte r and resorb bone in their immediate vicinity. The process is called osteocytic osteolysis. It is important in calcium homeostasis, i.e., the maintena nce of
normal blood calci um concentrations.

§

§

§

Figure 1, developing bone, monkey, H&E x 240.
The earl y steps of endochondral bone formation are
shown in thi s figure. The structure seen he re is the cartilage
mode l of the bone about to be formed. The steps of bone
formation are
I . The cartil age (C) cells in the center of the c artilage
model become hypertrophic (H C).
2. The matri x of the cartil age becomes calcified (CM ).
(The calcified ma tri x sta ins intensely with hematoxylin
and appears as the darker conde nsed matri x mate ria l between the e nlarged cartilage cells.)

Figure 2, developing bone, human, H&E x 60.
T he bone in this fig ure shows later events and a continuati on of the earlie r ones just described. A vascul ar bud (not
shown) and accompanying perivascul ar cells from the periosteum have invaded the shaft of the cartilage model, resulting in the formati on of a cavity ( Cav). Exam.ination at
hi gher magn ification would reveal that the cavity contains
fat cells, hematopoie tic ti ssue (the dark-blue-staining component), and other connective ti ssue elements. While the
new steps of bone formati on occur, the earlier steps continue:
1. Cartilage (C) cells proliferate at the epiphyses. They are
responsible for production of new matrix materi al. It is
this process that creates lengthe ning of the bone.
2. Periosteal bone (PB) continues to fo rm.

Figure 3, developing bone, human, H&E x60; inset x 200.
T his shows an earl y stage after the invas ion of the epiphysis. A secondary ossification center (Os) has formed,
a nd a long with this event, the head of the long bone wi ll develop a marrow cavity si m.ilar in its content to that o f the diaphys is. The cartilage separating the two cavities is the epi-

3. A collar of bone fo rms around the circumference of the
center of the cartilage model. This bone is called periosteal bone ( PB ) because the osteobl asts that have produced the bone material develop from the periosteum .
(Note that the periosteal bone is, in fac t, intrame mbranous bone [see Plate 15, page 2 13], because it develops
wi thin the connective tissue me mbrane that immediately
surrounds the developing bone and not on a spic ule of
calcified cartil age.)

3. Cartilage cells facing the cavity become hypertrophic.
4. Cartilage matri x becomes calcified.
5. Erosion of cartilage occurs, creating spicules of cartilage.
6. Bone forms o n the spic ules of the c alcified cartilage at
the erosion front; this bone is endochondral bone ( EB ).
As these processes continue in the shaft of the bone, one
end of the cartilage model (the epiphysis) is invaded by
blood vessels and connecti ve ti ssue from the periosteum
(periosteal bud), and it undergoes the same changes that occurred earlier in the sha ft (except that no peri osteal bone
forms). This same process the n occurs at the other end of
the bone. Conseque ntly, at each end o f the developing long
bone, a cartil aginous plate (epiph yseal plate) is created that
lies between two sites of bone fo rmati on.
physeal plate (EP). At the early stage shown in thi s figure,
the plate is not well defined. Despi te the enlargement of the
epiph ysea l cavi ty, the remaining cartilage between the two
cavi ties persists as a disc or plate un til growth ceases. T he
inset shows some calcified cartil age as well as the deposition of endochondra l bone (EB) wi thi n the secondary ossificati on cente r.

KEY
C, cart ilage
Cav, marrow cavity
CC, calci fied cartilage
C M, calcified matrix
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EB, endocho ndral bone
EP, epiphyseal plate
HC, hypertro phic cartilage cell

J C, j oi nt cavity
Os, secondary ossificat ion center
PB, periosteal bo ne
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PLATE 14. ENDOCHONDRAL BONE FORMATION II
Endochondra l bone fo rm ati on is the principal process by which the lo ng bones, e.g., the bones of the axial skeleto n and the
appendages and digits, increase in length to achieve their adult dimensio ns. So long as epiphyseal cartilage ex ists between the
diaph yseal a nd e piphyseal ossification centers, the bone will conti nue to g row. Cessati on of bone growth is the result of the
cessati o n of interstitial growth of the epiphyseal carti lages. X-ray examination of the bones of late ado lescents can dete rmine
whethe r there is s till an epiphyseal cartil age plate and , therefore, determine the potential fo r further growth in bone length and
body heig ht.
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This is a photo microg raph of an e piphysis at hi gher
mag nificatio n than that seen in Figure 3 of Plate 13. Differe nt zones of the cartilage of the epiph ysea l plate reflect the
progressive changes that occur in acti ve growth of endochondral bo ne. These zones are not s harply delineated , a nd
the bo undaries between them are somewhat arbitrary. They
lead toward the marrow cavity (M ), so that the first zone is
furthest fro m the cavity. There are five zones:
• Zone of reserve cartilage (RC). The cartilage cells of this
zone have not ye t begun to participate in the growth of
the bone; thus, they are reserve cells. These cells are
small, us ually o nly o ne to a lacuna, and not g ro uped . At
some time, some of these cells will proliferate and undergo the cha nges o utlined for the next zone.
• Zone of proliferating cartilage (PC). T he ce lls of thi s
zone a re increasi ng in number; they are slightl y larger
than the reserve cells and close to their neighbors; they
beg in to fo rm rows.

B

Figure 2, developing bone, human, H&E x 150;
inset x 380.

This is a higher magni ficatio n of the lower middle area
o f Fig ure I. It s hows calcified cartilage sp icules on whi ch
bone bas been depos ited. In the lowe r po rtio n of the fi gure,
the s pic ules have already grow n to create anasto mosing
bo ne trabeculae. T hese injtia l trabeculae sti ll contain re mnants of ca lc ifi ed cartilage, as shown by the blue color o f
the cartilage matri x (compared with the red staining of the
bone). Osteoblasts (Ob) are ali gned o n the surface of the
spicul es, whe re bone fo rmati o n is active.
T he uppet· inset in Figure I shows the s urface of several s pic ules from the leji circle in Fig ure 2, at hi gher mag-

Zone of hypertrophic cartilage (HC). The ce lls of this
zone are a lig ned in rows and are significantly larger than
the cells in the preceding zone.
• Zone of calcified matrix (C). In thi s zone the cartilage
matrix is impregnated with calcium salts.
• Zone of resorption. T his zone is represented by eroded
cartilage that is in direct contact with the connective ti ssue of the marrow cavity. Spic ules (actually a honeycomb
at the level of the advancing blood vessels) of cartilage
are formed because the pericapillary cells invade a nd resorb in spea rheads rather than alo ng a stra ig ht front.
S pecifically, the peri capillary cells break into the rows of
hy pertrophie d cbondrocytes, temporaril y leaving the calc ified carti lage between the rows of ce ll s. In this manner,
s pic ules of calcified cartilage are formed. Endocho ndral
bone ( EB) is then deposited on the surface s of these calc ified cartilage spic ules by osteoblasts (Ob), thus fo rming
mixed spicules as seen in the inset.
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Ob, osteoblast
Oc, osteo cyte
Ocl, osteoclast
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ni fication . No te the os te obl asts (Ob), some of which are
just beginning to produce bone in apposit ion to th e calcified cartilage ( C). T he lower rig ht of the inset shows bone
(EB) w ith an oste ocyte (Oc) a lready embedded in the bone
matrix.
The lowet· inset, an e nlargement of the right circle in
Figure 2, reveals several osteoclasts (Oc/). They are in appositio n to the spic ule, which is mostly cartilage. A small
amount of bone is evident, based on the red-staining material in thi s inset. Note the lig ht are a (arrow) representing
the ruffled border of the osteoc las t. Exam ination of Figure
2 reveals a number of other osteoclasts (Ocl).

PC, pro liferat ing cartilage
RC, reserve cartilage
arrow, ru ffled border of osteoclast
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Figure 1, developing bone, human, H&E x80;
inset x380.
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PLATE 15. INTRAMEMBRANOUS BONE FORMATION
Intramembra nous bone formation is limited to those bones that are not required to perform an early s upporti ng function,
e.g., the Hat bones of the s ku ll. This process requires the proliferation and diffe re ntiation of cells of the mesenchyme to beco me osteoblasts, the bone-forming cells. T hey produce ground substance a nd co llagen. This initial matrix, call ed osteoid, calc ifies to form bone.
As the osteoblasts continue to secrete their product, some are entrapped w ithi n their matrix and are then k nown as osteocytes. T hey are responsible for maintenance of the newly formed bone tissue. The remaining osteoblasts conti nue the bone deposition process at the bone surface. They are capable of reproducing to maintain as adequate population for conti nued growth.
T hi s new ly fo rmed bone appears first as spicules that enhu·ge and interconnect as growth proceeds, creating a threed imensional trabecul ar s tructure similar in shape to the f uture mature bone. The in terstices contai n blood vessels and connective tissue (mesenchyme). As the bone continues to grow, re modeling occurs. This involves resorption of localized areas of
bone ti ssue by osteoclasis in order to maintain appropriate shape in relation to size and to permit vascular nourishment during
the growth process.

Figure 1, fetal head, human, Mallory trichrome

@

x45.

A cross section of the developing lower jaw bone, as seen
at this relatively early stage of development, consists of bone
spicules ( BS) of vario us sizes and shapes. T he bone spicules
inte rconnect and, in three dimensions, have the general shape
of the mandible. Other structures present that will assist in
orientation include develo ping teeth ( DT), the tip of Meckel's

Ed

Figure 2, fetal head, human , Mallory trichrome

x175.
Th is hig her-magnification view of the boxed area in Figure 1 shows the interconnecti ons of the bone spicules ( BS)
of the developing mandible. Within and around the spaces
e nclosed by the developi ng s picules is mesenc hyma l ti ssue.
T hese mesenchymal cells w ill g ive ri se to new osteoblasts

Figure 3, fetal head, human, Mallory trichrome
X350.

@

This hig her-magnificatio n mi crograph of a portion of
the fi eld in F ig ure 2 shows to advantage the d istinctio n between new ly deposited osteoid, which stains blue, and mineralized bone, which stai ns red. Osteoblas ts are seen in two
d ifferent levels of acti vity. T hose that are re latively inactive
and are in appositio n to well-forme d osteoid (Ob') ex hibit
e longate nuclear profiles and a ppear to be flattened o n the
surface of the osteoid. Those osteoblasts (Ob2) that are actively secreting new osteoid appear as tall, columnar-like

cartilage (MC), also referred to as the mand ibu lar process,
seen on the left side, and the ora l cavity (OC). The botto m
surface of the specimen s hows the epidermi s (Ep) of the underside of the chin. A large portion of the developing tongue
is seen in the upper half of the figure. The tongue consists
largely of developing striated visceral muscle fibers arranged
in a three-dimensional orthogonal array that is characteristic
of th is organ.
as well to the cells that will fo rm the vascu lar com ponents
of the bone. The more dense connecti ve tissue (CT) will
differentiate into the perioste um on one side of the developing ma nd ible. Other structures s hown in the field include
numerous blood vessels (BV) a nd the e namel organ (EO) of
a developing tooth.

cells adj acent to osteoid. One of the spicules shows a cell
completely surrounded by bo ne matrix; this is an osteoblast
that has become trapped in its own secretions and is now a n
osteocyte (OC). At this magnification, the very loose connective tissue characteristics of the mesenchyme and the
s parseness of the mesenchymal cells (MC) m·e well demons trated. T he high ly cellular connec tive tissue (CT) o n the
right margin of the figure is the deve lopi ng perichondrium.
Some of its cells will also develop into osteoblasts to a llow
g rowth of the bone at its surface.

KEY
BS, bone spicules
BV, blood vessels
CT, connective tissue
DT, developing tooth
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EO, enamel organ
Ep, epitheliu m
MC, Meckel's cartilage

Ob', inacti ve osteoblast
Ob\ active osteoblast
OC, oral cavity (Fig. 1.)
OC, osteocyte (Fig. 3.)
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• Mai ntenance of homeostasis by acting as a buffer and by
participating in coagul ation and therm o regula tio n
• Tra nsport of humoral agents and cells of the immune
system that protect t he bod y fro m pathogenic agents,
fo reign protein s, an d transformed cells, i.e., cancer cells

Blood

Blood consists of cells and their derivatives and a protein-rich
fluid called plasma

Blood cells and their derivati ves incl ude
OVERVIEW OF BLOOD
PLASMA

• E1'ythrocytes, also ca lled red blood cells (RBCs)
• Leukocytes, also called white blood cells (WBCs)
• Platelets

214

215

ERYTHROCYTES
LEUKOCYTES

Plasma is tl1e liquid extrace llula r material t hat imparts
fluid properties to blood. The re lative volu me of cells a nd
plasma in w ho le blood is approximately 45 and 55%, respecti vely. The voJu me of packed erythrocytes in a sample of blood is ca lled the hematocrit. It is obtained by
cen trifuging a blood sample to wh ich anticoagu lants have
been a dded. The hematocrit reading is then obta.i ned by
measuring the perce ntage of the centrifuge tube volume
occupied by the erythr ocytes, compa red with the whole
bloo d vo lume. A no rm al rea ding is abo ut 39 to 50 in
ma les a nd 35 to 45 in females; thu s 39 to 50% or 35 to
45% of t he bloo d volu me, r espectively, co nsists of erythrocytes.
Leu kocytes and platelets constitute o nly 1% of the
blood volume. In a blood sample that has been centrifuged, t he cell fraction (the part of the sample that conra ins the cells) consists ma inly of packed erythrocytes
(>99%). The leu kocytes an d platelets are conta ined in a
na rrow layer at the upper part of th e cell frac tio n, ca lled

221

229

FORMATION OF BLOOD CELLS (HEMOPOIESIS) 231
Monophyletic Theory of Hemopoiesis 233
Development of Erythrocytes (Erythropoiesis) 233
Kinetics of Erythropoiesis 236
Development of Granulocytes (Granulopoiesis) 237
Kinetics of Granulopoiesis 2 3 8
Monocyte Development 239
Megak aryocyte Dev elopment 240
Lym phopoiesis

BONE MARROW

\lPLASMA
Altho ug h the blood cells are the major objects of inter est
in histology, a brie£ exa mina tion of plasma is also useful.
The composition o f p lasma is summarized in Table 9.2.
M ore th an 90% of plasma by weigh t is water, w hich serves
as the solvent fo r a va riety of so lutes, including p roteins,
d issolved gases, electrol ytes, nutrients, regulatory su bstances, an d waste materials.

217

Neutrophils 221
Eosinophlls 224
Basophils 224
Lym phocytes 225
Monocytes 228

PLATELETS

t he huffy coat. As Table 9.1 indicates, th ere are nearl y
1000 times more erythrocytes (-5 X 10 12 cells/L of blood)
than leukocytes (-7 X 109/L o f blood ).

240

240

Plasma proteins consist primarily of albumin, globulins,
and fibrinogen

Albumin is the ma in protein constituent of the plasma,
accounting for approximately ha lf of the total plasma proteins. It is the sma llest plasma protein (a bout 70 kDa ) a nd
is made in the liver. Albumin is responsible for exerting the
concen tratio n g radient between blood and extrace llular
tiss ue flui d. T his ma jor osmotic pressure o n the blood vessel wa ll , called t he colloid osmotic p1'essure, mainta ins t he
correct propo rtion of blood to tissue fluid volume. If a significan t amou nt o f albu min lea ks o ut of t he blood vessels
into the loose connecti ve tissue or is lost from the blood to
th e u rine in th e kid neys, t he colloid osmotic pr essure of the
blood decreases, and fluid accumulates in the tissues. (This
increase in tissue flui d is most readily noted by swelling o f
the ankles at the end of a d ay.) AJbumin a lso acts as a carrier protein; it binds a nd tra nsports hormones (thyroxine),
metaboli tes (bilirubin ), and drugs (bar biturates) .

BOXES

sox 9.1. Clinical Correlations: ABO and Rh Blood Group Systems 219
BOX 9.2. Clinical Correlations: Hemoglobin Di sorders

220

BOX 9.3. Clinical Correlations: Hemoglobin Breakdown and Jaundice

TABLE 9.1 .

Formed Elements of the Blood

TABLE 9.2.

Composition of Blood Plasma

237
Cells/L
Formed Elements

Erythrocytes
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OVERVIEW OF BLOOD

Blood is a fluid connective tissue that circulates through the

body weight. Blood is propelled through th e ca rd iovascular system by the pumping acti on of the heart to reach the
bod y tissues. Its ma ny functions incl ud e

cardiovascular system

Like the o ther connecti ve tissues, blood consists of cells
and an extracellular component w hose volume exceeds
th at o f t he cells. The total vo lume of blood in the normal
adu lt is about 6 liters, w hich amounts to 7 to 8% o f tota l
2 14

• Transport of nutrients and oxygen di1·ectly or indi rectl y
to cells
• Tra nsport of wastes and car bon d ioxide away from cells
• Delivery of horm ones a nd other regul atory substances
to and from cells and tiss ues

Male

Female

4.3-5.7 X 10 12
3.5- 10.5 X 109

3.9-5.0 X 10 12
3.5- 10.5 X 109

100

Water

Leukocytes
Agran ulocytes
Lymphocytes
Monocytes
Granulocytes
Neutrophils
Eosinophils
Basophils

0.9-2.9 X 109
0.3- 0.9 X 109

0.9-2.9 X 109
0.3-0.9 X 109

25.7- 27.6•
8.6'

1.7- 7.0 X 109
0.05-0.5 X 109
0-0.03 X 109

1.7-7.0 X 109
0.05-0.5 X 109
0- 0.03 X 109

48.6-66.7•
1.4-4.8•
0-0.3A

Platelets

150-450 X 109

150- 450

X

Component

%

10 9

%
91-92

Protein (album in, globulins, fibrinogen)

7-8

Other solutes:

1-2

Electrolytes (Na •, K ' ,Ca2 • , Mg2 + , Cl-, Hco,-, Po; -, SO/-)
• Nonprotein nitrogen substances (urea, uric acid,
creatine, creatinine, ammon ium salts)
• Nutrients (glucose, lipids, amino acids)
• Blood gases (oxygen, carbon dioxide, nitrogen)
• Regulatory substances (hormones, enzymes)

• Percentage of leukocytes.
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Blood

Globulins include the immunoglobuli1ts (y-globulins),
the largest component of the globulin fraction, and nonimmune globulins (a- and {J-globulins). The im mu noglobuli ns are antibodies, a class of functional immune-system
m olecu les secreted by plasma cells. (A ntibodies a re discussed in C hapter 13.)
Nonimm une glob ulins are secreted by the liver. They
help maintai n the osmotic press ure within th e vascular
system and also serve as carrier pro teins for various substan ces such as copper (by ceruloplasmin ), iron (by transferri n), and hemog lobin (by haptoglobin). Nonimmune
glo bulins also include fibronectin, li poproteins, coagul ation factors, and other molecules that may exchange between the blood an d the extravasc ul ar connective tissue.
Fibrinogen, the largest protein (340 kDa), is made in the
li ver. In cascade reactions with other coagulation factors,
fibrinogen is transformed into fibrin, which for ms an insoluble clot that stops blood flow in the event of damage
to the blood vessel.
Aside from these la rge proteins and the regulatory su bsta nces, which are small proteins or polypeptides, most of
the other plasma constituents are small enough to pass
through the blood vessel wall into the extracel lular spaces
of the adjacent connective tissue.
In general, plasma proteins react with common fixatives;
they a re often retained within the blood vessels in tiss ue
secti ons. Plasma proteins do not possess structura l form
a bove the molecular level; thus, when they are reta ined in
blood vessels in the tissue block, they appea r as a homogeneous substance that stains evenl y with eosin in hematoxylin and eosin (H &E)-stained sections.

and spread th inly over the surface of the slide, i.e.,
"pulled" with the edge of another slide, to produce a
monolayer of cells (Fig. 9.la ). T he preparation is then air
dried and stained. Another difference in the preparation of
a blood smear is that instead of H & E, special mixtures of
dyes are used to stain the blood cells. T he resulting prepa-

a

\1 ERYTHROCYTES
Erythrocytes are anucleate, biconcave disks

Erythrocytes, o r red blood cells (RBCs), are anucleate
cells devo id of typical organelles. They function only
with in the bloodstream to bind oxygen for del ive ry to the
tissues a nd, in exchange, bi nd car bon dioxide fo r removal
from the tissues. Their shape is tha t of a biconcave d isk
wi th a di ameter of 7.8 JLm, an edge thickness of 2.6 JLm,
an d a central th ick ness of 0.8 JLm. T his shape maximizes
the cell's surface area (-140 JLm 2 ), an important attribute
in gas excha nge.

The interstitial f luid of connective tissues is derived from blood
plasma

Interstitial fluid, not surprisingly, has an elecu·olyte compositio n th at reflects that of blood plasma, fro m wh ich it
is derived. The composition of interstitia l fl uid in no nconnective tissues, however, is subj ect to considera ble
mod ificatio n by the a bsorptive and secreto ry activities of
epithel ia. Epithelia may create specia l microenvironrnents
conducive to their function. For exa mple, a blood-bra.in
barrier ex ists between the blood and nerve tiss ue. Barriers
a lso exist between the blood a nd the parenchymal tissue in
th e testis, thymus gla nd, eye, and other epithelia l compartments. Fluids, barriers, and their function s a re discussed in
subseq uent chapters that describe these pa rticu lar organs.
Examination of blood cells requires special preparation and
staining

The prepa ra tion method that best d isplays the cell types
of periph eral blood is the blood smear. This method d iffers
from the usual preparation seen in the histology laboratory
in that the specimen is not embedded in paraffi n and sectioned. Ra ther, a d rop of blood is placed directl y on a slide

ration ma y then be examined with a high-power o ilimmersion lens, with or without a coverslip (Fig. 9 .lb).
The modified Rom anovsky-type stain commonl y used
for blood smears consists of a mix ture of meth ylene blue
(a basic dye), related azu res (also basic dyes ), and eosin (an
acidic dye). On the basis of their appearance after staining,
leu kocytes a1·e traditionally di vided into gra nu locytes and
agran ulocytes. Although both cell types may contain granules, the gra n ulocytes possess obvious, specifically stained
gran ules in theiJ: cytoplasm. In general, the basic dyes stain
n uclei, granu les of basophils, and the RNA of the cytoplasm , w her eas the acidic d ye sta ins the erythr ocytes and
the granules of eosinop hi ls. It was or igina lly thought that
the fine neutrophil granules wer e stained by a "neutral
dye" that formed when methylene blue an d its r elated
azures were combined with eosin. H owever, the mechanism by which the specific neutrophil g ranules are stained
is not clear. Some of the basic d yes (the azures) are
m etachromatic and may impart a violet to red color to the
mater ial they stain.

7.8,u.m

FIGURE 9.1

Blood smear: preparation technique and overview photomicrograph. a. Photograph showing the method of producing a blood
smear. A drop of blood is placed directly on a glass slide and spread
over its surface with the edge of another slide. b. Photomicrograph of
smear from peripheral blood, stained with Wright's stain, showing
the cells evenly distributed. The cells are mainly erythrocytes. Three
leukocytes are present. x 350.

The life span of the erythrocyte is approximately 120
days, after which most (-90%) are phagocytosed by
macro phages in th e spleen, bone marrow, and liver. The remaini ng aged erythrocytes (-10 %) break down intravascularly, releasing hemoglobin into the blood.
In H &E- stained sections, erythrocytes are usually 7 to
8 JLm in diam eter. Because their size is relatively consistent
in fixed tissue, they can be used to estimate the size
of other cells and structures in tissue sectio ns·' in this ro le ,

Blood
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erythrocytes are appropriately r eferred to as the "histologic ru ler."
Because both li vi ng and preserved erythrocytes usually
appear as biconcave disks, they can give the impressi on
that.their form is rigid and inelastic (Fig. 9.2 ). T hey are,
in fact, extremely deformable. They pass easi ly through
the smallest blood vessels by folding upon themselves and
can thus pass through even the narrowest capillar ies.
T hey sta in uniformly with eosin. In thin sections viewed
with the tra nsmission electron microscope (T EM), the
contents of an erythrocyte appear as a dense, finely granular mater ia l (Fig. 9.3).
The shape of the erythrocyte is maintained by membrane
proteins

The cell membrane of an erydu·ocyte is com posed of a
typica l lipid bilayer and contains two functionally sign ificant groups of proteins:

• Integral membrane proteins repr esent most of the proteins in the lipid bilayer. T hey consist of two major families: glycophorins and band 3 protein. T he extracellular
doma ins of these integral membrane proteins are glycosylated and express specific blood group an tigens. Glycophorin C, a mem ber of the glycophorin fam ily, plays
an impo rtant role in attaching the underlying cytoskeleta l protein network to the cell membrane. Band 3 protein bi nds hemoglobin a nd acts as an additional anchoring site for the cytoskeletal proteins (Fig. 9.4 ).
• Peripheral membmne proteins reside on the inner surface of the cell membrane. They are organized into a
two-dimensional hexagonal la ttice network that lamina tes the in ner layer of the membrane. T he lattice itself,
w hich is positioned parallel to th e membrane, is composed mainl y of spectrin tetramers, actin, band 4.1, adducin, band 4.9, and tropomyosin (see Fig. 9.4 ). T he
lattice is anchored to the lipid bilayer by ankyrin, which
interacts with band 4.2 protein as well as wi th band 3
integral membrane protein.
This unique cytoskeletal arrangement contributes to the
shape of the erythrocyte and imparts elastic properties and
stability to the membrane. The cytoskeleton is not static; it
undergoes contin uous rearrangement in response to various physica l factors and chemical stim uli as the cell moves
through the vascular network. Any defect in the expression
of genes that encode these cytoskeleto n proteins can result
in abno rma lly shaped and fragile erythrocytes. For instance, hereditary spherocytosis is caused by a primary defect in spectrin gene expression that results in spherical
erythrocytes. Hereditary elliptocytosis is caused by a deficiency in band 4. 1 protein that results in ell iptic eryth rocytes. In both conditions, erythrocytes are unable to adapt
to changes in their environment (e.g., osmotic pressure and
mechanical deformations), which results in destruction of
the cells, or hemolysis.
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Erythrocytes contain hemoglobin, a protein specialized for the
transport of oxygen and carbon dioxide

A
01.

~~~::;..protein

4.9
protein 4.1

spectrin

g lycophorin C
FIGURE9.4
Erythrocyte membrane organization. Tile rectangle in the sectioned
erythrocyte (upper left) represents the area of the membrane in the larger
diagram. The large diagram shows the arrangement of the peripheral
and integral membrane proteins. The peripheral proteins form a cytoskeletal lattice on the interior surface of the plasma membrane, in
which the predominant protein is spectrin. The lattice is anchored to the
plasma membrane by a number of protein complexes.

A

FIGURE9.2
Erythrocyte morphology. a. Photomicrograph of three capillaries
(Cap) j oining to form a venule (V), as observed in adipose tissue within
a full-thickness mesentery spread. The erythrocytes appear in single
file in one of the capillaries (the other two are empty). The light center
area of some of the erythrocytes is due to their biconcave shape.
Erythrocytes are highly plastic and can fold on themselves when pass-

ing through very narrow capillaries. The large round structures are
adipose cells (A). X 470. b. Scanning electron micrograph of erythrocytes collected in a blood tube. Note the concave shape of the cells.
Tile stacks of erythrocytes in these preparations are not unusual and
are referred to as rouleau. Such formations in vivo indicate an increased level of plasma immunoglobulin. X2,800.

An important factor in blood transfusion is the ABO blood group
system, which essentially involves two antigens called A antigen
and B antigen (Table 9.3). These antigens are present on the surface of the erythrocyte, attached to the extracellular domains of
glycophorins, which are integral membrane proteins. Individuals
with A antigens possess serum anti-B antibodies that are directed
against the B antigen. Individuals with B antigens possess serum
anti-A antibodies that are directed against A antigen. The presence
of A or B antigens and anti-A or anti-B antibodies determines the
four primary blood groups: A, B, AB, and 0. Individuals with blood
group AB do not have antibodies directed against A or B antigens.
Thus, they are universal acceptors of any blood type. Group 0 individuals have both anti-A and anti-B antibodies in their serum an{!
neither A nor B antigens on their erythrocytes. Thus, these individuals are universal blood donors. If an individual is transfused with
blood of an incompatible type, the recipient's antibodies will attack
the donor erythrocytes, causing a hemolytic transfusion reaction,
or destruction of the transfused erythrocytes.
The other important blood group system, the Rh system, is
based on the Rhesus (Rh) antigen. In humans, this system is rep-

Erythrocytes transport oxygen and carbon dioxide
bound to the protein hemoglobin. A high concentration of
this protein is present within erythrocytes and is responsible for their uniform staining with eosin and the cytoplasmic granularity seen with the TEM. The disk shape of the
erythrocyte facilitates gas exchange because more hemoglobin molecules are closer to the plasma membrane than
they would be in a spherical cell. Thus, gases have less distance to diffuse within the cell to reach a binding site on
the hemoglobin.
Hemoglobin consists of four polypeptide chains, each
complexed to an iron-containing heme group (Fig. 9.5 ).
The structure of the polypeptide chains varies. Depending
on the particular polypeptides present, hemoglobin is designated as HbA, HbA2 , or HbF. Hemoglobin in the adult is
about 96% HbA, 3% HbA2 , and 1% HbF. HbF is the principal form of hemoglobin in the fetus. Although it persists

resented by an Rh transmembrane polypeptide that shares antigenic sites with rhesus monkey erythrocytes. Although the Rh
polypeptide expresses many antigen sites on its extracellular domain, only three of them-D. C. and E antigens-have clinical significance. An individual who possesses only one of these three
antigens is referred to as Rh positive (Rh +). All three antigens stimulate production of anti-Rh antibodies in individuals without the
same antigens.
Rh incompatibility may induce a hemolytic transfusion reaction
and in newborns cause the hemolytic disease erythroblastosisfetalis. Erythroblastosis fetalis occurs in Rh(D)+ newborns delivered
by Rh(D)- mothers and results from an immune reaction of anti-D
immunoglobulins passed across the placenta from the mother. The
anti-D antibodies are produced by the mother in response to the D
antigen expressed on the fetal erythrocytes that leak into her circulation during pregnancy. Administration of anti-0 antibodies
(RhoGAM) to the mother during the pregnancy and following parturition destroy any circulating Rh(D)+ fetal erythrocytes that persist
in the mother's blood, thus preventing Rh Incompatibility reactions
in future pregnancies.

TABLE 9 .3. ABO Blood Group System
Blood Type

FIGURE 9.3
Electron micrograph of erythrocytes seen in different planes. The
donut-shaped erythrocyte represents a section cut in a plane parallel to
the diameter of the cell but missing its center. The plane of section is represented by the blue line in the adjacent erythrocyte; thus, the "hole in
the donut" is the area represented by the segment of the line that is outside the cell. The third erythrocyte has a smaller diameter than its neighbor because the section passed in a plane represented by the line passing through the donut-sllaped erythrocyte. x 8,000.

Erythrocyte Surface Antigen

Serum Antibody

A

A antigen

Anti-B

B

B antigen

Anti-A

AB

A and B antigens

No antibodies (universal
blood recipient)

0

No A or B antigens

Anti-A and anti-B (universal
blood donor)
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in slightly higher percentages than normal in sickle cell disease and tha lassemia, it does not appear to have a pathologic role. A monomer of hemoglobin is similar in composition and structure to myoglobin, the oxygen-binding
protein found in striated muscle.
FIGURE 9.5
Structural diagram of the hemoglobin molecule. Each hemoglobin mole·
cu le is composed of four subunits. Each subun it contains a heme, the ironcontaining portion of hemoglobin, embedded · in a hydrophobic cleft of a
globin chain. The folding of the globin.chain places the heme near the sur·
face of the molecule, where it is readily accessible to oxygen. There are four
different types of globin chains: a, {3, 8, and y, which occur in pairs. The
types of globin chains present in th e molecules determine the type of hemoglobin. The figure illustrates hemoglobin A (HbA), Wh ich is composed of
two a and two {3 chains.

ANEMIA
Anemia is defined clinically as a decrease in the concentration of
hemoglobin in the blood for the age and gender of an indiv idual.
Wh ile in certain anemias this decreased concentration of hemoglobin is due to a decrease in the amount of hemoglobin in each
cell, most anemias are caused by a reduction in the number of
erythrocytes. Causes of anem ia include loss of blood (hemorrhage), insufficient production of erythrocytes, or accelerated destruction of erythrocytes in the circulation. Insufficient dietary iron
or deficiencies of vitam ins such as vitamin 812 or folic acid can
lead to decreased production of erythrocytes. Gastric atrophy, as
a result of autoimmune disease, with concomitant destruction of
the parietal cells that secrete intrinsic factor, a molecule essential
for absorption of vitamin 8,2 by cells in the ileum, is the cause of
a form of anemia called pernicious anemia.

SICKLE CELL DISEASE
Sickle cell disease is caused by a single point mutation in the
gene that encodes the ,B·globin chain of hemoglobin A. The result

of this mutation is an abnormal. ,B-globin chain in which the
amino acid valine is substituted for glutamic acid in position 6.
Hemoglobin containing this · abnormal ·,B-glbbin chain is designated sickle hemoglobin (HbS). The su.bstitution of th'e hydrophobic valine for the hydrophilic glut amic acid causes HbS to aggre·
gate under conditions of reduced 'oxygen tension. lristead of the
normal biconcave disk shape, many of the erythrocytes become
sickle-shaped at low oxygen tension, hence the nam.e of th is disease (Fig. 9.6). Sickled erythrocytes are more rigid than normal
cells and adhere more readily -to the endothelial surface. Thus,
sickled erythrocytes may pile up in the smallest capilla ries, de·
priving portions of tissues and organs of oxygen an.d nutrients.
Large-vessel obstructfon may also occur, ·w hich in children fre·
quently leads to stroke. Sickled erythrocytes are also m'o re fragile
and break down or are destroyed more quickly than normal erythrocytes.
Sickle cell disease is a homozyg~us re.cessive genetic disorder.
However, heterozygous indiViduals may occasionally have clin ical
consequences a~ high altitude or under e'xtreme physical stress.

FIGURE 9.6
Photomicrograph of a sickle cell·anemia blood smear. Blood
smear stained with Wright's stain shows abnormal "boat" and
"sickle' -shaped cells from an Individual with sickle cell (!nemia. X400.
·
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LEUKOCYTES

Leukocytes are subclassified into two general groups. The
basis fo r this division is the presence or a bsence of pr ominent specific granules in the cytoplasm. Cells containing
specific gra nules are classified as granulocytes (neutrophils, eosinophils, and basophils), and cells that lack
specific granules are classified as agranulocytes (lymphocytes and monocytes). Howevet; both agranulocytes and
granu locytes possess sma ll, nonspecific azurophilic granules, which are lysosomes. The relative number of the various leukocytes is given in Table 9.1.

Neutrophils

lllootl
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nucleus; thus, they are a lso called polymorphonuclear neutrophils or polymorphs. Mature neutrophils possess two to
four lobes of nuclear material joined by thinner nuclear
strands. The arrangement is not static; rather, in living neutrophils the lobes and connecting strands change their
shape, position, and even number.
The chromatin of the neutrophi l has a characteristic
arrangement. Wide regions of heterochromatin are located
chiefly at the periphery of the nucleus, in contact with the
nuclear envelope. Regions of euchromatin are located
chiefly at the center of the nucleus, with relatively smaller
regions contacting the nuclear en velope (Fig. 9. 7). In females, the Barr body for ms a drumstick-shaped appendage
on one of the nuclear lobes.
Neutrophils contain three types of granules

The cytoplasm of a neutrophil contains three kinds of
granules. The different types of granu les reflect the various
phagocytotic functions of the cell:

• Specific granules (secondary granules) are the smallest
Neutrophils are the most numerous WBCs as well as the most
common granulocyte

Neutrophils measure 10 to 12 pm in diameter in blood
smears and are obviously larger tha n erythrocytes. Although named for their lack of characteristic cytoplasmic
staining, they are a lso readily identified by their multilobed

FIGURE 9.7
Electron micrograph of a human mature
neutrophil. The nucleus shows the typical
multilobed configuration w ith the heterochromatin at the periphery and the euchromatin more centrally located. A small Golgi
apparatus (G) is present; other organelles
are sparse. The pu nctate appearance of the
cyto plasm adjacent to the convex aspect of
the nuclear profile is due to glycogen particles. Adjacent to the concave aspect of the
nuclear profile are numerous granules. Specific granules appear less dense and more
rounded than azurophilic granules. The latter are fewer in number and are extremely
electron dense. x 22,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
Dorothea Zucker-Franklin.} For comparison,
the inset shows a neutrophil. from a blood
smear observed in the light microscope.
Xl ,BOO.

granules and are at least twice as numerous as azurophilic granules. They are barely visible in the light microscope; in electron micrographs they are ellipsoidal
(see Fig. 9 .7). Specific granules contain various enzymes
(type N collagenase, phospholipase) as well as complement activators and other bacteriostatic and bactericidal
agents (lysozyme) .
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• Azurophilic granules (primary granules) ar e larger and
less numerous than specific granules. T hey arise early in
granulopoiesis and occur in all granulocytes, as well as
in monocytes and lymphocytes. The azurophilic granules are t he lysosomes of t he neutrophil and contain
myelopemxidase, which appears as a finely stippled materia l w it h the TEM. Myeloperoxidase helps to generate
highly reactive bactericidal hypochlorite and chloramines. In addition to a variety of the typical acid hydrol ases, azurophilic gra nules also contain cationic proteins called defensins, which in function are analogous
to antibodies.
• Tertiary granules in neutrophils are of two types. One
type contains phosphatases and is so metim es called a
phosphasome. The other type contains metalloproteinases, such as gelatinases and collagenases, wh ich are
thought to facilitate the migration o f the neutrophil
through t he connective tissue.
Aside from these granules, membrane-bounded organelles are sparse. A small Golgi appa ratus is evident in
the center of the cell, and mitochondria are relatively few
in number (see Fig. 9.7) .
Neuttophils ate motile cells; they leave the circulation and
migrate to their site of action in the connective tissue

An important property of neutrophils and other leukocytes is their motility. Neutrophils are the most numero us
of the first wave of cells to enter an area of tiss ue damage.
Their migra tio n is con trolled by the expression of adhesion
molecules o n the neutrophi l surface th at interact with corresponding ligands o n endothelial cells (Fig. 9.8).
The ini tial phase of neutrophil migration occurs in the
postcapillary venules and is r egulated by a mechanism involv ing neutrophil-endothelial cell recognition. Selectins
on the surface of the circulating neutrophil (CD62L) interact with receptors (GlyCA M-1 ) on the surface of the endothelial cells. The neutrophil becomes partially tethered
to the endothelia l cell as a result of tl1is interaction, w hich
slows the neutrophil and causes it to roll on the surface of
the endothelium. In t he second phase, another group of adhesion molecules on the neutrophil surface, called integrins (VLA 5), are activa ted by chemokine signa ls from the
endo thelial cells. In the third p hase, integrins and other adhesion molecul es fro m the imm unoglobulin superfamily
(e.g., ICAM, VCAM) expressed on t he neutrophil surface
engage w ith their specific receptors on t he endothelial cells,
attaching the neutrophil to the end otheli al cell. T he neutrophil then extends a pseudopod to an intercellular junction. Histamine a nd heparin r eleased at the injury site by
perivascular mast cells open the intercellula r junction, allowing the neu trop hil to migrate into the com1ective tissue.
With the TEM, the cytoplasmic contents of a neutrophil
pseudopod appear as an expanse of finel y granular cytop lasmic matrix with no membranous orga nelles (see Fig.

immunoglobin superfamily

9.7). The fin ely granular appearance is due to the presence
of actin filamen ts, some microtubules, and glycogen,
which are invol ved in the extension of t he cytoplasm to
form the pseudopod and the subsequent contraction that
pulls the cell forward. O nce the neutrophil enters the connecti ve tissue, fur ther migration to the injury site is directed by a process k nown as chemotaxis, the binding of
chemoattractant molecules and extracellular matrix proteins to specific r eceptors on the surface of the neutrophil.
Neutrophils are active phagocytes at the site of inflammation

Once at the site of tissue injury, the neutrophil m ust recognize any foreign substance before p hagocytosis can occur. Neutrophils can recognjze some bacteria and foreign
organisms t hat have had no modifications m ade to their
surfaces, w hereas others must be opson ized (coated with
antibo dies and/or complement) to make them more attr active to the neutrophil. After r ecognition and attachment,
the antigen is engulfed by extended pseudopods of the neutrophil and internalized to form a phagosome (Fig. 9.9).
Specific and azurophilic granules then fuse w ith the phagosome membr ane, and the lysosoma l hydrolases of t he
azurophilic granules digest the foreig n material. After digestion, the degraded material is stored in residual bodies
or exocytosed. Most neutrophils die in this process; t he accum ulation of dead bacteria and dead neutrophils constitutes the t hick yellowish exudate called pus.
Neutrophils also secrete interleukin-1 (IL-l), a substance
kn own as a pyrogen (fever-induc ing agent). IL-l induces
synthesis of prostaglandins, w hich in turn act on the t hermoregulatory center of the hypothalamus to produce fever.
Fever is therefo re a consequence of acute inflammation involving a m assive neutroph ilic response.

heparin &
histam ines

FIGURE 9.8
Diagram of events in the migration of a neutrophil from a postcapillary venule into the connective t issue. a. Circulating neutrophils are
slowed down by the interaction of their surface adhesion molecules,
selectins (CD62L), with the endothelium of the venule (b). c. As the re·
suit of this interaction, the cell rolls on the surface of the endothelium.
The neutrophil then adheres to the endoth elium and responds to
chemokines secreted by the endothelial cells. d. Their secretion induces the expression of other adhesion molecules on the surface of

Fe receptor

azurophilic
ranul e
antibody
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chemoattractant
molecules

tile neutrophil, such as integrin s (VLA-5) and the immunoglobulin superfamily of ad hesion molecules (e.g., ICAM, VCAM). e. These adhesion molecules allow the neutrophil to bind to adl1esion molecule receptors on the endothelial cells. f. The neutrophil then extends a
pseudopod to an intercellular j unction previously opened by histamine and heparin released from the mast cells in the connective tissue, allowing the neutrophil to migrate through the vessel wall (g).

phagosome
pseudopod

Inflammation and wound healing also involve monocytes,
lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils, and fibroblasts

Monocytes also enter the connective ti ssue as a secondary response to tiss ue injury. At the site of tissue injury
they transform into macrophages that phagocytose cell
and tissue debris, fibrin, remaining bacteria, and d ead
neutrophils. Normal wound healing d epends o n the p ar ticipation of macrophages in the inflammatory r esp onse;
they become the majo r cell type in the inflammatory si te
after the neutrop hils a re spent. At the sam e time t hat the
macrophages become active a t the site of inflammation,
fibrobla sts near the site and undiffe rentiated mesenchyma l cells in t he adventi tia of small vessels at the site begin to divide and d ifferentiate into fibroblasts and myo fibr oblasts t hat w ill secrete t he fiber s and gr ound
substa nce of the healing wo und. Like ne utrophils, monocytes are attracted to the inflamma tory site by chemotaxis. Lymphocytes, eosinophils, and basophils also play
a role in inflammation, bu t they are more involved in the
immunologic aspects of the process (see C hapter 1 3) .

lysosome
phagolysosome

FIGURE9.9
Neutrophil phagocytosis. a. Phagocytosis begins with recognition
and attachment of foreign material (antigen), mainly by Fe recepto rs
that interact with tile Fe region of antibodies bound to the antigen.
b. The antigen is then engulfed by pseudopods of the neutrophil.
c. As the pseudopods come together and fuse, the antigen is internalized. d. Once the phagosome is formed, digestion is initiated by ac~
tivation of membrane-bounded oxidases of tile phagosome. e. Next,
both specific and azurophilic granu les fuse with the phagosome and

release their contents, form ing a pllagolysosome. This fusion and re·
lease of granules Is called degranulation. f. The enzymatic contents of
the granules are responsible for killing and digesting the microorganism. The entire digestive process occurs within the phagolysosome,
which protects the cell from self-injury. g. The digested material is either exocytosed into the extracellular space or stored as residual bodies within the neutrophil.
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Eosinophils and lymphocytes are more commonly found
at sites of chronic inflammation.

in the lamina propria of the intestinal tract and at other
sites of poten tial chronic inflamma ti on.

Eosinophils

Basophils

Eosinophils are named for the large, eosinophilic, refractile
granules in their cytoplasm

Basophils are the least numerous of the WBCs, accounting
for less than 0.5°/o of the total leukocytes

Eosi11ophils are about the same size as neutrophils, and
their nuclei are typically bilobed (Fig. 9.10). As in neutrop hils, the compact heterochromatin of eosinophils is
chiefly adjacent to the nuclear envelope, whereas the euchromatin is located in the center of the nucleus. The cytOplasm contains two types of granules: numerous, large,
elongated specific granules and azurophilic gran ules (otherwise, t he eosinophil contains only a sparse representation of membranous o rganelles).

Often, several hundred WBCs must be examined in a
blood smear before one basophil is found. Basophils are
about the same size as neutrophils and are so named because the numerous large gran ules in its cytoplasm stain
with basic dyes . The lobed basophil nucleus is usually obscured by t he gra nules in staiped blood smears, b ut its
characteristics are evident in electron micrographs
(Fig. 9.11). Heterochromatin is chiefly in a peripheral location, and euchromatin is chiefly centrally located; typical
cytoplasmic organelles are sparse. The basophil plasma
membrane possesses numerous Fe receptors for immunoglobulin E (1gE) antibodies. 1n addition, a specific
39-kDa protein called CD40L is expressed on t he basophil's surface. CD40L interacts with a complemen tary
receptor (CD40) on B lymphocytes, which results in in creased synthesis of IgE.
The basophil cytoplasm contains two types of granules:
specific gr anu les that are larger than t he specific granules
of the neutrophjl a nd nonspecific aztJrophi·lic granules.

• Specific gra11ules of eosinophils contain a aystalloid
body that is read ily seen with the TEM, surrounded by
a less electron-dense matrix. These crystalloid bod ies are
responsible for the refractivity of the gran ules in the
light microscope. They conta in four major proteins: an
arginine- ri ch protein called major basic protei11 (MBP)
that acco unts for the intense acidophilia of the granule,

eosi11ophil catio11ic protei11 (ECP), eosi1wphil peroxidase (EPO), and eosi11ophil-derived 11eurotoxi11 (EDN).
MBP is localized in the crystalloid body; the other three
proteins ar e found in the granule matrix. Specific granules a lso contain histami11ase, arylsulfatase, collagenase, and cathepsins. MBP, ECP, an d EPO have a strong
cytotOxic effect on protozoans and helminthic parasites;
EDN causes nervous system dysfu nction in parasitic organisms; histaminase neutralizes t he activity of histami ne; and arylsulfatase neutral izes slow-reacting substance o f anaphylaxis (SRS-A) secreted by basophils (see
C hapter 5, page 145).
• A zurophilic granules are lysosomes. T hey contain a variety of the usual lysosomal acid hydrolases and ot her
hydrolytic enzymes that function in destruction of parasites and hyd rol ysis of antigen-antibo dy complexes internalized by the eo sinophil.

The function of basophils is closely related to that of mast cells
Eosinophils are associated with allergic reactions, parasitic
infections, and chronic inflammation
T he release of arylsulfa tase and histam inase by
eosinop hils at sites of allergic reaction moderates the potentially deleterious effects o f inflammatory vasoactive
agents. T he eosinophil also participates in other immunologic responses, and p hagocytoses antigen-a ntibo d y complexes. Thus, the count of eosi nophils in blood samples of
individua ls with allergies and parasitic infections is usua ll y
high. Eosinophils play a ma jor role is host defense aga inst
helminthic parasites. They are also found in large numbers

Basophils are functionally related to, but not identical
with, mast cells of the connective tissue (see Table 5.6) .
Both m ast cells and basophils bind an a nti body secreted by
plasma cells, lgE, t hrough Fe receptors expressed on their
cell surface. The subseq uent exposu re to, and reaction
with, t he antigen specific for lgE triggers the release of vasoactive agents from the basophil and mast cell gran ul es.
These substances are responsible for the severe vascular
distu rbances associated with hypersensitivity and anaphylaxis. Furthermore, both basophils and mast cells are der ived from the sa me hemopoietic ~tem cell. Precursors of
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FIGURE 9.10
Electron micrograph of a human eosinophil.
The nucleus is bilobed, but the connecting
segment Is not within the plane of section.
The granules are of moderate size, compared
with those of the basophil, and show a crys·
talline body (Cr) within the less electron·
dense matrix of the granule. M, mitochondria. x 26,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Dorothea
Zucker-Franklin.) Inset. Light microscopic image of an eosinophil from a blood smear.

• Specific granules exhibit a grainy texture and myelin figures when viewed with the TEM. These granules contain
a variety of substances, namely, heparan sulfate, histamine, and SRS-A. Histamine and the SRS-A are vasoactive agents t hat, among other actions, ca use dilation of
small blood vessels. Heparan sulfate is a sulfated glycosaminoglycan that is closely related to the hepar in
found in the granules of tissue mast cells. The amount of
sulfate in this molecule acco unts for the intense basophilia
of the specific granules of the basophil. No role for heparan sulfate in inflammation has yet been elucidated.
• Azurophilic granules are t he lysosomes of basophils and
contain a va riety of t he usual lysosoma l acid hydrolases
similar to th ose in other leukocytes.

Blood
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m ast cells are present in blood but do n ot develop u ntil
they leave t he circulation and lodge in tissue sites.

Lymphocytes

natural killer (NK) lymphocytes (see below). In the bloodstream, most lymphocytes are small or medium sized, 6 to
15 ,um in d iameter. The majority-more than 90%-are
small lymphocytes.

Lymphocytes are the main functional cells of the lymphatic or
immune system

In blood smears, the small lymphocyte approximates the size
of a erythrocyte

Lymphocytes are the most common agran ulocytes and
account for about 30% of the total blood leukocytes. In
understanding the function o f the lymphocytes, one must
real ize that most lymphocytes found in blood o r lymph
represent recirculating immunocompetent cells, i. e., cells
that have d eveloped the capacity to recognize and respond
to antigens and are in tra nsit from o ne lymphatic tissue to
another. In the tissues associated with the immune system
(C hapter 13), th ree gro ups of lymphocytes can be iden tified accord ing to size: small, medium, and large lymphocytes, ranging in djameter from 6 to 30 J-1111. The large lymp hocytes are either activated lymph ocytes, which possess
surface receptors t hat interact w ith a specific antigen, or

When observed in the light microscope in a blood smear,
the small lymphocyte has an intensely sta ini ng, slightly indented, spherical nucleus. The cytoplasm appears as a very
thin, pale blue rim surrounding the nucleus. In genera l,
there are no r ecognizable cytoplasmic o rga nelles, other
than an occasiona l fine azurophilic granu le. The TEM reveals t hat the cytoplasm p rimari ly contains free ribosomes
and a few mitochond ria. Other organelles ar e so sparse
that they are usua ll y not seen in a t hjn section. Small,
dense lysosomes that correspond to the azurophil ic granules seen in the light m icroscope are occasionally observed;
a pair of centri o les and a small Golg i apparatus are located
in the cell center, the area of t he indentation of th e nucleus.
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T and B cells are ind istinguishable in blood smears and
tissue sections; immu nocytochemical staining for diffe rent
types of markers and receptors on their cell surface m ust
be used to identify them (see below). NK lymphocytes can
be identified in the light microscope by size, nuclear shape,
and presence of cytoplasm ic granules; however, im munocytochemical stain ing for their specific markers is used to
confirm microscopic identification.
T and B lymphocytes expr ess different surface m olecules

FIGURE 9.11
Electron micrograph of a human basophil.
The nucleus appears as three separate bodies; the connecting strands are not in the
plane of section. The basophil granules (B)
are very large and irregularly shaped. Some
granules reveal myelin figures (MF). M, mitochondria. x 26,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
Dorothea Zucker-Franklin.) Inset. Light microscopic appearance of a basoph il from a
blood smear. x l ,BOO.

In the medi um lymphocyte, the cytoplasm is mo re abu ndant, the nucleus is larger and less heterochromatic, and
the Golg i apparatus is somewhat more developed (Fig.
9.12) . Greater n umbers of mitochondria and polysomes
and sma ll profiles of rough endoplasmic reticulum are a lso
seen in these medi um-sized cells. The ribosomes are the basis for the slight basophilia d isplayed by lymp hocytes in
stained blood smea rs.
Thr ee f unctionally distinct types of lymphocytes are present
in the body: T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and NK cells

T he characterization of lymphocyte types is based on
their function, not on their size or mor phology. T lymphocytes (T cells) are so named because they undergo di fferentiation in the thymus. B lymphocytes (B cells) are so
named because th ey were first recognized as a sepa rate
population in the bu rsa of Fabricius in birds or bursaequivalent o rga ns (e.g., bone marrow ) in ma mmals. NK
cells develop from the same precursor cell as B and T cells
and are so named because they are programmed to ki ll certain types of tr ansformed cells.

• T cells have a long life span and are involved in cell-mediated immu nity. T hey express CD2, CD3, and CD7
marker proteins on their surface; however, they a re subclassified o n the basis of the presence or absence of CD4
and CD8 proteins. CD4 + T lymphocytes possess the
CD4 ma rker and recognize antigens bound to major histocompatabil ity complex Il (MHC II) molecules. CD8+
T lymphocytes possess the CD8 marker and r ecognize
a ntigen bound to MHC I mo lecu les.
• B cells have variable life spans and are involved in the
productio n of circulating antibodies . Mature B cel.ls in
blood express IgM and TgD on their surface as well as
M H C II molecules. Their specific markers are CD9,
CD 19, CD20, and CD24.
• NK cells are programmed du ring their development to
kill certain vir us-infected cells and some types of tumor
cells. NK cells are larger t han BandT cells (-15 ~-t-m in
diameter) and have a kid ney-shaped nucleus. Beca use
NK cells have severa l large cytoplasmic gra nules easily
seen by light microscopy, they are also called large granular lymphocytes (LGLs). T heir specific markers include
CD 16, CD56, and CD94.

Altho ugh the T and B cells ca nno t be d isti nguished o n
the bas is of their morpho logy, their d istinctive surface
proteins (CD proteins) can be used to ident ify the cells
with im m unolabeling techniques. In add ition, immun oglobulin molecules (a ntibodies) are expressed on the
surface of B cells tha t fu nction as a ntigen receptors. In
contrast, T cells do not have antibodies but express
unique cell sm face recogn ition proteins ca lled T cell receptors (TCRs). T hese recognition proteins appear d uring
discrete stages in the matmation of the cells within the
thymus. In general, the surface molecu les mediate or aug-
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ment specific T cell fun ctions and· are required for the
recognition or bindi ng ofT cells to antigens displayed on
the surface of ta rget cells.
In h uma n blood, approxima tely 60 to 80% of the lymphoc-ytes are matu re T cells, and 20 to 30% are mature B
cells. Approximately 5 to 10% of the cells do not demonstrate the surface markers associated with either T or B
cells. These are NK cells and the rare circulating hemopoietic stem cells (see below). The size d ifferences described
above may have functional significa nce; some of the large
lymphocytes may be cells that have been stimulated to d ivide, whereas others may be plasma cell p recursor s that
are undergoing d ifferentiation in response to the presence
of antigen .
Three fundamentally different types of T lym phocytes have
been identified: cytotox ic, h elper, and suppressor

T he activities of cytotoxic, helper, and suppressor T lymphocytes are mediated by mo lecules located on their su rface. Imm unolabeling tech niq ues have made it possi ble to
identify specific types ofT cells and study their function.

FIGURE 9.12
Electron micrograph of a medium-sized
lymphocyte. The punctate appearance of
the cytoplasm is due to the presence of
numerous free ribosomes. Several mitochondria (M) are evident. The cell center
or centrosphere region of the cell (the area
of the nuclear indentation) also shows a
sma ll Golgi apparatus (G) and a centriole
(C). x2 6,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Dorotl1ea
zucker-Franklin.) Inset. Light microscopic
appearance of a medium-sized lymphocyte from a blood smear. x l ,BOO.
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• Cytotoxic CDS+ T lymphocytes serve as the primary effecto r cells in cell-mediated immunity. CDS+ cells are
specifically sensitized T lymphocytes that recognize antigens through the T CRs on host cells that are infected
with viruses or have become neoplastic. Cytotoxic CDS+
T lymphocytes only recognize antigens bound to MHC I
molecules. After the T CR binds the antigen-MHC I complex, the cytotoxic CDS + T lymphocyte secretes lymphokines and perforins that produce ion channels in the
membrane of the infected or neoplastic cell, leading to its
lysis (see Chapter 13). Cytotoxic CDS+ T lymphocytes
play a significant role in rejection of allografts and in turnor immunology.
• Helper CD4+ T lymphocytes are critical for induction of
an immune response to a foreign antigen. Antigen bound
to MHC II molecules is presented by antigen-presenting
cells such as macrophages to a helper CD4+ T lymphocyte. Binding of the TCR to the antigen-MHC II complex
activates the helper CD4 + T lymphocyte. The activated
helper CD4 + T lymphocyte then produces interleukins
(mainly IL-2), which act in an autocrine mode to simulate
the proliferation and differentiation of more helper CD4+
T lymphocytes. Newly differentiated cells synthesize and
secrete lymphokines that affect hmction as well as differentiation of B cells, T cells, and NK cells. B cells differentiate into plasma cells and synthesize antibody.
• Suppressor and/or cytotoxic CDS+, CD45RA +, T lymphocytes diminish or suppress antibody formation by B
cells. They also downregulate the abi lity of T lymph ocytes to initiate a cellular immune response. The sup-
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pressor and/or cytotoxic T cells may also function in
the regu lation of erythroid cell maturation in the bone
marrow.

Monocytes
Monocytes are the precursors of the cells of the mononuclear
phagocytotic system

Monocytes are the largest of the WBCs in a blood smear
(average diameter, 1S flm). They travel from the bone marrow to the body tissues, where they differentiate into the
various phagocytes of the mononuclear phagocytotic
system, i.e., connective tissue macrophages (histiocytes),
osteoclasts, alveolar macrophages, perisinusoidal macrophages in the liver (Kupffer cells), and macrophages of
lymph nodes, spleen, and bone marrow, among others (see
Chapter 5) . Monocytes remain in the blood for only about
3 days.
The nucleus of the monocyte is typically more indented
tha n that of the lymphocyte (Fig. 9.13). The indentation is
the site of the cell center where a well-developed Golgi apparatus and centrioles are located. Monocytes also contain
smooth endoplasmic reticulum, rou gh endoplasmic reticulum, and small mitochondria. Although these cells are classified as agranular, they contain small, dense, azurophilic
granules. These gra nules contain typical lysosomal enzymes similar to those found in the azuro phil ic granules of
neutrophils.

FIGURE 9.13
Electron micrograph of a human mature
monocyte. The nucleus is marked ly indented, and adjacent to this site, a centriole
(C) and several Golgi profiles (G) are evident. The small dark granules are
azurophilic granules, the lysosomes (L) of
the cell. The slightly larger and less dense
profiles are mitochondria (M). X 22,000.
(Courtesy of Dr. Dorothea Zucker-Franklin.)
Inset. Light microscopic appearance of a
monocyte from a blood smea r. x 1,800.

Monocytes transform into macrophages, which f u ncti on as
antigen-presenting cells in the immune system

/3lood
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During inflammation, as indicated, the monocyte leaves
the blood vessel at the site of inflammation, transforms
into a tissue macrophage, and phagocytoses bacteria, other
cells, and tissue debris. The monocyte-macrophage is an
antigen-presenting cell and plays an important role in immune responses by partially degrading antigens and presenting their frag ments on the MHC II molecules located
on the macrophage surface to helper CD4 +T lymphocytes
for recognition.

Platelets are derived fro m large polyploid cells (cells
whose nuclei contain multiple sets of chromosomes) in the
bone marrow, called megakaryocytes (Fig. 9.14). In
platelet formation, sma ll bits of cytoplasm are separated
from the peripheral regions of the megakaryocyte by extensive platelet demarcation channels. The membrane that

FIG URE 9.14
Electron and light micrographs of a megakaryocyte. This electron
micrograph shows a portion of a megakaryocyte from a bone marrow section. Two lobes of the nucleus and the surrounding cytoplasm
are visible. The cell border is indicated by the dotted line (upper right).
The cytoplasm reveals evidence of platelet formation as indicated by
the extensive platelet demarcation channels. x 13,000. Left inset.
Light micrograph showing an entire megakaryocyte from a marrow
smear. Its nucleus is multilobed and folded on itself, giving an lrreg-

ular outline. The "foamy· peripheral cytoplasm of the megakaryocyte
represents areas In w hich segmentation to form platelets is occurring.
The sma ller surrounding cells are developing blood cells. x l,OOO.
Right inset. Higher-power electron micrograph showing a section of
cytoplasm that is almost fully partitioned by platelet demarcation
channels (arrows). It also shows mitochondria (M), a very dense B
granule, and glycogen particles. For comparison, Figure 9.15a shows
a mature circu lating platelet. x 30,000.

Platelets are small, membrane-bounded, anucleate cytoplasmic f~agments derived from megakaryocytes

r
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lines these cha nnels arises by invagination of the plasma
membrane; therefore, the channels are in continuity with
the extracellula r space. The continued development and
fusion of the platelet dema rcation membranes result in the
complete partitioning of cytoplasmic fragments to form individual platelets . Upon entry into the vascular system
from the bone marrow, the platelets circulate as discoid
structures about 2 to 3 p.m in diameter. Their life span is
about 10 days.
Structurally, platelets may be divided into four zones based on
organization and function

The TEM revea ls a structural organization of the
platelet cytoplas m th at can be categorized into four zones
(Fig. 9.1 5):

• Peripheral zone. This zone consists of the cell membrane
covered by a thick surface coat of glycocalyx. The gly-
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cocalyx consists of glycoproteins, glycosaminoglycans,
and several coagulation factors adsorbed from the
plasma. The integra l membrane glycoproteins function
as receptors in platelet function.
• Structural zone. This zone consists of microtubules,
actin filaments, myosin, and actin-binding proteins that
fo rm a network supporting the plasma membrane. Approximately 8 to 24 microtubules res ide as a bundle immediately below the actin filament network. They are
circumferentiall y arranged and responsible for maintaining the platelet's disk shape.
• Organelle zone. This zone occupies the center of the
platelet. It consists of mitochondria, peroxisomes, glycogen particles, and at least three types of granules dispersed within tbe cytoplasm. The most nu merous granules are a granules (300 to 500 nm in diameter) , which
contain mainly fibrinogen, coagulatio n factors, plasminogen, plasminogen activator inhibitor, and platelet-

Peripheral Zone

Structural Zone

myosin II

A. granule
(lysosome)

derived growth factor. The contents of these granules
play an important role in the initial phase of vessel repail·, blood coagulatio n, and platelet aggregation. The
smaller, denser, and .less numerous o granules mainly
contain adenosine diphosphate, adenosine triphosphate,
serotonin, and histamine, which facilitate platelet ad hesion and vasoconstriction in the area of the injured vessel. The A granules are similar to lysosomes found in
other cells and contain several hydrolytic enzymes. The
contents of A granu les function in clot resorption during
the later stages of vessel repair.
• Membrane zone. This zone consists of two types of
membrane channels. The open canalicular system
(OCS) is the first type of membrane channel. Th e OCS
is a developmental remnant of the platelet demarcation
channels a nd is simply membrane that did not participate in subdividing the m ega ka ryocyte cytoplasm. In effec t, they are invaginations into the cytoplasm from the
plasma membrane. The dense tubular system (DTS) is
the second type of membrane channel. The DTS contains an electron-dense material originating from the
rough endoplasmic reticulum of the mega karyocyte,
which serves as a storage site for calcium ions. DTS
channels do not connect with the surface of the platelet;
however, both the OCS and DTS fuse in vario us areas of
the platelet to form m embrane complexes that are important in regulation of the intraplatelet calcium concentration.
Platelets function in continuous surveillance of blood vessels,
blood clot formation, and repair of injured t issue

g lycogen
a granules

mitochondria

open canalicular
system

b

FIGURE 9.15
Platelet electron micrograph and diagram. a. High-magnification
electron micrograph of a platelet situated between an erythrocyte on
the left and an endothelial cel l on the right. Visible organelles include
a mitochondrion, microtubules, a single profile of the surface-connected open cana licular system, profiles of the dense tubular system,
the moderately dense a granules, a single very dense granule, and
glycogen particles. The microfilaments are not evident against the
background matrix of the platelet b. Diagram of a platelet showing
the components of the four structural zones.

o

Platelets are involved in several as pect of hemostasis.
They continuo usly survey the endothelial lining of blood
vessels for gaps and breaks. When a blood vessel wall is
injured o r broken, platelets adhere to the exposed connective tiss ue at the damaged site. The a dhesion of the
platelets triggers a co mplex process that r es ults in aggregation of plate le ts into a clot called a primmy hemosta'tic platelet plug. Extra vasation of blood is then stopped
by the mass of aggregated platelets. The glycocalyx of the
platelets provides a r eaction sur face for the conversion of
soluble fibrin ogen into fib rin, which stabilizes the initial
plug. At the sam e time, the activated platelets release
their a and 8 gra nules, w hi ch contain among other substa nces coagulation factors and serotonin . Serotonin is a
potent vasoconstrictor tha t causes the vasc ular smoo th
muscle cells to contract, thereby reducing loca l blood
flow at the site of injury. In addition, tissue facto rs secreted by the damaged blood vessel cells aid in the formatio n of a definitive clot known as a secondary hemo-

static plug.
After the definitive clot is formed, platelets cause clot retraction, pro bably as a function of the actin and myosin
found in the structural zon~ of the platelet. Contraction of
the clot permits the return of normal blood flow through
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the vesse l. Finally, after the clot has served its function, it
is lysed by plasmin, a fibrinolytic enzyme that circulates iJl
the p las ma in an inactive form known as plasminogen. The
hydrolytic enzymes released from the A granules assist in
this process . The activator for plasminogen conversion,
tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), is derived principally
from endothelial cells. It is currently used as an emergency
treatment to minimize the damage caused by strokes due
to clots.
An additional role of platelets is to help repair the injured tissues beyond the vessel itself. Platelet-derived
growth factor released from the a gran ules stim ulates
smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts to divide and allow tissue repa1r.

\1 FORMATION OF BLOOD CELLS
(HEMOPOIESIS)
Hemopoiesis (hematopoiesis ) includes both erythropoiesis and leukopoiesis, as well as thrombopoiesis (development of platelets) (Table 9.4). Blood cells have a limited
life span; they are continuously produced and destroyed.
Both the human erythrocyte (life span of 120 days) and the
platelet (li fe span of 10 days) spend their entire life in the
circul ating blood. WBCs, however, migrate o ut of the circulation shortly after entering it from the bone ma rrow
and spend most of their variable life spans (and perform all
of their functions) in the tissues.
In the adult, erythrocytes, granulocytes, monocytes, and
platelets are formed in the red bone marrow; lymphocytes
are also for med in the red bone ma rrow and in the lymphatic tissues. To study the stages of blood cell formation,
a sample of bone marrow is prepared as a stained smear in
a manner similar to that described on page 216 fo r the
preparation of a smear of blood.
Hemopoiesis is initiated in early embryonic development

During fe tal life, both erythrocytes and leukocytes are
formed in several organs before the differentiation of the
bone marrow. The first or yo ll~ sac phase of hemopoiesis
begins in the third week of gestation and is characterized by
the formation of "blood islands" in the wall of th e yolk sac
of the em bryo. In the second or hepatic phase, ea rly in fetal development, hemopoietic centers appear in the liver
(Fig. 9.16) . Blood cell forma tio n in these sites is largely limited to erytluoid cells, although some leukopoiesis occurs in
the li ver. The liver is the major blood-forming organ in the
fetus during the second trimester. The third or bone marmw phase of feta l hemopoiesis and leukopoiesis involves
the bone ma rrow (a nd other lymp hatic tissues) and begins
in the second trimester of pregnancy. After birth, hemopoiesis takes place only in the red bone marrow and lymphatic tissues, as in the ad ult (Fig. 9 .1 7). The precursors of
both the blood cells and germ cells a rise in the yolk sac.
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TABLE 9.4. HemopoieslsA
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FIGURE 9.16

Monocyte

Hepatic stage of hemopoiesis. Photomicrograph of the fetal liver
stained with H&E shows active hemopoiesis. The small round bodies
are mostly nuclei of developing erythrocytes. Although it is difficult to
discern, these cells are located between developing liver cells and the
wall of the vascular sinus. x 350.

Macrophage"

Monophyletic Theory of Hemopoiesis
EosinophiiB
According to the monophyletic theory of hemopoiesis, blood
cells are derived from a common stem cell

~
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Basophil"

Basophil CFU (CFU·Ba)

Megakaryocyte CFU
(CFU·Meg)

Megakaryoblast

Megakaryocyte

birth

FIGURE 9.17
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neutrophil CFU (CFU·GM)

Monocyte CFU (CFU·M)
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Erythroid CFU (CFU·E)
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stem cell
(PPSC. true
stem cell)
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CDB+ (cytotoxic T cells)•

~
~
..
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@

/ R e s t r icted CFU

Platelets8

'Tills table Includes tile most recent concepts of a plurlpotential stem cell, multlpotentlal colony·forrnlng units (CFUs). and restricted CFUs. Cytoklnes (Including lle·
mopoletlc growth factors) may and do act Individually and severally at any point In tile process from tile first stem cell to the mature blood or connectlv~ tis·
sue cell.
•Mature functional cells In blood, bone marrow, or connective tissue.

Considerable circumstantial evidence has for many years
supported the monophyletic (or u1titmian) the01y of hemopoiesis, in which a ll blood cells arise fro m a common
stem cell. T his theory is i11 contrast to the polyphyletic theory, in which each blood cell type has its own stem cell.
Decisive evidence for the validity of the monophyletic theory has come with the isolation and demonstration of the
pluripotential stem cell (PPSC), a descriptive term used to
identify the hemopoietic stem cell that gives rise to all
other progenitor stem cells. These progenitor stem cells are
defined by the presence of the CD34' surface marker pr otei n. PPSCs are not identifiable in the microscope.
A PPSC gives rise to multiple colony-forming units (CFUs)
As noted above, PPSC is a term used to designate the basic cell in hemopoiesis. Descendants of this cell differentiate in to CFU-GEMM, the multipotentia l myeloid stem
cell , and CFU-L, the m ultipotential lymphoid stem cell. Ultimately, CFU-GEMM differentiates into specific li neage
progenitors: CFU-E, a cell that gives rise to the erythrocyte

Dynamics of hemopoiesis In embryonic and fetal life. During embryonic and fetal life, erythrocytes are formed in several organs. Essentially, three major organs Involved in hemopoiesis can be sequentially
identified: the yolk sac in the early developmental stages of the em·
bryo; the liver during the second trimester of pregnancy; and the bone
marrow during the third trimester. The spleen participates to a very lim·
ited degree during the second trimester of pregnancy. At birth, most he·
mopolesls occurs In the red bone marrow, as in the adult.

lineage; CFU-GM, a cell that gives rise to the neutrophilic
gra nulocyte and monocyte li neages; CFU-Eo, a cell that
gives rise to eosinophils; CFU-Ba, a cell that gives rise to
basophils; and CFU-Meg, a cell that gives rise to
megakaryocytes. (Table 9.5). The PPSC is not onl y ca pable
of differentiating in to a ll the blood cell lineages but it is
also capable of self-renewal; i.e., the pool of stem cells is
sell-susta ining.
Perhaps the easiest way to begin the histologic study of
blood cell development is to refer to the illustration in Figure 9. 18. T his figure shows the stages of blood cell development in which characteristic cell types can be identified
in the light microscope in a tissue section or bone marrow
smea r. Hemopoiesis is initiated in an apparent random
man ner when individ ua l stem cells begin to differentiate
into one of the blood cell lineages. Stem cells have surface
receptors for specific cytokin es and growth fac tors that influe nce a nd direct their proliferation and maturation into a
specific lineage.

Development of Erythrocytes (Erythropoiesis)
Erythrocytes deve lop from the multipotential mye loid
stem cell (CFU-GEMM) under the infl uence of erythropoietin, GM-CSF, IL-3, and IL-4. T he erythropoietin-sensitive erythrocyte progenitor cell CFU-E gives r ise to the

TABLE 9.5.

Maturation of Multipotential Myeloid Stem Cell (CFU-GEMM)

,---

Multipotential Myeloid Stem Cell (CFU-G EMM)

CFU-E

I

. - - - - - CFU-GM - - - - - .
CFU-G

Proerythroblast
• 12-15 ,urn in diameter

I

CFU-M

I

I

Myeloblast
• 14-20 ,urn in diameter

TMonoblast

• Difficult to identify
• Large, euchromatic spherical nucleus; 3- 5 nucleoli
• No granules
• Basophilic cytoplasm
55 hrs

• Mildly basophilic
• La rge, round nucleus with
1-2 nucleoli

I

Promyelocyte

• Large, euchromatic spherical nucleus; 3-5 nucleoli
• No granules
• Basophilic cytoplasm

• Large, euchromatic spherica l nucleus; 3-5 nucleoli
• No granules
• Basophilic cytoplasm

Polychromatophilic
erythroblast
• Last cell capable
of mitosis
• Hemoglobin production
begins
• Cytoplasm acquires gray
or dull lilac color
• Smaller than basophilic
erythroblast

• Last cell capable
of mitosis
• Elliptical nucleus
• Specific granules appear
and i in number
iM-1 wk

T

I

1 wk

Orthochromatophilic
erythroblast
(normoblast )

Pro myelocyte

Monocyte

Neutrophilic
metamyelocyte

• Small, deeply stained nucleus
• Begins to acquire
acidophilia
• Ret ains slight basophilia

• Nucleus becomes progressively indented and heterochromatic

Band cell

I

I

• Nucleus extruded
• Acidophilic cytoplasm with
trace of earlier gray

I

lobes
• Mature cells stored In marrow before release
Life span:
in blood, 8-12 hr
in
1-2 days

Erythrocyte
• Acidophilic
• Biconcave disk
• 7-8 ,urn in diameter
Life span:
in blood, 1-120 days

Basophilic myelocyte

• Last cell capable
5 days
of mitosis
• Nucleus elliptical
• Specific granules appear
and i in number
i M-1 wk

Megakaryocyte
• 50-70 ,urn in diameter

Macrophage

cr.

• Enlarges by endomitosis
• Polyploid (8-64n)
Life span:
in marrow, unknown

1 wk

Basophilic
metamyelocyte

• Nucleus bilobed
• Mature cells stored in marrow before release
Life span:
in blood, 8-12 hr
in CT, unknown

• Can divide in CT
• Granules sometimes
evident; represent
lysosomes
Life spa n:
in CT, unknown

• More abundant
cytoplasm
• Nucleus enlarged

Eosinophilic myelocyte

Eosinophil

Neutrophil
• Nucleus, 3 - 5 segments or

Promegakaryocyte
• 45 ,urn in diameter

I

• Nucleus is elongate and
acquires U shape

Polychromatophilic erythrocyte (reticulocyte)

• Azurophilic granules produced In this stage only
• Nucleus indented
· Nucleoli
• Increased size, 18- 24 ,urn
• Chromatin becomes condensed

• Last cell capable
of mitosis
• Nucleus indented
• Refractile-specific granules
appear and i in number
i M-1 wk

• Large, kidney-shaped nucleus
• 2 - 3 nucleoli
• Azurophilic granules
corresponding to 1 "
1 wk
lysosomes
• Pale basophilic
Eosinophilic
cytoplasm
metamyelocyte
Life span:
in blood, 16 hr

J

• Last cell capable
of mitosis
• Slightly basophilic
cytoplasm with
multiple nucleoli
• 15- 25 ,urn in diameter
• Round, invaginated
nucleus; may be
binucleate

Promyelocyte

• Azurophilic granules pro·
duced in this stage only
• Nucleus indented
• Nucleoli
• Increased size, 18-24 ,urn
• Chromatin becomes condensed

Neutrophilic myelocyte

Megakaryoblast

I

I

• Last cell capable
of mitosis
• 10- 15 ,urn in diameter
• Nucleus large, slightly indented
• 1 or 2 nucleoli
• Basophilic cytoplasm
• No mature granules

I

I

Myeloblast
• 14- 20 JLm in diameter

Promonocyte

• Azurophilic granules produced in this stage only
• Nucleus indented
• Nucleoli
• Increased size, 18- 24 ,urn
• Chromatin becomes condensed

CFU-Meg

Myeloblast
• 14-20 ,urn in diameter

I

Basophilic erythroblast
• Smaller
• Very basophilic
cytoplasm
• Smaller, more
heterochromatic nucleus
1 wk
1

-,

CFU-Ba

CFU- Eo

Basophil

I

• Nuclear shape obscured
by granules
• Mature cells stored in marrow before release
Life span:
in blood, 8 hr
in CT, unknown

Platelets (constantly
produced In marrow)
Life span:
in blood, 7-10 days

This table summarizes the maturation of blood cells with histologic characteristics at the various stages, maturation time, and life span after leaving the marrow. Times indicated along vertical lines are the approximate time between recognizable stages. i M- 1 wk indicates Increase in number by mitosis for 1 week before differentiation begins. cr means connective tissue.
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first recogni zable erythrocyte precursor, the proerythroblast.
The first recognizable precursor cell in erythropoiesis Is called
the proerythroblast
The proerythroblast is a relatively large cell measuring
12 to 20 ,urn in diameter. It contains a large spherical nu cleus with one or two visible nucleoli. The cytoplasm
shows mild basophi lia because of the presence of free ribosomes. Although recogn izable, the proerythroblast 1s
not easily identified in routine bone ma rrow smears .
The basophilic erythroblast is smaller than the proerythroblast,
from which it arises by mitotic division
The nucle us of the basophilic erythroblast is smaller
(10 to 16 pm in diame ter ) and progressively more h eteroc hromatic with repeated mitoses. The cytop lasm shows
strong basophilia because of the la rge number of free ribosomes {polyribosomes) that synth es ize hemoglobin.
T he accumulation of hemoglobin in th e cell gradual ly
changes the staining reaction of the cytoplasm, so that it
begins to stain with eosin. At the stage when the c ytoplasm displa ys both acidophilia, because of the stainin g
of hemoglobin, and basoph ilia, becau se of the sta ining of
the ribosom es, the cell is ca lled a polyc hromatophilic
erythroblast.

CHAPTER 9

Dev~lopment

Mitoses occur in proerythroblasts, basophilic erythroblasts,
and polychromatophilic erythroblasts

FIGURE 9.20

Electron micrograph of a polychromatophilic erythrocyte (reticulocyte). The nucleus is no longer present, and the cytoplasm shows the
characteristic fimbriated processes that occur just after nuclear extrusion. Mitochondria are still present, as are early and late endosomes
and ribosomes. X16,500. (Courtesy of Dr. Dorothea zucker·Franklin.)

The polychromatophilic erythroblast shows both acidophilic
and basophilic staining of cytoplasm
culation. Nearly all erythrocytes are released into the circula tion as soon as they are formed; bone marrow is not a
stor age site for erythrocytes. Erythrocyte formation and
re lease are regulated by erythropoietiu, a 34-kDa glycoprotein hormone synthesized and secreted by the kidney in
response to decreased blood oxygen concentration. Erythropo ietin acts on the specific receptors expressed on th~
su rface of CFU-E.

the cytoplasm, or distinct pink (acidophilic) a nd purple
(basophilic) regions may be resolved in t he cytoplasm. The
n ucleus of the cell is smaller than tha t of th e basophilic
erythroblast, a nd coarse heterochromatin gra nules form a
checkerboard pattern that helps identify thi s cell type.
The orthochromatophilic erythroblast is recognized
by its increased acidophilic cytoplasm and dense nucleus
The next named stage in e ryth ropoiesis is the orthochromatophilic erythroblast (normoblast). This cell
has a small, compact, densely sta ined nucl eus. The cytoplasm is eosino philic beca use of the large amount of hemoglobin (Fig. 9.19) . It is only slightly larger than a mature erythrocyte. At this stage, the orthochromatophil ic
erythroblast is no longer capa ble of di vision .
The polychromatophilic erythrocyte has extruded its nucleus
The orthochromatic erythroblast loses its nucleus by extruding it from the cell; it is then ready t o pass into a blood

of Granulocytes (Granulopoiesis)

Neutropbils originate from the multipotent ia l CFUGEMNl stem cell, which is induced to differentiate into
CFU-GM by cytokines such as GM-CSF, G-CSF, and IL-3.
T he neutrophil undergoes six morphologically identifiable
stages .in the process of maturation: myeloblast, promyelocyte, mye locyte, metamyelocyte, band cell, and mature
neutroph il. Eosinoph il s and basophils un dergo a morphologic maturation si milar to that of ne utrophils. Al l three
lineages originate from the m ultipoten tial CFU-GEMM
cell. This cell is induced by GM-CSF, IL-3, and IL-5 to differentiate into CFU-Eo, which eventually matures into an
eosinophil. Lack of IL-5 causes the stem cell to d ifferen tiate into CFU-Ba, which matures into a basophil. One cannot differentiate eosinophilic or basophilic precursors from
neutrophilic precursors morphologically in the light microscope until the cells reach the myelocyte stage, when the
specific gra nules appear.

Kinetics of Erythropoiesis

The stai ning r eactions of the polychromatophilic erythroblast may blend to give a n overall g ra y or lilac color to
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creted via the gallbladder as the bilirubin glucuronide of
bile.

sinus of the red bone marrow. Some polyribosomes that
can still synth esize hemoglobin are retained in the cell.
These polyri bosomes impart a slight basophilia to the otherwise eosin ophil ic cells; for this reason, these new cells are
called polychromatophilic erythrocytes {Fig. 9.20). The
polyribosomes of the new erythrocytes can also be demonstrated with special sta ins that ca use t he p olyribosomes to
clump a nd form a reticular networ k . Consequently, polychromatophilic erythrocytes ar e also (and more commonly} called reticulocytes. In no rma l blood, r eticulocytes
(new eryt hrocytes) consti tute about 1 to 2% of the total
erythrocyte coun t. However, if incr eased numbers of erythrocytes enter the bloodstream (as during increased erythropoiesis to compensate for blood loss), the number of
reticulocytes inc reases.

At each of these stages o f development, the eryth roblast
divides several times. It takes about a week for t he pr ogeny
of a new ly formed basophi lic eryth ro blast to reach the cir-
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Myeloblasts are the first recognizable cells that begin
the process of granulopoiesis
The myeloblast is the earliest recognizable neutrophi l
precursor cell in the bone marrow. It has a large, euchroma tic, spherical nucleus with 3 to 5 nucleoli. It measures
14 to 20 ,um in diameter and has a large nuclear-tocytoplasmic volume. T he small amount of agranular cytoplasm stains intensely basophilic. A Golgi area is often
seen where the cytoplasm is unstained. The myeloblast matures into a promyelocyte.

Erythrocytes have a life span of about 120 days in humans

FIGURE 9.19

Electron micrograph of a orthochromatophilic erythroblast (normoblast). The cell is shown just before extrusion of the nucleus. The
cytoplasm contains a group of mitochondria located below the nu·
cleus and small cytoplasmic vacuoles. The cytoplasm is relatively
dense because of its hemoglobin content. The fine, dense particles
scattered in the cytoplasm are ri bosomes. x 10,000. (Courtesy of Dr.
Dorothea Zucker·Franklin.)

When erythroc ytes are about 4 months old, they become senescen t . The macrophage system of the spleen,
bone marrow, and li ver phagocytoses and degrades the
senescen t erythrocytes. The heme and globin dissociate,
and t he globin is hydrolyzed to amino acids, which enter
the metabolic pool for reu se. The iron on the heme is released, enters the iron storage pool in the spleen in the
for m of hemosiderin or ferritin, and is stored for reuse in
hemoglobin synthesis. The rest of the heme moiety of the
hemoglobin molecule is partially degraded to bilirubin,
bou nd to alb umin, released into the bloodstream, and
tran spo rted t o the liver, where it is conjugated and ex- ·

If the conjugation of bilirubin or Its excretion into bile by the liver
cells is inhibited, or if blockage of the bile duct system occurs,
bilirubin may reenter the blood, causing a yellow appearance of
the sclera of the eye and the skin. This condition is called jaundice. Jaundice can be caused by an increase in erythrocyte
destruction, which is characteristic of hemolytic anemia. This
condition results from either Inherited defects in the erythrocyte
(e.g., hereditary spherocytosis) or external factors such as pat11o·
genic microorganisms, animal venoms, chemicals, or drugs.
Some jaundice is common In newborn infants (physiologic jaun·
dice) because of Inefficiency of the bilirubin-conjugating system
in the newborn liver.
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Promyelocytes are the only cells to produce azurophilic
granules

The promyelocyte has a large spherical n ucleus with
azurophilic (primary) gran ules in the cytoplasm. Azurophilic gran ules are produced onl y in promye locytes; cells
in subseq uent stages of granulopoies is do not make
azurop hilic granu les. For thi s reason, the number of
azurophi lic gra nul es is reduced with each division of the
p romyelocyte and its progeny. Promyelocytes d o not exhibit subtypes. Reco gnition of the neutrophil, eosi nophil, and basophil lines is possible on ly in the next stage,
the myelocyte, when specific (secondary) and tertiary
gr anu les begin to fo rm.
Myelocytes first exhibit specific granules

Myelocytes begin w ith a more o r less spherical nucleus
t hat becomes increasing ly heteroc hromatic and acquires a
distinct indentation during su bsequent divisions. Specific
granules begin to emerge from the convex surface of th e
Golgi apparatus, whereas azurophilic granules are seen at
the concave side. The significa nce of this separation is unclea r. Myelocytes continue to divide and give rise to
metamyelocytes.
The m etamyelocyte is the stage at which neutrophil,
eosinophil, and basophil lines can be clearly identified by t he
presence of numerous specific granules

A few h un dred g ranu les are present in the cyto plasm
o f each metamyelocyte, and t he specific granules of each
variet y o u tnumber the azurop hilic gra nules. In the neutroph il , t his ratio of specific to azurophilic gran ul es is
abou t 2 to J. The nucleus becomes mo re heterochromatic, and the indentation deepens to fo rm a kidney
bea n-shaped str ucture. Theoretica lly, the meta myelocyte
stage in granu lopoiesis is followed by th e ba nd stage and
then th e segmented stage. Although these stages are obvio us in the neutrop hil line (see below), th ey are rare ly
if ever obser ved in the eos inophil and basophil lines
in w hi ch the next easil y reco gni zed stages of deve lopmen t are the m ature eosinophil and mat~t1'e basophil,
respective ly.
In the neutrophil line, the band (stab) cell precedes
development of the first distinct nuclear lobes

T he nucleus of the ba11d (stab) cell is elongated and of
nea rl y un ifo rm width, giving it a horseshoe-like a ppearance. N uclea r constrictions then develop in th e band neutrophil a nd become more prominent until two to four n uclea r lobes are recognized; the cell is then considered a
matuxe neutrophil, also called a polym01'phouuclear neutrophil (segmented neutrophil). Although th e percentage

of band cells in the circulation is a lmost always low (0 to
3%), it may increase in acute or chronic inflamma tion and
infection.

Kinetics of Granulopoiesis
Cell division in granulopoiesis stops by the late myelocyte stage

The mitotic p hase in granulopoiesis lasts abou t a week.
The postmitotic p hase-from metam yelocyte to mature
granulocyte-also las ts a bout a week. The time it takes for
half of the circulating segmented neutrophils to leave the
peripheral blood is about 6 to 8 ho urs. Neutrophils leave
t he blood random ly; i.e., a given neutrophil may circulate
for only a few m inu tes or as long as 16 hours before entering the perivascular co nnecti ve tissue.
Neutrophils live for 1 to 2 days in t he connective tissue, a fter w hich they are d estroyed by apoptos is and are
subsequ ently eng ulfed by macrop hages. A lso, large n umbers of ne utrophils are lost via migration into the lumen
of the gastrointestinal tract fro m w hic h th ey are discha rged with the feces. As a result of t he release of neutropbils from th e bone marrow, app roximately 5 times
as many mature and near-mature neutrophils are normally present in t he bone marrow as are present in the
circu lation . This r eserve pool co nstantl y re leases neut ro phils into the circulation a nd is repleni shed by maturing cells. The rese rve neu trophi ls can be released
abruptly in response to inflammation, infectio n, or strenuous exercise . The entire hemopoietic process is summarized in Table 9.5.
A reser voir of neu troph ils is a lso present in t he vascular
compartment. T his reserve consists o f a freely cir culating
pool and a m arginated pool, w ith the latter contained in
small blood vessels. T he neutroph ils ad here to the endothelium much as they do prior to leaving the vasculatu re
at sites of inj ury or infection (see page 222) . The normally
marginated neutrophils, however, loosely adhere to the endothelium through the action of selectin and can be recrui ted very qu ickl y. T hey are in d ynamic eq uilibriu m w ith
the circula ting pool.
Cytokines are glycoprotein hormones and stimulating factors
that regulat e all stages of hemopoiesis

In addition to id entifying th e va rious types of progen itor and precur sor cells, recent studies have iden tiii.ed a nd
begun to characterize numerous g lycoprotei ns th at act as
both circul ating hormones and local mediators to regulate
hemopoiesis and the differentiatio n of specific cell types
(Table 9.6). One fac tor, erythropoietin, d iscussed above,
regulates erytlu-ocyte develo pmen t. Other factors, collectively called colony-stimulating {acto1·s (CSFs), are subclassified according to the specific cell or groups of cells
t hat they affect. The most completely characterized o f t he
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TABLE 9.6. Hemopoietic Cytokines, Their Sources, and Target CeiJsA
Cytokine

symbol

Source

Target

Granulocyte-macrophage
colony-stimulating factor

GM-CSF

T cells, endothelial cells, fibroblasts

CFU·GEMM, CFU·E, CFU-GM, CFU·Eo, CFU·Ba, CFU·Meg.
all granulocytes, erythrocytes

Granulocyte colony·
stimulating factor

G·CSF

Endothelial cells, monocytes

CFU-E, CFU·GM, CFU·Eo, CFU-Ba, CFU·Meg

Monocyte colonystimulating factor

M·CSF

Monocytes, macrophages,
endothelial cells

CFU·GM, CFU-M, monocytes, macrophages
CFU·E, CFU·GEMM

Erythropoietin

EPO

Kidney, liver

Thrombopoietin

TPO

Bone marrow

CFU·Meg, megakaryocytes

Interferon-,.

IFN·'Y

C04 ' T cells, NK cells

B cells, T cells, NK cells, neutrophils, monocytes

lnterleukin·l

IL-l

Neutrophils, monocytes, rnacrophages
endothelial cells

C04' T cells, B cells

lnterleukin·2

IL·2

C04 ' T cells

T cells, B cells, NK cells

lnterleukin·3

IL-3

C04 ' T cells

CFU·GEMM, CFU·E, CFU·GM, CFU·Eo, CFU·Ba, CFU·Meg,
all granulocytes, erythroid cells

lnterleukin·4

IL·4

C04 • T cells, mast cells

B cells, T cells, mast cells

lnterleukin·S

IL-5

C04 ' T cells

CFU·Eo, eosinophils, B cells

lnterleukin·6

IL·6

Endothelial cells, neutrophils,
macrophages, T cells

CFU·GEMM, CFU·E, CFU-GM, 8 cells, T cells.
rnacrophages, hepatocytes

lnterleukin· 7

IL·?

Adventitial cells of bone marrow

Early pre·B, pre·T cells

lnterleu kin·B

IL·B

Macrophages, endothelial cells

T cells, neutrophils

lnterleukin·9

IL·9

C04 ' T cells

CD4 + T cells, CFU-GEMM, CFU·E

lnterleukin·lO

IL·lO

Macrophages, T cells

T cells, 8 cells, NK cells

lnterleukin-11

IL·11

Macropl1ages

CFU·GEMM, CFU·E, CFU·GM, T cells, B cells,
macrophages, mega karyocytes

AHemopoletic cytokines include colony-stimul ating factors (CSFs), lnterleukins, and inhibitory factors. They are almost all glycoprotelns with a basic polypeptide
chain of about 20 kDa. Nearly all of them act on stem cells, colony-forming units (CFUs). colony-forming cells (CFCs), committed cells, maturing cells, and ma·
ture cells. Therefore, the targets listed above are target lines rather than Individual target cells.

recently isolated factors are several that stimulate gra nulocyte and macrophage for mati o n, GM-CSF, G-CSF, and
M-CSF. Interleukins, produced by lymphocytes, act o n
other leukocytes and t heir progenitors. TL-3 is a cytokine .
that appears to affect most CFUs and even termina lly differen tiated cells. Any pa rticular cytokine may act at one
or mo re stages in hem opoiesis, affecting cell division, d iffere n tiation, or cell function. T hese factors <He sy nthesized
by many d ifferent cell t ypes, includ ing kidney cells (er ythropoietin), T lymph ocytes (IL-3 ), end o th el ia I cells (IL6), adventitia l cells in th e bone marrow (IL-7), and
macrophages (the CSFs that affect g ra n ulocyte a nd
macrophage development).
T he isolation, characterization, man ufacture, and clinical testing of cytok ines in the t reatment o f huma n disease
is a majo r activity of the burgeo ning biotechnology ind ust ry. Several hemopoietic and lymphopoietic cytokin es have
been manufactured by recombinant DNA techno logy and
are already used in clinical settings. These include recombina nt eryth ropoi etin, G-CSF, GM-CSF, and IL-3; others
are under active development.

Monocyte Development
The multipotential myeloid st em cell (CFU- GEMM) also g ives
rise to the cells that develop along the monocyte-macroph age
pathway

Monocytes are produced in the bone ma rrow from a
bipotentia l stem cell (CFU-GM ) that can ma ture into either m onocytes o r neutrop hils. The differ entiation and
growth of CFU-GM into monocytes is stimulated by GMCSF, TL-3, and M-CSF. T he monocyte precursors in bo ne
marrow are monoblasts and promonocytes. Rapidly dividing promonocytes constitute about half o f t he progeni tor
cells o f dtis li ne in the bone marrow. T he other ha lf appear
to be promonocytes th at divide slowly and ser ve as a reserve population of progenito r cells. The t ransformation of
CFU-M to monocyte takes abo ut 55 hours, and the monocytes remain in the ci rculatio n for o nly about 16 hours befo re emigrating to the tiss ues, where t hey differentiate into
macrophages. The su bsequ ent life span is not yet fu ll y elucidated.
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Megakaryocyte Development
Platelets also develop from the multipotentlal myeloid stem
cell (CFU-GEMM), which differentiates into the CFU-Meg cell
committed to developing into a megakaryocyte

Platelets a re produced in the bone marrow from the
sa me multipo tential stem cells (CFU-GEMM) as the er ythroid a nd myeloid series. Under the influence of GM-CSF
and IL-3, this stem cell d ifferentiates into CFU-M eg, which
is committed to further development into tbe megal<.myoblast (megal<.aryocytoblast). The megakaryo blast th at develops fro m this CFU-M eg is a large cell (a bo ut 30 1-1111 in
di ameter) with a nonlobed nucleus. N o ev idence of platelet
fo rmation is seen at this stage. Successive endomitoses occur in the m egaka ryoblast; i.e., chromosomes replicate,
but neither karyokinesis no r cytokinesis occurs. Under
horm onal stimulation by thrombopoietin, ploidy increases
from Bn to 64n before chromosomal replication ceases.
The cell then becomes a pla telet-pro ducing megakaryocyte, a cell measuring 50 to 70 pm in d iameter with a
comp lex multilobed nucleus and scattered azurophilic
gran ul es. Both the nucleus and the cell increase in size in
proportion to the ploidy of the cell. With the T EM , multiple centri o les and multiple Golgi apparatus a rc also seen in
these cells.
When bone marrow is examined in a smear, platelet
fields a re seen to fill much of the periphera l cyto plasm of
the megakaryocyte. When exa mined with the T EM, the per ipheral cytoplasm of the mega kar yocyte appears to be divided into small compartments by in vaginatio n of the
plasma membra ne. As described above, these in vagi nations
a re th e platelet demarcation channels (see Fig. 9.14).

Lymphopoiesis
Multlpotentiallymphoid stem cells (CFU-l) also originate in the
bone marrow

Altho ugh lymphocytes continuo usly pro lifera te in the
peripher al lymphatic organs, th e bo ne m arrow rem ains a
so urce of lymphocytes. Progen y of th e multipotentiallymphoid stem cells (CFU-L) th at are destined to become T
cells leave the bone marrow and trave l to the thymus,
w here they complete their diffe rentiatio n and thymic cell
ed ucation (see Chapter 13). They then enter the circu lation
as lo ng-lived, sma ll T lymp hocytes. In ma mmals, cel ls destined to become B cells o riginate in bursa-eq uiva lent organs such as the bone m arrow, gu t-associated lymphatic
tissue (GALT), and spleen. Bone ma rrow, however, remains the pr imary site of ly mphopoiesis in mammals.
Lymphocytes constitute as much as 30% of all nu cleated
cells in the bone marro w.
The p recursor s of the small lymphocytes in bone marro w are ca lled transitional cells. Slightly larger than sma ll
lym phocytes, th ey also have a thin rim o f cytoplasm and
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few organelles. T he nucleus has a fine, lightly stam mg
chrom atin network. Although figu res are unavailable for
hwn ans, it is calculated that as many as 108 small lymphocytes are prod uced daily in tbe mouse bone marr ow.
The prod uction and differentia tion of lymphocytes ar e d iscussed in more detail in Chapter 13.
adipose cell
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BONE MARROW

Red bone m arrow lies entirely within the spaces of bone, in the
medullary cavity of young long bones and the spaces of
spongy bone

Bone ma rrow consists of blood vessels, specialized un its
of blood vessels ca lled si11usoids, and a sponge-like network of hemopoietic cells. Ln sections, the hemopoietic
cells appear to lie in "cords" between sinusoids or between
sin usoids and bone.
T he sinusoid of red bone marrow is a uni que vascular
uni t. It occupies the position normally occupied by a capilla ry; i.e. , it is interposed between a rteries and veins. It is
believed to be derived from vessels that have just nou rished
the cortical bone tissue. The sinusoids ari se from these vessels at the corticomedullary junctio n. T he sin usoid wall
consists of an endothel ial lining, a basa l la mina, a nd an
outer adven titia l cell layer (Fig. 9.21) . T he endotheli um is
a simple sq ua mo us epithelium.
The adventitial cell, also called a reticular cell, sends
sheet-like extensions into the substance of the hemopoietic
cords, wh ich provide some support for the developi11g blood
cells. In addition, adventitia l cells produce reticula r fi bers.
T hey a lso play a role in stimulating the differentiation of develo ping progenitor cells into blood cells by secreting several
CSFs (e.g., IL-7) . When blood cell formation and the passage of mature blood cells into the sinusoids are active, adventitial cells and the basa l lamina become d isplaced by mature blood cells as they approach the endothelium to enter
the sinusoid from the bone marrow cavity.
The bone marrow sinusoidal system is a closed circulation;
newly formed blood cells must penetrate the endothelium to
enter the circulation

As a ma turing blood cell o r a megaka r yocyte p rocess
pushes aga inst a n endothel ia l cell, the ab llllninal p lasma
membrane is pressed against the lum inal plasma membrane until they fuse, thus forming a transitory o pening, or
aperture. T he migrating cell or the megaka ryocyte process
liter ally pierces the endothelial cell. Each blood cell must
sq ueeze tlcrough such an aperture to enter the l umen of a
sin uso id. Similarly, a megakaryocyte p rocess m ust protrude through an aperture so that the p latelets can be released d ir ectly in to the sinusoid lumen. T he aperture is
lin ed by the fused plasma mem brane, thus mai ntain ing the

arteriole

endothelial cell

FIGURE 9.21
Diagram of the marrow with active hemopoiesis. Note the erythroblastic islets engaged in the formation of erythrocytes, megakaryocytes discharging platelets into the sinusoids, endothelial cells adjacent to a basal lamina that is sparse in places and absent where

in tegrity of the endothelial cell during the transcellular
passage. As the blood cel l completes its passage through ·
the aperture o r the megakaryocyte that has extruded its
platelets withd raws its process, the endothelial cell "repai rs itself," and the aperture d isappears.
In acti ve red b01te mm-row, the cords of hemopoietic
cells conta in predominately developing blood cells and
megakaryocytes. T he cords also contain macrophages,
mast cells, and some adipose cells. Although the cords of
hemopoietic tissue appear to be unorga nized, specific
types of blood cells develop in nests or clusters. Each nest
in which erythrocytes develop contains a macrophage.
These nests are located near the sinusoid wall. Megakaryocytes are also located adjacent to the sinusoid wall, and
they discharge their pla telets directly into the sinusoid
through apertures in the endothelium. Granulocytes develo p in ce ll nests farther from the sinusoid wall. When
mature, the gran ul ocyte m igrates to the sinusoid and enters the bloodstream.

blood cells are entering the slnusoids, and adventitial or reticular cells
extending from the basal lamina into the hemopoietic compartment.
(Modified from Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue Biology: A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed. Baltimore: Urban It Schwarzenberg, 1988.)

Bone marrow not active in blood cell formation contains
predominately adipose cells, giving it the appearance
of adipose tissue

Inactive bone marrow is called yel low bone marrow. It
is the chief form of bone marrow in the medullary cavity
of bones in the adult that arc no longer hemopoietically active, such as the long bones of the arms, legs, fingers, and
toes. In these bones, the red bone marrow has been replaced completely by fat. Even in hemopoietically active
bone marrow in adu lt humans, such as that in the ribs, vertebrae, pelvis, and shoulder girdle, about ha lf of the bone
marrow space is occupi ed by adipose tissue and ha lf by hemopoietic tissue. T he yellow bone marrow retains its hemopoietic potential, however, and when necessary, as afte r
severe loss of blood, it can revert to red bone marrow, both
by extension of the hemopoietic tissue into the yellow bone
marrow and by repopulation of the yellow bone mar row
by circulating stem cells.
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PLATE 16. ERYTHROCYTES AND AGRANULOCYTES
Blood is a flui d connective tissue that circul ates thro ug h the card iovascul ar system. It consists of formed elements, cells and
their derivatives, and a protein-rich fluid matri x called plasma. The formed e leme nts include red cells (erythrocyles), white cells
(leukocy/es), and platelets. Cells constitute approximately 45% of the blood volume, and red blood cells constitute about 99%
of the cells. Red blood cells function in the transport and exchange of oxygen and carbo n dioxide in the other tissues of the
body. White cells consist of agranulocytes and granulocytes, and each white cell type has a spec ific function in immune and
protecti ve responses in the body. Most white cells leave the circulation to perform the ir functions in the connective ti ssue,
whereas red cells function w ithin the vascular system. Platelets are essentia l in blood clotting.
The relati ve distribution of cells in blood is us ually studied in a blood s mear. In this preparation, a s mall drop of blood is
placed on a microscope slide and is smeared across the slide with the short edge of another slide. The preparation is then airdried and stained with a mi xture of dyes (e.g., Wrig ht's stain, a modified Romanovsky-type stain). In examining a blood s mear,
it is useful to survey the s mear with a low-power objective in order to ascertai n which parts of the preparati on show a n even
di stributio n of blood cells. In general, the periphery of the smear should be avoided, since the cells are either di storted, too
close to each other (at the end wh ere the drop of blood was placed), or too widely di spersed (at the opposite e nd, where the
smear ended ). Furthermore, the edges of a blood smear do not show a true percent distribu tion of wh ite cells.

Figure 1, blood smear, human, Wright's stain
X400.
This is a low-magnification photomicrograph of a smear
with the blood cells well di stributed. M ost of the cells are
erythrocytes (RBC). They are readil y identified because of
their number and lack of a nucleus. Scattered among the red
cells are th ree whi te blood cells that can be di stingui shed
fro m the erythrocytes wi tho ut diffi culty by their larger size
and their staining characteris tics. Interspersed among the
cells are numerous sma ll speck-li ke objects. These are
blood platelets that have aggregated into s mall gro ups and,
thus , can be read ily observed even at this low magnification. They can be visuali zed better at higher magnifi cation
in Figures 2 to 4 (a rrows).
Erythrocytes have a biconcave s hape. They measure
about 8.0 f-LITI in diameter in the circulating blood, about 7.5

Figures 2-7, blood smear, white blood cells, human, Wright's stain x 1800.
Figures 2 to 4 illustrate c haracteri stic features of lymphocytes. The nucleus stains intensely, generall y has a
rounded s hape, and, as illustrated in Figure 2, may possess
a slight indentatio n. These cells measure about 8, I 0, and
12 f-Lill in diamete r, respective ly (c ircul ating lymphocytes
range from 6 to 12 1-1m). In a s ma ll lymphocyte (Fig. 2),
on ly a small amoun t of cytoplasm is evident, and the nucleus seems to consti tute most of the cellular volume. Tn
large lymphocytes of c ircul ating blood (Figs. 3 and 4),
there is a larger amount of cytoplasm. (Large lymphocytes
of c irculating blood are equivalen t to the medium -sized
lymphocytes of lymphati c tissue. The large lymphocytes of
lymphatic ti ssue are not a characteris tic feature o f c irculating blood except in certain abnormal conditi ons.) The cytoplasm of ly mphocytes may stain a pale blue; sometimes, a
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1-1m in blood smears, and 6 to lO f-Lm , depending on the
method used for preserving the tissue, in sectioned materi aL
(A size of 7 f-LITI for the erytJu-ocyte in sectioned material is
useful to remember. It e nables o ne to estimate the size of
other structures in a histolog ic section by comparison with
the RBC without resorting to a micrometer.) Erythrocytes
stain uniformly with eosin, a component of the usual dye
mixture (e.g., Wrig ht's) used to stain blood smears. Because
of the biconcave form of tbe erythrocyte, however, its center
is thinner and appears li ghter than the periphery.
To disting uis h the differe nt kinds of leukocytes in a
blood smear, it is advantageous to use the highest available
magnification , usually an oil- immersion le ns. This enables
one to use the morpho log ic featu res of the cytoplasm in addition to nucl ear morphology and cytoplasmic staining in
identi fy ing the cell type .
distinct, lightl y stained Golg i area is evident. In addition,
lymphocyte cytoplasm may conta in azuroph ilic granules,
as shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Figures 5 to 7 show characteristic features of monocytes.
These cells measure approximate ly 12 and 15 1-1m in diameter, respectively (monocytes range from 9 to 18 1-1m). The
nucleus is somewhat less "compact" than the nucle us of
lymphocytes. The cytoplasm, li ke that of lymphocytes,
stains lightly but tends to have a grayer or duller blue lint.
Azurophilic granules are also present in the cytoplasm.
Lymphocytes and mo nocytes are classified as agranulocytes; i.e., they are us ually free of speci fic cytoplasmic
g ranul es. Moreover, their nuclei are nonlobed , although
monocyte nucle i may occasionally s how a deep inde ntation
(Fig. 6). Thus, they are distingui shed from granul ocytes,
whkh possess specifi c cytoplasmic granul es as well as a
lobed or segmented nucleus.

Blood
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PLATE17. GRANULOCYTES
Granulocytes are characterized by a lobed nucleus and by the specific staining c haracteristics of granules in the cytoplasm.
Three ki nds of granulocytes are present in a peripheral blood smear: neutmphils (polym01phonuclear leukocytes), 55 to 60%;
eosinophils, -2 to 5%; and basophiL~. l % or less . All of the granul ocytes leave the bloodstrea m and enter the con nective tissue to pe rform the ir spec ific functions.
Neutrophil s are acti vely phagocytic cells that have both specific granules and azwvphilic granules. T he azurophilic granules are the lysosomes of the neutrophil ; the specific granules contain bacteriostatic and bactericidal agents, such as lysozyme.
At sites of injury or infection, neutrophils e ngage in active phagocytosis of bacteria and other fo reign organisms and passive
phagocytosis of damaged connective tissue cells, red blood cell s, and fibrin. M any ne utrophils d ie in this process. The accumulation of dead neutrophil s and dead bacteria constitutes p us. Eosinophils contain nume rous large s pecific granules characterized by the presence of a CI)IStalloid inclusion contai11ing major basic pmtein, the materi al responsible fo r the intense acidophil ia. The g ranules also conta in histaminase and my/sulfatase, the actions of which serve to moderate the potentially
deleterio us effects of the infla mmatory vasoactive agents histamine and slow-reacting substance (SRS) of anaphylaxis.
Eosi no phils are commonly fo und at sites of c hronic infectio n and inflammatio n, and thei r number is e levated in ind ividual s
w ith allergies and pa rasitic infectio ns. They phagocytize antigen- antibody complexes.
Basoph ils have specific gra nules that contain hydrolytic enzymes, heparan sulfate, hista mine, and SRS. The intense basophi lia is due to the anio nic nature of the he paran sulfate. Basophils bind immunoglobuli n E (secreted by plasma cells) on thei r
s urface; when s ubsequently exposed to the s pecific antigen that s timulated synthesis of that antibody, the basophils release their
vasoactive agents, causing the severe vascular dis turbances associated with hypersensitivity reactions and anaphylaxis.

Figures 1-6, blood smears, human, Wright's stain
x 1800.
Neutrophils develop in the red bone marrow fro m cells
that have a rounde d nuc le us. During the ir maturatio n, the
nucle us changes from a ro unded to a segmented or lobed
form. A full y developed neutrophil nucleus may have as
many as fi ve lobes. The config uratio n and num ber of lobes
var y fro m one cell to another (Figs. I and 2), and 011 tlle basis of the variable nuc lear mo rphology, these cells are
sometimes c alled polymo rphonuclear leukocy tes. It shoul d
be understood, however, that each cell has only one nucleus, with each lobe bei ng jo ined to its neighbor by a
strand of nuclear mate ria l.
Neutrophils us ua lly measure 9 to 14 IJ.m in diamete r.
The cytoplasm of these cells contains granules that range
from O.J to 0.4 IJ.Ill in diameter and stain variably, e ither
azu re, li g ht blue, or vio let. A ltho ugh ne utrophils contain
specifi c g ranul es, the identificatio n of these cells can usuall y be accomplished on the basis of the d isti nctive lobu lati o n of the nucleus. Moreove r, because these cells a re the
most numero us of the leukocy tes in a smear of normal
blood, the ir number is an aid in the ir identi ficatio n.
T he ne utrophil in F igure 2 s hows a s mall projection
from one of the nuclear lobes ( anmv). T his is referred to as
a drumstic k. Lt is the inactive fe male X chromosome. Its
presence is sufficient to identify the blood as having come
from a fe ma le, assuming that the norma l comp lement o f
chromoso mes is present. Because the visualizatio n of the
drumstick requires a fortuito us orientation of the nuclear
lobes, many cells usua ll y need to be examined before a rec-
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ogni zab le d rumstick profi le is fo und.
Eosinophils are shown in Fig ures 3 and 4. T hese cells
measure about I 3 IJ.I11 in d iameter (eos inophils range fro m
I 0 to 14 ~J.m) . The most conspic uous feature o f eosinoph ils
is the presence of nume ro us cytoplasmic granu les that stain
with eos in. The granules virtually fill the cytoplasm. The
eosinophilic granules have s pecific mo rphologic characteristics that can be used in the identi fication of the cells. T hey
are relati vely uniform in size within a particular cell, are
abo ut 0.6 IJ.m in diameter, sig nificantly la rger than granu les
of neutrophil s, and are ty pically closely packed. In goi ng
" throug h focus," eosi noph il ic granules o ften display a
marked refracti lity. The nucleus of the eosinoph il is usually
bilobed, as seen in Figures 2 and 3.
Basophi ls are shown in Figures 5 a nd 6. T hey measure
abo ut 8 and 12 j..Lm in diame ter, respectively (range of basoph il size is 8 to 14 ~J. m) . T hese cells contain cytoplasmic
granules of variable size that stain intensely with the methyle ne blue of the blood stain . T he gra nules are randomly
d istri buted througho ut the cell , usua lly s upe rimposed over
the nuc leus and obscuri ng it to such a degree that its boundaries bare ly can be dis tinguished. In Fig ure 6, some of the
granules are larger than the eosinoph ilic granules, others
are s mall er than the eosinophil ic granules, and some are as
small as those found in the ne utrophils. The range in size of
basoph il gra nules (in contrast to the more uniform size of
granu les in eosinophils) is a nother cha racteri stic that may
aid in the identification of these cells. Because the basophi l
is so rare, it may be necessary to exami ne a large area of a
blood smear before one can be found.

Blood
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• Thick filaments (- 15 nm in diameter, 1.5 p.m long),
composed of the protein myosin II. Each thick filament

I

consists of 200 to 300 m yosin II molecules. The long,
rod-shaped tail portion of each mo lecule aggregates in a
regular pa ra llel but staggered array, while the head portio ns pro ject out in a regular helica l pattern.

Muscle Tissue

Two principal types of muscle are recognized:

• Striated muscle, in which the cells exhibit cross-striations at the light microscope level

• Smooth muscle, in which the cells do not exhibit cr oss-

OVERVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION OF MUSCLE
SKElETAl MUSCLE 248
Myofibrlls and Myofilaments 249
The Contraction Cycle 254
Motor Innervation 257
Sensory Innervatio n 260
Development, Repair, Healing, and Renewal

Muscle is classified on the basis of the appearance of the
contractile cells

The two types of myofilaments occupy the bulk of the
cytoplasm, which in muscle cells is a lso called sarcoplasm
{Gt: sarcos, jlesh; plasma, tiling]. Acti n and myosin are also present in most other cell types (although in considerably
sma ller amo unts), w here they play a r ole in cellula r activities such as cyto kinesis, exocytosis, and cell migratio n. In
contrast, muscle cells contain a large num ber of aligned
contractile filaments that the cells use fo r the single purpose of prod uci ng mechanical work.
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striations
Striated muscle tissue is further subclassified o n the basis of its locatio n:

• Skeletal muscle is attached to bone and is responsible
for movement of the axia l and appendicula r skeleton
and for maintenance of body positio n and posture. In
addition, skeleta l muscles of the eye (extraocu lar muscles) pr ovide precise eye movement.
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CARDIAC MUSCLE 262
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BOX 10.1. Functional Considerations: Muscle Met abo lism and Ischemia
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Dystrophin-Associated Proteins
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BOX 10.5. Functional Considerations: Complexity of Smooth Muscle

Innervation
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BOX 10.6 . Functional Considerations: Comparison of the Three

Muscle Types
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\j OVERVIEW AND CLASSIFICATION
OF MUSCLE
Muscle tissue is responsible for movement of the body and
its parts and fo r changes in the size and shape of inte rnal
organs. T his tissue is character ized by aggregates of specialized, elo ngated cells arranged in para llel array, whose
primary role is contractio n (Fig. 10. 1).

Myofilament interaction is responsible for muscle cell contraction

Two types of myofiJaments are associated with cell contraction:

• Thin filaments (6 to 8 nm in dia meter, 1.0 p.m long),
composed primarily of the protein actin. Each thin filament of fibrous acti n (F-actin) is a polymer fo rmed from
glo bular actin molecules (G-actin).

FIGURE 10.1

Photomicrograph of a skeletal muscle. a. This low-magnification
photomicrograph shows skeletal muscle In longitudinal section. Muscle fibers (cells) are arranged in parallel; they are vertically oriented,
and the length of each fiber extends beyond the upper and lower
edge of the micrograph. The fibers appear to be of different thicknesses. This is largely a reflection of the plane of section through

tile muscle fibers. Note on the left the epimysium, tile sheath of dense
connective tissue surrounding tile muscle. Xl60 . b. At higher magnification, cross-striations of the muscle fibers are readily seen. The nuclei of skeletal muscle fibers are located in the cytoplasm immediately
beneath tile plasma membrane. x3 60.
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M uscle Tissue

• Visceml striated muscle is morphologically identical with
skeletal muscle but is restricted to the soft tissues, namely,
the tongue, pharynx, lumbar part of the diaphragm, an d
upper part of the esophagus. These muscles play essential
roles in speech, breathing, and swallowing.
• Cardiac muscle is a type of striated muscle found in the
wa ll of the heart and in the base of the large veins that
empty into the heart.

C H APTER 10

force tra nsduction. At the end of the muscle, the connective tissue continues as a tendon or some other arr angement of collagen fibers that attaches the muscle, usua lly, to
bone. A rich supply of blood vessels and nerves travels in
the connective tissue.
The connective tissue associated w ith muscle is named
according to its relati o nship with the muscle fibers:

immediately surrounds individual muscle fibers. Only
small-diameter capillaries and the finest neurona l
branches are present within the endomysium, running
parallel to the muscle fibers.
• Perimysium is a thicker connective tiss ue laye r tha t
surrounds a group of fibers to form a bundle or fascicle. Fascicles are functiona l units of muscle fibers
that tend to work together to perform a specific function. Larger blood vessels and nerves travel in the perimysium.
• Epimysium is the sheath of dense connective tissue that
surro unds a collection of fascicles that constitutes the
muscle (see Fig. 10.1a). The major vascular an d nerve
supply of the muscle penetrates the epimysium .

9

There are three types of skeletal muscle fibers: red, white, and
intermediate

2 49

succm1c dehydrogenase and NADB-TR histochemical
sta ining reactions (see Fig. 10.2). Red fibers are typica lly
found in the limb muscles of mammals and in the breast
m uscle of migrating bir ds. More importantly, they ar e
the principal fibers of the long m uscles of the back in humans, where they are particula rl y adapted to the long,
slow contractions needed to maintain erect posture.
• White fibers are large fibers with less myoglo bin and fewer
cytochromes and mitochondria. They make up fasttwitch mot01' units, fa tigue rapidly, and generate a large
peak muscle tension. Thus, white fibers are adapted for
rapid contraction and precise, fine movements. They constitute most fibers of the extraocular muscles and the
muscles that control the movements of the digits. White
fi bers have a greater number of neuromuscular junctions
than do red fibers, thus allowing more precise neuronal
control of movements in these muscles.
• Intermediate fibers are of intermediate size. The amount
of m yoglobin and the number of m itochondria they contain are a lso intermediate between those of reel and
white fibers.

• Endomysium is the delicate layer of reticu lar fibers that
The cross-striations in striated muscle are produced
largely by the specific cytoarchitectural arr angement of
both thin and thick myofilaments. This arra ngement is the
same in all types of striated muscle cells. The main differences between skeletal muscle ce.lls and cardia c muscle
cells are in their size, shape, and organization r elative to
one another.
Smooth muscle cells do no t exhibit cross-striations because the myofilaments do not ach ieve the same degree of
order in their arrangem ent. In addition, the myosincontaining myofilaments in smooth muscle are highly labile. Smooth muscle is restricted to the viscera and vascular system, the arrector pili muscles of the skin, and the intrinsic muscles of the eye.

tVIusde Tissue

Myofibrils and Myofilaments

SKELETAL MUSCLE

A skeletal muscle cell is a multinucleated syncytium

In skeletal muscle, each muscle cell, more commonly
called a muscle fiber, is actu ally a mu ltinucleated syncytium. A muscle fiber is formed during development by
the fu sion of small, individual muscle cells called myoblasts. When viewed in cross secti on, the mature multinucleated muscle fiber reveals a polygonal shape with a diameter of 10 to 100 p.m. Their length varies from a lmost
a meter, as in the sartorius muscle of the lower limb, to as
little as a few millimeters, as in the stap edius muscle of the
middle ear. (Note: A muscle fiber should not be confused
witJ1 a connective tissue fiber; muscle fibers are cellular elements, whereas connective tissue fibers are extracellular
products of connective ti ssue cells.)
The nuclei of a skeletal muscle fiber are located in the cytoplasm immediately beneath the plasma membrane, also
called the sarcolemma. In the past, the term sarcolemma
was used to describe a thick " membrane" that was thought
to be the cytoplasmic bOLmdary of the muscle cell. ft is now
known that the thick sarcolemma actually represents the
plasma membrane of the cell, its external lami na, and the
surrounding reticular lamina.
A skeletal muscle consists of striated muscle fibers held
together by connective tissue

Th e connective tissue that surrounds both individua l
muscle fibers and bundles of muscle fibers is essential for

Skeletal muscle fibers differ in diameter and in their natura l color in vivo. The color differences are not apparent
in hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections. However, special cytologic and histochemical reactions based
on oxidative enzyme activity, specifica ll y the succinic
dehydrogenase and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotidetetra zolium (NADH-TR) reactions, confirm the observations of fresh tissue and reveal several types of skeletal
muscle fibers (Fig. 10.2 ). The most o bvio us are red fibers,
white fibers, and intermed iate fibers. The histochemical
staining and enzyme activity of these tlu-ee types of muscle
fibers reflect their functional diffe rences . Typically, all three
fiber types are pr esent in a ny given muscle. The proportion
of each type va ries according to the functional role of th e
muscle.

The structural and functional subunit of the muscle fiber is the
myofibril

FIGURE 10.2
Cross section of white and red skeletal muscle fibers. This cross section of muscle fibers stained with the NADH-TR reaction demonstrates two fiber types. The deeply stained, smaller muscle fibers exhibit strong oxidative enzyme activity and correspond to the red
muscle fibers. The lighter-staining, larger fibers correspond to the
white fibers. x280. Inset. Portions of the two fiber types at higher ·
magnification. The reaction also reveals the mitochondria that contain the oxidative enzymes. The contractile components, the myofibrils, are unstained. xsso. (Original slide specimen courtesy of Dr.
Scott W. Ballinger.)

Fiber type is mainly attributable to myoglobin content and
mitochondrial number

Myoglobin is an oxygen-bind ing protein that closely resembles hemoglobin fo und in er ythrocytes and occurs in
va rying a mounts in muscle fibers. It provides a read y
source of oxygen for mu scle metabo lic r eactions. Classification of skeletal muscle fibers into red, white, and intermediate fibers reflects the myoglobin content and the number of mitochondria with their constituent cytochrome
electron transport complexes . T hese complexes are essential for oxidative phosphorylation to produce adenosi.ne
triphosphate (ATP), the energy source for muscle.

• Red fibers are small fibers w ith large amounts of myoglo bin and cytochrome complexes and many mitoc ho ndria. They make up slow-twitch motor units (a twitch is
a single, brief contraction of the muscle). Red fibers have
great resistance to fat igue but generate relatively less
muscle tension than white fibers. M yosi n adenos ine
triphosphatase (ATPase) activity, essential for contraction, is greatest in red muscle fibers. The large numbers
of mitochondria in red fibers are characterized by high
levels of o xidative enzym es, as demonstrated by strong

Skeletal muscles are composed of fascicles, which in
turn are composed of individ ual muscle fibers. The muscle fiber is filled with longi tud inally arrayed subunits
called myofibrils (Fig. 10.3 ). Myofibrils are visible in favorable histologic preparati o ns and are best seen in cross
sections of muscle fi bers. In these sections they give the
fiber a stippled appearance. M yofibrils extend the en tire
length of the m uscle cell.
Myofibrils are composed of bundles of myofilaments

Myofilaments are the individual filamentous polymers
of myosin II (thick fi la ments} and actin and its associated
proteins (thin filaments). lVIyofi laments are the ac tual contractile elements of stria ted m uscle. The bundles of myofilaments that make up the myofibril are surrounded by a
well-developed sm ooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER), also
called the sm·coplasmic reticulum. This reticulum forms a
highly organized tubular network aro und the contr actile
·e lements in all striated muscle cells. M itochondri a and
glycogen deposits are loca ted between the myofibrils in association with the sER.
Cross-striations are the principal histologic feature of striated
muscle

Cross-striations are evident in H &E-stained preparations
of longitudinal sections of muscle fibers. They may also be
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The functional unit of the myofibril is the sarcomere, the
segment of the myofibril between two adjacent

T he sarcomere is the basic contractile unit of striated m uscle. It is the portion of a myofibril between two adjacent Z
lines. A sarcomere measures 2 to 3 J.Lm in relaxed mamma lian muscle. It may be stretched to more than 4 J.Lm and,
during extreme contraction, may be red uced to as little as 1
J.LI11 (Fig. 10.5). The entire m uscle cell exhibits cross-striations
because sarcomeres in adjacent myofibrils are in register.

Like all cells, muscle cells depend on the energy source contained in the high-energy phosphate bonds of ATP and phosphocreatine. The energy stored in these high-energy phosphate bonds comes from the metabolism of fatty acids and
glucose. Glucose is the primary metabolic substrate in actively
contracting muscle. It is derived from the general circulation as
well as from the breakdown of glycogen, which is normally
stored in the muscle fiber cytoplasm. As much as 1% of the
dry weight of skeletal and cardiac muscle may be glycogen.
In rapidly contracting muscles, such as the leg muscles in
running or the extraocular muscles, most of the energy for
contraction is supplied by anaerobic glycolysis of stored glycogen. The buildup of intermediary metabolites from this pathway, particularly lactic acid, can produce an oxygen deficit
that causes ischemic pain (cramp) in cases of extreme muscular exertion.
Most of the energy used by muscle recovering from contraction or by rest ing muscle is derived from oxidative phosphorylation. This process closely follows the .a-oxidation of
fatty acids in mitochondria that liberates two carbon fragments. The oxygen needed for oxidative phosphorylation and
other terminal metabolic reactions is derived from hemoglobin in circulating erythrocytes and from oxygen bound to
myoglobin stored in the muscle cells.

seen in unstained prepa ratio ns of living muscle fi bers examined w ith a phase contrast or polarizing microscope, tn
which they appear as alternating light and dark bands. These
bands are termed t he A band and the I battd (Fig. 10.3 ).
In polarizing microscopy, the dark bands are birefringe1tt; i.e., they alter the polarized ligh t in two pla nes.
T herefore, the dark ba nds, being dou bly refractive, are
anisotropic and are given the name A band. T he light
ba nds are monoref7'ingent; i.e., they do not a lter t he plane
of pola ri zed light. T herefore, they are isotropic and a re
given t he name I band.
Both the A and I bands are bisected by narrow regio ns
of contrasting densit y (see Fig. 10.3) . T he light I ba nd is bisected by a dense line, t he Z line, also called t he Z disk [Ger.
zwisc/1ensc/1eibe, between disks]. The da rk A ba nd is bisected by
a less dense, or light, region ca lled the H band [Ger. Hell.
light}. Fu rthermo re, bisecting the light H band is a narrow
dense line called t he M line [Ger. Mitte, middle]. T he M li ne is
best demonst rated in electron micrographs (Fig 10.4), altho ugh in idea l H&E preparations it can be detected in the
light microscope.
As noted above, the cross-banding pattern of striated
muscle is due to the a rra ngement of t he two kinds of myofila ments . To understand the mechanism of cont raction,
this bandi ng pattern must be co nsidered in functional
terms.

z lines

Nl 11srle Tiss11r
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line and extend into the A ba nd to the edge of the H band.
Portions of two sarcomeres, o n either side of a Z line, constitute the I band and contain only t hi n filaments. In a longi tu d inal sectio n of a sarcomere, the Z line appears as a
zigzag structure, with matrix m aterial, the Z matrix , bisecti ng the zigzag. T he Z line and its matrix material ancho r the thi n filaments from adj acen t sarcomeres to the angles of the zigzag by the actin-binding pro tein a-actinin.
These featu res are illustrated in Figure 10.3.
F- actin. t roponin, and tropomyosin in thin filaments and

The arrangement of thick and thin filaments gives rise to the
density differences that p roduce the cross-striations of the
m yofibril

The myosin-containi ng tbick fi laments a re about 1.5 J.Lm
lo ng and are restricted to the cen tra l portio n of the sarcomere, i.e., t he A ba nd. The thin fi laments attac h to the Z

sarcomere

Z line

0 0
0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0

I band

0

H band

T hin filaments contain F-actin, trop omyosin, and t ropo nin. Thick filaments contai n only myosin ll.
G-actin is a small, 4 2-kDa molecule that polymerizes to
for m a dou ble-stranded helix, t he F-actin filament. T hese

Z line

. o .o. o.
.o:o:o:o.
o: o:o :o:o
· o : o :o : o ·
· o·o·o ·

0

0

myosin II in thick filaments are the primary proteins in the
contract ile apparat us

M line

A band
overlap

FIGURE 10.3
Organization of a sk eletal muscle. A skeletal muscle consists of bundles of muscle fibers called fascicles. In turn, each fascicle consists of
a bundle of elongate muscle fibers (cells). The muscle fiber represents
a collection of longitudinal units, the myofibrils, which in turn are
composed of myofilaments of two types: thick (myosin) filaments and
thin (actin) filaments. The myofilaments are organized in a specific
manner that imparts a cross-striated appearance to the myofibril and
to the fiber. The functional unit of the myofibril is the sarcomere; it extends in both directions from one Z line to the next Z line. The A band
marks the extent of the myosin filaments. Actin filaments extend from
the z line into the region of the A band, where they interdigitate with
the myosin filaments as shown. The cross sections through different
regions of the sarcomere are also shown (from left to right): through
thin filaments of the 1 band; through thick filaments of the H band;
through the center of the A band, where adjacent thick filaments are
linked to form the M line; and tl1rough the A band, where tl1in and
thick filaments overlap. Note that each thick filament is within the
center of a hexagonal array of thin filaments.

FIGURE 10.4
Electron micrograph of skeletal muscle fiber. This low-magnification
electron micrograph shows the general organization of skeletal muscle fibers. Smail portions of three muscle fibers in longitudinal profile
are included in this microgra ph. Tile muscle fiber on the right reveals
a nucleus at its periphery. Two fi bers-one in the middle and another
on the left-exhibit regular profiles of myofibrils separated by a thin
layer of surrounding sarcoplasm (Sr). Each repeating part of the myo-

fibril between adj acent Z lines is a sarcomere (5). The cross-banded
pattern visi ble on tills micrograph reflects the arrangement, in register, of the individual myofibrils (M); a similar pattern found in the myofibril reflects the arrangement of myofilaments. Tile detailed features
of a sarcomere are shown at higher magnification in Figure 10.6a.
Tile presence of th e connective tissue in the extracellular space between the fibers constitutes the endomysium of the muscle. x 6, 500.
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FIGURE 10.5

Sarcomeres in different functional stages. In the resting state (mid·
die), interdigitation of thin (actin) and thick (myosin) filaments is not
complete; the H and I bands are relatively wide. In the contracted
state (bottom), the interdigitation of the thin and thick filaments is in·
creased according to the degree of contraction. In tile stretched state
(top), the thin and thick filaments do not interact; the H and I bands
are very wide. The length of the A band always remains the same
and corresponds to the length of the thick filaments; the lengths of
the H and 1 bands change, again in proportion to the degree of sarcomere relaxation or contraction.

actin

Myosin II, a 5 10-kDa protein, is composed of two
polypeptide heavy chains (222 kDa each) and four light
chains. Light chains are of two types (18 kDa and 22 kDa),
and one molecule of each type is present in association w ith
each myosin head. The phosphorylation by myosin light
chain kinase of one of the two types of myosin light chains
initiates contraction in smooth muscles (see page 267). Each
heavy chain has a small globu lar head that projects at an approximately right angle at one end of the long rod-sh aped
molecule. This globu.lar head has two specific binding sites,
one for ATP and one for actin. It also demonstrates ATPase
and motor activity. The myosin molecules aggregate tail to
tail to form the thick filaments; the rod-shaped segments
overlap, so that the globular heads project from the thick filament. The "bare" zone in the middle of the filament, i. e.,
the portion of the filament that does not have globular projections, is the H band. The projecting globular heads of the
myosin molecules form cross-bridges between the thick and
thin filaments on either side of the H band (see Fig. 10.5).
18-kDa light chain
.

yosm

heavy chain ~

A band
H band

Z line

:~:Miine
I

Z line

I

22-kDa light chain

J

actinbinding site
ATPbinding site

~
molecule

tail

actin filaments are polar; all G-actin molecules a re o riented
in the same direction. The plus end of each filament is
bound to the Z line by a-actinin; the minus end extends toward theM line. Each G-actin molecule of the thin filament
has a binding site for myosin.
Tropomyosin is a 64-kDa protein that also consists of a
double helix of two polypeptides. It forms filaments that
r un in the groove between the F-actio molecules in the thin
filament. In resting muscle, tropomyosin and the troponins
mask the myosin-binding site on the actin molecule.
Troponin actua lly consists of a complex of three globular subunits. Each tropomyosin molecule conta ins one troponin complex. Troponin-C (TnC) is the smallest subunit
of the tropon in complex (18 kDa). It binds Ca 2 ; , the essential step in the initiation of contraction (see below). Troponin-T (TnT), a 30-kDa su bunit, binds to tropomyosin,
anchoring the troponin complex. Troponin-I (Tnl), a lso a
30-kDa subLmit, binds to actin, thus inhibiting actinmyosin interaction.

a

head ""' actin-binding site

thick
filament

C protein
Accessory proteins maintain precise alignment of thin and thick
filaments
To maintain efficiency and speed of muscle contraction,
both thin and thick filaments in eacl1 myofibril must be
aligned precisely and kept at an optima l dist ance from one
a nother. Proteins known as access01y proteins are essential
in regu lating the spacing, attachment, and alignment of the
myofilaments. These structura l protein components of
skeleta l muscle fibrils constitute less than 25% of the total
protein of the muscle fiber. They include (Fig. 10.6)

• Titin, a large (2500-kDa) protein, forms an elastic lattice
that anchors thick filaments in the Z lines. Two spring-

tropomodulin

b

FI GURE 10.6

Electron micrograph of skeletal muscle and corresponding molecular structure of a sarcomere. a. This high-magnification electron micrograph shows a longitudinal section of the myofibrils. The I band,
wh ich is bisected by the z line, is composed of barely visible, thin
(actin) filamen ts. Tiley are attached to the Z line and extend across
tile I band into the A band. Tile thick filaments, composed of myosin,
account for the full width of the A band. Note that in the A band there
are additional bands and lin es. One of t11ese, theM line, is seen at tile
middle of the A band; another, the less electron dense H band, consists on ly of thick filaments. The lateral parts of tile A band are more
electron dense and represent areas where tile thin filaments interdigitate with the thick filaments. x 35,000. b. Diagram illustrating the distribution of myofilaments and accessory proteins witl1in a sarcomere.

Tile accessory proteins are titin, a large elastic molecu le t11at anchors
tile t11ick (myosin) filaments to the z line; a·actinin, wl1ich bundles
thin (actin) filaments into parallel arrays and anchors tilern at the Z
line; nebulin, an elongated inelastic protein attached to the Z lines
'that wraps around the thin filaments and assists a·actinin in anchoring the thin filament to z lines; tropomodulin, an actin-capping protein that maintains and regulates the length of the thin filaments;
tropomyosin, whicll stabilizes thin filaments and, in association with
troponin, regulates binding of calcium ions; and myomesin and C proteins, myosin-binding proteins that 11old t11ick filaments in register at
tile M line. The interactions of these various proteins maintain the
precise alignment of the thin and thick filaments in tile sarcomere.
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like portions of the protein adjacent to the thin filaments
help stabilize the centering of the myosin-containing
thick filament, preventing excessive stretching of the sarcomere.
• a-Actini~t, a short, bipolar, rod-shaped, 190-kDa actinbinding protein, bundles thin filaments into parallel arrays and anchors them at the Z line.
• Nebulin, an elongated, inelastic, 600-kDa protein, is attached to the Z lines and runs parallel to the thin filaments. It helps a-actinin anchor thin filaments to Z lines
and is thought to regulate the length of thin filaments
during muscle development.
• Tropomodulin, a small , -40-kDa actin-binding protein,
is attached to the free portion of the thin filament. This
actin-capping protein maintains and regulates the length
of the sarcomeric actin filament. Variations in thin filament length (such as those in white and red muscle
fibers) affect the length-tension relationship during muscle contraction and therefore influence the physiologic
properties of the muscle.
• Desmin, a type of 53-kDa intermediate filament, forms a
lattice that surrounds the sarcomere at the level of the Z
lines, attaching them to one another and to the plasma
membrane, thus forming stabilizing cross-links between
neighboring myofibrils.
• Myomesin, a 185-kDa myosin-binding protein, holds
thick filaments in register at the M line.
• C protein, one of possibly several myosin-binding proteins (140 to 150 kDa ), serves the same func tion as myomesin and forms several distinct transverse stripes on either side of the M line.
• Dystrophin, a large 427-kDa protein, is thought to link
laminin, which resides in the externa l lamina of the
muscle cell, to actin filaments. Absence of this protein
is assoc iated with progressive muscular weakness,
a condition called Duchenne's muscular dystrophy. Dystrophin is encoded on the X chromosome, which explains why only boys suffer from Duchenne's muscular
dystrophy. Recently, characterization of th e dystrophin
gene and its prod uct h as been clinically im portant (see
Box 10.2)
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ity that begins at the moment of death is due to lack of
ATP and is known as rigor mortis. In an actively contracting muscle, this step ends with the binding of ATP to
d1e myosin head.
Dystrophin is a rod-shaped cytoskeletal protein with a short
head and a long tail that is located just beneath the skeletal
muscle cell membrane. F-actin is bound at the end portion of
the tail. Two groups of transmembrane proteins-o:- and jldystroglycans and o:-, jl-, "{- , and 5-sarcog/ycans-participate
in a dystrophin-glycoprotein complex that linl<s dystrophin to
the extracellular matrix proteins laminin and agrin. Dystroglycans form the actual link between dystrophin and laminin;
sarcoglycans are merely associated with the dystroglycans in
the membrane.
Recent research has successfully characterized the dystrophin gene and its products. Several forms of muscular dystrophy are attributed to mutations of single genes encoding
several proteins of the dystrophin-glycoprotein complex.
Ouchenne's and Becker·type muscular dystrophy are associated with mutations that affect dystrophin expression; different
forms of limb girdle muscular dystrophy are caused by mutations in the genes encoding the four different sarcoglycans;
and another form of congenital muscular dystrophy is caused
by a mutation in the gene encoding the o: 2 chain of muscle
laminin.

The Contraction Cycle
Shortening of a muscle involves rapid contraction cycles
that move the thin filaments along the thick filament. Each
contraction cycle consists of five stages: attachment, release, bending, force generation, and reattachment.
Attachment is the initial stage of the contraction cycle, in which

Release is the second stage of the cycle, in which the myosin

head is uncoupled from the thin filament
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Force generation is the fourth stage of ttie cycle, in which the
myosin head releases inorganic phosphate and the power
stroke occurs
. STAGE4:
FORCE GENERATION

<--___,.<

STAGE2:
RELEASE

POWER STROKE

In this stage of the contraction cycle, ATP binds to the
myosin head and induces conformational changes of the
actin-binding site. This change reduces the affinity of the
myosin head for the actin molecule of the thin filament,
causing the myosin head to uncouple from the thin filament.
Bending is the third stage of the cycle, in which the myosin
head, as a result of hydrolysis of ATP, advances a short distance
in relation to the thin filament
STAGE 3:
BENDING

The m yosin head binds weakly to its new binding site
on the neighboring actin molecule of the thin filament,
causing release o f the inorganic phosphate. This r elease
has two effects. First, the binding affinity betwee n the
myosin bead and its new attachment site increases. Second, a force is generated by the myosin head as it returns
to its origina l unbent position. Thus, as the myosin head
stra ightens, it forces movement of the thin filament
along the thick filament. This is the "power stroke" of
the cycle. During thi s stage, ADP is lost from the myosin
bead.
Reattachment is the fifth and last stage of the cycle, in which

the myosin head binds tightly to a new actin molecule

the myosin head is tightly bound to the actin molecule of the
thin filament
STAGE 1:
ATTACHMENT

lvlttscle Tisme

STAGE 5:
REATTACHMENT
(after power stroke)

actin filament

When a muscle contracts, each sarcomere shortens and
becomes thicker, but the myofilament s remain the same
length

The light microscope reveals that during contraction the
sa rcomere and I band shorten, while the A band remains
the same length. To maintain the myofilaments at a constant length, the shortening of the sa rcomere must be due
to an increase in the overlap of the thick and thin filaments.
This overlap ca n readily be seen by comparing electron micrographs of resting and contracted muscle. The H band
narrows, an d the t hin filaments penetrate the H band during contraction. These observations indicate that the thin
filaments slide past the thick filaments during contraction.

At the beginning of the contraction cycle, the myosin
head is tigh tly bound to the actin molecule of the thin fi lament, and ATP is absent. This arra ngement is known as
the rigor configuration. The muscular stiffening and rigid-

The ATP-binding site on the myosin head Lmdergoes further conformational changes, causing the myosin head to
bend. This movement is initiated by the breakdown of ATP
into adenosine diphosph ate (ADP) and inorganic phosphate;
both products, howevet~ remain bound to the myosin head.
L1 this stage o f the cycle, the linear displacement of the myosin head relative to the thin filament is approximately 5 run.

The myosin head is again tightly bound to a new actin
mol ecule of the thin filament (rigor configuration), and the
cycl e can repeat.
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Although an individual myosin head may detach from
the thin filament during th e cycle, other myosin heads in
the same thick filament will attach to actin molecules,
thereby resulting in movement. Because the myosin h eads
are arranged as mirror images on either side of the H band,
this action pulls the thin filaments into the A band, thus
shortening the sarcomere.

contraction

reticulum, and the transverse tubular system

The sliding filament model postulates that the ratchet-like
movements of the myosin heads bound to actin produce the
movement of the thin filaments relative to the thick filaments,
which in turn causes the sarcomere to shorten. Although the
sliding filament model can explain contraction in a single sarcomere, it cannot adequately explain the shortening of a myofibril of a muscle fiber. Obviously, if the activity just described
were to occur simultaneously In adjacent sarcomeres, no contraction could occur. Equal and opposite forces would be exerted on either side of the Z line, and the contraction of any
given sarcomere would be prevented by the contraction of its
two immediate serial neighbors. Recent studies with ultrahighspeed photography have demonstrated that an extremely
small temporal delay occurs between the contraction of adjacent sarcomeres, so that a wave-like contraction actually occurs In each muscle fibril and, consequently, in each muscle
fiber.
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The depolarization of the T-tubule membrane triggers the
release of Ca2 + from the terminal cisternae to initiate muscle

Regulation of contraction involves Ca2+, sarcoplasmic

Ca 2 + must be available for the reaction between actin
and myosin. After con traction, Cal+ must be removed.
This rapid delivery and remova l of Ca 2 + is accomplished
by the combined work of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and
the transverse tubular system.
The sarcoplasmic reticulum is arranged as a repeating
series of networks around the myofibrils . Each network
of th e reticulum extends from one A-1 junction to the
next A-I junction within a sarcomere. The adjacent network of sarcoplasmic reticulum continues fro m the A-1
junction to the nex t A-1 junction of the neighboring sarcomere. Therefore, one network of sarcoplasmic retic ulum surrounds the A band, and the adjacent network surrounds the l band (Fig. 10.7 ). Where the two n etworks
meet, at the junction between A and I bands, the sarc oplasmic reti culum forms a slightly more regular ringlike channel called the terminal cisterna. The terminal
cisternae serve as reservoirs for Ca 2 + . To release CaH into
the sarcoplasm, the plasma membrane of the terminal cisterna e contains an abundance of gated Ca2 +-release
channels. Also located around the myofibrils in association witb the sarcoplasmic reticulum are large numbers of
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"triad"

terminal cisterna

T tubule of sarcoplasmic
reticulum
FIGURE 10.7
Diagram of the organization of striated muscle fiber. This diagram il-

lustrates the organization of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and its relationship to tile myofibrils. Note that in striated muscle fibers, two
transverse (T) tubules supply a sarcomere. Each T tubule is located at
an A-1 band junction and is formed as an invagination of the sarcolemma of striated muscle. It is associated with two terminal cisternae of the sarcoplasmic reticulum that surrounds each myofibril, one
cisterna on either side of the T tubule. The triple structure as seen in
cross section, where the two terminal cisternae flank a transverse
tubule at the A-1 band junction, is called a "triad: Depolarization of
the T tubule me mbrane initiates the release of calcium ions from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum and eventually triggers muscle contraction.
(Courtesy of Dr. Charles P. Leblond.)

mitochon dria and g lycogen granules, bo th of which are
involved in providing the energy necessary for the reactions involved in contraction.
The transverse tubular system, or T system, consists of
numerous tubular invaginations of the plasma membrane;
each one is called a T tubule. T tubu les penetrate to all levels of the muscle fibe r and are located between adjacent
termina l cisternae a t the A-I junctio ns (see Fig. 10.7) . They
contain voltage sensor proteins, depolarization-sensitive
transmembrane channels that are activated when the
plasma membrane depolarizes. Conformational changes of
these proteins affect gated Ca 2 +-release channels located in
the adjacent p lasma membrane of the terminal cisternae.
The complex of T tubule and the two adjacent terminal
cisternae is called a triad.

When a nerve impulse arrives at the neuromuscular
junction, the release of neurotransmitter (acetylcholine )
from the nerve ending trigger s a localized plasma membrane depolariza tion of the muscle cell. The depolarizat ion, in turn , causes voltage-gated Na+ channels in th e
plasma membrane to open, allowing an influx of Na+
from the extracellular space into th e muscle cell. The influx of Na+ results in general depo larization, which
spreads rapidly over the entire plasma membrane of the
muscle fiber. When the d epolarization encounters the
opening of the T tubule, it is transmitted along the membra nes of the T system into the depths of the cell. Electrical charges activate voltage sensor proteins located in the
membrane of the T tubule. The activation of these sensor s, in turn , opens gated Ca2+ -release channels in adjacent terminal sacs of the sarcoplasmic reticulum, ca using
the massive, rapid r elease of Ca 2 + into the sarcoplasm.
The inc reased concentration of Ca 2 + in th e sarcoplasm init iates contraction of the myofibril by binding to the TnC
portion of the tropooin complex on the thin filaments (see
page 252). The change in molec ular co nformation of TnC
ca uses the Tni to dissociate fro m the actin molecules, allowing the troponin complex to uncover myosin-binding
sites on the actin molecules. The myosin heads are now
free to interact with actin mol ec ules to initiate the muscle
contra ction cycle.
Simultaneously, a Ca 2+ -activated ATPase pump in the
mem brane of the sarcoplasmic reticulum transports Ca2+
back into the terminal c isternae. The resting concentration of Ca 2 + is restored in the cytosol in less than 30
msec. This res toration of resting Cal+ concentration near
t he myofilaments normally ca uses contraction to stop.
C ontraction wi ll continue, however, as long as nerve impulses continue to depolarize the p lasma membrane of
the T tubules.

M otor Innervation
Skeletal muscle fibers are richly innervated by motor neurons that originate in the spina l cord or brain stem. The
axons of the neurons branch as they near the muscle, giving rise to twigs or termina l bra nc hes that end on individua l muscle fibers (Fig. 10.8).
The neuromuscular junction is the contact made by the
terminal branches of the axon with the muscle

At the neuromuscular junction (motor end plate), the
mye lin covering (myelin sheath) of the axon ends, and
t he terminal portion of the axon is covere d by only a thin
portion of the neurilemmal (Schwann) cell and its external lamina. Th e end of the axon ramifies into a number

FIGURE 10.8
Photomicrograph of neuromuscular junction. This silver preparation

shows a motor nerve and its final branches that lead to the neuromuscular junctions (motor end plates). The skeletal muscle fibers are
oriented horizontally in the field and are crossed perpendicularly by
tile motor nerve fibers. Note that these fibers distally lose their myelin
sheath and divide extensively into small swellings forming a cluster of
neuromuscular junctions. X620.

of end branches, each of which lies in a sha llow depression on the surface of the muscle fiber, the receptor
region (Fig. 10.9). The axon ending is a typical presynaptic structure and contains numerous mitochondria
and syn aptic vesicles that contain the neurotransmitter

acetylcholine.
Release of acetylcholine into the synaptic cleft initiates
depolarization of the plasma membrane, which leads to
muscle cell contraction

The muscle fiber p lasma membrane that underlies the
synaptic cleft has many deep junctional folds (subneural
fo lds). Specific acetylcholine receptors are limited to the
plasma membra ne immediately border ing the cleft and at
the top of the fo ld s. The external lamina extends into the
subneural folds (see Fig. 10.9). The synaptic vesicles of the
axon terminal release acetylcholine into the cleft, which
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fiber s; in the postural muscles of the back, a single neuron
may innervate hundreds of muscle fibers.
The na ture of m uscle contraction is determined by th e
nu mber of motor neuro n endings as well as by the number of specific type of muscle fibers tha t are depolarized.
Altho ugh depolarizatio n of a m uscle fiber at a single neuro muscular juncti o n is characterized as an " all-or-no ne"
phenomenon, no t all ner ve term inals di scharge at once,
which allows a graded r espo nse to the contractile stimulus . Loss of innerva tio n produ ces muscle fi ber (and muscle} atrophy as well as to tal loss of function in the denervated muscle.

external
lamina

junctional folds
of muscle cell

a
synaptic cleft

then bin ds to acetylcholine r eceptors o n the sarcolemma .
This binding opens cation ch annels associated with the
acetylcholine receptors, causing an influx of Na +. The influ x of Na + res ul ts in a localized membra ne depolarization, which in turn leads to the events described a bove. An
enzyme called acetylcholinesterase quickly breaks down
the acetylcholine to prevent continued stimulation.
The muscle fi ber cytop las m that und erlies the junctiona l
folds co ntains nuclei, m any mitochondria, rough endoplasmic reticulum (r ER }, free ribosomes, and glycogen .
T hese cytopl asmic organelles are believed to be involved in

FIGURE 10.9
Neuromuscular junction. a. Diagram of a
neuromuscular junction. An axon is shown
making contact with a muscle cell. Note
how the junctional folds of the muscle cell
augment the surface area within the
synaptic cleft. The external lamin a extends
thro ughout the cleft area. The cytoplasm of
the Schwann cell is shown covering th e
axon terminal. (Modified from Kelly D E,
Wood RL, Enders AC, eds. Bailey's Textbook
of Microscopic Anatomy. Baltimore: Williams
& Wilkins, 1984.) b. Electron mi crograpll of
a neuromuscular junction shows the axon
ending within the synaptic cleft of a skeletal muscle fiber. An aggregation of mitochondri a (M) and numerous synaptic vesicles (SV) is visible. The portion of the motor
axon ending that is not in apposition to the
muscle fiber is covered by Schwann cell cytoplasm {5), but no myelin is present. Th e
muscle fiber shows the jun ctional folds (JF)
and the subneural clefts (SnC) between
them. The external lamina of the muscle
fiber is barely evident within the subneural
clefts. other structures present are the aggregated mitochondria of th e muscle fiber
(M} in the region of t11e neuromuscular
j unction, the nucleus (N) of the muscle
fiber, and some myofibrils (MF). X32,000.
(Courtesy of Dr. George D. Pappas.)

the synthesis of speciJic acetylcholine receptors in the
membrane of the cleft, as well as acetylcholinesterase.
A n euron along w ith the specific muscle fibers that it
innervates is called a motor unit

A single neuron may inner va te several to a htmd red o r
more muscle fibers. M uscles capa ble of the most delicate
movements have the fewest muscle fibe rs per mo tor neuron in their motor units. For example, in eye muscles, the
innervation ra ti o is a bout o ne neuron to three muscle
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Innervation is necessary for m uscle cells to m aintain th eir
structural integrity

The motor nerve cell not only instructs th e m uscle cells
to contract but also exerts a trophic influence on the m uscle cells. If the nerve supply to a mu scle is disrupted, the
muscle cell under goes regressive changes known as tissue
atrophy. The most conspicuous indication of this atrophy
is thinning of the muscle and its cells. If innervatio n is
reestablished surgically or by the slower process of natural
regeneration of the ner ve, the muscle can regain normal
shape and strength.
T he events leading to contraction of skeletal muscle can be
summar ized as a series of steps

The events involved in contracti on can be summarized
as fo llows (the nurn bers refer to th e numbers in Fig.
10.1 0}:

1. The contracti o n of a skeletal m uscle fi ber is initiated
when a nerve impulse traveling along the axon of a
mo to r neuron arrives at the neuromuscular jtmction.
2. T he ner ve impulse prompts the release of acetylcholine
into the synaptic cleft, which causes local depolarization of sarcolemma.

Myasthenia gravis is an autoimmune disease characterized by
extreme muscle weakness. In this disease, the acetylcholine recepto rs on the sarcolemma are blocked by antibodies to the receptor protein. Thus, the number of functional receptor sites is
reduced, weakening t he muscle fiber response to the nerve stimulus. As the disease progresses, the number of neuromuscular
j unctions is redu ced. Abnorm alities within the synapti c cleft (e.g.,
widening of the synaptic cleft, disappearance of j unctional folds)
also occur, further reducing the effectiveness of the muscle
fibers.

before
depolarization

Ca2 +
release
channel

voltage
sensor

-®FIGURE 10.10
summary of events leading t o contraction of skeletal muscle. See
the text for a description of the events indicated by the numerals.

3. Voltage-gated Na + channels open, a nd Na+ enters
the cel l.
4. General depolari zation spreads over the plasma mem brane of the m uscle cell and continues via membranes
of the T tubules.
5. Voltage sensor proteins i11 the plasma membrane of T
tubules change their conformation.
6. At the m uscle cell tria ds, the T tubules are in close
contact w ith the lateral enl argements of the sarcoplasmic reticulum , where ga ted Cal+ -release channels are activated by conformati ona l cha nges of voltage sensor proteins.
7. Cal+ is ra pidly released fro m the sa rcopl asmic reticulum into the sarcoplasm.
8. Ca2 + binds to the TnC portion of the troponin complex.
9. The contraction cycle is initiated, and Ca 2 ' is returned to the terminal cisternae of the sarcoplasmic
reticulum.
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Sensory Innervation
Encapsulated sensory receptors in muscles a nd tendons
provide informa tio n about the degree of tension in a muscle and its position.
The m uscle spindle is the specialized stretch receptor located
within the skeletal muscle

The muscle spi11dle is a specia lized recep to r unit in
m uscle; it consists of two types of modified muscle fi bers
caJled spi11dle cells and neuron terminals (Fig. 10.11 ).
Both types of modified muscle fibers are surrounded by

primary
afferent neuron nuclear
terminal
chain fiber

an i11temal capsule. A fluid-filled space separates the internal capsule from an o uter extemal capsule. One type
of spindle cell, the 11uclear bag fiber, contains an aggregation of nuclei in an expanded midregion; the other
type, called a 11uclear chai11 fiber, has many nuclei
arranged in a ch ain. The muscle spindle transmits information abo ut the degree of stretching in a muscle. The
sensory (afferent) nerve fibers carrying information from
the muscle spindle h ave endings that are spirally arranged
aro und the midregio n of both types of spindle cells. In
ad dition, spindle cells receive motor (efferent) innervati on from the spinal cord and brain by -y efferent nerve
fibers, which are thou ght to regulate the sensitivity of the

trail ending of
Y3 efferent fiber

stretch receptor. W hen skel eta l muscle is stretched , nerve
endings of sensory nerves become activa ted. They convey
their impulses to the central nervous system, which in
turn mod ulates the activity of moto r neurons innervating
that particular mu scle.
Recent real-time studies w ith computed tomogr aphy
(CT) scans of living muscle in different states of contraction suggest that muscle spindles may a lso represent the
axes of functional units withi n large skeletal muscles. Such
functi onal units precisely regulate contr actions of portions
of the muscle by creating "fixation points" within the muscle substance.
Similar encapsulated receptors, te11do11 organs, are
fo und in the tendons of muscle and also respond to stretch.
These receptors contain only affer ent fibers.

Development, Repair, Healing, and Renewal
In skeletal muscle development, myoblasts fuse to form
multinucleated myofibers

internal
capsule

I

subcapsular
space

spindle .
cells
extern al
capsule

a. motor fiber
external
/ capsule ""'

a
FIGURE 10.1 1
Muscle spindle. a. Scl1ematic diagram of a muscle spindle. The diam-

eter of the spindle is expanded to illustrate structural details. Each
spindle contains approximately two to four nuclear bag fibers and six
to eight nuclear chain fibers. In the nuclear bag fibers, the muscle
fiber nuclei are clumped in the expanded central portion of the fiber,
hence the name bag. In contrast, the nuclei concentrated in tile centra l portion of the nuclear chain fibers are arranged in a chain. Botll
afferent (sensory) and efferent (motor) nerve fibers supply muscle
spindl e cells. Tile afferent nerve fibers respond to excessive stretching
of the muscle, which in turn inhibits the somatic motor stimulation of
the muscle. The efferent nerve fibers regu late the sensitivity of the afferent endings in the muscle spindle. b. Photomicrograph of a cross
section of a muscle spindle, showing two bundles of spi ndle cells in

the encapsulated, fluid-filled receptor. In one bundle, several of the
spindle cells are cut at the level that reveals their nuclei. An internal
capsule surrounds the spindle cells. The external capsule of the mus·
cle spindle and the adja cent perimysium can be seen as a faint double-layer boundary of the receptor. Immediately above and outside of
the muscle spindle is a nerve that may be supplying the spindle. Tile
several types of nerves associated with the spindle cells as well as the
type of spindle cells cannot be distinguished in this H&E-stained section. Near one of the bundles of spindle cells is a small blood vessel.
The flocculent material within the capsule consists of precipitated pro·
teoglycans and glycoproteins from th e fluid that filled the spindle before fixation. x sso.

Myoblasts are derived from a self-renewing population
of multipotential myogenic stem cells that originate in the
embryo from unsegmented paraxia l mesoderm (cranial
muscle progenitors) or segmented mesoderm of somites
(epax ial and hypaxial muscle progenitors). Developing
muscle contains two types of myoblasts:
• Early myoblasts ar e responsible fo r the fo rmation of primary myotubes, chain-like structures that extend between tendons of the developing muscle. Primary m yotubes are formed by nearl y synchrono us fusion of ea rly
myoblasts. Myotubes undergo further differentiation
into mature skeleta l m uscle fibers. Primary myotubes
observed in the light microscope exhibit a chain of multiple central nuclei containing myofilaments.
• Late myoblasts give rise to seco11dary myotubes, w hich
ar e fo rm ed in the innervated zone of developing muscle .
where the myotubes have direct contact w ith nerve terminals. Secondary myotubes continue to be formed by
sequential fusion of myoblasts into the a lready-formed
secondary myotubes at random positions a lo ng their
length . Second ary myotubes are characterized by a
small er diameter, more widely spaced nuclei, and an increased number of myofilaments (Fig. 10.12) . In the
mature m ultinucleated muscle fiber, the nuclei are all in
the peripher a l sa rcoplasm, just inside the plasma membrane.
Some nuclei that appear to belong to the skeletal muscle fiber
are nuclei of satellite cells

Satellite cells are interposed between the plasma m embrane of the musde fiber and its external lam ina. T hey are
small cells with scant cytoplas m. The cytoplasm typ ically

FIGURE 10.12
Photomicrograph of developing skeletal muscle myotubes. This

photomicrograph shows a cross section (on the left) and a longitudinal section (on the right) of developing skeletal muscle fibers in tile
stage of secondary myotubes. These myotubes are formed by se·
quential fusion of myoblasts forming elongated tubular structures.
Note that the myotubes have a small diameter and widely spaced,
centrally positioned nuclei that gradually become displaced into the
cell periphery by tile increased number of newly synthesized myofil·
aments. In the mature multinucleated muscle fiber (upper left), all nuclei are positioned in tile peripheral sarcoplasm, just inside the
plasma cell membrane. x220.

blends in with the muscle cell sarcoplasm w hen viewed in
the light microscope, thus making them difficult to identify. Each satellite cell has a single nucleus with a chromatin network denser and coarser than that of muscle cell
nuclei. T he regenerative capacity of skeletal muscle is limited. Satellite cells function as stem cells that, after injury,
proliferate to give rise to new myoblasts. As long as the extern al lamina remains intact, the myoblasts fuse within the
external lamina to form myotubes, which then mature into
a new fiber. In contrast, if the external lamina is disrupted,
fibro blasts repair the injured site, wi th subsequent scar tissue fo rmation.
M uscular d ystrophies are characterized by progressive
degeneration of skeletal muscle fibers, which places a constant dema nd on tl1e satellite cells to r eplace the degenerated fibers. Ultimately, tbe satellite cell pool is exhausted.
New experimental da ta indicate that dming this process,
additional m yogenic cells are recruited from the bone marrow an d supplement the ava ilab le satellite cells. The rate of
degeneration exceeds the rate of regeneration, however, r esulting in loss of mu scle fu nctio n. A fut ure treatment strategy for muscular dystrophies may include the tra nsplantation of satellite cells or their myogenic bone marrow
counterparts into damaged muscle.
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9 CARDIAC MUSCLE
Cardi ac muscle has the same types and arrangement of
contractile filaments as skeletal muscle. Therefore, cardiac
muscle cells and the fibers they form exhibit crossstriations evident in routine histologic sections. In addition, cardiac muscle fibe rs exhibit densely staining crossba nds, called i11tercalated disks, that cross th e fibers in a
linear fash ion or frequently in a way that r esembles the risers of a stairwa y (Fig. 10.13). The intercalated disks represent high ly specialized attachment sites between adjacent
cells. Thi s linear cell-to-cell attachment of the cardiac muscle cells resu lts in "fibers" of variable length. Thus, un like
skeletal and visceral striated muscle fibers that represent
multinucleated single cells, cardiac muscle fibers consist of
numerous cylindrical cells arranged end to end. Furthermore, some cardiac muscle cells in a fiber may join with
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two or more cells th rough intercalated disks, thus creating
a branched fiber.
sarcolemma

Structure of Cardiac Muscle
terminal cisterna
of sarcoplasmic
reticulum

The cardiac muscle nucleus lies in the center of the cell

T tubule

The central location of the nucleus in cardiac muscle
cells is one feature that helps distinguish them from multinucleated skeletal muscle fibers, whose nuclei lie immediately under the plasma membrane. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) reveals that the myofibrils of
cardiac muscle separate to pass a round the nucleus, thus
outlining a biconical jux ta nuclear region in which the cell
organelles are concentrated. This region is rich in mitochondria and contains the Golgi apparatus, lipofusci n pigment granules, and glycogen. In the atria of the heart,
atrial granules measu ring 0.3 to 0.4 fLm in diameter ar e
also concentrated in the juxtanuclear cytoplasm. These
granules contain two polypeptide hormones: atrial natriuretic factor (ANF) fL. natrium, sodium] and brain 11atriuretic
factor (BNF). Both hormones are diuretics, affecting urinary excretion of sodiu m. They inhibit renin secretion by
the kidney and aldosterone secretion by the adrena l gland
(see pages 622 and 671 ). They also inhibit contractions of
vascular smooth muscle. In congestive heart failure, levels
of circulating BNF increase.
Numerous large mitochondria and glycogen stores are
adjacent to each myofibril

In ad ditio n to the juxtanuclear mitochondria, cardiac
muscle cells are cha racterized by large mitochondria that
are densely packed between the myofi brils. These large mitochondria often extend the fu ll length of a sarcomere and
contai n numerous, closely packed cristae (Fig. 10.14).
Concentrations of glycogen granules a re also located between the myofibrils . Th us, the structures that store energy
(glycogen granules) and the structures that release and recapture energy (mi tochondr ia) are located adjacent to the
structures (myofibrils) that use the energy to dri ve contraction.

tubule

sarcoplasmic
reticulum
H zone
FIGURE 10.14
Diagram of the organization of cardiac muscle fiber. The T tubules of cardiac muscle are much larger than the
T tubules of skeletal muscle and carry
an investment of external lamina material into the cell. They also differ In
til at they are located at the level of tile
Z disk. Tile portion of tile sarcoplasmic
reticulum adjacent to the T tubule is
not in the form of an expanded cisterna but rather is organized as an
anastomosing network. (Redrawn
from Fawcett DW, McNutt NS. J Cell Bioi
1969;42:1 -45.)
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crosses the fibers at a right a ngle to the myofibrils. The
tra nsverse cornponent is anal ogo us to the risers of the
stairway. A lateral component (not visible in the light microsco pe) occupies a series of surfaces perpendicular t~
the tra nsverse component and lies pa ra llel to the myofibrils. The latera l component is a na logous to the steps of
the stairwa y. Both components of the interca lated disk
contai n specia lized cell -to-cell junctio ns between adjo ining cardia c muscle cells:

The inter calated disks represent junctions between cardiac
muscle cells

FIGURE 10.13
Photomicrograph of longitudinally sectioned cardiac muscle. The arrows point to the intercalated disks. The disks represent specialized
cell-to-cell att achments of the cardiac muscle cells. Also note the apparent branching of the muscle fibers. x 360.
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As previously no ted, the intercalated disk represents
the attach ment site between cardiac m uscle cells. In the
lig ht microscope, th e disk ap pears as a densely sta ining
linear structure that is oriented tra nsversely to the muscle
fiber. Often it consists of short segments arra nged in a
step-like fashion (Fig. 10.15). When the site of the intercala ted disk is examined with the TEM, the densel y stain ing stru cture seen in the lig ht microscope can be attributed to the presence of a tra11sverse compo11e11t that

• Fascia adheretts (adhering junction) is the major constituent of th e transverse componen t of the in terca lated
d is k a nd is res ponsib le fo r its stain ing in routine H &E
pr eparati ons. It holds th e card iac muscle cells at their
ends to fo rm the functio na l cardi ac muscle fibe r (see
Fig. 4.1 2, page 101 ). It always ap pea rs as a transverse
bo un dary between the cardi ac muscle cells. The TEM
reveals an in tercell ular space between th e adjacent cells
that is fill ed with electron -dense ma terial th a t resembles the material found in th e zonula adherens of epithelia. The fascia ad herens serves as the site at which

sarcoplasmic
reticulum and
T tubule is a "diad'

t he thin filaments in the term inal sarcomere ancho r
onto the plasma memb rane. In this way, the fascia adherens is fun cti o nall y simi lar to the epithelia l zon ula
adherens, where actin filam ents of the terminal web are
a lso anchored.
• Maculae adhe1'e11tes (desmosomes) bind the indi vid ua l
mu scle cells to one ano ther. Maculae adherentes help
preve nt the cells fro m pulling apa rt under the strain of
r egular repetitive contractions. T hey reinforce the fascia
adherens and are fo und in both the transverse and later al components of th e in tercalated disks.
• Gap junctions (commutticating junctions) constitute th e
major structura l element of the lateral component of the
intercalated d isk. Gap junctions provide ionic continuity
between adjacent cardi ac muscle cells, thus allowing info rmational macromo lec ules to pass from cell to cell.
Th is exchange permits cardiac muscle fibers to behave as
a syncyti um w hile retain ing cellular integrity and individ uality. The positio n of the gap junctions on the latera l
surfaces of the interca lated disk protects them from the
for ces generated du ri ng contraction.

CHAPTER 10

The sER in cardiac muscle cells is organize d into a single
network along the sarcomere, extending from z line to z line
T he sER o f cardiac muscle is not as well orga nized as
tha t of skeletal muscle. It d oes n ot separate bu nd les of myofila me nts into discrete myofi bri ls. T he T t u bules in cardiac muscle pe netrate in to the myofi la ment bundles a t t he
level of t he Z line, bet ween the ends of the sER ne two rk.
T hus, there is only o ne T t ubule per sa rcomere in ca rd iac
mu scle. Sma ll termin al cist ernae o f the sER in teract with
the T tubules to fo r m a diad a t the level of t h e Z line (see
F ig. 10.14). The ex te rna l la mina a dheres to th e invaginated p lasma me m bra ne of the T tub ule as it pen etrat es
into t he cytoplasm of the m uscle cell. T he T t ubules a re
larger a nd more numerous in ca rd iac ventricular mu scle
t ha n in skeleta l muscle. They are less numerous, however,
in cardiac a t ria l m uscle.

gap junctions
macula adhere ns

Cardiac muscle cells exhibit a spontaneous rhythmic contraction
i~

'.

T he intr in sic spon taneous contraction o r bea t of cardiac
muscle is evident in em br yonic cardiac muscle cells as we ll
as in cardi ac muscle cells in tiss ue cult ure. T he heartbeat is
ini tia ted, loca lly regula ted , a nd coord inated by specia lized,
modifi ed cardiac muscle cells called cardiac conducting
cells. These cells a re organized in to no des a n d highly sp ecia li zed condu cting fibers (Pu1-kinje fibers) that gen erate
an d rapidly tra nsmi t the contractile imp ulse to va rio us
pa rts of the myocardium in a precise seq uence. Both
pa rasym pathe tic a nd sympa thetic ne rve fi bers termi na te in
t he n odes. Sym path etic sti m ulation accelerates the hea rtbea t by increasing the frequ ency of impu lses to the ca rdiac
co nducting cells. Pa rasympa th etic stim u lation slows dow n
t he heartbeat by decr easing the freq uency of the impulses.
T he impulses carried by these nerves do not in itiate contraction but o n ly m odify the rate of intrinsic card iac mu scle contraction by t heir effect at t he nodes. The struc ture
a nd functio ns of the conducting system of the hea rt are described in C ha pter 12.
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(0.1 %), it suggests t hat d a maged cells ca n p o tentially be
replaced. T his fi nding s uggests that in the futu re, a me th od
mig ht be d eveloped t hat could induce human cardiac m uscle to regen era te in to hea lthy t issue.

Q SMOOTH MUSCLE
Smooth m uscle genera lly occ urs as bu11dles o r sheets of
elongate fusifo rm cells w ith fi ne ly tapered ends (Fig.
10.16). The cells, a lso ca lled fibers, range in length fro m
2 0 fLI11 in the wa lls of sma ll blood vessels to a bo ut
2 00 fLI11 in the wa ll of the intestine; they may be as la rge as
500 fL111 in th e wall of the uterus during pr egnancy.
Smooth m uscle cytoplasm sta ins ra ther evenly w ith eos in
in ro utine H&E preparatio ns beca use o f the concentrations of actin an d myos in tha t these cells contain . The nu clei o f smoot h muscle cells a re loca ted in the center of t he
cell and o ften have a corkscrew appea rance in longitud inal
sectio n . This ch a racteristic is due to contractio n of the cell
during fixatio n and is o ften useful in d istinguishing sm ooth

Injury and Repair

FIGURE 10.15
Structure of cardiac muscle fiber. a. Three-dimensional view of an intercalated disk, which represents a highly specialized attachment site
between adjacent cardiac muscle cells. The intercalated disk is composed of the transverse component (blue area) that crosses the fibers
at a right angle to the myofibrils (analogous to the risers of a stairway)
and a lateral component (pink area) that occupies a series of surfaces
perpend icular to the transverse component and parallel to the myofibrils (analogous to the steps of a stairway). The fascia adherens is
the major constituent of the transverse component. It holds the cardiac muscle cells at their ends and serves as the attachment site for
thin filaments. The maculae adherentes reinforce the fascia ad herens
and are also fo und in the lateral components. The gap junctions are
fo und only in the latera l component of the intercalated disk. b. This
electron micrograph reveals po rtions of two cardiac muscle cells
joined by an inte rcalated disk. The line of junction between the two

Mature cardia c muscle ce lls do not divide under normal
conditions
cells takes an irregular, step-like course, making a number of nearly
right-angle turns. In its course, different parts of the intercalated disk
are evident. These include the transverse components (fascia adherens and maculae adherentes) and lateral components (gap junctions and maculae ad herentes). TI1e macula adherens (MA) is enla rged in inset 1 (x 62,000). The fascia adherens (FA) is more
extensive than the macula adherens, bei ng disposed in a larger area
of irregular outli ne. The fascia adherens is enlarged in inset 3
(x62,000). The fascia adherens of the Intercalated disk corresponds
to the zonula adherens of ot11er tissues. The gap junction (GJ) is enlarged in inset 2 (x 62,000). Other fea tures typical of cardiac muscle
are also present: mitochondria (M I}, sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), a nd
components of the sarcomere, In cluding z lines (Z), M li ne (M}, and
myofilaments. This particular specimen is in a highly contracted state,
and consequently, the I band Is practica lly obscured. X30,00 0.

ln the past, it was t hought tha t destroyed cardiac m uscle cells cou ld not be r eplaced by new muscle cells. A loca lized injury to cardiac m uscle ti ssue tha t results in t he
death of cells is repair ed by th e formation of fi b ro us connective tissue. Conseq uently, ca rd iac functio n is lost at th e
site of injury. This pattern o f in jury and repa ir is seen in
nonfa ta l myocardial infm'ction (heart attack ). H owever,
recen t stud ies of hearts removed from indi vid ua ls w ho had
received tra nspla n ts r evea l nuclei un dergo ing mitos is .
W h ile t he num ber of dividing nucle i in t hese hea rts is low

FIGURE 10.16
Photomicrograph of smooth muscle from the small intestine. The
muscle is arranged in two layers. TI1e upper portion of the micrograph shows the muscle cells cut in longitudinal section. Note that at
the point of cross section, some cells have the nucleus included in tile
plane of section, whereas others do not. This observation reflects the
much greate r length than width of the cell. Note that it is usually the
smaller cross-sectional profiles that lack the nucleus; they represent
the tapering ends of the muscle cells. Also note that the longitudinal
smooth muscle cells are not easily delineated from one another,
which is due to the way they lie over one another within the thickness of the section. x 600.
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muscle cells fro m fibroblasts in routine histologic sections.
In the noncontracted cell, the nucleus appea rs as an elongated structure w ith tapering ends, lying in the center axis
of the cell. When the nucleus is included in a cross section
of a smooth muscle fiber, it appears as a round or circular
profile whether the cell is contracted or relaxed. The TEM
shows that most of the cytoplasmic organelles are concentrated at each end of the nucleus. These include numerous
mitochondria, some cisternae of the rER, free ribosomes,
glycogen granules, and a small Golgi apparatus .

Structure of Smooth Muscle

C H APTER 1 0

Ca2+-calmodulin complex binds to the caldesmon, causing its phosphorylation and release from F-actin.
Dense bodies provide an attachment site for thin filaments and
intermediate filaments

Dense bodies contain a variety of attaclunent p la que
proteins, including a-actinin, that anchor both thin filaments and intermediate filaments either directly or indirectly to the sarcolemma. Dense bodies are intracellular
analogs of the striated muscle Z lines. In support of this
concept is the finding that dense bodies, although frequently appearing as small , isolated, irregular, electron-

dense bodies, may also appear as irregular linear structures. In fo rtuitous sections, they exhibit a branching config uration consistent with a three-dimensional anastomosing network that extends from the sarcolemma into the
interior of the cell (Fig. 10.1 8).
Contraction of smooth muscle is regulated by the
Ca2 •-calmodulin/ myosin light chain kinase system

A modified version of the sliding filament model described on page 256 can explain contraction in both stri-
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ated and smooth muscle (Fig. 10.19). .As in striated m uscle, contraction is initiated by an increase in the Ca2+ concentration in the cytosol, but the contraction does not act
throu gh a troponin-tropomyosin complex on the thin fil amen t. "Rather, in smooth muscle, an increase in CaZ+ concentration stimula tes a myosin light chain kin ase to phosphorylate one of the two light chains of myosin. The
phosphorylation reaction is regulated by a CaH-calmodulin complex. W hen the light chain of myosin is phosphorylated, the myosin head attaches to actin and produ ces contraction . When it is dephosphorylated, the

Smooth muscle cells possess a contractile apparatus of thin and
thick filaments and a cytoskeleton of actin and desmin intermediate filaments

T he remaining sarcoplasm is filled with thin filaments
that form a part of the contractile apparatus. The myosin
component of the smooth muscle cell is extremely labile
and tends to be lost during tissue preparation. Special techniques can be used, however, to reta in the structural integrity of the th ick myosin filaments and thus demonstra te
them with the TEM. Interspersed with the thin filaments
are intermediate filaments containing the protein desmin
(vascular smooth muscle contains vimentin filaments in
addition to desmin filaments) and actin filaments, which
are part of the cytoskeleton of the cell (Fig. 10.17). In addition, the cytoskeleton contains cytoplasmic densities or
dense bodies that are visible among the filaments. The thin
fi laments of the contractile apparatus a long with the actin
and desmin filaments attach to the dense bodies, which in
turn anchor to the sarcolemma.
The components of the contractile apparatus in smooth
muscle cells are

• Thin filaments contammg actin, tropomyosin, a nd
caldesmon. Actin and tropomyosin are involved in the
force-generating interaction with myosin II molecules.
Caldesmon is a 120- to 150-kDa protein that binds to Factin, blocking t he myosin- binding site. The action of
tropomyosin and caldesmon is controlled by the Cal+dependent action of regulatory molecules.
• Thiel~ filaments containing myosin II, w hich is similar
to myosin Il fo und in skeletal muscle. It, too, is composed of two polypeptide heavy chains and fo ur light
chains. Phosphorylation by myosin light cha in kinase of
one of the two types of myosin light chains initiates the
contraction of smooth muscle.

Myosin light chain kinase, a-actinin, and calmodulin are
other smooth muscle proteins also associated w ith the contractile apparatus. Ca lmodu lin, a 17-kDa, Ca2+ -binding
protein, is related to the Tn C fou nd in skeletal m uscle,
which regulates the intracellular concentration of Ca2+ . A

FIGURE 10.17
Electron micrograph of smooth muscle cells. This electron micrograph shows parts of three smooth muscle cells. The nucleus of one
cell is in the lower part of the micrograph. The bulk of the cytoplasm
is occupied by thin (actin) filaments, whicll are just recognizable at this
magnification. The a-actinin-containing cytoplasmic densities, or
dense bodies, are visible among t he myofilaments (arrows). Elements
of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and the pinocytotic vesicles (PV)
are also indicated. The other two cells in the middle and upper part
of the micrograph possess visible gap junctions (GJ) tl1at allow communication between adjacent cells. The small dark particles are glycogen. X25,000. Inset. Enlargement of the gap junction. Note the presence of pinocytotic vesicles. x35,000.

FIGURE 10.18
Electron micrographs showing the cytoplasmic densit ies in vascular
smooth m uscle cells. Upper inset. The plane of section includes only
the smooth muscle cells in the vascular wall. The rectangle in the inset
shows 1ortions of three smooth muscle cells that appear at l1igher
magnification in the large electron microgra ph. The o:-actinincontaining cytoplasmic densities (single arrows) usua lly appear as irregular masses, some of which are In contact with, and attached to,
the plasma membrane. The cell in the center of the micrograph has
been cut in a plane closer to the cell surface and reveals these same

densities as a branching structure {double arrows). A th ree-dimensional
model of the cytoplasmic densities would revea l an anastomosing
network. BL, basal (extern al) lamina; PV, pinocytotic vesicles.
x 27,000. Lower inset. Higher magnifica tion of cytoplasmic densities
attached to the plasma membrane from the area indicated by tl1e rectangle. Note that each cell possesses a basal (externa l) lamina. In addition, the pinocytotic vesicles can be observed in different stages of
their formation. x 49,500.
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CONTRACTED

RELAXED
nucleus

a-actinin-containing
cytoplasmic densities

actin-myosin
filaments

FIGURE 10.19
A suggested model for smooth muscle cell contraction. Bundles of
myofilaments containing thin and thick filaments, shown In dark
brown, anchor on cytoplasmic densities, shown in beige. These densities, in turn, anchor to the sarcolemma. Cytoplasmic densities are

myosin head dissociates from actin. This phosphoryla ti on
occurs slowly, with maximum contractio n often taking up
to a seco nd to achieve.
Smooth muscle cell myosin hydrolyzes ATP at about
10% of the rate of skeletal muscle, producing a slow crossbridging cycle t ha t resu lts in slow contraction of these
cells. Thus, smooth muscle cells, and no nmuscle cells tha t
contract by this same m ech a n ism, are capable of sustained
contractio ns over long periods of time wh ile using o n ly
10% of t he ATP that wou ld be used by a stria ted muscle
cell performing the same work.
Smooth muscle cells have a membrane system of sarcolemmal
invaginations, vesicles, and sER but lack a T system

A c ha racteristic feature of smooth muscle cells is th e
presence of large numbers of in vaginations of t he cell
membrane th at resemble caveolae (see page 266). Beneath
the plasm a membra ne and often in p roximity to the sparse
profiles of t he sER are cytoplasmi c vesicles. It is tho ught
tha t the invaginations of the cell membrane a nd t he un derly ing vesicles a long w ith the sER function in a ma nn er
a na logous to the T system o f striated muscle to d eliver
CaH to the cytoplasm . The vesicles a nd t he sER sequester
Ca2+ fro m the extracellular matrix a nd release it during
cell depolarization. T he Ca2+ binds to calmodulin, which
acti vates phosphoryla tion of the myosin light c ha in kinase
to initiate contraction.

intracellular analogs of striated muscle Z lines. They contain the
actin-binding protein a -actinin. Because the contractile filament
bundles are oriented obliquely to the long axis of the cell, their contraction shortens the cell and produces the ·corkscrew- shape of the
nucleus.

may contract in a wave- like manner, producing peristaltic
movemen ts such as those in the gastro intestinal trac t and
the male genital tract, or contraction may occur along t he
entire muscle, producing extrusive movements, e.g., those
in the urinary bladder, gall bladder, a nd uterus. Smooth
m uscle exhibits a spontaneous contractile activity in the
a bsence of ne rve stimuli.
Contraction of smooth m uscle is usual ly regulated by
postganglionic neurons of t he autonomic nervous system
(ANS); most smooth m uscle is directly innervated by bo th
symp athetic and parasympathetic nerves. In the gastrointestinal tract, the third component of t he ANS, th e enteric
division, is the p rimary source of ne rves to the muscular
layers.
Although most Ca1 + enters the cytoplasm d uring de polariza ti on by voltage-gated Ca2+ chann els, som e Ca 2 + channels, called ligand-gated Ca2 ·' channels, are activated by
hormones. Thus, smooth muscle contraction may also be
initiated by certain hormones secreted from the posterior pit uitary g land (e.g., oxytocin and, to a lesser extent, antidiuretic hormone, ADH [see p age 657]). In add ition, smooth
muscle cells may be stimulated o r inhibited by hormones secreted by the adrenal m edulla ( e.g ., epinephrine and norepinephrine). OxytociJl is a p oten t stimu lator of smooth muscle contraction, and its release b y the posterior p ituita ry
p lays a n essential role in uterine contraction during parturition. It is often used to induce or enhance labor. Many peptide secretions of enteroendocrine cells also stimu late or
inhibit smooth muscle contractio n, particularly in the alimentary can al and its associated organs.

Functional Aspects of Smooth Muscle
Smooth muscle is specialized for slow, prolonged contraction

As noted above, smooth muscle cells may remain contt·acted for long periods of time without fatigu ing. They

Nerve terminals in smooth muscle are observed only in the
connective t issue adjacent to the muscle cells

Nerve fi bers pass throug h t he connective tissue with in
the b und les of smooth muscle cells; en la rgements in the

passing nerve fiber, or bouton en passant (see page 289),
occur adjacent to the muscle cells to be innervated. The enlargements contain synaptic vesicles with neuromuscular
transmitter s. However, the neuromuscular site is not compar able to the neuromuscular junction of striated muscle.
Rather, a considerable distance, usually 10 to 20 ,um (in
some locations, up to 200 ,um), may separate the nerve termina l and the smooth muscle. The neurotransmitter released by t he nerve terminal must diffuse across this distance to reach t he muscle.
No t all smooth muscle cells are exposed directly to the
neurotransmitte r, however. As discussed above, smooth
muscle cells make contact with neighboring cells by gap
junctions. As in cardiac muscle, contraction is propagated
from cell to cell via gap junctions, thus producing coordina ted activity wi thin a smooth muscle bundle or layer. The
gap junction between two smooth muscle cells was originall y designated a nexus, a term still in use.
Smooth muscle cells also secrete connective tissue matrix

Sm ooth muscle cells have organelles typical of secretory cells. A well-developed rER and Golgi apparatus are
found in the perinuclear zone. Smooth muscle cells synthesize both type IV (basal lamina) collagen and type III
(reticula r ) collagen as well as laminin, elastin, and proteoglycans. Except at the gap junction s, smooth m uscle
cells are surrounded by an external lamina. In some locatio ns, such as the walls of blood vessels and the uterus,
sm ooth muscle cells secrete large amounts of both type I
co llagen and elastin.

Renewal, Repair, and Differentiation
Smooth muscle cells are capable of dividing to maintain or increase their number

Smooth muscle cells may respond to injury by undergo:
ing m itosis. In addition, smooth muscle contains regularly
rep licating populations of cells. Smooth musc le in the
ute ru s pro liferates d uring the norma l menstrual cycle and
d uring pregnancy; both activities are under hormonal control. T he smooth muscle cells of blood vessels also divide
regularly in the adult, presumably to replace damaged or
senile cells; the smooth muscle of the muscul aris externa of
the sto mach and colon regularl y replicates and may even
slowly thicken during life (Fig. 10.20).
New smooth muscle cells have been shown to d evelop
from und ifferentia ted mesenchymal cells in the adventitia
of blood vessels. Smooth muscle cells have also been
shown to develop from the division and differentiation of
endothelial cells and pericytes in developing vessels. Pericytes are stellate cells located within the basal lamina of
cap illaries and postcapillary venules. In capillaries, their
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FIGURE 10.20
Autoradiograph of rabbit smooth muscle from the wall of the colon.
The animal was injected with tritiated thym idine 21 days before the
tissue was sampled. In th is nest of labeled cells, both heavily labeled
stem cells (S) and lightly labeled daughter cells (D) are visible. These
are frequently adjacent to each other. x 700.

The description of autonomic innervation of smooth muscle
according to the sympathetic and parasympathetic classification and their respective adrenergic and cholinergic transmitters may be more complex than traditionally thought. Viewed
with the TEM, nerve termina ls with synaptic vesicles that appear to be empty are considered cholinergic (i.e., secreting the
neurotransmitter acetylciJOiine); nerve terminals with synaptic
vesicles filled with dense granular material are considered
adrenergic (i.e., secreting the neurotransmitter norepinephrine). Other neurotransmitters have been identified and are
collectively called purinerglc. They are likely to be contained
in large vesicles with an opaque content.
Nerve endings in smooth muscle tissue that contain primarily mitochondria and no vesicles are considered sensory. Both
sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers innervate smooth
muscle, and it is difficult to distinguish between the fibers. In
some smooth muscle, the adrenergic neurotransmitters stimulate and the cholinergic transmitters inhibit contraction; in
other smooth muscle, the reverse is true.

cytoplasmic morphology is d ifficult to distinguish from
that of the endothelial cell. In postcapillary venules a nd
pericytic venules, they may for m a nearly complete investment of the vessel with cells that resemble smooth muscle
cells (see Chapter 12).
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Functional Considerations: Com~arison
Cardiac muscle shares structural and functional characteristics
with skeletal muscle and smooth muscle. In both cardiac and
skeletal muscle, the contractile elements-thick and thin fila·
ments-are organized into sarcomeres surrounded by sER and mi·
tochondria. Both cardiac and smooth muscle cells retain their in·
dividuality, although both are in functional communication with
their neighbors through gap junctions. In addition, cardiac and

smooth muscle cells have a spontaneous beat that is regulated
but not initiated by autonomic or hormonal stimuli. Both have
centrally located nuclei and perinuclear organelles. These com·
mon characteristics suggest that cardiac muscle may have
evolved in the direction of skeletal muscle from the smooth mus·
cle of primitive circulatory systems. A summary of major charac·
teristics of all three muscle types is provided in Table 10.1.

TABLE 10.1. Comparison of the Three Muscle Types
Skeletal

Cardiac

Smooth

Structural features

Muscle cell

Large, elongate cell,

10-100 ~-tm in diameter, up
to 100 em in length (sartorius m.)

Short, narrow cell,
10-15 ~-tm in diameter,
80-100 ~-tm in length

Short, elongate, fusiform cell,
0.2-2 ~-tm in diameter,
20-200 ~-tm in length

Location

Muscles of skeleton
visceral striated (e.g., tongue,
esophagus, diaphragm)

Heart, superior and inferior vena
cava, pulmonary veins

Vessels, organs, and viscera

Connective tissue
components

Epimysium, perimysium,
endomysium

Endomysium (subendocardial and
subpericardial connective tissue)

Endomysium, sheaths
and bundles

Fiber

Single skeletal muscle cell

Linear, branched arrangement
of several cardiac muscle cells

Single smooth muscle cell

Striation

Present

Present

None

Nucleus

Many peripheral

Single central, surrounded
by juxtanuclear region

Single central

T tubules

Present at A-1 junction (triad:
with two terminal cisternae),
two T tubules/sa rcomere

Z lines (diad : with small terminal
cisternae), one T tubule/sarcomere

Replaced by invagination
and vesicle similar to caveolae

Cell-to-cell junctions

None

Intercalated disks containing

Gap junction (nexus)

1. Fasciae adherentes
2. Macula adherens (desmosome)
3. Gap junctions
Well-developed sER
and T tubules

Intercalated disks

Type of innervation

Voluntary

Involuntary

Involuntary

Efferent innervation

somatic

Autonomic

Autonomic

Type of contraction

'All or none· (red and white
fibers)

'All or none· rhythmic (pacemakers,
conductive system of the heart)

Slow, partial, rhythmic,
spontaneous contractions
(pacemakers of stomach)

Regulation
of contraction

By binding of Ca >+ to TnC,
causes tropomyosin movement
and exposes myosin-binding sites
on actin filaments

By binding of Ca >+ to TnC, causes
tropomyosin movement and exposes
myosin-binding sites
on actin filaments

By phosphorylation of myosin
light chain by myosin light chain
kinase in the presence
of ca>+-calmodulin complex

Special features

Dense bodies, caveolae,
and cytoplasmic vesicles

Functions

Growth and
regeneration

Mitosis

None

None (in normal condition)

Present

Response to demand

Hypertrophy

Hypertrophy

Hypertrophy and hyperplasia

Regeneration

Limited (satellite cells and
myogenic cells from bone marrow)

None (in normal condition)

Present
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Fibroblasts in healing wounds may develop morphologic
and functional characteristics of smooth muscle cells
(myo fibroblasts; see page 141). Epithelial cells in numerous locations, particularly sweat glands, mammary glands,
salivary glands, and the iris of the eye, may acquire the
characteristics of smooth muscle cells (myoepithelial

cells). Myoid cells of the testis have 'a contractile function
in the seminiferous tubules, and cells of the perineurium, a
concentric layer of connective tissue that surrounds groups
of nerve fibers and partitions peripheral nerves into distinct fascicles, function as contractile cells as well as transport barrier cells.
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PLATE 18. SKELETAL MUSCLE
Muscle tissue is composed of cells that contain la rge amounts of the contractile proteins actin and myosin in particular
arrangeme nts that facilitate contraction of the cells and the tissue. M uscle is classified on the basis of the appearance of the
contractile ce lls; two principal types are recognized: striated mu scle and smooth muscle. Striated muscle is further subclassified as skeletal muscle, visceral striated muscle, and cardiac muscle. Skeletal and visceral striated muscle cells, also called
fibers, are long multinucleated protoplasmic units arranged in parallel with their neighbors. The mu lti ple nuclei are at the periphery of the cell, just under the plasma membrane; contractile elements fill the rest of the cell. The highJy ordered arrangement of the contractile filaments of acti n and myosin accounts for the cross-striations characteristic of a longitudinal section
of skeletal muscle fibers. The same arrangement is see n in cardiac muscle cells, and thus, both are called striated muscle.
Skeletal muscle has a rich bl ood supply, a nd each fibe r is usually close to several capillaries.

Ed

Figure 1, skeletal muscle, H&E x 400.
A section of skeletal muscle fibers in longitudinal profi le is shown in thi s figure. Note the parall el a lignment of
the fibers ( M); they are vertically oriented in the illustrati on. The fibers appear to be of different thic kness. T his is
largely a reflection of the plane of section through the muscle fibers. For example, note the polygonal shape of the
fibers when cross-sectioned, as in Figures 2 and 3. A random imaginary line drawn across e ither micrograph, as if
the li ne were the plane of a longitud inal section, wou ld result in considerable variation in the width of each fiber inc luded in the section. Some fibers mi ght be sectioned along
their broadest dimension; some, at their narrowest dimensio n; and others, at some intermediate dimension.
The cross-striations are the bands that appear at right angles to the long axis of the fibers. T hey are seen at higher
magnification in the inset. Two major bands, the darker or
more heavily stai ned A band and the lighter I band, have
been labeled. In addition, the inset shows a thin line that bi-

sects the I b and; this is the Z line. The di stance between adjacent Z lines constitutes the sarcomere. The other bands,
i.e., theM and H bands, are not evident despi te the re laxed
state of the muscle fibers. The rela tively wide I band indicates the re laxed state of the muscle.
Examination o f the cytoplasm about the nucleus in the
inset reveaJs that the cross-striations do not extend into the
areas adjacent to the nuclear poles. This cytoplasm stains
lightly (asterisks) and contains a concentration of organelles not directly involved in the contractile process.
Between the muscle fibers is a small a mount of delicate
connective tissue, the endomysium. There are also two capill aries (C) within the e ndomysium. Although they do not
display the struc tural featu res of the vessel walls, they can
be identified by virtue of the red blood cells in the lumen.
The nucle i directly associated with the capillary belong to
endothelia l ce lls. Note how they appear to bulge into the lumen (inset).

Ed

Figure 2, skeletal muscle, H&E x 260.
A cross section of stri ated muscle cells is shown here.
As noted, the muscle fibers (M ) appear as polygonal profi les. They are partiall y outlined by numerous nuclei; at the
relatively low magnification shown in this figure, however,
it is not easy to ascertain if these nuc le i belong to the mus-

cle cells, to the capi llary e ndothe lial ce lls, to satellite ceUs,
or to fibroblasts in the e ndomysium that surrounds the individual muscle cells. A larger amount of connective tissue
(CT) separates bundles of muscle fi bers; this connective tissue is called p erimysium; it conta ins small arteries and
veins (BV).

Ed

Figure 3, skeletal muscle, H&E x 640.
Several cross-sectioned muscle cells are shown at higher
magnification in th is figure. T he nuclei (N) that bul ge into
the cytoplasm be long to the muscle cell. (H owever, some
nuc le i in this position may be long to sate llite cells; undiffere ntiated ce lls on the muscle side of the basal lami na cannot be identified defin ite ly in H&E sections.) T he striated
muscle cells contain longitudina l units called myofibrils.

The c ut e nds of the myofibrils account for the sti ppled appearance often seen in c ross-sectioned muscle cells, as in
thjs fi gure. Nume rous ri ng-1ike structures (asterisks) are
seen in the endomys ium ; these are "empty" capilla ries.
Othe r capill aries, c ut oblique ly or longitudinally, contain
red blood cells (arrows). Duri ng maximal muscul ar acti vity, the capillaries a re all patent; at lower activity levels,
only some of the capillaries are patent.

I, I band
M , muscle fi ber
N, nucle i of muscle cell s
Z, Z line

arrows, red blood cells in capillaries
asterisks: Fig. I , myofibril-free region of cy-

KEY
A, A band

nv, blood vessels (sma ll artery and vein)
C, capil lary
C T, connective tissue (perimys iu m surrounding muscle fascic les)
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topl asm; Fig. 3, e mpty capillaries
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PLATE 19. MUSCLULOTENDINOUS JUNCTION
AND NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION
S ke letal muscle fibers attach at their e nd s to collagen fi bers. The latte r may be part of a tendon, a fibrous sheet (aponeuros is), the periosteum , or a raphe. lt is by these attachments that the contractile activity of the muscle fibers is trans lated into useful work in moving o r stabi li zing parts of the body.
Skeletal muscle fibers are richl y innervated by motor neurons that originate in the sp inal cord or brain stem. The axons of
the neuron branch as they near the muscle, giving rise to tw igs that end on indiv idual muscle fibers. The motor unit or neuro11/0tor unit is the name given to a neuron and the specific muscle cells it innervates; a s ingle neuron may innervate from seve ral to a hundred o r more mu scle fibers.

BJ
BJ
BJ

Figure 1, musculotendinous junction, H&E x 350.
In this figure, the muscle fibers appear to terminate directly on the tendon. T he muscle fibe rs (M ) are in the left
half of the fig ure. They stain redder than the tendon (T),
which ty pica ll y stai ns pale pink with eosin. The skele tal
muscle fibers have been cut obliquely, and the boundaries
between ind ividual muscle cells are not distinct. ln many
places, however, there is a slight separati on of the muscle
fibers, and a long with the orientatio n of the muscle cell nu-

Figure 2, musculotendinous junction, electron
micrograph x 24,600.
At the actual junction between the muscle cell and te ndon, the end of the cell becomes serrated , and the cytoplasmic projectio ns of the muscle cell interdig itate with the collagen fibrils of the tendo n. This arrangement is, at best, o nly
s uggested in Fi gure I, but it is evide nt in an electron micrograph of the juncti o n, such as that shown here.
This fig ure shows four fin ger-like projections of the
muscle ce ll. The external lamina (BL) is directly adj acent to

Figure 3, neuromuscular junction, Golgi stain
X280.
In the neuro musc ular junction shown here, a special
stain has been used to visuali ze the neural ele ments. This
staini ng procedure does not reveal the skeletal muscle cell s
to best advantage. They are ho rizontally di sposed in the illustrat ion; cross-striations (arrows) are v isible in some
mu scle fibe rs. The nerve (N} e nters the fie ld from the left,
initiall y d ips downward, then turns in an upward direction.
As it does, it can be seen to divide into s maller branches,

clei, this separation tends to show their general direction.
Cross-striations can be identified at right angles to the d irection of the fibe rs. In contrast, the tendon g ives no obvious ind ication of how the collagen fibers are arranged. T hi s
needs to be surmised from the orientati o n of the fibroblast
nuclei, which usually have their long axes parallel to the direction of the fibers. Although the nuclei of the fibrobl asts
are readily identified, the cytoplasm of these cells is not d istingu is hable from the collagen of the tendon.
the plasma mem brane (PM) of the musc le cell and foll ows
the fin ger-l ike projections. Actin filaments (anvws) of the
terminal sarcomeres extend into the fin ger-like projections
and insert into dens ities on the inner face of the pl asma
membrane (arrowheads). Note that the termi nal sarcomeres
possess o nl y o ne Z di sk (ZD). Also to be seen with in the
muscle cell cytoplasm are triads (Tr), g lycogen granules
(G), and mitochondria (Mi). External to the cell are fi bril s
of the tendon (T).

and fina lly, as it nears the muscle cells, the nerve fiber
branches to make contact with several mu scle cells. At the
terminal between nerve fi ber and each mu scle cel l, the
nerve fib er arborizes to fo rm a disk -like structure, the motor end p late (MEP), o n the surface of the muscle cell s. T he
motor e nd plate is the phys iologic contact between nerve
and muscle; it is, in fac t, a ne uromuscul ar sy napse at wh ich
the neurotransmitter acety lcholine is liberated. This transmi tter initi ates the seq uence of mu scle membrane events
that leads to contractio n of the musc le.

KEY
BL, basal lamina
G, g lycogen
M, striated muscle
ME P, motor end plate
Mi, mitochondria
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N, nerve
PM, plasma membrane (sarcolemma)
T, tendon
Tt·, triad

ZD, Z disk
arrowheads, attachment of actin fi laments
into plasma membrane
arrows, actin fil aments (Fig. 2.)
arrows, cross-striations (Fig. 3.)
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PLATE 20. CARDIAC MUSCLE
Cardiac muscle consis ts of fibers that possess the same arrangement of contractile fi la ments and thus the same cross-banding patterns that are presen t in striated skeletal and visceral muscle. Although cardiac muscle is, there fore, also striated, it di ffers in many sign ificant respects from s keletal a nd striated visceral muscle. Cardiac muscle consis ts of ind ividual cells that are
joined by complex junctions to form a functio na l uni t (fiber). The histologically obvio us differences between cardiac and the
o ther striated muscle fibe rs are the presence in cardi ac muscle of intercalated disks (the li ght microscopic representation of the
complex junctions), the location of cardiac muscle cell nuc lei in the center of the fi ber, and the branch ing of the cardiac muscle fibers. All of these characteri stics are ev ide nt in a well-prepared longi tud inal section of the musc le .

tE

Figure 1, heart, H&E x 160.
T hi s figure s hows a longitud ina l sectio n of cardiac muscle. The muscle fibers are di sposed horizontally in the illustratio n and show cross-stri ations. Tn add itio n to the regular cross-striations (those of greate r frequency), however,
there is another group of very pronounced cross-bands,
namely, the intercalated dis ks (!D). Intercalated d isks most
ofte n a ppear as a straight band, but sometimes they are
arranged in a stepwise manner (see a lso Fig. 2). These d isks
are not always di splayed in routine H&E sections; the refore, o ne may not be able to depend on these structures for

tE

Figure 2, heart, H&E x 400.

tE

Figure 3, heart, H&E x 160.

tE

Figure 4, heart, H&E x 400.

Like ske letal muscle , the cardiac muscle is composed of
linear contractile units, the myofibrils. These are ev ide nt in
thi s fig ure as the longitudinall y d isposed linear structures
that extend through the le ngth of the cell. T he myofibrils
separate to bypass the nuclei, and in doing so, they delineate a perinuclear regio n of cyto plasm tha t is free of myofibrils and the ir cross-striations. These perinuclear cytoplasmic a reas (asterisks) con tai n the cyto plasmic
organelles that are not directly invo lved in the contractile
process. Many cardiac muscle cells are binucleate; both nucle i typically occupy the myofi bri l-free region of cytoplasm, as shown in the cell marked by the asterisks. The
third nuc le us in this region appears to belong to the con-

T hi s figure shows c ross-sectioned card iac muscle fibers.
Many have rounded or s mooth-conto ured po lygonal profi les. Some fibe rs, however, are generall y more irregular
and elongate in profi le. These probably re fl ect a pro fil e of
both a fiber and a branch of the fiber. T he more lightly
stained region in the cente r of many fibers re presents the
myofi bril-free reg ion of the cell already referred to above

At hi ghe r magni fication , it is possible to see the c ut ends
of the myofibrils. These a ppea r as the numerous red areas
that give the cut face of the muscle cell a stippled appearance. The nuclei (N) occupy a central position surrounded

identifyi ng cardiac muscle . In tercalated di sks are opposing
ce ll -to-ce ll contacts. Thus, cardiac muscle fibers differ in a
very fu ndamenta l respect fro m fibe rs of skeletal muscle.
The cardiac muscle fiber consists of an end-to-end alignment of ind ividua l cells; in contrast, the skeletal muscle
fiber is a sing le multinuc leated protoplasmic unit. In examin ing a lo ngitud ina l sectio n of cardi ac muscle, it is useful to
scan specific fibe rs a lo ng their long axes. By doing so, one
can find places whe re the fi bers obviously branch. Two
such bra nchi ngs are indicated by the arrows in this fig ure .

nective ti ssue either above or below the " in-focus" plane o f
section. O fte n, the staining of muscle cell nuclei in a spec ifi c s pecime n is very characteristic, es pecially when seen
in face view as here. Notice, in the nucleus between the asterisks, the well-stai ned nuc leolus and the delicate pattern
of the remainde r of the nuc leus. Once such fea tu res have
bee n characterized for a particular s pecimen, it becomes
easy to identify nuc le i w ith similar staining characteristics
throughout the specime n. For exam ple, s urvey the field in
Figure l for nuclei w ith similar features. Having done thi s,
it is substantia ll y easier to identify nuclei of connective tiss ue cells (CT), which display d ifferent s taining properties
and are not posi tioned in the same relations hip to the muscle cells.
and ind ica ted by the asterisks in Fig ure 2. Delicate connective ti ssue surrounds the ind iv idual muscle fi bers. This contains capillaries and sometimes larger vessels, such as the
venule (V) in the cente r of the bundl e of muscle fibers.
Larger amou nts of con nective tiss ue (CT) surro und bund les
of fibers , and thi s tissue conta ins larger blood vessels, such
as the arterio le (A ) ma rked in the fi g ure.

by myofi brils. Remember, in con trast. that nuclei of s kel eta l muscle fibers are located at the peri phery of the cell.
Note, also, that as mentioned, the nucleus-free central area
of the ce ll , devoid of myofibrils, shows areas of perinuclear
cytoplasm simi lar to that marked w ith asterisks in Fig ure 2.

KEY
A, arteriole
C , capillaries
CT, connecti ve tissue
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ID, intercalated d isks
N, nuclei of cardiac muscle cells
V, venule

arrows, sites where fibers branch
asteris ks, perinuc lear cytoplasmic areas
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CHAPTER 10

PLATE 21. CARDIAC MUSCLE, PURKINJE FIBERS
A ll cardiac muscle cells exhibit a spontaneous rhythmic contraction or beat. Th is beat is evident in embryonic cardiac muscle
cells as we ll as in isolated cardiac muscle cells in tissue culture. In the heart, this beat is in itiated, locally regulated, and coordi nated by specialized, modified cardi ac muscle cells that are organized into nodes and bundles to transmit the contractile impulse
to various parts of the myocardium in a precise sequence. The beat of the heart is initiated at the sinuatrial (SA) node, a group of
specialized cardiac muscle cells located near the junction of the superio r vena cava and the right atri um. The impulse then spreads
along the cardiac muscle fibers of the atria and through internodal tracts composed of modified cardiac muscle cells. The impulse
is then picked up at the atrioventricular (AV) node. Again, some of the cardiac muscle cells are s peciali zed to co nduct impulses
from the AV node through the ve ntri cular septum into the ventricula r walls. Within the ventJ.i cular septum, the cells are grouped
into a bundle, the AV bundle (of His). The bundle divides into two main branches, the left and right bundle branches, going to the
left and right ventricles, respectively. These specialized conducting fibers, which carry the impulse at a rate approx imately 4 times
faster than the cardiac muscle fibers, are responsible fo r the fi na l di stribution of the elecu·ical stimulus to the myocardi um. As the
bundles ramify in the ventlicles, the specialized conducting cells are given the name Purkinje fibers.

B

the field . Connective tissue separates groups of Purki nje
fibe rs fro m each other and fro m the cardi ac muscle. Small
blood vessels (BV) and ne rves (NF) are a lso present w ithin
the connective tissue .

D

cells, the nucle i are often not incl uded in the sectio n, and
one may get a mis leading impression of the disposi tion and
number of cells that make up a fi ber. On the othe r hand , because the myofi brils tend to be located at the peri phery of
the ce ll , they can be used to locate the cell boundaries and,
thus, help deli neate the indi vid ua l cells of the bundle . The
Purki nje fibers ultimately term inate by joining cardiac
muscle fibers, thereby permi tt ing direct passage of the impu lse to the cardiac muscle fi ber.
The connective tiss ue (CT) thro ugh which the Pu rki nje
fibers course may also contain nerves (NF) and ganglion
cells (GC). T hese neural e le me nts be long to the autonomic
ne rvous system, whic h regulates the activity of the Purkinje
fibers and heart muscle .

Figure 1, heart, sheep, H&E x 160.

A sectio n of cardiac muscle and Purki nje fibers is shown
in a re lative ly low-magnifi cati on view in thi s fi gure . The
cardiac muscle fibers (CM ) appear in the le ft of the fi gure;
the Purkinje fibers (PF) occupy much of the remainder of

Figure 2, heart, sheep, H&E x350.

The nature of the Purkinje fi bers and their architecture
are seen more advantageously here at higher magnificati on.
The fibe rs are made up of individual cells of irregul ar shape
that maintain extensive co ntact with one another. Intercalated disks are no t observed, but maculae adhere ntes a re
present , joining adjacent cells of the fi ber.
The cytoplasm of a Purkinje cell contains a large
a mount o f glycogen that is usually extracted during fi xation
and dehydration of the tissue. Thus, the glycogen-rich areas
(G) appear as homogeneous, pale-stai ning regions that usua ll y occupy the cente r portio n of the cell. The periphery of
the cell contains the myofibril s (Mf). The nucleus (N) is
ro und and much larger than the nucl eus of the cardiac muscle cell. Because of the considerable size of the Purkinje

KEY
BV, blood vessel
CM , cardiac muscle fi bers
CT, connective tissue
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G , g lycogen-rich area
GC, gang lion cell
Mf, myoti brils

N, nucleus of Purkinj e cell
NF, nerve fibers
PF, Purkinj e fibers
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PLATE 22. SMOOTH MUSCLE
Smooth muscle is the simplest appearing muscle tissue and is the intrinsic mu scle of the al imentary canal, blood vessels,
genitourinary tract, respiratory tract, and other ho ll ow and tubular organs. Smooth muscle generally occurs as bundles or sheets
of e lo ngated fusiform cells, also called fibers. Smooth muscle is specialized fo r slow, prolo nged contraction. There are no direct neural e ndings on smoo th muscle cells; nerve terminals in smooth muscle are in the immediately adjacent connective tissue, and the neurotransmitter diffuses to the muscle cells. Gap junctions between smooth muscle cells allow propagation of
the contraction with in the muscle.

EB
EB
EB
EB

Figure 1, intestine, monkey, H&E x900.
Smooth muscle tiss ue is composed of cells that are typicall y f usiform or spindle-shaped and organi zed in parallel
arrangements. ln this longitudinal sectio n, smooth muscle
cells appear elongate. The ir nuc lei (N) are also elongated
and conform to the general shape of the cell. ln this prepa-

Figure 2, intestine, monkey, H&E x 900.
This is a cross section through smooth muscle cells fro m
the same s pec ime n shown in Figure I. T he cells now appear
as circ ular or polygonal profi les with variatio ns in size. The
nuclei (N) a lso appear as c ircular profiles and are included
in some cells. In most of the cel ls, however, the nuc lei have
not been included in the section, and o nl y the eosinophilic
cytoplasm appears. Because the cells a re staggered, some
are cut thro ugh the thick central portion, in which case the
nucleus is included, whereas others are cut through the ta-

Figure 3, artery, human, H&E x425.
The smooth muscle cells (SM) of a blood vessel (arteri al) wall are shown here. These cells are arranged in a c irc ula r pattern, forming part of the vessel wal l. When the
blood vessel is bisected longitudinal ly, as it is in the upper
part of the fig ure, the smooth muscle cells are cut in cross
section , and the nuclei appear rounded (arrows), as they are
in Figure 2. In addition , most of the cells di splay c rosssectioned profi les of only cytoplasm, for the reaso ns given

Figure 4, uterus, human, H&E x 160.
fnterl acing bundles of smooth muscle cells from the
uterus are shown here. These bundles are separated from
each other by connective ti ssue. However, it is not always
easy to distinguish between connective tiss ue and the
smooth muscle. Three bundles of smooth muscle cells have
been delineated by the interrupted lines. In each, there are
smooth muscle cells that are arranged in predominately o ne
directio n: longitud inal , oblique, and cross section. Care ful

ration, the nuclei appear slightly twisted, like a corkscrew;
this is characteri stic of contrac ted cells. In this s pecime n,
the cell s are sufficientl y separated from one another to a llow one to delineate the cel l boundaries. However, the
boundaries cannot always be seen in H&E sections (see
Fig. 4).
pering ends, in which case only the cytoplasm is seen (asterisks). The differe nces in diameter between neighboring
cells and the variable nuclear profiles are characteristic features o f cross-sectio ned smooth muscle. Typically, smooth
muscle cells are grouped in ill-defined bundles. Note the
con nective tissue (CT) surroundi ng part of the bundle.
Small amounts of extracell ular connective tissue fi bers and,
occasionally, a fi brobl ast (F) are seen between the individual musc le cel ls within a bu ndl e .

~1
N

2
above. ln the bottom of the fig ure, the blood vessel presents
a different profile. It has turned and is leavi ng the plane of
section. Here, the blood vessel is cut essentially in a cross
section. The smooth muscle cells are now seen as longitudinal curved profiles, as ev idenced by the elongate profiles
of the nuclei (arrowheads). The vertically disposed nucle i
between the two luminal profiles (L) are nuclei of endothelial cells. Connective tissue (CT) is external to the smooth
muscle cells.
examinatio n of these areas wil l reveal nuclei whose profi le
can be used to determine the orientation of the cells. After
noting the orientatio n of lhe cells and the nuclei, now note
the ir number per given area of tissue. Comparing the smooth
mu scle with the connective tiss ue (CT), note that the connecti ve tissue shows far fewer nuclear profiles per given area
of tissue. The lumen in the upper part of the figure belongs
to a blood vessel ( BV) whose mural components blend imperceptibly with the s urrounding connective tissue.

,'
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KEY
BY, blood vessel
CT, connective tissue
F, nuc leus o f fibroblast
L, lumen o f arteriole
N, nuclei o f smooth muscle cells
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SM , smooth muscle cell
arrows, nucle i of cross-sectioned smooth
muscle cells
arrowheads, nuclei of longitudinally sectioned smooth muscle cells

asteris ks, cytoplasm of smooth muscle cell
interrupted lines, boundaries of bundles of
smooth muscle cells
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OVERVIEW OF THE NERVOUS
SYSTEM

The nervous system enables the body to r espond to continuo us changes in its external and internal environment.
It controls a nd integrates th e functional activities of the orga ns a nd organ systems. Anatomically, the nervous system
is divided into the

Nerve Tissue

• Central nervous system (CNS), consisting of the brain

OVERVIEW OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM

a nd the spinal cord, loca ted in the cranial cavit y and
spinal canal, respectively.
• Peripheral nervous system (PNS), consisting of crania l,
spinal, and peripheral nerves that cond uct impulses
from (efferent or motor nerves) and to (afferent or sensory nerves) the CNS, collections of nerve cell bodies
o utside the CNS called ganglia, a nd specialized ne rve
endings (both motor and sensory).
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Function ally, t he n ervous system is divided into the

• Somatic nervous system (SNS), consisting of somatic
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COMPOSITION OF NERVE TISSUE

Nerve tissue consists of two principal types of cells, neurons
and supporting cells

310

Extremities and Body Wall

303

sory a nd moto r inne rva tion to a ll parts of the body except viscera, smooth muscle, and g lan ds.
• Autonomic nervous system (ANS), consisting of a uton omic parts of the C NS and PNS. It provides effer ent invo lunta ry motor innervation to smooth muscle, the conducting system of the h eart, and glands. It also provides
afferent se nsory innervation from the viscera (p ain and
auton omic reflexes). The ANS is further subdi vided into
a sympathetic division and a parasympathetic division.
A third element, the enteric division, is sometimes incorporated into the ANS subdivision (see page 310).

The neuron, or nerve cell, is the func tional unit of the
nervo us system ; it consists of a cell body, co nta ining the
nucleus, a nd several processes of vary ing length. Ne rve
cells a re specialized to receive stimu li from ot her cells and
to conduct elect ri cal impulses to o the r parts of the sys te m
via their processes. They are arranged as an integrated
co mm unications network, wi th severa l neurons in a
chain -like fashion typically in vo lved in sending impulses
fro m one part of t he systern to anoth er. Specia lized contacts between neurons th at provide for transmission of
info rmation from o n e neuron to the next are called

synapses.

Supporting cells are nonconducting cells th at are in intimate· apposition to the neu rons. In the CNS they are called
neuroglia or, simply, glia. In the PNS they are called
Schwann cells and satellite cells. Schwa nn cells surro und
the processes of ne rve cells and isola te them from adjacent
cells and extracellula r ma tri x. Within ganglia the supporting cells are called satellite cells. They surro und the nerve
cell bod ies, th e part of th e cell that contains the nucle us,
a nd are a na logo us to the Schwann cells.
Supporting cells provide
• Physical support (protection ) for delicate ne urona l
processes
• Electrica l insula tion for nerve cell bodies and processes
• Metabolic exchange pa thways between the vascu lar system and the neurons of th e nervous system
In addition to neuron s and supporting cells, an extensive
vascul ature is present in both t he CNS and the PNS . The
blood vessels are separated from the ner ve tissue by the
basal laminae and variable amounts of connective tissue,
depending on vessel size. The bo undary between blood
vesse ls and nerve tiss ue in the CNS excludes many substa nces tha t normally leave blood vessels to enter other tissues. This selecti ve res tr ic tion of blood-borne substances in
the CNS is call ed th e blood-bmin barrie1; w hic h is di scussed on p age 313 .
The nervous system allows rapid response to external stimuli

The nervous system evolved from the simp le neuroeffector system of in vertebrate a nimals. In primitive nervous
systems, o nly simple rece ptor-effector reflex loops exist to
respond to exte rnal stimul i. In higher animals a nd humans,
t he SNS retains the abili ty to respond to stimuli fro m the
external en vironment through the action of effector cells
(such as skeleta l muscle), but the ne uronal responses are
infinitely mor e varied. They ran ge from simple reflexes
that req uire only the spin al cord to comp lex op erations of
t he b rain, including memory a nd lea rning.
The autonomic part of the nervous system regulates the
function of internal organs

Th e specific effectors in the internal organs that respond
to t he inform ation carried by autonomi c nemons include

• Smooth muscle, whose contraction mo di fies the diameter o r shape of tubular o r hollow viscera such as t he
b lood vessels, gut, ga llbladder, and urinary bladder.
• Cardiac conducting cells (Purl~inje fibers) located
within th e conducti ve system of the heart. T he in herent
freq uency of Purkinje fiber depolarization regu lates the
rate of ca rdi ac muscle contraction and can be modified.
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• Glattdular epithelium, in which the synthesis, composition, a nd release of secretions ca n be modified.
T he regulation of the fu ncti o n of inte rna l o rgans involves close coopera tio n between the nervous system a nd
the endoc rine system. Neurons in sever a l parts of the brain
a nd oth er sites beha ve as secretory cells and ar e referred ro
as neu1'oendocrine tissue. The varied ro les of neurosecretio ns in regulating t he functions of the endocrine, digestive, respira tory, urinary, and reproducti ve systems a re d esc ribed in subseq uent chapters.
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QTHE NEURON
The neuron is the structural and functional unit of the nervous
system

PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS
SYSTEM

The hum an ne rvo us system co ntains over 10 billion ne urons . A lthough ne uron s show the greatest var ia tion in size
a nd shape o f any group of cells in the body, they fa ll into
three genera I categories:

• Sensory neurons convey impulses from receptors to the
CNS. Processes o f these neurons a re included in somatic
afferent and visceral afferent nerve fibe rs. Somatic afferent fibers co nvey sensations of pain, tempera t ure,
to uc h, and p ressure from the bo dy surface. ln add ition,
these fibe rs convey pain and proprioception (nonconscio us sensa tion) from organs w ithin the body (e.g.,
muscles, tendons, a nd joints} ro p rovide the brain with
in fo rm atio n related tO the o ri entatio n of the body and
li mbs. Visceral afferent fibers transm it impulses of pain
and other sensations from mu cous membranes, gla nds,
a nd blood vessels .
• Mot01' neurons con vey imp ulses from the CNS or ganglia
to effecto r cells. Processes o f these ne uro ns a re included
in somatic effel'ent and visceral effereltt nerve fibers. Somatic efferent ne urons send vo lunta ry impulses to skeletal muscles. Visceral effe re nt ne urons transm it in voluntary im pu lses to smoot h m uscle, cardiac conducting cells
(Purkinje fi bers), and glands (Fig. 11.1 ).
• Tutemeurons, also ca lled intercalated nett1'01ts, form a
communicating and integ rating netwo rk be twee n th e
se nso ry a nd motor neurons. It is estimated that mo re
than 99.9 % of a ll neurons belong to t his integrating ne twork.
The functional components of a neuron include the cell body,
axon, dendrites, and synaptic junctions

cia lized termi nal (sy na pse), that makes con tact w ith an other ne uron o r a n effector cell (e.g., a muscle cell or glan dular e pithelial cell ). A neu ro n usually has many dendl'ites,
shorte r p rocesses t hat tra nsmit imp ulses fr o m the perip he ry (i .e., other neurons) towa rd th e cell bod y.
Neurons are classified on t he basis of the number of
processes extending from the cell bod y (Fig. 1 1.2 ):

• Multipolar ne urons have o ne axon and two or more
dendrites.

The cell body of a neuron co ntain s the nucle us a nd those
organelles that maintain the cell. The processes extending
fro m t he cell bod y constitute th e sing le common structu ral
c ha racteristic of a ll neurons. Most ne urons have on ly one
axon, usuall y the longest process extendi ng from the cell,
wh i.c h transmi ts impulses away from the cell body to a spe-
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FIGURE 11.1

Diagram of a motor neuron. The perikaryon, dendrites, and initial
part of the axon are within the CNS. The axon leaves the CNS and,
while in the PNS, is part of a nerve (not shown) as it courses to its effectors (striated muscle). In the CNS, the myelin for the axon is produced by, and is part of, an oligodendrocyte; in the PNS, the myelin
is produced by, and is part of, a Schwann cell. (Adapted from Junqueira LC. Carneiro J, Kelley RO. Basic Histology. 9th ed. Norwalk, CT:
Appleton & Lange, 1998.)

• Bipolar ne u rons have one axon and one dend rite.
• Uuipolm- (actua ll y pseudmmipolar) neurons have one
process, the axon, w hich div ides close to the cell body
into two long processes. The vas t majority of unipolar
ne urons are located in t he do rsa l root gang lia an d cra nia l nerve ganglia .

striated
(skeletal)
muscle
FIGURE 11.2

Diagram illustrating different types of neurons. The cell bodies of
pseudounipolar (unipolar), bipolar, and postsynaptic autonomic n~u
rons are located outside the CNS. Integrative neurons are restricted to

the CNS; many of them have elaborate dendritic arborizations that
facilitate their identification. a, axon.

Motor neurons and interneurons are multipolar

Sensory neurons are unipolar

In terneurons constitute most of the neurons in the nervo us system. The direction of impulses is from dendrite to
ce ll body to axon or from cell body to axon. Thus, functionally, the dendrites and cell body of multipolar neurons
a re the receptor portions of the cell, and their plasma
membrane is specially adapted fo r impulse gene ration.
The axon is the conducting portion of the cell, and its
plasma membrane is specialized for impulse conduction.
The termina l portion of the axon, the synaptic ending,
co ntai ns various neurotransmitters, i.e., small molecules
whose release at tbe synapse affects other neurons as we.ll
as m uscle cells and glandular epithelium.

T he cell body of a senso ry neuron is situated in a dorsal root ganglion close to the CNS (Fig. 11.3 ); one axonal branch exte nd s to the periphery, and one extends to
the CNS. The two axonal branches are the conducting
uni ts. Functionally, impu lses are genera ted in the peripheral arborizations (branches) of the neuron; th ese
arborizations are the receptor portion of the cell. Unipolar neurons are also sometimes called psendounipolar
because during development they exist as bipolar neurons. T hey become unipo lar as their processes migrate
around the cell bod y and fuse into a single process as the
cell matures .
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feature consistent with its protein synthetic activity. In t he
light microscope the ribosomal content appears as small
bodies, called Nissl bodies, that stain intensely w ith basic
dyes and metachr omat ically with thionine dyes (Fig. 11.4).
Each Nissl body corresponds to a stack of rER. The perinucle ar cytoplasm also contains numerous mitochondria, a
lar ge perin uclear Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, microt ubules, neurofilaments (intermediate filaments), transport
vesicles, a nd incl usions (Fig. 1 1.5 ). Nissl bodies, free riboso mes, and, occasion ally, the Golgi apparatus exten d into
the dendrites but not into the axon. This area of the cel l
body, called the axon hillock, is free of large cytoplasmic
organelles a nd serves as a landmark to d istinguish between
axons and dendrites in both light microscope and TEM
preparations.
The euchromatic nucleus, large nucleolus, prominent
Golgi apparatus, and Nissl substance indicate the high

epineurium

blood vessels

perineu riu m

dorsal
root

cell body of
motpr ne uron
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level of anabolic activity needed to· m a intain these large
cells_
Neurons do not divide; they must last for a lifetime
Although neurons do not replicate, the subcellular components of the neurons turn over regularly and have molecula r lifespans measured in hours, days, and weeks. T he
constant need to replace enzymes, transmitter substances,
membrane components, and other complex molecules explains the m orphologic featu res characteristic of a h igh
level of synthetic activity. Newly synthesized protein molecules are transported to dista nt locations within a neuron
in a process referred to as axonal trmtsport (page 293).

Dendrites and Axons
Dendrites are receptor processes that receive stimuli from
other neurons or from the external environment

cell body
of sensory
neuron
~---'
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neuron
T he main function of dend rites is to receive information
from other neurons or from the external environmen t and
carry that information to the cell body_ Generally, dendrites are located in the vicinity of the cell body. T hey have
a greater diameter than axons, are unmyeli nated, are usu a lly tapered, and form extensive arborizations called dendritic trees. D endritic trees significan tly increase the receptor surface area of a neuron. Many neuron types are
characterized by t he extent and shape of their dendritic
trees (see Fig. 11.2). In genera l, the contents of the cel l
body and dendrites are similar, w ith the exception of the
Golgi apparatus. Whereas the Golgi network remains close
to the n ucleus, other organelles characteristic of the cell
body proper, including ribosomes and rER, are fou nd 111
the dendrites, especially in the base of the dendrites.

spinal nerve

ve ntra l
root

Pacinian
corpuscle

FIGURE 11.3

Schematic diagram showing arrangement of motor and sensory
neurons. The cell body of a motor neuron is located in the ventral
(anterior) horn of the gray matter of the spinal cord. Its axon, surrounded by mye lin, leaves the spinal cord via a ventral (a nterior) root
and becomes part of a spinal nerve that carries It to its destination on
striated (skeletal) muscle fibers. The sensory neuron originates In the
skin within a receptor (here, a Pacinian corpuscle) and continues as a
component of a spinal nerve, entering the spinal cord via the dorsal

True bipolar neurons are limited to the retina of the eye and
the ganglia of the vestibulocochlear nerve (cranial nerve VIII)
of the ear
Neurons associated with th e receptors for the special
senses (taste, sm ell, hea r ing, sight, and equilibrium) often
do no t fit th e a bove generalizati ons. Fo r exa m ple, the
amacrine cells of t he retina have no axons, a nd t he o lfactory receptors r esem ble ne urons of prim itive neura l systems, in that they reta in a surface location a nd remam a
slowly renewi ng cell population.

(posterior) root. Note the location of its cell body in the dorsal root
ganglion (sensory ganglion). A segment of the spinal nerve is enlarged to show the relationship of the nerve fibers to the surrounding
connective tissue (endoneurium, perineurium, and epineurium). In addition, segments of the sensory and motor neurons have been enlarged to show the relationship of the axons to the Schwann cells and
myelin. (Autonomic nerve fibers are not shown in the diagram.)

Axons are effector processes that transmit stimuli to other
ne urons or effector cells

Cell Body
The cell body of a neuron has characteristics of a protein-producing cell
The cell body, or peril~myon, is the d ilated region of th e
neuron that conta ins a large, e uchroma tic nucleus with a
promi nent nucleol us and surrou ndi ng perittuclear cytoplasm. The perinuclear cytoplasm reveals abundant rough
e ndop las m ic reticu lum (rER ) and free r ibosomes when observed with t he transmiss ion electron microsco pe (TEM), a

FIGURE 11.4

Photomicrograph of nerve cell bodies. This photomicrograph shows
a region of the ventral (anterior) horn of a human spinal cord stained
with toluidine blue. Typical features of the nerve cell bodies visible in
this photomicrograph include large, spherical, pale-stained nuclei
with a single prominent nucleolus and abundant Nissl bodies within
the cytoplasm of the perikaryon. Most of the small nuclei belong to
neuroglial cells. The remainder of the field consists of nerve fibers and
cytoplasm of neuroglial cells. x 640.

The main functio n of the axon is to convey information
away from the cell body to another neuron or to an effector cell, such as a musc le cell. Each neu1'on has only 011e
axo11, an d it may be extremely long. Axons that originate
from neurons in the motor nuclei of the CNS (Golgi type
I neurons ) may travel more than a meter to reach their effector targets, skeletal muscle. In contrast, interneurons of
the CNS (Golgi type II neurotts) have a very short axon.
Although an axon may give rise to a recurrent branch near
the cell body (i.e., one that turns back toward t he cell
body; see Fig. ll.J ) and to other collateral branches, the
branchin g of the axon is most extensive in the vicinity of
its targets.
The axon originates from the axon hillock. As mentioned, it usually lacks large cytoplasmic organelles such as
Nissl bodies and Golgi cisterna e. Microtubu les, neurofila-
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FIGURE 11.6

Schematic diagram of different types of synapses. a. Axodendritic
or axosomatic. b. Axodendritic, in which an axon terminal
synapses with a dendritic spine. c. Axoaxonic. The axoaxonic

synapse may enhance or Inhibit the axodendritic (or axosomatic)
synapse. (Modified from Barr ML. The Human Nervous System. New
York: Harper a Row, 1979.)

FIGURE 11.7

Representation of a neuron cell body in the CNS. a. This drawing il·
lustrates the cell body of a neuron. Axon endings forming synapses
are shown as the numerous ovoid bodies with tail-like appendages.
Each represents an axon terminal from a different neuron making
contact with the cell body or its dendrites. b. A drawing of the area
within tile rectangle in a. Tile drawing shows the axon endings and
their synapses with the neuron cell body. c. Enlargement of the axon
ending within the rectangle in b, illustrating its appearance with the
transmission electron microscope, which reveals its significant structural features. (From DeRobertis EDP, Nowinsky WW, Saez FA. Biologia Celulm: Buenos Aires: El Ateneo, 1970.)

FIGURE 11.5

Electron micrograph of a nerve cell body.
The cytoplasm is occupied by aggregates of
free ribosomes and profiles of rough endo·
plasmic reticu lu m (rER) that constitute the
Nlssl bodies of light microscopy. Tile Golgi
apparatus {G) appears as isolated areas
containing profiles of flattened sacs and
vesicles. Ot11er characteristi c organelles include mitochondria (M) and lysosomes (L).
The neurofilaments and microtubules are
difficult to discern at this relatively low magnification. x 15,000.

ments, mitochondria, and vesicles, howevet; pass through
the axon hillock into the axon. The region of the axon between the apex of the axon hillock and the beginning of the
myelin sheath (see below) is called the initial segment. The
initia l segment is the site at which an action potential is generated in the axon. The action potential (described i11 more
detail below) is stimulated by impulses carried to the axon
hillock on the membrane of the cell body after other impulses are received on the dendrites or the cell body itself.
Some large axon terminals are capable of local protein
synthesis, which may be involved in memory processes
Almost a ll of the structura l and functional protein molecules a re synthesized in the perikaryon. These molecules are
distributed to the axons and dendrites via axonal transp011:
systems (described on page 293 ). However, contrary to the
com mo n view that the perikaryon is the only site of protein
synthesis, recent studies provide evidence of local synthesis
of axona l proteins in some large nerve terminals. Some vertebral axon terminals (i.e., from the retina) co ntain polyribosomes w ith complete tran slational machinery for protein
synthesis. These discrete areas within the axon terminals,

a
ron (Fig. 11. 7 ). Typically, an axon makes several of these
button-like contacts w ith tbe receptor portion of the neuron . Often, the incoming neuron trave ls along the surface
of the neuron, making several synaptic contact s called
boutons en passant (Fr., buttons in passing) . The axon then
continues, to end finally as a terminal twig w ith an enlarged tip, a bout011 tenninal (Fr., terminal button),or end
bulb. The number of synapses on a n e uron or its processes,
w hich may vary from a few to tens of thousands per neu ron, appears to be directly related to the number of impulses that a neuron is receiving and processing.

called periaxoplasmic plaques, possess biochemical and
molecular characteristics of active protein synthesis. Protein synthesis within the periaxoplasmic plaques is modulated by neuronal a ctivity. These proteins may be involved
in the processes of neuronal cell m emory.

Synapses
Neurons communicate with other neurons and with effector
cells by synapses

Synapses are classified as chemical or electrical

Synapses are specialized junctions between neurons that
facilitate transmission of impulses from one (presynaptic)
neuron to anoth er (postsynaptic ) neuron. Synapses a lso
occur between axons and effector (target) cell s, such as
muscle and gland cells. Synapses between neurons ma y be
classified morphologically as
•
•
•
•

Axodendritic, occurring between axons and dendrites
Axosomatic, occurring between axons and the cell body
Axoaxonic, occurring between axons and axons
Dendrodendritic, occurring between dendrites and dendrites (Fig. 11.6)

presynaptic
membrane

synaptic
vesicles

postsynaptic
membrane

Classification depends on the mechanism of conduction of
the nerve impulses and the way the action potential is generated iJ1 t he target cells. Synapses may also be classified as

• Chemical synapses, in which conduction of impulses is
Synapses are not reso lvable in routine h ematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) preparations. H owever, silver precipitation
staining methods (e.g., Golgi rnethod ) not only demonstrate the overall shape of some neurons but also show
sy napses as oval bodies on the surface of the receptor neu -

achieved by the release of chemical substances (neurotransmitters) from the presynaptic neuron. Neurotransmitters then diffuse across the narrow intercellular space
that separates a presynaptic neuron from a postsynaptic
neuron or target cell.
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• Electrical synapses, which are common in invertebrates,
axon

contain gap junctions that permit movement of ions between cells and conseq uently permit the direct spread of
electrical current from one cell to another. These
synapses do not require neurotransmitters for their function. Mammalian equivalents of electrical synapses include gap junctions in smooth muscle and cardiac muscle cells.

I~

·~
recyclying
of plasma

A typical chemical synapse contains a presynaptic knob,
presynaptic
density

• Presynaptic knob (p1·esynaptic component), the end of
the neuron process from which neurotransmitters are released . The presynaptic component, i.e., the bouton terminal, is characterized by the presence of synaptic vesicles, membrane-limited structures that range from 30 to
100 nm in diameter and contain neurotransmitters (Fig.
11.8). A specific ATP-binding protein called N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor (NSF) found on the membrane of synaptic vesicles is required for formation, targeting, and fusion of these vesides with the presynaptic
membrane. Numerous small mitochondria and a la yer
of dense material, the presynaptic density, are present
on the cytoplasmic side of the plasma membrane.
• Synaptic cleft, the 20- to 30-nm space that separates the
presynaptic neuron from the postsynaptic neuron or target cell, which the neurotransmitter must cross.

• Postsynaptic membrane (postsynaptic component),
which contains receptor sites with wbich the neurotransmitter interacts. Tlus component is formed from a
portion of the plasma membrane of the postsynaptic
neuron (Fig. 11.9) and is characterized by a la yer of
dense material, the postsynaptic density, on th e cytop lasmic side of the membrane.
SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION
Voltage-gated Ca 2 + channels in the membrane of the bouton
regulate transmitter release

When a nerve impulse reaches the bouton, the voltage
r eversal across the membrane produced by the impulse
(called depolm·ization) causes voltage-gated Ca 2 + channels to open in the plasma membrane of the bouton. The
influx of Ca 2 + from the extracellular space causes the
synaptic vesicles to migrate to, and fuse with, the presynaptic m embrane, thereby r eleasing the neurotransmitter
into the synaptic cleft by ex ocytosis. The neurotransmitter
then diffuses across the synaptic cleft. At the same time,
the presynaptic membrane of th e bouton that r eleased the
neurotransmitter quickly forms endocytotic vesicles that
return to the endosomal compartment of the bouton for
reloading w ith neurotransmitter. Meanwhile, specific re-

postsynaptic
density

dendrite

FIGURE 11.8
Diagram of a chemical axodendritic synapse. Til is diagram illustrates
tllree components of a typical synapse. (1) The presynaptic knob is
located at the distal end of the axon from which neurotransmitters
are released. Tile presynaptic knob is characterized by tile presence
of numerous neurotransmitter-containing synaptic vesicles. Synaptic
vesicles contain N-etllylmaleimide-sensitlve factor (NSF) on their
membrane; NSF is required for vesicle formation, ta rgeting, and fu·
sion witll tile presynaptic membrane. Tile plasma membrane of tile
presynaptic knob is recycled by the formation of clathrin·coated endocytotic vesicles. (2) The synaptic cleft separates the presynaptic
knob of the axon from the postsynaptic membrane of the dendrite.
(3) Tile postsynaptic membrane of tile dendrite is frequently characterized by a postsynaptic density and contains receptors with an
affinity for the neurotransmitters.

ceptors on th e postsynaptic membrane bind neurotransmitter, causing ligand-gated Na+ channels in that membrane to open, allowing Na + to enter the neuron. This ion
flux ca uses local depolarization in the postsynaptic membrane, which in turn, in favo ra ble conditions (sufficient
amount and duration of neurotransmitter release), can
cause voltage-gated Na+ channels that are present in the
same area to open, thereby generating a nerve impulse.
The firing of impulses in the postsynaptic neuron is d ue to
the summative action of hundreds of synapses.
The chemical nature of the neurotransmitter determines the
type of response at that synapse in the generation of neuronal
impulses

The release of nemotransmitter by the presynaptic component can cause either excitation or inhibition at the
postsynaptic membrane.

~9
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The ultimate generation of a nerve impulse in a postsynaptic neuron (firing) depends on the summation of excita tory and inhibito ry impulses reaching that neuron. This
allows precise regulation of the reaction of a postsynaptic
neuro n (or muscle or gland cell). The functi o n of synapses
is not simply to transmit impulses in an unchanged manner from one neuron to another. Rather, synapses allow for
the processing of neurona l input. Typically, d1e impulse
passing from the presynaptic to the postsynaptic neuron is
modified at the synapse by other neur ons that, although
not in the direct pathway, nevertheless have access to the
synapse (see Fig. 11.6). These other neurons may influence
the m embrane of the presynaptic neuron or the postsynaptic neuron and facilitate or inhibit the transmission of impulses.

synaptic cleft, and postsynaptic membrane

Components of a typical chemical synapse include
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A number of molecules that serve as neurotransmitters
have been identified in various parts of the nervo us system.
The most common neurotransmitters are
• Acetylcholine (ACh). ACh is the neurotransmitter be-

FIGURE 11.9
Electron micrograph of nerve processes in the cerebral cortex. A ·
synapse can be seen in tile center of tile micrograph, wllere an axon
ending is apposed to a dendrite. Tile ending of tile axon exl1 ibits nu·
merous neurotransmitter-containing synaptic vesicles tllat appea r as
circular profiles. Tile postsynaptic membrane of tile dendrite st1ows a
postsynaptic density. A substance of similar density is also present in
tile synaptic cleft (intercellular space) at tile synapse. x 76,000. (Courtesy of Drs. George D. Pappa s and Virginia Krillo.)

• ln excitatory synapses, release of neurotransmitters such
as acetylcholine, glutamine, o r serotonin opens cation
channels, prompti11g an influx of Na+ that causes local
reversal o f voltage of the postsynaptic membran e to a
thresh old level (depolarization). This leads to initiation
of an action potential a nd genera6on of a nerve impulse.
• In inhibito1'y synapses, release of neurotransmitters such
as y-aminobutyric acid (GABA ) or glycine, opens anion
ch annels, cau sing Cl- to enter the cell and hyperpolarize
the postsynaptic membrane, making it even more negati ve. In these synapses, the generatio n of an action potential then becomes more difficult.

tween axons and striated muscle at the neuromuscular
junction (see page 257). ACh also serves as a neurotransmitter between axons and effectors in the ANS. Neurons
that use ACh as their neurotransmitter are called cholinergic neurons. The receptors for ACh in the postsynaptic
membrane are known as cholinergic receptors and are divided into two classes on the basis of their interactions
with muscarine, isolated from poisonous mushrooms
(muscarinic ACh 1'eceptor), and nicotine, isolated from
tobacco plants (nicotinic ACh receptor). Various drugs
affect release of ACh into the synaptic cleft as well as affect its binding to its receptors. For instance, in botulism,
the botulinum tox in produced by the bacteria that grow
in improperly canned meat and vegetable products inhibits ACh release. Inhibition of ACh release leads to decreasing receptor stimulation, causing respiratory distress
and other skeletal muscle paralysis.
• Catecbolamines such as norepineph1'ine (NE) , epinephriHe (EPI), and dopamine (DA). These neurotransmitters
are synthesized in a series of enzymatic reactio ns from the
amino acid tyrosine. NE serves as a transmitter between
axons and effectors in the ANS. Neurons that use NE as
their neurotransmitter are called adrenergic neurons. EPI
is secreted by some cells in the CNS as well as the endocrine cells (chromaffin cells) of the adrenal medulla
during the fight-or-flight response (page 665).
• Serotonin or 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), GABA, glutamate (G LU), aspartate (ASP), and glycine (GLY) are
other common neurotransmitters.
Sever al sma ll peptides also have been shown to act as
synaptic transmjtters. Among these a re substance P (so
named because it was o rigina lly found in a powder of ace-
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tone extra cts of brain and intestine), hypothalamic releas-

ing hormo1tes, enkephalins, vasoactive intestinal peptide
(VIP), cholecystokinin (CCK), and neurotensin. Many of
these sa m e su bstances are synthesized a nd released by ente roendocrine cells of the intestinal tract. They may act immediately on ne ig hboring cells (paracrine secretion) or be
carrie d in th e bloodstream as hormones to act o n distant
target cells (endocrine secretion). They ar e also synthesized
and released by endocrine organs and by the neurosecretory neurons of the hypothalamus.
In the past decade, nitric oxide (NO), a simple gas with
free radica l properties, also has been identifie d as a ne urotra nsmitte r. At low concentratio ns, NO carries nerve impulses from one nemon to another. Unlike othe r ne urotra n sm itters , w hich are synthesized in the ner ve cell bod y
and stored in synaptic vesicles, NO is synthesized within
the synapse and used immediately. lt is postu lated that excitatory neurotransmitter GLU induces a cha in reaction in
w hich NO synthase is activated to produce NO, which in
turn d iffuses from the presyna ptic knob vi a the syna ptic
cleft and postsynaptic membrane t o the ad jacent cell, resulting ultimately in generation of a n action pote ntial.

Neurotransmitters released into the synaptic cleft may be
degraded or recaptured
The most co m m o n process of remova l of the ne urotransmitter following its re lease into the synaptic cleft is
called high-affinity reuptake. About 80% of released ne urotransmitters a re removed by this mechanism. T hese and
other transm itte rs a re r eincorpora ted into vesicles in t he
presyn aptic component by end ocytosis and are available
for recycli ng. Enzymes a ssoc ia ted w it h t he p ostsynap t ic
membra ne degrade the remaining 20% of neurotra nsmi tters. For example , acetylcholinesterase (AChE) degrades
ACh; catechol-o-methyltransferase (COMT) as well a s
monoamine oxidase (MAO) rapidly degrade NE. T he
degradati o n or recapt ure o f neurotransm it ters is necessary
to limit the dura ti o n o f stimu la t ion o r inhibition of t he
postsyna ptic membra ne .
Normall y, membrane a dd ed to the plasma membra ne of
the ner ve ending by exocytosis whe n sy naptic vesicles fuse
with it is retrieved by endocytosis and is reprocessed in to
synaptic vesicles b y t he smoo th endoplasmic ret icu lu m
(sER) loca ted in the nerve end ing.

Axonal Transport Systems
Substances needed in the axon and dendrites are synthesized
in the cell body and require transport to those sites
Most neurons in t he bo d y possess elaborate axona l an d
de ndritic processes. Beca use the synthetic activity of the
ne uron is con centrate d in the perika ryon , axonal transport
is req ui red to c o nvey newly sy nthesized ma terial to the
p rocesses. Axona l tra nsport is a bid irection al mecha n ism .
lt serves a s a mode of intercellular comm unication, carrying mo lecules a nd informa t ion along t he microtubules and
in te rmedi a te fila men ts fro m the axon ter mi nal to the
pe rika r yon and from t he perikaryon to t he axo n term ina l.
Axona l transport is described as

• Anterograde transp01't carries material fro m the
pe rikaryon to the periphery. Kinesin, a microtu buleassociated motor p rotei n that uses ATP, is involved in
a nterograde t ra n sport.
• Retrograde transport ca rri es material £rom the axon terrn.i na l a nd the de ndrites to the perikar yon. T his transpo rt is m e diated by a nother microtubu le-associated m o tor p rotein, dynein.
The t ranspo rt systems may a lso be disti nguish ed by the
ra te a t wh~ich s ubsta nces are tra nsported:

Parkinson's disease is a slowly progressive neurologic disorder

caused by the loss of dopamine (DA)·secreting cells in the substantia nigra and basal ganglia of the brain. DA is a neurotransmitter
responsible for synaptic transmission in the nerve pathways coordinating smooth and focused activity of skeletal muscles. Loss of
DA-secreting cells is associated with a classic pattern of symptoms,
including
• Resting tremor in the limb, especially of the hand when in a
relaxed position; tremor usually Increases during stress and is
often more severe on one side of the body
• Rigidity or increased tone (stiffness) In all muscles
• Slowness of movement (bradykinesia) and inability to initiate
movement (akinesia)
• Lack of spontaneous movements
• Loss of postural reflexes, which leads to poor balance and abnormal walking (festinating gait)
· Slurred speech; slowness of thought; and small, cramped handwriting
The etiology of idiopathic Parkinson's disease, In which DAsecreting neurons in the substantia nigra are damaged and lost by
degeneration or apoptosis is not known. However, some evidence
suggests a hereditary predisposition; about 20% of Parkinson's patients have a family member with simila r symptoms.
Symptoms that resemble idiopathic Parkinson's disease may also
result from infections (e.g., encephalitis), toxins (e.g., MPTP), drugs

used in the treatment of neurologic disorders (e.g., neuroleptics
used to treat schizophrenia); and repetitive trauma. Symptoms witll
these causes are called secondary parkinsonism.
On the microscopic level, degeneration of neurons in the substantia nigra is very evident. This region loses its typical pigmentation, and an increase in the number of glial cells is noticeable
(gliosis). In addition, nerve cells in this region display characteristic intracellular inclusions called Lewy bodies, which represent accumulation of intermediate neurofilaments in association with
proteins a-synucleln and ublquitln.
Treatment of Parkinson's disease Is primarily symptomatic and
must strike a balance between relieving symptoms and minimizing psychotic side effects. L-Dopa is a precursor of DA that can
cross the blood- brain barrier and is then converted to DA. It is often tile primary agent used to treat Parkinson's disease. Other
drugs that are used Include a group of cholinergic receptor blockers and amantadine, a drug that stimulates release of DA from
neurons.
If drug therapies are not effective, several surgical options can
be considered. Stereotactic surgery, In which nuclei in selective
areas of tile brain (globus pallid us, thalamus) are destroyed by a
thermocoagulative probe inserted into the brain, can be effective
in some cases. Several new surgical procedures are being developed and are still in experimental stages. These Include transplantation of DA-secreting neurons into the substantia nigra to
replace lost ne urons.

• A slow transport system con veys substances from the
cell body to the term ina l bouton at t he speed of 0.2 to
4 mm /da y. It is o n ly a n a n terogra de t ransport system.
Structural e le ments suc h as tubu lin mo lecules (microtubule precu rsors), actin molecules, and t he proteins that
for m n eurofilaments are car ried from the perikaryon by
th e slo w tra nsport system . So, too, a re cytoplasmic
ma tri x proteins, such as actin, cal modu lin, an d various
meta bolic enzymes.
• A fast transport system conveys su bstances in both directions a t a rate of 20 to 400 mm/day. T hus, it is both a n
anter ograde and a retrograde system. T he fast anter~
grade transp011 system carries to the axon termina l
d ifferent mem brane-lim ited o rganelles, such as sER componen ts, synaptic vesicles, m itochon d ria; and lowmolecular-weight ma terials such as suga rs, am ino ac ids,
nucleo tides, some neurotransmitters, and calcium. T he
fast retrograde transp011 system carries to the perikar yon
many o f the same ma terials as well as proteins and other
molecules endocytosed at the axon ter minal. Fast t ransport in either di rectio n requires ATP, which is used by
m icrotubule-associated motor proteins, and depends on
the microtu bu le arrangement that extends from the
perik ar yon to the term ina tion of the axon. R etrograde
tra nsport is the pat hway fo llowed by toxins and viruses
tha t enter the CNS at nerve endi ngs. R etrograde transport
o f exogenous enzymes, such as horseradish peroxidase,
a nd o f rad io la beled or imm unolabeled trace r materials is
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now used to trace neuronal pathways a nd to identify the
perikarya related to specific nerve en dings.
D endritic tra nsport appears to have the same characterist ics and to serve the same fu nc t ions fo r the dendrite as axona l tra nsport does for the axon.

Q SUPPORTING CEllS OF THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM
Schwann Cells and the Myelin Sheath
Axons in the peripheral nervous system are described as
myelinated or unmyelinated
Myel inated axons are s urrounded by a lipid-rich layer
called t he myelin sheath.
External to, and contiguous with , the myelin sheath is a
thin layer of Schwa nn cell cyt oplasm called the sheath of
Schwann, o r the neurilemma (Fig . 11.10) . T his layer conta ins the n ucleus and most of the organelles of the
Schwann cell. Surrou nding the Sch wann cell is a basal or
externa l lamina.
F unctionally, the myelin sheath with its external lamina
and the neurilemma isolates the axo n from the smrounding ext ra cell ul ar compa rtment. T he a xon hillock and the
termi nal arborizations where t he axon synapses wit h its
target cells do not have a myelin sheath.
The myelin sheath is composed of multiple layers of Schwann
cell membrane wrapped concentrically around the axon
To produce the myelin sheath, each Schwan n cell wraps
in a spiral around a short (0.08 to 0.1 mm ) segment of the
axon . D u ri ng the wrapping of the axon , cytoplasm is
squeezed out from between t he membrane of the concentric layers of t he Schwann cell. T he inner leaflets of the
p lasma membrane then fuse. With the TEM, these fused
in ner leaflets are electron op a q ue , a p pearing as the m aj01'
dense lines in the TEM image of the myelin . T hese concentric dense lamellae alterna te wi th the slightl y less de nse
intraperiod lines tha t are fo rmed by fusio n of the outer
membra ne leaflets (F ig. 11.11 ).
The m yelin sheath is segmen ted beca use it is for med by
numerous Sch wann cells a rrayed seq uentially a long the
axon. T he ju nction where two ad jacent Schwa1111 cells
meet is devoid of myelin . T hi s site is called the node of
Ranvier. T herefore, t he m yelin between two sequential
nodes of R anvier is called an internodal segment.
D uring formation of t he myel in sheath, the axon init ia lly lies in a g roove on t he s urface of the Schwann cell
(Fig. ll. lla) . Fusion of the edges of the groove to enclose the axon pr oduces th e inner mesaxon, the narrow
intercell ular space of the innermost ri ngs. The first few
lamel lae are not compactly arra nged; i.e ., some cyto-
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plasm is left in the fi rs t few concentric layers (Fig.
11.1lb). Similarly, th e outermost la yer contains some cytoplasm as we ll as the Schwann cell nucleus (Fig.
11.1 1c). The apposition of the plasma membrane of th e
last layer to itself as it closes the ring produces the outer
mesaxon, the narrow intercellular space adjacent to th e
external lamina.
Myelin is rich in lipid because as the Schwann cell
w inds around the axon, its cytoplasm, as noted, is extruded from between th e opposing la yers of the plasma
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membranes. Electron micrographs,· however, typica lly
show small amounts of cytoplasm in several locations
(Figs. 11.1 2 and 11.13 ): the inner collar of Schwann cell
cytoplasm, between t he axon and the m ye lin; the
Schmidt-Lantermatt clefts, small isl ands within successive lamellae of the myelin; perinodal cytoplasm, at the
node of Ranvier; and the outer collar of perinuclear cytoplasm, around the m yelin (Fig. 11 .1 4 ). These areas of
cytoplasm are what light microscopists identified as the
Schwann sheath. If one conce ptually unrolls the Schwann
cell, as shown in Figure 11.15, its fu ll extent can be appreciated, and the inner collar of Schwann cell cytoplasm
can be seen to be continuous with the body of the
Schwann cell through the Schmidt-Lanterman clefts and
through the perinodal cytoplasm. Cytoplasm of the clefts
conta ins lysosomes, occasional mitochondria and microtubules, as well as cytoplasmic inclusions, or dense bodies. The number of Schmidt-Lanterman clefts correlates
with the diameter of the axon; larger axons ha ve more
clefts.
Unmyelinated axons i n the peripheral nervous system are
enveloped by Schwann cells and their external lamina

The nerves in the PNS that are described as umnyelinated are nevertheless enveloped by Schwann cell cytoplasm as shown in Figure 11.16. The Schwam1 cells are
elongated in parallel to the long axis of the axons, and the
axons fit into grooves in the surface of the cell. The lips of
the g roove may be open, exposing a portion of the axolemma (axon plasma membrane), the cel l membrane of
the axon, to the adjacent external lamina of the Schwann
cell, or the lips may be closed, forming a mesaxon.
A single axon or a group of axons ma y be enclosed in a
single invaginatio n of the Schwann cell surface. Large
Schwann cells in the PNS may have 20 or more grooves,
each containing one or more axons. In the ANS, it is common for bundles of unmyelinated axons to occupy a single
groove.

FIGURE 11.10

Photomicrographs of a peripheral nerve in cross and longitudinal
sections. a. Photomicrograph of an osmium-fixed, toluidine bluestained peripheral nerve cut in cross section. The axons (A) appear
clear. The myelin is represented by the dark ring surrounding the axons. Note the variation in diameter of the individual axons. In some
of the nerves the myelin appears to consist of two separate rings
(asterisks). This is due to the section passing through a SchmidtLanterman cleft. Epi, epineurium. x 640. b. Photomicrograpl1 showing

longitudinally sectioned myelinated nerve axons (A) in the same
preparation as above. A node of Ranvier (NR) is seen near the center
of the micrograph. In the same axon, a Schmidt-Lanterman cleft (SL)
is seen on each side of the node. In addition, a number of SchmidtLanterman clefts can be seen in the adjacent axons. The perinodal cytoplasm of the Schwann cell at the node of Ranvier and tile Schwann
cell cytoplasm at the Schmidt-Lanterman cleft appear virtually unstained. x 640.

FIGURE 11.11

mesaxon

Diagram showing successive stages in the
formation of myelin by a Schwann cell.
a. Tile axon is initially surrounded by a
Schwann cell. b. The Scl1wann cell then wraps
around the axon, forming multiple Schwann
cell layers. c. During t11e wrapping process the
cytoplasm is extruded from between tl1e two
apposing plasma membranes of the Schwann
cell, which then fuse, inner leaflet to · inner
leaflet, to form the major dense line in the
myelin (arrows). The outer opposing leaflets
also fuse to form the less conspicuous intraperiod line. Tl1e outer mesaxon represents
invaginated plasma membrane extending
from the outer surface of the Schwann cell to
the myelin. The inner mesaxon extends from
the inner surface of the Scl1wann cell (the part
facing the axon) to the myelin. (From Barr ML,
Kiernan JA. T/7e Human Nervous System. New
York: Harper & Row, 1983.)

Satellite Cells

FIG URE 11.12
Electron micrograph of an axon in the process of myelination. At this
stage of development, t11e myelin (M) consists of about six membrane
layers. The inner mesaxon (IM) is represented by t11e apposition of
til e internal opposing processes of the Schwann cell (SC). Similarly, t11e
outer mesaxon (OM) is represented by the outer fold or lip of the
Schwatlll cell where it meets itself. Anot11er axon (see upper/eft A) is present tl1at l1 as not yet been enwrapped by a Schwann cell. Other notable
features include the Schwann cell basal (external) lamina (BL) and the
considerable amount of Schwann cell cytoplasm associated witl1 the
myelination process. x 50,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Stephen G. Waxman.)

The neuronal cell bodies of ganglia are surro unded by a
layer of small cuboidal cells called satellite cells. Altho ugh they form a complete layer aro und the cell body,
only their nuclei a re typically visible in ro utin e H &E
preparations (Fig. 11.17, a and b). In paravertebra l and
peripheral ga ngli a, neura l cell processes must penetrate
between the satellite cells to esta blish a synapse (there
are no synapses in senso ry ganglia ). They help to establish and maintain a co ntroll ed microenvironment around
the neuronal body in the ga nglion , providing electrical insulation as well as a pathway for metabolic exchanges. Thu s, in its functional ro le the satellite cell is
a nalogo us to the Schwann cell except that it does not
make myelin .
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FIGURE 11.13

Electron micrograph of a mature myelinated axon. The myelin
sheath (M) shown here consists of 19 paired layers of Schwann cell
membrane. The pairing of membranes in each layer is due to the extrusion of the Schwann cell cytoplasm. The axon displays an abun·
dance of neurofilaments, most of which have been cross·sectioned,
giving the axon a stippled appearance. Also evident in the axon are
microtubules (MT) and several mitochondria (Mit). The outer collar of
Schwann cell cytoplasm (OCS) is relatively abundant, compared with
the inner collar of Scllwann cell cytoplasm (ICS). The collagen fibri ls (Q

constitute tile fibrillar component of the endoneurium. BL, basal (external) lamina. x 70,000. Inset. Higher magnification of the myelin.
The arrow points to cytoplasm within the myelin that would contribute
to the appearance of the SchmidHanterman cleft as seen in the light
microscrope. It appears as an isolated region here because of the thin·
ness of the section. The intercellular space between axon and
Schwann cell is indicated by the arrowhead. A coated vesicle (CV) in an
early stage of formation appears in the outer collar of the Schwann
cell cytoplasm. X130,000. (Courtesy of Dr. George D. Pappas.)

FIGURE 11.14

nucleus of

inner collar
of Schwann
cell cytoplasm

axon

~~~~11-IJi·i
: - . ,.-.·r~~}myelin
~

perinodal cytoplasm
of Schwann cell

perinodal
cytoplasm of
Schwann cell

Schmidt-Lanterman
cleft

outer co llar of
Schwann
cell cyto plasm

Diagram of an axon and its covering sheaths.
This diagram shows a longitudinal section of
the axon and its relationships to the myelin, cytoplasm of th e Schwann cell, and node of Ran·
vier. Schwa nn cell cytoplasm is present at four
locations. These are (1 ) the inner and (2) the
outer cytoplasmic collar of t11e Schwann cell,
(3) the nodes, and (4) the Schmidt-Lanterrnan
clefts. Note that the cytoplasm throughout the
Schwann cell is continuous; it is not a series of
cytoplasmic islands as it appears in the diagram (see Fig. 11.15). The node of Ranvier is the
site at which successive Schwann cells meet.
The adjacent plasma membranes of the
Schwann cells are not tightly apposed at the
node, and extracellular fluid has free access to
the neuronal plasma membrane. Also, t11e
node is the site of depolarization of t11e neuronal plasma membra ne during nerve impulse
transmission. (Courtesy of Dr. Charles P.
Leblond.)

Diagrams conceptualizing the relationship of myelin and cytoplasm
of a Schwann cell. A cross section of a myelinated axon is shown
on tile left next to a hypothetically uncoiled Schwann cell viewed on
edge. The same uncoiled Schwann cell viewed en face is shown on
the right Note how the cytoplasm of the Scl1wa nn cell is continuous.
(Modified from Webster HD. 1 Cell Bio/1 971 ;48 :3 48- 367.)

Neuroglia
Wi th in the CNS, supporting cells ar e d esignated
o r glial cells. The fo ur types o f glial cells ar e

neuroglia,

• Oligodendrocytes, sm all cells t hat ar e act ive i n the f o r m at ion and maintenance of m yel i n in the CNS
• Astrocytes, morphol og ica lly heter ogeneous cells that

•
•

prov ide p h ysi ca l and meta bolic suppo r t fo r the neuro ns
of the CNS
Microglia, i nconspicuou s cells w ith sm all , dark, el on ga t ed nuclei that po ssess ph agocytotic pro perties
Ependymal cells, c o lum n-shaped cells that line the ventricles of the bra in and the centr al cana l o f t he spinal cor d

O n ly t he n uclei of g li al cells ar e seen in r o u t ine histologic prep arations of t he CNS. H eavy-m eta l sta m mg or
im m unocytochemica l m et ho ds ar e necessary t o dem onst rate th e shape o f the en ti r e g lial ce ll.
A ltho ugh glial cells h ave l on g been descr ibed as sup po r t i ng ce lls of ner ve ti ssue in th e pure ly phys ical sen se,
curr en t co ncept s em p hasize t he funct ional i nterdepend ence
of neu roglial cells and neuro ns. The m ost o b vious ex am ple
of ph ys ical support occu rs during development. The brain
an d sp inal cord deve lop fr o m th e em b r yon ic neur al tu be.
l n the head region , th e n eural tu be under goes r em ark abl e

In general, demyelinating diseases are characterized by preferential damage to the myelin sheath. Clinical symptoms of
these diseases are related to decreased or lost ability to transmit electrical impulses along nerve fibers. Several immune-mediated diseases affect the myelin sheath.
Guillain·Barre syndrome, known also as acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy, is one of tile
most common life-threatening diseases of tile PN S. Micro·
scopic examination of nerve fibers obtained from patients affected by this disease shows a large accumulation of lympho·
cytes, macrophages, and plasma cells around nerve fibers
within nerve fascicles. Large segments of the myelin sheath are
damaged, leaving the axons exposed to the extracellular matrix. These findings are consistent with a T cell- mediated immune response directed against myelin, which causes its de·
struction and slows or blocks nerve conduction. Patients
exhibit symptoms of ascending muscle paralysis, loss of muscle coordination, and loss of cutaneous sensation.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a disease that attacks myelin in
the CNS. MS is also characterized by preferential damage to
myelin, which becomes detached from the axon and is eventu ally destroyed. In addition, destruction of oligodendroglia,
which are responsible for the synthesis and maintenance of
myelin, is also evident. Chemical changes in tile lipid and protein constituents of myelin produce irregular, multiple plaques
throughout the white matter of the brain. Symptoms of MS de·
pend on the area In the CNS where myelin is damaged. MS is
usually characterized by distinct episodes of neurologic deficits
such as unilateral vision impairment, loss of cutaneous sensa·
tion, lack of muscle coordination and movement, and loss of
bladder and bowel control.
Treatment of both diseases is related to diminishing the
causative immune response by immunomodulatory therapy
with interferon as well as administrating adrenal steroids. For
more severe, progressive forms, immunosuppressive drugs
may be used.

th ickening and fo lding, lea ding ultimatel y t o the .fi nal
stru ctme, the b ra i n . D u ring th e earl y st ages of the process,
embr yonic gli al cells ex tend t hro ugh the en tire t hickness of
t he neural tu be in a ra dial manner. T h ese radia l gl ial cel ls
ser ve as the ph ysical scaffo ld ing that d ir ect s the m igr atio n
of n eur o ns t o their ap pr o pr iate position i n t he br ai n .
Microglia possess phagocytotic properties
M i cr oglia ar e p hagoc ytot ic cells. They ar e normal ly
present o nl y in sm al l n umbers in the ad u lt CNS bu t pr olif er at e and becom e acti ve ly phagocyt otic i11 reg io ns of i njury
and disease. T hey are considered p art of the m ononuclear
ph agocytot ic system (see page 144) and are believed t o
ori ginat e i n the bo ne marrow. M icr ogl ia cells enter the CNS
par ench ym a fr om the vascular system. Evidence also sug-
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gests that they remove debris of cells that die during development of the nervous system.
Microglia are the smallest of the neuroglial cells and
have relatively small, elongated nuclei (Fig. 11.18. ) When
stained with heavy metals, microglia exhibit short, twisted
processes . Both the processes and the cell body are covered
with numerous spikes . The spikes may be the equivalent of
the ruffled border seen on other phagocytotic cells. The
TEM reveals numerous lysosomes, inclusions, and vesicles.
Howeve1; microglia contain little rER and few microtubu les or actin filaments.
Astrocytes are of two types, protoplasmic and fibrous

Astrocytes are the largest of the neuroglial cells. Two
kinds of astrocytes are identified:

• Protoplasmic astrocytes, wh ich are more prevalent in

FIGURE 11.16
Electron micrograph of unmyelinated nerve fibers. The individual
fibers or axons (A) are engulfed by the cytoplasm of a Scl1wann cell.

The arrows indicate the site of mesaxons. In effect, each axon is enclosed by the Schwann cell cytoplasm, except for the intercellular space
of the mesaxon. Other features evident in the Schwann cell are its nucleus (N), the Golgi apparatus (G), and the surrounding basal (external)

lamina (BL). In the upper part of the micrograph, myelin (M) of two
myelinated nerves is also evident. X27,000. Inset. Schematic diagram
showing the relationship of axons engulfed by the Schwann cell. (Barr
ML, Kiernan JA. The Human Nervous System. New York: Harper & Row,
1983.)

gray matter. These astrocytes ha ve numerous, short,
branching cytoplasmic processes (Fig. 11.19).
• Fibrous astrocytes, which are more common in white
matter. These astrocytes have fewer processes, and they
are relatively straight (Fig. 11.20).
Both types of astrocytes contain prominent bundles of
intermediate filaments composed of glial fibrillary acidic
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protein (GFAP). The filaments are much more numerous in
the fibrous astrocytes, however, hence the name. Antibodies to GFAP are used as specific stains to identify astrocytes
in sections and tissue cultures (see Fig. 11.20b). Tumors
arising from fibrous astrocytes, fibrous astmcytomas, account for about 80% of adult primary brain tumors. They
are also characterized by microscopic examination and
GFAP specificity.
Astrocyte processes extend between the blood vessels
and neurons. The ends of the processes expand, forming
end feet that cover large areas of the outer surface of the
vessel or of the axolemma. It is now thought that astrocytes play a role in the movement of metabolites and
wastes to and from neurons and regulate ionic concentrations in the intercellular compartment, thus maintaining
the microenvironment of the neurons. They also have a
role in maintaining tight junctions of the capillaries that
form the blood-brain barrier (page 313).
In additio n, astrocytes provide a covering for the " bare
areas" of myelinated axons, e.g., at the nodes of Ranvier
and at synapses. They may confine neurotransmitters to
the synaptic cleft and may remove excess neurotransmitters by pinocytosis. Protoplasmic astrocytes at the brain
and spina l cord surfaces extend their processes (subpial
feet) to the basal lamina of the pia mater to form the glia

\

\

\
\
a

\
b

FIGUI~ : 11.18

Microglial cell in the gray matter of the brain. a. Til is diagram sl1ows
FIGURE 11.17
Photomicrograph of a nerve ganglion. a. Pllotomicrograph showing

a gangli on stained by the Mallory-Azan method. Note the large nerve
cell bodies (arrows) and nerve fibers (NF) in the ganglion. Satellite cells
are represented by the very small nuclei at the periphery of tile neuronal cell bodies. The ganglion is surrounded by a dense irregular

connective tissue capsule (CT) t11at is comparable to, and continuous
witll, the epineurium of the nerve. x 200. b. Higher magnification of
the ganglion, showing individual axons and a few neuronal cell bodies w ith their satellite cells (arrows). The nuclei in the region of the axons are mostly Schwann cell nuclei. X 640.

tile shape and characteristics of a microglial cell. Note the elongated
nucleus and relatively few processes emanating from the body.
b. Photomicrograph of microglial cells (arrows) showing their characteristic elongated nuclei. The specimen was obtained from an individ-

ual with diffuse microgliosis. In this condition, tile microglial cells are
present in large numbers and are readily visible in a routine H&E
preparation. X 420. (From Fuller GN, Burger PC. Central nervous system. In: Sternberg SS, ed. Histology for Pathologists. Phi ladelphia:
Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)
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(F ig. 11.22). The nucle us-containi ng region of the o ligodendrocyte ma y be a t so me distance fro m the axon s it
myelinates.
T he precise manner b y w hic h o ligod endrocyte plasm a
membrane becomes co ncen trica lly w ra pped a round a portion of a CNS neuro n is not as clea rl y understood as t he
p arallel process in the PNS. Beca use a single o ligo den drocyte may m yelina te severa l n ea rby axons simultaneously,
the cell cannot spiral aro un d each axon in an independent
ma nner, as the Schwann cell do es in the PNS. Instead, each
tongue-like process appea rs to sp ira l around the axon, always st aying in prox imity to it, until the m yelin sheath is
formed. Thus, PNS myelin ca n be d escribed as forming
centri fugall y by the movement of the Schwan n cell a ro und
t he outer surface of the newly for med mye lin. CNS myelin,
on the other h a nd, can be described as forming centripeta lly by the con tinued insinu ation of the leading ed ge
of the growing process between the inner surface of th e
newly formed m yelin a nd the axon.
FIGURE 11.20

The myelin sheath in the CNS differs from that in the PNS

blood vessel
PROTOPLASMIC ASTROCYTE
FIGURE 11.19

Protoplasmic astrocyte in the gray matter of the brain. This
schematic drawing shows the foot processes of the protoplasmic astrocyte te rminating on a blood vessel and the axona l process of a
nerve cell. The foot processes terminating on the blood vessel contribute to the blood-brain barrier. The bare regions of the vessel as
shown in lhe drawing would be covered by processes of neighboring
astrocytes, thus forming the overall barrier.

limitans, a relatively imp ermeable barrier surrounding the
CNS (Fig. 11.21 ).
Oligodendrocytes produce and maintain the myelin sheath in
the CNS
T he o li god endrocyte is the cell responsible fo r prod ucing CNS myelin. The m yelin shea th in the CNS is for med
by concentric la yers of oligodendrocyte p lasma membrane.
T he formation of the sheath in t he CNS is more complex,
however, t ha n th e simple wrapping tha t occ urs in the PNS.
O ligoden drocytes a ppear in speci a ll y stained p repa rati o ns in t he lig ht m icroscope as small cells w ith re lative ly
few processes compa red w ith as trocytes. They a re o fte n
a ligned in rows between axons. Eac h oligodend rocyte
gives off seve ra l ton gue-like pr ocesses th at find th eir way
to t he axons, wh ere each process wra p s itsel f a round a
portio n of a n ax on, forming a n interno d a l segment of
m yelin. T he multiple processes o f a single o ligod endrocyte may mye linate o ne axon o r severa l nea rby axo ns

There a re several other important d ifferences between the
myelin sheaths in the CNS a nd those in the PN S. M yelin in
the CNS exJ1ibits fewer Schmidt-La nterma n clefts because
the astJ:ocytes provide m eta bo lic suppo rt for CNS neurons.
Unlike Schwann cells of the PNS, o ligodend rocytes do not
have a n externa l lamina. Fu rtherm ore, beca use of the manner in which o ligodendrocytes form CNS myelin, little or no
cytoplasm may be present in the ou termost layer o f th e
m yelin shea th, a nd w ith the a bsence of external lamina, the
myelin of a djacent axons may come into contact. T hus,
where myelin shea ths of adjacent axons touch, they may
share an intraperiod Lin e. Fina lly, the nodes ofRanvier in t he
CNS a re larger than those in t he PN S. The larger areas of
exposed axolem ma thus make saltat01y conduction (see below) even m ore efficient in the CNS.
Another d ifference between th e CNS a nd the PNS in rega rd to th e relatio nsh ips between supporting cells a nd neuro ns is tha t unmye li na ted neu ro ns in the CNS are o ften
found to be bare; i.e., t hey are not e mbedded in glial cell
processes. T he lack o f supporting cells arou nd unm yel inated axons as well as the a bsence of basa l la m ina m aterial a nd co nnecti ve t iss ue within th e substa nce of the CNS
help to disti ngui sh the CNS from the PNS in histologic sect io ns and in TEM sp ecimens.
Ependymal cells form the epithe lial lining of the ventricles of
the brain and spinal canal

Fibrous astrocytes in the white matter of the brain. a. Schematic
drawing of a fibrous astrocyte in the white mater of the brain. b. Photomicrograph of the white matter of the brain, showing the extensive
radiating cytoplasmic processes for which astrocytes are named.

basement membran e
subpial foot process

glia limitans

pia mater

FIGURE 11.21

Distribution of glial cells in t he brain. This diagram shows the three
types of glial cells-astrocytes, ollgodendrocytes, and microglial cellsinteracting with several structures and cells found in the brain tissue.
Note that the astrocytes and their processes interact with the blood
vessels as well as with axons and dendrites. Note that astrocytes also
send their processes toward the brain surface, where they contact the
basement membra ne of the pia mate r, formi ng the glia limitans. In
addition, processes of astrocytes extend toward tile fluid-filled spaces
in the CNS, where they contact the ependymal lining cells. Oligodendrocytes are involved in myelination of the nerve fi bers in the CNS.
Microgl ia exhibit phagocytotic fu nctions.

W ithin t he system of the bra in ventricles, th is li ning epithe lium is further modified to produce th e cerebrospinal
£lu id by tra nsport a nd secretio n o f ma ter ia ls der ived from
ad jacent ca pillar y loops. T he modified ependymal cells and
associated ca p illa ries are ca lled the choroid plexus.

Impulse Conduction
astrocyte

neuron
oligomicroglia l cell myelin dendrocyte

Ependymal cells for m the simp le ep ithe li a l lin ing o f the
fl u id-filled cavities of th e CNS. They are c uboida l-tocolu mna r cells t hat have the morp ho logic and physiologic
c haracter istics of fl uid-tra nsporting cells (Fig . 11.23 ). They
are t ightly bo und by junct io na l com plexes loca ted a t the
ap ical surfaces. Unlike a typica l epithe li um, ependym a l

They are best visualized, as shown here, with immunostaining methods that use antibodies against GFAP. x 220. (From Fuller GN, Burger
PC. Central nervous system. In: Sternberg ss, ed. Histology jar Patl1ologists. Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)

cells lack a n external la mina. At the TEM level, t he basal
cell sur face exh ibits numerous info ldings tha t interd igitate
wit h a d jacent astrocyte processes. The apical surface of the
cell possesses cil ia and microvill i. T he latter are in volved in
absorbing cerebrosp inal fluid.

An action potential is an electrochemical process triggere d by
impulses carried to the axon hillock after other impulses are
received on the dendrites or the cell body itself
A nerve impulse is co nducted a lo ng an axon muc h as a
fl ame tra vels a lo ng th e fuse of a firecracker. T h is electrochemical p rocess in vo lves th e gene ra tion of a n action potential, a wave of mem bra ne depolariza tion that is initi -
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ated at th e initia l segment of the axon hillock. Its membrane contains a large n umber of vo ltage-gated Na + and
K " channels. ln response to a stimulus, voltage-gated Na+
channels in the in itial segment of the axon membrane
open, causing an influx of Na+ into the axoplasm. This influx of Na + briefly reverses ("depolarizes") the negative
membrane potential of the resting membrane (-70 mY) to
positive (+30 mV). Following depola ri zation, the voltagegated Na "~ ch annels close and voltage-gated l( + channels
open. l( + rapidly exits the axon, returning the membrane
to its resting poten tial. Depolarization of one part of the
membrane sends electrical c urrent to neighboring po rtions
of unstimul ated membrane, w hic h is still positively
charged. This local current stimulates adjacent portions of
the axon's membrane and repeats depolariza tion a lo ng the
membrane. The entire process takes less tha n one th ousandth of a second. After a very brief (refracto ry) period,
the neuron ca n repeat the process of generating an action
potential once aga in.
Rapid conduction of the action potential is due to the nodes of
Ranvier

FIGURE 11.22

Three-dimensional view of an oligodendrocyte as it relates to three
axons. Cytoplasmic processes from the oligodendrocyte cell body
form flattened cytoplasmic s11eaths that wrap around each of the axons. The relationshi p of cytoplasm and myelin is essentially the same
as that of Schwann cells. (Modified from Bunge MR, Bunge RP, Ris H.

M yelinated axons conduct impulses more rapidly than
unm ye linated axons. Physiologists describe the ner ve imp ulse as "j umpi ng" from node to nod e along the myelinated axon. This process is called saltatory (L. saltus, to jump),
or discontinuous conduction. In myeLnated nerves, the
myelin sheath around the nerve does not cond uct an elec-

J 8iophys 8iochem Cyto/ 1961;1 0:67-94.)

tric current and forms an insulating layer around the axon.
However, the voltage r eversal can only occur a t t he nodes
of Ran vier, where the axolemma is lacking a myeli n sheath.
Here, the axolemma is exposed to extracellular flu ids and
possesses a high concentr ation of vo ltage-gated Na + and
1< 1 c hannels (see Figs. 11.14 and 11.22). Because of this,
the voltage reversal (and, thu s, the impu lse) jumps as "current flow" fro m one node of Ran vier to the next. The speed
of saltatory conduction is related not only to the thickness
of the m yelin but also to the diameter of the axon. Conduction is more rapid along axons of greater diameter.
In unmyelinated axons, Na + and 1(+ channels are distributed uniformly along the le ngth of t he fiber. The nerve
imp ulse is conducted more slowly a nd moves as a continuous wave of vo ltage rever sal a long the axon.

Q

ORIGIN OF NERVE TISSUE CELLS

CNS neurons are derived from neuroectodermal cells of the
neural tube
After d eveloping neurons have migrated to their predestined locations in t he ne ura l tube and have differentiated
into mature neurons, they no longer divide. Astrocytes and
o ligodendrocytes are a lso derived from cells of the neura l
tube, but studies with tritiated th ymidine indicate that
these neuroglial cells undergo a slow t urnover.
As noted above, microglia are derived from mononuclear phagocytotic cells of blood (mononuclear phagocytotic system [MPS]) a long w ith other macrophages of the
body. It is still not known whether they are able to divide
after they have r eached the CNS. As the only glial cells of
mesenchymal origin, microglia possess the vimentin class
o f intermediate filaments, which can be useful in identifying these cells by using immunocytochemical methods.
The epend ymal cells are derived from the proliferatio n
of neuroepithelia l cells that immediately surround the
ca na l of th e developing neural tube.
PNS ganglion cells are derived from the neural crest

FIGURE 11.23

Ependymal lining of the spinal canal. a. Photomicrograph of the center region of the spinal cord stained with toluidine blue. The arrow
points to the central canal. X 20. b. At higher magnification, ependymal cells, wh ich line the central canal, can be seen to consist of a single layer of columnar cells. x 340. (Courtesy of Dr. George D. Pappas.)
c. Transmission electron mi crograph showing a portion of the apical

region of two columnar ependymal cells. They are joined by a junctional complex (JC) that separates the lumen of the canal from the lateral Intercellular space. The apical surface of the ependymal cells has
both cilia (C) and microvilli (M). Basal bodies (88) and a Golgi apparatus (G) within the apical cytoplasm are also visible. X 20,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Paul Reier.)

The development of the ganglion cells of the PNS invo lves the proliferation and migration of ga nglion precursor cells from the neural crest to their future gang lion ic
si tes, w her e they undergo further proliferation. There, the
cells develop processes that reach the cel ls' target tissues
(e.g., glandu lar tiss ue or smooth muscle cells) and sensory
territories. Initia ll y, m ore cells ar e produced than are
needed. Those that d o not make functional contact with a
target tissue undergo apoptosis.
Schwann cells also arise originally from the neural crest
but undergo mitosis along the growing nerve. Most
Schwa nn cells are formed by mitosis of parent Schwa nn
cells in the peripheral nerves rather t han by the migratio n
of cells fro m the ne ural crest.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

Peripheral Nerves
A peripheral nerve is a bundle of nerve fibers held together by
connective tissue

The n e rves of t he PNS a r e m ade up of many nerve
fibers that carry sensory and motor (effector) information
betwee n the or gans and t issues of th e body and t he brain
and spin al cord. Unfortunately, the ter m nerve fiber is
used in different ways that can be confusing. It can con note the axon w ith all of its cove rs (myel in a nd Schwann
cell), as used above, or it can conno te the axon alone. It
is also used to refer to a ny process of a nerve cell, either
dendrite or axon, especia ll y if insufficient info rmati on is
availab le to identify the process as either an axon or a
dendrite.
The cell bodies of peripheral n erves m ay be located
within the CNS or outs ide the CNS in peripheral ganglia.
Ganglia contain clusters of neurona l cell bodies and the
nerve fibers leading to and from them (see Fig. 11.1 7). The
cell bodies in dorsal root ganglia as well as ganglia o f crania l nerves belon g to sensory neurons (somatic an d visceral
afferents) , whose distribution is restricted to sp ecific locations (Table 11.1 and Fig. 11.3 ). The cell bodies in the paravertebral, p revertebra l, a nd te rminal ga nglia belong to
postsynaptic " motor" neurons (visceral efferents) of the
ANS (see Table 11.1 and Fig. 11.17).
To understand the PNS, it is also necessary to describe
some parts of the CNS.
Motor neuron cell bodies of the PNS lie in the CNS
The cell bodies of motor neurons that innerva te skeletal
muscle (somatic efferents) are located in t he brain, bra in
stem, and spinal cord. The axons leave the CNS a nd travel
in peripheral nerves to the skeletal muscles that they innervate. A single neuron conveys im pulses from the CNS
to the effector organ.
In the ANS, a c hain of two neurons con nects the CNS to
smooth muscle, cardiac m uscle, a nd glands (visceral efferents). T he cell bodies of presynaptic, or P1'eganglionic,
neurons of the ANS are loca ted in specific parts of th e
CNS. Their axons leave the CNS and travel in peripheral
nerves to synapse with the postsynaptic, or postganglionic, neurons in peripheral ganglia (see Table 11.1 ).
Sensory neuron cell bodies are located in ganglia outside of,
but close to, the CNS
ln the sensor y system, both the so111atic and the visceral
afferent components, a single neuron conn ects the receptor, through a sensory ga nglion, to the spinal co rd or brain
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TABLE 11 .1. Peripheral GangJiaA
Ganglia that contain cell bodies of sensory neurons; these are not synaptic stations
• Dorsal root ganglia of all spinal nerves
• Sensory ganglia of all cranial nerves
Trigeminal (semilunar, Gasserian) ganglion of the cochlear division of the trigeminal (V) nerve
Geniculate ganglion of the facial (VII) nerve
Spiral ganglion (contains bipolar neurons) of the cochlear division of the vestibulocochlear (VIII) nerve
Vestibular ganglion (contains bipolar neurons) of the vestibular division of the vestibulocochlear (VI II) nerve
Superior and inferior ga nglia of the glossopharyngeal (IX) nerve
Superior and inferior ganglia of the vagus (X) nerve
Ganglia that contain cell bodies of autonomic (postsynaptic) neurons; these are synaptic stations
• Sympathetic ganglia
Sympathetic trunk (paravertebral) ganglia (the highest of these is the superior cervical ga nglion)
Prevertebral ganglia (adjacent to origins of large branches of abdominal aorta). includi ng celiac, superior mesenteric, inferior mesenteric, and aorticorenal ganglia
Adrenal medulla, which may be considered a modified sympathetic ganglion (each of the secretory cells of the medulla, as well as the
recognizable ganglion cells, is innervated by cholinergic presynaptic sympathetic nerves fibers)
• Parasympathetic ganglia
Head ganglia
Ciliary ganglion associated with the oculomotor (Ill) nerve
Submandibular ganglion associated with the facial (VII) nerve
Pterygopalatine (sphenopalatine) ganglion of the facial (VII) nerve
Otic ganglion associated with the glossopharyngeal (IX) nerve
Terminal ganglia (near or in wall of organs), including ganglia of the submucosal (Meissner's) and myenteric (Auerbach's) plexuses of the
gastrointestinal tract (these are also ganglia of the enteric division of the ANS) and isolated ganglion cells in a variety of organs
•Pradlcalnote: Neuron cell bodies seen in tissue sections such as tongue, pancreas, urinary bladder, and heart are Invariably terminal ganglia or ·ganglion cells"
of the parsympathetic nervous system.

stem. Sensory ga nglia are located a long the do rsal roots of
the spinal ner ves and in association w ith crania l nerves V,
VII, Vlll, IX, and X (see Table 11 .1).

Connective Tissue Components of a Peripheral
Nerve
The bulk of a peripheral nerve consists of nerve fibers
and their supporting Schwann cells. T he individ ua l nerve
fibers and their associated Schwann cells are held together
by connective tissue organized into three distinctive components, each with specific morphologic and Functional
characteristics (Fig. 11.24; also, see Fig. 11.3 ). T hese components are

• E11doneurium, which includes loose connective tissue
surrounding each individual nerve fiber
• Perineurium, which includes specialized connecti ve tissue smround ing each nerve fascicle
• Epineurium., wh ich includes dense irregular connective
tissue that surrounds a peripheral nerve and fi lls the
spaces between nerve fascicles
Endoneurium constitutes the loose connective tissue
associated with individual nerve fibers
The endoneurium is not conspicuous in routine light microscope preparations, but specia l connective tissue stains

permit its demonstratio n. At the electron microscope level,
collagen fibri ls that constitute the endoneur ium are readily
apparent (see Figs . 11.12 and 11.13). The fibrils run both
parallel to, and arou nd, the nerve fibers, functiona lly binding them together into a fascicle, or bundle. Because fibroblasts are relatively sparse in the interstices of the nerve
fibers, it is likely that most of the collagen fibrils are secreted by the Schwann cells. T his conclusion is supported
by tissue culture studies in which collagen fibrils are
formed in pure cultures of Schwan n cells and dorsal root
neurons. Other than occasiona l fibroblasts, the only other
connective tissue cell normally fou nd within the endon eur ium is the mast cell. In genera l, most of the nuclei
(90%) found in cross sections of peripheral nerves belong
to Schwann cells; the rema ining 10% is eq ua ll y distributed
between the occasional fi broblasts and other cells such as
endothelial cells of capillaries and mast cells.
Perineurium is the specialized connective tissue surrounding a
nerve fascicle

FIGURE 11.24
Electron micrograph of a peripheral nerve and its surrounding perineurium. a. Electron micrograph of unmyelinated nerve fibers and a·
single myelir.ated fiber (MF). The perineurium (P), consisting of several
cell layers, is seen at tile left of tile micrograph. Perineurial cell
processes (arrow/leads) have also extended into the nerve to surround
a group of axons (A) and their Schwann cell as well as a small blood
vessel (BV). The enclosure of this group of axons represents the root
of a small nerve branch that is joining or leaving the larger fascicle.
XlO,OOO. The area within the circle encompassing the endothelium of
the vessel and tile adjacent perineurial cytoplasm Is shown In the inset at higher magnification. Note the basal (external) laminae of the
vessel and the perineurial cell (arrows). The junction between en-

·xz?,OOO.

Surrounding the nerve bundle is a sheath of uniq ue connective tissue cells that constitute the perineurium. The
perineurium serves as a metabolica ll y active diffusion barrier tha t contribu tes to the for mation of a blood- nerve
barrier. This ba rrier mai ntains the ionic milieu of the ensheathed nerve fibers. In a manner similar to the p roperties
exhibited by the endothelia l cells of brain capillaries fo rm-

ing the brai n- blood barrier (see page 313), perin eurial cells
possess receptors, tra nsporters, a nd enzymes tha t provide
for the active transport of substances across the perineurial cells. The perineurium may be one or more cell layers
thick, depending on the ner ve diameter. The cells that compose th is layer are sq uamous; each layer exhibits an exter-

nal (basal) lamina on both surfaces (Fig. 11.24b). The cells
are contractile and contain a n appreciable number of actin
filaments, a characteristic of smooth muscle cells and other
contractile cells. Moreover, when there are two or more
perineurial cell layers (as man y as five of six layers may be
present in la rger nerves), collagen fibri ls are present be-

dothelial cells of the blood vessel is also apparent (arrow/leads).
X46,000. b. Electron micrograph showing the perineurium of a nerve.
Four cellular layers of the perineurium are present. Each layer has a
basal (external) lamina (BL) associated with it on both surfaces. Other
features of the perineurial cell include an extensive population of
actin microfilaments (MF), pinocytotic vesicles (arrows), and cytoplasmic densities (CD). These features are characteristic of smoot11 muscle
cells. The innermost perineurial cell layer (righ t) exhibits tight junctions (asterisks) where one cell is overlapping a second cell In forming
the sheath. Other features seen In the cytoplasm are mitochondria
(M), rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER), and free ribosomes (R).
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The epine urium fo rms the outermost tissue o f the periphera l nerve. It is a typical dense connective tiss ue that
surro unds the fascicles formed by the p erineurium . Adipose tiss ue is often associated with t he epineurium in
larger nerves .
T he b lood vessels that supply th e nerves travel in th e
epineurium, a nd t heir branches penetrate into the nerve
and t ravel w it hin the perinemium. Tissue at the level of the
e ndo neurium is poorly vasculari zed; metabolic exc hange
of substra tes a nd wastes in this tissue d epends o n d iffusio n
from a nd to the blood vessels thl'Ough the pe rineurial
sheath (see Fig. 11 .24 ).

Organization of the Spinal Cord
The spinal cord is a fla ttened cylin drica l structu re that is
directly continuous w ith the brain . It is di vided in to 3 1 segments (8 cervical, 12 t horacic, 5 lumbar, 5 sac ral, a nd
1 coccygea l), a nd each segmen t is connected to a pai r of
spina l n erves. Each spinal nerve is joined to its segment o f
the co rd by a numbe r o f roots or ro otlets gro uped as d o rsa l (posterior) o r ventra l (anterior) roots (Fig. 11.25; see
a lso Fig. 11.3 ).
In c ro ss sectio n, the spinal cor d exhibits a butterfl yshaped grayish ta n inner su bsta nce, the gray matter su rro und ing t he centra l ca n al, and a wh itish perip heral substa nce, the white matte1: The w hi te ma tte r (see Fig. 11.3)
contains on ly myelinated a nd un myelinated axons traveling to a nd from o th er p a rts of the spina l cord a nd to a nd
fro m the brain. Functio nally rela ted bund les of axons in
the white matte r are called tracts.
The gray matter contains n euronal cell bodies a nd their
dendrites, alon g w ith axons a nd n eurog.lia. Functio nall y
related groups o f nerve cell bodies in th e gr ay matter are
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• Enteroceptors, wh ic h react to stimuii fr om w ithin th e

tween the pe rine urial cell layers, but fi broblasts are absent.
Tight ju nctions, p rovid ing the basis for the blood-nerve
barrier, a re present between t he cells located w ith in th e
sa me layer of the perineurium. In effect, th e arra ngement
of these cells as a barrier-the p resence of tight junctions
and basa l (external) la mina material- liken th em to a n epithelioid tissue. O n th e other h and, their co ntractile nature
a nd t heir apparent a bility to produce col lagen fibri ls also
Liken them to smooth muscle cells a nd fibro blasts. The limited n umber of connective tissue cell types withi n the endoneurium undoubtedly reflects t he protective role that the
perine urium p lays. Typical imm une system cells (i.e., lymp hocytes, plasma cells) are not found withi n th e end oneuria! a nd perineurial com partments. This a bsence of
immune cells (other t han the mast cell) is accou nted for by
the protective barrier created by the perine ur ia l cells. Typicall y only fibroblasts a nd occasional mast cells a re present
w ith in t he nerve compartment.
Epineurium consists of dense irregular connective tissue that
surrounds and binds nerve fascicles into a common bundle
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body, e.g., the degree of fill ing or stretch of the alimenta ry canal, bladder, and blood vessels
• P1-oprioceptors, w h ic h also react to stimu li from with in
the bod y, provid ing sensatio n of body p ositio n and muscle tone and movemen t

dorsal roots of
spinal nerve
s pinal nerve

T he simplest receptor is a bare axon, called a nonencapsulated (free) ending. T h is ending is fo und in epithelia, in
connective tissue, a nd in close association with hair follicles.
Most sensory nerve endings acquire connective tissue capsules
or sheaths of varying complexity
denticulate
ligament

ventral roots of
spinal nerve
FIGURE 11.25

Posterior view of exposed spinal cord. Note that each spinal nerve
emerges from the cord by a number of dorsal (posterior) and ventral
(anterior) roots. Note the dura mater (the outer layer of the meninges)
and the denticulate ligaments of the pia mater, which anchor the
spinal cord to the wall of the spinal canal. (From Barr ML, Kiernan JA.
The Human Nervous System. New York: Harper & Row, 1983 .)
called nuclei. In t his context, t he term nucleus means a
cluster o r group o f ne uronal cell bodies p lus fibers and
neuroglia. N uclei of t he CNS a re the morphologic a nd
func tional equivalents of t he ganglia o f the PNS. Synapses
occur on ly in th e gray matter.
The cell bodies of motor neurons that innervate striated
muscle are located in the ventral (anterior) horn of the gray
matter

Ventral motor neu1'ons, also ca lled anterior hom cells,
a re la rge basophilic cells a nd a re easily recognized in ro utine histologic prepa ratio ns (Fig. 11.26). Beca use the motor ne uron co nd ucts impulses away from t he CNS, it is
called a n efferent neuron.
T he axon of a moto r neu ron leaves t he spina l cord,
passes thr o ugh the ventral (anterior) root, becomes a compone nt o f the spi nal nerve of that segmen t, and, as such, is
conveyed to t he muscle. T he axon is m yelinated except at
its origi n a nd term ina tion . Nea r th e muscle cell, the axo n
di vides into numero us terminal branches that form neuromuscular synapses w ith t he muscle cell (see page 257).
The cell bodies of sensory neurons are located in ganglia that
lie on the dorsal root of the spinal nerve

FIGURE 11.26

Cross section of the human spinal cord. The photomicrograph shows
a cross section through the lower lumbar (most likely L4-LS) level of
the spinal cord stained by the Bielschowsky silver method. The spinal
cord is organized into an outer part, the white matter, and an inner
pa rt, the gray matter that contains nerve cell bodies and associated
nerve fibers. The gray matter of the spinal cord appears roughly in the
form of a butterfly. The anterior and posterior prongs are referred to
as ventral horns (VH) and dorsa l horns (DH), respectively. They are
connected by the gray commissure (GC). Tl1e wh ite matter contains
nerve fibers that form ascending and descending tracts. The outer surface of the spinal cord is surrounded by the pia mater. Blood vessels
of the pia mater, ventral fissure (VF), and some dorsal roots of the
spinal nerves are visible in the section. x s.

Autonomic Nervous System
Although the ANS was intro duced ea rl y in this ch apter; it
is useful h ere to d escribe so me of th e sa lient features of its
organization and distribution. The ANS is classified into
three di visions:

• Sympathetic division
• Parasympathetic division
• Enteric division
ripheral segmen t that brings infor ma tio n fro m t he perip hery to the cell bod y a nd a central segme nt th at carries info rma ti on from t he cell body into the gray matter of the
sp inal cord. Beca use the sensor y n euron conduc ts impu lses
to the CNS, it is called an a ffereltt 1teumn. Impulses a re
genera ted in t he term inal receptor arboriza tion o f the periph era l segme nt.

T he ANS is th at portion of th e PNS that conducts impulses to smooth m uscle, ca rdia c muscle, and glandular
epit helium . T hese effectors are the fu nction al uni ts in t he
orga ns that r espond to regula tion by nerve tissue. The
term visceral is sometimes used to refer to the ANS or its
n eurons, w hic h a re, the refo re, ca lled visceral efferent

neu1·ons.

Afferent (Sensory) Receptors
Afferent receptors are specialized structures located at the
distal tips of the peripheral processes of sensory neurons
Alt ho ugh recepto1'S may ha ve many different struct ures,
they have o ne basic cha racteristic in common: T hey ca n
initiate a ne rve impu lse in response to a stimu lus. Receptors ma y be classified as

• Exteroceptors, which react to stimuli fro m t he external
Sensory neurons in the do rsal root ga ng lia are pseudounip olar. T hey h ave a single process tha t di vides into a pe-

Sensory n erve endings with connective tiss ue sheaths are
called encapsulated endings. Many enca psu la ted endings
are mechanoreceptor s loca ted in the skin and joint capsules (Kra use's end b ulb, Ruffini's corpuscles, M eissne r's
corpu scles, and Pacinian corpuscles) a nd a re described in
Ch apter J 4 , " In tegu mentary System" (page 400).
M uscle sp indles are encaps ul ated sensory endings located in skeletal muscle; they a re described in C hapter 10,
" Muscle Tissue" (page 260). Fu nctionally related Golgi
tendon organs a re encapsu la ted tensio n receptors found a t
musculotendi no us junctio ns.

envi ronme nt, e.g ., temperatm e, to uch, smell, so und, or
vision

Sensory neurons also lea ve t he o rgan s to con vey imp ulses to t he CNS. These visceral afferent neurons have
th e same a rrangeme n t as o the r se nso ry ne uro ns; i.e., their
cell bodi es are loca ted in senso ry ganglia, and t hey possess long periphe ral a nd central ax ons, as d esc ribed
above.
T he main orga nizationa l difference between th e efferent
flow of imp u lses to skeleta l muscle (somatic effectors) and
the effere nt flow to smooth m uscle, ca rdiac muscle, a nd
g la nd ula r epitheliu m (visceral effectors) is that one neuron
conveys the impulses fro m the CNS to t he soma tic effector
(Fig. 11.27a), whereas a chai n of t wo neurons conveys
the impulses from the CNS to the viscera l effectors
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Innervation via
cranial oulllow

lacrimal gland
nasal, palatine,
and pharyngeal
glands

a
VISCERAL EFFERENT (AUTONOMIC) NEURONS
presynaptic

b
sweat gland
VISCERAL EFFERENT (AUTONOMIC) NEURONS

sympathetic trunk
with paravertebral
ganglion

splanchnic nerve containi ng
axons of presynaptic neurons

postsynaptic
neurons

c

FIGURE 11.27
Schematic diagram comparing somatic efferent and visceral efferent
neurons. a. In the somatic efferent
(motor) system, one neuron conducts
the impulses from the CNS to the effector (skeletal muscle). b. In the visceral efferent system (represented in
this diagram by the sympathetic division of the ANS), a chain of two neurons conducts the impulses: a presynaptic neuron located within the CNS
and a postsynaptic neuron located in
the paravertebral or prevertebral ganglia. Moreover, each presynaptic neuron makes synaptic contact with more
than one postsynaptic neuron. Postsynaptic sympathetic fibers supply
smooth muscles (as in blood vessels)
or glandular epithelium (as in sweat
glands). c.. Neurons of the ANS that
supply organs of the abdomen reach
these organs by way of the splanchnic
nerves. In this example, the splanchnic
nerve joins with the celiac ganglion,
where most of the synapses of the
two-neuron chain occur. Note that
one presynaptic neuron makes contact with several postsynaptic neurons. (From Reith EJ, Breidenbach B,
Lorenc M. Textbook of Anatomy and
Pl1ysiology. st. Lou is: cv Mosby, 1978.)

(Fig. 11.27b). Thus, there is a synaptic station in a ga nglion
outside the CNS, where a presynaptic neuron makes contact with postsynaptic neurons. Each presyna ptic neuron
syna pses with several postsynaptic neurons.

avertebral ga nglia . The ganglia in th e paravertebral and
vertebral sympathetic tmnk contain the cell bodies of the
postsynaptic effector neurons of the sympathetic division
(Figs. 11.27b a nd 11 .28).

The presynaptic neurons of the sympathetic division are located
in the thoracic and upper lumbar portions of the spinal cord

The presynaptic neurons of the parasympathetic division are
located in the brain stem and sacral spinal cord

The presynaptic neurons send axo ns from the tho racic
a nd upper lu mbar spinal cord to the vertebra l a nd pa r-

The presynaptic parasympathetic neurons send axons
from the brain stem , i.e., the midbra in, pons, and medulla,
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FIGURE 11.28
Schematic diagram showing the general arrangement of sympat hetic and parasympathetic neurons of the ANS. The sympathetic
outflow is shown on the right; the parasympathetic, on the left. The
sympathetic (thoracolumbar) outflow leaves the CNS from the thoracic and upper lumbar segments (T1-L2 or L3) of the spinal cord.
These presynaptic fibers communicate with postsynaptic neurons in
two locations, the paravertebral and prevertebral ganglia. Paravertebral ganglia are linked together and form two sympathetic trunks (yellow columns on each side of the spinal cord). Prevertebral ganglia are associated with the main branches of the abdominal aorta (yellow
circles). Note the distribution of postsynaptic sympathetic nerve fibers
to the viscera. The parasympathetic (craniosacral) outflow leaves the
CNS from the gray matter of the brainstem within cranial nerves Ill,

VII, IX, and X and the gray matter of sacral segments (52·54) of the
spinal cord and is distributed to the viscera. The presynaptic fibers
traveling with cranial nerves Ill, VII, and IX communicate with postsynaptic neurons in various ganglia located in the head and neck region (yellow circles). The presynaptic fibers traveling with cranial nerve
X and with pelvic splanchnic nerves have their synapses w ith postsy.naptic neurons In the wall of visceral organs (terminal ganglia). The
viscera, thus, contain both sympathetic and parasympathetic innervation. Note that a two-neuron chain carries impulses to all viscera
except the adrenal medulla. (Modified from Moore KL, Dalley AF. Clinically Oriented Anatomy. Baltimore: Lippincott Williams & Wilkins,
1999:48-50.)
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and the sacral segments of the spin al cord (S2 t hro ug h S4)
to viscera l ga nglia. The ganglia in or near the wa ll of abdo minal and pel vic o rgans and the viscera l motor ganglia
o f cra nial nerves III, VII, IX, a nd X contain cell bodies of
the postsynaptic effector neur ons of th e parasympathetic
division (Figs . 11.27c and 11.28).
The sympa th etic and parasympathetic divis io ns o f the
ANS often supply the same o rga ns . In these cases, t he
actions of th e t wo are us uall y antagonistic. An obvio us
example of this a ntagonistic action is that sympa thetic
stimula tion increases the rate o f card iac muscl e contractions, whereas parasympa thetic stimula tion reduces th e
ra te.
Many functions of th e SNS are similar to those of the
adrena l medulla , an endocrine g land. This fun ctio nal
s imila rity is pa rtl y expla ined by the d evelopmental relationsh ips between the cells of the adrenal medull a and
p ostsy nap ti c sympathetic n e urons. Both a re deri ved
fro m th e n e ura l crest, are inne rvated by presynaptic
symp a th etic n e urons, a nd produce closely re late d physio logically ac ti ve agents, EPI and NE. The diffe rence is
that th e sy mpa th etic neurons deliver th e agent d irectly
to the effector, whereas the cells of th e adrena l medulla
d elive r the agent indirectly throug h the bloodstream.
The inne rvation of the adrena l medulla may co nstitu te
a n exception to the ru le that a uto nomic innerv a ti o n
consists of a two-ne uron chain from CNS to an effector;
fo r th e adrena l m edulla, it is o nl y o ne ne uron , un less the
adrenal medul lar y cell is con sidered the functi o n al
equi va lent o f th e second neuron , in effect, a n e urosecretory ne uro n.
The enteric division of the ANS consists of the ganglia and
postsynaptic neuronal networks of the alimentary canal

Gangli a a nd postsynaptic neurons of the en teric divisio n are located in the lamina propria, muscularis m ucosae, submucosa, muscu la ris externa, a nd subse rosa o f
the a lime nta ry canal from th e esop hagus to the anus (see
page 4 76). The e nte ric division can functio n independ entl y o f presynaptic inp ut fro m th e vagus nerve a nd sacra l
o utflow; e.g., t he intestin e w ill continue perista ltic movements even after th e vagus n erve is cut. T he re a re many
mi llions more gan g lion cells in the e nteric division tha n
could be suppl ied by the presyna ptic n eurons o f th e vaga l
and sacra I ou tflows.

A Summarized View of Autonomic Distribution
Figures 11 .27 an d 1 1.28 summa rize d iagrammatica ll y t he
origi ns a nd di str ibution of t he ANS. Refer to t hese figu res
as you r ead t he descriptive sectio ns. Note that t he dia gra ms indicate both the paired innervation (parasympathetic and sympa thetic) common to the ANS as well as the
important exceptio ns to this genera l cha racteristic.

HEAD

• Parasympathetic presynaptic o utfl ow to the head leaves
the br ain with th e crania l ner ves, as indicated in Figure
11.28, but the r o utes a re q uite complex. Cell bodies may
also be found in structures othe r than head ganglia listed
in Table 11.1 a nd Figure 11.28, e.g., in th e tongue.
These are " terminal" ganglion cells of the parasympathetic system.
• Sympathetic P1'esynaptic o utflow to the head comes
from the thoracic reg.ion of th e spinal cord. The postsynaptic neurons have their cell bodies in the superior cervical ganglion; the axons leave the ganglion in a nerve
network that hugs the wal l of the intern al carotid arte ry.
The nerve is called the internal carotid nerve, o r th e internal carotid plexus. Some postsynaptic fibers also
reac h the head by a much smalle r external camtid nerve
and plexus.

THORAX

• Parasympathetic presynaptic o utflow to the thoracic
viscera is via the vagus nerve (X). The postsynaptic neumns have their cell bodies in the walls or in the substance of the o rgans of t be thorax.

• Sympathetic presynaptic o utflow to the thoracic o rgans is
fro m the upper thoracic segm ents of the spina l cord. Sympathetic postsynaptic neumns fo r the hea rt are mostl y in
the cervical ganglia; th eir axons m a ke up the cardiac
nerves. Postsynaptic neumns for the o ther th oracic viscera ar e in ganglia of the th oracic part of the sympathetic
trunk. T he axons are in sma ll splanchnic nerves that
travel from the sympa thetic trun k to the o rga ns.

the body wa ll is only sympathetic (see Fig. 11.27b). Each
sp inal ner ve contains postsyn aptic sympa thetic fiber s, i.e.,
unmyelina ted visceral effer ents, of ne uron s whose cell bodies a re in pa ravertebra l ganglia of th e sympa thetic trunk.
For sweat glands, the n eurotransmitter released by the
"sympat hetic" neurons is ACh instead of th e usual NE.

9

Cells of the Gray Matter

• Parasympathetic p1'esynaptic outflow to the a bdo minal
viscera is via the vagus (X) a nd pelvic n erves. PostsynatJtic neurons of the parasympathetic system to ab-

T he types of cell bodies found in th e gray ma t ter vary acco rding to wh ich part of the brain or spina l cord is being
exa mined.

do minopelvic orga ns a re in term ina l ga nglia that generall y are in the wa lls of th e orga ns, such as the ganglia o f
the submucosa l (Meissne r's) plexus a nd the myenteric
(Auerbac h's) plexus in the a limenta ry ca nal.
• Sympathetic presyttaptic ou tflow to t he abclomino pelvic
organs is from th e th o racic and upper lumba r segments
of the spinal cord. Postsynaptic neurons have th eir cell
bodies mostly in the prevertebra l ga nglia (see Fig.
11.27c), a lthough some ar e in paravertebral ga ngl ia of
the sympathetic t run k, a nd their ne urons ente r th e
splanchnic n erves.

EXTREMITIES AND BODY WALL
There is no parasympathetic o utflow to the body wa ll a nd
extremities. Anatomicall y, the autono mi c innerva tion in

II external
granular layer

Ill external
pyramidal
cell layer

In the brain, the gray matter forms an outer covering or cortex;
the white matter forms an inner core or medulla

ABDOMEN AND PELVIS

Each functional region of the gray matter has a characteristic
variety of cell bodies associated with a meshwork of axonal,
dendritic, and glial processes

T he meshwork of axona l, de ndritic, a nd glia l processes
associated w ith the gray matte r is ca lled the neuropil. The
organ ization of the neuropil is not demo nstra ble in
H&E-stained sectio ns. Tt is n ecessary to use methods othe r
tha n H &E h istology to d ecipher the cytoa rc hitecture o f
the gray matter.
Although general histology programs usua ll y d o not deal
with t he actua l a rra ngements of the neurons in th e CNS, the
presentation of two examples will add to the appreciation of
H&E sectio ns that students usually exa mine. These exa mples present a region o f the cerebra l cortex (Fig. 11.29) a nd
the cerebellar cortex (Fig. 1 1.30), respectively.

3I 1

molecular
layer

ORGANIZATION OF THE CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM

The cortex of g ray matter in the brai n conta ins nerve ceU
bodies, axons, dendrites, a nd glia l cells and is th e site of
synapses. In addition to the gray m atter of th e cortex, isla nds of gray matter, called nuclei (see page 306), are fo und
in the deep portions of the cerebrum a nd cerebellum.
The w hite ma tter co ntains o nl y axons of nerve cells
plus the associated glia l cells a nd blood vessels. These axo ns travel from one part o f th e nervous system to another. Whereas many of the axons going to, or coming
fro m, a specific location a re gr o uped into bundles ca lled
tracts, th e tracts themsel ves do not stand out as d elineated bundles. The demonstration of a tra ct in w hite matter of th e CNS requires a special procedure, such as the
destruction of ceU bodies th a t contribute fibe rs to the
tract. Th e damaged fibe rs can be displayed by the use of
appropriate staining or labeling me th ods a n d the n traced.
Even in t he spinal cord, w he re the grouping of tracts is
m os t pro nounced, t here are no s harp bou ndar ies between
adjacent t racts.

Nrwr Tissue

IV internal
granular layer
V ganglionic
layer (internal
pyramidal
cells)
VI multiform
(polymorphic)
cell layer

FIG URE 11.29

Nerve cells in intracortical circuits. This simple diagram shows the organization and connections between cells in different layers of the
cortex contributing to cortical afferent fibers (arrows pointing up) and
cortical efferent fibe rs (arrows pointing down). The small interneurons
are indicated in yellow.

The b1'aiu stem is not clea rl y sepa ra ted into regio ns of
gray matter an d white matter. The nuclei of the cran ial
nerves located in the brain stem, however, appear as isla nds surrou nded by more o r less di stinct tracts of w hite
m a tter. T he nuclei conta in the cell bodies of the motor neurons of th e c ra ni a l ne rves a nd a re both the morph ologic
and functi onal co unterpa rts o f the anteri or ho rn s of the
spinal cord. ln oth er sites in th e brain stem, as in th e reticular formation, the distinction be tween white matter a nd
gray matter is even less evide nt.

Connective Tissue of the Central Nervous System
seque ntia I connective tiss ue membran es,
meninges, cover the bra in a nd spina l cord:

Three

the

• The dura mater is the outerm ost layer.
• The arachnoid layer lies benea th the dura .
• The pia mater is a d elicate layer resting directl y on the
surface o f t he brai n and spina l co rd .
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The arachnoid is a delicate sheet of connective tissue adjacent
to the inner surface of the dura
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FIGURE 11.30

Cytoarchitecture of the cerebellar cortex. This diagram shows a section of the folium, a narrow, leaf-like gyrus of the cerebellar cortex.
Note that the cerebellar cortex contains white matter and gray matter. Three distinct layers of gray matter are identified on this diagram.
They are (1) superficially located molecular layer, (2) the middle Purkinje cell layer, and (3) the granule cell layer adj acent to the white
matter. a, granule cell; b, Purkin)e cell; c, basket cell; d, stellate cell; e,
Golgi cell; f, mossy fiber; and g, climbing fiber. (Based on Barr ML,
Kiernan JA. Tl1e Human Nervous System. New York: Harper & Row,
1983.)

The arachnoid abuts o n the inner sur face of the dura
and extends delicate arachnoid trabeculae to the pia m ater
o n the surface of the brain and spinal cord. T he web-like
trabeculae of the arachnoid give this tissue its na me (Gr, resembling a spider's web). Trabeculae are composed of loose
connective tiss ue fibers containing elongated fibroblasts.
The space bridged by these trabeculae is the subarachnoid
space; it contains cerebrospinal fluid (Fig. 11.31).
The pia mater (L., tender motl7er) is also a delicate connective tissue layer. It lies directly on the surface of the brain
a nd spinal cord and is continuous with the perivascular
connective tissue sheath of the blood vessels of the brain
and spinal cord. Both surfaces of the arachnoid, the inner
smface of the pia mater, and the trabeculae ar e covered
with a thin sq uamous epithelial layer. Both the arachnoid
and pia mater fuse aro und the opening for the cranial and
spinal nerves as they exit the dura mater.
arachnoid
trabeculae

blood vessel

Blood-Brain Barrier
The blood- brain barrier restricts passage of certain substances
from the bloodstream to tissues ofthe CNS

T he observation o ver 100 years ago that vital d yes injected into the bloodstream can penetrate and stain nearl y
all organs except the brain provided the first description of
the blood-brain barrier. More recently, advances in microscopy and molecular biology techniques ha ve revealed
the precise location of this unique barrier and the role of
endothelial cells in transporting essential substances to the
brain tissue.
The blood-bra in barrier develops early in the embryo
thro ugh an interaction between glia l astrocytes and capillar y endothe li al cells. The barrier is created largely by the
elaborate tig ht junctions between th e endo thelial cells,
which form continuous-type capillaries. Studies with the
TEM, using electron-opaque tracers, show complex tight
junctions between the endothelial cells . Morphologically,
these junctions are more similar to epithelial tight junctions than to those found in other endothelial cells. In addition, TEM studies revea l a close association of astrocytes
and their end foot processes with the endothelia l basal

dura mater[

Because arachnoid and pia m ater develope from the single
layer of mesenchyme surrounding the developing brain,
they are commonly r eferred as the pia-arachtwid. In
adul ts, pia mater represents the visceral portion and arachnoid r epr esents the parietal portion of the same layer. This
common origin of pia-arachnoid is evident in gross dissection of adult meninges in which numerous strands of connective tissue (arachnoid trabeculae) pass between pia
mater and arac hnoid.
The dura mater is a relatively thick sheet of dense connective
tissue

In the cranial cavity, the thick layer of connective tissue
that forms the dura mater [L., toug/1 mot11er) is continuo us at
its outer surface with the periosteum of the sk ull. Within
the dura mater ar e spaces lined by endothelium (a nd
backed by periosteum and dura mater, respectively) that
serve as the principal channels for blood re turning from
the bra in. These venous sinuses receive blood from the
principal cerebra l veins and carry it to the internal jugular
vems.
Sheet-like extensions of the inner smface of the du ra
mater form partitions between parts of the brain, supporting those parts within the cranial cavity and carrying the
arac hnoid to some of the deeper parts of the brain . In the
spinal canal, the vertebrae have their own periosteum, a nd
the dura mater forms a separate tube surrounding the
spinal cord (see Fig. 11.25).

arachnoid

C

subarachnoid [
space
p-.:..;:;~....k:::,,Y

pia mater -1---Jf-./

cerebral
cortex
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lamina (Fig. 11.32 ). The tight junctio ns eliminate gaps between endothelia l cells and prevent simple diffusion of
solutes and fluid into the neural tissue.
Evidence suggests that the tight junctio n depends on the
no rma l functioning of the astrocyte. In several brain diseases, the blood-brain barrier loses effectiveness . Examination of brain tissue in these conditions by TEM r eveals loss
of the tig ht junctions as well as alterations in the morphology of the astrocytes. Other experimental evidence has r evealed that astrocytes release soluble factors that increase
barrier pro perties and tight junction protein content.
The presence of only a few small vesicles indicates tha t
pinocytosis across the brain endo thelial cells is severely restricted . The substances that do cross the capillary wall are
actively transported by specific recepto r-media ted endocytosis. Thus, the low permeability of the blood-bra in barrier to mac romolecules is due to a low level of expression
of specific receptors on the endothelial cell surface.
Substances that are required for neuronal integrity must
leave and enter the blood capillaries through the endothelial
cells. Thus, certain lipid-soluble molecules as we ll as 0 2 and
C0 2 easily penetrate the endothelial cell. Other substances
such as glucose (which the neuron depends o n almost exclusively for energy), amino acids, nucleosides, and vitamins
are actively transported by specific transmern brane carrier
proteins. In addi tion, several other proteins that reside
within the plasma membrane of the endothelial cells protect
the brain by rejecting drugs, foreign proteins, and other disruptive molecules from crossing the barrier.
Recent studies indicate that the end fee t of astrocytes
a lso play an important role in mainta ining water homeostasis in brain tissue. Water channels (aquaporin AQP4 )
are found in end feet processes where wa ter crosses the
blood-brain barrier. In pathologic cond ition s such as brain
edema, these cham1els play a key role in reesta blishi ng osmotic eq uilibrium in the brain.
Some parts of the CNS, however, are not isoJated from
substances carri ed in the bloodstream. T he barrier is ineffective or absent in the neurohypophysis (posterior pituitary), substantia nigra, and locus ceru leus. In these areas
of the bra in , sa mpling of materials circ ulating in the blood
may be necessary to r egu late neurosecretory control of
parts of the nervou s system and of the endocrine system.

'-'!'d· -11+---J~ tigh t

neuron cell body

junction

FIGURE 11.31

Schematic diagram of the cerebral meninges. The outer layer, tile
dura mater, Is joined to adjacent bone of the cranial cavity (not
shown). Tile inner layer, the pia mater, adheres to the brain surface
and follows all its contours. Note that the pia mater follows the
branches of tl1e cerebral arteries as they enter cerebral cortex. The intervening layer, the aract111oid, is adjacent but not attached to the
dura mater. The arachnoid sends numerous, web-like arachnoid trabeculae to the pia mater. Located between tile arachnoid and the pia
mater is the subarachnoid space; it contains cerebrospinal fluid. The
space also contains the larger blood vessels (cerebral arteries) that
send branches into the substance of the brain.
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'\1 RESPONSE OF NEURONS TO
INJURY
Degeneration

FIGURE 11.32

The portion of a nerve fiber distal to a site of injury
degenerates because of interrupted axonal transport

Schematic drawing of blood-brain barrier. This drawing shows the
blood-brain barrier, which m nsists of end otllelial cells j oined together by elaborate, complex tight junctions, endothelial basement
membrane, and the end foot processes of astrocytes.

Degeneration of an axon distal to a site of in jmy is
ca lled anterograde (Wallerian) degeneration. In the PNS,
th e axon distal to the injury becomes beaded and frag-
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ments into discontinuous segments within a few da ys (Fig.
11.33, a and b). In the CNS, breakdown of the isolated
axon segments takes several weeks.
The myelin sheath a lso fragments, and the m yeli n fragments enclose the axon fragments. Phagocytotic cells, derived from the Schwann cells in the PNS, microglia in the
CNS, and blood monocytes that migrate to the site of injury, remove the myelin and axon fragm ents. Some r etrograde degeneration also occurs but extends for only a few
internodal segments. In the PNS, the Schwann cells and
their external laminae remain as tubular structures distal
to the injury (Fig. 11.33c).

ser ved within 1 to 2 days after injury and reaches a peak
at about 2 weeks (Fig. 11.33b). The changes in the cell
body are proportional to the amount of axoplasm lost by
the injury; extensive loss of axoplasm can lead to death of
the cell. When a motor fiber is cut, the m uscle innervated
by that fi ber undergoes atroph y (Fig. ll.33c).
Before the development of modern dye and radioisotope
tracer techniq ues, Wallerian degener ation and chromato lysis were used as research tools. These tools allowed researchers to trace the pathways and destination of axons
and the localization of th e cell bod ies of experimenta ll y injured nerves.

The cell body of an injured nerve swells, its nucleus moves
peripherally, and there is loss of Nissl substance

Scar Formation

Nerve injury leads to a loss of N iss l substance from the
cell body, called chromatolysis. Chromatolys is is first ob-

1

In the PNS, connective tissue and Schwan11 cells fo rm scar
tiss ue in the gap between the ends of a severed or crushed
nerve. If the amount of scar tissue is not too great or if sur-
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3 weeks

FIGURE 11.33
Response of a nerve fiber to injury. a. A normal nerve fiber, with its
perikaryon and the effector cell (striated skeletal muscle). Note the po·
sition of the neuron nucleus and the number and distribution of Nissl
bodies. b. When the fiber is injured, the neuronal nucleus moves to
the cell periphery, and the number of Nissi bodies is greatly reduced.
The nerve fiber distal to the injury degenerates along with its myelin
sheath. Debris is phagocytosed by macrophages. c. The muscle fiber
sl1ows a pronounced disuse atrophy. Schwann cells proliferate, form·
ing a compact cord penetrated by t11e growing axon. The axon grows

3 months

several months

at a rate of 0.5 to 3 rnm/ day. d. In this example, nerve fiber regener·
ation was successful. Note that the muscle fiber was also regenerated
after receiving nerve stimuli. e. Regeneration of the nerve may be
complicated by misalignment of Individual portions of the nerve
fibers proximal and distal to the inj ury. When the axon does not pen·
etrate tile cord of Schwann cells, its growth is not organized, resulting
in a mass of tangled axonal processes known as traumatic neuroma.
(Based on Willis RA, Willis AT. The Principles of Pathology and Bacterial·
ogy. Woburn, MA: Butterworth, 1972.)
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gical appos ition of the cut ends of the nerve is possible, the
severed nerve will probably regenerate.
In the CNS, scar tissue derived from proliferating glial
cells appears to prevent regeneration. Current research on
CNS regeneration is, therefore, focused on preventing or
inh ibiting glial scar formation.

ing sensory and motor connections. Successful sprouts
grow at about 3 mm/da y. After crossing the scar, neurites
enter the su rvivi.ng Schwann tubes in the distal stttmp.
T hese tubes wi ll then guide the neurites to their desti na ti o n
as well as provide the microenvironment for continued
growth (Fig. 11.33d).

Regeneration

If physical contact is reestablished between a motor n euron

In the PNS, Schwann cells divide and develop cellular bands
that bridge a newly formed scar

Division of Schwa nn cells is the first step in the regeneration of a severed or crushed peripheral nerve. The
Schwann cells then bridge the scar. ln the second step in regeneration, large numbers of new nerve processes (neurites) sprout from the proximal stump (Fig. 11.33c). The
Schwann cell bridges the n serve as guides for the regenerating axons to grow across the scar, thus maintaining the
norma l pathways of the growing axons.
Although many of the new nerve processes degenerate,
their la rge number increases the probability of reestablish-

and its muscle, function is usually reestablished

Microsurgical techniques that rapid ly reestablish intimate apposition of severed nerve and vessel ends have
made reattachmen t of severed limbs and digits, w ith subsequent reesta bl ishment of function, a relatively common
procedure.
If the axonal sprouts do not reestablish contact with
the bridge of Schwann cells, the sprouts grow in a disorganized manner, and the muscle remains atrophic
(Fig. 11.33e).
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PLATE 23. SYMPATHETIC AND DORSAL ROOT GANGLIA
Gangl ia are cl us ters of neuronal cell bodies located outside the central nervous system (CNS); nerve fibers lead to and from
the m. Sensory ganglia lie just o utside the CNS and contain the cell bod ies of sensory nerves that carry impulses into the CNS.
Autonomic gang lia are peripheral motor gang lia of the autonomic nervous system (ANS) and contai n the cell bod ies of postsynaptic ne urons that conduct nerve impulses to s mooth muscle, cardiac muscle, and glands. Synapses between presynaptic ne urons (all of whic h have their cell bodies in the CNS) and postsynaptic neurons occur in autonomic ganglia. Sympathetic ganglia
constitute a major subclass of autonomic gangli a; parasympathetic ganglia and enteric ganglia constitute the other s ubclasses.
Sympathe tic ganglia are located in the paravertebral and vertebral sympathetic chain and send long pos tsynaptic axons to
the viscera. Parasympathetic gang li a are located in, or close to, the organs innervated by thei r postsynaptic neurons. The e nteric ganglia are located in the submucosal plexus and the myenteric plexus of the a li mentary canal. They receive parasympathetic presynaptic input as well as intrinsic input from other enteric gang lia and innervate smooth muscle of the gut wall.

EB
EB
EB
EB

Figure 1, ganglion, human, silver and H&E stains
x 160.
A sympathetic ganglion stained with silver and counterstained with H&E is illustrated here. Shown to advantage are
several discrete bundles of nerve fibers (NF) and numerous
large circ ular structures, namely, the cell bod ies (CB) of the
postsynaptic neurons. Random patterns of nerve fibers are
also seen. Moreover, careful examination of the cell bodies

Figure 2, ganglion, human, silver and H&E stains

xsoo.
The cell bod ies of the sympathetic ganglio n are typically
large, and the o ne labeled here shows severa l processes ( P).
In add ition, the cell body contains a large, pale-sta ining
spherical nucleus (N); th is, in turn , co ntains a s pheri cal, intensely staini ng nucleol us (NI). T hese features, name ly, a

Figure 3, ganglion, cat, H&E x 160.
Dorsal root ganglia d iffer fro m au tonomic gangli a in a
number of ways. Whereas the latter conta in multipolar neurons and have synaptic connections, dorsal root ganglia
conta in pseudounipo lar sensory neurons and have no
synaptic connections in the gang lion.
Part of a dorsal root gang li on stained wi th H&E is
shown in thi s figure. The specimen includes the edge of the

Figure 4, ganglion, cat, H&E x 350.
At higher magnificatio n of the same gang li o n, the constituents of the nerve fiber s how thei r c haracteri stic structure, namely, a centrall y located axon (A) surrounde d by a
mye lin space (not labeled), which, in turn, is bounded on its
oute r border by the th in cytoplasm ic strand of the
neurilemma (arrowheads).
T he cell bod ies of the sensory neurons display large, palestai ning spherical nucle i (N) and intensely staining nucleoli

316

L, lipofuscin
N, nucleus of nerve cell
NF, nerve fibers
Nl, nucleolus

f

shows that some d isplay several processes joined to them.
Thus, these are multipolar neurons (one contained with in the
rectangle is shown at higher magnification in Figure 2). Generally, the connective tissue is not conspicuous in a silver
preparation, although it can be identified by viJt ue of its location about the larger blood vessels (BV), particularly in the
upper part of this figure.

large pale-staining nucleus (i ndicating much-extended
chromatin) and a large nucleolus, re flect a cell active in protein synthesis. Also shown in the cell body are accum ulations of lipofuscin (L), a yellow pi g ment that is darkened by
the si lver. Because of the large size of the cell body, the nucleus is not always included in the section; in that case, the
cell body appears as a rounded cytoplasmic mass.
ganglion, where it is covered wi th connective tissue (CT).
The dorsal root gangl ion contains large cell bodies (CB)
that are typically arranged as closely packed clusters. A lso,
between and around the cell clus te rs, there are bundles of
ner ve fibers (NF). Most of the fiber bu ndles indicated by
the label have been sectioned longitud inally.

•
(Nl). Also seen in this H&E preparation are the nucle i of
satell ite cells (Sat C) that complete ly surround the cell body
and are conti nuous with the Schwann cells that invest the
axon. Note how much smaller these cells are than the ne urons. Clus ters of cells (asterisks) within the gangl io n that
have an epithelioid appeara nce are en face views of satell ite
cells where the section tangentially incl udes the sate llite cells
but barely grazes the adjacent cell body.

P, processes of nerve cell body
Sat C, satellite cells
arrowheads, neuri lemma
asterisks, clusters of satellite cells
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KEY
A, axon
BV, blood vessels
en, cell body of neuron
CT, connective tissue
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PLATE 24. PERIPHERAL NERVE
Peripheral nerves are composed of bundles of nerve fibers held together by connective tissue and a specialized layer (or
layers) of cells, the perineurium. The connective ti ss ue consists of an outer layer, the epineurium, sunounding the whole nerve;
the perineurium, surrounding bundles of nerve fibers; and the endoneurium, associated with individual neurons. Each nerve
fiber consists of an axon that is surrounded by a cellular investment called the neurilemma, or the sheath. ofSchwann. T he fiber
may be myelinated or unmyelinated. The myelin, if present, is immediately around the axon and is formed by the co ncentric
wrapping of the Schwann cell around the axon. This, in turn, is surrounded by the major portion of the cytoplasm of the
Schwmm cell, forming the neurilemma. Unmyelinated axons rest in grooves in the Schwann cell.

tB

EB

Figures 1 and 2, femoral nerve, H&E.
This c ross secti on (Fig. I) shows several bundles of
nerve fibe rs (BNF). T he external cover for the entire nerve
is the epi neurium (Epn), the layer of dense connecti ve tissue that one touches when a nerve has been exposed during
a dissection. The epineurium may al so serve as part of the
outermost cover of individual bundles. It contai ns blood
vessels (BV) and may contain some fat cells. Typically, adipose ti ssue (AT) is found about the nerve.
Figure 2 shows, at higher magnification, an area ti'om
the upper left of Figure 1. T he illustration has been rotated,
and the septum (marked with arrows in Fig. I) is now vertically disposed (arrows).
The layer under the epineurium that directly surround s
the bundl e of nerve fibers is the perineurium ( Pn). As seen
in the cross secti on through the nerve, the nuclei of the perine urial cells appear flat and elongate; they are actually being viewed on edge and belong to flat cell s that are also being viewed on edge. Again, as noted by the di stribution of
nuclei , it can be ascertained that the perineurium is onl y a
few cells thick. The perineurium is a specialized layer of
cells and extracellular materia l whose arrangement is not
evident in H&E sections. The perine urium (Pn) and

Figures 3 and 4, femoral nerve, H&E.
The edge of a longitudina ll y secti oned nerve bundle is
shown here; a portion of the same nerve bundle is shown at
higher magn ification in F igure 4. The boundary between
the epineurium (Epn) and pe rineurium is ill-defi ned. Within
the nerve bundle, the nerve fibers show a characteristic
wavy pattern. Included among the wavy nerve fibers are nuclei belonging to Schwann cells and to cells within the endoneurium. Higher magnification allows one to identify
certa in specific components of the nerve. Note that the
nerve fi bers (NF) are now shown in longitudinal profile.
Moreover, each myelinated nerve fiber shows a centrally

epineurium (Epn) are readil y distinguished in the triangul ar
area formed by the diverging perineurium of the two adjacent nerve bundles.
The nerve fibers inc luded in Figure 2 are mostly myelinated, and because the ne rve is cross-sectioned, the nerve
fibers are also seen in thi s plane. They have a characteri stic
cross-sectional profile. Each nerve fiber shows a centrally
placed axon (A); tllis is suJTounded by a myelin space (M )
in which some rad iall y di sposed prec ipitate may be retained , as in th is specimen. External to the myelin space is
a thin cytoplasnlic rim representing the neurilemma. On occasion, a Schwann cell nucleus (SS) appears to be perched
on the neurile mma. As show n in the illustration, the upper
edge of the nuclear crescent appears to occupy the same
plane as that occupied by the neurilemma (N). T hese features enable one to identify the nucleus as belonging to a
Schwann (neurile mma) cell. Other nuclei are not related to
the neurilemma but, rathe r, appear to be between the nerve
fibers. Such nuclei belong to the rare fibroblasts (F) of the
e ndoneurium . The latter is the de licate connective ti ssue
between the indi vidual nerve fibers; it is extremely sparse
and contains the capillaries (C) of the nerve bundle.

positioned axo n (A ) surrounded by a myelin space (M),
which, in turn , is bordered on its outer edge by the thin cytoplasnlic band of the ne urilemma cell (NI). Another diagnostic feature of myelinated nerve fibers is also seen in long itudinal section, namely, the node of Ranvier (NR). This is
where the ends of the two Schwann cells meet. Histologically, the node appears as a constriction of the neurile mma,
and sometimes, the constri ction is marked by a cross-band,
as in Figure 4. It is difficult to determjne whether the nuclei
(N) shown in Figure 4 belong to Schwatm cells or to endoneuria! fibroblasts.
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KEY
A, axon
AT, adipose tissue
BNF, bundle of nerve fib ers
BV, blood vessels
C , capillary
Epn, epineurium
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F, fi broblast
M , myelin
N: Fig . 2, neurilemma; Fig. 4, nucleus o f
Schwann cell
NF, nerve fiber
Nl, neurilemma

NR, node of Ranvier
Pn, perineu rium
SS, Schwann cell nucleus
ari'Ows (Figs. l and 2), septum formed by
perineuri um
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PLATE 25. CEREBRUM
The cerebrum is the principal portion of the brai n and contains the cell bodies of nerves that receive and store sensory information, nerves that control voluntary motor activity, and nerves that integrate and coordinate the activity of other nerves,
as well as the nerves and neural pathways that constitute memory.

rn

Figure 1, brain, human, Luxol fast blue-PAS x65.
This micrograph shows a low-magnification view of the
cerebral cortex ( CC). It includes the full thickness of the
gray matter and a small amount of white matter at the bottom of the micrograph (WM). The white matter contains
considerably fewer cells per unit area; these are neurogli al
cells rather than nerve cell bodies that are present in the
cortex. Covering the cortex is the pia mater (PM) . A vein
(V) can be seen enclosed by the pia mater. Also, a smaller
blood vessel (BV) can be seen entering the substance of the
cortex. The six layers of the cortex are marked by dashed
lines, whic h represent onl y an approximation of the boundari es. Each layer is distingui shed on the basis of predominant cell types and fiber (axon and dendrite) arrangement.
Unless the fibers are specifically stai ned, they cannot be utilized to further aiel in identification of the layers. Rather, the
delineation of the layers, as they are identified here, is
based on cell types, and more specifically, the shape and appearance of the cells.
The six layers of the cortex are named and described as
follows:
/: The plex iform layer (or molecular layer) consists largely of
fibers, most of which travel parallel to the slllt'ace, and re la-

rn

Figure 2, brain, human, Luxol fast blue-PAS

x350.
This micrograph is a higher power of layer I, the plexifo rm layer. It consists of nerve fibers, numerous neuroglial
cells (NN) and occasional horizontal cells of Caj al. The

Figure 3, brain, human, Luxol fast blue-PAS

x350.
[]

rn
rn

III:

IV:

V:

VI:

In addition to pyramidal cells, granule cells, and
fusiform cells, two other cell types are also present in the
cerebral cortex but are not recogn izable in this pre paration:
the horizontal cells of Cajal, whi ch are present onl y in layer
I and send their processes latera lly, and the cells of Martinotti, which send their axons toward the surface (opposite
to that of pyramidal cell s).
neuroglial cells appear as naked nucle i, with the cytoplasm
being indistinguishable from the nerve fibers that make up
the bulk of this layer. Also present is a small capillary
(Cap). The pink outline of the vessel is clue to the PAS
staining reaction of its basement membrane.
ule cells (GC) are also numerous, though difficult to identify here.

This micrograph shows layer II, the small pyramidal cell
layer. Many small pyramidal cells (PC) are present. Gran-

Figure 4, brain, human, Luxol fast blue- PAS
[]

II:

tively few cells, mostly neuroglial cells and occasional hori zontal cell s of Cajal.
The small pyramidal cell layer (or outer granular layer) consists mainly of small pyramidal cells, and granule cell s, also
called stellate cells.
The layer of medium pyramid al cells (or layer of outer pyramidal cells) is not sharply demarcated from layer II. However, the pyramidal cells are somewhat larger and possess a
typical pyramidal shape.
The granular layer (or inner granu lar layer) is characterized
by the presence of many small granule cells (stellate cells).
The layer of large pyramidal cells (or inner layer of pyramidal
cell s) contains pyramidal cells that, in many parts of the cerebrum, are smaller than the pyramidal cells o f layer ill but in
the motor area are extremely large and are called Betz cells.
The layer of polymorphic cells contains cells with diverse
shapes, many of which have a spindle of fus iform shape.
These cells are called fusiform cell s.

x350.

are also prominent. The micrograph also reveals a numbe r
of capillaries. Note how they travel in various di rections.

This mic rograph shows layer IV, the granular layer.
Many of the cells here are granul e cells, but ne uroglial cells

Figure 5, brain, human, Luxol fast blue-PAS

x350.
This mi crograph shows laye r VI, the layer of polymorphic cells, so named because of the diverse shape of the

Figure 6, brain, human, Luxol fast blue-PAS

x 350.
This mkrograph shows the outer portion of the whi te
matter. The small round nuclei (NN) be long to neuroglial

cells in this region. Pyramidal cells (PC) are readi ly recognized. Other cell types present include fusifo rm cell s (F C),
granule cells and Martinotti cells.

cells. As in the cortex, the cytoplasm of the ce ll is not di stinguishable. Thus, they appear as naked nuclei in the bed
of nerve processes. The neuropil is essentially a densely
packed aggregation of nerve fi bers and ne uroglial cells.

KEY
BV, blood vessel
Cap, capillary
CC, cerebral cortex
FC, fusiform cells

GC, granule cells
NN, neurogli al nuclei
PC, pyramidal cells

PM, pia mater
V, vein
WM, white matter
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PLATE 26. CEREBELLUM
The cerebellum is a portion of the brain lying behind and below the cerebrum; it serves to coordinate both voluntary moveme nts and muscle fu nc tio n in the mainte nance of normal posture.

tE
tE
tE
tE

Figure 1, cerebellum, human, H&E x40.

no distinctive histologic featu res. Thjs is the white matte r

The cerebe llar cortex has the same appearance regardless of which regi on is examined. In thi s low-magnification
view of the cerebellum, the o utermost layer, the molecular
layer (Mol), is lightly stained with eosin. Under this is the
g ranular layer (Gr), which stains inte nsely with he matoxylin. Together, these two layers co nstitute the cortex of
the cerebellum. Deep in the granular layer is another region
that stains lig htly with H&E and, except fo r location, shows

(WM). As in the cerebrum , it contains ne rve fi bers, sup-

Figure 2, cerebellum, human, H&E x400.

contrast, the granu lar layer presents an overall spotted-bl ue
appearance due to the staining of numerous small nuclei
with hematoxylin. T hese small neurons, called granule
cells, receive incoming impulses from other parts of the
CNS and send axons into the molecular layer, where they
bra nch in the form of a T, so that the axons contact the dendrites of several Purkinje cells and baske t cells. Incomi ng
(mossy) fi bers contact gra nule cells in the lightly stained areas called glomeruli (a rrows). Carefu l examination of the
granular layer where it meets the molecular layer will reve al a group of nuclei (G) that are larger than the nuclei of
granule cells. These belong to Golg i type II cells.

At the junction between the molecular and gra nular layers
are the extremely large flask-shaped cell bodies of the Purkinje cells ( Pkj). These cells are characteristic of the cerebellum. Each possesses numerous dendrites (D) that arborize in
the molecular layer. The Purkinje cell has a sing le axon that
is not usually evident in H&E sections. This nerve fi ber represents the beginning of the outflow from the cerebe llum.
The figure shows relativel y few ne uron cell bod ies, those
of the basket cells (BC), in the molecul ar laye r; they are
widely removed from each other and , at best, show only a
small amount of cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus. In

Figure 3, cerebellum, human, silver stain x40.
The specimen in thi s fi gure has been stai ned with a silver procedure. Such procedures do not always color the
specimen evenly, as do H&E. Note that the part of the molecula r layer on the ri ght is much darker than that on the
le ft. A rectangular area on the left has been selected for examination at hi gher mag nification in Figure 4. Even at the
re latively low magnification shown here, however, the

Figure 4, cerebellum, human, silver stain x400.
At hig her magnification, the Purkinje cell bod ies (Pkj)
stand out as the most distinctive and conspicuous neuronal
cell type of the cerebellum, and numero us dendritic
branches (D) can be seen. Note, also, the blackened fibers
within the granular laye r (Gr), abo ut the Purkinje cell bod-

porti ng neurogl ia l cells, and smal l blood vessels, but no
neuronal ce ll bodies. The fi brous cover o n the cerebellar
surface is the pia mater (Pia). Cerebe llar blood vessels ( BV)
travel in this layer. (Shrinkage artifact has separated the pia
mate r from the cerebe ll ar s urface.) The rectangular area is
shown at higher magnification in Figure 2.

Purki nje cells can be recognized in the silver preparation
because of their large size, characteristic shape, and location between an outer molecular layer (Mol) and an inner
granular layer (Gr). The main advantage of this silver
preparation is that the wh ite matter (WM) can be recogn ized
as being composed of fibers; they have been blackened by
the silver-stai ning procedure. T he pia mater (Pia) and cerebellar blood vessels are also evident in the preparation.
ies, and in the molecula r layer (Mol) disposed in a horizontal direction (re lative to the cerebellar surface) . The anvw
indicates a T turn characteristic of the turn made by axons
of granule cel ls. As these axonal branches travel horizontall y, they make sy naptic contact wi th numerous Purkinje
cells.

KEY
BC, basket cells

nv, blood vessels
D, dendri tes
l~ ~bcr~

G, Golgi type 11 cells
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Gr, granul ar layer
Mol, molecular layer
Pia, pia mater
Pkj, Purkinje cells
WM, whi te matter

anows: Fig. 2, glomeruli; Fig. 4, T branching of axon in molecular layer
rectang ular area (Figs. 1 and 3), areas
shown at higher magnification in Figures
2 and 4, respectively
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PLATE 27. SPINAL CORD
The spinal cord is organized into two discrete parts. The outer part, called the white matter of the cord because of its appearance in unfixed s pecimens, contains ascending and descending nerve fibers. Some of the fibers go to and from the brain,
whereas others connect different levels of the spinal cord. The inner part of the spinal cord, called the gray matte r because of
its appearance in unfixed specimens, contains the cell bodies of neurons as well as nerve fibers. The gray matter forms an Hor butterfly-shaped pattern surrounding the central canal. The gray matter is described as having dorsal (posterior) horns and
ventral (anterior) horns. The ventral horns contain the large cell bodies of motor neurons, whereas the dorsal horns contain
neurons that receive, process, and retransmit information from the sensory neurons whose cell bodies are located in the dorsal root ganglia. The size of the gray matter (and , therefore, the size of the spinal cord) is differe nt at different levels. Where
the g ray matter contains many large motor nerve cells that control the movement of the appendages, the arms and legs, the
gray matter and the spinal cord are considerably larger than where the gray matter contains only the motor neurons for the
muscle of the torso.

Ed

Figure 1, spinal cord, human, silver stain x16.
A cross section through the lumbar region of the spinal
cord is shown here. The preparation is designed to stain the
gray matte r that is surrounded by the ascending and descending nerve fibers. Although the fibers that have common origins and destinations in the physiologic sense are
arranged in tracts, these tracts cannot be distingui shed unless they have been marked by special techniques, such as
causing injury to the cell bodies from which they ari se or by
using special dyes or radioi sotopes to label the axons.
The gray matter of the spinal cord appears roug hly in the
form of a butterfly. The anterior and posterior prongs are re-

W

Figure 2, spinal cord, human, silver stain x640.

This preparation shows a reg ion of a ventral horn. The
nucleus (N) of the ventral horn cell is the large, spherical,
pale-staining structure within the cell body. It contains a
spherical, intensely staining nucleolus. The ventral horn
cell has many processes, two of which are obvious. Anum-

Ed

Figure 3, spinal cord, human, toluidine blue
x640.
This preparation of the spinal cord is from an area comparable to that of Fig ure 2. The toluidine blue reveals the
Nissl bodies (NB) that appear as the large, dark-staining

ferred to as ventral horns ( VH) and dorsal horns (DH), respectively. The connecting bar is called the gray commiss ure (GC). The neuron cell bodies that are within the anterior horns (anterior horn cells) are so large that they can be
seen even at thi s extremely low magnification (a rrows).
The pale-staining fibrous material that surrounds the spinal
cord is the pia mater (Pia). It follows the surface of the
spinal cord intimately and dips .into the large ventral fi ssure
( VF) and into the shallower s ulci. Blood vessels (BV) are
present in the pia mater. Some dorsal roots (DR) of the
s pinal nerves are included in the section.

ber of other nuclei (NN) belong to ne uroglial cells. The cytoplasm of these cells is not evident. The remainder of the
field consists of nerve fibers and neuroglial cells whose organi zatio n is hard to inte rpret. This is called the neuropil
(Np). A capillary crosses throug h the field below the cell
body.
bodies in the cytoplasm. Nissl bodies do not extend i11to the
axon hillock. The axon leaves the cell body at the axon
hillock. The nuclei of neuroglial cells (NN) are also evident
here, but the ir cytoplasm is not. The neuropil stains very
faintly.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
DH, dorsal (posterior) horn
DR, dorsal root
GC, gray commissure
N, nucleus of ventral horn cell
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NB, Nissl bodies
NN, nucleus of neuroglial cell
Np, neuropil
Pia, pia mater
VF, ventral fissure

VH, ventral (anterior) horn
a1-rows (Fig. 1), cell body of anterior (ven-

tral) horn cell
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with the assistance of negative pressure in the thoracic
cavity during inspiration and compression of the veins by
skeletal muscle. The blood vessels are arranged so that
blood de livered from the heart quickly reaches a network
of narrow, thin-walled vessels, the blood capillaries,
within or in proximity to the tissues in eve ry part of the
body.
In the capillaries, a two-directional exchange of fluid occurs between the blood and tissues. The fluid, called blood
filtrate, carrying oxygen and metabolites, passes through
the capillary wa ll. In the tissues, these molecules are exchanged for carbon dioxide and waste products. Most of
the fluid reenters the distal or venous end of the blood capillaries. The remaining fluid enters lymphatic capillaries as
lymph and is ultimately returned to the bloodstream
through a system of lymphatic vessels th at join the blood
system at the junction of the internal jugular veins with th e
su bclavian veins. Normally, many of the white blood cells
conveyed in the blood leave the blood vessels to enter the
tissues. This occurs at the level of the postcapillary venules.
When pathologic changes occur in the body, as in the inflammatory reaction, large numbers of white blood cells
emigrate from these venules.
Arteries are the vessels that deliver blood to the capillaries. The smallest arter ies, called arterioles, are functionally
associated with networks of capillaries into which th ey deliver blood. The arterioles regulate the amount of blood
that enters these capillary networks. Together, the arterioles, associated capillary network, and postcapillary
venules fo rm a functional unit called the microcirculatory
or microvascular bed of that tissue (Fig. 12.1). Veins, beginning with the postcapillary venule, collect blood from
the microvascular bed and carry it away.
Two circuits distribute blood in the body: the systemic and the ,
pulmonary circulation

BOXES
BOX 12.1. Clinical Correlations: Hypertension
BOX 12.2. Clinical Correlations: Atherosclerosis

336
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BOX 12.3. Clinical Correlations: Ischemic Heart Disease
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Two pathways of circulation are formed by the blood
vessels and the heart:

• Pulmonary circulation con veys blood from the heart to
the lungs and from the lungs to the heart (Fig. 12.2) .

• Systemic circulation conveys blood from the heart to
other tissues of the body and from other tissues of the
body to the heart.

9

OVERVIEW OF THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

The cardiovascular system is a transport system that carr ies blood and lymph to and from the tissues of th e body.
The constitutive elements of these flu ids include cells, nutrients, waste products, hormones, and antibodies.
3'26

The cardiovascular system includes the heart, blood vessels,
and lymphatic vessels

Blood vessels provide the route by w hich blood circulates to and from all parts of the body. The heart pumps
the blood through the arteria l system under significant
pressure; blood is returned to the heart under low pressure

Although the general arrangement of blood vessels in both
circulations is from arteries to capillaries to veins, in some
parts of the systemic circulation it is modified so that a vein
or an arterio le is in terposed between two capillary networks;
these vessels constitute p011al systems. Venous portal systems occur in vessels carryU;lg blood to the liver, namely, the
hepatic p011al system (portal vein) and, in vessels leading to
the pituitary, the hypothalamic-hypophyseal portal system.

VEINS
large vein

ARTERIES
large or elastic artery

endothelial
cell
FIGURE 12.1

Schematic diagram of the major structural features of blood vessels.
The layers or tunics of the blood vessel walls are labeled in the upper
two panels. The arrangement of the microcirculatory bed in certain
parts of tl1e body is shown in the lowest panel. Note the location of
pericytes and thei r relationship to the basal lamina. Also, an arteriovenous (A. V.) anastomosis is shown within the microcirculatory bed.
t., tunica. (Based on Rhodin JAG. Handbook of Pl1ysiology. New York:
Oxford University Press, 1980.)

9

GENERAL FEATURES OF ARTERIES
AND VEINS

The walls of arteries and veins are composed of three layers
called t unics

The three layers of the vascular wa ll, from the lumen
outward (see Fig. 12.1 ), are

• Tunica intima, the innermost layer of the vessel. It consists of three components: (a) a single layer of squamous
epithelial cells, the endothelium; (b) the basal lamina of
the endothelial cells; and (c) the subendothelial layer,
consisting of loose connective tissue. Occasional smooth
muscle cells are found in the loose connective tissue. The
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ranges from relatively thin in most of the arterial system
to quite thick in the venules and veins, where it is the
major component of the vessel wall. In addition, th e tunica adventitia of large arteries and veins contains a system of vessels, called vasa vasorum, that supply blood to
the vascul ar walls themselves, as well as a network of
autonomic nerves, called ttervi vascularis, that control
contraction of the smooth muscle in the vessel walls.
Histologically, the various types of arter ies and veins
are distinguished from each other on the basis of the
thickness of the vascula r wa ll a nd differences in the composition of the layers. Table 12.1 summarizes the features
of the various types of blood vessels.

Arteries

Vessel

Diameter

su bendothelial layer of the intima in arteries and arter ioles contains a sheet-like layer or lamella of fenestrated
elastic material called the internal elastic memb1'ane. Fenestrations enable substances to diffuse readily through the
layer and reach cells deep within the wa ll of the vessel.
• Tunica media, the middle layer. This layer consists prima ril y of circumferential ly arranged layers of smooth
muscle cells. In arteries, it is relatively thick and extends
from the intemal elastic membrane to the external elastic membrane. The external elastic membrane is a layer of
elastin that separates the tunica m edia from the tunica
adventitia. Varia ble amounts of elastin, reticula r fibers,
and proteoglycans are interposed between the smooth
muscle cells of the tunica media. T he sheets or lamellae of
elasti n are fenest rated and are arranged in circular concentric layers. All of the extracellular components of the
tunica media are produced by the smooth muscle cells.
• Tunica adventitia, the outermost connective tissue layer.
It is composed primarily of longitudina ll y arranged co llagenous tissue and a few elastic fibers. These connective
tissue elements grad ua lly merge with the loose con nective tiss ue surro unding the vessels. The tunica adventitia

9

• Large or elastic arteries
• Medium or musculm' arteries (most of the "named " ar-

Middle Layer
(Tunica Media)

Outer Layer
{Tunica Adventitia)

>1 em

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle

Smooth muscle
Elastic lamellae

Connective tissue
Elastic fibers
Thinner than tunica media

Muscular artery
- Large

2-10 mm

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle
Prominent internal elastic
membrane

Smooth muscle
Collagen fibers
Relatively little elastic tissue

Connective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Thinner than tunica media

-Small

0.1-2 mm

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle
Internal elastic membrane

Smooth muscle (8-1 0 cell
layers)
Collagen fibers

Con nective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Thinner than tunica media

Arteriole

10- 100 fLm

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle

Smooth muscle (1-2 cell
layers)

Thin, ill-defined sheath
of connective tissue

Endothelium

None

None

Capillary
Veins

Vessel

Diameter

Inner Layer
(Tunica Intima)

Middle Layer
(Tunica Media)

Outer Layer
(Tunica Adventitia)

Endothelium
Pericytes

None

None

Endothelium
Perlcytes

Smooth muscle (1 -2 cell
layers)

Connective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Thicker than tunica media

0.1-1 mm

Endothelium
Connective issue
Smooth muscle (2-3 layers)

Smooth muscle (2-3 layers
continuous with tunica intima)

Connective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Thicker than tunica media

Medium vein

1-10mm

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle
Internal elastic membrane
in some cases

Smooth muscle
Collagen fibers

Connective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Thicker than tunica media

Large vein

> lmm

Endothelium
Connective tissue
Smooth muscle

Smooth muscle (2-15
layers)
Cardiac muscle near heart
Collagen fibers

Connective tissue
Some elastic fibers
Much thicker than tunica
media

Postcapillary
venule

10-50

Muscular venule

50-100

Small vein

~-tm

ARTERIES

Traditionally, arteries are classified into th ree types on the
basis of size and the characteristics of the tunica media:

Inner Layer
(Tunica Intima)

Elastic artery

media influence blood flow and pressure

FIGURE 12.2
Diagram depicting circulation of blood through the heart. Blood returns from the tissues of the body via the superior vena cava and inferior vena cava. These two major venous vessels carry the blood to
the right atrium. Blood then passes into the right ventricle and is
pumped into the pulmonary trunk and next flows into pulmonary ar·
terles that convey the blood to the lungs. The blood is oxygenated in
the lungs and Is then returned to the left atrium via the pulmonary
veins. Blood then passes to the left ventricle and is pumped into the
aorta, which conveys the blood to the tissues of the body. From the
heart to the lungs and from the lungs to the heart constitutes the pulmonary circulation from the heart to the tissues and from the tissues
to the heart constitutes the systemic circulation.
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TABLE 12.1. Characteristics of Blood Vessels

Contraction and relaxation of smooth muscle cells in the tunica

Contraction of smoo th muscle in the tun ica media of
small arteries and arterioles reduces the luminal diameter
of these vessels (vasoconstriction), increasing the vascula1'
resistance. Vasoconstriction leads to an increase in the
systentic blood pressure. Genera lly, vasoconstriction is induced by nerve impulses or circu lating hormones. The relaxa tion of smooth muscle cells increases the lumina l diameter of the vessels (vasodilation), decreasing vascular
resistance and systemic blood pressure. Vasodilation occurs in response to substances produced by the endothelia l cells, ca lled endothelial-derived relax ing factors
(EDRFs). The most important EDRFs are nitric oxide (NO)
and its r elated compounds, which a re released by epithelial cells in arteries, blood capillaries, and even lymphatic
capillaries.
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ter ies of the body)

• Small arteries and m'terioles

Elastic Arteries
Elastic arteries have multiple sheets of elastic lamellae in their
walls

The largest elastic arteries, the aorta and pulmonary arteries, convey blood from th e heart to the systemic and
pulmonary circulations, respectively (see Fig. 12.2). These
arteries, as well as their main branches, the brachiacephal ic, common carotid, subclavian, and common iliac
arteries, are classified as elastic arter ies.
From a functional standpoint, elastic arteries serve primarily as conduction tu bes; however, they also facilitate

the con tinu o us a nd uniform movement of blood a long the
tube. Blood flow occurs as fo llows: The ventricles of the
heart pump blood into the elastic arteries during the contraction phase (systole) of the cardiac cycle. The pressure
generated by contraction of the ventricles moves the blood
th rough the elastic arteries and along the arteri al tree. Simultaneously, it a lso causes the wa ll of the large elastic arteri es to distend. The distension is limited by the network
of collagenous fibers in the tunica media and tunica adventitia (Fig. 12.3). During the relaxation phase (diastole)
of the cardi ac cycle, when .n o pressure is generated by tbe
heart, the recoil of the distended elastic arteries serves to
mainta in arterial blood pressure and the flow of blood
within the vessels. Initial elastic recoil forces blood both

away from, and back toward, the heart. The flow of blood
toward the heart ca uses the aortic and pulmonary valves to
close. Continued elastic recoil then maintains contin uous
flo w of blood away from the heart.
The tunica intima of the elastic artery consists of endothelium,
subendothelial connective tissue, and an inconspicuous
internal elastic membrane

The tunica intima of elastic arteries is relatively thick
and consists of

•

Endotheliallini1~g

wit h its basal lamina. The cells are
typica ll y flat and elongate, with their lo ng axes o ri-
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unmyelinated nerve

macrophage fibrob last

blood vessel

myelinated nerve

ELASTIC ARTERY
FIG URE 12.3
Schematic diagram of an elastic artery showing its cellular and extracellular components. This diagram shows a section of the wall of
a typical elastic artery. Note the organization of smooth muscle cells

and the distribution of elastic lamellae. t., tunica. (Based on Rhodin
JAG. Handbook of Physiology. New York: Oxford University Press,
1980.)

ented parallel to the direction of blood flow in the artery (Fig. 12.4). In forming th e epithelial sheet, the
cells are joined by tight junc ti ons (zo nulae occludentes) and gap junctions (Fig. 12.5) . Endothelial cells
possess rod -like inclusions, called Weibel-Palade bodies, which are present in the cytoplasm. These specific
e ndothelial orga nelles are electron-dense structures
a nd contain von Willebrand factor (a lso ca lled coagulating factor VIII). Studies indicate that most von
Willebrand facto r is synth esized by a rterial endothelial
cells and secreted into the blood. The a ntibody to von
Willebrand factor is conunonl y used as an immunohistoc hemical marker for identificati on of end otheliumderived tumors.
• Subendothelial layer of connective tissue, w hich in larger
e lastic arteries con sists of connective tissue with both collagen and elastic fibers. The main cell type in t his layer is
the smooth muscle cell. It is contractile and secretes extracellula r ground substance as well as collagen and elastic fibers. Occasional macrophages may a lso be present.
• The internal elastic membrane (lamina), which in elast ic arteries is not conspicuous beca use it is one of many
elastic layers in the wa ll of the vessel. It is usuall y identified only because it is th e innermost elastic layer of t he
arterial wa ll.

microvilli
endothelial cells

Endothelial cells play an important role in blood homeostasis. The functional properties of these cells change in
r esponse to va rio us stimuli. T his process, known as an endothelial activation, is a lso respo nsible for the pathogenesis of many vascular diseases (e.g., a therosclerosis) . Inducers of endothelial activatio n include bact erial and vira l
antigens, cytotoxins, complem ent products, lipid products,
and hypox ia . Activated e ndothelial cells exhibit new surface adhesion molecules a nd produce different classes of
cytokines, lymphokines, growth fa ct ors, vasoconstrictor
and vasodil a tor molecules as well molecules controlling
blood coagulation. Therefore, endothelial cells are active
participants in a variety of interactions between the blood
and und erlying connective tissue and are responsible for
many properties o f the vessels (Ta ble 12.2). These properties include

• Mai1-ztenance of a selective permeability barrier, which
allows selective mo ve ment of small and large molecules
from the blood to the tissues and from the tissues to the
blood. This moveme nt is related to the size and charge
of the molecules. Sma ll hydrophilic a nd hydropho bic
molecules (e.g ., oxygen, carbon diox ide, glucose, amino

junctional
comp lex

.

::···'·:/'•. '·:

-~.

~:

junctional
complex

·"*

basal lamina
cytop lasm of
endothelial cells

nuclei of
endothelial cells

FIGURE 12.4
Diagram and scanning electron micrograph of the endothelium. This

schematic drawing shows the luminal surface and cut edge of the endothelium. Th e cells are elongated with their long axis parallel to t11e
direction of blood flow. Nuclei of endothelial cells are also elongated
in the direction of blood flow. The rectangular area is shown in Figure

12.5. (Based on Rhodin JAG. Handbook of Physiology. New York: Oxford University Press, 1980.) Inset. Scanning electron microgra ph of a
small vein, showing the cells of the endothelial lining. Note tile spindle shape with the long axis of the cells running parallel to the vessel.
X1,100.
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Endothelial cells participate in the structural and functional
integrity of the vascular wall
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hemidesmosomes

connective
tissue

lamina

FIGURE 12.5
Diagram depicting segments of two
adjacent endothelial cells. This diagram shows cell-to-cell and cell-toextracellular matrix junctions represented here by the junctional complex
and hemidesmosomes, respectively.
Observe tile organization of the cytoplasm and cytoplasmic inclusion, the
Weibei-Palade bodies that are characteristic of endothelial cells. Pinocytotic
vesicles in the cell on the left have been
positioned to suggest the pathway of
vesicles from the lumen of the blood
vessel to the basal cell membrane or to
the lateral cell membrane as indicated
by tile dashed arrows. Various markers
have been traced through pinocytotic
pathways across the endothelial cell .
(Modified from Rhodin JAG. Handbook
of Pl1ysiology. New York: Oxford University Press, 1980.)
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12.2. Summary of Endothelial Cell Properties and Functions

Major Properties
Maintenance of selective permeability barrier

Maintenance of nonthrombogenic barrier

Associated Functions

)

Simple diffusion
Active transport
Pinocytosis
Receptor-mediated endocytosis

oxygen, carbon dioxide
Glucose, amino acids, electrolytes
Water, small molecules, soluble proteins
LDL, cholesterol, transferrin, growth factors, antibodies,
MHC complexes

Secretion of anticoagulants
Secretion of antithrombogenic agents

Thrombomodulin,
Prostacyclin (PGU, tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), antithrombin Ill, heparin
Tissue thromboplastin, von Willebrand factor, plasminogen
activator inhibitor

Modulation of blood flow and
vascular resistance

Secretion of vasoconstrictors
Secretion of vasodilators

Endothelin, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
Endothelial derived relaxation factor (EDRF)/nitric oxide
(NO), prostacyclin

Regulation of cell growth

Secretion of growth-stimulating factors

Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), hemopoietic colony
stimulating factors (GM-CSF, G-CSF, M-CSF)

Secretion of growth-inhibiting factors

Heparin, transforming growth factor {3 (TGF{3)

Regulation of leukocyte migration by expression of adhesion molecules
Regulation of immune functions

Selectins, integrins, CD marker molecules
lnterleukin molecules (IL-l, IL-6, IL-8), MHC molecul es

Maintenance of extracellular
matrix

Synthesis of basal lamina
Synthesis of glycocalyx

Type IV collagen, laminin
Proteoglycans

Involvement in lipoprotein
metabolism

Production of free radicals

LDL, cholesterol, VLDL

lumen

converting enzyme)
prostacyclin).

and

vasodilators

monocyte
cell adhesion
molecules

.\
.\

tunica
intima
internal elastic
membrane
tunica
media

smooth muscle cells

Modified from Cotran S, Kumar V, Collins T, Robbins SL, eds. Robbins Pat!Jologic Basis of Disease. Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1999.

acids, and electrolytes) can diffuse or are actively transported across the plasma membrane and released into
the extracellular space. Small molecules, water, and soluble pwteins are transported by pinocytotic vesicles (a
clathrin-independent form of endocytosis). Small but
numerous, pinocytotic vesicles transport bulk material
from the blood into the cell. Larger molecules are transported through fenestrations within the endothelial cells
visible in transmission electron microscope (T EM)
preparations. These fenestrations are believed to be the
morphologic equivalents of the "large pores" described
by physiologists. In addition, some specific molecules
(e.g., low-density lipoprotein (LDL), cholesterol, transferrin) are transported via receptor-mediated endocytosis (a clathrin-dependent process), which uses endothelial specific surface receptors.
• Maintenance of a nonthrombogenic barrier between
blood platelets and subendothelial tissue by producing
anticoagulants (thrombomodulin and others) and antithrombogenic substances (prostacycl in [PGI2 ] and tissue plasminogen activator). Damage to endothelial cells
causes them to release protbrombogenic agents (von
Willebrand factor, plasminogen activator inhibitor ).
These agents cause platelets to aggregate and release factors that result in the formation of clots or masses,
call ed thrombi, that potentially prevent blood loss.
• Modulation of blood flow and vascular 1'esistance by
secretion of vasoconstrictors (endotheJin, angiotensin-
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Active Molecules Involved

Secretion of prothrombogenic agents

Regulation of immune
responses

'
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(EDRF/NO,

• Regulation and modulation of immune responses by
controlling interaction of lymphocytes with the endothelial surface, which is mainly achieved by the expression
of adhesion molecules and their receptors on the endothelial free surface as well by secretion of three classes
of interleukins (IL-l, IL-6, and IL-8).
• Hormonal synthesis and other metabolic activities by
synthesis and secretion of various growth factors (hemopoietic colony-stimulating factors [CSFs], such as
granulocyte-macrophage CSF [GM-CSFl, G-CSF, and
M-CSF; fibroblast grow th factor (FGF); and plateletderived growth factor (PDGF)]. Endothelial cells also
synthesize growth inhibitors such as heparin and transforming growth factor {3 (TGF-{3). Endothelial cells
fu nction in the conversion of angiotensin I to angiotensin II in the renin-angiotensin system that controls
blood pressure, as well as in the inactivation or conversion of a number of compo unds conveyed in the blood
(norepinephrine, thromb in, prostaglandins, bradykinin,
and serotonin) to inactive forms.
• Modification of the lipoproteins by oxidation. Lipoproteins, mainly LDLs with a high cholesterol content and
very low density lipoproteins (VLDLs), are oxid ized by
free radicals produced by endothelial cells. Modified
LDLs, in turn, are rapidly endocytosed by macrophages,
forming foam cells (Fig. 12.6). Foam cells are a charac-

FIGURE 12.6
Schematic diagram of cellular interactions in the formation of an
atherosclerotic plaque. Endothelia l cells express cell adhesion molecules that initiate monocyte migration through the endothelium.
Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and other growth factors {blue
arrow) released from endothelial cells stimulate migration of the
smooth muscle cells from the tunica media to the tunica intima. In the

tenstlc fea ture m the formation of atherosclerotic
plaques.
The tunica media of elastic arteries consists of multiple layers
of smooth muscle cells separated by elastic lamellae

The tunica media is the thickest of the three layers of
elastic arteries and consists of

• Elastin in the forrn of fenestrated sheets or lamellae between the muscle cell layers. These lamellae are arranged
in concentr ic layers (Fig. 12.7a). As noted, fenestrations
in the lamellae facilitate the diffusion of substances
within the a rterial wa ll. The number and thickness of
these lamell ae are related to blood pressure and age. At
birth , the aorta is almost devoid of lamellae; in the adult,
the aorta has 40 to 70 lameLlae. In individuals with hypertension, both the number and the thickness of the
lamel lae are increased .
• Smooth muscle cells arra nged in layers. The smooth
muscle cells are arranged in a low-pitch spiral relative to
the long axis of the vessel; thus, in cross sections of the
artery they appear .in a circular array. The smooth muscle cells are spind le shaped with an elongated nucleus.
They are invested with an external (basal) lamina except
where they are joined by gap junctions. Fibroblasts are
not present in the tunica media. Smooth muscle cells
synthesize the collagen, elastin, and other molecules of

tunica intima, smooth muscle cells produce large amounts of extracellular matrix (proteoglycans, collagen) that increase the thickness of
the tunica intima. Foam cells derived from both macrophages and
smooth muscle cells accumulate LDLs, which cross the endothelial
barrier (yellow arrows), and are oxidized by free radicals produced by
the endothelial cells.

the extracellular m atrix. In addition, in response to
growth factors (i.e., PDGF, FGF) produced by endothelial cells they may proliferate and migrate to the adjacent
intima. This characteristic is important in norma l repair
of the vascular wa.ll as well in pathologic processes similar to those occurring in atherosclerosis.
• Collagen fibers and ground substance (proteoglycans),
which are synthesized and secreted by the smooth muscle cells.
The tunica adventitia in the elastic artery is a relatively thin
connective t issue layer

In elastic arteries, the tunica adventitia is usually less
than half the thickness of the tunica media. It consists of

• Collagen and elastic fibers in the form of a loose network of elastic fibers (not lamellae) that are less organized than those in the tunica media. The collagen fibers
help prevent the expansion of the arterial wall beyond
physiologic lim.its during systole of the cardiac cycle.
• Fibroblasts and macrophages, the principal cells of the
tunica adventitia.
• Blood vessels (vasa vasorum) and nerves (nervi vascularis). Branches of the vasa vasorum partially enter the
tunica media and provide nutrients to the outer portion
of the arterial wall. The inner part of the wall is supplied
by nutrients from the lumen of the vessel.
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In histologic sections, the internal elastic membrane usually
appears as a well-defined, undulating or wavy structure because of contraction of the smooth muscle (Fig. 12. 7b).
The thickness of the tunica intima varies with age and
oth er factors. In young children, it is very thin. In muscular arteries of young adults, the tunica intima accounts for
about one six th of the total wall thickness. In older adults,
the tunica intima may be expa nded by lipid deposits, often
in the form of irregular " fatty streaks. "
The tunica media of muscular arteries is composed almost
entirely of smooth muscle, with little elastic material

The tunica media of muscular arteries consists of
smooth muscle cells amid collagen fibers and r elatively little elastic material. The smooth muscle cells are arranged
in a spiral fas hion in the arte ri al wall. T heir contraction
helps maintain blood pressure. As in elastic arteries, there
are no fibroblasts in this layer. The smooth muscle cells
possess an external (basal) lamina except at the sites of gap
junctions and produce ex tracellular collagen, elastin, and
ground substance.

T ~ --+

r
+ .

tunica adventi.tia

b

FIGURE 12.7

Photomicrographs of the wall of elastic and muscular types of arteries. a. T11is photomicrograph shows a cross section of the 11uman
aorta stained with resorcin-fucllsin to demonstrate elastic material.
Three layers can be recognized: the tunica intima, tunica media, and
tunica adventitia. The tunica intima consists of a lining of endothelial
cells that rest on a thin layer of connective tissue containing smooth
muscle cells, occasional macrophages, and collagen and elastic
fibers. The boundary between it and the tissue below, the tunica media, is not sharply defined. The tunica media contains an abundance
of smooth muscle cells (note the blue staining nuclei) and numerous
elastic fenestrated membranes (the red, wavy lamellae). The tunica
adventitia, the outermost part, lacks elastic laminae, consists mainly
of connective tissue, and contains the blood vessels and nerves that
supply the aortic wall. x 300. b. Photomicrograph of a cross section

Muscular Arteries
Muscular arteries have more smooth muscle and less elastin in
the tunica media than do elastic arteries

There is no sharp dividing line between elastic arteries
and large muscular arteries (Fig. 12.8). Some of these arteries are difficult to classify because they have features that
are intermediate between the two types. Genera lly, in the
region of transition, the amount of elastic material decreases, and smooth muscle cells become the predominant
constituent of the tunica media. Also, a prominent internal
elastic membrane becomes apparent, helping to distinguish

through a muscular artery in a routine H&E preparation shows that
the wall of the muscular artery is also divided into the same three layers as in the elastic artery. The tunica intima consists of an endothelial lining, a small amount of connective tissue, and the internal elastic membrane. This structure has a scalloped appearance when the
vessel is constricted and is highly refractile. Constriction also causes
the endothelial cell nuclei to appear rounded. The tunica media consists mainly of circularly arranged smooth muscle cells and collagen
and elastic fibers. The nuclei of the smooth muscle cells, when contracted, have a corkscrew appearance. The tunica adventitia consists
mostly of connective tissue. A well-defined external elastic membrane is not apparent in this vessel, but profiles of elastic material (arrows) are present. x 360.

The tunica adventitia of muscular arteries is relatively thick
and is often separated from the tunica media by a recognizable
external elastic membrane

The tunica adventitia of muscular arteri es consists of fibroblasts, collagen fibers, elastic fibers, and in some vessels
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scattered adipose cells. Compared with elastic arteries, the
tunica adventitia of muscular arteries is relatively thick,
about the same th ickness as the tu nica media. Collagen
fibers are the principal ex tracellular component. However,
a concentration of elastic material immediately adjacent to
the tunica media is often present and as such constitutes
the external elastic membrane. Nerves and small vessels
travel in the adventitia and give off branches tha t penetrate
into the tunica media in the large muscular arteries as the
vasa vasonun.

Small Arteries and Arterioles
Small arteries and arterioles are distinguished from one another
by the number of smooth muscle cell layers in the tunica media

By definition, arterioles have only one or two layers of
smooth m uscle in their tunica m edia (Fig. 12.9); a small artery may have up to about eight layers. Typically, the tunica intima of a sma ll artery has an internal elastic membrane, whereas this layer may or may not be present in the
arteriole. The endothelium in both is essentiall y similar to
endothelium in other arteries, except that at the EM level,
gap junctions may be found between endothelial cells and
the smooth muscle cells of the tunica media. Lastly, the tunica adventitia is a thin, ill-defined sheath of connective tissue that blends w ith the connective tissue in which these
vessels travel.

t. media

muscular arteries from elastic arteries. In many instances, a
recognizable external elastic membrane is also evident.
The tunica intima is thinner in muscular arteries and contains a
prominent internal elastic membrane

internal
The tunica intima is relatively thinner in muscular arteries than in elastic arteries and consists of an endothelial lining with its basal lamina, a sparse subendothelial layer of
connective tissue, and a prominent internal elastic membrane. In some muscular arteries, the subendothelia l layer
is so scanty that the basal lamina of the endothelium appears to make contact with the internal elastic membrane.

elcrstic,lll

memt;>rane

MUSCULAR ARTERY
FIG URE 12.8

Schematic diagram of a muscular artery. The cellular and extracellular components are labeled. Note the locations of external and internal elastic membranes. In certain locations, the muscle cells in the tu-

nica media are shown in contact to represent the presence of gap
junctions between cells. t., tunica. (Based on Rhodin JAG. Handbook of
Physiology. New York: Oxford University Press, 1980.)
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Arterioles control blood flow to capillary networks by
contraction of the smooth muscle cells

Arterioles serve as flow regulators for the capillary
beds. In the normal relationship between an arteriole
and a capillar y network, contraction of the smooth
muscle in the wall of an arteriole increases the vascular
res i stance and reduces or shuts off the blood going to
the capillari es. The slight thickening of the smooth m uscle at the orig in of a capillary bed f rom an arteriole is
ca lled the precapillary sphincte1: Most a rterioles can di-

FIGURE 12.9
Electron micrograph and photomicrograph of arterioles. a. Th is elec-

tron micrograph shows a cross section of an arteriole. The tunica intima of the vessel is composed of an endothelium and a very thin layer
of subendothel ial connective tissue (collagen fibrils and ground substance). The arrows indicate tl1e site of junction between adjoining endothelial cells. The tunica media consists of a single layer of smooth
muscle cells {SM). The tunica adventitia is composed of collagen fibrils
and several layers of fibroblasts (F) with extremely attenuated
processes. Red blood cells are visible in the lumen. x6,000. b. Photomicrograph of arteriole and venule in the dermis. One arteriole is

Hypertension, or high blood pressure, occurs in about 25% of the
population and is defined by a sustained diastolic pressure greater
than 90 mm Hg or a sustained systolic pressure in excess of 140
mm Hg. Hypertension is often associated with atherosclerotic vascular disease and with an increased risk of cardiovascular disorders
such as stroke and angina pectoris. In most cases of hypertension,
the size of the lumen of the small muscular arteries and arterioles
is reduced, which leads to increased vascular resistance. Restriction
in the luminal size may also result from active contraction of the
smooth muscle in the vessel wall, an increase in the amount of
smooth muscle in the wall, or both.
In individuals with hypertension, multiplication of smooth mus·
cle cells occurs. The additional smooth muscle then adds to the
thickness of the tunica media. Concomitantly, some of the smooth

Atherosclerotic lesions are the most common acquired abnormality of blood vessels. More than half of the annual deaths in the
United States are related to complications of atherosclerotic disease, which includes ischemic heart disease, myocardial infarction,
stroke, and gangrene of the limbs. The lesions develop in the intima and consist of a thick layer of fibrous connective tissue containing scattered smooth muscle cells, macrophages, foam cells,
lymphocytes, cholesterol crystals, and cell debris. It Is believed that
both macrophages and smooth muscle cells accumu late lipid, par-
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late 60 to 100% from their resting diameter, and they
can maintain up to 40% constriction for a long rime .
Therefore, a large decrease o r increase in vascu l ar resistance has a direct effect on blood flow and systemic arterial pi·essLue. This regulation directs b lood to where it
may be most needed. F or instance, duri ng strenuous
physical exerti on, such as running, blood flo w t o ske letal muscle .is increased by dilation of arterioles, an d
blood flow to the i ntestine is reduced by arteriole con striction . After ingestion of a la r ge meal , h owever, the
reverse is true .

ticularly LDL (Fig. 12.10). Progression of the lesion is marked by ac·
cumulation of lipid and loss of integrity of the endothelium. In advanced lesions, blood stasis and clotting (thrombosis) may lead to
occlusion of the vessel. Other changes seen in advanced lesions include thinning of the tunica media, calcifications, and a necrotic
mass within the lesion. Progression from simple to complicated le·
sions can be found in some people in their 20s and in most individuals by age 50 or 60 years.

seen in longitudinal section, while anoth er is seen in cross section. The
round and ovoid nuclei in the wall of the longitudinally sectioned arteriole belong to the smooth muscle cells of the tunica media. Their
round to ovoid shape indicates that these cells have been cut in cross
section. The elongated nuclei (arrows) belong to endothelial cells.
X320. Inset. The cross-sectioned arteriole is shown here at higher
magnification and reveals the endothelial cell nuclei bulging into the
lumen (arrows). Tiley reflect a cross-sectional cut. The nuclei of the
smooth muscle cells in the tunica media appear as elongate profiles reflecting their circular pattern around the vessel. X 600.

muscle cells accumulate lipid. This is one reason why hypertension
is a major risk factor for atherosclerosis. In fat-fed animals, hypertension accelerates the rate of lipid accumulation in the vessel wall.
In the absence of a fatty diet, hypertension increases the rate of intimal thickening that occurs naturally with age.
Cardiac muscle is also affected by chronic hypertension. Ven·
tricular hypertrophy, caused by an increase in number and size of
cardiac muscle cells, is a common manifestation of hypertension.
Ventricular hypertrophy makes the wall Jess elastic and the heart
must then work harder to pump blood. Recent studies have shown,
however, that prolonged reduction of blood pressure in patients
with ventricular hypertrophy due to chronic hypertension can ac·
tually reduce the degree of hypertrophy.

FIGURE 12.10
Photomicrographs of an atherosclerotic lesion. a. This specimen

is from a human aorta stained by the Masson trichrome method.
The lesion, referred to as a fibrous plaque, consists of connective
tissue fibers, smooth muscle cells, fat-containing macrophages
(foam cells), and a necrotic material. It occupies the site of the tunica Intima {TI), which is greatly expanded in thickness. TM, tunica
media; TA. tunica adventitia. x 40. b. A higher power of the area in
the rectangle in a. On the right, some of the fibrous connective tis·

sue of the plaque is evident. The arrows point to smooth muscle
cell nuclei that have produced the collagen fibers of the fibrous
plaque. Also evident are the foam cells (FC) and the characteristic
cholesterol clefts (CC). The latter are spaces occupied previously by
cholesterol crystals that have been dissolved during specimen
preparation. The remainder of the plaque consists of necrotic material and lipid. x 240.
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\1 CAPillARIES
Capillaries are the smallest diameter blood vessels, often
smaller than the diameter of an erythrocyte
Capillaries form blood vascular networks th at allow
fluids conta ining gases, metabolites, and waste products
to move t h rough their thin wa lls. The human body conta ins approximately 50,000 miles of capillaries . Each consists of a single layer o f endoth elia l cells and their basal
lami na. The endot heli a l cells form a tube just large
e no ugh to al low the passage o f red blood cells o ne at a
ti me. In many capillaries the lumen is so narrow that t he
red cells literall y fold upon themselves to pass th rough the
vesse l. The passing red blood cells fi ll virtua lly t he entire

capillary lumen, m inimizing the diffusion pa th for gases
a nd nutrients between the ca pilla ry and t he extravascular
tissue. In cross sections a nd with t he TEM, the tube appears to be formed by o nly one cell o r portions of several
cells. Because of their thin walls and close physical association w ith metabolically active cells and tissues, capillaries are particula rly well suited for the exchange of gases
and metaboli tes between cells and the bloodstream. The
ratios of capillary vo lume to end oth elial surface a rea and
thickness a lso favor movement of substa nces across the
vessel wall.

Classification of Capillaries
Capillary structure varies in different tissues and organs.
Based on t heir morph o logy, three types of capillaries are

described: conti nuo us capillaries, fen estrated ca pillaries,
and d iscontinuous capillaries.
Continuous capillaries are typically fou nd in muscle,
lung, a nd the centra l nervous system (CNS). Wi t h the
TEM, they appear in cross sectio ns as two plasma mem branes encl osing a rib bon of cytop lasm tha t may include
the nucleus (Fig. 12.11 ). Occluding junctions can be seen
in a t yp ical cross section of a continuous capillary. N umerous pinocytotic vesicles underlie both the luminal and
basal plasma membrane surfaces. T he vesicles are app roximately 70 nm in diameter a nd functio n in transport of
materials between the lumen and the con nective tissue and
vice versa.
In some co ntinuou s capilla ries and postcapillary
ven ules, pericytes (Rouget cells) may be associated with
t he endotheli um (Fig. 12.11 ). The pericyte, when present,
intima te ly surroun ds the ca p illary, with branching cytop lasmic processes, and is enclosed by a basal lamina that
is continuous w ith th at of th e endoth e lium. T he pericyte
disp lays fea tures of a relatively unspecial ized cell with a
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large nucle us ric h in he te rochromatin. It is d erived from
the sam e precursor cell t hat forms endothelia l cells in n ew
vessels. It can also give ri se to smooth muscle cells during
vessel growth (as in development and wound healing).
Fenestrated capillaries a re typicall y found in endocrine
glands and sites of fluid a nd metabolite absorption, such as
the gallb ladder a nd intestinal tract. T hey are ch aracterized
by fenestrations, 80 to 100 nm in d iameter, w hich provide
channels across the capillary wa ll (Fig. 12.12). Fenestrated
capilla ries also have pinocytotic vesicles. Som e research
suggests t hat fenestrations are formed when a form ing
pinocytotic vesicle spa n s the narrow cyt oplasmic layer a nd
simultaneously opens on the opposite sur face. A fen est ration may have a t h in, non membranous diaplu·agm across
its open ing. This diaphragm has a central thickening and
may be the remna nt of th e glycoca lyx fo rmerly enclosed in
the p inocytotic vesicle from which the fenestration may
have formed.
Fenestrated capillaries in the gastrointestinal tract and
ga ll bladder have fewer fenestrations and a t h icker wal l
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FIGURE 12.11

Electron micrograph and diagram of a continuous capillary. The en·
dothelial cells that make up the wall of a continuous capillary contain
numerous pinocytotic vesicles. The cell junctions are frequently
marked by cytoplasmic (marginal) folds that protrude Into the lumen.
The endothelial cell nuclei a re not included witl1in the plane of section

in the micrograph, but an endothelial cell with its nucleus is shown in
the diagram. Similarly, the electron micrograph shows only a small
amount of pericyte cytoplasm; a nucleus is not seen but is shown in the
diagram (see the upper right and lower left of the micrograph). Note
that the pericyte cytoplasm is enclosed by basal lamina. x30 ,000.
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Electron micrograph and schematic diagram of a fenestrated capillary. The cytoplasm of
the endothelial cells contai ns numerous fenestrations (small anows). In some of the thicker
regions of the endotllelial cell where the fenestrations are absent, pinocytotic vesicles are
present. Part of a pericyte is seen on the left side of the electron micrograph, including its nu·
cleus in the upper left corner of the micrograph. X21,500. The inset shows to advantage the
fenestrations and the diaphragm that spans the openings (large arrows). x ss,ooo.
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when no absorption is occurring. When absorption takes
place, the walls thin, and the number of pinocytotic vesi~les and fenestrations increases rapidly. The ionic changes
in the perivascular connective tissue, ca used by the absorbed solutes, stimulate pinocytosis. These observations
support the suggested mode of formation of the fenestrations described above.
Discontinuous capillm·ies (sinusoidal capillaries, or sinusoids) are typicaUy found in the liver, spleen, and bone
marrow. T hey are larger in diameter and more irregularly
shaped than other capillaries. Structural features of these
capillar ies vary from organ to o rgan and include specialized
cells. Stellate sinusoidalmacrophages (Kupffer cells) and vita min A-storing hepatic stellate cells (Ito cells) in the liver
occur in association with the endothelial cells. In the spleen,
endothelial cells exhibit a unique spindle shape with gaps
between the neighboring cells; the basal lamina underlying
the endothelium may be partia lly or even completely absent.

Functional Aspects of Capillaries
To understand capillary function, two important points,
blood flow and extent or richness of the capillary network,
sho uld be considered. Blood flow is controlled through local and systemic signals. In response to vasodilating agents
(e.g., EDRFs, NO, low 0 2 tension), the smooth muscle in
the walls of the arterioles relaxes, resulting in vasodilation
and increased blood flow through the capillary system.
Pressure within the capill aries increases, and much of the
p lasma fl uid is driven in to the tissue. This process occurs
in pet'ipheral edema. Systemic signa ls carried by the autonom ic nervous system and release of norep inephrine by the
ad renal gland cause the smooth muscle of the arterioles to
contract (vasoco nstriction ), resulting in decreased blood
flow through the capilla1·y bed. Tn this condition, capillary
pressure can decrease and gr eatly increase absorption of
ti ssue fluid . This situati o n occms dming loss of blood volume and can add approximately 1 L of fluid into the
blood, preventing hypovolemic shock.
The richness of the ca pillary netwo rk is related to
the metabolic activi ty of the tiss ue. The liver, kidney, cardi ac mu scle, and sk eleta l muscle have ri ch capill a ry networks. Dense connecti ve tissue is less metabolically active
a nd has less extensive capillary networks.
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called arteriovenous (AV) anastomoses, or shuttts (see Fig.
12.1 ). AV shunts are commonly fo und in the skin of the fingertips, nose, and lips and in the erectile tissue of the penis
and clitoris. The arteriole of AV sh unts is often coiled, has
a relatively thick sm ooth muscle layer, is enclosed in a connective tissue capsule, and is richl y innervated. Contrary to
the ordinary precapillary sphi ncter, contraction of the arteriole smooth muscle of the AV shunt sends blood to a capillary bed; relaxation of the smooth muscle sends blood to
a venule, bypassing the capillary bed. AV shunts serve in
thermoregulation at the body surface. Closing an AV shunt
in the skin causes blood to fl ow tbJ·ough the capillary bed,
en hancing heat loss. Opening an AV shunt in the skin reduces the blood flo w to the skin capillaries, conserving
body heat. In erectile tissue, such as the penis, closing the
AV shunt directs blood flow into the corpora cavernosa,
initiating the erectile response (see page 711 ).
In add ition, preferential thoroughfares, whose proximal
segm ent is called a metarteriole (Fig. 12.13 ), also allow
some blood to pass more directly from artery to vein. Capillaries aTise from both arterioles and metarterioles. Although capillaries themselves have no sm ooth muscle in
their walls, a sphincter of smooth muscle, ca lled the precapillary sphincte1; is located at their origin from either an
arteriole or a metarteriole. These sphincters control the
amount of blood passing through the capillary bed.

9VE INS
The tunics of veins are n ot as distinct or weU defined as the
tunics of arteries. Traditio nall y, vei ns are divided into three
types on the basis of size:

• Small veins or venules, fur ther subclassified as postcapillary and muscular venules
• Medium veins
• Large.veins
Altho ugh large and m edium veins have three layers, a lso
designated tunica intima, tunica media, and tu nica adventi tia, these layers are not as distinct as they are in arteries.
Large- and medium-sized veins usually travel with largeand m ediu m-sized arteries; arterioles and muscular venules
a lso sometimes travel together, tbus a llowing comparison
in histologic secti o ns. Typically, veins ba ve thinner wa lls
than their accompanying arteries, and the lumen of the
vei11 is larger than that of the artery. The arteriole lu men is
usually patent; that of the vein is often collapsed. Ma ny
veins, especially those that convey blood against gravity,
such as those of the limbs, contain va lves that allow blood
to flow in on ly one directio n, back towa rd the heart. The
va lves are semilunar flaps consisting of a thin com1ective
tissue core covered by endothelial cells.

Venules
Muscular venules are distinguished from postcapillary venules
by the presence of a tunica media

Postcapillmy venules receive blood from capillaries and
have a diameter as small as 0.2 mm or slightly larger. They
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possess an endotheJjal lining with its basal lamina and pericytes. T he endotheliLll11 of postcapillar y venules is the principal site of action of vasoactive agents such as histamine
and serotonin. Response to these agents results in extravasatio n of fluid and emigration of white blood cells from the
vessel during .inflammation and allergic reactions. PostcapiJIar y venules of lym ph nodes also participate in the transmural migration of lymphocytes from the vascula r lumen
into the lymphatic tissue. The postcapillary venules in the
lymph nodes are also called high endothelial venules
(REVs) because of the prominent cuboida l appearance of
their endothelial cells and their ovoid nuclei.
Muscular venules are located distal to the postcapillary
venules in the returning venou s network and ha ve a dia meter up to 1 mm. Whereas postcapillary ven ules have no
true tun ica media, the m uscular venules have one o r two
layers of smooth muscle that constitute a tunica media.
These vessels also have a thin tu nica adventitia .

Medium Veins
Medium veins ha ve a d iameter of up to 10 mm . Most
named veins are in this category. Va lves are a chara cteristic feature of these vessels and are most numero us in the
inferior portion of the body, particularly the legs, to prevent retrograde m ovement of blood beca use of gravity. The
tlu·ee tunics of the venous wall are most evident in
medium-sized veins (Fig. 12.1 4):
• The tunica intima consists of an endothelium with its
basa l lamina, a thin subendothelial layer with occas ional
smooth muscle cells scattered i11 the connecti ve tissue elem ents, and, in some cases, a thin internal elastic membrane.

unmyelinated

collagen
fibers

thoroughfare
channel

capillary

\1 ARTERIOVENOUS SHUNTS
Arteriovenous shunts allow blood to bypass capillaries
by providing direct routes between arteries and veins

Generally, in a microvascular bed, arteries convey blood
to the cap illari es, and veins convey blood away from the
capillaries. However, a ll the blood does not necessarily pass
from arteries to capillaries and thence to veins. In many tissues, there are direct ro utes between the arteries and veins
that di vert blood from the capilla ri es . These routes are

FIGURE 12.14

venule

Schematic diagram of a medium-sized
vein. The cellular and extracellular com-

FIGURE 12.13

Diagram of microcirculation. This schematic diagram shows a metar·
teriole (initial segment of a t11oroughfare channel) giving rise to capillaries. Tile precapillary spl1incters of the arteriole and metarteriole con·
trot the entry of blood into the capillaries. The distal segment of the
t11oroughfare channel receives capillaries from the microcirculat01y
bed, but no sphincters are present where the afferent capillaries enter
the thoroughfare channels. Blind-ending lymphatic vessels are shown
in association witll the capillary bed. Note the presence of anchoring
filaments and the valve system within t11e lymphatic capillaries.

basal lamina

I J

t

..
elastic fibers

Flow
endothelial cel ls

ponents are labeled. Note that tl1e tu·
nica media contains several layers of
circularly arranged smooth muscle cells
with interspersed collagen and elastic
fibers. Also, a longitudinally arranged
smoot11 muscle layer is present at the
junction with the tunica adventitia. t.,
tunica. (Based on Rhodin JAG. Handbook of Pl7ysiology. New York: Oxford
University Press, 1980.)
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• The tunica media of medium-sized veins is much thinner than the same layer in medium-sized arteries. It contai ns several layers of circularly arranged smooth muscle
cells with interspersed collagen and elastic fibers. In addition, longitudinally arranged smooth muscle cells may
be present just beneath the tunica adventitia
• The tunica adventitia is typically thicker than the tunica
media and consists of collagen fibers and networks of
elastic fibers (Fig. 12.15).

large Veins

I

In large veins, the tunica media is relatively thin, and the tunica

sel wall. Along with the usual collagen and elastic fibe rs
and fibroblasts, the tunica adventitia also contains longitudinally disposed smooth muscle cells .

FIGURE 12.15
Photomicrograph of the wall of a medium-sized vein. This photomi-

crogra ph shows the three tunics in a section through the wall of a
medium-sized vein. The tunica intima consists of endothelium and a
very thin subendothelial layer of connective tissue containing some
smooth muscle cel ls. The tunica media contains circularly and spirally
arranged smooth muscle cells with collagen and elastic fibers. Note
the tunica adventitia, which contains an abundance of collagen and
some elastic fibers. The few nuclei seen in this layer belong to fibro·
blasts. x360.

elastic fibers

unmyelinated nerve

fibroblasts

trial septum and an interventricular· septum separate the
right and left sides of the heart. The right atrium receives
blood returning from the body via the inferior and supe-

Atypical Veins
In several loca tions, veins with a highly atypical structure
are present. For example, venous channels in the cranial
cavity, called venous or dural sinuses, are essentially broad
spaces in the dura mater that are lined with endothelial
cells. Veins in certain other locations (e.g., retina, placenta,
trabeculae of the spleen ) also have atypica l walls and are
discussed in the chapters that describe these organs.

'!HEART
The heart is a muscular pump that maintains unidirectional
flow of blood

The heart contains four chambers, the right and left
atria and right and left ventricles, through which blood is
pumped (see Figs . 12.2 and 12.17). Valves guard the exits
of the chambers, preventing backflow of blood. An intera-

1ight vent1icle receives blood from the right atrium and
pumps it to the Iungs for oxygenation via the pulmonary
arteries. The left atrium receives the oxygenated blood returning from the lungs via the four pulmonary veins. The

left ventricle receives blood from the left atrium and
pumps it into the aorta for distribution into the systemic
circulation.
The walls of the heart contain
• A musculature of cardiac muscle for contraction to propel the blood.
• A fibrous s!~eleton, which consists of four fibrous rings
surrounding the valve orifices, two fibrous trigones
connecting the rings, and the membranous part of the
interventricular and interatrial septa . The fibrous rings
are composed of dense ir regular connective tissue.
T hey encircle the base of the two arteries leaving the
heart (aorta and pulmonary trunk) and the openings
between the atria and the ventricles (right and left A-V
orifices) (Fig. 12.18 ). These rings provide the attachment site for the leaflets of all fou r va lves of the heart
that allow blood flow in only one direction through the
openings. The membranous part of the interventricular
septum is devoid of cardiac muscle; it consists of dense
connective tissue that contains a short length of the un-
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rior venae cavae, the two largest veins of the body. The

adventitia relatively thick

Veins with a diameter greater than 10 mm are classified
as large veins. The tunica intima of these veins (Fig. 12.16)
consists of an endothelial lining with its basal lamina, a
small amount of subendothelial connective tissue, and
some smooth muscle cells. Often, the boundary between
the tunica intima and tunica media is not clear, and it is not
always easy to decide if the smooth muscle cells close to
the in timal endothelium belong to the tunica intima or to
the tunica media.
The tunica media is relatively thin and contains circumferentia lly arranged smooth muscle cells, collagen fibers,
and some fibrobl asts. In some animals, but not in humans,
cardiac muscle cells extend into the tunica media of the venae cavae and the pulmonary veins, near their junction
with the heart.
The tunica adventitia of large veins (e .g. , the subclavian
veins and the venae cavae) is the thickest layer of the ves-
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FIGURE 12.16
Schematic diagram of a large vein. The

cellular and extracellular components
are labeled. The tunica intima con·
sists of an endotllelial lining ahd a
small amount of connective tissue. The
tunica media contains circumferentially
arranged smooth muscle cells. The tunica adventitia, in addition to an extensive collagenous and elastic fiber
component, contains bundles of longi·
tudinally arranged smooth muscle cells
near the tunica media. t., tunica. (Based
on Rhodin JAG. Handbook of Physiology.
New York: Oxford University Press,
1980.)

left
bundle

right
fibrous
trigone

opening for atrioventricular
bundle (of His)
vena cava

right ventricle

right bundle

FIGURE 12.17
Chambers of the heart and the impulse-conducting system. The

FIGURE 12.18
Fibrous skeleton of the heart as seen with the two atria removed.
This fibrous network (indicated in blue) serves for the attachment of

heart has been cut open in the coronal plane to expose its interior
and the main parts of its impulse-conducting system (indicated in yel·
low). Impulses are generated in the sinuatrial (S-A) node; they are
transmitted through the atrial wall to the atrioventricular (A·V) node
and then along the A·V bundle to the Purkinje fibers.

cardiac muscle; it also serves for the attacl1ment of the cuspid valves
between tile atria and ventricles and for tile semilunar valves of the
aorta and tile pulmonary artery. Tile atrioventricular bundle passes
from the right atrium to tile ventricular septum via the membranous
septum of the fibrous skeleton.
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branc hed atr ioventricula r (A-V) bundle of the cardiac
cond uction system. The f ib rous skeleton provides independent attachments for t he a tr ial an d ventricu la r
myocardium. It a lso acts as a n electri cal ins ulator by
p reve nt in g the free flow of e lectrical impulses between
atri a a nd ventricles.
• An impulse-conducting system for ini tiation an d propagation of e lectr ica l impulses fo r cardiac muscle contraction. It is fo rm ed by highly s pecia lized ca rdi ac mu scle
cells, wh ich generate and co nduc t electrica l impulses
rapidly through th e heart.
The wall of the heart is composed of three layers: epicardium,
myocardium, and endocardium
The structural organiza tion of the wall of the heart is
continuous w ithin the atria and ventricles (see Fig. 12.19).
The wall of the heart is composed of t h ree layers . From the
outside to the inside they a re

• Epicardium, con sisti ng of a layer of mesothe lia l cells
o n the outer s u r fa ce of th e hea rt a nd its underlying
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connective tissue. T he blood vesse ls and nerves that
suppl y the heart lie in the epicardium and are surro unded by adipose tissue that cus hi ons the heart in the
per icardia! cavity.
• Myocardium, consisting of card iac muscle, the p rincipal
component of t he heart. The myoca rd ium o f the ven tricles is su bsta ntia lly thicker t han t hat of the atr ia because
of the la rge amo unt of cardiac muscle in the walls o f t he
two pumping cha m bers.
• Endocardium, consisting of an inner layer o f e nd othelium and subendothel ia l conn ective tissue, a m idd le
layer of co nn ective t iss ue and smooth muscle cells, and
a deeper layer of co nnective tissue, also called the subendocardiallayeJ; which is co nti nu ous with t he con nect ive
tissue of the myocardium. The impulse-conducting system of the hea rt (see below) is located in the subendocardial layer of the endocardium.
T he interventricular septum is the wall between t he
rig ht an d left ventricles. It contai ns ca rd iac muscle except
in the mem branous portion. Endocard iu m lines each surface of t he interventricula r se pt u m. T h e interatrial septum

circumflex branch
of left coronary artery

Heart valves are vascular structures composed of connective
tissue with overlying endocardium
T he hea rt valves attach to the complex framework o f
den se irregu lar connecti ve tissue that form s the fibrous
rings and surro unds t he o rifices containi ng the valves.
Each va lve is composed of three layers (Fig. 12.20) :

• Fibmsa fo rms t he core o f the va lve and c ontains fibrous
extensions from t he dense irregu lar connective tissue of
the skeletal rings of the heart.
• Spongiosa represents loose connective tissue located on
the atrial and/or blood vesse l side of each valve. It is
composed of loosely arranged collagen and elastic fibers
infiltrated with a large amount of p roteoglycans. T he
spongiosa acts as a shock a bsorber as it dampens vibrations associated with the closing of the valve. It also
confers flexibili ty and plasticity to the va lve cusps. In
the aortic and pulmona r y va lves, spongiosa loca ted on
t he blood vessel side is cal led arteria/is. It corresponds
ro the loose connective t issue located on the atrial side
of the A-V (tricus pid and mitra l) valves, ca lled the

a nd/or atria l surface of each va lve a nd is covered w ith
endothe lium. It contains dense con nective tissue with
many layers of elastic fibe rs. In the A-V valves, the ventricu laris contin ues into the chordae tendineae, wh ich
are fibrous, thread- like cords a lso covered with endothelium. T hey extend from the free edge of the A-V va lves
to muscular projectio ns from the wa ll of the ventricles,
ca lled papillary muscles.

Photomicrograph of the left atrial and left ventricular wall. a. This
photomicrograph shows a sagittal section of the posterior wall of tile
left atrium and left ventricle. T11e line of section crosses the coronary
(A-V) groove containing the coronary sinus and circumflex brancl1 of
the left coronary artery. Note tllat the section has cut through the fibrous A-V ring of the mitral valve, which provides the attachment site
for the muscle of the left atrium and the left ventricle and the cusp of
the mitral va lve. The ventricular wall consists of three layers: (1 ) endocardium (arrowheads); (2) myocardium; and (3) epicardium. The visible blood vessels lie in the epicardium and are surrounded by adipose

tissue. The layers of the mitral valve are shown at higher magnification in Figure 12.20. x 35. b. This high magnification of the area indicated by the rectangle in a shows the characteristic features of the inner surface of the heart. Note that the endocardium consists of a
squamous inner layer of endothelium (End), a middle layer of subendothelial dense connective tissue (DCT) containing smooth muscle
cells (SMC), and a deeper subendocardia l layer containing Purkinje
fibers (PF). Tl1e myocardium contains cardiac muscle fibers (CMF) and
is seen on the left. x 120.
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is much t hinner than the interventricular septum. Except in
certain localized areas t hat contain fibrous tissue, it has a
center layer of cardiac muscle and a lining o f end oca rdium
facing each chamber.

auricularis.
• Ventricularis is immediately ad jacen t to t he ven tric ul ar

FIGURE 12.19
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Valve c usps are normally avascu lar. Sma ll blood vessels
a nd smooth m uscle c an be found o nly in the base of th~
c usp. The s urfaces o f the valve are exposed to blood, and
th e c usps are thin enough to allow nutrients and oxygen to
d iffuse from the blood.
Severa l d iseases affect the valves of the hea rt, causing
their degeneratio n (e.g., calcificatio n, fibros is) a nd res u ltin g in heart ma lfu nction due to insuffici ency or stenosis of
va lvular orifices . These co nd itions, kno w n collectively as
va lvu lar heart disea se, include rheu ma tic heart disease
vegetative endocardi tis, degenerative calcific aortic va lve'
stenosis, a nd mitr a l annular calcification. Rheuma t ic fever
e.g., causes in flammation of the heart va lves (va lvulitis ).'
Inflammation induces a ngiogenesis in the va lve and vasc ula rization in the normally avascu lar layers of the va lve.
These c hanges most commonly affect the mitra l va lve (65
to 70%) an d aortic va lve (2 0 to 25 %). T h is in fl amm a tion
ca n lead to progressive replacement of e lastic tissue by irregu lar masses of co llagen fibers, causing the valve to

FIGURE 12.20

Photomicrograph of a mitral valve. This photomicrograph shows a
section through one of the two cusps of the mitral va lve near its attach ment to the fibrous ring. Both sides of the cusp are covered by
the endothelium. Note that the valve exhibits a layered architecture.
Beginn ing at the atrial side (top oft11e image), the first layer underlying
tile endothelium Is the spongiosa- not well developed in this part of
the cusp. The second layer is the fibrosa, which forms the majority
of the dense connective tissue in the core of the valve. The third layer,
the ventricularis, is formed by dense connective tissue containing lay·
ers of elastic and collagen fibers. x 125.

th icken. T he va lves become rigid and inflexib le, which affec ts the ir abil ity to open a nd close.

Intrinsic Regulation of Heart Rate
Contraction of the heart is synchmnized by specialized cardiac
muscle fibers
Cardiac muscle ca n con tract in a rhyth m ic manner without any di rect stim ulus fro m the nervous system. T he pace
of t he beating action in the hea rt is initiated at the sinu. atrial (S-A) node, a g roup of specialized cardiac muscle
cells located near the junction o f the superior vena cava
and the rig ht atrium (see Fig. 12.17) . The S-A node is a lso
referred to as t he pacemal~e1: The pacema ker rate of the SA node is about 60 to I 00/rnin . T he S-A node initiates an
impulse that spreads along the ca rdiac muscle fi bers of the
atria and along internoda l tracts composed of mod ified
cardiac m uscle fibers. T he impulse .is th en picked u p at the
atrioventricular (A-V) node and conducted a cross the fi-
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brous skeleton to the ven tricles by the atriove1ttri.cular (AV) bundle (of His). The bundle d ivides into smaller right
and Left bundle branches and then into subendothelial
branches commonly called Purkinje fibers.
T he A-V bu nd le, the bu nd le branches, an d the Purkinje
fibers are modified cardiac muscle cells t hat are specialized
to conduct impulses (Fig. 12.21 ). The nodes and A-V bundle and its branches are modified ca rd iac muscle fibers that
are sma ller than norma l. T he Purkinje fibers are modi fi ed

CHAPTER 12

cardiac muscle fi bers t hat are la rger than normal. The
components of t he conducting system convey the impu lse
at a rate approx imately 4 times faster than the cardi ac
muscle fibers a nd are the only elements that ca n co n vey impulses across the fi brous skeleto n. T he conducting system
also coordinates th e co ntractions o f the atria and ventr icles. T he contraction is initiated in the atria, forcing blood
into the ventricles. A wave of contr action in the ven tricles
then begins at t he apex o f t he heart, forcing blood from t he
hea rt t hrou gh the aorta and p ulmo na ry trunk.

Systemic Regulation of Heart Function
T he heart is innervated by bo th di visions of the autonomic
nervous system. The a uto nomic nerves do not initiate contraction of the cardiac muscle but rather regulate the heart
rate accord ing to the bod y's immediate needs. Parasympa thetic fibers term inate chiefly at t he S-A an d A-V no des but
also extend into the myoca rdium. Sympa thetic fibe rs supply the S-A and A-V nod es, extend into the myocardium,
and a lso pass through th e epica rdium to reach t he coro na ry arteries t hat suppl y the hea rt. T he a utonomic fiber s
regul ate only the rate of impulses ema na ti ng from t he S-A
node. T he sym pat hetic component ca uses the rate of contraction to increase; the pa ra sym pat hetic compo nen t
ca uses the ra te of co ntra ction to dec rease.

FIGURE 12.21
Photomicrograph of the ventricular wall containing the conducting
system. This photomicrograph shows a Mallory-Azan-stained section
of the ventricular wall of a human heart. Tile upper two thirds of the
micrograph is occupied by the endocardium (E) containing a thick
layer of Purki nj e fibers. The free luminal su rface of tile ventricle (top)
is covered by endothelium and an underlying layer of subendothelial
connective tissue (stained blue). TI1e deep layer of endocardium contains the Purkinje fibers. Note the intercalated disks in tile fibers (arrows). The Purkinje fibers contain large amounts of glycogen, which
appear as homogeneous, pale-staining regions tllat occupy the center portion of the cell surrounded by the myofibrils. The nuclei (N) are
round and are larger than the nuclei of the cardiac muscle cells in the
myocardium (M). They are frequently surrounded by the ligh terstained cytoplasm that represen ts the j uxtanuclear region of the cell.
Because of the considerable size of the Purklnje cells, the nuclei are
often not included in the section. Among the Purklnje fibers course
nerves (NF) that belong to the autonomic nervous system. x 320.

Ischemic heart disease Is defined as the imbalance between the
supply and demand of the heart for oxygenated blood. The
most common cause of ischemic heart disease is atherosclerosis. In atherosclerosis, the lumina of t11e coronary arteries progressively narrow because of accumulation of fibrojatty intimal
plaques (see Fig. 12.10). Plaques are formed by lipid deposition,
smooth muscle proliferation, and increased synthesis of proteoglycans and collagen within tile Intima. Blood flow becomes
critical when it is reduced by 90%. A sudden occlusion of the
narrowed lumen by a thrombus, or clot, released from the surface of an atheromatous plaque precipitates an acute ischem ic
event. Ischemic events are c11aracterized by anginal pain associated with tile loss of oxygenated blood to the region of the
heart supplied by the affected coronary vessel. Coronary artery
thrombosis usually precedes and precipitates a myocardia l infarct, i.e., a sudden insufficiency of blood supply that results in
an area of muscle cell death. With time, a sca r forms and replaces the damaged tissue, but the area of infarction loses contractile function. Multiple infarctions over time can produce sufficient loss of cardiac function to cause death. Infarction also
commonly occurs in the brain, spleen, kidney, lung, intestine,
testes, and tumors (especially of tile ovaries and uterus). The
risk of developing atherosclerosis Increases with age, family
history, hypertension, cigarette smoking, hypercholesterolemia,
and diabetes.

Specialized receptors monitor heart function

Specialized sensory nerve receptOrs for physiologic reflexes are located in the wa lls of large blood vessels near
th e heart. They fu nction as

• Baroreceptoi'S, which sense genera l blood pressure.
T hese receptors are located in t he carotid sinus and aortic arch.
• Chemoreceptors, w hich detect alterations in oxygen and
car bon dioxide tension and in pH . These receptors a re
the carotid and a01'1ic bodies located at the bifurcation
of the carotid arteries and in the aortic arch, respectively.
T he carotid body consists of cords and irregular gro ups
o f epit helioid cells. A rich supply of nerve fi ber s is as.wciated w ith these cells. The neural elements are both afferen t
a nd efferent. The st ruct ure of the aortic bodies is essentially similar to t hat of the carotid bodies. Both receptors
fu nction in neural reflexes that adjust cardiac output and
respira tory ra te.

'9 lYMPHATIC VESSElS
lymphatic vessels convey fluids from the tissues
to the bloodstream

Tn addition to blood vessels, anot her set of vessels circulates fluid, called lymph, through most parts of the body.
T hese lymphatic vessels serve as adjuncts to the blood vessels . U nli ke the blood vessels, wh ich con vey blood to an d
fro m tissues, the lymphatic vessels are un idirectional, conveying fl uid only fro m tissues. The smallest lymphatic vessels are called lymphatic capillaries. T hey are especially
nu merous in the loose con nective tissues under the epithelium o f the skin an d mucous membranes. The lymphatic
capillar ies begin as "bli nd -ending" tubes in the microcapillary beds (see Fig. 12.13). Lymphatic cap.illaries con verge
into increasi ngly larger vessels, called Lymphatic vessels,
wh ich ultima tely unite to form two main chan nels that
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empty into the blood vascula r systen'l by draining into the
la rge veins in the base of the neck. They enter the vascular
system at the junctions of the internal jugular and subclavian veins. T he largest lymphatic vessel, dra ining most of
the bc:>dy and emptying into the veins o n the left side, is the
thoracic duct. T he other main cha nn el is the right Lym-

phatic trunl~.
lymphatic capillaries are more permeable than blood
capillaries and collect excess protein-rich tissue fluid

Lymphatic capillaries are a unique part of the circ ulatory system that form a network of small vessels w ithin the
tissues. Because of their greater permeability, lymphatic
capillar ies a re more effec ti ve tha n blood capillaries in removing protein-rich flu id from the intercell ular spaces.
Once the collected fluid enters t he lymphatic vessel it is
called lymp h. Lymphatic vessels a lso serve to convey proteins a nd lipi ds that a re too large to cross the fenestrations
of the absorptive capillaries in the small intestine.
Before lymph is retu rned to t he blood, it passes through
lymph nodes, where it is exposed to t he cells of the immune system . T h us, the ly mp ha tic vessels serve not only as
an adj unct to the blood vascular system but also as an integral compo nent of the immune system.
Lymphatic capillaries are essen tia lly tubes of endothelimn that, unl ike t he typical blood capillary, lack a continuous basa l lamina. T his incomplete basa l lam ina can be
correlated with their high permeabili ty. Anchoring filaments extend between the incomplete basal lamina and the
perivascu lar coll agen. T hese filam ents may help maintain
t he patency of t he vessels during times of increased tissue
pressure, as in inflammation .
As lymphatic vessels become large1; the wall becomes
thicker. T he increasing thickness is due to connective tissue
and bu ndles of smooth muscle. Lymphatic vessels possess
valves that prevent back£low of the lymph, thus aiding unidirectional flow. There is no centra l pump in the lymphatic system. Lymph moves sl uggishly, d riven primarily by compression of the lymphatic vessels by adjacent skeletal muscles.

C HAPTER 12

PLATE 28. HEART
The cardiovascular system is a transport system that carries blood and lymph to and from the tissues of the body. The cardiovascular system incl udes the heart, blood vessels, and lymphatic vessels. Blood vessels provide the route by which blood
circulates to and from all parts of the body. The heart pumps the blood. Lymphatic vessels carry tissue-derived fluid, called
lymph, back to the blood vascul ar system.
The heart is a fou r-chambered organ consisting of a right and left atrium and a right and left ventricle. Blood from the body
is returned to the right atrium from which it is delivered to the right ventricle. Blood is pumped from the right ventricle to the
lungs for oxygenation and returns to the left atrium. Blood fro m the left atrium is del ivered to the left ventricle from which it
is pumped to the rest of the body, i.e., the systemic circulation.
The heart, which di fferentiates from a straight vascul ar tube in the embryo, has the same basic three-layered structure in its
wall as do the blood vessels above the level of capi ll aries and postcapillary venules. fn the blood vessels, the three layers are
called the tunica intima, including the vascular endothelium and its underlying con nective tissue; the tunica media, a muscular layer that varies in thi ckness in arteries and veins; and the tunica adventitia, the outermost layer of relatively dense connective tissue. In the heart, these layers are called the endocardium, the myocardium , and the epicardium, respectively.

B

B

Figure 1, heart, atrioventricular septum, human,
H&E x 45; inset x 125.
This micrograph of the field shows portions of the atrial
(A) and ventricular (V) walls at the level of the atrioventricular septum and the root of the mitral valve (MV). Both
chambers and the valve are lined with the squamous endothelium of the endocardium (En). Purkinje fibers (PF) of
the cardiac conduction system are seen in the atrial wa ll between the relatively thin subendocardial connective tissue
(CT) and the underlying modified cardiac muscle cell s (CM)
of the atri oventricul ar node (A VN). Some of the adipose tissue (AT) that forms a major component of the septum and
serves to cushion the heart is seen near the lower left corner
of the i111age. Dense fibrous connecti ve tissue (DCT) that is
conti nuous with that of the septum and the subendocardial
layers of the atrium and ventricle extends from the root of
the valve into the leaflet. Thin cardiac muscle fibers can also

be seen extending from the wall of the atrium into the upper
portion of the valve. Inset. This higher-magnification view
of the field outlined by the rectangle (turned -90°) shows
more clearly the endothelial layer of the endocardium (En)
and the dense fibrous connective tissue of the endocardium
(DCT) and subendocardial layer. A thin layer of smooth
muscle (SM) appears between the more densely packed fi brous tissue immediately subjacent to the endothelium and
the more loosely packed dense fibrous tissue of the subendocardium. Particularl y evident are the longitudinally sectioned Purki nje fibers (PF) of the cardiac conduction system . These modified cardiac muscle cells contain the same
fibrillar contractile system as their sma ller counterparts in
the myocard ium, bu t the fibri ls are fewer, are more loosely
packed, and often surround what appear to be vacuolated areas. Intercalated disks (ID), typical of cardiac muscle cell
organization, are evident in some areas.

Figure 2, Heart, atrioventricular septum, coronary
artery and cardiac vein, human, H&E x 30.
This micrograph shows cross sections of a coronary artery and cardiac vei n in the atrioventricu lar septum . The
coronary artery (CA) in the lower left of this micrograph is
surrounded by small bundles of small cardiac musc le cells
( CM) that are part of the atri oventricul ar node (AVN). A
loop of the conduction bundle (CB) contain ing Purki nje
fibers is eviden t to the right of the artery. The dark ly stained
tunica in ti ma (TI) is delimited by an in ternal elastic membrane (! EM) that is easil y disting uished even at thi s relati ve ly low mag nification. The thick muscul ar tunica media

(TM) is also easily disti nguished from the thinner, fibrous

tunica adventitia (TA). A smaller arterial vessel (A ') is seen
in the adipose tissue near the upper left edge of the figure.
The cardiac ve in (CV) is much larger than the cotTesponding artery and occupi es most of the field . In this vessel, the
tun ica intima (TI) appears denser than either of the other
two layers, which are, themselves, impossible to distinguish at this magnifi cati on. The fi brous nature of the media
and adventitia of the vei n is evident, however. In this particular preparation, remnants of fi xed blood (B) are evident
in all th ree vessels. A small lymph node (LN) is seen adjacent to the coronary artery.

KEY
A, atrium
A' , artery
AT, adipose tissue
AVN, atrioventricular node
B, blood
CA, coronary anery
CB, conduction bundle
CM, cardiac muscle

CT, connective tissue
CV, cardiac vei n
DCT, dense connective tissue
En, endothelium
ID, intercalated disk
IEM, internal clastic membrane
LN, lymph node
MF, muscle fibers

MV, mitral valve
J>F, Purkinje fi bers
SM, smooth muscle
TA, tu nica adventitia
TM, tunica media
TI, tunica intima
V, ventricle
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PLATE 29. AORTA
AJteries are the blood vesse ls that carry blood from the heart to the capillaries in the ti ssues. Arteries are classified by the ir
diamete r and by the characteristics of the tun ica media. T he aorta is the artery that carries blood away fro m the left ventricle. It
is called an elastic arte1y because of the large amount of e lastic material, arranged as fenestrated lamellae, interspersed with the
smooth muscle cells of the tunica media. T he elastic lamell ae in the aorta allow it to resist the pressure variati ons caused by the
beating of the ventricle and to produce a relatively steady flow of blood into the arterial syste m. T he elastic material may be
seen because of its refractivity bu t is most easily demonstrated with special stains. Elastic arteries, a lso called conducting att eries, incl ude the brachiocephalic, the subclavian, the beginning of the common carotid, and the pulmonary arteries.

rn

Figure 1, aorta, human, H&E x 65.
The layers that make up the wall of the ao rta are shown
in thi s figure. This is a longitudinal secti on throug h the e ntire thi ckness of the ar terial wall. Tlu·ee laye rs can us ually
be recognized : the tu nica intima (Tl), tunica media (TM),

Figure 2, aorta, human, H&E x 160.
T he tunica intima (TI) is shown here at higher magnification. T he boundary between it and the tissue be low, the
tuni ca media, is not sharply defi ned. Largely because of
sta ining characte ristics a nd degree of cellu lari ty, the two
tun ics are more easi ly distingui shed at low magnification

Figure 3, aorta, human, resorcin-fuchsin x 65.
T he tunka media contains an abundance of smooth muscle; the more distinctive feature, however, is its large amou nt
of e lastic mate rial. The elastic materi al is present not in the
form of fibers but as fenestrated membranes. This fi gure and

rn

Figure 4, aorta, human, H&E x 160.
T his fi gure shows a hig her mag ni ficati on of the tunica
media of Figure l. Here, the elastic lame llae are unstained,
as is usually the case Ln H &E sectio ns. (In some instances,
the e lastic materi al will stain l ightly with eosin.) T he arrow/Jeads reveal the sites of some of the la me llae. T heir

Figure 5, aorta, human, resorcin-fuchsin x 300.
Careful examination of the tunica media at higher magni fi cation reveals what appear to be interrupti ons of some

Figure 6, aorta, human, H&E x 160.
T he outermost layer of the aorta, the tunica adventitia , is
show n he re. T he tuni ca ad ventitia (TA) consists mostly of
collagenous fi bers that course in longitudina l spirals. (Their
course, like that of the smooth muscle fibers, however, is
unrecogni zable in tissue secti o ns.) T here are no e lastic
lame llae in the ad ventitia, but e lastic fibers are present,

•

TA, tunica ad ventitia
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and tun ica adventitia (TA). T he tuni ca adventiti a is the outermost part. It consists mainly of co nnective tissue and contains the blood vessels (vasa vaso rum) and nerves (nervi
vascularis) that s upply the arteri al wa ll.
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the higher mag nification (Fig . 5) are fro m a speci men
stained to demo nstrate e lastic materi al. T hi s fig ure reveals
elastic laminae present in the tunica medi a (TM) as well as
the deep porti on of the tunica intima (Tl). T he tunica adventitia (TA), however, essent ially lac ks these elastic lam inae.
presence is recognized by the appare nt absence of structure,
which, in turn, is d ue to the absence of sta ini ng of the elastic material. T he smooth muscle cells of the med ia are
arranged in a closely wound s piral between the e lastic
membranes. Th is arra ngement, however, is d ifficult to recog nize in sectioned material.
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(Fig. l ). T he tunica inti ma consists of a li ning of endothelial ce lls that rest on a layer o f c on nective tissue. Howe ver,
the endothelium is difficult to preserve in these vessels and
is freq uently lost. Both coll agenous fibe rs and elastic la mellae are in the connective tissue. Smooth muscle cells are
also prese nt in the intima of the aorta (arro ws).
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of the elastic lamellae. These are actuall y the fenestrations
or openings in the elasti c me mbranes.

though relatively few in number. T he ce lls of the ad venti tia,
re presented by the nuclei seen in the ad ve ntitia, are fi broblasts. Occasionall y, gang lio n cells are present, as well as
so me scattered smooth musc le cells. T he gmrglio n cells,
when present, are quite co nspic uo us, whereas the smooth
muscle cells may be overlooked.
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KEY
Tl, tunica intima
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TM, tunica media
arrows (Fig. 2), smooth muscle cell

arrowheads (Fig. 4), un stained elastic

lamellae
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CHAPTER 12

PLATE 30. MUSCULAR ARTERIES AND VEINS
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0

Muscular arteries have more smooth muscle and less e lastin in the tunica media tha n do elastic arteries. T hus, as the artetial tree is traced further from the heart , the elastic ti ssue is considerably reduced and smooth muscle becomes the predomi nant component of the tunica med ia. T he muscular arteries are characterized, however, by a refractile internal elastic lamina
separating the tunica intima from the tunica media and, usuall y, by an extemal elastic lamina separating the tunica media from
the tunica adven titi a. M uscular arteries, or arteries of medium caliber, constitute the majority of the named arteries in the body.
Veins usuall y accompany arteries as they travel in the loose connective tissue. The veins have the same three layers in their
walls, but the tu nica med ia is thinner than in the accompanyi ng artery, a nd the tuni ca adventitia is the predominant layer in the
wall. The veins usuall y have the same name as the artery they accompany.
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Figure 1, muscular artery and vein, monkey, H&E
x365.

@

border of the latter is obscured by its ble nding almost imperce ptibly wi th loose connecti ve tissue separating it from
the tu nica ad ventitia of the accompanying vei n (TA). T he
arterial tunica adventitia is identified by the elastic fibers
(EF) in it. In this specimen, onl y a few small smooth muscle cells ( SSm) are visible in the tunica media of the vein.
T he tunica adventitia (TA) is much thicker than the tuni ca
media and is c haracteri zed by a pale ex tracellular compartment contai ning a small number of cell nuclei (N), most of
which appear to be those of fibroblasts, and a sparsity of
elastic fibers.

@

mos t luminal layer of smooth muscle cells ( SM) of the thick
tunica medi a (TM). T he thinner tun ica adventitia (TA ') is
recognized by the presence of numerous elastic fibers (EF)
separati ng collagen bundles (C). Nuclei (N) in thi s layer are
those of fibroblasts.

@

because of the s hape of the ir nuc le i a nd the slight basophili a of the ir cytopl asm . T he tunica adventiti a (TA) is
about twice as thi ck as the tunica media and appears to contain only bund les of collagen fibers and fi brob lasts, with the
latter recognizable by their nuclei (N). The collagen bundles of the loose connective tissue be neath the tunica adve ntitia are larger than those of the adventiti a, and there are
fewer cells in this portion of the specimen.

In th is photomicrograph, the lumen of the artery is at the
right; the lumen of the vein is at the left. T he arterial e ndothe lium (AEn) is clearly seen on the corrugated surface
of the tunica intima, whe reas the venous e ndothelium
(VEn) is somewhat harder to disting ui sh. The internal e lastic lam in a (IEL) is seen as a thin clear zone immed iately be neath the endothelial layer, separating the tunica inti ma
from the underlying smooth m uscle (SM) of the tun ica med ia (TM ). It is ev ident here that the tunica media is almost
twice as thkk as the tunica ad ventitia (TA ')even if the outer

Figure 2, muscular artery, monkey, H&E x 545.

T his is a higher-magnification mi crograph of the porti o n
of the fig ure above o utlined by the rectangle turned 90°. At
thi s magnification, it is evident that the flatte ned e ndotheli al
cells (EN) fo llow the contours of the refracti le, corrugated
internal e lastic lami na (I EL), which rests d irectl y o n the

Figure 3, medium vein, monkey, H&E x600.

ln this hig her-magnificatio n view of a portio n of the wall
of the vein in the figure above, the e ndothelial cells (EN )
are mo re eas il y recognized a nd are seen to be plumper than
those of the arteria l e ndothe lium. The marg in between the
nmica inti ma (TI) and the thin tunica med ia (TM) is difficult to discern , but the s mooth muscle cells (SM) in the thi n
med ia are more eas il y recogni zed than in the figure above

KEY
AEn, arterial endothelium
C, collagen bundles
EF, e lastic fibers
EN, endothelial cells
IEL, interna l elastic lamina
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N, nuclei
SM, s mooth muscle
SSm, small smooth muscle
TA ', tunica adventi tia of artery

TA, tun ica adventitia of accompanying vein
T I , tunica intima
TM, tunica media
VEn , venous endothe lium
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C H APTER 1 2

PLATE 31. ARTERIOLES AND LYMPHATIC VESSELS

- -

The terminal components of the arterial tree just before a capillary bed or a n arteriovenous shunt are the arterioles. Arterioles have an endothelial Hning and smooth muscle in the wall but the smooth mu scle is limited in thi ckness to one or two
cells. There may o r may not be an internal elastic membra ne , according to the size of the vesseL Arteri oles control blood flow
into capillary networks. In the normal relationship between an arteriole and a capillary network, contractio n of the smooth
muscle of the a rterio le wall reduces or shuts off the blood going to the capillaries. A precapillary sphincter is formed by a
slight thicke ning of the smooth muscle at the origin of a capillary bed from an arteriole. Nerve impulses a nd hormonal stim ulation can cause the muscle cells to contract, directing blood into capillary beds where it is most needed.

Figure 1, arteriole, venule, and small nerve, human, H&E x600.
Thi s mk rog raph shows two cross-sectioned arterio les
(A ) and a ven ule (V). The arteriole on the left is identified

as a large arte riole, based o n the presence of two di screte
layers of smooth muscle cells that form the tunica medi a of
the vessel. The nuclei of the muscle cells appear in longitudinal profi le as a result of the c ircumferential arrangement
of the cells. The endothelial cell nuclei of the ve ssel appear
as small round profiles s urro unding the lumen. These ce lls
are elongate and oriented w ith their long axis in the direc-

W

Figure 2, arteriole, human, H&E x 350.

This mi crograph shows a lo1.1gitudinal section of an arteri ole. Because of its twisting path throug h the secti o n, its
wall has been cut such that the single layer of muscle ce lls
of the tunica media is seen in d ifferent planes along its
length. In the segment numbered 1, at the left, the vessel
wall has been cut tangentially. Thus, the vessel lume n is not
inc luded in the plane of section, but the smooth muscle cell
nuclei of the tunica medi a are seen in longitudinal profile.

Figure 3, lymphatic vessel, human, H&E x 175.
The lymphatic vessel shown in this figure shows a region whe re the vessel is making a U-shaped turn in the
plane of the section, thus di sappearing at the to p and bottom of the mi crog raph. The call of the vessel consists of an
endotheli al lining and a small amount of connective ti ssue,
with one being indistingui shable from the other. A val ve
( Val), whi ch is characteri sti c of lymphatic vessels, is seen

Figure 4, lymphatic vessel, human, Mallory x375.
The lymphatic vessel shown here is contained w ithin
dense con nective tissue ( DCT). The lume n is irregula r, appearing relati vely narrow below the valve (Val). A few endothelia l cell nucle i are ev ident (arrows). A thin layer of

tion of fl ow. Thus, the ir nucle i are seen here as c ross-sectioned profiles. The arteriole on the right is a very small arteriole, having o nly a single layer of smooth muscle. Again,
the muscle cell nuclei are seen in longitudinal profile. The
endotheli al cell nucle i appear as the small round profiles at
the lumi nal surface. A venule is seen in proximity to the
larger arteriole, and a cross secti on of peripheral nerve (N)
is seen in prox imity to the smaller arteriole. Compare the
wall of the venule, consisting o nly of endothelium and a
thin layer of connective tissue, with the arterioles. Also,
note the relati vely large lumen of the venule.
After the arteriole makes an acute turn (segment numbered
2), the vessel wall is cut to re veal the lumen. Here, the
smooth muscle nuclei appear as ro und profiles and the nuclei of the endothelia l cells lining the lumen appear in longitudinal profile. In the segment numbered 3, the vessel
wall is again only g razed. In the segment numbered 4, the
cut is deeper, again showing the lume n and some of the endothelial ce lls in face view ( an vwheads). The structure below the vessel is a Pacinian corpuscle (P).

,·

within the vessel. It is formed of a miniscule layer of connective ti ssue that is covered on both sides by endothelium.
The arrows indicate nuclei that are just barely visible at this
magnificatio n; most of them belong to endothelial cells.
Typically, the lumen contains prec ipitate d lymph materi al
( L); sometimes, lymphocytes may be present. Adj acent to
the vessel, on the right, is adipose ti ssue (A T) and on the upper left is dense connective tiss ue (D CT).
connective tissue that is present outside of the endothelium
blends w ith the de nse connective tissue beyond the wall of
the vessel. A venule (V) is a lso present; it can readi ly be distingui shed from the lymphatic vessel by the presence of red
blood cells in the lumen.

KEY
A, arteriole
Ad, adipocyte
AT, ad ipose tissue
DCT, dense connective tissue
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L, lymph materi al
N, nerve
P, Pacinian corpuscle
V, venu le

Val, valve
arrowheads, endothelial cell s
arrows, endothe lial cell nuclei
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within an organism) and "nonself' (foreign molecu les, i.e.,
those not normally present).
An antigen is any substance that can induce a specific immune
response

Lymphatic System
OVERVIEW OF THE LYMPHATIC SYSTEM

The body is consta ntl y exposed to pathogenic (diseasecausing) organisms and hazardous substances from the
external environment (infecti o us microorganisms, toxins, and foreign cell s and tissues). In addition, changes
may occur in cells (such as transformation of normal
cells into cancerous cells) that give them charac teristi cs
of foreign cells. An immune response is generated against
a specific antigen, wh ich can be a soluble substance (e.g.,
a foreign protein, polysaccharide, or toxin) or an in fect ious organism, for eign tissue, or transformed tissue.
Most antigens must be " processed" by cells of the immune system before other cells can mount the immune
response.
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Diffuse Lymphatic Tissue and Lymphatic Nodules
Lymph Nodes
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BOXES

B Lymphocyte

T Lymp11ocyte and
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BOX 13.2. Clinical Correlations: Hypersensitivity Reactions
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BOX 13.3. Clinical Correlations: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) and

Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

\1 OVERVIEW OF THE LYMPHATIC
SYSTEM
Throughout history, it has been noted that people who
recover from certain diseases, such as chickenpox,
measles, o r mumps, become resistant to the same disease, i.e. , immune. Another longstanding observa ti on is
that immunity is specific, i.e., immunity to ch ickenpox
does not preve nt infection with measles. It has also been
recognized that the immune system can react against
itself, ca using autoimmune diseases such as lupus er ythematosus, autoimmune hemolytic anemia, some forms
of diabetes mellitus, and autoimmune thyroiditis
(Hashimoto's thyroiditis).
The lymphatic system consists of groups of cells, tissues,
and organs that monitor body surfaces and i_nterna l fluid
356

Overview
Cells of the immune system include lymphocytes and various
supporting cells

Lymphocytes and a variety of supporting cells make up the
cells of the immune system. Three types of lymphocytes are
recognized : B cells, T cells, and natmal killer (NK) cells. Sup-

right
lymphatic
trunk

SALT

The immune response can be divided into nonspecific and
specific defenses
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BOX 13.1. Functional Considerations: Origin of the Names

\1 LYMPHATIC CELLS

367

compartments and react to the presence of potentially
harmful substances. Lymphocytes are the definitive cell
type of th e lymphatic system and are the effector cells in
the response of the immune system to harmful substances.
Included in this system are the diffuse lymphatic tissue,

lymphatic nodules, lymph nodes, spleen, bone marrow,
and thymus (Fig. 13.1). The various lymphatic organs and
lymphatic tissues are often collectively referred to as the
immune system. Lymphatic vessels connect parts of the
system to the blood vascular system.
Lymphatic tissues se rve as sites where lymphocytes proliferate, differentiate, and mature. In add ition, in the thymus, bone marrow, and gut-associated lymphatic tissue
(GALT), lymphocytes are "educated" to recognize and destroy specific antigens. These now immunocompetent cells
can distinguish between "self' (molecules normally present

The body has two lines of immune defenses aga inst foreign invaders and transformed cells. Nonspecific defenses
consist of physical barriers (e.g., the skin and mucous
membranes) that prevent fo reign cells from invading the
tissues, as well as various chemicals that neutralize foreign
cells. If these nonspecific defenses fail, the immune system
provides specific defenses that target individual invaders.
Two types of specific defenses have been identified: the antibody, or humoral, response, which results in the production of proteins that mark invaders for destruction by
other immune cells, and the cellular immune response,
which targets transformed and virus-infected cells for de-.
struction by lymphocytes.

deep
inguinal nodes

superficial
inguinal nodes

FIG URE 13.1

Overview of the structures constituting the lymphatic system. Because lymphatic tissue is the main component of some organs, they
are regarded as organs of the lymphatic system (spleen, thymus,
lymph nodes). Lympl1atic tissue is present as part of other organs,
such as red bone marrow, lymphatic nodules of the alimentary canal
(tons ils, vermiform appendix, gut-associated lymphatic tissue !GALT])
and of the respiratory system (bronchus-associated lymphatic tissue
IBALTI), and, not shown in the illustration, diffuse lymphatic tissue of
mucous membranes (mucus-associated lympl1atic tissue !MALT]). The
ly mph nodes are interspersed along the superficial lymphatic vessels
(associated with the skin and superficial fascia) and deep lymphatic
vessels (associated with main arteries); ultimately, the lympl1atic vessels empty into the bloodstream by joining the large veins at the base
of the neck. The thoracic duct is the largest lymphatic vessel.

bone
marrow
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p orting cells include 1'eticulm· cells, macrophages, follicular
dendritic cells, Langerhans' cells, and epithelio1·eticular cells.
Supporting cells in the lymphatic organs are organized into

directl y to the tissues, especia ll y into the connective tissue
that underli es the linu1g epith elium of t he respiratory, gastrointestina l, and urogenital tracts as well as into the intercellular spaces of these epithelia.

TAB LE 13.1.

In lymph nodules, lymph nodes, an d the spleen, reticular cells and the reticulm- fibers produced by these cells
form ela borate meshworks. Lymphocytes, macropbages,
follic ular dendritic ceJis a nd other cells o f th e immune system reside in these mesh works a nd in the loose connective
tissue of the body; Langerha n s' cells are fo und only in the
middle layers of epidermis. At these sites, they carry out
their mission of surveilla nce a nd defense. In the thymus,
e pithelioreticular cells fo rm t he structural meshwork
w ithi n the tissue. Despite their name, these cells neither
produce nor are rela ted to reticular fibers.
Different types of cells in lymphatic tissue are identified by
specific cluster of differentiation (CD) markers on their surface

Different lymp hatic and hematopoietic tissue cells possess unique cell surface molecules. These specific markers,
called cluster of differentiation (CD) molecules, are d esignated by numbers accordin g to an internationa l system that
relates them to a ntigens expressed at different stages of
their differentiation. CD mo lecules can be visualized by unmuno histoche mical metho ds using mo nocl ona l a ntibod ies
and are useful in identifying sp ecific subtypes of lymphatic
or hematopoietic cells. Some CD markers are expressed by
a cell line throughout its entire life; others are expressed
o nly during one ph ase of differenti atio n or during cell activation . Table 13.1 lists the most clinically useful ma rkers .

Lymphocytes
Circulating lymphocytes are the chief cellular constituent of
lymphatic tissue

To understa nd the function of lymphocytes, o ne must rea li z.e that m ost lymphocytes (approximately 70%) in blood
or lymph represent a circulating pool of immunocornpetent
cells. These cells pa rti cipate in a cycle during which they
exit the syste mic circulatio n to enter the lympha tic tiss ue.
Wh ile there, they a re res ponsible for immunologic su rveilla nce of surro unding tiss ues. T he cells then return to the
system.ic circulation. This population o f cells is represented
mainly by long-li ved, mature lymphocytes (mainly T cells).
Mature lymphocytes have develo ped the capacity to recognize a nd respond to fo reign antigens and are in transit from
one site of lymphatic tissue to a nothe~:.
The remaining 30 % of lymphocytes in the blood vessels
do not circ ul a te between the lymph a tic tissu es a nd the system ic circulation. This population comp ri ses mainly sho rtli ved , imma ture cells or activated cell s destined for a specific tiss ue. These cells leave the capillaries a nd migra te

Main Cellular Expression

Marker

Function/ Identity

Molecular Weight (kDa)

COl

T cells in the midstage of development

Developmental marker forT cells and
Langerhans' cells cit the skin

49

C02

T cells

Clinical marker forT cells

50

CD3

T cells

Forms complex with T cell receptor (TCR)

CD4

Helper T cells

Interacts with MH C II m olecules

100

The fun ction a l classification of lymphocytes is independent of t heir morphologic (size) ch aracteristics. Functi onall y, three t ypes of lymphocy tes are recognized:

CDS

T cells, some 8 cells

High levels in chronic lymphocytic leukemia

67

CD7

T cells

Useful clinical marker forT cell leukemia

40

• T lymphocytes (T cells) are n am ed for the th ymus,

CD8

Cytotoxic T cells

Interacts with MHC I molecules

34

wh er e th ey differentiate. They h ave a long li fes pan and
are involved in cell-mediated immunity. They acco unt
for 60 to 80 % of circ ulating lymphocytes. T cells express C D2, CD3, and CD7 markers; howeve1~ they a re
subclassified accordin g to the presen ce or a bsence of two
o ther important surface ma rkers, CD4 a nd CD 8. T cells
that also express CD4 markers are called helper CD4+ T
lymphocytes. T cells that also express C D 8 markers are
called cytotoxic CDS+ T lymphocytes.
• B lymphocytes (B cells) are so named because they were
first recognized as a separate population in the bursa of
Fab ricius in birds (page 361) or bursa-equivalent orga ns
such as bone marrow an d GALT in mammals. They have
variable lifespa ns a nd are involved in the production and
secretion of the va rious circulating antibodies, also called
immunoglobulins, the immune proteins associa ted with
humoral immunity (Fig. 13 .2 a nd Table 13.2). B cells account for 20 to 30% of the circulating lym phocytes. In
addition to secretu1g circula ting immunoglobulu1s, B cells
express immunoglo bulin M (IgM) and immunoglo bulin
D (IgD ) as well as the m ajor histocompatibility complex
IT (MH C II) molecules on t he cell surface. Their CD
markers are C D9, CD19, CD20, and C D24.
• NK cells~ which devel op from the same precursor cell as B
and T cells, are named for their abi lity to kill certain types
of transforrned cells. They constitute abou t 5 to 1.0% of
circulatin g lym phocytes. Dming their development, they
are genetically programmed to recognize transformed cells
(i .e., cells infected with a virus or tumor cells). Fo llowing
recognition of a transformed cell, th ey release pe1forins
a nd fragmentins, substances that create channels in the
cell's p lasma membrane and cytoplasm, which u1duces
them to self-destruct (a process known as apoptosis) a nd
lyse. Their specific markers include C D1 6, CD 56, a nd
CD94.

CD9

8 cells

Facilitates aggregation of platelets

CO l O

Pre·B cells

Common marker for acute lymphoblastic
leukemia

CD16

Granulocytes, monocytes, NK cells

Fe receptor for aggregated lgG, mediates phagocytosls, clinical marker for NK cells

27

CD19

B cells

Clinical marker for all stages of 8 cell develop·
ment

90

CD20

B cells

Marker for late stage of B cell development

LYMPHOCYTE DEVELOPMENT
AND DIFFERENTIATION

ln humans a nd othe r m amma ls, the bo n e marrow a nd
GALT (together called the bursa-equivalent 01'gan) a nd
th e thymus have been identified as primary or centrallym-

56

24
100

37

CD21

B cells

Receptor for C3d complement protein and for
Epstein-Barr virus

145

CD22

B cells

Participates in B cell adhesion

140

CD24

8 cells

Expressed in late stage of B cell differentiation

41

CD34

Pluripotential stem cells (PPSCs) in bone
marrow

Clinical marker for PPSCs and ligand for CD62L

120

CD35

8 cells, monocytes

Promotes phagocytosis of complement-coated
particles, binds C36 and C46 complement
protein

250

CD38

Activated T cells

Marker forT cell activation

45

CD40

B cells

Active in proliferating 8 cells, receptor for
CD40L

48

CD40L

Activated CD4 + T cells

Facilitates interaction between T and B cells,
ligand for CD40

39

CD45

All l1uman leukocytes

Leukocyte common antigen

220

CD4 5RA

Suppressor/cytotoxic

Facilitates TCR signaling

205

CD 56

Nl< cel ls

Clinical marker for NK cells, isoform of neural
ad l1esion molecules (N·CAM)

135

CD62L

Leukocytes

Represent selectins, leukocyte adhesion m olecules

150

CD94

NK cells

Clinical marker for NK cells

CD8 ~

T cells

phatic organs. Lymphocytes differentiate into immunoco mpetent cells in these organs. Initially, lymphocytes are
gen e tical ly prog ramm ed to recogn ize a single a ntigen out
of virtuall y an infi ni te number of possible antigens, a
process called antigen-independent proliferation and differentiation. These im m unocom petent cells the n enter the
blood or lymp h a nd a re transported throughout the body,
w he re they are dispersed in the connec tive tissu e.

43

organize a round retic ular cells and their reticular fibe rs to
fo rm the adult effector lymphatic tissues a nd organs, i.e.,
lymphatic n odules, lymph nodes, tonsi ls, a nd spleen.
Within these secondary or jJeripherallymphatic organs, T
an d B lymph ocytes undergo antigen-dependent activation
into effector lymphocytes and memory cells.

IMMUNE RESPONSES TO ANTIGENS

Lymphocytes undergo antigen-independent differentiation in
the primary lymphatic organs

359

Most Common CD Markers Used in Clinical Practice

loose meshworks
Functionally, three types of lymphocytes are present in the
body: T lymphocytes, B lymphocytes, and NK cells

Ly111(>hnlic Sy ste111

Lymphocytes undergo antigen-dependent activation in the
secondary lymphatic organs

Inflammation is the initial response to an antigen

Immunocompetent lymphocytes (together w it h plasm a
cells derived £rom B lym phocytes and with macrophages)

The initial r eaction of the body to in vasion by a n a nti gen,
ei the r a foreign molec ule or a pathogenic orga nism, is the
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variable
region
constant
region

FIGURE 13.2
Schematic diagram of an antibody molecule. Antibodies are Y·shaped
molecules produced by plasma cells. Th ey consist of two heavy (H) and two
light (L) polypeptide cl1ains connected by disulfide bonds (S-5). Both H and
L chains are composed of domains of amino acids that are constant (at the
carboxy terminus) or variable (at the ami no terminus) in their sequence.
The five different immunoglobulin (lg) isotypes (see Table 13.2) are determined by the type of heavy chain present. An antibody molecule binds an
antigen (Ag) at the two sites of the amino terminus, where the heavy and
light chains are associated with eac11 other. Digestion of an antibody molecule by the proteolytic enzyme papain cleaves the antibody into two F.,
fragments and one crystallizable F, fragment. The F, fragment is composed
of two carboxy-teminus heavy-chain segments (CH2 and CH3)

light
(L) chain

Fe fragment
complement-binding[
region of lgG, lgM

carboxy terminus

TABLE 13.2. Characteristics of Human Immunoglobulins

lsotype

Molecular
Weight
(kDa)

lgG

145

lgM

190 (9 50)"

lgA

160 (385)"

Serum Level
(mg/ml)

12

2

Percentage
of all lg in the
Adult Blood

Major Functions

Macrophages,
B cells, NK cells,
neutrophils,
eosinophils,

Principal lg in secondary immune response; t11e longest half-life (23 days) of all
five lgs; activates complement; stimulates
chemotaxis; crosses placenta, providing
the newborn witll passive immunity

5-10

B cells

Principal lg produced during primary im·
mune response; the most efficient lg in fix·
ing complement; activates macrophages;
serves as Ag receptor of B lymphocytes.

5-15

B cells

lg present in body secretions, including
tears, colostrum, saliva, and vaginal fluid,
and in the secretions of tl1e nasal cavity,
bronchi, intestine, and prostate; provid es
protection against the proliferation of mi·
croorganisms in these fluids and aids in
the defense against microbes and foreign
molecules penetrating the body via t11e
cells lining these cavities

85

lgD

185

0.03

<1

lgE

190

0.0003

<1

•tgM found in serum as a pentameric molecule.
"lgA found in serum as dimeric molecule.
'Slow-reacting substance of anapllylaxis.

Cells to Which
Bound via
F, Region

B cells

Mast cells,
basopll ils

Acts as an antigen receptor (together with
lgM) on the surface of mature B lympho·
cytes (on ly traces in serum)
Stimulates mast cells to release l1istamine,
11eparin, leukotrienes, SRS·Ac, and
eosinopllil chemotactic factor of anaphy·
laxis; is responsible for anaphylactic hypersensitivity reactions; increased levels in
parasitic infections

In the early 1960s, investigators using chicken embryos
demonstrated that the bursa of Fabricius, a mass of lymphatic
tissue associated with the cloaca of birds, was one of the
anatomic sites of lymphocyte differentiation. When this tissue
was destroyed in the chicken embryos (by either surgical removal or adm inistration of high doses of testosterone), the
adult chickens were unable to produce antibodies, leading to
impaired humoral immunity. The chickens also demonstrated
a marked reduction in the number of lymphocytes found in
specific bursa-dependent areas of the spleen and lymph
nodes. These affected lympl1ocytes were therefore named 8
lymphocytes or 8 cells. The bursa-equivt11ent organs in mammals (including humans) are the GALT and the bone marrow,
where B lymphocytes differentiate into immunocompetent
cells. Thus, the ·s· refers to the bursa of .b.irds or the "!Iursaequiva lent organs' of mammals.
Investigators studying newborn mice found that removal of
the thymus results in profound deficiencies in cell-mediated
immune responses. The rejection of transplanted skin from a
heterologous donor is an example of cell-mediated immun e
response. Thymectomized mice demonstrate a marked reduc·
tion in the number of ly mphocytes found in specific regions of
the spleen and the lymph nodes (thymus-dependent areas).
Th e areas of depletion differ from those identified after removal of the bursa of Fabricius in the chicken. These affected
lymphocytes were therefore named T Jymplwcytes or T cells;
the T refers to the thymus.

no nspecific defense known as the inflammatory response.
The inA ammatory response may either sequester the antigen, physicall y digest the antigen w ith enzymes secreted by
neutro phils, or phagocytose and degrade the antigen in the
cytoplasm of macro phages. Degradation of antigens by
macrophages may lead to subsequent presentation of a portion of the antigen to immunocompetent lymphocytes to
elicit a specific immune r esponse.
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th is initial immune res ponse, a fe w antigen-specific B
lymphocytes remain in circula tion as mem01y cells.
Tbe secondary immune response is usually mo re r apid
and m or e intense (c haracterized by higher levels of secreted
antibodies, usually of the IgG class) than the primary response, because of the presence of specific memory B lymphocytes ah·eady programmed to respond to that specific
antigen. The secondary response is the basis of most immunjzations for common bacterial an d viral diseases. Some
antigens, such as penicillin and insect venoms, may trigger
an intense seconda ry im mune response that produces a hypersensitivity reaction or even a naphylaxis (see page 365).
H owever, antibodies themselves do not kill or destroy invadin g antigens; they simply mark them for destntction by
cells of the irnmune system.
The two types of specif ic im mune responses are the humoral
and cell- mediated responses

In general, an encounter with a given antigen triggers a
response characterized as either a humoral immune response (antibody production) or a cell-mediated imm une
response. Typically, however, both cellula r and humora l
immune systems are invo.lved, altho ugh one system genera lly predominates, depending o n the stim ulus.

• Humoral immunity is med iated by antibodies that act
directl y on an in vading agent. These antibodies are produced by B lymphocytes and by plasma cells derived
from B lymphocytes. In some diseases, e.g., teta nus, a
no nimmune person can be rendered immune by receiving an injection of antibody purified fro m the blood of
an immune person or ani mal. T he effectiveness of this
passive transfer proves that it is the antibody that is responsible for the protection.
• Cell-mediated imm unity is mediated by specific T lymphocytes that attack and destroy virus-infected host cells
or foreign cell s. Cell-mediated immunity is importa nt in
the defense aga inst viral, funga l, and mycobacterial infections, as well as tumor cells. Cell-mediated immunity
is also responsible for transplant rejection.

Specific im m une responses are either primary or secondary
Helper T and cytotoxic lymphocytes recognize and bind to

When immunocompetent cells encounter a foreign
antige n (e.g., a ntigen a ssociated with path ogenic m icr oorgan isms, tissue tra nsp lants, or toxins), a specific
immune response to the an tigen is generated.
A primary immune response refers to the body's first
enco unter with an antige n. This r esponse is characterized by a lag peri od o f severa l days before antibodies
(mostly JgM) or speci fic lymphocytes directed aga in st
the inva ding antigen can be detected in the blood. Th e
initi a l response to an antigen is initia ted by only one or
a few B lymphocytes tbat have been genetically progra mmed to respond to that specific antigen . Following

antigens that are bound to MHC molecules

To understa nd how the specific imm une responses (humo ral and cell-medi ated responses) are initi ated, one must
grasp the centra l role played by the helper and cytotoxic T
lymphocytes. H elper T a nd cytotoxic lymphocytes act as
the immune system "patrols." Both kinds of lymphocytes
have a T cell receptor (TCR), a transmemb rane protein
whose ex posed portion is on the T cell membrane in close
proximity to the CD3 marker (Fig. 13.3). T he TCR r ecognizes antigen o nl y w hen it is attached to "identification
molecules, " the MHC molecules. Tn addition, helper T
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Ag-MHC complex

binding regions
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CD3

TCR

CYTOPLASM OF T CELL

lymphocytes can only recognize an antigen when it is "presented" to them by cells called antigen-presenting cells
(APCs). Cytotoxic T lym phocytes can only recognize an tigen o n other body cells, such as cells transformed by cancer or infected with a virus.
W hen a helper T lymphocyte recogn izes an antigen bound
to a ~ u-IC molecule, the TCR attaches to the antigen- MHC
complex. The binding of the TCR to the antigen-1\llHC complex then triggers the helper T lymphocyte to release inun une
chemicals, or cytokines, immune substances (proteins) that
are biologic modulators of immune responses. The specific
cytokines produced by helper CD4 • T l ymphocytes are
called inted eukins. Jnterleuki.ns stimu late other T cells, B
cells, and NK cells to differentiate and proliferate.
W hen a cytotoxic T lymphocyte recognizes a n antigen-MH C complex and the T CR attaches to it, the cytotoxic T lymphocyte also releases cytokines that stimulate
the cell to proliferate. These new cytotoxic T cells then
seek out and destroy the abnorma l host cells.
The two classes of MHC molecules display peptides on the

are products of a "supergene" located on chromosome 6
in hum ans, known as the major histocompatability gene
complex. The expression of this ge ne complex p roduces
molec ules that a re specific not only to the indi vidual cell
that pr od uces them , but also to the tissue type and degree
of cellul ar differentia tion .
MHC I is expressed on the surface of all nucleated cells
and platelets . MHC I molecules act as a target to allow the
elimination of abno rm a l host cells (e.g., virus-infected or
transformed cancer cells). MHC I molecules perform this
functio n by displaying on their surface all of the jJeptides
that are actively synthesized by the cell. Therefore, all endogenous "self" peptides are displayed on the surface of
every cell in the body, but viral or cancer-specific peptides
are displayed only on the surface of infec ted o r transformed cells (fig. 13.4).
MHC II is limited in its distributi on (see Fig. 13.4). It is
expressed on the surface of a ll APCs and is critical in im mune interactions. The MHC ll molecules f7resent partially digested, endocytosed foreign peptides to helper
CD4 + T lymphocytes .

surface of cells
CDS+ T lymphocytes are MHC I restricted, and CD4 + T

M H C molecules displa y small fragments of digested
fore ign proteins on the surface of cells. These proteins
bind to MHC molecules inside the cell and are then transported to the cell surface. MHC I a nd MHC II m olecules

lymphocytes are MHC II restricted

MHC molecules are recognized by helper CD4+ T lymphocytes or cyto toxic CDS+ lymphocytes, dependi ng on
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FIGURE 13.3
Schematic diagram of t he molecular structure of the CD3-TCR complex. Tile CD3 molecule consists of five different polypeptide
chains with molecular weights ranging from
16 to 28 kDa. This molecule is closely associated with the T cell receptor (TCR), which has
two polypeptide chains (ex and [3). The T cell
may be activated followin g the interaction of
the TCR witl1 antigen displayed on the surface
of a MHC molecule. This interaction transmits
the signals to tile interior of the cell through
the CD3 molecule. This signal stimulates tile T
cell to secrete interleukins, which in turn stimulate T cells to divide and differentiate.
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microglobulin

c

c

c
MHCII
FIGURE 13.4
Schematic diagram of the molecular structure of MHC I and MHC II
m olecules. The MHC I molecule is a glycoprotein that is expressed on
the surface of all nucleated cells of the body and on platelets. MHC I
molecules present endogenously synthesized peptides for recognition
by cytotoxic CDS+ T lymphocytes. Therefore, tile MHC I molecule acts
as the target for the elimination of abnormal host cells producing abnormal proteins (e.g., cells infected by an intracellular agent, sucl1 as
a virus, or cells that have been transformed, such as cancer cells).
M HC I consists of an a heavy chain (45 kDa) and a smaller, nonco-

the class of the MHC molecule engaged . This restricted
presentation of foreign antigens by MHC molecules to either cyto toxic or helper T .lymphocytes .is a key component
of im1uune sur veillance.
T he MHC 1 molecule wit h the peptide a nt igen displayed o n its surface interacts o nl y with the T CR and
CDS+ mo lecule expressed on cytotoxic CDS + T lym phocytes; these cells are therefor e described as MHC I restricted. This interacti on allows cyto toxic T lymp hocytes
to recognize infected o r transform ed ta rget cells (Fig.
l3 .5a) .
In ~ Jntrast, the M H C II molecule with the peptide anti gen d1splayed on its surface interacts onl y with the T CR
and CD4 molecule expressed on helper CD4+ T lymphocytes (Fig. 13 .5b); these .cells a re therefo re described as
MHC II rest1·icted. M I-TC II molecules are fo und o n APCs,
such as macr ophages, whose main function is to present
antigen toT lymphocytes.

valently attached {32 microglobulin polypeptide (12 kDa). The {32 microglobulin promotes maturation ofT cells and acts as a c11emotactic
factor. The MHC II molecule is also a glycoprotein but is expressed
only on a restricted population of cells known as antigen-presenting
cells (APCs). MHC II molecules present exogenous (foreign) peptides
to helper CD4 + T lymphocytes. They consist of two chains: an a chain
(33 kDa} and a {3 chain (29 kDa), each of which possesses oligosacd1aride groups.

The humoral immune response: Activated B lymphocytes
differentiate into plasma cells that produce antibodies or into B
memory cells

Each B lymphocyte reacts only with a single antigen o r
type of an tigenic site that it has been genetically programmed to recognize. The reacti o n o f a B lymphocyte
with a T CR-MH C II-antigen comp lex activates the cell .
Details of B cell acti va tio n ar e illustrated in Fig. 13.6. Activated B lymphocytes ar e transformed into immunoblasts
(plasmablasts) that proliferate and then dillerentiate into

• Plasma cells, w hich synthesize a nd secrete a specific antibod y
• Memory B cells, whjch respond more quickly to the next
encou nter with the same antigen
The specific antibody produced by the plasma cell binds
to the stimulating antigen, forming an antigen-antibody
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complex. These complex es are eliminated in a variety of
ways, including destruction by N K cells and phagocytosis
by macrophages and eosino phils. N K cells recognize the Fe
region of an tibodies and preferentiall y attack an d destroy
ta rget cells, usually those coated with IgG anti bodies (Fig.
13. 7) . N K cells act in concert with killer (K) cells and

antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC)
cells to induce the lysis of target cells, most commonly

cancer-specific
peptide

CANCER-TRANSFORMED CELL CYTOTOXIC CDS+T CELL
FIGURE 13.5
Schematic diagram of the molecular interactions that occur during
antigen presentation. To become activated, both cytotoxic and
helper T lymphocytes need to identify presented antigen as ·non selF
as well as recognize the appropriate class of MHC molecules. a. In all
nucleated cells of the body, viral antigen or cancer (tumor-specific)

antigen

MACROPHAGE

b

HELPER CD4+T CELL

proteins are displayed in the context of M HC I molecules to interact
with cytotoxic cos ~ T lymphocytes. b. On antigen-presenting cells
(e.g., macrophages), the foreign antigen is displayed in the context of
MHC II molecules to interact with a helper CD4+ T lymphocyte.

th ro ugh the action of tumor-specific antibo dies. ADCC reactions involve binding of an antibo dy o r antibody and
complem ent-coated target cell to a n effector cell (NK, K,
ADCC) bearing a receptor for the F" por tion of th e antibody (see Fig. 13.2). This binding (through the Fe region)
res ults in the lysis of the target cell.
If the antigen is a bacteriu m, th e antigen-antibody complex may a lso activate a system of plasma protei ns ca lled
the complement system and ca use o ne of its components,
usuall y C3, to bind to the bacterium and act as a ligand for
its phagocytosis by macrophages. Complement binding induced by th e antigen-antibod y complex may also cause
fo reign cells to lyse.
The cell-mediated immune response: Cytotoxic T lymphocytes
target and destroy transformed and v irus-infected cells

When the T CR o f a cytotoxic T lymphocyte recognizes
and binds to an antigen- MHC I complex o n the surface of
a transformed or virus-infected cell , cytokin es a re released
fro m th e cell that cause it to prolifera te. The cytotoxic T
cells then secrete other cytokin es (e.g. , lymphokines, perforins, and fragmenti ns) that indu ce the cell to undergo
a poptosis o r to lyse (Fig. 13.8).

Fe receptors

Wh~n an individ ual has been immunologically sensitized by
exposure to antigen, subsequent exposure may lead not only
to secondary response but also to tissue-damaging reactions
called hypersensitivity reactions. Such reactions are observed
in sensitized humans, following insect bites or injections of
penicillin. One common type of hypersensitivity reaction is the
allergic reaction. Certai n aspects of a hypersensitivity reaction
are caused by the antibody-induced discharge of mast cell
granules. These granules contain histamine that accounts for
the distressing features of hypersensitivity reactions. Eosinopllils are attracted to the site of mast cell degranulation, w here
they neutralize the effects of histamine. Thus, eosinophils are
frequently seen In connective tissue at allergic or other hypersensitivity reaction sites.

Suppressor/ cytotoxic T lymphocytes turn off the immune
response

Suppressor/cytotoxic CD8 ' , CD45RA + T lymphocytes
diminish or suppress a ntibody fo rmation by B cells. They
also downregul ate th e abi li ty of cytotoxic T lymphocy tes
to provide a cell-mediated immune response and pa rticipate in dela yed hypersensitivity reactio ns (allergic reactio ns). Suppressor/cytotoxic T lymphocytes may a lso function in the regul ation of erythroid cell maturation in bone
marrow.
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FIGURE 13.6
Schematic diagram of B lymphocyte activation leading to plasma
cell and B m emory cell formation. B cells are activated by the binding of antigen to antibodies expressed on their surface. As an antigenpresenting cell, a B cell internalizes the antibody- antigen complex,
partially digests the antigen, and then displays parts of it on the surface of its own MHC II molecules. The T cell receptor (rCR) on a

NK CELL
helper CD4~ T lymphocyte recognizes both the antigen and the MHC
II molecule, activating the helper CD4+ T lymphocyte. The activated
helper CD4+ T lym phocyte releases interleukins IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, and
IL·6, which promote division and differentiation of the B lymphocyte
into plasma cells and memory B cells. Ab, antibody; Ag, antigen.

FIGURE 13.7
Schem atic diagram of activation of NK cells leading to destruction
of a transformed tumor cell by antibody-dependent, cell-m ediated
cytotoxicity (ADCC). The ADCC reaction involves activation of NK
cells by CD the binding of interferon 'Y (IFN- y), tl1e powerful NK cell activator, to its cell surface receptor {IFN-y receptor) and ® the bind·

TUMOR CELL
ing of an antibody· or an antibody- and complement-coated target
cell to a NK cell bea ring Fe receptors. These reactions induce apoptosis, or lysis of t11e target cell, usually through the action of tumor·
specific antibodies or the action of perforillS and fragmentins secreted by activated NK cells.
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is a RNA retrovirus; it contains an enzyme called reverse transcriptase. HIV is the virus that
causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). HIV has an
incubation period that may be as long as 11 years before symptoms of clinical AIDS occur. The great majority of HIV-infected individuals eventually develop AIDS. HIV gai ns entry to helper T
cells by binding to CD4 molecules. The virus then injects its own
genetic information into the cell cytoplasm (Fig. 13.9 ). This injected genetic information consists of single-stranded RNA. The viral RNA is incorporated into the infected T cell genome through reverse transcription of the RNA into DNA. The transcribed DNA is
then incorporated into the host DNA. The T cell then makes copies
of the virus, which are extruded from the T cell through exocytosis. These HIV particles then infect other helper T cells, greatly reHuman immunodeficiency virus (HIV)
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ducing their number. The helper CD4 + T cell count is used as a
clinical indicator of the progress of HIV infection. Infected individuals eventually become incapable of generating an immune response against bacterial or viral infections. They usually die of secondary infections caused by opportu nistic microorganisms or of
ma lignancies.
Anti-HIV treatment Is the major strategy against HIV infection
and AIDS. Currently, the most effective is multiple drug therapy
known as highly active antlretroviral therapy (HAART), which uses
a combination of several chemotherapeutic agents. These include
nucleoside and nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors and
HIV protease inhibitors. HAART offers several advantages over
monotherapy such as synergistic dosage effects and reduced side
effects as well as reduced drug resistance.

reverse
transciptase

macrophage

FIGURE 13.8
Schematic diagram of T cell activation leading to elimination of a
virus-infected host cell. The TCR-CD3 complex on a helper CD4+ T
lymphocyte recognizes foreign antigen displayed on a MHC II mole-

cule on the surface of a macrophage. This recognition triggers a rapid
response from B lymphocytes and release of interleukin-2 (I L-2). The
same macrophage also expresses MHC I molecules (like every other
cell in the body) that interact with the appropriate TCR on the surface
of a cytotoxic COB+ T lymphocyte. The cytotoxic COB+ T lymphocyte

Activated T lymphocytes synthesize a variety of cytokines

Cytokin es ar e soluble p o lypeptide substances, synthesized ma inl y by activated T lymphocytes, wh ich a ffect
the functi o n of o ther im mune system cells. These substances a lso stim ula te the ac tivity of mon ocytes a nd
macrophages in cell-medi ated immun ity. Included
a mo ng these substa nces are chemo tacti c and mitoge nic
agents, m ig ratio n inhibito ry fac tors, interfer o n, a nd
interleuki ns.
Interleukins are synthesized m ainly by helper CD4 + T
lymp hocytes and to a lesser extent by mo nocytes, macrophages, and end othelia l cells. ln terl eukins prom ote growth
an d differentiation of T cells, B cells, and hemato poietic
cells. Presentl y, mo re than 17 interle ukins have been identified . Interleukin-2 was the first cytokine to be disco vered
and characterized. The major functions of kn own interleukins are summar ized in Ta ble 13.3.

also possesses IL-2 receptors. IL-2 binding to these receptors stimulates the cell to divide and differentiate. The newly formed cytotoxic
COB+ T lymphocytes migrate to the site of viral infection. There the
TCRs recognize the viral antigens displayed on the surface of MHC I
molecules of infected cells. After successfully recognizing these ·nonself" proteins, the cytotoxic COB+T lymphocytes secrete perforins and
fragmentins, ki lling the infected cells.

Antigen-Presenting Cells
APCs interact with helper CD41 T lymphocytes to facilitate
immune responses

The interacti on between most antigens and the antibodies
on the sur face of B cells is insufficient to stimulate B cell proliferati on, differentiation, and secretion of antibodies. Fo r B
cell stimulatio n to occur, the antigen must be broken into
small peptides and presented in co njuncti on with M H C II
molecules by APCs to the appropriate hel per CD4+ T lymphocytes. Most APCs belong to the mononuclear phagocytotic system (MPS) (described in Chapter 5, page 144 ). APCs
include macrophages, perisinusoidal macrophages (Kupffer
cells) of the liver, Langerhans' cells in the epidermis, and
reticular dendritic cells of spleen and lymph nodes. Two
APCs that do not belo ng to the MPS are B lymphocytes and
type II and type III epithefioreticular cells of the thymus.

FIGURE 13.9
Schematic diagram of the interaction between HIV and the
helper CD4+ T cell. Human immunodefi ciency virus (HIV) is the

RNA virus that causes AIDS. It contains reverse transcriptase. HIV
gains entry into the helper CD4+ T lymphocyte by binding to the
CD4 molecule and injecting its genetic information into the cell cytoplasm. Accessory cell surface molecules such as gp 120 assist in

To present an antigen to a helper T cell, the APC first
processes the antigen intracellula rl y and then d isplays antigen peptides on its surface. Antigen processing begins
w hen the APC end ocytoses the antigen and brea ks it down
into 8 to 10 am ino ac id pepticles. In the endosom al com-

viral entry into the cell. These proteins interact with CD4 molecules. The injected genetic Information is incorporated into the
host cell genome through reverse transcription of RNA into DNA.
This DNA containing viral information is then incorporated into
host DNA.

partment of the APC, th e peptides bind to M H C II molecules. The M H C II-antigen co mplex is then transloca ted
to the plasma membra ne of the APC and displayed o n the
cell surface (Fig. 13.J 0 ).
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MHC II
with invariant chain

Characteristics of lnterleukins
Symbol

Source

Major Functions

lnterleukin-1

IL-l

Neutrophils, monocytes,
macrophages, endothelial cells

Stimulates various cells in inflammatory response; induces fever; facilitates
proliferation of CD4+ T cells and proliferation and differentiation of B cells

lnterleukin-2

IL-2

CD4+ T cells

Induces proliferation and differentiation of CD4+ T cells and to a lesser degree cos+ T cells, B cells, and NK cells

lnterleukin-3

IL-3

CD4 ' T cells

Induces proliferation of hematopoietic stem cells

lnterleukin-4

IL-4

CD4 + T cells, mast cells

Induces proliferation and differentiation of B cells, CD4 + T cells; activates
macro phages

lnterleukin-5

IL-5

CD4 ' T cells

Induces proliferation and differentiation of eosinophils; stimulates B cells
to secrete lgA

lnterleukln-6

IL-6

Endothelial cells, neutrophils,
macrophages, T cells

Stimulates differentiation of hematopoietic cells; induces growth of activated B cells

lnterleukln-7

IL-7

Adventitial cells of bone marrow

Stimulates growth and differentiation of progenitor B and T cells

lnterleukin-8

IL-8

Macrophages, endothelial cells

Acts as a chemotactic factor on T lymphocytes and neutrophils

lnterleukin-9

IL-9

CD4 4 T cells

Facilitates growth of CD4 + T cell (but not COB ' T cells); stimulates growtll
of hematopoietic cells

lnterleukin-10

IL-10

Macrophages, T cells

Acts on T cells as a cytokine synthesis inhibitory factor

lnterleukin-1 1

IL-11

Macrophages

Facilitates growth of hematopoietic cells, mainly megakaryocytes

lnterleukin-12

IL-12

T cells

Stimulates growth of NK cells, CD4 • T cells, and CD8 4 T cells

lnterleukin-13

IL-13

T cells

Modulates B cell responses and promotes lgE synthesis

lnterleukin-14

IL-14

T cells, follicular dendritic cells

Induces production of B memory cells

In terleu kin-15

IL-15

T cells

Induces proliferation and differentiation of cos+ T cells

lnterleukin-16

IL-16

T cells

Activates migration of COB ' T cells, monocytes, and eosinophils

lnterleukin-17

IL-17

Memory CD4 + T cells

Stimulates endothelial cells and fibroblasts to secrete cytokines

MHCI
with endogenous peptide

protease
action
In addition to acting as APCs, macrophages perform other
crucial functions in the immune response

Activated macrophages destroy phagocytosed bacteria and
foreign antigens

In add ition to presenting antigens to both T and B lymphocytes, macro phages have other importa nt, a lthough
nonspeci fic, functio ns in the immune response:

Macrophages also play a vita l ro le in sequestering and removing foreign materia ls and organisms that either do not
provoke an inu11 une response or are ingested but not digested. T hese incl ude both organic and inorgan ic pa rticulate
materials (e.g., ca rbon particles), pigment (e.g., from tattoos), cellulose, an d asbestos, as well as tuberculosis and leprosy bacilli and the organism s that ca use ma laria and other
diseases. In these instances, macrophages o ften fuse to form
multin ucleate, foreign bod y gian t cells called Langhans' giant cells, w hich isolate these pathogens from the body.

• They endocytose a nd pa rtially degrade both protein a nd
polysaccharide antigens befo re they present th em in conjunction with MHC II molecules to helper CD4 ' T lymph ocytes.
• They diges t pathogenic microorganisms thro ugh lysosomal actio n in combination w ith the helper CD4+ T lymphocytes.
• T hey secrete multiple cytokines incl uding lym phokines,
complemen t compo nents, a nd interleukins, as wel l as
acid hydrolases, p ro teases, a nd lipases.
Followi ng contact wi th an an ti gen, macrop hages un dergo an activa tio n process characteri zed by multi ple functional and morpho logic changes. T he macrophage increases in size, as do the num ber of lysosomes and
cytoplasmic vacuoles. The activated macrop hage beco mes
avidl y phagocytotic w ith a grea ter a bil ity to lyse ingested
pathogenic microorganisms (Fig. 13.11).
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FIGURE 13.10
Schematic diagram of processing pathways for MHC I and MHC 11
synthesis and antigen presentation. During the processing and presentation of cytoplasmic antigen (Ag) for MHC I molecules (red pathway), cytoplasmic protein antigens are degraded by protease into 8
to 10 amino acid fragments, w hich then enter the rER. In the rER,
newly synthesized a chains of MHC I molecules interact with bot11 the
processed antigen and {32 microglobulin ({3;vt) and form a stable complex. This complex leaves the rER via the typical secretory pathway
through the Golgi apparatus. The antigen- MHC I complex is dis·
played on the cell surface, where it is available for recognition by cytotoxic cos+T lymphocytes. MHC II molecules are assembled in the
rER and then bind to an invariant chain, which blocks the antigen·

binding side. At this point the MHC II molecule and the invariant
chain are secreted to the cell surface {blue pathway). After a brief stay
on the cell surface, the MHC II molecule and invariant chain are endocytosed, and in an early endosome, t he invariant chain Is degraded. The foreign (exogenous) antigen is endocytosed and partially
digested by proteolytic degradation in endosomes (w/1/te pathway).
The MHC II molecule can now bind the processed foreign antigen
and return with it to the cell surface. On the cell surface, the antigen- MHC II complex Is recognized by helper CD4+ T lymphocytes,
which initiates the immune response. If the MHC 11 molecule fails to
capture the antigen, It will be degraded in the lysosomal compartment (green pathway).

the epithelium of skin and mucous membra nes. These vessels remove substances and fluid from the extracell ular
spaces of the cmm ective tissues, thus producing lymph. Because the wa lls of the lymphatic capillari es are mo re permeab le than the walls of blood capillaries, large mo lecules,
includ ing antigens and cells, ga in entry more readjly into
the lymphatic capillaries than into blood ca pillaries.

As lymph circulates through the lymphatic vessels, it
passes throug h lymph nodes. Wi th in the lymph nodes, foreign su bstances (antigens) con veyed in the lymph are
trap ped b y the fo llicular dendritic cells and concentrated.
These APCs process the a ntigens and present them to lymphocytes, which leads to an immune response that eliminates the antigens from the body.

'I LYMPHATIC TISSUES AND ORGANS
Lymphatic Vessels
Lymphatic vessels are the route by which cells and large
molecules pass from the tissue spaces back to the blood

Lymphatic vessels begin as networks of blind capillaries
in loose connective tiss ue. They are most numero us beneath
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through the walls of postcapillary (high endothelial)
venules (Fig. 13.12.). BandT cells migrate to and popu-
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MACROPHAGE

ACTIVATED MACROPHAGE

FIGURE 13.11
Macrophage activation by a helper CD4 + T cell. Helper CD4 + T lymphocytes recognize the bacterial antigen expressed in the context of
M HC 11 molecules on the surface of a macrophage that has phagocytosed the bacteria. The recognition of MHC II molecules activates
the T cell, which in turn secretes IL-2. IL-2 acts as an autocrine hor-

lymphocytes circulate through both lymphatic and blood
vessels

The circulation of lymphocytes through the lymphatic
vessels and the bloodstream enables them to move from

mane to stimulate T cell division and differentiation. Newly formed
helper CD4+ T lymphocytes also interact with MHC II molecules and
release interferon y (IFN-y). This cytokine stimulates the macrophage
to destroy the bacteria inside its phagosomes. CD4 molecules on th e
surface of the T cell also potentiate antibacterial reactions.

one part of the lymphatic system to another at differ ent
stages in their development and to reach sites within the
body where they are needed. Lymphocytes conveyed in the
lymph enter lymph nodes via afferent lymphatic vessels,
w hi le lymphocytes conveyed in the blood enter the node

right lymphatic
trunk

FIGURE 13.12
Diagram depicting circulation of lymphocytes in the body. Lymphocytes enter lym ph nodes by two routes: afferent
lymphatic vessels and through the wa ll
of high endothelial venules (HEVs) in
the deep cortex. Some lymphocytes
move to the T and B domains of the
lymph node; others pass through the
parenchyma of the node and leave via
an efferent lymphatic vessel. Ultimately,
the lymphocytes enter a major lymphatic vessel- In this case the right lymphatic trunk-that opens into the junction of the right internal jugular and
right subclavian vein. The lymphocytes
continue to the arterial side of the circulation and, via the arteries, to the
lymphatic tissues of the body or to tissues where they participate in immune
reactions. From the lymphatic tissues,
lymphocytes aga in return to the lymph
nodes to gain entry via the HEV.

late different regions within the lymph node. Some lymphocytes pass through th e substance of the node and leave
via the efferent lymphatic vessels, which lead to the right
lymphatic trunk or to the thoracic duct. In turn, both of
these channels empty into the blood circulatio n at the junctions of the internal jugular and subclavian veins at the
base of the neck. The lymphocytes are conveyed to and
from the vario us lymphatic tissues via th e blood vessels.

Diffuse Lymphatic Tissue and Lymphatic
Nodules
Diffuse lymphatic tissue and lymphatic nodules guard the body
against pathogenic substances and are the site of the
initial immune response

/
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• A germinal center located in the central region of the
nodule (Fig. 13.15), which in histologic sections appears
lightly stained. The ger mina l center develops w hen a
lymphocyte th at has recognized an antigen returns to a
primary nod ule and undergoes proliferation. The lighter
staining is due to the large lymphocytes (lymphoblasts
and plasmablasts) that it contains. These lym phocytes
have large amou nts of dispersed euchromatin in their
nuclei rather than the dense heterochromatin of small
lymphocytes. The germinal center is a morphologic indication of lymphatic tissue response to antigen. The presence of a germinal center represents a cascade of events
that includes proliferation of lymphocytes, differentiation of plasma cells, and antibody prod uction. Mitotic
figures are freq uently observed in the germinal center, reflecting the prolife ration of new lymphocytes at this site.
The number of macrophages in the germinal center often increases dramatically following a period of intense
response to an antigen.

T he alimentary canal, respiratory passages, and gertitourinary tract are guarded by accumulations of lymphatic
tissue that are not enclosed by a capsule. Lymphocytes and
other free cells of this tissue are fo und in the lamina propria
(subepithelial tissue) of these tracts. This form of lymphatic
tissue is called diffuse lymphatic tissue or mucus-associated
lymphatic tissue (MALT) because of its association with
mucous membranes (Fig. 13.13 ). These cells are str ategically located to intercept antigens and initiate an immune response. Following contact with antigen, they travel to regional lymph nodes, where they undergo proliferation and
differentiation. Progeny of these cells then return to th e lamina propria as effector B and T lymphocytes.
The importance of d iffuse lymp hatic tissue in protecting
the body from antigens is indjcated by
• The regular presence of large nu mbers of plasma cells,
especially in the lamina propria of the gastro intestinal
tract, a morpho logic indication of loca l a ntibody secre- .
tion
• T he presence of large numbers of eosinophi ls, also frequently obser ved in the lamina propri a of the intestinal
and respiratory tracts, an indication of chronic inflammation and hypersensitivity r eactions
lymphatic nodules are discrete concentrations of lymphocytes
contained in a meshwork of reticular cells

In addition to diffuse lymphatic tissue, localized concentrations of lymphocytes are commonly found in the wa lls FIGURE 13.13
of the alimen tary canal, respiratory passages, and geni- Photomicrograph of diffuse lymphatic tissue. This photomicrograph
tourinary tract. These concentratio ns, ca lled lymphatic shows the diffuse lymphatic tissue In the lamina propria (LP) of the
large intestine. The lower portion of two intestinal glands (Gf) is also
1'l0dules or lymphatic follicles, are sharply defined but not
evident. The highly cellular, diffuse lymphatic tissue includes fibrobencapsu lated (Fig. 13.14). A lymphatic nodule consisting lasts, plasma cells, and eosinophils. However, the most abunda nt cell
chiefly of small lymphocytes is ca lled a primary nodule. . component, whose presence characterizes diffuse lymphatic tissue, is
Howeve1~ most nodules are secondary nodules and have the lymphocyte, wh ich can be Identified by its small, round, dark-staind istinctive features that include
ing nucleus. X 320.
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• A ma11tle zone or corona, which represents an o uter ri ng
of small lymphocytes that encircles the germinal center.

tions of nodules are found m specific locations. These
include

Lymphatic nodules are usually found in structures associated
with the alimentary canal such as the tonsils, ileum, and

• Tonsils, which form a ring of lymphatic tissue at the entra nce of the oropharynx . The pharyngeal tonsils, or
adenoids, located in the roof of the pharynx; the palatine tonsils, or simply the tonsils, o n either side of the

vermiform appendix

Generally, nodules are dispersed singly in a r andom
manner. In the alimentary canal, however, some aggrega-

pharynx, between the palatopharyngeal and palatoglossal arches; and the Lingual tonsils, at the base of the
tongue, all contain aggrega tes of lymphatic nodules. The
palati ne tonsils consist of dense accumulations of lymphatic tissue located in the mucous membrane. The
squamous epithelium that forms the surface of the tonsil dips into the underlying connective tissue in nu mero us places, forming tonsil/at• crypts (Fig. 13.1 6). The
wa lls of these crypts usually possess numerous lymphatic nodules. Like other aggregations of lymph nod-
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ules, tonsi ls do not possess afferent ly mphatic vessels;
however lymph drains fro m the lymphatic tissue of the
tonsil via efferent lymphatic vessels.
• Peyer's patches, which are located in the ileum (dista l
portion of the small intestine). They consist of numerous
aggregations of lymphatic nodules containing T and B
lymphocytes (Fig. 13.17). In add ition, numerous, isolated single (solitary) lymph nodules are located along
both large and small intestines.
• Ve11nif01-m appendix, which arises fro m the cecum. The
lamina propria is heavily infiltrated with lymphocytes and
contains numerous lymphatic nodules. Although the appendix is often described as a vestigial organ, the abundant lymphatic tissue tha t it contains during early life suggests that it is functionally associa ted with bursaequivalent organs. With age, the amount of lymphatic tissue within the organ regresses and is difficult to recognize.

FIGURE 13.14

Photomicrograph of a lymphatic nodule. This photomicrograph
shows a section of the wall of the small intestine (duodenum). Short
villi and intestinal glands are present in the upper part of the micrograph. A lymphatic nodule (LN) occupies most of the remainder of the
micrograph. The lighter central region of the nodule is the germinal
center. The lymphocytes in the germinal center are larger than those
in the more dense region of the nodule. They have more cytoplasm;
consequently, their nuclei are more dispersed, giving the appearance
of a less compact cellular mass. x 120.

crypt

FIGURE 13.15

Photomicrograph of a lymph node. This photomicrograph shows the
superficial cortex (SC}, deep cortex (DC}, and medulla (M) of the lymph
node in a routine H&E preparation. The capsule (Cap) is composed of
dense connective tissue from which trabeculae (T) penetrate into the
organ. Below the capsule is the subcapsular sinus (SCS}. It receives
lymph from afferent lymphatic vessels that penetrate the capsule. The
subcapsular sinus is continuous with the trabecular sinuses that course
along t11e trabeculae. Tl1e superficial cortex contains the lymphatic
nodules (LN). The deep cortex is nodule free. It consists of densely
packed lymphocytes and contains the unique high endothelial
venules (not visible at this magnification). The medulla consists of narrow strands of anastomosing lymphatic tissue ca lled medullary cords
(MC), separated by ligl1t·appearing spaces, the medullary sinuses (MS).
The medullary sinuses receive lymph from the trabecular sinuses as
well as lymph that has filtered through the cortical tissue. x 140.

FIGURE 13.16

Photomicrograph of a palatine tonsil. a. This low-magnification pl1o·
tomicrograph shows a H&E- stained palatine tonsil. The stratified
squamous epithelium that forms the surface of the tonsil dips into the
underlying connective tissue in numerous places, forming tonsillar
crypts. X25 . b. This higher-magnification photomicrograph of the rectangular area in a shows the stratified squamous epithelium (SSE) lining the to nsillar crypt. In the portion of the photomicrograph below
the lumen of the crypt, SSE is well defined and separated by a con-

nective tissue layer (CT) from the lymphatic nodule (LN). In the upper
portion of the photomicrograph, the SSE is just barely recognized because of the heavy infiltration of lymphocytes; the epithelial cells are
present, however, although they are difficult to identify. In effect, the
lymphatic nodule has literally grown into the epithelium, distorting it
and resulting In the disappearance of the more typical, well-defined
epithelial-connective tissue boundary. x 450.
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trabecu la r sinus

Lymph Nodes
Lymph nodes are small encapsulated organs located along the
pathway of lymphatic vessels

Lymph nodes are small, bean-shaped, encapsulated lymphatic organs. They range in size from about 1 mm (bar ely
visible with the unaided eye) to about 1 to 2 em in their
longest dimension . Lymph nodes are inter posed along lymphatic vessels (Fig. 13.18) and serve as filters through
which lymph percolates on its way to the blood vascular
system. Although widely distributed throughout the body,
they are concentrated in certa in regions such as the axilla,
groin, and mesenteries.
Two types of lymphatic vessels serve the lymph node:
co rtex

• Afferent lymphatic vessels convey lymph toward the
node and enter it at vario us points on the convex surface
of the capsule.
• Efferent lymphatic vessels convey lymph away fro m the
node and leave at the hilum, a depression on the concave
surface of the node that also serves as the entrance and
exit fo r blood vessels and ner ves.
Note that activated lymphocytes, which rem ain in the
lymph node to proliferate and differentiate, are carried to
the node primarily by blood vessels.
The supporting elements of the lymph node are

• Capsule, composed of dense connective tissue that surrounds the node

• Trabeculae, also composed of dense connective tissue,

FIGURE 13.17
Photomicrograph of aggregated nodules in the wall of the ileum.
This low-magnification photomicrograph provides an example of aggregated nodules. The multiple lymphatic nodules (indicated by a
dashed line) with visible germinal centers are typically found in the
ileum. This accumulation of lymphatic tissue is known as a Peyer's
patch. The nodules originate in the lamina propria an d extend into
the submucosa of the ileum. x s.

As no ted , diffuse lymphatic tissue an d lymphatic nodul es are named according to th e region or orga n in which
they appear. In the alimentary cana l they are collectively
referred to as GALT; in the bronchial tree they are known
as bronchus-associated lymphatic tissue (BALT). The
term mucus-associated lymphatic tissue (MALT) includes GALT and BALT. Diffuse lymphatic tissue and
lymphatic nodules of MALT ar e present in m any o ther regions of the body (e.g., female reproductive tract) w here
th e mucosa is exposed to the external environment. All
lymphatic nodules become enl arged as a conseq uence of
encounters with antigen.

which extend from the capsule into the substance of the
node, forming a gross framework
• Reticular tissue, composed of reticular cells and reticular fibers that form a fine supporting meshwork
throughout the rema inder of the organ (Fig. 13.1 9)
The reticular meshwork of lymphatic tissues a nd organs (except the thymus ) consists of cells of mesench ymal origin and reticular fibers an d ground substance
produced by those cells . The cells of th e reticular meshwork appear as stellate or elongated cells w ith an ova l
euchromatic nucleus and a sma ll amount of acidophilic
cytoplasm . These cells can take up d yes and coll oidal
materi a ls. Transmission electron microscopy, immunocytochemistry, and autorad iography indicate two population s of these cells:

• Reticular cells, indistinguishable from typica l fi broblasts. T hese cells synthesize and secrete collagen (reticular fibers) and the associated ground su bstance that
forms the stroma observed with the light microscope.
Elongated cytoplasmic processes of th ese cells wrap
arou nd the bundles of reticular fibers , effectively isolating these structural components from the parenchyma of
the lymphatic tissue a nd orga ns (Fig. 13.20).

deep
co rtex
lymphatic~-'·"""'"""
nodules

a
FI GURE 13.18
Structure of a lymph node. a. This diagram depicts the general features of a lymph node as seen in a section. The substance of the
lymph node is divided into a cortex, including a deep cortex, and a
medulla. The cortex, the outermost portion, contains spherical or ova l
aggregates of lymphocytes, called lymphatic nodules. In an active
lymph node, nodules conta in a lighter center, called the germinal center. The medulla, the innermost region of th e lymph node, consists of
lymphatic tissue that appears as irregular cords separated by lym·
phatic medullary sinuses. The dense population of lymphocytes between the superficial cortex and the medulla constitutes the deep cortex. It contains the high endothelial venu les. Surrounding the lymph
node is a capsule of dense connective tissue from whicll trabecu lae
extend into t he substance of the node. Under the capsule and adjacent to the trabeculae are, respectively, the subcapsular sinus and the

• Follicular dendritic cells with multiple, thin, h air-like
branching cytoplasmic processes that interdigitate between B lymphocytes in the germinal centers (Fig.
13.21). Antigen-anti bod y complexes adhere to the
dendritic cytoplasmic processes by means of the antibody's Fe receptors, and the cell can retain antigen on
its surface for weeks or months. Although this mechanism is similar to the adhesion of an tigen-antibody
complexes to macro phages, the antigen is not generally
endocytosed, as it is by the macrophage. Follicu lar dendritic cells are not APCs, because they lack MHC li
m o Iec ul es.
The parenchyma of the lymph node is divided into a cortex and medulla (Fig. 13.22) . The cortex forms the outer
portio n of the node except at the h ilw11. It consists of a
dense mass of lympha tic tissue (reticular fra mework, fol-

trabecular lymphatic sinuses. Afferent lymphatic vessels (arrows) penetrate the capsule and empty into the subcapsular sinus. The subcapsular si nus and trabecular sinuses communicate with the medullary
sinuses. The upper portion of the lymph node shows an artery and a
vein and the location of the high endothelial venules of the lymph
node. b. Photomicrograph of a lymph node in a routine H&E preparation. The dense outer portion of the lymph node is tile cortex. It
consists of aggregations of lymphocytes organized as nodules and a
nodule-free deep cortex. The innermost portion of the lymph node,
the medulla, extends to the surface at the hilum, where blood vessels
enter or leave and where efferent lymphatic vessels leave the node.
Surrounding the lymph node is the capsule, and immediately beneath
it is the subcapsular sinus. x 18.

licular dendritic cells, lymphocytes, macrophages, and
plas ma cells) and lymphatic sinuses, the lymph channels.
The medulla is the inner part of the lymph node.
Lymphocytes in the superficial cortex are organized into
nodules

As elsewher e, the lymphatic nodules of the cortex are
desig nated primary nodu les if they consist chiefly of sma ll
lymphocytes and secondary nodules if they possess a germina l center. Lymphatic nodule:> are found in the outer
part of the cortex, called the superficial or nodular cortex. The portion of the cortex between the medulla and
superficia l cortex is free of nodul es; it is called the deep
cortex or paracortex. This region contains most of the
T cells in the lymph node. Because of its dependence
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Specialized high endothelial venules (HEVs) are the site of entry
for circulating lymphocytes into the lymph node

of interconnected lymphatic channels called sinuses

In addition to lymph, lymphocytes also circulate through
the lymph nodes. Although some lymphocytes enter nodes
through afferent lymphatic vessels as components of
lymph, most enter the node through the wall of postcapillary venules located in the deep cortex (see Fig. 13.22). Because the postcapillary venules are lined by cuboidal or
columnar endothelial cells, they are referred to as high endothelial venules (HEVs) (Fig. 13.23). These specialized
endothelial cells possess receptors for antigen-primed lymphocytes. They signal lymphocytes to leave the circulation
and migrate into the lymph node. Both Band T cells leave
the bloodstream through HEVs, crossing the endothelium

There are three types of lymphatic channels called sinuses in the lymph node. Just beneath the capsule of the
lymph node is a sinus interposed between the capsule and
the cortical lymphocytes called the subcapsular sinus or
cortical sinus. Afferent lymphatic vessels drain lymph into
this sinus. Trabecular sinuses that originate from the subcapsular sinuses extend through the cortex along the trabeculae and drain into medullary sinuses. Lymphocytes
and macrophages or their processes readily pass back and
forth between the lymphatic sinuses and the parenchyma

@
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FIGURE 13.21
Diagram of a follicular dendritic cell. This cell, usually found in germinal centers, has multiple, thin, hair-like cytoplasmic processes that
interdigitate between B lymphocytes. Antigen-antibody complexes
adhere to the dendritic cytoplasmic processes by means of Fe receptors. Follicular dendritic cells are not antigen-presenting cells because
they lack MHC II molecules.

FIGURE 13.19
Photomicrograph of a lymph node. This silver preparation shows the
connective tissue capsule (at the top), subcapsular sinus, and the superficial cortex of tile lymph node (at the bottom). The reticular fibers
(arrows) form an Irregular anastomosing network throughout the
stroma of the lymph node. Note elongated oval nuclei of reticular
cells (arrowheads), wh ich are in intimate contact with reticular fibers in
the sinus. X640.
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on the thymus, perinatal thymectomy in animals results
in a poorly developed deep cortex. On the basis of this
observation, the deep cortex is also called the thymus-

dependent cortex.
TI1e medulla of the lymph node consists of the medullary cords
and medullary sinuses

The medulla, the inner part of the lymph node, consists
of cords of lymphatic tissue separated by lymphatic sinuses
called medullary sinuses . As described above, a network of
reticular cells and fibers traverses the medullary cords and
medullary sinuses and serves as the framework of the
parenchyma. In addition to reticular cells, the medullary
cords contain lymphocytes (mostly B lymphocytes),
macrophages, and plasma cells. The medullary sinuses
converge near the hilum, where they drain into efferent
lymphatic vessels.

trabecular

FIGURE 13.20
Electron micrograph of a reticular cell. The body of a reticular cel l
and its processes (arrows) are evident. The arrangement of the reticular cells contains and isolates the collagen fibrils from exposure to the
lympl1ocytes. Note the adjacent lymphocytes on the right. In the light
microscope and using a silver staining method, these collagen fibrils
are recognized as a reticular fiber. Xl2,600.

of the node. T he sinuses have a lining of endothelium that
is continuous where it is directly adjacent to the connective
tissue of the capsule or trabeculae but discontinuous where
it faces the lymphatic parenchyma. Alth ough a macrophage may reside in the lymphatic parenchyma, it often
sends pseudopods (long cytoplasmic processes) into the sinus through these endothelial discontinuities. These
pseudopods monitor the lymph as it percolates through the
sinus.
Lymphatic sinuses are not open spaces, as are blood sillLISes. Particularly in the medulla, macrophage processes,
a long with the reticular fibers surrounded by reticular cell
processes, span the lumen of the sinus and form a crisscrossing meshwork that retards the free flow of lymph and
enhances its filtration. Antigenic material and transformed
cells of metastatic cancer are trapped by this mechanjcal
filter and then phagocytosed by macrophages. In metastatic cancer, the system can be overwhelmed by an excessive
number of cancer cells flowing through the lymphatic sillLises; as a result, the cells ma y establish a new metastatic'
site in the lymph node.

'

0 from
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FIGURE 13.22
Schematic diagram of lymphocyte circulation within a lymph node.
Tile green arrows indicate the circulation pathway of lymphocytes that
enter til e lympl1 node witl1 tile flow of lymph. Afferent lymphatic vessels carry lymph from the surrounding tissues and neighboring lymph
nodes into the elaborate network of lymphatic sinuses. The wall of
the sinuses allows lymph to percolate freely into t11e superficial and
deep cortex, allowing lymphocytes to engage in immunosurveillance.
Tile lymphocytes that enter tile tissu e next migrate back to the sinuses and leave the lymph node with the flow of the lymph. Lymphocytes that migrate to the lymph node from the blood (blue arrows)
enter the deep cortex via high endothelial venules (HEVs) and also migrate to the superficial cortex. Here, lymphocytes perform the same
functions as lymphocytes that enter via lympllatic vessels. They also
leave the lymph node by the efferent lymph vessels.
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tiating an immune response . The physical accumulation
of microorganism s and particulate substances conveyed
in t he lymph and phagocytosis of the pa rticu late materia l
help to concentrate antigen, thus enhancing its presentation to lymp hocytes. Antigens conveyed in the lymph
percolate through th e sinu ses and penetrate the lymph
nodu les to initiate a n immune response. Some antigens
become trapped on the surface of the fo llicul ar dendritic
cells, w hile others are processed by macrophages and
B cells, leading to activation and differentiation of B cells
into antibody-producing plasma cells and memory B
cells.
The plasma cells then migrate to the medullary co rds
where they synthesize and release specific antibod ies into
the lymph flowing through the sinuses. Plasma cells account for 1 to 3 % of the cells in resting lymph nodules.
Their number increases dramatically during an immune response, thereby increasing the amount of circulating im munoglobulins. Memory B cells may leave the lymph
nodes and circulate to various regions through the body,
w her e they can proliferate in response to subseq uent exposure to their specific antigen . The presence o f memory
cells in vario us sites thro ughout the body ensures a more
rapid response to an antigen, the secondary r esponse.
Lymph nodes in which lymphocytes are responding to
antigens often enlarge, reflecting formation of germinal centers and proliferation of lymphocytes . This phenomenon is
most often seen in th e lymph nodes of the neck in response
to nasa l or oropharyngeal infection. These enlarged lymph
nodes are commonly referred to as "swollen glands."

Thymus
FIGURE 13.23
Photomicrograph of the deep cortex of a lymph node. This pho-

tomicrograph shows several longitudinally sectioned high endothelial venules (HEVs) as well as several that are seen in cross section (arrows). These vessels are lined by cuboidal endothelial cells. In some
preparations, the walls of a HEV may be infiltrated with migrating
lymphocytes, making it difficult to recognize. X400. Inset. The cross
section of a HEV shown here at higher magnification reveals several
lymphocytes (arrowheads) in the process of migrating from the HEV
into the parenchyma of t11e lympll node. X 640

by dia pedesis, i.e., by migratin g between the endothelial
cells, in a manner similar to that described for neutrophils
(see page 222). The T cells rema in in th e thymus-dependent
d eep cortex; the B cells migrate to the nodular cortex. Most
lym phocytes leave the lymph node by entering lymp hatic sin uses fro m w hich th ey flow to an efferent lymphatic vessel.
The lymph node is an important site for phagocytosis and
initiation of im mune responses

Phagocytosis of particu late ma terial by phagocytotic
cells w ithin the lym ph nodes is an important step in ini-

The thymus is a lymphoepithelial organ located in the superior
m ediastinum

The thymus is a bilobed orga n located in the superi or
mediastinum, anterior to the heart and great vessels. It develops bilaterally from the third (and sometimes a lso t he
fo urth) bra nchia l (oropharyngeal) pouch. During developm ent, the epit heLi um invagina tes, and th e thymic rudiment
grows ca udally as a tubular pr ojection of the endodermal
epithelium into the mediastinum of the chest. The advancing tip proliferates and ultimately becomes disconnected
frorn the bra nchial epithelium. Multipotential lymphoid
stem cells (CFU-Ls) from the bone marrow that are destin ed to develop into immun ocompetent T cells invade the
epit helial rudin1ent and occ upy spaces between the epithelial cells so that the th ymus develops into a lymphoepithelial organ.
The thymus is fully formed a nd functional at bircl1. It
persists as a large orga n until about the time of puberty,
when T cell differentiation and proliferation are reduced
and most of the lymphatic tissue is replaced by adipose tissue (invo lution). The organ ca n be restimulated under conditions that demand r apid T cell proliferation.

connective tissue surrounds the thym us and subdivides it into
thymic lobules

The thymus possesses a thin connective tissue capsule
from which trabeculae exten d into the parenchyma of the
organ. The capsule and trabeculae contain blood vessels,
efferent (but not affer ent) lymphatic vessels, and nerves. In
addition to collagen fibers and fibroblasts, t he connective
tissue of the thymus contains variable n umbers of plasma
cells, granulocytes, lymphocytes, mast cells, ad ipose cells,
and macrophages.
The trabeculae establish domains in the thymus called
thymic lobules. They are not true lo bules, but cortica l
ca ps over portions of the highly convoluted but continuo us inner medullary tissue (Fig. 13.2 4 ). In some planes of
section, the " lobular" arrangement o f the cortical cap
and medullary tissue superficially resem bles a lymp hatic
nodule w ith a germinal center, which often co nfuses students. O ther m o rpho logic characteristics (described bel ow) allow positive identification of the thymus in histologic sections.
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sue of the organ. The occluding junctions between these
cells reflect their function as a barrier that isolates d eveloping T cells from the co nnective tissue of the organ, i.e.,
capsule, t rabeculae, and perivascular connective tissue.
• Type II epithelioreticular cells are located w ithin the
cortex. The transmission electron microscope (TEM) reveals maculae adherentes (desmosomes) that join lo ng
cytoplasmic processes of adjacent cells. The cell body
and cytoplasmic processes contain abundan t intermediate filaments . Because of their processes, these cells are
stellate. They have a large nucleus that stains lightly w ith
H &E because of its abundant euchromatin. This nuclear
feature allows the cell to be easily identified in the light
microscope. Type II cells compartmentalize the cortex

-~22,9 :.v~essels ~
·. ~,~}

The thym ic parenchyma contains developing T cells in an
extensive meshwork formed by epithelioreticular cells

The o uter portion of the parenchyma, the thymic cortex,
is markedly basophilic in H&E preparations because of
the closely packed d eveloping T lymphocytes w ith their intensely staining n uclei. These T lymphocytes, a lso called
thymocytes, occupy spaces within an extensive meshwork
of epithelioreticular cells (Fig. 13.25 ). Macrophages are
also dispersed among the cortical cells. T he developing T
cells arise from CFU-Ls, w hich originate in bone marrow.
As d evelopmen t proceeds in the thymus, the cells deri ved
from CFU-Ls pass t hro ugh a series of developmental stages
that are reflected by t heir expression of d ifferent CD
molecules.
As t heir name implies, epithelioreticular cells have features of both epithelial and reticular cells . They provide 'a
framework fo r the developing T cells; thus, they correspond to the reticular cells and their associated reticular
fibers in other lymphatic tissues and o rgans. Reticul ar
cmm ective tissue cells and t heir fibers, however, are not
pr esent in the thymic parenchyma . Epithelioreticular cells
ex hibit certain features characteristic of epitheli um, such
as intercellular junctions and inter mediate filaments.
Six types of epit helioreticular cell s are recogni zed o n the
basis of function: three types in the cortex and three types
in the m ed ulla. Each type is designated by roma n numerals. In the cortex the fo.llowing cell types are recognized:

• Type I epithelioreticular cells are located at the boundary of t he cortex and the connective tissue capsule as well
as between the cortical parenchyma and the tra beculae.
They a lso surro und the adventitia of the cortical blood
vessels. In essence, type I epithelioreticular cells serve to
separate the thymic parenc hyma from the connective tis-

FIGURE 13.24
Photomicrograph of an infant human thymus. This H&E preparation

reveals multiple lobules separated by conn ective tissue trabeculae
that extend into the organ from the surrounding capsule. Each lobule
is composed of a dark-staining basophilic cortex and a lighterstaining and relatively eosinophilic medulla. The medulla is actually a
continuous branching mass surrounded by the co rtex. The cortex
contains numerous densely packed lymphocytes, whereas the
medulla contains fewer lymphocytes. Note that in some instances the
medulla may bear a resemblance to germinal centers of lymphatic
nodules (upper right and center left). Such isolated medullary profiles
are continuous with the overall medullary tissue, but this continuity
may not be seen within the plane of section. X 25.
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stains less intensely than the cortex because, like the germinal centers of lymph nodules, it contains mostly large
lymphocytes. These lymphocytes have pale-staining nuclei
and quantita tively more cytoplasm than small lymphocytes. Like the cortex, the medulla also contains three
types of epithelioreticular cells:

• Type N epithelioreticular cells are located between the

FIGURE 13.25

Photomicrograph of a human thymus. a. The cortex contains a
dense population of small, maturing T cells that creates the dark
staining of this region of the thymus. The medulla, in contrast, appears lighter. The medulla also contains the thymic corpuscles that
stain with eosin and give it a further distinction. x 120. b. This highermagnification photomicrograph shows the medulla with a thymic corpuscle (left) and surrounding cells. Thymic corpuscles are isolated

into isolated areas for the developing T cells. Unlike type
1 cells, type II cells express MHC I and MHC II molecules, which are involved in thymic cell education.
• Type III epithelioreticular cells are located at the boundary of the cortex and medulla . The TEM revea ls occluding junctions between sheet-like cytoplasmic processes
of ad jacent cells. Like type I cells, type III epithelioreticular cells create a functional barrie1~ in th is case between
the cortex and medulla. Like type II cells, they possess
MHC l and MHC II molecules.
• Macrophages reside within the thymic cortex an d are responsible for phagocytosis ofT cells that do not fulfill
thymic education requirements. These T cells are progranmled to die before leaving the cortex. Approximately 98% of the T cells undergo this apoptosis and
are then phagocytosed by the macrophages. The
macrophages in the cortex are difficult to identify in
H&E preparations. Howevet; the periodic acid-Schiff
(PAS) reaction readily defines them because of the stain-

masses of closely packed, concentrically arranged type VI epitheli oreticular cells; these cells exhibit flattened nuclei. The more central
mass of the corpuscle contains fully keratinized cells. In addition to
numerous lymphocytes, the micrograph also shows type v epithelioreticular cells (arrows), with their eosinophilic cytoplasm and large,
pale-staining nuclei. x 600.

ing of their numerous la rge lysosomes. Accordingly,
these macrophages are called PAS cells.
While the epithelioreticular cells of the thymic cortex
play an important role in the development of immunocompetent T cells, recent evidence shows that T cells at the
different stages of differentiation control the microarchitecture of the thymic epithelioreticular cells, a phenomenon called "crosstalk. " The developing lymphocytes and
epithelioreticu lar cells thus influence each other during T
cell development.

cortex and the medulla close to type III cells. They possess sheet-like processes with occluding junctions between adjacent cells as well as between them and type III
cells. In cooperation with type III cells, they create the
barrier at the corticomedullary junction.
• Type V epithelioreticular cells are located throughout
the medulla. Like the type II cells located in the cortex,
processes of adjacent cells are joined by desmosomes to
provide the cellular framework of the medulla and to
compartmentalize groups of lymphocytes. These nuclei
contrast markedly with the densely staining lymphocyte
nuclei.
• Type VI epithelioreticular cells form the most characteristic feature of the thymic medulla, the thymic or
Hassall's corpuscles (Fig. 13.26). Thymic corpuscles are
isolated masses of closely packed, concentrically
arranged type VI epithelioreticular cells that exhibit
flattened nuclei. TEM studies of these cells reveal keratohyalin granules, bundles of cytoplasmic intermediate
filaments, and lipid droplets. The cells are joined by
desmosomes. The center of a thymic corpuscle may display evidence of keratinization, not a surprising fea ture
for cells developed from oropharyngeal epithelium.
Thymic corpuscles are unique, antigenically distinct,
and functionally active multicellular components of the
medulla. Although the function of thymic corpuscles is
not fully understood, histochemical studies show that
they produce thymic hormones (e.g., thymosin and
thymopoietin).
Blood vessels pass from the trabeculae to enter the
parenchyma of the thymus. Typically, the blood vessels enter the medulla from the deeper parts of the trabeculae and
carr y a sheath of connective tissue along with them . This
perivascular connective tissue sheath varies in thickness. It
is thicker around larger vessels and graduall y becomes
thinner around smaller vessels. Where it is thick, it contains reticular fibers, fibroblasts, macrophages, plasma
cells, and other cells found in loose connective tissue;
where it is thin, it may contain only reticular fibers and occasional fibroblasts.

Thymic or Hassall's corpuscles (derived from type VI
epithelioreticular cells) are a distinguishing feature
of the thymic medulla

The blood-thymus barrier protects developing lymphocytes in
the thymus from exposure to antigens

The thymic medulla, the inner portion of the
parenchyma, contains a large number of epithelioreticular
cells and loosely packed T cells (Fig. 13 .25). The medulla

Lymphocytes reaching the thymic cortex are prevented
from contact with antigen by a physical barrier called the
blood-thymus barrier (Fig. 13 .27). The components that

FIGURE 13.26

Electron micrograph of a thymic (Hassan's) corpuscle. This relatively
low magnification electron micrograph shows some of the nuclei (N)
and cytoplasm of the concentrically arranged epithelioreticular cells
of a thymic (Hassall's) corpuscle. Bundles of intermediate filaments,
keratohyalin granules, and lipid droplets are also evident within tile
cytoplasm of the epithelioreticular cells. Fully keratinized cells {black
layerj are present in the center of the thymic corpuscle. x 5,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Johannes A. G. Rhodin.)

constitute the blood-thymus barrier between the T cells
and the lumen of cortical blood vessels from the lumen
outward, are
• Lining endothelium of the capillary wall. The endothelium is of the continuous type with occluding junctions.
It is highly impermeable to macromolecules and is considered a major structural component of the barrier
within the cortical parenchyma. The underlying basal
lamina of endothelial cells and occasional pericytes are
also part of the capillary wall.
• Macrophages in the surrounding perivascular connective tissue. Antigenic molecules that escape from
the capillary lumen into the cortical parenchyma may
be phagocytosed by macrophages residing in this
tissue.
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education (Fig. 13 .28 ). T his process is cha racte r ized
perivascula r
connective tissue
capilla ry
wall

bloodthymus
ba rrier

by t he expr ession and deletion of sp ecific s urface CD
a ntigens.
The expression of CD 2 and CD? m olecules o n the cell
surface indica tes an early (double negative) stage of differenti ation. This ea rl y stage is fo llowed by the expression of
the CDl molecule, which indicates the middle stage o fT
cell d ifferentiation. As ma turation progresses, the cells express TCRs, C D 3, and both CD4 and CD8 molecules
(double-positive stage). These cells are the n presented with
self and foreign antigens by type II a nd III epithelioreticular cells. If the lymphocyte recognizes "self" MHC m o lec ules and "self" or foreign antigen, it will survive (positive
selection). If not, the cell will die. Cells that pass the positive selection test leave the cortex and enter the m edulla.
Here, they undergo another selection process in which cells
that recognize "self" antigen di splayed by self MHC are
e liminated (negative selection). The cells that survive become e ither cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (by losing
CD4 and retaining CD8) or helper CD4 + T lymphocytes
(by losing CD 8 and re ta ining CD4 ). This stage is called the
single-positive stage. Now t he cells leave the thymus by
passing from t he medulla into the blood circulation. T he
p rocess of thymic cell ed ucation is promoted by substances
secreted by the epithelioreticular cells, including interJenkins, colony stimulating factors, interferon y, thymosin,
and thymopoietin.
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Schematic diagram of the blood-thymus barrier. The blood-thym us
barrier consists of three major elements: (1) capillary endotheli um
and its basal lamina, (2) perivascular connective tissue space occupied by macrophages, a nd (3) type I epithelioreticular cells with their
basal lamina. The perivascular connective tissue is enclosed between
the basal lamina of the epithelioreticular cells and the endothelial cell
basal lamina. These layers provide the necessary protection to the
developing immature T cells and separate them from mature im·
munocompetent lymphocytes circulating in the bloodstream.

• Type I epitheli01•eticular cells with their occluding junctions. T hese cells pro vide further protection to the developin g T cells. The epithelioretic ular cells surro und
the capillary wa ll in tl1e cortex a nd w ith th eir basal la mina re present a nother major structura l component of th e
blood- thymus barrier.
The thymus is the site ofT cell education
During fe ta l li fe, t he th ymus is populated by multipotentia l lymphoid stem cells that or igina te from th e bone
m arrow and are destined to d evelop into im mu n ocompetent T cells. Stem cell m atura tio n an d differenti a tion into immun oco mpe ten t T cells is ca lled thymic cell

The spleen is a bout the size o f a clenched fist and is th e
largest lymphatic organ. It is located in the upper left q uadrant of the abdomina l cavity a nd has a rich blood supply.
The spleen filters blood and reacts immunologically to
blood-borne antigens
T he spleen has both morphologic and inmmnologic filtering functions. In additio n to large n u mbers o f lymph ocytes, it contains sp eciali zed vascula r sp aces or ch a nnels, a
meshwork of reticular cells an d reticul ar .fibers, a nd a rich
supply of macroph ages. These contents allow the spleen to
m onitor the blood immun o logica lly, muc h as th e macrop hages of the lymph nodes monitor the lymph.
Most of the spleen consists of splenic p ulp. Sple nic
pulp, in turn, is div ided into two functiona lly and morpho logically different regio ns: white pulp a nd red pulp,
based on the color of fres h sections. White pulp appea rs
as circular or elonga ted w hitish gray areas surrounded by
red pulp .
The spleen is encl osed by a dense connective tissue capsule from w hich trabeculae extend into the parench yma of
t he organ (Fig . 13.29). The connective tiss ue of t he caps ule
a nd trabecul ae contains myofibroblasts. These contractile
cells a lso produce extrace llular connective tissue fibers. In
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m a ny mamma ls the spleen h o lds la rge vol umes o f red
blood cells in reserve. In these species, contraqion in the
cap sule a ild trabecu lae helps discharge stored red blood
cell s into the systemic circulatio n. The huma n spleen normall y retains relatively little bloo d, but it has the ca pacity
for contractio n by m ea ns of the contractile cells in th e capsul e a nd tra beculae.
The hilum, located on t he m edial surface of the spleen ,
is the site for the passage of the s ple nic artery and vein,
nerves, a nd lymphatic vesse ls. The lymph atic vessels orig in ate in the w hite pulp nea r the trabecu lae a nd constitute a
route for lymphocytes leaving th e spleen.
White pulp consists of a thick accumulation of lymphocytes
surrounding an artery
The white pulp consist s of lymph a tic ti ssue, m ostly
lymph ocytes. In H &E-stained sections, w hite pulp ap-

Schematic drawing of the major steps in thymic education. The
process of multipotential lymphatic stem cell (CFU·L) maturation
and differentiation into immunocompetent T cells is accomplished by the expression and deletion of specific surface CD antigens. The CFU-L stem cells enter the medulla of the thymus via a
postcapillary venule a nd then migrate to the periphery of the
thymic lobule. The presence of C02 and CD7 molecules on the
cell surface indicates an ea rly stage of differentiation. This is fol·
lowed by expression of the COl molecule, indicating the midstage of T cell differentiation. As maturation progresses, the cells
express TCRs, CD3, CD4, and CDS molecules. These cells are then
presented with self and foreign antigens by type II and Ill epithelioreticular (ere) cells. If the lymphocyte recognizes self MHC and
self or foreign antigen, it will survive the selection (positive selection); if not, death of the cell will occur. Cells that pass the positive selection test leave the cortex and enter the medulla. Here
they undergo another selection process in which cells directed to
self-an tigen displayed by self MHC are eliminated (negative selection). Cells that survive that selection then become either cyto·
toxic cos ~ T lymphocytes or helper CD4+ T lymphocytes. These
cells are now ready for the immune response; they leave tile thymus from the medulla and enter the blood circulation. Hormonal
substances secreted by type VI epithelioreticular cells within the
thymic (Hassall's) corpuscle promote the process of thymic cell education. Note the distribution of all six types of epitllelioreticular
cells.

p ears b asop hilic because of the den se heterochromatin in
the nucl ei of the numero us lymph ocytes. Branc hes of the
sple nic artery co urse t hrough t he capsule and trabec ulae
of the spleen a nd t hen enter th e white pulp. Within the
w hite pul p, th e branch of th e sp lenic a rter y is ca lled
the central m1:ery. Lymphocytes that aggregate a round
the centra l a rtery constitute the periarterial lymphatic
sheath (PALS). The PALS has a r o ug hly cylindrical config uration that co nforms to the co urse of the centra l a rtery. In c ross sectio ns, the PALS appears ci rcul a r and
may resem ble a lymp hatic nodu le. The presence of the
centr a l artery, however, disting ui shes the PALS from typical lymphatic nodules found in other sites. Nod ules appear as loca lized expan sions o f the PALS a nd displace
the centra l arter y, so that it occupies an eccen tric rath er
th an a cen tra l position .
The nodules a re the terri tory of B lymph ocytes; other
lymphocytes of t he PALS are chiefly T lymphocytes that
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lymphocytes, plasma cells, and gra nul ocytes. Splenic
macrophages phagocytose damaged red blood cells. The
iron from destroyed red blood cells is used in the formation of new red blood cells; splenic macrophages begin
the process of hemoglobin breakdown and iron reclamation. Megakaryocytes are also present in certain species,
such as r odents and the cat, but not in humans except
during fetal life.

spleniclgerminal
nodule
center
(white marginal
pulp)
area

The splenic or venous sinuses are special sinusoidal vessels
lined by rod-shaped endothelial cells

trabecular
artery
and vein

a
FIGURE 13.29

Schematic diagram and photomicrograph of splenic structure. a. The
substance of the spleen is divided into wl1ite pulp and red pulp. White
pulp consists of a cylindrica l mass of lymphocytes arranged around a
central artery that constitutes the periarterial lymphatic sheath (PALS).
Splenic nodules occur along the length of the PALS. When observed
in cross section through part of the sheath that contains a nodule, the
central artery appears eccentrically located with respect to the lymphatic mass. The red pulp consists of splenic sinuses surrounded by
splenic cords (cords of Billroth). A capsule surrounds the spleen and
from it trabeculae project into the substance of the spleen. Both capsule and trabeculae give the appearance of dense connective tissue

surround the nodules. Thus, the PALS may be considered
a thymus-dependent zone similar to the deep cortex of a
lymph node. The nodules usually conta in germinal centers,
which, as in other lymp hatic tissues, develop as B cells proliferate following their activation. In humans, germinal
centers develop within 24 hours after antigen exposure
and may become extremely large and visible with the
naked eye. These enlarged nodules are called splenic nodules or Malpighian corpuscles (not to be confused with the
renal corpuscles that have th e same name).

infiltrated by numerous myofibroblasts. Blood vessels traverse the
capsule and trabeculae before and after passage within the substance
of the spleen. Lymphatic vessels originate in the white pulp near the
trabeculae. b. This low-magnification photomicrograph of the spleen
reveals the same components shown in the previous drawing. Note
the capsule with several trabeculae projecting into the substance of
the spleen. In the center, there is a trabecula containing a trabecular
vein througl1 which blood leaves the organ. The red pulp constitutes
the greater bulk of the splenic tissue. The white pulp contains lymphatic tissue that follows and ensheathes the central artery. Expansion of tile white pulp creates the splenic nodules. X45.

Red pulp contains large numbers of red blood cells that it
filters and degrades

Red pulp has a red appearance in the fresh sta te as
well as in histologic sections because it contains large
numbers of red blood cells. Essentially, red pulp consists
of splenic sinuses separated by splenic cords (cords of
BilJroth). Splenic cords consist of the now-familiar loose
meshwork of reticular cells a nd reticular fibers that
contain large numbers of erythrocytes, macrophages,

The endothelial cells that line the splenic sinuses are extremely long. Their longitudinal axis runs parallel to the
direction of the vessel (Fig. 13.30). There are few contact
points between adjacent cells, thus producing prominent
intercellular spaces. These spaces allow blood cells to pass
readily into and out of the sinuses. Processes of
macrophages extend between the endothelial cells and into
the lumen of the sinuses to monitor the passing blood for
foreign antigens.
The sinuses do not possess a continuous basal lamina.
Strands of basal lamina loop around the outside of the sinus much like the hoops that loop around the staves of a
barrel. These strands are at right angles to the long axes of
the endothelial cells. This material stains with silvercontaining reagents or with the PAS reaction. Neither
smooth muscle nor pericytes are present in the wall of
splenic sinuses. Reticular cell processes may extend to the
basal side of the endothelial cells and are probably associated with the reticular fibers that appear to merge with the
perisinusoidalloops of basal lamina. Blood fills both the sinuses and cords of the red pulp, often obscuring the underlying structures and making it difficult to distinguish
between the cords and the sinuses in histologic sections.
Circulation within red pulp allows macrophages to screen
antigens in the blood

Branches of the splenic artery enter the white pulp from
the trabeculae. The central artery sends bran~hes to the
white pulp itself and to the sinuses at the perimeter of
the white pulp, called marginal sinuses (see Fig. 13.29).
The central artery continues into the red pulp, where it
branches into several relatively straight arterioles called

penicillar arterioles. The penicillar arterioles then continue as arterial capillaries. Some arterial capillaries are
surrounded by aggregations of macrophages and are thus
called sheathed capillm·ies. Sheathed capillaries then empty
d irectly into the reticular meshwork of the splenic cords
rather than connecting to the endothelium-lined splenic sinuses. Blood entering the red pulp in this manner percolates
through the cords and is exposed to the macrophages of the
cords before returning to the circulation by sq ueezing
through the walls of the splenic sinuses (Fig. 13.31). This
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type of circulation is referred to as open circulation, and it
is the only route by which blood returns to the venous circulation in humans. In other species such as the rat and
dog, some of the blood from the sheathed capillaries passes
directly to the splenic sinuses of the red pulp. This type of
circulation is referred to as closed circulation.
Open circulation exposes the blood more efficiently to
the macrophages of the red pulp. Both transmission and
scanning electron micrographs often show blood cells in
transit across the endothelitll11 of the sinus, presumably
r eentering the vascular system from the red pulp cords.
The blood collected in the sinuses drains to tributaries of
the trabecular veins that converge into larger veins and
eventually leaves the spleen by the splenic vein. The splenic
vein in turn joins the drainage from the intestine in the hepatic portal ve in (see page 535).
The spleen performs both immune and hemopoietic functions

Because the spleen filters blood as the lymph nodes filter
lymph, it functions in both the immune and the hemopoietic systems.
Immtme system functions of the spleen include
• Antigen presentation by APCs and initiation of immune
response
• Activation and proliferation of B and T lymphocytes
• Production of antibodies against antigen present in circulating blood
• Removal of macromolecular antigens from the blood
• Proliferation of lymphocytes and differentiation of B
cells and plasma cells, as well as secretion of antibodies,
occm in the white pulp of the spleen; in this r egard, the
white pulp is the equivalent of othe1· lymphatic organs
Hemopoietic functions of the spleen include
• Removal and destruction of senescent, damaged, and
abnormal erythrocytes and platelets
• Retrieval of iron from erythrocyte hemoglobin
• Formation of erytluocytes during early fetal life
• Storage of blood, especially red blood cells, in some
species
The role of the red pulp is primarily blood filtration, i.e.,
removal of particulate material; macromolecular antigens;
and aged, abnormal, or damage d blood cells and platelets
from the circulating blood. These functions ar e accomplished by the macrophages embedded in the reticular
meshwork of the red pulp. Senescent, damaged, or abnormal r ed cells are broken down by the lysosomes of the
macrophages; the iron of the hemoglobin is retrieved and
stored as ferritin or hemosiderin for future recycling. The
heme porti on of the molecule is broken down to bilirubin,
which is transported to the liver via the portal system and
there conjugated to glucuronic acid. Conjugated bilirubin
is secreted into the bile, giving it a characteristic color.
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Macrophages recognize senescent or abnormal blood
cells by several different mechanisms:

FIGURE 13.30
Splenic sinus and splenic cord structure. a. This scanning electron mi·
crograph shows a cross section of a splenic sinus (SS), revealing the
lattice structure of its wall. Through the multiple openings in the wall,
processes of macrophages (arrows) are inserted Into the sinus lumen.
The remainder of the micrograph shows characteristically smooth·
surfaced processes of reticular cells (RC). The spaces of the reticular
cell framework contain neutrophils (N), macrophages (M), and blood
platelets (P). x 4,400. b. Schematic diagram of the reconstructed struc·
ture of splenic sinus. Note the direction of blood flow In open and
closed circulation. c. Scanning electron micrograph of the splenic si·
nus, showing the architecture of the sinus wall as seen from Its lumi·
nal side. Rod-like endothelial cells run in parallel and are intermit·
tently connected to each other by side processes. A nuclear swelling
is shown at lower right. The tapered ends of a few of the rod cells are
seen. The macrophage (M), neutrophil (N), and lymphocyte (L) are out·
side the sinus. x 5,300. (From Fujita T, Tanaka K, Tokunga J. SEM Atlas
of Cells and Tissues. Tokyo: lgaku·Shoin, 1981.)

FIGURE 13.31
Schematic diagram of open and closed
splenic circulation. In the open clrcula·
tion, which occurs in humans, penlcillar
arterioles empty directly into the retlcu·
lar meshwork of the cords rather than
connecting to the endothelium-lined
splenic sinuses. Blood entering the red
pulp then percolates through the cords
and is exposed to the macrophages re·
siding there. In the closed circulation,
which occurs in other species, the penl·
clllar arterioles empty directly into the
splenic sinuses of the red pulp.

• Nonspecific mechanisms involve morphologic and bio-

In addition, specific changes in glycosylation of glycophorins (see page 217) in aging erythrocytes act as a
recognition signal that triggers the elimination of senescent erythrocytes by macrophages.

chemical changes that occur in aged erythrocytes; they
become more r igid and are thus more easily trapped in
the mesh of the red pulp.
• Specific mechanisms include opsonization of the cell
membrane with anti-band 3 IgG anti bodies, which trigger Fe receptor- dependent phagocytosis of erythrocytes.

Despite these important functions, the spleen is not essential for human life. It can be removed surgically, which is
often done following trauma that causes intractable bleeding from the spleen. The removal and destruction of aging
red blood cells then occurs in the bone marrow and liver.

CHAPTER 13

PLATE 32. TONSIL
The palatine tonsils (faucial tonsils) are paired, ovoid structures that consist of dense
accumulations of lymphatic tissue located in the mucous membrane of the fauces (the
junction of the oropharynx and oral cavity). Tllis low-magnification (X30) survey micrograph shows the general structural features of part of the human tonsil. The epithelimn that forms the surface of the tonsil dips into the underlyi ng connective tissue in numerous places, forming crypts known as tonsillar crypts. One of these crypts is seen in
the survey micrograph (arrows). Numerous lymphatic nodules are evident in the walls
of the crypts.
In addition to the palatine tonsils illustrated here, similar aggregations of lymphatic
tissue are present beneath the epithelium of the tongue (lingual tonsils), under the epithelium of the roof of the nasopharynx (pharyngeal tonsils), and in smaller accumulations around the openings of the auditory (Eustachi an) tubes.
The tonsils guard the opening of the pharynx, the common entry to the respiratory
and digestive tracts. They can become inflamed because of repeated infection in the
oropharynx and nasopharynx and can even harbor bacteria that cause repeated infections if they are overwhelmed . When this occurs, the inflamed palatine tonsils and pharyngeal tonsils (also called adenoids) are removed surgically (tonsillectomy and adenoidectomy).

B
B

Figure 1, tonsil, human, H&E x 180.
This shows, at a higher magnification, part of the same
crypt as in the survey micrograph, as well as the adjacent
epithelium (Ep) and one of the lymphatic nodules (LN).
The crypt contains some cellular debris, a frequent occurrence. The lymphatic nodule exhibits a germinal center, the

Figure 2, tonsil, human, H&E x400; inset x 800.
The rectangular area in Figure 1 is shown here at hi gher
magnification, rotated 90° counterclockwise. The stratified
squamous epithelium (Ep ) is just barely recognized because of the heavy infiltration of lymphocytes, with the
deepest portion of the epithelium totally obscured, hence
the question mark on the lead line. Epithelial cells are pres-

lighter central region of the nodule. The darker-staining peripheral portion of the nodule contains numerous, closely
packed small lymphocytes intimately related to the epithelimn ; they have actually become incorporated in the epithelium. Portions of the germinal center have also become incorporated into the epithelium.
ent, though difficult to identify, in the gernlinal center as
well as in the periphery of the nodu le (small arrows). The
inset shows the oval inscribed area at higher mag nification
and the epithelial cells (arrows) more clearly. In effect, this
nodule has literally grown into the epithelium, di storting it
and resulting in the disappearance of the well-defi ned epithelial-connective tissue boundary.

KEY
Ep, epithelium
LN, lymphatic nodule
L P, lamina propria
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arrow (survey micrograph), tonsillar crypt
la rge arrow (Fig. 1), crypt
rectangula r area (Fig. 1), shown at higher
magnification in Fig. 2

small a rrows (Fig. 2), strands of epithelial
cells in nodule
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PLATE 33. LYMPH NODE I
Lymph nodes are small, encapsulated lymphatic organs that are located in the path of the
lymph vessels. They serve as filters of the lymph and as the principal site in which T and B
lymphocytes undergo antigen-dependent proliferation and differentiation into effector lymphocytes (plasma cells and T cells) and memory B cells and T cells. A low-magnification
(X 14) micrograph of a section through a human lymph node is shown on this page for orientati on. The capsule appears as a thin connective tissue covering.
T he parenchyma of the node is co mposed of a mass of lymphatic tissue, ananged as a cortex (C) that surrounds a less dense area, the medu lla (M). The cortex is interrupted at the hilum
of the organ (H), where there is a recognj zable concavity. It is at this site that blood vessels e nter a nd leave the lymph node; the efferent lymphatic vessels a lso leave the node at the hilu m.
Afferent lymphatic vessels penetrate the capsule at multiple sites to empty into an endothe li um-lined space, the cortical or subcapsular sinus. This sinus drains into the trabecular
sinuses that extend through the cortex alongside the trabecu lae and then supply the medullary
sinuses. These, in turn, drain to the efferent lymphatics that leave the node at the hilum.

B

Figure 1, lymph node, human, H&E x 120.
An area from the cortex is shown here at higher magnifi cation. The capsule (Cap) is composed of dense con nective
ti ss ue fro m which trabeculae (T) penetrate into the organ.
Immediately below the capsule is the cortical or subcapsular sinus (CS), which receives lymph from the afferent lymphatic vessels after they penetrate the capsule. T he cortical
sinus is conti nuous with the trabecular sinuses (TS) that
course along the trabeculae.
The cortex contains the lymphatic nodul es (LN) and a
deeper component that lacks nodules, known as the deep

B

Figure 2, lymph node, human, H&E x400; inset
X640.

This higher-magnification micrograph of a lymphati c
nodul e fro m Figure 1 illustrates the germin al center (GC)
containing medium and large lymphocytes. Germin al cente rs also contain plasma cells. Divid ing lymphocytes are
shown at slightly higher magni fication in the inset (arrows), which corresponds to the area in the circle in Figure
2. The inset a lso reveals nuclei of the retic ular cells (RC)
that form the connective ti ssue stroma throughout the organ. The ovoid reticular cell has a large pale-stain ing nu-

cortex. Whereas lymph nod ul es and their lighter-staining
germinal cente rs c haracteri ze the outer cortex, a more
dense mass of lymphocytes, which im part a distinct basophilia, characterize the deep cortex. In contrast to these
areas, the medulla is characterized by narrow strands of
anastomosi ng lymphatic tissue containi ng numerous lymphocytes, the medullary cords (M C), separated by light-appearing areas known as the medullary sinuses (MS). T he
medull ary sinuses receive lymph from the trabecular sinuses and lymph fi ltered through the cortical tissue.

deus, and its cytoplasm forms long processes that surrou nd
the reticular fibers. In H&E preparations, the reti cular fibers
and the surrounding cytopl asm are difficult to identify.
Reticu lar cells are best seen in the sinuses, where they extend across the lymphatic space and are relatively unobscut·ed by other cells.
A unique vessel, the postcapi llary venule (P CV), is
fou nd in relation to the lymphatic nodules, particularly in
the deep cortex. T hese vessels have an e ndothelium composed of tall cells between which lymphocytes mi grate
from the vessel lumen into the parenc hyma.

KEY
C, cortex
Cap, caps ule
CS, cortical or subcapsular sinus
GC, germinal center
H,hilum

LN, lymphatic nodule
M, medulla
MC, medul lary cords
MS, medullary sinus
PCV, postcapillary venule

RC, reticular cells
T, trabecula
TS, trabecular sinus
arrows, d ividing lymphocytes
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PLATE 34. LYMPH NODE II
Imm unocompetent B cells that have been exposed to an antigen that they can recognize and bind migrate to a lymph node,
where they undergo blastic transformation and begin a series of mitotic divisions that produce large numbers of immature immunoblasts. The immunoblasts proliferate fu rther and then differentiate into a clone of lymphocytes that differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells and memory cells. Immunocompetent T lymphocytes behave in a similar manner but differentiate into several types ofT cells (rather than plasma cells) and memory cells. B cell proliferation and differentiation take place
in germinal centers in the cortex of the lymph node. T cell proliferation and differentiation take place in the juxramedullc11y
cortex. Newly differentiated plasma cells migrate to the medulla, where they release antibodies into the lymph leaving the
node. They may also leave the node, enter the blood vascular system at the thoracic duct, and travel to localized sites in the
connective tissue where they may continue to produce antibodies or may remain as memory cells.

Ea

Figure 1, lymph node, human, H&E x365.
This micrograph shows the lymph node deep cortex. As
noted in the previous plate, it lies below the region containing the lymph nodules and consists of closely packed
lymphocytes. A number of blood vessels can be seen in this
region. Whereas typical small blood vessels such as capillaries (Cap) and venules are present, the more unusual postcapillary venule (PCV) is also found in this region. A small
vessel that can be identified as a venule ( Ven) , based on lumen size and wall thickness, is seen at a point of transition
to become a postcapillary venule (arrowheads). The endothelial cell nuclei at this point of juncture have become
cuboidal. The postcapillary venule is identified by its en-

Ea

Figure 2, lymph node, human, H&E x 250.
The area shown here, near the hilar reg ion of the node,
shows part of a lymph nodule (LN) , the cortical sinus (CS)
just below the capsule (Cap) , and some of the medullary sinus (MS). Both the cortical sinus and the medullary sinus
are spanned by reticular cells (RC). These cells wrap
around the collagen bundles that form the supporting tra-

the lymphocyte nuclei, which are round and densely
stained. In H&E preparations, these characteristics allow
for the distinction between the reticular cell and the lymphocyte.

Ea

Figure 3, lymph node, monkey, H&E x 530.
This micrograph shows an area in the region of the hilum
of the node. Two of the vessels here are efferent lymphatics;
both contai n a valve (Val). The upper lymphatic vessel ex-

hibits what appears to be an incomplete wall. The openings in
the vessel wall (anvws) are sites in which the medullary sinuses are emptying their contents into the lymphatic vessel.
Also present are a small artery (A) and a vei.n (V).

dothelium, which is composed of cells that are cuboidal. A
cross-sectioned profil e of a postcapillary venule is shown in
the inset at higher magnification (X700). The endothelial
cell nuclei are round and are lightly stained, in contrast to
the nuclei of the surroundi ng lymphocytes, which are of
similar size and shape but are densely stai ned. This vessel
also shows three lymphocytes (arrows) that are in the
process of migrating through the wall of the vessel. The
lower right corner of Figure I reveals a region where there
is a considerably lesser concentration of lymphocytes. This
area, part of the medu lla, contains spaces that represent
medullary sinuses (MS).

becular framework of the node. The inset reveals the boxed
area at higher magnification (X530). The nuclei of the
reticular cells (RC) are larger and less densely staining than

KEY
A, artery
Cap, capillary
CS, cortical sinus
LN, lymph nodule
MS, medullary sinus

PCV, postcapillary venule
RC, reticular cells
V, vein
Val, valve
Ven, venule

arrowheads, endothelial cells of postcapillary venu le
arJ'ows, Fig. I, endothelial cells; Fi g. 3,
opening of medull ary sinus to lymph vessel
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PLATE 35. SPLEEN I
The spleen is the largest lymphatic organ; it is sun·ounded by a capsule and located in the path of the bloodstream (splenic
artery and vein). The spleen filters the blood and reacts immunologically to blood-borne antigens. It has both morphologic and
immunologic filtering functions. The substance of the spleen, the splenic pul p, consists of red pulp and white pulp, so named
because of their appearance in fresh ti ssue. The white pulp is rich in lymphocytes that form a periarterial lymphatic sheath
(PALS ) around branches of the splenic artery that penetrate the white pulp. The red pulp contains large numbers of red blood
cells that it filters and degrades. Aged, damaged , or abnormal reel blood cells are trapped by macrophages associated with unusual vascular sinuses in the red pulp. These macrophages break down the red cells, begin the metabolic breakdown of hemoglobin, and retrieve and store the iron from the heme for reutilization in the formation of new red blood cells in the bone
marrow.
Figure 1, spleen, human, H&E x 65.
This low-magnification micrograph of the spleen reveals
its two major components, the red pulp (RP) and white pulp
(WP). In the center of the figure, there is a trabecula containing a blood vessel, a trabecular vein (TV) through
which blood leaves the organ. The red pulp consti tutes the
greater bulk of the splenic tissue. In life, the red pulp has
pulp-like texture; it is red as a result of the natural coloration of the numerous red blood cells present, hence its
name.
The white pulp, on the other hand, is so narned because
its content of lymphocytes appears in life as whitish areas .
ln tissue sections, however, the nucle i of the closely packed

lymphocytes impart an overall blue-staining response. The
lymphatic tissue that constitutes the white pulp differs from
nodules seen elsewhere in that it follows and ensheathes a
blood vessel, the central artery. The lymphatic tissue surrounding the artery exhibits periodic expansion, thus forming the nodules. When this occurs, the central artery (CA)
is displaced peripherally within the nodule.
In those regions where the lymphatic tissue is not in
nodular form, it is present as a thin cuff around the central
artery and is referred to as the periarterial lymphatic sheath.
If the plane of section does not include the artery, the
sheath may appear only as a localized and irregular aggregation of lymphocytes.

Figure 2, spleen, human, H&E x 160.
This figure reveals, at a higher magnification, the red pulp
and a portion of the trabecular vein from the area enclosed in
the uppermost rectangle in Figure 1. The red pulp is composed of two elements: venous sinuses ( VS) and the splenic
cords (of Billroth), the ti ssue that lies between the sinuses. In
this specimen, the venous sinuses can be seen to advantage
because the red blood cells in the sinuses have lysed and appear as unstained "ghosts"; only the nuclei of the white cells
are readily seen. (This is better shown in Plate 36.) The paler,
unstained areas thus represent the sinus lumina.

Near the top of the micrograph, two venous sinuses (arrows) empty into the trabecular vein (TV), thus showing the
continuity between venous sinuses and the trabecul ar veins.
The wall of the vein is thin, but the trabecula (T) containing the vessel gives the appearance of being part of the vessel wall. In humans as well as in other mammals, the capsule and the trabeculae that extend fro m the capsule contain
myofibroblasts. Under conditions of increasing physical
stress, contraction of these cells will occur and cause rapid
expulsion of blood from the venous sinuses into the trabecular veins and, thus, into the general circul ation.

@

@

Figure 3, spleen, human, H&E x240.
Thi s figure reveals, at higher magnifi cation, the splenic
nodule in the rectangle in the right porti on of Figure I . Present are a germinal center (GC) and a cross section tlu·ough
the thick-walled central arte ry (CA). As noted above, the
central artery is eccentrically placed in the nodul e. The
marginal zone (MZ) is the area that separates white pulp
and reel pulp (RP). Small arterial vessels and capillaries,
branc hes of the central artery, supply the white pulp, and

some pass into the retic ular network of the marginal zone,
terminating in a funnel-shaped orifice. Venous si nuses are
also found in the marginal zone, and occasionall y, arteri al
vessels may open into the sinuses. The details of the vascular suppl y are, at best, difficult to resolve in typical H&E
preparations. The penicillar arterioles, the terminal
branches of the central arte ry, supply the red p11lp but ar·e
likewise di fficult to resolve.

KEY
CA, central artery
GC, germinal center
MZ, marginal zone
RP, reel pulp
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T, trabecula
TV, trabecu lar vein
VS, venous sinus
WP, white pulp

aiTows (Fig. 2), venous sinuses emptyi ng
into the trabecular vein
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PLATE 36. SPLEEN II
Figure 1, spleen, human, H&E x 360.
T he red pulp, as noted in the previo us plate, has two
com pone nts: venous sinuses and the sple nic cords (of Billroth). The venous sinuses (VS) can be recogn ized by their
ci rcu mscribing endothelial wall. The red cells w ithin the
lumina of the vessels are appare nt only by virtue of the ir
outline, with the contents of the cells hav ing been lost dur-

Figure 2, spleen, human, H&E x 1200.
This fi gure reveals, at hig her mag nifi cati on, one o f the
venous s inuses and the surrounding spleni c (Billroth 's)
cord (BC) fro m the preceding fig ure. The wa ll of the s inus
cons is ts of elongate d rod-like endothelial cell s that are oriented paralle l to each o ther in the long ax is of the sinus. A
narrow, but clearly v is ibl e, intercellular space is usually
present between adjacent cells. (The s pace seen in light microscopic prepar ations is an exaggeration clue to shrinkage
during routine pre paration.) Whe n a veno us si nus is cut in
cross section, as in th is figure, the rod-shaped endothelial
lining cells are also cut in cross sectio n, and the cut edges
of the adjo ining cells are seen in the form of a ring. The

Figure 3, spleen, human, silver preparation x 120;
inset x 300.
The fra mework of the spleen consists of a capsul e, trabeculae that extend fro m the capsul e into the s ubstance of
the spleen, and a re ticular stro ma. T he s il ver-stained reticular stroma is illus trated in this figu re. Tn the white p ulp, the
germinal centers (GC) can be recognized by the c ircular
arra ngement a nd, to some degree, the pauci ty of the reticular fibers. The central ar teries (CA) are surrounded by a relative abundance o f reticular fi bers, hence the dense outline
of these vessels. T he arrangement of the fibers in the red
pul p is more variable in appearance. A special arrangem ent
of blackened fibers is seen in re latio n to the veno us sinus
(VS) of the red pulp. These fibers often ap pear as a n organized lattice that circumscribes the vessel.
T he inset in Fig ure 3 is a hig her magnification of the
area immediately above it. One of the vesse ls seen in the

ing the preparatio n of the tissue (lysed), leaving o nly a
ghost image. The cords are fi lled with a variety of cell
types, amo ng which ar e numerous lysed red bl ood cells.
These red cells have left the vascular channels; i.e., they are
extravascular. Macrophages can be identified in this specimen b y the pigment that they have sequestered (arrows),
specificall y, the breakdown products of old reel blood cells.
narrow intercellula r spaces then appear as slits between the
cross-sectioned cells. Occasio nall y, the wall of a sinus is
tangentially sectioned, and the cyto plasm of the endothelial
cells appears as a series of narrow stripes, as can be seen in
the lower left of F igure 1 (aste risks). Each linear component here is a s ingle endothel ia l cell.
The e ndotheli al cell nuclei (En) project into the sinus lumen. In e ffect, the nuclei fo rm a bleb-like struc ture that
then appears to sit within the lumen of the vessel. Unless
examined carefull y, they m ay give the impression that th ey
are nuclei of whi te blood cells. T his is especia lly true if the
white blood cells ( WBC) within the lume n of the sinus are
numerous.
inset has been sectioned ta ngentially along its wall, and its
c ircumscribing fib ers can be seen lying p arallel to o ne another like the rungs of a ladder (arrows). The vessel above
and in very close proximi ty (w ith the label VS in its lumen)
has also been sectioned lo ng itud ina lly, but the sectio n
passes deeper into the vessel; thus, the c ut e nds of the fi bers
are seen in cross-sectio nal pro file (arrowheads) and give
the appearance o f a series of dots outlin ing the wall of the
vessel. These fi bers are actuall y com posed of basal lamina
material. The basal lami na is not a thin sheath in thi s instance but, rather, forms a cord-like s tructure that fac ilitates
the passage o f cells across the endothel ium. T he true reticular fi bers (composed of coll agen fi brils) are darke r staining and thi cker. They can be seen between the closely apposed vessels.

KEY
BC, Bill roth's cord (splenic cord)
CA, central artery
En, endothe lial cell nucleus
GC, germi nal center
VS, venous sinus
WBC, white blood cells
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a rrowhead s (Fig. 3, inset ), silver-positive
fibe rs (basal lamina material) circumscribing the venous sinus endothelium
seen in cross-sectional profi le
arrows : Fig. I, pig ment (contained in
macrophages); Fig. 3 (inset), silver-

positive fibers (basal lamina materi al) circumscribing the venous sinus endothelium
asterisks (Fig. 1), wall of venous si nus seen
in tangential section
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PLATE 37. THYMUS
The thymus is a lymphatic organ that exhibits certain unique structural features. The s upporting reticular stroma arises from
endodermal epithelium and produces a cellular reticulum. There are no reticular fibers associated with these cells; instead, the
cells, designated epithelioreticular cells, serve as the stroma. Lymphocytes come to lie in the interstices of the cellular reticulum, and these two cellular elements, the lymphocytes and the epithelioreticular cells, comprise the bulk of the organ. The stem
lymphocytes that migrate into the endodermal rudiment in the embryo derive from the yolk sac and, later, from the red bone
marrow. These lymphocytes proliferate and become iJrununologically competent in the thymus, differentiating into the thynuts-dependent lymphocytes (i.e., T lymphocytes). Some of these lymphocytes migrate to other tissues to populate the thymusdependent portions of lymph nodes and spleen as well as to reside in the loose connective tissue. Many lymphocytes die or are
destroyed in the thymus because in the random process by which they acquire the ability to recognize and react to antigens
they become programmed against "self' antigens. Numerous macrophages are present to phagocytize these destroyed lymphocytes. A blood-thymus barrier is formed by the sheathing of the perivascular connective tissue of the thym us by the epithelioreticular cells. ln addition, there are no afferent lymphatic vessels to the thymus. Thus, it cannot react to circulating antigens. The thymus involutes eluting adolescence and is often difficult to recognize in the adult.
A connective tiss ue capsule (Cap) surrounds each lobe of the two lobes of the thymus and sends trabeculae (T) into the
parenchyma to form lobules. The lobules are not completely separate units; rather, they interconnec t because of the discontinuous nature of the trabeculae.

6_j
6_j

Figure 1, thymus, human, H&E x40.
Examination of the thymus at low mag nification reveals
the lobules ( L) composed of a dark-staining basophilic cortex (C) and a lighter-staining and relatively eosinophilic

Figure 2, thymus, human, H&E x 140.
It is the rel ative difference in the lymphocyte population
(per unit area) and, in particular, the staining of theiJ· nuclei
with hematoxylin that creates the difference in appearance
between cortex (C) and medulla (M ). Note that some of the
medullary areas bear a resemblance to germinal centers of
other lymphatic organs because of the medulla appearing as
isolated c ircular areas (upper left of Fig. 1). The medullary
component, however, is actually a continuous branching
mass surrounded by cortical tissue. Thus, the " isolated"
medullary profiles are actually united with one another, although not within the pla ne of section. A suggestion of s uch

Figure 3, thymus, human, H&E x600.
The medulla usually possesses varying numbers of ciJ·cular bodies called HassaU's, or thymic, corpuscles (HC).
The corpuscles are large concentric layers of flattened epithelio retic ular cells ( Ep ). They stain readily with eosin and
can be distinguished eas il y with low magnification, as in
Figures 1 and 2 (arrows). The center of a corpuscle, particul arly a large one, may show evidence of keratinization and
appear somewhat amorphous.

medulla (M ). The cortex contains numerous densely packed
lymphocytes, whereas the medulla contains fewer lymphocytes and is consequently less densely packed.

continuity can be seen on the right in Figure 1, where the
medulla appears to extend across several lobules.
The main cellular constituents of the thymus are lymphocytes (thymocytes), with characteristic small, round,
dark-staining nuclei, and epithe lioreticular supporting cells,
with large pale-staining nuclei. Both of the cell types can be
di stinguished in Figure 3, which provides a high-magnification view of the medulla. Because there are fewer lymphocytes in the medulla, it is the area of choice to examine
the epithe lioreticular cells. The thymu s also contains
macrophages; however, they are difficult to distinguish
from the epithelioreticular cells.
The thymus gland remains as a large structure until the
time of puberty. At that time, regressive changes occur that
result in a significant reduction in the amount of thymic tissue. The young thymus is hi ghly cellul ar and contains a
minimum of adipose ti ssue. On the other h<Uld, in the older
thymus, much adipose tiss ue is present between the lobules . With continued involution, adipose cells are found
even within the thymic ti ss ue itself. Occasional plasma
cells may be present in the periphery of the thymic cortex
of the involuting thymus gland.

KEY
BV, blood vessels

C, cortex
Cap, capsule
Ep, epithelioreticular cells
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HC, Hassall 's corpuscles
L, lobule
M, medulla
T, trabeculae

arrowheads, nuclei of epithelioreticular
cells of Hassall 's corpuscles

arrows (Figs. 1 and 2), Hassall 's corpuscles
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nourished individuals and in individuals living in cold climates, the adipose tissue can be quite thick.
The epidermal derivatives of the skin (epithelial skin
appendages) include the following structures and integumentary products :

Integumentary System
OVERVIEW OF THE INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM
LAYERS OF THE SKIN
Epidermis 401
Dermis 403

Hair follicles and hair
Sweat (sudoriferous) glands
Sebaceous glands
Nails
Mammary glands

The integumentary system performs essential functions
related to its external surface location

400

401

CELLS OF THE EPIDERMIS
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Skin and its derivatives constitute a complex organ
composed of many different cell types. The diversity of
these cells and their ability to work together provide a
number of functions that allow the individual to cope
with the external environment. Major functions of the
skin include
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• It acts as a barrier that protects against physical, chemical, and biologic agents in the external environment
(i.e., mechanical barrier, permeability barrier, ultraviolet
barrier).
• It provides immunologic information obtained during
antigen processing to the appropriate effector cells in the
lymphatic tissue.
• It participates in homeostasis by regulating body temperature and water loss .
• It conveys sens01y information about the external environment to the nervous system.
• It performs endoe~ine functions by secreting hormones,
cytokines, and growth factors and converting precursor
molecules into hormonally active molecules (vitamin D),
• It functions in excretio1l through exocrine secretion of
sweat, sebaceous, and apocrin~e glands.
In addition, certain lipid-soluble substances ma y be absorbed through the skin. Although not a function of skin,
this property is frequently used in delivery of therapeutic
agents.

Q OVERVIEW OF THE
INTEGUMENTARY SYSTEM
The skin (cutis, integument) and its derivatives constitute
the integumentary system. The skin forms the external covering of the body and is its largest organ, constituting 15 to
20% of its total mass. The skin consists of two main layers:

• Epidermis, composed of a kera tinized stratified squamous epithelium that grows contin uously but maintains
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its normal thickness by the process of desquamation.
Epidermis is derived from ectoderm.
• Dermis, composed of a dense connective tissue that imparts mechanical support, strength, and thickness to the
skin. Dermis is derived from mesoderm.
The hypodermis contains variable amounts of adipose
tissue arranged into lobules separated by connective tissue
septa. It lies deep to the dermis and is equivalent to the
subcutaneous fascia described in gross anatomy. In well-

Skin is categorized as thick or thin, a reflection of thickness and
location

The thickness of the skin varies over the surface of the
body, from less than 1 mm to more than 5 mm. However,
the skin is obviously both gross ly and histologica lly different at two locations, the palms of the hands and the soles
of the feet; these areas are s~ubject to the most abrasion, are
hairless, and have a much thicker epidermal layer than
skin in any other location. This hairless skin is referred to

as thick skin. Elsewhere, the skin possesses a much thinner
epidermis and is called thin skin. It contains hair follicles
in all but a few locations.
The terms thick skin and thin skin, as used in histologic
description, are m.isnomers and refer only to the thickness
of the epidermal layer. Anatomically, the thickest skin is
found on the upper portion of the back where the dermis
is exceedingly thick. The epidermis of the upper back,
howevet; is comparable to that of thin skin found elsewhere on the body. ln contrast, in certain other sites such
as the eyelid, the skin is extremely thin.

Q LAYERS OF TH E SKIN
Epidermis
The epidermis is composed of stratified squamous epithelium in which four distinct layers can be identified. In the
case of thick skin, a fifth layer is observed (Figs. 14.1 and
14.2). Beginning with the deepest layer, these are

• Stratum basale, also called the stratum germinativum
because of the presence of mitotically active cells, the
stem cells of the epidermis
• Stratum spinosum, also called the spirzous or prickle cell
layer because of the characteristic light microscopic appearance of short processes extending from cell to cell
• Stratum granulosum, wh ich contains numerous intensely staining granules
• Stratum lucidum, l.imited to thick skin and considered a
subdivision of the stratum corneum
• Stratum corneum, composed of keratinized cells
Differentiation of epithelial cells constitutes a specialized form
of apoptosis

Termina l differentiation of the epiderma l cells, wh ich
begins with the cell divisions in the stra tum basale, is considered a specialized form of apoptosis. Cells in the stratum granulosum exhibit typical apoptotic nuclea r morphology, including fragmentation of their DNA. However,
the cell ular fragmentation associated with normal apoptosis does not occur; instead, the cells become filled with fil aments of the intracellular protein keratin and are later
· sloughed from the skin surface.
The stratum basale provides for epidermal cell renewal

The stratum basale is represented by a single layer of
cells that rests on the basal lamina. It contains the stem
cells from whi.ch new cells, the keratinocytes, arise by mitotic division. For this reason, the stratum basale is also
called the stratum germinativum. The cells are small and
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The cells of the stratum spinosum characteristically exhibit
spinous processes

The stratum corneum consists of a nucleate squamous cells
largely filled with keratin fila ments

FIGURE 14.1

a re c ubo ida l to low columnar. They have l.ess cyto plasm
th an the cells in the layer ab ove; con sequently, the ir nucl ei
are m o re closely spaced . The closely sp aced nucle i, in combination w ith t he basophilic cytopla sm o f these cells, impa rts a noticea ble basophilia to the stratum basale. The
basa l cells a lso conta in variou s am ounts o f me lanin (desc ribed la ter ) in the ir cytoplasm t hat is transfe rred from
neighbo r ing me la nocytes interspersed in thi s layer. Basa l
cells ex h ibit extensive cell junct io n s; they a re connected to
each othe r a nd to kera tinocytes by desmosomes a nd to t he
underl ying basa l la mina by hemidesmo so mes. As new keratinocytes arise in th is layer by mitotic div isio n, t hey m o ve
into th e next layer, thu s beginn ing the ir process o f upwa rd
migration . This process termi nates w hen the cell becomes
a mature keratinized cell, w hich is eventu a lly sloughed off
a t the sk in surface.

FIG URE 14.3
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varies from one to three cells thick. ·The cells contain numerous keratohyalin gra1tules, hence the name of th e
la yer. These g ra nules con tai n cystine-rich and histidinerich proteins, w hich are the precursors of the protein filaggrin th at aggrega tes the kera tin filaments present with in
the cornified cells of the stratum corneum. Keratohya lin
granules are irregular in shape and va riable in size. Beca use
of their intense basophi lic staining, they are readily seen in
routine histo logic sectio ns.

The stratum spinosum is a t least severa l cells thick. T he
cells are larger tha n those of th e stratum basale. They exhibit numerous cytoplasmic processes or s pines, w hich
gives this layer its na m e (Fig. 14.3). The processes are a ttached to similar processes of adjacent cells by desmosomes . In the light microscope, the site of the desmosome
appears as a slig ht thickenin g called the node of Bizzozero.
The processes ar e usuall y ver y conspicuous, in part because
the cells shrink during prep aration and a res ultant expanded intercellular s pace d evelops between the spines. Be-

Photomicrograph showing the layers of thin skin. Tl1is H&E- stained
specimen from human skin shows the two ch ief layers of the skin, the
epidermis (Epi) and dermis (Derm). The epidermis forms the surface; it
consists of stratified squamous epithe lium that is keratinized. The der·
mis consists of two layers: the papillary layer, which is the most superiicial layer and is adjacent to the epidermis, and the more deeply
positioned reticular layer. The boundary between these two layers is
not conspicuous; the papillary layer is, however, more cellular than
the reticular layer. In addition, the collagen fibers of the reticular layer
are thick (clearly visible in the lower part of the figure); those of the
papillary layer are thin. x 45.
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Photomicrograph of the stratum spinosum and stratum basale. The
epidermis of thin skin is shown here at higher magnification. The onecell-deep layer at the base of the epidermis just above the connective
tissue (CT) of the dermis is the stratum basale (58). The cells of this
layer rest on the basement membrane. A layer referred to as the stratum spinosum (55) is located just above the stratum basale. It consists
of cells with spinous processes on their surfaces. These processes are
attac11ed to spinous processes of neighboring cells by desmosomes
a nd together appear as intercellular bridges. X640.

Usuall y, an a brupt transition occurs between the nu cleated cells of the stratum gran u los um and the flatten ed, desiccated, anucleate cells of the stratum comeum. The cells
in the stratu m co rne um a re t he most differentiated cells in
the sk in . They lose t heir nucle us and cytoplasmic organe ll es a nd becom e fil led a lmost entirely with kera tin filaments. The thick plasma m em bra ne of these corn ified,
keratinized cells is coated fro m the outside, in t he deep er
portion of this layer, w ith a n ex tracellular la yer of lipids
that for m the major constituent of the water ban-ier in the
epidermis (see page 406).
The stra tum corne um is t he layer that varies most in
thickness, being thickest in thick skin. The thickness of thi s
layer con stitu tes the princ ipa l d ifference between the ep idermis of thic k a nd t hi n skin. This cornified layer wi ll beco m e even thicker at sites subjected to un us ua l amount s of
friction, as in t he fo rma ti on of ca ll uses on the palms of the
hand and o n the finge rtips.
T he stratum lucidum, considered a subdivision of th e
stra tum corneum by some h istologists, is found only in
thick skin. In the lig ht mic roscope, it often has a refractile
appea rance and may stai n poorly. This highly refracti le
layer contains eosinoph ilic cells in w hich t he p rocess of
keratinization is we ll a d va nced. T h e nucl eus a nd cytoplasmic o rga nelles becom e disrupted a nd disappear as the cell
gradua ll y fil ls wi th kerati n.

Dermis

FIGURE 14.2

Photomicrograph showing the layers of thick skin. Specimen ob·
tained from tile skin of tile sole of the foot (human) shows epidermis
(Epi) containing the extremely thick stratum corneum (5C). Remaining
layers of the epidermis (except for the stratum lucidum, which is not
present on this slide), i.e., the stratum basale (58), the stratum spinosum (55), and the stratum gra nulosum (5Gr), are clearly visible in this
routine H&E preparation. The duct of a sweat gland (D) can be seen
on the left as it traverses tile dermis (Derm) and further spirals through
the epiderm is. At the sites where the ducts of the sweat gland enter
the epidermis, note the epidermal downgrowths known as interpapillary pegs. The dermis contains papillae, protrusions of connective tissue that lie between the lnterpapillary pegs. Note also the greater cellularity of the pa pillary layer (PL) and that the collagen fibers of tl1e
reticular layer (RL) are thicker than those of the papillary layer. x 65.

ca use o f their a ppeara nce, the cells tha t constitute this layer
are o ften r efe rred to as prickle cells. As the cells ma tu re a nd
move to the surface, they increase in size a nd become fla ttened in a pla ne par a lle l to the s urface. T h is a rra ngement is
pa rt icula rly notable in th e most superfic ia l s pinous cells,
w he re the nuclei a lso become elongate instead of ovoid,
ma tch ing the acquired squa mo us sha pe of the cells.
The cells of the stratum granulosum contain conspicuous
keratohyalin granules
The stratum granulosum is the most s uperfic ial layer of
the no nkera tinized portion of the ep ider mi s. T his laye r

Attachment of epide rmis to dermis is enhanced by an
increased interface between the two tissues
The ju nction between the dermis and epide rm is is seen in
the lig ht micr oscope as a n uneven boundary except in the
th innest skin. Sect io ns o f skin c ut perpend icular to the s urface revea l nu mero us linger-like connecti ve tiss ue protrusions, dermal pafJillae, that project in to th e undersurface of
the epidermis (see Figs. 14.1 a nd 14.2). The pap illa e a re
com plemented by w hat appear to be sim ilar epiderma l p ro trusions, called epide1'mal ridges o r rete ridges, that project
into the dermis. If the pla ne of section is parallel to the surfa ce of the ep idermis and passes at a level tha t includes th e
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dermal papillae, however, the epidermal tissue appears as a
continuous sheet of epithelium, containing circular islands
of connective tissue within it. The islands are cross sections
of true finger-like dermal papillae that project into the epidennis. At sites where increased mechanical stress is placed
on the skin, the epiderma l ridges are much deeper (the epithelium is thicker), and the dermal papillae are much
longer and more closely spaced, creating a more extens ive
interface between the dermis and epidermis. This phenomenon is particularly well demonstrated in histologic sections that show both palmar and dorsal surfaces of the
hand, as in a sectio n of a finger.
True dermal ridges are present in thick skin in addition to
dermal papillae

Dermal ridges tend to have a parallel arrangement, with
the dermal papillae located between them. These ridges
form a distinctive pattern that is genetically unique to each
individual and is reflected in the appearance of epidermal
grooves and ridges on the surface of the skin. These patterns are the basis of the science of dermatoglyphics, or
fingerprint and footprint identification.
The dermal r idges and papillae are most prominent in
the thick skin of the palmar and plantar surfaces. Here, the
basal surface of the epidermis greatly exceeds its free surface . The germina l la yer is thus spread over a large area,
and assuming a near-constant rate of mitosis in the stratum
germinativ um, more cells per unit time enter the stratum
corneum in thick skin than in thin skin. These add itional
cells are thought to account for the greater thickness of the
cornified layer in thick skin.

dermis. The collagen fibers located in this part of the
dermis are not as thick as those in the deeper portion.
This delicate collagen network contains predominately
type 1 and type III collagen molecules. Similarly, the
elastic fibers are thread-like and form an irregular network. The papillary la yer is relatively thin and includes
the substance of the dermal papillae and dermal ridges .
It contains blood vessels that serve but do not enter the
epidermis. It also contains nerve processes that either
terminate in the dermis or penetrate the basal lamina to
enter the ep ithelial compartment. Because the blood
vessels and sensory nerve endings are concentrated in
this la yer, they are particularly apparent in the dermal
papillae.
• The reticular layer lies deep to the papillary layer. Although its thickness varies in different parts of the
body, it is always consider ab ly thicker and less cellul ar
than the papillary Layer. It is characterized by thick,
irregular bundles of mostly type I collagen a nd by
coarser elastic fibers. The collagen and elastic fibers
are not randomly oriented but form regular lines
of tension in the skin, called Langer's lines. Skin incisions made parallel to Lan ger's lines heal with the least
scarri ng.
Tn the skin of the areolae, penis, scrotum, and perineum,
smooth muscle cells form a loose plexus in the deepest
parts of the reticular layer. This arrangement accounts for
the puckering of the skin at these sites, particularly in erectile organs.
Layers of adipose tissue, smooth muscle, and, in some sites,
striated muscle may be found just beneath the reticular layer

Hemidesmosomes strengthen the attachment of the epidermis
to the underlying connective tissue

When studied with the transmission electron microscope
(TEM), the basal surface of the basal epidermal cells exhibits a pattern of irregular cytoplasmic protrusions that
increase the attachment surface between the epithelial cell
and its subjacent basal la mina. A series of hemidesmosomes link the intermediate filaments of the cytoskeleton
into the basal lamina. In addition, focal adhesions that anchor actin filaments into the basal lamina are a lso present.
These specialized anchoring junctions are discussed on
page 109.
The dermis is composed of two layers: the papillary layer and
the reticular layer

Exa mination of the fu ll thickness of the dennis at the
lig ht microscope level r evea ls two structu rally distinct
layers:
• The papillary laye1; the mo re superficial layer, consists
of loose connective tissue immediately beneath the epi -

D eep to the reticular layer is a layer of adipose tissue,
the panniculus adiposus, which varies in thickness. This
layer serves as a major energy storage site and a lso provides insulation. Tt is particularly thick in indi vidua ls who
live in cold climates. This la yer and its associated loose
connective tissue constitute the hypodermis or subcuta-

neous laye1:
Individual smooth muscle cells or sma ll bundles of
smooth muscle cells that o riginate in thi s layer form the arrector pili muscles that connect the deep part of hair foiJicles to the more superficial dermis. Contraction of these
muscles in humans produces the erection of hairs and
puckering of skin called "goose flesh. " In anima Is, the
erection of hairs serves in both th ermal regulation and
fright reactions.
A thin la yer of striated muscle, the panniculus canwsus,
lies deep to the panniculus adiposus in many animals. Although largely vestigial in humans, it remains well defined
in the skin of the neck, face, and scalp, where it constitutes
the platysma muscle and the other muscles of fa cial expression .
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\1 CELLS OF THE EPIDERMIS
The cells of the epidermis consist of four different cell
rypes:
• Keratinocytes
• Melanocytes

• Langerhans' cells
• M erkel's cells

Keratinocytes
The keratinocyte is the predominate cell type of the epiderm is. These cells originate in the basal epidermal layer.
O n leaving this la yer, ker atinocytes assume two essential
activities:
• They produce keratin, the major structura l protein of
the epidermis. Keratin constitutes almost 85% of fully
differentiated keratinocytes.
• They participate in the formation of the epidermal water barrier.
spinous cell

The keratinocytes in the basal layer contain nmnerous
free ribosomes, scattered 7- to 9-nm intermediate (keratin )
filaments, a small Golgi apparatus, mitochondria, and
rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER). The cytoplasm of immature keratinocytes appears basophilic in histologic sectio ns because of the large number of free ribosomes, most
of which are engaged in the synthesis of keratin, which will
later be assembled into keratin filaments. T hese filaments
a re classified as intermediate filaments altho ugh they are
more commonly ca lled tonofilaments.
As the cells enter and are moved through the stratum
spinosum, the synthesis of keratin filaments contin ues, and
the filaments become grouped into bundles sufficientl y
th ick to be visualized in the light microscope . These bundles are called tonofibrils. The cytoplasm becomes
eosinophilic because of the sta ini11g reaction of the tonofibrils that fill more and more of' the cytoplasm.
Keratohyalin granules contain intermediate filamentassociated proteins that aid in aggregation of keratin filaments

ln the upper part of the stratum spinosum (fig. 14.4 ), the
free ribosomes within the keratinocytes begin to synthesize
l~eratohyalin grmtules that become the distinctive feature of
the cells in the stratum granulosum. Keratohyalin granules
contain the two major intermediate filam ent-associated
proteins, filaggrin and trichohyalin. The appearance of the
granules and expression of filaggrin in the keratinocytes is
often used as a ~linica l marker for the initiation of the final
stage of apoptosis. As the number of granu les increases, the
contents of the granules are released into the keratinocyte
cytoplasm. Filaggrin and trichohyalin f unction as promoters
in the aggregation of keratin filaments into tonofibrils, thus
initiating the conversion of granular cells into cornified cells.
Tllis process is ca lled fwratinization and occurs in 2 to 6

tonofilaments

FIGURE 14.4

Schematic diagram of keratinocytes in the epidermis. The keratinocytes in this figure reflect different stages in the life cycle of the
cell as it passes from the basal layer through the spinous and granular layers to the surface keratinized layer. The basal cell begins to syn·
thesize tonofilaments (intermediate !keratin! filaments); tl1ese are
grouped into bundles and seen in the light microscope as tonofibrils.
The cell enters the spinous layer, where the synthesis of tonofilaments continu es. In the upper part of the spinous layer, the cells
begin to produce keratohyalin granules containing intermediate
filament-associated proteins and glycolipid-containing lamellar bodies. Within the granular layer, the cell discharges lamellar bodies; the
remainder of the cell cytoplasm contains numerous keratohyalin
granules in close association with tonofilaments. The surface cells are
keratinized; they contain a thickened plasma membrane and bundles
of tonofilaments in a specialized matrix. (From Matoltsy AG, Parrakal
· PF. In: Zelickson AS, eds. Ultrastructure of Normal and Abno1ma1 Skin.
Plliladelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1967.)

hours, the time it takes for the cells to leave the stratum
granulosum and enter the stratum corneum. The keratin fibril formed in this process is called soft f~eratin in contrast to
the hard keratin of hair and nails (see below).
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The transformation of a granular cell into a corn ified
cell also involves breakdown of th e nucleus and o ther organelles and thickening of the plasma mem brane. Finally,
cells are regu lar ly exfoliated (desquamated) from the su rface of the stratum corneum. The cells that will desqu amate accumul ate acid phosphatase, which is tho ught to
participate in the exfoliation of these keratinized cells.

CHAPTER 14

filaggrin

teins (desmoplakin), elafin, envoplaldn, filaggrin, involucrin, five different keratin cha ins, and loricrin. Lorierin is the major structural protein and accounts for
almost 80% of the total CE pro tein mass. Tllis 26-kDa
insolu ble protein has the highest glycine con tent of any
known protein in the bod y.
• The lipid envelo[Je, a 5-nm-thick layer of lipids attached to the cell surface by ester bo nds. T he maj o r
lipid components of the lipid envelope are ceramides,
wh ich belong to the class of sphingolipids; cholesterol;
and free fatty acids. However, the most important
component is the monomolecu lar layer of acylglucosylceramide, wh ich provides a "Teflon-like" coating on
the cell surface. Ceram ides also play an important role
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Lamellar bodies contribute to the for mation of the intercellular

• The cell envelope (CE), a 15-nm-thick layer of insolu ble
proteins deposited o n the inner surface of the plasma
mem brane that contrib utes to the strong mechanical
properties of the barrier. The th ickness of the CE increases in epithelia that are subject to considerable mechanica l stress (e .g., lip, palm of the hand, sole of the
foot) . T he CE is formed by cross-link ing small proline1'ich (SPR) proteins and larger structura l proteins. The
stru ctural proteins include cystatin, desmosomal pro-
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epidermal water barrier

An epidermal water ba rrier is essential for m amma lian
" dry" epithelia and is responsible for ma intaining body
homeostasis. The barrier is established primari ly by two
factors in terminally differentiating keratinocytes: (a) deposition of insoluble proteins on the inner surface of the
plasma membrane and (b) a li p id layer that is attached to
th e outer surface of the plasma membrane.
As the keratinocytes in the stratum spinosum beg in to
produce keratohyalin granules, they a lso produce membrane- bounded lamellar bodies (membrane-coating granules). Spi nou s and granular cells synthesize a heterogenous
mixture of glycosphingolipids, phospholipids, and ceramides (Fig. 14.5 ); this mix ture is assembled into lamellar bodies in the Golgi appar atus. The contents of th e granules is then secr eted by exocytosis into the intercellular
spaces between the stratum granul osum and stratum
corneum. The organization of these intercellular lipid
lamellae is responsible for the fo rmation of the epidermal
water barrier (Fig. 14.6).
The epidermal water barri er thus consists of two structural elements:
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FIG URE 14.6
Electron micrographs of keratinocytes.
a. Mucll of the keratinocyte cytoplasm is
filled witll tonofilaments. One keratinocyte
exhibits a kerato11yalin granule (KG). Near
the plasma membrane closest to tile surface (upper left), two keratinocytes display
lamellar bodies (arrow/leads). xa,soo. b. A
lamellar body at higller magnification.
X l 35,000. c. Part of a keratinized cell and
tile underlying keratinocyte. Located between the cells are t11e contents of the
lamellar bodies, which have been discharged into the intercellular space (arrow)
to form the lipid envelope. X 90,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Albert I. Farbman.)

lamellar -iffi~~<%

body

FIGURE 14.5
Schematic diagram of the epidermal water barrier. The heterogeneous mixture of glycosphingolipids, phospholipids, and ceramides
makes up the lamellae of the lamellar bodies. The lamellar bodies,
produced within the Golgi apparatus, are secreted by exocytosis into
the intercellular spaces between the stratum granulosum and stratum
corneum, where they form the lipid envelope. The lamellar arrangement of lipid molecules is depicted in the intercellular space just below the thickened plasma membrane and forms the cell envelope of
the keratinized keratinocyte. The innermost part of the cell envelope
consists primarily of loricrin molecules (pink spheres) that are crosslinked by small proline-rich (SPR) proteins and elafin. The layer adjacent to the cytoplasmic surface of the plasma membrane consists of
the two tightly packed proteins involucrin and cystatin a . Kerati n filaments (tonofilaments) bound by filaggrin are anchored into the cell
envelope.

tio n of the epidermal barrier over large areas, as in severe
burns, can lead to life-threaten ing loss of fluid from the
body.

Melanocytes
in cell signa ling and are pa rti a ll y respons ible fo r inducing cell differentiation, triggering apoptosis, and reducing cell proliferation. As the cells continue to move
toward the free surface, the barr ier is constantly maintained by keratinocytes entering the process of terminal
differentiation. Lamellae may remain as recognizable
disks in the intercel lula r space or may fuse into broad
sheets or layers.
Experiments have shown that the epidermis of animals
w ith induced essential fatty acid deficiency (EFAD) is more
permeable than normal to water. The membrane-coating
granul es a lso have fewer lamellae tha n normal. Destruc-

Neural crest-derived melanocytes are scattered among the
basal cells of the stratum basale

Du ring embryon ic li fe, m elanocyte precursor cells
migrate from th e neur al crest and enter the deve loping
epiderm is. A specific functiona l association is th en esta blished, the epidermal-melanin unit, in w hich one mela nocyte mainta ins an associa tion w ith a given number of
keratinocytes. T his ratio va ries in different parts of the
body.
The epiderma l melanocyte is a dendritic cell that is scattered amo ng the basal cells of the stratum basale (Fig.

14 .7). T hey ar e called dendritic cells because the round ed
cell body res ides in the basal la yer and extends long
processes between the keratinocytes of the stratum spinosum. Neither the processes nor the cell body forms
desmosomal attachments with neigh boring kera tinocytes.
H owever, melanocytes that reside close to the basal lanuna
have structures that r esemble hemidesmosomes. The ratio
of melanocytes to keratinocytes or their precursors in the
basa l layer ranges from 1:4 to 1:10 in different parts of the
body and is constant in a ll races. ln routine hematoxylin
and eosin (H&E) prepa rations melan ocytes are seen in the
str atum basa le with elongated nuclei surro unded by a clear
cytoplasm. With the TEM, howevet; they are readily identified by the developing and mature melanin gran ules in
the cytoplasm (Fig. 14.8). Mela nocytes maintain the capacity to repl icate th roughout their life, altho ugh at a
much slower ra te tha n keratinocytes, thus ma intaining the
epidermal-melanin unit.
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tion. T his process, which involves the phagocytosis of the
Lange rhans'
cell

tips of the melanocyte processes by keratinocytes, is a type
of cytocrine secretion beca use a small a mo unt of cytoplasm
surrounding the melanosome is also phagocytosed.

®

melanosom e
degradation

Langerhans' Cells
keratinocyte

Langerhans' cells are antigen-presenting cells in the epidermis

Langerhans' cells a re d endr itic-a ppearing, antigen presenting cells in th e ep ider m.is. They encounter a nd
present antigens entering thro ugh t he skin . Langerh a ns'
cells ca nn ot be distinguished w ith certai nty in routine
H & E-stained paraffin sections. Like melanocytes,
Langerha ns' cells do not form desmosomes with neigh-

FIGURE 14.7
Diagram of the epidermis. This diagram shows a melanocyte interacting with several cells of the stratum basa le and the stratum spinosum. The melanocyte has long dendritic processes that contain accumulated melanosomes and extend between the cells of the
epidermis. The Langerhans' cell is a dendritic cell often confused with
a melanocyte. It is actually part of the mononuclear phagocytotic system and functions as an antigen-presenting cell of the immune system in the initiation of cutaneous hypersensitivity reactions (contact
allergic dermatitis). (Modified from Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue Biology:
A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed. Baltimore: Urban & Schwarzenberg,

FIGURE 14.9
Formation of melanin pigment and secretion of pigment granules
into keratinocytes. Melanocytes produce membrane-bounded structures that originate in the Golgi apparatus as premelanosomes G).
Within the early melanosomes, as maturation proceeds, melanin is
produced from tyrosine by a series of enzymati c reactions®. Mature
melanosomes and their melanin contents are transferred to neighboring keratinocytes by pigment donation, which Invo lves the phagocytosis of the tips of the melanocyte @. In darker ski n (on the right),
the melanin is degraded slowly, and melanosomes remain discrete; in
lighter skin (on the left), the melanin is degraded more rapidlly
@ through the process of macroa utophagy. (Based on Weiss L, Greep
RO. Histology. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1977.)

1988.)

Melanocytes produce and distribute melanin into
keratinocytes

The e pidermal melanocytes produce a nd secrete the pigment melanin. T he most important fun ction of melan in is
to protect the o rga nism aga inst the da maging effects of
no ni o nizing ultra violet irradiation. M ela n in is produced by
the oxida tio n of tyrosine to 3,4-dihydro:>.:yphenylalaniue
(DOPA) by tyrosinase and the subseq uent tra nsformation
of DOPA into melan in. T hese reactio ns initia ll y occur in
membrane-bou nded structures, called Pl'emela.nosomes,
that are derived from the Golgi a pparatus (Fig. L4.9). Premela noso mes and t he early melanosomes, w hi ch have a
low mela nin content, exhi bit a fin ely ordered interna l str uctu re with the TEM, reflecti ng their con ten t of ty rosin ase
molecu les. As more melanin is prod uced by oxidation of tyrosi ne, the internal structure o f t he pre mela nosome becomes obscured unti l the mature melan in gra nule, the
melanosome, is formed a nd then appears as an electronopaq ue gra nu le. Premelanosomes are concentrated nea r the
Golgi a pparatus; nearly matur e melanosomes at the bases
of the cell processes; a nd mature mela nosomes most common ly in a nd a t the ends o f the processes (see Fig. J 4.9).
Developing melanosomes and th eir melanin contents a re
t ra nsferred to neighboring kera tin ocytes by pigmen.t dorta-

FIGURE 14.8
Electron micrograph of a melanocyte. The melanocyte (M) reveals
several processes (P) extending between neighboring keratinocytes
(K). Tile small dark bodies are melanosomes. x 8, 500. (Courtesy of Dr.
Bryce L. Munger.)

bori ng keratinocytes. The nucle us stains heavi ly w it h
hema toxyli n, a nd the cytoplasm is clear. With special
tec hn iq ues, such as gold chloride impregna ti on or inlmunosta ining w ith a ntibod y agai nst COJ a mo lecules,
Langerha ns' cells ca n be readi ly seen in t he stratum spinos um . They possess dendriti c processes resemblin g those
o f the mela nocyte. The TEM revea ls several di stinctive
featu res of a La ngerha ns' cell (Fig . '14.J 0). Its nucleus is
c ha racteristicall y indented in ma n y p laces, so t he nuclear
profile is uneven. A lso, it possesses c ha racteristic, te nnis
ra cket-shaped Bi1·becl~ granules. T hey represe nt re la ti vely
sma ll vesicles, w hic h appea r as rods w it h a bulbo us expa nsion at their end.
Li ke macrophages, La ngerha ns' cells exp ress both MHC
1 and M H C II molec u les, as well as F, recep tors for immunoglobul in G (IgG). La ngerhans' cells also express
co m p lement C3 b receptors as we ll as fluctuating qu a n tities
of CO l a mo lecules. As a n antigen-presenting cell, th e
La ngerha ns' cell is involved in dtdayed-type hypersensitivity reactions (e.g., co ntact a llergic derm atitis an d other
cell-med iated immune responses in the skin ) t hro ugh the

The color of an individual's skin is due to a number of factors.
The most significant is melanin content. Although the number
of melanocytes is essentially the same in all races, the nature
of the melanin til at Is produced by the melanocytes differs. For
example, due to the lysosomal activity of the keratinocytes,
melanin is degraded more rapidly in individuals with light skin
than in individuals with dark skin. In the former, melanosomes
are more concentrated in the keratinocytes nearest the basal
layer and are relatively sparse in t11e midregion of the stratum
granulosum. In contrast, dark skin may exhibit melanosomes
throughout the epidermis, including the stratum corneum.
In addition, melanin pigment comprises two distinct forms.
One form, eumelanin, is a brownish black pigment. The other
form, pheomelanin, is a reddish yellow pigment. Each is genetically determined. Coloration is most apparent in hair beca use of the concentration of melanin pigment granules, but it
is also reflected in skin coloration.
Exposure to ultraviolet light, particularly the sun's rays, accelerates the rate of melanin production and thus protects
against further radiation effects. Increased pigmentation of the
skin may also result from hormonal imbalance, as, for example, in Addison's disease. Lack of pigmentation occurs in a
condition known as albinism. In this condition, premeJanosomes are produced by melanocytes, but because of the
absence of tyrosinase, the transformation of tyrosine Into
DOPA and the subseq uent transformation of DOPA into
melanin fail to occur. Thus, there is no pigmentation in the
skin or hair of these indiv iduals.
The number of melanocytes decreases with age, resulting
in decreasing availability of pigment donation to keratinocytes. Therefore, in older age the skin becomes lighter and
the incidence of skin cancer increases. Other normal factors
tilat affect skin coloration include the presence of oxyhemoglobin in the dermal vascular bed, which imparts a red hue;
the presence of carotenes, an exogenous orange pigment
taken up from foods and concentrated in tissues containing fat; and the presence of certain endogenous pigments. The
latter include degradation products of ilemoglobin, ironcontaining hemosiderin and iron-free bilirubin, all of which impa rt color to the skin. Hemosiderin is a golden brown pigment,
whereas bilirubin is a yellowisil brown pigment. Bilirubin is
normally removed from til e bloodstream by the liver and eliminated via the bile. A yellowish skin color due to abnormal accumulation of bilirubin reflects liver dysfunction and is evidenced as jaundice.

uptake of a ntigen in the sk in and its transport to the lymph
n od es. Sk in biopsy specimens fro m ind ividua ls wi th AIDS
o r AIDS-related complex revea l tha t Langerhans' cells conta in HTV in th ei r cytoplasm. La nger hans' cells appear tO be
more resista nt th an T cells to the deadly effects of the HTV
a nd may, t he refore, serve as a reser voir for the virus.
La ngerh a ns' cells are of mesenc hyma l origin and a re deri ved from the CD34 ' stem cell in the bone ma rrow.
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lack a connective tissue o r Schwann cell investment. Such
neuronal endings subserve multiple sensory modalities includjng fine touch, heat, and cold, without apparent morphologic d istinction. Networks of free dermal endings
surrotind most hair follicles and attach to their outer root
sheath (Fig. l4. 13). In this position they are particularly
sensitive to hair movement and serve as mechanoreceptor s. T his relationship imparts a sophisticated degree of
specialization in the receptors that surro und tacti le hairs
(vib rissae) , such as the w hiskers of a cat or rodent, in
which each vibrissa has a specific representation in the
cerebral cortex.
Other nerve endings in the ski n are enclosed in a connective tissue capsule. Encapsulated nerve endings include

• Pacinian C01'puscles
• Meisstter's corpuscles

• Ruffini's corpuscles

Pacinian corpuscles are deep pressure receptors for
mechanical and vibratory pressure

FIGURE 14.11

Electron micrograph of a Merkel's cell. The cell has small neurosecretory granules in the cytoplasm and makes contact with a peripheral
terminal (NT) of a neuron. The dermis (D) is in the lower part of the micrograph. x 14,450. (Courtesy of Dr. Bryce L. Munger.)
FIGURE 14.10

Electron micrograph of a langerhans' cell. The nucleus (N) of a
Langerhans· cell is characteristically indented in many places, and the
cytoplasm contains distinctive rod-shaped bodies (arrows). Note the
presence of tonofilaments (T) in adjacent keratinocytes (K) but the absence of these filaments in the Langerhans' cell. x 19,000. Inset. Pho-

tomicrograph of the epidermis shows the distribution and dendritic
nature of the Langerhans· cells that were stained via immunostaining
techniques with antibodies against CD1 a surface antigen. x 300. (From
Unnacher CD. In: Sternberg SS, ed. Histology for Patllologists. Philadelpllia: Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)

epidermal cell, called a M er/{el's corpuscle, is a sensitive

mechauoreceptor.

'f STRUCTURES OF SKIN
Ther efore, they constitute part of the mononuclea r phagocytotic system (MPS) (page 144).

Merkel's Cells
Merkel's cells are epidermal cells that function in cutaneous
sensation

Merlul's cells ar e modified epiderma l cells located in
the stratum basale. They a re most abu ndan t in skin
where sensory perception is ac ute, such as th e finge rtips.
M erkel's cells are bound to a dj oini ng kera tinocytes by
desmosomes and conta in intermed iate (kera tin) fil a-

ments in their cyto pl as m. T he nucle us is lo bed , a nd the
cytoplas m is somewhat denser than that of melanocytes
and Langerhan s' ce lls. T hey may conta in some
melanosornes in their cytoplasm, but they are best character ized by the prese nce of 80-nm dense-cored neU1'osecretmy granules that resemb le those found in the adrena l medulla an d carotid body (Fig. 14.11 ). Merkel's cells
are closely associated with the expa nded termina l bulb
o f a fferent myeli na ted nerve fiber s. The neuron terminal
l.oses its Schwa 1111 ce ll covering a nd im media te ly penetrates the basa l lam ina, w here it expands into a disk or
plate-like en ding tha t li es in close appos ition to the base
of th e Mer kel's cell. The combinatio n of the ne uron an d

Nerve Supply
The ski n is endowed with sensory receptors of va rious
types that are peripheral terminals of sensory nerves (Fig.
14. l 2). It is also well supplied with motor nerve endings to
the blood vessels, arrector pili muscles, an d sweat glands.
Free nerve endings are the most numerous neuronal receptors
in the epidermis

Free nerve endings in the epidermis terminate in the
stratum gran ul osum . T he endings are "free" in that they

Pacinian corpuscles are large ovoid structures found in
the deeper dermis and h ypodermis (especially in the fingertips), in connective tissue in general, and in association with joints, periosteum, and internal organs. Pacinian corpuscles usually have macroscopic dimensions,
measur ing more than 1 m m a long their long axis. They
are composed of a m yelin ated nerve ending surrounded
by a capsu le structure (see Figs. 14.12 and 1.4.1 3a). The
nerve enters the capsu le at one pole with its myeli n sheath
imact. The m yelin is retained for o ne or two nodes and is
then lost. The unmyelinated portion of the axon extends
toward the opposite pole from which it entered, and its
length is covered by a ser ies of tightly packed, flattened
Schwaun cell lamellae that form the inner core of the corpuscle. The remainder or bulk of the capsule, the outer
core, is formed by a series of concentric lamellae; each
lamella is separated from its neighbor by a narrow space
containing lymph-like fluid. The appearance of the concentr ic lamellae as observed in the light microscope is
remin iscent of the cut surface of a hem isected o nion.
Each lamella is composed of flattened cells that correspon d to the cells of the endoneuriu m outside the capsule.
In addi tion to fluid between the lamellae, collagen fibri ls
are present, a lthough sparse, as well as occasiona l capil laries.
Pacinian corpuscles respond to pressure and vibration
through the displacement of the capsule lamel lae. This displacement effectively causes depolarization of the axon .
Meissner's corpuscles are localized within dermal papillae and
serve as touch receptors

Meissner's corpuscles (see Figs. 14.12 an d 14.13b) a re
touch receptors that are particularly responsive to lowfreq uency stimuli in the papi ll ary layer of hai rless skin,

terminal disk of
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e.g., the lips and the palmar and volar surfaces, particularly
those of the fingers and toes. Generally, they are tapered
cylinders that measure about 150 1-Lm along their long axis
an d are oriented perpendicular to the skin surface. Meissner's corpuscles are present in the dermal papillae just benea th the epider mal basal lamina. Within these receptors,
one or two unmyelinated endings of myelinated nerve fibers
follow spiral paths in the corpuscle. T he cellular component consists of flattened Schwann cells that form several irregular lamellae tlu·ough which the axons course to the
pole o.f the corpuscle. In H&E- stained slides of sagittal sections, this structure resemb.les a loose, twisted skein of
wool. It is the Schwan n cells that give this impression.
Ruffini's corpuscles respond to mechanical displacement of
adjacent collagen fibers

f

d
FIGURE 14.12
Diagram of the sensory receptors in skin. a. Epidermal free endIng. b. Merkel's ending. c. Pacinian corpuscle. d. Krause's end bulb.

e. Meissner's corpuscle. f. Ruffini's corpuscle. Note that axons c to fare
encapsulated, i.e., surrounded by a capsule of connective tissue.

Ruffini 's corpuscles are the simplest encapsulated
mechanoreceptors. They have an elongated fusiform shape
and measure 1 to 2 /LID in length (see Fig. 14.12f). Structurally, they consist of a thin connective tissue capsule that
encloses a fl uid-filled space. Collagen fibers from the surrounding connective tissue pass through the capsule. The
neura l element consists of a single myelinated fiber that enters the capsule, where it loses its myelin sheath and
br anches to form a dense ar borization of fine axonal endings, each termi nating in a small knob-like bulb. The axo nal endings are dispersed and intertwined inside the capsule. The axona l endings respond to disp lacement of the
collagen fibers induced by s ustained or continuous mecha nical stress.

Epidermal Skin Appendages
Skin appen dages are derived from downgrowths of epidermal epithelium during development. They include

•
•
•
•

..

)

.

b

Both ha irs and sweat glands play specific roles in regulation of body temperature. Sebaceous glands secrete an oily
substance that may ha ve protective functions. Apocrin e
glands produce a serous secretion conta ining pheromones
that act as a sex attractant in animals and possibly humans.
The epithelium of the skin appendages can serve as a source
of new epithelial cells for skin wound repair.

HAIR FOLLICLES AND HAIR

FIGURE 14.13
Pacinian and Meissner's corpuscles in H&E preparations. a. In this
photomicrograph, the concentric cellular lamellae of the Pacinian corpuscle are visible because of flat, fibroblast-like supportive cells. Although not evident within the tissue section, these cells are continuous w ith the endoneurium of the nerve fiber. The spaces between
lamellae contain mostly fluid. The neural portion of the Pacinian corpuscle travels longitudinally through the center of the structure (ar-

Hair follicles and their product, hair
Sebaceous glands and their product, sebum
Eccrine sweat glands and their product, sweat
Apocrine sweat glands and their mixed product

row). Several nerves (N) are present adjacent to the corpuscle. x 8 5.
b. Three Meissner's corpuscles (MC) are shown residing wit11in the dermal papillae. Note the direct proximity of the corpuscle to the undersurface of the epidermis. x l SO. Inset A higher magnification of a
Meissner's corpuscle. The nerve fiber terminates at the superficial
pole of the corpuscle. Note that supporting cells are oriented approximately at right angles to the long axis of the corpuscle. x3 20.

Each hair follicle represents an invagination of the epidermis in
which a hair is formed

Hair follicles and hairs are present over almost the enti re body; they are absent only from the sides and pa lmar
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surfaces of the hands, sides and plantar surfaces of the
feet, the lips, and the region around the urogen ital orifices. Hair distribution is influenced to a considerable degree by sex hormones; these include, in the male, the
thick; pigmented facia l hairs that begin to grow at puberty
and the pubic and axillary hair that develops at puberty in
both genders. In the male, the hairline tends to recede
with age, and in both genders, the scalp hair thins with
age because of reduced secretion of estrogen and estrogenlike hormones.
The hair follicle is responsible for the production and
growth of a ha ir. Coloration of tile hair is due to the content and type of mela nin (see page 409) that the hair contains. The follicle varies in histologic appearance, depending on whether it is in a growing or a resting phase. The
growing follicle shows the most elaborate structure; thus,
it is described here.
The hair follicle is divided into three segments:

• Infu7tdibulum, wh ich extends from the surface opening
of tile follicle to the level of the opening of its sebaceous
gland. The infundibulum is a part of the pilosebaceous
canal that is used as a route for the discharge of sebum.
• Isthmus, which extends from the infundibul um to the
level of insertion of the arrector pili muscle.
• Infe1'ior segment, which in the growing follicle (Fig.
14.14) is of nearly uniform diameter except at its base,
where it expands to form the bulb. The base of the bu lb
is invaginated by a tuft of vascularized loose connective
tissue called, not surprisingly, a dermal papilla.
Other cells forming the bulb, incl uding those that surround the connective tissue papilla, are collectively referred to as the matrix, which consists simply of matrix
cells. Matrix cells immediately adjacent to the dermal
papilla represent the germinative layer of the fo ll icle.
D ivision and proliferation of th ese cells accounts for
the growth of the hair. Scattered melano cytes are also
present in this germinative layer. They contribute
melanosomes to the developing hair cells in a ma n ner
analogous to that in the stratum germinativum of the
epidermis. The d ividing matrix cells in the germinative
layer di ffere ntiate into the kera tin-producing cells of the
hair and the internal root sheath. The internal root
sheath is a multi layered cellular covering tbat surrounds
the deep part of the hair. The interna l root sheath has
three layers:
• The cuticle, which consists of squamous cells whose
outer free surface faces the ha ir shaft.
• Huxley's layer, which consists of a single or double layer
of flattened cells that form the middle plate of the in ternal root sheath.
• Henle's layer, which consists of an outer single layer of
cuboidal cells. T hese cells are in direct contact with the
outermost part of the hair follicle, which represents a
downgrowth of the epidermis and is designa ted the ex-

ternal (outer) root sheath.
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FIGURE 14.14

Hair follicle and other skin appendages. a. Diagram showing a hair
follicle. Note the cell layers that form the hair shaft and the surround·
lng external and internal root sheaths. The sebaceous gland consists
of the secretory portion and a short duct that empties into the infundibulum. The arrector pili muscle accompani es the sebaceous
gland; its contraction assists in gland secretion and discharge into the
infundibulum. The apocrine gland also empties into the infundibulum
of the hair follicle. Note that eccrine sweat glands are independent
structures and are not associated directly with t11e hair follicle. b. Photomicrograph of H&E-stained section of thin skin from human scalp.

Hairs are composed of keratinized cells that develop from hair
follicles
Keratin iza ti o n of the ha ir a nd interna l root sheath o cc urs s h ortly after the ce lls leave the matrix, in a region
ca lled t he keratogenous zone. By the tim e the hair
e merges fr om the follicle, it is entirely keratinized as hard
keratin. The internal root sheath, cons is ting of soft keratin, does not emerge from the follicle with the h a ir but
is broken down a t abo ut th e isthmus leve l where sebaceous secr etions enter the follicle . A thick basal la mina,
called the glassy membrane, separates the h a ir foll icl e
fro m the d erm is. Surrounding the fo llicle is a d en se irregular co nnective tiss ue sheath to which the arrector pili
muscle is attached.

The growing end of a hair follicle consists of an expanded hair bulb
(HB) of epithelial cells that is invaginated by a papilla of connective tissue. The epithelial cells form the unspecialized matrix surrounding the
papilla; as the cells leave the matrix, t11ey form cell layers that differentiate into tile shaft of the hair and the inner and outer root sheaths
of tile hair fo llicle (HF). Note that several oblique and longitudinal sections of the hair follicles are embedded in the adipose tissue (AT) of the
hypodermis. Some of them reveal a section of the hair. Sebaceous
glands (SG) are visible in conjunction with the upper part of tile hair
follicle. x 60.

Hairs a r e elo n gated filamentous stru ctures that project
from the hair fo llicles. They also cons ist of three layers (see
Fig. 14.14):

• Medulla, which forms the central part of the sh a ft and
con tains large vacuola t ed cells . The m edulla is present
only in thick hairs.
• Cortex, whic h is loca ted peripheral to the medulla and
contains cuboida l cells. These cells Lmdergo differentiati o n into keratin-filled cells.
• Cuticle of the hair shaft, wh ic h contain s squamo us cells
tha t form t he o utermost layer o f the hair.
In addition, the hair s haft contains m elanin pigment
produced b y m e lanocytes presen t in the germinati ve layer
of the hair bulb.

Unlike the renewal of the surface epidermis, hair growth is not
a continuous process. A period of growth (anagen) in which a
new hair develops is followed by a brief period in which
growth stops (catagen). Catagen is followed by a long rest period in which the follicle atrophies (telogen), and the hair is
eventually lost. More than 80% of the hair present in the normal scalp is in the anagen phase. In catagen, the germinative
zone is reduced to an epithelial strand still attached to a remnant of the dermal papilla. In the telogen phase, the atrophied
follicle may contract to one half or less of its original length.
The hair may remain attached to the follicle for several
months during this stage and is called a club hair because of
the shape of its proximal end.
Hairs vary in size from long, coarse terminal hairs that may
reach a meter or more in length (sca lp hair and beard hair in
males) to short, fine vellus hairs that may be visible only with
the aid of a magnifying lens (vellus hairs of the forehead and
anterior surface of the forearm). Terminal hairs are produced
by large-diameter, long follicles; vellus hairs are produced by
relatively small follicles. Terminal hair follicles may spend up to
several years in anagen and only a few months in telogen. In
the balding individual, large terminal follicles are gradually
converted into small veil us fo llicles after several growth cycles.
The ratio of vellus follicles to terminal foll icles increases as
baldness progresses. The ·completely bald' scalp is not hairless but is populated by vellus follicles that produce fine hairs
and remain in telogen for relatively long periods.

SEBACEO US GLANDS
Sebaceous glands secrete sebum that coats the hair and skin
surface

Sebaceous glands develop as outgrowths of the ex ternal
root s heath of th e h a ir follicle, usually produci ng several
g la nds per follicle (see Fig. 14.14). The o ily substa nce produced in the g land, sebum, is the product of holocrine secre tion. The entire ce ll produces a nd becomes fi lle d w ith
th e fatty product w hile it simulta n eo us ly undergoes prog rammed ce ll death (apoptos is) as the product fills the
cell. Ultima tely, bo th th e secret ory pro duct a nd cell d e bris
are discharged from th e gland as seb um into th e in fu ndibulum of a h a ir fo llicle, w hich w ith the s hort duct of
the sebaceo us gland forms the pilosebaceous canal. New
cells are produced by mitosis of th e basa l ce lls at the periphery of the gla nd , a nd th e cells of the gla nd remain
linked to one a no ther by d es mosomes. The basal lamina
of these cells is continuou s with that of th e epidermis and
the ha ir follicle. The process of se bum production fr o m
the tim e of basal ceiJ mitos is to the secr etion of the seb um
takes a bout 8 days.
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The basal cells of the sebaceo us gland contain smooth
endoplasmic reticu lum (sER ), rER, free ribosomes, mitochondria, glycogen, and a well -developed Golgi apparatus
(Fig. 14.15). As the cells move away from the basa l la yer
a nd begin to produce the lipid secretory p roduct , the
amount of sER increases, reflecting the role of the sER in
lipid synthesis and secretion. The cells gradually becom e
filled with numerous lipid dro plet s sepa r ated by thin
strands of cytoplasm (see Fig. 14.15).

SWEAT GLANDS

Sweat glands ar e classified on the bases of their structure
a nd the nature of their secretion. Two t ypes o f swea t
glands a re recognized:
• Eccrine sweat glands, which a re distributed over the entire body s urface except for the lips and part of t he external ge nita lia.
• Apocrine sweat glands, which are limi ted to the ax illa,
areola and nipp le o f the m amm ary g land, skin around
the a nus, and the external genitalia. The ceruminous
glands of the external acoustic m eatus ca na l and the
apocrine glands of eyelashes (glands of Moll ) are a lso
apocrine-type g lands.

Eccrine Sweat G lands
Eccrine sweat glands are simple coiled glands that regulate
body temperature

Eccrine sweat glands a re independent s tructures, not associated with the hair fo llicle that arises as a downgrow th
from the feta l epidermis. Each eccrine gland is arranged as
a blind -ended, s imple, coiled tubular structure. It consists
of two segments: a secretory segment lo cated deep in the
dermis or in the upper part of the hypodermis and a di-

The rol e of sebum is not clearly defined. Various investigators
have ascribed bacteriostatic, emollient, barrier, and pheromone functions to sebum. Sebum does appear to play a critical role in the development of acne. The amount of sebum secreted increases significantly at puberty in both males and
females. Triglycerides contained in sebum are broken down to
fatty acids by bacteria on the skin surface, and the free fatty
acids liberated may be an irritant in the form ation of acne lesions. On histologic examination, acne is characterized by retention of th e sebum in the isthmus of the hair follicle, with
variable lymphocytic infiltration. In severe cases, dermal abscesses may form in association with inflamed hair follicles.
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rectly continu o us, less coiled duct segment that leads to th e
epiderma l surface (Fig. 14. 16).
Eccrine sweat glands play a major role in temperature
regulation th ro ug h the cooling that results fro m evaporation of water from sweat on the bod y surface. The secretory portio n of the glands prod uces a secretion similar in
co mpositio n to an ultrafiltrate of blood. Reso rpti on of
some of th e sodium a nd wa ter in the duct r es ults in the r elease of a hypoto ni c sweat a t the skin surface. T his hypoto ni c watery solution is low in protein and conta ins va rying amounts of sod ium chloride, urea, uric ac id, and
am monia. T hus, th e eccrin e sweat gland a lso serves, in
pa rt, as an excretory organ.
Excessive sweating ca n lead to loss o.f other electro lytes, such as potassiu m and magnesium, a nd to
s ignificant water loss. Norma lly, the bod y loses a bo ut
600 mL of water a da y through evaporation from the
lungs and skin . Under condi tions of high a m bient tempera tu re, wate r loss can be incr eased in a regulated ma nner by an increased rate of sweating. T his themto1'egulat01y sweating first occurs on the fore head and sca lp,
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folds. In add ition, the basal surface of the cell p ossesses
infoldings, a ltho ug h they are considerably less complex
than the cytop lasmic fo lds. T he morphology of these
cells indicates that they produ ce the watery component
of sweat.
• Dark cells are cha ra cterized by abundant rER and secretory gran ules (see Fig. 14.1 7) . The Golgi apparatus
is relatively large, a featu re consistent w ith the g lycoprotein secretion of these cells. The apical cytoplas m
contains ma ture secretory granules and occupies most
of the lumina l surface (see Fig. 14.1 7a) . Clear cells
have considera bly less cytoplasmic exposure to the lu m en; their secr etion is largely via the latera l surfaces of
the cell, whic h ar e in co ntac t with intercellular canaliculi that allow the watery secretion to r each the lumen.
Here, it m ixes with the proteinaceous secretion of the
dark cells.
• Myoepithelial cells are limited to the basal aspect of the
secretory segment. T hey lie between the secretory cells,
with their p rocesses oriented tra nsversally to the tu bul e.
The cytoplasm contains numerous contractile filaments
(actin) that stain deeply with eosin, thus making them
readil y identifia ble in routine H &E specimens. Contraction of these cells is responsible for ra pid expression of
sweat from the gland.

adipose tissue

FIGURE 14.15
Electron micrograph of a sebaceous
gland. Basa l cells (1) close to the connective tissue (CT) are small and undifferentiated. Among these cells are dividing cells,
one of which (P) appears to be in early
prophase. From this peripheral position the
cells move toward the opening of the
gland (2 to 4) and produce a fatty secretory
product. This oily product is first seen in the
cytoplasm as small lipid droplets (5) that
gradually fuse (6). The cells perish (7) durIng the secretion of the secretory product,
prod ucing sebum. x6,800. (Courtesy of Dr.
Bryce l. Munger.)
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The duct segment of eccrine glands is lined by stratified
cuboidal epith elium and lacks myoepithelial cells

•
extends to the face a nd to th e rest o f th e bo dy, and occurs
last on the pa lms and soles. Under conditions of emoti o na l stress, howeve1~ th e pa lms, soles, and axillae are
the first surfa ces to sweat. Control of th ermoregul a tory
swea ting is cholinergic, wh ile emotional sweating may be
stim ulated by ad renergic po rtions of the sympathetic division of the a uto nomic nervous system.
The secretory segment of the eccrine sw eat gland contains
three cell types

Three cell types are present in the secr etory segment of
the gland : clem· cells and dark cells, both of which a re secretory ep ithelial cells, a nd myoepithelial cells, which are
contractile epithelial cells (Fig. 14.1 7 ). All of the cells rest
on the basa l lamina; thei r arrangement is that of a pseudostratified epithelium.

• Clem· cells are characterized by ab undant glycogen. The
g lycogen is conspicuous in Fig. 14.1 7a beca use of its
amount it wou ld stain intensely w ith the perio dic

,
secretory
component
~

FIGURE 14.16
Photomicrograph of an eccrine sweat gland. This photomicrograph
of a HaE-stained section of human skin shows profiles of both the
secretmy component and the duct of an eccrine sweat gland. The secretory component appears as a double layer of cuboidal epithelial
cells and peripherally, within the basal lamina, a layer of myoepithelial cells. The duct portion of the gland has a narrower outside diameter and lumen than the secretory portion of the gland. It consists of
a double layer of small cuboidal cells without the myoepithelial cells.
X 320.

acid-Schiff (PAS) metho d. l n routine H &E preparatio ns, the cytoplasm of clear cells sta ins poorly. Membra nous orga nelles include n umerous mi tochondria,
profiles of sER , and a relative ly sma ll Golgi apparatus.
T he plasma mem bra ne is rema rkab ly a mpl ified a t the
lateral and apical surfaces by extensive cytoplasm ic

The duct segment of the gland continues from the secretory portion with coili ng. In histolo gic sections, mu ltiple
duct profiles typica lly ap pear among the secretor y profiles .
As the duct passes upward thr o ugh the dermis, it takes a
gentle sp ira l course until it reaches the epidermis, w here it
then continu es in a tighter spiral to the surface. When the
d uct enters the epidermis, however, the duct cells end and
the epiderma l cells fo rm the wall of the duct. T he duct is
composed of stratified cuboidal epithelium, consisting of a
basa l cell layer a nd a lu mina l cell layer. T he duct cells are
smaller a nd appear darker than the cells of the secretory
portio n of the gla nd . Also, the duct has a smaller di a meter
than the secretory portion. In co ntrast to the secretory portion of the eccrine gland, th e d uct portion d oes not possess
myoepithelia l cells. These fea tures are useful in disting uishing the d uct from the secretory portion in a histol ogic
section (see Fig. 14. 16) .
T he basa l or periphera l cells of the d uct ha ve a r o unded
o r ovoid nucleus and contain a prom inent n ucleolus. T he
cytoplasm is fi lled with m itochondria and ribosomes. T he
apica l or lumi nal cells are smaller than the basal cells, but
their nuclei are similar in appearance. The most consp icuo us feat ure of the lumi na l cells is the deeply sta ined, glassy
(hya linized ) ap pearance of the apical cytoplasm . The
g lassy appearance is due to the presence of large num bers
of aggrega ted to nofilaments in the apical cytoplasm.
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Apocrine Sweat Glands
Apocrine glands are large-lumen tubular glands associated
with hair follicles

Apocrine sweat glands develop from the same downgrowths of epidermis that give rise to hair follicles. The
connection to the follicle is retained, allowing the secretion
of the gland to enter the follicle, typically at a level just
above the entry of the sebaceous duct. From here, the secretion makes its way to the surface.
Like eccrine glands, apocrine glands are coiled tubular
glands. They are sometimes branched. The secretory portion of the gland is located deep in the dermis or, more
commonly, in the upper region of the hypodermis.
The secretory portion of apocrine glands has a wider lumen
than that of eccrine glands and is composed of a single cell type

FIGURE 14.17
Electron micrographs of an eccrine sweat
gland. a. This micrograph shows myoepithelial cells (My) and two distinctive gland
cell types, dark cells (D) and clear cells (C).
The apical portion of the dark cell is broad;
it faces the lumen (L) of the gland and contains numerous secretory granules. The
dasl1ed line marks the boundary of one dark
cell. The clear cell is more removed from
the lumen of the gland. Its base rests on the
myoepithelial cells or directly on the basal
lamina. Most of the free surface of the clear
cell faces an intercellular canaliculus (!C).
Clear cells conta in numerous mitochondria,
extensive infoldings of the plasma membrane, and large numbers of electrondense glycogen inclusions. x 5,600. (Courtesy of Dr. John A. Terzakis.) b. At higher
magnification, dark cells display rER (arrow)
and a Golgi apparatus (G) in addition to secretory granules. Clear cells show large
amounts of folded membrane, mitochondria, and glycogen. The myoepithelial cells
(My) contain large numbers of contractile
actin filaments. 511ort stubby arrows (upper
right) mark the boundary of a clear cell.
xl?,SOO. (Courtesy of Dr. John A. Terzakis.)

The secretory portion of apocrine glands differs in several respects from that of eccrine glands. The most obvio us
difference, readily noted in the light microscope, is its very
wide lumen (Fig. 14.18). Unlike eccrine glands, apocrine
glands store their secretory product in the lumen. The secretory portion of the gland is composed of simple epithelillln. OnJy one cell type is present, and the cytoplasm of the
cell is eosinophilic. The apical part of the cell often exhibits
a bleb-like protrusion. It was once thought that this part of
the cell pinched off and was discharged into the lumen as
an apocrine secretion, thus the name of the gland. However, TEM studies confirm that the secretion is a merocrine
type. The apical cytoplasm contains numerous small granules, the secretory component within the cell, which are discharged by exocytosis. Other features of the cell include numerous lysosomes and lipofuscin pigment granules. The
latter represent secondary and tertiary lysosomes. Mitochondria are also numerous. During the refractory phase,
after expulsion of the secretion, the Golgi apparatus en·
larges, in preparation for a new secretory phase.
Myoepithelial cells are also present in the secretory portion of the gland and are situated between the secretory

FIGURE 14.18
Photomicrograph of an apocrine sweat gland. This section of adult
skin from the area around the anus shows several apocrine (anal)
sweat glands, which are easily identified by the large lumen of their
secretory components. This apocrine sweat gland is close to a hair
follicle (center of photomicrograph) and deep to the dense, irregular
connective tissue of the dermis. x 45. Inset. Higher magnification of
secretory component shows the cell types of the apocrine gland. Tl1e
gland consists of a simple epithelium whose cells are either cuboidal
or columnar and myoepith elial cells located in the basal portion of
the epithelial cell layer. x230.

cells and the adjacent basal lamina. As in eccrine glands,
contraction of the processes of myoid cells facilitates expulsion of the secretory product from the gland.
The duct portion of apocrine glands is lined by stratified
cuboidal epithelium and lacks myoepithelial cells

Although many neural and emotional factors can alter the
compositio n of sweat, altered sweat composition can also be a
sign of disease. For example, elevated sodium levels in sweat
can serve as an indicator of cystic fibrosis. In pronounced uremia, when the kidneys are unable to rid the body of urea, the
concentration of urea in sweat increases. In this condition, after the water evaporates, crystals may be discerned on the
skin, especially on the upper lip. These include urea crystals
and are called urea frost

The duct of the apocri ne gland is similar to that of the
eccrine duct; it has a narrow lumen. However, it continues
from the secretory portion of the gland in a relatively
straight path to empty into the follicle canal. Because of its
straight course, the probability of viewing both the duct
and the secretory portion of an apocrine gland in the same
histologic section is reduced. Also in contrast to the eccrine
duct, resorption does not take place in the apocrine duct.
The secretory product is not altered in its passage through
the duct.
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The duct epithelium is stratified cuboidal, usually two
but sometimes three cell layers thick. The apical cytoplasm
of the luminal cel ls appears hyalinized, a consequence of
the aggregated tonofilaments in the apical cytoplasm. In
this aspect they resemble the luminal cells of the eccrine
duct.

nail root

nail matrix

Apocrine glands produce a protein-rich secretion containing
pheromones

eponychium

Apocrine glands produce a secretion that contains protein, carbohydrate, ammonia, lipid, an d certain organic
compounds that may color the secretion. However, the secr etions vary with the anatomic location. In the axilla, the
secretion is milky and slightly viscous. When secreted, the
fluid is odorless, but through bacterial action on the skin
smface it develops an acrid odor.
Apocrine glands become functional at puberty; as with
axillary and pubic hair, their development depends on sex
hormones. In the female, both axillary and areolar apocrine glands und ergo morphologic and secretory changes
that parallel the menstrual cycle.
In many mammals, similar glands secrete pheromones,
chemical signals used in marking territory, in courtship behavior, and in certain maternal and social behaviors. It is
generally believed that apocrine secretions may function as
pheromones in humans. Male pheromones (a ndrostenol/
androstenone) in the secretion of apocrine glands have a
direct impact on the female menstruation cycle. Furthermore, female pheromones (copulins) influence male percept ion of fema les and may also induce hormonal changes
in males.

Innervation of Sweat Glands
Both eccrine and apocrine sweat glands are innervated by
the sympathetic portion of the autonomic nervous system.
Eccrine sweat glands are stimulated by cholinergic tra nsmitters (usually identified with the parasympathetic component
of the autonomic system), whereas apocrine glands are stimulated by adrenergic transmitters. As described a bove, eccrine glands respond to heat and stress. Apocrine glands respond to emotional and sensory stim uli but not to beat.
NAILS

FIGURE 14.19
Photomicrograph of a sagittal section of distal phalanx with a nail. A

nail is a keratinized plate located on the dorsal aspect of the distal
phalanges. Under the free edge of the nail is a boundary layer, the hyponychium, which is continuous with the stratum corneum of the adjacent epidermis. The proximal end, the root of the nail, is overlapped
by skin, the eponychium, wl1ich is also continuous with the stratum
corneum of the adjacent epidermis. Deep to the nail is a layer of epithelium with underlying dermis. The proximal portion of this epithelium is referred to as the nail matrix. The bone in this section represents a distal phalanx. Numerous Pacinian corpuscles are present In
the connective tissue of the palmar side of the finger. Note that even
at this low magnification, the stratum lucidum in visible in the epidennis of the fingertip. x 10.

Nails are plates of keratinized cells containing hard keratin

T he slightly arched fingernails and toenails, more properly referred to as nail plates, rest on nail beds. The nai l
bed consists of epithelial cells that are continuous with the
stratum basale and stratum spinosum of the epidermis
(Fig. 14.19).
The proximal part of the nail, the nail root, is buried in
a fold of epidermis and covers the cells of the germinative

zone, or matrix. The matrix contains a variety of cells including stem cells, epithelial cells, melanocytes, Merkel's
cells, and Langerhans' cells. The stem cells of the matrix
regularly divide, migrate toward the root of the nail, and
there differentiate and produce the keratin of the nail. Na il
keratin is a hard keratin, like that of the hair cortex. Unlike the soft keratin of the epidermis, it does not desqua-

Epidermal repair is effected by basa l cell proliferation or, in extensive trauma, by hair follicle and sweat gland epithelia. The repair
of an incision or laceration of the skin requires stimulated growth
of both the dermis and the epidermis. Dermal repair involves (a) removal of damaged collagen fibers in the wound site, primarily
through the effort of macrophage activity; and {b) proliferation of
fibroblasts and subsequent production of new collagen and other
extracellular matrix components. Application of sutures reduces
the extent of the repair area through maximal closure of a wound,
minimizing scar formation. Surgical incisions are typica lly made
along cleavage lines; the cut tends to parallel the collagen fibers,
thus minimizing the need for excess collagen production and the
inherent scarring that may occur.
Repair of the epidermis involves the proliferation of the basal
keratinocytes in the stratum germinativum in the undamaged site
surrounding the wound (Fig. 14.20). Mitotic activity is markedly increased within the first 24 hours. In a short time, the wound site is
covered by a scab. The proliferating basal cells of the stratum germinativum begin migrating beneath the scab and across the
wound surface. The migration rate may be up to 0.5 mm/ day,
starting within 8 to 18 hours after wounding. Further proliferation
and differentiation occur behind the migration front, leading to
restoration of the multilayered epidermis. As new cells ultimately
keratinize and desquamate, the overlying scab is freed with the
desquamating cells, which explains w hy a scab detaches from its
periphery inward.
In cases in which the full thickness of the epidermal layer is removed either by trauma or in surgery, the deepest parts of hair follicles and glands that remain as islands of epithelial cells in the dermis will divide and produce cells that migrate over the exposed
surface to reestablish a complete epithelial (epidermal) layer. Massive destruction of all of the epithelial structures of the skin, as in a
third-degree burn or extensive full-thickness abrasion, prevents
reepithelialization. Such wounds can be healed only by grafting
epidermis to cover the wounded area. In the absence of a graft, the
wound would, at best, reepithelialize slowly and imperfectly by ingrowth of cells from the margin·s of the wound.

mate. It consists of densely packed keratin filaments embedded in a m atri x of amorphous keratin with a hig h sulfur content, wh ich is responsible for the hardness of the
nail. The process of hard keratin formation, as with the
hair cortex, does not involve keratohyalin granules. In addition, a cornified cell envelope conta ins proteins similar to
those fmmd in the epidermis.
The constant add ition of new ce lls at the root a nd their
keratinization account for nail growth. As the nail plate
grows, it moves over the nail bed. On the microscopic
level, the na il p late contains closely packed interdigitating
corneocytes lackin g nuclei and organelles.
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FIGURE 14.20
Photomicrograph showing a late stage in the epidermal repair of
a skin wound. The initial injury was caused by an incision through

the full thickness of the skin and partially into the hypodermis,
which contains adipose cells (A). The epidermis has re-formed beneath the scab. The asterisk marks an artifact where epithelium
separated during specimen preparation. The scab, wh ich contains
numerous dead neutrophils in its inferior aspect, is close to the
point of release. The dermis at this stage shows little change during the repair process but will ultimately reestablish itself to form
a continuous layer. x 110.

The crescent-shaped white area near the root of the nail,
the lunula, derives its color from the thick, opaq ue layer of
partially keratinized matri x cells in this region. When the
nai l p late becomes fully keratinized, it is more transparent
and takes on the coloring of the underlying vascular bed.
T he edge of the skin fold covering the root of the nail is the
eponychium, or cuticle. The cuticle is a lso composed of
hard keratin, a nd for this reason it does not desquamate.
Because of its thinness it tends to break off or, as wi th
many individuals, it is trimmed and pushed back. A thickened epidermal layer, the hyponychium, secures the free
edge of the nail plate at th e fingertip.

CHAPTER 1 4

PLATE 38. SKIN I
The ski n, or integument, consists of two mai n layers: the epidermis, composed of stratified squa mous epithelium that is
kerati ni zed, and the dermis, composed of connecti ve tissue. Under the dermis is a layer of loose connective tissue called the
hypodermis, which is also generall y referred to as the subcutaneous tissue or, by gross anatomists, as the superficial fascia.
Typicall y, the hypodermis contains large amounts of adipose tissue, particularly in an adequately nourished individual.
T he epidermis gives rise to nails, hairs, sebaceous glands, and sweat glands. On the palms of the ha nds and soles of the
feet, the epidermi s has an outer keratinized layer that is substantially thicker than that over the other parts of the body. Accordingly, the ski n over the palms and soles is referred to as thick skin, in contrast to the skin over other parts of the body,
whi ch is re ferred to as thin skin.
T here are no ha irs in thick skin. In additi on, the interface between the epide rmi s and the dermi s is more complex in thick
skin than in thin skin. T he finger-like projections of the dennis into the base of the epidermis, the dermal papillae, are much
longer and more closely spaced in thick skin. Th is provides greater resistance to frictional fo rces acti ng o n thi s ski n.

Figure 1, skin, human, H&E x 45.
In thi s sample of thick skin, the epidermis (Ep) is at the
top; the re mainder of the field consists of dermis, in which a
large nu mber of sweat glands (SW) can be observe d. Although the layers of the epidermis are examined more advantageously at higher magnification (e.g., Fig. 3), it is easy
to see, even at this relatively low magnification, that about
ha lf of the thickness of the epidermi s consists of a distinctive surface layer that stains more lightly than the remainder
of the epidermis. This is the keratini zed layer. The dome-

shaped surface contours represent a cross section through
the minute ridges on the surface of thic k ski n that produce
the characteristic fingerprints of a n individual.
In addition to sweat glands, the dermis displays blood
vesse ls (BV) and adi pose tissue (AT). The ducts of the sweat
glands (D ) extend from the glands to the epidermis. One of
the ducts is show n as it enters the epidermis at the bottom
of an epithelial ridge. It wi ll pass through the epiderm is in
a spiral course to open onto the skin surface.

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E x 60.
A sample of thin skjn is show n here to compare with the
thick skin in Figure I . In addi tion to sweat glands, th in
skin contains hair foll ic les (HF) and their associated sebaceous glands (SCI). Each sebaceous gland opens into a hai r

follicle. Often, as in th is tissue sample, the hair fo llic les
and the glands, both sebaceous and sweat, extend beyond
the dermis (D e) and in to the hypodermis. Note the blood
vessels (BV) a nd ad ipose ti ssue (AT) in the hypoderm is.

Figure 3, skin, human, H&E X320; inset X640.
The layers of the epidermis of thin ski n are shown here
at hi ghe r magni fication. T he cell layer that occupies the
deepest locati on is the stratum basale (SB). T his is one cell
deep. Just above this is a layer several cells in th ickness, the
st ratu m spinosum (SS). It consists of cells that have spinous
processes on their surface. T hese processes meet with spinous processes of ne ighboring cells and , togethe r, appear as
intercellular bridges (arrows, inset). The next layer is the
stratu m granulos um (SGr), whose cells contain kerato-

hyalin granules (anvwhead, inset). O n the surface is the
stratum corneum (SC). This consists of keratini zed cells,
i.e., cells that no longer possess nuclei. The keratin ized
cells are flat and generally adhere to other cells above and
below without evidence of cell boundaries. In thick skin , a
fifth layer, the stratum luc idum, is seen between the stratum
granul osum and the stratum corneum. The pigment in the
cells of the stratum basale is me lanin; some of this pigment
( P) is also present in connective ti ssue cells of the dermis.

KEY
AT, ad ipose tissue

BV, blood vesse ls
D, duct of sweat g lands
De, dennis
Ep, epidermis
H F, hair fo llicle

J>, pig ment
S B, stratum basale
SC, stratum corneum
SGI, sebaceous gland
SG r, stratum granulos um

SS, stratum spinosum
SW, sweat gland
a nowhead (inset), granules in cell o f stratum granulosum
a rrows (inset), "i ntercellu lar bridges"
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PLATE 39. SKIN II
The epidermis contains four distincti ve cell types: keratinocytes, melanocytes, Langerhans ' cells, and Merkel 's cells. Keratinocy tes are the most numerou s of these cells; they are generated in the stratum basale and m ove toward the surface. As they
do so, they produce the intrace llular protein keratin and the special extracellular lipid that serves as a water barrier in the upper layers of the epide rmi s. Histolog ically, the keratinocytes are the cells that show spino us processes in the stratum spinosum.
The other three cell types are not readily identified in H&E-stained paraffin sections. The product of the melanocyte is, however, evident in H&E sections, and thi s is considered in the first two fig ures of this plate.
The skin conta ins a pig ment, melanin, which protects the tissue against the harmful effects of ultraviolet light. It is formed
by the melanocytes that then pass the pig ment to the keratinocytes. More pi g ment is present in dark skin than in light skin ;
thi s can be seen by comparing light skin (Fig. I ) and clark skin (Fig . 2.). The epidermis and a small amou nt of the dermis are
shown in each figure. Whereas the deep part of the clark s kin contains considerable pigme nt, the amount of pigment in light
ski n is insufficient to be noticeable at this magnification. Cells to r producing the pigment are present in both skin types and in
appraximately equal numbers. The differe nce is due to more rapid digestion of the pig ment by lysosomes of keratinocytes in
li ght skin. After prolonged ex posure to s unlight, pigment is also produced in sufficient amounts to be see n in li ght skin.

Figure 1, light skin, human, H&E X300.
In routine H&E-staine d paraffin sections of lig ht skin,
such as thi s sample, the m elanocytes are among the cells
that appear as small, rounded, clear cells (CC) mi xed with
the other cells of the stratum basale. However, not all clear

Figure 2, dark skin, human, H&E x300.
In clark skin, most of the pigme nt is in the basal portion
of the epidermi s, but it is also present in cells progress ing
toward the surface and within the no nnucleated cell s of the
ke ratini zed layer. The anvws indicate the melanin pigment

Figure 3, skin, human, H&E and elastin stain
X200; inset x 450.
This fi gure is included because it s hows certain features
of the dermis, the connective tissue layer of the skin. The
dermis is di v ided into two layers: the papillary layer ( PL) of
loose connective ti ssue and the reticular layer (RL) o f more
dense connective tiss ue. The papillary layer is immediate ly
under the epidermis. It includes the connective ti ss ue papillae that project into the undersurface of the epidermis. The
reti cul ar layer is deep to the papillary layer. The boundary
between these two layers is not demarcated by any specific
s tructural feature except for the change in the histo logic
compos ition of the two layers.
This spec imen was s tained with H&E and also w ith a
procedure to display elast ic fibers ( EF). They are relatively

cells of the e pidermis are melanocytes. For example,
Langerhans' cells may also appear as clear cells, but they
are located more superficially in the stratum spinosum.
Merkel's cells may also appear as clear cells, thus making
it difficult to identify these three cell types with certainty.
in keratinocytes of the stratum spinos um and in the stratum
corneum. In lig ht skin, the melanin is broken down before
it leaves the upper part of the s tratum spinosum . Thus, pigment is not seen in the upper layers of the epiderm is.

thick and conspicuous in the reticular layer (see a lso inset),
whe re they appear as the dark-blue profiles, some of which
are e longate, whereas others are short. In the papillary
layer, the elastic fib ers m·e thinner and relative ly sparse (armws). The inset shows the typical eosinophilic staining of
the thick coll agenous fib ers in the reti cular layer. Although
the collagenous fibers at the lower mag nification of thi s fi gure are not as pro mine nt, it is neverthe less poss ible to note
that they are thicker in the reticular layer than in the papillary layer. The papillary layer is evide ntly more ceJJul ar
than the retic ular layer. Many of the s mall dark-blue profiles in the reticul ar layer re present oblique and cross sectio ns through elastic fibers (see inset) and not nuclei of
ce ll s.

KEY
CC, clear cells
EF, e lastic fibers
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PL, papi ll ary layer
RL, reticul ar layer

arrows, Figure 2, pigment in different layers of e pidermis; Figure 3, delicate el astic
fi bers
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PLATE 40. ECCRINE AND APOCRINE SWEAT GLANDS
Sweat glands are of two types: apocrine and eccrine. Apocrine glands have a limited distribution; in the human, they are
fo und in the axi lla, anogeuital region, and mammary areola. Apocrine sweat glands are large tubul ar structures that are sometimes branched. They empty into the upper portion of the hair follicle and produce a product that becomes odorifero us after being secreted. The product of the apocrine sweat gland is important in other mammals, serving as a sex attractant and a marker
of territory. Apocrine glands develop at puberty under the iJ1ftuence of sex hormones. They respond to nerve stimulatio n but not
to e levated ambient temperature. ln addition to the apocrine glands that are obviously sweat glands, two other types of glands,
namely, the cerumino us glands of the external ear and the g lands of Moll in the eyel ids, are also classified as apocrine glands.
Eccrine sweat glands in the human are distributed over the entire body surface except for the lips, glans penis, inner surface of the prepuce, clitoris , and labia minora. They are simple coiled tubular structures located in the deep dennis or upper
hypodermis and are di rectly continuous with a duct segment that leads to the epidermal surface. Eccrine sweat glands principally function in regulating body temperature through the cooling that results from evaporation of water from the hypotonic
sweat secreted onto the body surface. Excessive sweating can lead to significant loss of water and electrolytes from the body.
Eccrine sweat glands are particularly numerous in the thick ski n of the hands and feet.

B

B

Figure 1, skin, human, H&E x120; insets x1 200.
This section of adul t skin shows both apocrine and eccrine sweat glands. T he apocrine sweat glands (aSG) are
easily identified by virtue of the large lumen of their secretory porti on. T hi s histologic feature is in striking contrast to
the small lumen displayed by the secretory portion of the
eccrine sweat gland (SG). Coincidentally, the apocrine
sweat gland is c lose to a hair follicle ( HF). As mentioned,
the apocri ne gland opens into the upper portion of a hair
fo llicle. The two small rectangular areas are enlarged in
the rectangular insets to show the cell types of the apocrine gland at higher magnification. Note that the upper
small rectangular area includes a tangenti al section
through one of the g landular units.
T he secretory porti on of the apocrine sweat gland consists of a single secretory cell type and myoepithelial cells.

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E X400; inset X800.
This figure shows eccrine sweat glands at higher magnification. Typically, a section includes profil es of both the
secretory portion (SG) and the duct portion (D) of the
g land. T he secretory portion of the gland consists of a double layer of cuboidal epithelial cells and, peripherally, alo ng
the basal lamin a, a conspicuous layer of myoepithelial
cells. The duct portion of the g land has a narrowe r outside
diameter than the secretory portio n, and the lume n of the
duct portion is typically narrower than that of the gland.
Occasionally, the duct may be distended (asterisk). T he inset shows where a secre tory unit (SG) continues into the

These can be seen in the uppet· rectangulm· inset. The epithelial cells are either cuboidal or columnar, and iJ columnar, they typically display granules (G) in their apical cytoplasm. The m yoepitheli al cells are in the basal portion of
the epithelial cell layer. Nuclei of myoepithel ial cell s are
elongate and, when cut in c ross section, appear as rounded
nuclear profi les in the base of the epithelial cell layer (arrows, uppet· t·ectangular inset). On the othe r hand , when
seen in different planes of section, the profiles of myoepithel ial cell nuclei may appear more elongate, as they are in
the lower rectangular inset (arrows). This inset also
shows the cytoplas mic porti on of the myoepithelia l cells,
c ut in cross section ( armwheads), in an adjacent glandular
Ull it.

ductal unit (D). T he duct has been cut as it tu rns, so that in
the upper part of the inset the duct is seen essenti all y in
cross section, whereas in the middle part of the inset it has
been cut in a more or less longitud ina l plane. Moreover,
where the duct has been cut longitudinally, the lumen is not
in the plane of section. The duct consists of a doubl e layer
of s mall cuboida l cells a nd no myoepitheli al cells. In addition, there is acidophilic staining assoc iated with the apical
portion of the duct cells that are adjacent to the lumen. This
is evident in the duct seen in the inset and can be contrasted
readily with the absence of such stai ning in the ap ical region of the secretory cells (SG), also seen in the inset:

KEY
aSG, apocrine sweat gland
BV, blood vessel
C, capill ary
D, duct of eccrine sweat g land

G, granules in apocrine secretory cells
HF, hair foll ic le
SG, eccri ne sweat g land, secretory portion

arrowheads, myoepithelial cell cytoplasm
arrows, myoepithelial cell , nuclei
astel"isk, lumen of eccrine duct
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CHAPTER 14

PLATE 41. SWEAT AND SEBACEOUS GLANDS
Normally, the body loses - 600 rnL of water a day throug h evaporation from the lungs and skin . Under conditions of high
ambient temperature, water loss is increased by an increased rate of sweating. This thermoregulatory sweating first occurs on
the forehead and scalp, extends to the face and the rest of the body, and occurs last on the palms and soles. Emotional sweating, however, occurs first on the palms and soles and in the axillae. Sweating is under both nervous control through the autonomic nervous syste m and hormonal control.
Sebaceous glands secrete sebum, a n oily substance that coats the hair and skin surface. Sebaceous secretion is a holocrine
secretion ; the entire cell produces, and becomes filled with, the fatty secretory product while it simultaneously undergoes progressive disruption, followed by necrosis, as the product fills the cell. Both secretory product and cell debris are discharged
into the pilosebaceous canal.

Ed

Ed

Figure 1, skin, human, H&E x 1000.
This section through a sweat gland shows fi ve profiles of
the ductal portion (D) and two profiles of the secretory portion (SG). The larger secretory segment is through a region
either just below or above where a U turn was made; therefore , it shows two luminal profiles. The lumina of both the
ductal and the secreto ry units are marked by asterisks.
The glandular unit of the eccrine sweat gland contains
two epithe lial cell types and myoepitheli al cells (M). Arrowheads show small cross secti ons of myoepithelial cell
cytoplas m; large arrows show where more elongate profiles
of myoepithelial cytoplasm are evident. The epithe lia l cells

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E x 160.
Sebaceous glands develop f rom the e pitheli al cells of the
hair follicl e and discharge their secretion into the fo llicle,
from where it reaches the skin surface . The sebaceous secretion is rich in lipid, and thi s is reflected in the cells of the
sebaceous gland. A section of a sebaceous gland and its related hair follicle is shown in this figure. At thi s level, the
hair follicle consists of the external root sheath (RS) sur-

Figure 3, skin, human, H&E X320.
The same sebaceous gla nd as in Figure 2 is shown here
at higher magnification. Numbers 1 to 4 show a series of
cells fi lled with an inc reasing ly greater amount of lipid and
progress ively closer to the opening of the gland into the

are of two types, designated dark cells and clear cells. Unfortunate ly, the characteristic dark cytoplasmi c staining of
the dark cell s is not evide nt unless special precautions are
taken to preserve the secretory granules in their apical cytoplasm. Nevertheless, note th at the dark cells are closer to
the lumen, whereas the clear cells are closer to the base of
the epithel ial layer, making contact with either the basal
lami na or, more frequently, the myoepithe lial cells. Jn addition , the clear cells are in contact with intercellular canaliculi. Several such intercellular canalic uli are shown in the
secretory units (small arrows). This figure also shows that
the duct consists of two layers of small cuboidal cells.
rounding the hair shaft. The sebaceous gland (Seb) appears
as a cluster of cells, most of whi ch display a washed-out or
finely reticulated cytoplasm. This is because these cells
contain numerous lipid droplets and the lipid is lost by di ssolution in fat solvents during the routine preparation of the
H&E-stained paraffin secti o n. The openi11g of the sebaceous gland through the ex ternal root sheath ( eRS) and into
the hai r follicle is shown in the lower ri ght.

hair follicle . The sebaceous secretion inc ludes the entire
cell, and therefore, cells need to be replaced constantly in
the functional gland. Cells at the periphery of the gland are
basal cells (BC). Dividing cells in the basal layer replace
those that are lost with the secretion.

KEY
BC, basal cells
CT, connecti ve tissue
D, duct of eccrine sweat gland
eRS, junction between sebaceous gl and and
external root sheath
M, myoepithel ial cell
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RS, external root sheath of hair folli cle
Seb, sebaceous gland
SG, secretory component of eccrine sweat
gland
arrowheads, myoepi theli al cell cytoplasm
(cross section)

asterisks, lumina of glands
large arrows, myoepithelial cell cytoplasm
(longitudinal section)
numbers 1 to 4 (Fig. 3), see text
small aiTOWS, intercell ular canaliculi
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PLATE 42. INTEGUMENT AND SENSORY ORGANS
The ski n is endowed with numerous sensory receptors of various types. These are the peripheral terminals of sensory nerves
whose cell bodies are in the dorsal root ganglia. The receptors in the skin are described as free nerve endings and encapsulated nerve endings. Free nerve endings are the most numerous. They subserve fine touch, heat, and cold and are found in the
basal layers of the epidermis and as a network around the root sheath of hair follicles. Encapsulated nerve endings include
Pacinian corpuscles (deep pressure), Meissner's corpuscles (touch, especially in the lips and thick skin of fingers and toes),
and Ruffini endings (sustained mechanical stress on the dermis).
Motor endings of the autonomi c nervous system supply the blood vessels, the arrector pili muscles, and the apocrine and
eccrine sweat glands.

rn

Figure 1, skin, human, H&E x20.
This specimen is a section of thkk skin from the finger
tip, showing the e pide rmis (Ep) and the dermis (D e) and,
under the skin, a portion ofthe hypodermis (Hy). The thickness of the epidermis is largely due to the thickness of the
stratum corneum. This layer is more lightly stained than the
deeper portions of the epidermis. Note, even at this low
magnification, the thick collagenous fibers in the reticular
layer of the dermis. Sweat glands (SG) are present in the
upper part of the hypodermis, and several sweat ducts (D)
are seen passing through the epidermis.
A feature of this speci men is that it depicts those sensory
receptors that can be recogni zed in a routine low-power
H&E-stained paraffin section. They are Meissner's corpus-

m
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cles and Pacini an corpuscles (PC). Several nerve bundles
(N) are seen in proximity to the Pacinian corpuscles. Meissner's corpuscles are in the upper part of the dermi s, in the
dermal papillae immediately under the epidermis. These
corpuscles are small and difficult to identify at tllis low
magnification; however, the ir location is charac teristic.
Knowing where they are located is a major step in finding
Meissner's corpuscles in a tissue section ; they are shown at
higher magnification in Figure 3.
Pacinian corpuscles are seen in the lower part of the hypodernlis. These corpuscles are large, slightly oval structures, and even at low magnification, a layered or lamellated pattern can be discerned.

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E x 320.
At thi s hi gher magnification, the concentric layers or
lamellae of the Pacinian corpuscle can be seen to be due to
flat cells. These are fibroblast-like cells, and although not
evident within the tissue section, these cells are continuous
with the endoneurium of the nerve fiber. The space between

the cellular lamellae contains mostl y fluid. The neural portion of the Pacinian corpuscle travels longitudinally
tlu·ough the center of the corpuscle. In this specimen, the
corpuscle has been cross-sectioned; an armwhead points to
the centrally located nerve fiber.

Figure 3, skin, human, H&E x 190.
Thi s high-magn ification micrograph shows portions of
the upper left field of Figure 1 in whi ch two Meissner's corpuscles (MC) are in direct proximity to the undersurface of
the epidermis in adj acent dermal papillae. The section
shows the long ax is of the corpuscles. A Me issner's corpuscle consists of an axon (sometimes two) taki ng a zigzag

or flat spiral course from one pole of the corpuscle to the
other. The nerve fiber terminates at the superficial pole of
the corpuscle. Consequently, as seen here, the ne rve fibers
and supporting cells are oriented approximately at right angles to the long axis of the corpuscle. Meissner's corpuscles
are particularly numerous near the tips of the fingers and
toes.

Figure 4, skin, human, H&E x550.
At the even hi ghe r magnificati on of this figure, the close
appositi on of Meissner's corpuscle to the undersurface of
the epidermis is well demonstrated tlu·oughout the e ntire

area of the dermal papill a. The flat spi1·aJ path of the neuron
(not seen) and its supporting cells is evident here, as is the
fibrous capsule (FC) that surrounds the ending.

KEY
0, ducts of sweat glands
De, dermis
E p, epidermis
FC, fibrous capsule
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Hy, hypodermi s
MC, Mei ssner's corpuscles
N, nerve bund les
PC, Pac inian corpuscles

SG, sweat glands
arrowhead, nerve fiber in center of Pacinian corpusc le
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PLATE 43. HAIR FOLLICLE AND NAIL
Hairs are composed of keratinized cells that develop from hair follicles. H airs are present over almost the entire body, being conspicuously absent only from the sides and palmar surfaces of the hands, from the sides and plantar surfaces of the feet,
from the lips, and from the skin around the urogeni ta l orifices. Coloration of the ha ir is due to the content and type of melanin
that it contains. The follicle varies in appearance, depending on whether it is in a growing or a resting phase; the growing follicle is the more e laborate.
The skin appendages (adnexa), especially hai r follicles and sweat glands, are particularly important in healing of skin
wou nds. They serve as the source of new epithelial cells when there is extensive loss of epidermis, as in deep abras ions and
second-degree burns.

B

Figure 1, skin, human, H&E x 300; inset X440.
The growing end of a hair follicle consists of an expanded bulb of epithelial cells that is invaginated by a
papilla (HP) of connective tissue. The epithelia l cells surrounding the papilla at the very tip of the follicle are not yet
specialized; they constitute the matrix, the region of the hair
follicle where cell division occ urs. As the cells leave the matlix, they form cell layers that will become the shaft of the
hair and the inner and oute r root sheaths of the ha ir follicle.
The cells that will develop into the shaft of the hair are
seen just to the right of the expanded bulb. They constitute
tl1e cortex (C), medulla (M ), and c uticle (asterisks) of the
hair. The cells of the cortex become keratinized. T his layer
will come to constitute most of the hair shaft as a thick
cylinder. The medulla forms the centrally located axis of
the hair shaft; it does not always extend through the entire
le ngth of the hair and is absent from some hairs. The cuticle consists of overlapping cells that ultimately lose their
nuclei and become filled with keratin. The c uticle covers
the hair shaft like a layer of overlapping shingles.

The root sheath (RS) has two parts: the outer root sheath,
whic h is continuous with the epidermis of the skin, a nd the
inner root sheath, which extends only as far as the level at
which sebaceous g lands enter the hair follicle. The inner
root sheath is furthe r di vided into three layers: Henle's
layer, Huxley's layer, and the cuticle of the inner root
sheath. These layers are seen in the growing hair follicle
and are show n at higher magnification in the inset with
numbers I to 5: 1, cells of the outer root sheath; 2, He nle's
layer; 3, Huxley's layer; 4, cuticle of the inner root sheath;
and 5, future c uticle of the hair.
Many of the cells of the growi ng hai r follicle contain
pigment that contributes to the color of the hair. Most of
this pigment is inside the cell (inset); however, in very dark
hair some pigment is a lso extracell ular.
The connective tissue surrounding the hai r follicle forms
a distinct layer referred to as the sheath, or dermal sheath
(DS), of the hair follicle.

Figure 2, skin, human, H&E x 12.
A nail is a keratinized plate located on the dorsal aspect
of the distal phalanges. A section through a nail plate is
shown here. The nail itself (N) is difficu lt to stain. Under
the free edge of the nail is a bou ndary layer, the hyponychium (Hypon), which is continuous with the stratum
corneum of the adjacent epidermis. The proxima l end of the
nail is overlapped by skin; here, the j unctional region is
called the eponychium ( Epon) and is also continuous with
the stratum corneum of the adjacent epidermis. Unde r the
nail is a layer of epi thel ium, the posterior portion of which
is referred to as the nail matrix (NM). The cells of the nail
matri x functi on in the growth of the nai l. Togethe r, the ep-

itheli um under the nail and the unde rlying dennis (D) constitute the nail bed. The posterior portion of the nail, covered by the fold of the skin, is the root of the nail (NR).
The re lationship of the nail to other structures in the fingertip is also shown in this figure. The bone (B) in the specimen re presen ts a distal pha lanx. Note that in this bone
there is an epiphyseal growth plate (EP) at the proxi mal extremity of the bone but not at the distal extremity. Numerous Pacini an corpuscles (PC) are present in the connective
tissue of the palmar side of the finger. Also seen to advantage in this section is the stratu m lucidum (SL) in the epiderm is of the thick skin of the fingertip.

Hypon, hyponychium
M, medulla
N, nail or nail plate
NM, nail matrix
NR, nail root
PC, Paci nian corpuscles
RS, root sheath

SL, stratum lucidum
asterisks, cuticle of hair
numbers : /, external root sheath; 2, Henle's
layer; 3, Huxley's layer; 4, cuticle of inner root sheath; 5. futu re cuticle of the
hair

B

KEY
8, bone
C, cortex
D, dermis
DS, dermal sheath
EP, epiphyseal plate
Epon, eponychium
HP, dermal papilla of hair follicle
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Digestive System 1:
Oral Cavity and
Associated Structures
OVERVIEW OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM
ORAL CAVITY
TONGUE

o f the al imentary can al are m orp ho logica lly specia lized for
specific aspects of d igestion and absorption.
After preliminary maceration, moisten ing, and formation into a bolus by the actions of rhe structures of the oral
cavity a nd sa livary glands, food passes rap idly th ro ug h the
pharynx to the esoph agus. The ra pid passage of food
thro ugh the ph arynx keeps it clea r for the passage of air.
The food passes more slowly through the gastrointesti na l
traer, and during its transit th rough the stomach and small
intestin e, the major alterations associated with digestion,
solu bilization, and absorption occu r. Absorption occurs
chiefly through t he wall of the sma ll intestine. Und igested
food and other substa nces w ithin the a lime nta ry ca na l,
such as mucus, bacteria, desqu a ma ted cells, a nd bile p igments, a re excreted as feces.

The alimentary mucosa is the surface across which most
substances enter the body
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The a limenta ry mucosa performs numerous functions in
its role as an interface between the body a nd the environment. T hese include
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TEETH AND SUPPORTING TISSUES 440
Enamel 441
Cementum 448
Dentin 448
Dental Pulp and Central Pulp Cavity (Pulp Chamber) 451
Supporting Tissues of the Teeth 452

• Secretion. The lining of the alimentary ca nal secretes, at
specific sites, digestive enzymes, hydrochl oric acid,
mucin, a nd antibodies.
• Absorption. The epithelium of the mucosa absorbs
metabol ic substra tes, e.g., the brea kd own p roducts of
di gestion, as well as vitamins, w a ter, elect ro lytes, recyclable ma terials suc h as bile compone nts a nd cholestero l, and other substa nces essential to the functions of
the bod y.
• Ban'ier. The mucosa serves as a ba rrie r to prevent the
entry of noxious substa nces, a ntigens, a nd pa thogenic
o rga n isms.
• Immunologic protection. Lym phatic tissue within the ·
mucosa serves as the body's first line of immune defense.

SALIVARY GLANDS 454
Secretory Gland Acini 454
Salivary Ducts 456
Major Salivary Glands 459
Parotid Gland 459
Submandibular Gland 459
Sublingual Gland 459
Saliva 459
BOXES
BOX 15. 1. Clinical Correlations: Inherited Absence of Taste

440

BOX 15.2. Clinical Correlations: Classification of Permanent (Secondary) and

Deciduous (Primary) Dentition 441
BOX 15.3. Functional Considerations: Histologic Preparation
of Tooth Tissues 449
BOX 15.4. Clinical Correlations: Dental Caries 453

The functions listed a bove are disc ussed at the beginning
of th e n ext chapter. Th e digestive system is co nsidered in
three chapters t hat dea l, resp ectively, w ith the oral cavity
and phar ynx (th is c hapte r ), the esophagus a nd gastroi ntesti na l trac t (Chapter 16 ), a nd the liver, gallbladder, and
pa nc reas (C hapte r J 7).

ch eeks, and teeth. T he oral cavity proper lies behind the
teeth a·nd is bounded by the ha rd and soft palates s uperi orl y, the tong ue and th e Aoor of th e mouth inferiorly, a nd
the entrance tO th e o ropha rynx posteriorly.
Each of the th ree majo1' salivmy glands are paired struct ures; t hey include the

• Parotid gland, th e largest of the three glands, located in
the temporal region of the head. Its excretory duct, th e

parotid (Stensen's) duct, opens at t he parotid papilla, a
small elevation o n the mucosal surface of the cheek opposite the second upper mola r tooth.
• Submandibular gland, located in the submandibu lar triangle of the neck. Its excretory duct, the submandibular
(Whm1:on's) duct open s a t a small flesh y prominence
(the sublingual caruncle) on each side of the ling ual
frenulum on the fl oor of the oral cavity.
• Sublingual gland, lying inferior to the tongue withi n the
sub lingual folds a t the flo or of the oral cavity. It has a
nu mber of sma ll excretory ducts; some enter the subma ndibu lar duct, a nd others enter individually into the
oral cavity.
The parotid and subma ndibu lar gla nds have r elatively
long ducts tha t extend from the secretory portion of the
gla nd to th e o ral ca vity. The sub lingual ducts are relati vely
short.
The minor salivmy glands ar e located in the submucosa
o f the o ra l ca vity. They e mpty directl y into the cavity via
short d ucts and are na med fo r their location i.e., buccal,
la bial, lingual, a nd pa la tine.

The tonsils consist of aggregations of lymphatic nodules that
are clustered around the posterior opening of the oral and
nasal cavities
Lymphatic tiss ue is o rga ni zed into a tonsillar 1ing
(Waldeyer's l'ing) of immunologic protection lo cated at the
shared en trance to the digestive and respiratory tracts.
This lym phatic tissue surrounds th e posterior orifice of the
oral a nd nasal cavities and contai ns aggregates of lymp ha tic nodules tha t include

• Palatine tonsils, o r simpl y the tonsils, which are located

9
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OVERVIEW OF THE DIGESTIVE
SYSTEM

The digestive system co nsists of th e alimentary canal a nd
its principa l associa ted organs, name ly, th e tongue, teeth,
salivary glands, pancreas, live1; and gallbladde1:
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The lumen of the alimentary canal is physically and
functionally external to the body
As it passes thro ugh the alimenta ry canal, food is broken
down ph ysically and chemi cally so that the degraded products can be absor bed into t he body. The various segments

ORAL CAVITY

The oral cavity consists of the mouth and its structures, which
include the tongue, teeth and their supporting structures
(peridontium), major and minor salivary glands, and tonsils
T he oral cavity is di vided into a vestibule and th e oral
cavity pmper. The vestibule is the space betwee n th e lips,

at either side of the ent ra nce to the oro pharynx between
th e pa latopha ryngea l a nd pa latog lossa l arc hes
• Tubal tonsils, w h ich a re located in the lateral wa lls of
the nasopha ryn x p osterior to the opening of the auditory tube
• Pharymgeal tonsil, o r adenoid, which is loca ted in th e
roof o f the n asopharynx
• Lingual tonsil, wh ich is loca ted a t the base of the ton gue
on its superior surface
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The oral cavity is lined by a masticatory mucosa, a lining
mucosa, and a specialized mucosa
The masticatory mucosa is found on the gingiva (gums)
and the hard palate (Fig. 15 .1 ). It has a keratinized and, in
some areas, a pamkeratinized stratified squ amous epithelium (see Fig. 15 .2). Parakerat inized epitheli um is similar to
keratinized epithelium except that the superficia l cells do not
lose their nuclei a nd their cytoplasm does not stain intensely
with eosin . The nuclei of the p arakeratinized cells are pyknotic (hi ghly condensed ) a nd remain until the cell is exfoliated (see Fig. 15.2). The keratinized e pithelium of th e masticatory mucosa resembles that of the sk in but lacks a stratum
lucidum. The underlying lamina propria consists of a thick
papi lla ry layer of loose cotmective tissue tha t contains blood
vessels and nerves, some of which send ba re axon endings
into the epithelium as sensory receptors, a nd some of wh ich
end in Meissner's corp uscles. Deep to the lamina propria is
a r eticu lar layer of mo re d ense connect ive tissue.
As in the sk in, the depth a nd number of con nect ive tissue
papillae contribute to the rela t ive immobility of t he m asticatory mucosa, thus protecting it from frictiona l a nd shea ring stress. At the mid line of the hard p ala te, in the palatine
raphe, the mucosa ad heres firml y to the underl ying bone.
The reticular layer of the lamina propria blends with the
pe riosteum, an d thus there is no submucosa . The same is

C HAPTER 1 5

true of the gingiva. \Xlhere there is a subm ucosa underlying
the lamina propria on the ha rd palate (see Fig . 15.1), it contains adipose t issue anteriorly (fa tty zone) and mucous
glands posteriorly (gla ndu lar zone) that are continuo us with
those of t he soft p alate. In the su bmucosal regions, thick collagenous bands extend from the mucosa to the bone.
Lining mucosa is fo und on th e lips, ch eeks, alveolar mucosa l surface, floor of t he mouth, inferior surfaces of t he
tongue, and soft palate. At these sites it covers striated muscle (lips, cheeks, a nd tongue), bone (alveolar muco sa), and
glands (soft palate, c heeks, inferi or surface of the tongue).
The lining mucosa has fewer an d shorter papillae so that it
can adjust to the movement of its underlying muscles.
Gene rally, the epitheli um of t he lining mucosa is non kera tinized, a lthough in some places it may be parakeratiuized. The epi th elium of t he verm ilion border of th e lip
(t he reddish portion between the mo ist in ner surface and
the facial skin ) is kerati n ized. The nonkeratin ized li ni ng
epithelium is t h icker t han keratinized e pithelium. It consists of only three layers:

• Stratum basale, a si ngle layer of cells resting on the
basal lamina

• Stratum spinosum, w hi ch is severa l cells thick
• Stratum supe1jiciale, the most supe rficial layer of cells,
also referred as th e su1face layer o f t he muco sa

T he cells of the mucosa l epithelium are sim ilar to those of
the e pidermi s of the skin an d include ker atinocytes,
La ngerha ns' cells, melanocytes, an d Mer kel's cells.
The la mina propria contains b lood vessels, nerves that
send bare axon endings in to the basa l layers of the epitheliu m, a nd encap sulated sensory e ndings in some papillae.
T he sharp contrast between the numero us d eep papillae of
t he a lveola r mucosa and the shallow papillae in the rest of
the lining mucosa allows easy iden tificati on of the two diffe rent regio ns in a histo logic section .
A distinct submucosa underli es the lining mucosa except
o n th e inferior surface of the tongue. This la yer contains
large bands of collagen a nd elastic fibers that bind the mucosa to the underlying muscle; it a lso contai ns the many
min o r salivary gla nds of the lips, tongue, and c heeks. Occasionall y, sebaceous gla nds not associated w ith a hair follicle a re foun d in the submucosa just la teral to the corner
of the mouth and in t he cheeks opposi te t he mo lar teeth.
T hey a re visible to th e eye and a re called Fordyce spots.
The submucosa contains th e larger blood vessels, ner ves,
a nd lym p hatic vessels th a t supply th e subepithelial neurovascular networks in the lamina propria thro ug hout t he
ora l ca vity.
Specialized mucosa is restri cted to t he dorsa 1 surface of
the tongue, w h ere it contains papillae a nd t aste buds.
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their associa ted taste buds constitut~ the specialized mucosa of the oral cavity. Four types of papillae are described:
filiform, fungifomt, circumvallate, a nd foliate.

• Filiform papillae ar e t he sm allest a nd most numerous in
humans. They are con ica l, elonga ted pro jections of connective tiss ue tha t are covered w ith highly keratinized
stratified squa mous e pithelium (Fig. 15.4a). This epithelimn does not contain taste buds. The papillae serve only
a mechanical r o le. Filiform papillae are distributed over
the entire ante rior d orsa l surface of the tongue, with
their tips pointing backward. They appear to form rows
that d iver ge to the left an d right from the midline a nd
tha t p a rallel the arms of the sulcus terminalis.
• Fungiform papillae, as the name implies, are mushroom -s haped p rojections loca ted on the dorsal sur face

9 TONGUE
incisive papilla

parakeratinized
epithelium

--

-- \

raphe

FIGURE 15.1

FIGURE 15.2

Roof of oral cavity. The hard palate, which contains bone, is bisected
into right a nd left halves by a raphe. Anteriorly, in the fa tty zone, the
submucosa of the hard palate contains adipose tissue; posteriorly, in
the glandular zone, there are mucous glands within the subm ucosa.
Neither the raphe nor the gingiva conta ins a submucosa; instead, the
mucosa is attached directly to the bone. The soft palate has muscle
instead of bone, and its glands are continuous with those of the hard
palate in the submucosa. (Based on Bhaskar SN, ed. Orban·s Oral His·
tology and EmbJyology. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 1991 .)

Stratified squamous epithelium of the hard palate. This photomicrograph sllows a transition in the oral mucosa from a stratified squamous epithelium (on the right) to a stratified squamous parakera·
tinized epithelium (on the left). Tile flattened surface cells of the
keratinized epithelium are devoid of nuclei. The layer of keratohyalin
granule-containing cells is clearly visible in this type of epithelium.
The flattened surface cells of the parakeratinized epitheli um display
the same characteristics as the keratinized cells, except they retain
tlleir nuclei; i.e., they are parakeratinized. In add ition, note the paucity
of keratohyali n granu les present in t11e subsurface cells. X 380.

The tongue is a muscular organ p rojecting into the oral cavity from its inferior surface. Lingual (i.e., pertaining to the
tongue) muscles a re both extrin sic (havi ng one a ttachment
o utside of the tongue) a nd intrinsic (confined ent irely to the
tongue, w ithout external attachment). The striated muscle
of th e tongue is arranged in bundles that generally run in
th ree planes, with each arranged at right a ngles to the other
two. This arra ngement of muscle fibers allows enormous
flex ibility a nd precision in the movemen ts o f the tongue1
which a re essen tial to huma n speec h as well as to its role in
digestion a nd swallowing. This form of m uscle organizat ion
is fo und only in th e tongue, which a llows easy identi fication
of this tiss ue as lingua l muscle. Variabl e amou nts of adipose
tissue are fou nd among the muscle fiber groups.
Grossly, the dorsal surface of the tongue is d ivided into
an anterior two thirds and a posteri or o ne third by a Vsha peel depression, t he sulcus tenninalis (Fig. 15.3) . T he
a pex o f the V points posteriorly a nd is the locatio n of the
foramen cecum, t he r em nant of the site fro m w h ich an
evagina tion of th e floor of the embryon ic pha ryn x occ u rred to form t he thyroid gland.
Papillae cover the dorsal surface of the tongue
Nu mero us m ucosal irreg ularities an d elevatio ns ca lled

li1tgual papillae cover the dorsal sur face of the tong ue a n terior to the sulcus termina lis. The lingua l papillae a nd

~

fl!Jiilgiferrm
papillae

FIGURE 15.3

Human tongue. Circumvallate papillae are positioned in a v configuration, separating the anterior two thirds of the tongue from the posterior tl1ird. Fungiform and filiform papillae are on the anterior portion
of the dorsal tongue surface. The uneven contou r of the posterior
tongue surface Is due to the lingual tonsils. The palatine tonsil is at
the junction between the oral cavity and the pharynx. (Specimen
Courtesy of Dr. Gunther von Hagen.)
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foliate papilla

their serous secretion into the base of the moats. T his secretion presumably flushes material from the moat to enable the taste buds to respond rapidly to changing stimuli.
• Foliate papillae consist of parallel low ridges separated
by deep mucosal clefts (see Fig. 15.4c), w hich are aligned
at r ight angles to the long axis of the tongue. They occur
on the lateral edge of the tongue. In aged individuals, the
foliate papillae may not be recognized; in younger individuals, they are easily fo und o n the posterior lateral surface of the tongue and contain many taste buds in the epithelium of the facing walls of neighboring papillae (Fig.
15.3e). Sma ll serous glands empty into the clefts . In some
animals, such as the rabbit, foliate papillae constitute the
principal site of aggregation of taste buds.
The dorsal surface of the base of the tongue exhibits
smooth bulges that reflect the presence of the lingual tonsil in the lamina propria (see Fig. 15. 3).

fungiform papilla
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Taste buds are present on f ungiform, foliate, and circumvallate
papillae

In histologic sectio ns, taste buds appear as oval, palestaining bodies that extend through the thickness of the epithelium (Fig. 15.5). A small opening onto the epithelial
surface at the apex of the taste bud is called the taste pore.
Three p rincipal cell types are fo und in taste buds:

• Neuroepithelial (sensory) cells are the most numerous
celts in the taste bud. These elongated cells extend fro m
the basal lamina of the epithelium to the taste pore,
through wh ich the tapered apical surface of each cell extends microvilli (see Fig. 15.5 ). Near their apical surface
they are connected to neighboring neuroepithelial o r
supporting cells by tight junctions. At their base they
form a synapse with the processes of afferent sensory
neurons of the facial (cranial nerve VII), glossopharyn-

taste pore

U--l.P~4--::::::=~

FIGURE 15.4
a. Structurally, the filiform papillae are posteriorly bent conical proj ections of the epithelium. These papillae do not possess taste buds
and are composed of stratified squamous keratinized epithelium.
X45. b. Fungiform papillae are slightly rounded, elevated structu res
situated among the filiform papillae. A highly vascularized connective
tissue core forms the center of the fungiform papilla and projects into
the base of the surface epithelium. Because of the deep penetration
of connective tissue into the epithelium (arrows), combined witl1 a
very thin keratinized surface, the fungiform papillae appear as small
red dots w hen the dorsal surface of the tongue is examined by gross
inspection. X45. c. In a section, foliate papillae can be distinguished
from fungiform papillae because they appear in rows separated by
deep clefts (arrows). The foliate papillae are covered by stratified
squamous nonkeratinized epithelium containing numerous taste

sensory
cells

buds on their lateral surfaces. The free surface epith elium of each
papilla is thick and has a number of secondary connective tissue papillae projecting into its undersurface. The connective tissue within and
under th e foliate papillae contains serous glands (von Ebner's glands)
that open via ducts into the cleft between neighboring papillae. X45.
d. Circumvallate papillae are covered by stratified squamous epithelium that may be slightly keratinized. Each circumvallate papilla is surrounded by a trench or cleft. Numerous taste buds are on the lateral
walls of the papillae. The dorsal surface of the papilla is smooth. The
deep trench surrounding the circumvallate papillae and the presence
of taste buds on the sides rather than on the free surface are features
that distinguish circumvallate from fungiform papillae. The connective
tissue near the circumvallate papillae also contains many serous-type
glands that open via ducts into the bottom of the trench. X2 5. ·

a
of the tongue (Fig. 15.4b). T hey project above the fili for m papillae, among which they are scattered, and are
just visible to th e unaided eye as small spots (see Fig.
15.3) . They tend to be more numerous near the tip of
the tongue. Taste buds are present in the stratified
squamo us epitheli um on the dorsa l surface of these
papillae.

• Circumvallate papillae are the large, dome-shaped structures that reside in the mucosa just anterior to the sulcus
terminalis (see Fig. 15.3 ). The human tongue has 8 to 12
of these papillae. Each papi lla is surrounded by a moatlike invagination lined with stratified squamous epithelium that contains numerous taste buds (Fig. 15 .4d) . Ducts
of lingual salivmy glands (von Ebner's glands) empty

FIGURE 15.5
Diagram and photomicrograph of a taste bud. a. This diagram of a
taste bud shows the neuroepithelial (sensoty), supporting, and basal
cells. One of the basal cells is shown in the process of dividing. Nerve
fibers have synapses with the neuroepithelial cells. (Based on Warwick
R, Williams PL, eds. Gray's Anatomy. 35th ed. Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1973.) b. This high-magnification photomicrograph shows

the organization of the cells within the taste bud. The sensory and
supporting cells extend through the full length of the taste bud. The
apical su rface of these cells conta ins microvilli. The basal cells are located at the bottom of the taste bud. Note that the taste bud opens
at the surface by means of a taste pore. X640.
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The general ability to taste as well as the ability to sense specific tastes is genetically determined. At one extreme are those
rare individuals, such as wine tasters and tea tasters, who have
prodigious taste discrimination and taste memory. At the othe r
extreme are individuals who are totally unable to taste. In one
rare inherited condition, f amilia l dysautonomia, taste buds and
fungiform pa pillae a re a bsent. The disease may be diagnosed
easily in the newborn, where the absence of these papillae is
particularly clear.
A common test used to identify •tasters· and · nontasters· is
to place a drop of a solution containing phenylthioca rbamide
(PTC) on the tip of the tongue. Tasters report a bitter taste; nontasters are unaware of any taste.

geal (cra nia l nerve IX ), or vagus (cra ni al ner ve X)
ner ves. T he tu rnover tim e of neuroepith elial cells is
a bout 10 days.
• Supporting cells are less n ume rous. T h ey a re a lso e lo ngated cells th a t exten d from t he basa l lamin a to the tas te
po re. Like neuroepithelia l cells, t hey con ta in micr ovilli
o n the ir apica l surface a nd possess tig ht junctio ns, bu t
they do no t synap se w ith t he nerve cells. The tu rn ove r
time of s uppo rti ng ce lls is a lso a bout 10 d a ys.
• Basal cells a re small cells located in the basa l portio n of
the taste b ud , near th e basa l la min a. They a re t he stem
ce lls fo r t he tw o other cell types.
In add iti o n to those a sso cia ted w ith the p apillae, taste
buds are a lso present o n the glossopa la tine a rch, the soft
pala te, the p osterio r s u rfa ce o f the epiglo ttis, a nd the posterior wa ll of t he ph arynx down to the level of t he cricoid
ca rtilage.
Taste buds react to o n ly fo ur stimu li: sweet, salt y, bi tter,
and acid . I n genera l, taste buds a t the t ip o f the tong ue detect sweet st im uli, t ho se immediately po sterola ter al t o the
t ip detect sa lty stimuli, a nd t hose mo re poste ro la tera l detect a cid o r sour testing stimuli. Taste b uds o n th e circ u mvalla te pa pillae detect bitte r st im uli.

lingual tonsil consists of accumulations of lymphatic tissue at
the base of the tongue
T he lingual tousil is located in the la m ina p ropria of the
ro ot or base of the to ngue. It is fo und posterio r to the s ulcu s
term ina lis (see Fig. 15 .3). T he ling ua l tonsil conta ins d iffuse
lymph atic tissue with lymphatic nodu les containing germin a l
center s. T hese structures ar e discussed in C hapter 13 .
Epith elia l crypts usua lly inva gina te into t he ling ua l to nsil. H o weve r, th e str ucture of the e pithel ium may be d ifficult to di sting uish beca use o f t he extrem ely la rge n um ber
of lym phocytes that norm a lly inva de it. Between nod ules,

the ling ua l ep ithel ium ha s the cha racter ist ics of lin ing e pithe lium. M uc o us lingua l saliva ry glan ds may be seen
w ithin th e ling ua l ton sil and m ay extend in to the m uscle of
the base o f the tongue .

The complex nerve supply of the tongue is provided by cranial
nerves and the autonomic nervous system
• Genera l se nsatio n for the anterio r two th ird s of th e
tong ue (a nte rior t o th e s ulcus termin a lis) is carr ied in the
mandibular division trigemittal nerve (cranial n er ve V).
Ge nera l sensatio n fo r t he p oste rio r o ne th ird o f th e
tong ue is car ried in the glossop ha ryn gea l (c ra nia l ne rve
IX ) and the vagus nerve (cra n ial nerve X ).
• Ta ste sensation is ca rried by t he chorda tympani, a
bra nch of the facia l nerve (cra n ial nerve VII ) a nterior to
the s ulc us term inalis a n d by the g lossop ha ryngea l (crania l nerve IX ) a nd vagus ne rves (cr an ial nerve X ) posterio r to the s ulcus.
• Moto r inne rva t ion fo r the mu sc ulature of the tong ue is
supplied by the hypoglossal nerve (cranial nerve X II ).
• Vascul ar a nd g la nd u la r in nervation is p rovided b y the
sympathetic a nd parasympathetic tterves. They su ppl y
blo od vessels a nd sma ll sali va ry g lan ds o f t he ton gue .
Ganglio n cells are ofte n seen w ith in the tong ue. Th ese
cells be lo ng to postga ngli o nic pa ra sym pa thetic neu ro ns
a nd a re des tined for th e minor sa liva r y g la nds w it h in the
tong ue. T he cell bodies o f sym pa th etic postga nglion ic
neurons are loca ted in th e superi or cervical ga ng lion.

\1 TEETH AND SUPPORTING TISSUES
Teeth a re a major com pon en t o f the o ra l ca vity a n d a re essentia l for t he beginning of th e d igestive p rocess. Teeth a re
em bedded in an d a ttach ed to the alveo la r processes of t he
m axilla a nd ma ndible . Children have 10 deciduous (primary, mill~) teeth in each jaw, on eac h side, consisting of
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Three systems are currently used to classify permanent and deciduous teeth (Fig. 15.6):
• Palmer system, wllicll was the most commonly used nota-

tion worldwide. In this system, uppercase letters a re used
fo r the deciduous teeth, and ara bic numerals are used fo r
the permanent teeth. Each quadrant in this system is designated by angled lines: J for upper right (UR). L fo r upper
left (UL), 1 fo r lower right (LR), and r for lower left (LL). For
example, permanent canines are ca lled number 3 in
each quadrant, and the quadrant is designated by its angled
line.
• Internation al sy stem, which uses two arabic numerals to designate the individual tooth. In this system, the first numeral indicates the location of the tooth in a specific quadrant. The
permanent quadrants are designated UR = 1, UL = 2, LL =3,
and LR = 4; tile deciduous quadrants a re designated UR = 5,
UL = 6, LL = 7, and LR = 8. The second numeral designates
the individua l tooth, which Is numbered beginning from the
dental midline. For example, in this system, the permanent canines are named 13, 23, 33, and 43, and the deciduous canines would be 53, 63, 7 3, and 83 .

• A canine, which erupts at age 10 to 12
• Two fJremolar teeth, wh ich erupt between a ges 10 and 1 2
• Three molm- teeth, which er upt a t different t imes; the
fir st mola r us ua lly er upts a t age 6, the second m o lar in
t he early teens, and the t hird m o lar (w isdom teeth) during the la te teens o r ea rl y twenties
Incisors, ca nines, a nd pre mo lars ha ve o ne ro ot ea ch, except fo r the firs t premolar o f th e m ax illa, which has two
roots. Mo la rs ha ve three a nd, o n ra re occasions, fo ur
roo ts. AU teeth ha ve the sa me basic structu re, however.

Teeth consist of several layers of specialized tissues

• A medial (central) incisor, t he fi rst too t h to erupt (usua Ll y in t he ma nd ib le) a t appr oxima tely 6 mo nths o f a ge
(in some infan ts, the fi rst teeth may n o t erupt unt il 12 to
13 mo n th s of age)
• A lateral incis01; w h ich e rupts at approxima tely 8
months
• A cattine tooth, which erupts at a pproxima tely 15 m·o nths
• Tw o molar teeth, the fi rst o f whic h er upts a t 10 t o 1 9
mo nt hs and th e second o f w hic h er u pts a t 2 0 to 3 1
mo n ths
O ver a period o f yea rs, usua ll y beginning at a bo ut age 6
a nd fin ishi ng at a bo ut age 12 to 13, deciduo us teeth a re grad ually rep laced by 1 6 permattent (secondaty ) teeth in each
jaw. Each side o f bo th upper a nd lowe r jaws consists o f

• A medial (cetttral) incis01; whic h er up ts a t a ge 7 to 8
• A lateral incisor, w hic h eru pts at age 8 to 9

Teeth ar e mad e up of t h ree specia lized tissues:
• ena mel
• cem entu m

• dentin

Enamel is an acellular mineralized t issue t hat covers the
c rown o f the too th. O nce formed it ca nnot be repla ced .
E na mel is a uniq ue ti ss ue beca use unlike bone, w hic h is
for med fr om co nnecti ve t issue, it is a mineralized material
d erived from epitheliu m . Ena mel is more hig hly m inera lized a nd ha rder t ha n a ny other mi nera lized ti ss ue in the
bod y. T he en amel that is exposed a nd vis ible above t he gum
line is called t he clinical crown; the anatomic crown descri bes a ll of the tooth tha t is covered by en ame l, some o f
w h ich is below the gum line. Ena mel va ries in thickness
o ve r the crown a nd m ay be as thick as 2 .5 mm on the cusps
(bit ing a nd g ri nding surfaces) o f some teeth. T he ename l
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• Ame~ican (Universal) system, which is the most commonly used

notation In North America. In this system, the permanent den·
titian is designated by arabic numerals, and the deciduous
dentition is designated with uppercase letters. For permanent
dentition, numbering begins in the UR quadrant, with the UR
third molar designated number 1. Numbering continues across
the maxillary arch to the UL third molar, designated tooth number 16. Tooth number 17 is the third molar located In the LL
quadrant inferior and opposite to tooth number 16. Then, the
numbering progresses across tile mandibular arch and ter'lllinates with tooth number 32, the LR third molar. In this sy stem,
the sum of th e numbers ofopposing teeth adds up to 33. For the
deciduous dentition, the same pattern is followed, but the letters
A to T are used to designate the individual teeth. Thus, In this
system, the permanent canines are designated 6, 11 , 22, and
27, and the deciduous canines, C, H, M, and R.
Also note that in Figure 15.6 the colo r outline demonstrates the
relationship of the deciduous and permanent dentitions. Examina·
tion of the table reveals that deciduous molars are replaced with
permanent premolars after exfoliation and that the permanent molars have no decid uous precursors.

layer ends a t t he neck or cervix o f the too th at the cementoenamel junction (Fig. 15 .7); the root of the tooth is then
co vered by cementum, a bone-like material. Dentin lies
deep to the enamel an d cementum.

Enamel
Enamel is the hardest substance in the body; it consists of 96%
to 98% hydroxyapatite
The no nstoichiomenic carbo nated calcium hydroxyapatite ena mel c r ysta ls t hat fo rm t he enamel a re arranged as
rods tha t measure 4 JLm w ide a nd 8 J.l.m h igh . Each enam el
rod spa ns the fu ll t hick ness of t he ena m el layer fro m the
de ntinoena me l junct ion to the ename l surface. When examined in cross sec tion a t h igher mag nification, the rods
revea l a keyhole shap e (Fig. 15 .8; the ba llooned p a rt or
head is orien ted superiorly and the tai l is di1·ected inferiorly
towa rd the root of the tooth. T he enamel crysta ls are primari ly o riented para llel to the long axis of t he rod w ith in
t he head, and in the t a il the y are oriented mo re obl iquely
(Figs. 15 .8 a nd 15.9). T he limi ted sp aces betwee n the rods
are a lso fi ll ed with en a mel c ryst a ls. Striations o bserved o n
enam el rods (contou r lines o f R etzi us) may represent evidence of r hyt hmic growth of the enamel in the developing
tooth . A wider li ne of hypo mineraliza tion is observed in
the ena mel of the decidu o us teeth. T h is line, called the
neona ta l line, m a rks the nu t ri t io na l cha nges that take
place between prenata l a n d po stna tal life .
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FIGURE 15.6
Classification of permanent and deciduous teeth. Three systems of
tooth classification are used. The central panel of the diagram shows
the permanent teeth, while the upper and lower panels show the deciduous teeth. Dentition is divided into four quadrants: upper left (UL),
upper right (UR), lower left (LL), and lower right (LR). Each quadrant Includes 8 permanent teeth and/or 5 deciduous teeth. In the American
(Universal) system (blue), permanent teeth are designated with Arabic
numerals. The numbering begins from the wisdom tooth in the upper
right quadrant designated as tooth number 1 and continues along all
the teeth in tile maxilla to tooth number 16 that designates the third
upper left molar. The numbering progresses to the mandible, beginning at tile third left lower molar designated as number 17 to the third
lower right molar designated as number 32. In the American system,
deciduous teeth are marked with capital letters designated for each
tooth. The pattern is the same as that for permanent teeth, so the
numbering begins from the second upper right molar and finishes
with the second lower right molar. In the International system (red),
also referred to as the Two Digit System, each tooth Is designated with

epithelial attachment

ww Q
first
molar

cementoenamel junction

two numbers: The first number indicates the dentition quadrant,
whicll is marked from 1 to 4 and from 5 to 8 in clockwise direction
beginning from the upper right quadrant for permanent and deciduous teeth, respectively. The second number specifies individual teeth
in each quadrant beginning from the midline where the medial incl·
sors are designated as number 1 and third molars are designated as
number 8. In the Palmer system (yellow), the dentition is divided into
four quadrants with a right-angle bracket. The vertical line of the
bracket divides the dentition into a right and a left side beginning at
the midline. The horizontal line of the bracket divides the dentition
into the upper and lower parts to designate teeth in the maxilla and
mandible. In the Palmer system permanent teeth are numbered with
Arabic numerals beginning from the midline. The deciduous teeth are
marked with capital letters also starting from the midline. To mark a
particular tooth with the Palmer system, two lines (vertical and horizontal) and the correct number or letter of the tooth are needed.
(Table design courtesy of Dr. Wade T. Schultz.)

FIGURE 15.7
Diagram of a section of an incisor tooth and surrounding bony and
mucosal structures. The three mineralized components of the tooth
are dentin, enamel, and cementum. Tile central soft core of the tooth
is the pulp. The periodontal ligament (membrane) contains bundles of
collagenous fibers that bind the tooth to the surrounding alveolar

bone. The clinical crown of the tooth is the portion that projects into
tile oral cavity. The anatomical crown is the entire portion of the
tooth covered by enamel. (Modified from Copenhaver WM, ed. Bai·
ley's Textbook of Histology. Baltimore: Williams & Wilkins, 1964.)

A lth o ugh th e enamel of an erupted tooth l ack s cells and
cell processes, it is not a st atic tissue. It is influenced by
substa nces in sali va, the secretio n of the sa l ivary glands,
w hich are essential t o its mainten ance. The substances in
sa liva that affect t eeth include

caries. Fluoride added to the hydroxy apatite co mplex
m ak es the enam el m o re resistant to acid deminer al iza tio n.
The widespread use of fluo rid e in drinking wa te1; to othpast e, pediatric v itam in suppl em ents, and m o uthw ashes
significa n tl y r educes t he incidence o f d ental ca ries.

•
•
•
•

Di gesti ve en zym es
A ntibact erial en zymes
Antibo dies
Inorgan ic (mineral ) compon en ts

Matu re enamel contai ns ver y l ittle organic mat eri al. D espite its har d ness, enam el ca n be decalcified by acidproducing bacteria acting o n food products trapped on the
enamel surface. This is the basis of th e initiati o n of dental

Enamel is produced by ameloblasts of the enamel organ, and
dentin by odontoblasts of the adj acent mesenchyme
The enamel o1•gan is an epithelial formation th at is derived fro m ect oderma l epith el ia l cells of the oral cavity.
The onset of tooth develo p m ent is m ar ked by pro li fer ati o n
of or al epithelium t o form a ho r seshoe-shaped cellular
band of tissue, the dental lamina, in the adjacent m es-
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• Inner enamel epithelium, made up of a cell la yer that
forms the concave surface

• Stratum intermedium, a cell layer that develops internal
to the inner enamel epitheljum

• Stellate reticulum, made up of cells that have a stellate
appearance and occupy the inner portion of the enamel
organ
The mesenchymal cells w ithin the "bell" adjacent to the
inner enamel epithelial cells become columnar and have an
epithelial type appearance. They wi ll become odontoblasts
and form the dentin of the too th. T he inner enamel epithelial cel ls of the enamel organ will become ameloblasts.
Along with the cells of the stratum intermedium, they will
be responsible for enamel production. At the early stage,
just prior to dentinogenesis and amelogenesis, the dental
lamina degenerates, leaving the developing tooth primordium detached from its site of origin.
Dental enamel is formed by a matrix-mediated biomineralization process known as amelogenesis. T he major
stages of amelogenesis are

• Matrix production, or secretory stage. In the forma -

FIGURE 15.8
Diagram showing the basic organization and structure of enamel
rods. The enamel rod is a thin structure extending from the denti-

noenamel junction to the surface of t11e enamel. Where the enamel
is thickest, at the tip of the crown, the rods are longest, measuring up
to 2,000 JLm. On cross section, the rods reveal a keyhole shape. The
upper ballooned part of the rod, called the head, is oriented superiorly, and the lower part of the rod, ca lled the tail, is directed inferiorly.
Within the head, most of the enamel crystals are oriented parallel to
t11 e long axis of each rod. Within the tall, the crystals are oriented
more obliquely.

enchyme where the upper and lower jaws will develop. At
the site of each future tooth, there is a fmther proliferation
of cells th at arise from the dental lamina, resulting in a
rounded, cellular, bud-like outgrowth, one for each tooth,
that projects into the underlying mesenchymal tissue. This
outgrowth, r eferred to as the bud stage, represents the
early enamel orga n (Fig. 15.10a). Graduall y, the rounded
cell mass enlarges and then deve lops a concavity at the site
opposite where it arose from the dental lamina . The
enamel organ is now referred to as being in the cap stage
(Fig. 15.10b). Further g rowth and development of the
enamel organ resu lts in the bell stage (Fig. 15.10, c and d ).
At th is stage the enamel organ consists of four recognizable cellular components:

• Outer enamel epithelium, made up of a cell layer that
forms the convex surface

tion of mineralized tissues of the tooth, dentin is produced first. Then, partially minera lized enamel matri x
(Fig. 15.11) is deposited directly on the surface of the
previously formed dentin. The cells producing this
partia ll y mineralized organic matrix are called sec1'etory-stage ameloblasts. As do osteoblasts in bone,
these cells produce an organic proteinaceous matrix by
activity of th e rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER),
Golgi apparatus, and secretory gran ules. The secretory-stage ameloblasts continue to produce enamel
matrix unti l the fu ll thickness of the future enamel is
achieved.
• Mat1·ix maturation. Manu·ation of the partially mineralized enamel matrix in volves the removal of organic material as well as continued influx of calcium and phosphate into the maturing enamel. Cells involved in this
second stage of enamel formation are ca lled maturationstage ameloblasts. Maturation-stage amelob.lasts differentiate from secretory-stage ameloblasts and function
primarily as a transport epithelitun, moving substances
into and out of the maturing enamel. Maturation-stage
amelob lasts undergo cyclical alteratio ns in their morphology that correspond to cyclical entry of calcium into
the ename l.
Secretory- stage ameloblasts are polarized columnar cells that
produce enamel

The secretory-stage ameloblast lies directl y adjacent tO
the developing enamel. At the apica l pole of each
ameloblast is a process, Tomes' process, which is surrounded by the deve.l oping enamel (Fig. 15.12). A cluster
of mitochondria in the base of the cell accounts for the

FIGURE 15.9
Structure of young enamel. a. This electron micrograph shows

enamel rods cut obliquely. Arrows indicate the boundaries between
adj acent rods. Xl4,700. b. Parts of two adjacent rods are seen at
higher magnification. Arrows mark tile boundary between the two
rods. Tl1e dark needle-like objects are young hydroxyapatite crystals; .

eosinophilic stammg of this region in hematoxylin and
eosin (H &E)-stained paraffin sections (Fig. 15.13). Adjacent to the mitochondria is the nucleus; in the main column of cytop lasm are the rER, Golgi, secretory granules,
and other cell elements . ] unctional complexes are present
at both apical and basal parts of the cell. They maintain
the integrity and orientation of the ameloblasts as they
move away from the dentoenamel junction. Actin fi laments joined to these junctional complexes are in volved i.n
moving the secretory-stage ameloblast over the developing
enamel. T he rod produced by the ameloblast follows in the
wa ke of the cell. Thus, in mature enamel, the direction of
the enamel rod is a record of the path taken earlier by the
secretory-stage ameloblast.

tile substance between the hydroxyapatite crystals is tile organic matrix of the developing enamel. As the enamel matures, the hydroxyapatite crystals grow, and the bulk of the organic matrix is removed.
X60,000.

At their base, the secretory-stage ameloblasts are adjacent to a layer of enamel organ cells called the stratum intennedium (see Fig. 15.10, b, c, and g). The plasma membrane of these cells, especiall y at the base of the
ameloblasts, contains alkaline phosphatase, an enzyme active in calcification. Stellate enamel organ cells are external
to the stratum intermedium and are separated from the adjacent blood vessels by a basa l lamina .
Maturation-stage ameloblasts transport substances needed for
enamel maturation

The histologic feature that marks the cycles of rna tura tjon-stage amelo blasts is a striated or ruffled border (Fig.
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FIGURE 15.10
Diagrams and photomicrographs of a developing tooth. a. In this
bud stage, the oral epithelium invaginates into the underlying mesenchyme, giving origin to the enamel organ (primordium of enamel).
Mesenchymal cells adj acent to the tooth bud begin to differentiate,
forming the dental papilla that protrudes into the tooth bud. b. Tooth
bud in cap stage. In this stage, cells located in the concavity of the cap
differentiate into tall, columnar cells (ameloblasts) forming the inner
enamel epithelium. The condensed mesenchyme invaginates into the
inner enamel epithelium, forming the dental papilla, which gives rise
to the dentin and the pulp. c. In this bell stage, the connection with
the oral epithelium is almost cut off. The enamel organ consists of a
narrow line of outer enamel epithelium, an inner enamel epithelium
formed by ameloblasts, several condensed layers of cells that form
the stratum intermedium, and the widely spaced stellate reticulum.
The dental papilla is deeply invaginated against the enamel organ. d.
In this appositional dentin and enamel stage, the tooth bud is completely differentiated and independent from the ora l epithelium. The
relationship of the two mineralized tissues of the dental crown,
enamel and dentin, is clearly visible. The surrounding mesenchyme
has developed into bony tissue. e. In this stage of tooth eruption, the
apex of the tooth emerges through the surface of the oral epithelium.
The odontoblastic layer lines the pulp cavity. Note the developed periodontal ligaments that fasten the root of the tooth to the su rrounding bone. The apex of the root is still open, but after eruption occurs,
it becomes narrower. f. Functional tooth stage. Note the distribution
of enamel and dentin. The tooth is embedded in surrounding bone
and gingiva. g. This photomicrograph of the developing tooth in the
cap stage (comparable to b) shows its connection with the oral epithelium. The enamel organ consists of a single layer of cuboidal cells
forming the outer enamel epithelium; the inner enamel epithelium
11as differentiated into columnar ameloblasts; and the layer of cells
adjacent to t11e inner enamel epithelium has formed the stratum intermedium. The remainder of the structure is occupied by t11e stellate
reticulum. The mesenchyme of the dental papilla has proliferated and
pushed into tl1e enamel organ. At this stage, the forming tooth is surrounded by condensed mesenchyme, ca lled the dental sac, which
gives rise to periodontal structures. X3 00. h. This photomicrograph
shows the developing crown of an incisor, which is surrounded by the
outer enamel epithelium and remnants of the stellate reticulum. It is
comparable to d. The underlying lighter-stained layer of dentin is a
product of the odontoblasts. These tall column ar odontoblasts have
differentiated from cells of the dental papilla. The pulp cavity is filled
with dental pulp, and blood vessels permeate the pulp tissue. x 40.

15.14). Maturation-stage ameloblasts with a striated border occupy approximately 70% of a specific cycle, and
those that are smooth-ended, approximately 30% of a specific cycle. There is no stratum intermedium in the enamel
organ during enamel maturation; stellate papillary cells
are adjacent to the maturation-stage ameloblasts.
The matmation-stage ameloblasts and the adjacent papillary cells are characterized by numerous mitochondria.
Their presence indicates cellular activity that r equires large
amounts of energy and reflects the function of maturat ionstage ameloblasts and adjacent papillary cells as a transporting epithelium.
Recent advances in the molecular biology of ameloblast ·
gene products have revea led the enamel matrix to be

ameloblasts
dentinoenamel
junction
dentin
odontoblasts

--

FIGURE 15.1 1
Diagram showing the cellular relationships during enamel formation.
In the initial secretory stage, dentin is produced first by odontoblasts.
Enamel matrix is then deposited directly on the surface of the previously formed dentin by secretory-stage ameloblasts. The secretorystage ameloblasts continue to produce enamel matrix until the full
thickness of the future enamel is acl1ieved. (Adapted from Scl1our I. The
neonatal line in the enamel and dentin of the human deciduous teeth
and first permanent molar. JAm Dent Assoc 1936;23:1946. Fig 2. Copyright © 2002 American Dental Association. Adapted 2002 with permission of ADA Publishing, a Division of ADA Business Enterprises, Inc.)

highly heterogenous. It contains proteins encoded by a
number of different genes. The principal proteins in the extracellular matrix of the developing enamel are

• Amelogenins, important proteins in establishing and
maintaining the spacing between enamel rods in early
stages of enamel development
• Ameloblastins, proteins produced by ameloblasts from
the early secretory to late maturation stages. Their function is not well understood; however, their developmental pattern suggests that ameloblastins play a much
broader role in amelogenesis than the other proteins,
and they are believed to guide the enamel mineralization
process by controlling elongation of the enamel crystals.
• Enamelins, proteins distributed throughout the enamel
layer. These enamel proteinases (ameloproteases-I) are
responsible for degradation of amelogenins in maturing
en a mel.
. • Tuftelins, acidic enamel proteins located near the dentinoenamel jun ction that participate in the nucleation of
enamel crystal. Tuftelin s are present in enamel tufts and
account for hypomineralization; i.e., enamel tufts have a
higher percentage of organic material than the remainder of the mature enamel.
The maturation of the developing enamel results in its
continued mineralization, so that it becomes the hardest
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FIGURE 15.12
Schematic diagrams of a partially formed tooth showing details of
amelogenesis. a. The enamel is drawn to show the enamel rods ex-

tending from the dentinoenamel junction to the surface of the tooth.
Although the full thickness of the enamel is formed, the full thickness
of the dentin has not yet been established. The contour lines within
the dentin show the extent to which the dentin has developed at a
particular time, as labeled in the illustration. Note that the pulp cavity in the center of the tooth becomes smaller as the dentin develops.
(Based on Schour I, Massier M. JAm Dent Assoc 1936;23 :1948.) b. Our-

substance in the body. Amelogenins and ameloblastins are
removed during enamel maturation. Thus, mature enamel
contains only enamelins and tuftelins. Th e ameloblasts degenerate after the enamel is fully formed, at about the time
of tooth eruption through the gum .

Cementum
Cementum covers the root of the tooth

The root is the part of the tooth that fits into its socket
or alveolus in the maxilla or mandible. Cementum is a thin
layer of bone-like material that is secreted by cementocytes, cells that closely resemble osteocytes. Like bone, cementum is 65% mineral. The lacunae and cana liculi in the
cementum contain the cementocytes and their processes,
respectively. They resemble those structures in bone that
contain osteocytes and osteocyte processes.
Unlike bone, cementum is avascular. Also, the canaliculi in cementum do not form an interconnecting network.
A layer of cementoblasts (cells that resemble the osteoblasts of the surface of growing bone) is seen on the
o uter surface of the cementum, adjacent to the periodon-

tal ligament.

b

FIGURE 15.14
Ameloblasts in different stages of maturation. a. This black and

FIGURE 15.13
Enamel organ cells and odontoblasts in a developing tooth. Tl1is

ing amelogenesis, enamel formation is influenced by the path of the
ameloblasts. The rod produced by the ameloblast forms in the wake
of the cell. Thus, in mature enamel, the direction of the enamel rod is
a record of the path taken earlier by the secretory-stage ameloblast.
c. At the apical pole of the secretory-stage ameloblasts are Tomes·
processes, surrounded by the developing enamel. Junctional complexes at the apical pole are also shown. Note the numerous matrixcontaining secretory vesicles in the cytoplasm of the processes.

Collagen fibers that project out of the matrix of the cementum and embed in the bony matrix of the socket wall
form the bulk of the periodontal ligament. These fibers are
another example of Sharpey's fibers (Fig. 15 .15). In addition, elastic fibers are also a component of the periodontal
ligament. This mode of attachment of the tooth in its
socket allows slight movement of the tooth to occur naturally. It also forms the basis of orthodontic procedures
used to straighten teeth and reduce malocclusion of the biting and grinding surfaces of the maxillary and mandibular
teeth. During corrective tooth movements, the a lveola r
bone of the socket is resorbed and resynthesized, but the
cementum is not.

Dentin
Dentin is a calcified material that forms most of the tooth
substance

Dentin lies deep to the enamel and cementum. It contains less hydroxyapatite than enamel, about 70 % , but
more than is found in bone and cementum. Dentin is secreted by odontoblasts that form an epithelial layer over
the inner surface of the dentin, i.e., the surface that is in

photomicrograph of an unstained plastic thick section viewed with
the phase contrast microscope shows enamel organ cells and odontoblasts as they begin to produce enamel (E) and dentin (D), respectively. Young enamel is deposited by secretory-stage ameloblasts (SA)
onto the previously formed dentin. The enamel appears dark in the
illustration. At the top, the enamel surface displays a characteristic
picket-fence pattern because of the sharp contrast between the lightly
stained Tomes· processes (TP) of the secretory-stage ameloblasts and
the darkly stain ed young enamel product that partly surrounds the
cell processes. The nuclei (N) at the right belong to cells of the stratum
intermedium. The nuclei (N) on the left belong to odontoblasts located
in the basal part of the cells. The odontoblast cytoplasm extends to
the dashed line. At this point, cytoplasmic processes (OP) extend into
the dentin. x 85.

Because most parts of the tooth are highly mineralized, teeth
are prepared for histologic study by methods similar to those
used for bone, namely, by means of ground sections and
stained demineralized sections. Ground sections are most often used to study an extracted or exfoliated tooth. As in the
preparation of bone, the ground section displays mineralized
tissue but destroys soft tissue; demineralization removes mineral and retains soft tissue. Demineralized sections have the
advantage that th ey can be used to view a section of a tooth
to study its relationship to the adjacent supporting structures.
In routinely demineralized sections of a mature tooth, however, the enamel is dissolved and lost. Therefore, diagrams of
a tooth showing features of both enamel and soft tissues are
composite diagrams that combine data derived from both
ground and demineralized sections (see Fig. 15.7).

white microphotograph of an H&E-stained specimen shows maturation-stage ameloblasts (MA) in demineralized tissue. The maturing
enamel has been lost during slide preparation, and the space below
the ameloblasts previously occupied by the enamel appears empty.
Maturation-stage ameloblasts with a striated border account for 80%
of the cell population in the maturation zone. BV, blood vessels; CT,
conn ective tissue; PL, papillary layer. X650. b. This photomicrograph
shows smooth-end ed maturation-stage ameloblasts (MA), whicl1 account for 20% of the cell population in the mature zone. At the basal
pole of the ameloblasts are the cells of the papillary layer (PL). A layer
of stratum intermedium is no longer present during this stage of
ameloblast maturation. x650.

FIGURE 15.15
Electron micrograph of Sharpey's fibers. Sharpey's fibers extend from

the periodontal ligament (right) into the cementum. They consist of
collagen fibrils. Sharpey's fibers within the cementum are mineralized;
those within the periodontal ligament are not mineralized. x 13,000.
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contact with the pulp (Fig. 15.16). Like amelo blasts,
odontoblasts are columnar cell s that contain a welldeveloped rER, a large Golgi appara tus, and other organelles associa ted with the synthesis and secretion of
large amo unts of protein (Fig. 15 .17). The apical surface
of the odontoblast is in contact with the forming dentin;
junctional complexes between the odontoblasts at that
level separate the dentina l compartment from the pulp
compartment.
The layer of odontoblasts retrea ts as the dentin is laid
down, leaving odontoblast processes embedded in the
dentin in narrow channels called de11tinal tubules (see Fig.
15.15). The tubules and processes continue to elongate as
the dentin continues to thicken by rhythmic growth. The
rhythmic growth of dentin produces certain "growth
lines" in the dentin (incrementa l lines of von Ebner and
thicker lines of Owen) that mark significant developmental
times such as birth (11eonatalline) and w hen unusual substances such as lead are incorporated into the growing
tooth. Study of grow th lines has proved useful in forensic
medicine.
Predenti11 is the newly secreted organic matrix, closest
to the cell body of the odontoblast, which has yet to be
mineralized. Although most of the proteins in the organic
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matrix are similar to those of bone, predentin contains two
unique proteins:

• D e11tin phosphoprotein (DPP), which is rich in aspartic
acid and phosphoserine an d binds large amounts of calcium. DPP is involved in initiation of mineralization and
in control of mineral size and shape.
• De11ti11 sialoprotein (DSP), which is rich in aspartic acid,
serine, glutamic acid, and glycine and is also involved in
the mineralization process.
An unusual fea ture of the secretion of collagen and hyd roxyapatite by odontoblasts is the presence, in Golgi vesicles, of arrays of a formed filamentous collagen precursor.
Granu les believed to contain calciu m attach to these precursors, giving rise to structures called abacus bodies (Figs.
15.17 and 15.18). Abacus bodies become more condensed
as they mature into secretory gra nules.
Dentin is produced by odontoblasts
FIGURE 15.18
Golgi apparatus in an odontoblast. This electron micrograph shows a
region of the Golgi apparatus containing numerous large vesicles.
Note the abacus bodies (arrows) that conta in parall el arrays of filaments studded w ith granules. x52,000.

Dentin is the first mineralized component of the tooth to
be deposited. The outermost dentin, which is referred to as
mantle dentin, is formed by subodontoblastic cells that
produce small bundles of collagen fibers (von Korff's

FIGURE 15.17
Electron micrograph of odontoblasts. The plasma membrane of one
odontoblast has been marked with arrows. The cell contains a large
amount of rough endoplasmic reticulum and a large Golgi apparatus.
The odontoblast processes are not included in this image; one
process would extend from the apical pole of each cell (top). The·
black objects in the Golgi region are abacus bodies. The tissue has
been treated with pyroantimonate, which forms a black precipitate
with calcium. x 12,000.

FIGURE 15.16
Dental pulp and structure of dentin. This photomicrograpll of a decalcified tooth shows the centrally located dental pulp, surrounded by
dentin on both sides. The dental pulp is a soft tissue core of the tooth
t11at resembles embryonic connective tissue, even in the adult. It contains blood vessels and nerves. Dentin contains the cytoplasmic
processes of the odontoblasts w it11in dentinal tubules. They extend

/)igestiue Sys tem], Oml Cavity mzd Associnted Stmctzms

into the dentinoenamel junction. The cell bod ies of the odontoblasts
are adjacent to the unmineralized dentin called the predentin. x 120.
Left inset. Longitudinal profiles of the dentinal tubules. x 240. Right
inset. Cross-sectional profiles of dentin al tubules. The dark outline of
the dentinal tubules, as seen in both insets, represents the peritubular
dentin, wh ich is the more mineralized part of the dentin. X240.

fibers). The odontoblasts differentiate from cells at the periphery of the dental papilla. The progenitor cells have the
appearance of typical mesenchymal cells; i.e., the y contain
little cytoplasm. During their differentia tion into odontoblasts, the cytoplasm ic volume and organelles characteristic of coll agen-producing cells increase. The cells for m a
layer at the periphery of the dental papilla, and they secrete
the or gan ic ma tr ix of dentin, or predentin, at their ap ical
end (away from the dental papilla) (Fig. 15 .19). As tbe predentin thickens, the odontoblasts move or are displaced
centrally (see Fig. 15.12). A wave of mineralization follo ws
the receding odontoblasts; this mineralized product is the

dentin. As the cells move centrally, the odontoblastic
processes elongate; the longest are surrounded by the mineralized dentin. In newly formed dentin, the wa ll of the
dentinal tubule is simply the edge of the mineralized
dentin. With time, the dentin immediately surrou nding the
dentinal tu bule becomes more highly mineralized; this
more mineralized s heath of dentin is referred to as the pe7'itubular dentin. The remainder of the dentin is called the
intertubular denti11.

Dental Pulp and Central Pulp Cavity
(Pulp Chamber)
The dental pulp cavity is a connective tissue compartment
bounded by the tooth dentin

The central pulp cavity is the space w ithin a tooth that
is occupied by de11tal pulp, a loose connecti ve tissue that is
r ichly vascularized and supplied by abundant nerves. The
pulp cavity takes the general shape of the tooth. The blood
vessels and nerves enter the pulp cavity at the tip (apex) of
the root, at a site called the apical foramen. (The designations apex a nd apical in this context refer only to the nar rowed tip of the root of the tooth rather than to a luminal
(a pical) surface, as used in describing secretory and absorptive epithelia.)
T he blood vessels and nerves extend to the crown of the
tooth where they fo rm vascular and neura l networks beneath and w ithin the layer of odontoblasts. Some bare
nerve fibers also enter the proximal portions of the denti-
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The periodontal ligament secures the attachment of the tooth
to the surrounding bone
The periodontal ligament is t he fibr ous connective tissue
joini ng the tooth to its surro unding bone. This ligament is
also ca lled the periodontal membrane, but neither term describes its structure and function adequately. The periodontal ligament provides for
•
•
•
•
•

FIGURE 15.19

Odontoblast process of a young odontoblast. This electron micrograph shows a process of the odontoblast entering a dentinal tubule.
The process extends into the predentin and, after passing the miner-

alization front (arrows), lies within the dentin. The collagen fibrils in
the predentin are finer than the more mature, courser fibrils of the
mineralization fro nt and beyond. X34,000.

nal tubules and contact o dontoblast processes_ The odon toblast processes a re believed to ser ve a transducer fu nction in transmi tting stimuli from the tooth surface to th e
nerves in t he dental pulp. In teeth with m ore than one
cusp, pulpal horns extend into the c usps and co nta in large
num bers of nerve fibers . More of these fibers extend into
the dent inal tubules t ha n a t o the r sites. Because d entin
continues to be secreted throughout life, the pulp cavity
decreases in volume w ith age.

Supporting Tissues of the Teeth
Supporting tiss ues of the teeth include the a lveo lar bone of
the a lveolar p rocesses of the maxilla a nd mandible, periodo nta l ligaments, a nd gi ng iva .
The alveolar processes of the maxilla a nd mandible conta in
the sockets or alveoli fo r the roots of the teeth
The alveolar bone proper, a thin layer of compact bone,
for ms the wa ll of t he a lveolus (see Fig. 15. 7) a nd is the
bone to which the periodontal ligament is attached. The
rest of the a lveolar process consists of s upporting bone.
The surface of the a lveo lar bone proper usua lly s hows
regions of bone resorption and bone deposition, particula rl y when a tooth is being moved (Fig. 15.20). Periodontal disease usually leads to loss of a lveolar bone, as does
the absence of functional occl usion of a tooth w ith its
normal opposing tooth.

attache d
gingiva-+---+-

.....,.,

r-r-.;_::,.yt:..+~-:::,.,-~-

dentogingiva l
fibe rs

mucog ingival
junction
cementum
alveolar
mucosa
FIGURE 15.20

Schematic diagram of gingiva. This schematic diagram of gingiva
corresponds to the rectangular area of the orientation diagram. The
gingival epitl1elium is attached to the enamel of the tooth. Here, t11e
junction between epithelium and connective tissue is smooth. Elsewhere, the gingival epithelium is deeply indented by connective tissue papillae, and the junction between the two is irregular. The black
lines represent collagen fibers from the cementum of the tooth and
from the crest of the alveolar bone that extend toward the gingival
epithelium. Note the shallow papillae in the lining mucosa (a lveolar
mucosa} that contrast sharply with those of the gingiva.

Tooth attachme nt (fixati on)
Tooth s upport
Bone remodeling (during movement of a tooth)
Proprioception
Tooth er u ptio n

A hi stologic section of th e periodontal ligament s h ows
that it contains areas of both dense and loose co nnecti ve
tissue. The dense connective tissue contains coll agen
fibers and fibroblasts that are elongated parallel to the
lo n g axis of the coll agen fibers. The fibroblasts are believed to move back and fort h , leaving behind a trail of
coll agen fibers. Periodontal fibroblasts a lso conta in internalized collagen fibrils th at are digested by the h ydrolytic
e nzymes of the cytoplas mic lysosomes . These observations indicate that the fibro bl asts n ot only produce colla gen fibri ls bu t also resorb coll agen fibr il s, thereby adjusting continuo us ly to the demands o f too th stress and
movement.
The loose connective tissue in the periodontal ligament
contains blood vessels a nd nerve endings. In addition to fibroblast s and thin collagenous fibers, the periodontal ligament a lso conta ins thin , longitudinally d isposed oxytalan
fibers . They are attached to bone or cementum at each end .
Some appear to be associa ted with the a dventitia of blood
vessels.

Dental caries is an infectious microbial disease of teeth that results in the destruction of affected calcified tissues; i.e., enamel,
dentin, and cementum. Carious lesions generally occur under
masses of bacterial colonies referred to as "dental plaque: The
onset of dental caries is primarily associated with bacterial
colonies of Streptococcus mutans, while lactobacilli are associated
with active progression of the disease. These bacterial colonies
metabolize carbohydrates, producing an acidic environment
that demineralizes the underlying tooth structure. Frequent sucrose ingestion is strongly associated with the development of
these acidogenic bacterial coloni es.
Trace amounts of fluoride, from sources such as water supplies
(0.5 to 1.0 ppm is optimal), toothpaste, and even diet, can improve
resistance to the effects of cariogenic bacteria. Fluoride improves
the acid resistance of the tooth structure, acts as an antimicrobial
agent, and promotes remineralization of small carious lesions. Resistance to acid breakdown of enamel is facilitated by the substitution of fluoride ion for the hydroxyl ion in the hydroxyapatite
crystal. This decreases enamel crystal solu bility in acid.
Treatment of cavitated lesions, or 'tooth cavities" (Fig. 15.21 ),
includes excavation of the infected tooth tissue and replacement
with dental materia ls such as amalgam, composite, and glass
ionomer cements. Microbial invasion of tooth structure can
reach the "pulp" of the tooth and elicit an inflammatory response. In this case, end odontic treatment, or a "root canal; is
generally recommended, with subsequent placement of a crown
to add strength to the compromised coronal tooth structure.

The gingiva is the part of the mucous membrane commonly
called the gums
The gingiva is a specialized pan of the oral mu cosa located a round the neck of the t ooth. It is firmly attached to
the teeth and to unde rl ying alveola r bony tissue·. An idealized diagram of the g ingiva is presented in Figure 15.20.
T he gingiva is composed of two parts:

• Gingival mucosa, w hi ch is synonymous with the masti-

FIGURE 15.21

cator y mucosa described above (page 436)
• Junctional epithelium o r attachment epithelium, which
ad heres firml y to the tooth . A basal la mina-like material
is secreted by the junctiona l ep ith el iu m and ad heres
firmly to the tooth surface. T he cells then attach to t his
materia l via hemides mosomes. The basal lamina and the
hemidesmosomes are together referred to as the epithelial attachment. In young individuals, this a ttachment is
to the enamel; in older individuals, where passive tooth
eruption and gingiva l recession expose the roots, the attachment is to the cementtun.

Photomicrographs of carious lesions. a. Photomicrograph of an
unstained ground section of a tooth showing a carious lesion
(CL) that has penetrated the entire thickness of the enamel (E)
and spread laterally at the amelodentinal junction. D, dentin.
b. The lesion here is more advanced. The enamel (E) has been
undermined and weakened, causing fracture and a resulting cavity. At this point, bacteria can invade and penetrate down the exposed dental tubules, resulting in destructive liquefaction foci in
the dentin (D) and, ultimately, exposure of the pulp. x 15. (From
Eveson JW, Scully C. Color Atlas of Oral Pathology. London: Times
Mirror International Publishers, 1995.)
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Above the attachment of the epithelium to the tooth, a
shallow crevice called the gingival sulcus, is lin ed with
crevicular epithelium that is continuous with the attachment epithelium. The term periodontium refers to all the
tiss ues involved in the attachment of a tooth to the
mandible and maxilla. These include the crevicular and
junctional epithehum, the cementum, the periodo ntal ligament, and the alveolar bone.

9

SALIVARY GlANDS

The major salivary glands are paired glands w ith long ducts

C HA PTER 1 5

Acini are of three types: serous, m ucous, or mixed

The basic secretory unit of salivary glands, the saliv01t,
consists of tJ1e acinus, in tercalated duct, and excretor y
duct (Fig. 15 .22 ). The acinus is a blind sac composed of
secretory cells. The term acinus [L., berry or grape] refers to the
secretory unit of the saliva ry glands. The acini of sa livar y
glands contain either serous cells (protein secreting), mucous cells (mucin secreting), or both. The r elative frequencies of the three types of acin i is a prime characteristic by
which the major salivary glands are distinguished. Thus,
thr ee types of acini are descr ibed:

• Serous acini, which contain only serous cells and are
genera.lly spherical

• Mucous acini, w hich contain only mucous cells and are
usually more tubular

• Mixed acini, which contain both serous and muco us
cells. ]n routine H&E preparations, mucous acini h ave
a cap of serous cells that are thought to secrete into the
highl y convoluted intercellula r space between the muco us cells. Beca use of their appeara nce in histologic
sections, such caps are called serous demilunes [Fr., half-

moon].

en
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As noted above, each mixed acinus, such as those
fo und in the sublingual and subm andib ular g la nds, contains serous and mucus-producing cells. In routine
preparation for both light and electron m icroscopy,
serous cells have traditiona lly been regarded as the structures that make up th e demilune. Recent electron microscopic studi es now cha llenge this classica l interpretation
of t he demilune. Rapid freezing of tJ1e tiss ue in liquid nitrogen, fo llowed by rapid freeze su bstitution with osmium tetroxide in cold acetone, reveals that both mucous and serous cell s are a ligned in the same row to
surro und the lumen of the secretory acin us. No serous
demilune is found. Secti o ns prepared from the sa me
speci men by conventional m eth o ds show swoll en mu cous cells with enlarged secretory granules. Th e serous
cells form typical demilun es and are positioned in the periphera l r egion of the acinus with slender cytoplasmic
processes interposed between the mucous cells. These
findings indicate that the demilune observed i.n light or
electron microscopy is an m1:ifact of the routine fixation
method (Fig. 15.23). The process of demi lune fo rmation
can be explained by the expansion of mucinogen, a major component of secretor y granu les, during routine fi xation. This expansio n in creases the vo lume of th e mucous cells and displaces the serou s ce lls from thei r
original position, thus crea ting the demilune effect. A
similar phenomenon is sometimes seen in the intestina l
mucosa, in w hich swo llen goblet cells displace adj acent
a bsorpti ve cells.
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Secretory acini are organized into lobules

The major sa livary glands are surrounded by a capsule
of moderately dense connective tiss ue from which se pta
divide the secr etory portions of the gland into lo bes a nd
lob ules. The septa contain the larger blood vessels and excretory ducts. The connective tissue associated with the
gro ups of secretory acini blends im perceptibl y into the surrounding loose connecti ve ti ss ue. The mino r sa.livary
glands do not have a ca psu le.
N umerous lymphocytes and plasma cells populate the
conJlective tissue surrounding th e acini in both the major
and m ino r saliva ry glands. Their significance in the secretion of salivary antibodies is described below.
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Serous cells are protein-secreting cells ·

method

that empty into the oral cavity

The ma jor sa li var y glands, as noted above, consist of
the paired pa rotid , subm and ib ular, a nd subling ual
glands. The parotid and the s ubmandibular glands are
actua lly located o utside the ora l cavity; their secretions
reac h the cavity by ducts. The parotid gland is located
subcutan eo usly, below and in front of the ear in the tempora l r egion of the head, a nd the submandibul ar gland is
located under the floor of the mouth, in the submandibular triangle of th e neck . The su blingual gland is
located in the floor of the m o uth anterio r to th e s ubmandibular gland .
The minor sa livary glands are located in the submucosa
of different parts of the oral cavity. They include the lingual, labial, buccal, molar, and palatine glands.
Each sali va ry gland arises from the developing oral cavity epitheliu m. Initially, th e gla nd takes the form of a solid
cord of cells that enters th e mesench yme. The proliferation
of epit heha l cells eventually produces hi ghly branched epithelial cords w ith bulbo us ends. Degeneration of the innerm ost cells of the cords and bulbous ends leads to their
cana lization . The cords become ducts, and the bulbous
ends become secretory acini.

Serous demilunes are artifacts of the t raditional fixation

Diges tive Sy~te111 T: Oral Cavity rwd Associa ted S1ructum

mucous cell

salivon

parotid

submandibular sublingual

FIGURE 15.22
Diagram comparing the components of the salivon in the three major salivary glands. The four major parts of the sa livon, the acinus, intercalated duct, striated duct, and excretory duct, are color coded. The
three columns on the right of the salivon compare the length of
the different ducts in the three salivary glands. The red-colored cells of
the acinus represent serous-secreting cells, and t he yellow-colored cells
represent mucous-secreting cells. The ratio of serous-secreting cells to
mucous-secreting cells is depicted in the acini of the various glands.

FIGURE 15.23
Relationship of serous-secreting cells and mucous-secreting cells in
the mixed acinus. a. This drawing indicates the relationship of the
mucous and serous cells as observed in the electron microscope following the rapid freezi ng method. The serous cells extend from the
basal lamina to the lumen of the acinus. b. In this drawing, serous
cells are shown occupying the periphery of the acinus to form the socalled serous demilune. This feature is visible in routine preparations
using immersion fixation. The swollen mucous cells have forced out
the serous cells, leaving small remnants of the cytoplasm between t11e
mucous cells.

Serous cells have a pyramidal shape, wi th a relatively
wide basal surface facing the basal lamina and a small apical surface facing the lumen of the aci nus. They contain
large amounts of rER, free ribosomes, a prominent Golgi
apparatus, and numero us spherical secretory granules
(Fig. 15.24 ). As in most protein-secreting cells that store
their secretions in zymogen granules, the granules are located in the apical cytoplasm . .Nlost other organelles are located in the basal or perinuclear cytoplasm. In H&E sections, the basal cytoplasm of the sero us cell stains with
hematoxylin because of the rER and the free ri bosomes,
w hereas the apica l region sta ins with eosin, in large p art
because of the secretory granules.
W hen examined with the transm.issio n electron m icroscope (TEM), the base of the serous cell may display infoldings of the plasma mem brane and basal-lateral fo lds in
tJ1e fo rm of processes that interdigitate with sim.ilar
processes of adjacent cells. The serous cells are joined near
their apical surfa ce by juncti o nal complexes to neig hbo ring cells of the acinus (see Fig. 15.24 ).
Mucous cells are mucin- secreting cells

As in other mucus-secreting epitbeha, the mucous cells of
the muco us saliva ry acini undergo cyclic activity. During
part of the cycle, mucus is synthesized and stored within the
cell as mucinogen granules. When the product is d ischarged
fo llowing hormonal or nemal stimulation, the cell begins to
resynthesize mucus. After discharge of most or all of the
mucinogen granules, the cell is difficult to distinguish from
an inactive serous cell. However, most m ucous cells contain
large nw11bers of m ucinogen granules in their apical cytoplasm, and because the mucinogen is lost in H & E-stained
paraffin sections, the apical portion of the cell usually appears empty. In TEM preparation, the rER, mitochondria,
and other compo nents a1·e seen chiefly in the basal po rtion
of the cell; this part of the cell also contains the nucleus,
which is typica lly flattened against th e base of the cell (Fig.
15.25). In rapid-freeze preparations (Fig. 15.26), cells are
rounded and clearly isolated from each other. The nuclei are
round and centra ll y located. The apical portion of the mucous cell contains numerous mucinogen granules and a large
Golgi apparatus, in wh.ich large amounts of car bohydrate
are added to a protein base to synthesize the glycoprotein of
th e mucin. Mucous cells possess apical junctional co mplexes, the same as those seen between sero us cells.
Myoepithelial cells are contractile cells that embrace the basal
aspect of the acinar secretory cells

Myoepitheli al cells are contractile cells with numero us
processes. They lie between th e basal plasma membrane of
the epithelial cells and the basal lamina of the epithelium
(Fig. 15 .27). Myoep ithelia l cells a lso underlie th e cells of
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FIGURE 15.25
low-magnification electron micrograph of a mucous acinus. The
mucous cells contain numerous mucinogen granu les. Many of the
granules have coalesced to form larger Irregular masses that will ulti·

FIGURE 15.24
Electron micrograph of the apical portion of parotid gland serous
cells. The cells are polarized, with their product package within thesecretory vesicles (SV) near the lumen (L) of the acinus. The cells display
rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER) and several profiles of the Golgl

the proximal portion of the duct sys tem . In both locations,
th e myoepithelial cells are instrumenta l in moving secreto ry products tow ard the excretory duct. Myoepithelia l
cells are sometimes difficult to identify in H &E sections.
The nucleus o f t he cell is often seen as a small round profil e near the basement membrane. The contractile fi laments
stain with eosin and are sometimes recogn ized as a thin
eosinophilic band adj acent to the baseme nt memb ra ne.

Salivary Ducts
The lu men of the sal ivary acinus is continuo us wi th that of
a d uct system that may have as many as three seq uentia l
segments. These are referred to as

• b1tercalated duct, w hi ch leads from th e aci n us
• Striated duct, so-ca lled because of th e presence of "stri ations," the infoldings of the basal plasma membrane of
the columnar cells that form th e du ct

mately discharge into the lumen (L) of the acinus. Myoepithelial cell
processes (MyC) are evident at the periphery of the acinus. x 5,000,

apparatus (G)_ Immature secretory vesicles (IV) are present close to
the Golgi apparatus. At the apical pole of the cells are junctional complexes (JC)- The intercellular space (/C) is dilated, and profiles of sectioned lateral plications are seen. M, mitochondria. x lS,OOO.

• Excret01y ducts, w hich are the large r ducts that empty
into the ora l cavity
The degree of develo pment o f the intercalated ducts and
striated ducts varies, d epending on the nature of the acinar
secretion (see Fig.l5 .22). Serous glands have welld eveloped intercalated d ucts and striated ducts t hat modify
the serous secretion by both absorption of specific components from the secretion and secretion of add itional components to form the fina l product. Mucous glands, in w hich
the secretion is not modlfied, have very poorly developed
interca lated ducts that may not be recogniza ble in H &E
sections. Moreover, they do not d isplay striated ducts.
Intercalated ducts are located between a secretory acinus and
a larger duct

Intercalated ducts are lined by low cuboidal epithelial cells
that usually lack any distinctive feature to suggest a fu nction

FIGURE 15.26
Electron micrographs of mixed acini. a. Low-magnification electron
micrograph of the sublingual gland, prepared by the rapid freezing
and freeze-substitution method, shows til e arrangement of the cells
wltllin a single acin us. The mucous cells have well-preserved round
mucinogen granules. The mucous and serous cells are aligned to sur-

round the acinus lumen. Serous demilunes are not evident x 6,000.
b. Electron micrograph of the sublingual gland prepared by traditional fixation in forma ldehyde. Note the considerable expansion and
coalescence of the mucinogen granules and the formation of a
serous demilune. X lS,OOO. (Courtesy of Dr. Shohei Yamasl1 ina.)
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ity. T he epitheliu m of sma ll excretory d ucts is simple
cu boidal. lt gradua lly changes to pseudostratified columnar or stratified cuboidal. As the d ia meter of the duct increases, stratified columnar epitheli um is often seen, and as
the ducts approach the oral epithelium, stratified sq uamous epithelium may be presen t. The parotid duct
(Stensen's d uct) a nd t he submandibu lar duct (Wharton's
d uct) travel in the connecti ve tissue of the face and neck,
respecti vely, for some distance from the gland before penetrating th e oral mucosa.

Major Salivary Glands
PAROTID GLAND
The parotid glands are completely serous

FIG URE 15.27
Electron micrograph of the basal portion of an acinus. Th is electron
micrograph shows the basal portion of two secretory cells from a submandibular gland. A myoepithelial cell process is also evident. Note
the location of the myoepithelial cell process on the epithelial side of
the basal lamina. The cytoplasm of the myoepithelial cell contains

contractile fi laments and densities (arrows) similar to those seen in
smooth muscle cells. The ceil on the left with the small nucleus is a
lymphocyte. Having migrated through the basal lamina, it is also
within the epithelial compartment. Arrowheads, cell boundries; asterisks, basal-lateral folds. x 15,000.

o ther than that of a conduit. H owever, the cells of intercalated ducts possess ca rbon ic anhydrase acti vity. In serous secreting g lands and mixed glands, they ha ve been shown to

interdig itated w ith those of adjacent cells. The oucleus typically o ccupies a central (ra ther than basa l) location in t he
cell. Stria ted d ucts are t he s ires of

• Secrete bicm-bonate ion into the acinar product
• Absorb chloride ion from the acinar p ro duct

• Reabsorption of Na+ from the primary secretion
• Secretioll o f K+ and H C03 - into the secretio n

As noted above, interca lated ducts are m ost pro minent
in t hose sa livary glands th at produce a watery serou s
secreti on . In mu cus-secreting sa li va ry gla nds, th e inter ca la ted ducts, when p resent, are s hor t a nd di fficult to
iden tify.

More Na + is resorbed than K' is secreted, so t he secretio n becomes hypotonic. W hen secretion is very rapid,
more Na + and less f(+ appea r in th e final sa liva because the
rea bsorption and seconda ry secretion systems cannot keep
up w ith th e ra te of primar y secretion. Th us, the sa liva m ay
become isoton ic to hyperton ic.
The dia meter of stri ated ducts o ften exceed s tha t o f the
secreto ry acinus. Striated ducts are located in the
parenchyma of the glands (they are itttralobular ducts) bu t
may be surrounded by sma ll amounts of connective tiss ue
in w hich blood vessels and nerves can be seen running in
pa ra llel w ith the du ct.

The paired serous paro tid glands are the largest of the
ma jor sa liva ry glands. The parotid duct travels from t he
gla nd, which is located below and in front of the ear, to enter the o ral cavity op posite the second upper mo lar tooth.
The secretory units in the pa rotid are serous and surround
n umero us, long, narrow intercalated d ucts. St riated d ucts
are large and conspicuous (Fig. 15 .28a) .
Large amounts of adipose tissue often occur in th e
parotid gland; this is one o f its d isting uishing feat ures. The
facia l nerve (crania l nerve VII) passes thro ug h the pa rotid
g la nd; large cr oss sections of th is ner ve may be encountered in routine H&E sectio ns of the gland and are useful
in identi fying the paro tid. M umps, a viral infection of th e
parotid g la nd, can damage the fac ia l nerve.
SUBMANDIBULAR GLAND

Striated duct cells have numerous infoldings of the basal
plasma membrane

Striated ducts ar e lined by a simple cu bo idal epitheli um
that gradu ally becomes columnar as it appr oaches th e excreto ry d uct. T he info ldings o f the basal plasma membrane
are seen in histologic sectio ns as "st riatio ns." Long itud inalJ y oriented, elo ngated mitochondria are encl osed in the
in£o ld ings. Basa l info ldings associated w ith elongated mitoc ho nd ria a re a morphologic specializa tion associated
w ith rea bsorption o f fluid and electrolytes. T he striated
duct cells also have numer o us basal-la tera l fold s that are

Excretory ducts travel in the interlobular and interlobar
connective tissue

Excretory ducts constitute the principal ducts o f each o f
the major glands. T hey ultimately connect to th e o ral cav-

The submandibular glands are mixed glands that are mostly
serous in humans

The la rge, pa ired, mixed subma ndibu lar glands ar e located under either side of the fl oo r of t he mouth, close to
the m a ndible. A du ct from each of th e two glands runs fo rward and mediaiJ y to a papilla located o n th e floor of t he
m ou th just latera l to t he fre11-ulum of the tongue. Some
muco us ac ini capped by sero us d emilunes are genera ll y
found among t he predomin ant ser o us acini. In tercalated
d ucts are less extensive t han in th e pa rotid g lan d (Fig.
L5.28b).
SUB LINGUAL GLAND
The small sublingual glands are mixed glands that are mostly
mucus-secreting in humans

The su bling ual glands, the sm allest of the pai red ma jor
sa li va ry gla nds, a re located in the fl oor of t he mo uth an terior to the submandibular glands. T heir multiple small
s ubli ng ua l d ucts empty into th e submandibu la r d uct as
we ll as directly onto t he floor of t he mouth. Som e of th e
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predomi nant mucous acini exhibit s~ro us demilu nes, but
purel y serous acini are ra rely p resent (Fig. 15.28c). Intercalated ducts and striated d ucts are sho rt, difficult to locate, or sometimes a bsen t. The mucous secretory un its
may be more tubular than pu rely acinar.

Saliva
Saliva includes the combined secretions of all the major and
minor salivary glands

Most saliva is p ro duced by the salivary glands. A smaller
amount is derived from the gingival sulcus, tonsillar cr yp ts,
and general transudation from the epithelial lining of the
oral cavity. One of the unique features of sa liva is the large
and varia ble volum e produced. The volume (per weight of
gland tiss ue) of sali va exceeds t hat of o ther d igestive secretions by as much as 40 times. T he large volu me of saliva
produced is undoubtedly related to its many func tions, only
some of wh ich are concern ed with digestion.
Saliva performs both protective and digestive functions

T he salivary glands produce about 1200 mL of sa li va a
day. Saliva has numero us functions r elating to metabolic
and non metabolic activities. T hese include
• M oisteni ng th e oral m ucosa
• Moistening dry foods to aid swa ll owing
• Providing a med iu m for d isso lved and suspended food
m aterials that chemicall y stimu la te taste b ud s
• Buffering the co ntents o f t he oral cavity, beca use of its
high concentration o f bica rbonate ions
• D igesting car bohyd ra tes w ith the d igestive enzym e amnylase that brea ks 1-4 glycosidic bonds and co ntinues
to act in the eso phagus and stomach
• Controlling the bacterial flor a of t he oral cavity by use
of lysozyme (mu1'amidase}, an en zyme that lyses the muramic ac id in certain bacteria (e.g., staphylococci) .
The unique composition of sa liva is summa ri zed 1n
Tabl e 15.1.
Saliva is a source of calcium and phosphate ions essential for
normal tooth development and maintenance

Calciu m an d p hospha te in th e saliva a re essen tial for t he
· minera lization of newly erupted teeth and for repa ir o f
precario us les io ns of t he enamel in erupted teeth. In ad d ition, sa li va se rves several o ther r oles in p rotecting th e
teeth . Proteins in sa liva cove r t he teeth with a protective
coa t called t he acqui1·ed pellicle. Antibodies and other antibacterial agents reta rd bacteria l action that would o therw ise lead to tooth d ecay. Pa tients w hose salivar y g land s are
irradiated, as in the treatment o f salivary gla nd t umors, fail
to prod uce normal a mounts of sa liva; these pa ti en ts typicall y d evelo p rampant ca ries. Anticho linergic drugs used

....
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Composition of Unstimulated Saliva
Mean (mg/ ml)

monomer lgA

Organic constituents

Protein
Amylase
Mucin
Muramidase (lysozyme)
Lactoferrin
ABO group substances
EGF
slgA
lgG
lgM
Glucose
Urea
Uric acid
Creatin ine
Cholesterol
cAMP

FIGURE 15.28
Photomicrographs of the three major salivary glands.
a. The parotid gland in the human is composed enti rely
of serous acini and their ducts. Typically, adipose cells are
also distributed throughout the gland. The lower portion
of the figure reveals an excretory duct within a connective tissue septum. x 120. Inset. Higher magnification of
the serous acinar cells. x 320. b. The submand ibular
glands contain both serous and mu cous acini. In humans,
the serous components predominate. The mucus-secreting acini are readily discernable at this low magnification
because of their light staining. Tl1e remainder of the field
is composed largely of serous acini. Various ductsexcretmy, striated, and intercalated-are evident in the
field. x 120. Left inset. Higher magnification of an acinus
revealing a serous demilune surrounding mucus-secreting cells. X360. Right inset. Higher magnification of a
striated duct. These ducts have columnar epithelium with
visible basal striations. x320. c. The subli ngual gland also
contains both serous and mucous elements. Here, the
mucous acini predominate. The mucous acini are conspicuous because of t11eir light staining. Critical exam ination of the mu cous acini at this relatively low magnification reveals that they are not spherical structures but,
rather, elongate or tubular structures with branching outpockets. Thus, the acinus is rather large, and much of it is
usually not seen w ithin the plane of a single section. The
ducts of the sublingual gland that are observed with the
greatest frequency in a section are the interlobular ducts.
x 120. Inset. The serous component of the gland is composed largely of demilunes (asterisks), artifacts of conventional fixation. x320.

Inorganic constituents
Sodium
Potassium
Thiocyanate
Smokers
Nonsmokers
Calcium
Phosphate
Chloride
Fluoride

(78)
220.0
38.0
2.7
22.0
0.03

0.005
3.4
19.0
1.4
0.2
1.0
20.0
1.5
0.1
8.0

dimer lgA
(108)

secretory lgA
(11 8)

7.0

15.0
80.0
9.0
2.0
5.8
16.8
50.0
Traces (according
to intake)

Modified from Jenkins GN. Tile Physiology ond Biochemistry of t11e Mouth. 4tll ed.
Oxford: Blackwell Scientific Publications, 1978.

to treat some fo rms of heart disease also significantly r educe sa livary secretion , leading to dental caries.
Saliva performs immuno logic functions

FIGURE 15.29
Diagram of different forms of immunoglobulin A (lgA). This drawing
shows the monomer of lgA (top). Tile dimer of lgA is a product of the
plasma cell and contains a J c11ain (J) connecting two monomers (middle). Th e secretory component (SC), a product of tile epithelial cells, is
added to tile dimer to form secretory lgA (slgA, bottom).

apical plasma membra ne, wher e it is released into the lumen as secretory IgA (slgA). This process of synthesis and
secretion of IgA is essentia lly identical to that which occurs
in the more dista l parts of the gastrointestinal tract, where
sigA is transported across the absor ptive columnar epithelium of the small intestine and colo n.

As noted, saliva contains antibod ies, sa li vary immunoglobulin A (lgA). IgA is synthesized by plasma cells

Saliva contains water, various proteins, and electrolytes

in the connective tissue surrounding the secretory acini of
the salivary gla nds, and both dimeri c and monomeric
forms ar e released into the connective tiss ue matrix (Fig.
15.29) . A secr etory glycoprotein is synthesized by the sa livary gland cells a nd inserted in to the basal plasma membrane, whe re it serves as a receptor for dimeric IgA.
When the dimeric lgA binds to the receptor, the secretory
IgA complex thus formed is interna lized by receptor-mediated endocytosis and carried through the acinar cell to the

Saliva contains chiefly water, protein s an d glycoproteins
(enzy mes and antibodies), an d electrolytes. It has a high
potassium concentration that is approximately 7 times
that of blood, a sodium concentration a pproximatel y one
ten th that of blood, a bicarbonate co ncentration approximately 3 times that of blood, and significant amounts of
calcium, phosphorus, chloride, thiocyana te, and urea.
Lysozyme and a-amylase are th e p rincipal enzymes present
(see Table 15.1).
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PLATE 44. LIP, A MUCOCUTANEOUS JUNCTION
The lips are the entry point of the al imentary canal. Here, the thin
keratini zed e pide rmi s offace ski n c hanges to the thick parakeratinized epitheli um of the oral mucosa. The transition zone, the red portion of the
Lips, is characterized by deep penetration of connective ti ssue papillae
into the base of the stratified squamo us keratinized epithe lium. The blood
vessels and nerve e ndings in these papillae are responsible for both the
color and the exqu isite touch sensiti vity of the lips.
A H&E-stained sagittal secti on thro ugh the lip in thi s low-power orientation photomicrograph to the right (X8) reveals the skin of the face,
the red margin of the lip, and the transition to the oral mucosa. The numbered rectangles indicate representative areas of each of these sites,
shown at higher magnifications in Figures L, 3, and5, respectively, on the
adj acent plate. Note the change in thi ckness of the e pithe lium from the
exterior or facial portion of the lip (the vertical surface on the right) to the
interior surface of the oral cavity (the surface beginning with rectangle 5
and continuing down the le ft surface of the lip) in this mi crograph.
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Figure 1, lip, human, H&E x 120.

ciated with it are hair follicles (HF) and sebaceous glands

T he ep ithelium ( EP) of the face is relati vely thin and has
the general features of thin skin fo und in o ther sites. Asso-

(SGI).

Figure 2, lip, human, H&E x 380.
The circled area in Figure I is shown at higher magnifi-

the pigment mel anin (M ), and the dark blue near the s utface
is the stratum granulosum (SG) w ith its deep-blue-stained
ke ratohyalin granules.

catio n he re. The reddish brown mate ri al in the basal cells is

rn
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Figure 3, lip, human, H&E x 120.
The epi thelium of the red margin of the lip is much thicker
than that of the face. The stratum granulosum is sti II present
(see Fig. 4); thus, the epithelium is keratinized. The feature
that accounts for the coloration of the red margin is the deep

Figure 4, lip, human, H&E x 380.
The sensitivity of the red margin to stimuli such as lig ht
to uc h is due to the presence of a n increased number of sen-

Figure 5, lip, human, H&E x 120.
T he transitio n from the keratinized red margin to the
fairly thick stra tifi ed squamous parake rati nized epithelium

Figure 6, lip, human, H&E X380.
Beyond the site where the stratum granulosum cells disappear, nucle i are seen in the superficial cells up to the s ur-

penetration of the connective tissue papi ll ae into the epithelium (anvwheads). The thinness of the epitheuum combined
with the extensive vascu lari ty of the underly ing connective
tissue, particularly the exte nsive venous blood vessels ( BV),
allows the color of the blood to show through.
sory receptors. ln fact, each of the two deep papillae seen in
Fig ure 3 contains a Meissner's corpuscle, one o f which
(M C) is more clearly seen in thi s fig ure.
of the o ral mucosa is evident in thi s fig ure. Note how the
stratum granulosum sudde nly ends. Th is is more clearly
show n at hig her magnification in Fig ure 6.
face (a rrows). The epithelium is also muc h thi cker at this
poi nt and remains so throughout the oral cavity.

KEY
BV, venous blood vessels

EP, e pithe lium
HF, hair foll icle
M , me lani n pig ment
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MC, Meissner's corpusc le
SG, stratum granul osum
SGI, sebaceous g land

arrowheads, connective tissue papillae
anows, nuclei of superfi c ial cells up to s urface
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PLATE 45. TONGU E I
The tongue is a muscular organ projecting into the oral cavity from its inferior swface. It is covered with a mucous membrane that consists of stratified squamous epithelium, keratinized in parts, resting on a loose connective ti ssue. The undersurface of the tongue is relatively uncomplicated. T he mucosa of the dorsal surface, however, is modified to form three types of
papillae: .filiform, fungiform, and circumvallate. The circumvallate papillae form a V-shaped row that di vides the tongue into a
body and a root; the dorsal surface of the body, i.e., the portion anterior to the circumvallate papillae, contains filiform and
fungiform papillae. Parallel ridges bearing taste buds are found on the sides of the tongue and are partic ularl y evident in infants. When secti oned at right angles to their long axis, they appear as papillae and, although not true papillae, are called foliate papillae.
The tongue contains both intrinsic and extrinsic voluntary striated muscle. The striated muscles of the tongue are arranged
in three interweav ing planes, with each arrayed at right angles to the other two. Thjs arrangement is unique to the tongue. It
provides enormous fl exibility and precision in the movements of the tongue that are essenti al to human speec h as well as to
its role in digestion and swallowing . The arrangement also allows easy identification as lingual mu scle.

R

large connective tissue core (primary connective ti ss ue
papilla) forms the center of the fungiform papilla, and
smaller connective tiss ue papillae (seco ndary connective
tissue papillae) project into the base of the surface epithelium (a rmwhead). The connecti ve ti ssue of the papillae is
highly vasculari zed. Because of the deep penetration of
connective ti ssue into the epithelium, combin ed with a very
thin keratinized surface, the fungiform papillae appear as
small red dots when the dorsal sutface of the tongue is examined by gross inspection.

B

T he connective tissue extends as far as the muscle without changing character, and no submucosa is recognized.
The muscle (M) is striated and is unique in its organization ;
i.e., the fibers travel in three planes. Therefore, most sections wi ll show bundles of muscle fibers c ut longitudinall y,
at right ang les to each other, and in cross section. Nerves
(N) that innervate the muscle are also frequently observed
in the connective tiss ue septa between the mu scle bundles.
The surface of the tongue behind the vallate papillae (the
root of the tongue) contains lingual tonsils (not shown).
These are similar in structure and appea rance to the palatine
tonsils illustrated in Plate 32.

Figure 1, tongue, monkey, H&E x 65; inset X130.
This figure shows the dorsal surface of the tongue with
the filiform papillae (Fil P). They are the most numerous of
the three types of papillae. Structurally, they are bent, conical projections of the epithelium, with the point of the projection directed posteriorly. These papillae do not possess
taste buds and are composed of stratified sq uamous keratinized epithelium.
The fungiform papillae are scattered about as isolated,
sli ghtly rounded, elevated structures situated among the filiform papillae. A fungiform papilla is shown in the inset. A

Figure 2, tongue, monkey, H&E x 65.
The undersurface of the tongue is show n in this figure.
The smooth surface of the stratified squamou s epithe lium
( Ep) co ntrasts with the irregular surface of the dorsum of
the tongue. Moreover, the epithelial surface on the underside of the tongue is usually not keratinized. T he connective
ti ssue (CT) is immediately deep to the epithelium; deeper
still is the striated muscle (M ).
The numerous connective tissue papillae that project
into the base of the e pithelium of botl1 ventral and dorsal
surfaces give the epithelial-connective ti ssue j unction an irreg ular profile. Often, these con necti ve ti ssue papillae are
cut obliquely and then appear as small islands of connective
tissue within the epithe lial layer (see Fig. I ).

KEY
CT, connective tissue
E p, epithelium
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Fil P, filiform papillae
M, striated musc le bundles

N, nerves
arrowhead (Fig. 1, inset), secondary connective tissue papi ll a
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PLATE 46. TONGUE II
The papillae and their associated taste buds constitute the specialized mucosa of the oral cavity. Although filiform papillae
do not h ave taste buds, the other three types, viz., fungiform, circumvallate, and foli ate, contain taste buds in their epithelium.
The fungiform (i.e., mushroom-shaped) papillae (see Plate 45) are most numerous near the tip of the tongue. Taste buds are
present in the epithelium on their dorsal surface. The taste buds in the epithelium covering the circumvallate and foliate papillae are located in deep clefts that separate the papillae from adj acent mucosa or from each other, respectively. Ducts of lingual
salivary glands (von Ebner's glands; a component of the minor salivary glands) empty their serous secretions into the moat
surrounding each circumvallate papilla. The secretions Hush material from the moat to allow the taste buds to respond to new
stimuli. Similarly, duc ts of small serous glands empty into the clefts between foljate papillae.
Taste buds in section appear as oval , pale-staining bodies that extend through the thickness of the epithelium. A small opening at the epithelial surface is called the taste pore. Taste buds react to only four stimuli: sweet, salty, b itter, and sour. These
modalities appear to be spatially separated; taste buds at the tip of the tongue detect sweet stimuli, those immediately posterolate ral to the tip detect salty stimuli, those on the circumvallate papillae detect bitter stimuli.

B

B

Figure 1, tongue, monkey, H&E X 55.
The sides of the tongue contain a series of vertical ridges
that bear taste buds. When these tidges are cut at right angles to their long axis, they appear as a row of papillae.
These ridges are called foliate papillae. Foliate papillae are
not always conspicuous in the adult human tongue but are
quite evident in the infant tongue. They can be distinguished immedi ately from fungiform papillae in a section
because they appear in rows, whereas fungiform papillae
(not illustrated) appear alone. Moreover, numerous taste
buds (TB) are present on adjacent walls of neighboring foliate papillae. In contrast, fungiform papillae have taste
buds on the dorsal surface. The foli ate papillae are covered
by stratified squamous epithelium that is usually not keratinized or is only slightly keratinized. The part of the ep-

ithelium (EP) that is on the free surface of the foliate papillae is thick and has a number of secondary connective tissue papillae projecting into its undersurface.
The connective tissue within and under the foliate papillae contains serous-type glands (Gl), called von E bner's
glands, which open via ducts (D) into the cleft between
neighboring papillae. In add ition to von Ebner's glands,
which are e ntirely of the serous type, the tongue contains
mixed (serous and mucous) glands near the apex and mucous glands in the root (not illustrated).
The dense patches (arrows) with in the connective tissue
consist of accumulations of lymphocytes in the form of diffuse lymphatic tissue. They are typically seen just below
the clefts of the papillae.

Figure 2, tongue, monkey, H&E X55; inset X640.
Of the true papillae found on the dorsal surface of the
tongue-filiform, fungiform, and circumvallate (vallate)the circumvallate are the largest. About 7 to 11 of these
form a "V " between the body and root of the tongue. Circumvallate papillae are covered by stratified squamous epithe lium that may be slightly keratinized. Each circumvallate papilla is surrounded by a trench or cleft. Numerous
taste buds (TB) are on the lateral walls of the papillae;
moreover, the tongue epithelium (EP) facing the papilla
within the cleft may co ntain some taste buds. The dorsal
surface of the papilla is rather smooth ; however, numerous
secondary connective tiss ue (CT) papillae proj ect into the
underside of the epithelium. The deep trench surrounding
the circumvallate papillae and the presence of taste buds on
the sides rather than on the surface are features that distingui sh circumvallate from fungiform papillae.

The connective tissue near the circumvallate papillae also
contains many serous-type glands (G/), von Ebner's glands,
which open via ducts (D ) into the bottom of the trench.
The taste buds extend through the full th ickness of the
stratified squamous epithelium (inset) and open at the surface at a small pore (arrowheads). The cells of the taste bud
are chjefly spindle shaped and oriented at a right angle to
the surface. The nuclei of the cell s are elongated and mainly
in the basal two-thirds of the bud. At least three cell types
are present in the taste bud; one is a special receptor cell,
the sensory or neuroepithelial cell. Nerve fibers enter the
epithelium and terminate in close contact with the sensory
cells of the taste bud, but they cannot be identified in routine H&E preparations. Other cell types in the taste bud include the supporting cells and the basal cells. The latter
sometimes exhibit mitotic figures (asterisk) and give ri se to
the other cell types.

Foliate Papillae

KEY
CT, connective tissue
D, ducts
EP, epithelium
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Gl, serous (von Ebner's) glands
M, stri ated muscle bundles
TB, taste buds

arrowheads (inset), taste bud pore
arrows (Fig. 1), ly mphocytes
asterisk (inset), mitotic fig ure

Vallate Papilla
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PLATE 47. SUBMANDIBULAR GLAND
The major salivary gla nds, the parotid, submandibulw; and sublingual glands, are paired glands with long ducts. The
parotid and subma ndibular glands are actua lly located outside the oral cavity. The parotid gland is located subc utaneously, below and in front of the ear. The submandibul ar gland is located under the floor of the mouth, close to the mandible. The sublingual gland is located in the floor of the mouth, anterior to the submandibular gland.
The salivary glands are compound (branched) tubuloacinar glands. They are surrounded by a moderately dense connective
tissue from which septa divide the secretory portion of the gland into lobes and lobules. The secretory unit is the acinus, which
is made up of either serous cells (serous acini ), mucous cells (mucous acini), or both cell types (mixed acini). Generally, in
H&E preparations, serous cells can readily be distinguished from mucous cells by the deep staining of the cytoplasm of the
serous cell in contrast to the empty or washed-out appearance of the mucous cell-a characteristic feature due to loss of the
stored mucinogen granules from the cell during tissue preparation. A second distinguishing feature relates to nuclear shape.
The nuclei of mucous cells are typically flattened against the base of the cell , whereas the nuclei of serous cells are sphe rical.
Numerous lymphocytes and plasma cells populate the connective tissue stmounding the acini in both major and minor salivary glands. The plasma cells synthesize the antibodies that are secreted by the salivary cells as secretory immunoglobulin A.
Myoepithelial cells are contractile cells that embrace the basal aspect of the acinar secretory cells. They lie between the
basal plasma membrane of the epithe lial cells and the basal lamina of the epithelium and may extend onto the proximal portion of the duct system. In both locations, myoepithelial cells are instrumental in movi ng secretory products toward the excretory duct.

B
6

Figure 1, submandibular gland, human, H&E
X160.
The submandibular glands contain both serous and mucous aci ni . In humans, the serous components predominate.
The rectangle reveals a cluster of mucous acini (MA ). The
mucus-secreting cells of the aci ni are readil y di scernable at
tllis low magnification because of their light staining. The
remainder of the fi eld is composed largely of serous acini
(SA ). A few adipose cells (A) and various ducts- excretory
(ED), stri ated (StD), and intercalated (JD)-are also evident
in the field.

The nature of the duct system of the submandibular
gland is shown to advantage in this figure. The initial ducts
leading from the acinus, the intercalated ducts, are very
small. They possess a flattened to cuboidal epithelium and
exhibit a distinct lumen. Intercalated ducts in the submandibular gland (and the parotid gland) tend to be relativel y long; thus, they are frequently encountered in a section . They merge (arrows) to form the larger striated ducts
(StD ). These duc ts have an epithelium of low to tall columnar cells and, at high magn ification, show basal striations
(see Plate 48).

Figure 2, submandibular gland, human H&E
X400.
When examined at lligher magnification, as in this figure,
the individual mucous cells exhibit distinc t cell boundaries.
The ir nuclei are flattened (except those that are tangentially
sectioned). In contrast, the cytoplasm of the serous cells
stains deepl y, and the nuclei appear ovoid or round.
Serous cells are also found forming a cap known as a
serous demi lu ne (SD) on the pe riphery of many of the mucous acini (MA). Recent evidence indicates this is an artifact
of fixation in which the serous cells are squeezed out of their
normal position by swelling of the mucous cells. Some acini
that appear to be of the sero us type (SA) and particul arly the
acini that appear as small spherical profiles may actually be
demilunes of mucous acinus that have been cut in a plane
that excludes the mucous cells from the section.

Associated with the acinar epithelium are myoe pithelial
cells. They are located between the basal aspect of the secretory cells a nd the basal lamina. However, myoepithelial
cells are diffic ult to identify in H&E-stained preparations
of salivary glands, and none can be identified with assurance here.
This fi gure also provides a compari son between an intercalated duct (ID) and a small striated duct (StD) from the
rectangle in Figure 1. Outside the lobule, the striated duct
joins the excretory duct (ED) (Fig . 1, upper left). The excre tory duct is characterized by a wider lumen and a taller
columnar epithelium. As the excretory ducts increase in
size, the epithelium becomes pseudostratified and, finally,
stratified in the main excretory ducts.

KEY
A, adipose cell
ED, excretory duct
ID, in tercalated duct
MA, mucous aci ni
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S A, serous aci ni
SD, serous dem il une
S tD, striated duct

a rrows (Fig. 1), in tercalated ducts joining
to form a striated duct
astel"isks, lum ina of mucous acini
rectangle (Fig. 1), cluster of mucous acini
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PLATE 48. PAROTID GLAND
T he parotid g lands are the largest of the major salivary g lands. They are com posed of alveoli containing only sero us secretory cells. Adipose tissue often occurs in the parotid g land and may be one of its distinguishi ng features. T he facial nerve (crani al nerve VII) passes through the parotid gland; large cross secti ons of this nerve, often found in routine H&E secti ons of the
gland, may also be of help in identifying the parotid. Mumps, a viral infection of the parotid g land, can damage the facial nerve.

E

served. They exhibi t a sim ple columnar epithelium. The intercalated ducts are s maller; at th e low mag nification of thi s
figure, they are difficult to recognize. A few intercalated
ducts (/D ) are indicated. The lower po rtio n of the fig ure reveals a n excretory duct (ED ) within a connective tissue septum (CT). The epithe liu m of thi s excreto ry duct exhibits
two layers of nuclei and is either pseudostratified or, possibly, alre ady true stratified epithe lium.

B

A cross-sectional profile of an intercalated duct (/D) appears on the left of the micrograph; note its simple cuboidal
epi thelium. A single flattened nucleus is present at the top
of the duct and may represent one of the myoepithelial cells
that are assoc iated with the beginning of the duct system as
well as wi th the acini (A). The large duct occupying the
center of the micrograph is a striated duct (StD ). It is composed of columnar ep ithelium . The s triati ons (S) that give
the duct its name are evident. Also of sig nificance is the
presence of plasma cells (PC) within the connecti ve ti ssue
surrounding the d uct. T hese cells produce the immunoglobulins taken up and resecre ted by the acinar cells,
par ticularly secreto ry TgA (slgA).

Figure 1, parotid gland, human, H&E x 160.

The parotid gland in the human is composed entirely of
sero us acini (A ) and their ducts. However, numerous adipose ce lls (AC) are usually distributed thro ughout the
g la nd. Both the serous acini and the ir duct system in the
parotid g la nd are comparable in s tructure and arrangeme nt
to the same components in the submandi bular g land.
Within the lobule, the striated ducts (StD) are readily ob-

Figure 2, parotid gland, monkey, glutaraldehyde-osmium tetroxide fixed, H&E X640.

The serous cells are optimally preserved in this specimen and reveal their secretory (zy mogen) granul es. The
granules appear as fine dot-like o bjects w ithin the cytoplasm. The acinus in the upper rig ht of the figure has been
cut in cross section and reveals the ac inar lume n (AL). The
small rectangle drawn in the ac inus represents a n area comparable to the e lectron mi crograph shown as Figure 15.24.
The large acinar profile to the left of the s triated d uct (StD)
shows that the acini are not simple spheres but, rather, irregular e longate s tructures. Because of the s ma ll size of the
ac inar lumen and the variability in sectioning an aci nus, the
lume n is seen infrequently.

KEY
A, aci nus
AC, adipose cell
AL, acinar lumen
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CT, con nective tissue
ED, excretory duct
ID, intercalated d uct

P C, plasma cells
S, striations of duct cells
StD, striated duct
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PLATE 49. SUBLINGUAL GLAND
The sublingual glands are the smallest of the paired major salivary glands. Their multiple sma ll duc ts empty into the submandibular ducts as well as directly onto the fl oor of the mouth. The sublingual gland resembles the submandibular gland, in
that it contains both serous and mucous e le me nts. In the sublingual gland, however, the mucous aci ni predominate. Some of
the predominant mucous acin i have serous demi lu nes, but purely serous acini are rare ly present.
Saliva includes the combined secretions of a ll the major a nd minor salivary glands. The functions of saliva include moistening dry foods to aid swallowi ng, dissolving and suspending food materials that chemically stimulate taste buds, buffering
the contents of the ora l cavity through its hi gh concentration of bicarbonate ion, digestion of carbohydrates by the digestive
enzyme a-amylase (which breaks the 1-4 glycoside bonds and continues to act in the esophagus and stomach), and controlling the bacteria l flora of the ora l cavity because of the presence of the antibacterial e nzy me lysozyme.
Saliva is a source of calcium and phosphate ions essenti al for normal tooth development and maintenance. It a lso contains
antibodies, notabl y salivary slgA. Salivation is part of a reflex arc that is normall y stimulated by the ingestion of food, although
sight, smell, or even thoughts of food can a lso sti mulate sali vation.

B

Figure 1, sublingual gland, human , H&E x 160.
This figure shows a sublingual gland at low power. The
mucous acini (MA) are conspicuous because of thei r li ght
staining. Critical examination of the mucous acini at this
re latively low magnification reveals that they a re not spherical structures but, rather, elongate or tubular structures
with branching outpockets. Thus, the acinus is rather large,
a nd much of it is usuall y not seen within the plane of a sing le section.
The serous compone nt of the gland is composed largely
of demilunes, but occasional se rous acini are present. As
noted earli er, some of the serous demilunes may be sec-

tioned in a plane that does not incl ude the mucous component of the acinus, thus giving the appearance of a serous
aci nus.
The ducts of the sublingual gland that are observed most
frequentl y in a section are the intralobul ar ducts. They are
the eq uivalent of the striated duct of the submandibular and
parotid glands but lack the extensive basal infoldings and
mitochondrial array that creates the striations. One of the
intralobular duc ts ( l nD ) is evident in thi s figure (upper
right). The area within the rectang le includes part of this
duct and is shown at higher magnification in Figure 2 .

Figure 2, sublingual gland, human, H&E X400.
Note that through a fortuitous plane of section the lumen
o f a mucous acinus (MA ) (upper right) is seen joining an intercalated duct ( ID ). The juncture between the acinus and
the beginning of the intercalated duct is marked by an arrowhead. The intercalated duct is composed of a fla ttened
or low columnar epithe lium simi lar to that seen in the other
sali vary glands. The inte rcalated duc ts of the sublingual
gla nd are extre mely short, however, and thus are usually
difficult to find. T he intercalated duct see n in this mi crograph joins with one or more other intercalated ducts to become the intra lobul ar duct (l nD), whi ch is identified by its
co.lu mnar e pithelium and re latively large lumen. The poin t
o f transition from intercalated to intralobula r duc t is not
recogni zable in the mi crograph, however, because the duct
wall has only been grazed and the shape of the cells cannot
be determined.
Examinati on of the aci ni at thi s hig her magni fication also
reveals the serous demilunes (SD). Note how they form a

cap-like addition to the mucous end pieces. The cytologic
appearance of the mucous cells (M C) and serous cells is essentially the same as that described for the submandibular
gland. The area selected for thi s higher magni fication also
reveals isolated cell cluste rs that bear some resemblance to
serous acini. It is li kely, however, that these cells are actuall y mucous cells that either have been cut in a plane parallel to their base and do not include the muc inogen-containing portions of the cell or are in a state of activity in which,
after depletion of their gra nul es, the production of new mucinogen granules does not yet suffice to g ive the characte ristic "empty" mucous cell appearance.
An additi onal important feature of the connective tissue
stroma is the presence of numerous lymphocytes and
plasma cells. Some of the plas ma cell s are indicated by the
arrows. The plasma cells are associated with the producti on
of sali vary lgA and are a lso present in the other salivary
glands.

B

KEY
MA, mucous acinus
MC, mucous cells
ID, intercalated duct
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I n D, inu·alobular duct
SD, serous demilune

arrowhead, mucous acinus jo ining intercalated duct

arrows, plas ma cells
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Fundic Glands of the Gastric Mucosa

\1 OVERVIEW OF THE ESOPHAGUS
AND GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT
T he portion of the alimentary cana l that extends from the
proxima l part of the esophagus to the distal pa rt of the
a nal cana l is a hollow tube of varying di ameter. This tube
has the same basic structu ral o rga niza tion rluougho ut its
length . Its wa ll is formed by fo ur d istinctive la yers. From
the lumen o utwa rd (Fig. 16. 1 ), they are

• Mucosa, consisting of a lining epitheliu m, an underlying
connective tissue called the lamina propria, and the
muscularis mucosae, composed of smooth muscle
• Submucosa, consisting of dense irregular connecti ve
tiss ue
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111 most pa rts of two
layers of smooth muscle
• Serosa, a sero us m embr ane consisting of a simple squa·
mo us epithelium, the mesothelium, and a small a mount
of underlying connecti ve tissue. An adventitia consisting
only of connecti ve tissue is fo und w here the wa ll of the
tube is di rectly attached or fi xed to adjoin ing stru ctures
(i.e., body wall an d certai n retroperitonea l organs).

Mucosa

501
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The stru cture of the esop hagus a nd gastrointesti na l tract
va ries co nsiderably fro m regio n to region; most of the
varia tion o ccurs w ithin the mucosa . The epithelium diffe rs througho ut the ali mentary canal and is adapted to the
specific fun ctio n of each part of the tube. The histo logic
cha racte ri stics of these layer s a re described below in relation to specific reg ions of the diges tive tu be. The mucosa
has three principal functions: protection, absorption, and

secretion.
The epithelium of the mucosa serves as a barrier that
separates the lumen of the alimentary canal from the rest
of the organism

BOXES
BOX 16.1. Clinical Correlations: Pernicious Anemia and Peptic Ulcer
Disease 487
BOX 16.2. Functional Considerations: Enteroendocrine Cells, APUD Cells,
and Gastrointestinal Hormones 489

474
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T he epithelia l barrier separa tes the extern a l lumi nal environment of the tu be from the tiss ues and organs of th e
body. The barrier aids in protection of the ind ividua l from
the entry of antigens, pathogens, and other noxio us su b-

stances. In the esophagus, a stratified squamous epitheli um
provides protection from physical abrasion by ingested
food. In th e gastroi ntestinal portion of the alimentary tract,
tight junctions between the simple columnar epithelial cells
of the mucosa serve as a selectively permea ble barrier. Most
epithelial cells transpo rt products of digestion and other essential substances such as water through the cell and into
the extracellular space beneath the tig ht junctions.
The absorptive function of the mucosa allows the movement
of digested nutrients, water, and electrolytes into the blood
and lymph vessels

The absorption of digested nutrients, water, and electrolytes is possible beca use of pro jections of the m ucosa and
submucosa into the lumen of the d igestive tract. T hese sur face pr ojections greatly increase the surface area ava ilable
fo r absorptio n and vary in size and orientation. They consist of the following structural specia li zations (see Fig. 16. 1)

• Plicae circulares are circumferentially oriented su bmucosal fo lds present a lo ng most of th e length of the small
intestine.
• Villi are mucosal projecti ons that cover the entire surface
of the small in testine, the principa l site of a bsorption of
the products of digestio n.
• Microvilli a re tightl y packed, microscopic projectio ns of
the apica l surface of intestin a l a bso rptive cells. They further increase the surface avai lable for absorption .
ln additio n, the glycocalyx consists of glycopr oteins that
project from the apical plasma membrane of epitheli al absorptive cells. It provides add itional surface fo r adsorption
and includes enzy mes secreted by the absorptive cells that
are essential for the fin al steps of digestion of proteins and
sugars. The epitheliu m selectively absorbs the products of
· d igestio n both for its own cells and for transport in to the
vascul ar system for distribution to o ther tissues.
The secretory function of the mucosa provides lubrication and
delivers digestive enzymes, hormones, and antibodies into the
lumen of the alimentary tube.

Secretion is carried o ut la rgely by glands distrib uted
throughout the length of th e digestive tube. The vari ous se-
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muscularis externa

clition, in several parts of the alimentary canal (e.g., the
esophagus and anal canal), the lamina propria contains aggregations of mucus-secreting glands. In general they lubricate the epithelial surface to protect the mucosa from mechanical and chemical injury. These glands are described
below in relation to speciiic regions of t he digestive rube.
In segments of the d igestive tract in w hich a bsorption
occurs, principally the small and large intestines, the absorbed products of digestion diffuse into the blood and
lymphatic vessels of the lamina propria for distribution .
Typically, the blood capillaries are of the fenestrated type
and collect most of the a bsorbed metabolites. In the small
intestine, lymphatic capillaries are numerous and receive
some absorbed Lipids and proteins.
The lymphatic tissues in the lamina propria function as
an integrated immunologic barrier t hat protects against
pathogens a nd other antigenic substances that could potentiaiJy e nter through the mucosa from the lumen of the
alimentary canal. The lymphatic tiss ue is represented by

• Diffuse lymphatic tissue consisting of numerous lymphocytes a nd plasma cells, located in the lamina propria,
and lymphocytes transiently residing in the intercellular
spaces of the epithelium
• Lymphatic nodules with well-developed germinal centers
• Eosinophils, mac1'ophages, a nd sometimes neutrophils
The diffuse lymphatic tiss ue and the lymphatic nodules
are referred to as gut-associated lymphatic tissue (GALT) .
In t he distal small intestine, the ileum, extensive aggregates
of nodules, ca lled Peyer's patches, occu py much of the
lamina propria and submucosa. They tend to be located on
the side of the tube opposite the attachmen t of the mesentery. Aggregated lymphatic nod ules are also present in the
appendix.

teniae coli
FIGURE 16.1
Diagram of general organization of the alimentary canal. This composite diagram shows the wall structure of the alimentary canal in
four representative organs: esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and
large intestine. Note that villi, a characteristic feature of the small in·
testine, are not present in other parts of the alimentary canal. Mucosal glands are present throughout the length of the alimentary
canal but spari ngly in the esophagus and oral cavity. Submucosal

cretory products provide m ucus for protecti ve lubrication,
as well as bu ffering of the tract li ning a nd substances that
assist in digestion, incl uding enzymes, hydrochloric acid,
peptide hormones, and water (see Fig. 16.1). The mucosa l
epithelium also secretes antibodies that it receives from the
underlying con nective tissue.
The glands of the alimentary tract (see Fig. 16.1 ) develop
from invaginations of the lu minal epithelium and include

• Mucosal glands that extend into the la mina propria.
• Submucosal glands that either deliver thei r secretions
directly to the lumen of mucosa l g la nds or via ducts that
pass th rough the mu cosa to the luminal surface.

glands are present In the esophagus and duodenum. The extramural
glands (liver and pancreas) empty Into the duodenum. Diffuse lymphatic tissues and nodules are found in the lamina propria throughout the entire length of the alimentary canal (shown here only in the
large intestine). Nerves, blood vessels, and lymphatic vessels reach
the alimentary cana l via the mesenteries or via the adjacent connective tissue (as in the retroperitoneal organs).

• Extramural glands t hat lie outside the digestive tract
a nd deliver th eir secretions via ducts that pass thl'Ough
the wall of t he intestine to enter the lumen. The liver and
the pancreas are extramural digestive gla nds (see C hapter 17) that greatly increase the secretory capacity of the
digestive system. They deliver thei1· secretions into the
duodenum, the first part of the sma ll intestine

The muscularis mucosae forms the boundary between mucosa
and submucosa
The muscularis mucosae, the deepest portion of the
mucosa, consists of smooth muscle cells arranged in a n
inner circular and outer longitudinal layer. Co ntractio n
of this muscle produces movement of the mucosa, forming ridges a nd valleys that faci litate absorption and secretion. T his localized movement of the mucosa is independent of the peristaltic movement of the e ntire wa ll
of the digestive tract.

Submucosa

The lamina propria contains glands, vessels that transport
absorbed substances, and components of the immune system

The submucosa consists of a dense, Irregular connective tissue
layer containing blood and lymphatic vessels, a nerve plexus,
and occasional glands

As noted, the mucosal glands extend into the lamina propria th roughout the length of the a limentary canal. .ln ad-

The su bmucosa contains the larger blood vessels that
send branches to the mucosa, muscularis externa, a nd
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serosa . The submucosa also contains lymphatic vessels and
a nerve plexus. The extensive nerve network in the submucosa conta ins visceral sensory fibers mainly of sym pathetic origin, parasympathetic (termina l) ganglia, and preganglionic and postganglionic parasympathetic nerve
fibers. T he nerve cell bodies of parasympathetic ganglia
and their postganglionic nerve fibers represent the enteric
nervous system, the third d ivision of the a uto nomic nervous system. This system is primarily responsible for innervating the smooth muscle layers of the alimentary cana l
and can function totally inde pendent of the central nervo us system. In the submucosa, the network of unmyelinated nerve fibers a nd ganglion cells constitute the submu-

cosal plexus (Meissner's plexus).
As n oted, gla nds occur occasionally in the submucosa in
certain locations. For example, they are present in the
esophagus and the initial portion of the duodenum. In histologic sections, the presence of these glands often aids in
identifying the specific segment or region of the tract.

Muscularis Externa
In most parts of the digestive tract, the muscularis extema
consists of two concentric a nd relatively thick layers of
smooth muscle. T he cells in the inner layer form a tight
spiral, described as a circularly oriented layer; t hose in the
outer layer form a loose spiral, d escribed as a longitudinally oriented layer. Located between the two muscle layers is a thin connective tissue layer. W ithin this connective
tissue lies the myenteric plexus (Auerbach's plexus) conta ining nerve cell bodies (gangl ion cells) of postganglionic
parasympathetic neurons a nd neurons of the enteric nervous system, as well as blood vessels a nd lymph atic vessels.

Contractions of the muscularis extern a mix and propel the
contents of the digestive tract
Contraction of the inner circu lar layer of the muscularis
externa compresses and mixes the contents by constricti ng
t he lumen; contraction of the outer, lo ngitudina l layer propels the contents by shortening the tube. The slow, r hythmic con trac tion of these muscle la yers under the cont rol of
the enteric nervous system produces peristalsis, i.e., waves
of contraction. Peristalsis js marked by constric tio n and
shorten ing of the tube, which moves the contents through
t he intestinal tract.
A few sites along the d igestive tube exhibit variations in
i:he muscu laris externa. For example, in the wall of the
proximal portion of the eso ph ag us (pharyngoesophageal
sphin cter ) and around the ana l canal (external anal
sphincte r ), striated muscle forms part of the muscula ris
externa. ln the stomach, a third, ob liquel y oriented layer
of smooth m uscle is present deep to the circular layer. Fin ally, in the large intestine, part of th e lo ngitu dina l
smooth m uscle layer is thickened to form three distinct,
equally spaced longitudinal bands called teniae coli. Our-
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ing contraction, the teniae facilitate shortening of th e tube
to move its contents.
The circular smooth muscle layer forms sphincters at specific
locations along the digestive tract

At severa l points along the d igestive tract the circular
muscle layer is thickened to form sphincters or valves.
From the oropharynx distally, these structures include

• Phmyngoesophageal sphincter. Actuall y, the lowest part
of the cri copharyngeus muscle is p hysio logically r eferred
to as the superior esophagea l sphincter. It p revents the
entry of air into the esop hagus. The infe ri o r esophageal
sphincter creates a pressure difference between the
esophagus and stomach that prevents refl ux of gastric
contents into the esophagus.
• Pyloric sphi1tcter. Located at the junction of the
pylorus of the stomach and duodenum (gastrod uodenal sp hincter), it controls the release of chyme, the
pa rtially digested contents of the stomach, into the
du o den um.
• Ileocecal valve. Located at the junction of the small and
large intestines, it prevents reflux of the contents of the
colon with its high bacterial count into the distal ileum,
which no rmally has a low bacterial count.
• l1ttemal anal sphincter. This, the most d ista ll y located
sphi ncter, su rrou nds the anal canal and prevents passage
of the feces into the ana l cana l fro m the undistended
rectum.

Serosa and Adventitia
Serosa or adventitia constitutes the outermost layer of the
alimentary canal

The serosa is a serous membrane consisting of a layer of
simple squ amous epithelium, called the mesothelium, and a
sma ll amou nt of underlying connective tissue. It is eq uivalent to the viscera l peritoneum described in gross anatomy.
The serosa is the most superficia l layer of those parts of the
d igestive tract that a re suspended in the p eritonea l cavity.
As such, the se rosa is continuous with both the mesentery
and the lining of the abdomina l cavity.
Large blood and lympha tic vessels and nerve trunks
travel through the serosa (from and to the mesentery) to
r each th e wall of the d igestive tract. Large amou nts of adipose tissue can develop in the connective tiss ue of the
serosa (and in the mesentery).
Parts of the d igestive tract do not possess a serosa. T hese
include the thoracic part of the esophagus and portions of
structures in the a bdo mi nal and pelvic cavities that are
fixed to the cavity wa ll- th e duodenum, ascend ing and descending colon, rectum, and ana l cana l. T hese structures
are attached to the abdo minal and pelvic wa ll by connec-
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rive tiss ue, the adventitia, which blends with the connective tissue of the wall.

\1 ESOPHAGUS
The esophagus is a fixed muscular tube that delivers food and
liquid from the pharynx to the stomach

T he esophagus courses through the neck and mediastinum where it is fixed to adjacent structures by connective tiss ue. As it enters the a bdominal cavity, it is free for a
short distance, approximately 1 to 2 em. The over all
length of the esophagus is about 25 em. On cross section
(Fig. 16.2), the lumen in its norma lly collapsed state has a
branched appea rance due to longitudin al folds. W hen a
bolus of food passes through the esophagus the lumen expands without mucosal injury.
The mucosa that lines the length of the esophagus has a
nonkeratinized stratified squamous epithelium (Fig. 16.3).
In many animals, however, the epitheli um is ker atinized, reflecting a coarse food diet. In humans, the surface cells may
exhibit some keratohya lin granules, but keratinization does
not normally occur. The underlying lamina propria is similar to the la mina propria thro ugho ut the alimentary tract;
d iffuse lymphatic tiss ue is scattered throughout, and lymphatic nodules are p resent, often in proximity to ducts of
the esophageal mucous glands (described below). The deep
layer of the mucosa, the muscularis mucosae, is composed
of long itudina lly organized smooth muscle that begins near
the level of the cricoid cartilage. It is un usually thick in the
pr oximal portion of the esophagus and presumably functions as an aid in swallowing.
T he submucosa consists of dense irregular connective
tissue that contains the larger blood and lymphatic vessels,
nerve fibers, and ganglion cells. T he nerve fibers and ganglion cells make up the submucosal plexus (Meissner's
plexus) . Glands are also present (descri bed below). In addition, d iffuse lymphatic tissue and lymphatic nodules are
present mostly in the upper and lower parts of the esophagus where submucosa l glands are more preva lent.
The musculmis externa consists of two muscle layer s, an
inner circular layer and an o uter longitudina l layer. It diifers from th e muscularis externa found .in the r est of the digestive tract in that the upper one third is striated muscle, a
continuation of the muscle of the pharynx. Stri ated muscle
and smooth muscle bundles a re mixed and interwoven in
the muscularis externa of the middle third of the esophagus; the muscularis externa of the distal third consists only
of smooth muscle, as in the rest of the digestive tract. A
nerve plexus, the myenteric p lexus (Auerbach's plexus), is
present between the o uter and in ner muscle layer s. As in the
submucosal plexus (lVleissner's plexus), nerves and ganglion cells are present here. This plexus in nervates the muscularis extern a and produces perista Itic activity.

FIGURE 16.2
Photomicrograph of the esophagus. This low-magnification photomicrograph shows a H&E-stained section of tile esophagus with its
characteristically folded wall, giving the lumen an Irregular appearance. The mucosa consists of a relatively thick stratified squamous
epithelium, a thin layer of lamina propria containing occasional lymphatic nodules, and a muscularis mucosae. Mucous glands are

As noted, the esophagus is fixed to ad joining structures
th roughout most of its length; thus its o uter layer is composed of adventitia. After entering the abdominal cavity,
the short remainder of the tube is covered by serosa, the
visceral peritoneu m .
·
Mucosal and submucosal glands of the esophagus secrete
mucus to lubricate and protect the luminal wall

Glands are present in the wa ll of the esop hagus and are
of two types. Both secrete mucus, but their locatio ns d iffer.

• Esophageal glands proper occur in the submucosa.
T hese glands are scattered along the length of the esophagus but are somewhat mo re concentrated in the upper
half. T hey are small, compound, tubul oalveolar glands
(Fig. 16.4). T he excretor y duct is composed of stratified
squamous epithelium and is usua lly conspicuo us when
present in a section, because of its dilated appearance.
• Esophageal cardiac glands a re named for their si_milarity to the cardi ac g lands of th e stomach and occur in

present in tile submucosa; their ducts, which empty into the lumen of
the esophagus, are not evident in this section. External to tile submucosa in this part of the esophagus there is a thick muscularis externa made up of an Inner layer of circularly arranged smooth muscle and an outer layer of longitudinally arranged smooth muscle. The
adventitia is seen just external to the muscularis externa. x 8.

the lam ina propria o f the mucosa. They are present in
the termina l part of the esophagus a nd frequently,
though not consistently, in th e beginning portion of the
esophagus.
The mucus produced by the esophagea l glands proper is
slightly acid ic and serves to lubricate the luminal wall . Because the secr etion is r elati vely viscous, transient cysts often occur in the ducts. The esophagea l cardiac glands produ ce a neutral mucus. T hose glan ds nea r the stomach tend
to protect the esophagus from regurgitated gastric contents. Under certain conditions, however, they are not fu ll y
effective, and excessive reflux results in pyrosis, a condi. tion more commonly known as heartburn..
The muscle of the esophageal wall is inn ervated by both
autonomic and somatic nervous systems

T he striated muscul ature in the u pper part of the esophagus js innervated by somatic motor neuro ns of the vagus
neme, cranial nerve X (from the nucleus ambiguus). The
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esophagus

esophagus

FIGURE 16.3
Photomicrograph ofthe esophageal mucosa. This higher-magnification photomicrograph shows the mucosa of the wall of the esophagus in a H&E preparation. It consists of a stratified squamous epithelium, lamina propria, and muscularis mucosae. The boundary
between the epithelium and lamina propria is distinct, although uneven, because of the connective tissue papillae. The basal layer of the
epithelium stains intensely, appearing as a dark band because the
basal cells are smaller and have a high nucleus-to-cytoplasm ratio.
Note that the loose connective tissue of the lamina propria is very cellular, containing many lymphocytes. The deepest part of the mucosa
is the muscularis mucosae that is arranged in two layers (inner circular and outer longitudinal) similar in orientation to the muscularis externa. X240.

smoo th muscle of t he lower part of the esophagus is innervated by visceral motor neu rons of the vagus (from the
dorsal motor nucleus). T hese motor neurons synapse w ith
postganglionic neuro ns whose cell bodies are located in t he
wa ll of the eso phag us.

\/STOMACH
The stomach is an expanded part of the digestive tube that
lies beneath the d iaphragm. It receives the bolus of mace rated food from the esophagus. Mixing and partial d igestion

FIGURE 16.4
Photomicrograph of an esophageal submucosal gland. This photomicrograph shows a mucicarmine-stained section of the esophagus. An esophageal gland, deeply stained red by the carmine, and an
adjacent excretory du ct are seen in the submucosa. These small,
compound, tubuloalveolar glands produce mucus that lubricates the
epithelial surface of the esophagus. Note the stained mucus within
the excretory duct. The remaining submucosa consists of irregular
dense connective tissue. The inner layer of the muscularis externa
(bottom) is composed of circularly arranged smooth muscle. x 110.

o f t he food in t he stomach by its gastric secretions produces
a pulpy flu id mix ca lled chyme. The chyme then passes into
th e small intestine for further digestion and absorption.
The stomach is divided histologically into three regions on the
basis of the type of gland that each contains

Gross a natomists subd ivide th e stomach into fou r regions. The cardia surrounds t he esop hageal o ri6ce; the
fundus lies above t he level of a horizontal line drawn
through the esophageal (cardiac) or:i6ce; the body lies below t his line; and the pyloric part is the fun nel-shaped regio n t hat leads into the pylorus, the dista l, narrow sphincteric region between the stomach and du oden um.
Hi.s tologists also subdi vide the stomach, but into only
t hree regions (Fig. 16.5). These su bdivisions are based not
o n loca tion but on the types of glands that occur in the
gas tric mucosa . The histo logic regions are the

• Cardiac region (cardia), the part near the esophageal
o ri fice, w hich conta ins the cardiac glands (Fig. 16.6)
• Pyloric region (pylorus), the part p roximal to the pyloric sp hincter, w hich con tains the pyloric glands

duodenum
FIGURE 16.5
Photograph of a hemisected human stomach. This photograph
shows the mucosal surface of tile posterior wall of tile stomach. Numerous longitudinal gastric folds are evident. These folds or rugae allow the stomach to distend as it fills. Tile histologic divisions of the
stomach differ from the anatomic division. The former is based on
the types of glands found In the mucosa. Histologically, the portion of
the stomach adjacent to the entrance of the esophagus is the cardiac
region (cardia) in w hich cardiac glands are located. A dashed line approximates its boundary. A slightly larger region leading toward the
pyloric sphincter, the pyloric region (pylorus), contains the pyloric
glands. Another dashed line approximates its boundary. The remainder of the stomach, tile fundic region (fundus), is located between ttie
two dashed lines and contains the fu ndic (gastric) glands.

• Fundic region (fundus), the largest part of the stomach,
wh ich is situated between the cardia and pylorus and
con tains the fundic o r gastric glands (see Fig. 16.6 )

Gastric Mucosa
Longitudinal submucosal folds, rugae, allow the stomach to
distend when filled

The stomach has the same general structural plan
throughout, consisting of a mucosa, submucosa, muscularis externa, and serosa. Examination of the inner surface
of the empty stomach reveals a number of longitudi nal
folds o r ridges called rugae. They are prominent in the nar-

FIGURE 16.6
Photomicrograph of esophagogastric junction. This low-magnification photomicrograph shows the j unction between the esophagus
and stomach. At the esophagogastric junction, the stratified squa·
mous epithelium of the esophagus ends abruptly, and the simple
columnar epithelium of the stomach mucosa begins. The surface of
the stomach contains numerous and relatively deep depressions
called gastric pits that are formed by the surface epithelium. The
glands in the vicinity of the esophagus, the cardiac glands, extend
from the bottom of these pits. The fundic (gastric) glands similarly
arise at the base of the gastric pits and are evident in the remaining
part of the mucosa. Note the relatively thick muscularis externa. X40.

rower regions of the stomach but poorly developed in the
upper portion (see Fig. 16.5). When the stomach is fully
distended, the rugae, composed of the mucosa and underlying submucosa, virtuall y disappear. T he rugae do notalter total surface area; rather, they serve to accommodate
expansion and filling of the stom ach.
A view of the stomach's surface with a hand lens shows
that smaller regions of the mucosa are formed by grooves o r
shallow trenches that divide the stomach surface into bulging
irregular areas called mamillated areas. These grooves provide a slightly increased surface area for secretion.
At higher magnification, numerous openings can be observed in the mucosal surface. These are the gastric pits, or
foveolae. T hey can be read ily demonstrated w ith t he scanning electron microscope {Fig. 16. 7 ). The gastric g lands
open into the bottom of the gastric pits.
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NECK
mucous neck cells

FIGURE 16.7
Mucosal surface of the stomach. a. Scanning electron micrograph
showing the mucosal surface of the stomach. The gastric pits contain
secretory material, mostly mucus (arrows). The surface mucus has
been washed away to reveal the surface mucous cells. x l ,OOO.

Surface mucous cells line the inner surface of the stomach and
the gastric pits

The epithelium that lines the surface and the gastric pits
of the stomach is simple columnar. The columnar cells a re
designated stt1face mucous cells. Each cell possesses a
large, apica l cup of mucinogen granules, creating a glandular sheet of cells (Fig. 16.8 ). The mucous cup occupies
most of the vo lume of the cell. It typically appears empty
in routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) sections because
the mucinogen is lost in fixation and dehydration. When
the mucinogen is preserved by appropriate fixation, however, the gran ules stain intensel y w ith toluidine blue and
with the periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) procedure. The to luidine blue staining reflects the presence of many strongly
anionic groups in the glycoprotein of the mucin, among
which is bicarbonate.
The nucleus and Golgi apparatus of th e surface mucous
cells are located below the mucous cup. The basal part of
the cell contains sma ll amounts of rough endoplasmic
reticu lum (rER) that may impart a light basophilia to the
cytoplasm w hen observed in well-preserved specimens.
The mucous secreti on from the surface mucous cells is
described as visible mucus beca use of its cloudy appearance. It fo rms a thick, viscous, gel-like coat that adheres to

b. Higher magnification showing the apical surface of the surface
mucous cells that line the stomach and gastric pits. Note the elongate polygonal shape of the cells. x 3,000.

the epithelial surface; thus, it protects against abrasion
from rougher components of the ch yme. Additionall y, its
high bicarbonate concentration protects the epithelium
from the acidic content of the gastric juice. The bicarbonate that makes the mucus a lkal ine is secreted by the surface
cells but is prevented from mi x ing rapidly with the contents of the gastric lumen by its contai nment within the
mucus coat.
The lining of the stomach does not function in an a bsorptive capacity. H owever, some water, salts, a nd lipidsolu ble drugs may be absorbed; a lcoho l and certain drugs,
e.g_, aspirin , enter the lamina propria by damaging the surface epithelium.
FUNDIC GLANDS OF THE GASTRIC MUCOSA
The fundic glands produce the gastric jui ce of the stomach

The fundic glattds, also called gastric glands, are present throughout the entire gastri c mucosa except for the
relatively small regions occupied by cardiac and pyloric
gla nds. The fundi c gla nds are simple, branched, tubular
glands that extend from the bottom of th e gastri c pits to
the muscula ris mucosae (see Fig. 16-8). Located between
the gas tri c pit and the gland below is a short segment

chief
cells

GASTRIC GLAND
FIGURE 16.8
Gastric glands. a. This photomicrograph shows the fundic mucosa
from an Alcian blue/ PAS preparation to visualize mucus. Note that
the surface epithelium invaginates to form the gastric pits. The surface mucous cells and the cells lining the gastric pits are readily
identified in this preparation because the neutral mucus within
these cells is stained inten sely. One of the gastric pits and its associated fundic gland are depicted by the dashed lines. This gland represents a simple branched tubular gland (arrows indicate the
branching pattern). It extends from the bottom of the gastric pit to
the muscularis mucosae. Note the segments of the gland: the short
isthmus, the site of cell divisions; tl1e relatively long neck; and a
shorter and wider fundus. The mucous secretion of mucous neck

b

cells is different from that produced by the surface mucous cells as
evidenced by tl1e ligl?ter magenta staining in this region of the
gland. x 320. b. Schematic diagram of a gastric gland, illustrating
the relationship of tile gland to the gastric pit. Note that the isthmus
region contains dividing cells and undifferentiated cells; the neck
region contains mucous neck cells, parietal cells, and enteroendocrine cells, including amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) cells. Parietal cells are large, pear-shaped acidophilic
cells found throughout the gland. The fundus of the gland contains
mainly cl1lef cells, some parietal cells, and several types of enteroendocrine cells.
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known as the isthmus, the site of cell replication. Cells
destined to become mucous surface cells migrate upward
in the gastric pits to the stomach surface. Other cells migrate downwar d, maintaining the population of the
fundic gland epithelium . Typically, several glands open
into a single gastric pit. Each gland has a nar row, relatively long neck segment and a shorter and wider base or
fundic segment. The base of the gland usually di vides
into two and sometimes three branches that become
slightly coiled near the muscularis mucosae. T he cells of
the gastric glands produce gastric JUtce (about
2 Llday }, w hich contains a variety of substances . In add ition to water and electrolytes, gastric juice conta ins fo ur
major components:

• Hydrochloric acid (HCl) in a concentration ranging
from 150 to 160 mmoVL, which gives the gastric juice a
low pH (<1.0 to 2.0). It is produced by parietal cells
and initiates digestion of dietary protein (it promotes
acid hydrolysis of substrates} . 1t also converts inactive
pepsinogen into the active enzyme pepsin. Because H Cl
is bacteriostatic, most of the bacteria entering the stomach with the ingested food are destroyed.
• Pepsin, a potent proteolytic enzyme. It is converted from
pepsinogen produced by the chief cells by HCl at a pH
lower than 5. Pepsin hydrolyzes proteins into small peptides by splitting interior peptide bonds. Peptides are ,
further digested into amino acids by enzymes in the
small intestine.
• Mucus, an acid-protective coating for the stomach secreted by several types of mucus-producing cells. T he
mucus and bicarbonates trapped within the m ucous
layer maintain a neutral pH and contribute to the socalled physiologic gastric mucosa barrie~: In addition,
mucus serves as a physical barrier between the cells of
the gastric mucosa and the ingested material in the lumen of the stomach.
• Intrinsic factor, a glycoprotei n that binds to vita mi n B12 •
It is essential for absorption of vitamin B 12 , which occurs
in the distal part of the ileum.
In addition, gastrin and other hormones and hormonelike secretions are produced by enteroendocrine cells in the
fundic glands and secreted into the lamina propria where
they enter the circulation or act locall y on other gastric epithelia l cells.
Fundic glands are composed of four functionally different cell
types

The cells that constitute the fundic glands are of four
functional types. Each has a distinctive appearance . In addition, undifferentiated cells that give r ise to these cells are
also present . The various cells that constitute the gland are

• Mucous neck cells
• Chief cells

• Parietal cells, also called oxyntic cells
• Enteroendoc1•ine cells
• Undifferentiated cells

lumen

and are interspersed with parietal cells

Chief cells are located in the deeper part of the fundic glands

Chief cells are typical protein-secreting cells (Fig. 16.9}.
The abundant rER in the basal cytoplasm gives this part of
the cell a basophilic appearance, whereas the apical cytoplasm is eosinophilic due to the presence of the secretory
granules, also called zymogen granules because they contain
enzyme precursors. The basophilia, in particular, allows easy
identification of these cells in H &E sections. The eosinophilia may be faint or absent when the secretory granules are
not adequately preserved. Chief cells secrete pepsinoge11 and
a weak lipase. On contact with the acid gastric juice,
pepsinogen is converted to pepsin, a proteolytic enzyme.
Parietal cells secrete HCI and Intrinsic factor

Parietal (oxyntic) cells are found in the neck of the
fund ic glands, among the mucous neck cells, and in tbe
deeper part of the gland. They tend to be most numerous
in the upper and middle portions of the neck. They are
large cells, sometimes binucleate, and appear somewhat
tr iangular in sections, with the apex directed toward the
lumen of the gland and the base resting on the basa l lamina. The nucleus is spherical, and the cytoplasm stains with
eosin and other acidic dyes. Their size and distinctive staining chaJ:acteristics allow them to be easily distinguished
from other cells in the fu ndic glands.
When examined with the transmission electron microscope (TEM}, parietal cells (Fig. 16.10) are seen to have an
extensive intracellular canalicular system that communicates with the lumen of the gland . N umerous microvilli
project from the surface of the canalicu li, and an elaborate
tubulovesicular membrane system is present in the cytoplasm adjacent to the canaliculi. In an actively secreting
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carbonic acid (H 2 C0 3 ) to H + and HC03- . Carbon dioxide (COz) necessary for synthesis of carbonic acid diffu ses across the basement membrane i11 t0 the cell from
the .blood capillaries in the lamina propr ia.
• Transport of H+ ions from the cytoplasm, across the
membrane to the lumen of the canaliculus by the H +/J(+ATPa~e pr~ton p ump. Simultaneous ly, K '" from the
canaliculus IS transported into the cell cytoplasm in exchange for the H + ions.
• !ransport of K+ and Cl- from the parietal cell cytoplasm
mto the lumen of the cana liculus through activation of
K+ and Cl- channels (uniporters) in the plasma membrane.
• Formation of HCl from the H + and CJ- that were transported into the lumen of the canaliculus.
.

Mucous neck cells are localized in the neck region of the gland

As the name implies, the mucous neck cells are located
in the neck region of the fundic gland. Parietal cells are
usua lly interspersed between groups of these cells. The mucous neck cell is much shorter than the surface mucous cell
and contains considerably less mucinogen in the apical cytoplasm. Consequently, these cells do not exhibit a prominent mucous cup. Also, the nucleus tends to be spherical
compared with the more prominent, elongate nucleus of
the surface mucous cell.
The mucous neck cells secrete a soluble mucus compared
with the insoluble or cloudy mucus produced by the surface mucous cell. Release of mucinogen granules is induced
by vagal stimulation; thus, secretion from these cells does
not occur in the resting stomach.

01jjestioc System 1/, Es o~hngus n11d Gnsiroin testi11ni Tract

In hu~1ans , intrinsi~ factor is secreted by the parietal
cells (chief cells do so m some other species). Its secretion
IS ~tlmul at~d by th~ s~me receptors that stimulate gastric
ac1d secrenon. Intnns1c fac tor is a glycoprotein that combasal lamina
CHIEF CELL
FIGURE 16.9
Diagram of a chief ceiL The large amount of rER in tile basal portion
o~ the cell accounts for the intense basophilic staining seen in this re·
g1on. Zymogen granules containin g pepsinogen and a weak lipase
are not always adeq u_ately preserved, and thus tile staining in tile apical reg1on of the cell 1s somewhat variable. This cell produces and se·
cretes the precursor enzyme of the gastric secretion. (Based on Lentz
TL. Cell Fine Structure: An Atlas of Drawings of W/1ole·Cell structure
Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1971.)
.

cell, the nu mber of microvilli in the canaliculi increases
a~1d the tu bulovesicular system is xeduced significantly 0;
disappears. The n_1embranes of the tubulovesicular system
se_rve as a reservOir .of plasma membrane containing active
?wton pumps. Th1s membrane material can be inserted
mt~ the plasma membrane of the canaliculi to increase
their s urfac~ area and .the number of proton pumps avai lab le for aCid productiOn . N umero us mitochondria with
comple~ cristae and many matrix granu les supply the high
levels of energy necessary for acid secretion.
HCI is produced in the lumen of the intracellular canaliculi

Pa rieta l cells have th ree different types of membrane rec~ptors_ for substances that activate HCl secretion: gastrin,
lnstamzne Hz , and acetylcholine M 3 receptors. Activation
of the ~astnn t:eceptor ~y gastrin, a gastrointestinal pept~de hormone, IS the ma Jor path for parietal cell stimul atiOn. Following stimulation, several steps occur in the production of H CI (Fig. 16.11) :

• Production of H+ ~ons in the parietal cell cytoplasm by
the enzyme carbomc anh ydrase. This enzyme hydrolyzes

basal lamina
PARIETAL CELL
FIGURE 16.10
Diagram. of a parietal cell. Tile cytoplasm of the parietal cell stains
wtth eostn largely because of the extensive am ount of membrane
compri ~ ing the intracellular canaliculus, tubulovesicular system, mito·
chondna, and tile relatively small number of ribosomes. This cell pro·
duces HCI and intrinsic factor. (Based on Lentz TL. Cell Fine Structure:
An Atlas of Drawings of Who/e·Ce/1 Structure. Plllla delphia: W B Sa unders
1971 .)
'
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granules a re typica lly lost in H&E p reparations, an d the
cytoplasm appears clear because of the lack of sufficient
sta ina ble materia l. Altho ug h these cells are often diffic ult
to identify beca use of their small size and lack of disti nctive sta ini ng, the clear cyto plasm of th e cell sometimes
stands o ut in contrast to adjacent chief or parietal cells,
thus allow ing their easy recognition.
The names given to the enteroendocr ine cells in the older
literature were based on their staining with salts of silver
and chromiu m, i.e., enteroch1'0maffin cells, argentaffin
cells, and argyrophil cells. Such cells are currently identified and characterized by immunochem ical sta ining for th e
more than 20 peptide and po lypeptide hormones and hormone-like regula ting agen ts tha t they secrete (a list of
many of these agents a nd their actions is given in Fig.
16.13 and in Tab les 16.1 and 16.2). With the aid o f the
TEM, at least 17 d ifferent types of enteroendocrine cells
lumen

FIGURE 16.11

Diagram of parietal cell HCI synthesis. Following parietal cell stimu·
lation, several steps occur leading to the production of HCI. Carbon
dioxide (C02) fro m the blood diffuses across the basement membrane
Into the cell to form H2C03 • Tile H2C03 dissociates into H+ and HC03- .
The reaction is catalyzed by carbonic anhyd rase, which leads to the
production of H+ ions in the cytoplasm, which are then transported
across the membrane to the lumen of the intracellular canaliculus by
a H'/ K•·ATPase proton pump. Simultaneously, K' within the canalicu·
ius is transported into the cell in exchange for the H+ ions. (1- ions are
also transported from the cytoplasm of the parietal cell Into the lu·
men of the canaliculus by (1- channels in the membrane. HCI is then
formed from W and Cl-. The HC03 -;CI- anion channels maintain the
normal concentration of both ions in the cell, as well as Na+JK+·AT·
Pase on the basolateral cell membrane.

secretory
g ranules

Achlorhydria is a

condition characterized by the absence of parietal
cells. Consequently, intrinsic factor is not secreted, thereby leading to
pernicious anemia. Lack of intrinsic factor is the most common cause
of vitamin B,2 deficiency. However, other factors such as Gram·
negative anaerobic bacterial overgrowth in the small intestine are
associated with 812 deficiency. These bacteria bind to the vitamin
8,2-intrinsic factor complex, preventing its absorption. Parasitic tape·
worm infections also produce clinical symptoms of pernicious ane·
mia. Because the liver has extensive reserve stores of vitamin B,2, the
disease is often not recognized until long after significant changes in
the gastric mucosa have taken place.
Another cause of reduced secretion of Intrinsic factor and subse·
quent pernicious anemia is the loss of gastric epithelium because of
chronic or recurrent peptic ulcer disease. Often, even healed ulcer·
ated regions produce insufficient intrinsic factor. Repeated loss of
epithelium and consequent scarring of the gastric mucosa can sig·
nificantly reduce the amount of functional mucosa.
Histamine H2 receptor antagonist drugs (e.g., Zantac and Taga·
met), wl1ich block attachment of histamine to its receptors in the
gastric mucosa, suppress both acid and intrinsic factor production
and have been used extensively in the treatment of peptic ulcers.
They prevent fu rther mucosal erosion and promote healing of the
previously eroded surface. However, long-term use can cause vita·
min B,2 deficiency. Recently, new proton pump inhibitors (e.g.,
Omeprazole and Lansoprazole) have been designed that inhibit the
WJK+·ATPase. They suppress acid production in the parietal cells
and do not affect intrinsic factor secretion.

gastrin
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Altho.ugh it was generally thought that the parietal cells are the
direct target of the H2 receptor antagonist drugs, recent evidence
from a combination of In situ hybridization histochemistry and an·
tibody staining has unexpectedly revealed that the immunoglobu·
lin A (lgA)- secreting plasma cells and some of the macrophages in
the lamina propria display a positive reaction fo r gastrin receptor
mRNA, not the parietal cells. These find ings indicate that the
agents used to treat peptic ulcers may act directly on plasma cells
and/or macrophages and that these cells then transmit their ef·
fects to the parietal cells to inhibit HCI secretion. The factor that
mediates the interaction between the connective tissue cells and
the epithelial cells has not been elucidated.
Recent evidence, however, suggests that most common peptic
ulcers (95%) are actually caused by a chronic infection of the gas·
tric mucosa by the bacterium Helicobaderium pylori. Lipopolysac·
charide antigens are expressed on its surface that mimic those on
human gastric epithelial cells. The mimicry appears to cause an ini·
tial immunologic tolerance to the pathogen by the host immune
system, thus helping to enhance the infection and ultimately caus·
ing the production of antibodies. These antibodies against H. pylori
bind to the gastric mucosa and cause damage to the mucosal cells.
Treatment includes antibiotic eradication of the bacteria. These
treatments fo r ulcerative disease have made the common surgical
interventions of the past Infrequent.

have been described on the basis of size, shape, and density
of their secretory granules.

~

CCK

~

secretin

~

CARDIAC GLAN DS O F THE GASTRIC MUCOSA
Cardiac glands are composed of mucus-secreting cells

plexes with vitamin B 12 in the stomach a nd duodenum, a
step necessary for subsequent absorption of th e vita min in
the ileum.

VIP

Enteroendocrine cells secrete their products into the lamina
propria

motilin

Enteroendocrine cells are found at every level of the
fundic gla nd, altho ugh th ey tend to be somew hat mo re
preva lent in the base. They are small cells that rest o n the
basa l lam ina and do n ot al wa ys reach the lumen (Fig.
16.12). Some, h owever, have a th in cyto plasmic extension
bearing micro villi that are exposed to the gla nd lumen. It
is tho ught that these cells sample the contents of the gland
lumen and release hormones on the basis of th e info rmatio n fro m those samples.
Electron micrographs revea l sm all membrane-bounded
secr etory granules throughout the cytopla sm; however, the
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GIP

somatostatin
fundus

antrum duodenum jejunum

ile um

colon

FIGU RE 16.13

ENTEROENDOCRINE CELL
FIGURE 16.12

Diagram of an enteroendocrine cell. TI1is cell is drawn to show that
it does not reach the epithelial surface. The secretory granules are
regularly lost during routine preparation. Because of the absence of
other distinctive organelles, the nucleus appears to be surrounded by
a small amount of clear cytoplasm in H a E- stained sections. (Based
on Ito S, Winchester RJ. The fine structure of the gastric mucosa of the
bat. J Cell Bio/1963 ;16: 574.)

Gastrointestinal hormones. This schematic diagram shows the distri·
bution of gastrointestinal peptide hormones produced by enteroen·
docrine cells in the alimentary canal. CCK, cholecystokinin; VIP, va·
soactive intestinal peptide; G/P, gastric inhibitory peptide. (Modified
from Johnson LR, ed. Gastrointestinal Physiology. St. Louis: Mosby-Year
Book, 1997.)

Cardiac glands are limited to a narrow region of the
stomach (the cardia ) that sur rou nds the esophagea l orifice.
T heir secretio n, in com bination with that of the
esop hageal card iac gla nds, contributes to the gastric juice
and also helps protect the esophageal epithelium against
gastric reflu.x. T he glands are tubular, somewhat tortuous,
and occasionally bra nched (Fig. J 6.14). They are composed mainl y of mucus-secreting cells, with occasional interspersed enteroendocrine cells. The mucus-secreting cells
are similar in appearance to the cells of the esophageal cardiac gla nds. T hey have a flattened basal n ucleus, and the
apica l cytopl as m is typically filled with mucin granu les. A
short duct segment containing columnar cells with elo ngate nuclei is interposed between the secretory portion of
the gland and the shallow p its into which the glands secrete. The duct segment is the site at which the surface mucous cells and the gland cells are produced .
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16.1. Physiologic Action of Gastrointestinal Hormones
Major Action

Hormone

Site of Synthesis

Stimulates

Inhibits

Gastrin

Stomach

Gastric acid secretion

Cholecystokinin (CCK)

Duodenum
Jejunum

Gallbladder contraction
Pancreatic enzyme secretion
Pancreatic bicarbonate ion secretion
Pancreatic growth

Gastric emptying

Secretin

Duodenum

Pancreatic enzyme secretion
Pancreatic bicarbonate ion secretion
Pancreatic growth

Gastric acid secretion

Gastric inhibitory peptide (GIP)

Duodenum
Jejunum

Insulin release

Gastric acid secretion

Motilin

Duodenum
Jejunum

Gastric motility
Intestinal motility

Adapted from Johnson LR, ed. Essential Medical Physiology. Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, 1998.

PYLORIC GLANDS OF THE GASTRIC MUCOSA
Pyloric gland cells are similar to surface mucous cells and help
protect the pyloric mucosa

Pyloric glands are located in the pyloric antrum (the part
of the stomach between the fundus and the pylorus). They
are branched, coiled, tubular glands. The lumen is relatively wide, and the secretory cells are similar in appearance to the smface mucous cells, suggesting a relatively
viscous secretion. Enteroendocrine cells are found inter-

TABLE

spersed within the gland epithelium along with occasional
parietal cells. The glands empty into deep gastric pits that
occupy about ha lf the thickness of the mucosa (Fig. 16.15).

Epithelial Cell Renewal in the Stomach
Surface mucous cells are renewed approximately every 3 to 5
days

The relatively short lifespan of the surface mucous cells, 3
to 5 days, is accommodated by mitotic activity in the isth-

16.2. Physiologic Action of Other Hormones in the Gastrointestinal Tract
Major Action

Hormone

Site of Synthesis

Stimulates

Inhibits

FIGURE 16.14
Photomicrograph of cardiac glands. This photomicrograph shows
the esophagogastric junction. Note the presence of the stratified squamous epithelium of the esophagus in the upper right corner of the micrograph. The cardiac glands are tubular, somewhat tortuous, and occasionally branched. They are composed mainly of mucus-secreting
cells similar in appearance to the cells of the esophageal glands. Mucous secretion reaches the lumen of the gastric pit via a short duct
segment containing columnar cells. x 240.

Candidate hormones
Pancreatic polypeptide

Pancreas

Pancreatic enzyme secretion
Pancreatic bicarbonate secretion

Peptide YY

Ileum
Colon

Gastric acid secretion
Gastric emptying

Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1)

Ileum
Colon

Paracrine hormones
Somatostatin

Histamine

Insulin release

Mucosa throughout Gl tract

Gastric acid secretion
Gastric emptying

Gastrin release
Gastric acid secretion
Release of other Gl hormones

Mucosa throughout Gl tract

Gastric acid secretion

Neurocrine hormones
Bombesin

Stomach

Gastric release

Enkephalins

Mucosa and smooth muscle
tllrougl1out Gl tract

Smooth muscle contraction

Intestinal secretion

Vasoactive inhibitory peptide
(VIP)

Mucosa and smooth muscle
tl1roug!lout GI tract

Pancreatic enzyme secretion
Intestinal secretion

Smooth muscle contraction
Sphincter contraction

Adapted from Jot1nson LR, ed. Essential Medical P."JYsiology. Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, 1998.

mus, the narrow segment that lies between the gastric pit a11d
the fundic gland (Fig. 16.16). This mitotic activity provides
continuous cell renewal. Most of the newly produced cells at
this site become surface mucous cells. They migrate upward
along the wall of the pit to the luminal surface of the stomach and are ultimately shed into the stomach lumen.
The cells of the fundic glands have a relatively long lifespan

Other ceUs from the isthmus migrate down into the gastric glands to give r ise to the parietal cells, chief cells, mucous gland cells, and enteroendocrine cells that constitute
the gland epithelium. These cells have a relatively long
lifespan. The parietal cells have the longest lifes pan, approximately 150 to 200 days. Although parieta l cells
develop from the same Lmdifferentiated stem cells, their
lifes pan is distinctly different. R ecently, it has been hypothesized that parietal cells may have evolved from a
bacterium called Neurospora crassa that previously ex-

Enteroendocrine cells are present in most of the digestive tract,
including the ducts of the pancreas and liver, and in the respiratory system, another endodermal derivative that originates by
invagination of the epithelium of the embryonic foregut. The
endocrine islets (of Langerhans) of the pancreas can be considered specialized accumulations of enteroendocrine cells derived
from pancreatic buds that also arise from the embryonic
foregut. It has been estimated that the enteroendocrine cells
collectively would constitute the largest endocrine "organ· in the
body. These cells have also been called gastroenteropancreatic
(GEP) endocrine cells and closely resemble neurosecretory cells
of the central netvous system that secrete many of the same
hormones and regulatory agents. For that reason, they are also
described as constituting part of a diffuse neuroendocrine system. These endocrine cells are not grouped as clusters in any
specific part of the gastrointestinal tract. Rather, they are distributed singly throughout the gastrointestinal epithelium. Figure 16.13 shows the parts of the gastrointestinal tract from
which the hormones are released into the blood.
Some enteroendocrine cells may be classifiable functionally
as amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) cells.
They should not, however, be confused with the APUD cells
that are derived from the embryonic neural crest and migrate
to other sites in the body. Enteroendocrine cells, as discussed
above, differentiate from the progeny of the same stem cells
as all of the other epithelial cells of the digestive tract. The fact
that two different cells may produce similar products should
not imply that they have the sa me origin.
Enteroendocrine cells produce not only gastrointestinal hormones such as secretin, gastrin, cholecystokinin (CCK), gastric
inhibitory peptide (GIP), and motilin but also paracrine substances (paracrines). A paracrine substance differs from a hormone in that it diffuses locally to its target cell instead of being carried by the bloodstream to a target cell. A well-known
substance that appears to act as a paracrine substance within
the gastrointestinal tract and pancreas is somatostatin, which
inhibits other gastrointestinal and pancreatic islet endocrine
cells. APUD cells secrete a variety of regu lator substances in
tissues and organs including the respiratory epithelium, adrenal medulla, islets of Langerhans, thyroid gland (parafollicular
cells), and pituitary gland.
In addition to the established gastrointestinal hormones,
several gastrointestinal peptides have not been definitely clas·
sified as hormones or paracrines. These peptides are designated candidate or putative hormones.
Other locally active agents isolated from the gastrointestinal
mucosa are neurotransmitters. These agents are released from
nerve endings close to the target cell, usually the smooth mus·
cle of the muscularis mucosae, the muscularis externa, or the tunica media of a blood vessel. In addition to acetylcholine (not a
peptide), peptides found in nerve fibers of the gastrointestinal
tract are vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), bombesin, and
enkephalins. Thus, a particular peptide may be produced by endocrine and paracrine cells and also be localized in nerve fibers.
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isted in a sym biotic relationship w ith the cells of the human stomach . The basis for this hypothesis is that the human proton pump (H+JK+-ATPase) found in parietal cells
bears a strong genetic similarity to proton pumps found in
this bacterium. The bacterial DNA is thought to have
been translocated and subsequently incorporated into the
nucleus of the stem cells, probabl y with the help of a
virus.
The chief and enteroendocrine cells are estimated to live
for about 60 to 90 days before they are replaced by new
cells migrating downward from the isthmus. The mucous
neck cell, in contrast, has a much shorter lifespan, approximately 6 days.

Lamina Propria and Muscularis Mucosae
The lamina propria of the stomach is relatively scant and
restricted to the limited spaces surround ing the gastric pits
and glands . The stroma is composed largely of reticular
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fibers with associated fibroblasts and smooth muscle cells.
Other components include cells of the immune system,
namely, lymphocytes, plasma cells, macrophages, and
some eosinophils. When inflammation occurs, as is often
the case, neutrophils may also be prominent. Occasional
lymphatic nodules are also present, usuall y intruding partially into the muscularis mucosae.
The muscularis mucosae is composed of two relatively
thin layers, usually arranged as an inner circular and outer
longitudinal layer. In some regions a third layer may be
present; its orientation tends to be in a circular pattern.
Thin strands of smooth muscle cells extend toward the surface in the lamina propria from the inner layer of the muscularis mucosae. These smooth muscle cells in the lamina
propria are tho ught to help outflow of the gastric gland
secretions.

Gastric Submucosa
The submucosa is composed of a dense connecti ve tissue
containing variable amounts of adipose tissue and blood
vessels, as well as the nerve fibers and ga nglion cells that
compose the submucosal (Meissner's) plexus. The latter
innervates the vessels of the submucosa and the smooth
muscle of the muscularis mucosae.

FIGURE 16.15
Photomicrograph of pyloric glands. This photomi crograph shows a

Gastric Muscularis Externa

section of the wall of the pylorus. The pyloric glands are relatively
straight for most of their length but are slightly coiled near the muscularis mucosae. The lumen is relatively wide, and the secretory cells
are similar in appearance to the surface mucous cells, suggesting a
relatively viscous secretion. They are restricted to the mucosa and
empty into the gastric pits. The boundary between the pits and glands
is, however, hard to ascertain in routine H&E preparations. x 120.

Excessive secretion of gastrin usually has its origin in a tumor
of the gastrin-producing GEP endocrine cells located in the
duod enum or in the pancreatic islet. This condition, lmown as
the Zollinger-EIIison syndrome or gastrinomas, is characterized by excessive secretion of hydrochloric acid by continuously stimulated parietal cells. The excess acid cannot be adequately neutralized in tl1e duodenum, thereby leading to
gastric and duodenal ulcers. Gastric ulcers are present in 95%
of patients with this syndrome and are 6 times more prevalent
than the duodenal ulcers. Treatment of Zollinger-EIIison syndrome in the past involved blockage of the parietal cell membrane receptors that stimulate HCI prod uction. Recently, proton
pump inhibitors have become the treatment of choice in managing HCI hypersecretion. In addition, surgical excision of the
tumor, when possible, removes the source of gastrin production and alleviates symptoms.

FIGURE 16.16
Photomicrograph of a dividing cell in the isthmus of a pyloric gland.
The gastric pits in this photomicrograph were sectioned in a plane
that is oblique to the axis of the pit. Note that on this section, gastric
pits (arrows) can be recognized as invaginations of surface epithelium
that are surrounded by lamina propria. The lamina propria is highly
cellular because of the presence of large numbers of lympllocytes.
X 240. Inset. This high magnification of the area indicated by the rectangle shows a dividing cell in the isthmus. x SBO.

The muscularis externa of the stomach is trad itionally described as consisting of an outer longitudina l layer, a middle circu lar layer, and an inner oblique layer. This description is somewhat mislea ding, as distinct layers may
be difficult to discern. As with other hollow, spheroidal
organs (e.g., ga llbladder, urinary bladder, and uterus), the
smooth muscle of the muscularis externa of the stomach
is somewhat more randomly oriented than the term
" layer" implies. Moreover, the longitudinal layer is absent
from much of the anterior and posterior stomach surfaces,
and the circu lar layer is poorly developed in the
periesophageal region. The arrangement of the muscle
layers is function a ll y important, as it relates to its ro le in
mixing chyme during the digestive process as well as to its
abil ity to force the partially digested contents into the
small intestine. Groups of gangli on cells and bundles of
unm yelinated nerve fibers are present between the muscle
layers. Collectively, they represent the myenteric (Auerbach's) plexus, which provides innervation of the muscle
layers.

Gastric Serosa
The serosa of the stomach is as described above for the alimentary canal in genera l. It is continuous with the parietal
peritoneum of the a bdomii1al cavity via the greater omentum and with visceral peritoneum of the liver at the lesser
omentum. Otherwise, it exhibits no special features.
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SMALL INTESTINE

The small intestine is the longest component of the digestive tract, measuring over 6 m, and is divided into three
ana tomic portions:

• Duodenum (-25 em long) is the first, shortest, and
widest part of the small intestine. It begins at the pylorus
of the stomach and ends at the duodenojejunal junction.
• Jejunum (-2 .5 m long) begins at the duodenojejunal
junction and constitutes the upper two fifths of the sma ll
intestine. It gradually changes its morphologic characteristics to become the ileum.
• Ileum (-3 .5 mlong) is a continuation of the jejunum and
constitutes the lower three fifths of the small intestine. It
ends at the ileocecal junction, the union of the distal
ileum and cecum.
The small intestine is the principal site for the digestion of food
and absorption of the products of digestion

Chyme from the stomach enters the duodenum, where
enzymes from the pancreas and bile .from the liver are also
delivered to continue the solubilization and digestion
process. Enzymes, particularly disaccharidases and dipeptidases, are also located in the glycoca lyx of the microvilli of
the e11terocytes, the intestinal absorptive cells. These enzymes contribute to the digestive process by completing the
breakdown of most sugars and proteins to monosaccharides and amino acids, which are then absorbed. Water and
electrolytes that reach the small intestine with the chyme
and pancreatic and hepatic secretions are also rea bsorbed
in the small intestine, particularly in the distal portion.
Plicae circulares, villi, and microvilli increase the absorptive
surface area of the sm all intestine

The absorptive surface area of the sma iJ intestine is amplified by tissue and cell specia liza tions of the submucosa
and mucosa.

• Plicae circulares (circulm' folds), a lso known as the
valves of Kerckring, are permanent transverse folds that
contain a core of submucosa. Each circula r fold is circularly arranged and extends about one half to two thirds
of the way around the circumference of the lumen (Fig.
16.17). The folds begin to appear about 5 to 6 em beyond the pylorus. They are most n umerous in the distal
part of the duodenu m and the beginning of the jejunum
and become reduced in size and frequency in the middle
of the ileum.
• Villi are unique, finger-like and leaf-like projections of
the mucosa that extend from the theoretical m ucosal
surface for 0. 5 to 1.5 mm into the lumen (Fig. 16.18) .
They completely cover the surface of the small intestine,
giving it a velvety appearance when viewed w .ith the unaided eye.
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FIGURE 16.17
Photograph of the mucosal surface of the small intestine. This photograph of a segment of a human jej unum shows the mucosal surface. The circular folds (plica circulares) appear as a series o f transversely oriented ridges that extend partially around the lumen.
Consequently, some of the circular folds appear to end (or begin) at
various sites along the luminal surface (arrows). The entire mucosa
has a velvety appearance because of the presen ce o f villi.

simple columna r ep ithelium. T he core of the villus is an
extension of the lamina propria, w hic h contains numerous fibro blasts, smooth m uscle cells, lymphocytes,
plasma cells, eosino phils, macrophages, an d a network of
fe nestrated blood capilla ries located just beneath the epithelial basal lamina . In add itio n, the lamina propria of
the villus conta ins a centra l, blind-ending lymphatic ca pillary, the lacteal (Fig. 16 .19). Smooth muscle cells derived from the muscul a ris mucosae extend into the villus
a nd accompa ny th e lacteal. Th ese smoo th m uscle cells
may accou nt for r eports tha t villi contract and shorten intermittently, an action that m ay for ce lymph from the
lacteal into the lymphatic vessel network that surrounds
the muscularis mucosae.
The intestinal glands, o r crypts of Lieberkiihn, are simple tubular structures that extend from the muscular is mucosae through the thickness of th e lamina propria, where
they open onto the luminal surface of the intestine at the
base of the villi (see Fig. 16.18). The gla nds are composed
of a simple columnar ep ithel ium that is continuous with
the epithel ium of the vill i.
As in the stomach, the lamina propria surrounds the intestinal glands and contains numerous cells of the immune
system (l ymphocytes, plasma cells, mast cells, macrophages, and eosinophils), particularly in the villi. The la mina propria also contains numero us nod ules of lymphatic
tissue that represent a m ajor component of the GALT. The
nodules are particularly large and numerous in the ileum,
w here they are preferentially located on the side of the intestin e opposite the mesenteric attachment (Fig. 16.20) .
These nodu lar aggregations are k nown as aggregated nodules o r Reyer's patches. In gross s pecim ens, they appear as
aggregates of white specks.
The m uscularis m ucosae consists of two thin layers of
smooth muscle cells, an inner circu lar and an o uter longit udinal layer. As noted above, strands of smooth m uscle
cells extend from the muscularis mucosae into the lamina
propria of the villi.
At least five types of cells are found in intestinal mucosal
epithelium
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lacteal

vein
FIGURE 16.18
Intestinal villi in the small intestine. a. Scanning electron m icrograph of
the Intestinal mucosa showing its villi. Note the openings (arrows) located between the bases of the villi that lead Into the intestinal glands
(crypts of Lieberkuhn). x aoo. b. This three-dimensional diagram of the
intestinal villi shows the continuity of th e epith elium covering th e villi

with the epithelium lining the intestinal glands. Note blood vessels and
the blind-ending lymphatic capillary, called a lacteal, in the core of the
villus. Between the bases of the villi, the openings of the intestinal
glands can be seen (arrows). Also, th e small openings on the surface of
the villi in dicate the location of disch arged goblet cells.

• Microvilli of the enterocytes provide th e m ajor amp lifica ti on of the luminal s urface. Each cell possesses severa l thousand closely packed microvilli . T hey are visible in the light microscope and give th e ap ical regio n of
the cell a striated appearance, the so-ca lled striated
border. Enterocytes a nd their microvilli are described
below.
The villi, intestinal glands, along with the lamina propria,
associated GALT, and muscularis mucosae, constitute the
essential features of the small intestinal mucosa

Villi, as noted, are projectio ns of the mucosa. They
consist of a core of loose connecti ve tissue covered by a

T he matm e cells of the .intestina l epithelium are found
bo th in the intestinal glands and on the surface of the villi.
They include

• Enterocytes, whose primary function is absorption
• Goblet cells, unicellular mucin-secreting gla nds
• Patteth cells, w hose prima ry fun ction is to ma intain mucosal innate im mu nity by secreting antimicrobial su bstances
• Enteroendocrine cells, wh ich produce vario us paracrine
and endocrine hormones
• M cells (microfold cells), modified enterocytes that cover
enlarged lymphatic nodu les in the lamina propria

Enterocytes are absorptive cells specialized for the transport of
substances from the lumen of the intestine to the circulatory
system

Enterocytes ar e ta ll columnar cells with a basally positio ned n ucleus (see Figs. 16. 1 8 an d 16 .2 1). Microvi lli increase the apical surface area as much as 600 times; they
a re recognized in the light microscope as forming a striated border on the luminal surface.
Each m icrovillus has a core of vertica lly oriented actin
microfilaments that ar e ancho red to vill in located in the tip
of the microvillus and that also attach to the microvillus
plasma membrane by myosin I mo lec ules. The actin mi-

crofilaments extend in to the apical cytoplasm and insert
into the terminal web, a network of horizontally oriented
contractile microfilaments that form a layer in the most
apical cytoplasm and attach to the intracellular density associated with the zon ula adher ens. Contractio n of the termina l web causes the microvilli to spread apart, thus increasing the space between them to allow more surface
area exposure for absorption to take place. In add ition,
contraction of the termi na l we b may aid in "closing" the
holes left in the epithe lial sheet by exfoliation of aging
cells. Enterocytes are bound to one another and to th e goblet, enteroendocrine, and other cell s of the epithelium by
junctiona l complexes.
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FIGURE 16.21
Diagrams of an enterocyte in different
phases of absorption. a. This cell has a
striated border on its apical surface and
j unctional complexes that seal the lumen of the intestine from the lateral
intercellular space. The characteristic
complement of organelles is depicted in
the diagram. b. This cell shows the distribution of lipid during fat absorption
as seen with the TEM. Initially, lipids are
seen in association with the microvilli
of the striated border. Lipids are internalized and seen in vesicles of the
smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER) In
the apical portion of the cell. The
membrane-bounded lipid can be traced
to the center of the cell, where many of
the lipid-containing vesicles fuse. The
lipid is t11en discharged into the intercellular space. The extracellular lipids,
recognized as chylomicrons, pass beyond the basal lamina for further transport. (Based on Lentz TL. Cell Fine Structure: An Atlas of Drawings of Whole-Cell
Structure. Philadelphia: WB Saunders,

FIGURE 16.19
Photomicrograph of an intestinal villus. The surface of the vi llus consists of columnar epithelial cells, chiefly enterocytes with a striated
border. Also evident are goblet cells that ca n be readily identified by
the presence of the apical mucous cup. Located beneath the epithelium is the highly cellular loose connective tissue, the lamina propria.
The lamina propria contains large numbers of round cells, mostly lymphocytes. In addition, smooth muscle cells can be Identified. A lymphatic capillary called a lacteal occupies the center of the villus. When
the lacteal is dilated, as it is in this specimen, It is easily identified.
X 160.

1971.)

circular fold

Tight junctions establish a barrier between the intestinal lumen and the epithelial intercellular compartment

T he ti ght junctions between the intestinal lumen a nd the
connective tissue compartment of the bo dy a llow selective
retention of substances a bsorbed by th e e nterocytes. As
no ted in the section on occluding juncti ons (see page 97),
the "tightn ess" of these junctio ns ca n vary.
In rela tively impermeable tight junctions, as in the
ile um a nd colon, acti ve tr ansport is required to move
solutes across the barrie r. In simplest terms, active tra nsport systems, e.g. sodium p umps (Na+fK+-ATPase ), loca ted in t he la tera l plasma mem bran e tra nsie ntly reduce
the cytoplasmi c concentration o f Na+ by tra nsporting it
across the lateral p las ma membra ne into the extracellula r
space below the tight junction. This transport of Na+ crea tes a hi gh intercellular Na+ co ncentration, ca using water
from the cell to enter the inter cellula r sp ace, redu cing both
t he wate r and Na + concentrations in th e cell. Conse-

FIGURE 16.20
Photomicrograph of Peyer's patches. This photomicrograph shows a
longitudinal section through the wall of a human ileum. Note the extensive lymphatic nodules located in the mucosa and t11e section of a
circular fold projecting into the lumen of the ileum. Lymphatic nodules within the Peyer's patch are primarily located within. the lamina
propria, although many extend into the submucosa. They are covered
by the intestinal epithelium, which contains enterocytes, occasional
goblet cells, and specialized antigen-presenting M cells. x 40.

q uently, wa ter and Na + enter the cell a t its apical surface,
passi ng through t he cell, and exiting at the latera l plasma
membra ne as lo ng as t he sodium p ump co n tinues to function. Increased osm olarity in the intercellular sp ace d raws
water into this space, esta blish ing a hydrostatic p ress ure

that drives Na+ and water across t he basa l la mi na into t he
connective tiss ue.
In epithelia with more pe rmea ble right junctio ns, suc h as
those in the duodenum an d jejunum, a sodium pump also
c rea tes low intracellular N a+ concen tratio n. W hen t he
con tents tha t pass into t he du odenum a nd jejunum are hypoto nic, however, considera ble absorptio n of wa te r, along
w ith additio n al Na + and other sma ll solu tes, takes p lace
directly ac ross the tig ht junctions of the e nterocytes into
the intercellula r spaces. This mech a nism of a bsorption is
referred to as solvent drag.
Other tra nsport mecha nisms also increase the concentratio ns o f specific substances, such as suga rs, a mino acids, a nd
othe r solutes in the intercellular sp ace. These su bsta nces
then d iffuse or flow down thei r concentration gradients
within the intercellular space to cross the epithelial basal
lamina and enter the fen estra ted capilla ries in t he lamina
propria loca ted immedia tely benea th the epithelium. Substances that a re too la rge to enter the blood vessels, such as
lipoprotein particles, enter the lympha tic lactea l.

junctional
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ABSORPTIVE CELLS

The la teral cell sur face of th e enterocytes exh ibits elabor ate, flattened cytoplasmic processes (plicae) tha t interdigitate with those of adja cent cells (see Fig. 4.15). T hese fo lds
increase the la tera l surface a rea of the cell, rhus increasing
the a mo unt of p lasma membrane containing transp o rt en zymes. During active abso rption, esp ecially of solutes, water, a nd lipids, these lateral plications separate, enlarging
the i ntercellula r compartment. The increased h yd rostatic
press ure from the accu mulated solutes a nd solven ts causes
a directional flow thr o ug h th e basal la m ina into th e lam ina
pro pria (see Fig. 4. 1 ).
In addition to the membra ne specializations associa ted
w ith absorption and tra nspo rt, the enterocyte cytoplasm is
also specialized for these functions. Elonga ted mitocho ndria
that provide energy fo r tra nsport a re co ncentrated in the
apica l cytoplasm between the terminal web and t he nucl eus.
Tubules a nd cisternae of th e smooth endoplasmic retic uiLml
(sER ), w hich a re in vo lved in th e a bsorption of fa tty acids
and glycero l a nd in the resynthesis of neutra l fa t, are fo und
in the api cal cytoplasm beneath the termina l w e b.
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microvilli

secretion of water and electrolytes

The secretory function of enterocytes, primaril y th e
synthesis of glycopr otein enzymes th at will be inserted
into the apical plasma membrane, is represented morp hologically by aligned stacks of Golgi cisternae in the
immedia te supranuclear r egion and by the p resence of
free ribosomes and rER lateral to th e Golgi appara tus
(see Fig. 16.21.). Small secr etory vesicl es conta ining glycopro teins destined for the cell surface a re located in the
apical cytoplasm, just below the terminal we b, and a long
the la ter al plasma membrane. Histochemical o r a utoradiographic methods are needed, howeve r, to d istinguis h
these secretory vesicles from endocytotic vesicles or small
lysosomes.
The small intestine also secretes water and electro lytes.
This activity occurs mainly in the cells within the intestina l
glands. The secretion that occurs in these glands is tho ught
to ass ist th e process of d igestion and a bsorptio n by maintaining an appropriate liquid state of the intestina l chyme.
Under norm al conditions, the absor ptio n of fluid by the
vill us enterocyte is ba lanced by the secr etion of fluid by th e
gland enterocyte.

-

ntn=;

mucinogen

L>-...,..;.;iin~>rl granules

Golgi
apparatus

Goblet cells represent unicellular glands that are interspersed
among the other cells of the intestinal epithelium

As in o ther epithelia, goblet cells pr oduce mucus. In the
small intestine, go blet cells increase in num ber from the
du odenu m to the term inal pa rt of th e ileum. Also, as in
other epithelia, because water-solu ble mucinogen is lost
du ri ng prepara tion of ro utine H &E sectio ns, the part of
the cell that norma ll y contains mucinogen gra nules appears em pty. Exa mination w ith the T EM reveals a large
accum ul ation of mucinogen gra nules in the ap ical cytoplasm th a t distends the apex of the cell and distorts th e
shape of neighboring cells (Fig. 1. 6.22) . W ith th e apex of
the cell conta ining a large accumulati o n of mucinogen
gr anules, the basa l p ortio n of the cell resembles a na rrow
stem . This basa l portio n is intensely baso philic in histologic prepa rati o ns because it is occupied by a heterochromatic nucleus, extensive rER , and free ribosomes . Mitocho nd ria are a lso concentra ted in the basa l cyto plasm .
T he characteristic shape, with the apical accum ula tion of
gran ul es and the narrow basal stem, is res po nsible for the
name of the cell, as in a glass "goblet." An extensive a rray of flattened Golgi cistern ae for ms a w ide cup a ro und
the newly fo rmed mucinogen g ranu les adjacent to the
basal part of the cell (Fig. 16.23). The microvilli of goblet cells are restricted to a thin rim o f cytoplasm (the
theca) tha t surrounds the a pica l-la teral portion of the
mucinogen granules. Microvilli are more obvio us o n the
immature go blet cells in the deep o ne half of the in testin al
gland .

FIGURE 16.23
Electron micrograph of the basal portion of a goblet cell. The cell
rests on the basal lamina. The basal portion of the cell contains the
nucleus, rough endoplasmic reticulum, and mitochondria. Just apical
to the nucleus are extensive profiles of Golgi apparatus. As the mu-

cous product accumulates in the Golgi cisternae, they become enlarged (asterisks). The large mucinogen granules fill most of the apical
portion of the cell and collectively constitute the ·mucous cup· seen
in the light microscope. x l S,OOO.

GOBLET CELL
FIGURE 16.22
Diagram of a goblet cell. The nucleus Is located at the basal portion
of the cell. The major portion of the cell is filled with mucinogen gran·
ules forming the mucous cup that is evident in the light microscope.
At th e base and lower sides of the mucous cup are flattened saccules
of the large Golgi apparatus. Other organelles are distributed throughout the remaining cytoplasm, especially in the perinuclear cytoplasm
in the base of the cell. (Based on Neutra MR, Leblond CP. 1 Cell Bioi
1966;30:119- 136.)

Paneth cells play a role in regulation of normal bacterial flora
of the small intestine

Paneth cells are fo und in the bases of the intestina l
glands. (They are a lso occasiona lly fo und in the norma l
colon in small numbers; their nu mber may increase in cer -

ta in patho logic cond itions.) T hey have a basophilic basal
cyro pl asm; a supranuclear Golg i appa ratu s; and large, intensely acido philic, refractile ap ica l secretory granul es .
These granu les a llow their easy identificati on in ro utine
histo logic secti ons (Fig. 1. 6.24).
The secretor y granules conta in the antibacterial enzyme
lysozyme, a-defensins, o ther g lycoproteins, an arginineri ch protein (pro ba bly res ponsible fo r the intense acidophilia), and zinc. Lysozyme d igests the cell wa lls of certain groups of bacteria. a-Defensins are homo logues of
peptides that functio n as mediators in cytotoxic CD S+ T
lymphocytes. This an tibacter ial action a nd their a bili ty to
phagocy tose certain bacteria and pro tozoa suggest that
Paneth cells play a role in regulating the norma l bacterial
flo ra of the small intestine.

Enteroendocrine cells in the small intestine produce nearly all
of the same peptide hormones as they do in the stomach

Enteroendoc1•i1te cells in the sma ll intestine r esem ble
th ose tha t reside in the stom ach . Th ey are concentra ted in
the lower porti o n of th e intestinal g land but migrate
slo wly a nd can be fo und at a ll levels of each vill us (Fig.
16.25). Nea rl y a ll of the same peptide hormo nes identified in this cell type in the stomach can be demonstrated
in the enteroendocrine cells of the intestine (see Tab le
16.1. ). CCK, secretin, GIP, and nwtilin are the most acti ve regulato rs of gastrointestinal physiology that are released in this po rtio n of the gut (see Fig. 1. 6.1.3 ). CCK a nd
secretin incr ease pancr ea tic and gallbladder acti vity and
inhibit gastric secr etor y function and m otility. GIP stimu-

r
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the enkeph ali ns. The functions of these peptides are listed
in Table 16.2.
M cells convey microorganisms and other macromolecules
from the intestinal lumen to Peyer's patches

M cells are epithelia l cells that overlie Peyer's patches
and other lar ge lymphatic nodules; they differ significantly
from the surrounding intestinal epithelia l cells. M cells
have microfolds rather than microvill i on their apical surface, and they take up microorga nisms and macromolecules from the lumen in endocytotic vesicles. The vesicles
are transported to the basolateral membrane where they
discharge their contents into the epithelial intercellular
space in the vicinity of CD4+ T lymphocytes. Thus, substances that gain access to the body from the intestinal lumen via M cells come into contact with cells of the immune
system as they reach the basolateral surface. Antigens that
reach lymphocytes in this manner stimulate a response in
the GALT that is described below.
Intermediate cells have characteristics of both immature
absorptive cells and goblet cells

TE\ !illuscularis" mY.<::O'
.. sae
FIGURE 16.24

Photomicrograph of intestinal glands showing Paneth cells. This
photomicrograph shows the base of intestinal ijejunal) glands in a
HftE preparation. The gland on the right Is sectioned longitudinally;
the circular cross-sectional profile of another gland is seen on the left.
Paneth cells are typically located in the base of the intestinal glands
and are readily seen in the light microscope because of the intensive
eosin staining of their granules. The lamina propria contains an
abundance of plasma cells, lymphocytes, and other connective tissue
cells. Note several lymphocytes in the epithelium of the gland (arrows). x 240. Inset. This high magnification of the area indicated by
the rectangle shows the characteristic basophilic cytoplasm in the
basal portion of the cell and large accumulations of intensely staining, eosinophi lic, refractile secretory granules in the apical portion of
the cell. An arginine-rich protein found in the granules is probably responsible for the intense eosinophilic reaction. x 680.

lates insulin release in the pancreas, and moti li n initiates
gastric and intestinal motility. Although other peptides
produced by enteroendocrine cells have been isolated,
they are not considered hormones and are therefore
ca lled candidate hormones (page 488). Enteroendocrine
cells a lso produce at least two hormones, somatosta tin
and histamine, which act as paracri11e hormones (see
page 488), i. e., horm ones th at have a local effect and do
no t circulate in the bloodstream . In addi tion, severa l peptides a re secreted by the nerve cells located in the s ubmucosa and muscularis externa. These peptides, call ed neurocrine hormones, are rep resented by VIP, bombesin, a nd

Intermediate cells constitute most of the cells in the
lower half of the intestinal gland. These cells are still capable of cell division and usually und ergo one or two divisions before they become committed to differentiatio n into
either absorptive or goblet cells. These cells ha ve short, irregular m icrovilli with long core filaments extending deep
into the apical cytoplasm and numerous macular (desmosomal) junctions with adjacent cells. Small mucin-like secretory granules form a column in the center of the
s upranuclear cytoplas m. Intermediate cells that are comm itted to becoming goblet cells develop a small, rounded
collection of secretory gra nules just beneath the apical
plasma membrane; those that are committed to becoming
absorptive cells lose the secretory granules and begin to
show concentrations of mitochondria, rER, a nd ribosomes
in the apical cytoplasm.
GALT is prominent in the lamina propria of the small intestine

As noted above, the lamina propria of the digestive tract
is heavily populated with elements of the immune system;
approximately one fou rth of the mucosa con!)ists of a
loosely organized layer of lymphatic nod ules, lymphocytes,
macropbages, plasma cells, and eosinophils in the lamina
pro pria. Lymphocytes are also located between epithelial
cells. T his GALT serves as an immunologic barrier
throughout the length of the gastrointestinal tract. In cooperation with the overlying epithelial cells, particula rl y M
cells, the lymphatic tissue samples th e antigens in the epithelial intercellular spaces. Lymphocytes and other antigen-presenting cells process the antigens and m igrate to
lymphatic nodules in the lamina propria where they un-

FIGURE 16.25

Electron micrograph of an enteroendocrine cell of the colon. Arrow/?eads mark the boundary between the enteroendocrine cell and tile
adjacent epithelial cells. At its base, the entemendocrlne cell rests on
the basal lamina (BL). This cell does not extend to the epithelial or

dergo activa tion (see page 358), leading to antibody secretio n by newly differentiated plasma cells.
Most of the plasma cells in the la mina propria of the intestine secrete dimeric IgA rather than the more common
lgG; o ther plasma cells produce IgM and IgE (see page
461). IgA is transported across the epithelium, linked to a
secretory (75 kDa) glycoprotein component that is synthesized by enterocytes and inserted in the basa l plasma
membrane as a receptor for IgA. The complex of lgA and
secretory component enters into the epithelial cell by endocytosis at the basal p lasma membrane and is subsequentl y released from the cell into the gut lumen by exocytosis at the apical p lasma membrane (Fig. 16.26). In the
lumen IgA binds to antigens, toxi ns, an d microorganisms.
Secretor y IgA (sigA) is the principal molecule of mucosa l
immunity and is the only immunoglobulin isotype that can
be selectively passed across the mucosal wall to reach the
lumen of the gut. Some of the IgE binds to the plasma

luminal surface. Numerous secretory granules {G) in the base of the cell
are secreted in the direction of the arrows across the basal lamina and
into the connective tissue (CT). c. capillary; M, mitochondria; rER, rough
endoplasmic reticulum; and sER, smooth endoplasmic reticulum.

membranes of m ast cells in the la mina propria (see page
144), selectively sensitizing them to specific antigens derived from the lumen.

Submucosa
A distinguishing characteristic of the duodenum is the presence
of submucosal glands

· The submucosa consists of a dense connective tissue and
localized sites that conta in aggregates of adipose cells. A
conspicuous feat ure in the d uodenu m is the presence of
submucosal glands, a lso called Brunner's glands.
The branched, tubular submucosal glands of the duodenum have secretory cells with characteristics of both zymogen-secreting and mucus-secreting cells (Fig. 16.27).
The secretio n of these glands has a pH of 8.1 to 9.3 and
contains neutral and alka line glycopro teins and bica rbon-
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FIGURE 16.28
Electron micrograph of the myenteric (Auerbach's) plexus. The
plexus Is located between the two smooth muscle (SM) layers of the
muscularis externa. It consists of nerve cell bodies (CB) and an exten-

sive network of nerve fibers (N). A satellite cell (SC), also referred to as
an enteric glial cell, Is seen In proximity to the neuron cell bodies.
These cells have structural and chemical features in common with
glial cells of the CNS. BV, Blood vessel. X 3,800.

sis, the second type of contraction, la rgely involves th e

Enteroendocrine cells and Paneth cells are also derived
from the stem cells at the base of the intestinal gland. Enteroendocrine cells appear to divide on ly once before differe ntiating. They migrate with the absorptive and goblet
cells but at a slower rate. Paneth cells do not migrate; they
remain in the base of the intestinal gland near the stem cells
from which they are deri ved . T hey live for approximately 4
weeks and are then replaced by differentiation of a nearby
"committed " cell in the intestinal gland. Cells that are r ecogniza ble as Paneth cells no longer divide.

Fe receptor

LAMINA PROPRIA
plasma cell

FIGURE 16.26
Diagram of immunoglobulin A (lgA) secretion and transport. Immunoglobulin A (lgA) is secreted by plasma cells Into the lamina propria. Here, it dimerizes and then binds to a transmembrane F, receptor on tile membrane of the enterocyte. Tile extracellular portion of
the membrane receptor will remain with the lgA dimer and w ill later
become the secretory component of the lgA. The lgA- receptor complex enters the cel l by endocytosis and is ca rried to the apical surface within the endocytotic vesicles (a process called transcytosis).
The vesicle fuses with t11e apical plasma membrane, releasing the
lgA- receptor com plex as secretory lgA (slgA). The lgA monomers and
dimers, the F, recepto rs, and the endocytotic vesicles are greatly exaggerated in size for clarity. The actual sizes of the vesicles involved
approximate those shown in the adjacent enterocytes.

ate ions. This highl y a lkal ine secretio n proba bly serves to
protect the prox imal small intestine by neutralizing the
ac id-conta ining chyme delivered to it. It also brings the intestina l contents close to the optimal pH for the pancrea tic
enzy mes that ar e a lso deli vered to the d uodenum.

FIGURE 16.27
Photomicrograph of Brunner's glands in the duodenum. This photomicrograph shows part of the duodenal wall in a H&E preparation.
A distinctive feature of the duodenum is the presence of Brunner's
glands. The das/1ed line marks the boundary between the villi and the
typical intestinal glands (crypts of Lleberki.ihn). The latter extend to
the muscularis mucosae. Under the mucosa is the submucosa, which
contains Brunner's glands. These are branched tubular glands whose
secretory component consists of columnar cells. Tile duct of the Brunner's gland opens into the lumen of the intestinal gland (arrow). x 120

lo ngitudina l muscle layer and moves th e intestinal contents distally.

Serosa
The serosa of the parts of the sma ll intestine that are located intra peritoneally in the abdominal cavity corresponds
to the general description at the beginning of the chapter.

Epithelial Cell Renewal in the Small Intestine
Muscularis Externa
All of the mature cells of the intestinal epithelium are derived

T he muscularis extema consists of a n inn er layer of cir cularl y a rranged smooth muscle cells a nd an outer layer
o f longitudina ll y a rra nged smooth muscle cells. The main
components of the m yenteric plexus (Auerbach's plexus)
a re located between these two muscle laye rs (Fig. 16.28).
Two kinds of muscul ar contraction occur in the small intestine. Loca l contractio ns dis place intestinal contents
both proximally and dista ll y, thi s type of contraction is
called segmentati01t. T hese contractions pr imaril y involve the circular m uscle layer. T hey serve to circulate the
chyme locally, mi xing it with digestive juices and moving
it into contact w ith the mucosa fo r abso rptio n. Peristal-

from a single stem cell population

Stem cells a re located in the base of the intestinal gland.
The zone of cell replication is restricted to the lower one
ha lf of the gla nd. A cell destined to becom e a goblet cell or
absorptive cell usually undergoes severa l add itio nal divisio ns after it leaves the pool of stem cells. The epithelial
cells migrate upward in the intestinal gla nd onto the villus
a nd are shed at the tip of the villus. Autoradiographic studies have shown that the renewal time fo r abso rptive and
go blet cells in the human small intestine is 5 to 6 days (see
Fig. 4.32) .

Q LARGE INTESTINE
The large intestine comprises the cecum w ith its projecting
vennifonn appendix, the colon, the rectum and the anal
canal. The colon is furth er subdi vided on the basis of its
anatomic locatio n into ascending colon, transverse colon,
descending colon, a nd sigmoid colon. The fou r layers characteristic of the ali menta ry canal are present throughout.
However, several distinctive features exist at the gross level
(Fig. 16.32):
• Except for the rectum , a nal canal, and vermiform appendi x, the o uter longitudinal layer of the muscularis
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The plasma membrane of the microvilli of the enterocyte plays a
role in digestion as well as absorption. Digestive enzymes are anchored in the plasma membrane, and their functional groups extend outward to become part of the glycocalyx. This arrangement
brings the end products of digestion close to their site of absorption. Included among the enzymes are peptidases and disaccharidases. The plasma membrane of the apical microvilli also contains
the enzyme enteropeptidase (enterokinase), which is particularly important in the duodenum, where it converts trypsinogen Into
trypsin. Trypsin can then continue to convert additional trypsinogen into trypsin, and trypsin converts several other pancreatic zymogens into active enzymes {Fig. 16.29). A summary of digestion
and absorption of the three major nutrients is outlined In the following paragraphs.
Trlglycerldes are broken down into glycerol, monoglycerides,
and long- and short-chain fatty acids. These substances are
emulsified by bile salts and pass into the apical portion of the
enterocyte. Here, the glycerol and long-chain fatty acids are
resynthesized into triglycerides. The resynthesized triglycerides
appear first In apical vesicles of the sER (see Fig. 16.21 ), then in
the Golgi (where they are converted into chylomicrons, sma ll
droplets of neutral fat), and finally in vesicles that discharge the
chylomicrons into the intercellular space. The chy lomicrons are
conveyed away from the intestine via both venous capi llaries
and lacteals. Short-chain fatty acids and glycerol leave the intes-

tine exclusively via capillaries that lead to the portal vein and
the liver.
Carbohydrate final digestion is brought about by enzymes
bound to the microvilli of the enterocytes {Fig. 16.30). Galactose,
glucose, and fructose are conveyed to the liver by the vessels of
the hepatic portal system. Some infants and a larger percentage of
adults cannot tolerate milk and unfermented milk products because of the absence of lactase, the disaccharidase that splits lactose into galactose and glucose. If given milk, these Individuals become bloated because of the gas produced by bacterial digestion
of the unprocessed lactose and suffer from diarrhea. The condition
is completely alleviated if lactose (milk sugar) is eliminated from
the diet. For some individuals, milk intolerance may be also partially or completely alleviated by using lactose-reduced milk products or tablets of lactase (enzyme that digests lactose). which are
available as over-the-counter drugs.
Protein digestion and absorption is shown in Figure 16.31. The
major end products of protein digestion are amino acids, which
are absorbed by enterocytes. However, some peptides are also absorbed and are evidently broken down lntracellularly. In one disorder of amino acid absorption (Hartnup's disease), free amino
acids appear in the blood when dipeptldes are fed to patients but
not when free amino acids are fed. This supports the conclusion
that dipeptides of certain amino acids are absorbed via a pathway
different from that of the free amino acids.

pancreatic zymogens
(inactive proenzymes)

chymotrypsinogen
proelastase
elastase
procarboxypeptidase A VI"_ ,.. carboxypeptidase A
procarboxypeptidase B
carboxypeptidase B
prophospholipase A 2
phospholipase A2

ente rocyte

FIGURE 16.29
Diagram showing events in the activation of the proteolytic enzymes of the pancreas. The majority of pancreatic enzymes (pro·
teases) are secreted as inactive proenzymes. Their activation is triggered by the arrival of chyme into the duodenum. This stimulates
the mucosal cells to release and to activate the enterokinase {blue
box) within the glycocalyx. The enterokinase activates trypsinogen,
converting it into its active form, trypsin (green box). In turn, trypsin
activates other pancreatic proenzymes (red box) into their active
forms (purple box). The active proteases hydrolyze peptide bonds
of proteins or polypeptides and reduce them to small peptldes and
amino acids.
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FIGURE 16.30
Diagram showing the digestion and absorption of carbohydrates
by an enterocyte. Carbohydrates are delivered to tile alimentary
canal as monosaccharides (e.g., glucose, fructose, and galactose),
disaccharides (e.g., sucrose, lactose, and maltose), and as polysaccharides {e.g., glycogen and starch). Enzymes evolved in digestion
of carbohydrates are classified as salivary and pancreatic amylases. Further digestion is performed at the striated border of the
enterocytes by enzymes breaking down oligosaccharides and
polysaccharides into three basic monosaccharides {glucose, galac- lose, and fructose). Glucose and galactose are absorbed by the enterocyte via an active transport utilizing Na+-dependent glucose
transporters (SG LTl ). These transporters are localized at the apical ,
cell membrane (brown circles with G and Na ' labels). Fructose enters
the cell via facilitated Na+·independent transport utilizing GLUTS
(gray circle with F label) and GLUT2 glucose transporters (orange octagon with G2 label). The three absorbed monosaccharides then
pass through the basal membrane of tile enterocyte, utilizing
GLUT2 glucose transporters, into the underlying capillaries of tile
portal circulation to reach their final destination in the liver.

externa ex hibi ts three th ickened, equa ll y spaced bands
known as the teniae coli.
• The external surface of the cecum and colo n exhibits
sacculations known as haustra that ar e visible between
the ten iae. The mucosa has a "sm ooth " surface; neither
plicae circul ares nor villi ar e present.
• Small fatty projections of the serosa known as omental
appendices are visible o n the outer intestina l surface.

FIGURE 16.31
Diagram showing the digestion and absorption of protein by an
enterocyte. Proteins entering the alimentary canal are completely
digested into free amino acids and small dipeptide or tripeptide
fragments. Protein digestion starts in the stomach with pepsin,
which hydrolyzes proteins to large polypeptides. The next step occurs in the small intestine by the action of pancreatic proteolytic
enzymes. The activation process is shown in Figure 16.29. Free
amino acids are transported by four different amino acid transporters and several dipeptide and tripeptide transporters into the
cell and then from the cell Into the underlying capillaries of the portal circulation.

Mucosa
The mucosa of the large intestine contains n umero us
straight tubular intestinal glands (crypts of Lieberki.ih n)
that ex tend thro ugh the full thickness of the mucosa (Fig.
16.3 3a ). The g lands consist of simple co lum nar epithelium,
as does the intestinal surface from w hich they invaginate.
Examination of the lumina] surface of the large intestine at
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testine (see Fig. 16.33a). They produce mucin that is secreted continuously to lubricate the bowel, facilitating the
passage of the increasingly solid contents.
The mucosal epithelium of the large intestine contains the
same cell types as the small intestine except Paneth cells,
which are normally absent in humans

FIGURE 16.32
Photograph of the large intestine. This photograph shows the outer
(serosal) surface {left) and internal (mucosal) surface (right) of the transverse colon. On the outer surface, note the characteristic features of
the large intestine: a distinctive smooth muscle band representing one
of the three teniae coli (TC); haustra coli (HC), the sacculations of the
colon located between the teniae; and omental appendices (OA), small
peritoneal projections filled with fat. The smooth mucosal surface
shows semilunar folds (arrows) formed in response to contractions of
the muscularis externa. Compare the mucosal surface as shown here
with that of the small intestine (Fig. 16.17).

the microscopic level reveals the openings of the glands,
which are arranged in an orderly pattern (Fig. 16.33b).
The principal functions of the large intestine are reabsorption
of electrolytes and water and elimination of undigested food
and waste

The primary function of the columnar absorptive cells is
reabsorption of water and electrolytes. The morphology of
absorptive cells is essentially identical to that of the enterocytes of the sma ll intestine. Reabsorption is accomplished by the same Na+fK+-activated ATPase-driven
transport system as described for the small intestine.
Elimination of semisolid to solid waste materials is fa- ·
cilitated by the large amounts of mucus secreted by the numerous goblet cells of the intestinal glands. Goblet cells are
more numerous in the large intestine than in the small in-

Columnar absorptive cells predominate (4:1 ) over goblet cells in most of the colon, although this is not always
apparent in histologic sections (see Fig. 16.33a). The ratio
decreases, however, approaching 1:1, near the rectum,
where the number of goblet cells increases. Although the
absorptive cells secrete glycocalyx at a rapid rate (turnover
time is 16 to 24 hours in humans ), this layer has not been
shown to contain digestive enzymes in the colon. As in the
small intestin e, however, Na+fK+-ATPase is abundant and
is localized in the lateral plasma membranes of the absorptive cells. The intercellular space is often dilated, indicating active transport of fluid.
Goblet cells may mature deep in the intestinal gland, even
in the replicative zone (Fig. 16.34 ). They secrete mucus continuously, even to the point where they reach the lwninal surface. Here, at the surface, the secretion rate exceeds the synthesis rate, and "exhausted" goblet cells appear in the
epithelium. These cells are tall and thin and have a small
number of mucinogen granules in the central apical cytoplasm. An infrequently observed cell type, the caveolated
"tuft" cell, has also been described in the colonic epithelium;
however, this cell may be a form of exhausted goblet cell.

Epithelial Cell Renewal in the Large Intestine
All intestinal epithelial cells in the large intestine derive from a
single stem cell population

As in the small intestine, all of the mucosal epithelial
cells of the large intestine arise from stem cells located at
the bottom of the intestinal gland. The lower thir d of the
gland constitutes the normal replicative zone where newly
generated cells undergo 2 to 3 more divisions as they begin
their migration up to the luminal surface where they are
shed about 5 days later. The intermediate cell types found
in the lower third of the intestinal gland are identical to
those seen in the small intestine_
The turnover times of the epithelial cells of the large intestine are similar to those of the smai.I intestine, i.e., about
6 days for absorptive cells and go blet cells and up to 4
weeks for enteroendocrine cells. Senile epithelial cells that
reach the mucosal surface are shed into the lumen at the
midpoint between two adjacent intestinal glands.

Lamina Propria
Although the lamina propria of the large intestine contains
the same basic components as the rest of the digestive

FIGURE 16.33
Mucosa of the large intestine. a. This photomicrograph of a H&E
preparation shows the mucosa and part of the submucosa. The surface epithelium is continuous with the straigl1t, unbranched, tubular
intestinal glands (crypts of Lieberki.ihn). The openings of the glands at
the intestinal surface are identified (arrows). The epithelial cells consist
principally of absorptive and goblet cells. As the absorptive cells are
followed into the glands, they become fewer in number, whereas the

tract, it demonstrates some additional structura l features
and greater development of some others. These include
• The collagen table, a thick layer of collagen and pr oteoglycans that lies between the basal lamina of the epithelium and that of the fenestrated absorptive venous capillaries. This layer is as much as 5 ,um thick in thd
normal human colon and can be up to 3 times that
thickness in human hyperplastic colonic polyps. The collagen table participates in regulation of water and electrolyte transport from the intercellul ar compartment of
the epithelium to the vascular compartment.
• Well-developed GALT, which is continuous with that of
the terminal ileum. In the large intesti ne GALT is more
extensively developed; large lymphatic nodules distort
the regular spacing of the intestina l glands and extend
into the submucosa. The extensive development of the
immune system in the colon probably reflects the large
number and va riety of microorganisms and noxious end
products of metabolism normally present in the lumen.
• A well-developed pericryptal fibroblast sheath, which
constitutes a fibroblast population of regularly replicating cells. They divide i.nunediately beneath the base of
the intestinal gland, adjacen t to the sten1 cells fo und in

goblet cells increase in number. The highly cellular lamina propria
contains numerous lymphocytes and other cells of the immune system. b. Scanning electron micrograph of the human mucosal surface
of the large intestine. The surface is divided into territories by clefts
(arrows). Each territory contains 25 to 100 gland openings. x 140.
(From Fenoglio CM, Richart RM, Kaye Gl. Gastroenterology 1975;69:
100-109.)

the epithelium (in both the large and small intestines).
The fibroblasts then differentiate and migrate upward in
parallel and synchrony with the epithelial cells. Although the ultimate fate of the pericryptal fibroblast is
unknown, most of these cells, after they reach the level
of the luminal surface, take on the morphologic and histochemical characteristics of macrophages. Some evidence suggests that the macrophages of the core of the
lamina propria in the large intestine may arise as a terminal differentiation of the pericryptal fibroblasts
• Absence of lymphatic vessels in the lamina propri a.
There a re no lymphatic vessels in the core of the lamina propria between the intestinal gland s. Lympha tic
vessels form a network around the muscularis mucosae, as they do in the small intestine, but no vessels
or associated smooth muscle cell s extend toward the
free surface from that layer. The absence of lymp hatic
vessels from th e lamina propria is important to understa nding the slow rate of metastasis from certain colon
cancers. Cancers that develop in large ad enomatous
colonic polyps may grow extensively within the epithelium and lamina propria before they even have access to the lymphatic vessels at the level of the muscu lar is mucosae. Lymphatic vessels are found in the
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submucosa and as a network around the muscularis
externa.

Muscularis Externa
As noted, in the cecum and colon (the ascending, transverse, descending and sigmoid colon), the outer layer of
the muscularis externa is, in part, condensed into prominent longitudinal bands of muscle, called teniae coli,
which may be seen at the gross level (see Fig. 16.32). Between these bands, the longitudinal layer forms an extremely thin sheet. In the rectum, anal canal, and vermiform appendix, the outer longitudinal layer of smooth
muscle is a uniformly thick layer, as in the small intestine.
Bundles of muscle from the teniae coli penetrate the inner, circular layer of muscle at irregular intervals along the
length and circumference of the colon. These apparent discontinuities in the muscularis externa allow segments of
the colon to contract independently, leading to the formation of saccules (haustra) in the colon wall.
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The muscularis externa of the large intestine produces
two major types of contraction: segmentation and peristalsis. Segmentation is local and does not result in the propulsion of conten ts. Peristalsis results in the distal mass movement of the colonic contents. Mass peristaltic movements
occur infrequently; in healthy persons, they usually occur
once a day to empty the distal colon.

of the rest of the colon; the appendix differs from it in having a uniform layer of longitudinal muscle in the muscularis externa (Fig. 16.35). The most conspicuous feature of
the appendix is the large number of lymphatic nodules that
extend into the submucosa. In many adults, the normal
structure of the appendix is lost, and the appendage is
filled with fibrous scar tissue.

Submucosa and Serosa

Rectum and Anal Canal

The submucosa of the large intestine corresponds to the
general description already given. Where the large intestine
is directly in contact with other structures (as on much of
its posterior surface), its outer layer is an adventitia; elsewhere, the outer layer is a typical serosa.

The rectum is the dilated distal portion of the alimentary
canal. Its upper part is distinguished from the rest of the
large intestine by the presence of folds called transverse
rectal folds. The mucosa of the rectum is similar to that of
the rest of t he distal colon, having straight, tubular intestinal glands with many goblet cells.
The most djstal portion of the a limentary canal is the
anal canal. It has an average length of 4 em and extends
from the upper aspect of the pelvic diaphragm to the anus
(Fig. 16.36). The upper part of the anal cana l has longitudinal folds cal led anal columns. Depressions between the

Cecum and Appendix
The cecum forms a blind pouch just distal to the ileocecal
valve; the appendix is a thin, finger-like extension of this
pouch. The histology of the cecum closely resembles that

lymphatic nodules

transverse
rectal folds

rectum

colorectal zone
FIGURE 16.34
Electron micrograph of dividing goblet cells. Tilis electron micrograpil demonstrates tilat certain cells of the intestine continue to divide even after tiley ilave differentiated. Here, two goblet cells (GC)
are silown in division. Typically, tile dividing cells move away from
the basal lamina toward the lumen. One of t ile goblet cells silows mucinogen granules (M) in its apical cytoplasm. The cilromosomes (C) of
the dividing cells are not surrounded by a nuclear membrane. Compare with the nuclei (N) of the nondividing intestinal epithelial cells.
The lumen of the gland (L) is on the right. CT, connective tissue; and
E, eosinophil. x s,ooo.

anal canal

anal transitional zone
squamous zone

L
L
L

FIGURE 16.35
Photomicrograph of a cross section through the vermiform appendix. The vermiform appendix displays the same four layers as those

of the large intestine except t11at its diameter is smaller. Typically, lymphatic nodules are seen w ithin the entire mucosa and usually extend
into the submucosa. Note the distinct germinal centers within the
lymphatic nodules. The muscularis externa is composed of a relatively thick circu lar layer and a much thinner outer longitudinal layer.
The appendix is covered by a serosa that is continuous with t11e
mesentery of the appendix (lower right). XlO.

perianal skin L
[
-------------

FIG URE 16.36
Drawing ofthe rectum and anal canal. The rectum and anal canal are

the terminal portions of the large intestine. They are lined by the colorectal mucosa that possesses a simple columnar epithelium containing mostly goblet cells and numerous anal glands. In the anal canal
the simple columnar epithelium undergoes transition into a stratified

columnar (or cuboidal) epithelium and then to a stratified squamous
epithelium. This transition occurs in the area referred as the anal transitional zone, which occupies the middle third of the anal canal between the colorectal zone and the squamous zone of t11e perianal
skin.
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BOX

Immunologists have shown that the GALT not only responds to
antigenic stimuli but also functions in a monitoring capacity. This
function has been partially clarified for the lymphatic nodules of
the intestinal tract. TheM cells that cover Peyer's patches and lymphatic nodules have a distinctive surface that might be misinterpreted in sections as thick microvilli. The cells are readily identified
with the scanning electron microscope because microfolds contrast sharply with the microvilli that constitute the striated border
of the adjacent enterocytes.
It has been shown with horseradish peroxidase (an enzyme
used as an experimental marker) that the M cells pinocytose protein from the intestin al lumen, transport tl1e pinocytotic vesicles
through the cell, and discharge the protein by exocytosis into deep
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recesses of the adjacent extracellular space (Fig. 16.38). Lym phocytes w ithin the deeply recessed extracellular space sa mple the luminal protein, including antigens, and thus have the opportunity
to stimulate development of specific antibodies against the antigens. The destination of these exposed lymphocytes has not yet
been fully determined. Some remain w ithin the local lymphatic tissue, but others may be destined for other sites in the body, such
as the salivary and mammary glands. Recall that in the salivary
glands, cells of the immune system (plasma cells) secrete lgA,
which the glandular epithelium then converts into slgA. Some experimental observations suggest that antigen contact necessary
for the production of lgA by plasma cells occurs in the lymphatic
nodules of the intestines.

M cells

lymphocytes

FIGURE 16.37
Photomicrographs of the anal canal. a. This photomicrograph shows

a longitudinal section through the wall of the anal canal. Note the
three zones in the ana l cana l: the squamous zone (SQZ) containing
stratified squamous epithelium; the ana l transitional zone (ATZ) containing stratified squamous, stratified cuboidal, or columnar epithelium and simple columnar epithelium of the rectal mucosa; and the
colorectal zone (CRZ) containing only simple columnar epithelium like
the rest of the colon. Note the anal valve that demarcates the transition between the ATZ and SQZ. The internal anal sphincter is derived

from the thicken ing of tile circular layer of the muscularis externa. A
small portion of the externa l anal sphincter is seen subcutaneously.
X10. b. This high magnification of the area indicated by the rectangle
in a shows the area of the anal transitional zone (ATZ). Note the abrupt
transition between stratified cuboidal and simple columnar epithelium. The simple columnar epithelium of anal glands extends into the
submucosa. These straight, mucus-secreting tubular glands are surrounded by diffuse lymphatic tissue. x 200.

anal columns are called anal sinuses. The anal canal is divided into three zones according to the cha racter of the epithelial lining:

• Squamous zone, which is fo und in the lower third of the

• Colorectal zone, which is found in the upper third of the

In the anal cana l, anal glands extend into the su bmucosa and even into the muscularis externa. These
branched, straight tubular glands secrete mucus onto the
anal surface through ducts li ned with stratified columnar
epithelium. Sometimes the anal glands are surrounded by
diffuse lymphatic tissue. T hey often lead to the formation
of pathologic fistulas (a false opening between the anal
canal and the perianal skin).
La rge apocrine glands, the circumanal glands, are
fo und in the skin surrounding the anal orifice. In some animals, the secretion of these glands acts as a sex attractant.

anal canal and contai ns simple columnar epithelium
with characteristics identical to that in the rectum
• Anal transitional zone (ATZ), which occupies the middle
third of the anal cana l. It represents a transition between
the simple columnar epithelium of the rectal mucosa and
the stratified squamous epithelium of the perianal skin.
The ATZ possesses a stratified columnar epithelium interposed between the simple columnar epithelium and
the stratified squamous epithelium, which extends to the
cutaneous zone of the anal canal (Fig. 16.37).

anal canal. This zone is lined with stratified squamous epithelium that is continuous with that of the perineal skin.

a
FIGURE 16.38
Diagram of M cells in a lymphatic nodule of the intestine. a. This '

diagram shows the relationship of the M cells (microfold cells) and
absorptive cells to the ly mphatic nodule. The M cell is an epithelial
cell that displays microfolds rather than microvilli on its apical surface. It has deep recesses within which lymphocytes come close to
the lumen of the small intestine. M cells have MHC II molecules on
their surface and are therefore considered antigen-presenting
cells. Antigen from the intestinal lumen is presented to T lymphocytes residing w ithin the recesses of the M cell. (Based on Owen

Hair follicles and sebaceous glands are also fou nd at this
site.
The submucosa of the anal columns contai ns the terminal ramifica tions of the superior rectal artery and the recta l veno us p lexus. Enlargements of these submucosal veins
constitute internal hemorrhoids, which are related to elevated venous pressure in the portal circulation (portal h y-

RL, Nemanic PC, eds. Scanning Electron Microscopy. Vol II. O'Hare,
IL: AMF, 1978.) b. Scanning electron micrograph of a Peyer's patch
lymphatic nodule bulging into the lumen of the ileum. Note that
the area of the follicle covered by M cells is su rrounded by the finger-like proj ections of the intestinal villi. The surface of the M cells
has a smooth appearance. The absence of absorptive cells and
mucus-producing goblet cells in the area covered by M cells facilitates immunoreactions to antigens. x 80. (From Owen RL, Johns
AL. Gastroenterology 1974;66.)

pertension). There are no teniae coli at the level of the rectum; the longitudinal layer of the muscularis externa forms
a uniform sheet. The muscularis mucosae disappears at
about the level of the anal transitional zone (ATZ), where
the circular layer of the muscu laris externa thickens to
form the internal anal sphincter. The external anal sphincter is formed by striated muscle of the pelvic floor.
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PLATE 50. ESOPHAGUS
The esophagus is a musc ular tube that conveys food and other substances from the phru·ynx to the stomach.

B

ated muscle. Although the striations are not evident at this
low magnification, the more de nsely stai ned eosinophilic
areas (asterisks) prove to be striated muscle when observed
at higher magnification. Reference to the inset, which is
from an area in the lower half of the figure, substantiates
this identification.
The inset shows ci1·cularly orie nted striated and smooth
muscle. The stliated muscle stains more intensely with
eosin, but of greater significance are the di stribution and
number of nuclei. In the midarea of the inset, numerous
elongated and uniformly oriented nuclei are present; this is
smooth muscle (SM). Above and below, few elongated nuclei are present; moreover, they are largely at the periphery
of the bundles. This is striated muscle (StM); the crossstriations are just perceptible in some areas. The specimen
shown here is from the middle of the esophagus, where
both smooth and striated muscle are present. The muscularis externa of the distal third of the esophagus would contain only smooth muscle, whereas that of the proximal third
would consist of striated muscle.
External to the muscularis externa is the adventitia (Adv)
consisting of dense connective tissue.

R

lillln of the upper regions of the esophagus may be p arakeratinized or, more rarely, kerati nized.
As shown in this figure, the lamina propria (LP) is a very
cellular, loose connective tissue containing many lymphocytes (Lym), small blood vessels, and lymphatic vessels
(LV). The deepest part of the mucosa is the muscularis mucosae (MM). That layer of smooth muscle defines the
boundary between mucosa and submucosa. The nucle i of
the smooth muscle cells of the muscularis mucosae appear
spherical because the cells have been cut in cross section.

Figure 1, esophagus, monkey, H&E x 60; inset

X400.

A cross section of the wall of the esophagus is shown
here. T he mucosa (Muc) consists of stratified squamous epithelium (Ep), a lamina propria (LP), and muscularis mucosae (MM). The boundru·y between the epithelium and
lamina propria is distinct, although uneven, as a result of
the presence of numerous deep connective tissue papillae.
The basal layer of the epithelium stains inte nsely, appearing
as a dark band that is relativel y conspicuous at low magnification. This is, in part, due to the cytoplasmic basophilia
of the basal cells. That the basal cells ru·e small results in a
high nuclear-cytoplasmic ratio, which further intensifies the
hematoxylin staining of thi s layer.
The submucosa consists of irregular dense connective tissue that contains the Iru·ger blood vessels and nerves. No
glands ru·e seen in the submucosa in this figure, but they are
regularly present throughout this layer and are likely to be included in a section of the wall. Whereas the boundru·y between the epithelium and lamina propria is striking, the
boundru·y betwee n the mucosa (Muc) and submucosa (SubM)
is less well mmked, although it is readily discernable.
The muscularis externa (ME) shown here is composed
largely of smooth muscle, but it also contains areas of stri-

Figure 2, esophagus, monkey, H&E x 300.
As in other stratified squamous epithelia, new cells are
produced in the basal layer, from which they move to the
surface. During this migration, the shape and orie ntation of
the cells change. This change in cell shape and orie ntation
is also reflected in the appearance of the nuclei. In the
deeper layers, the nuclei are spherical; in the more superficial layers, the nuclei are e longated and oriented parallel to
the surface. That nuclei can be seen throughout the epithelial layer, particularly the surface cells, indicates that the
epithelium is not keratinized. In some instances, the epithe-

KEY
Adv, adventitia
Ep, stratified squamous epithe lium
L, long itudi nal layer of muscularis externa
LP, lamina propria
LV, lymphatic vessels
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Lym, lymphocytes
ME, muscularis externa
MM, muscularis mucosae
Muc, mucosa
SM, smooth muscle

StM, striated musc le
SubM, submuco sa
ar rows (Fig. 2), lymphocytes in epithelium
asterisks (Fig. 1), m·eas containing striated
muscle in the muscularis extern a
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PLATE 51. ESOPHAGUS AND STOMACH, CARDIAC REGION
The esophagogastric junction marks a change in function from that of a conduit (esophagus) to that of a digestive organ
(stomach). The epithelium of the mucosa changes from stratified squamous (protective) to a simple columnar secretory epithelium that forms mucosal glands that secrete mucinogen, digestive enzymes, and hydrochloric acid. The very cellular lamina propria is rich in diffuse lymphatic tissue, emphasizing the role of this layer in the immune system.

EB

Figure 1, esophagogastric junction, H&E x 100.
The junction between the esophagus and stomach is
shown here. The esophagus is on the right, and the cardiac
region of the stomach is on the left. The large rectangle
marks a representative area of the cardiac mucosa seen at
higher magn ification in Figure 2; the smaller rectangle
shows part of the junction examined at higher magnification in Figure 3 .
As noted in Plate 50, the esophagus is lined by stratified
squamous e pithelium (Ep) that is indented on its undersurface by deep connective tissue papillae. When these are sectioned obliquely (as five of them have been), they appear as
islands of connective tissue within the thick epithelium.
Under the epithelium are the lamina propria and the muscularis mucosae (MM). At the junction between the esoph-

agus and the stomach (see also Fig. 3), the stratified squamous epithelium of the esophagus ends abruptly, and the
simple columnar epithelium of the stomach surface begins.
The surface of the stomac h contains nume rous and relatively deep depressions called gastric pits (P), or foveolae,
that are formed by epithelium similar to, and continuous
with, that of the surface. Glands (Gl) open into the bottom
of the pits; they are cardiac glands. The entire gastric mucosa contains glands. There are three types of gastric
glands: cardiac, fundic, and pyloric. Cardiac glands are in
the immediate vicinity of the opening of the esophagus; pyloric glands are in the funnel-shaped portion of the stomach
that leads to the duodenum; and fundic glands are throughout the remainder of the stomach.

FB

Figure 2, esophagogastric junction, H&E x260.
The cardiac glands and pits seen in Figure 1 are surrounded by a very cellular lamina propria. At this higher
magnificati on, it can be seen that many cells of the lamina
propria are lymphocytes and other cells of the immune system. Large numbers of lymphocytes (L) may be locali zed
between the smooth muscle cells of the muscularis mucosae (MM), and thus, the muscul aris mucosae in these locations appears to be disrupted.

The cardiac glands (GL) are limited to a narrow region
around the cardiac orifice. They are not sharply delineated
from the fundic region of the stomach that contains parietal
and chief cells. Thus, at the boundary, occasional parietal
cells are seen in the cardiac glands.
In certain an imals (e.g., ruminants and pigs), the
anatomy and histology of the stomach are different. In
these, at least one part of the stomach is lined with stratified
squamous epithelium.

Figure 3, esophagogastric junction, H&E x440.
The columnar cells of the stomach surface a nd gast1ic
pits (P) produce mucus. Each surface and pit cell contains
a mucous cup in its apical cytoplasm, thereby forming a
glandular sheet of cells named surface mucous cells (MSC).

The content of the mucous cup is usually lost during the
preparation of the tissue, and thus, the ap ical cup portion of
the cells appears empty in routine H&E paraffin sections
such as the ones shown in this plate.

Figure 4, esophagogastric junction, H&E x440.
The epithelium of the cardiac glands (Gl) also consists
of mucous cells (MGC). As seen in the photomicrograph,
the nucleus of the gland cell is typically flattened ; one side
is adj acent to the base of the cell , while the other side is adj acent to the pale-staining cytoplasm. Again, mucus is lost
during processing of the tissue, a nd this accounts fo r the
pale-staining appearance of the cytoplasm. Although the
cardiac glands are mostly unbranched, some branching is

occasionally seen. The g lands empty their secretions via
ducts (D) into the bottom of the gastric pits. The cells forming the ducts are columnar, and the cytoplasm stains well
with eosin. This makes it easy to distinguish the duct cells
from mucous gland cells. Among the cells form ing the duct
portion of the gland are those that undergo mitotic division
to replace both surface mucous and gland cells. Cardiac
glands also contain enteroendocrine cells, but they are difficult to identify in routine H&E paraffin sections.
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D, ducts of cardiac glands
Ep, epithelium
Gl (Figs. 1 and 4), cardiac glands
GL (Fig. 2), cardiac glands
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L, lymphocytes
LP, lamina propria
MGC, mucous gland cells
MM, muscularis mucosae

MSC, surface mucous cells
P, gastric pits
arrows, intraepitheli al lymphocytes
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PLATE 52. STOMACH I
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The stomach is divided into three regions: the cardia, nearest the esophag us, contains cardiac glands that secre te primarily
mucinogen; the pylorus, proximal to the gastrointestinal (pyloric) sphincter contains pyloric glands that secrete a muci nogen
that resembles that of the sU/face mucous cells; and the f undus, the body or largest part of the stomach that contains the f undic
(gastric) glands. Fundic glands contain parietal (oxyntic) cells, acidophilic cells that secrete 0.16 N HC l; and chief cells, basophilic cells that contain acidophilic secretory granules in the apical cytoplasm. The granules contain, principally, pepsinogen. The glands in all parts of the stomach contain enteroendocrine cells.

Figure 1, stomach, H&E.
As with other parts of the gastrointestinal tract, the wall
of the stomach consists of four layers: a mucosa (Muc), a
submucosa (SubM ), a muscul aris externa (M E), and a
serosa. The mucosa is the innermost layer and reveals three
distinctive regions (arrows). The most superficial region
contains the gastric pits; the middle region conta ins the
necks of the gla nds, whic h tend to stain with eosin; and the
deepest part of the mucosa stains most heavi ly with hematoxylin . The cell types of the deep (he matoxylin-staining)
portion of the fundic mucosa are considered in Figure 3.
The cells of all three regions and their staining characteri stics are considered in Figure I of Plate 53.
The inner slllface of the empty stomach is throw n into
long fo lds referred to as rugae. One such cross-sectioned

fold is shown here. It consists of mucosa and submucosa
(asterisks). The rugae a re not permanent folds; they disappear when the stomach wall is stretched, as in the distended
stomach. Also evident are mamillated areas (M ), which are
slight elevations of the mucosa that resemble cobblestones.
The mamillated areas consist only of mucosa without submucosa.
The submucosa and muscularis exte rna stain predomi nantl y with eosin; the muscularis externa appears darker.
The smooth muscle of the muscularis externa gives an appearance of being homogeneous a nd uniformly solid. In
contrast, the submucosa, being connective tissue, may contain areas with adipocytes and contains numerous profiles
of blood vessels ( BV). The serosa is so thin that it is not evident as a discrete layer at th is low magnification.

Figure 2, stomach, H&E.
This figure and Figure 3 show the juncti on between the
cardi ac and fundic regio ns of the stomach. Thi s junction
can be ide ntified histologically o n the basis of the structure
o f the mucosa. The gastric pits (P ), some o f which are seen
opening at the slllface (a rrows), are simila r in both regions,
but the glands are different. The boundary between cardiac

glands (CG) and f undi c glands (FG) is marked by the
dashed line in each figure.
The full thickness of the gastri c mucosa is show n here,
as indicated by the presence of the muscularis mucosae
(MM) deep to the fu ndi c gla nds. The muscularis mucosae
under the cardi ac glands is obscured by a large infi ltration
of lymphocytes formi ng a lymphatic nodule (L N).

Figure 3, stomach, H&E.
This figure provides a comparison between the cardiac
and fundic gla nds at higher magnifica ti on. T he cardi ac
glands (CG) consist of mucous gland cells arranged as a
si mple columnar epithelium; the nucleus is in the most
basal part of the cell and is somewhat fl attened. The cytoplasm appears as a faint network of lightly sta ined materia l.
The lumina (L) of the cardiac glands are relati vely wide. On
the other hand, the fundic g lands ( FC) (left o f the dashed
line) are small, and a lumen is seen readil y onl y in certain
fortuitously sectioned glands. As a consequence, most of
the glands appear to be cords o f cells. Because this is a deep

region of the fundic mucosa, most of the cells are chief
cells. The basal portion of the chi ef cell contains the nucleus and extensive ergastoplasm, thus, its basophilia. The
apical cytoplasm, normall y occupied by secretory granules
that were lost during the preparati on of the tissue, stains
poorly. Interspersed among the c hief cells are parietal cells
( P ). These cells typically have a round nucleus that is surrounded by eosinophili c cytoplasm. Among the cells of the
lamina propria are some with pale elongate nuclei. These
are smooth muscle cells (SM ) that exte nd into the lamina
propria from the muscul aris mucosae.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
CG, cardiac glands
FG, fu ndic g lands
L, lumen
L N, lymphatic nodu le
M, mamillated areas
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M E, muscul aris externa
MM, muscul aris mucosae
Muc, mucosa
J>: Fig. 2, gastric pits; Fig. 3, parietal cells
SM, smooth musc le cell s
S ubM, submucosa

arrows: Fig. I, three differently stained regions of fundic mucosa; Fig. 2, opening
of gastric pits
aste risks, submucosa in ruga
dashed line, boundary between card iac and
fund ic glands
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CHAPTER 16

PLATE 53. STOMACH II
The e pithelial lining of the alimentary canal is a regularly renewing epithe lium ; each portion has a characteristic turnover
time and stem cell location. In the stomach, stem cells are located in the mucous neck. Cells that migrate upward to form the
mucous cells of the gastric pit and surface have a turnover time of 3 to 5 days; cells that migrate downward to form the parietal cells, chief cells, and enteroendocrine cells of the glands have a turnover time of about 1 year.

EE
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Figure 1, stomach, monkey, H&E x 320.
This figure shows an area of the fundic mucosa that includes the bottom of the gastric pits and the neck and
deeper p art of the fundic glands. It includes the areas
marked by the arrows in Figure 1 of Plate 52. The surface
mucous cells (MSC) of the gastric pi ts are readi ly identified
because the mucous cup in the apical pole of each cell has
an empty, washed-out appearance. Just below the gastric
pits are the necks (N) of the fundic glands, in which one can
identify mucous neck cells (MNC) and parietal cells (PC).
T he mucous neck cells produce a mucous secretion that differs from that produced by the surface mucous cells. As
seen here, the mucous neck cells display a cytoplasm that is
lightly stained ; there are no cytoplasmic areas that stain intensely, nor is there a c haracteristic local absence of staining as in the mucous cup of the surface mucous cells. The

Figure 2, stomach, monkey, H&E x 320.
This figure shows the bottom of the stomach mucosa, the
submucosa (SubM), and part of the muscularis externa (ME).
The muscularis mucosae (MM) is the deepest part of the mucosa. It consists of smooth muscle cells mranged in at least
two layers. As seen in the photomicrograph, the smooth muscle cells immediately adj acent to the submucosa have been
sectioned longitudinally and display e longate nuclem· profi les. Just above this layer, the smooth muscle cells have been
cut in cross section and di splay rounded nuclear profiles.

Figure 3, stomach, silver stain x 160.
Enteroendocrine cells constitute a class of cells that can
be displayed with special histochemical or sil ver-staining
methods but that are not readily evident in H&E sec tions.
The distri bution of cells demonstrable with specia l sil verstaining procedures is shown here (arrows). Because of the
staining procedure, these cells are properly designated as

Figure 4, stomach, silver stain x 640.
At higher magnification, the argentaffin cells (arrows)
are almost totally blackened by the sil ver staining, although
a faint nucleus can be seen in some cells. The sil ver stai ns
the secretory product lost during the preparation of routine

mucous neck cells are also the stem cells that divide to give
rise to the surface mucous cells and the g land cells.
Parietal cells are distincti ve ptimarily because of the
pronounced eosinophilic staining of their cytoplasm. Their
nuc leus is round, li ke that of the chief cell, but tends to be
located closer to the basal lamina of the e pithelium than to
the lume n of the g la nd because of the pear-like shape of the
parietal cell.
This fig ure also reveals the significant c haracteristi cs of
chief cells (CC), namely, the round nucleus in a basal location ; the ergastoplasm, deeply stained with hematoxylin
(parti cularly evident in some of the chief cells where the
nucle us has not been included in the plane of the section);
and the apical, slightly eosinophilic cytoplasm (normally
occupied by the secretory gra nules).

The submucosa consists of con nective tissue of moderate
density. Present in the submucosa m·e adipocytes (A), blood
vessels (BV), and a group of ganglion cells (CC). These particular cells belong to the submucosal plexus (Meissner's
plexus [MP}). The inset shows some of the ganglion cells
(GC) at hi gher magnification. These are the la rge cell bodies of the e nteric neurons. Each cell body is surrounded by
satellite cells intimately apposed to the neuron cell body.
The arrowheads point to the nuclei of the sate llite cells.

argentaffin cells. The surface mucous cells (MSC) in the
section mark the bottom of the gastric pits and estab lish the
fact that the necks of the fundi c glands are represented in
the section. The argentaffin cells appear black in this specimen. The re latively low magnification permits the viewer
to assess the freque ncy of distribution of these cells.

sections, and according ly, in H&E-staine d paraffin sections
the argentaffin cell appears as a clear cell. T he special silver staining in this figure and in Figure 3 shows that many
of the argentaffi n cells tend to be near the basal lami na and
away from the lumen of the gland.

KEY
A, adipocytes
BV, blood ve5sels
CC, chief cells
GC, ganglion cells
ME, muscularis externa
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MM, musculari s mucosae
MNC, mucous neck cells
MP, Meissner's plexus
MSC, surface mucous ce lls
N, neck of fundic glands

PC, parietal cells
SubM, submucosa
a rrows, argentaffin cells
arrowheads, nuclei of satelli te cells
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PLATE 54. GASTRODUODENAL JUNCTION
The gastroduodenal (pyloric) junction marks the entry into the absorptive portion of the alimentm-y canal. Thickening of the
circular layer of muscularis externa at this site forms the gastroduodenal (pyloric) sphincter that regulates passage of chyme
from stomach to intestine. The mucous secretion of the pyloric glands helps to neutralize the chyme as it enters the intestine.

Figure 1, stomach-duodenum, monkey, H&E x40.
The junction between the stomach and the duodenum is
shown he re. Most of the mucosa in the micrograph belongs
to the stomach; it is the pyloric mucosa (PMuc). The pyloric s phincter appears as a thickened regio n of smooth
muscle below the pyloric mucosa. On the far right is the
duodenal mucosa, the first part of the intestinal mucosa
(!Muc). The area marked by the rectangle is shown at
higher magnification in Figure 2. It provides a comparison
of the two mucosal regions and also shows the submucosal
glands (Brunne r's glands).
The submucosa of the duodenum contains s ubmucosal
(Brunner's) glands. These are below the muscularis mu-

Figure 2, stomach-duodenum, monkey x 120.
Examination of this region at higher magnification reveals
that in addition to intestinal glands (!Gl) within the mucosa,
there are glands within the duodenal submucosa. These are
submucosal (Brunner's) glands (BGl). Some of the glandular
elements (arrows) can be seen to pass from the submucosa to
the mucosa, thereby intenupting the musculari s mucosae
(MM). The submucosal glands empty their secretions into the
duodenal lume n by means of ducts (D ). In contrast, the pyloric glands ( PGl) are relatively straight for most of their
length but are coiled in the deepest part of the mucosa and are
sometimes branched. They are restricted to the mucosa and
empty into deep gastric pits. The boundary between the pits
and glands is, however, hard to ascertain in H&E sections.

Figure 3, stomach-duodenum, monkey x 640.
The rectangula r area in Fig ure 2 is considered at higher
mag nifi cation here. It shows how the epithelium of the
stomach differs fro m that of the intestine. ln both cases, the
epithehum is simple columnar, and the underlying lamina
propria (LP) is hig hly cellul ar because of the presence of
large numbers of lymphocytes. The boundary between gastri c and duode nal epithelium is marked by the arro w. On
the stomac h side of the arrow, the epithelium consists of

cosae; therefore, this structure serves as a useful landmark
in identifying the glands. In the stomach, the mu scularis
mucosae is readily identified as nanow bands of muscular
tissue ( MM). It can be followed toward the ri ght into the
duodenum but is then intetTupted in the region between the
two asterisks.
This figure also shows the thickened reg ion of the gastric musculari s externa, where the stomach ends. This is the
pyloric sphincter (PS). Its thickness, mostly clue to the amplification of the circular layer of smooth muscle of the
muscularis externa, can be appreciated by comparison with
the muscularis externa in the duodenum (ME).

With respect to the mucosal aspects of gastroduodenal
histology, as mentioned above, the glands of the sto mach
empty into gastric pits. These are depressio ns; accordingly,
when the pits are sectioned in a plane that is oblique or at
right angles to the long axis of the pit, as in thi s figure, the
pits can be recognized as be ing depressions because they are
surrounded by lamina propria. In contrast, the inner surface
of the small intestine has villi (V). These are projections into
the lumen of slightly varying height. When the villus is
cross-sectioned or obliquely sectioned, it is surrounded by
space of the lumen, as is one of the villi shown here. In addition, the villi have lamina propria (LP) in their core.

surface mucous cells (MSC). The s urface cells contain an
apical cup of mucous materi al that typically appears empty
in a H&E- stained paraffin section. In contrast, the absorptive cells (AC) of the intestine do not possess mucus in their
cytoplasm . Although goblet cells are found in the intestinal
e pithelium and are scatte red among the absorptive cells,
they do not form a complete mucous sheet. The intestinal
absorptive cells also possess a striated border, which is
show n in Plate 56.

KEY
AC, absorptive cells
BGI, Brunner's glands
D, ducts
IGI, intestinal glands
IMuc, intestinal mucosa
LP, lamina propri a
ME, muscularis externa
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MM, musculari s mucosae
MSC, surface mucous cells
PGI, pyloric glands
PMuc, pyloric mucosa
PS, pyloric sphincter
V, villi

arrows: Fig. 2, Brunner's gland element
that passes from the submucosa to the
mucosa; Fig. 3, boundary between gastric
and duodenal epithelium
aste.-isks, interruption in muscularis mucosae
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CHAPTER 1 6

PLATE 55. DUODENUM
The small intestine is the principal site for the digestion of food and absorption of the products of digestion. It is the longest
component of the alimentary canal, measuring over 6 m, and is divided into three segments: duodenum (-25 em); jejunum
(- 2.5 m); and ileum (-3.5 m). The first portion, the duodenum , receives a partially digested bolus of food (chyme) from the
stomach, as well as secretio ns from the sto mach, pancreas, liver, and gallbladder that contain digestive enzymes, enzyme precursors, and other products that aid digestion a nd absorption.
T he sma ll intestine is characterized by plicae circulares, permanent transverse folds that contain a core of submucosa, and
villi, finger-like and leaf-like projections of the mucosa that extend into the lumen. Microvilli, multi ple finger-like extensions
of the apical surface of each intestinal epithelial cell (enterocyte), further increase the surface for absorption of metabolites.
Mucosal glands extend into the lamina propria. They contain the stem cells and developing cells that will ultimately migrate to the sutface of the villi. In the duodenum, s ubmucosal glands (Brunner's glands) secrete an alkaline mucus that helps
to neutralize the acidic chyme. Enterocytes not onl y absorb metabolites digested in the intestinal lumen but a lso sy nthesize e nzymes inserted into the me mbrane of the microvilli for terminal digestion of disaccharides and dipeptides.

B

Figure 1, duodenum, monkey, H&E x 120.
This figure shows a segment of the duodenal wal l. As in
the stomach, the layers of the wall, in order from the lume n,
are the mucosa (Muc), the submucosa (SubM), the muscularis ex terna (ME), and the serosa (S). Both longitudinal (L)
and circ ular (C) layers of the musculari s externa can be disti ng uished . Although plicae circulares are fo und in the wall
of the small intestine, including the duode num , none is included in thi s pho tomicrograph.
A di stinctive feature of the intestinal mucosa is the presence of finger-l ike and leaf-like projections into the intestinal lumen, called villi. Most of the villi ( V) show n here
di splay profi les that correspond to their descripti on as fi n-

ger-like . One villus, however, displays the form of a leaflike villus (asterisk). The dashed line marks the bo undary
between the villi and the intestinal glands (also called
crypts of Lieberki.ihn). T he latter extend as far as the muscularis mucosae (MM).
Under the mucosa is the submucosa, conta ining the
Brunner's glands (BGI). These are branched tubular or
branched tubuloalveolar glands whose secretory components, shown at higher magni ficatio n in Figure 2, consist of
columnar epithelium. A duct (D) thro ugh which the glands
open into the lumen of the duodenum is shown here and, at
higher magnification , in F ig ure 2, where it is marked by an
arrow.

B

Figure 2, duodenum, monkey, H&E x240.
The histologic fea tures of the duodenal mucosa are
shown at higher magnificatio n here. Two kinds of cells can
be recogni zed in the epithelial laye r that fo rms the surface
of the villus: enterocytes (absorptive cells) and goblet cells
(GC). Most of the cells are absorptive cells. T hey have a
striated border that w ill be seen at hi ghe r mag ni ficatio n in
Plate 56; their e lo ngate nuclei are located in the basal half
of the cell. Goblet cells are readily identi fi ed by the presence of the apical mucous cup, which appears e mpty. Most
of the dark round nuclei also seen in the epithe lia l layer
covering the villi be long to lymphocytes.
T he lamina propria (LP) makes up the core of the villus.
It contains large numbers of ro und cells whose ind ividual
identity ca nnot be ascertaine d at this magnifi cation. Note,
however, that the se a re mostly lymphocytes (and o ther cells
of the immune system), which accounts for the designation
of the la mina propria as diffuse lymphatic ti ssue. T he lam-

ina propria surrounding the intestin al glands (IGI) similarly
co nsists largely of lymphocytes and re lated cells. T he lamina propria also contai ns components of loose connecti ve
ti ssue a nd isolated smooth muscle cells.
The intestina l glands (!GI) are relatively straight and
tend to be di lated at their base. The bases of the intestinal
crypts contain the stem cells fro m whic h aJJ of the other
cells of the intestinal ep ithelium arise. They also contain
Paneth cells. These cells possess eosinophilic granules in
their apical cytoplasm. T he g ranul es contain lysozyme, a
bacteriol ytic enzyme thoughlto play a role in regulating intestinal microbial flo ra. The ma in cell type in the intestinal
crypt is a relatively undiffe rentiated columnar cell. These
cells are sh orter than the enterocytes of the villus surface;
they usually undergo two mitoses before they differe ntiate
into absorptive cells or goblet cells. Also present in the intestinal crypts are some mature goblet cells and e nteroendocrine cells.

KEY
BGI, Brunner's glands
C, circular (inner) layer of muscularis externa
D, duct of Bru nner's gland
GC, goblet cells
l GI, intesti nal glands (crypts)
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L, longitudinal (outer) layer of muscularis
externa
LP, lamina propria
ME, muscularis externa
MM, muscu laris mucosae
Muc, mucosa
S, serosa

SubM, submucosa
V, villi
arrow, duct of Brunner's gland
asterisk, leaf-like villus
dashed line (Fig. 1), boundary between
base of villi and intestinal glands
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PLATE 56. JEJUNUM
The jejunum is the principal site of absorption of nutrients in the small intestine. The villi are more finger- like than leaflike and are covered largely with absorptive columnar epithelial cells (enterocytes), although goblet cells and enteroen.docrine
cells are also present. The stem cells for all of these cells and the ?aneth cells that secrete the antibacterial enzyme lysozyme
are found deep in the intestinal gland. Replicating cells line the lower half of the gland.
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Figure 1, jejunum, monkey, H&E x22.
This is a longitudinal section of the jejunum, showing the
permanent circular folds of the small intestine, the plicae
circul<ues (PC). These folds or ridges are mostly ruTanged
with their long axis at roughly tight angles to the longitudinal axis of the intestine; therefore, the plicae circulares
shown here are cut in cross section. The plicae circulares
consist of mucosa ( Muc) as well as submucosa (SubM). The
broad band of tissue external to the submucosa is the musculm·is externa (ME) and is not included in the plicae. (The

serosa cannot be distinguished at this magnification.) Most
of the villi (V) in this specimen have been cut longitudinally, thereby revealing their full length as well as the fact
that some are slightly shorter than others. The shortening is
considered to be due to the contraction of smooth muscl e
cells in the villi. Also seen here ru·e the lacteals (L), which
in most of the villi are dilated . Lacteals are lymphatic capillaries that begin in the viUi and cruTy certain absorbed di etary lipids and proteins from the villi to the larger lymphatic vessels of the submucosa.

Figure 2, jejunum, monkey, H&E x60.
Part of the plica mm·ked by the bracket in Figure I is
shown at higher magnification. Note the muscularis mucosae (MM), the intestinal glands (Gl), and the villi (V). The
boundru·y betwee n the glands and villi is marked by the
dashed line. Some of the glands ru·e cut longitudinally;
some are cut in cross section ; most of the villi have been cut
longitudinally. In conceptualizing the mucosal structure of
the small intestine, it is important to recognize that the
glands ru·e epithelial depressions that project into the wall

of the intestine, whereas the villi are projections that extend
into the lumen. The glands are surrounded by cells of the
lamina propria; the vilJi ru·e surrounded by space of the intestinal lumen. The lamina propria with its lacteal occupies
a central position in the villus; the lumen occupies the central position of the gland. Also note that the lumen of the
gland tends to be dilated at its base. Studies of e nzymatically isolated prepru·ations of mucosa show that the bases of
the glands ru·e ofte n divided into two to three finger- like extensions resting on the muscularis mucosae.

Figure 3, jejunum, monkey, H&E x500.
Tllis figure shows portions of two adjacent villi at higher
magnification. The epithelium consists chiefly of enterocytes. These ru·e columnar absorptive cells that typically exhibit a striated border (SB), the light mkroscopic representation of the microvilli on the apical surface of each
enterocyte. T he dark band at the base of the striated border
is due to the ternlinal web of the cell, a layer of acti n filaments that extends across the apex of the cell to which the
actin filaments of the cores of the microvilli attach. The nuclei of the e nterocytes have essentially the same shape, orientation, and staining characteristics. Even if the cytoplasmic boundaries were not evident, the nuclei wou ld be an
indication of the columnar shape and orientation of the
cells. The e nterocytes rest on a basal lamina not evident in
H&E- stained paraffin sections. The eosinophilic band (arrow) at the base of the cell layer, where one would expect a
basement membrane, actually consists of flat lateral cyto-

plasnlic processes fro m the enterocytes. These processes
partially delimit the basal-lateral intercellular spaces (asterisks) that are dilated, as can be seen here, during active
transport of absorbed substrates.
The epithelial cells with an expanded apical cytoplasm
in the form of a cup are goblet cells (GC). In this specimen,
the nucleus of almost every goble t cell is just at the base of
the cup, and a thin cytoplasmic strand (not always evident)
extends to the level of the basement membrane. The scattered round nuclei within the epithelium belong to lymphocytes (Ly).
The lamina propria (LP) and the lacteal (L) are located
beneath the intestinal epithelium. The cells forming the
lacteal are simple squamous epithelium (endothelium).
Two nuclei of these cells (EC) appear to be ex posed to the
lumen of the lacteal; another elongate nucleus slightly removed from the lumen be longs to a smooth muscle cell (M)
accompany ing the lacteals.

KEY
EC, endothelial cell
GC, goblet cell
GI, intestinal glands (crypts)
L, lacteal
LP, lamina propria
Ly, lymphocytes
M, smooth muscle cell
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ME, muscularis externa
MM, muscul aris mucosae
Muc, mucosa
PC, plicae circulares
S, serosa
SB, striated border

SubM, submucosa
V, villi
arrow, basal processes of enterocytes
asterisks, basal-lateral intercellular spaces
dashed line, boundary between villi and intestinal glands
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CHAPTER 16

PLATE 57. ILEUM
The ileum is the principal site of water and electrolyte reabsorption in the small intesti ne. It has essentially the same histologic features as the jejunum . Some, however, are emphasized; namely, villi in the ileum are more frequently leaf-like, and
lymphatic tissue in the lamina propria is organized into small and large nodes that are found in great number on the antimesenteric side of the ileum. The nodes fuse to form large accumul ations of lymphatic tissue called Peyer's patches.
The surface epithelium of the small intestine renews itself every 5 to 6 days. The stem cells are resllicted to the bottoms of the
mucosal glands, and the zone of ceil replication is restricted to the lower half of the gland. The cells migrate onto the villus and
are lost from its tip. All of the epithelial cells, absorptive cells, and goblet cells, as well as enteroendocrine cells and Paneth cells,
derive from the same stem cell population, but e nteroendocrine cells migrate only slowly, and Paneth cells do not migrate.

Ed

Figure 1, ileum, monkey, H&E x20.
For purposes of orientation, the submucosa (SM) and
muscularis externa (ME) have been marked in the cross section through the ileum shown here. Just inte rnal to the submucosa is the mucosa; external to the muscularis externa is
the serosa. The mucosa reveals several longitudinall y sectioned villi (V), which have been labeled, and other unl abeled villi , which can be identified easily on the basis of
their appearance as islands of tissue completely surrounded
by the space of the lumen. They are, of course, not islands
because this appearance is due to the plane of sectio n that
slices complete ly through some of the vi ll i obliquely or in
cross section, thereby isolating the m from their base. Below
the villi are the intestinal glands, many of whic h a re
obliquely or transversely sectioned and can be readi ly ide ntified, as was done in the preceding plates, because they are
totally surrounded by lami na propria.
There are about 8 to I 0 projections of tissue into the intestinal lumen that are substanti ally larger than the villi.
These are the plicae circulares. As noted above, plicae gen-

erally have circular orientation, but they may travel in a longitudinal direction for short distances and may branch. In
addition, even if all the plicae are arranged in a circular
manner, if the section is somewhat oblique, the plicae wi ll
be cut at a n angle, as appears to be the case with several plicae in this figure. One of the distinctive fea tures of the
small intestine is the presence of single and aggregated
lymph nodules in the intestinal wall. Isolated nodules of
lymphatic tissue are common in the proximal end of the intestinal canal. As one proceeds dista lly through the intestines, however, the lymph nodules occur in increasingly
larger numbers. In the ileum, large aggregates of lymph
nodules are regu larly seen; they are referred to as Peyer's
patches. Several lymphatic nodules (LN) formi ng a Peyer's
patch are shown in this figu re. The nodules are partly within
the mucosa of the ile um a nd extend into the submucosa. Although not evide nt in the figure, the nodules are characteristically located opposite where the mesentery connects to
the intestinal tube.

Ed

Figure 2, ileum, monkey, H&E x40.
Sometimes, in a cross section tl1rougb the intestine, a
plica displays a clear c ross-sectional profile such as that
shown here. Note, again, that the submucosa (SM ) constitutes the core of the plica. Altl1ough many of the vi ll i in this
figure present profiles (V) that would be expected if the vii-

Ius were a fi nger-Iike projection, others clearly do not. In
particular, one villus (marked with three asterisks) shows
the broad profi le of a longitudinall y secti oned leaf-like villus. If thi s same villus were cut at a right angle to the plane
shown here, it would appear as a finger-like villus.

Ed

Figure 3, ileum , monkey, H&E x1 00; inset x 200.
Part of a lymphatic nodule and part of the overl ying epithe lium are shown here at higher magnification. The lymphocytes and related cells are so numerous that they virtually obscure the cells of the muscularis mucosae. Their
location, however, can be estimated as being near the presumptive label (MM??), inasmuch as the muscular is mucosae is ord inarily adjacent to the base of the intestinal
glands (Gl). Moreover, on examination of this area at
higher magnification (inset), groups of smooth muscle cells
(MM) can be seen separated by numerous lymphocytes

close to the intestinal glands (Gl). C learly, the lymphocytes
of the nod ule are on both sides of the muscul aris mucosae
and, thus, within both the mucosa a nd the subm ucosa.
In places, the lymph nodule is covered by the intestinal
epithelium. Whereas the nature of the epithelium cannot be
appreciated fully in the light microscope, e lectron mic rographs (both scanning and transmission) have shown that
among the epithelial cells are special cells, designated M
cells, that sample the intestinal content (for antigen) and
present this antigen to tl1e lymphocytes in the ep ithelial
layer.

KEY
Gl, intestinal glands

LN, lymphatic nodules
ME, muscularis externa
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MM, muscularis mucosae
MM??, presumptive location of muscul aris

mucosae

SM, submucosa

V, villi
asterisks, leaf-like villus
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PLATE 58. COLON
The principal functions of the colon are reabsorption of electrolytes and water and elimination of und igested food and other
waste. The mucosa has a smooth surface; neither plicae circul ares nor villi are present. Numerous simpl e glands (crypts of
Lieberki.ihn) ex tend through the fu ll thickness of the mucosa. The glands, as well as the surface, are ljned with a simple columnar epithelium that contains goblet cells, absorptive cells, and e nteroendocrine cells but does not normally contain Paneth cells.
He re, too, ste m cells are restricted to the bottoms of the glands (crypts), and the normal zone of repl ication extends about one
third of the he ight of the crypt.

W

Figure 1, colon, monkey, H&E x30.
A cross section through the large intestine is shown at
low magnification. It shows the four layers that make up the
wall of the colon: the mucosa (Muc), the submucosa
(SubM), the muscularis externa (M E), and the serosa (S).
Although these layers are the same as those in the small intestine, several differences should be noted. The large intestine has no villi , nor does it have plicae circ ulares. On the
other hand, the muscularis externa is arranged in a distinctive manner, and this is evident in the photomjcrograph.
The longitudinal layer (ME[l]) is substantially thinner than

the circular layer (ME[c]) except in three locations where
the longitud inal layer of smooth muscle is present as a thic k
band. One of these thick bands, called a tenia coli (TC), is
shown in this figu re. Because the colon is cross-sectioned,
the te nia coli is also cross-sectioned. The three teniae coli
extend along the length of the large intestine as far as, but
not into, the rectum.
The submucosa consists of a rather dense irregular connective tissue. It contains the larger blood vessels (BV) and
areas of adipose tissue (see A, Fig. 2).

W

in the deepest part of the gland , where it is o fte n slightly dilated (asterisks, Fig. 3). Be tween the g lands (Gl) is a lamina propria (LP) that contains considerable numbers of
lymphocytes and other cells of the immune system. Two
rectangles mark areas of the mucosa that are examined at
hi gher magnifi cation in Figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3, colon, monkey, H&E x 525.
This figu re reveals the muscularis mucosae (MM) and
the ce lls in the lami na propria (LP), many of whic h can be
recognized as lymphocytes and plas ma cells. The smooth
muscle cells of the musc ularis mucosae are arranged in two
layers. Note that the smooth muscle cells marked by the arrowheads show rounded nucle i; however, other smooth

W

muscle cells appear as more or less rounded eosinophilic
areas. These smooth muscle cells have been cut in cross
section. Just above these cross-sectioned smooth muscle
cells are others that have been cut longitudinally; they display e longate nuclei and elongate strands of eosinophilic
cytoplasm.

Figure 4, colon, monkey, H&E x 525.
The cells that line the surface of the colon and the g lands
are principally absorptive cells (AC) and goblet cells (GC).
The absorptive cells have a thin striated border that is evide nt where the arrows show the openjng of the glands. Interspersed among the absorptive cells are the goblet cells
(GC). As the absorptive cells are followed into the glands,
they become fewer, whereas the goblet cells increase in

number. Other cells in the gland are enteroendocrine cells,
not easily identified in routine H&E-stained paraffin sections, and, in the deep part of the gland, undifferentiated
cells of the replicative zone, derived from the stem cells in
the base of the crypt. The undiffe re ntiated cells are readily
identified if they are undergo ing division, by virtue of the
mjtotic figures (M) they display (see Fig. 3).

Figure 2, colon, monkey, H&E x 140.
The mucosa, shown at higher magnification, contai ns
straight, unbra nched, tubu lar glands (crypts of Lieberki.ihn)
that extend to the musculari s mucosae (MM). The arrows
identify the openings of some of the glands at the intes tinal
surface. Genera lly, the lume n of the glands is narrow except

KEY
A, adipose tissue
AC, absorptive cells
BV, blood vessels
GC, goblet cells
G l, intestinal glands
LP, lami na propria
M, mi totic figures
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ME, muscularis externa
ME(c), circular layer of muscularis externa
ME(I), longitudinal layer of muscularis exlerna
MM, muscularis mucosae
Muc, mucosa
S, serosa

SubM, submucosa
TC, tenia coli
arrowheads, smooth muscle cells showing
rounded nuclei
arrows, opening of intestinal glands
asterisks, lu men of illlestinal glands
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PLATE 59. APPENDIX
The appendix (vermiform appendix) is typicall y described as a worm- or finger-like structure {L. vermis, worm; forma,Jorm].
It arises fro m the cecum (the first segment of the large intestine; the others, in order, are the ascending, tra nsverse, and descending colon; the sigmoid colon; the rectum; and the ana l canal) and forms a blind-e nding tube ranging from 2.5 em to as
much as 13 em in length (average length of -8 e m). Because it is a blind-ended pouch, intestinal contents may be trapped or
sequestered in the appendix, often leading to inflammation and infection. In infants and children it is both relatively and absolutely lo nger than in adults and contains numerous lymphatic nodules, suggesting that it has an immunologic role. Recent
ev idence indicates that it (and the cecum and terminal ileum) may be the "bursa equivalent" in mammals, i.e., the portion of
the immature immune system in which potential B lymphocytes achieve immunocompetence (equivalent to the bursa of Fabricius in birds).
The wall of the appendix is much li ke that of the small intestine, having a complete lo ngitudinal layer of muscularis externa, but it lacks both plicae circ ulares and vi lli. Thus, the mucosa is similar to that of the colon, having simple glands. E ven
thi s resemblance is often obliterated, however, by the large number a nd size of the lymphatic nodules that usua lly fuse and extend into the submucosa. In later life, the amo un t of lymphatic tissue in the appendix regresses, and there is a conseque nt reductio n in size. l n many adults, the normal structure is lost, and the appendage is filled w ith fibrous scar tissue.

B

Figure 1, appendix, human, H&E

x 25.

Cross section of an appendi x fro m a preadolescent,
showing the various structures compos ing its walL The lu-

B

Figure 2, appendix, human, H&E xSO; inset x200.
This micrograph is a hi gher magnification of the boxed
a rea in Figure l. It reveals the strai ght tubul ar glands (Gl)
th at extend to the muscularis mucosae. Below is the s ubmucosa (Subm) in wh ich the lymphatic nodules (LN) and
considerable diffuse lymphatic ti ssue are present. Note the
di stinct germinal centers (GC) of the nodules and the cap
region (Cap) that faces the lumen. The more superfic ial prut
of the submucosa blends and merges w ith the mucosal lamina propria because of the numero us lymphocytes in these
two sites. The deeper par t of the submucosa is relatively devoid of lymphocyte infil tration and contains the large blood

men (L ), mucosa (Muc), s ubmucosa (Subm), muscularis externa (ME), and serosa (S) are identified.

vessels (BV) and ne rves. The muscularis externa (ME) is
composed of a relatively thick c ircul ar layer and a much
thinner outer longitudi nal layer. The serosa (S) is o nly partially included in this micrograph .
The inset is a higher magnification o f the rectangular
area in Figure 2. Note that the epithe lium of the glands in
the appendi x is similar to that of the large intestine. Most of
the epithelial cells contain muc in; hence, the light appearance of the apical cytoplasm. The lamina propria, as noted,
is heavily infiltrated w ith lymphocytes, and the muscularis
mucosae at the base of the g lands is difficult to recognize
(a/TOWS).

KEY
BV, blood vessel
Cap, cap of lymphatic nodule
GC, germinal center
Gl, gland
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L, lumen
LN, lymphatic nodule
ME, muscularis externa
Muc, mucosa

S, serosa
Subm, submucosa
arrows, muscularis mucosae at base of
glands
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CHAPTER 16

PLATE 60. ANORECTAL JUNCTION
At the anorectal junction, there is a transition from the simple columnar e pithelium of the intestinal mucosa to the keratinized stratified squamous e pithelium of the skin . Between these two distinctly different epithelia there is a narrow region
where the epithelium is first stratified columnar (or stratified cuboidal) and then nonke ratinized stratified squamous.
At the level of the anorectal junction, the muscularis mucosae disappears. At the same level, the circul<u· Iayer of the musc ularis externa thickens to become the internal anal sphincter. The external anal sphincter is formed by the striated muscles of
the perineum.

@

Between the two diamonds in the rectangular areas
shown is epithelium of the lower part of the anal canal. Under this epithe lium, the re is a lymphatic nodule that has a
well-formed germinal center. Isolated lymphatic nodules
under mucous membranes should not be construed to have
fixed locations. Rather, they may or may not be present, according to local demands.
Also, at this low magnification, note the internal anal
sphincter muscle (l AS), i.e., the thicke ned, most distal portion of the circula r layer of smooth muscle of the muscularis externa. Under the ski n on the right is the external anal
sphincter muscle (EAS). It is composed of striated muscle
fibers, which are seen in cross section.

@

lium of the intestinal glands (!G). These glands continue to
about the same poi nt as the muscularis mucosae (MM).
Characteristically, the lamina propria contains large numbers of lymphocytes (Lym), particularly so in the region
marked. A hi gher magnification of the stratified columnar
epithelium (StCol) and stratified cuboidal epithelium (StC)
found in the transition zone is shown in the inset.

@

stratified squamous epithelium (StS) below the level of the
diamond is not keratinized, and nucleated cells can be seen
all the way to the surface. Again, numerous lymphocytes
(Lym) are in the underlying connective tissue, and many
have migrated into the e pithelium in the nonkeratinized
area.

Figure 1, anorectal junction, H&E x40.
A view of the anorectal junction is show n at low magnification. Mucosa characteristic of the large intes tine is seen
on the upper left of the micrograph. This region is the upper part of the anal canal, and the intestinal glands are the
same as those present in the colon. The muscularis mucosae
(MM) is readily identified as the narrow band of tissue under the glands. Both the intestinal glands and the muscularis mucosae terminate within the left rectangular area of
the field, and here, at the diamond, the re is the first major
change in the epithelium. This area is examined at hi gher
magnification in Figure 2. The right rectangular area includes the stratified squamous epi thelium (StS) of the skin
and is examined at higher magnification in Figure 3.
Figure 2, anorectal junction, H&E x 160; inset

x300.

The junction between the simple columnar (SC) and the
stratified (ST) epithelium is marked with the diamond. The
simple columnar epithelium of the upper part of the anal
canal contains numerous goblet cells, and as in the mucosa
of the colon, thi s epithelium is continuous with the epithe-

Figure 3, anorectal junction, H&E x 160.
The final change in epithelial type that occurs at the
anorectal junction is shown here. On the rig ht is the stratified squamous epithelium of skin (StS(k)). The keratinized
nature of the surface is apparent. On the other hand, the

KEY
EAS, external anal sphincter
lAS, internal anal sphincter
IG, intestinal glands
LN, lymphatic nodules
Lym, lymphocytes
MM, musculari s mucosae
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SC, simple columnar epithelium
ST, stratified epithelium
StC, stratified cuboidal epitheliu m
StCol, stratified columnar epithel ium
StS, stratified squamous epithel iu m

StS(k), stratified sq uamous epithelium (kerati nized)
arrow, terminati on of muscularis mucosae
diamonds, junctio ns between epithelial
types
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Many circulating plasma proteins are produced and secreted by the liver. The liver plays an important role in the
uptake, storage, and distribution of both nutrients and vitamins from the bloodstream. It also maintains the blood glucose level and regulates circulating levels of vety low density
Lipoproteins (VLDLs). In addition, the liver degrades or
conjugates numerous toxic substances and drugs, but it can
be overwhelmed by such substances and damaged. The liver
is also an exocrine organ; it produces a bile secretion that
contai ns bile salts, phospholipids, and cholesterol. Finally,
the liver performs important endocrine-like functions.
The liver produces most of the body's circulating plasma
proteins

BOXES

• Albumins, which are involved in regulating p lasma vol-

BOX 17.1. Clinical Correlations: Congestive Heart Failure and Liver
Necrosis 539
BOX 17.2. Clinical Correlations: Lipoproteins 546
BOX 17.3. Fun ctional Considerations: Insulin Synthesis, An Example of
Posttranslational Processing 559

ume and tissue fluid balance by maintaining the plasma
colloid osmotic pressure.
• Lipopmteins, in particular, VLDLs. The liver synthesizes most VLDLs, w hich participate in the transport of
triglycerides from the liver to other organs. The li ver
also produces small amo unts of other plasma lipoproteins, such as Low-density lipoproteins (LDLs) and
high-density Lipoproteins (HDLs). LDLs transport cholesterol esters from the li ver to other tissues. HDLs remove cholesterol from the peripheral tissues and transport it to the liver.
• Glycoproteins, which inclt:1de proteins involved in iron
transport such as haptoglobin, transferrin, and hemo-

Overview
The liver is the largest mass of glandu lar tissue in the body
and the largest internal organ, weighing approximately
1500 g and accounting for nearly 2.5% of adult body

weight. It is located in the upper right and partially in the
upper left quadrants of the abdomina l cavity, protected by
the ribcage. The liver is enclosed in a capsule of fibrou s
connective tissue (Glisson's capsule) ; a serous covering
(visceral peritoneum) surrounds the capsule, except where
the liver adheres directly to the diaphragm or the other
organs.
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The liver is anatomically divided by deep groves into
two large lobes (the right and left lobes) and two smaller
lobes (the quadrate and ca udate lobes) (Fig. 17.1). This
anatontic division has only topographic importance because it re lates lobes of the liver to other abdominal organs. Division into functional/surgical segments that corresponds to the blood supply and bile drainage is more
clinically important.
In the embryo, the liver develops as an endodermal
evagination from the wall of the foregut (specifically the
site that will become the duodenum) to form the hepatic
diverticulum. The diverticulum proliferates, giving rise to
the hepatocytes, which become arranged in cellular (liver)
cords, thus forming the parenchyma of the liver. The original stalk of the hepatic diverticulum becomes the common
bile duct. An outgrowth from the common bile duct forms
the cystic diverticulum that gives rise to the gallbladder
and cystic duct.

gastric
area
falciform -..::...~::....Iii,
ligament
ligamentum
teres
terminal hepatic
venule (central
vein)

The circtdating plasma proteins produced by the liver
include

FIGURE 17.1
Anatomic structure of the liver. This diagram shows the gross view of
the diaphragmatic and visceral surface of the liver, with labeled
anatomic landmarks found on both surfaces. The enlarged crosssectional area of the liver (bottom) shows the general microscopic organization of the liver into lobules. Note the presence of hepatic portal triads at the periphery of each lobule, with the terminal hepatic
venule (central vein) in the center of the lobule.

pexin.
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• Prothrombin and fibrinogen, important components of
the blood-clotting cascade.

• Nonimmune

a-

and (1-globulins, which also help main-

tain plasma colloid osmotic press ure and serve as carrier
proteins for various substances (see Chapter 9, page 216).
The liver stores and converts several vitamins and iron

Several vitamins are taken up from the bloodstream and
are then stored and/or biochemically modified by the liver.
They include

• Vitamin A (retinol), an important vitamin in vision . Vitamin A is the precursor of retinal, which is required for
the synthesis of rhodopsin in the eye. The liver plays a
major role in the uptake, storage, and maintenance of
circulating levels of vitamin A. When the vitamin A levels in the blood decrease, the liver mobilizes its storage
sites in the hepatic stellate cells (see page 541). Vitamin
A is then r eleased into the circulation in the form of
retinol botmd to retinol-binding protein (RBP). The
liver also synthesizes RBP; RBP synthesis is regulated by
pl.asma levels of vitamin A. Night blindness and m ultiple skin disorders are related to vitamin A deficiency.
• Vitamin D (cholecalciferol), an important vitamin in
calcium and phosphate metabolism. Vitamin D is acquired from dietary vitamin D 3 and is also produced in
the skin during exposure to ultraviolet light by conversion of 7-dehydrocholesterol. Unlike vitamin A, vitamin
D is not stored in the liver but is distributed to skeletal
muscles and adipose tissue. T he liver plays an important
role in vitamin D metabolism by converting vitamin D 3
to 25-hydroxycholecalciferol, the predominant form of
circulating vitamin D. Further conversion takes place in
the kidney to 1,25-hydroxycholecalciierol, which is 10
times more active than vitamin D 3 . Vitamin D is essential
for development and growth of the skeletal system and
teeth. Deficiency of vitamin D is associated with rickets
and disorders of bone mineralization.
• Vitamin K, which is important in hepatic synthesis of
prothrombin and several other clotting factors. Like vitamin D, it is derived from two so urces: dietary vitamin
K and synthesis in th e small intestine by intestinal bacterial flora. Vitamin K is transported to the liver with
chylomicrons, where it is rapidly absorbed, partially
used, and then partially secreted with the VLDL fraction. Vitamin K deficiency is associated with hypoprothrombinemia and bleeding disord ers.
In addition, the liver functions in the storage, metabolism, and homeostasis of iron. It synthesizes almost all of
the proteins involved in iron transport and metabolism, including transferrin, haptoglobin, and hemopexin. Transferrin is a plasma iron-transport protein. Haptoglobin
binds to free hemoglobin in the plasma, from which the entire complex is removed by the liver to preserve iron. He-
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mopexin is involved in the transport of free heme in th e
blood. Iron is stored within the hepatocyte cytoplasm in
the form of ferritin or may be converted to hemosiderin
granules. R ecent studies indicate that hepatocytes are the
major sites of long-term storage of iron. Iro n overload (as
in multiple blood transfusions) may lead to hemochromatosis, a form of liver damage characterized by excessive
amounts of hemosiderin in hepatocytes.
The liver degrades drugs and toxins

Hepatocytes are involved in degradation of drugs, toxins, and other proteins foreign to the body (xenobiotics) .
Many drugs and toxins are not hydrophilic; therefore, they
cannot be eliminated effectively from the circulation by the
kidneys. The liver converts these substances into more soluble forms. This process is performed by the hepatocytes
in two phases:

• Phase I, called oxidation, includes hydroxylation
(adding an -OH group ) and carboxylation (adding a
-COOH group) to a foreign compound . This phase is
performed in the hepatocyte smooth endoplasmic r eticulum (sER) and mitochondria. It involves a series of biochemical reactions with proteins collectively named cy-

tochrome P450.
• Phase II, or conjugation, includes conjugation with glucuronic acid, glycine, or taurine. This pwcess makes the
product of phase I even more water soluble so that it can
be easily r emoved by the kidney.
The liver is involved in many other important metabolic
pathways

The li ver is important in carbohydrate metabolism as it
ma intains an adequate supply of nutrients for cell
processes. In glucose metabolism, the liver phosphorylates
absorbed glucose from the gastroi11testinal tract to glucose6-phosphate. Depending on energy requirements, glucose6-phospbate is either stored in the liver in the form of glycogen or used in the glycolytic pathways. During fasting,
glycogen is broken down by glycogenolysis, and glucose is
released into the bloodstream. In additi on, the liver functions in lipid metabolism. Fatty acids derived from plasma
are consumed by hepatocytes using {3-oxidation to provide
energy. The liver also prod uces ketone bodies that are used
as a fuel by other organs (the liver ca nno t use them as an energy source) . The involvement in cholesterol metabolism
(synthesis and uptake from the blood) is also an impo rtant
functio n of the liver. Ch olesterol is used in for mation of bi.le
sa lts, synthesis of VLDLs, and biosynthesis of organelles.
The liver synthesizes most of the urea in the body from
ammonium ions derived from protein and nucleic acid
degradation. Fi.nalJ y, the li ver is involved in the synthesis
and conversion of nonessential amino acids into essential
amino acids.

Bile production is an exocrine function of the liver

The li ver is engaged in numerous metaboJic convers ions involving substrates delivered by blood frorn the
digestive tract, pancreas, and sp leen. Some of these products are involved in the production of bile, an exocrine
secr etion of the liver. Bile contains conjugated and degraded waste products that are returned to the intestine
for disposa l, as well as s ubstances that bind to metabolites in the intestine to aid in absorption. (Table 17.1)
Bile is carried from the parenchyma of th e liver by bile
ducts that fuse to form the hepatic duct. The cystic duct
then carries the bile into the gallbladde1' where it is concentrated. Bile is return ed, via the cystic duct, to the
common bile duct, which delivers bile from the liver and
ga ll bladder to the duodenum (see Fig. 17.15).
The endocrine-like functions of the liver are represented by
its ability to modify the structure and function of many
hormones

The liver modifies the action of hormones released by
other organs. The liver's endocrine-like actions invoive

• Vitamin D, which is converted by the liver to 25hydroxycholecalciferol, the predominant form of circulating vitam in D (page 534).
• Thyroxine, a hormone secreted by the thyroid gland as
tetraiodothyronine (T4), which is converted in the liver
to the biologically active form, triiodothyronine (T3), by
deiodination.
• Growth hormone (GH), a hormone secreted by the
pituitary gland. The action of GH is modified by
liver-produced growth hormone-releasing hormone
(GHRH) and inhibited by somatostatin, which is secreted
by enteroendocrine cells of the gastrointestinal tract.
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• Insulin and glucagon, both pancreatic hormones. These
hormones are degraded in many organs, but the liver
and kidney are the most important sites of their degradation.

Blood Supply to the liver
To appreciate the myriad functions of the liver introduced
abo ve, one must first understand its unique blood supply
and how blood is distributed to the hepatocytes. The liver
has a dual blood supply consisting of a venous (portal)
supply via the hepatic portal vein and an arterial supply
via the hepatic artery. Bo th vessels enter the Liver at a
hilum or porta hepatis, the same site at which the common
bile duct, carrying the bile secreted by the liver, and the
lymphatic vessels leave the li ver.
The liver receives the blood that initially supplied the
intestines, pancreas, and spleen

The liver is unique among organs beca use it receives its
major blood s upply (about 75%) fro m the hepatic portal
vein, which carries venous blood that is largely depleted of
oxygen. The blood delivered to the liver by the hepatic
portal vein comes from the digestive tract a nd the major
a bdominal organs, such as the pancreas and spleen.
The portal blood carried to the Liver contains
• Nutrients and toxic m ate.rials absorbed in the intestine
• Blood cells and breakdown products of blood cells from
the spleen
• Endocrine secretions of the pancreas and enteroendocrine cells of the gastrointestinal tract
Thus, the li ver stands directl y in the pathway of blood
vessels that convey substances absorbed from the digestive
tract. While the liver is the first organ to receive metabolic

TABLE 17.1. Composition of Bile
Component

Function

Water
Phospholipids (i.e., lecithin) and cholesterol

Solute in whicl1 other components are carried
Metabolic substrates for otl1er cells in the body; precursors of membrane components
and steroids; largely reabsorbed in tile gut and recycl ed

Bile salts (also called bile acids): primary
(secreted by liver): cl1olic acid,
chenodeoxycholic acid; secondary
(converted by bacterial flora in the intestine):
deoxycholic acid, lithocholic acid

Emulsifying agents that aid in ti1e digestion and absorption of lipids from the gut and
help to keep the cholesterol and phospholipids of tile bile in solution, largely recycled,
going back and forth between the liver and gut

Bile pigments, principally the glucuronide
of the bilirubin produced in the spleen, bone
marrow, and liver by the breakdown
of hemoglobin

Detoxify bilirubin, the end product of hemoglobin degradation, and carry it to the gut
for disposal

Electrolytes: Na+, K•, Ca>+, Mg21 ,

cr-. and

HCO,-

Establish and maintain bile as an isotonic fluid; also largely reabsorbed in tile gut
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terminal hepatic venule (central vein)

capillary
arteriosinusoidal branch
terminal branch of hepatic artery
terminal branch of portal vein

lymphatic vessel

LIVER LOBULES
There are th ree ways to describe the structure of the liver
in terms of a functional unit: the classic lobule, the po1-tal
lobule, and the liver acinus. The classic lobule is the traditional way to describe the orga niza tion of the li ver
parenchyma, and it is relatively easy to visualize. It is based
on the distribution of the branches of the portal vein a nd
hepatic artery within the organ and the p athway that
blood from them follows as it ultimately perfuses the liver
cells.
The classic hepatic lobule is a roughly hexagonal mass of tissue

The classic lobule (Fig. 17.3) consists of stacks of anastomosing plates of hepatocytes, one cell thick, separated
by the anastomosing system of sim tsoids that perfuse the
cells with the mixed portal and arterial blood. Each lobule
measures a bout 2.0 X 0. 7 mm. At the center of the lobule
is a relatively large venule, the terminal hepatic venule
(central vein), into which the sinusoids drain. The plates of
FIGURE 17.2

Blood supply to the liver: the portal triad. The portal triad is composed of the branches of the hepatic artery, portal vein, and bile duct.
Blood from the terminal branches of the hepatic artery and portal
vein enters the hepatic sinusoids. The mixture of venous and arterial
blood is transported by the sinusoids toward the terminal hepatic
venule (centra l vein). From here, blood drains into the sublobular
veins, the tributaries of the hepatic vein. Note the small vessels and

capillary network in the perivascular connective tissue surrounding
each hepatic triad within the portal canal. Also note the periportal
space of Mall, located between the portal cana l and the outermost
hepatocytes. This space is also filled with a small amount of connective tissue in which lymph drainage begins. From here, blind-ended
lymphatic capillaries form larger lymphatic vessels that accompany
branches of the hepatic artery.

substrates and nutr ients, it is a lso the first exposed to toxic
substances that ha ve been absorbed.
T he hepatic artery, a branch of the celiac trunk, carries
oxygenated blood to the liver, providing the remain ing
25% of its blood suppl y. Beca use blood from the two
so urces is mixed just befo re it perfuses the hepatocytes of
the liver parenchyma , the li ver cells are never exposed to
fully oxygenated blood.
Within the liver, the distributing branches of the portal
vein and hepatic artery, which suppl y the sinusoidal capillaries (sinusoids) that bathe the hepatocytes, and the
draining branches of the bile duct system, which lea d to
the commo n hepatic duct, course together in a relati o nship
termed the portal triad. Although a convenient term, it is
a misnomer because one or more vessels of the lym phatic
drainage system of the live r always travel with the vein, a rtery, and bile duct. (Fig. 17.2)
The sinusoids ar e in intima te contact with the hepatocytes an d provide for the exchange of substances between
the blood and li ver cells. The sinusoids lead to a central
vein t hat in turn em pties into the sublobular veins. Blood
leaves the liver through the hepatic veins, which empty
into the inferior vena cava.

Structural Organization of the Liver

terminal hepatic venule
(central vein)

portal
vein

hepatic
artery

As introduced above, the structural com ponents of the
liver include

With this inform atio n as background, one can now consider several ways to describe the o rgani zation of these
structural elements in o rd er to understand the maj or functions of tbe li ver.
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cells radiate from the central vein to the periphery of the
lobule, as do the s inusoids. At the angles of the hexagon
are the portal areas (portal canals), loose stromal connective tissue characterized by the presence of the portal triads. This connective tissue is ultimately continuous with
the fibro us capsule of the liver. The portal canal is bordered by the outermost hepatocytes of the lo bule. At the
edges of the portal canal, between the connective tissue
stroma and the hepatocytes, is a small space called the
space of Mall. This space is thought to be one of the sites
where lymph originates in the liver.
In some species, e.g., the pig (Fig. 17.4a), the classic lobule is easily recognized because the portal areas are connected by relati vely thick layers of com1ective tissue. In
humans, however, there is normally very little interlobular
connective tissue, an d it is necessa ry, when examining histologic secti ons of liver, to draw imaginary lines between
portal areas surrounding a central vein to get some sense
of the size of the classic lo bule (Fig. 17.4b).
The portal lobule emphasizes the exocrine functions of the
liver

The major exocrine function of the li ver is bile secretion.
Thus, the morphologic axis of the portal lobule is the interlobular bile duct of the portal triad of the "classic" lobule. Its outer margins are imaginary lines drawn between
the three centra l vei ns that are closest to that portal triad
(Fig. 17.5). These lines define a roughly triang ular block of
tissue that includes those portions of three classic lobules
th at secrete the bile that drai ns into its axia l bile duct. T his
concept allows a description of hepatic parenchymal structure comparable to that of other exocrine glands.
The liver acinus is the structural unit that provides the best
correlation between blood perfusion, metabolic activity, and
liver pathology

• Parenchyma, consisting of orga nized plates of hepatocytes, w hich in the adult are normally o ne cell thick and
are separated by sinusoidal capillari es. ln yo ung individ uals up to 6 years of age, the liver cells are arranged in
plates two cells thick.
• Connective tissue stroma that is continuous with the fi brous capsule of Glisson. Blood vessels, nerves, lymphatic vessels, and bi le ducts travel within the connective tissue stroma.
• Sinusoidal capillaries (sinusoids), the vascular channels
between the plates of hepatocytes.
• Perisinusoidal spaces (spaces of Disse), w hich lie
between the sinusoida l endo theliu m a nd the hepatocytes.
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FI GURE 17.3

Diagram of a "classic" liver lobule. A ·classic" liver lobule can be
schematically diagramed as a six-sided polyhedral prism with portal
triads (hepatic artery, portal vein, and bile duct) at each of the corners.
The blood vessels of the portal triads send distributing branches
along the sides of the lobule, and these branches open into the hepatic sinusoids. Tl1e long axis of the lobule is traversed by the terminal hepatic venule (central vein), which receives blood from the he·
patic sinusoids. Note that a wedge of the tissue has been removed
from the lobule for better visualization of the terminal hepatic venule.
Interconnecting sheets or plates of hepatocytes are disposed In a radial pattern from the terminal hepatic venule to the periphery of the
lobule.

The li ver aci nus is lozenge sha ped and represents the
smallest functio na l unit of the hepatic parenchyma . The
short axis of the acinus is defined by the termina l
branches of the porta l t ri a d that li e a long the border between tw o cl ass ic lobu les. Th e long axis is a line drawn
between the two centra l veins closest to the short axis.
Therefore, in a two-dimensiona l view (Fig. 17.6) the
li ver acinus occupies parts of adjacent classic lo bules.
This concept a llows a descripti o n o f the exocrine secretory function of the liver comparab le to th at of the porta l lobule.
The hepatocytes in each liver acinus are described as being arranged in three concentric elliptical zones surro unding the sho rt axis (see Fig. 17.6).

• Zone 1 is closest to the short axis and the blood supply
from penetrating branches of the porta l vein and hepatic
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long axis
FIGURE 17.6

The liver acinus. The liver acinus is a functional interpretation of liver
organization. It consists of adjacent sectors of neighboring hexagonal
fields of classic lobules partially separated by distributing blood vessels. The zones, marked 1, 2, and 3, are supplied with blood that is
most oxygenated and richest in nutrients in zone 1 and least so in
zone 3. The terminal hepatic venules (central veins) in this interpretation are at the edges of the acinus instead of in the center, as in the
classic lobule. The vessels of the portal canals, namely, terminal
branches of the portal vein and hepatic artery that, along with the
smallest bile ducts, make up the portal triad, are shown at the corners
of the hexagon that outlines the cross-sectioned profile of the classic
lobule.
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FIGURE 17.4

Photomicrographs of pig and human livers. a. This photomicrograph
shows a cross section of a pig liver lobule stained by the MalloryAzan method to visualize connective tissue components. Note the relatively thick interlobular connective tissue (stained blue) surrounding
the lobules. The terminal hepatic venule (central vein) is visible in tile
center of the lobule. X65. b. Photomicrograph of a human liver from

a routine H&E preparation. Note that in contrast to the pig liver, the
lobules of the human liver lack connective tissue septa. The plates of
hepatocytes of one lobule merge with those of adjacent lobules. The
boundaries of a lobule can be approximated, however, by drawing a
line (dashed line) from one portal canal to the next, thus circumscribing the lobule. x65.
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Liver injury may be triggered by hemodynamic changes in the circulatory system. In congestive heart failure, the heart is unable to
provide sufficient oxygenated blood to meet the metabolic requirements of many tissues and organs, including the liver, which is readily affected by hypoperfusion and hypoxia (low blood oxygen content). Zone 3 of the liver acinus is the first to be affected by this
condition. The hepatocytes in this zone are the last to receive blood
as it passes along the sinusolds; as a result, these cells receive a
blood supply already depleted in oxygen. Examination of a liver
biopsy specimen from an individual with congestive heart failure
shows a distinct pattern of liver necrosis. Hepatocytes in zone 3,
which is located around the central vein, undergo ischemic necrosis.
Typically, no noticeable changes are seen in zones 1 and 2, representing the periphery of a classic lobule. Necrosis of this type is referred to as centrilobutar necrosis. Figure 17.7 shows the centrilobular portion of a classic lobule. The multiple round vacuoles indicate
lipid accumulation, and the atrophic changes are the result of dying
hepatocytes undergoing autophagocytosis. Centrilobular necrosis
due to hypoxia is referred as cardiac cirrhosis; however, unlike true
cirrhosis, nodular regeneration of hepatocytes is minimal.

PORTAL LOBULE

LIVER ACINUS

FIGURE 17.5

Comparison of the classic liver lobule, portal lobule, and liver acinus.
The area indicated in blue shows the territory of each of the three units
relating to liver organization and function. The classi c lobule has the
terminal hepatic venu le (central vein) at the center of the lobule and
the portal canals containing portal triads at the peripheral angles of

the lobule. The portal lobule has a portal canal at the center of til e
lobule and terminal hepatic venules (central veins) at the peripheral
angles of the lobule. The liver acinus has distributing vessels at the
equator and terminal l1 epatic venules (central veins) at each pole.

Photomicrograph of centrilobular necrosis in human liver. This
photomicrograph shows a routine H&E liver biopsy specimen from
an individual with congestive heart failure. Pathologic changes (referred to as ischemic necrosis) are most severe in hepatocytes in
zone 3. This zone surrounds the terminal hepatic venule (central
vein). This type of necrosis is referred to as centrilobular necrosis.
Note the presence of multiple round vacuoles, which indicates extensive lipid accumulation. No noticeable changes are seen in the
periphery of the lobule, i.e., zone 1 and much of zone 2. x 320.
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portal vein
bile duct

artery. This zone corresponds to the peripher y of the
classic lobules .
• Z one 3 is farthest from the short axis and closest to the
terminal hepatic vein (central vein ). This zone correspo nds to the most central part of the classic lobule that
surrounds the terminal hepatic vein.
• Zone 2 lies between zones 1 and 3 but has no sharp
boundaries.
The zonation is important in the description and interpretation of patterns of degeneration, r egeneration, and
specific toxic effects in the liver parenchyma relative to the
degree or quality of vascular perfusion of the hepatic cells.
As a result of the sinusoidal blood flow, the oxygen gradient, the m etabolic activity of the hepatocytes, and tbe distr ib ution of hepatic enzymes va ries across the three zones.
The distribution of liver damage du e to ischemia and exposure to toxic substances can be ex plained using this
zonal interpretation.
Cells in zone 1 are the fu·st to receive oxygen , nutrients,
and toxins from the sinusoidal blood and are the first to
show morphologic changes follow ing bile duct occlusion
(bile stasis). These cells are also the last to die if circulation
is impaired and the first to regenerate. On the other hand,
cells in zone 3 are the first to show ischemic necrosis (centrilobular necrosis) in situations of reduced perfusion and
the first to show fat accumulation . They are the last to respond to toxic substances and bile stasis. Normal variations in enzyme activity, the number and size of cytoplasmic organelles, and the size of cytoplasmic glycogen
deposits are also seen between zones 1 and 3. Cells in zone
2 have functional and morphologic characteristics and responses intermediate to those of zones 1 and 3.

BLOOD VESSELS OF THE PARENCHYMA
The blood vessels that occupy the portal canals are called
interl o bular vessels. Only the interlobular vessels that form
the sm a llest portal triads send blood into the sinnsoids.
The larger interlo bular vessels branch into distributing vessels that are located at the peripher y of the lo bule. These
distributing vessels send inlet vessels to the sinusoids (Fig.
17.8). In the sinusoids, the blood flows centripetally toward th e centra l vein. The central ve in courses through the
central axis of the class ic liver lobule, becoming lar ger as it
progresses tluough the lobule and empties into a sublobula r ve in. Several sublobular veins converge to form larger
hepatic veins that empty into the inferior vena cava .
The structure of the porta l vein and its branches within
the liver is typical of veins in general. The lumen is much
larger than that of the artery associated with it. The str ucture of the hepatic artery is like that of other arteries, i.e.,
it has a thick muscular wall. In additio n to providing arterial blood directly to the sinusoids, the hepatic arter y provides arteria l blood to the connective tissue and other
structures in the larger por tal canals. Capillaries in these

• Large gaps are present between neighboring endo thelial
Hepatic sinusoids differ from other sinusoids in that a
second cell type, the stellate sinusoidal macrophage, or
Kupffer cell (Fig. 17.9), is a regular part of the vessel lining.

-.
hepatic
sinusoid

FIGURE 17.8

Diagram of the flow of blood and bile in the liver. This schematic diagram of a part of a classic lobule shows the components of the portal triads, hepatic sinuses, terminal hepatic venule (central vein) and
associated plates of hepatocytes. Red arrows indicate the direction of
the blood flow in the sinusoids. Note that th e direction of bile flow
(green arrows) is opposite that of the blood flow.

hepatic
stellate cell
(Ito cell)

-----;~,:;:

hepatic
sinusoid

FIGURE 17.9

The discontinuo us sinusoidal endothelium has a d iscontinuous basal lamina that is absent over large areas. The
discontinuity of the endothelium is evident in two ways:

• Large fenestrae, witho ut diaphragm s, are present within
th e end oth elia l cells.

Kupffer cells belong to the mononuclear phagocytotic system

Like other member s of the mononuclear phagocytotic
system , K upffer cells are derived from monocytes. The
scanning electron microscope (SEM ) and tra nsmission
electron microscope (TEM) clearly show that the Kupffer
cells form part of the lin ing of the sinusoid . Previously,
they had been described as lying on the luminal surface of
the endothelial cells. T his older histologic description was
probably based on the fact that processes of the Kupffer
cells occasionally overlap endothelial processes on the luminal side. Kupffer cells do not form junctions w ith neighboring endothelial cells.
Processes of Kupffer cells often seem to span the sinu soidal lumen and may even partia lly occlude it. The presence of red cell fragments and iron in the form of fe rritin
in the cytoplasm of Kupffer cells suggests that they may be
~nvolved in the final breakdown of some damaged or senile
red blood cells that reach the liver from the spleen. Some
of the ferritin iro n may be converted to hemosiderin granules and stored in the cells. This function is greatly increased after splenectomy and is then essential for red
blood cell disposal.
PERISINUSOIDAL SPACE (SPACE OF DISSE )

-

Hepatic sinusoids are lined with a thin d iscontinuous
endothelium

.5 4 1

cells.

Kupffer cell

larger portal canals return the blood to the interlob ular
veins before they empty into the sinusoid.
The central vein is a thin-walled vessel receiving blood
from the hepatic sinusoids. The endothelial lining of the
central vein is surro unded by small amounts of spirally
arranged connective tissue fibers. The centra l vein, so
named beca use of its central position in the classic lobule,
is actua lly the terminal venule of the system of hepatic
veins and, thus, is more pr operly called the terminal hepatic venule. The sublobular vein, the vessel that r eceives
blood from the terminal hepatic venules, has a distinct
layer of connective tissue fibers, both collagenous and elastic, just external to the endotheliu m. The sublob ul ar veins
as well as th e hepatic veins into which they drain, travel
alone. Because they are solitary vessels, they can be r eadily
distingui shed in a histologic section from the porta l veins
that are members of a triad. There are no valves in hepatic
veins.

Digestir>c Sy sle111 f/1, Li11er, Gallbladder, n11d Pn11c,.rns

Electron micrograph of two hepatic sinusoids of t he liver. One hepati c sinusoid (top) displays a stellate sinusoidal macr'Opl1age (Kupffer
cell). The remainder of the sinusoid as well as the other sinusoid is
lined by thin endothelial cell cytoplasm. Surrounding each sinusoid is
the perisinusoidal space (space of Disse), which contains numerous hepatocyte microvilli. Also present in the perisinusoidal space is a hepatic stellate cell (Ito cell) with a large lipid droplet and several smaller
droplets. Its nucleus conforms to the curve of the lipid droplet.
X6,600.

The perisinusoidal space is the site of exchange of materials
between blood and liver cells

The perisinusoidal space (space of Disse) lies between
th e basal surfaces of hepatocytes and the basal s urfaces of
endothelial cell s and Kupffer cells that line the sinusoids.
Small, irregular microvilli project into th is space from the
basal surface of the hepatocytes (Fig. 17.10).
T he microvilli increase the surface area availa ble for exchange of materials between hepatocytes and plasma by as
much as 6 times. Because of the large gaps in the end o thelial layer and the a bsence of a continuo us basal lamina, no
significant barrier exists between the blood plasma in the
sinusoid and the hepatocyte plasma membrane. Proteins
and lipoproteins synthesized by the hepatocyte are transferred into the blood in the perisinusoida l space; this pathway is for li ver secretions other than bile.
In the feta l liver, the space between blood vessels and
hepatocytes contains islands of bl ood- form ing cells. In
cases of cluonic anemia in the adult, blood-forming cells
. may aga in appea r in the perisinusoidal space.
The hepatic stellate cells (Ito cells) store vitami n A; however, in
pathologic conditions, they differentiate into myofibroblasts
and synthesize collagen

The other cell type fo und in the perisin usoida l space is
the hepatic stellate cell (commo nly called an Ito cell).
T hese cells of mesenchymal origi n are the primary stmage
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(e .g., cod liver oil) were medicall y and economically important nutritional sources of vitamin A.
In certain pathologic conditions, such as chronic inflammation or cirrhosis, hepatic stellate cells lose their
lipid and vitamin A stora ge capability and differentiate
into cells w ith characteristics of myofibroblasts. These
cells appear to play a significant role in hepatic fibrogenesis; they synthesize and deposit type I and type III
collagen within the perisinusoida l space, resu lting in
liver fibrosis. This collagen is continuous with the connective tissue of the portal space and the connective tissue surrounding the central vein. An increased amount
of perisinusoidal fibrous stroma is an early sign of liver
response to toxic substances. The cytoplasm of hepatic
stellate cells contains contractile elements, such as
desmin and smooth muscle a-actin filaments. During cell
contraction, they increase the vasc ular resistance within
the sinusoids by constricting the vascular channels, leading to portal hypertension. In add ition, hepatic stellate
cells play a role in remodeling the extracellular matrix
during recovery from liver injury.

Lymphatic Pathway
Hepatic lymph originates in the perisinusoidal space

FIGURE 17.10

Electron micrograph showing the perisinusoidal space (of Disse). The
perisinusoidal space (D) is located between the hepatocytes (H) and
the sinusoid. A gap (large arrow) separates the endothelial cells (En)
that line the sinusoid. Such gaps allow easy passage of small substances between the sinusoid and the perisi nusoidal space. Numerous
microvilli extend from the hepatocytes into the perisinusoidal space.
Tl1ese processes are long and frequently branch (small arrow). A red
blood cell (RBC) is within the sinusoid. X 18,000.

site fo r hepatic vitamin A in the fo rm of retinyl esters
within cytoplasmic lipid droplets. Vitamin A is released
from the hepatic stellate cell as retinol (alcohol form }
bound to RBP. It is then transported from the liver to the
retina, where its ste reoisomer 11 -cis retinal binds to the
protein opsin to fo rm rhodopsin, the visual pigment of
rods and cones of the retina. For many years, fish liver oils

Plasma that remains in the perisinusoidal space drains to
the periportal connective tissue where a small space, the
space of Mall (see Fig. 17.11b), is described between the
stroma of the portal canal and the outermost hepatocytes .
From this collecting site, the fluid then enters lympha tic
capillaries that travel with the other components of the
portal triad.
The lymph moves in progressively larger vessels, in the
same direction as the bile, i.e., from the level of the hepatocytes, toward the portal canals and eventually to the
hilum of the liver. About 80% of the hepatic lymph follows
this pathway and drains into the thoracic duct, for ming the
major portion of the thoracic duct lymph.

FIGURE 17.11

The intrahepatic ductule (canal of Hering). a. Photomicrograph showing an area near a portal cana l. The terminal branch of a portal vein
(lower right) accompanied by a small intrahepatic ductule (canal of
Hering) are evident. The arrow indicates the area where a bile
canaliculus is draining into the intrahepatic ductule. Note that the intrahepatic ductule is surrounded by hepatocytes, in contrast to the
bile duct, which is embedded in the connective tissue of the portal
ca naL xaoo. b. Electron micrograph s11owing an intrahepatic ductule.

The ductule collects bile from the bile canaliculi. It Is close to the hepatocytes, but the actual connection between bile canaliculi and the
intrahepatic ductule is not evident in this plane of section. The ductule
is composed of cuboidal epith elium (CE) surrounded by a complete
basal lamina (BL). The narrow space (asterisks) into which microvilli of
hepatocytes project is the periportal space (of Mall), not the perisinusoidal space (of Disse). x 6,000.

H epatocytes are relatively long-lived for cells associated
with the digestive system; their average lifespan is about 5
months. In addition, liver cells are capable of considerable
regeneration when li ver substance is lost to hepatotoxic
processes, disease, or surgery.
The hepatocyte cytoplasm is generally acidophilic. Specific cytoplasmic components may be identified by routine
and special staining procedures, including

• Multiple small Golgi complexes seen in each cell after
specific sta ining
• Large numbers of peroxisomes demonstrated by immunocytochemistry
• Deposits of glycogen stained by mea ns of the periodic
acid-Schiff (PAS) procedure. However, in a wellpreserved hematoxylin and eosin (H &E) preparation , glycogen is also visible as irregular spaces,
usua lly giving a fine foam y appearan ce to the cytoplasm.
• Lipid droplets o f vari ous sizes seen after appropriate fixation and Sudan staining. In routinely prepared histologic section s, round spaces are sometimes seen that represent dissolved lipid droplets. The number of lipid

Hepatocytes
Hepatocytes make up the anastomosing cell plates of the liver
lobule

Hepatocytes are large, polygonal cells measuring between 20 and 30 f-1111 in each dimension. They constitute
about 80% of the cell population of the liver.
Hepatocyte nuclei are large and spherica l and occupy
the center of the cell. Many cells in the adult liver are binucleate; most cells in the adult liver are tetraploid (i.e., they
contai n the 4n amount of DNA) . H eterochromatin is present as scattered clumps in the nucleoplasm and as a distinct
band under the nuclear envelope. Two or more welldeveloped nucleoli are present in each nucleus .

• Baso philic regions that represent rough endoplasmic
reticulu m (r ER) and free ribosomes.
• Numerous mitochondria; as many as 800 to 1000 mitochondria per cell can be dem onstrated by vital staining
or enzyme histochemistry
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droplets increases after injection or ingestion of certain
hepatotoxins, including ethanol.
• Lipofuscin pigment within lysosomes seen with routine
H&E staining in various amounts. Well-delineated brown
granules can also be visualized by the PAS method.
As noted above, the liver cell is polyhedral; for convenience, it is described as having six smfaces, although there
may be more. A schematic section of a cuboida l hepatocyte
is shown in Fig. 17.12. Two of its surfaces face the perisinusoidal space. The plasma membrane of two surfaces
faces a neighboring hepatocyte and a bile canaliculus. Assuming that the cell is cuboidal , the remaining two surfaces, which cannot be seen in the diagram, would also
face neighboring cells and bile canaliculi. The surfaces that
face the perisinusoidal space correspond to the basal surface of other epithelial cells; the surfaces that face neighboring cells and bile canaliculi correspond to the lateral
and apical surfaces, respectively, of other epithelial cells.
Peroxisomes are numerous in hepatocytes

H epatocytes have as many as 200 to 300 peroxisomes
per cell. They are relatively large and vary in diameter
from 0.2 to 1.0 pm (see Fig. 17.13a). Peroxisomes are a
major site of oxygen use and in this way perform a func-
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tion similar to that of mitochondria. They contain a
large amount of oxidase that generates toxic hydrogen
peroxide, H 2 0 2 • The enzyme catalase, also residing
within peroxisomes, degrades hydrogen peroxide to oxygen and water. These types of reactions are involved in
many detoxification processes occurring in the liver, e.g.,
detoxification of alcohol. In fact, about one half of the
ethanol that is ingested is converted to acetaldehyde by
enzymes contained in liver peroxisomes. In humans,
catalase and o-amino acid oxidase, as well as alcohol
dehydrogenase, are found in peroxisomes. In addition,
peroxisomes are a lso in volved in breakdown of fatty
acids (f3-oxidation) as well as gluconeogenesis and metabolism of purines.
sER can be extensive in hepatocytes

The sER in hepatocytes may be extensive but varies with
metabolic activity (see Fig. 17.13 b). The sER contains enzymes involved in degradation and conjugation of toxins
and drugs as well as enzymes responsible for synthesizing
cholesterol and the lipid portion of lipoproteins. Under
conditions of hepatocyte challenge by drugs, toxins, or
metabolic stimulants, the sER may become the predominant organelle in the celL In addition to stimulating sER

LUMEN OF HEPATIC SINUSOID
collagen fibers

Ito cell

FIGURE 17.13
Electron micrographs of a hepatocyte. a. This electron mlcrograpi1
shows organelles and other cytoplasmic structures near the nucleus
(N). These include a peroxisome (P), mitochondrion (M), glycogen inclusions (GI), smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER), and rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER). In the lower left, the membranes of tile rER

have been cut in a tangential plane showing the ribosomes (encircled
by a dashed line) on the cytoplasmic face of the membrane. Xl2,000.
b. This micrograph shows a region of cytoplasm near a bile canaliculus (C). It includes a lysosome (L), mitochondria (M), and both sER and
rER. Note the microvilli in the bile ca nalicu lus. Xl8,000.

bile
canaliculus
rER

mitochondria

glycogen
LUMEN OF HEPATIC SINUSOID

FIGURE 17.12
Schematic diagram of a plate of hepatocytes interposed between
hepatic sinusoids. This diagram sl1ows a one-cell-thick plate of llepa·
tocytes interposed between two sin usoids. If it is assumed that tile cell
is cuboida l, two sides of each cell (shown) would face hepatic sinusoids, two sides of each cell (shown) would face bile canaliculi, and the
additional two sides (not shown) would face bile canaliculi. Note the
location and features of a 11epatic stellate cell {Ito cell) filled w ith cyto-

plasmic vacuoles containing vitamin A. Tile sparse collagen fibers
found in the perisinusoidal space (of Disse) are produced by the hepatic stellate cells (Ito cells). In certain pathologic conditions, these cells
lose their storage vacuoles and differentiate into myofibroblasts that
produce collagen fibers, leading to liver fibrosis. Observe that the stellate sinusoidal macrophage (Kupffer cell) forms an integral part of t11e
sinusoidal lining.

actiVIty, certain drugs and hormones induce synthesis 6f
new sER membranes and their associated enzymes. The
sER undergoes hypertrophy following administration of
alcohol, drugs (i.e, phenobarbital, ana bolic steroids, and
progesterone), and certain chernotherapeutic agents used
to treat cancer.
Stimulation of the sER by ethanol enhances its ability to
detoxify other drugs, certain carcinogens, and some pesticides. On the other hand, metabolism by the sER can actually increase the hepatocyte-damaging effects of some
toxic compounds, such as carbon tetrachloride (CCI 4 ) and
3,4-benzpyrene.
The large Golgi apparatus in hepatocytes consists of as many
as 50 Golgi units

Examination of hepatocytes with the TEM shows the
Golgi to be much more ela borate than those seen in rou-

tine histologic specin1ens. Heavy-metal preparations
(Golgi stains) of thick sections of liver give an indication
of the extent of the Golgi network. As ma ny as 50 Golgi
units, each consisting of three to five closely stacked cisternae, plus man y large and small vesicles, are found in
hepatocytes. These " units" are actua lly branches of the
tortuou s Golgi apparatus seen in heavy-metal preparations. Elements of the Golgi apparatus concentrated near
the bile canaliculus are believed to be associated with the
exocrine secretion of bile. Golgi cisternae and vesicles
near the sinusoidal surfaces of the ceiJ , however, contain
electron-dense granules 25 to 80 nm in diameter that are
believed to be VLDL and other lipoprotein precmsors.
These substances are subsequently released into the circulation as part of the endocrine secretory funct ion of the
hepatocytes. Similar dense globules are seen in dilated
portions of the sER and, occasionally, in the dilated ends
of rER cisternae where they are synthesized.
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Extrahepatic bile d ucts carry the bile to the gallbladder and
duodenum

Lipoproteins are multicomponent complexes of proteins and lipids
that are involved in the transport of cholesterol and triglycerides in
the blood. Cholesterol and triglycerides do not circulate free in the
plasma because lipids, on their own, would be u nable to remain in
suspension. The association of the protein with the lipid-containing
core makes the complex sufficiently hydrophilic to remain suspended in the plasma.
Lipoproteins serve a variety of functions in cellular membranes
and in th e transport and metabolism of lipids. lipoprotein precursors are produced in the liver. The lipid component is produced in
the sER; the protein component is produced in the rE R of tile hepatocytes. The lipoprotein complexes pass to the Golgi, where secretory vesicles containing electron-dense lipoprotein particles bud
off and are then released at the cell surface bordering the perisinusoidal space to reach the bloodstream. Several hormones, such
as estrogen and thyroid h ormon es, regulate th e secretion of
lipoproteins.
In general, four classes of lipoproteins have been defined by
their ch aracteristic density, molecular weight, size, and chemical
composition: chylomicrons, VLDLs, LDLs, and HDLs. These lipoproteins differ in chemical composition and can be isolated from
plasma according to their flotation properties, from largest and
least den se to smallest and most dense.

Lysosomes concentrated near the bile canaliculus correspond

The bile canaliculus is a small canal formed by apposed

to the peri biliary dense bodies seen in histologic sections

grooves in the surface of adjacent hepatocytes

Hepatocyte lysosomes are so heterogeneous that they
can only be positively identified, even at the TEM level, by
histochemical means. In addition to normal lysosomal enzymes, TEM reveals other components:
• Pigment granules (lipofuscin}
• Partia lly digested cytoplasmic organelles
• M yelin figures
H epatocyte lysosomes ma y also be a normal storage site
for iron (as a ferritin complex} and a site o f iron accumula tion in certa in storage diseases .
The number of lysosomes increases in a variety of pathologic conditions, ranging fro m simple obstructi ve bile stasis to vira l hepatitis and anemia. However, although the
range of normal liver function-particularly the rate of
bile secretion-is quite wide, no statistica lly significant
morphologic changes take place in the Golgi apparatus or
lysosomes of the peribiJiary cytoplasm to correlate with
the rate of bi le secretion.

Biliary Tree
The biliary tree is the system of conduits of increasing diameter that bile flows through from the hepatocytes to the
gallbladder and then to the intestine. The smallest
branches of thi s systern are the canaliculi into which the
hepatocytes secrete bile.

The common hepatic duct is about 3 em long and is
lined with tall colunu1ar epithelial cells that closely resemble those of the gallbladder (described below}. All of the
layers of the alimentary canal (see page 475 } are represented in the duct, except the muscularis mucosae. The
cystic duct connects the common hepatic duct to the gallbladder and carries bile both into and out of the gallbladde1'. Distal to the junction with the cystic duct, the fu sed
duct is called the common bile duct and extends for about
7 em to the wall of the duodenum at the ampulla ofVater.
A thickening of the muscularis externa of the duodenum at
the ampulla constitutes the sphincter of Oddi, which surrounds the openings of both the common bile duct and the
pancreatic duct (see below} and acts as a valve to regulate
the flow of bile and pancreatic juice into the duodenum.

Chylomicrons, the lightest of all lipoproteins, are made only In
the small intestine. Their main function is to transport the large
amount of absorbed fat to the bloodstream.
VLDLs are denser and smaller than chylomicrons; they are synthesized predominately in the liver and to a lesser extent In the
small intestine. VLDLs are rich in triglycerides. Their function is to
transport most of the triglycerides from the liver to other organs.
Liver VLD Ls are associated with circulating apolipoproteln B-100,
also synthesized In the liver, which aids in secretion of VLD Ls. In
congenital liver disease, such as abetalipoproteinemia, and to a
lesser degree in acute and chronic disorders, the liver is unable to
produce apoli poprotein 8·100, leading to blockage in the secretion of VLDLs. In liver biopsy specimens from these individuals,
large lipid droplets occupy most of the hepatocyte cytoplasm.
LDLs and HDLs are produced in the plasma; however, small
amounts of these fractions are produced by the liver. LDLs are
denser than VLDLs, and HDLs are denser than LDLs. The function
of LDLs is to transport cholesterol esters from the liver to the peripheral organs. The HDLs are involved in the transport of cho·
lesterol from the periph eral tissues to the liver. High levels of LDL
are directly correlated w ith increased risk of cardiovascular dis·
ease; high levels of HDL or low levels of LDL are associated with
decreased risk.

Bile canalicu li form a complete loop around four sides
of the idealized six-sided hepatocytes (Fig. 17.14). They
are a pprox imately 0.5 J.lm in luminal diameter and are isolated from the rest of the intercellular compartment by
tight junctions, which are part of junctional complexes
that a lso include zonulae adherentes and desmosomes .
Microvilli of the two adjacent hepatocytes extend into the
canalicular lumen. Adenosine triphosphatase (ATPa se}
and other a lkaline phosphatases can be localized on the
plasma membranes of the canaliculi, suggesting that bile
secretion into this space is a n active process. Bile flow is
centrifuga l, i.e., from the region of the central vein toward
the portal canal (a direction opposite to the blood flow }.
N ear the portal cana l but still within the lobule, bile
canaliculi join to form th e short intrahepatic ductules, the
canals ofHet'ing (see Fig. 17.11a }, wh ich a re lined w ith
cuboidal nonhepatocytic cells. This ductule epithelium is
subtended by a complete basal lamina, as is the rest of the
dista l biliar y tree.
Intrahepatic bile ductules carry bile to hepatic ducts

The du ctules have a diameter of about 1.0 to 1.5 pm and
carry bile through the boundary of the lobule to the intet·lobulm- bile ducts that form part of the portal triad (see
Fig. 17.11 b ). These ducts range from 15 to 40 fJ-111 in di-

spiral valve
(of Heister)

FIGURE 17.14
Photomicrograph of bile canaliculi. This high-magnification photomicrograph shows several one·cell·thick plates of hepatocytes sep·
arated by hepatic sinusoids. The plane of section in certain areas is
parallel to the bile canaliculi. In this plane, the canaliculi reveal their
arrangement on fou r sid es of tile hepatocytes (arrows). Arrowheads indicate those bile canaliculi that appear only in cross-sectional profile.

Xl ,240.

ameter a nd are lined by an epithelium that is cuboidal near
the lobules and gradua lly becomes columna r as the ducts
near the porta bepatis. The co lumnar cells have well-developed microvilli, as do those of the extrahepatic bile
ducts and gall bladder. As the bile ducts get larger, they
gradually acquire a dense connecti ve tissue investment
containing numerous elastic fibers. Smooth muscle cells
appear in this connective tissue as the ducts approach the
hilum. Interlobular ducts join to form the right and left hepatic ducts, which in turn join at the hilum to form the
common hepatic duct (Fig. 17.15}.
In some individuals, the ducts of Luschka are located
in the connective tissue between the liver and the gallbladder, near the neck of the ga llbladder. These ducts
connect with the cystic duct, not w ith the lumen of the
gallbladder. They are histologica lly similar to the intrahepatic bile ducts and ma y be remnants of aberrant embryonic bile ducts.

sphincter
of comm on __!_~~--:\\\\
bile duct
(of Boyden)

hepatopancreatic
ampulla (of Vater}

sph incter of hepatopancreatic ampulla
(of Oddi}
FIGURE 17.15
Diagram showing the relationship of hepatic, pancreatic, and gallbladder ducts. The gallbladder is a blind pouch joined to a single cystic duct in w llicll numerous mucosal folds form the spiral valve (of
Heister). Tile cystic duct joins with the common hepatic duct, and together they form th e common bile duct that leads into the duode·
num. At the entry to the duodenum, the common bile duct is joined
by the main pancreatic duct to form the hepatopancreatic ampulla
(of Vater), and together they enter the second part of tile duodenum.
Sphincters can be found at the distal part of these ducts. The spllincters of the common bile duct (of Boyden), the main pancreatic duct,
and the hepatopancreatic ampu lla (of Oddi) control the flow of bile
and pancreatic secretion into t11e duo denum. When tile common bile
duct sphincter contracts, bile cannot enter the duodenum; it ba cks up
and flows into the gallbladder, where it is concentrated and stored .
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The adult human liver secretes, on average, about 1 L of bile a
day

T he com position of bile and the fu ncti ons of most of its
components are listed in Table 17.1. As noted in the table,
many components of the bile are recycled via the portal
circulati o n.
• Abo ut 90% of the bile salts, a component of bile, is rea bso rbed by the gut and transported back to the li ver in
th e portal blood. The bile salts a re then r ea bsorbed a nd
resecreted by hepatocytes. H epa tocytes also synthesize
new bile salts to replace those that are lost.
• Cholesterol a nd phospholipid lecithin, as well as most of
the electrolytes and water deliver ed to the gut with the
bile, a re also reabsorbed a nd recycled.
Bilirub in glucuro nide, the detoxified end product of hemoglo bin breakdow n, is not recycled. It is ultimately excreted with the feces and gives them their colo r. Failure to
a bsorb bili rubin or fa ilure to conjuga te it o r secrete gl ucuronide can produce jaundice.
Bile flow fro m the liver is regulated by hormo na l and
neura l control. T he rate of blood fl ow to the li ver and the
concentratio n of bile salts in the blood exert regu latory effects on the bile fl ow. Bile flow is increased w hen hormones
such as cho lecystokinin (CCK ), gastrin, and motilin a re released by enteroendocrine cells during digestion. Steroid
ho rmo nes (i.e., estrogen during pregnancy) decrease bile secretio n fr om the liver. In addi tio n, parasympathetic stimulatio n increases bile flow by prompting contraction of the
gallbladder an d relaxation of the sphincter of O ddi. Bile
that leaves th e live r via the conunon hepatic d uct flows
thro ugh the cystic duct to the gallbladder. The gallbladder
stores and ca n increase the concentra tio n of bile up to 10fold. Following stimulatio n, the gallbladder contracts and
deli vers the bile to the duodenum via the commo n bile duct.
T he liver has both sympathetic and parasympathetic
innervation

T he li ver (and ga tlbladder ) receives nerves fro m both
sympatheti c and parasympathetic divisio ns of the autono mic nervo us system . The nerves enter the li ver at the
po rta hepatis a nd r amify thro ug h the li ver in th e porta l
cana ls alo ng with the members of the porta l tri ad. Sym pathetic fi ber s a re believed to in nervate blood vessels;
par asym pathetic fi bers are assumed to in nervate the large
d ucts (those that conta in smooth m uscle in their wa lls) and
possibly blood vessels. The cell bodies of parasympathetic
neurons are often present near the porta hepatis.

\1 GALLBLADDER
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is a secondar y deriva ti ve of the em bryonic fo regut, ar ising
as an evagination o f the primitive bile duct that connects
the embryonic liver to the developing intestine.
The gallbladder concentrates and stores bile

The gallbladder is a blind pouch that leads, via a neck,
to the cystic duct . Thw ugh this d uct it receives dilute bile

fro m the hepatic duct. H ormo nes secreted by the enteroendocrine cells of the small intestine in response to the
presence of fat in the proxima l du o denum , stimulate contractions of the sm ooth muscle of the gallbladder. As a r esult of these contracti ons, concentrated bile is discharged
into the corru110n bile duct, which carries the bile to th e
d uodenum.
Mucosa of the gallbladder has several characteristic features

The empty or partially fi lled ga ll bladder has n umerous
deep mucosal fo lds (Fig. 17.16). T he mu cosal surface consists of simple columnar epith elium. T he tall epi thelial cells
exhibit the fo llowing fea tures:
• N umerous well-developed apical microvilli
• Apical junctional complexes that jo in adjacent cells and
form a barrier betwee n the lu men and the intercellular
compartment
• Loca lized concentrations of mitochond1·ia in the apical
and basal cytoplasm
• Complex lateral plications (Fig. 17.1 7)
These cells closely resemble the absorpti ve cells of the
intestine.
Both cells share the a bove characteristics, as well as localization of Na +JK•-activa ted ATPase o n their lateral
plasm a m embranes a nd secretory vesicles fil led with g lycoproteins in their apical cytoplasm.
T he lamina propria of the m ucosa is particularly r ich
in fenestTated capill ar ies and sma ll ven ules, but there
are no lympha tic vessels in this layer. The lamina propria
is a lso ve ry cell ular, conta ining la rge numbers of lymphocytes and plas ma cells. The cha racteristi cs of th e
lamina propri a resem ble those o f the colon, another
or gan specialized fo r the a bso rptio n of e lectro lytes a nd
wa ter.
Mucin-secreting glands are sometimes present in the
lamina propria in th e no rma l human gall bladder, especially near the neck of the o rga n, but they a re mo re commonly fo und in infla med ga ll bladders. Cells that ap pear
identica l to enteroendocrine cells of the intestine are also
fou nd in these glands.
The wall of the gallbladder lacks a muscularis mucosae and
submucosa

T he gallbladder is a pea r-shaped, distensible sac with a volume of abo ut 50 mL in humans (see Fig. 17.15 ). It is attached to the viscera l surface of the li ve r. T he gallbladder
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Extern al to the lami na prop ri a is a muscularis externa
that has numero us collagen and elastic fi bers among the

FIGURE 17.16
Photomicrograph of the wall of the gallbladder. The mucosa of the
gallbladder consists of a lining of simple columnar epithelial cells and
a lamina propria of loose connective tissue, w hich typically exhibits
numerous deep folds in the mucosa. Beneath this layer is a relatively
thick layer, the muscularis externa. There is no muscularis mucosae or

bundl es of smooth muscle cells. Despite its o rigin fro m a
for eg ut-deri ved tube, the gallbladder does not have a muscul aris mucosae or submucosa. T he smooth muscle bund les a re somewhat r andomly oriented, unlike the laye red
o rgan iza tio n of the intestine. Contraction o f the smooth
muscle red uces th e vo lume of the bladder, fo rcing its contents out thro ugh the cystic duct.
Extern al to the muscularis externa is a thick laye r of
dense connective tissue (see Fig. 17. 16). T his layer conta ins
la rge blood vessels, an extensive lymphatic network, an d
the a utono mic nerves that inner va te the muscularis externa and the bloo d vessels (cell bod ies of parasympa thetic
neurons are fo und in the wa ll of the cystic d uct). T he co nnective tiss ue is also rich in elastic fi bers an d ad ipose tissue. W here th e ga ll bladd er attaches to the liver surface,

submucosa. The smooth muscle bundles of the muscularis externa are
randomly oriented. External to the muscle is an adventitia containing
adipose tissue and blood vessels. The portion of the gallbladder not
attached to the liver displays a typical serosa instead of an adventitia.
Xl 75.

this layer is referred to as the adventitia. T he unattached
surface is covered by a serosa or viscera l periton eum consisting of a layer of mesothelium a nd a thi n layer of loose
connective tissue.
In addition, deep d iverticula of the mucosa, ca lled Rok ita1tsky-Aschoff sinuses, sometimes extend through the
·m uscularis extern a (Fig. 17.18). T hey are tho ught to
presage p atho logic changes. Also, bacter ia may accu mulate in th ese sinuses, ca using chro nic infla mmation.
Concentration of the bile requires the coupled transport of salt
and water

The epithelia l cell s of th e ga llbl adder act ive ly transport
both Na+ and Cl- (a nd H C03- ) from the cytoplasm into
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of electrolytes and water into the space creates hydrostatic
pressure that forces a nearly isotonic fluid out of the intercellul ar compartment into the subepithelial connective tissue (the lamina propria). The fluid that enters the lamina
propria quickly passes into the numerous fenestrated capillaries and the venules that closely underlie the epithelium.
Studies of fluid transport in the gallbladder first demonstrated the essential role of the intercellular compartment
in transepithelial transport of an isotonic fluid from the lumen to the vasculature.

\1 PANCREAS
Overview
The pancreas is an elongate gland described as having a
head, body, and tail. The head is an expanded portion that
lies in the C-shaped curve of the duodenum (Fig. 17.19). It
is joined to the duodenum by connective tissue. The centrally located body of the pancreas crosses the midline of
the human body, and the tail extends toward the hilum of
the spleen. The pancreatic duct (of Wirsung) extends
through the length of the gland and empties into the duo-

cystic duct
gallbladder

common hepatic duct

FIGURE 17.18

Photomicrograph of the Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses in the wall of
the gallbladder. This photomicrograph shows deep invaginations of
the mucosa extending into the muscularis externa. These invaginations are referred to as Rokitansky·Aschoff sinuses. x 120.

FIGURE 17.17

Electron micrographs of gallbladder epithelium. a. The tall columnar
cells display features typical of absorptive cells, with microvilli on their
apical surface, an apical junctional complex separating the lumen of
the gallbladder from the lateral intercellular space, and numerous mitochondria in the apical portion of the cell. x3,000. b. During active
fluid transport, salt is pumped from the cytoplasm into the intercellular space, and water follows the salt. Both salt and water then diffuse

into the cell from the lumen. As this process continues, the intercellular space becomes greatly distended (arrows). Fluid moves from the
engorged intercellular space (arrows) across the basa l lamina into the
underlying connective tissue (CT) and then into blood vessels. The increase in size of the lateral intercellular space during active fluid transport is evident with the light microscope. x 3,000.

the intercellular compartment of the epithelium. ATPase '
is located in the lateral plasma membranes of the epithelial cells. This active transport mechanism is essentia ll y
identical to that described in Cha pter 16 for the enterocytes of the small intestine and the absorpti ve cells of the
colon.
Active transport of Na+, Cl-, and HC03 - across the lateral plasma membrane into the intercellular (paracellu lar)
compartment causes the concentration of electrolytes in
the intercellular space to increase. The increased electrolyte
concentration creates an osmotic gradient between the intercellular space and the cytoplasm and between the intercellular space and the lumen. Water moves from the cytoplasm and from the lumen into the intercellular space
because of the osmotic gradient, i.e., it moves down its
concentration gradient (see Fig. 17.17b). Although the intercellu lar space can distend to a degree often visible w ith
the light microscope, this ability is limited. The movement

minor_)_~~~~

duodenal
papilla

main
pancreatic
duct
(of Wirsung)
hepatopancreatic ampulla
(of Vater)
FIGURE 17.19

Diagram of pancreas, duodenum, and associated excretory ducts.
The main pancreatic duct (of Wirsung) traverses the length of the
pancreas and enters the duodenum after joining with the common
bile duct. An accessory pancreatic duct (of Santorini) is commonly
present, as shown, and empties into tile duodenum at a separate minor duodenal papilla. The site of entry of the common bil e duct and
rna in pancreatic duct into the duodenum is typically marked by a major duodenal papilla visible on the inner surface of the duodenum.
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denum at the hepatopancreatic ampulla (of Vater)
through w hich the common bile duct from the liver and
gallbladder also enters the duodenum. The hepatopancreatic sphincter (of Oddi) surrounds the ampulla and not
onl y regulates the flow of bile and pancreatic juice into the
duodenum but also prevents reflux of intestinal contents
into the pancreatic duct. In some individuals, an accessory
pancreatic duct (of Santorini) is present, a vestige of the
pancreas's origin from two embryonic endoderma l primo rdia that evaginate from the foregut.
A thin layer of loose connective tissue forms a capsule
ar o und the gland. From this capsule, septa extend into the
gland, dividing it into ill-defined lobules. Wi thin the lobules, a stroma of loose connective tissue su rrounds the
parenchyma l units. Between the lobules, larger amounts of
connective tiss ue surround the lar ger d ucts, blood vessels,
and nerves. Moreover, in the connective tissue surround ing
the pancreatic d uct, there are small mucous gla nds that
empty into the duct.
The pancreas is an exocrine and endocrine gland

Unlike the liver, in which the exocrine and secretory (endocrine) functio ns reside in the same cell, the dual functions of the pancreas are relegated to two structura ll y disti nct compo nents.
• The exocrine component synthesizes and secretes enzymes into the duodenu m that ar e essential for digestion
in the intestine.
• The endocrine component synthesizes and secretes the
hormones insuli11 and glucagon into the blood. T hese
hormo nes regulate glucose, lipid, an d protein metabolism in the body.
T he exocrine pancreas is found throughout the orga n;
wi thin the exocrine pancr eas, distinct cell masses called
islets of Langerhans are dispersed an d constitute the endocrine pancreas.

Exocrine Pancreas
The exocrine pancreas is a serous gland

The exocrine pancreas closely resemb.les the parotid
gland, with which it can be confused . T he secretory units
are acina r or tubu loacinar in shape and are for med by a
simple epithelium of pyramidal sero us cel ls (Fig. 17.20a).
T he cells have a narrow free (lumi nal) surface an d a broad
basal surface. Periacinar connective tissue is minimal.
T he serous secretory cells of the acin us prod uce the digesti ve enzyme precursors secreted by the pancr eas. Pancreatic acin i are unique among glandular acini; the initial duct
that leads from the acinus, the intercalated duct, actuall y
begins within the acin us (Fig. 17.20b) . T he duct cells located
inside the acinus are referred to as centroacinar cells.
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The acinar cells are characteri zed by distinct basophilia
in the basal cytoplasm and by acidophilic zymogen granules in the apical cytoplasm (see F ig. 17.20a). Zymogen
gra nules are most numerous in the pancreas of fasting individuals. The squamous centroacinar cells lack both ergastoplasm and secretory g ra nules; thus, they sta in very
lightly with eosin. This weak staining helps identify them
in routine histologic sections.
Zymogen granules contain a v ariety of d igestive enzymes in an
inactive form

Pancreatic enzymes can digest most food substances.
The inactive enzymes, or proenzymes, contained in pancreatic zymogen granules are listed below alo ng with the
specific substances they digest when activated.

• Proteolytic endopeptidases (trypsinogen, chymotrypsinogen) and proteolytic exopeptidases (procarboxypeptidase, proaminopeptidase) digest proteins by cleaving
their internal peptide bonds (endopeptidases) or by
cleaving amino acids fro m the carboxyl o r amino end of
the peptide.
• Amylolytic enzymes (a-amylase) digest ca rbohydra tes
by cleaving the glycosidic linkages of glucose polymers
• Lipases digest lipids by cleaving ester bonds of triglycerides, producing free fa tty acids.

• Nucleolytic enzymes (deoxyribonuclease and ribonuclease) digest nucleic acids, producing mo nonucleotides.
intralobular collecting duct

The pancreatic digestive enzymes are activated only after
they reach the lumen of the small intestine. Initially, the
proteolytic activity of enzymes (enterokinases) in the glycocalyx of the microvilli of the intestinal absorptive cells converts trypsinogen to trypsin, a potent proteolytic enzyme.
Trypsin then catalyzes the conversio n of the other inactive
enzymes as well as the digestio n of proteins in the chyme.
The cytoplasmic basophilia of the pancreatic acina r cells
when o bserved with the TEM a ppears as an extensive array of r ER and free ribosomes. T he presence of these numerous o rga nelles correlates with the high level of protein
synthetic activity of the acinar cells (Fig. 17 .21 ). A well-developed Golgi apparatus is present in the a pical cytoplasm
and is involved in concentration and packaging of the secretor y produ cts. M itochondri a a re small and, a lthough
found th ro ugho ut the cell, are concentrated among the
rER cisternae. Aci na r cells are joined to one ano ther by
ju nctional complexes at their apica l poles, thus fo rm ing an
isolated lumen into which sma ll microvilli extend fr om the
apical surfaces of the ac inar cells and into which the zymogen granules are released by exocytosis.

Duct System of the Exocrine Pancreas
The centroacina r cells (see Fig. 17.20a) are the beginning
of the duct system of the exocrine pancreas. They have a

acinar cells

intercalated duct
zymogen granules

b
FIGURE 17.20
Pancreatic acinus and its duct system. a. In this photomicrograph of
a thin, HfiE-stained plastic section, an intercalated duct can be seen
beginning within a pancreatic acinus. The cells forming the duCt
within the <'Cinus are the centroacinar cells. The eosinophilic zymo·
gen granules are clearly seen in the apical cytoplasm of the parenchy-

centra ll y placed, fla ttened nucleus and attenuated cytoplasm, w hich is typical of a squa mous cell.
Centroacin ar cells are intercalated duct cells locat ed
in the acinus

Centroacinar cells a re continuo us with the cells of the
short interca lated duct tha t lies o utside the aci nus. The
structura l unit of the acinus and centroacina r cells resembles a sm all balloon (the acinus) into which a drinking
straw (the intercala ted duct) has been pus hed. The in tercalated d ucts are short and drai n into intralo bular co l.lect-

mal cells. x 860. b. In this schematic diagram, observe the beginning
of the intercalated duct. Note the location and shapes of the centroacinar cells w ithin the acinus. They represent the initial lining of
the interca lated duct, which drains into an intralobular collecting duct.

ing ducts. T here are no striated (sec retory) ducts in the
pancreas.
T he complex, branching network of intralobular ducts
drains into the larger interlobular ducts, which ar e lined
· with a low colu mna r epithelium in which enteroendocrine
cells and occasio na l goblet cells ma y be fo und. T he interlobula r du cts, in turn, drain directl y in to the main pancreatic duct, which r uns the length of the gland par allel to its
lo ng axis, giving th is porti o n of the duct system a herringbone-like appea ra nce (see Fig. 17.1 9). A second lar ge duct,
the accessory pancreatic duct, arises i11 the head of the
pancr eas.
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serves to neutralize the acidity of the ch yme that enters the
duodenum from the stomach and to establish the optimal
pH for th e activity of the major pancreatic enzymes.
Pancreatic exocrine secretion is under hormonal and neural
control

Two hormones secr eted by the enteroendocrine cells of
the duodenum, secretin and CCK, are the principa l regulato rs of the exocrine pancreas (see Tables 16.1 and 16.2).
The entry of the acidic chyme into the duodenum stimula tes the release of these ho rmones into the blood.

• Secretin is a pol ypeptide hormone (27 amino acid
res idues) that stimu lates the duct cells to secrete a large
vo lume of fluid with a high H C0 3 - concent ration but little or no enzyme content.
• CCK is a polypeptide hormone (33 amino acid residues)
that ca uses the acinar cells to secrete their proenzymes.
The coordinated action of the two ho rmones resu lts in
the secretion of a large volume of enzyme- rich, a lkaline
fluid into the duodenum. In addition to hormona l influences, th e pancreas a lso receives autonomic innervation .
Sympathetic nerve fiber s ar:e involved in regu lation of pancreatic blood flow. Parasympathetic fibers stimulate activity of ac inar as well as centroacinar cells. Cell bodies of
neurons occasio nall y seen in th e pancreas belo ng to
parasympathetic postganglio nic neurons.

Endocrine Pancreas
The endocrine pancreas is a diffuse organ that secretes
hormones that regulate blood glucose levels

FIGURE 17.21
.
Electron micrograph of the apical cytoplasm of several pancre~t1c
acinar cells. one pancreatic acinar cell is outlined by the dash~d /m e.
Nuclei (N) of adjoining cells are evident at the bottom left and nght of
tile electron micrograph. The apical cytoplasm contains extensive
rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER), mitochondria (M}, zymogen-

The intercalated ducts add bicarbonate and water to the
exocrine secretion

The pancreas secretes abo ut l L of flui~ p~r day, about
eq ual to the initial volume of the hepattc bde secretio n.

containing secretory granules (Z), and Golgi profiles (G). At the apices
of these cells, a lumen (L) is present, into which the zymogen granules
are discharged. A j unctional complex (JC) is indicated near the lumen.
x20,000.

Whereas bile is concentrated in the gallblad der, the entire
vo lume of th e pancreatic secr etio n is delivered to the dl~ O
denu m. W hi le the aci ni secrete a small volu me of protemrich fluid the intercalated duct cells secrete a large volume
of fluid rich in sodium and bicarbonate. The bicarbon ate

The islets of Langerhans, the endocrine component of
the pa ncreas, are scattered throu ghout the o rgan in cell
gro upings of va rying size (Fig. 17.22). The islets constitute
about 1 to 2% of th e volume of the pancreas but a re most
numerous in the tail. Indi vidua l islets may contain only a
few cells o r many hundreds of cells. Their po lygonal cells
are a rranged in short, irregular cords that are pr ofusely invested with a network of fenestrated capillaries. The definitive endocrine cells of the islets develop between 9 and 12
weeks of gestation.
In H &E-stained sections, the islets ofLangerhans appear
as cl uster s of pale-sta ining cells surrounded by mo re intensely stain ing pancreatic acini. It is no t practical to attempt to identify the several cel l types fo und in the islets in
routinel y prepared specimens (Fig. 17.23 ). After Zenkerfo rm ol fixa tion an d staining by the Ma llo ry-Aza n method,
however, it is possible to identify three principal cell types
designated A (alpha), B (beta), and D (delta) cells (Table
J7.2 and Fig. 17.24). W ith this method, the A cells stain
red, the B cells stain brownish orange, and th e D cells sta in
blue. About 5% of th e cells appear to be unstained after this

FIGURE 17.22
Photomicrograph of the pancreas. This H&E-stained specimen
shows a number of pancreatic lobules separated by connective tissue
septa that are continuous with the thin surrounding capsule of the
gland. The pancreatic lobules consist largely of the exocrine acini and
their intralobular duct system. Most of the lobules exhibit small,
round, lighter-staining profiles, which are the islets of Langerhans (ar·
rows). Adjacent to the lobules, at the lower left, is a large interlobular
duct that serves the exocrine pancreas. x 25.

procedu re. TEM a llows identification of the principal cell
types by the size and dens ity of their secretory gra nules.
Islet cells, other than B cells, are counter parts of the
enteroendocrine cells of the gastrointestinal mucosa

ln addition to the three principal islet cells, three minor
islet cell types ha ve also been identified by us ing a combination of the TEM a nd inun unocytochemistry (Ta ble
1 7.3 ). Each cell type can be correlated with a specific hor•none, and each has a specific loca tio n in th e islet.
B cells constitute about 70% of the to ta l is let ce lls in huma ns a nd are genera ll y located in its centra l portio n. They
secrete insuli1't (see Table 17.2). B cells contain numerous
secretory granules about 300 nm in di ameter with a dense
polyhedra l core and a pale matrix . The polyhedr al core is
believed to be crysta llized insulin.
A cells constitute about 15 to 20% of the huma n islet
population and are generally located peripherall y in the
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FUNCTIONS OF PANCREATIC HORMONES
All of the hormones secreted by the endocrine pancreas
regulate metabolic functions either systemically, regionall y (in. th e gastrointestinal tract), or locally (in the islet
itself).
Insulin, the major hormone secreted by the islet tissue,
decreases blood glucose levels

Insulin is the most abundant endocrine secretion. Its
principal effects are on the liver, skeletal muscle, and adipose tissue. Insulin has multiple individu al actions in each
of these tissues. In general, insulin stimulates

pancreatic acini

FIGURE 17.23
Photomicrographs of islets of Langerhans. a. In this routine H&E
preparation, it is difficult to identify specific islet cell types without
special stains. At best, one can identify small cells (arrows) at the pe·
riphery of the islet that are probably A cells. X360. b. This photo·

FIGURE 17.24
Diagram of an islet of Langerhans stained by the Mallory-Alan
method. A cells display red cytoplasmic staining, B cells (comprising
most of the islet cells) display brownish-orange staining, and D cells
show a blue cytoplasm.
micrograph shows an islet of Langerhans stained with a special
Grimelius silver stain that reacts with glucagon-secreting cells. The
silver-impregnated A cells are arranged around the periphery of the
islet. x 360.

TABLE 17.2. Principal Cell Types in Pancreatic Islets

Cell Type

Cytoplasmic
Staining with
Mallory-Azan

%

A
B

15-20
60-70

D

5-10

Product

Red
Brownish orange

Glucagon
Insulin

Blue

Somatostatin

Granules (TEM)
About 250 nm; dense, eccentric core surrounded by light substance
About 300 nm; many with dense, crystalline (angular) core surrounded by
light substance
About 325 nm ; homogeneous matrix

TABLE 17.3. Minor Cell Types in Pancreatic Islets
Cell Type

Secretion

Location
(in Addition to Islet)

Actions
Stimulates gastric chief cells, inhibits bile secretion and intestinal
motility, inllibits pancreatic enzymes and HCO,- secretion

PP cell (F ceii)A

Pancreatic polypeptide

D-1 cell

Vasoactive intestinal
peptide (VIP)

Also in exocrine acini
and duct epithelium•

Similar to those of glucagon (hyperglycemic and glycogenolytic);
also affects secretory activity and motility in gut; stimulates pancre·
atic exocrine secretion

EC celiA

Secretin, motilin,
substance P

Also in exocrine acini
and duct epithelium•

Secretin: acts locally to stimulate HC03
secretion in pancreatic juice and pancreatic enzyme secretion
Motilin : increases gastric and intestinal motility
Substance P: has neurotransmitter properties

•PP, protein polypeptide; EC, enterocllromaffin cell.
.
"This localization f urther emphasizes the ontogeny of the pancreas from the embtyontc gut.

islets. They secrete glucagon (see Table 17.2). A cells contain secretory granules about 250 nm in diameter that are
more unifor m in size and more densely packed in the cytoplasm than the granules of B cells. The granule is the site
of stored glucagon (Fig. 17.25).
D cells constitute about 5 to 10% of the total pancreatic
en docrine tissue and are a lso located peripherally in the
islets. D cells secrete somatostatin, which is contained in
secretory granules that are larger than those of the A and
B cells (300 to 350 nm) and contain material of low to'
medium electron density (see Fig. 17.25).
The minor islet cells constitute about 5% of the islet
tissue and may be equivalent to the pale cells seen after
Mallory-Azan staining. Their characteristics and functions
are summarized in Table 17.3.
Evidence suggests that some cells may secrete more
than one hormone. Immunocytochemical staining has loca lized severa l hormones in addition to glucagon in the
A cell cytoplasm. These include gast1'ic inhibit01y peptide (G IP), CCK, a nd adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH)-endorphin. Although th ere is no clear morphologic evidence for the presence of G cell s (gas trin cells) in
the islets, gastrin may also be secreted by one or more
of the islet cells. Certain pancrea tic islet cell tumors
secrete la rge amounts of gastrin, thereby producing excessive acid secretion in the stomach (Zollinger-Ellison
syndrome).

• Uptake of glucose from the circulation. Specific cell
membrane glucose transporters are involved in this
process.
• Storage of glucose by activa tion of glycogen synthase
and subsequent glycogen synthesis.
• Phosphorylation and use of glucose by promoting its
glycolysis within cells.
Absence or inadequate amounts of insulin lead to elevated
blood glucose levels and the presence of glucose in the
urine, a condition known as diabetes mellitus.
In addition to its effects on glucose metabolism, insulin
stimulates glycerol synthesis and inhibits lipase activity in
adipose cells. Circulating insulin also increases the
amount of amino acids taken up by cells (which ma y involve cotransport with glucose) and inhibits protein catabolism. Insulin appears to be essential for normal cell
growth and function, as demonstrated in tissue culture
systems.
Glucagon, secreted in amounts second only t o insulin,
increases blood glucose levels

The actions of glucagon are essentially reciproca l to
those of insulin. It stimulates release of glucose into the
bloodstream, and stimulates gluconeogenesis (synthesis
of glucose from metabolites of amino acids) and
glycogenolysis (b reakdown of glycogen) in the liver.
Glucagon a lso stimulates proteolysis to promote gluconeogenes is, mobilizes fats from adipose cells, and stimulates hepatic lipase.
Somatostatin inhibits insulin and glucagon secretion

Somatostatin is secreted by the D cells of the islets. Tt is
identical with the hormone secreted by the hypothalamus
that regulates somatotropin (growth hormone) release
from the anterior pituitary gla nd. Although the precise role
of somatostatin in the islets is unclear, it has been shown
to inhibit both insulin and glucagon secretion.
The molecular characteristics of the major and some minor islet hormones are summarized in Table 17.4.
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Parasympathetic (cholinergic) stimulation increases secretion of both insulin and g lucagon; sympa thetic (adrenergic) stimu lation incr eases glucagon release but in hibits
insuli n re lease. This neural control of insulin and glucagon
may contribute to the availability of circulating gl ucose in
stress reactions.
The blood supply to the pancreas provides a cascading perfusion of the islets and acini

'l -
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Several arterioles enter the periphery of the islets and
branch into fenestrated capillaries. In humans, the capillari es first perfuse the A and D cells, periphera ll y, before
the blood reaches the B cel ls, centrally. Larger vessels that
travel in sep ta that penetrate the central portion of the islet
are a lso accom panied by A and D cells, so that blood
reaching the B cells has alwa ys first perfused the A a nd D
cells.
Large efferent capillaries leave the islet and branch into
the capillary networks that surround the acini of the exocrine pancreas. This cascading flo w resembles the portal
systems of other endocrine glands (pituitary, adrenal).
Secretions of the islet cells have regulatory effects on the
ac inar cells:

. .

-*'~-- .. ~~.;:.4_~'.-~..i...otl.~-

FIGURE 17.25
Electron micrograph of pancreatic islet cells. Tile portion of tile cell
in tile upper part of the illustration is an A cell. It contains character·
lstlc granules (arrows) showing a dense spherical core surrounded by
a clear area and then a membrane. This cell also displays a charac·

TABLE

17.4. Characteristics of Pancreatic Hormones

Hormone

Molecular
Weight(Da)

Insulin

5700-6000

Two protein chains linked by
disulfide bridges: a chain, 21
amino acids; 13 cllain, 30
amino acids

Glucagon

3500

Linear polypeptid e: 29 amino
acids

Somatostatin

1638

Cyclic polypeptide: 14 amino
acids

VIP

3300

Linear polypeptide: 28 amino
acids

Pancreatic
polypeptide

4200

Linear polypeptide

Structure

REGULATION OF ISLET ACTIVITY
A blood glucose level above the normal 70 mg/100 mL (70
m g/dL) sti mu lates release of insulin from beta cells, leading to uptake and storage of glucose by liver and m uscle.
T he resultant decrease in the blood glucose level stops in-

teristically well-developed Golgl apparatus. The cell in the bottom of
the illustration is a D cell. It contains numerous membrane-bounded
granules of m oderately low density (arrowheads). x 15,000.

sulin secretion. Some a mi no acids a lso stimu late insulin secretion, either alone or in concert with elevated blo od glucose Levels. Increased blood fatt y acid levels also stimulate
insul in release, as do circulating gastrin, CCK, and secretin. CCK and glucagon, released in the islet by the A
cells, act as paracrine secretions to stimu la te B cell secretio n of insulin.
Blood glucose levels below 70 mg/100 mL stimul ate release of glucagon; blood glucose levels significa ntly a bove
70 mg/100 mL inhibit glucagon secretion. Glucagon is a lso
released in response to low levels of fatty acids in the
blood. Insulin inhibits release of glucagon by A cells, but
because of the cascad ing circulation in the islet (see below),
this inhibition is effected by a ho rmo nal action of insulin
carried in the general circulati on.
The islets have both sympathetic and parasympa thetic
in nervation. About 10 % of the islet cells have nerve endings directly on their plasma mem brane. Well-developed
gap junctions are located between islet cells. Io nic events
tr iggered by synaptic transm itters at the nerve endi ngs are
car ried fro m cell to cell across these junctio ns. Autonomic
ner ves may have direct effects o n ho rmone secretio n by A
and B cells.

• Insulin, the vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), and CCK
stimulate exocrine secretion.
• G lucagon, pancreatic p olypeptide (PP), a nd somatostatin inhibit exocrine secretio n.
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Insulin is a small protein consisting of two polypeptide chains
joined by disulfide bridges. Its biosynthesis presents a clear ex·
ample of the importance of posttranslational processing in the
acllievement of the f inal, active structure of a protein.
Insulin is originally synthesized as a single 11 0-amino acid
polypeptide chain with a molecular weight of about 12,000
Da. This polypeptide is called preproinsulin. Preproinsulin is re·
duced to a polypeptide with a molecular weight of about 9000
Da, called prolnsulin, as the molecule is inserted into the cis·
ternae of the rER. Proinsulin Is a single polypeptide chain of 81
to 86 amino acids that has the approximate shape of the let·
ter G. Two disulfide bonds connect the bar of the G to the top
loop.
During packaging and storage of proin sulin in the Golgi apparatus, a cathepsin-like enzyme cleaves most of the side of
the loop, leaving the bar of the G as an A chain of 21 amino
acids cross-linked by the disulfide bridges to the top of the
loop, w hich becomes the B chain of 30 amino acids. The
35-amino acid peptide removed from the loop is called a
Cpeptide(connecting peptide). It is stored in tile secretory vesi·
cles and released with the Insulin in equimolar amounts. No
function has been identified for the C peptide. However, meas·
urement of circulating levels of C peptide sometimes provides
important clinica l Information on the secretory activity of B
cells.
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PLATE 61. LIVER I
The liver is the largest mass of glandular tissue in the body and the largest internal organ. It is unique because it receives
its major blood supply from the hepatic portal vein, which carries venous blood from the small intesti ne , pa ncreas, and spleen.
Thus the liver is directly in the pathway that conveys materials absorbed in the intestine. This g ives the li ver the fi rst expos ure
to metabolic substrates and nutrients; it a lso makes the li ver the first organ exposed to noxious and toxic substances absorbed
fro m the intestine . One of the major roles of the liver is to degrade o r conjugate toxic substances to render them harmless. It
can, however, be seriously damaged by an excess of such substances.
Each liver cell has both exoc1ine and endocrine functions. The exocrine secretion of the liver, called bile, contains conjugated
and degraded waste products that are delivered back to the intestine for disposal. It also contains subs tances that bind to metabolites in the intestine to aid absorption. A series of ducts of increasing diameter and complex ity, beginning with canaliculi between
individual hepatocytes and ending with the common bile duct, deliver bile from the li ver and gallbladder to the duodenum.
The endocrine secretions of the liver are released directly into the blood that supplies the liver cells; these secretions incl ude
albumin, nonimmune cx- and ~-globulin s, prothrombin , and glycoproteins, including fibro nectin. Glucose, released from stored
g lycogen, and triiodothyronine (T3), the more active deiodination product of thyrox ine, are also released direc tly into the blood.
Functional units of the liver, described as lobules o r acini, are made up of irregular interconnecting sheets of he patocytes
separated from one another by the blood sinusoids.

B

Figure 1, liver, human, H&E X65; inset X65.

At the low magnification shown here, large numbers of
hepatic cells appear to be uniformly disposed throughout
the s pecimen. The hepatic cells are arranged in o ne-cellthick plates, but when sectioned, they appear as interconnecting cords one or more cells thick, de pending on the
plane of section. The sinusoids appear as li ght areas between the cords of cells; they are more clearly shown in
Figure 2 (asterisks).
Also present in this figure is a portal cana l. It is a connective tissue septum that carries the branches of the hepatic
artery (HA ) and portal vein (PV), bile ducts (BD ), and lymphatic vessels and nerves. The artery and vei n, along with
the bile duct, are collectively refeJTed to as a portal triad.
The hepatic artery and the portal vein are easy to identify because they are fo und in relation to one another w ithin

B

Figure 2, liver, human, H&E x 160.
The termi nal hepatic venules o r centra l veins (CV) are
the most d is tal radicals of the he patic vein, and like the hepatic vein, they al so travel alone. Their di stinguis hing features are the sinusoids that penetrate the wa ll of the vein
and the pauc ity of surrounding con nective ti ssue. These
characteristics are s hown to advantage in Plate 62.
It is best to examine low-magnification views of the liver
to define the boundaries of a lobul e. A lo bule is best identified when it is cut in cross sectio n. The centra l vein then appears as a circ ul ar profile, and the hepatic cells appear as
cords rad iating from the central vein. Such a lobule is o utlined by the dashed line in Figure I.

the sunounding connective tissue of the portal canal. The
vein is typically thin walled; the artery is smaller in diameter and has a thic ke r wall. The bile ducts are composed of a
simple cuboidal or columnar epi thelium, depending on the
size of the duct. Mul tiple profiles of the blood vessels and
bile ducts may be ev ident in the canal because of either
branching or thei r passage o ut of the plane of section and
then back in again.
The vessel through which blood leaves the liver is the hepatic vein. Tt is readily identified because it travels alone (inset) and is stmounded by an appreciable amount of connective tissue (CT). If more than one profile of a vein is present
within this connective tissue, but no arteries or bile ducts are
present, the second vessel will also be a hepatic vein. Such is
the case in the inset, where a profi le of a small hepatic vein is
seen just above the larger hepatic vein ( HV).

The limits of the lobule are defi ned, in part, by the portal canal. In other directi ons, the plates of the lobule do not
appear to have a li mit; i.e., they have become contiguous
with plates of an adj acent lobule. One can estimate the d imensions o f the lobule, however, by approximating a c ircle
with the centra l ve in as its cente r and incorporating those
plates that exhibit a radia l arrangement up to the point
where a portal canal is present. If the lobule has been crosssectioned, the radia l li n'lit is set by the location of one or
more of the po rtal cana ls as indicated by the bile ducts ( BD)
in this figure.

KEY
BD, bile duct
CT, connective tissue
CV, central vei n (terminal hepatic venule)
HA, hepatic artery
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HV, hepatic vein
L , lymphatic nodu le
PV, portal vein

asterisks (Fig. 2), blood si nusoid s
dotted line (Fig. 1), approx imates the limits
of a lobu le
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CHAPTER 17

PLATE 62. LIVER II
There are three ways of describin g the liver parenchyma in terms of a functional unit, "classic" lobules, portal lobules, or
acini (see Fig. 17 .5, page 538). The classic lobule is a roughly hexagonal block of ti ssue that has at its center the terminal hepatic venule (central vei n) and at its six corners the portal canals (po rtal triads) containing in each a branch of the portal vein,
he patic artery, and bile duct. The portal lobule is a triangular construct that emphas izes the exocrine secretory function. It has
as its axis the bile duct of the portal triad of the classic lobule, and its outer marg ins are imaginary lines drawn between the
central veins closest to that portal triad. The liver acinus provides the best correlation among blood perfusion, metabolic activity, and liver pathology. The acinus is a small di amond- or lozenge-shaped mass of tissue that has as its short axis the fine
branches of the portal ttiad that lie along the border of two classic lobules and as its long ax is a line drawn between the two
central veins closest to the short axis. The hepatocytes in each aci nus are described as arranged in three concentri c elliptical
zones around the short axis; zone l is closest to, and zone 3 is farthest from, the axis.

B

Figure 1, liver, human, H&E X 500; inset X800.
The central vein and surrounding hepatocytes from Figure 2 of Plate 61 are shown here at higher magnification.
The cytoplasm of the hepatocytes in this specimen has a
foamy appearance because of extraction of glycogen and
lipid during tissue preparation. The boundaries between individual he patocytes are discernable in some locations but
not between those cells where the knife bas cut across the
boundary in an oblique plane. Frequentl y, when cell boundaries are observed at still higher magn ificati on (inset), a
very small circ ular or oval profile is observed midway
along the boundary. These profiles represent the bile canaliculi (BC).

The cells that line the sinusoids (S) show little, if any,
cytoplasmic detail in routine preparations. Perisinusoidal
macrophages (Kupffer cells [ K C]) are generally recognized
by their ovoid nuclei and the projection of the cell into the
lumen. The endothelial cell, in contrast, is a squamous cell
that has a smaller, attenu ated or elongated nucleus. Some
nuclei of this descripti on are evident in the micrograph.
The termination of two of the sinusoids and their union
with the central vein (CV) is indicated by the curved arrows. Note that the wall of the vein is strengthened by connecti ve ti ssue, mostly collagen, whic h appears as homogeneous eosin-stained material (asterisks). Fibroblasts (F)
wi thin this connective tissue can be ide ntified and distinguished from the endothelial cell (EN) lining of the vein.

Figure 2, liver, rat, glutaraldehyde-osmium
fixation, toluidine blue X900.
This figure shows a plastic-embedded liver specime n
fi xed by the method normally used for electron microscopy.
In contrast to the H&E-stained preparation , it demonstrates
to advantage the cytologic detail of the hepatocytes and
the sinusoids (S). The hepatocytes are deeply colored with
toluidine blue. Note that the cytoplas m ex hibits irregular
magenta masses (arrows). This is glycogen that has been
retained by the gl utaralde hyde fi xation and stai ned
metachromaticall y by toluidine blue. Also evident are lipid
droplets (L ) of varying size that have been preserved and
stained black by the osmium used as the secondary fixative.
The quantities of lipid and glycogen are variable and, under
normal conditions, re flect dietary intake. Examination of
the hepatocyte cytopl asm also reveals small, punctate, darkblue bodies contrasted against the lighter-blue background
of the cell. These are the mitocho ndria. Another feature of

this specimen is the clear representation of the bile canaliculi (BC) between liver cells. They appear as e mpty circular profiles when cross-sectioned and as elongate channels (lower right) when longitudinally sectioned.
The sinusoidal lining cells are of two distinct types. The
Kupffer cells (KC) are the more prominent cells. They exhibit a large nucleus and a substantial amount of cytoplasm.
They protrude into the lumen and may give the appearance
of occluding it. However, they do not block the c hanne l.
The surface of the Kupffer cell exhibits a very irregular or
j agged contour because of the numerous processes that provide the cell with an extensive surface area. The endothe lial
cell (EN) has a smaller nucleus, attenuated cytoplasm, and
a smooth sulf'ace contour.
A third cell type, the less frequently observed perisinusoidal lipocyte (Ito cell), is not seen in this micrograph.
Thi s cell would appear as a light cell containing numerous
lipid droplets. The lipid droplets contai n stored vitamin A.

B

KEY
BC, bile canaliculus
CV, central vein
EN, endotheJjaJ cell
F, fibrobl ast
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KC, Kupffer cell
L, li pid droplet
S, sinusoid
arrows (Fig. 2), g lycogen

asterisks, connecti ve tissue of central vein
curved anows, o pen ing of si nusoid into
central vein
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PLATE 63. GALLBLADDER
The gall bladder concentrates and stores bile for delivery to the duodenum. The bile is concentrated by the active transport
of salt from the bile and the passive movement of water in response to the salt transport. T he mucosa is characterized by a tall
columnar absorpti ve epithelium that closely resembles that of the intesti ne and the colon in both its morphology and function.
The e pi thelial cells are c haracterized by numerous short apical microvi lli, apical junctional complexes, concentrations of mitochondria in the apical and basal cytoplas m, and complex lateral plications. In addition, Na+-K+-activated ATPase is localized on the lateral plasma membrane of the epitheli al cell .

Figure 1, gallbladder, H&E x45.
The gallbladder is a holl ow, pear-shaped organ that concentrates and stores the bile. The full thi ck ness of its wall is
shown here. It is composed of a mucosa (Mu c), muscularis
(Mus), and adventitia (Adv) and , o n its free surface (not
shown), a serosa. T he mucosa is considered at higher magnification in Fig ure 2. T he muscularis consists of interlacing bundles of smooth muscle (SM) . The adventitia (Adv)
consists of irregular den se connective tissue through which

the larger blood vessels ( BV) travel and , more peripherally,
of varying amounts of adipose tissue (AT).
T he mucosa is thrown into numerous folds that are particularly pronounced when the muscularis is highly contracted.
This is the usual histologic appearance of the gallbladder unless, of course, steps are taken to fix and preserve it in a distended state. Occasionally, the section cuts tlu·ough a recess in
a fold, and the recess may then resemble a gland (arrows). The
mucosa, however, does not possess glands, except in the neck
region, where some mucous glands are present (see Fig. 4).

Figure 2, gallbladder, human , H&E x 325.
The mucosa consists of a tall simple columnar absorptive epithelium (Ep) resting on a lami na propria of loose irregular connective tissue (CT). T he epithelium has c haracteristics that di stinguish it from the absorptive epithelium of
other organs, s uc h as the intestines. O nly o ne cell type, tall
columnar cells, is present in the epithelial layer (see Fig. 3).
T he nuclei are in the basal portion of the cell. T he cells possess a thin apical striated border. However, this is not al-

ways evide nt in routi ne H &E- stained sections. The cytoplasm stains rather uniformly with eosin. This is re lated to
its absorptive function and is in contrast to the staining of
cells that are engaged in the productio n of protein. Lastly,
with respect to its absorptive function, the epithelial cells
frequently ex hibi t diste nded inte rce llular spaces at their
basal aspect (see Fig . 3, arrows ). Thi s is a feature associated with the transport of fluid across the epithelium and , as
note d above, co mmo nly seen in intestinal absorptive cells.

Figure 3, gallbladder, human, H&E x550.
T he lamina propria underlyi ng the epithelium is usuall y
very cellular. In thi s specimen, in addition to lymphocytes
(L), a relati vely common finding, a large number of plasma
cells ( PC) is also present w ithin the lam ina propria. (The
hi gh co ncentratio n of plasma cells suggests chronic in flam-

mation. ) Another feature of note in the lamina propria is the
presence of several glands and gland-like profiles (GI) other
than those seen in the mucosa and noted above. These are
readily apparent in Figure l. Two of these structures,
marked by asterisks in Figure I , are shown at higher magni fi catio n in Figure 4 .

Figure 4, gallbladder, human, H&E x 550.
The smaller of the two gland-like structures is composed
of mucous cells (MC) and represents a section tlu·ough a
mucous gland . This specimen was take n fro m a site near the
neck of the ga llbladder where mucous glands are often
present. Note the c haracteri stic flatte ned nuclei at the base
of the cell and the lightly stained appearance of the cytoplasm, features characteristic of muc in- secreting cells. In
contrast, the epithelium of the large gland-li ke profile that

is onl y partially incl uded in the micrograph has rounded or
ovoid nuclei. This epitheli al-lined structure is not a true
gland but represents an invagination of the mucous membrane that extends into and often throug h the thickness of
the muscularis. T hese invaginatio ns are know n as Rok itansky-Aschoff sinuses. T heir role or sig nificance, if any, is
unknow n. (Some autho rities contend that they result from
di sease, but they are also fo und in small numbers in g~ill
bladders that appear normal in all o ther respects.)

KEY
Adv, adventitia
AT, adipose tissue
BY, blood vessel
CT, connective tissue, lamjna propria
Ep, epithelium
Gl, gland or gland- like structu re
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L , lymphocytes
MC, mucous cell s
Muc, mucosa
Mus, muscularis
PC, plasma cell s

SM, smootb muscle
arrows: Fi g. I, recess in luminal surface;
Fig. 3, intercel lular spaces
aster isks (Fig. 1), gland or gland-like structure
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CHAPTER 17

PLATE 64. PANCREAS
The pancreas is an elongated extramural digestive gland with a head nestled in the C-shaped bend of the duodenum, a body
that crosses the midline of the abdomen, and a tail extending across the back of the abdomen. It is a mixed gland containing
both an exocri ne component and an endocrine component that have distinctive characteristics. The exocrine component is a
compound tubuloacinar gland with a branching network of ducts that convey the exocrine secretions to the duodenum. These
secretions consist primarily of inactive forms of potent proteolytic enzymes, as well as amylase, lipase, nucleases, and electrolytes, particularl y HC03-.
The endocrine compo ne nt is isolated as highl y vascul ari zed islets of epithelioid tiss ue (islets of Langerhans). The islet cell s
secrete a variety of polypeptide and protein hormones, most notably insulin and glucagon, which regul ate glucose metabolism
throughout the other tissues of the body. Other hormones secreted by islet cells include somatostatin, pancreatic polypeptide,
vasoactive intestinal peptide, secretin, motif in, and substance P All of these substances, with the exception of insulin, are also
secreted by the population of ente roendocrine cells in the intestine, the organ from which the pancreas is derived during embryonic development. While insulin and glucagon act primarily in e ndocrine regulation of di stant cells, the other hormones
(and glucagon) have significant roles in the paracrine regulation of the insulin-secreting B cells of the pancreatic islet.

B
B

Figure 1, pancreas, H&E X160; inset X360
The pancreas is surrounded by a delicate capsule of
moderately de nse connective tissue. Septa from the capsule
di vide the pancreas into lobules, one of which is shown
here, bounded by connective tissue (CT). Larger blood vessels (BV) travel in the connecti ve tissue septa; nerves also
travel in the septa, but they are seen infrequently. Within the
lobule are the numerous acini of the exocrine component,
an intralobular duct (lnD), intercalated ducts (not readil y
eviden t at this low magnification), and islets of Langerhans
(IL). Also within the lobule are the small blood vessels and
the connective ti ss ue serving as a stroma for the parenchymal elements of the gland.

This figure shows an islet of Langerhans (l L) among the
far more numerous acini. (Islets are most numerous in the
tail of the pancreas and least numerous in the head). Cells
within the islets are arranged as irregular cords. In routine
preparations, it is not possible to identify the various cell
types within the islets. Note, however, that B cells are the
most numerous; these produce insulin. The next most numerous are A cells; these produce glucagon. The inset also
shows numerous capillaries (arrows). The labels A and B
are not intended to identify specific cells but rather to show
those parts of the islets where A and B cells are fou nd in
greatest number.

Figure 2, pancreas, H&E X600.
Acini of the pancreas consist of serous cells. In sections,
the acini present circul ar and irregular profiles. The lumen
of the acinus is small, and only in fortui tous sections
through an acinus is the lumen included (asterisks). The nucleus is c haracteristically in the base of the acinar cell.
There is a region of intense basophilia adjacent to the nucleus. This is the ergastoplasm (Er), and it re flects the presence of rER that is active in the synthesis of pancreatic enzymes. Some acini reveal a centrall y positioned cell wi th
cytoplasm that shows no special stai ning characteristics in
H&E-stained paraffin sections. These are centroacinar cells
(CC). T hey are the beginning of the in tercalated ducts.
This figure demonstrates particularly well the morphology a nd relationships of the in tercalated ducts. Note, first,
the cross-secti oned intralobular duct (l nD) consisting of
cuboidal epi the lium. (There are no striated ducts in the pancreas.) Leading to the intralobular duct is an intercalated

duct ( ID ), which is seen in cross section at the furthest distance from the intralobular duct and then, in longitudinal
section, in the center of the illustration as it travels toward
the intralobular duct. The lumen is evident where the intercalated duct is seen in cross section but is not evident where
it is seen in longitudinal section. This is because the plane
of section cuts chiefl y tlu·ough the cells rather than the lumen. As a consequence, this figure provides a good view of
the nuclei of the duct cells. They are elongate, with their
long axis oriented in the direction of the duct. Tn addition,
they display a staining p attern similar to that of centroacinar cells and different from that of nucle i of the parenchymal cells.
Once the cell s of the intercalated duct have been identified in one part of the section, their staining characteristi cs
and location can be used to identify the intercalated ducts
in other parts of the lobule, several of which are marked
(/D).

KEY
A, region with most A cells
B, region with most B cells
BV, blood vessels
CC, centroacinar cells
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CT, connective tissue

E1·, ergastoplasm
ID, intercalated ducts
IL, islets of Langerhans

lnD, intralobular duct
arrows, capil laries
asterisks, lumen of acin i
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as well as regu lation of immune responses to inhaled
antigens.
The lungs develop in the embryo as a ventral evagination
of the foregut; thus, the epithelium of the respiratory system
is of endodermal origin. This initial respiratory diverticulum grows into the thoracic mesenchyme. The bronchial
cartilages, smooth muscle, and the other connective tissue
elements ar e derived from the thoracic mesenchyme.

Respiratory System

The air passages of the respiratory system consist of a
conducting portion and a respiratory portion
OVERVIEW OF THE RESPI RATORY SYSTEM

568

The conducting portion of the respiratory system consists of those air passages that lead to the sites of respira tio n within the lung where gas exchange takes place. The
conducting passages include those located o utside as well
as within the lungs.
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OVERVIEW OF THE RESPIRATORY
SYSTEM

The respiratory system consists of the paired lungs and a
series of air passages that lead to and from the ltmgs.
Within the lu ng, the air passages branch into increasingly
smaller tubes until the very smallest ai1· spaces, ca lled alveoli, are reached (Fig. 18.1).

568

588

Three pri ncipa l func tions are performed by this system: air conduction, air filtration, and gas exchange (respiration). The latter occurs in the alveoli. In addition, air
passing through the larynx is used to produ ce speech ,
and air passing over the olfactory mucosa in the nasal
cavities carries stim uli for the sense of smell. The respiratory system also participates to a lesser degree in endocrin e functions (hormon e production and secr etion),

respiratory
bronchioles

sacs

FIGURE 18.1
Diagram of respiratory passages. The nasal cavities, nasopllarynx,
oropl1arynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi, and bronchioles constitute the
conducting portion of tile respiratory system. Th e respirat01y portion
of tile system, where gas exchange occurs, is composed of respiratory bronchioles, alveolar ducts, alveolar sacs, and alveoli. (Based on
Boileau G. A Method of Anatomy. Baltimore: Williams a Wilkins, 1980.)

The passages extern a l to the lungs consist of

• Nasa( cavities (a nd, during forced breathing, the oral
cavity )
• Nasopharynx and orophmynx
• Lmynx
• Trachea
• Paired m ain (primmy) bronchi
Within the lungs, the main bronchi undergo extensive
br anching to give rise ultimately to the distributing bronchioles. The bronchioles represent the termina l part of the
conducting passages. Collectively, the internal bronchi and
the bronchioles constitute the bronchial tree.
The respimtory portion is that part of the respira tory
tract in which gas exchange occurs. Sequentially, it includes

•
•
•
•

Respimtory bronchioles
A lveolar ducts
A lveolar sacs
Alveoli

Blood vessels en ter the lung with the bronchi. The arteries bra nch into smaller vessels as they follow the bronchial
tree into the substance of the lung. Capillaries come into in timate contact with the terminal respirato ry units, the alveoli. This intimate relationship between the alveolar air
spaces and the pulmonary capillaries is the structu ral basis
for gas exchange within the lung parenchyma. T he essential
features of the lung blood supply are described on page 590.
Air passing through the respiratory passages must be
conditio ned before reaching the terminal respiratory units.
Conditioning of the air occurs in the conducting portion
of the system and includes warming, moistening, and 1'emoval of particulate materials. Mucous and serous secretions play a major role in the conditi oning process. These
secretions moisten the a ir and also trap particles that have
managed to slip past the special short thick hairs, ca lled
vib1·issae, in the nasa l cavities. Mucus, augmented by these
serous secretions, also prevents the dehydratio n of the underlying epithelium by the moving air. Mucus covers al most the entire luminal surface of the cond ucting passages
and is continuously p roduced by goblet cells and mucussecreting glands in the walls of the passages . The mucus
and other secretions are moved toward the pharynx by
means of coordinated sweeping movements of cilia and are
then norma lly swa llowed.

9

NASAL CAVITIES

The nasal cavities are pa ired chambers sepa ra ted by a
bony and cartilaginous septum. Each cavity or cha mber
comm un icates anteriorly with the externa l environment
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through the nares (nostrils) and posteriorly with the nasop harynx through the choanae (Fig. 18.2). The chambers
are divided into three regions:

• Vestibule
• Respiratmy segment
• Olfactory segment
Vestibule of the Nasal Cavity
The vestibule communicates anteriorly with the external envirotm1ent. It is lined with stratified squamous epithelium, a
continuation of the skin of the face, and contains a variable
number of stiff hairs, vibrissae, that entrap large particulate
matter before it is carried in the air stream to the rest of the
cavity. Sebaceous glands are also present and their secreti ons
assist in the entrapment of particulate matter. Posteriorly,
w here the vestibule ends, the stratified sq uamo us epithelium
becomes thinner and undergoes a transition to the pseudostratified epithelium that characterizes the respiratory segment. At this site, sebaceous glands are absent.

Respiratory Segment of the Nasal Cavity
The r espirator y segment constitutes most of the volume of
the nasal cavities . It is lined with a ciliated, pseudostratified column ar epithelium. The underlying lamina propria
is attached to the pei'iosteum of the adjacent bone.
The medial wall of the res piratory segment, the nasal
septum, is smooth, but the lateral wa lls a re tlu·own into
folds by the presence of three shelf-like, bony projecti ons
called turbinates or conchae. The turbinates play a dua l
role. They increase s urface area as well as cause turbulence in airflow to allow more efficient conditioning of inspired air.
The ciliated, pseudostratified columnar epithelium of the
respiratory segment is composed of five cell types :

• Ciliated cells, ta ll columnar cells w ith cilia that pr oject
into the mucus covering the surface of the epitheli um

• Goblet cells that synthesize and secrete mucus
• Brush cells, a general name for those cells in the respiratory tract that bear short, blunt m icrovilli

olfactory mucosa

vestibule

• Small granule cells that r esemble basal cells but contain
secreto ry gran ules
• Basal cells, stem cells from w hich the o ther cell types
anse
The epithelium of the respiratory segment of the nasal
cavity is essentia lly the same as the epithelium lining most of
the parts that follow in the conducting system. Because the
respiratory epithelium of the trachea is studied and examined in preference to that of the nasal cavity, the above cell
types are discussed in the section on the trachea (page 575).

the larynx (i.e., epiglottis, thyroid cartil age, and cricoid cartilage). Note
tile ventricular and voca l folds in the middle of tile larynx, approxi·
rnately at tile level of tile thyroid ca rtilage. This part of the larynx represents tile narrowest portion of tile respiratory system and is responsible fo r producing sound by audible vibration of t11e vocal folds.
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This connective tiss ue contains numerous blood and lymphatic vessels, unmyelinated olfactor y nerves, myelinated
nerves, and olfactor y glands.
The o lfactory epithelium, li ke the epithelium of the respiratory segment, is also pseudostrati.fied, but it conta ins
ver y different cell types. Also, it lacks goblet cells (Fig.
18.3 ). The olfactory epithelium is composed of the following cell types:

• Olfactory cells, bipolm' neurons that span the thickness
of the epithelium

• Supporting or sustentacular cells, columnar cells that
The mucosa of the respiratory segment warms, moistens, and
filters inspired air

The lamina propria of the respirator y segment has a
rich, vascular netwmk that includes a complex set of capillary loops. The arrangement of the vessels allows the inhaled air to be wa rmed by blood flowing through the part
of the loop closest to the su rface. The ca pillaries that reside
near the surface are arranged in rows; the blood flows perpendicular to the airflow, much as one would find .in a mechanical heat-excha nge system. These same vessels may become engorged and leaky during allergic reactions or viral
infections such as the common cold. The lamina propria
then becomes distended with fluid , resu lting in marked
swelling o f the muco us membrane with conseq uent restricti o n of the air passage, making breathing difficult. The
lamina propria also contains mucous g lands, many exhibiting sero us demilunes. Their secretions supplement
that of the goblet cells in the respirator y epithelium.
By increasing surface area, the turbinates increase the efficiency with which the inspired air is warmed. The
tu rbinates also incr ease the efficiency of filtration of inspired air through the process of turbulent precipitation.
The air stream is broken into eddies by the tur binates . Pa rticul ate matter suspended in the air stream is thrown out
of the stream and adheres to the mucus-covered wall of the
nasal cavity. Particles trapped in this layer of mucus are ·
transported to the pharynx by means of coordinated
sweeping movements of cilia and ar e then swallowed.

Olfactory Segment of the Nasal Cavity

FIGURE 18.2
Diagram of the relationship of the pharynx to the respiratory and
digestive systems. Th e pharynx is divided into three parts: nasophar·
ynx, oropt1 arynx, and laryngopharynx. It is located posterior to the
nasal and oral cavities and extends inferiorly past tile larynx. The
pt1arynx serves both respiratory and digestive systems. This midsagittal section also transects tile cartilages forming tile skeleton of
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T he olfactory segment is loca ted on part of the dome of
each nasal cavity and, to a variable extent, the contiguous
la tera l and med ial nasal walls. It is lined with a specialized
olfactory mucosa. In livi ng tissue, this mucosa is distinguished by its slight yellowish brown color caused by pigment i11 the olfactmy epithelium and the assoc iated olfactory glands. In humans, the tota l surface area of the
olfactory mucosa is only a few square cen timeters; in an imals wi th an acute sense of smell, the tota l surface area of
t he olfactory mucosa is considerably more extensive.
The lam ina propria of th e olfactory mucosa is djrectly
contiguo us with the periosteum of the underlying bone.

provide mechanical and meta bolic support to the o lfactory cells
• Basal cells, stem cells fro m w hich new o lfactory cells
and supporti ng cells di fferen tiate
• Bntsh cells, the same cell type that occurs in the respiratory epithelium
Olfactory cells are bipolar neurons that possess an apical
projection bear ing cilia

The apical (luminal) pole of each olfactory cell is a dendritic process that projects above the epithelial surface as a
knob-like structure called the olfactory vesicle. A number of
cilia (10 to 23) with typical basal bodies arise from the olfacto ry vesicle and extend radia lly in a plane parallel to the
epithelial surface (see Fig. 18.3). The cil ia are usually up to
200 ~J.m long and may overlap with cilia of adjacent o lfactory cells. The cilia a re regarded as nonmotile, altho ugh
some research suggests tbat they may have limjted motility.
The plasma rnembrane of the cilia contains odorant-binding proteins that act as olfactory r eceptors. Incoming odorant mo lecules a re solubilized in th e o lfactory mucus and interact w ith the olfactory receptors to generate an action
potential. The basal pole of the cell gives rise to an axona l
process th at leaves the epithelia l com partment to enter the
connecti ve tissue, w here it joins with axons from other olfactory cells to fo rm the olfactory nerve (cranial nerve 1).
Autoradiographic studies show that o lfactory cells have a
lifespan of about 1 month. If injured, they are quickly replaced. O lfactor y cells (a nd some neurons of the enteric di vision of the auto no mic nervous system) appear to be the
only neLu·ons that a re readil y replaced during postnatal li fe.
Supporting cells provide mechanical and metabolic support for
the olfactory cells

Supporting cells a re the most numerous cells in the o lfactOry epitheli um . The nu clei of these ta ll colum nar or
sustentac ular cells occupy a more apica! positio n in the epithelium than d o those of the other cell ty pes, th us aiding
in their identification in the light microscope (see Fig.
18.3). T hey have n umerous microvilli on their a pical su rface, and abundant mitochondria . N umerous profiles of
smooth endo plasmic reticulum (sER) and, to a mo re lim-
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nated and lie at a level below those of the olfactory
cell nuclei . The cytoplasm contains few organelles, a
feature consistent with their role as a reserve or stem
cell. A fea ture consistent with their differentiation into
su pporting cells is the observation of processes in some
basal cells that partially ensheathe the first portion of
the olfactory cell axon. They thus maintain a relationship to the olfactory cell even in their undifferentiated
state.
junctional

Olfactory glands are a characteristic feature of the olfactory
mucosa

supporting
cell

a
FIGURE 18.3

Olfactory mucosa of the nasal cavity. a. This diagram shows the tl1ree
major cell types located withi n the olfact01y epithelium: tile olfactory
cell, supporting (sustentacular) cell, and basal cell. The olfactory cell is
the receptor cell; it has an apical expansion, the olfactory vesicle,
from which long, nonmotile cilia extend. At its basal surface it extends
an axon into the connective tissue that joins witll axons of other olfactory cells to form an olfactory nerve. The basal cells are small and
cuboidal. They are restricted to t11e basal part of the epithelium. The
supporting cells, in contrast, are columnar and extend the full thick-

ness of the epithelium; their nuclei are located in the upper portion of
the cell. Note the olfactory (Bowman's) gland and its duct that empties on the surface of the mucosa. b. Photom icrograph of the olfactory mucosa. The olfactory epithelium exhibits nuclei through much
of its thickness, but the individual cell types to which they belong are
not discernable. The underlying connective tissue is largely occupied
by numerous olfactory (Bowman's) glands, olfact01y nerves, and
blood vessels. Note that the ducts of the olfactory glands extend from
the secretory portion of the gland to the epithelial surface. x 240.

The olfactory glands (Bowman's glands), a characteristic feature of the mucosa, are branched tubu loalveolar
serous glands that deliver their proteinaceous secretions
via ducts o nto the olfactory surface (see Fig. 18.3 ). Lipofuscin granu les are prevalent in the g land cells, and in
combination with the lipofuscin gra nules in the supporting cells of the o lfactory epithelium, they give the mucosa
its natura l yellow-brown coloration. Short ducts composed of cuboidal cells lead from the g lands and pass
thro ugh the basal lamina in to the olfactory epitheliu m,
where they continue to the epithelial surface to discharge
their contents .
The serous secretion of the olfactory glands serves as a
trap and solvent for odoriferous substances . Constant flow
from the glands rids the mucosa of remnants of detected
odoriferous substances so that new scents can be continuo usly detected as they arise.
The identifying feature of the olfactory region of the
nasa l mucosa in a histologic preparation is the oliactory
nerves in combination with olfactory gla nds in the lamina
propria . The nerves are particu larly conspicuous because
of the relatively large diameter of the individual unm ye linated fibers that they contai11 (see Fig. 18.3).

Paranasal Sinuses
Paranasal sinuses are air-filled spaces in the bones of the walls
of the nasal cavity

ired extent, rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER ) are observed in the cytoplasm . They also possess lipofuscin granules . Adhering junctions are present between these cells
and the o lfactory cells, but gap and tight junctions are absent. The supporting cells function in a manner comparable to that of glial cells, providing both metabolic and
physica l support to the olfactory cells.
Brush cells are columnar cells specialized for transduction of
general sensation

ducting air passages . W ith the electron microscope, brush
cells exhibit large, blunt microvilli at their apica l surface, a
feature that gives them their name. The basal surface of a
brush cell is in synaptic contact with nerve fibers that penetrate the basal lamina. The nerve fibers are terminal
branches of the trigeminal nerve (cranial nerve V) that
fu nction in general sensation rather th an o lfaction. Brush
cells appear to be i_nvol ved in transduction of general sensory stimulation of the mucosa.
Basal cells are progenitors of the other mature cell types

The o lfactory epitheli um also contains cells present in
much smaller numbers, called brush cells. As noted, these
cells are present in the epithelium of other parts of the con-

Basal cells are small, rounded cells located close to
the basal lamina. Their nuclei are frequently invagi-

The paranasal sinuses are extensions of the respintory
segment of the nasal cavity and are lined by respiratory epithelium. The sinuses are named for the bone in w hich they
are fo und, i.e., the ethmoid, fronta l, sphenoid , and maxillary bones. The si.nuses commun ica te with the nasal cavities via narrow openings onto the respiratory mu cosa. The
mucosal surface of the sinuses is a thin, ci liated, pseudostratified column ar epithelium with numerous goblet cells.
Mucus produced in the sinuses is swept into the nasal cavities by coord inated ciliary movements. The sinuses are often subject to acute infection following viral infection of
the upper respiratory tract. Severe infections may require
physical drainage.
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'!PHARYNX
The pharynx connects the nasa l and o ral cavities to the larynx and esophagus. 1t ser ves as a passageway for air and
food and acts as a resonating chamber for speech . The
pharynx is located posterior to the nasal and ora l cavities
and is divided regionally into the nasophatynx and
orophmynx, respectively (see Fig. 18.2). The auditory
(Eustachian) tubes connect the nasopharynx to each middle ear. Diffuse lymphatic tissue and lymphatic nodules are
present in the wall of the nasopharynx. T he concentration
of lymphatic nodu les at the junction between the superior
and posterior walls of the pharynx is called the pharyngeal

tonsil.

'!LARYNX
The passageway for air between the oropharynx and trachea is the larynx (see Fig. 18.2). This complex tubular
segment of the respiratory system is formed by irregularly
shaped plates of hya li ne and elastic cartilage (the epig lottis
and the vocal processes of the arytenoid cartila ges). In addition to serving as a cond uit for air, the larynx serves as
the organ fo r speech (phonation).
Vocal folds control the flow of air through the larynx and
vibrate to produce sound

The vocal folds, also referred to as vocal cords, are two
fo lds of mucosa that project into the lumen of the larynx
(Fig. 18.4). T hey are oriented in an anteroposterior direction and define the lateral boundaries of the open ing of the
larynx, the rima glottis. A supporting ligament and skeletal muscle, the vocalis muscle, is contained with in each vocal fo ld . Ligaments and the intrinsic laryngeal muscles
join the adjacent cartilaginous plates and are responsible
for generatin g tension in the vocal fo lds and for opening
and closing the glottis. The extrinsic laryngeal muscles insert on cartilages of the larynx but originate in ex tralaryngeal structures. These muscles move the larynx during
swallowing (deglutition).
Expelled air passing thro ugh the glottis can be induced
to cause the voca l folds to vibrate. The vibrations arealtered by modulating the tension on the vocal folds a nd
by changing the degree of glottal opening. This alteration of the vib ratio ns produces so unds of different
pitch.
The ventricular folds located above the vocal folds are the
"false vocal cords"

Above the vocal folds is an elongated recess in the larynx called the ventricle. Immediately above the ventricle
is another pair of mucosal folds, the ventl'icular folds, or
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In human respiratory mucosa, ciliated pseudostratlfled epithelium may change to stratified squamous epithelium. This transformation is a normal occurrence on the rounded, more exposed
portions of the turbinates, on the vocal folds, and in certain other
regions. Changes in the character of the respiratory epithelium
may, however, occur in other ciliated epithelial sites when the
pattern of airflow is altered or when forceful airflow occurs, as in
chronic coughing. Typically, in chronic bronchitis and bronchiectasis, the respiratory epithelium changes in certain regions to a
stratified squamous form. The altered epithelium is more resistant to physical stress and insult, but it is less effective functionally. In smokers, a similar epithelial change occurs. Initially, tile
cilia on ciliated cells lose their synchronous beating pattern due
to noxious elements in smoke. As a result, removal of mucus is

vocal is
muscle

voealis
muscle

,.' . . r"
v

a

//

vocal, ,
ligament •

FIG URE 18.4

Photomicrograph of a frontal section of the larynx. a. This photomicrograph shows three parts of the larynx: the vestibule
above the ventricular folds, the ventricles between the vestibular
folds and superior to the vocal folds, and the lnfraglottic cavity
that extends from the vocal folds to the cricoid cartilage_ Note
that mucous glands are prominent in the ventricular folds and
are covered by the typical pseudostratlfled ciliated epithelium.
The vocal fold is composed of the epithelium, vocal liga ment,
and underlying vocalis muscle. Numerous lymph nodules are
also present within the mucosa of the larynx (arrows). x 10.
b. High magnification of the area of the ventricular fold indicated

by the upper rectangle in a shows on the left the pseudostratified
ciliated epit11elium that lines most of the larynx. Many nonsmoking adults and virtually all smokers exhibit patches of stratified squamous epithelium, as seen on the right of the micrograph. x 240. c. High magnification of the area of the vocal fold
indicated by the lower rectangle in a reveals normal stratified
squamous epithelium at this site. Just beneath the epitheli um is
the connective tissue known as Rein ke's space. This clinically important site lacks lymphatic vessels and is poorly vascularized.
The vocal ligament, inscribed by the dashed line, is seen at the
bottom of the micrograph. x 240.

resonance.

Stratified squamous and ciliated pseudostratified columnar
epithelium line the larynx

The luminal surface of the vocal cords is covered with
stratified squamous epitheliu m, as is most of the epiglottis.
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impaired. To compensate, the individual begins to cough, thereby
facilitating tile expulsion of accumulated mucus in the airway,
particularly in the trachea. With time, the number of ciliated cells
decreases because of chronic coughing. This reduction in ciliated
cells further impairs the normal epithelium and results in its re·
placement with stratified squamous epithelium at affected sites in
tile airway.
Epithelial alterations of this kind are referred to as metaplasia,
i.e., a reversible change from one type of fully differentiated adult
cell to a different type of adu lt cell. A given mature cell does not
cl1ange to another type of mature cell; rather, basal cell proliferation gives rise to the new differentiated cell type. These cellular
changes are considered to be controlled and adaptive.

tween the free ends of the C-shaped cartilages at the posterior border of the trachea, adjacent to the esophagus.

The epitheliu m serves to protect the mucosa from abrasion
caused by the rapidly moving air stream . The rest of the
lar ynx is lined with the ciliated, pseudostratified columnar
epithelium that characterizes the respiratory tract (see Fig.
18.4). T he connecti ve tissue of the la rynx contains mixed
m ucosero us glands that secrete tlu·ough ducts onto the laryngeal surface.

Tracheal Epithelium

9TRACHEA

Ciliated columnar cells, muco us (goblet) cells, and basal
cells are the principa l cell types in the tracheal epitheli um
(Figs. 18.6 and 18.7). Brush cells are a lso present but in
small numbers, as are small granule cells.

The trachea is a short, flexible, air tube about 2.5 em in diameter and about 10 em long. It serves as a cond uit fo r air;
additionally, its wall assists in conditioni ng inspired air_
The trachea extends from the larynx to about the middle
of the tho rax, where it divides into the two main (primary)
bronchi. The lumen of the trachea stays open because of
the arra ngement of the ser ies of cartilaginous rings.
The wall of the trachea consists of four definable layers:'

• Mucosa, composed of a ciliated, pseudostratified epitheliu m and an elastic, fiber-rich lam ina propria

• Submucosa, composed of a slightly denser connective
tissue tha n the lamina propria

• Cartilaginous layer, composed of C-shaped hyali ne cartilages

• Adventitia, composed of connective tissue that binds the
trac hea to adjacent structures

false vocal cords (see Fig. 18.5). T hese fo lds do not have
the intrinsic m uscular investment of the tr ue voca l cords
and, therefore, do not modulate in phonatio n. They a nd
the ventricle, however, a re importa nt in creati ng sound
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A unique feature of the trachea is the presence of a ser ies of C-shaped hyaline cartilages that are stacked one on
top of each other to form a supporting structure (Fig.
18.5). These cartilages, which might be described as a
skeletal framework, prevent collapse of the tracheal lumen, particula rly during expiration . Fibroelastic tissue and
smooth muscle, the trachealis muscle, bridge the gap be-

Tracheal epithelium is similar to respiratory epithelium in
other parts of t he conducting airway

• Ciliated cells, the most numerous of the tracheal cell
types, extend through the full thickness of the epithelium. Cilia appear in histologic sections as short, hairlike profiles projecting from the apical surface. Each cell
has approximately 250 cilia. Immediately below the cilia
is a dark line formed by the aggregated ciliary basal bodies (Fig. 18.8). The cilia provide a coordinated sweeping
motion of the m ucous coat hom the farthest reaches of
the air passages toward the pha rynx. In effect, the ciliated cells function as a "m ucociliary escalator" that
serves as an im portant protective mec hanism for removing small inha led particles from the lungs.
• Mucous cells are similar in appearance to intestinal goblet cells and are, thus, often referred to by the same
na me. T hey are interspersed among the ciliated cells and
also extend through the full thickness of the epithelium
(see Fig. 18.8). They are readily seen in the light microscope after they ha ve accum ulated mucinogen granules
in thei r cyto plasm. Although the mucinogen is typically
washed out in hematoxylin and eosin (H &E) preparations, the identity of the cell is made apparent by the remaining clear area in the cytoplasm and the lack of cilia
at the a pica I surface. In contrast to cilia ted cells, the
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FIGURE 18.5

Photomicrograph of a section of the trachea and esophagus. a. This
specimen, obtained from an elderly individual, shows the relationship
between the trachea and the esophagus at the base of the neck. The
cartilaginous tracheal rings, which keep the trachea patent, have a cshaped appearance. The cartilage gap, where the trachea is adjacent
to the esophageal wall, is spanned by a fibroelastic membrane. It contains the trachealis muscle and numerous seromucous glands. In this
specimen, the tracheal ring has been transformed, in part, to bone, a
process that occurs in aging. The darker-staining material represents

cartilage, whereas the lighter-staining material has been replaced by
bone tissue. The very light areas (arrows) are marrow spaces. x 3.25.
b. This high-magnification photomicrograpl1 shows an area of
the tracheal ring that has partially transformed into bone. The top
of the micrograph shows the tracheal mucosa and submucosa. Below
is part of the tracheal ring. In this particular region, however, a substantial portion of the cartilage has been replaced by bone tissue and
marrow. The bone tissue exhibits typical lamellae and osteocytes. The
cartilage tissue, in contrast, exhibits nests of chondrocytes. x 100.

number of mucous cells increases durjng chronic in·itation of the a ir passages.
• Brush cells have the same general features as those described for the respiratory epithelium of tbe nasal cavity
(Fig. 18.9a). They are columnar cells that bear blunt microvilli. The basal surface of the cells is in synaptic contact
with an afferent nerve ending (epitheliodendr itic synapse) .
Thus, the brush cell is regarded as a receptor cell.
• Small granule cells are respiratory representa tives of the
general class of enteroendocri.ne cells of the gut and gut deri vatives (Fig. 1 8.9b). T heir presence is explained by the development of the respiratory tract and lungs fro m an evagination of the primitive foregut. Small gra nule cells usually
occur singly in the trachea and are sparsely dispersed
among the other cell types. Tbey are difficult to distinguish
from basal cells in the light microscope without specia l
techniq ues such as silver staining, which reacts with the
granules. The nucleus is located near the basement membrane; the cytoplasm is somewhat more extensive than that
of the smaller basal cells. With the transmission electron

mjcroscope (TEM), a thin, tapering cytoplasmic process is
sometimes observed extending to the lumen. Also, with the
TEM, the cytoplasm exhibits numerous, membranebounded, dense-core granules. In one type of small granule
cell the secretion is a catecholamine. A second cell type produces polypeptide hormones such as serotonin, calcitonin,
and gastrin-releasing peptide (bombesin). Some small granule cells appear to be innervated. The fLmction of these cells
is not well understood. Some are present in groups in association with nerve fibers, forming neuroepithelia l bodies,
which are thought to function in reflexes regulati1~g the airway or vascular ca liber.
• Basal cells serve as a reserve cell population that maintai ns individual cell replacement in the epjthelium. Basa l
cells tend to be prominent because their nuclei form a
row in close prox imity to the basal lamina. Although
nuclei of other cells reside at this same general level
with in the epithelium, they are relatively sparse. Thus,
most of the nuclei near the basement membrane belong
to basal cells.

FIGURE 18.6

Electron micrograph of human trachea. This electron micrograph
shows t11e three main cell types of this respiratory epithelium. They
are represented by ciliated epithelial cells extending to the surface,
where they possess cilia; goblet cells with mucinogen granules; and

basal cells, which are confined to the basal portion of the epithelial
layer near the connective tissue. x 1,800. (Courtesy of Dr. Johannes A.
G. Rl1odin.)

Basement Membrane and Lamina Propria

usually appears as a glassy or homogeneo us light-staining
layer approximately 25 to 40 IJ.m th ick (see Fig. 18.8 ).
Electron microscopy reveals that it consists of densely
packed collageno us fibe rs that lie immediately under the
epithelia l basal lamina . Structurally, it can be regarded as
an unusually thick and dense reticular la mina and , as such,
is part of the lamina propria. In smokers, particularl y

A thick "basement membrane" is characteristic of tracheal
epithelium

Located beneath the tracheal epithelium is a distinctive
layer typically referred to as a " basement membrane." lt
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The boundary between mucosa and submucosa is defined by
an elastic membrane

Interspersed among the collagenous fibers are numerous
elastic fibers. Where the lamina propria ends, the elastic
material is more extensive, and in specimens stained for
these fibers, a distinct band of elastic material is seen. This
band or elastic membrane marks the boundary between
the lamina propria and submucosa . In H&E preparations,
however, the boundary is not obvious.
The submucosa is unlike that of most other o rgans,
where this connective tiss ue typically has a dense charac-

junctional
complex
glycogen

mitochondria

those who experience chron ic coughing, this layer may be
considerably thicker, a response to mucosal irritation.
The lamina propria, excluding that part just designated
as basement membrane, appears as a typical loose connective tissue. It is very cellular, containing numerous lymphocytes, many of which infiltrate the epithelium. Plasma
cells, mast cells, eosinophils, and fibrobl.a sts are the other
cel l types readily observed in this layer. Lymphatic tissue,
in both diffuse and nodular forms, is consistently present

in the lamina propria and submucosa of the tracheal wall.
It is a lso present in other parts of the respiratory system involved primarily with air conduction. This lymphatic tissue is the developmental and functional equivalent of the

bronchus-associated lymphatic tissue (BALT) .

ter. In the trachea, the submucosa is a relatively loose connective tissue similar in appearance to the lamina propria,
which makes it difficult to determine where it begins. Diffuse lymphatic tissue and lymphatic nodu les characteristically extend into this layer from the lamina propria . The
submucosa contains the larger distributing vessels and
lymphatics of the tracheal wall.
Submucosal glands composed of mucus-secreting acini
with serous demilunes are also present in th e submucosa.
Their ducts consist of a simple cuboidal epithelium and extend through the lamina propria to deliver their product,
largely glycoproteins, on the epithelial surface. The glands
are especially numerous in the cartilage-free gap on the
posterior portion of the trachea. Some penetrate the muscle layer at this site and, therefore, also lie in the adventitia. The submucosal layer ends where its connective tissue
fibers blend with the perichondrium of the cartilage layer.
The tracheal cartilages and trachealis muscle separate

a

FIGURE 18.7
Scanning electron micrograph of t he luminal surface of a bronchus.
The nonciliated cells are the goblet cells (G). Their surface is characterized by small blunt microvilli that give a stippled appearance to the
cell at this low magnification. The cilia of the many ciliated cel ls occupy the remainder of the micrograph. Note how all are · synchronously" arrayed (i.e., uniformly leaning in the same direction) appearing just as they were when fixed at a specific moment during their
wave-like movement. x 1,200.
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FIGURE 18.8
Photomicrograph of tracheal epithelium. Three major cell types are
evident in t11e tracheal epithelium (Ep): ciliated columnar cells; mucussecreting goblet cells (G) interspersed between the ciliated cells; and
basa l cells, which are close to the basement membrane (BM). The ciliated columnar cells extend from t he basement membrane to the surface. At their free surface they contain numerous cilia that, toget11er,
give the surface a brush-like appearance. At the base of the cilia is a
dense eosinophilic line. This is due to the linear aggregation of structures referred to as basal bodies, located at the proximal end of each
cilium. Although basement membranes are not ordinarily seen in H&E
preparations, a structure identified as such is seen regularly under the
epithelium in the human trachea. The underlying lamina propria (LP)
consists of loose connective tissue. The more deeply located submucosa (SM) contains dense irregular connective tissue with blood and
lymphatic vessels, nerves, and numerous mucus-secreting tracheal
glands. x 400.
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The tracheal cartilages, which number about 16 to 20 in
humans, represent the next layer of the tracheal wall. As
noted, the cartilages are C shaped. They sometimes anastomose with adjacent cartilages, but their arrangement
provides flexibility to the tracheal pipe and also maintains
patency of the lumen. With age, the hyaline cartilage may
be partially replaced by bone tissue (see Fig. 18.5), causing
it to lose much of its flexibility.
The adventitia, the outer layer, lies peripheral to the cartilage rings and trachealis muscle. It binds the trachea to adjacent structures in the neck and mediastinum and contains
the largest blood vessels and nerves that supply the tracheal
wall, as well as the larger lymphatics that drain the wall.

\}BRONCHI

~

'

b
mitochondria
FIGURE 18.9
Diagram of a brush cell and small granule cell. a. The brush cell, as illustrated here, is interposed between type I and type II alveolar cells
of an alveolus. Blunt microvilli are distinctive features of the brush
cell. The cytoplasm typically shows a Golgi apparatus, lysosomes, mitochondria, and glycogen inclusions. b. This small granule cell is
shown located between two Clara cells, as in a terminal or respiratory
bronchiole. Tile cell contains small secretory vesicles, most of which
are in the basal portion of t11e cell. In addition to the vesicles, the most
conspicuous organelles of the cell are rough-surfa ced endoplasmic
reticulum (rER), a Golgi apparatus, and mitochondria. A nerve terminal is shown within the epithelium adjacent to the cell.

T he trachea divides into two branches forming the main
(primary) bronchi. Anatomically, these divisions are more
frequently described as simply the right and left main
bronchi, terms that are more useful beca use of the physical difference between the two. The right bronch us is
wider and significantly shorter than the left. On entering
the hilum of the lung, each main bronchus divides into the
lobar bronchi (secondary bmnchi). The left lung is divided
into two lobes; the right lung is divided into three lobes.
Thus, the righ t bronchus divides into three lobar bronchial
branches, and the left into two lobar bronchial branches,
with each branch supplying one lobe. The left lung is further divided into 8 bronchopulmonary segments and the
right lung into 10 such segments. Thus, in the right lung
the lobar bronchi give rise to 10 segmental bronchi (tertiary bronchi); the lobar bronchi of the left lung give rise to
8 segmental bronchi.
A segmenta l bronchus and the lung parenchyma that it
supplies constitute a bronchofJubnonary segment. The sig-
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nificance of the bronchopulmonary segment in the human
lung becomes apparent when considering the need for surg ica l resection, which may be required in certain disease
states. The segments, each with its own blood supply and
connective tissue septa, are convenient subunits that facilitate surgical resection.
Initially, the bronchi have the same general histologic
structure as the trachea. At the point where the bronchi enter the lungs to become intrapulmonary bronchi, the structure of the bronchial wall changes. The carti lage rings are
replaced by cartilage plates of irregular shape. The p lates
are distributed in a linear array around the entire circumference of the wa ll, giving the bronchi a circular or cylindrical shape in contrast to the ovoid shape with a flattened
posterior wall of the trachea. As the bronchi decrease in
size because of branching, the cartilage plates become
smaller and less numerous. The plates ultimately disappear
at the point where the airway reaches a diameter of about
1 mm, whereupon the branch is designated a bronchiole.

CHAPTER 1 8

• Adventitia is moderately dense connective tissue that is

BRONCHIOLES

The bronchopulmonary segments are further subdivided
into pulmonary lobules; each lobule is supplied by a bronchiole. Delicate connective tissue septa that partially separate adjacent lobules may be represented on the surface
of the lung as faintly outlined polygonal areas. Pulmonary
acini are smaller units of structure that make up the lobules. Each acinus consists of a terminal bronchiole and
the respiratory bronchioles and alveoli that it aerates (see
Fig. 18.10). The smallest functional unit of pulmonary
structure is thus the respiratory bronchiolar unit. It con-

Bronchi can be identified by their cartilage plates and a circular
layer of smooth muscle

The second change observed in the wa ll of the intrapulmonary bronchus is the addition of smooth muscle to form
a complete circumferential la yer. The smooth muscle becomes an increasingly conspicuous layer as the amount of
cartilage diminishes. Initially, the smooth muscle is
arranged in interlacing bundles forming a continuous
layer. In the smaller bronchi, the smooth muscle may appear discontinuous.
Beca use the smooth muscle forms a separate Ia yer,
namely, a muscularis, the wall of the bronchus can be regarded as having five layers:

secretory vesicles
FIGURE 18.11
Scanning electron micrograph of a terminal bronchiole. This scanning photomicrograph shows a longitudinal section throughout the
terminal bronchiole and surrounding alveoli (A). Note that the apical
surfaces of the Clara cells possess no cilia and have a characteristic
dome-shaped appearance. x 150. The inset shows some of the Clara
cells at a higher magnification and the cilia of a neighboring ciliated
cell, which are present in very small numbers at this level. Note the
relatively few cilia present on these small cells. Xl ,200.

• Mucosa, composed of a pseudostratified epithelitun with
the same cellular composition as the trachea. The height
of the cells decreases as the bronchi decrease in diameter. In H &E specimens the "basement membrane" is
conspicuous in the primary bronchi but quickly diminishes in thickness and disappears as a discrete structure.
The la mina propria is simi lar to that of the trachea but
is reduced in amount in proportion to the diameter of
the bronchi.
• Muscularis, a continuous layer of smooth muscle in the
larger bronchi. It is more attenuated and loosely organized in smaller bronchi, w here it may appear discontinuous because of its spiral course. Contraction of the
muscle maintains the appropriate diameter of the airway.
• Submucosa remains as a relatively loose connective tissue. Glands are present as well as adipose tissue in the
larger bronchi.
• Cartilage layer consists of discontinuous cartilage plates
that become sma ller as the bronchial diameter diminishes .
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duct narrows. Goblet cells are still present in the largest
bronchioles but are not present in the terminal bronchioles
that follow. An exception is in smokers and others exposed
to irritants in the air. There are no subepithelial glands in
bronchioles. Cartilage plates, characteristic of bronchi, are
absent in bronchioles. Instead, small elements of cartilage
may be present, particularly at branching points. A relatively thick layer of smooth muscle is present in the wall of
all bronchioles.
Sma ll bronchioles have a simple cuboidal epithelium.
The smallest conducting bronchioles, the terminal bronchioles, are lined with a simple cuboidal epithelium in
which Clara cells are interspersed among the ciliated cells
(see Fig. 18.11). Clara cells increase in number as the ciliated cells decrease along the length of the bronchiole. Occasional brush cells and small granule cells are also present. A small amount of connective tissue underlies the
epithelium, and a circumferential layer of smooth muscle
und erlies the connective tissue in the conducting portions.
Clara cells are nonciliated cells that have a characteristic
rounded or dome-shaped apical surface projection. They
display TEM characteristics of protein-secreting cells (Fig.
18.12). They have a well-developed basal rER, a lateral or
supranuclear Golgi apparatus, secretory granules that stain
for protein, an d numerous cisternae of sER in the apical

continuous with that of adjacent structures, such as pulmonary artery and lung parenchyma.
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sists of a single respiratory bronchiole and the alveoli that
it supplies.
mitochondrion

Bronchiolar Structure
FIGURE 18.10
Photomicrograph showing the respiratory portion of the bronchial
tree. In this photomicrograph a terminal bronchiole (TB) is shown longitudinally sectioned as it branches into two respiratory bronchioles
(RB). The terminal bronchiole Is the most distal part of the conducting
portion of the respiratory system and is not engaged in gas exchange.
The respiratory bronchiole engages in gas exchange and is the beginning of the respiratory portion of tile bronchial tree. Respiratory
bronchioles give rise to alveolar ducts (AD), whicll are elongate airways that have almost no walls, only alveoli surrounding the duct
space. Alveolar sacs (AS) are spaces at the termination of the alveolar
ducts that, likewise, are surrounded by alveoli. x 120.

Bronchioles are air-conducting ducts that measure 1 mm
or less in diameter. The larger bronchioles represent
branches of the segmental bronchi. These ducts branch repeatedly, giving rise to the smaller terminal bronchioles
that also branch. The terminal bronchioles finally give rise
to the l'espimtory bmnchioles.
Cartilage plates and glands are not present in bronchioles

The larger-diameter bronchioles initially have a ciliated,
pseudostratified colu mnar epithelium that gradually transforms into a simple ciliated columnar epithelium as the
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basallamina

FIGURE 18.12
Diagram of a Clara cell between bronchiolar ciliated epithelial cells.
Tile nucleus is in a basal location. Rough-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum (rER), a Golgi apparatus, and mitochondria are chiefly in basa l
and paranuclear locations of tile cell. Smooth-surfaced endoplasmic
reticul um (sER) and secretory vesicles are cl1iefly in the apical cytoplasm. One of the secretory vesicles is st1own discharging its contents
onto the surface of the cell.
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Cystic fibrosis (mucoviscidosis) is a chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease of children and young adults. It is an autosomal recessive
disorder that affects the viscosity of the secretion of the exocrine
glands. Almost all exocrine glands secrete abnormally viscid mucus
that obstructs the glands and their excretory ducts. The primary
cause of cystic fibrosis is a genetic defect in the Cl- channel protein,
which results in abnormal epithelial transport of o-.
The course of the disease is largely determined by the degree of
pulmonary Involvement. At birth, the lungs are normal. However,
the defective o- channel protein in t11e bronchial epithelium causes

decreased a- secretion and Increased Na + and water reabsorption
from the lumen (Fig. 18.13). As a result, the ' mucociliary escalator'
malfunctions, with consequent accumulation of an unusually thick,
viscous mucous secretion. The pulmonary lesion is probably initiated by obstruction of the bronchioles. Bronchiolar obstruction
blocks the airways and leads to thickening of the bronchiole walls
and to other degenerative changes In the alveoli. Because fluids remain trapped in the lungs, individuals with cystic fibrosis have fre·
quent respiratory tract infections. The recent cloning of the cystic fibrosis gene could lead to the use of gene therapy in the future.
normal mucus

C lara cells predo minate. O ccasional brush cells a nd densecore gran ule cells a re a lso present a long the le ngth of the
respiratory bronch iole. Scattered , t hin-wa lled o utpocketings, alveoli, extend from t he lumen of t he respiratory
bronchioles (see Fig. 1 8. 10). A lveo li are the sites a t w hich
air leaves and enters t he bronchi o le to a llow gas exchange.

\}ALVEOLI
Alveoli are the site of gas exchange
The surface a rea available for gas exchange is increased
by the lung alveoli. Alveoli ar e the termi na l air spaces of
t he respira tory system a nd are the actual s ites of gas exchange between the air a nd th e blood. Each a lveo lus is surrounded by a network of capillaries that brings b lood into
close prox imity to inha le d air inside the a lveolus. About
150 to 250 mi llion a lveoli a re fo und in each adu lt lung;
their combined internal surface area is approx ima tely 75
m 2 , rough ly the size of a tenn is court. Each a lveolus is a
thi n-walled polyhedral chamber approximately 0.2 mm in
dia m eter that is con flue nt with a n a lveolar sac (Fig. 18.14).

• Alveolm· ducts are e lon gate airways that have a lmost no
walls, only a lveoli, as their perip heral boundary. Rings

ABSORPTIVE CELL IN CYSTIC FIBROSIS

GOBLET CELL

NORMAL ABSORPTIVE CELL

FIGURE 18.13

Schematic diagram of pathology in cystic fibrosis. In cystic fibrosis, secretion of o- anions into the lumen of the bronchial tree is
markedly decreased because of a defective or nonexistent chloride channel protein. Na+ resorption from the lumen of the
bronchial tree is then increased, causing movement of water into

cytoplasm. C la ra cells secrete a s urface-active agent, a
li poprotei n, that prevents luminal a dhesion sho uld the
wa ll of t he a irway collapse on itself, particula rly d u ring expiration. In addition, Clara cells prod uce a 16-kDa p rotei n
known as Clara cell pmtein (CC16), wh ich is a n abundant
componen t of t he airway secretion. CC 16 is used as a
meas urable pu lm o nar y m arker in bronc hoalveola r lavage
fluid and serum. Secretion of CC1 6 into the bronch ial tree
decreases in lung inj ury (beca use of da mage of C lara cells),
while se rum levels o f CC16 may increase beca use of leakage across the a ix- blood ba rrier.

the cell. As a result, the mucous layer within the bronchial tree becomes dehydrated and viscous. This thick mucus is difficult to
move by the mucoci liary escalator mechanism, and it clogs the lumen of the bronchial tree, obstructing airflow.

Bronchiolar Function
Respiratory bronchioles are the first part of the bronchial tree
that allows gas exchange
R esp irat ory bronchioles constitute a tra nsitional zone in
the r espirator y system; they are invo lved in both a ir cond uc tio n and gas exchange. T hey have a narrow diameter
a nd a re lined by cuboida l epi t he liu m . The epitheJjum of
t he init ia l segments of the respirato ry bronchioles conta ins
both c iliated cells and C lara cells (see Fig. 18.11 ). D istall y,

FIGURE 18.14

Photomicrograph showing an alveolar sac with adjacent alveoli.
This photomicrograph shows the terminal components of the respiratory system, namely, the alveolar sac (AS) and the surrounding alveoli (A). The alveoli are surrounded and separated fro m one another
by a thin connective tissue layer, the interalveolar septa, containing
blood capillaries. On the right is the lung surface, which is covered by
visceral pleura containing simple squamous epithelium a nd a n underlying layer of connective tissue. x360.
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of smooth mu scle are present in the ·kn ob-like interalveolar septa (see below).
• Alveolar sacs are spaces s urrounded b y cluster s of alveo li. The surroun ding a lveoli open into these s paces.
Alveolar sacs usually occu r at the terminatio n of a n alveolar duct but may occu r anywhere a long its length. Alveoli
are surrounded and separated from o ne a nother by a n exceedingly thin connective tissue layer that contains blood
capillaries. The tiss ue between adjacent a lveo la r air spaces
is called the alveolar septum or septal wall (Fig. 18.15 ).
Alveolar epithelium is composed of type I and II alveolar ce lls
and occasional brush ce lls
The a lveola r su rface fo rms a vu lnera ble bio logic inter face that is subject to many destabiliz ing s urface forces a nd
to continuous exposu re to inhaled particles, pathogens,
and toxins. T he a lveola r e pithelium is composed of sever al
specialized cells a nd their products, some of w hich play defensive and protective ro les:

• Type I alveolar cells, a lso known as type I p11-eumocytes,
are extremely thin squa m o us cells t hat line most (95%)
of the surface of the a lveo li (see Fig. 18.15). These cells
are joined to one a n other a nd to the o ther cells of the
a lveolar epitheli um by occl uding junctio ns (Fig. 1 8. 16).
T he junctions fo rm a n effective ba rrier b etween the a ir
space a nd th e compo ne nts of th e septal wa ll. Type I
a lveo lar cells are not capa ble of cell d ivision.
• Type II alveolar cells, a lso called type II pneumocytes or
septal cells, a re secretory cells. These cuboidal cells are intersp ersed among the type I cells but tend to congregate at
septal junctions. Type II cells are as numerous as type T
cells, but because of their different shape they cover o nly
about 5% of the a lveolar a ir surface. Like C la ra cells, type
ll cells tend to bulge into the a ir space (see Fig. 18.16).
T heir apica l cytoplasm is fi lled w ith granules that are resolved w ith the TEM (Fig. 18.17) as stacks of parallel
membrane lamellae, the lamellar bodies. They are rich in
a mixture of p hospho lipids, neutral lipids, and p roteins
th at is secreted by exocytosis to form an a lveola r lining,
sur face-active agent called surfactant. In a dd it io n to secretion of surfactant, type ll a lveolar cells are progenitor cells
for type I a lveolar cells. Foll owing lung injury, they p roliferate and restore both types of a lveolar cells within the
a lveolus. H yperplasia of type II a lveola r cells is a n important ma rke r of a lveolar injury and repair of a lveoli.
· • Brush cells a re a lso present in the a lveo lar wa ll, but th ey
are few in nu mber. T hey may serve as receptors t hat
mo nito r a ix q ual ity in the lu ng.
Surfactant decreases the a lveolar surface tension and actively
participates in the clearance of foreign materials
The s urfact ant layer produced by type II a lveolar cells
reduces the s urface ten sion at the a ir-epithelium in terface.
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FIGURE 18.15
Electron micrograph of lung alveoli. This electron micrograph shows
two alveolar spaces separated by an alveolar septum containing capillaries, some of which contain red blood cells. Note the areas of thin
and thick portions of the alveolar septum. These are shown at a

The most critical agent for ai_r space sta bility is a specific phosp ho lipid ca lled dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholi11e
(DPPC), which accounts for almost all surface tensionreducing properties of surfacta nt. Smfactant synthesis in the
fetus occu rs after t he 35th week of gestation an d is modulated by a va riety of hormones, including cortisol, insulin ,
prolactin, and t hyroxine. Without adequa te secr etion of
surfacta nt, the a lveoli would collapse on each successive exhala tion. Such collapse occurs in premature infants w hose
lungs have not developed sufficiently to produce sur factant,
ca usi ng neona ta l respi ratory distress syndrome (RDS). Prop hylactic administratio n of exogenous surfactan t a t birth to
extremely prem ature infants and admi nistration to symptomatic newbo rns reduces the risk of RDS. In add ition, administrati on of cortisol to mothers wi th t hreatened premature de li very decreases neonatal mortality.

higher magnification in Figure 18.19. x 5,800. inset. Photomicrograph
of an alveolus for comparison with the alveolar wall as seen in an
electron micrograph. Arrows indicate alveolar capillaries containing
red blood cells. x 480.

FIGURE 18.16
Electron micrograph of a type 11 alveolar cell. The type II alveolar cell
has a dome-shaped apical surface w ith a number of short microvilli
at its periphery and a relatively smooth-contoured apical center. The
latera l cell margins are overlain to a variable degree by the type I

alveolar cells that are joined to the ty pe II cell by occluding j unctions.
Both cell types rest on the basal lamina (BL). The secretory vesicles (G)
in tills specimen are largely dissolved, but their lamellar character Is
shown to advantage in Figure 18.17b. X24,000.

Surfactant proteins help organize the surfactant layer and
modulate alveolar immune responses

• Surfactant protein C (SP-C), which represents only 1%

In add ition to phospholipids, hyd rop hobic proteins are
necessary for the structure and function of surfacta nt.
These proteins ar e

of th e tota l mass of surfactant protein. Along w ith SP-B,
SP-C a ids in orientation of DPPC within the surfactant
and ma intenance of the t hin film layer w ith in t he alveoli.
• Sur{actautprotei11 D (SP-D), a primary protei n involved
in host d efense. It binds to vari ous microorganisms (e.g.,
Gram- negative bacteria) and to lymphocytes. SP-D participates in a local inflammatory response as t he result of
acute lung injury and with SP-A mo dulates a n allergic
response to various i nha led antigens.

• Stufactant protei11 A (SP-A), the most abundant

~urfac

ta nt protein. SP-A is responsible fo r su rfacta n t ho meostasis (regul ating synthesis a nd secretion of surfactant
by type II a lveolar cells). It a lso modu lates immune r esponses to viruses, bacteri a, and fungi.
• Sur{actautpmtei11 B (SP-B), an important protein for t he
transformatio n o f t he lamella r bod y into the th in su rface
film of surfacta nt. SP-B is a critical surfactant-organizing
protein responsible for adsorptio n and spreading of surfactant onto the surface of the alveolar epithelium.

The alveolar septum is the site of the air-blood barrier

T he air-blood barrie1' refers to the cells and cell products across w hi ch gases m ust d iffuse between the alveo-

lar and ca pillary compa rtm ents. T he t hinnest a ir- blood
barrier co nsists of a thin layer of surfactant, a type I ep it helial cell a nd its basa l lam ina, and a capi lla ry endothelial cell and its basa l lam ina. Often, these two basa l
laminae are fused (Fig. 18 .18 ). Connective tissue cells
and fibers that may be present between the two basa l
lam inae widen the air-blood barrier. These two arra nge·men ts produce a thi11 portiou and a thick portiou o f the
barrier (Fig. 18. 19). It is though t tha t most gas excha nge
occur s acr oss the thin po rti on of the ba rrier. T he th ick
po rtion is th ough t to be a site in w hich tiss ue fluid ca n
accu mu late a nd eve n cr oss into the alveolus. Lymphatic
vessels in the connecti ve tissue of the ter minal bronchioles drain fluid that accumula tes in t he thick portion of
t he septum.
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capillary lumen

surfactant discharged
into lumen of alveolus

a
FIGURE 18.17
Diagram of a type II alveolar cell and electron micrograph of lamellar bodies. a. surfactant is an oily mixture of proteins, phospholipids,
and neutral lipids that are synthesized in the rER from precursors in
the blood. These precursors are glucose, fatty acids, choline, and
amino acids. The protein constituents of surfa ctant are produced in
the rER and stored in the cytoplasm within lamellar bodies, which are
discharged into the lumen of the alveolus. With the aid of surfactant

protein, surfactant is distributed, on the surface of epithelial cells lin·
ing the alveolus, as a thin film that reduces the surface tension.
b. Higher-magnification electron micrograph showing the typical
lamellar pattern of the secretory vesicles of type II alveolar cells. Tl1ese
vesicles contain the pulmonary surfa ctant precursor proteins.
x38,000. (Courtesy of Dr. A. Mercuri.)

basal
lamina
type I
alveolar cell
$

FIGURE 18.18
Diagram of the interatveolar septum. This diagram shows the thick

endothelial _ _
cells

_

and thin portions of the interalveolar septum. The thin portion forms
the air-blood barrier and is responsible for most of the gas exchange
that occurs in the lung. Arrows indicate the direction of C02 and 0 2 ex·
change between the alveolar air space and the blood. Tl1e thick por·
tion of the interalveolar septum plays an important role in fluid distribution and its dynamics. It contains connective tissue cells. Note the
macrophage in the thick portion that extends its processes into the lumen of the alveolus.

FIGURE 18.19
Electron micrograph of the alveolar septum. This high-magnification
micrograph shows the thin portion of the air-blood barrier where it
consists of type I alveolar cells, capillary endothelium, and the fused
basal lamina shared by both cells. In the thick portion, the type 1 alve-

alar cell (arrows) rests on a basal lamina, and on the opposite side is
connective tissue in which collagen fibrils and elastic fibers are evi·
dent. x 33,000.
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Alveolar macrophages remove inhaled particulate matter from
the air spaces and red blood cells from the septum

Emphysema is a condition of the lung characterized by permanent
enlargement of the air spaces distal to the terminal bronchiole. This
en largement is caused by chronic obstruction of airflow, most of·
ten because of narrowing of the bronchioles, and is accompanied
by destruction of the alveolar wall (Fig. 18.20). Thus, significant
area for gas exchange is lost in this disease. Emphysema is rela·
tively common; it is seen in about half of all autopsies and is eas·
ily recognized. Pathologists identify several types of emphysema.
The severity of the disease is clinically more important, however,
than recognition of the specific type. Emphysema is often caused
by chronic inhalations of foreign particulate material such as coa l

dust, textile fibers, and construction dust. The most common cause,
however, is cigarette smoking.
The destruction of the alveolar wall may be associated with ex·
cess lysis of elastin and other structural proteins in the alveolar
septa. Elastase and other proteases are derived from lung neu·
trophils, macrophages, and monocytes. A specific genetic disease,
CY1 ·antitrypsin deficiency, causes a particularly severe form of em·
physema in both heterozygous and homozygous individuals. It is
usually fatal in homozygotes if untreated, but its severity can be re·
duced by supplying the enzyme inhibitor exogenously.

Alveolar macrophages are unusual in that they function both in the connective tissue of the septum and in
the air space of the a lveolus (Fig. 18.21 ). In a ir spaces,
they scavenge the surface to remove inhaled particulate
matter, e.g., dust and pollen, thus giving them one of
their alternate names, dust cells. Alveolar macrophages
are derived from blood monocytes a nd belong to the
mononuclear phagocytotic system (page 144). They
phagocytize red blood cells that may enter the a lveoli
in heart failure (see Fig. 18.21). Some engorged macrophages pass up the bronchial tree in the mucus and are
disposed of by swallowing or expectoration when they
reach the pharynx. Other macrophages return to or remain in the septa l connective tissue, where, filled with
accumulated phagocytized material , they may remain for
much of an individual's life. Thus, a t a utopsy, the lungs
of urban dwellers as well as smokers will usually show
ma ny alveolar and septal macrophages fil led with carbon
particles, anthracotic p igment, and birefringent needle-

Res pira tory System

like particl es of silica . Alveolar macrophages also phagocytose infectious organisms such as Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which can be recognized in the cells in appropriately sta ined specimens. T hese bacilli are not
digested by macrophages, however, and other infections
or conditions that damage alveola r macrophages can
lead to release of the bacteria and recurrent tuberculosis.
Collateral air circulation through alveolar pores allows air to
pass between alveoli

Scanning electron miCroscopic studies of alveolar
structure show openings in the interalveolar septa that
allow circulation of air from one alveo lus to another.
These alveolar pores (of Kohn) ca n be of great significance in som e pathologic conditions in which obstructive
lung disease blocks the norma l pathway of a ir to the
alveoli. The alveoli distal to the blockage may continue
to be aerated, via the pores, from an a dj acent lobu le or
acmus.
A basic summar y of information related to the respiratory system is included in Table 18.1.

TABLE 18.1. Divisions of the Bronchial Tree and Summary of Its Histologic Features
.
.
goblet ciliated
hyaline smooth
cel ls glands cartilage muscle
epithelium cells

FIGURE 18.20
Photomicrographs of emphysema and pneumonia. a. This pho·
tomicrograph from the lung of an individual with emphysema
shows the partial destruction of interalveolar septa, resulting in
permanent enlargement of the air spaces. Note that the changes
in the lung parenchyma are accompanied by thickening of the
wall of the pulmonary vessels (arrows) and the presence of nu·
merous cells within the air spaces. Th ese cells are the alveolar
macrophages and are shown at higher magnification in Figure
18.21. X 240. b. This photomicrograph from the lung of an individ·
ual in the early stages of acute pneumonia (inflammation of the
lung). Note that the air spaces are filled with exudate containing
white blood cells (mainly neutrophils), red blood cells, and fibrin.
The capillaries in the alveolar septum are enlarged and congested

w ith red blood cells. Pathologists recognize this stage as the red
hepatization stage of the pneumonia. At this stage, the affected
portion of the lung on gross examination appears red (because of
enlarged capillaries), firm (because of the lack of air spaces), and
heavy (because of the presence of exudate within the alveoli); the
term hepatization stems from the tissue's resemblance to the liver.
x 240. inset. Part of an alveolus at a higher magnification. Note
the enlarged, congested capillary within the alveolar septum. The
air space is filled with neutrophils and red blood cells. The lower
right corner shows early organization of the intra-alveolar exudate; observe that the developing fibrin network contains en·
trapped neutrophils and several red blood cells. x 420.
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branches of the pulmonary artery travel with those of the
bronchi and bronchioles and carry blood down to the capillary level at the a lveoli. This blood is oxygenated and collected by pulmonary venous capillaries that join to form
venules. They ultimately form the four pulmonary veins
that return blood to the left atriLUn of the heart. The pulmonary venous system is located at a distance from the respiratory passages at the periphery of the bronchopulmonary segments.
The bronchial circulation, via bronchial arteries that
branch from the aor ta, supplies all of the lung tissue other
than the alveoli, i.e., the walls of the bronchi and bronchioles and the connective tissue of the lung other than that
of the alveolar septum. The finest branches of the
bronchial arterial tree also open into the p ulmonary capillaries. Therefore, the bronchial and pulmonary circulations anastomose at about the level of the junction between the conducting and respiratory passages. Bronchial
veins drain only the connective tissue of the hilar region of
the lungs. Most of the blood reaching the lungs via the
bronchial arteries leaves the lungs via the p ulmonary veins.

'!LYMPHATIC V_E~S_ELS

FIGURE 18.21
Photomicrograph of alveolar macrophages. This high-magnification
photomicrograph shows the structure of the alveolar septum and the
lumen of an alveolus containing alveolar macrophages and red blood
cells. The cytoplasm of the alveolar macrophages, when they are
present in significant numbers, often contains the brown pigment hemosiderin from phagocytosed red blood cells. These hemosiderinlad en macrophages (often called "heart failure cells") are typically
found in heart disease, mostly left ventricular failures that cause pu lmonary congestion and edema. This results in enlargement of the
alveolar capillaries and small hemorrhages into the alveoli. x560.

\I BLOOD SUPPLY
The lung has both pulmonary and bronchial circulations

The pulmonary circulation supplies the capillaries of
the a lveolar septum and is derived from the pulmonary artery that leaves the right ventricle of the heart. The

A dual lymphatic drainage of the lungs parallels the dual
blood supply. One set of lymp hatic vessels drains the
parenchyma of the lung and follows the ai r passages to the
hilum. Lymph nodes are found along the route of the larger
lymphatic vessels. A second set of lymphatic vessels drains
the surface of the lung and travels in the connective tissue
of the visceral pleura, a serous membrane consisting of a
surface mesothelium and the underlying connective tissue.

9 NERVES
Most of the nerves that serve the lung are not visible at the
level of the light microscope. They are components of the
sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system and mediate reflexes that modify the
dimensions of the air passages (and blood vessels) by contraction of the smooth muscle in their walls.

CHAPTER 18

PLATE 65. OLFACTORY MUCOSA
O lfacto ry mucosa is located in the roof and part of the walls of the nasal cavity. Its pseudostratified epithelium is thicker
than that of no nsensory e pithelium, and it serves as the recepto r fo r smell. O lfactory epi thel ium consists of olfactOiy cells, supporting (sustentacular) cells, basal cells, and brush cells (see Fig. 18.3, page 582).
O lfac tory cells are bipolar ne urons. The apex of the cell is expanded into the olfactory vesicle f ro m which nonmotile cilia ,
the actual receptors, extend into surface secreti ons. The base of the cell tapers into an axonal process that enters the lamina
propria and j oins axons from o ther recepto r cells to form the olfactory nerve. Large, cuboidal Schwann cells are a prominent
feature of these axons, giving the nerve an unus ual a ppearance.
Supporting cells are columnar cells with apical mi crovilli . They attac h to the receptor cells tlu-ough adhering junctions and
provide mechanical and metabolic support to the olfac tory cells. Basal c ells a re stem cells from wh ich new olfactory and suppo rting cells differe ntiate. Brush cells are the same cell type that occurs in nonsensory respiratory epithelium.
T he lamina propria is directly contiguous with pe riosteum. lt contains numerous blood and ly mphatic vessels, unmyelinated and myelinated nerves, and olfacto ry (Bowman's) glands. These are tubuloalveolar serous glands whose watery secretio n serves as a trap a nd solvent for odorant substances and continuously washes the olfacto ry surface.

B

Figure 1, olfactory mucosa, human, Azan x 75.

T his low-magnificati on orientation micrograph shows
part of the wall of the nasal cavity. The olfacto ry mucosa
(OM ) and adjacent e thmoid bone (EB) are indicated. The
olfactory mucosa is directly attached to the bone tissue; no
submucosa is present. In thi s specime n, however, the mucosa is separated f rom the bo ne ti ssue because of shrinkage,
a frequently encountered artifact. The olfac to ry epithe lium
(OEp) is pseudostratified, li ke respiratory e pithelium ; how-

B

Figure 2, olfactory mucosa, human, Azan x 375.
At this hi gher magnificati on, it is possible to distingui sh
in a general way the three principal cell types of the olfactory epi thelium o n the basis of nuclear location and appearance, as well as by certain cytoplasmi c characteristics.
For example, the nuclei of the s upporting cells (SC) are re latively dense and are located closest to the epithe lial surface. They are arranged in an almost discrete single layer.
T he supporting cell has a cylind rical shape and extends
from the basement membrane th rough the full thickness of
the e pi thelium. Immediately beneath this layer are the cell
bodi es of the olfactory receptor cells (OC). T hey lie at different levels w ithin the thic kness of the epithelium. C areful
exa minatio n of the nuclei of these bipolar neuro nal cells reveals that they contain more euchro matin th an the nuclei o f
the supporting cells and ofte n ex hibit severa l nucleo li. Tn
thi s preparati o n, the nucleoli appear as small round red
bodi es. In some cases, particul arl y when there is shrinkage,
the thin tapering dendritic process that exte nds to the olfactory surface may be observed. S imilarly, an axonal process

ever, it is typically thicker. Note the resp iratory epithe liu m
(REp) included in the lower right of the micrograph. T he
feature that is most useful in identifyi ng olfactory mucosa
is the presence o f numero us large, unmyel inated nerves (N)
a nd exte nsive olfactory (Bowman's) glands ( BG) in the
connect ive tissue of the mucosa. Note that the adj acent respiratory mucosa lacks the nerves and exhibits a relative
paucity of glands.

may someti mes be observed extendi ng basally. The basal
cells (BC), the least numerous of the principal cell types,
are characterized by the ir small round nuclei and scant cytoplasm. They are irregul arly spaced and lie in proximity to
the basement membrane.
T he lamina propria contains numerous blood vessels
(capillaries [C), veins [V}), ly mphatics, olfactory nerves
(N), and olfactory (Bowman's) glands (BG). T he Bow man's
gla nds are branched tubuloalveolar structures. They exhi bi t
a very small lumen (arrows). T he d uct ele ments extend
fro m the secretory portion of the g land begi nning in close
proxim ity to the overlying e pithelium (arrowhead) and pass
directly through the e pi the lium to deliver their secretions at
the surface. T he ducts a re very short, making it difficult to
ide ntify them. T he very thin axonal processes (AP) of the
olfac tory cells are someti mes ev ident wit hin the lami na
propri a prior to being ensheathed by Schwann cells to form
the prom ine nt olfactory nerves. T he nuclei present withi n
the o lfacto ry nerves represent Schwan n cell nuclei (SeC).

KEY
A (Fig. 1), artery
AP, axonal process
nc, basal cells
BG, Bowman's glands
C, capillary
EB, ethmoid bone
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ES, ethmoid s inus
N, olfactory nerves
OC, olractory cells
OE p, olfactory epitheliu m
OM, olfac tory mucosa
RE p, respi ratory epithel ium

SC, support ing cell nuclei
SeC, Schwar111 cell nuclei
V (Fig. 2), vei n
arrows, lumina of Bowman's glands
arrowhead, duct or a Bowman's gland enteri ng epithe lium
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PLATE 66. LARYNX
The larynx is the passageway for air between the oropharynx and the trachea that functions in the production of sound. It
consists of a cartilaginous framework to which both extrinsic and intrinsic muscles are attached and a mucosal swface that
varies in character from pseudostratified to stratified squamous in regions subject to abrasion by the air stream. The muscles
move certain cartilages with respect to others, thus increasing or decreasing the openi ng of the glottis and increasing or decreasing the tension on the vocal folds (cords). In this way, vibrations of different wavelengths are gene rated in the passing air,
and sound is produced.

ITO

ITO
ITO

Figure 1, larynx, monkey, H&E x 15.
The vocal folds are ridge-like structures that are oriented
in an anteroposterior (ventral-dorsal) direction. In frontal
secti ons, the vocal folds (VF) are cross-sectioned, g iving
the appearance seen here. The two vocal folds and the space
between them constitute the glottis. Just above each vocal
fold is an elongated recess called the ventricle (V), and
above the ventricle is another ridge called the ventricular

fold (VnF) or, sometimes, the false vocal fold. Be low and
lateral to the vocal folds are the vocalis muscles (VM).
Within the vocal fo ld is a considerable amount of e lastic
material, although it is usually not evident in routine H&E
preparations. This elastic material is part of the vocal ligament. It lies in an anteroposterior direction within the substance of the vocal fold and plays an important role in
phonation.

Figure 2, larynx, monkey, H&E x 160.
The surfaces of a vocal fold and the facing ventricular
fold within rectangle 1 in Figure 1 are turned 90• clockwise
and shown at highe r magnification in this figure. Medially,
both are lined by stratified squamous epithelium (SSE).

Here, the contact between surfaces is considerable. Late rally, the surfaces consist of stratified columnar epithelium
(SCE). The contact between these surfaces is less wearing.
Small glands (GI) are in the lamina propria o f the laryngeal
mucosa.

Figure 3, larynx, monkey, H&E x 160.
Rectangle 2 iJl Figure 1 is shown at higher magnification
in this figure. It shows the junction between the stratified
sq uamous epithelium (SSE), with its fl at surface cells, and

the stratified columnar epithelium (SCE), with its columnar
surface cells. The lamina propria consists of loose connective tissue in which glands (GI) are present.

Figure 4, larynx, monkey, H&E x 160.
Just below the portion of the larynx shown in Figure 1,
the epithelium changes agai n, giving way, below, to the ciliated pseudostratified columnar epi the lium ( PSE) shown
here. Note the cylinders of cytoplasm that clearly indicate
the columnar nature of the surface cells. In the upper part of
the figure, the epithe lium is stratified columnar; in the lower
part of the fig ure, it is pseudostratified columnar. This distinc tion is difficult to make from the examination of a single sample such as that shown here, and other information

is needed to make the assessment. The additional information is the presence of cilia on the pseudostratified columnar epi thelium; this epithelium is typically ciliated. Although not evident in the photomicrographs, note that
stratified columnar epithelium has a very limited distribution, usually occurring between stratified squamous epi theliUin and some othe r epithelial types (e.g., pseudostrati fied
columnar he re or simple columnar at the anorectal junction,
Plate 60).The lami na propria is a loose cellular connective
tissue, and it also shows some glands (Gl).

KEY
Gl, glands
.PSE, pseudostratified columnar epi thelium
SCE, stratified columnar epithelium
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SSE, stratified squamous epithelium
V, ven tricles
VF, vocal folds

VM, vocal is muscles
VnF, ventricu lar folds
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PLATE 67. TRACHEA
The trachea is a short tube about 2.5 em in diameter and about 10 em long. It extends from the larynx to about the middle
of the thorax, where it divides into the two prim(fly bronchi ( extrapulmonW)' bronchi). Its major functio n is to serve as a conduit fo r air. The lumen of the trachea is held open by a series of C-shaped hyaline cartilages that are stacked on one another
to form a supporting structure. Fibroelastic tissue and smooth muscle (the trachealis muscle) btidge the gap between the free
ends of the cartil ages at the posterior border of the trachea, adjacent to the esophagus. Typical respiratory (ciliated pseudostratified columnar) epithelium lines the trachea and primary bronc hi.
On entering the lungs, the primary bronchi become the intrapulmonary bronchi, which branch immediately to give rise to
the lobar bronchi (secondary bronchi) that supply the two lobes of the left lung and the three lobes of the right lung. Within
the lung, the C-shaped cartilages are re placed by an investment of (sometimes overl apping) cartilaginous plates that completely surround the bronchi.

Figure 1, trachea, human, H&E x90.

@

This low-magnifi cation mic rograph of the posterior wall
of the human trachea shows the pseudostratified ciliated
columnar epitheli um (EP ) subtended by a well-developed
basement membrane (Bm). The base ment membrane,
which cons.ists of tightly packed, fine collagen fibers, is actually an un usually thick and dense reticular layer and is,
thus, part of the lamina propri a. It is particularly distinct in
the human trachea and may thicken with chronic irritation,
as in smokers. Nu merous goblet cells (GC) are evident as

Figure 2, trachea, human H&E x 65.

@

This micrograph shows the wall of the trachea at the
level of one end of the C-shaped tracheal cartilage (TC).
The portion of the pseudostratified ciliated columnar epithe lium (EP) does not ex hibi t as many goblet cells as are
seen in the figure above. However, the basement membrane
( Bm) is clear, as are the cellular lami na propria (LP) and the
submucosa (SM) of the trachea. Again, seromucous glands

Figure 3, trachea, human, H&E x 250; inset x 500.
In this higher-magnification mi crograph of the tracheal
wall aiJd in the inset, the cilia of the pseudostratified c ili-

@

ated columnar epithelium (EP) are particularly well
demonstrated, as is the dense li ne (BB) formed by the basal
bodies of the cilia in the apical cytoplasm of the e pithelial
cells. Goblet cell s (GC) are easily recognized, a nd the di splacement of the flattened nucle us (N) toward the base of
the cell is well demonstrated. The thic kness and the density

clear ovoid spaces in the respiratory epithe lium. A thin lamina propria (LP) and a dense thick submucosa (SM) underlie the respiratory epithelium. Seromucous glands (Gl) are
seen on both sides of the tracheal is muscle (TM), a band of
smooth muscle that fills the gap between the posterior ends
of the C-shaped tracheal cartilages (not shown) and serves
to separate the trachea from the esophagus. Adipose tissue
(Ad) is also present in the submucosa between the esophagus and trachea.

(Gl) are ev ident beneath the submucosa. The ends of the
bundles of the trachealis muscle (TM) are located toward

the posterior midline from the glands. A small lymphati c
nodule (LN) is located adj acent to the end of one of the bundles. A significant amou nt of adipose tissue (Ad) is fo und in
the connective tissue between the tracheal is muscle and the
wall of the esophagus (not shown in thi s figure).

of the basement membrane (Bm) are more easily seen here
than in the lower-magnification views in the other figures.
A venule ( V) contai ning red cell ghosts is seen in the middle of the submucosa, and some inflammatory cells (JC),
probably lymphocytes, are seen adjacent to the vei n as well
as distributed lightly through the submucosa and more
densely in the lami na propria. Portions of the seromucous
glands (Gl) are just visib le at the bottom edge of the figure.

KEY
Ad, adi pose tissue
BB, brush border
Hm, basement membrane
C, cilia
EP, epitheli um
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GC, goblet cells
G I, g lands
IC, inflammatory cells
LN, lymphatic nodule
LP, lamina propria

N, nuclei of goblet cells
SM, submucosa
TC, tracheal cartilage
TM, trachealis muscle

V, vei n
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PLATE 68. BRONCHIOLE AND END RESPIRATORY PASSAGES
The primary bronchus that e nters each lung divides into smal le r secondary and tertiary bronchi. As the bronchi become
smaller, some components of the wall are lost or reduced in amount. Ultimately, the respiratory passage has di stinctly different features than those of a bronchus, and it is called a bronchiole. The features that characteri ze the bronchiole are the absence of cartilage, loss of submucosal glands, and gradual disappearance of goblet cells. The epithelium changes from pseuclostratified columna r to simple ciliated columnar, and some columnar cells even lack cilia. Smooth muscle occupies a
relatively larger portion of the bronchiolar wa ll than of the bronchial wall.
The smallest diameter conducting bronch ioles, the terminal bronchioles, are lined with simple ciliated cuboidal epi the lium
in which Clara cells, cells that secrete a surface-active agent that prevents luminal adhesion of bronchiolar walls during ex piration, are found among the ciliated cells. RespiratOJ)' bronchioles are the first part of the broncru al tree that allows gas exchange to occur. Respil·atory bronchi oles constitute a transition zone in which both air conduction and gas exchange occur.
Scattered, thin-wall ed evaginations of the lume n of the respiratory bronchiole are called alveoli; these m·e the structures in
which gas exchange betwee n the ai r passages and the blood capillaries occurs.

E9

Figure 1, bronchiole, H&E x75.
A typical bronchiole is shown here. C haracteristically,
blood vessels (B V) are adjacent to the bronchiole. The mai n
features of the bronc hio la r wall that are evide nt in the figure are bundles of smooth muscle (SM) and the lining epitheli um (shown at hi gher magnification in Plate 69).
Higher magnification would reveal that the epithelium is
ciliated. The connective tissue is mi nimal and, at this low

magnification, not conspicuous. Neverthe less, it is present
and separates the muscle into bundles (i.e., the muscle layer
is not a single continuous layer). The connective tissue contai ns collagenous and some elastic fibe rs. Glands are not
present in the wall of the bronchiole. Surroundi ng the bronchi ole, comprising most of the lung substance, are the air
spaces or alveoli of the lung.

Figure 2, bronchiole and respiratory bronchioles,
H&E x 75.
In trus fi gure, a short length of a bronc hiole (B) is shown
longitudinally sectioned as it branc hes into two respiratory
bronchioles (RB). The last portion of a bronchiole that leads
i nto respiratory bronchioles is called a termi nal bronc hiole.
It is not e ngaged in exchange of air with the blood; the respiratory bro nchiole does e ngage in air exchange. Arrows
mark the place where the terminal bronchiole ends. Not uncommonly, as shown here, carti lage (C) is fo und in the
bronchiolar wall where branching occurs. Blood vessels

( BV) and a nodule of lymphocytes (L) a re adjacent to the

Figure 3, alveoli, H&E x75.
The most distal component of the respiratory passage is
the alveolus. Groups of alveoli clustered together and sharing a common openi ng are referred to as an alveolar sac
(AS). Alveoli that form a tube are referred to as alveolar
ducts (A D).

The outer surface of lung ti ssue is the serosa (S); it consists of a lining of mesothelial cells resting on a small
amount of connective tissue. This is the layer that gross
anatomi sts refer to as the visceral pleura.

bronchiole.
T he respiratory bronchi ole has a wall composed of two
components: O ne consists of recesses that have a wa ll similar to that of the alveoli and are thus capable of gas excha nge; the other has a wall formed by small cuboidal cells
that appem to rest on a small bundle of eosinophilic material. This is smooth muscle surrounded by a thin investment
of connective ti ssue. Both of these components are shown
at hi ghe r magnification in Plate 69.

KEY
AD, alveolar ducts
AS, alveolar sacs
B, bronchi ole
BV, blood vessels
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C, cartilage
L, nodule of lymphocytes
RB, respiratory bronchio le

S, serosa
SM, smooth muscle
arrows, end of terminal bronchiole
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PLATE 69. WALL OF TERMINAL BRONCHIOLE, RESPIRATORY
BRONCHIOLE, AND ALVEOLUS
Respiratory bronchioles continue to divide to form alveolar ducts, passages lined solely with rows o f a lveoli that have ri ngs
of smooth muscle in knob-like intera lveolar septa. The a lveolar ducts terminate in alveolar sacs, e nlarged spaces surrounded
by c lusters of alveoli that o pen into the spaces. The al veoli are lined with type I alveolar cells, extremely thin squamous cells
that cover abo ut 95% of the al veolar sutface, and with type II alveola r cells, c uboidal cells that secrete swfactant, a surfaceactive agent that reduces surface tension at the air-epithe lium surface. T he tissue between adjacent alveol i is called the alveolar septum. Tills consists of the a lveolar epitheUal cell s and their basal lamina, the basal lamina of the underlying capillary
endothe lium and the endothe lial cells, themselves, and any other co nnective tissue eleme nts that may lie between the two basal
laminae. The alveolar septum is the site of the air- blood barrier:

EB
EB
EB
EB

Figure 1, terminal bronchiole, H&E x550.
The hi stologic features of the terminal bronchiolar wall
are shown here. Ciliated ep ithe lium exte nds fro m the top of
the fig ure to the diamond. Thi s is c iliated pseudostratifi ed
colum nar epithelium (PsEp) . Some basal ce lls are sti ll present a nd , therefore, the desig nation pseudostratified columnar. Elsewhere, the e pithelium mi g ht be cili ated simple
columnar, and just before it becomes a respiratory bro nc hi-

Figure 2, respiratory bronchiole, H&E x550.
The wall of a respi ratory bronchiole is shown here and
in Figure 3. The alveoli (A ) are terminal air spaces on the
le ft in each of the two fi g ures. T he lume n of the respiratory
bronchi ole is o n the right. C haracteri sticall y, the wall of the
respirato ry bronchiole consists of al ternating thick a nd thin
regio ns. The thick regions are similar to the wa ll of the

Figure 3, respiratory bronchiole, H&E x550.
The respi ratory bronchi ole shown in Figure 3 is slig htl y
more di stal than the area seen in Fig ure 2. Structurall y, it

Figure 4, alveolus, H&E xSOO.
The alveo lar wall is shown in Fig ure 4. The central compo nent of the wall is the capilla ry (C) a nd , in certain locations, assoc iated connective tissue. On each side, where it
faces the alveolus (A ), a flat sq ua mous cell is interposed between the capillary and the air s paces. This is a pne umocyte
ty pe J cell. In some places, the type 1 cell is separated fro m
the capi llary endothe lia l cell by a single basa l la mina
shared by the two cells. This is the thin porti o n of the alveo lar-capillary complex, readily seen in the upper part of the
fi gure (a rrows). Gas exchange occurs throug h the th in por-

ole, the e pithelium may include cuboidal or low columnar
nonc il iated cells. These no nc iliated cells are Clara cells
(CC, beyond the diamond). Clara cells produce a surfaceactive agent that is instrume ntal in expansio n of the lungs.
The smooth mu scle (SM) in the bronchiolar wall is o rganized in bundles; other cells under the epi theli um and around
the smooth muscle belong to the co nnective tissue.

bro nchiole except that cuboidal Clara cells instead of
col umnar epithelium form the surface. Thus, as seen here,
Clara cells (CC) are the s urface-l ining cells of the thic k re gions, and smooth muscle bundles (SM ) are under the Clara
cells, with a sma ll amo unt of inte rvening connecti ve ti ssue .
The thin reg ions have a wall simi lar to the alveolar wall;
this is considered below.

tion of the a lveolar-capill ary complex. Elsewhere, connective tissue is interposed between the pneumocyte type 1 cell
and the e ndothelial cell of the capillary; each of these epithelia l cells retains its own basal la mina.
A second cell type, the pne umocyte type II cell or septa l
cell (SC), also lines the a lveolar air s pace. This cell typ icall y di splays a rounded (rather than fl attened) shape, and
the nuc leus is surrounded by a no ticeable amo un t of cytoplasm, some of which may appear c lear. The septal cell produces a surface-acti ve agent different fro m that of the Clara
cell, which a lso acts in permitting the lung to expand.

PsEp, pseudostratified squamous epithelium
SC, septal cell
SM, s mooth muscle

arrows (Fig. 4 ), thin portion of
alveolar-capillary complex

diamond, j unction between pseud ostrati fied
colu mnar epi theli um and C lara cells
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shows essentiall y the same features as those seen in Figure
2 except that there a re fewer C lara cells and the smooth
muscle is somewhat thinner.

KEY
A, alveolus
C, capillary
CC, Clara cells
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HISTOPHYSIOLOGY OF THE KIDNEY
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LYMPHATIC VESSELS
NERVE SUPPLY

Like the lungs and liver, the kidneys retrieve essential
materials and dispose of wastes. They conserve water, essential electrolytes, and metabolites, and they remove
certain waste products of metabolism hom the body. The
kidneys play an important role in regulating and maintaining the composition and volmne of extracellular
fluid. They a lso are essential in maintaining acid-base
balance by excreting H + when bodily fluids become too
acidic or excreting bicarbonate when bodily fluids become too basic.
The kidneys are highly vascular organs; they receive approximately 25% of the cardiac output. The kidneys produce ~wine, initially an ultrafiltrate of the blood, which is
then modified by selective resorption and specific secretion
by the cells of the kidney. The final urin(,! is conveyed by the
ureters to the urinary bladdet; where it is stored until discharged via the urethra.
The final urine contains wate r and electrolytes as well as
waste products, such as urea, uric acid, and creatinine, and
breakdown products of various substances.
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• Hydroxylation of 25-0H vitamin D 3, a steroid precursor produced in the liver, to hormonally active 1,25(0H)2 vitamin D 3 • This step is regulated primarily by
parathyroid hormone (PTH), wh ich stimulates activity
of the enzyme lll'-hydroxylase and increases the production of the active hormone.
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Ureters

OVERVIEW OF THE URINARY
SYSTEM

The urinary system consists of the paired kidneys; paired
ureters, which lead from the kidneys to the bladder; and
the urethra, which leads from the bladder to the exterior
of the body.
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• Synthesis and secretion of the glycoprotein hormone
e1ythropoietin, which regulates red blood cell forma tion
in response to decreased blood oxygen concentration.
Erythropoietin acts on specific receptors expressed on
the surface of CFU-E (colony-forming units for erythrocytes) cells in the bone marrow.
• Synthesis and secretion of the acid protease 1'eJ-zin, an enzyme involved in control-of blood pressure and blood
volu me. Renin cleaves circulating angiotensinogen torelease m-zgiotensin I.

Despite its name, vitamin D is actually an inactive precursor
that undergoes a series of transformations to become the fully
active hormone that regulates plasma calcium levels. In the
human body vitamin D is derived from two sources:
• Skin, in which vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) is rapidly pro·
duced by the action of ultraviolet light on the precursor
?-dehydrocholesterol. The skin is the major source of vitamin D3 , especially in regions where food is not supplemented with vitamin D. Typically, a half to 2 hours exposure to sunlight per day can provide enough vitamin D to
fulfill daily body requirements for this vitamin.
• Diet, from which vitamin D3 is absorbed by the sma ll intestine in association with cl1ylomicrons.
In the blood vitamin D3 is bound to vitamin D-binding protein and transported to the liver. The first transformation occurs
in the liver and involves hydroxylation of vitamin D, to form 250H vitamin D3 . This compound is released into the bloodstream
and undergoes a second hydroxylation in the kidney to produce
the highly active 1,25-(0H), vitamin D,. The process is regulated
indirectly by an increase in plasma Ca,... concentration, which
triggers secretion of PTH, or directly by a decrease in circulating
phosphates, which in turn stimulates activity of 1a-hydroxylase
responsible for conversion of 25-0H vitamin D, into active 1,25(0H), vitamin D,. Active 1,25-(0H), vitamin D, stimulates intestinal absorption of ca>+ and phosphate and mobilization of Ca 2+
from bones. It is therefore necessary for normal development
and growth of bones and teeth. The related compound vitamin
D2 (ergocalciferol) undergoes the same conversion steps as vitamin D, and produces the same biologic effects.
Vitamin D, deficiency results in rickets, a disease that
causes abnormal bone ossification. In addition, patients on
prolonged renal hemodialysis are often supplemented with vitamin D3 and calcium to avoid severe disturbance of calcium
homeostasis as a result of secondary hyperparathyroidism, a
condition prevalent in these patients.
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mately 90 to 95% of the blood passing th.r ough the kidney
is in the cortex; 5 to 10% is in the medulla.

GENERAL STRUCTURE
OF THE KIDNEY

The kidneys are large, reddish, bean-shaped organs located
on either side of the spinal column in the retroperitoneal
space of the posterior abdominal cavity. They extend from
the 12th thoracic to the 3rd lumbar vertebrae with the
right kidney positioned slightly higher. Each kid,ney measures approximately 10 em long X 6.5 em wide (from concave to convex border) X 3 em thick. On the upper pole of
each kidney, embedded within the renal fascia and a thick
protective layer of perirenal adipose tissue, lies an adrenal
gland. The medial border of the kidney is concave and
contains a deep vertica l fissure, called the hilum, through
which the rena l vessels and nerves pass and through which
the expanded, funnel-shaped origin of the ureter, called the
renal pelvis, exits. A section through the kidney shows the
relationship of these structures as they lie just within
the hilum of the kidney in a space called the renal sinus
(Fig. 19.1 ). Although not shown in the illustration, the
space between and around these structures is filled largely
with loose connective tissue and adipose tissue.

Capsule
The kidney surface is covered by a connective tissue capsule. The capsule consists of two distinct layers: an outer
layer of fibroblasts and collagen fibers, and an inner layer

renal column

renal
medulla

The cortex consists of renal corpuscles along with the
convoluted and straight tubules of the nephron, the collecting tubules, collecting ducts, and an extensive vascular
supply. The nephron is the basic functional unit of the kidney and is described below. The rena l corpuscles are spherical structures, barely visible with the naked eye. They constitute the beginning segment of the nephron and contain
a unique capillary network called a glomerulus.
Examination of a section cut through the cortex at an
angle perpendicular to the surface of the kidney reveals a
series of vertical striations that appear to emanate from the
medulla (see Fig 19.1). These striations are the medullary
rays (of Ferrein). Their name reflects their appearance, as
the striations seem to radiate from the medulla. Approximately 400 to 500 medullary rays project into the cortex
£rom the medulla.
FIGURE 19.2
Photomicrograph of human kidney capsule. This photomicrograph
of a Mallory-Azan-stained section shows the capsule (cap) and part
of the underlying cortex. The outer layer of the capsu le (OLC) is composed of dense connective tissue. The fibroblasts in this part of the
capsule are relatively few in number; their nuclei appear as narrow,
elongate, red-staining profiles against a blue background representing the stained collagen fibers. The inner layer of the capsule (ILC)
consists of large numbers of myofibroblasts whose nuclei appear as
round or elongate, red-stain ing profiles, depending on their orientation within the section. Note that the collagen fibers in this layer are
relatively sparse and that the myofibroblast nuclei are more abundant
than those of t11e fibroblasts in the outer layer of the capsule. x 180.

with a cell ular component of myo.fibrobl asts (Fig. 19.2).
The contractility of the rnyofibroblasts may aid in resisting
volume and pressure variations that can accompany variations in kidney function. Its specific role, howeve1; is not
known. The capsule passes inward at the hilum, where it
forms the connective tissue covering of the sinus and becomes continuous with the connective tissue forming the
wal.ls of the calyces and renal pelvis (see Fig. 19.1 ).

Cortex and Medulla

minor calyx
major calyx
FIGURE 19.1
Diagram of kidney structure. The diagram represents a hemisection
of a kidney, revealing its structural organization.

capsule

The cortex is characterized by renal corpuscles and their

Examination with the naked eye of the cut face of a fresh,
hemisected kidney reveals that its substance ca n be divided
into two distinct regions:

• Cortex, the outer reddish brown part
• Medulla, the much lighter-colored inner part
T he color seen in the cut surface of the unfixed kidney reflects the distribution of blood in the organ. Approxi-

cortex

outer stripe

outer
medulla

--- ---

--inner stripe

--- --

Each medullary ray is an aggregation of straight tubules and
collecting ducts

Each medullary ray contains straight tubules of the
nephrons and collecting ducts. The regions between
medullary rays contain the renal corpuscles, the convoluted
tubules of the nephrons, and the collecting tubules. These
areas are referred to as cortical labyrinths. Each nephron
and its collecting tubule (which connects to a collecting
duct in the medullary ray) form the uriniferous tubule.

ducts, and a special capillary network, the vasa recta

minor
calyx
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associated tubules

The medulla is characterized by straight tubules, collecting

renal
artery

llri11nry System

The straight tubules of the nephrons and the collecting
ducts continue from the cortex into the medulla. They are
accompanied by a capillary network, the vasa recta, that
runs in para llel with the various tubules. These vessels represent the vascular part of the countercurrent exchange
system that regulates the concentration of the urine.
The tubules in the medulla, because of their arrangement and differences in length, collectively form a number
of conical structures called pyramids. Usually 8 to 12 but
as many as 1 8 pyramids may be present in the human kidney. The bases of the pyramids face the cortex, and the
apices face the renal sinus. Each pyramid is divided into an
outer medulla (adjacent to the cortex) and an inne1'
medulla. The outer medulla is further subdi vided into an
inner stripe and an outer stripe. The zonation and stripes
are readily recognized in a sagittal section through the
pyramid of a fresh specimen. They reflect the Jocation of
distinct parts of the nephron at specific levels within the
pyramid (Fig. 19.3) .

inner
medulla

papil la
FIGURE 19.3
Diagram of two types of nephrons in the kidney and their associated
collecting duct systems. A long-looped nephron is shown on the left,
and a short-looped nephron is shown on the right. The relative position of the cortex, medulla, papilla, and capsule are indicated. Tile inverted cone-sllaped area in the cortex represents a medullary ray.
· The parts of the nephron are indicated by number: 7, renal corpuscle
including the glomeru lus and Bowman's capsule; 2, proximal convoluted tubule; 3, proximal straight tubule; 4, descending thin limb;
5, ascending thin limb; 6, thick ascending limb (distal straight tubule);
7, macula densa located in the final portion of the thick ascending
limb; 8, distal convoluted tubule; 9, connecting tubule; 9', collecting
tubule that forms an arch (arched collecting tubule); 70, cortical collecting duct; 11, outer medullary collecting duct; and 72, inner
medullary collecting duct. (Modified from Kriz W, Bankir L. Kidney Jnt
1988;33:1-7.)

The renal columns represent cortical tissue contained within
the medulla

The caps of cortical tissue that lie over the pyramids are
sufficiently extensive that they extend peripherally around
the lateral portion of the pyramid, forming the renal
columns (of Bertin). Although renal columns contain the
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same comp onents as the rest of th e cortical tissue, they are
regarded as p art of the medulla. In effect, the amount of
cortical tissue is so extensive that it "spills" over the side
of the pyramid much as a large scoop of ice cream extends
beyond and overlaps the sides of a n ice cream con e.
The apical portion of each pyramid, which is known as
the papilla, projects into a mino1' calyx, a cup-shaped
structure that represents an extension of the renal pel vis.
The tip of the papilla, a lso known as the area cribrosa, is
p erforated by the openings of the collecting ducts (Fig.
19.4). The minor calyces are branches of the two or t hree
major calyces that in turn are major divisions of the renal
pelvis (see Fig. 19.1 ).

Kidney Lobes and Lobules
The number of lobes in a kidney equals the number of
medullary pyramids

Each medullary pyramid and the associated cortical tissu e a t its base and sides (one h alf of each adjacent renal
column) constitutes a lobe of the kidney. The loba r organ-
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General Organization of the Nephron

iza tio n of the k idney is conspicuo us in the developing fe tal
kidney (Fig . 19 .5). Each lobe is reflected as a convexity on
the outer surface of the organ, but they usuall y disappear
after birth. The surface convexities typical of the fe tal kidney may persist, however, until the teenage years a nd, in
some cases, into adulthood. Each human kidney contains
8 to 1 8 lobes. Kidneys of some animals p ossess o nly one
pyramid; these kidneys are classified as unilobar, m contrast to the multilobar kidn ey of the human.

The nephron consists of the renal corpuscle and a tubule
system

As stated a bove, the renal corpuscle represents the beginning of the nephron. It consists of the glomerulus, a tuft
o f capillaries composed of 10 to 2 0 capillary loops, surrounded by a double-layered epithelial c up, the renal or
Bowman's capsule. Bowman's capsule is the initial portion
of the nephron where bloo d flow ing through the glomerular capillaries undergoes filtration to p roduce the glomerular ultrafiltrate. The glomerular capillaries are supplied by
a n afferent arteriole and are drained by an efferent arteriole tha t then branc hes, forming a new capillary network to
su pply the kidney tubules . The site where the afferent and
efferent arterioles penetrate and exit from the parietal layer
of Bowman 's capsule is called the vascular pole. Opposite
this site is the urinary pole of the renal corp uscle, where the
proximal convoluted tubule begins (see Fig. 19 .6).
Continuing from Bowman's capsule, the remaining parts
of the nephron (the tubular parts) are

A lobule consists of a collecting duct and all the nephrons that
it drains

The lobes of the kidney are fmther subdivided into lobules consisting of a central med ullary ray and surrounding
cortical m a terial (Fig. 19.6). Although the center or axis
of a lobule is readily identified, the bou ndaries between
adjacent lobules are not obviously demarcated from one
another by connective tiss ue septa. The con cept of the lobule has an important physiologic basis; the medullary ray
containing the collecting du ct for a g roup of nephrons
that drain into that duct constitutes the renal secretory

• Proximal thick segment, consisting of the proximal convoluted tubule (pars convoluta) and th e proximal
straight tubule (pars recta)
• Thin segment, which constitutes the thin part of the
FIGURE 19.5
Photomicrograph of fetal kidney. This photomicrograph of a H&E-

stained human fetal kidney shows the cortex, the medulla, and two
associated pyramids. Note each surface convexity corresponds to a
kidney lobe. During postnatal life the lobar convexities disappear and
the kidney then exhibits a smooth surface. X 30.

unit. It is the equivalent of a glandular secretory unjt or
lobule.

loop of Henle

• Distal thick segment, con sisting of the distal straight
tubule (pars recta) a nd the distal convoluted tubule
(pars convoluta)
The distal convoluted tubule connects to t he collecting
tubule, often through a connecting tubule, thus forming
the uriniferous tubule, i.e., the nephron plus collecting
tubule (see Fig. 19.3).

lUbes of the Nephron
The Nephron
The nephron is the structural and functional unit

The tubular segments of the nephron are named according to
the course that they take (convoluted or straight), location
(proximal or distal), and wall thickness (thick or thin)

of the kidney

FIGURE 19.4
Renal papilla and calyx. a. This scanning electron mi crograph shows

tile conical structure that represents tile renal papilla, projecting into
tile renal calyx. Tile apex of tile papilla contains openings (arrows) of
tile collecting ducts (of Bellini). These ducts deliver urine from the pyr·
amids to the minor calyx. Tile surface of tile papilla containing the

openings is designated the area crib rosa. (Courtesy of c. C;-aig Tisher.)
b. Photomicrograph of a HaE-sta ined specimen of tile papilla, showing the distal portion of tile collecting ducts opening into the minor
calyx. x 120.

The nephron is the fundamental structural a nd functional un it of the kidney (see Fig. 19.3). Each human kidney contains approximately 2 million nephrons. Nephrons
are responsible for the production of urine and correspond
to the secretor y part of other g lands. The collecting ducts
a re responsible for the final con centration of the urine and
are analogous to the d ucts of exocrine glands that modify
the concentration of the secretory produc t. Unlike the typical exocrine gland in which the secretory and duct portions a rise from a single epithelial outgrowth, nephrons
and their collecting tu bules a rise from separate primor dia
a nd only later become conn ected.

Beginn ing from Bowma n 's capsule, the sequen tial parts
of the nephron co nsist o f the following tubules:

• Proximal convoluted tubule originates fro m the urinary
p o le of Bowman's capsule. It follows a very tortuou s o r
convoluted course and then enters the medullary ray to
continue as th e proximal straigh t tubul.e.
• Proximal straight tubule, commonly referred to as the
thick descending limb of the loop of H enle, descends
into th e medulla.
• Thin descending limb is the continu a tio n of the proximal straight tubule w ithin the medulla. It makes a hairpin turn and returns towa rd the cortex.
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distal convoluted tubule

medullary
pyramid

section enlarged
at right

cortex

macula densa

C:::t:=~- medullary

rays

medullary ray
(contains only
straight tubules)
collecting tubule

ascending
and
descending
limbs of loops
of Henle

the epithelial cells of the tubule adjacent to the afferent
arteriole of the glomerulus are modified to form the
macula densa. The distal tubule then leaves the region
of the corpuscle and becomes the distal convoluted
tubule.
• Distal convoluted tubule is less tortuous than the proximal convoluted tubule; thus, in a section showing the
cortical labyrinth, there are fewer distal tubule profiles
than proximal tubule profiles. At its termination, the
distal convoluted tubule empties into a collecting duct
that lies in the medullary ray via either an arched collecting tubule or a shorter tubule simply called the con-

necting tubule.
The loop of Henle forms the entire U-shaped portion of a
nephron

The proximal straight tubule, the thin descending limb
with its ha irpin turn, the thin ascending limb, and the distal straight tubule are collectively called the loop of Henle.
In some nephrons, the thin descending and ascending segments are extremely short; therefore the hairpin turn may
be made by the distal straight tubule.

Types of Nephrons
Several types of nephrons are identified, based on the location of their renal corpuscles in the cortex (see Fig. 19.3 ):

• Subcapsular or cortical nephrons have their renal cor-

FIGURE 19.6
Diagrams and photomicrograph of an adult human kidney. Tile diagram in the upper left is a hemisection of the adult human kidney included for orientation. Tile diagram on the right represents an enlarged portion emphasizing the relationship of two nephrons and
their collecting tubules and ducts (yellow) to the cortex and medulla.
The upper nephron, a midcortical nephron, extends only a short distance into the medulla and possesses a short thin segment in the
loop of Henle. The lower nephron, a j uxtamedullary nephron, has a

• Thin ascending limb is the continuation of the thin descending limb after its hairpin turn.

• Distal straight tubule, which is also referred to as tbe
thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle, is the contin uation of the thin ascending limb. The distal straight

long loop of Henle that extends deep into the medulla. Both
nephrons drain into the collecting tubules in the medullary ray. The
photomicrograph shows a section of the cortex. It is organized into a
series of medullary rays containing straight tubules and collecting
tubu les and between them the cortical labyrinths containing the renal corpuscles and their associated proximal and distal convo luted
tubules. A kidney lobule consists of a medullary ray at its center and
half of t11e adjacent cortical labyrinth on either side. x60.

tubu le ascends through the medull a and enters the cortex in the medullary ray to reach the vicinity of its renal
corpuscle of origin . The distal straight tubule then
leaves the medullary ray and makes contact w ith the
vascular pole of its parent renal corpuscle. At this point,

puscles located in the outer part of the cortex. They have
short loops of Henle, extending only into the outer
meduJJa. They are typical of the nephrons described
above, wherein the hairpin turn occurs in the distal
straight tubule.
• ]uxtamedullary nephrons make up about one-eighth
of the total nephron count. Their renal corpuscles occur in proximity to the base of a medullary pyramid.
T hey have long loops of Henle and long ascending thin ·
segments that extend well into the inner region of the
pyramid. These structural features are essentia l to the
urine-concentrating mechanism, which is described
below.
• Intermediate or midcortical nephrons have their rena l
corpuscles in the midregion of the cortex. Their loops of
Henle are of intermediate length.

Collecting Thbules and Ducts
The collecting tu buies begin in the cortical labyrinth, as either connecting tubules or arched collecting tubules, and
proceed to the medullary ray where they join tl1e collecting
ducts. The collecting ducts within the cortex are referred
to as cortical collecting ducts. When cortical collecting
ducts reach the medulla they are referred to as medullary
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collecting ducts. These ducts travel to the apex of the pyramid, where they merge into larger collecting ducts (up to
200 f!.m), the papillary ducts (ducts of Bellini) that open
into the minor calyx (see Fig. 19.4). The area on the
papilla that contains the openings of these collecting ducts
is called the area cribrosa.
In summary, the gross appearance of the kidney
parenchyma reflects the structure of the nephron. The renal corpuscle and the proximal and the distal convoluted
tubules are all located in and make up the substance of
the cortical labyrinths. The portions of the straight proximal and straight distal tubu les and the descending th in
and ascending thin limbs of the loop of Henle in the cortex are located in and make up the major portion of the
medullary rays . The thin descending and thin ascending
limbs of the loop of Henle are always located in the
medulla. Thus, the arrangement of the nephrons (a nd the
c9llecting tubules and ducts) accounts for the characteristic appearance of the cut surface of the kidney, as can
be seen in Figure 19.2.

Filtration Apparatus of the Kidney
The renal corpuscle contains the filtration apparatus of the
kidney

The renal corpuscle is spherical and has an average diameter of 200 p,m. It consists of the glomerular capillary
tuft and the surrounding visceral and parietal epithelial
layers of Bowman's capsule (Figs. 19.7 and 19.8) . The filtration apparatus, enclosed by the parietal layer of Bowman's capsule, consists of three components:

• Endothelium of the glomerular capillaries, which possesses numerous fenestrations (Fig. 19.9). These fenestrations are larger (70 to 90 nm in diameter), more numerous, and more irregular in outline than fenestrations
in other capillaries. Moreover, the diaphragm that spans
the fenestrations in other capillaries is absent in the
glomerular capillaries . Endothelial cells of glomerular
capillaries possess a large number of aquaporin-1
(AQP-1) water channels that allow the fast movement of
water through the epitheliurn.
• Glomerular basement membrane (GBM), a thick (300
to 350 nm) basal lamina that is the joint product of the
endothelium and the podocytes, the cells of the visceral
layer of Bowman's capsule. Because of its thickness, it is
prominent in histologic sections stained with the periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) procedure (see Fig. 1.2, page 7) .
The GBM is the principal component of the fi ltration
barrier.
• Viscera/layer of Bowman's capsule, which contains specialized cells called podocytes or visceral epithelial cells.
These cells extend processes around the glomeru lar cap-
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FIGURE 19.7
Structure ofthe renal corpuscle. a. This schematic diagram s11ows the

organization of the renal corpuscle and the structures associated with
it at the vascular and urinary poles. Mesangial cells are associated
with the capillary endothelium of the glomerulus and tl1 e glomerular
basement membrane. The macula densa cells of the distal tubule are
shown intimately associated with the juxtaglomerular cells of the

afferent arteriole and the extraglomerular mesangial cells. (Modified
from Kriz W, Sakai T. Morphological aspects of glomerular function.
In : Nephrology: Proceedings of the Tent11 International Congress of
Nephrology. London: Bailliere-Tindall, 1987.) b. Pl1otomicrograph of a
H&E-stained specimen showing a renal corpuscle. Th e macula densa
is seen in close proximity to the vascular pole. Xl 60.

illaries (Fig. 19.1 0). The podocytes arise during embryonic development from one of the blind ends of the developing nephron through invagination of the end of the
tubu le to form a double-layered epithelial cup. The inner
cell layer, i.e., the viscera l cell layer, lies in apposition to
a capillary network, the glomeru lus, which forms at this
site. T he outer layer of these cells, the parietal layer,
forms the sq uamous cells of Bowman's capsule. The cup
eventual ly closes to form th e spherical structure containing the glomerulus. As they differentiate, the
podocytes extend processes around the capillaries and
develop numerous secondary processes called pedicels
or foot processes. The foot processes interdigitate with
foot processes of neighboring podocytes, a feature that
can be clearly demonstrated with the scanni ng electron

microscope (SEM) (Figs. 19.11, a and b) . The elongated
spaces between the interdigitating foot processes, called
filtration slits, are about 25 nm wide and allow the ultrafiltrate from the blood to enter Bowman's space. T he
foot processes contain numerous actin filaments that are
thought to help regulate the size and patency of the fi ltration slits. An additional fac tor that may influence the
passage of substances through the filtration slits is the
presence of a thin membran e simil ar to the diaphragm of
capillary fenestrations. This membrane, the (iltrati01~
slit membrane, spans the slits (Fig. 19 .12, inset). The fi ltration apparatus may thus be described as a semipermeable barrie1' having two discontin uous cellular layers
applied to either side of a continuous extracellular layer,
the basal lamina.

FIGURE 19.8
Transmission electron micrograph of a glomerulus in the region of
the urinary pole. The nuclear and perinuclear regions of the endotl1elial cells (EC) that line the glomerula r capillaries (C) bulge into

the vascular lumen. On the outer · surface of the capillaries are the
processes of the podocytes (P). External to the podocytes is the ur,inary space (U). Bowman's capsule (8C) is sl1own on the left; it is con-

tinuous at the dashed line (marked by arrowheads) with the tubule cells
of the proximal tubule (PTC). Note the numerous mitochondria (M) in
the base of these cells and the brush border (88) at the apex, projecting into the urinary space. The nuclei of three adj acent mesangial
cells (MC) can be seen in the upper right of the micrograpl1. X4,700.

FIGURE 19.9
Scanning electron micrograph of the interior surface of a glomerular capillary. The wall of the capillary s11ows horizontal ridges formed

by the cytoplasm of the endothelial cell. Elsewhere, fenestrations are
seen as numerous dark oval and circular profiles. X5,600. (Courtesy
of C. Craig Tisl1er.)
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FIGURE 19.10
Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the intraglomerular mesangial cells and the glomerular capillaries. The
mesanglal cell and its surrounding matrix are enclosed by the basal
lamina of the glomeru lar capillaries. Note that the mesanglal cells are

The glomerular basement membrane acts as a physical barrier
and an ion-selective filter

The G BM conta ins type IV collagen, sialoglycoproteins,
and other nonco llagenous glycoproteins (e.g., laminin , 6bronectin, entactin), as well as proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans, particula rly heparan sulfate (Fig. 19.13).
These components a re localized in particular portions of
the GBM:
• The Lamina rara externa, adjacent to the podocyte
processes. It is particularly rich in polyanio ns, such as
heparan sulfate, that specificall y impede the passage of
negati vely charged mo lecules.
• T he Lamina rara interna, adjacent to the capillary endo thelium. Its molecular featu res are similar to those of
the lami na rara externa.
• The Lamina densa, the overlapping portion of the two
basa l laminae, sandwiched between the laminae rarae. It
conta ins type IV collagen, w hich is organized in to a net-

in the same compartment as the endothelium and that they can be
intimately associated with the basal lamina as well as with the endothelial cells. (Modified from Sakai T, Krlz W. Anat Embryo/ 1987;

176:373-386.)

work that acts as a ph ysical filter. T he laminin and other
proteins present in th e lamina rara interna and externa
are involved in the attachment of the endothelial cells
and podocytes to the GBM.
The GBM restricts the movement of particles, usually proteins, larger than approximately 70,000 da ltons or 3.6 nm
radius, e.g., albu min or hemoglobin. Although albumin is
not a usual constituent, it may sometimes be found in urine,
indicating that the size of albumin is close to the effective
pore size of the filtration barrier. T he polyanionic glycosaminoglycans of the laminae rarae restrict the movement
of anio nic particles and mo lecules across the GBM, even
those smaller than 70,000 da ltons. Despite the ability of the
fi ltration barrier to restr ict protein , several grams of protein
do pass through the barrier each day. This protein is reabsorbed by endocytosis in the proximal convoluted tubule.
The presence of significant amounts of a lbumin or hemoglobin in the urine (albuminuria or hematuria) indicates physical or functional damage to the GBM. In such cases (e.g., di-

FIGURE 19.11
Scanning electron micrograph of a glomerulus. a. Low-magnification
image reveal ing the tortuous course of the podocyte·covered
glomerular capillaries. x 700. b. A higher magnification of the area In
the rectangle in a. Note the podocyte and Its processes embracing the
capillary wall. The primary processes (1•) of the podocyte give rise to
secondary processes (2°), which in turn give rise to the pedicels. The

space between the interdigitating pedicels creates the slit pores.
x 14,000. Inset. This higher magnification of the area in the rectangle
reveals the slit pores and clearly shows that alternating pedicels belong to the secondary process of one cell; the intervening ped icels belong to the adjacent cell. X6,000.
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corpuscle along the vascular pole, where they are also designated as lacis cells and form part of w hat is ca lled the
juxtaglomerular apparatus (see Fig. 19.7).
Although all of the functions of mesangial cells are not
yet fully understood, the fo llowing functions have been
demonstrated :

• Phagocytosis. M esangia l cells remove trapped residues
and aggregated proteins from the GBM, thus keeping
the glomerular filter free of debris.
• Structu1-al support. Mesangia l cells provide suppo rt for
the podocytes in the areas where the epitheli al basement
membrane is absent or incomplete.
• Secretion. Mesangial cells synthesize and secrete a variety of molecules such as in terleukin-1 (IL-l ) and
platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), which play a
central rol e in response to glomerular injury.

FIGURE 19.12

Transmission electron micrograph of a glomerular capillary and adjacent podocyte. The pedicels of the podocytes rest on the basal lamina adjacent to the capillary endothelium, and together, the three
components- capillary endotheli um, basal lamina, and podocyte-

form a filtration apparatus. x 5,600. Inset. The large arrows point to
the fenestrations in the endothelium. On the other side of t11e basa l
lamina are the pedicels of the podocytes. Note the slit membrane
(small arrows) spanning the gap between adjacent pedicels. Xl2,0 00.

abetic nephropathy) the number of anionic sites, especially
in the lam ina rara externa, is significantly reduced.
T he na rrow slit pores formed by the pedicels and the fi ltration slit membranes also act as physical barriers to bulk
flow and free diffusion . The glycoproteins of the fi ltration
slit membrane and of the glycoca lyx of the pedicels probably act in a manner similar to that of the glycosa mino-

glycans of the laminae rarae of the GBM. Lastly, the fenestrae of the capillary endothe lium restrict the movement
of blood cells and o ther formed elements of the blood from
the capill aries . In addition to the structmal barriers, the
flow rate and the pressur e of the blood in the glomerular
capilla ries also have an effect o n the fi ltration func tion of
the rena l corpuscle.
Sim ple squamous epithelium constitutes the parietal layer of
Bowman's capsule

Urinalysis is an important part of the examination of patients
with suspected renal disease. Part of this analysis includes the
determination of the amount of protein excreted in the urine.
Tile excretion of excessive amounts of protein, i. e., proteinuria
(albuminuria), is an important diagnostic sign of renal disease.
Normally, less than 150 mg of protein is excreted in the urine
each day. Although excessive excretion of protein almost always indicates renal disease, extreme exercise, such as j ogging, or severe dehydration may produce increased proteinuria in individuals without renal disease.

The parietal layer of Bowman's capsule contains pm·ietal epithelial cells and forms a simple sq uamo us epith elium. At the urinary pole of the rena l corpuscle, it is continuous with the cuboidal epithelium of the proxima l
convoluted tubule (see Figs. 19.7 and 19.8) .
T he space between the visceral and parietal layers of
Bowman's capsule is called the urinmy space o r Bowman's
space (see Fig. 19.8). It is the receptacle for the ultrafiltrate
produced by the filtration apparatus of the renal corpuscle.
At the urinary pole of the renal corpuscle, the urinary
space is continuous with the lumen of the proximal convoluted tubule.

FIGURE 19.13

Immunofluorescent-stained glomerulus. This triple-exposure micrograph of a normal adult rat glomerulus is immunostained with two
different antibodies. One antibody recognizes specific extracellular
components, namely, basement membrane heparan sulfate proteoglycan (BM·HSPG, rhodamine label). The other antibody recognizes
basement membrane chondroitin sulfate proteoglyca n (BM-CSPG, fluorescein label}. Because it is a triple-exposu re micrograph, a yellow
color occurs where the two fluorescent labels exactly codistribute. The
blue fluorescence is nuclear co unterstaining w ith Hoechst nuclear
stain. The micrograph shows t11at compartmental ization occurs with ,
respect to glomerular proteoglycan populations. The glomerular capillary basement membrane is composed exclusively of BM-HSPG,
wl1 ereas the mesangial matrix (yellow) contains both BM-HSPG and
BM-CSPG. Bowman's capsule appears to be strongly stained by only
BM·CSPG antibodies. x360 . (Courtesy of Dr. Kevin J. McCarthy.)

Mesangium
T he renal corpuscle contains an add itional group of cells
called mesangial cells. These cells and their extracellular
matrix constitute the mesangium. It is most obvio us at the
vascular stalk of the glomerul us and at the interstices of
adjoining glomerular capillaries. Mesangial cells are positioned much the same as pericytes, in that they are enclosed by the basal lamina of the glomeru lar capillaries
(see Fig. 19.10). The mesangia l cells are not entirely confined to the renal corpuscle; some are located outside the

The prima ry functio n of the mesangial cells is believed
to be to clean the GBM. Clinically, it has been observed
that mesangial cells proliferate in certain kidney diseases in
which abnormal amounts of protein and protein complexes are trapped in the basement membrane. M esangial
cells are contractile. Thus, they may also play a role in regulating glomerular blood flo w.
Embryologicall y, mesangial and juxtaglomerular cells
(discussed below) are derived from smooth muscle cell precursors. Although mesangial cells are clearly phagocytotic,
they are unusual in the sense that they are not derived from
th e usual precursor cells of the mononuclear phagocytotic
system, the blood- borne monocytes.

Juxtaglomerular Apparatus
The juxtaglomerular apparatus includes the macula densa, the
juxtaglomerular cells, and the extraglomerular mesangial cells

Lying directly adjacent to the afferent and efferent arterioles and adjacent to some extraglomerular mesangial
cells at the vascular pole of the rena l corpuscle is the terminal portion of the distal straight tubule of the nep hron.
At this site the wa ll of the tubule contains cells that are refe rred to collectively as the macula densa. When viewed in
the light microscope, the cells of the macula densa ar e distinctive, in that they are na rrower and usuall y ta ller than
other d ista l tubLtle cells. The nuclei of these cells appear
crowded, even to the extent that they appear partiall y superimposed over one another, thus t he name "macula
densa ."
In this same region, the smooth muscle cells of the adjacent afferent arteriole (a nd , sometimes, the efferent arteriole) are modified. They conta in secretory granu les, and
their nuclei are spherica l, as opposed to the typical elo ngate smooth muscle cell nucleus. T hese juxtaglomerular
cells (see Fig. 19.7) requ ire specia l sta ins to revea l thesecretory vesicles in the light m icroscope.
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For years, cardi ologists and nephrologists believed that chronic
essential hypertension, the most common form of hyperten·
sian, was somehow related to an abnormality In the reninangiotensin-aldosterone system. However, 24·hour urine
renin levels in such patients were usually normal. Not until a
factor in the venom of a South American snake was shown to
be a potent inhibitor of ACE in the lung did Investigators have
both a clue to the cause of chronic essential hypertension and
a new series of drugs with which to treat this common disease.
The "lesion· in chronic essential hypertension is now be·
lieved to be excessive production of angiotensin 11 In the lung.
Development of the so·called ACE inhibitors-captopril,
enalapril, and related derivatives of the original snake venom
factor- has revolutionized the treatment of chronic essential
hypertension. These antihypertensive drugs do not cause the
often-dangerous side effects of the diuretics and f3·blockers
that were previously the most commonly used drugs for control of this condition.

The juxtaglomerular apparatus regulates blood pressure by
activating the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system

In certain physiologic (low sodium intake) or patho logic
conditions (decrease in volume of circul ating blood due
to hemorrhage or reduction in renal perfusion due to
compr ession of the rena l arteri es) juxtaglomerular cells
are responsible fo r activating the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system. Tllis system plays an important role in
maintaining sodium homeostasis and renal hemodynamics. The granules of the ju xtaglom erular cells contain a n
aspartyl protease, called renin, which is synthesized,
stored, and released into th e bloodstream from the modified smooth muscle cells. In the blood, renin catalyzes the
hydrolysis of circul ating o. 2 -globulin, angiotensinogen, to
prod uce the decapeptide angiotensin I. Then
• Angiotensin I is converted to the active octapeptide angiotensin Il by angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
present o n the endo thelial cells of lung capillaries.
• Angiotensin II stimulates the synthesis and r elease of the
hormone aldosterone from the zona glomerulosa of the
adrenal gland (see page 665 ).
• Aldosterone, in turn, acts on collecting ducts to increase
rea bso rptio n of sodium and concomitant reabsorption
of wa ter, thereby rai si ng blood vol ume and press ure.
• Angiotensin II is also a potent vasoconstrictor that has a
regulatory role in the control of renal and systemic vascular resistance.
The jux taglomerular apparatus functions both as an endocrine organ tha t helps to regulate blood composition
and volume and as a sensor of blood composition and vol-
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ume. Decreased blood volume or decreased sodium concentration in the blood are believed to be stimuli for the release of renin by the juxtaglomerular cells. The cells of the
macula densa monitor NaCl concentration i11 the afferent
arteri ole and regulate the release of renin by the juxtaglomerular cells in a paracrine manner. An increase in
blood volume sufficient to ca use stretching of the juxtaglomerular cells in the affer ent arteriole may be the stimulu s that closes the feedback loop and stops secretion of
ren m.

9

KIDNEY TUBULE FUNCTION

As t he glomerular ultrafiltrate passes through the uriniferous and co llecting tubules of the ki dney, it under goes
changes that involve both active and passive absorption , as
well as secretio n.
• Certain substances wi thin the ultrafiltrate are reabsorbed, some partially (e.g., water, sodium, and bicarbonate) and some completely (e.g., glucose).
• O ther substances (e.g., creatinine and organ ic acids
and bases) are added to the ultrafiltrate (i.e., th e
pruna ry urine ) by secretory acti vity of the tubule
cells.
Thus, the volume of the ultrafiltrate is reduced su bstantially, and the urine is made hyperosmotic. The long loops
of Henle and the collecting tubules that pass parallel to
simila rly arra nged blood vessels, the vasa recta, serve as
the basis for the countercurrent multiplier mechanism that
is instrumental in concentrating the urine, thereb y making
it h yperosmotic.

Proximal Convoluted TUbule

FIGURE 19.14
Drawing of proximal convoluted tubule cells. The drawing, at the
electron microscopic level, shows the sectioned face on tile right and
a three-dim ensional view of the basolateral surface of a cell with a
partial cut face on the left. Here the interdigitating parts of the ad·
joining cell have been removed to show the basolateral interdigita·
tions. Some of the interdigitating processes extend the full I1eight of

• Basal striations, consisting of elongate mitochondria
concentrated in the basal processes and oriented vertically to the basa l surface (see Fig. 19.15)
In well-fixed histologic preparations, the basal striations
and the ap ica l brush border help to distinguish the cells of

the cell. The processes are long in the basal region and create an
elaborate extracellular compartment adjacent to the basal lamina.
Apically, tl1e microvilli (M) constitute the brush border. In some loca·
lions, the microvilli have been omitted, thereby revealing the convoluted character of the apical cell boundary (CB). (Based on Bulger RE.
Am J Anat 1965;116:253.)

the proximal convoluted tubule from those of the other
tu buies.
At the very base of the proximal convoluted tubu le cell,
in the interdigitating processes, bundles of 6-nm microfilaments are present (see arrows, Figs. 19.15 and 19.1 6).
These actin filam ents may play a role in regulating the
movement of fluid from the basolateral extracellular space
across the tubule basal lamina toward the adjacent per itubular capillary.
The proxima l convo luted tubule rea bsorbs abo ut 150 L
of fl uid per day or about 80% of the ultrafiltrate . Two ma-

The proximal convoluted tubule is the initial and major site
of reabsorption

The proximal convoluted tubule receives the ultrafiltrate from the urinary space of Bowma n's capsu le. The
cuboidal ce.lls of the proximal convolu ted tubule have the
elaborate surface specializations associated with cells engaged in absorptio n and fluid transport. They ex hibi t the
following fea tures:
• A bmsh border, composed of relativel y long, closely
packed, and straight microvilli (Fig. 19.14)
• A junctional complex, consisting of a na rrow, tight
junction that seals off the intercellular space from the lu men of the tubule and a zonula adhe rens that maintains
the adhesion between neighboring cells
• Plicae o r folds located on the lateral surfaces of the cells,
w hich are large flattened processes, al ternating with similar processes of adja cent cells (see Fig. 19.14)
• Extensive interdigitation of basal processes of adj acent
cells (Figs. 19.15 and 19.16)

FIGURE 19.15
Electron micrograph of a proximal tubule cell. The apical surface of
the cell shows the closely packed microvilli (Mv) that collectively are
recognized as t11 e brush border in the ligl1t microscope. Many vesicles
(V) are evident in the apical cytoplasm. Also present in the apical region of the cell are lysosomes (L). The nucleus has not been included
in the plane of section. Extensive numbers of longitudinally oriented
mitochondria (M) are present in the cell w ithin the interdigitating
processes. The mitochondria are responsible for the appearance of
· the basal striations seen in the light microscope, particularly if the ex·
tracellular space is enlarged. The electron micrograph also reveals a
basal lamina and a small amount of connective tissue and the fenes·
trated endothelium (En) of an adjacent peritubular capillary. x 15,000.
Upper inset. Tl1is higher magnification of the microvi lli shows tile
small endocytotic vesicles that have pinched off from the plasma
membrane at the base of the microvilli. X32,000. Lower inset. A
higher magnification of the basal portion of the interdigitating
processes (JP) below the reach of the mitochondria. The extreme
basal aspect of these processes reveals a dense material (arrows) that
represents bundles of actin filaments (see Fig. 19.16). x 15,000.
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is the major driving force fo r reabsorption of water in the
proxim al convoluted tubule. As in the intesti nal and gallbladder epithelia, this process is dri ven by active transport of Na+ into the later a l intercell ular space. Active
transport of Na 1 is followed by passive diffusion of Clto maintain electrochemica l neutra lity. T he accumulation of NaCI in th e latera l intercellular spaces creates an
osmotic gradient th at draws water from the lumen into
the intercellular compartment. This compartment distends as the amount of .fluid in it increases; the lateral
folds separate to al low this distension.
• AQP-1, a sma ll (-30 kDa) transmembrane protein that
functions as a molecul ar wa ter channel in the cell membrane of proxima l convoluted tubules . Movement of
water through these membra ne cha nnels does not require the high energy of Na +JK+-ATPase pumps. Immunocytochemical methods can be used to demonstrate
the presence of these proteins.
The hydrostatic pressure th at builds up in the distended
intercellular compartment, presumably aided by contractile activity of the actin fila ments in the base of the tubule
cells, drives an essentially isosmotic fluid across the tubule
basement membrane into th e renal connective tissue. Here,
the fluid is reabsorbed in to the vessels of the peritubular

capillary

networl~.

The proximal convoluted tubule also reabsorbs amino acids,
sugars, and polypeptides

FIGURE 19.16
Electron micrograph of a proximal convoluted tubule cell. This section is almost tangential and slightly oblique to the base of a proximal convoluted tubule cell and the subjacent basal lamina and capillary. In the left part of the micrograph is the capillary endothelium
(En). Characteristically, the endothelium possesses numerous fenestrations (EnF), and in this plane of section, the fenestrations are seen
en face, displaying circular profiles. The plane of section also makes
the basal lamina (BL) appear as a broad band of homogenous material. To the right of the basal lamina are the interdigitating basal
processes of the proximal tubule cells. The long, straight processes
contain longitudinally oriented actin filaments (arrows). In this plane
of section, the basal extracellular space appears as a maze between
the cellular processes. X 32,000.

jor proteins a re responsible for fluid reabsorption m the
proximal convoluted tubules:

• Na+fK+ -ATPase pumps, transmembrane proteins that
a re locali zed in the lateral folds of the plasma membrane.
T hey are res ponsible for the reabsorfJtion of Na 1 , which

As in the intestine, the microvilli of proximal convoluted
tubule cells are co vered with a well-developed glyco calyx
that conta ins several ATPases, peptidases, and high concentrations of disaccha ridases. In a ddition to am ino acids
and monosaccharides, the ultra filt.rate also conta ins small
peptides and disaccharides. T he latter adsorb on the glycocalyx for further digestion before inte rnalization of the
res ulting amino acids and monosaccharides (including glucose). Also, as in the gut, amino acid and glucose resorp tion depend on active Na • transport.
Proteins and large peptides are endocytosed in the proximal
convoluted tubule

Deep tubular invaginations are present between the ll) icrovilli of the pr oxima l convoluted tu bule cells. Proteins in
the ultrafiltrate, on reachi ng the tubule lumen, bind to the
glycocalyx that covers the plasma mem brane of the invaginations. Then endocytotic vesicles containing the bound
protein bud from the in vagina tions a nd fuse in the apicaJ
cytoplasm to form large protei n-conta ining early endosomes (see Fig. 19.1 5). These early endosomes are destined
to become lysosomes, and the endocytosed proteins are degraded by acid h ydro lases. T he a mino acids produced in
the lysosom al degradatio n a re recycled into the circulation

BOX
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AQPs are a recently recognized family of small, hydrophobic,

transmembrane proteins that mediate water transport in the
kidney and other organs. To date, 10 proteins have been characterized and cloned. The molecular size of AQPs ranges from
26 to 34 kDa. Each protein consists of six transmembrane domains arranged to form a distinct pore. Tile sites where AQPs
are expressed implicate their role In water transport, such as
renal tubules (water reabsorption), brain and spinal cord (cerebrospinal fluid reabsorption), lacrimal apparatus (secretion and
resorption of tears), and eye (aqueous humor secretion and reabsorption). Most AQPs are selective for the passage of water
(AQP-1, AQP-2, AQP-4, AQP-5, AQP-6, and AQP-8), whereas
others, such as AQP-3, AQP-7, and AQP-9, called aquaglyceroporins, also transport glycerol and other larger molecules in
addition to water. Prominent members of the AQP family include
• AQP-7, expressed in kidney (proximal convoluted tubules)

and other cell types such as hepatocytes and red blood
cells.
• AQP- 2, present in the terminal portion of the distal convoluted tubules and in the epith elium of collecting tubules
and ducts. AQP-2 is under the regulation of antidiuretic
hormone (ADH) and is thus known as an ADH-regulated
water channel. Mutation of the AQP-2 gene has been
linked to congenital nephrogenic diabetes insipidus.
• AQP-3 and AQP-4 have also been detected in the basolateral cell surface of the light cells of kidney collecting
ducts as well in the gastrointestinal epithelium (AQP-3)
and the brain and spinal cord (AQP-4).
Current research into the function and structure of the AQP
proteins may lead to tile development of water channel
blockers that could be used to treat hypertension, congestive
heart failure, and brain swelling and to regulate intracranial or
Intraocular pressure.

via the intercellular compartment and th e interstitia l connective tiss ue.
Also, the pH of the ul trafi ltrate is modified in the proxima l convolu ted tubule by the rea bsorption of bicarbonate
and by the specific secretion into the lumen of exogeno us
o rga nic acids and orga nic bases derived fro m the peritubular capillary circulation.

Proximal Straight Tubule
T he cells of the proximal straight tubule (i.e., the th ick descending limb of the loop ofHenJe) ar e not as specia li zed for
abso rption as a re those of the proxima l convoluted tubule.
T hey are shorte1; with a less we ll developed brush border
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and with fewer and less complex lateral and basal-lateral
processes. The mitochondria are smaller than those of the
cells of the con voluted segment and are randomly distributed in the cytoplasm. There are fewer apical invaginations
and endocytotic vesicles, as well as fewer lysosomes.

Thin Segment of Loop of Henle
As noted above, the length of the th.in segment varies with
the location of the nephron in the cortex. JuxtameduU ary
nephrons have the lo ngest limbs; cortica l nephrons have
the shortest. Furthermore, various cell types are present in
the thin segment. In the lig ht microscope it is possible to
detect at least two kinds of'thin segment tubules, one wi th
a more squamous epithelium than the other. Electron microscopic examination of th e thin segments of various
nephrons reveals further differences, namely, the existence
of fou.r types of epithelial cells (Fig. 19.17):

• Type I epithelium is found in the thin descending and ascending limbs of the loop of Henle of short-looped
nephrons. It consists of a th in, simple epitheli um. The
cells have almost no interdigi tations with neighboring
cells and few orga nelles.
• Type II epithelium, found in the thin descending limb of
long-looped nephrons in the cortical labyrinth, consists
of taller epithelium . Th ese cells possess abundant or ganelles and have many small, blunt microvilli. The extent of la teral interdigitation with neighboring cells
va ries by species.
• Type III epitheUum, fo un d in the thin descending lim b in
the inner medulla, consists of a thinner epithelium. The
cells have a simp ler structure and fewer m icrovilli than
type II epithelia l cells. Latera l interd igitations are absent.
• Type N epithelium, fo und at the bend of lo ng-looped
nephro ns an d thro ugh the entire thin ascending limb,
consists of a low, fl attened epithelium witho ut microvilli . The cells possess few organelles.
The specific functional roles of the four cell types in the
thin segment are no t yet clear, although this segment is pa rt
of the counter current exchange system that functions in
concentrating urine. M orphologic differences, such as microvilli, mi tochondria, and degree of cellular interdig itation, pro bably reAect specific active or passive roles in this
process .
The thin descending and ascending limbs of the loop of Henle
differ in structural and functional properties

Studies of ultrafi ltrate entering the thin descend ing
Umb and leaving the thin ascend ing limb of the loop of
H enle revea l d rama tic changes in its osmolality. The ultrafiltrate that enters the thin descending limb is isosmotic whereas the ultrafi ltrate leaving the thin asce nding
limp is hypoosmotic to plasma. This change is achieved
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fluid in the medulla is hyperosmotic, water diffuses out
of, and salt diffuses into, the nephron at this site. The
cells of this limb do not actively transport significant
amount of ions; thus changes in osmolarity are the result
of passive movement of water into the peritubular connective tissue and of salt and urea into tbe tlun descending limb.
• The thin ascending limb o£ the loop of Henle also has
active function but allows passive diffusion of NaCl
into the interstitium. CJ - ion diffuses into the interstitium following its concentration gradient through the
Cl - -conducting channels. Although the energy from
ATP is required to open these channels, the movement
of Cl- is not an example of active transport and does
not r equ ire CJ--stimulated ATPase activity. Counter
ions, in this case Na ~· (the majority) and K+, follow
passively in order to maintain electrochemical neutrality. The hyperosmolarity of the interstitium is directly
related to the transport activity of the cells in this limb
of the loop of Henle. As in most pump systems, a
counter ion, in this case Na+, follows passively to
maintain electrochemical neutrality. Further, the thin
ascending limb is largely impermeable to water, so
that at this site, as the salt concentration increases in
the interstitium, the i11te.rstiti um becomes hyperosmotic and the fluid in the lumen of the nephron becomes hypoosmotic.

and the lateral margins of the cells are indistinct. The nucleus is located in the apical portion of the cell and sometimes, especially in the straight segment, causes the cell to
bulge into the lumen. As noted above, these cells have extensive basal-lateral plications, and there are 11.umerous mitochondria associated with these basal folds (Fig. 19.18).
They also have considera bly fewe r and less well developed
microvilli than proxin1al straight tubule cells (compare
Figs. 19.15 and 19.18) .

• The thin descending limb of the loop of Henle is permeable, permitting free passage or equilibration of salt
and water between the ILUnen of the nephron and the
peritubuJar connective tissue. Because the interstitial

The distal convoluted tubule, located in the cortical
labyrinth, is only about one third as long (-5 mm) as the
proximal convoluted tubule. This short tubule is responsible for

cretion of hydrogen ion, leading to further acidification
of the urine
• Conversion of ammonia to ammonium ion, which then
enters the urea cycle that counteracts the toxic effects of
ammo 111 a
Aldosterone, secreted by the adrenal gland and released
under stimulation by angiotensin ll, increases the reabsorption ofNa + and secretion oflc+ . These effects increase
blood volume and blood pressure in response to increased
blood Na+ concentration.

Collecting Tubules and Collecting Ducts
The collecting tubules as well as the cortical and
medullary collecting ducts are composed of simple epithelium. The collecting tubu les and cortical collecting ducts
have flattened cells, somewhat squamous to cuboidal in
shape. The medullary collecting ducts have cuboidal cells,
with a transition to colunu1ar cells as the ducts increase in
size. The collecting tubules and ducts are readily distinguished from proximal and distal tubules by virtue of the
cell boundaries that can be seen in the Light nucroscope.
Two distinct types of cells are present in the collecting
tubules and collecting ducts:

loop of Henle

by reabsorbing more sa lts than water. The two limbs of
the loop of Henle have different penneabilities and thus
different func tions:

The distal convoluted tubule exchanges Na+ for K+ under aldosterone regulation

filtrate to conserve Na +

The distal straight tubule is a part of the ascending limb of the

FIGURE 19.17
Schematic diagram of loop-of-Henle thin-limb epithelial cells. Ro·
man numerals (/·IV) identify the various segments of the epithelium
and the region where they are found in the thin limb of tl1e short and
long loops of Hen le. Tile diagrams of the epithelium do not include
nuclear regions of the epit11elial cells. (Modified from Madsen KM,
Tisher CC. Kidney Hormones1986;3:45-100.)

Distal Convoluted li.lbule

• Reabsorption of bicarbonate ion, with concomitant se-

Distal Straight Tubule

The distal stmight tubule (thick ascending limb), as previously noted, is a part of the ascending limb of the loop of
Henle and includes both medullary and cortical portions,
with the latter located in the medullary rays . The distal
straight tubule, like the ascending thin limb, transports ions
from the tubular lumen to the interstitium. The apical cell
membrane in this segment has electroneutra l transporters
(synporters) that allow Cl - , Na', and K• to ente r the cell
from the lumen. Na+ is actively transported across the extensive basal-lateral plications by the Na+JK+-ATPase
pm11ps; Cl - and l(+ diffuse out from the in tracellular space
by the CJ- and K ' channels. Some K' ions leak back into the
tubu lar fluid throughout l(+ channels, causing the tubular
lumen to be positively charged in respect to the interstitium.
This positive gradient provides the driving force for thereabsorption of many other ions such as Ca 2 + and MgH . Note
that this significant movement of ions occurs without the
movement of water through the wall of the distal straight
tubule, resulting in separation of water from its solutes.
In routine histologic preparations, the Large cuboidal
cells of the distal straight tubule stain lightly with eosin,
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• Reabsorption of Na+ and secretion of K"' into the ultra-
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• Light cells, also called collecting duct or CD cells, are the

FIGURE 19.18
Electron micrograph of a distal convoluted tubule cell. The apical sur·
face of the cell displays some microvilli (Mv), but they are not suffi·
ciently long or numerous to give the appearance of a brus11 border
(compare with Fig. 19.15). Tl1e nucleus and Golgi apparatus (G) are in
the upper portion of the cell. Mitochondria (M) are chiefly in the basal
region of the cell within the interdigitating processes (IP). As in the
proximal tubule cell, the mitochondria account for the appearance of
basal striations in the light microscope. A basal lamina (BL) is seen ad·
jacent to the basal surface of the cell. X12,000.

principal cells of the system . They are pale-staining cells
with true basal infoldings rather than processes that interdigitate with those of adjacent cells. They possess a single
ciliwn and relatively few short microvilli (Fig. 19.19).
They contain small, spherical mitochondria. These cells
possess an abunda nce of ADH-regulated water channels,
AQP-2, which are responsible for water permeability of
the collecting ducts. In add ition, aq uaporins AQP-3 and
AQP-4 are present within the basolatera l membrane of
these cells.
• Dark cells, also called intercalated (/C) cells, occur in
considerably smaller numbers. They have many mitochondria, and tbeir cytoplasm appears denser. Microplicae, cytoplasnuc folds, are present on their apical sur face, as well as microvilli. The microplicae are readily
observed with the SEM but may be mistaken for mi-
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In the medulla, the p rin cipal interstitial cells resemble
myo.fibroblasts. They are oriented to the lo ng axes of the
tubular structures and may have a rol e in compressing
these structures. The cells contain prominent bundles of
actin filaments, abundant rough endoplasmic reticulum
(rER ), a well-developed Golgi complex, an d lysosom es.
Prominent lipid droplets in the cytoplasm appear to increase and decrease in relation to the diuretic state. Some
evidence suggests that t hese cells ma y secrete a hormonelike material t hat reduces blood pressure, but this sub-

stance has been neither isolated nor characterized. In addition, prostaglandins and prostacyclin m ay a lso be synthesized in the interstitium.

9

Scanning electron micrograph of a collecting tubule. This micro·
graph shows dark cells (asterisks), with numerous short lamellipodla
or microridges on their surface, and light cells, each witl1 a single cilium on its free surface along with small microvilli. The terms "light"
and "dark" refer to the staining character of sectioned cells and not to
the density differences reflecting charge characteristics of the coated
surface of the specimen. (Courtesy of C. Craig Tisher.)

HISTOPHYSIOLOGY
OF THE KIDNEY

The countercurrent multiplier system creates hyperosmotic
urine

• Loop of Henle, w hich acts as a countercurrent multiplier. The ultrafiltrate m oves within th e descen ding limb

crovilli with the transmtsston electron microscope
(TEM) (see Fig. 19.19). They do not show basal in foldings but have basally located interdigitations w ith neighboring cells. N umerous vesicles are p resent in the apical
cytoplasm.
The cells of th e collecting ducts grad ually become taller
as the ducts pass fro m th e outer to the inner medull a a nd
become columnar in the region of the renal papilla. The
number of d a rk cells gradually decreases until non e a re
present in t he du cts as they approach the papilla.

9

INTERSTITIAL CELLS

The connective tissue of the kidney pa rench yma, called interstitial tissue, surro unds the nephrons, ducts, and bloo d
and lymphatic vessels. This tissue increases conside rabl y in
a moun t from the cortex (wh ere it constitutes approxima tely 7% of t he volume) to the inner region of t he
medulla and papilla (where it may constitute more than
20 % of the volume).
In the cortex, two types of interstitial cells are recognized: cells tha t resemble fibroblasts, fou nd between th e
basement memb rane of the tubu les and the adjacen t peritubular capillaries, and occasional macrophages. In their
intimate relationship with the base o f th e tubular epi thelial
cells, the .fibroblasts resemble th e subepithelial .fibroblasts
of the intestine. T hese cells synthesize a nd secrete the collagen and glycosaminoglycans of the extracellular matri x
of the intersti tium.

Water permeability of the epithelium of the collecting ducts
Is regulated by antidiuretic hormone (ADH or vasopressin), a
hormone produced in the hypothalamus and released from
the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland. ADH increases the
permeability of the collecting duct to water, thereby producIng more concentrated urine. At the molecular level, ADH
acts on ADH·regulated water channels, AQP·2, located in the
epithelium of the terminal portion of the distal convoluted
tubule and in the epithelium of the collecting tubules and
ducts. However, tile action of ADH is more significant in the
collecting tubules and collecting ducts. ADH binds to receptors on the cells of these tubules and triggers the following
actions:
• Translocation of the AQP-2-containlng Intracytoplasmic
vesicles into the apical cell surface-a short-term effect.

This results In an Increased number of available AQP·2
channels at the cell surface, thus Increasing water permeability of the epithelium.
• Synthesis of AQP-2s and their insertion into the apical cell
membrane- a long-term effect.
An increase in plasma osmolality or a decrease in blood
volume stimulates release of ADH, as does nicotine.
In the absence of ADH, copious, dilute urine is produced.
This condition is called central diabetes insipidus (CDI). Recent
studies indicate that mutation of two genes encoding AQP·2
and ADH receptors is responsible for a form of CDI called
nephrogenic diabetes Insipidus. In this disease, the kidney
does not respond to ADH because of defective AQP·2 and
ADH receptor proteins synthesized by the collecting tubule
and duct epithelial cells. Excess water consumption can· also
inhibit ADH release, thereby promoting the production of a
large volume of hypoosmotic urine.
Increased secretion of ADH can produce an extremely hyperosmotic urine, thereby conserving water in the body. lnad·
equate consumption of water or loss of water due to sweating,
vomiting, or diarrhea stimulates release of ADH. This leads to
an increase in the permeability of the epithelium of the distal
and collecting tubules and promotes the production of a small
volume of hyperosmotic urine.
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of the med ulla from the corticom eduilary junction to the
papilla.
Vasa recta containing descending arterioles and ascending
venules' act as countercurrent exchangers

The term countercurrent indica tes a flow of fluid in adjacent structures in opposite directions. The ability to excrete hyperosmotic urine d epe nds on the countercurrent
multipliet· system that involves three struct ures:
FIGURE 19.19

Uriuary Sysltm

of the thi n segment of the loop toward the ren a l papilla
and moves back towaTd the corticomedullary junction
withi n the ascending limb of the thin segment. The osmotic gradients of the medu lla a re esta blished alo ng th e
axis of the loop of Henle.
• Vasa recta, form loops parallel to the loop of H enle.
They act as countercurrent exchangers of water and
solutes between the descending part (arterio lae rectae)
a nd ascending part (venulae rectae) of th e vasa recta.
The vasa recta help to maintain the osmotic gradient of
the medulla .
• Collecting duct in the m edulla acts as an osmotic equilibrating device. Modified ultrafiltrate in the collecting
ducts ca n be further eq uilibra ted with the hyperosmotic
medullary interstitium. T he level of equilibra tio n depends on activation of ADH-dependent water channels
(AQP-2).
A standing gradient of ion concentration produces
hyperosmotic urine by a countercurrent multiplier effect

The loop of H enle creates and m aintains a gradient of
ion con centration in the medullary interstitium t hat increases from the corticomedu lla ry junct ion t o the renal
papilla . As noted above, the thin descending limb of the
loop of H en le is freely permeable to Na+, Cl-, and water, w he reas the ascending limb of the loop of H enle is
impermeable to water. Further, the thin ascending lim b
cells add Na + and C J- to the interstitium.
Because water cannot leave the thi n ascending li mb,
the interstitium becomes hype rosmotic r elati ve to the lumina l conten ts. Alth o ug h some of the CI- anci Na + o f the
interstitium diffuses back into the nephron at th e thin
d escending limb, the ions are tra nsported out again in
the t hin ascending limb and di stal stra ight tubule (thick
ascending limb). This p roduces the countercurrent multiplier effect. Thus, the concentration of NaCI in th e interstitium g radually increases d own the length of th e
loop of H enle and, consequently, through the t hi ckn ess

For a n understanding of the countercurrent excha nge
mechan ism, it is necessary to resume the description of the
renal ci rc ula tion at the point a t which the efferent a rterio le
leaves the renal corpuscle.
The efferent arterioles of the renal corpuscles of most of
the cortex branch to form the ca pillary n etwork that surrounds the tubula r portions of the n ephron in the cortex, the
peritubular capillary network. The efferent arterioles of the
juxtamedullary ren al corpuscles form several unbra nched arterioles tha t descend into the medullary pyramid. These artet·iolae rectae make a hairpin turn deep in the medullary
pyramid and ascend as the venulae rectae. Together, the descending a rterioles and the ascending venules a re ca lled the
vasa recta. The arteriolae rect ae form capillary plex uses
lined by fen estrated endothelium tha t supply the t ubula r
structures a t the various levels of the med ullary pyramid.
Interaction between collecting ducts, loops of Henle, and vasa
rectae is required for concentrating urine by the countercurrent exchange mechanism
Beca use the thin ascending limb o f the loop of H enle has
a high level of tran sport activ ity a nd because it is im permea ble to water, the modified ultrafiltrate that ultimately
reaches th e d ista l convoluted tubule is h)'poosmotic. When
ADH is present, the distal convoluted tubules, the collecting tubules, and the collecting ducts are h ighly permeable
to water. Therefore, within the cortex, in which th e intersti tium is isosm o tic with blood, the modified ultrafiltrate
w ithin t he di stal convoluted tubule equilibrates and also
becomes isos mo tic, partly by loss of water to the interstitium a nd p artl y by addition o f ions other than Na + a nd Clto the ultrafi ltrate. In the medulla, increasing amounts of
water leave the ultrafiltra te as the collecting d ucts pass
through the increasing ly h yperosmotic interstitium o n
their course to the p api llae.
As noted a bove, the vasa recta also form loops in the
medulla tha t parallel the loop of Henle. This arrangement
ensu res t ha t the vessels p rovide circu lation to t he medulla
w ithout disturbing the osmotic gradient established by
transp ort of C J- in the epithelium of the ascend ing limb of
't he loop of H e nle.
The vasa r ecta form a countercurrent excha11ge system in
the fo llowing mann er: Both the arterial and venous sides of
the loop are thin-walled vessels that form plex uses of fenestrated capillaries a t a ll levels in the medulla. As the a rterial
vessels descend through the medulla, the blood loses water to
the interstitium and ga ins salt from the interstitium so that a t
the tip of the loop, deep in the medulla, the blood is essentially in equilibrium with the hyperosmotic interstitial fluid.
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As the venous vessels ascend toward the corticomedullary junction, the process is reversed, i.e., the hyperosmotic blood loses salt to the interstitium and gains water
from the interstitium. This passive countercurrent exchange
of water and salt between the blood and the interstitium occurs without expenditure of energy by the endothelial cells.
The energy that drives this system is the same energy that
drives the multiplier system, namely, the movement ofNa+
and CJ- out of the cells of the water-impermeable ascending
limb of the loop of Henle. The countercurrent exchange system and other movement of molecules in different parts of
the nephron are shown in Figure 19.20.

proximal convoluted
tubule

9

Some aspects of the blood supply of the kidney have been
described in relation to specific functions, i.e., glomerular
filtration, control of blood pressure, and countercurrent
exchange. It remains, howevet; to provide an overall description of the blood supply of the kidney.
Each kidney receives a large branch from the abdominal
aorta, called the renal artery. The renal artery branches
within the renal sinus and sends interlobar branches into
the substance of the kidney (Fig. 19.21). The interlobar arteries travel between the pyramids as far as the cortex and

distal convoluted
tubule

interlobar artery
and vein

H+
collecting
tubule

><
w

h:
0

()

thin descending
limb

•

FIGURE 19.21
Schematic diagram of the renal blood supply. The renal artery gives
rise to interlobar arteries that branch into arcuate arteries at the border between the medulla and cortex. Interlobular arteries (IL) branch
from the arcuate arteries and travel toward the renal capsule, giving
off afferent arterioles to the glomeruli (G). Glomeruli in the outer part
of the cortex (G1, G2) send efferent arterioles to the peritubular ca pillaries (PC) that surround the tubules in the cortex; glomeruli near the
medulla (G3), the juxtamedullary glomeruli, send efferent arterioles
almost entirely into the medullary plexus (MP) of capillaries via the arteriolae rectae spuriae (ARS). Blood returns from the capillaries via
veins that enter the arcuate veins. Stellate veins (SV) near the capsule.
drain both the capsular (CC) and the peritubular capi llaries.

Active transport
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•

Active exchange
Active cotransport

~

Passive diffusion

urea
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ADH dependent
H20 movement
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H20 movement
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FIGURE 19.20
Diagram showing movement of substances into and out of the nephron and collecting system. The symbols
indicate the mode of transport as noted in the key.
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stem from the interlobular artery may .branch to form several afferent arterioles. Some interlobular arteries tenninate near the periphery of the cortex, whereas others enter
the kidney capsule to provide its arterial supply.
Afferent arterioles give rise to the capillaries that form
the glomerulus. The glomerular capillaries reunite to form
an efferent arteriole that, in turn, gives rise to a second network of capillaries, the peritubular capillaries. The
arrangement of these capillaries differs according to
whether they originate from cortical or juxtamedullary
glomeruli.

BLOOD SUPPLY

Na+
K+
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then turn to follow an arched course along the base of the
pyramid between the medulla and the cortex. Thus, these
interlobar arteries are designated arcuate arteries.
Interlobular arteries branch from the arcuate arteries
and ascend through the cortex toward the capsule. Although the boundaries between lobules are not distinct,
the interlobu lar arteries, when included in a section cut
perpendicular to the vessel, are located midway between
adjacent medullary rays, traveling in the cortical labyrinth.
As they traverse the cortex toward the capsule, the interlobular arteries give off branches, the a fferent arterioles,
one to each glomerulus. A ·single afferent arteriole may
spring directly from the interlobular artery, or a common

• Efferent arterioles from cortical glomeruli lead into a
peritubular capillary network that surrounds the local
uriniferous tubules (see Gland G2, Fig. 19.21).
• Efferent arterioles from juxtamedullary glomeruli descend into the medulla alongside the loop of Henle;
they break up into smaller vessels that continue toward
the apex of the pyramid but make hairpin turns at various levels to return again as straight vessels toward the
base of the pyramid (see G3 Fig. 19.21). Thus, the efferent arterioles from the juxtamedull ary glomeruli
give rise to vasa recta involved in the countercurrent
exchange system and their peritubular capillary network. These vessels are described in the expla nation of
the countercurrent exchange system (page 623 ).
Generally, venous flow in the kidney follows a reverse
course to arterial flow, with the veins running in parallel
with the corresponding arteries (see Fig. 19.21). Thus,

• Peritubular cortical capillaries drain into interlobular
veins, w hich in turn drain into arcuate veins, interlobar
veins, and the renal vein.
• The medullary vascular network drains into arcuate
veins and so forth.
• Peritubular capillaries near the kidney surface and capillaries of the capsule drain into stellate veins (so called
for their pattern of distribution when viewed from the
kidney surface), which drain into interlobular veins, and
so forth.

Q

LYMPHATIC VESSELS

The kidneys contain two major networks of lymphatic
vessels. These networks are not usually visible in routine
histologic sections but can be demonstrated by experi'mental methods. One network is located in t he o uter regions of the cortex and drains into larger lymphatic vessels in the capsule. The other network is located more
deeply in the substance of the kidney a nd drains into
large lymphatic vessels in the renal sinus. There are
numerous anastomoses between the two lymphatic
networks.
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Q NERVE SUPPlY
The fibers that form the rena l plexus are derived mostly
from the sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous
system. They cause contraction of vascular smooth muscle
and consequent vasoconstriction.
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• Constriction of the afferent arterioles to the glomeruli
reduces the filtration rate and decreases the production
of urine.
• Constriction of the efferent arterioles from the glomeruli
increases the filtration rate and increases the production
of urine.
• Loss of sympathetic innervation leads to increased urinary o utput.

It is evident, however, that the extrinsic nerve supply is
not necessary for normal renal function. Although the
nerve fibers to the kidney are cut during rena l transplantation, transplanted kidneys su bsequently function normally.

Q URETER, URINARY BlADDER,
AND URETHRA
All excretory passages, except the urethra. have the same
general organization

On leaving the collecting ducts at the area cribrosa, the
urine enters a series of structures that do not modify it but
are specialized for its storage and passage to the exterior of
the body. The urine flows sequentially to a minor calyx, a
major calyx, and the renal pelvis, and leaves each kidney
through the ureter to the urinary bladder, where it is
stored. The urine is finally voided through the urethra.
AU of these excretory passages, except the urethra, ha ve
the same general structures, namely, a mucosa (lined by
tra nsitio na l epithelium), muscul aris, and adventitia (or, in
some regio ns, a serosa).
Transitional epithelium lines the calyces. ureters, bladder, and
the initial segment of the urethra

Transitimtal epithelium (urothelium) lines the excretory
passages leading from the kidney. This stratified epithelium
is essentiall y impermeable to salts and water. The epithelium begins in the minor calyces as two cell layers and increases to an apparent four to five layers in the ureter (Fig.
19 .22) and as man y as six o r more layers in the empty bladder. However, when the bladder is distended, as few as
three layers are seen. This change reflects the ability of the
cells to accommodate to distension. The cells in the distended bladder, particularly the large surface cells and those
in the layers below, flatten and unfold to accommodate the
increasi ng surface a rea. As the individual cells unfold and
flatten, the resulting appearance is the " true" three layers.

FIGURE 19.22
Photomicrograph of transitional epithelium (urothelium). This
H&E-stained specimen shows the 4- to 5-cell-layer thickness of the
epithelium in the relaxed ureter. The surface cells exhibit a rounded
or dome·shaped profile. The connective tissue below the epithelium
(Ep) Is relatively cellular and contains a number of lymphocytes. Blood
vessels (BV) are also abundant in this area. X450.

In routine histologic sections obtained from the empty
bladder, the surface epithelial cells are usually cuboida l
and bulge into the lumen. They ar e frequently described as
" dome-shaped" cells because of the curvature of the apical
surface {see Fig. 19.22). When examined with the TEM,
the plasma membrane exhibits an unusua l feature, e.g.,
modified areas of the plasma m em brane ca lled plaques are
seen (Fig. 19.23). These p laques appear to be more rigid
and thicker (up to 12 nm) than the rest of the apical
plasma membrane. Actin filaments are observed stretch ing
from the inner surface of the plaques into the cytoplasm.
In the undistended urinary bladder the plaques give the luminal surface of cells an irregular sca lloped contour (Fig.
19.24). Each cell appears to fold inward upon itself. As a
result of this folding, the p laques appear as a series of
fusiform vesicles. Their lumina, however, are in continuity
with the cell's exterior. As the bladder distends, the
fusiform vesicles unfo ld and become part of the surface as
the cell stretches and flattens {Fig. 19.25).
Smooth muscle of the urinary passages is arranged in bundles

A dense collagenous lamina propria underlies the
urothelium throughout the excretory passages. Neither a
muscularis mucosae nor a submucosal layer is present in

FIGURE 19.23
Transmission electron micrograph of urinary bladder epithelium.
The mucous membrane of the urinary bladder consists of transitional
epithelium (Ep) with an underlying lamina propria (LP). The epithelial
cells contain unique fusiform vesicles, which are evident here at this ·
relatively low magnification. These are seen at higher magnification
in Figure 19.24. x s,ooo.

their walls. In the tubu lar portions (ureters a nd methra),
usually two layers of smooth muscle lie beneath the lamina
propna:
• The inner layer is arra nged in a loose spiral described as

a longitudinal layer.

FIGURE 19.24
Transmission electron micrograph of the apical portion of a transitional epithelial cell. a. The cytoplasm displays small vesicles. filaments, and mitochondria, but the most distinctive feature of the cell
is its fusiform vesicles (FV). X27,000. b. The higher magnification
shows that the membrane forming the vesicles appears to be similar
to the plasma membrane of the cell surface (arrows). Both membranes
are thickened and give the impression of possessing a degree of rigidity greater than that of plasma membrane in other locations. The
thickened plasma membrane represents a sectioned view of a surface
plaque. The fusiform vesicles are formed by the infolding of the
plaques in the cells of the relaxed urinary bladder. x 60,000.

smooth muscle move the urine from the minor calyces
through the ureter to the bladder.

• Tbe outer layer is arranged in a tight spiral described as
a circular layer.

Ureters

Note that this arrangement of the smooth muscle is opposite that of the muscularis externa of the intestinal tract.
The smooth muscle of the urinary passages is mixed with
connective tissue, so that it forms paraJlel bundles rather
than pure muscular sheets. Peristaltic contractions of the

Each ureter conducts urine from the rena l pelvis to the urinary bladder and is approximately 24 to 34 em long. The
dista l part of the ureter enters the urinary bladder and follows an oblique path through the wall of tJ1e bladder. Transitiona l epithelium {urothelium) lines the luminal surface of
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the bladder however, is not as clearly separated into distinctive Ia yers.

Urinary Bladder

FIGURE 19.25
Diagrams of the luminal surface of transitional epithelial cells. The
upper drawing depicts part of a surface cell in a distended bladder; the
lower drawing depicts the same cell as it would appear in a relaxed
bladder. The plasma membrane is thickened in regions to form
plaques. The interplaque regions consist of membrane that Is not
thickened. In tile relaxed bladder, the plaques are invaginated into
the cell, and although they retain their continuity with tile surface, the
invaginated plaques typically appear as isolated fusiform vesicles in
electron micrographs. Filaments attached to tile undersurface of the
plaques may prevent undue st retching In the distended bladder.
(Modified from Staehelin LA, Chlapowski FJ, Bonneville MA. J Cell Bioi

1972;53:73-91.)

the wall of the ureter. The remainder of the wall is composed of smooth muscle and connective tissue. The smooth
muscle is arranged in three layers: an inner longitudina l
laye1; a middle circular layer, and an outer longitudinal
layer. However, the outer longitudinal layer is present only
at the distal end of the ureter. Usua lly, the ureter is embedded in the retroperitoneal adipose tissue. The adipose tissue, vessels, and nerves form the adventitia of the uxeter.
As the bladder distends with urine, the openings of the
meters are compressed, reducing the possibility of reflu x of
urine into the ureters. Contraction of the smooth muscle of
the bladder wall a lso compresses the openings of the
ureters into the bladder. This action helps prevent the
spread of i11fection from the bladder and urethra, frequent
sites of chronic infection (particularly in females), to the
kidney.
In the termina l portion of the ureters, a thick outer
layer of longitudinal muscle is present in add ition to the
two listed above, particularly in the portion of the meter
that passes tluough the bladder wall. Most descriptions
of the bladder musculature indicate that this longitudinal la yer continues into the wall of the bladder to form
a principal component of its wa ll. The smooth muscle of

The bladder is a distensible reservoir for urine, located in
the pelvis, posterior to the pubic symphysis; its size and
shape change as it fills. It contains three openings, two for
the ureters (ureteric orifices) and one for the urethra (internal urethral orifice). The triangular region defined by
these three openings, the trigone, is relatively smooth and
constant in thickness, whereas the rest of the bladder wa ll
is thick and folded when the bladder is empty and thin and
smooth when the bladder is distended. T hese differences
reflect the embryologic origins of the trigone and the rest
of the bladder wall: the trigone is derived from the embryOJuc mesonephric ducts, and the major portion of the wall
originates from the cloaca.
The smooth muscle of the bladder wa ll forms the detrusor muscle. Toward the opening of the urethra, the muscle
fibers form the involuntary internal urethral sphincter, a
ring-like arrangement of muscle around the opening of the
uretrua. The srnooth muscle bundles of the detrusor muscle are less regularly arranged than that of the tubular portions of the excretory passages, and thus, the muscle and
collagen bundles are random ly nuxed. Contraction of the
detrusor muscle o f the bladder compresses the entire organ
and forces the urine into the urethra.
The bladder is innervated by bod1 sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system:
• Sympathetic fibers form a p lexus in the adventitia of the
bladder wall. These fibers probably innervate blood vessels in the wal l.
• Parasympathetic fibers originate from 51 to 54 segments
of the spina l cord and travel with pelvic splanchnic
nerves into the bladder. They end in terminal ganglia in
the muscle bundles and the adventitia and are the efferent fibers of the micturitiott 1'eflex.
• Sensory fibers from the bladder to the sacra l portion of
the spina l cord are the afferent fibers of the micturition
refl ex.

Urethra
The urethra is the fibromuscular tube that conveys urine
from the urinary bladder to the exterior through the external urethral orifice. The size, structure, and functions of
the urethra differ in males and females.
In the male, the urethra serves as the terminal duct for
both the urinary a nd genital systems. Tt is about 20 em
long and has three distinct segments:

• Prostatic urethra extends for 3 to 4 em from the neck of
the bladder through the prostate gland (see page 707). lt
is lined with tra nsitional epithelium (urothelium). The
ejaculatory ducts of the genital system enter the paste-

rior wall of this segment, and many small prostatic ducts
also empty into this segment.
• Membranous urethra extends for about 1 em from the
apex of the prostate gland to the bulb of the penis. It
passes through the urogenital diaphragm of the pelvic
floor as it enters the perineum. Skeletal muscle of the urogenital diaphragm surrounding the membranous uretrua
forms the external (voluntary) sphincter of the urethra.
Transitional epithelium ends in the membranous urethra.
This segment is lined with a stratified or pseudostratified
columnar epithelium that resembles the epithelium of the
genital duct system more than it resembles the epithelium
of the more proximal portions of the urinary duct system.
• Penile (spongy) urethra extends for about 15 em through
the length of the penis and opens on the body surface at
the glans penis. The penile urethra is surrounded by the
corpus spongiosum as it passes through the length of the
penis. It is lined with pseudostratified columnar epithelium except at its distal end, where it is lined with stratified squamous epithelium continuous with that of the
skin of the penis. Ducts of the bulbourethral glands
(Cowper's glands) and of the mucus-secreting urethral
glands (glands of Littre) empty into the penile m ethra.
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In the female, the urethra is short, measuring 3 to 5 em
in length from the bladder to the vestibule of the vagina,
where it normally terminates just posterior to the clitoris. The mucosa is traditionall y described as having
longitudinal folds. As in the male urethra, the lining is
initially transitional epithelium, a continuation of the
bladder epithelium, but changes to stratified squamous
epithelium before its termination. Some investigators
h ave reported the presence of stratified columnar and
pseudostratified columnar epithelium in the midportion
of the female urethra.
Numerous small urethral glands, particularly in the
prox imal part of the urethra, open into the urethral lumen.
Other glands, the paraurethral glattds, which are homologous to the prostate gland in the male, secrete into the
common paraurethral ducts. These ducts open on each
side of the external urethral orifice. They produce an alkaline secretion. The lamina propria is a highly vascularized
layer of connective tissue that resembles the corpus spongiosmn in the male. Where the urethra penetrates the urogenital diaphragm (membranous part of the urethra), the
striated muscle of this structure forms the external (voluntary) urethral sphincter.

l
CHAPTER 19

PLATE 70. KIDNEY I
The urinary system consists of the paired kidneys, the paired ureters, which lead from the kidneys to the urina1y bladder,
and the urethra, which leads from the bladder to the exterior of the body. The kidneys conserve body fluid and electrolytes and
remove metabolic wastes such as urea, uric acid, creatinine, a nd breakdown products of various substances. They produce
urine, initially an ultrafiltrate of blood that is modified by selective resorption and specific secretion by kidney tubule cells.
The kidneys also function as endocrine organs, producing erythropoietin, a growth factor that regulates red blood cell formation, and renin, a hormone involved in blood pressure and blood volume control. They also hydroxylate vitamin D, a steroid
prohormone, to produce its active form.
Each kidney is a flattened, bean-shaped structure approximately 10 em long, 6.5 em wide (from convex to concave border),
and 3 em thick. The concave medial border of each kidney contains a hilum, an indented region through which blood vessels,
nerves, and lymphatic vessels enter and leave the kidney. The funnel-shaped origin of the ureter, the renal pelvis, also leaves
the kidney at the hilum. A cut, hemisected fresh kidney reveals two distinct regions: a cortex, the reddish-brown outer region,
and a medulla, a much lighter inner part continuous with the renal pelvis. The cortex is characterized by renal cmpuscles and
their tubules, including the convoluted and straight tubules of the nephron, the collecting tubules, and an extensive vascular
supply.

Figure 1, kidney, human, fresh specimen x 3.
A section through the hilum is shown here. The hilar region of the kidney is below, and the convex lateral border is
above. The outer part of the kidney (except at the hilum)
has a reddish-brown appearance; this is the cortex. It is easily distinguished from the inner portion, the medulla, which
is further divided into an outer portion (OM), identified here
by the presence of straight blood vessels, the vasa recta
(VR), and an inner portion (IM), which has a light appearance. The medulla consists of pyramidal structures, the pyramids, which have their base facing the cortex and their
apex in the form of a papilla ( P) facing the hilar region of
the kidney. The pyramids are separated, sometimes only
partially in this figure, by cortical material that is designated the renal columns (RC). Note, also, that the two pyramids depicted in the illustration share the same papilla.
Most of the pyramid belonging to the other papilla, on the

left, has not been included in the plane of the section. The
papillae are free tips of the pyramids that project into the
first of a series of large collecting vessels, the minor calyces
(MC); the inner surface of the calyx is white. Minor calyces
drain into major calyces, and in turn, these open into therenal pelvis, which funnels into the ureter.
An interesting feature in this specimen is that the blood
has been retained in many of the vessels, thereby allowing
for visualization of several renal vessels in their geographic
location. Among the vessels that can be identified in the cut
face of the kidney shown here are the interlobular vessels
(IV) within the cortex; the arcuate veins (AV) at the base of
the pyramids; and, in the medulla, the vessels going to and
from the capillary network of the pyramid. The latter vessels, both arterioles and venules, are relatively straight and
are designated collectively as the vasa recta (VR).

Figure 2, kidney, human, H&E x20.
A histologic section including the cortex and part of the
medulla is shown here. Located at the boundary between
the two (partly marked by the dashed line) are numerous
profiles of arcuate arteties (AA) and arcuate veins (A V). The
most distinctive feature of the renal cortex, regardless of the
plane of section, is the presence of the renal corpuscles
(RC). These are spherical structures composed of a
glomerulus (glomerular vascular tuft) surrounded by the
visceral and parietal epithelium of Bowman's capsule. Also

seen in the cortex are groups of tubules that are more or less
straight and disposed in a radial direction from the base of
the medulla (a rrows); these are the medullary rays. In contrast, the medulla presents profiles of tubular structures that
are arranged as gentle curves in the outer part of the
medulla, turning slightly to become straight in the inner
part of the medulla. The disposition of the tubules (and
blood vessels) gives the cut face of the pyramid a slightly
striated appearance that is also evident in the gross specimen (Fig. 1).

B

B

KEY
AA, arcuate arteries
AV, arcuate veins
IM, inner medulla
IV, interlobular vessels
MC, minor calyx
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OM, outer medulla
P, papilla
RC: Fig. I , renal column; Fig. 2, renal corpuscles

VR, vasa recta
arrows, medullary rays
dashed line (Fig. 2), boundary between cortex and medulla
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PLATE 72. KIDNEY Ill
Proximal and distal convoluted tubules di splay features that aid in their identification in H&E- stained paraffi n sections. Proximal tubu les generally have a larger di ameter than di stal tubules have; cross sections of the lumen often appear stellate. A brush
border (apical microvilli) is often visible on the proximal tubule cells. Also, the proximal convoluted tubule is more than twice
as long as the distal convoluted tubule; thus, the majority of tubular profiles in the cortical labyrinth will be of proximal tubules.
Mesangial cells a nd their extracellular matrix constitute the mesangium of the renal corpuscle. They underHe the endotheliUJn of the capillaries of the glomerular tuft a nd extend to the vascular pole, where they become part of the juxtaglomerular
apparatus. The terminal portion of the distal thick segme nt of the nephron lies close to the affere nt arte riole. Tubule epithelial
cells closest to the arteriole are thinner, taller, and more closely packed than other tubule cells a nd constitute the macula densa.
Arteri al smooth muscle cells opposite the macula densa are modified into juxtaglomerular cells that secrete renin in response
to decreased blood NaCl concentration.

EB
EB
EB

Figure 1, kidney, human, H&E x240.
In this figure, an area of cortical labyrinth, there are six
distal convoluted (DC) tubu le pro files. The proximal
tubules (unlabeled) have a slightl y larger outside diameter
than the di stal tubules have. The proximal tubules have a
brush border, whereas the distal tubules have a cleaner,
sharper luminal surface. The lumen of the proximal tubules

Figure 2, kidney, human, H&E x 240.
In this figure, all of the tubular profiles are rounded except for a proximal convoluted tubule (PC) included in the
.lower right corner of the figure (it be longs to the adjacent
corti cal labyrinth). Second, the num ber of proximal (P ) and
d istal (D) tubular profiles are about equal in the medullary

Figures 3 and 4, kidney, human, H&E x 360.
The renal corpuscle appears as a spherical structure
whose periphery is composed of a thin capsule that encloses
a narrow clear-appearing space, the urinary space (asterisks),
and a capillary tuft or glomerulus that appears as a large cellular mass. The capsule of the renal corpuscle, known as the
renal or Bowman's capsule, actually has two pruts: a pru·ietal
layer, which is marked (BC), and a visceral layer. The parietal layer consists of simple squamous epithe lial cells. The
visceral layer consists of cells, called podocytes (Pod), that
lie on the outer surface of the glomerular capillary. Except
where they clearly line the urinary space, as the labeled cells
do in Figure 3, podocytes may be difficult to disting ui sh from
the capillary endothelial cells. To complicate matters, the
mesangial cells are also a compone nt of the glomerulus. In
general, nucl ei of podocytes are f<u·ger and stain less intensely tha n do the endothelial and mesangial cell nuclei.

is often star shaped ; this is not the case with distal tubules.
Typicall y, fewer nuclei appear in a cross section of a proximal tubule than in a n equivale nt segment of a distal tubule.
Most of the above points can also be utilized in distinguishing the straight portions of the proximal and distal
thick segments in the med ullary rays, as shown in Figure 2.

ray, as is shown by the label ing of each tubule in this figure.
Note that, in contrast to the distal tubules, the proximal
tubules display a brush border and have a larger outside diameter, with many displaying a star-shaped lumen. The
medullary ray also contains collecting tubules (CT). They
are considered in Plate 73.
A distal (DC) and two proximal (PC) convoluted tubules
are marked in Fig ure 3. The cells of the di stal tubule are
more crowded on one side. These crowded cells constitute
the mac ula densa (MD) that lies adjacent to the afferent
arte riole.
In Figure 4, both the vascul ar pole and the urinary pole
of the renal corpuscle are evident. The vascular pole is characterized by the presence of arterioles (A), one of which is
entering or leaving (double-headed arrow) the corpuscle.
The afferent arteriole possesses modified smooth muscle
cells with granules, the juxtaglomerul ar cells (not evident
in Fig . 4). At the urinary pole, the parietal layer of Bowman's capsule is continuous with the beginning of the proximal convoluted tubule (PC). He re, the urinary space of the
re nal corpuscle continues into the lumen of the proximal
tubule, and the lining cells change from simple squamous
to simple cuboidal or low columnar with a brush border.

KEY
A, arteriole
BC, Bowman's capsule (parietal layer)
CT, collecting tubule
D, distal thick segment (straight portion)
DC, distal convoluted tubule

MD, macula dcnsa
P, proximal thick segment (straight portion)
PC, prox imal convoluted tubule

Pod, podocyte (v isceral layer of Bowman's
capsule)
asterisks, urinary space
double-headed arrow (Fig. 4), blood vessel
at vascul ar pole of renal corpuscle
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PLATE 73. KIDNEY IV
Renal corpuscles are restricted to the cortical labyrinth. The medulla contains the thick straight segments of proximal and distal tubules, along with their thin segments, the collecting tubules and ducts, and the blood vessels that run in parallel with them.
These structures function as the countercurrent multiplier and countercurrent exchange systems that, ultimately, produce hypertonic urine. The final urine drains fro m the papillary ducts (of Bellini) into calyces that then empty into the renal pelvis.

B

Figure 1, kidney, human, H&E x 240.

A section through the outer portion of the medulla is
shown in this figure. This region contains proximal and distal thick segments, thin segments, and collecting tubules.
All of the tubules are parallel, and all are cut in cross section; thus, they present circ ular profiles. The proximal ( P)
thick segments display typical star-shaped lumina a nd a
brush border (or the fragmented apical cell surface from
which the brush border has been par tially broken). These
tubules have outside diameters that are generally larger than
those of the distal tubules (D). As mentioned previously and
as shown here, the distal tubules display a larger number of
nuclei tha n do comparable segments of proximal tubule
cells. Note, also, that the lumen of the di stal tubule is more
rounded and the apical surface of the cells is sharper. The
collecting tubules (CT) have oute r diameters that are about
the same as those of the proxima l tubules and larger than
those of di stal tubules. The cells forming the collecting
tubules are cuboidal and smaller than those of proximal
tubules ; thus, they also display a re latively larger number of
nucle i tha n do comparable segme nts of proximal tubule

B

Figure 2, kidney, human, H&E x 20.
This fig ure shows a rena l pyramid at low magnificatio n.
The pyramid is a conical structure composed principally of
medullary straight tubules, ducts, and the stra ight blood
vessels (vasa recta). The dashed line at the left of the microg raph is placed at the junction between cortex and
medulla; thus, it marks the base of the pyramid. Note the
arc uate vessels (AV) that lie at the boundary of corte x and
medulla. They define the boundary line. The few renal corpuscles (RC), upper left, belo ng to the medulla. They are retlmed to as juxtamedullary corpuscles.
The pyramid is somewhat disto rted in this specimen, as
ev idenced by regions of longitudinally sectioned tubules,
lower le ft, and cross-sectio ned and obliquely secti oned
tubules in other regions. In effect, part of the pyra mid was
bent, thus the change in the plane of section of the tubules.

cells. Count the m ! Finally, boundaries between the cells
that constitute the collecting tubules are usually evident
(asterisks); this serves as one of the most dependable features for the identification of collecting tubules.
The thin segments (T) have the thinnest walls of all renal tubules seen in the medulla. They are formed by a low
cuboidal or simple squamous epithelium, as seen here, and
the lumina are relatively large. Occasio nally, a section includes the region of transition from a thick to a thin segment and can be recognized even in a cross section throug h
the tubule. One s uc h junction is evident in this figure (the
tubule with two arrows in the lumen). On one side, the
tubule cell (left-pointing arrow) is characteristic of
the proximal segment; it possesses a distinctive brush border. The other side of the tubule (right-pointing arrow) is
composed of low cuboidal cells that resemble the cells
fom1ing the thin segments. In additi o n to the renal and collecting tubules, there are many other small tubular structures in thi s fi gure . Thin-walled and lined by endothelium,
they are sma ll blood vessels.

The apical portion of the pyramid (a rrowhead), known
as the renal papilla, is lodged in a cup- or funnel-like structure referred to as the calyx. It collects the urine that leaves
the tip of the papilla from the papillary ducts (of Bellini).
(The actual tip of the papilla is not seen within the plane of
section , nor are the openings of the duc ts at this low magnification.) The smface of the papilla th at faces the lume n
of the calyx is simple columnar or cuboidal epithelium
(SCEp). (In places, this epithelium has separated fro m the
smface of the papilla and appears as a thin strand of tissue.)
The calyx is lined by transitional e pithe lium (TEp). Although not e vident at the low magnification shown here, the
boundary between the columnar e pithelium covering the
papilla and the transitional epithe lium covering the inner
s urface of the calyx is marked by the diamonds.

KEY
AV, arcuate vessels
CT, collecting tubules
D, distal thick segment
P, proxi mal thick segment
RC, renal corpuscle
SCEp, simple columnar epithelium
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T, thin segment
TEp, transitional epi thelium
arrowhead, location of apex of pyramid
asterisks, boundaries between cells of a collecting tubule

diamonds, boundary between a transitional
and a columnar epithe lium
left-pointing arrow (Fig. 1), proximal
tubule celJ
right-pointing arrow (Fig. 1), thin segment
cell
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PLATE 74. URETER
The ureters are paired tubular structures that convey urine from the kidneys to the urinary bladder. They are tined with transitional epithelium, an
impervious layer that lines the urinary excretory passages from the renal calyces through the urethra. The ability of this epithelium to become thinner
a nd flatter allows aJ I of these passages to accommodate to diste nsion by the
un ne.
The epithelium rests on a dense collagenous lamina propria, which in
turn, rests on a n inner longitudi nal and an outer circ ular layer of smooth
muscle. Regular peristaltic contractions of this muscle contribute to the
flow of urine from the kidney to the urinary bladder.
As shown in this low-power orientation mic rogra ph, the wall of the
ureter consists of a mucosa (Muc), a muscul aris (Mus), and an adventitia
(Adv). Note that the ureters are located behind the peritoneum of the abdominal cavity in their course to the bladder. Thus, a serosa (Se r) may be
found covering a portion of the circumference of the tube. Also, because
o f contraction of the smooth muscle of the muscularis, the luminal surface
is characteristically folded, thus creating a star-shaped lumen.

B

tive tissue constitute the mucosa (Muc). A distinct submucosa is not present, although the term is someti mes applied
to the connective tissue that is closest to the muscle.
The m uscul aris (Mus) is arranged as an inner longitudinal layer (SM ( l)), a midd le circular layer (SM(c)), and an
outer longitudinal layer (SM(l )). However, the oute r longitud inal layer is present only at the lower end of the ureter.
In a cross section through the ureter, the inner and outer
smooth muscle layers are c ut in cross section, whereas the
middle circul ar layer of the muscle cells is c ut longitudinally. This is as they appear in this figure.

B

acteristically the largest, and some are binucleate (an vw).
The basal cells are the smallest, and typicall y, the nuclei appear crowded because o f the minimal cytoplasm of each
cell. The intermediate cells appear to consist of several layers and are composed of cells larger in size than the basal
cells but smaller than the surface cells.

Figure 1, ureter, monkey, H&E x 160.
The wall of the ureter from the rectangular area in the
orientation micrograph is examined at higher magnification
in this figure. One can immediately recogni ze the thick epithelial lining, which appears distinct and sharply delineated
from the remainder of the wall. This is the transitional epithelium (Ep). The remai nder of the wall is made up of connective tissue (CT) and smooth muscle. The latter can be recognized as the darker-staining layer. The section also shows
some adipose tissue (AT), a component of the adventitia.
The transitio nal epithelium and its supporting connec-

Figure 2, ureter, monkey, H&E x 400.
This figure shows the inne r longitudinal smooth muscle
layer (SM (l)) at higher magnification. Note that the nuclei
appear as round profiles, indicating that the muscle cells
have been cross-sectioned. This figure also shows the transitional epithelium to advantage. The surface cells are char-

KEY
Adv, adventitia
AT, adipose tissue
BV, blood vessels
CT, connective tissue
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Ep, transi tional epithelium
M uc, mucosa
Mus, muscularis
Ser, serosa

SM(c), circular layer of smooth muscle
SM(I), longitudi nal layer of smooth muscle
arrow (Fig. 2), binucleate surface cell
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PLATE 75. URINARY BLADDER
The urinary bladde r receives the urine from the two ureters and stores it until neural stimulation causes it to conu·act and expel the urine via the urethra. It,
too, is lined with transitional epithe lium. Beneath the epithelium and its underlying connective tissue, the wall of the urinary bladder contains smooth muscle
that is usually described as being arranged as an inner longitudinal layer, a middle circular layer, and a n outer longitudinal layer. As in most diste nsible hollow
viscera that empty their contents through a narrow aperture, the smooth muscle
in the wall of the urinary bladder is less regularly arranged than the descriptio n
indicates, allowing contraction to reduce the volume relatively evenly throughout the bladder.
This orientation micrograph of the urinary bladder reveals the f ull thickness
of the bladder wall. The luminal surface epithelium is at the top of the micrograph. One of the ureters can be seen as it passes through the bladder wall to
empty its contents into the bladder lumen. Most of the tissue to the sides and below the ureteral profile is smooth muscle.

Figure 1, urinary bladder, human, H&E x60.
This micrograph shows most of the entire thickness of
the urinary bladder. An unusual feature is the presence of
one of the urete rs (U) as it is passing through the bladder
wall to empty its contents into the bladder lumen. The transitional epithelium (Ep) lining the bladder is seen on the
right. Beneath the epithelium is a relatively thick layer of
connective tissue ( C7) containing blood vessels (BV) of
various sizes. Note that the connective tissue stains some-

what denser than the smooth muscle of the underlying muscularis (M). The epithelium and connective tissue constitute
the mucosa of the bladder. The muscula ris consists of
smooth muscle arranged in three indistinct layers. It should
be noted that as the ureter passes through the bladder wall,
it carries with it a layer of longitudinally oriented smooth
muscle (SM(L)). Medium-size arteries (A) and veins (V) are
occasionally seen in the muscularis.

Figure 2, urinary bladder, human, H&E x250.
This higher magnification of the left rectangle of Figure
l shows the transitional epithelium (Ep) and the underlying
connective tissue (C7) that represent the mucosa of the
ureter. Adjacent to the mucosa are bundles of longitudinally

sectioned smooth muscle (SM(L)) that belong to the ureter.
A small lymphatic vessel (Lym) is present in the connective
tissue adjacent to the smooth muscle. Note the lymphocytes, identified by their sma ll round dense ly stained nuclei,
within the lumen of the vessel.

Figure 3, urinary bladder, human, H&E x 250.
This higher magnification of the right rectangle of Figure l shows the bladder epithelium (Ep) and the underlying
connective tissue (C7) of the bladder wall. The transitional
epithelium is often characteri zed by the presence of surface
cells that exhibit a "dome" shape. In addition, many of
these cells are binucleate (a rrows). The thickness of transitional epithe lium is variable. When the bladder is fully distended, as few as three cell layers are seen. Here, in the con-

trac ted bladder, it appears that there are as many as ten cell
layers, a result of the cells folding over one another as the
smooth muscle contracts and the lining sutface is reduced.
The connective tissue consists of bundles of collagen fibers
interspersed with varying numbers of lymphocytes identified by thei r densely stained round nuclei. A vein (V) fill ed
with red blood cells is also evident in the mucosal connective ti ssue.

@

@

@

KEY
A, artery
BV, blood vessel
CT, connective tissue
Ep, transitional epithelium
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Lym, lymphatic vessel
M, muscularis
SM(L), longitudinally cut smooth muscle

U, ureter
V, vein
arrows, binucleate cells
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hormones, which are carried to their destination via connective tissue spaces and the vascular system. These two
systems are functionally interrelated . The endocrine system
produces a slower and more prolonged response than the
nervous system. Both systems may act simultaneously on
the same target cells and tissues, and some nerve cells secrete hormones. The hypothalamus, a part of the brain,
coordinates most endocrine functions of the body and
serves as one of the major controlling centers of the autonomic nervous system.

20
Endocrine Organs
OVERVIEW OF THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

In general, a hormone is described as a biologic substance
acting on specific target cells
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Structure and Function of the Pituitary Lobes

In the classic definition, a hormone is a secretory product of endocrine cells and organs that passes into the circulatory system (bloodstream) for transport to target cells.
Recent research shows that a variety of hormones and
hormonally active substances are not always discharged
into the bloodstream but are released into connective tissue spaces where they may act on adjacent cells or diffuse
to nearby target cells that express receptors specific for
that particular hormone.
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Cells of the endocrine system release over 100 hormones
and hormonally active substances that are chemically divided into three classes of compounds:
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\1 OVERVIEW OF THE ENDOCRINE
SYSTEM

The etzdocrine system produces various secretions called
hormones [Gr. hormaein, to excite] that serve as effectors to
regulate the activities of various cells, tissues, and organs
in the body. Its functions are essential in maintaining
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homeostasis and coordinating body growth and development. The function of the endocrine system is similar to
that of the nervous system; both communicate information
to peripheral cells and organs. Communication in the
nervous system is through transmission of neural impulses
along nerve cell processes and the discharge of neurotransmitter. Communication in the endocrine system is through

• Steroids, cholesterol-derived compounds, are synthesized and secreted by cells of the ovaries, testes, and adrenal cortex. These hormones are released into the
bloodstream and transported to target cells with the
help of plasma proteins or specialized carrier proteins
such as androgen-binding protein.
• Small peptides, proteins, and glycoproteins are synthesized and secreted by cells of the hypothalamus, pituitary
gland, thyroid gland, parathyroid gland, pancreas, and
scattered enteroendocrine cells of the gastrointestinal
tract and respiratory system. Hormones in this group,
when released into the circulation, dissolve readily in the
blood and do not require special transport proteins.
• Amino acid analogues and derivatives, including the
catecholamines (norepinephrine and epinephrine), are
synthesized and secreted by many neurons as well as
cells of the adrenal medulla. Also included in this group
of compounds are thyroid hormones, the iodinated
amino acids that are synthesized and secreted by the
thyroid gland. When released into the circulation, catecholamines dissolve readily in the blood, in contrast to
thyroid hormones, which bind to serum proteins and a
specialized carrier protein, thyroxin-binding protein.

Hormones interact with specific hormone receptors to alter
biologic activity of the target cells

The first step in hormone action on a target cell IS 1ts
binding to a specific hormone receptor. Two groups of hormone receptors have been identified:
• Cell surface receptors, which interact with peptide hormones or catecholamines that are unable to penetrate the
cell membrane. Activation of these receptors as a result of
hormone binding rapidly generates large quantities of
small intracellular molecules called second messengers,
such as cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), 1,2diacylglycerol (DAG), inositol triphosphate (IP), and
Ca2 +. Second messengers amplify the signal initiated by
hormone-receptor interaction and are produced by activation of one of several second-messenger systems. Examples of such systems include the adenylate cyclase/cAMP
system (for most protein hormones and cated10lamines),
the tyrosine kinase system (for insulin and epidermal
growth factor [EGF] ), the phosphatidylinositol system (for
certain hormones and neurotransmitters), and activation
of ion channels (as with most neurotransmitters). The second-messenger molecules produced in the cascade reactions of these systems alter the cell's metabolism and produce hormone-specific responses (Fig. 20.1).
• Intracellular receptors, which are localized within the
cell (mainly within the nucleus), are used by steroids and
thyroid hormones that can easily penetrate both plasma
and nuclear membranes. Their receptors consist of large
multiprotein complexes of chaperons containing three
binding domains: a hormone-binding region, a DNAbinding region, and an amino-terminal region. Binding
of the hormone to these receptors causes allosteric transformation of the receptor into a form that binds to chromosomal DNA and activates or inhibits RNA polymerase activity. Transcription of mRNA is either
increased or decreased, leading to the production of new
proteins that regulate cell metabolism. Therefore, hormones acting on intracellular receptors influence gene
expression directly, without the help of a second messenger (see Fig. 20.1).
Hormone-secreting cells are present in many organs to
regulate their activity

This chapter primarily describes the discrete endocrine
glands that release their hormones for delivery to the
bloodstream for transport to target cells and organs. In
other chapters, the endocrine function of cells within the
gonads, liver, kidney, and gastrointestinal system are discussed. The cells of the gastroenteropancreatic (GEP) system (see page 491) constitute the largest collection of endocrine cells in the body. In addition to their endocrine
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a
FIGURE 20.1
General mechanisms of hormone action. a. This schematic diagram
shows the basis for protein hormone action involving cell surface receptors. Hormone molecules bind to the receptor and initiate synthesis of second-messenger molecules. These molecules, in turn, activate
a cascade of reactions that produce hormone-specific responses in
the stimulated cell. b. This diagram shows the mechanism of action

function, cells of the GEP system exercise paracrine
control of the activity of adjacent epithelial cells by diffusion of peptide secretions through the extracellular spaces.

\1 PITUITARY GLAND (HYPOPHYSIS)
T he pituitary gland and the hypothalamus, the portion of
the brain to which the pituitary gland is attached, are
morphologically and functionall y linked in the endocrine
and neuroendocrine control of other endocrine glands. Because they play central roles in a number of regulatory
feedback systems, they are often called the "master organs" of the endocrine system .

optic chiasma

b

pars nervosa

of steroid hormones, which use intracellular receptors. Binding of t he
hormone to this receptor causes allosteric transformation of the
receptor into a form that binds to DNA. This binding leads to
mRNA transcription and production of new proteins that produce
hormone-specific responses in the stimulated cell.

pars distalis
follicles

b
posterior
lobe

• Posterior lobe (neurohypophysis), the neural secretory
tissue

FIGURE 20.2
Pituitary gland. a. Photomicrograph of a human pituitary gland. The
pituitary gland lobes can be identified on the basis of their appear·
ance, location, and relation to each other. x7. b. Drawing of a human
pituitary and related regions of the hypothalamus. The anterior lobe

These two portions are of di ffere nt embryo logic or igin .
The anterior lobe of the pituitary gland is derived from an
evagination of the ectoderm of the oropharynx toward
the brain (Rathke's pouch). The posterior lobe of the pituitary gland is derived from a downgrowth (the future
in fundi bu I um) of neuroectoderm of the floor of the third
ventricle (the diencepha.lon) of the developing brain (Fig.
20.3) .
The anterior lobe of the pituitary gland consists of three
deriva tives of Rathke's pouch:

anterior lobe

of the pituitary gland consists of the pars distalis, pars tuberalis, and
pars intermedia; the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland consists of
the infundibulum and pars nervosa.

neuroectoderm
neu roectoderm

• Pars distalis, w hich comprises the bulk of the anterior

Gross Structure and Development
The pituitary gland is composed of glandular epithelial tissue
and neural (secretory) tissue

The pituitary gland is a pea-sized, compound endocrine
gland that weighs 0.5 g in males and 1.5 g in multiparous
females. It is centrally located at the base of the brain,
where it lies in a saddle-shaped depression of the sphenoid
bone called the sella turcica. A short stalk, the infundibulum, and a vascular network connect the pituitary gland to
the hypotha lamus.
The pituitary gland has two functional components (Fig.
20.2):

• Anterior lobe (adenohypophysis), the glandu lar epithelial tissue

lobe of the p ituitary gla nd and arises from the thickened
anterior wall of the pouch
• Pars intermedia, a thin remnant of the posterior wall of
the pouch that abuts the pars distalis
• Pars tuberalis, which develops from the thickened lateral walls of the pouch and forms a collar or sheath
around the infundibulum
The embryonic infundibulum gives rise to the posterior
lobe of the pituitary gland. The posterior lo be of the pituitary gland consists of

• Pars nervosa, which contains neurosecretory axons and
their endings

• Infundibulum, w hich is continuous with the median
eminence and contains the neurosecretory axons fanning the hypothalamohypophyseal tracts.

c
Rathke's
pouch
FIGURE 20.3
Development of the pituitary gland. This diagram shows sequential stages (a to c) in the development of the pituitary gland.

Blood Supply
Knowledge of the unusual blood supply of the pituitary
gland is important to understanding its functions. The pituitary blood supply is derived from two sets of vessels
(Fig. 20.4) :

• Superior hypophyseal arteries supply the pars tubera lis, median eminence, and infundibular stem.

These vessels arise from the internal carotid arteries
and posterior communicating artery of the circle of
W illis.
• Inferior hypophyseal arteries prin1arily supply the pars
nervosa. These vessels arise solely from the internal
carotid arteries. An important functional observation is
that most of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland has

no direct arterial supply.
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Structure and Function of the Pituitary Lobes
ANTERIOR LOBE OF T HE PITUITARY GLAND
(ADEN OHYPOPHYSIS)

capillaries
of the media n -::::..--:::.-----.
e mine nce a nd
infundibulum

infe rior
hypophyseal- ---u
a rte ry
capillaries of the hypophyseal
porta l system in the pa rs distalis
FIGURE20.4

The anterior lobe of the pituitary gland regulates other
endocrine glands and some nonendocrine tissues
M ost of the a nt er ior lobe o f the pituit ary gland has t he
t ypical organizat ion of e ndocr in e tissue. The cells ar e organized in cl ump s a nd cords separa ted by fenestrated
sin usoidal capillaries of relatively large diameter. These
cells resp o nd to signals fr om the h yp ot halamus and synthesize and secrete a num ber of pi tuitar y ho rmones. Fo ur
horm ones of th e anterior lobe- adrenocorticotropic
hor mone (ACTH ), t h yr o id-st imulating (t hyrotropic ) horm o ne (TSH , thyrotropin), fo llicle-stimu lating hormo ne
(FSH ), a nd luteinizing hormon e (LH)-are called tropic
hormones beca use th ey regulate t he acti vity of cells in
o ther endocrine glands t hro ugho ut the body (Fig. 20.5).

Diagram of the blood supply to the pituitary gland. The hypophyseal
portal veins begin in the capillary beds of tile median eminence and
infundibulum and end in the capillaries of the pa rs dista lls.

T he two rem aining h ormones of the a n terior lobe, growth
horm o ne (GH) a nd p rolactin (PRL), are not considered
tropic because they act d irectly o n target organs that a re
not endocrin e in n ature. The general character a nd effects
o f the p itu itary hormo nes of the anterior lobe a re summari zed in Ta b le 20.1.

Pars Distalis
Th e cells within the pars distalis vary in size, shape, and
sta ini ng propert ies. T he cells a re a rra nged i11 cords and
nests w ith in terweav ing capilla r ies. Early descrip t ions of
t he cells with in the par s d istalis were based solely o n the
staining p roperties o f secretory vesicles with in th e cells.
Using m ix t ures of acidic and basic dyes (Fig. 20.6), histologists identified three types of cells accord ing to their staining reaction, na mely, basophils (10%), acidophils (40%),
a nd chromophobes (50%). H owever, this classification
contains n o info rma tion regarding the hormonal secretory
activity or fu nctional role of t hese cells.
Histochemical, physiologic, a nd immunocytochemical methods
better define the functions of the cell types in t he pars distalis

higher brain centers
The thr ee methods used to define the fu n ct ions of t he
differe nt cell types of th e pa rs distalis are

The hypothalamohypophysea/ porta/system provides the
crucial link between the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland

• Histochemist1y. T he use of histochemical stains for sp eT he arteri es tha t supply the p a rs tuberalis, med ia n e minence, a nd infundibular stem give r ise to fe nestrated ca pilla ries (the primary capillary plexus). T hese ca piJla ri es
dra in into porta l veins, called th e hypophyseal portal
veins, wh ich ru n al ong th e p ars tubera lis and give rise to a
second fenestrated sinusoidal capillary network (the secondary capillary plexus). Th is system of vessels carries the
ne u roendocrine sec retio ns of h ypotha lam ic ne rves fro m
t he ir sites o f release in the media n e mine nce a nd infun d ibular stem directly to the cells of the p a rs dista lis.
M o st of t he blood fro m the pituitary gland dr ains into
the ca vernous sin us a t t he base o f the diencep ha lo n and
th en into the systemic circula tion. Some evidence suggests,
howeve r, th a t blood can flow via sho rt po rta l ve ins fro m
the par s dista lis to the pars nervosa a nd tha t blood fro m
the pa rs nervosa ma y flo w towa rd th e h ypotha la mus.
These short pa thways provide a route by w hic h t he ho rm ones of t he an terior lo be of the pituita ry g la nd co uld provide feed back d irectly to th e bra in w itho ut m a k ing the f ull
circ ui t of the syst emic circul ation.

Nerve Supply
T he n erves t ha t enter the infund ibular stem a nd p a rs ner vosa from the hypotha la mic nuclei are co mponents of the
posterior lo be of th e p itui tary g lan d (see below). T he
nerves th at enter the an te rior lobe of t he p ituita ry gla nd
are postgang lionic fibers of the a uto n omic nervous system
and ha ve vasomoto r functio n.

cific ch emical groups, such as the period ic acid- Schiff
(PAS) reaction for carb ohydrates of glycoproteins,
t richrome stains (Mallor y's, C leveland-Wo lfe, etc.), and
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other empirically derived combinations of stains (e.g.,
aldehyde-fuchsin), enables investigators to ch aracterize the
cells further. Acidophils a nd basophils have been subdivided into smaller groups that more closely correlate staining properties with function, as summa rized in Table 20.2.
• Histophysiologic studies. T he cells in Table 20.2 are
c haracterized as acidoph ils a nd basophils on the basis of
their stai ning ch aracteristics. The role of the cells, however, was identified by combin ing info rmation on stain ing p roper t ies wit h changes in the n umber, size, and
stain ing inten sity o f t he cells as the t arget organs of the
pitu ita ry hormo nes were p hysiologically manipulated.
Pa thologic cond itions were also correla ted with the absence o r overgrowth of specific h ypophysea l cells. T hese
physiologic and pat hologic observations have led to the
recognition that many of the cells originally identified as
chromophobes are actually transiently degranulated
fo rms of secretory cells.
• Electron microscopy and immunocytochemistry. Ultrast ruct ura lly, the cells of the a nterio r lobe of the pituitary
gland show relatively distinctive characteristics based on
comparison o f celJ s ize and sh ape, degree of development of cytop lasmic organelles, a nd secretory vesicle
size, d en sity, and distrib ution (Table 20.3).
Five functional cell types are identified in the pars dist alis on
the basis of immunocytoche mical reactions
Alllmown ho rmones of t he anterior lobe of the pitu itary
gla nd are small protein s o r glycoproteins. This important

TABLE 20.1. Hormones of the Anterior Lobe of the Pituitary Gland
a nterior lobe
of pituitary
gland

thyroid g la nd

thyroid hormones
FIGURE20.5

Interaction of the hypothalamus, anterior lobe of the pituitary
gland, and thyroid gland. Production of thyroid hormones is regulated through a negative feedback system. The thyroid hormone can
feed back on the system and inhibit further release of thyroid hormones. Such inhibition occurs at the level of the anterior lobe and the
llypotha lmus. The system is activated in response to low thyroid hormone levels or in response to metabolic needs. TRH, thyrotropin-releasing hormone; and TSH, thyroid-stimulating hormone.

Hormone

Composition

MW (kDa)

Growth hormone (somatotropin, GH)

Straight-chain protein (191 aa)

21,700

Prolactin (PRL)

Straight-chain protein (198 aa)

22,500

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH)

Small polypeptide (39 aa)

4,000

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)
luteinizing hormone (LH)

2-chaln glycoprotein' (a, 92
aa; (3, 111 aa)
2-chain glycoproteinA(a, 92
aa; (3, 116 aa)

28,000

Thyrotropic hormone
(TSH)

2-chain glycoproteinA(a, 92
aa; (3, 112 aa)

28,000

28,300

Major Functions
Stimulates liver and other organs to synthesize and
secrete insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-1), which in turn
stimulates division of progenitor cells located in growth
plates and in skeletal muscles, resulting in body growth
Promotes mammary gland development;
initiates milk formation; stimulates and maintains
secretion of casein, lactalbumin, lipids, and
carbohydrates into the milk
Maintains structure and stimulates secretion of
glucocorticoids and gonadocorticoids by the zona
fasciculata a nd zona reticularis of the adrenal cortex
Stimulates follicular development in the ovary and
spermatogenesis In the testis
Regulates final maturation of ovarian follicle, ovulation,
and corpus luteum formation; stimulates steroid
secretion by follicle and corpus luteum; in males,
essential for maintenance of and androgen secretion by
the Leydig (interstitial) cells of the testis
Stimu lates growth of thyroid epithelial cells; stimulates
production and release of thyroglobulin and thyroid
hormones

•The n chains of FSH, LH, and TSH are Identical and encoded by a single gene; the 13 chains are specific for each hormone.
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fact_has led to definiti:e identification o f specific cell types
by unmun ocytochen11stry. These studies ha ve classified
cells of anterior lobe of the p ituitary gland into five cell
types:

TABLE 20.3.

Cell Type

• Somatotropes (GH cells) are most commonly f
d
· 1· h
o un
WI~1m t e pars dista lis and _constitute approximately
~ of the parenchymal cells m the anterior lobe of the
prtmtary gla nd. These medium-sized, oval cells exhibit
round,_ centra lly located nuclei and produce GH (somatotropm). T he presence of eosinophilic vesicles in their
cytoplasm classifies them into the acidophil cell type
Two hypothalamic hormones regulate the release of GH
from somatotropes: growth hormone-releasing hormone
(GHRH) and somatostatin, which inhibits GH release
fr~~ the somatotropes. Hormonall y active tumo rs that
ongm_ate from somatotropes are associated with hypersecretiOn of GH and cause gigantism in children and
acromega ly in adu lts.
• Lactotropes (PRL cells, mammotropes) constitute 15
to 20% of the parenchymal cells in the anterior lobe
o~ the p ituitary gland. T hese are large, polygonal cells
With oval nuclei. T hey_ ~roduce PRL. In their storage
phase, lac~otrope_s exhrb1t numerous acidophilic vesicles (the hrstolog~e feature of an acidophil). When the
content of these vesicles is released, the cytoplasm of
the lactotrope does not stain (the histologic feature of
a chromophobe). ~ecretion of PRL is under inl1ibitory
control by dopamme, the catecho lamine prod uced by
the hypothalam us. However, thyrotropin-releasing
hormone (TRH) and vasoactive inhibitory peptide
(VIP) ar e known to stimulate synthesis and secretion
of PRL. During pregnancy and lactation these cells
~dergo hypertro~hy and hyperplasia, causing the pituitary gland to rncrease in size. These processes accoun_t for the larger size of the pituitary gland in the
mulnparous fema le.

5?

FIGURE 20.6
This sp~cimen of the pars distalis is sta ined with brilliant crystal scarlet, aniline blue, and Martius yellow to distinguish the various cell
types and connective tissue stroma. The cords of cells are surrounded
by ~ d~licate connective tissue stroma stained blue. The sinusoidal
caprll~nes are seen in close association with the parenchyma and
contam erythrocytes stained yellow. In the region shown here the
acidophils_ (Ac) are the most numerous cell type present. Their ~to
plasm stams cherry red. The basophils (Bas) stain blue. The chromophobes (Ch), though few in number in this particular region are vir'
tually unstained. X640.

TABLE 20.2.

Staining Characteristics of Cells Found in the Anterior Lobe of the Pituitary Gland

Cell Type
Somatotrope (GH cell)
Lactotrope (PRL cell)

Corticotrope (ACTH cell)

Percentage
of Total Cells

General Staining

Specific Staining

Product

50

Acidophil

Orange G (PAS )

15-20

Growth hormone (GH)

Acidophil

Orange G (PAS -)
Herlanrs erythrosin
Brooke"s carmosine

Prolactin (PRL)

15-20

Basophil

Lead hematoxylin
(PAS+)

Gonadotrope (FSH and
LH cells)

10

Thyrotrope (TSH cell)

-5

Prooplomelanocortin (POMC), which is cleaved
in human into adrenocorticotropic hormone
(ACTH) and ,8-lipotrophic hormone (,8-LPH)

Basophil

Aldehyde-fuchsin
Aldehyde-thionine
(PAS +)

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and
luteinizing hormone (LH)

Basophil

Aldehyde-fuchsin
Aldehyde-thionine
(PAS + )

Thyrotropic hormone (TSH)
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Electron Microscopic Characteristics of Cells Found in the Anterior Lobe of the Pituitary Gland
Size/Shape

Nucleus/ Location

Secretory Vesicle Size/
Characteristics

Other Cytoplasmic
Characteristics

Somatotrope

Medium/ oval

Round/central,
w ith prominent nucleoli

Dense: 350 nm, closely packed

None

Lactotrope

Large/polygonal

Oval/central

Inactive: 200 nm, sparse
Active: dense, pleomorphic,
600 nm, sparse

Lysosomes increase after
lactation

Corticotrope

Medium/polygonal

Round/eccentric

100-300 nm

Lipid droplets, large lysosomes, perinuclear bundles
of intermediate filaments

Gonadotrope

Small/oval

Round/eccentric

Dense: 200-250 nm

Prominent Golgi apparatus,
distended rER cysternae

Thyrotrope

Large/polygonal

Round/eccentric

Dense: < 150 nm

Prominent Golgi apparatus
with numerous vesicles

• Corticotropes (ACTH cells) a lso constitute 15 to 20% of
the parenchymal cells in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. T hese polygona l, medium-sized cells with
round and eccentric nuclei produce a precursor molecule
of ACTH, known as proopiomelanocortin (POMC).
T hese cells stain as basophils and a lso exhi bit a strong
positive reaction with PAS reagent, because of the carbohydrate moieties associated with POMC. POMC is
further cleaved by proteolytic enzymes w ithin the corticotrope into several fragments, namely ACTH, 13lipotrophic hormone ({J-LPH), melanocyte-stimulating
hormotze (MSH), P-endorphin, and enkephalin. ACTH
release is regulated by corticotropin-releasing hormone
(CRH) prod uced by the h ypothalamus.
• Gonadotropes (FSH and LH cells) constitute about 10%
of the parenchymal cells in the anterior lobe of the pituita ry gland. T hese small, ova l cells with round and eccentric nuclei produce both LH and FSH. T hey are scattered
througho ut the pars dista lis and stain intensely with both
basic stai ns (thus classifying them as the basophil cell
type) and PAS reagent. Many gonadotro pes are capable
of producing both FSH and LH. However, immu nocytochemical studies i.ndicate that som e gonadotropes may
produce onl y o ne hormo ne or the other. T he release of
FSH and LH is regulated by gonadotropitz-releasing
hormone (GnRH) produced by the hypothalamus. Both
FSH and LH play an important role in male and
fema le reprod uction, which is discussed in Chapters 2J
a nd 22.
• Thyrotropes (TSH cells) constitute about 5% of the
pa renchyma l cells in the a nteri or lobe of the pitu itary
gland. T hese large, polygonal cells with round and eccentric nuclei produce TSH (thyrotropic hormone,
thyrotropin). They exhibit cytoplasmic basophil ia (basophils) and stain positively with PAS reagent. Release
of TSH is a lso under the hypotha la mic control of
TRH, which also stimulates secretion of PRL. TSH
acts o n the fo llicular cells of the thyroid gland and

stimulates production of thyroglo bulin and thyroid
hormones.

Pars Intennedia
The pars intermedia surrounds a series of small cystic cavities that represent the residua l lu men of Rathke's pouch.
The parenchymal cells of the pars intermedia surround colloid-filled follicles. The cell s lining these follicles appear to
be derived from va rio us secretory cells. Transmission electron microscopy reveals th at these cells fo rm ap ica l junct iona l complexes and have vesicles larger than those fo und
in the pars distalis. T he nature of this follicular collo id is
yet to be determined; however, often, cell debris is found
within it. The pars intermedia contains basophils and
chromophobes (Fig. 20. 7). Freq uently, the basophils and
cysts extend into the pars nervosa.
T he functio n of the pars intermedia cells in hu mans rema ins unclear. From studies of other species, however, it is
known that basophils have scattered vesicles in their cytoplasm that conta in either a- or 13-endo rphin (a morphinerelated compound). In frogs, the basophils produce MSH,
w hich stimulates pigment production in mela nocytes and
pigment dispersion in melanop hor es. In huma ns, MSH is
not a distinct, functio na l horm one but is a byprod uct of 13LPH posttransla ti on a l processing. Because MSH is fo un d
in the hu man pars in termedia in small amounts, the basophils of the pars intermedia a re assumed to be corticotropes.
Pars Tuberalis
T he pars tuberalis is an extension of the anterior lobe
a long the pituitary stalk. It is a highly vascular region containing veins of the hypothalamohypophyseal system. T he
parenchyma l cells are arranged in small clusters o r cords in
associatio n with the blood vessels. Nests of squamous cells
a nd small fo llicles lined with cuboida l cells are scattered in
this region. T hese cells often show immunoreactivity for
ACTH, FSH, and LH .
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The release of hormones from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland is under significant control by the hypothalamus,
which regulates release of hypothalamic regulating hormones
into the hypophyseal portal veins. These hypothalamic regulating hormones can stimulate or inhibit secretion of pituitary
hormones. The hypothalamic regulating hormones are produced in the cells of the hypothalamus in response to circulating levels of hormones. Thus, the cells of the anterior lobe of
the pituitary gland can be selectively inhibited or stimulated. A
simple negative feedback system controls the synthesis and
discharge of the releasing hormones. Consider the production
of thyroid hormone (see Fig. 20.5). If blood levels of thyroid
hormone are high, TRH is not produced or released. If blood
levels of thyroid hormone are low, the hypothalamus discharges TRH into the hypothalamohypophyseal portal system.
Release of TRH stimulates specific cells within the anterior lobe
of the pituitary gland to produce TSH, which, in turn, stimulates the thyroid to produce and release more thyroid hormone. As the thyroid hormone level rises, the negative feedback system stops the hypothalamus from discharging TRH.
Most of the tropic hormones produced by the anterior lobe of
the pituitary gland are regulated by releasing hormones. PRL
production is primarily regulated by the inhibitory effect of
dopamine; i.e., PRL secretion is tonically inhibited by the release of dopamine by the hypothalamus.

POSTERIOR LOBE OF THE PITUITARY GLAND
(NEUROHYPOPHYSIS)
The posterior lobe of the pituitary gland is an extension of the
central nervous system (CNS) that stores and releases secretory
products from the hypothalamus

The posterior lobe of the pituitary gland, a lso known
as the neuroh ypop hysis, consists of the pars nervosa and
the infundibulum that connects it to the hypotha lamus.
The pars nervosa, the neural lobe of the pituitary, contains nonmyelinated axo ns and their nerve endings of
approximately 100,000 neurosecretory neurons whose
cell bodies lie in the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus. The axons form the hypothalamohypophyseal tract and are unique in two respects.
First, they do not terminate on other neurons or target
cells but end in close proximity to the fenestrated capil lary network of the pars nervosa. Second , they conta in
secretory vesicles in all parts of the cells, i.e., the cell
body, axon, and axon terminal. These vesicles ma y be
specifically stained with the aldehyde-fuchsin , a ldehydethionine, and chrome-hema toxylin methods; by specific
procedures for the disulfide gro ups of cystine; and more
specifica ll y by immunochemical reactions. Because of
their intense secretory activity, the neurons have well-
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residues. Each vesicle also contains ·ATP and a neurophysin, a protein that binds to the hormone by noncovalent bonds. Oxytocin and ADH are synthesized as part of
a large molecule that includes the hormone and its specific
neurophysin. The large molecule is proteolytically cleaved
into the hormone and neurophysin as it travels from the
perikaryon to the axon terminal. Immunocytochemical
staining demonstrates that oxytocin and ADH are secreted
by different cells in the hypothalamic nuclei.
ADH controls blood pressure by altering the permeability of
the collecting tubules in the kidney

ADH's original name, vasopressin, was derived from the
observation that la rge nonp hysiologic doses increase blood
pressure by promoting the contraction of smooth muscle
in small arteries and arterioles. The primary physiologic effect of ADH is to increase the permeability of the distal
portions of the nephron, i.e., the distal convoluted tubule

FIGURE20.7
Photomicrograph of the pars intermedia of an adult human pituitary gland. This photomicrograph of a toluidine blue-stained specimen shows the pars intermedia located between the pars distalis (on
the left) and pars nervosa (on the right). In humans, this portion of the
gland is somewhat rudimentary. However, a characteristic feature of
the pars intermedia is the presence of different-sized follicles filled
with colloid (CF) and small groups of cells consisting of chromophobes and basophils. x 120.

developed N issl bodies and, in this respect, resemble ventra l horn and ga nglion cells.
The posterior lobe of the pituitary gland is not an endocrine gland. Rather, it is a storage site for neurosecretions of the neurons of the supraoptic and fJaraventricular
nuclei of the hypothalamus. The nonmyelinated axons
convey neurosecretor y products to the pars nervosa . Other
neurons from the hypotha lamic nuclei (described below)
also release their secretory products into the fenestrated
capillary network of the infundibulum, the first capillary
bed of the hypothalamohypophyseal portal system.
Electron microscopy reveals three morphologically distinct
neurosecretory vesicles in the nerve endings of the pars
nervosa

Three sizes of membrane-bounded vesicles are present in
the pars nervosa:
• Neurosecretory vesicles with diameters ranging between
10 and 30 11m accumulate in the axon terminals. They

FIGURE 20.8
Electron micrograph of rat posterior lobe. Neurosecretory granules
and small vesicles are present in the terminal portions of the axonal
processes of the hypothalamohypophyseal tract fibers. Capillaries
with fenestrated endothelium are present in close proximity to the
nerve endings. X20,000. (Courtesy of Drs. Sanford L. Palay and P.
Orkland.)

also form accumulations that dilate portions of the axon
near the terminals (Fig. 20.8). These dilations, ca lled
Herring bodies, are visible in the light microscope (Fig.
20.9).
• Nerve termina ls also contain 30-nm vesicles that contain
acetylcholine. These vesicles may play a specific role in
the release of neurosecretory vesicles.
• Larger, 50- to 80-mn vesicles that resemble the dense
core vesicles of the adrenal medulla and adrenergic
nerve endings are present in the same terminal as the
other membrane-bo unded vesicles.
The membra ne- bounded neurosecretory vesicles that aggregate to form Herring bodies contain either oxytocin or
antidiuretic hormone (ADH, vasopressin) (Table 20.4).
Each hormo ne is a small peptide of nine amino acid
residues. The two hormones differ in only two of these

FIGURE20.9
Photomicrograph of rat posterior lobe. Arrows indicate dark rounded
masses ca lled Herring bodies that are present in nerve endings adjacent to the capillaries. x l ,lOO. (Courtesy of Drs. Sanford L. Palay and
P. Orkland.)
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Composition

Source

Major Functions

oxytocin

Polypeptide containing 9 amino acids

Cell bodies of neurons located in
the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamusA

Antidiuretic hormone (ADH; vasopressin)

Polypeptide containing 9 a mino acids;
two forms: arginineADH (most common
in humans) and
lysine-ADH

Cell bodies of neurons located in
the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamusA

Stimulates activity of the contractile cells around the
ducts of the ma mmary glands to eject milk from the
glands; stimulates contraction of smooth muscle cells
in the pregnant uterus
Decreases urine volume by increasing reabsorption of
water by collecting ducts of the kidney; decreases the
rate of perspiration In response to dehydration;
increases blood pressure by stimulating contractions of
smooth muscle cells in the wall of arterioles

' Immunocytochemical studies Indicate that oxytocin and ADH are produced by separate sets of neurons within the supraoptic and paraventrlcuiar nuclei of the
hypothalamus. Biochemical studies have demonstrated that the supraoptic nucleus contains equal am ounts of both horm ones, whereas the paraventricular nucleus contains m ore oxytocin than ADH, but less than the amount found in the supraoptic nucleus.

and collecting ducts by acting on ADH-regulated water
ch a nnels (AQP-2) (see page 619), ca using rapid resorption
of water acr oss the tubu le epitheliwn . In the a bsen ce or reduced produc tio n of ADH, most commonly due to lesions
of the hypoth alamus or posterior lobe of the pituitary
gla nd, large volumes of dilute w·ine are produced. Individu a ls w ith this condition, called diabetes insipidus, prod uce
up to 20 L of urine p er d ay and have extreme thirst.
Plasma osmolality a nd blood volume ar e monitored by
specia lized receptors of th e cardiovascular system (e.g.,
carotid bodies a nd juxtaglom eru la r apparatus). An increase
in osmolality or a decrease in b.lood volume stimulates
ADH release. Additionally, the cell bodies of the hypotha lamic secretory ne urons may also serve as osmoreceptors,
in itiating ADH release. Pain, trauma, emotion al stress, and
drugs, such as nicotine, also stimulate release of ADH.

The pituicyte is the only cell specific to the posterior lobe of the
pituitary gland

In addition to the numerous axons a nd terminals of t he
hypothalamic nemosecretory neurons, the posterior lobe
of the pituitary gland contains fibroblasts, mast cells, and
specia lized glia l cells called pituicytes, associated with the
fenestrated capillaries. These cells are irregular in shape,
with many branches, and resemble astroglial cells. Their
nuclei are round or oval, and pigment vesicles are presen t
in the cytoplasm. Like astroglia, they possess specific intermediate filaments called glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP). Pituicytes often have processes that terminate in
the perivascula r space. Beca use of their many processes
a nd relationships t o the blood, the p ituicyte serves a supporting role similar to that of astrocytes in the rest of the
CNS (see page 299).

Oxytocin promotes contraction of smooth muscle of the uterus
and myoepithelial cells of the breast

The hypothalamus regulates hypophyseal function

O xytocin is a more potent promoter of smooth muscle
contraction tha n is ADH. Tts primary effect includes promo tion of contraction of

T he hypothalamus produces numerous neurosecretory
products. ln addition to oxytocin and ADH , hypothalamic neurons secrete polypeptides t h at promote and inhibit the secretion and release of h orm o n es from the a n terior lobe of the pi tuitary gland (Table 20 .5). These
hypotha la mic polypeptides also accumulate in nerve end ings n ear the median eminence a nd infundibula r stalk
and are released into the capillary bed of the h yp othalamohypophyseal portal system for tra nsport to the pan
distalis.

• Ute rine smooth muscle du.ring orgasm, menstruation,
and parturition
• M yoepith elial cells of the secretory alveol i and a lveolar
ducts of the mamma ry gland
Oxytocin secreti on is triggered by ne ura l stimuli that
reach the hypothalamus. These stimuli initiate a n eurohum o ra l reflex that resembles a s imple sensorimotor reflex.
Tn the uterus, the ne urohum oral reflex is initiated by distension of the vagina a nd cervix. ln the breast, the reflex is
initiated by nursing (suckling). Con traction of the myoepithelial cells that surro und the base of the a lveolar secretory cells and cells of the larger ducts causes milk to be r eleased and pass through the du cts that open onto the
nipple, i.e., milk ejection (see page 762).
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TABLE 20.5. Hypothalamic Regulating Hormones

TABLE 20.4. Hormones of the Posterior Lobe of the Pituitary Gland
Hormone

Endocriuc Orgmrs

A feedback system regulates endocrine function at two levels:
hormone production in the pituitary gland and hypothalamic
releasing hormone production in the hypothalamus

The circu lating level of a specific secretory product of a
target organ, a hormone o r its m eta bolite, may act directly
on the cells of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland or

Hormone

Composition

Growth hormonereleasing hormone
(GHRH)
Somatostatin

Two forms in human:
polypeptides containing
40 and 44 amino acids
Polypeptide containing
14 amino acids

Dopamine

Catecholamine (amino
acid derivative)
Polypeptide containing
41 amino acids

Corticotropinreleasing hormone
(CRH)
Gonadotropinreleasing hormone
(GnRH)
Thyrotropin·
releasing hormone
(TRH)

Polypeptide containing
10 amino acids

Polypeptide containing 3
amino acids

Source

Major Functions

Cell bodies of neurons los:ated in the
arcuate nucleus of hypothalamus•

Stimulates secretion and gene expression
of GH by somatotropes

Cell bodies of neurons located in the
periventricular, paraventricular, and arcuate nuclei of hypothalamus•
Cell bodies of neurons located in the
arcuate nucleus of hypothalamus•
Cell bodies of neurons located in the
arcuate, periventricular, and medial
pa raventricular nuclei of hypothala·
mus•
Cell bodies of neurons located in the
arcuate, ventromedial, dorsal, and paraventricula r nuclei of hypothalamus•
Cell bodies of neurons located by the
ventromedial, dorsal, and paraventricular nuclei of hypothalamus'

Inhibits secretion of GH by somatotropes

Inhibits secretion of PRL by lactotropes
Stimulates secretion of ACfH by corti·
cotropes; stimulates gene expression for
POMC in corticotropes
Stimulates secretion of LH and FSH by go·
nadotropes
Stimulates secretion and gene expression
of TSH by thyrotropes; stimulates synthesis and secretion of PRL

' Immunocytochemical studies indicate that oxytocin and ADH are produced by separate sets of neurons within the supraoptic and paraventrlcular nuclei of the
hypothalamus. Biochemical studies have demonstrated that the supraoptic nucleus contains equal amounts of both hormones, whereas the paraventricular nu·
cleus contains more oxytocin than ADH, but less than the amount found in the supraoptic nucleus.

the h ypothalamus to regula te the secretion of hypotha lamic releas ing hormones (see Fig. 20.5) . The two levels of
feedback allow exquisite sensitivity in the control of secretory function. Th e ho rmone itself normally regulates the
secretory activity of the cells in the hypotha lamus a nd pituitary gla nd that regula te its secretion.
In additi on, info rma ti o n from most physiologic a nd
p sychologic stimuli that reach the brain a lso reaches the
hypotha lamus. The hypoth ala mic-hypophyseal feedback
loop provides a regulatory path w hereby general information from t he CNS contributes to the regulation of t he
anterior lobe of th e pituitary gla nd and, con sequently, to
the regula tion of the en tire end ocrine system . The secre:
tion of h ypotha lam ic regula tory peptides is the primary
mechanism by which c ha nges in e motional state are
tran slated into changes in the physio logic ho meosta tic
state.

Q PINEAL GLAND
T he pineal gland (p ineal body, epiphysis cerebri) is a u en docrine or neuroendocrine gland that regulates daily body
rh ythm. It develops from ne uroectoderm of the posterior
portion of the roof of the die ncephalon a nd remains attach ed to the brain by a short stalk. In humans, it is located at the p osterior wall of the third ventricle near the
center of the brain. T he pinea l gland is a flattened, pine
cone-shaped structure, hence its name (Fig. 20.10). It
meas ures 5 to 8 mm high and 3 to 5 mm in diameter a n d
w eighs between 100 and 200 mg.

The pineal gland contains two types of parenchymal cells:
pinealocytes and interstitial (glial) cells

Pinealocytes are the chief cel ls of the pineal gla nd. They
are arranged in clum ps or cords within lo bules formed by
connective tissue septa t hat extend into the gland from the
pia ma ter that covers its surface. These cells have a large,
deeply infolded nucleu s w ith one or more p romin ent nucleoli a nd conta in lipid d roplets within their cytoplasm. When
examined w ith the transmission electron microscope
(TEM), pinealocytes sh ow typical cytoplasmic organelles
along with numerous, dense-co red, membrane-bounded
vesicles in their elaborate, elongated cytoplasmic processes.
The processes also contain numero us parallel bundles of
microtubules. T h e expanded, club-like endings of the
processes are associated w ith th e blood capilla ries. This feature strong ly suggests neuroendocrine activity.
The interstitial (glial) cells constitute a bout 5% of the
cells in the gland. They have sta ining and ultrastructural
features that closely resemble those of astrocytes a nd are
reminiscent of the pituicytes of the p osterior lobe of t he pituitary gland.
ln addition to the two cell types, the human pineal gland
is ch aracterized by the presence of calcified conc ret io ns,
called corpora arenacea or brain sand (Fig. 20.11). These
concretions appear to be derived from precipitati on of calcium phosphates an d carbonates OL1 carrier proteins that
are released in to the cytoplasm w hen the pineal secretions
a re exocytosed . The concretions are recogniza ble in c hildhood a n d increase in number w ith age. Because they a re
opaqu e to x-rays a nd located in the midline of the brain,
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TABLE 20.6. Hormones of the Pineal Gland

Hormone

Melatonin

Composition

lndolamine (N-acetyl-5methoxytryptamine)

Source

Major Functions

Pinealocytes

Regulates daily body rhythms and day/ night cycle (circadian rhythms);
inhibits secretion of GnRH and regulates steroidogenic activity of the
gonads particularly as related to the menstrual cycle; in animals, influences
seasonal sexual activity

and LH from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. In
addition to melatonin, extracts of pineal glands from many
animals contain numerous neurotransmitters such as serotonin, norepinephrine, dopamine, histamine, and h ypothalamic regulating hormones such as somatostatin, and
TRH. Clinically, tumors that destroy the pineal g land are
associated with precocious (early-onset) puberty.
Animal studies demonstrate that information relating to
the length of daylight reaches the pineal gland from photoreceptors in t he retina. The pinea l gland thus influences
seasonal sexual activity. Recent studies in humans suggest
that the pineal gland has a role in adjusting to sudden
changes in day length, such as those experienced by travelers w ho suffer from jet lag. In addition, the pineal gland
may play a role in altering emotional responses to reduced
day length during winter in temperate and subarctic zones
(seasonal affective disorder, or SAD).

two lobes. During this downward migration, the thyroglossal duct undergoes atrophy, leaving an embryologic
remnant, the pyramidal lobe of the thyroid, which is present in about 40% of the population. About the ninth week
of gestation, endodermal cells differentiate into plates of
follicular cells that become arranged into follicles. By
week 14, well-developed follicles lined by the follicular
cells contain colloid in their lumen. During week 7, epithelial cells lining t he invagination of the fourth branchial
pouches (sometimes called the fifth branchial pouches)
known as the ultimobranchial bodies start their migration
toward the developing thyroid gland and become incorporated into the lateral lobes. After fusing with the thyroid,
ultimobranchial body cells disperse among t he follicles,
giving rise to parafollicular cells that become incorporated
into the fo llicular epithelium.
The thyroid follicle is the structural unit of the thyroid gland

9

THYROID GLAND

The thyroid gland is located in the anterior neck region
adjacent to the larynx and trachea
FIGURE 20.10

Photomicrograph of infant pineal gland. This H&E-stained section is

from a median cut through the pine cone-shaped gland. The conical
anterior end of the gland is at the top of the micrograph. The arrows
indicate the part of the gland that connects with the posterior commissure. The gland is formed by an evagination of the posterior portion of the roof of the third ventricle (diencephalon). The dark areas
indicated by asterisks are due to bleeding within the gland. X25.

they serve as convenient markers in radiographic and

computed tomography studies.
The human pineal gland relates light intensity and duration to
endocrine activity

The pineal gland is a photosensitive o rgan and an important timekeeper and regulator of the d ay/night cycle
(circadian rh ythm). It obtains information about lig ht and
dark cycles from the retina via t he retinohypothalamic
tract, w hich connects in the suprachiasmatic nucleus w ith
sympathetic neural tracts traveling into the pineal gland.
During the day, light impulses inhibit the production of the

FIGURE 20.11

Photomicrograph of human pineal gland. This higher-magnification

photomicrograph shows the characteristic concretions called brain
sand or corpora arenacea. Pinealocytes (chief cells of the pineal
gland) account for the majority of the cells seen in the specimen. They
are arranged in clumps or cords. Those blood vessels (BV) that contain red blood cells are readily apparent; numerous other blood vessels are also present but are not recognized at this magnification
without evidence of the blood cells. x250.
ma jor pineal gland hormone, melatonin. Therefore, pineal
activity, as measured by changes in the plasma level _of
melatonin, increases during darkness and d ecreases during
light. In humans, t hese ci1·cadian changes of melatonin secretion p lay an important role in regulating daily body
rh ythms.
Because m elatonin is released in t he dark it .regulates repr od uctive function in ma mmals by inhibiting the
steroidogenic activity of the gonads (Table 20.6). Production of gonada l steroids is regulated by t he inhibitory action of melatonill on neurosecretory neurons located in the
hypothalam us (arcuate nucleus) that produce GnRH. Inhibition of GnRH causes a decrease in the r elease of FSH

The thyroid gland is a bilo bate endocrine g land located
in t he anterior neck region and consists of two large lateral
lobes connected by a n isthmus, thin band of thyroid tissue. The two lo bes, each -5 em in length, 2.5 em in w idth,
and 20 to 30 g in weig ht, lie on either side of th e larynx and
upper trachea. The isthmus crosses anterior to the upper
part of the trachea. A pyramidal lobe often extends upwa rd
from the isthmus. A thin connective tissue capsule surrounds the g land. It sends trabeculae in to the parenchyma
that partially o utline irregular lobes and lobules. Secretory
follicles constitute th e functional units of the gland.

a

A thyroid follicle is a roughly spherical cyst-like compartment w it h a wa ll formed by a simple cuboidal or low
columnar epithelium, the follicular epithelium. Hundreds
of thousands of follicles that vary in diameter from about
0.2 to 1.0 mn1 constitute nearly the en tire mass of the hum an thyroid g land. The follicles contain a gel-like mass
called colloid (Fig. 20.12). T he apica l surfaces of the follicular cells are in contact with the collo id, and the basal
surfaces rest on a typical basal lamina.
Follicular epithelium contains two types of cells: follicular and
parafollicular cells

The parenchyma of the thyro id gland is composed of epithelium containing two types of cells:

• Follicular cells (principal cells) are responsible for proThe thyroid gland develops from the endodermallining of the
floor of the primitive pharynx

The thyroid gland begins to develop during the fourth
week of gestatio n from a primordium o riginating as an endoderma l t hi ckening of the floor of the primitive pharynx.
The primordium grows caudally and forms a duct-like invagination known as the thyroglossal duct. The thyroglossa l d uct descends t h rough the tissue of the neck to its final
destination in front of the trachea, w here it divides into

duction of the thyroid hormones T 4 and T 3 • These cells
vary in shape and size accord ing to the functional state of
the g land. In routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
preparations fo llicular cells exhibit a slightly basophilic
basa l cytoplasm with spherical nuclei containing one or
more prominent nucleoli. T he Golgi apparatus has a
supranuclear position. Lipid droplets an d PAS-positive
droplets can be identified with appropriate staining. At
the ultrastructural level the follicle cells revea l organelles
commonly associated with both secretory and absorptive
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COLLOID

MIToe
synthesis

e ndothelial cells
FIGURE 20.12
Thyroid gland. This photomicrograph of a human thyroid is from a
section stained with H&E. It shows the colloid-containing follicles of
the gland. Each follicle consists of a single layer of epithelial cells sur·
rounding a central mass of colloid. The arrows indicate some of the
blood capillaries between the follicles. xsoo.

cells (shown schem atically in Fig. 20.13), including typical junctional complexes at the apica l end of the cell and
short microvilli o n the apical cell surface. N umerous profi les of ro ug h-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum (rER) are
present in the basal region. Small vesicles are present in
the apical cytoplasm that ar e morphologically similar to
vesicles assoc iated w ith the Golgi apparatus. Abundant
lysoso mes and endocytotic vesicles, identified as colloidal resorption droplets, are also pr esent in the apical
cytoplasm.
• Parafollicular cells (C cells) are located in the periphery
of the fo llicular epithelium and lie within the follicle
basa l lamina. T hese cells ha ve no exposure to the foll icle lumen. T hey secr ete calcitonin, a hormo ne that regulates calcium meta bolism. In rou tine H&E preparations, C cells are pale sta ining and occur as solita ry cells
o r sma ll cl usters of cells. Human parafollicular cells are
difficult to identify with light microscopy. At the electron microscope level, the parafollicular cells revea l numerous small secretory vesicles, which ra nge in dia meter
fro m 60 to 550 nm, and a pro minent Golgi appa ratus
(Fig. 20.14).
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FIGURE 20 .13
Diagram of steps in thyroid hormone synthesis. This diagram depicts
two follicle cells: one in the process of thyroglobulin synthesis (on the
left) and the other in the process of thyroglobulin resorption (on the
right). The numbers, which are described more fully in the text, indi·
cate the sequential steps that occur: 1, synthesis and secretion of thyroglobulin; 2, uptake and concentration of iodide from the blood, oxidation to iodine, and release into the colloid; 3, iodination of
thyroglobulin in the colloid; 4, formation ofT, and T4 hormones in the
colloid by oxidative coupling reactions; 5, resorption of colloid by
receptor-mediated endocytosis; and 6, release of T4 and T, from the
cell into the circulation.

An extensive network of fenest rated capillaries derived
from the superior a nd inferior thyroid arteries surro unds
the follicles. Blind-ended lymphatic capillaries are present
in the interfollicular connective tissue a nd may a lso provide
a second route fo r conveying the ho rmones fro m the gland.
Thyroid gland function is essential to normal growth and
development

The thyroid gland produces three hormones, each of
which is essential to normal metabolism and homeostasis
(Ta ble 20.7):

• Thyroxine (tetraiodothyroni1te, T 4 ) and triiodothyronine (T3) are synthesized and secr eted by the follicular

FIGURE 20.14
Electron micrograph of a parafollicular cell. Cytoplasmic processes
of follicular cells (arrows) partially surround the parafollicular cell (PC),
which contains numerous electron·dense granules and a prominent
Golgi apparatus (G). A basal lamina (BL) is associated with the follicu-

Jar cells (FC). A portion of the central mass of colloidal material (C) in
two adj acent follicles can be seen in the left corners of the micro·
graph. x 12,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Emmanuei-Adrien Nunez.)

TABLE 20.7. Hormones of the Thyroid Gland

Hormone

Composition

Source

Major Funct ions

Thyroxine
(tetraiodot11yronine, T4 )
and triiodothyron ine
(T,)A

Iodinated tyrosine
derivatives

Follicular cells
(principal cells)

Regulates tissue basal metabolism (increases rate of carbohydrate use,
protein synthesis and degradation, and fat synthesis and degradation);
regulates heat production; influences body and tissue growth and
?evelopment of the nervous system in the fetus and young childs;
mcreases absorption of carbohydrates from the intestine

Calcitonin (thyrocalcitonin)

Polypeptide contai ning 32 amino
acids

Parafollicular
cells (C cells)

Decreases blood calcium levels by inhibiting bone resorption and
stimulating absorption of calcium by the bones

AT11 yroid gland secretes substantially more T. than T,; however about 40% of r. is peripherally converted toT, whlcl1 acls more rapidly and is a more potent
'
11onnone.
•o eflciency of T, and r. during development results in fewer and smaller neurons, defective myelination, and m ental retardation.
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cells. Both hormones regulate cell and tissue basal metabo lism and heat productio n and influence body
growth and development. Secretion of these hormones is
regulated by T SH released from the anterior lobe of the
pitu itary gland.
• Calcitonin (thyrocalcitonin) is synthesized by the
parafollicul ar cells (C cells) and is a physiologic antagonist to parathyroid hormone (PTH ). Calcitonin lowers
blood calcium levels by suppressing the resorptive action
of osteoclasts and promotes calcium deposition in bones
by increasing the r ate of osteoid calcification . Secretion
of calcitonin is regulated directly by blood ca lciu m levels. High levels of calcium stimulate secretion; low levels
inhibit it. Secretion of calcitonin is unaffected by the hypoth alamus and pituitary gla nd. Although calcitonin is
used to treat patients with hypercalcemia, no clinical
disease has been associated with its deficiency or even its
absence after tota l thyroidectomy.
The principal component of colloid is thyroglobulin, an inactive
storage form of thyroid hormones

The principal component of colloid is a large (660 kDa)
iodinated glycoprotein called thyroglobulin conta ining
about 120 tyrosine residues. Colloid also contains several
enzymes and other glycoproteins. It stains with both basic
and acid ic dyes and is strongly PAS positive. Thyroglobulin is not a hormone. It is an inactive storage form of the
thyroi d hormones. Active thyroid hormones are liberated
from thyroglobulin and released into the fenestrated blood
capillaries that surrmmd the follicles only a fter further cellular processing. The thyroid is unique among endocrine
glands because it stores large amounts of irs secretory
product extracellula rly.
synthesis of thyroid hormone involves several steps

The synthesis of the two major thyroid hormones, th yrox ine (T4 ) and T .1 takes place in the thyroid follicle in a seri es of discrete steps (see Fig. 20 .13):

1. Synthesis of thyroglobulin. T he precursor of thyroglobulin is synthesized in th e rER of the fo llicular
epithelial cells; it is glycosylated there and in the
Golgi apparatus before it is packaged into vesicles
and secreted by exocytosis into the lumen of the fol licle.
2. Resorption, diffusion, and oxidation of iodide. Follicular epithelial cells actively transport iodide from
the blood into their cytoplasm using ATP-dependent
iodide transporters. These cells can esta blish an intracellular concentration of iodide that is 30 to 40
times greater than that of the serum. Iod ide ions then
diffuse rapid ly toward the apica l cell membrane
w here they are oxidized to iodine, the act ive fo rm of
iodide. This process occurs in the a pical cytoplasm

and is catalyzed by membrane-bound thyroid peroxidase. After oxidation the iodine is then released into
the colloid.
3. Iodination of thyroglobulin. One or two io dine
atoms are then added to the specific tyrosine residues
of thyroglobulin. This process occurs in the colloid at
the microvillar surface of the follicular cells and is
a lso catalyzed by thyroid peroxidase. Addition of one
iodine atom to a single tyrosine residue forms
monoiodotyrosine (MIT). Addition of a second iodine atom to the MIT residue forms a diiodotymsine

(DIT) residue.
4. Formation of T 3 and T 4 by oxidative coupling reactions. The thyroid hormones are formed by oxidative
coupling reactions of two iodinated tyrosi ne residues
in close proximity. For example, when neighboring
DIT and MIT residues undergo a coupling reaction,
T 3 is formed; when two DIT residues react with each
other, T 4 is for med. After iodi nation, T 4 and T3 as
well as the DIT and MIT resid ues that are still linked
to a thyroglobu lin molecule a re stored as the collo id
within the lumen of the follicle.
5. Resorption of colloid. In response to TSH, follicular
cells take up thyroglobuli n from the collo id by a
process of receptor-mediated endocytosis. Large end ocytotic vesicles called colloidal resorption droplets are
present at this stage in the apical region of th e follicular cells. They gradually migrate to the basal surface
of the cells, where they fuse with lysosomes. Thyroglobulin is then degraded by lysosomal proteases
into constituent amino acids and carbohydrates, leaving free T 4 , T 3, DIT, and M IT mo lecules. If the levels
of TSH remai n high, the amou nt of colloid in the fo llicle is reduced because it is synthesized, secreted, iodinated, and r esorbed too rapidly to accumulate.
6. Release of T 4 and T 3 into the circulation and recycling pmcesses. T 4 and T 3 are liberated from thyroglobulin by lysosoma l action in a T 4 -to-T 3 ratio of
20:1. They cross the basa l membrane and enter the
blood and lymphatic capillaries. Most of the released
hormones are immed iately bound to either a specific
plasma protein (54 kDa), thymxin-binding protein
(70%), or a nonspecific p rea lbumin fraction of serum
protein (25%), leaving only small amounts (-5%) of
free circulating hormones that are metabolicall y active. Only the follicula r cells are capable of prod ucing
T 4 , w hereas most T." wh ich is five times more active
than T 4 , is produced through conversion fro m T 4 by
organs such as the kid ney, liver, and heart. The free
circulating hormones a lso function in the feedback
system that regu lates the secretory activity of the thyroid. Once unco upled fro m thyroglobulin, DIT and
MIT molec ules are fu rther deiodi nated within the cytoplasm of the fo llicular cells to release the amino
acid tyrosine and iodide, which are then ava ilable for
recycling.

Synthesis of T, and T4 is regulated by a simple feedback system. The secretion of thyroid hormones is controlled by the release of TSH from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland into
t he bloodstrea m. Under the influence of TSH, thyroid follicular
epithelial cells increase in size and activity. The cells become
more columnar, and the iodide transporters and extracellular
iod ination of thyroglobulin are stimulated. In addition, thyroglobulin synthesis, endocytosis, and lysosoma l breakdown
increase, resulting in the release of large amounts of thyroid
hormones. Low levels of free T, and T4 initiate the release of
TRH from the hypothalamus. In turn, TRH stimulates thyrotropes in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland to secrete
TS H. High serum levels of free T, and T4 inhibit the synthesis
and release of TSH.

Thyroid hormones play an essential role in normal fetal
development

ln humans, th yroi d hormones are essentia l to normal
g rowth and developrnent. In norma l pregnancy both T 3
and T 4 cross the placenta l barrier and are critical in the
early stages of brain development. In addition, the feta l
thyroid gland begins to function during th e fo urteenth
week of gestation and also contributes additional thyroid

The most common symptom of thyroid disease is a goiter, the
enlargement of the thyroid gland. It may Indicate either hy·
pothyroidism or hyperthyroidism.
Hypothyroidism can be caused by insufficient dietary iodine
(Iodine-deficiency goiter, endemic goiter) or by one of several
Inherited autoimmune diseases, such as Hashimoto's thyroiditis. The tow levels of circulating thyroid hormone stimulate re·
lease of excessive amounts of TSH, which cause hypertrophy
of the thyroid through synthesis of more tl1yroglobulin. Adult
hypothyroidism is ca lled myxedema and is characterized by
mental and physical sluggishness and edema of the connec·
tive tissue.
In hyperthyroidism {toxic goiter, Graves' disease), thyroid
cells are stimulated and increase in number and size. However,
there is little colloid. Thyroid l1ormones secreted at abnormally
high rates cause an increase in metabolism. Often, toxic
amounts of hormones are produced (thyrotoxicosis). Levels of
TSH are usually normal in hypert hyroidism. In some cases, an
abnormal immunoglobulin called long-acting thyroid stimula·
tor (LATS) appears to bind to tile TS H receptors on the follicu·
tar cells, which leads to continuous stimulation of the cells.
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hormones. Th yroid hormone deficiency during fetal development results in irreversible damage to the CNS, incl uding r ed uced nu mbers of neurons, defective m yelination,
and mental retardation. If maternal th yro id deficiency is
present p1:ior to the development of the fetal thyro id gland,
the mental retardation is severe. Recent studies reveal th at
thyroid hormones also stimulate gene expression fo r GH
in the somatotropes. Therefore, in add ition to neural abnormalities, a generalized stunted body growth is typical.
The combination of these two a bn ormalities is called congenital hypothyroidism (cretinism).

9

PARATHYROID GLANDS

The parathyroid glands are small endocrine glands closely
associated w ith the thyroid. They are ovoid, a few millinleters in diameter, an d arranged in two pairs, constitu ting the supe1ior and infe1ior parathyroid glands. T hey are
usually located in the connective tissue on the posterior
surface of the lateral lobes of the thyroid gland. H owever,
the nu mber and location may vary. In 2 to 10% of individua ls, addi tiona l glands are associated w ith the thymus.
Structurally, each parathyroid gla nd is surround ed by a
thin connective tissue capsul e that separates it fro m the
thyroid. Septa extend fro m theca psule into the gland to elivide it into poorly defined lobules and to separ ate the
densely packed cords o f cells. The con nective tissue is more
evident in the adu lt, w.ith th e deve lopment of fat cells that
increase with age and ultimately constitute as m uch as 60
to 70 % of the gla ndu lar mass.
The glands receive their blood supply from the inferio r
thyroid arteries or from anastomoses between the superior
and inferio r thyroid arteries. Typical of endocrine glands,
rich networks of fenestrated blood capillaries and lymphatic
capiJlaries surround the parenchyma of the parathyroids.
. Parathyroid glands develop from the endodermal cells derived
from the third and fourth branchial pouches

Embryologically, the inferio r parath yro id glands (a nd the
thym us) are derived from the th ird branchial po uch; the superior glands, from the fourth branchia l pouch. Normally,
the inferior parathyro ids sepa rate from the thymus and
come to lie below the superior parathyroids. Failure of these
structures to separate results in the atypical association of
the parath yroids wi th the th ymus in the adult. The principa l
(chief) cells differentiate during embryonic development and
are functiona lly active in regulating feta l calcium meta bolism. T he oxyphil cells differentiate later at pu berty.
Principal cells and oxyphil cells constitute the epithelial cells of
the parathyroid gland

• Principal (chief) cells, th e more numerous of the
parenchyma l cells of the para thyroid (Fig. 20.15) , are re-
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sponsible for the secre tio n o f PTH. They are sm a ll,
polygonal cells, with a diameter of 7 to 1 0 J.Lm and a
centrally located n ucleus. The pale-sta ining, sligh tly acidophi lic cytoplasm conta ins lipofuscin-containing ves icles, large acc umulations of glycogen , a nd lipid droplets.
Sm a ll, dense, m embrane- limited vesicles seen with the
TEM or after using specia l stains w ith the ligh t m ic roscope a re t hought to be the storage form of PTH.
• Oxyphil cells constitute a mi n or portion of the
parenchyma l cells and are not known to have a secretory
role. They ar e found singly o r in clusters; the cells ar e
more rounded , co nsid erably larger than the principal
cells, and have a distinctl y ac idoph ilic cytoplasm (see
Fig. 20.15) . Mitoch ondria, often with bizarre shapes
and sizes, almost fi ll the cytoplasm and a re responsi ble
fo r the strong acid ophi lia of t hese cells. No secretory
vesicles a nd little if a ny rER are present. Cytoplasmic
incl usion bodies consist of occasional lysosomes, lipid
droplets, a nd glycogen distributed a mong the mitochondr ia.
PTH regulates calcium and phosphate levels in the blood

FIGURE 20.15

Photomicrograph of human parathyroid gland. This HaE-stained
specimen shows the gland with part of its connective tissue capsule
(Cap). The blood vessels (BV) are located in the connective tissue septum between lobes of the gland. The principal cells are arranged in
two masses (top and bottom) and are separated by a large cluster of
oxyphil cells (center). The oxyphil cells are the larger cell type with
promi nent eosinophilic cytoplasm. They may occur in small groups or
in larger masses, as seen llere. The principal cells are more numerous.
Tiley are smaller, having less cytoplasm, and consequently exhibit
closer proximity of tlleir nuclei. Adipose cells (AC) are present in variable, though limited, numbers. x 175.

T he parathyr o ids f unctio n in the regula tion of calcium
a nd phosphate levels. PTH, o r parathormoneJ is essentia l
for life. Therefore, ca re must be taken during thyro idectomy to lea ve some funct ioning parathyro id t issue. If the
gla nds a re totally remove d, dea t h wi ll ensue beca use muscles, including the la ryn gea l and othe r res pirato ry muscles,
go into teta nic contractio n as the blood calcium level fa lls.
PTH is a n 84-am_in o acid .linea r peptide (Table 20.8). It
b inds to a specific PTH rece ptor o n ta rget cells t hat inte ract s w ith G protein to activate a second-messenger system.
PTH release ca uses th e level o f ca lcium in the blood to increase. Simulta neously, it reduces t he concentra tion of
serum phosphate. Secretion of PTH is regulated by t he
serum calcium level th rough a simple feedback system .
Low levels of serum ca lc ium st imulate secretion o f PTH;
hi gh levels o f serum calcium inh ibit its secret ion.
PTH functio ns a t severa l sites:

• Bone resorption is stim ulated by PTH. T he hormone activa tes os teo lys is by osteoclas ts during w hich calcium

•

•

•

Hormone

Composition

Source

Parathyroid hormone
(parathormone, PTH)

Polypeptide containing 84 amino
acids

Principal (cllief
cells)•

PTH and calcitonin have reciprocal effects in the regulation of
blood calcium levels

Although PTH increases blood ca lcium levels, the peak
increase following its release is not reached for severa l
hours. PTH app ears to have a rathe r slow, long-term
ho meostatic a ction. Calcitonin, ho wevet; rap id ly lowers
blood calciLUn levels and has its pea k effect in a bout 1
hour; therefore, it has a rapid, acute homeostatic action.

\1 ADRENAL GLANDS
The adrenal (suprarenal) glands secrete both ste ro id hormones and ca techo la mines. T h ey have a flatte ned tria ngu lar shape an d ar e em bedded in t he perirena l fa t a t t he superio r poles of the kidneys.
The a d rena l glan ds are covered wi th a thic k conn ective
ti ss ue caps ule fro m w hich trabecul ae extend into t he
parenchym a, carrying blood vessels a n d nerves. The secret or y parenchymal tissue is organ ized into c011:ical a nd
medullary regions (Fig 20.1 6):
• The cortex is the st eroid-secret ing portion . It lies benea t h the capsule and con stitutes nea rly 90% of th e
gla nd by weig ht.
• T he medulla is the catech ola min e-sec reting portion. It
lies deep to the cortex and fo rms the center of t he gla nd.

Major Functions

Increases blood calcium level In three ways: (1) promotes calcium
release from bone (increases relative number of osteoclasts), (2) acts
on kidney to stimulate calcium reabsorption by distal tubule while
inhibiting phosphate reabsorption in tile proximal tubule, (3) increases
for mation of hormonally active 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol (1 ,25(0H}, vitamin D,) in the kidney, which promotes tubular reabsorption
of calcium

'Some evidence suggests that oxyphil cells, which first appear in the parathyroid gland at about 4 to 7 years of age and Increase In number after puberty, may
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a nd phospha te ar e both released from calcified bone matrix into the extracellular fluid.
Kid1tey excretion of calcium is decr eased by PTH stimu lation of tu bula r r eabsor p tio n , t hus conserving calci um.
U1inary phosphate excretion is increased by PTH secretion, thus lowering p hospha te concentra t ion in the
blood a nd extracellular fluids.
Kidney conversion of 25-0H vitamin D 3 to h ormo n a lly
active 1,25-(0H) 2 vitamin D 3 is regul ated primaril y by
PTH, w hich stimulates activity of 1-a-h ydroxylase and
increases the production of a ctive ho rmone.
Intestinal absorption of calcium is increased under the
influence of PTH. Vitamin D3 , however, has a grea ter effect t han PTH on intestina l absorptio n of c alcium .

Parenchymal cells of the cortex and medulla are of different
embryologic origin

TABLE 20.8. Parathyroid Hormone

also produce PTH.

•

Eudocriur Orgaus

Embryologically, the corti cal cells origina te from meso d ermal mesenc hym e, w hereas t he med ulla originates fro m
neural crest cells that m igra te into the develo ping gland
(Fig. 20.1 7). Altho ugh em bryologicall y distinct, the two
portio ns o f th e adrena l gla nd a re functiona lly rela ted (see
below). T he parenchyma l cells of the a dren a l cortex a re
controlled , in part, by the a nteri or lo be of t he pitu itary
g la nd a nd function in reg ulatin g metabo lism a nd ma tn ta ini ng norma l electrolyte bala nce (Table 20 .9).

FIGURE 20.16

Photomicrograph of the adrenal gland. This low-power micrograph
of a H&E-sta ined specimen shows the full thickness of the adrenal
gland with tile cortex seen on both surfaces and a central region containing the med ulla. Within the medulla are profiles of the central
vein. Note that the deeper portion of the cortex stains darker than the
outer portion, a reflection of the washed-out lipid in the zona
glomerulosa and outer region of the zona fasciculata. This section
also includes a cross section of the adrenal vein, which is characterized by the longitudinally arranged bundles of smooth muscle in its
wall. x20.

Blood Supply
T he ad renal gla nds a re supp lied with b lood by th e superiot; middl e, a nd in ferior supra ren a l arter ies. These vessels
branch before ente ring the caps ule, to prod uce many sma ll
a rteries th at p enet ra te th e ca psule. In t he capsule, t he ar .teries bra nch to g ive rise to three principa l patterns of
blood d istribut io n (Figs. 20. 1 8 an d 2 0.1 9) . T he vessels
form a system that consists of

• Capsular capillaries that suppl y the capsul e
• Fenestrated cortical sinusoidal capillaries tha t supply
the cortex a nd the n d ra in into the fenestrated medullar y
capi llary sinusoids
• Medullary a11:erioles that traverse th e cortex, traveling
with in the trabecul ae, a nd bri ng a rteri a l blood to the

medullary capillmy sinusoids
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cortical primordium

aorta

urogenital ridge

tw.:..._..:.__ _ _ dorsal mesentery
chromaffin
cells of future
medulla

gut

cortex
cells

gut

The medull a thus has a dual blood supply: arterial blood
from the medulla ry arteri oles and "venous" blood from the
cortical sinusoidal capillaries that have already supplied
the cortex. The venules that arise from the cortical and
medullary sinusoids drain into the small adrenomedullary
collecting veins that joi11 to form the large central
adrenomedullaty vein, which then dra ins directly into the
inferior vena cava on the right side and into the left renal vein
on the left side. In humans, the centra l ad renomedullary vein
and its tributaries are unusual in that they have a tunica media containing conspicuous, longitud inally oriented bundles
of smooth muscle cells. Synchronous contraction of longitudinal smooth muscle bundles along the centra l adren omedullary vein and its tributaries cause the volume of the adrenal gland to decrease . This volume decrease enhances the
efflux of hormones from the adrenal medulla into the circulation, an action comparable to squeezing a wet sponge.
Lymphatic vessels are present in the capsule and the
connective tissue around the larger blood vessels in the
gland. Lymphatic vessels have a lso been demonstrated in
the parenchyma of the adrenal medulla. Recent physiologic studies indicate an important role of the lymph vessels in distributing high-molecular-weight secretory products of chromaffin cells, such as chromogranin A, into the
circulation.

fudorriur Orgnus
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TABLE 20.9. Hormones of the Adrenal Glands
Hormone
Adrenal cortex
Mineralocorticoids
(95% of mineralocorticoid activity in aldosterone)
Glucocortlcolds (corticosterone, and cortisol;
95% of glucocorticoid
activity in cortisol)

Gonadocorticoids (dehydroeplandrosterone
[DHEA[ is a major sex
steroid produced in
both men and
women)
Adrenal medulla
Norepinephrine and
epinephrine (in human,
80% epinephrine)

Composition

Source

Steroid hormones (cholesterol derivatives)

Parencl1ymal cells
of the zona
glomerulosa

Steroid 11ormones (cholesterol derivatives)

Parenchymal cells
of the zona fasciculata (and to a lesser
extent of the zona
retlcularls)

Steroid hormones (cholesterol derivatives)

Parenchymal cells
of the zona reticularis (and to a
lesser extent of the
zona fasciculata)

Catecholamines
(amino acid derivatives)

Chromaffin cells

fetal

Cells of the Adrenal Medulla

Major Functions
Aid in controlling electrolyte homeostasis (act on distal tubule of
kidney to increase sodium reabsorption and decrease potassium
reabsorption); function in maintaining the osmotic balance in the
urine and in preventing serum acidosis
Promote normal metabolism, particularly carbohydrate metabolism
(increase rate of amino acid transport to liver, promote removal of
protein from skeletal muscle and Its transport to the liver, reduce
rate of glucose metabolism by cells and stimulate glycogen
synthesis by liver, stimulate mobilization of fats from storage
deposits for energy use); provide resistance to stress; suppress
inflammatory response and some allergic reactions
Induce weak masculinizing effect; at normal serum levels usually
their function Is insignificant

Sympathomimetic (produce effects similar to those induced by the
sympathetic division of the autonomic nervous system)-': increase
heart rate, increase blood pressure, reduce blood flow to viscera
and skin; stimulate conversion of glycogen to glucose; increase
sweating; Induce dilation of bronchioles; increase rate of
respiration; decrease digestion; decrease enzyme production by
digestive system glands; decrease urine production

•The catecholamines influence the activity of glandular epithelium, cardiac muscle, and smoot11 muscle located in the walls of blood vessels and viscera.

zona
fasciculata
/
/

'

I

I

,,

I

medulla

FIGURE 20.17

Development of the adrenal gland. a. In this early stage, the cortex is
shown developing from cells of the intermediate mesoderm, and the
medulla is shown differentiating from cells in the neural crest and migrating from the neighboring sympathetic ganglion. Note that the
gland develops between the root of the dorsal mesentery of the primitive gut and t11e developing urogenital ridges. b. Mesodermal cells
from the fetal cortex surround the cells of the developing med ulla.
c. At this stage (about 7 months of development), the fetal cortex occupies about 70% of the cortex. The permanent cortex develops outside the fetal cortex. d. The fully developed adrenal cortex is visible at
the age of 4 months. The permanent cortex replaces the fetal cortex,
which at this age has completely disappeared. Note the fully developed zonation of the permanent cortex.

Chromaffin cells located in the adrenal medulla are innervated
by preganglionic sympathetic neurons
The central portion of the adrena l gland, the medulla,
is composed of a parenchyma of large, pale-staining epithelioid cells called chromaffin cells (medullary cells);
connective tissue; numerous sinusoidal bl ood capillaries;
and nerves. The chromaffin cells are, in effect, modified
neurons (see Box 20.4 ). Numerous myelinated, preganglionic sympathetic nerve fibers pass diJ·ectly to the
chroma ffin cells of the medulla. When nerve impulses carried by the sympathetic fibers reach the catecholaminesecreting chroma ffin cells, they release their secretory
products. Therefore, chromaffin cells are considered the
equi va lent of postganglionic neurons. H owever, they lack
axonal processes. Experimental studies reveal that when
clu-omaffin cells are grown in culture, they extend axonlike processes. However, axonal growth can be. inhibited
by glucocorticoids-hormones secreted by the adrenal
cortex. Thus, the hormones of the adrenal cortex exert
control over the morphology of the chromaffin cells and
prevent them from forming n eural processes. Chromaffin
cells therefore more closely resem ble ty pical endocrine
cells, in that their secretory prod uct enters the bloodstream via the fenestrated capillaries.
GanglioH cells are also present in the medulla. Their axons extend periphera lly to th e parenchyma of the adrenal
cortex to modu late its secretory activity and innervate

capsular artery

blood vessels, and extend outside the gland to the splanchnic nerves innervating abdo mina l organs.

"""'--:;i1."""=~6=-- cortical

arteriole

Chromaffin cells of the adrenal medulla have a secretory function
Chro maffin cells are organized in ovoid clusters a nd
short interconnecting cords. The blood capillaries are
arranged in intimate relation to the parenchyma. They originate either from the cortica l ca pi llaries or, as branches,
from the cortical a rterioles.
Ultras tructurall y, the ch.roma ffin cells are characterized
by numerous secretory vesicles with diameters of 100 to
300 nm, profiles of rER, and a well-developed Golgi appara tus. The secretory materia l in the vesicles can be stained
specifically to demonstrate histochemically that the catecholamines epinepi1Iine an d norepineplu·ine secreted by
the chromaffu1 cells are produced by different cell types
(Fig. 20 .20). The TEM a lso revea ls two po pulations of

cortex

zona
fasciculata

adrenomedullary
collecting vein

medulla
FIGURE 20.18

Diagram illustrating the blood supply to the human adrenal gland.
The region of the capsule, the zones within the cortex, and the
medulla are indicated. (Modified from Warwick R, Wi lliams PL, eds.
Gray's Anatomy. 35th ed. Edinburgh: Churchill Livingstone, 1973.)

adrenocortical
sinusoid
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eas of th e medulla supplied with blood that has passed
th rough the co rtica l sinusoids and thus contai ns secreted
g lucocorticoids. In some species, the norepinephrinecontaining cells are more numero us in those regions of the
med ulla supplied by capillaries derived fro m the cortica l
arterioles.
The catecholamines, in concert with the glucocorticoids,
prepare the body for the "fight~or-flight" response

The sudden release of catecholamines establishes conditions for m aximum use of energy a nd thus m aximum physical effo rt. Both epinephrine and norepinephrine stimulate
glycogeno lysis (release glucose in to the bloodstream) and
mobilization of free fatty acids from ad ipose tiss ue. Therelease of catecholami nes also ca uses an increase in blood
pressure, dilation of the coronary blood vessels, vasodilation of vessels supplying skeleta l muscle, vasoco nstriction
of vessels conveying blood to the skin a nd g ut, a n increase
in hea rt rate and output, and an increase in the rate and
depth of breathing.

zona
fasciculata

secretes: -

Zonation of the Adrenal Cortex

norepinephrine

The adrenal cortex is divided into three zones on the basis
of the a rrangement of its cells (Fig. 20 .2 1):

FIGURE 20.19
Diagram illustrating the organization of the cells within the adrenal
gland and their relationship to the blood vessels. Refer to Figure
20.18 for identification of the blood vessels. The ultrastructural features of the basic cell types and their secretions are noted. (Modified
from Warwick R, Williams PL, eds. Gray'sAnatomy. 35th ed. Edinburgh:
Churchill Livingstone, 1973.)

chromaffin cells distinguished by the natu re of their membrane-bounded vesicles:
• O ne population of cells contains only large dertse core
vesicles. These cells secrete norepinephrine.
• The other populatio n of cells conta ins ves icles that are
sma ller, mo re homogeneous, a nd less dense. These cells
secrete epinephrine.
Exocytosis of the secretory vesicles is tr iggered by release of
acetylcholine from preganglionic sympathetic axons that
synapse with each chromaffin cell

Epinephrine a nd no repinephri ne acco unt fo r less than
20% of the contents of the med ullary secretory vesicles.
The vesicles also contai n large amo unts of soluble 48-kDa
proteins, called chromogranins, that appear to impart the
density to the vesicle contents. These proteins, along with
ATP and Ca H, may help to bind the low-mo lecular-weight
catecho lamines a nd are released with the ho rm ones d uring
exocytosis. The catecholamines, synthesized in the cytosol,
a re transported into the vesicles throu gh the actio n of a

• Zona glomerulosa, the narrow outer zo ne that consti-

FIGURE 20.20
Electron micrograph of medullary cells. Two types of medullary cells
are present. The norepinephrine-secreting cells (NE) are identified by
their vesicles, which contain a very dense core. The epinephrinesecreting cells (E) possess vesicles with less intensely staining granules. X15,000.

magnesium-activa ted ATPase in the mem brane of the vesicle. Drugs such as 1·eserpine, which ca use depletion of catechola mines from th e vesicles, may act by inhibiting this
transport mecha nism.
Glucocorticoids secreted in the cortex induce the conversion of
norepinephrine to epinephrine in chromaffin cells

Glucocorticoids produced in the adrena l cortex reach
the medulla directl y through th e continuity of the cortical
and med uUary sinusoida l ca pillari es. T hey induce the enzyme that cata lyzes the methylatio n of norepineph rine to
pro duce epinephrine. T he nature of th e blood flow correlates with regional di ffere nces in distribution of norepinephri ne- a nd epinephrine-conta in ing chromaffin cells.
The epinephrine-containing cells are more numero us in ar-

tutes up to 15% of the cortica l vo lume
• Zona fasciculata, the tl'lick middle zo ne that co nstitutes
nearly 80 % o f the cortica l volume
• Zona reticularis, the inner zone th at constitu tes onl y 5
to 7% o f the cortical vo lum e but is thicker than the
g lomerulosa beca use of its mor e centra l loca tion
ZONA GLOMERULOSA
The cells of the z ona glomerulosa are a rra nged in closely
packed ovoid clusters a nd cur ved colu mns tha t a re contin- ·
uous with th e cellular cords in the zo na fasciculata. Cells
of th e zo na glo merulosa are relatively small and colum nar
o r pyra midal. T heir spheri ca l nuclei appea r closely packed
and sta in densely. In hu mans, some ar eas of the cortex may
lack a recogni za ble zona glo merulosa . A rich network of
fenestra ted sin usoidal capillari es surro unds each cell duster. The cells ha ve abunda nt smooth -sur faced endoplasmic
reticulum (sER ), m ultiple Golgi complexes, la rge mitochondria with shelf-li ke cristae, free ri bosomes, a nd some
rER. Lipid droplets are sparse.
The zona glomerulosa secretes aldosterone that functions in
the control of blood pressure

T he cells of the zona glomerulosa secrete mi11eralocorticoids, compOLmds that fun ction in th e r egulatio n of
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Chromaffin cells (so named because they react with chromate
salts) of the adrenal medulla are part of the amine precursor
uptake and decarboxylation (APUD) system of cells. The chromaffin reaction Is thought to involve oxidation and polymerization of the catecholamines contained within the secretory
vesicles of these cells. Classically, chromaffin cells have been
defined as being derived from neuroectoderm, innervated by
preganglionic sympathetic nerve fibers, and capable of synthesizing and secreting catecholamines. Chromaffin cells are
found In the adrenal medulla, paravertebral and prevertebral
sympathetic ganglia, and various other locations. The scattered groups of chromaffin cells located among or near the
components of the autonomic nervous system are called
paraganglia.

sod ium and potassiu m homeostas is and water balance.
The p rincipal secreti o n, aldostemne, acts on the distal
tubules of the nephron in the kidney, the gastric mucosa,
and the sali var y a nd sweat g lands to stimulate resorption
of sodium at these sites, as well as to stimulate excretion of
potassium by th e k id ney.
The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system provides feedback
control of the zona glomerulosa

The zona glo meru losa is under feedba ck contro l of the

renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system. The j uxtaglomerular cells in the kidney release renin in response to a decrease in blood press ure or a low blood sodium level. Circulating renin catalyzes the conversion of circul ati ng
angiotensinoge11 to angiotensiu I, w hich in turn is co nverted by angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) in the
lu ng to angiotensin 11. Ang iotensin JI then stimulates the
cells of the zona glo merulosa to secrete a ldosterone. As the
blood press ure, sodium co ncentrati o n, and blood vo lume
then increase in respo nse to a ldosterone, rel ease of renin
from the juxtaglomerul ar cells is inhibited. D rugs th at inhibit ACE in the lu ng a re effecti ve in the trea tment of
chronic essential h ypertension .
ZONA FASCIC ULATA
The cells of the zona fasciculata are la rge and polyhedra l.
They a re arranged in lo ng stra ight cords, one or two cells
thick, that are sepa rated by sinusoida l capillaries. T he cells
of the zona fascicul ata have a lig htl y stai ning spherica l nucleus. Binucleate cells a re common in this zo ne. TEM studies revea l cha racteristics typica l of steroid-secreting cells,
i.e., a highly developed sER (mor e so than cells of the zona
g lo merul osa) a nd mi tochon dria with tubular cristae. They
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FIGURE 20.22
Electron micrograph of cells in
the zona fasdculata. The boundary between adjacent cells of the
cord is indicated by the arrowheads. Lipid droplets (L) are numerous (the lipid has been partially extracted). XlS,OOO. Inset. A
higher magnification of an area in
the cell at the top of the micrograph reveals the extensive sER
that is characteristic of steroidsecreting cells. Portions of the
Golgi apparatus are also evident.
X40,000.
FIGURE 20.21
Photomicrographs of the cortex and medulla of the human adrenal
gland. a. This photom icrograph shows a H&E-stained specimen of
the outer cortex. It includes the connective tissue capsule, the zona
glomerulosa, and t11e zona fasciculata. Continuous with the zona
glomerulosa are the straight cords of cells that characterize tile zona
fasciculata. Between the cords are the capillaries and the less numerous arterioles. The red linear stripes represent capillaries that are en-

also have a well-developed Golgi a ppara tus and numerous
profiles of rER that may give a slight basophilia to some
parts of the cytoplasm (Fig. 20.22). In general, however,
the cytoplasm is acidophi lic and contains munerous lipid
droplets, although it usually appears vacuolated in routine
histologic sections because of the extraction of lipid during
dehydration. The lipid droplets contain neutral fats, fatty
acids, cholesterol, and phospholipids that are precursors
for the steroid hormones secreted by these cells.
The principal secretion of the zona fasciculata is
glucocorticoids that regulate glucose and fatty acid metabolism

The zona fasciculata secretes glucocorticoids, so called
because of their role in regulating gluconeogenesis (glucose synthesis) and glycogenesis (glycogen polyme1'ization). One of the glucocorticoids secreted by the zona fascicu lata, cortisol (hyd1'ocortisone), acts on many different
cells and tissues to increase the metabolic availability of

gorged with red blood cells. x 120. b. The deep parts of the zona fasciculata, zona reticularis, and medulla are s11own here. Note that the
linear arrays of the cords in the zona fasciculata give way to irregular
groups of cells of the zona reticularis. The medulla, in contrast, consists of ovoid groups of cells and short interconnecting cords of cells.
A central adrenomedullary vein is also seen here. Note t11e thick longitudinally sectioned smooth muscle in part of its wall. Xl20.

glucose and fatty acids, both of which are immediate
sources of energy. Within this broa d function, glucocorticoids may have different, even opposite effects in different tissues:

• In the liver, glucocorticoids stimulate conversion of
amino acids to glucose, stimulate the polymerization of
glucose to glycogen, and promote the uptake of amino
acids and fatty acids .
.
• In adipose tissue, glucocorticoids stimulate -the breakdown of lipids to glycerol and free fatty acids.
• In other tissues, they reduce the rate of glucose use and
promote the oxidation of fatty acids.
• In cells such as fibroblasts, they inhibit protein synthesis
and even promote protein catabolism to provide amino
acids for conversion to glucose in the liver.
Glucocorticoids depress the immune and inflammatory
responses and, as a result of the latter, inhibit wound healing. They depress the inflammatory response by suppress-

ing interleukin-1 (IL-l) and IL-2 production by lymphocytes and macrophages. Glucocorticoids also stimulate destruction of lymphocytes in lymph nodes and inhibit mitosis by transformed lymphoblasts. Cells of the zona
fasciculata also secrete small amounts of gonadocorticoids,
principally androgens.
ACTH regulates secretion of the zona fasciculata

The secretion and production of glucocorticoids and sex
steroids by the zona fasciculata is under feedback control
of the CRH-ACTH system. ACTH is necessary for cel l
growth and maintenance and also stimulates steroid synthesis and increases blood flow tlu·ough the adrenal gland .
Exogenous ACTH maintains the structure and function of
the zona fasciculata after hypophysectomy. In animals, administration of ACTH causes hypertrophy of the zona fasciculata.
Circulating glucocorticoids may act directly on the pituitary gland, but they most commonly exert their feedback
control on neurons in the arcuate nucleus of th e hypothalamus, causing the release of CRH into the hypothalamohyophyseal portal circulation. Evidence also suggests that
circulating glucocorticoids and the physiologic effects that
they produce stimulate higher brain centers that, in turn,
cause the hypothalamic neurons to release CRH.

ZONA RETICULARIS
The zona reticularis produces glucocorticoids and androgens

The cells of the zona reticularis are noticeably smaller
than those of the zona fa sciculata, and their nuclei are more
deeply stained. They are arranged in anastomosing cords
separated by fenestrated capillaries. The cells have relatively
few lipid droplets. Both light and dark cells are seen. Dark
cells have abundant large lipofuscin pigment granules, and
deeply staining nuclei are evident. The cells in this zone are
sma ll because they have less cytoplasm than the cells in the
zona fasciculata; thus the nuclei appear more closely
packed. They exhibit features of steroid-secreting cells,
namely, a well-developed sER and numerous elongated mitochondria with tubular cristae, but they have little rER.
· The principal secretions of the zona reticularis are weak
androgens

The principal secretion of the cells in the zona reticularis
consists of weak androgens, mostly dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA). The cells also secrete some glucocorticoids, in much smaller amounts than those of the zona fasciculata. Here, too, the principal glucocorticoid secreted is
corti sol.
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Cholesterol is the basic precursor of corticosteroid hormones. It is
synthesized from cholesterol esters stored In lipid droplets within
the cytoplasm of adrenal cortical cells. Steroid hormones are synthesized from cholesterol esters by removal of part of the side
chain and modifications at specific sites on the remainder of the
molecule. The enzymes catalyzing these modifications are located in different zones of the cortex as well as In different cytoplasmic sites within the cells. A precursor molecule may move
from the sER to a mitochondrion and back again several times
before th e definitive molecular structure of a given corticosteroid
is obtained.

The zona r eticularis is a lso under feedback control of the
CRH-ACTH system and a trophies after hypophysectomy.
Exogeno us ACTH maintains tile structure and function of
the zona reticu laris after hypophysectomy.

Fetal Adrenal Gland
The fetal adrenal gland consists of an outer narrow permanent
cortex and an inner thick fetal cortex or fetal zone

0rl}flll 5
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Cholesterol esters removed from cytoplasmic lipid droplets and
used in steroid hormone synthesis are quickly replenished from the
cholesterol esters contained within low-density lipoproteins (LDLs)
carried in the bloodstream. These esters are the primary source of
the cholesterol used In corticosteroid synthesis. In addition, a small
portion of cholesterol used for hormone synthesis comes from de
novo synthesis of cholesterol by the adrenal cortical cells. Under
conditions of short-term or prolonged ACTH stimulation, the lipid
stores in adrenal cortical cells are recruited for corticosteroid synthesis.

pears similar to the adult zona glomerulosa. The cells are
arranged in arched groups that ex tend into short cords.
They, in turn, become continuous with the cords of the underlying feta l zo ne (Fig. 20.23). In H &E prepara tions, the
cytoplasm of the cells in the permanent cortex exhibits
some basophilia; in combination with the closely packed
nuclei, this gives this part of the gland a blue appearance,
in contrast to the eosinophilic sta ining of the fetal zone.
With the TEM, the cells of the p ermanent cortex exhibi t
small mitocho ndria with shelf-like cristae, abundant ribosomes, a nd sma ll Golgi profiles. The ceLls of the fetal zone,
in contrast, ar e considera bly larger and a re arranged in irr egular cor ds of varying width . With the TEM, these cells
exhibit spherica l mi toch ondr ia with tu bular cristae, small
lipid dl'Oplers, an extensive sER tha t accounts for the
eosinophilia of the cytoplasm, and mu ltiple Golgi profiles.
Collectively, these feat ures are characteristic of steroid-secreting cells.

Once fully established, the feta l adrena l gla nd is unusual
in terms of its orga niza tion and its large size relative to
other developing organs. The gland arises fl:om mesoderm a l cells located between the root of the mesentery and the
developing gonad zone (see Fig. 20.17a). T he mesoder mal
cells penetrate th e underlying mesenchyme and give rise to
a large eosinophilic cell mass that will become the fu nctional feta l cortex or zone (see Fig. 20.17b). Latet~ a second wave of cells proliferates from the mesenchyme and
The feta l adr enal lacks a defin itive medulla. Chromaffin
surrounds the prima ry cell mass (see Fig. 20.17c). By the
cells are present but are scattered among the cells of the fefourth fe tal month, the adrenal glan d reacl1es its maximum
ta l zone and are difficult to recogn ize in H &E prepar amass in terms of body weig ht and is o nly slig htly sm a ller
tions. The chromaffin cells originate from the neura l crest
than the adjacent kidney. At term, the adrena l glan ds are
(see Fig. 20.1 7a) and in vade the fetal zone at the time of its
eq ui valent in size a nd weight to those of the ad ult and proformatio n (see Fig. 20.1 7b). T hey remain in this location
duce 100 to 200 mg of steroid compo unds per day, a bo ut
in small, scatter ed ceJI clusters during fe tal life (see Fig.
twice that of the adult adrena ls.
20. 17c ).
T he histo logic appearance of the fetal adrenal gland is
superficia lly similar to that of th e adult adrena l gland.
D uring late feta l life, most of the gland consists of cords o f
large eosinophilic cells that constitute approximately 80%
of its mass. This portion of the gland, referred to as th e fe tal cortex (zone), arises from the initia l mesodermal cell
mig ration. T he rema inder of the gla nd is composed of the
peripheral la yer of sma ll cells with scanty cytoplasm. This
portion, referred to as the permanent cortex, arises from
the secondary mesodermal cell migration. The narrow permanent cortex, when fu ll y esta blished in the embryo, ap-
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T he blood supply to both th e permanent cortex and th e
fetal zone is through sinusoida l ca pillaries that course between the cords and jo in to form larger veno us channels in
th e center of the gla nd. Unlike the postnata l adrenal, arteri o les are a bsent in the parenchyma of the feta l adrenal
gland.
Functiona ll y, th e fera l a drena l gland is und er the contro l of the CRH-ACTH feed back system thro ugh the fetal pituitary. It in tera cts wi th the p lacenta to f unction as
a steroid-secr eting organ beca use it lacks certain enzy mes necessa ry for steroid syn thesis that ar e pr esent in
th e placenta. Similarl y, the placen ta lacks certa in en-
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The pituitary gland is located in a bony fossa in the floor of the cranial cavity. It is connected by a stalk to the base of the
brain. Although joined to the brain, only part of the gland, the neurohypophysis, develops from the neural ectoderm. The larger
part of the pituitary, the adenohypophysis, develops from oral ectoderm as a diverticulum of the buccal epithelium, called
Rathke's pouch.
The adenohypophysis regulates other e ndocrine glands. It is composed of clumps and cords of e pithelioid cells, separated
by large-diameter fenestrated capillaries. The neurohypophysis is a nerve tract whose terminals store and release secretory
products synthesized by their cell bodies in the supraoptic and para ventricular nuclei. The secretions contain either oxytocin
or vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone [ADH]). Other neurons from the hypothalamus release secretions into the fenestrated
capillaries of the infundibulum, the first capillary bed of the hypophyseal portal system that carries blood to the fenestrated
capillaries of the adenohypophysis. These hypothalami c secretions regulate the activity of the adenohypophysis.

Figure 1, pituitary, human, H&E x50.
This specimen is a sagittal section of the pituitary gland.
The neurohypophysis, the posterior lobe of the gland, is delineated by the dashed line (indicated by arrows) that sepm·ates it from the adenohypophysis. The pars nervosa (PN)
is the expanded portion of the neurohypophysis that is continuous with the infundibulum. The pars tuberalis (PT) is
located around the infundibular stem but may c over the pars
nervosa to a variabl e extent. The pars intermedia (PI) is a
nruTow band of tissue that lies between the pars distalis
(PD) and the pars nervosa. It borders a small cleft (Cl) that
constitutes the remains of the lumen of Rathke's pouch. The

§]

Figure 2, pituitary, human, H&E x375.

§]

Figure 3, pituitary, human, H&E x375.

§]

Figure 4, pituitary, human, PAS/aniline blue-black

This photomicrograph shows a region of the pars clistalis
that is rich jn acidophils (A). Basophils (B) are present in
thjs area in lesser numbers. The acidophi ls are readily identified by the acidophilic staining of their cytoplasm, in contrast to the basophils whose cytoplasm is clearly basophilic.

This photomicrograph shows a region of the pars distal is
that is rich in basophils (B). At this particular site, there are
no recognizable acidophils (at other sites, it is possible to
find a more equal distribution of aciclophils and basophils,

xao.
This photomicrograph shows a small portion of the pars
cljstalis ( PD ); the remainder reveals the pars inte rmedia
( PI). The pars distalis shown here contains numerous capillaries filled w ith reel blood cells, thus producing the bright

pars distali s, the anterior lobe of the gland, is its largest
part. It contains a variety of cell types that are not uniformly
distributed. This accounts for differences in stai ning (light
and dark staining areas) that are seen throughout the pars
distal is.
Each of the components of the adenohypophysis; i.e. ,
the pars distalis, pars tuberalis, and pars intermedia, when
examined at higher magnification, exhibit features at the
cellular level that aid in their identification. These features
are described in the following figures as well as those on
Plate 77.
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Caps, capsule
Cl, c left
Cy, cysts
PD, pars clistalis
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Chromophobes (C) are also very numerous in thi s field. The
cytoplasm stains poorly in contrast to that of the aciclophils
and basophils. The cells are arranged in cords and clumps,
between which are capillaries (Cap), so me of which can be
recognized, but most are in a collapsed state and difficult to
vis ualize at thi s magnifi cation.
though, typicall y, one cell type outnumbers the other in a
given region). Chro mophobes (C) are also relatively numerous at this site. In thi s particular region, the clu·omophobe nuclei are readily apparent, but the cytoplasm of the
cells is difficult to di scern.

red appearance. The pars intermedia contains a number of
small cysts (Cy). The cells that make up the pars intermedia, which is relatively small in humans, consist of small
basophi ls and c hromophobes. The basophils have taken up
the blue stain, thus making them prominent. To the extreme
right is a less cellular area, the pars nervosa ( PN).

KEY
A, aciclophils
B, basoph ils
C, chromophobes
Cap, capillaries
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PLATE 76. PITUITARY I
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PN, pars nervosa
PT, pars !Liberal is
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PLATE 77. PITUITARY II
The parenchyma of the pars disralis consists of two general cell types: chromophobes and chromophils. Chromophobes
stain poorl y; chromophils stain well. Chromophils are further subdivided into acidophils and basophils. Basophils stai n with
basic dyes or hematoxylin, whereas the cytopl as m of the acidophil stains with acid dyes such as eosin. The cytoplasm of basophils a lso stains with the periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) reaction because of the glycoprotein in its secretory granules.
Acidophi ls can be further subdivided into two groups on the basis of special cytochemical and ultrastructural features. One
group, called somatotropes, produces the growth hormone, somatotropic hormone (STH); the other group of ac idophils, called
mammotropes or luteotropes, produces the lactogenic hormone, luteotropic hormone (LTH). The groups of basophils can also
be distingui shed with the electron microscope and with special cytochemical procedures. One group produces the thyroidstimulating hormone (TSH); another produces the gonadotropic honnones, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) ; and a third group produces adrenocorticotropic honnone (ACTH) and lipotropic hormone (LPH). Chromophobes are also a he terogeneous group of cells. Many are considere d to be depleted acidophils or basophils; one group of
chromophobes, however, may produce ACTH.

Figure 1, pituitary, human, Mallory x 360; inset
x1200.

@

This photomicrograph of the pars dista lis is fro m an area
where there is an almost equal distribution of acidophils (A)
and basophils (B). The clumps and cords of cells are delineated by strands of connective tissue (stained blue) that surround them. A number of engorged capillaries (Cap ) co ntaining red blood cells (stained yellow) are also seen. The
acidophil cy toplasm in thi s preparati on stains a reddi sh or

Figure 2, pituitary, human, H&E x325.

@

The neurohypophysis seen here contains cell s called pituicytes, and unmyelinated nerve fi bers form the supraopti c
and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus. The pituicytes are comparable with neuroglial cells o f the central
nervous system. The nuclei are round to oval; the cytoplasm
extends from the nuc lear region of the cell as long
processes. In H&E preparations suc h as thi s, the cytoplasm
of the pituicyte cannot be distingui shed fro m the unmyelinated nerve fibers. The hormones of the neurohypophysis,

rust color. The basophils stain a reddish blue to deep blue,
and the clu-omophobes (C) ex hibit a pale -blue color. The inset shows the three general cell types at higher magnification. The secretory granules of the acidophil s (A) and basophils (B) are just di scernable. It is the granules that stain
and provide the overall coloration to the two cell types. In
contrast, the chromophobe (C) lacks granules and simpl y
reveals a pale-b lue backgrou nd color.

oxytocin a nd antidiuretic hormone (ADH) (also called vasopressin), are formed in the hypothal amic nuclei and pass
via the fibers of the hypothalamohypophyseal tract to the
ne urohypophysis, where they are stored in the expanded
ne rve terminal portion of the ne rve fi bers. The stored neurosecretory material appears as Herring bodies (HB). In
H&E preparations, the Herring bodies simply appear as
small islands of eosin-stained substance. Inte rspersed
among the nerve fibers are capillaries (Cap).
~

Figure 3, pituitary, human, PAS/aniline blue-black
x 250; inset x 700.

@

In this specimen, the a niline blue has stained the nuclei
of the pituicytes; the nerve fibers have taken up some of the
stain to give a light-blue background. W ith this sta1n1ng
technique, the Herring bodies ( HB) appear as the dark blac k
is lands. The inset shows the Herring body near the bottom

of the micrograph al high magnification. The granular texture of the Herring body as seen here is a reflection of the
accumulated secretory gran ules in the nerve terminals. Also
of note in this specimen are the capillaries (Cap), whi ch are
prominent as a result of the contrasting red staining of the
red blood cells wi thin the m.

KEY
A , acidophil s
B, basophils
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C, chromophobes
Cap, capillaries

HH, Herring bodies
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PLATE 78. PINEAL GLAND
The pineal gland (pineal body, epiphysis cerebri) is located in the brain
above the superior colliculi . It develops from neuroectoderm but, in the adult,
bears little resemblance to nerve tissue.
Two cell types have been described within the pineal gland: parenchymal
cells and glial cells. The full extent of these cells cannot be appreciated without the application of special methods. Those would show that the glial cells
and the parenchymal cells have processes and that the processes of the
parenchymal cells are expanded at their periphery. The parenchymal cells are
more numerous. In an H&E preparation, the nuclei of the parenchymal cells
are pale staining. The nuclei of the glial cells, on the other hand, are smaller
and stain more intensely.
Although the physiology of the pineal gland is not well understood, the secretions of the gland evidently have an antigonaclal effect. For example, hypogenitalism has been reported in pineal tumors that consist chiefly of
parenchymal cell s, whereas sexual precocity is associated with glial cell tumors (presumably, the parenchymal cells have been destroyed). In addition,
experiments with animals indicate that the pineal gland has a neuroendocrine
functio n whereby the pineal gland serves as an intermediary that relates endocrine function (particularly gonadal function) to cycles of light and dark.
The external photic stimuli reach the pineal gla nd via optical pathways that
connect with the superior cervical ganglion. In turn , the superior cervical ganglion sends postganglionic nerve fibers to the pineal gland. T he extent to which these fi ndings with laboratory anima ls apply
to humans is not yet clear.
Recent studies in humans suggest that the pineal gland has a role in adjusting to sudden changes in clay length, such as
those experienced by travelers who suffer from jet lag, and a role in regulating e motional responses to reduced day length during winter in temperate and subarctic zones (seasonal affective disorder [SAD]).

B

Figure 1, pineal gland, human, H&E x 180.
The pineal gland is surrounded by a very thin capsule
(Cap) that is formed by the pia mater. Connective ti ssue
trabeculae (en extend from the capsule into the substance
of the gla nd dividing it into lobules. T he lobules (L) appear
often as indistinct groups of cells of varying size surrounded by the con nective ti ssue. Blood vessels, generally

Figure 2, pineal gland, human, H&E x 360; inset
x 700.
This micrograph shows at higher magnification the
parenchyma of the pineal gland as well as a component
called brain sand (BS) or corpora arenacea. When viewed at
even higher magnifications, the corpora arenacea are seen
to have an indistinct lamellated structure. Typically, they
stain heavily with hematoxylin. The presence of these
structures is an identifyin g feature of the pineal gland. A
careful examination of the cells within the gland at the light
microscopic level reveals two specific cell types. One cell
type represents the parenchymal cells. These are by fa r the
most numerous and are referred to as pi nealocytes (or chief

small arteries (A) and veins (V), course through the connective tissue. T he arteries give rise to capillaries that surround and penetrate the lobules to supply the parenchyma
of the gland. In this specime n and even at this low magnification, the capillaries (C) are prominent as a consequence
of the red blood cells present in their lumina.

cells of the pi neal gland). Pinealocytes are modifi ed neuron s. Their nuclei are spherical and are relatively lightly
stained because of the amount of euchromati n that they
contain. The second cell type is the interstitial cell or glial
cell that constitutes a relatively small percentage of the
cells in the gland. Their nuclei are smaller and more e longate than those of the pinealocytes. The inset reveals several glial cells (G) that can be identified by thei r more
densely staining nuclei. The majority of the nuclei of the
other cells seen here belong to pinealocytes. Also seen in
the inset are several fibroblasts (F) that are present within a
trabecula.

KEY
A, artery
BS, brain sand
C, capillary
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Cap, capsule
CT, connective tissue
F, fibrobl ast

G , glial cell
L, lobule

V, vein

CHAPTER 20

PLATE 79. PARATHYROID AND THYROID GLANDS
T he parathyroid g la nds are usually four in number. Each is surrounded by a capsule and lies on or is partiall y embedded in
the thyroid gland. Connective tissue trabeculae extend from the capsule into the substance of the gland.
T he parathyroid glands elaborate a hormone that influences calcium and bone metabolism. Injecti on of parathyroid hormone into laboratory animals results in the release of calcium from bone by the action of osteocytes (osteocytic osteolysis)
and osteoclasis (osteoclasia). Re moval of parathyroid glands results in a rapid drop in blood calci um levels.
The thyroid gland is located in the neck in close relati on to the upper part of the trachea and the lower part of the larynx.
It consists of two late ra l lobes that are j oined by a narrow isthmus. The follicle, which consists of a single layer of cuboidal or
low columnar epithe lium surrounding a coll oid-filled space, is the functional unit of the thyroid gland. A ri ch capillary network is present in the connecti ve ti ssue that separates the follicles . The connective tissue also contains lymphatic capillaries.

B

Figure 1, parathyroid gland, human, H&E x 320.
As seen here, the larger blood vessels are associated
with the trabecul ae (B V) and, occasiona ll y, adipose cells
(A). T he parenchyma of the parathyroid glands appears as
cords or sheets of cells separated by capillaries a nd delicate
connective tissue septa.
Two parenchymal cell types can be distingui shed in routi ne H&E sections: chief cells (pri ncipal cells) and oxyphil
cells. The c hie f cells (CC) are more numerous. They contain a spherical nucle us surrounded by a sma ll amount of
cytoplasm. Oxyphil cells (OC) are less nume rous. They are
conspic uously larger than chi ef cells bu t have a slightl y

smaller and more intensely staining nucleus. Their cytoplasm stains with eosin, and the boundaries between the
cells a re usuall y well marked . M oreover, the oxyphils are
arranged in groups of variable size that appear scattered
about in a muc h larger fie ld of chief cells. Even with low
magnification it is often possible to identi fy clusters of
oxyphil cells because a unit area contains fewer nuclei than
a comparable unit area of c hie f cells, as is c learly evident in
this figure. Oxyphil cells appear during the end of the first
decade of life and become more numerous around puberty.
A further increase may be seen in older individuals.

B

Figure 2, thyroid gland, human, H&E x 200.
A histologic section of the thyroid gland is shown he re.
T he follicles (F) vary somewhat in size a nd shape and appear closely packed. The homogeneous mass in the center
of each follicle is the collo id. The thyroid cells appear to
fo rm a ring around the colloid. Although the ind ividual
cells are difficult to di stinguish at this magni ficat ion, the

nucle i of the cells serve as an indication of their location
and arrangeme nt.
Large groups of cells are seen in association with some
follicles. Where the nucle i are of the same size and stai ning
characteristics, one can conclude that in these sties, the section includes the wall of the follicle (arrows) in a tangenti al
manner wi thout including the lumen.

KEY
A, adipose cells

CT, connective ti ssue

BV, blood vessels

F, fo ll icles

CC, chief cell s

OC, oxy phil cell s
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a rrows, tangential section of fo llicle wall
asterisks, shri nkage arti fact
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PLATE 80. ADRENAL GLAND I
T here are two adrenal glands, o ne at the upper pole of each kidney. The gland is a composite of two disti nct structural and
functional compo nents: a cortex and a medulla. The cortex develops from mesoderm and secretes steroid hormones; the
med ulla develops fro m neuroectoderm of the neural crest and secretes catecholamines.
The cortex is divided into three zones accord ing to the type and arrangement of its parenchymal cells. These are designated
zona glomerulosa, zona.fasciculata, and zona reticularis. The zona glomerulosa constitutes 15% of the cortical volume. lt secretes minera/ocorticoids (aldostemne and deoxycorticostemne). The zona fascicu lata constitutes nearly 80% of the cortical
vo lume. It secretes the glucocorticoids (cortisol, cortisone, and corticosterone) and a small amount of adrenal androgens. The
zona reticularis (5 to 7% of cortical volume) produces most of the ad renal androgens.
The zona fasciculata and the zona reticularis are regulated by adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) secreted by the adenohypophysis in response to corticotmpin-releasingfactor (CRF) produced by the hypothalamus. The zona glomerulosa is not
regu lated by ACTH but is under feedback control of the renin- angiotensin system that also regulates blood pressure.

Figure 1, adrenal gland, human, H&E x45.
This low-magnification micrograph of a section through
the partial thickness of an adrenal gland shows the outer capsule (Cap), the cortex (Co rt) from o ne surface of the gla nd,
the underlying medulla (Med), and a very small p01tion of
the cortex from the other smface of the gland (Cort, bottom.
center). The cortex has a distinctly different appearance in
both structural organization and staining characteristics.

Figure 2, adrenal gland, human, H&E x 180.
This is a higher magnification of a portion of the capsule
and the f ull thickness of the cortex from an area in Figure
I . T he capsule consists of dense connecti ve tissue in which
the larger arteries (A) travel to give ri se to smaller vessels
that will supply the cortex a nd medulla. The zona glomerulosa (ZG) is located at the outer part of the cortex, immediately under the capsule. T he parenchyma of thi s zone consists of small cells that appear as arching cords or as oval
groups of cells.

Figure 3, adrenal gland, human, H&E x 245.
This is a higher magnification of the area inscribed by the
left rectangle in Figure 2. It shows the zona glomerulosa (ZG)
and the outer portion of the zona fasciculata (ZF). Note the
smaller size of the cells in the zona glomerulosa than those in
the zona fasciculata. In addition , cells of the zona glo merulosa
contain fewer lipid droplets than those of the zona h1sciculata.
Typically, the cells in this part of the zona fasciculata are fi lled

Figure 4, adrenal gland, human, H&E x245.
T hi s is a higher magnificatio n of the area inscribed by
the right rectangle in Figure 2. This deep portion of the
zona fascic ulata (ZF) reveals smaller cells, altho ugh they
are still arranged in cords and contain lipid droplets, though

From the inner portion, the medulla, note the lighter appearance of the medullary tissue. A small amount of adipose tissue (AT) in wh ich the gland is partially embedded is seen at
the upper center of d1e micrograph. The corticomedullary
boundary (dashed lines) has a wave-like contour, a reflection
of the inegu lar shape of the g land. Within the medulla are a
number of relatively large blood vessels (BV). These are the
medullary veins that drain both d1e COitex and the medulla.
The zona fasciculata (ZF) consists of radially oriented
cords and sheets of cell s, usuall y two cells in width, that extend toward the medulla. The cells of the outer part of the
zona fascicu lata are generally larger tha n those of the inner
portion of this zone and typically stain poorly because of
the large number of lipid drople ts that they conta in. The
cells of the zona reticul aris (ZR) are relatively small and
conta in little or no lipid droplets and, consequently, stain
prominently with eosin. Because of thei r small size, the nuclei are in close proximity to one another, much like the
cells of the zona glomerulosa.
with lipid droplets, thus, the very poor staining characteristic
of their cytoplasm. Delicate connective tissue trabeculae (armws) extend fro m d1e capsule to surround the glomerular
groups of cells and extend between the cords of cells in the
zona fasciculata. Capillaries and arterioles are located within
the connective tissue trabecul ae. Usually, the capillaries are
collapsed and, without the presence of red blood cells in their
lumina, are thus difficult to identify.
in lesser amounts. The cells of the zona reticularis (ZR) are
auanged in irregular a nastomosing cords and contain at
best only a small a mount of li pid and, consequently, the ir
cytoplasm stains with eos in.

KEY
A, arteries
AT, adipose tissue
BV, blood vessels
Cap, capsule
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Cort, cortex
Med, medulla
ZF, zona fascicu lata
ZG, zona glomerulosa

ZR, zona reticularis
arrows, connective tissue trabeculae
dashed line, corticomedullary boundary
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PLATE 81. ADRENAL GLAND II
The cells of the adrenal medulla develop from the same source as the postganglionic cells of the sympathetic nervous system. T hey are directly innervated by preganglionic cells of the sympathetic system a nd may be regarded as modifi ed postganglionic cells that are speciali zed to secrete. T hese cells produce the catecholamines epinephrine and norepinephrine.
The adrenal medulla receives its blood suppl y via two routes: by arterioles that pass through the cortex and by capillaries
that continue from the cortex, a type of portal c irc ul ation. Thus, some of the blood suppl ying the medulla contains cortical secretions that regulate medullary function . Blood leaves the medulla via the medullary vein. Its structure is unusual in that the
tunica media of the vessel contains prominent bundl es of longitudinally oriented smooth muscle, the contraction of which fac ilitates rapid outflow of blood when medull ary catecholamines are released.

Figure 1, adrenal gland, human, H&E x 175; inset
X250.
This moderately low p ower photomicrograph shows the
cells of the adre nal medulla. The medullary cells are organized in ovoid groups and short inte rconnecting cords. The
cytoplasm of the medullary cells may stain with d ifferent
intensity. The cytoplasm of some cells is very poorl y
stai ned, appearing almost clear, whereas others show

greater intensity of eosin staining. In this photomicrograph ,
a portion of the wall , namely, the tunica media (TM) of a
medullary vei n, can be seen. The nature of the medull ary
veins is described in Figure 2. The inset shows the ovoid
groups of medullary cells at a higher magnification. Between these groups of cells are capillaries (Cap) that, as in
the cortex, can be identified w hen they contain red blood
cells as shown here.

Figure 2, adrenal gland, human, H&E x 125.
This micrograph shows a medul lary vei n (MV) that
drains the ad renal medulla. The tuni ca media (TM) is unusual ly thick. The smooth muscle that constitutes this part
of the vessel wall is in the form of bundles that are arranged
longitudinall y, i.e., in the same directi on as the vessel.

Thus, the muscle seen he re is c ut in cross section, as is the
vein. While the medullary vein occupies most of the micrograph, medullary cells (MC) can be seen in several locations surrounding the vei n. The pottion of the figure outlined by the rectangle is seen at higher magnification in
Figure 3.

Figure 3, adrenal gland, human, H&E x 350.
This higher-magnification view of the rectang le in Figure 2 shows part of the lumen (L) of the med ull ary vein at
the bottom of the field. The tunica intima (TI) of the vessel
is re latively th in but may contain a variable amount of connective tissue. The smooth muscle (SM) of the tunica medi a
(TM ) is readil y seen here as being arranged in bundles and
appears in cross section. There is no discrete tunica adven-

titia in the smaller medull ary veins. fnstead, its connective
tissue blends in with surro unding structures. Ganglion cells
(GC) are frequently found in proximity to the wall of the
medullary vein. T hey are large cells with a moderately basophilic cytoplasm. Because of the large size of the cell, the
nucleus is often missed in the section, and only the cell cytoplasm is seen.

@

@
@

KEY
Cap, capillary
GC, ganglion cells
L, lumen of medull ary vein
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MC, medullary cells
MV, medul lary vei n
SM, smooth muscle

TI, tunica intima
TM, tunica media
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\1 OVERVIEW OF THE MALE

21

REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

The male reproductive system consists of th e testes, genital
excurrent ducts, accessory sex glands, and penis (Fig.
21.1). The accessory sex glands include the seminal vesicles, prostate, and bulbourethra l glands. The two primary
functions of the testis are the production of sperm, male
ga metes (spermatogenesis) and synthesis of androgens, or
sex hormones (steroidogenesis). Androgens, ma inly testosterone, are essential for spermatogenesis, play a n important role in embryonic development of the ma le embryo
into the phenotypic male fetus, and are responsible for sexua l dimorphism (male physical and behavioral characteristics). The events of cell division that occur dur ing productio n of male gametes, as well as those of rhe fema le, the
ova, involve bo th normal division, mitosis, a nd reductio n
di vision, meiosis.
A brief description of mitosis and meiosis is included in
Chapter 2, page 68. A basic understanding of these
processes is essential to und erstand the produ ction of gametes in both the male and the fema le.

Male Reproductive
System
OVERVIEW OF THE MALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
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\1 TESTIS

EXCURRENT DUCT SYSTEM
Epididymis 703
Ductus Deferens 705

PENIS

The testes develop on the posterior wall of the abdomen and
later descend into the scrotum

Genetic sex is determined at fertilization by the presence
or absence of the Y chromosome. The testes, however, do
not form until the seventh week of development. Gonadal
sex is determined by the presence of the SRY gene located
in the sex-determining region of the short arm of the Y
chromosome. A sp ecific DN A-binding protein, called the
testis-determining factor (TDF}, encoded by the SRY gene,
has been found to be directly responsible for testicu lar development a nd differentiation.
The testes develop in close association with the urinary
system retroperitoneally, on the posterior wall of the abdominal cavity. Testes (like ovaries) are derived from three
so urces:

o n the posterio r abdominal wall

• Mesodermal epithelium (coelomic mesothelium) that
lines the urogenital ridges
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Development of the Testis

• Intermediate m esoderm that forms the urogenital ridges

The adu lt testes are paired ovoid organs that lie within the
scrotum, located outside the body cavity. Testes are sus-
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pended by the spermatic cords and tethered to the scrotum
by scrota l ligaments, the remnants of the gubernaculum
(see below).
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tunica vaginalis

testis

epididymis

FIGURE 21.1
Schematic diagram demonstrating the components of the male reproductive system. Midline structures are depicted in sagittal section;

bilateral structures including the testis, epididymis, ductus deferens,
and seminal vesicle are shown intact.
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aorta

Development and differentiation of the external genita lia (also from the sexually indifferent stage) occur at the
same time and result from the action of dihydrotestosterone (DHT), a product of the conversion of testosterone
by Sa-reductase. Without DHT, regardless of the genetic
or gonadal sex, the external genitalia will develop along
the female template. T he appearance of testosterone, M IF,
and DHT in the developing male embryo determines its

mesonephric duct
para mesonephric
duct

proliferating
coelomic epithelium
degenerating
mesonephric tubule
mesonephric duct

duct of
epididymis
mesorchium
degenerating
para mesonephric
duct
efferent ductule
rete testis

paramesonephric
duct
seminiferous
cords

tunica
albuginea

b

FIGURE 21.2
Schematic diagram of the stages of testicular development. a. This
diagram shows the 5-week embryo in the stage of indifferent gonads.
The gonadal ridges visible on the posterior abdomina l wall are being
infiltrated by primordial germ cells (green) that migrate from the yolk
sac. Most of the developing gonad is formed by mesenchyme derived
from the coelomic epithelium. The primordial germ cells become incorporated in the primary sex cords. b. At a later stage, under hormonal influence of testis-determining factor (TDF). the developing gonad initiates production of testosterone. This is followed by differ-

• P1'im01'dial germ cells that migra te from the yolk sac
into developing gonads, wher e they di vide and d ifferentiate in to spermatogonia
Migration of the primordial germ cells into the genita l ridges ind uces mesodermal cel ls of the urogenital
ridges and cells of the coelomic mesothelium to proliferate and form the primary sex cords. Later, these cords
differentiate into th e seminiferous cords, w hich give rise
to the seminife1'0us tubules, straight tubules, and rete
testis (Fig. 2 1.2).
ln the firs t stage of development, th e testes develop on
the posterior abdo minal wa ll fr om indiffe rent pri mo rd ia of
urogenital ridges that ar e identica l in both sexes. Dut·ing
this indifferent stage a n em bryo has th e potential to de-

septum

c

entiation of the primary sex cords into seminiferous cords. At the
same time, the developing gonad produces MOIIerian-inhibiting fac·
tor (MIF), which causes regression of the paramesonephric duct and
those structures derived from it. Note that the mesonephric tubules
come in close contact with the developing rete testis. c. Final stages
of testicular development. The tunica albuginea surrounding the
testis contributes to development of the testicular septa. TI1e rete
testis connects with the seminiferous cords and with the excurrent
duct system that develops from the mesonephric duct and tubules.

velop into either a ma le or female. Earl y in male development, mesenchyme separati ng the seminifer ous cords gives
rise to Leydig (interstitial) cells that produce testosterone
to stimu late development of d1e indiffe rent pr imord ium
into a testis. Testosterone is also responsible for the growth
and differentiation of rhe mesonephric (Wolffian) d ucts
that develop into the male genita l excurrent ducts. Also in
this early stage, the Sertoli (sustentacular) cells that develop within the seminiferous cords produce another importa nt hormo nal substa nce, called Miillerian-inhibiti11g
factor (MIF). MIF's molecula r structure is simila r to that
of tra nsfo rming growth factor f3 (TGF-[3 ). It is a large glyco pro tein tha t inhi bits cell d ivision of the paramesonephric
(Mi.illerian) ducts, wh ich in turn in hibits development of
fem ale repro ductive organs (Fig. 21.3).

X

hormonal sex.
At ap proximately the 26th week of gestation , the testes
descen d from the abdomen into the scrotum. T his migration of testes is du e to differential growth of the abdominal cavity combined with the action of testosterone that
causes shortening of the gubemaculum, the testosteronesensitive ligament connecting the inferior pole of each
testis with the developing scrotum. The testes descend into
the scrotum by passing thro ugh the inguinal canal, the
narrow passage between the abdominal cavity and the
scrotum. Descent of the testis is sometimes obstructed, resulting in cryptorchidism, or undescended testes. This cond ition is common (30 %) in premature newborns and
about 1 % of full-term newborns. Cryptorchidism can lead
to irreversible histologic changes in the testis and increases
the risk of testicular cancer. Therefore, an undescended
testis requ ires surgical correction. Orchiopexy (placement
in the scro tal sac) should be performed, preferably before
histo logic changes become irreversible at approximately 2
years of age.

ovum

sperm

XV
~ ch romoso mes

determining
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T DF(+) region
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Spermatogenesis requires that t he t estes be maintained below
normal body temperature

.,..__ region
determining
gonadal
sex

gonad in
indifferent
stage

As the testes descend from the abdominal cavity into the
scrotum, they carry with them blood vessels, lympha tic
vessels, autonomic nerves, and an extension of the abdomina l peritoneum called the tunica vaginalis, which covers
their a nterolatera l surface. Within the scrotum the temperature of the testes is 2 to 3°C below body tem perature . .
T his lower temperature is essential for spermatogenesis,
but is not required for hormo ne production (steroidogenesis), which ca n occur at norma l body temperature. If the
testes are ma intained at higher temperatures (e.g., because

secret ion
determining
r.:::::;:l hormonal

---'

,_____
~
paramesonephric
duct
FIGURE 21.3
Schematic diagram of m ale sex development and hormonal influence on developing reproductive organs. TI1is diagram illustrates
three levels on which the sex of the developing embryo is determined. The genetic sex is determined at the time of fertilization; gonadal sex is determined by activation of the SRY gene located on the
short arm of chromosome Y; and hormonal sex is determined by a
hormone secreted by the developing gonad. The diagram shows the
Influence of MOIIerian-inhibiting factor (MIF), testosterone, and dihydrotestosterone (DHT) on the developing structures.
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of feve r) or if they fail to descend into the scrotum, sperm
are not produced .
Each testis receives blood through a testicular artery, a
direct branch of the abdominal aorta. It is highly convoluted near the testis, where it is surrounded by the
pampiniform venous plexus, which carries blood from the
testis to the abdominal veins. This arrangement allows
heat exchange between the blood vessels and helps maintain the testes at a lower temperature. The cooler venous
blood returning from the testis cools the arterial blood before it enters the testis through a countercurrent heat exchange mechanism. In addition, the cremaster muscle,
whose fibers originate from the internal abdominal oblique
muscle of the anterior abdominal wall, responds to
changes in ambient temperature. Its contraction moves the
testes closer to the abdominal wall, and its relaxation lowers the testes within the scrotum.

Structure of the Testis
The testes have an unusually thick connective tissue capsule,
the tunica albuginea

An unusually thick, dense connective tissue capsule,
the tunica albuginea, covers each testis (Fig. 21.4). The
inner part of this capsule, the tunica vasculosa, is a
loose connective tissue layer that contains blood vessels.
Each testis is divided into approximately 250 lobules by
incomplete connective tissue septa that project from the
capsule.
Along the posterior surface of the testis, the tunica albuginea thickens and projects inward as the mediastinum
testis. Blood vessels, lymphatic vessels, and the genital excurrent ducts pass through the mediastinum as they enter
or leave the testis.
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Each lobule consists of several highly convoluted seminiferous
tubules

seminiferous epithelium is an unusual ai1d complex strati-

Each lobule of the testis consists of 1 to 4 seminiferous
tubules in which sperm are produced and a connective tissue stroma in which Leydig, or interstitial, cells are contained (Fig. 21.5). Each tubule within the lobule forms a

• Sertoli cells, also known as supporting, or sustentacular, cells. These cells do not replicate after puberty. Ser-

loop and, because of its considerable length, is highly convoluted, actually folding on itself within the lobule. The
ends of the loop are located near the mediastinum of the
testis, where they assume a short straight course. This part
of the seminiferous t ubule is called the straight tubule
(tubuli recti). It becomes contin uous with the rete testis, an
anastomosing channel system within the mediastinum.
The seminiferous tubules consist of a seminiferous epithelium
surrounded by a tunica propria

Each seminiferous tubu le is approximately 50 em long
(range, 30 to 80 em) and 150 to 250 f.J..m in diameter. The

ductus
deferens
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fied epithelium composed of two basic cell populations:

toli cells are columnar cells with extensive apical and lateral processes that surround the adjacent sper matogenic
cells and occupy the spaces between them. However, this
elaborate configuration of the Sertoli cells cannot be
seen distinctly in routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
preparations. Sertoli cells give structural organization to
the tubules as they extend through the full thickness of
the seminiferous epitheli um.
• Spermatogenic cells, which regular ly replicate and differentiate into mature sperm . These cells are derived
from primordial germ cells originating in the yolk sac
that colonize the gonadal ridges during early development of the testis. Spermatogenic cells are organized in
poorly defined layers of progressive development between adjacent Sertoli cells (Fig. 21.6). The most imma-

rent ductules
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FIGURE 21.4

Sagittal section of the human testis. a. This scl1ematic diagram shows
a midsagittal section of th e human testis. The genital duct system,
wh ich includes the tubuli recti, rete testis, efferent ducts, duct of tl1 e
epididymis, and ductus deferens, is also shown. Note the thick connective tissue covering, the tunica albuginea, and the surrounding tunica vaginalis. (Modified from Dym M. In: Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue

Biology: A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed. Baltimore: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1988.) b. Sagittal section of a H&E-stained section of the testis
and the head and body of the epididymis. Again note the surrounding tunica albuginea and tunica vagina lis. Only a small portion of tl1e
rete testis is visible in this section. Its connection with the excurrent
duct system is not evident in t11e plane of this section. x 3.

FIGURE 21.5

Photomicrographs of human testis. a. This low-magnification photomicrograpll of a H&E-stained section of a human testis shows seminiferous tubules and tile tunica alb!Jginea. The larger blood vessels
are present in the inner aspect of the tunica albuginea. The seminiferous tubules are highly convoluted; thus the profiles that they

present in tile section are variable in appearance. X30. b. A higher
magnification of t11e previous specimen shows several seminiferous
tubu les. Note the population of Leydig (interstitial) cells tllat occur in
small clusters in t11e space between adjoining tubules. x250.
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ture spermatogenic cells, called spermatogonia, rest on
the basal lamina. The most mature cells, called spermatids, are attached to the apical portion of the Sertoli
cell, where they bo rder the lumen of the tubule.
The tunica (lamina) propria, also called peritubular tissue, is a multilayered connective tissue that lacks typica l
fibroblasts. In man, it consists of three to five layers of
myoid cells (peritubular contractile cells) and collagen
fibrils, external to the basal lamina of the seminifero us epithelium (see Fig. 21.6). In rodents, the tunica propria
consists of a single layer of squamous myoid cells in an epithelioid arrangement. At the ultrastructural level, myoid
cells demonstrate features associated with smooth muscle
cells, including a basal lamina and large numbers of actin
filaments. They also exhibit a significant amo unt of rough
endoplasmic reticulum (rER), a feature indicating their
role in collagen synthesis in the absence of typical fibroblasts. Rhythmic contractions of the myoid cells create
peristaltic waves that help move spermatozoa and testicular fluid through the seminifero us tubules to the excurrent
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duct system. Blood vessels an d extensive lymphatic vasculature as well as Leydig cells are present externa l to the
m yoid layer.
As a normal consequence of aging, the tunica propria increases in thickness. This thickening is accompanied by a
decreased rate of sperm production and an overall reduction in the size of the seminiferous tubules. Excessive thickening of the tunica propria earlier in life is associated w ith
infertility.

Leydig Cells
Leydig cells (interstitial cells) are large, polygonal ,
eosinophilic cells that typically contain lipid droplets (Fig.
21.7) . Lipofuscin pigment is also freque ntly present in
these cells as well as distinctive, rod-shaped cytoplasmic
crystals, the crystals of Reinl<.e (Fig. 21.8). In routine histologic preparations, these crystals are refractile and measure approximately 3 X 20 f.LITl Although their exact nature
and function remain unknown, they probably represent a
protein product of the cell.

FIGURE 21.7

late spermatid

pachytene
primary
spermatocyte

Electron micrograph of Leydig cells. This electron mi·
crograph shows portions of several Leydig cells. The
cytoplasm contains an abundance of sER, a character·
istic of Leydig cells. Other features characteristic of the
Leydig cell seen in the lower-power mi crograph are the
numerous lipid droplets (L), the segmented profiles of
the Golgi apparatus (G), and the presence of variable
numbers of lysosomes (Ly). Occasional profiles of rER
are also seen. Note also the presence of microvilli
along portions of the cell surface (arrows). M, cytoplasm
of adjacent macrophage. X10,000. Inset. sER at higher
magnificati on. The very dense particles are glycogen.
X60,000
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FIGURE 21 .6

Schematic drawing of human seminiferous epithelium. This drawing
shows the relationship of the Sertoli cells to the spermatogenic cells.
The seminiferous epithelium rests on a basal lamina, and a layer of
peritubular cells surrounds the seminiferous tubule. The sperrnatogo·
nia-type A pale, type A dark, and type B pale-and preleptotene sper·
matocytes are located in the basal compartment of the seminiferous

epithelium below the junctional complex, between adjacent Sertoli
cells. Pachytene primary spermatocytes, early spermatids, and late
spermatids, with partitioning residual cytoplasm that becomes the
residu al body, are seen above the junctional complex in the ablurni·
nal compartment. (Redrawn from Clermont Y. Am J Anat 1963;112:35.)

Like other steroid-secreting cells, Leydig cells have an
elaborate smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER), a feat ure
that accou nts for their eos in ophilia (see Fig. 21.7) . The enzymes necessary fo r the synthesis of testosterone from cholesterol are associated with the sER. MitochondTia with
tu bulovesicul ar cristae, another characteristic of steroidsecreting cells, a re also present in Leyd ig cells.
Leydig cells differentiate and secrete testosterone during
earl y fetal life. Secretion of testosterone is req uired dur ing
embryonic development, sexual matura tion, and reproductive fu nction:
• In the embryo, secretion of testosterone and other androgens is essentia l for the normal development of the
gonads in the male fetus.

• At puberty, secretion of testosterone is responsible for the
in.itiation of sperm production, accessory sex gland secretion, and development of secondary sex characteristics.
• In the adult, secretion of testosterone is essential fo r the
ma intenance of sperma togenesis and of secondar y sex
characteristics, genital excurrent ducts, and accessory
sex gla nds.
The Leydig cells are active in the earl y differentiation of
the male fetus and then undergo a period of inactivity beginning at about 5 months of fetal life. Inactive Leydig cells
are difficu lt to distinguish from fibroblasts . When Leydig
cells are exposed to gonadotropic stimulation at puberty,
they again become androgen-secreting cells and remain acti ve throughout life.
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Spermatogonial Phase
In the spermatogonial phase, stem cells divide to replace
themselves and provide a population of committed
The endocrine function of the testis resides primarily in the
Leydig cell population that synthesizes and secretes the principal circulating androgen, testosterone. Nearly all of the
testosterone is produced by the testis; less than 5% is produced by the adrenal glands. It is estimated in humans that the
total Leydig cell population produces about 7 mg of testosterone per day. As the testosterone leaves the Leydig cells, it
passes into blood and lymphatic capillaries and across the peritubular tissue to reach the seminiferous epithelium.
High local levels of testosterone within the testis (estimated
to be as much as 200 times the circulating levels) are necessary for the proliferation and differentiation of spermatogenic
cells. The lower peripheral level of testosterone influences
• Differentiation of the central nervous system (CNS) and
the genital apparatus and genital excurrent duct system
• Growth and maintenance of seconda1y sexual characteristics (such as the beard, male distribution of pubic llair,
and low-pitched voice)
• Growth and maintenance of the accessory sex glands
(seminal vesicles, prost ate, and bulbourethral gland s),
genital excurrent duct system, and the external genitalia
(mainly by products of testosterone conversion to DHT)
• Anabolic and general metabolic processes, including
skeletal growth, skeletal muscle growth, distribution of
subcutaneous fat, and kidney function
• Behavior, including libido

FIGURE 21.8
Electron micrograph of a Reinke crystal. This electron micrograph
shows the internal structure of a Reinke crystal in the cytoplasm of a
human Leydig cell. Also note the sER (arrows) and a lipid droplet (L) in
the cytoplasm. x 16,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Don F. Cameron.)

\1 SPERMATOGENESIS
Spermatogenesis is the process by which spermatogonia

The steroidogenic and spermatogenic activities of the
testis are regulated by hormonal interaction among the hypotha lamus, anterior lobe of the pituitary gland, and gonadal cells (i.e., Sertoli, spermatogenic, and Leydig cells). The
anterior lobe of the pituitary gland produces three hormones
involved in this process: lutein izing hormone (LH). which in
the male is sometimes referred to as interstitial cell-stimulating hormone (I CS H); follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH);
and prolactin (PRL). In response to LH release by the pituitary, Leydig cells produce increasing amounts of testosterone. PRL acts in combination w ith LH to increase the
steroidogenic activity of the Leydig cells.
FSH and testosterone stimulate sperm production. Sertoli
cells are the primary target for FSH and androgens. Therefore,
Sertoli cells are the primary regulators of spermatogenesis.

develop into sperm

Spermatogenesis, the process by wbicb sperm are produced, involves a complex and uniq ue series of events. It
begins shortly before puberty, under the influence of rising
levels of pituitary gonadotropi.ns, and continues thro ughout life. For descriptive purposes, spermatogenesis is divided into three distinct phases:

• Spermatogonial phase, in which spermatogonia divide
by mjtosis to replace themselves as well as provide a
population of committed spermatogo nja that will eventually differentiate into primary spermatocytes

• Spermatocyte phase (meiosis), in which primary spermatocytes undergo two meiotic di visions to reduce both
the chromosome number and amount of DNA to produce haploid cells called spennatids
• Spermatid phase (spermiogenesis), in which spermati.d s
differentiate into mature spenn cells

spermatogonia

Spermatogonial stem cells undergo multiple divisions
and produce spermatogonial progeny that display differences in nuclear appearance in routine H&E preparations.
Human spermatogonia are classified into three types on
the basis of the appearance of the nuclei in ro utine histologic preparations:

• Type A dark (Ad) spermatogonia have ovoid nuclei with
intensely basophilic, finely granu lar chromatin. These
spermatogonia are thought to be the stem cells of the
semi niferous epithelium. They divide at irregular intervals to give rise to either a pair of type Ad spermatogo-
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nia that remain as stem cells or to a pair of type Ap spermatogonia (see below).
• Type A pale (Ap) spennatog011ia ha ve ovoid nuclei with
lightly staining, finely gran ular chromatin. Ap spermatogonia are committed to the differentiation process
that pr od uces the sperm. They undergo several successive mitotic divisions, thereby increasing their number.
• Type B spermatogottia have genera lly spherical nuclei
with chromatin that is condensed into large clumps
along the nuclear envelope and aro und a central nucleolus (see Fig. 21.6).
An unusual feature of the division of an Ad spermatogonium into two type Ap spermatogonia is that the
da ughter cells remain connected by a thin cytoplasmic
bridge. This same phenomenon occurs through each subsequent mitotic and mei otic division of the progeny of the
original pair of Ap spermatogonia (Fig. 21.9). Thus, a ll of

secondary sperrnatocytes

early spermatids
FIGURE 21.9
Schematic diagram illustrating the generations
of spermatogenic cells. This diagram shows the
clonal nature of the successive generations of
spermatogenic cells. Cytoplasmic division is complete only in the primitive type A dark spermatogonia that serve as stem cells. All other
spermatogenic cells remain connected by intercellular bridges as they undergo mitotic and
meiotic division and differentiation of the sperrnatids. The cells separate into individual spermatozoa as they are released from the seminiferous epithelium. The residual bod ies remain
connected and are phagocytosed by the Sertoli
cells. (From Dym M, Fawcett DW. Bioi Reprod
1971 ;4:195-215.)

late spermatids

residual bodies

~

~spermatozoa

--,
I
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the progeny of an initial pair of Ap spermatogonia are
connected, mucb like a strand of pearls. These cytoplasmic connections remain intact to the last stages of spermatid maturation and are essential for the synchronous
development of each clone from an original pair of Ap
cells.
After several divisions, type A spermatogonia differentiate into type B spermatogonia . The appearance of type B
spermatogonia represents the last event in the spermatogonial phase.

Spermatocyte Phase (Meiosis)
In the spermatocyte phase, primary spermatocytes undergo
meiosis to reduce both the chromosome number and the
amount of DNA

The mitotic division of type B spermatogonia produces
primary sperm atocytes. They replicate their DNA shortly
after they form and before meiosis begins, so that each primary spermatocyte contains twice the normal chromosomal number (4n) and doub le the amount of DNA.
Meiosis results in reduction of both the num ber of cl1romosomes and the amo unt of DNA to the haploid condition. Meiosis is described in detail in Chapter 2 (see page
69); a brief description of sperm atocyte meiosis follows .
Prophase of the fust meiotic division, during which tbe
chromatin condenses into visible chromosomes, lasts up to
22 days in human primary spermatocytes. At the end of
prophase, 44 a utosomes and an X and a Y ch romosome,
each having two chromatin strands (chromatids), can be
identified. Homologous chromosomes are paired as they
line up on the metap hase plate.
The paired homologous chromosomes, called tetrads because they consist of fou r chromatids, exchange genetic
material in a process call ed crossing-over. During this excha nge, the four chro matids rearrange into a tripartite
structure called a S)maptonemal complex. This process ensures genetic diversity. T hro ugh genetic exchange, the four
spermatids produced from each spermatocyte differ fro m
each o ther and from every other spermatid. After crossingover is complete, the homologous chromosomes sepa rate
and move to the opposite poles of the meiotic spindle.
T hus, the tetrads, w hich have been modified by crossingover, sepa rate and become d yads agai n. The two chromatids of each original chromosome (although modi.fied
by crossing-over ) remain together. Thi s is just the opposite
of what happens in mitosis, in which the paired chromatids- o ne representing " template" and the o ther, newly
synthesized DNA-separate.
The movement of a particular chromosome of a homologous pair to either pole of the spindle is random; i.e., maternally derived chromosomes and paternall y derived chromosomes do not sort themselves o ut at the metaphase
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plate. This random sorting is another som ce of genetic diversity in the resulting sperm.
The cells derived from the first meiotic division are
called secondary spennatocytes. These cells immediately
enter the prophase of the second meiotic division without
S'yn thesizing new DNA (i.e., without passing through an S
phase; see page 69). Each secondary sperma tocyte has 22
autosomes and an X or a Y clu·omosome. Each of these
chromosomes consists of two sister chromatids. The seconda1·y spermatocyte has the 2n (diploid) amount of DNA.
Du ring metap hase of the second meiotic division, the chromosomes line up at the metaphase plate, and the sister
chromatids separate and move to opposite poles of the
spindle. As the second meiotic division is completed and
the nuclear membranes reform, two haploid spermatids,
each containi ng 22 single-stranded chromosomes and the
ln amount of DNA, a re formed from each secondary spermatocyte (Fig. 21.10).
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MEIOSIS

MITOSIS

prophase I

prophase

metaphase

Spermatid Phase (Spermiogenesis)
anaphase

telophase I

In the spermatid phase, spermatids undergo extensive cell remodeling as they differentiate into mature sperm

Each spermatid that results from the second meiotic division is haploid in DNA content and ch1·omosome number (22 autosomes and an X or Y chrornosome) . No further division occurs. The haploid spermatids undergo a
differentiation process that prod uces mature sperm, which
are also haploid. The normal diploid condition is restored
when a sperm fertilizes an oocyte.
The extensive cell remodeli.n g that occurs during di fferentiation of the spermatid population into matu re sperm
(spermiogenesis) consists of four phases. These phases occur while the spermatids are physically attached to the Sertoli cell plasma membrane by specialized junctions. The
morp hologic changes in all four phases that occur during
spermiogenesis are described below and sumtnarized in
Figure 21.11.

• Golgi phase. This phase is characterized by the presence
of peri odic acid-Schiff (PAS)-positive gra nu les that accumulate in the mu ltiple Golgi complexes of the spermatid . These pmacrosomal granules, rich in glycoproteins, coalesce into a membra ne-bounded vesicle, the
acrosomal vesicle, adjacent to the nuclear envelope. The
vesicle enla rges and its contents increase durin g this
phase. The position of the acrosornal vesicle determines
the anterior pole of the developing sperm. Also during
this phase, the centrioles migrate from the juxtanuclear
region to the posterior pole of the spermatid, wher e the
mature centrio le aligns at right angles to the plasma
membrane. T he centriole initiates the assembly of the
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FIG URE 21 .10

Comparison of mitosis and meiosis in a spermatogonial cell. Tile two
pairs of chromosomes (2n) of maternal and paternal origin are de·
picted in red and blue, respectively. Tile mitotic division produces
daughter cells that are genetically Identica l to the parental (2n) cell.
The meiotic division, which has two components, a reductional divi·
sion and an equatorial division, produces a cell that l1as only half tile

number of chomosomes (n). ln addition, during the chromosome
pairing in prophase l of meiosis, chromosome segments are exchanged, crossing-over, creating genetic diversity. In humans, the first
polar body does not divide, but it does so in otl1er species. *Note that
propl1ase ll, anapl1ase ll, and telophase II are not shown.

nine peripheral microtubule doublets and two central
m icrotubules that constitute the axoneme of the sperm
tail (see page 92).
• Cap phase. In this phase, the acr osomal vesicle spreads
over the anterior half of the nucleus. This reshaped structure is called the acrosomal cap. The portion of the nuclear envelope beneath the acrosomal cap loses its pores
and becomes thicker. The nuclear contents also condense.
• Acrosome phase. In this ph ase, the spermatid reorients
itself so tha t the head becomes deep ly embedded in the

Sertoli cell and points toward the basal lamina. The developing flagellum extends into the lumen of the seminiferous tubule. The condensed nucleus of the spermatid
flattens and elonga tes, the nucleus and its overlying
acrosome also move to a position immediately adjacent
to the anteri or plasma membrane, and the cytoplasm is
displaced posteri orly. T he cytoplasmic microtubules become organized into a cylindrical sheath, the manchette,
which extends from the posterior rim of the acrosome
toward the posterior pole of the spermatid.
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The events of spermiogenesis result in a structurally unique
cell

nucleus

nucleus

manchette

annulus
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cell membrane

This short segment of the tail distal to the fibrous
sheath is called the end piece.
• Maturation phase. This last phase of spermatid rem odeling r educes excess cytoplasm. The Sertoli cells th en
phagocytose t h is excess cytoplasm, also termed the
residual body. The intercell ular bridges that have characterized the developing gametes since t he prespermatocyte stages remai n with the resid ual bodies. Spermatids
are no longer attached to each o ther and are released
from the Sertoli cells.

Structure of the Mature Sperm

Malr Rrprotluclivr Systr111

acrosomal cap

head1

postacrosoma l
region

neck-c

} m;ddle p;ec,

FIGURE 21.11
Schematic diagram of spermiogenesis in the human. The basic

changes in the structure of the key organelles of the spermatid are illustrated (see text for detailed explanation). (Modified from Dym M.
In: Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue Biology: A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed.
Baltimore: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1988.)

The centrioles, which had earlier initiated the development of t he flage ll um, now move back to the posterior surface o f the nucleus where the immature cent riole
becomes attac hed to a shallow groove in the nucleus.
They are then modified to fo rm the connecting piece, or
neck region, of the developing sperm. Nine coarse fibers
d evelop from the centrioles attached to the nucleus and
extend into t he tail as the outer dense fibers periph eral
to the micro tubules of the axoneme. These fibers unite
the nucleus with the flagellum, hence the name connect-

ing piece.
As the plasma membrane moves posteriorly to
cover the growing flagellum, the manchette disappears,
and the mitochondria mig rate from the rest of the cytoplasm to form a tight, helicall y wrapped sheath
around the coarse fibers in the neck regio n and its
immediate posteri or extension (Fig. 21.12). This regio n
is th e middle piece of the ta il of the sperm. Distal to
the middle piece, a fibrous sheath consisting of two
longitudinal columns an d n umero us connecting ribs
surrou nds t he nine lo ng itudina l fibers of the principal
piece and extends nearly to the end of the flagellum.

The mature h uman sperm is about 60 tJ.m long. T he
sperm head is flattened and pointed and measures 4.5 J.UTI
long by 3 tJ.m wide by 1 fJ-111 thick (see Fig. 21.12). The
acrosoma l cap that covers t he an terior two-thirds of the
nucleus contains hyalu ronidase, neuraminidase, acid phosphatase, and a trypsin-like p rotease ca lled acrosi n. T hese
acrosoma l enzymes are essentia l for penetration of the
zona pellucida of the ovum. The release of acrosomal enzymes as t he sperm touches the egg is the first step in the
acrosome reaction. This complex p rocess faci litates sperm
penetration a nd subsequent fertilization and prevents the
entry of add itional sperm into the ov um .

---~mitochond r i al

sheath

tail

principal
piece
outer dense fibers
microtubules of the
axo nemal complex

1

fibrous sheath

eod p;ece

Spermatogenic cells are very sensitive to noxious agents. De·
generative changes, such as premature sloughing of t he cells
or formation of multinucleated giant cells, are readily apparent
following exposure to such agents. Factors that affect spermatogenesis include
•
•
•
•
•

Dietary deficiencies
General or local infections
Elevated testicular temperature
Steroid hormones and related medications
Toxic agents such as mutagens, drugs, antimetabolites,
and pesticides (particularly short-chain halogenated hydrocarbons)
• Radiation

Proliferating cells are particularly sensitive to mutagenic agents
and the absence of essential metabolites. Therefore, nondividing Sertoli cells, Leydig cells, and reserve stem cells, which
demonstrate low mitotic activity, are much less vulnerable
than actively dividing, differentiating spermatogenic cells.

outer dense
fibers 4, 5, 6
outer doublets of axonemal com plex
central pair of microtubules of axonemal complex

FIGURE 21.12
Diagram of a human spermatozoon. Regions of the spermatozoon

are indicated on the left. Key structural features of tile head (viewed
in frontal and sagittal planes), tl1e middle piece, and the principal

The sperm tail is su bdivided into the neck, the m id d le
piece, the principa l piece, and the end piece. T he short neck
conta ins the centrioles and t he origin of the coarse fibers .
T he m idd le piece is app roximately 7 fJ.ITI lo ng and contains
the m ito chondria, helically wra pped around the coarse fibers
and the axonema l com plex. These mitocho ndria provide t he
energy for movement o f the tail and th us are responsible fo r
the mo ti lity of the sperm. T he principal piece .is approximately 40 tJ.m long and contains the fibrous sheath external
to the coarse fibers and the axonemal comp lex. T he end

piece of the spermatozoon are illustrated on the right. (Modified from
Pederson PL, Fawcett OW. In: Hafez ESE, ed. Human Semen and Fertility Regulation in the Male. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 1976.)

pi·ece, approximately the last 5 fJ.lTI of the flagellum in the
mature sperm, contains only t he axonema l comp lex.
Newly released sperm are nonmotile

Newly released sperm ar e carried from the sem iniferous
t ub ules in a flu id secreted by the Sertoli cells. T he fluid and
sper m flo w t hrough t he seminiferou s tubules, facilita ted by
peristaltic contractions of the per itu bul ar contra ctile cells
o f the lamina p ropria . T hey then enter the straight tubules,
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a short segment of the seminiferous tubule where the epithelium consists only of Sertoli cells. At the mediastinum
testis the fluid and sperm enter the rete testis, an anastomosing system of ducts lined by simple cuboidal epithelium. From the rete testis, they move into the extratesticular portion of the ef(e1'ent ductules (ductuli efferentes), the
first part of the excurrent duct system, and then into the
proximal portion of the duct of the epididymis (d uctus
epididymis). As the sperm move through the 4 to 5 m of
the highly coiled duct of the epididymis, they acquire
motility. Contractions of the smooth muscle that surrounds the progressively distal and larger ducts continue to
move the sperm by peristaltic action until they r each the
distal portion of the duct of the epididymis where they are
stored before ejaculation.
Sperm can live for several weeks in the male excurrent
duct system, but they will survive only 2 to 3 days in the
female reproductive tract. They acquire the ability to fertilize the ovum only after some time in the female tract.
This process, which involves removal and replacement of
glycocalyx components (glycoconjugates) on the sperm
membrane, is called capacitation.

sies of the seminiferous tubules. In this way, the time requ u·ed for the labeled cells to go through the va rious
stages can be determined. Several generatio ns of developing cells may be present in the thickness of the seminiferous epithelium at any given site and at any given
time, which produces the characteristic cell associations.
Autoradiographic studies have revealed that the duration
of the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium is constant,
lasting about 16 days in humans. In humans it would
require about 4.6 cycles (each 16 da ys long), or approximately 74 days, for a spermatogonium produced by
a stem cell to complete the process of sperm atogenesis.
It would then require approximately 12 days for the
spermatozoon to pass through the epididymis. Approximately 300 million sperm cells are produced daily in the
human testis. The length of the cycle and the time required for spermatogenesis are constant and specific in
each species. Therefore, in any pharmacologic intervention (e.g., therapy for male infertility), if a drug is given
that affects the initial phases of spermatogenesis, a pproximately 86 days are required to see the effect of that
compound on sperm production.

9

Waves of the Seminiferous Epithelium

SEMINIFEROUS TUBULES

Cycle of the Seminiferous Epithelium
Differentiating spermatogenic cells are not arranged at
random in the seminifero us epithelium; specific cell types
are grouped together. These groupings or associations occur because intercellular bridges are present between the
progeny of each pair of type Ap spermatogonia and because the synchronized cells spend specific times in eac h
stage of maturation. All phases of differentiation occur sequentially at any given site in a seminiferous tubule as the
progeny of stem cells remain connected by cytoplasmic
bridges and undergo synchronous mitotic and meiotic divisions and maturation (see Fig. 2 1.10).
Each recognizable grouping, or cell association, is considered a stage in a cyclic process. The series of stages that appears between two successive occurrences of the same cell association pattern at any given site in the seminifer o us tubule
constitutes a cycle of the seminiferous epithelium. The cycle
of the seminiferous epithelium has been most thoroughly
studied in rats, in which 14 successive stages occm in linear
sequence along the tubule. In man, 6 stages or celJ associations are defined in the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium
(Fig. 21.13) . These stages are not as clearly delineated as
those in rodents because in man the cellular associations occur in irregular patches that form a mosaic pattern.
Duration of spermatogenesis in humans is approximately
74 days

After injecting a pulse of tritiated thymidine, a specific
generation of cells can be followed by sequential biop-

As indicated a bove, the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium describes changes that occur with time at any given
site in the tubule. In addition, the wave of the seminiferous epithelium describes the distribution of patterns of cellular association (stages) along the length of the tubule. In
rodents and other mammals that have been studied, including subhuman primates, each stage occupies a significant length of the seminiferous tubule, and the stages appear to occur sequentially along the length of the tubule.
In the rat, there are approximately 12 waves in each
tubule. A transverse section th rough the tubule usually reveals only one pattern of cell associa tions. There are no
waves in the human seminiferous epithelium. Each pattern
of cellular assoc iations (stage of the cycle) has a patch-l ike
distributio n in the human seminiierous tu bule (Fig. 21.14).
Patches do not extend around the circumference of the
tubule, nor are they in sequence. Therefore, a transverse
section through a human seminiferous tubule ma y reveal
as man y as six different stages of the cycle arranged in a
pie-wedge fas hion around the circumference of the tubule.
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STAGE I

Sertoli cell

type B pale
spermatogonium

type A dark
spermatogonium

type A pale
type B pale
spermatogonium spermatogonium

type A dark
spermatogonium

STAGE Ill

secondary
spermatocytes

pachytene
spermatocyte

diplotene
spermatocyte

Sertoli Cells
Sertoli cells constitute the true epithelium of the seminiferous
epithelium

Sertoli cells (sustentacular cells) are tall, columnar,
nonreplicating epithelial cells that rest on the thick, multilayered basal lamina of the seminifero us epithelium
(Fig. 21.15). They are the supporting cells for the devel-

type A dark
spermatogonium

type A pale
spermatogonium

FIGURE 21 .13
Schematic drawing of the stages of the human seminiferous epithelium. This diagram shows each of t11 e six recogniza ble cell associa·
tions that occur in the cycle of the human seminiferous epithelium.

type A pale
type A dark
spermatogonium spermatogonium
Sa, Sb, Sc, and Sd indicate sperrnatids in various steps of differentia·
tion . {Based on Clermont V. Am J Anat 1963;1 12:50.)
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oping sperm that attach to their surface after meiosis.
Sertoli cells contain an extensive sER, a well-developed
rER, an d stacks of annu late lamellae. They have numerous sp herical and elongated mitochondria; a welldeveloped Golgi apparatus; and varying numbers of microtubules, lysosomes, lipid droplets, vesicles, glycogen
granules, and filaments . A sheath of 7- to 9-nm filaments
surrou nds the nucleus and separates it from other cytop lasmic organelles.
The euchromatic Sertoli cell nucleus, a reflection of
this very acti ve cell, is generally ovoid or triangular and
may ha ve one or m o re deep info ldings. Its shape and location vary. It may be flattened, lying in the basal porti on of the cell near and parallel to the base o f the cell,
o r it may be triangu lar or ovoid, lying near o r some dista nce from the base of the cell. In some species, the Serto li cell nucleus contains a unique tripartite structure
that consists of a RNA-containing nucleolus flanked by
a pair of DNA-containing bodies called karyosomes (Fig.
21. 16).
In man, characteristic inclusio n bodies (of CharcotBottcher) are found in the basal cytoplasm. These slender fusiform crystal loids measure 10 to 25 IJ.m long by 1
fJ.I11 w ide and are vis ible in routine histologic preparations. With transmission electron microscopy, th ey are
resolved as bundl es of poorly ordered, parallel or converging, stra ight, dense 15-nm-diameter filam ents (see
Fig. 21.15) . Their chemical composition and function a re
unknown

Schematic drawing of the Sertoli cell and
its relationship to adjacent spermatogenic cells. This drawing shows the Sertoli-to-Sertoli junctional specialization between adjacent Sertoli cells and the
Sertoll-to-spermatid junctional specialization between the Sertoli cell and late spermatlds. The Sertoli-to-Sertoli junctional
complex is an adhesion device that includes a tight junction that contributes to
the blood-testis barrier. The junctional
specialization between the sertoli cell and
late spermatids residing in deep recesses
within the apical cytoplasm is an adhesion
device only. Lateral processes of the Sertoli
cells extend over the surface of the spermatocytes and spermatids. Note the ultrastructural features of the Sertoli cell, including the microtubule arrays and
characteristic shape of the nucleus and its
karyosome. (From Bloom W, Fawcett DW.
A Textbook of Histology. Philadelphia: WB
Saunders, 1975.)

• Actin filament bundles, hexagonally packed, are inter posed between the sER cisternae and the plasma membranes.

Electron micrograph of a human Sertoli cell. This electron micrograph shows characteristic crystalloid Inclusion bodies of CharcotBottcher in the basal cytoplasm of the Sertoli cell. The basal lamina
(BL) is indicated for orientation. x 9,000. Inset. This higher magnification shows filaments of the crystalloid. x 27,000. (Courtesy of Don F.
Cameron.)
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The Sertoli cell-to-Sertoli cell junctional complex consists of a
structurally unique combination of membrane and cytoplasmic
specializations

FIGURE 21.14

Diagram of organization of seminiferous epithelium in humans and
other species. a. In subhuman species, a particular cellular association
occupies varying lengths along the tubule. Therefore, in a typical
cross section only a single cellular association is obse1ved. b. In humans, cellular associations occur in irregularly shaped areas along the
tubule, and therefore, a cross section typically shows two or more cellular associations. (Modified from Dym M. In: Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue Biology: A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed. Baltimore: Urban a
Schwarzenberg, 1988.)
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FIGURE 21.16

FIGURE 21.15
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Sertoli cells ar e bound to one another by an unusual
junctiona l complex (Fig. 2 1.1 7). This complex is characterized, in part, by an exceed i.ngly tigh t junction (zon ula
occludens) that includes more than 50 parallel fusion lines
in the adjacent membranes. In addition, two cytoplasmic
components character ize this unique junctiona l complex:
• A flattened cisterna of sER lies para llel to the plasma
membrane in the region of th e junction in each cell.

A similar-appearing junctional complex in the Sertoli
cell is a lso present at the site where the spermatids are attached. However, no tight jun ction is present, and the
spermatid lacks flattened cisternae of sER and actin filament bundles (see Figs. 21.16 and 21.17). Other JUnc-

FIGURE 21.17

Electron micrograph of Sertoli cell junctions. This electron micrograph demonstrates a Sertoli-to-Sertoli junctional complex and, in
close proximity, a Sertoli-to-spennatid junctional specialization. Condensation and shaping of the spermatid nucleus (N) are well advanced. The acrosome (A) of the spermatid appears as a V-shaped
profile, and in close association with it is the Sertoli cell junctional specialization characterized by bundles of microfilaments that are cut in
cross section (arrows). The associated profile of endoplasmic reticulum resides immediately adjacent to the mlcrofilament bundles. The
Sertoli-to-Sertoli junction lies below, joining one Sertoli cell (5') to the
adjacent Sertoli cell (5'). The arrowheads Indicate the limits of the junction. Note that the junction here reveals the same elements, the microfllament bund les (arrows) and a profile of endoplasmic reticulum,
as are seen in the Sertoli-to-spermatid junctional specialization. Not
evident at this magnification Is the tight junction associated with the
Sertoll-to-Sertoli junctional complex. X30,000.

Sertoli-to-spermatid
junctional
specialization

primary spermatocyte

karyosome

basal lamina
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Two basic facts are well established about the immunologic
importance of the blood-testis barrier:
• Spermatozoa and spermatogenic cells possess molecules
that are unique to these cells and are recognized as 'foreign· (not self) by the immune system.
• Spermatozoa are first produced at puberty, long after the
individual has become immunocompetent, i.e., capable of
recognizing foreign molecules and producing antibodies
against them.
Failure of the spermatogenic cells and spermatozoa to remain
isolated results in the production of sperm-specific antibodies.
Such an immune response is sometimes seen after vasectomy
and in some cases of infertility. After vasectomy, sperm-specific
antibodies are produced as the cells of the immune system are
exposed to the spermatozoa that may leak from the severed
ductus deferens. Thus, sperm no longer remain isolated from
the immune system within the reproductive tract. In some
cases of infertility, sperm-specific antibodies have been fou nd
in the semen. These antibodies ca use the sperm to agglutinate,
preventing movement and interaction with the ovum.

tiona! sp ecia lizations of the Sertoli cells include gap juncti ons between Sertoli cells, desmosom e-li ke junctio ns bet ween Sertoli cells and ea rl y-stage s permatoge ni c cells,
and he midesmoso mes at the Sertoli cell- basa l lamina interface.
The Sertoli cell-to-Sertoli cell junctional complex divides the
seminiferous epithelium into basal and luminal compartments

The Sertoli cetl-to-Sertoli cell junc tions establish two
e p ithe lial compartments, a basal epithelial compartment
a nd a luminal compartment. Spermatogo nia and early
primary sp erma tocy tes are restrict ed to th e basa l com pa rtment, i.e., between the Sertoli cell-to- Sertoli cell
juncti o ns and the basal lamina. More mature spermatocytes a nd spermatids are restricted to the lumina l side of
t he Sertoli cell-to- Sertoli cell junctions. Ea rl y spermatocytes produced by mitotic di vision of type B sper matogonia must pass through th e junctional complex to mo ve
from the basa l compartme nt to the luminal compartmen t. This movement occurs via the formatio n of a new
junctio na l co mp lex between Serroli cell processes t hat extend beneath th e newly formed spermatocytes, followed
by the breakdow n of the junctio n a bove t hem. T hus, in
the diffe rentia tion of th e spermatoge n ic cells, the
p rocesses of meiosis and spermiogenesis occu r in the lumin al compartment.

C HAPTER 2 1

In both compartments, spermatogenic cells are surro unded by complex processes o f the Sertoli cells. Because
of the unusually close relationships between Sertol i cells
and diffe rentia ting spe rmatogenic cells, it has been suggested that Serto li cells serve as "nurse," or supporting,
cells, i.e., they function in the exch ange of meta bolic substrates and wastes between the developing spermatogenic
cells and the circulatory system.
In addition, Sertoli cells p hago cytose and br eak down
the residual bodies formed in t he last stage of spermiogenesis. T hey also phagocytose a ny spermatogenic cells t hat
fail to differentiate completely.

inifero us t ubule, where high concentrations of testosterone
a re essential fo r normal maturation of the developing
sperm.
Sertoli cells also secrete several endocrine su bstances
such as inhibin, a 32-kDa glycoprotein hormone involved
in the feedback loop that inhibits FSH release from the an terior pituita ry gla nd. Sertoli cells, themselves, are stimulated by both FSH and testosterone. In addition, Sertoli
cells also synthesize plasminogen activator, which converts p lasmin ogen to the active proteolytic hormone plasmin) a nd trattsferrin (an iron-transporti ng protein) . FSH
receptors are believed to be present only on Sertol i cells

The Sertoli cell-to-Sertoll cell junctional complex is the site of
the blood-testis barrier

In addition to secreti ng flu id tha t fac ilitates passage o f
th e maturi ng sperm along the semin iferous t ub ules to t he
intra testicular d ucts, Sertoli cells secrete ABP. ABP concentrates testosterone in the lu m ina l compartment of the sem-
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a nd a re essential for t he secretio n of ABP, i11 hibin , and
plasminogen activator (Fig. 21.18 ).

\1 I~TRATESTICULAR DUCTS
At the end of each seminiferous tubule there is an abrupt
transition to the straight tubules, or tubuli recti. T his
short terminal section of the seminiferous tubu le is lined
only by Sertoli cells. Near their termination, the straight
tubules n arrow, and their lining changes to a simple
cuboidal epi t helium.

~
,-----,I ~--------~
I

In addition to the p hysical compartmentalization described above, t he Sertoli cell- to-Serto li cell junctiona l
complex also creates a permeability barrier called the
blood-testis barrier. This ba rrier is essential in crea ting a
ph ysiologic compartmen ta li zation within t he seminifer o us
epithelium with resp ect to ionic, a mino acid, carbohydrate, and protein composition. T herefor e, the comp osition of the fl u id in the sem iniferous tu bules and excurrent
ducts d iffers considerably fro m th e composition of t he
blood p lasma and testic ular lymph.
Plasma proteins and circu la ting a n ti bod ies a re excluded
from the lumen of the sem inife rous tubules. The exocr ine
secretory products of the Sertoli cells, particularly 90-kDa
androgen-binding protein (ABP), which has a high binding a ffin ity fo r testosterone and DHT, a re h ighly con centrated in the lu men of th e sem ini fer o us tubules and maintain a high concentration of testosterone, wh ich provides a
favorable microen vironment for the diffe rentiating sperma togenic cells.
Most im portantly, t he blood-testis barrier iso lates the
genetically different and t herefore a ntigen ic hap loid germ
cells (secondar y sperma tocy tes, sper matids, and sperm)
from the im m une system o f the adult ma le. Antigens p rod uced by, or speci fic to, th e sper m are p revented from
reaching the systemic circu lation . Conver sely, ')'-globuli ns
and specific sp erm antibodi es fou nd in some individuals
are prevented fro m reach ing the developing spermatogenic
cells in t he sem ini fe ro us tu bule.
Therefore, the blood-testis ba rrier ser ves an essen ~ial
ro le i11 isolating th e spermatogenic cells from t he immu ne
system.
Sertoli cells have both exocrine and endocrine secretory
functions

Male Ref>rodttcliut System
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FIGURE 21.18
Diagram depicting the hormonal regulation of male reproductive function. Blue ar-

rows indicate stimulatory action on the system; red arrows indicate inhibitory feedback.
See text for explanation.
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FIGURE 21.19
Photomicrograph of human testis. a. This H&E-stained specimen

shows the site that includes t11e mediastinum of the testis. On the
right are seminiferous tubules, and on the left are the anastomosing
channels of the rete testis. The arrow indicates termination of a
straight tubule that is lined only by Sertoli cells. It is at this site that
the tubule content enters the rete testis and the channels are then

lined by a simple cuboida l epithelium. x ?O. b. This higher magnifi cation from a slightly deeper section of the same specimen shows the
rete testis (left), a cross section of a seminiferous tubule (upper right),
and a terminating straight tubule (asterisk) where it is entering the rete
testis. Note the abrupt change In the epithelial lining at this site. As
noted, the lining epithelium of the rete testis is simple cuboidal. X275.

The straight tu bules em pty into the rete testis, a complex series of interconnecti ng channels within t he h ighl y
vascular connect ive tissue of t he mediastinum (Fig.
21. 19). A si mple c uboida l or low columnar epi thelium
lines the cha nnels of the rete testis. These cells have a
sing le ap ical cilium and relatively few short apical microvilli.

with the developing semi n iferous cords a nd finally develop
into the efferent ductules (Fig. 21.21). T hey connect the
develop ing rete testis with the d uct of t he epididymis. The
dista l p art of the mesonephric duct acq u ires a thick,
smooth muscle coat an d becomes the ductus deferens. T he
end of the distal mesonephric d uct g ives rise to th e ejaculatory duct and seminal vesicles.

\} EXCURRENT DUCT SYSTEM
The excurrent duct system develops from the mesonephric
(Wolffian) duct and mesonephric tubules

The initial development of Leydig cells and initiatio n of
testostero ne secretion stim ula re the mesonephric (Wolffian) duct to differentiate into the excretory d uct system
for the developing testis (Fig. 21.20). The portion of th e
meso neph ric duct adjacent to the d eveloping testis becomes con voluted and differentiates into the duct of the
epididymis. ln addition, a n um ber (about 20) of t he remai n ing m eso nephric tubules in t his region make conta ct

The efferent ductules are lined with pseudostratified columnar
epithelium

In rnan, approximately 20 efferent ductules co nnect t he
c ha n nels of the rete testis at the superior end of the mediastinum to the proximal portion o f the duct of the epididymis. As the efferent ductules exit the testis, they become highly coi led a nd form 6 to 10 conical masses, the
coni vasculosi, w hose bases form part of the head of the
epididymis. The coni vascu losi, each about 10 mm in
length, contain the high ly convoluted ducts that measure
15 to 20 em in length . At the base of th e cones, the effer ent d uc ts open into a si ngle chan nel, the d uct of the epidid ymis (see Fig. 21.4).

a
FI GURE 21.20
Schematic diagram of development of intratesticular and excurrent
duct systems. a. This diagram shows the testis In the seventh week of

development before it descends into the scrotal sac. Note that the
mesonephric duct and its tubules give rise to the excurrent duct system for the developing testis. b. Sagittal section of a fully developed
testis positioned within the scrotum. Note that the seminal vesicles,

The efferen t duendes are lined with a pseudostratified
colu m nar epith eliu m that contains clumps of tall and short
cells, giving the .l uminal surface a sawtooth appearance
(Fig. 21.21). In terspersed among the columnar ceUs are occasiona l basa l cells that serve as epithelial stem cells. T he
tall columnar cells are ciliated. T he short nonciliated cells
have numero us micr ovilli and canalicular invaginations of
th e apical surface as well as numerous p inocytot ic vesicles,
membrane-bo unded dense bodies, lysosomes, and other
cytoplasmic structures associated with endocytotic activity.

Most of the fluid secreted in the seminiferous tubules is reabsorbed in the efferent ductules.
A smooth muscle layer in the excurrent ducts fil'St appea rs at t he beginJ1ing of the efferent duendes. The smooth
muscle cells for m a layer several cells thick in wh ich the
cells are arrayed as a circular sheath in the wa ll of the duct u le. Inter spersed among the muscle cells are elastic fibers.
Tra nsport of the sperm in the efferent ductules is effected
largely by both ciliary action and contraction of this fibrom uscu la r layer.

b
ejaculatory ducts, ductus deferens, epididymis, and efferent ductules
are all developed from the mesonephric duct and tubules. The semi·
niferous tubules, straight tubules, and rete testis develop from the indifferent gonads. The prostate gland develops from the prostatic primordium that originates from the pelvic urethra.

Epididymis
The epididymis is an organ that contains the efferent ductules
and the duct of the epididymis

T he epididymis is a crescent-shaped structure that lies
along the superior and posterior surfaces of the testis . It
measures about 7.5 em in length and consists of the effe1'ent ductules and the duct of the epididymis and associated vessels, smooth muscles, and connective tissue coverings (Fig. 21.22) . The duct of the epididymis is a highly
coi led tube measuring 4 to 6 m in length. The epididymis
is div ided into a head, a body, and a tail (see Fig. 21.4).
The efferent duendes occupy the head, and th e duct of
the epididymis occupies the body and tail. Newly produced sperm, which enter the epididymis from the testis,
mature during their passage through the duct of the epididymis, acquiring motility and the ability to fertilize an
oocyte. During this androgen-dependen t ma t uration
process, the head of the sperm is modified by t he addition
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The principal cells in the pseudostratified epithelium of the epididymis are characterized by stereocilia

Like most of the excurrent duct system, the duct of the
epididymis is also lined with a pseudostratified columnar
epithelium. It contains principal cells (tall ) and basal cells
(short) (Fig. 21.23). The principal cells vary from about 80
JJ.m in height in the head of the epididymis to about 40 JJ.m
in height in the tail. Numerous long, modified microvilli
called stereocilia extend from the luminal surface of the
principal cells. The stereoc ilia vary in height from 25 JJ.m
in the head to approximately 10 JJ.m in the tail. The sm all,
round basal cells rest on the basal lamina. They are the
stem cells of the duct epithelium. In addition, intraepitheJial lymphocytes called halo cells are found in the epithelium. Under normal conditions, the epithelium of the epididymis is the most proximal level of the excurrent duct
system in which lymphocytes are present.
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Epididymal cells function in both absorption and secretion

Most of the fluid that is not reabsorbed by the efferent
ductules is reabsorbed in the proximal portion of the epididymis. The epithelial cells also phagocytose any residual
bodies not removed by the Sertoli cells as well as sperm
that degenerate in the duct. The apical cytoplasm of the
principal cells contains numerous invaginations at the
bases of the stereocilia, along with coated vesicles, multivesicular bodies, and lysosomes (Fig. 21.24 ).
The principa l cells secrete glycerophospbocholine, sialic
acid, and glycoproteins, which, in addition to tbe glycocalyx and steroids, aid in the maturation of the sperm. They
have mtmerous cisternae of rER surro unding the basally
located nucleus and a rema rkably large supranuclear Golgi
apparatus. Profiles of sER and rER are also present in the
apical cytoplasm .
The smooth muscle coat of the duct of the epididymis gradually
increases in thickness to become three-layered in the tail

In the head of the epididymis and most of the body, the
smooth muscle coat consists of a thin layer of circular
smooth muscle resembling that of the efferent ductules. In
the tail, inner and outer longitudinal layers are added .
These three layers are then continuous with the three
smooth muscle layers of the ductus deferens, the next component of the excurrent duct system.
Differences in smooth muscle function para llel these
morphologic differences. In the head and body of the epididymis, spontaneous, rhythmic peristaltic contractions
serve to move the sperm along the duct. Few peristaltic
contractions occur in the tail of the epididymis, which
serves as the principal reservoir for mature sperm. These
sperm are forced into the ductus deferens by intense contractions of the three smooth muscle layers after appropriate neural stimulation associated with ejaculation.

FIGURE 21.21
Photomicrograph of efferent ductules. The specimen in this photomicrograph was stained with picri c acid and hematoxylin to better
visualize the epithelial components of the efferent ductules. The efferent ductules are lined by pseudostratified columnar epithelium.
The luminal surface has an uneven or wavy appearance because of
the presence of alternating groups of tall columnar cells and cuboidal
cells. The ductules are surrounded by several layers of circularly
arranged smooth muscle (SM). Within th e ductule lumina are
clumped spermatozoa (asterisks). Connective tissue (CT) makes up the
stroma of the organ and contains blood vessels (BV) of various sizes.
x 120. Inset. This higher magnification of the pseudostratified epithelium shows columnar and cuboidal cells that contain spa rse cilia.

Ductus Deferens

x soo.

The ductus deferens is the longest part of the excurrent duct
system

of surface-associated decapacitation factor contammg
epididymal fluid glycoconjuga tes. This process, called decapacitation, inhibits the fertilizing ability of th e sp erm
in a revers.i ble manner. The surface-associated decapacitation factor is later released during the capacitation
process that occurs in the female reproductive tract just
befo re fert iliza tion. After mat ura tion in the epididymis,
sperm can transport their hap loid content of DNA to the
ovum; and after capacitation, they ca n bind to sperm receptors on the zona pellucida of the ovum. This binding
triggers the acrosome reaction in which the sperm uses its
acrosoma l enzym es to penetrate the outer covering of the
oocyte.

FIGURE 21.23
Photomicrograph of human ductus epididymis. This higher magnification of the rectangular area in Figure 21.22 reveals the two cell types
of the epididymal epithelium, t11e prin cipal cells and the basal cells.
Stereocilia (arrows) extend from the apical surface of the principal
cells. The nuclei of the basal cells are spherical and are located in
close proximity to the basement membrane, whereas the nuclei of
the principal cells are cylindrical and conform to the col umnar shape
of the cell. Surrounding the duct epithelium is a layer of circularly
arranged smooth muscle cells. The duct lumen contains numerous
sperm. x 250.

FIGURE 21.22
Photomicrograph of human epididymis. This photomicrograph of a
H&E-stained section shows the highly coiled ductus epididymis. Its
coil ed nature is reflected in the variously shaped profiles of the duct.
Within the connective tissue are numerous profiles of blood vessels
(BV). The vessels tend to follow the duct; thus they, too, reflect multi·
pie profiles of several vessels. The section of the duct within the rec·
tangle is shown at higher magnification in Figure 21.23. x 30.

The ductus deferens (vas deferens) is a direct continuation of the tail of the epididymis (see Fig. 2 1.1). It ascends
along the posterior border of the testis, close to the testicular
vessels and nerves. It then enters the abdomen as a component of the spermatic cord, by passing throu gh the ingu inal
canal. The spermatic cord contains all of the structures that
pass to and from the testis. In addition to the ductus deferens, the spermatic cord conta ins the testicular artery, small
arteries to the ductus deferens and cremaster muscle, the
pampiniform plexus, lymphatic vessels, sympathetic nerve
fibers, and the genital branch of the genitofemoral nerve. All
of these structures are surround by fascia l coverings derived

from the anterior abdominal wall. After leaving the spermatic cord, the ductus deferens descends in the pelvis to the
level of the bladder, where its distal end enlarges to for m the
ampulla. The ampu lla is joined there by the duct of the seminal vesicle and continues through the prostate glan d to the
urethra as the ejaculatory duct.
The ductus deferens is lined with a pseudostratified
columnar epithelium that closely resembles that of the epididymis. The tall columnar cells also have long microvi lli
that extend into the lumen. The round ed basal cells rest on
the basal lamina. Un li ke the epididymis, however, the lumen of the duct does not appear smooth. In histologic
preparations (Fig. 21.25), it appears to be thrown into
deep longitudinal folds thro ughout most of its length,
probably because of contraction of the thick (1 to 1.5 mm)
muscular coat of the duct during fixa tion.
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FIGURE 21.24
Electron micrograph of epididymis. a. Electron micrograph of the epididymal epithelium, showing principal cells (PC) extending to the lumen and a basal cell (BC) limited to the basal portion of the epithelium. Profiles of sperm (5) are seen in the lumen. The apical cytoplasm
of the principal cells exhibits numerous long microvilli (stereocilia).

The ampulla has taller, branched mucosal folds that often show gland ular diverticula. The muscle coat surrounding the ampulla is thinner than that of the rest of the ductus deferens, and the longitudinal layers disappear near the
origin of the ejaculatory du ct. The epithelium of the ampulla and ejaculatory duct appears tO have a secretory
function. The cells contain large numbers of yell ow pigment granu les. The wall of the ejacu latory duct does not
have a muscularis layer; the fibromuscular tissue of the
prostate substitutes for it.

9

ACCESSORY SEX GLANDS

The paired seminal vesicles secrete a fluid rich in fructose

The seminal vesicles are paired, elongate, and high ly
folded tubular glands located on the posterior wall of
the urinary bladder, parallel to the ampulla of the ductus deferens. A short excretory duct from each seminal
vesicle combines with the ampulla of the ductus defer-

CHAPTER 21

x3,000. b. Apical surface of the epithelial cell with its numerous long
microv illi (stereocilia). The middle piece of a sperm (5) is evident in the
lumen. The small, light circular profiles (arrowheads) are endocytotic
vesicles. X13,000.

ens to form the ejaculat01y duct. Seminal vesicles develop as evaginatio ns of the mesonephric (Wolffian)
ducts in the region of future ampu llae. The wa ll of the
seminal vesicles contains a mucosa, a thin layer of
smooth muscle, and a fibrous coat (Fig. 21.26). The mucosa is thrown into numerous primary, secondary, and
tertiary folds that increase the secretory surface area. All
of the irregular chambers thus formed, however, commu nicate with the lumen.
The pseudostratified columnar epithelium contains tall,
nonciliated colu mnar cells and short, round cells that rest
on the basal lam in a. The short cells appear identical to
those of the rest of the excurrent duct system. They are the
stem cells from w hich the columnar cells are derived. The
columnar cells have the morphology of protein-secreting
cells, with a well-developed rER and large secretory vacuo les in the apical cytoplasm_
The secretion of the seminal vesicles is a whitish yellow,
viscous material. It contains fructose, wh ich is the principal metabolic substrate for sperm, along with other simple
sugars, am ino acids, ascorbic acid, and prostaglandins. AI-

FIGURE 21.25
Photomicrograph of human spermatic cord. a. This low-magnification photomicrograph shows a cross section of the spermatic cord
conta ining several structures. These include the ductus deferens, the
accompanying testicular artery and vein, and veins of the pampiniform plexus. XlS . Inset. A higher magnification of a pampiniform
vein. Note the bundles of longitudinal smooth muscles (cut in cross
section) in the tunica adventitia and tunica intima. xss. b. This cross

though prostaglandins were first isolated from the prostate
gland (hence the name), they are actually synthesized in
large amounts in the semina l vesicles. Contraction of the
smooth muscle coat of the seminal vesicles during ejaculation discharges their secretion into the ejaculatory ducts
and helps to flush sperm out of the urethra. The secretory
function and morphology of the seminal vesicles are under
the control of testosterone.

Prostate Gland
The prostate, the largest accessory sex gland, is divided into
several morphologic and functional zones

The prostate is the lar gest accessory sex gland of the ma le
reproductive system. Its size and shape are common ly compa red to those of a walnut. The gla nd is located in the
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section of tile ductus deferens shows tile thick muscular wall organized in three distinct smooth muscle layers: an inner longitudinal
(SM(L)), middle circular (5M(C)), and outer longitudinal (SM(L)). x 100.
Inset. A higher magnification shows the pseudostratified epithel ium
lining the ductus deferens. The tall principal cells possess long microvilli (stereocilia) (arrows). The basal cells are in close proximity to
the basement membrane and possess spherical nuclei. x 215.

pelvis, inferior to the bladder, w here it surrounds the prostatic part of the urethra . It consists of 30 to 50 tu buloalveolar glands arranged in three concentr ic layers: an inner
mucosal layer, a n in termediate submucosal layer, and aperipheral layer containing the main prostatic glands (Fig.
21.27). The g lands of the mucosal layer secrete directly into
the ureth ra; the other two layers have ducts that open in to
the prostatic sinuses located o n either side of the urethral
crest on the posterior wa ll of the urethra.
The ad ult prostatic parenchyma is divided into fo ur
anatomically and clinically distinct zones:
• The peripheral zone corresponds to the main prostatic
glands and constitutes 70% of the gland ular tissue of the
prostate. This zone is the most susceptible to inflammation. It is also the site of most prostatic carcinomas. The
peripheral zone is palpable during digital examination of
the rectum.
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Benign prostatic hypertrophy (nodular hyperplasia, BPH) occurs almost exclusively in the transitional and periurethral zones, leading
to partial or total obstruction of the urethra. A widely accepted theory of the pathogenesis of BPH is related to the action of DHT. DHT
Is synthesized in the stromal cells by conversion from circulating
testosterone in the presence of Sa-reductase. Once synthesized,
DHT acts as an autocrine agent on the stromal cells and as a
pa racrine hormone on the epithelial cells, causing them to proliferate. Clinical trials have shown that inhibitors of Sa-reductase reduce the DHT concentration and thus decrease the size of the
prostate and reduce urethral obstruction. BHP is believed to occur
to some extent in all men by age 80 years. It is routinely treated by
the transurethral remov al of prostatic parenchyma. Th is procedure
is called transurethral prostatectomy (TURP).
Cancer of the prostate is one of the most common cancers in the
male, affecting approximately 1 in 20. The incidence of prostatic
cancer increases w ith age, and it is estimated that 70% of men between the ages of 70 and 80 will develop this disease. Tumors usually develop in the peripheral zone of the gland. In the past, early

FIGURE 21.26
Photomicrograph of human seminal vesicle. a. This low-magnification photomicrograph shows part of a H&E-stained section of a human seminal vesicle. Th is gland is a tortuous tubular structure and in
a section exhibits what appear to be a number of isolated lumina. In
actuality, there is only one lumen. The mucosa is characterized by

bladder

central zone
periu rethral

zone
FIGURE 21.27
Schematic drawing of the zones of the human prostate gland. This
drawing Illustrates the relative location, by color, of the four zones of
the prostate gland.

extensive folding. It rests on a thick smooth muscle (SM) investment
that is organ ized in two layers: an inner circular layer and an outer
longitudinal layer. x 20. b. This higher magnification shows the mucosal folds surfaced by a pseudostratified epithel ium. Arrows indicate
the basal cells. x soo.

• The central zone co nta ins a bo ut 25 % o f the g landula r
tissue and is res ista nt to both ca rcinom a and inflammation. In comparison to the other zones, cells in the central zone ha ve d istinctive morphologic fea tures (mo re
prominent an d slightl y basophi lic cytop lasm and larger
nuclei displaced at d ifferent levels in adjacent cells). Recent findi ngs suggest that t his zone originates embryologica lly from the incl usion of mesoneph ric d uct cells
into th e d evelopi ng prostate.
• The trmtsitional z o11e conta ins t he mucosal glands. In
o lder indiv iduals, the pa renchyma l cel ls o f t his zone fr equen tl y undergo ex tensive divisio n (h yper plas ia) and
fo rm nodular masses o f epithelial cells. Because this
zone is in close p roxim ity to th e prostatic urethra, these
nod ules can compress t he prostatic ureth ra, ca usi ng d ifficulty in urina tion. T his cond iti on is kn own as benign
prostatic hyperplasia (BPH) and is disc ussed in the clinical box (page 709) .
• The periu1'ethm l zone con ta ins mucosal and subm ucosal glands. In later stages of BPH t his zone may undergo pathologic growth, but ma inly fro m the stromal

co mponents. Together w ith the glandular nodules of
the transitional zone, this gro wth causes increased uret hra l compr ession an d further retention o f urine in th e
bladder.
The prostate g lan d secretes prostatic acid p hosphatase (PAP),
fibrinolysin, citric add, and prostate-specific antigen (PSA)

W ithin each p rostate zone the par enchymal epithelium is
genera lly simple col umnar, but t here m ay be pa tches th at
a re simple cuboida l, sq uamous, or o ccasio nally pseudostra tified (Fig. 21. 28) . T he epithelium depends on testosteron e for normal m o rp hology an d function. T he alveo li o~
t he prostatic g lands, especia ll y those in o lder men, often
conta in prostatic concretious (corpora amylacea) of va ried shape a nd size, often up to 2 mm in dia meter (see Fig.
2 1.2 8) . T hey appear in sections as co ncentric lamellated
bod ies and are believed to be for med by pr ecipitatio n of secreto ry ma teria l aro und cell fragments. They may become
partially calcified.
T he pr o static ep ithe lial cells prod uce enzy mes, particular ly PAP, fibrinolysin, a nd citric acid. They a lso
secrete serine protease, clinical ly known as PSA. T his
enzyme is secreted into the alveoli and is ul timate ly inco rpo ra ted in to sem ina l fluid. T he alveola r secreti on is
pumped into the prostatic ureth ra during ejaculat ion by
contracti o n of the fibromuscular tissue of the prostate.
The fibri no lys in in t he secretio n serves to liquefy the
semen .
Norma l individuals have a low se rum concentration of
PSA . Circul atin g PSA is produced by the liver, not by the
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detectiot:J was uncommon, because the abnormal growth of the tu·
mor did not impinge on the urethra to produce symptoms that demanded prompt attention. Therefore, prostatic cancer was often inoperable by the tim e it was discovered. However, beginning in the
late 1980s, the introduction of PSA testing for prostate cancer has
dramatically increased early diagnosis of this disease. The PSA test
revolutionized the early detection, management, and follow-up of
patients with prostate cancer and Is considered one of the best biomedical markers currently available in the field of oncology. Its use
with annual digital rectal examination in prostate cancer screening
programs has significantly increased early detection of the disease.
Treatment of the cancer is by surgery, radiotherapy, or both for pa·
tients with localized disease. Hormonal therapy is the treatment of
choice for advanced cancer with metastases. Since prostatic cancer
cells depend on androgens, the goal of the therapy is to deprive the
cells of testosterone by performing orchiectomy (removal of the
testis) or by administration of estrogens or gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) agonists to suppress testosterone production. Despite treatment, patients with metastasis have a poor prognosis.

prostate gland , which in normal ind ivid uals releases PSA
only into pro static secretion. H ow ever, in prostate cancer,
serum concentratio n o f PSA increases. In this case, the additional PSA is produced an d released in to the circulation
by t he pros ta te gla nd. T herefor e, the elevated levels of PSA
are di rectly related to increased activity of the prostatic
cancer cells. Increased blood levels of bot h PAP and PSA
are used as ma rkers of t he p resence and progress ion of the
disease.

Bulbourethral Glands
The b ulbourethral glands secrete preseminal f luid

T he paired bu.lbourethral glands (Cowper's glands) are
pea-sized structures located in the urogen ita l diaphragm
(see Fig. 21.1 ). T he duct of each gla nd passes thro ugh the
inferi o r fascia of the urogenital d iaph ragm and joins the
initial portion of t he penile ureth ra. The glands are compou nd tubuloalveolar glands that structu ra lly resemble
mucus secretory glands (Fig. 21.29 ). T he simple col umnar
epitheliwn, which varies considerably in height depending
on the fu nctional state of the gland , is un der the control of
testosterone.
T he clea r, mucus-like gla ndular secretion contains considerable amou nts of galactose and galactosamine, galact uro nic acid, sialic acid , and methylpentose. Sexual stimulation causes re lease of the secretion, which constitutes the
ma jo r portion of t he p reseminal Aui d and probably serves
to lub ricate the pen ile u reth ra.
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The skin of the p enis is thin and loosely attached to t he
underlying loose connect ive tissue except at the glans,
where it is ver y th in and tightly a ttached. The skin of the
glans is so thin that b lood wi thin its large, muscular a nast omosing veins that drain the corpus spongiosum may give
it a bluish color. Ther e is no ad ipose tissue in t he subc utan eous tissue. There is, h owever, a thin layer of smooth
muscle that is continuous with the dartos layer of the scrotum. In uncircum cised ma les, the glans is covered with a
fold of skin, t he prepuce, which resembles a mucous m embrane on its inner aspect. Numerous sebaceous glands are
present in the skin of the penis just proximal to the glans.
The penis is innervated by som atic, sympa th etic, and
parasympath etic nerves. Ma n y sensory nerve endings are
distributed thro ugh out t he tissue of the penis, and sympathe tic and parasympathetic viscera l motor fibers innervate
the smooth muscle of the t ra beculae of the tunica a lbuginea and the blood vessels. Both sensory and visceral motor fibers play essential ro les in erectile and ejacul atory responses.

FIGURE 21.28
Photomicrograph of human prostate gland. a. This Mallory-azanstained specimen shows the tubuloalveola r glands (GI) and the fibro-

muscular tissue that fo rms the septa between glandular tissue. Within
the lumina, various-sized prostatic concretions can be seen. The stain
uti lized for this specimen readily distinguishes the smooth muscle
component (stained red) from the dense connective tissue component
(stained blue) of the stroma. X 60. b. This higher magnification shows

an area where the glandular epithe lium Is pseudostratified. The round
nuclei adjacent to the connective tissue (arrowheads) belong to the
basal cells. Those nuclei that are more elongate and further removed
from the base of the epithelium belong to the secretory cells. Note the
terminal bars (arrows) that are evident at the apical region of these
cells. The red-stained sites within the dense connective tissue represent smooth muscle cells. x 635.

9SEMEN

9 PENIS

Semen contains fluids and sperm fro m the testis and secretory products from the epididymis, ductus deferens,
prostate, seminal vesicles, and bulbourethral glands. It is
alka line and may help to neutralize the acid environment
of the urethra a nd the vagina. Semen also contains
prostaglandi ns that may influe nce sperm tran sit in both th e
m a le a nd fe ma le rep roduc tive ducts an d that ma y have a
ro le in im plantatio n of a fertili zed ovum.
The average ejacu late of semen h as a volum e of a bout 3
mL a nd normally conta ins up to 100 million sperm per
mL. It is estimated that 20% o f the sperm in a n y e jaculate
are morphologically abnormal a nd nearly 25% a re immotile.

Erection of the penis involves the filling of the vascular spaces

FIGURE 21.29
Photomicrograph of human bulbourethral gland. This photomicro-

graph shows a H&E-stained section of the compound tubuloalveolar
bulbourethral gland. The epithelium consists of col umnar mucus-secreting cells. The nuclei are displaced to the base of the cells by the
accumulated secretory material that they contain. The cytoplasm has
an appearance similar to typical mucus-secreting cells. Note several
ducts (D) lined by a simple colu mnar epithel ium. The ducts will merge
to form a single excretory duct. In some sites the ducts contain
mucus-secreting cells (arrows). X40.

of the corpora cavernosa and corpus spongiosum

The peni s consists principa ll y of two dorsal masses of
erectile t issue, t he corp01·a cavernosa, an d a ventral mass
o f erectile tissue, the corpus spongiosum, in which the
spongy parl of the urethra is embedded. A d ense, fibroelastic layer, the tunica albuginea, bind s t he t hree together
a nd forms a capsu le around each (Fig. 21.30). The co rpora
cavernosa contain numerous wi de, irregularly shaped vascular s paces lined w ith vascular endothelium. T hese spaces
ar e surrounded by a th in layer of smooth muscle t hat
fo rm s trabeculae w ithin the tunica a lbuginea interconnect-

ing a nd cri ss-crossing th e corpus cavernosu m . Irregular
smooth muscle bundles ar e o bser ved frequently as "subendothelia l c ush io ns" surrounding irregu lar vascu lar spaces
(Fig . 21.31). T he interstitia l connective tissue con tai ns
ma ny nerve endings and lymphatic vessels. T he vascular
spaces increase in size a nd rigid ity by fi lling wi t h b lood ,
principally d erived from the helicine arteries. T hese a rteries d ilate d uring erection (see box) to increase th e blood
flow to the penis. An arteriovenous (AV) anast omosis exists between the deep artery of th e pen is a nd the peripheral
veno us system.

FIGURE 21.30
Photomicrograph of a histologic section of the penis. This photomi-

crograph sllows a HeE-stained specimen of a cross section of the
penis near the base of the organ. Note tile arrangement of tile corpora cavernosa and corpus spongiosum; the latter contains tile urethra. x 3.

-

FIGU RE 21.31

Photomicrograph of corpus spongiosum. a. This photomicrograph of
a H&E-stained section shows the corpus spongiosum and urethra.
X20. b. This higher magnification of the corpus spongiosum shows

Erection of the penis is a vascular event initiated by the CNS and
maintained by complex interactions between vascular and neurologic events. The CNS responds to external and/ or internal stim uli
(sensory impulses, perception, desire, etc.) that involve the sympathetic and parasympathetic inn ervation of the penis.
Parasympathetic stimulation initiates erection by relaxation of
the t rabecular smooth muscle cells and dilation of the helicine arteries. This leads to expansion of the corpora cavernosa and, to a
lesser degree, the corpus spongiosum. Arterial blood accumulates
in these erectile t issues by compression of the venules against the
nondistendible tun ica albuginea. This process is referred to as the
corporal vena-occlusive mechanism. The tunica albuginea also
compresses the larger veins that drain blood from the corpora cavernosa so that venous outflow is also blocked, resulting in tumescence and rigidity of the penis.
Two neuromediators, acetylocholine and nitric oxide, are involved in the relaxation of smooth m uscle during the initiation and
maintenance of pen ile erection.

• Acetylcholine is released by the parasympathetic nerve endings and acts primarily on the endothelial cells that line the
vascular spaces of the corpora cavernosa. This causes the release of vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) and, more importantly, nitric oxide.
• Nitric oxide (NO) activates guanylate cyclase in the trabecular
smooth muscle cells to produce cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cG M P). cGMP causes t11e smoot11 muscle cells to relax.
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the numerous irregularly shaped vascular spaces. Note the surrounding layer of smooth muscle (SM) form ing the ·subendothelial cushions: x135.

Sympathetic stimulation terminates penile erection by causing
contraction of the trabecular smooth muscle cells of the helicine arteries. These events decrease the flow of blood to the corpora cavern osa, reducing blood pressure in the erectile tissue to normal
venous pressure. The lower pressure w ithin the corpus cavernosum all ows the veins lead ing from the corpora cavernosa to
open and drain the excess blood.
Erectile dysfunction is an inability to achieve and maintain sufficient penile erection to complete satisfactory intercourse. Adequate
arterial blood supply is critica l for erection, therefore any disorder
that decreases blood flow into the corpora cavern osa may cause
erectile failure.
Many cases of erectil e dysfunction that do not involve parasympathetic nerve damage can now be treated effectively with sildenafil citrate (Viagra). This compound enhances the relaxi ng effect of
NO on smooth muscle cells of the corpora cavernosa by inhibiting
phosphodiesterase, which is responsible for degradation of cG M P.
As noted above, cG M P causes smooth muscle relaxation, which in
tu rn allows inflow of blood into the corpus cavernosum to initiate
erection. However, wl1 en parasympath etic nerve damage has occurred (e.g., as a complication of prostatic surgery), sildenafil citrate
w ill have no effect because the event involving parasympathetic
stimulation and release of acetylocholine cannot occur. Without
acetylocholine, NO cannot produce cG MP. Without cGM P, smooth
muscle cells cannot relax to allow inflow of blood to fill the erectile
tissue.

l
PLATE 82. TESTIS I
T he male reproductive system consists of the paired testes, epididymides, and genital ducts, as well as accessory reproductive glands and the penis. The fu nctions of the testis are the production of sperm and the sy nthesis and secretion of androgens, especially testosterone. The events of cell divi sion that lead to the mature sperm involve both normal cell division, mitosis, and reduction divi sion, meiosis, to yield a haploid chromosome number and haploid DNA content. Androgen secretion
by the testis begins early in fetal development and is essential for continued normal development of the male fetus. At pubetty,
androgen secretion resumes and is responsible for initiation and maintenance of sperm production (spermatogenesis), secretion by accessory sex glands (e.g. , prostate and seminal vesicle), and development of secondary sex characteristics.

B
B

Figure 1, testis, monkey, H&E x65.
This section of the testis shows the seminiferous tubules
and the tunica albuginea (TA), the capsule of the organ. Extendi ng from the very thick capsule are connective tissue
septa (S) that divide the organ into compartments. Each
compartment contains several seminiferous tubules and
represents a lobule ( L). Blood vessels ( BV) are present

Figure 2, testis, monkey, H&E x400.
Examination at higher magnification , as in this figure, reveals a population of interstitial cells that occur in small
clusters and lie in the space between adjoining tubules. They
consist mostly of Leydig cells ( LC), the chief source of
testosterone in the mal e. They are readily identified by
vi.ttue of thei.J· location and by thei.J· small round nucleus and
eosinophilic cytoplasm. Macrophages are also found , in
close association with the Leydig cells, but in lesser number.
They are, however, difficult to identify in H&E sections.
A layer of closely apposed squamous cells forms a
sheath-like investment around the tubule epithelium of
each seminiferous tubule. In man, several layers of cells
invest the tubule epithelium . The cells of this peritubular
investment exhibit myoid features and account for the slow
peristaltic activity of the tubules. Peripheral to the myoid
layer is a broad lymphatic channel that occupies an extensive space between the tubules . In routine histologic sections, however, the lymphatic channels are usually collapsed and, thu s, unrecognizable. The cellular elements
that surround the tubu le epithelium are generally referred
to as a lamina propria (LP) or as a boundary tissue. As a
lamina propria, it is atypical. It is not a loose connective
tissue. Indeed, under normal circumstances, lymphocytes
and other cell types related to the immune system are conspicuously absent.
Examination of the tubule epithelium reveals two kinds
of cell s: a proliferating population of spermatogenic cells
and a nonproliferating population, the sustentacular, or Sertoli, cells. The Sertoli cells are considerably fewer and can
be recognized by their elongate, pale-staining nuclei (Sn)

within the inner portion of the capsule, the part referred to
as the tunica vascu losa, and in the connective ti ssue septa.
The seminiferous tubules are convoluted; thu s, the profiles they present in a section are variable in appearance.
Not infrequently, the wall of a tubule is sectioned tangentially, thus obscuring the lumen and revealing what appears
to be a solid mass of cells (X).
and conspicuous nucleolus. The Sertoli cell cytoplasm extends from the periphery of the tubule to the lumen.
The spermatogenic cells consist of successive generations arranged in concentric layers. Thus, the spermatogonia
( Sg) are found at the periphery. The spennatocytes (Sc),
most of which have large round nuclei with a distincti ve
chromatin pattern (because of their clu·omatin material being reorganized), come to lie above the spermatogonia. The
spermatid population (Sp) consists of one or two generations
and occupies the site closest to the lumen. The tubules in this
figure have been identified according to their stage of development. The tubule at the upper right can be identified as
stage VI. At this stage, the mature population of spermatids
(identified by their dark-blue heads and eosinophilic threadlike flagella protruding into the lumen) are in the process of
being released (spermi ogenesis). The younger generation of
spermatids is composed of round cells and exhibits round
nuclei. Moving clockwise, the tubule indicated as stage VII
is slightly more advanced. The mature spermatids <u·e now
gone. Progressing to stage VIII, the tubule at the bottom of
the micrograph reveals that the spermatid population is undergoing a change in nuclear shape. Note the tapered nuclei
(arrows). Further maturation of the spermatids is reflected iJl
the tubule at the top of the micrograph, stage XI. Finally, the
tubule marked stage II, on the left, reveals slightly greater
maturation of the luminal spermatids, and with the start of
the new cycle (stage 1), a newly formed spermatid population is now present. By examining the spermatid population
and assessing the number of generations present (i.e., one or
two) and the degree of maturation , it is possible with the aid
of a chart to approximate the stage of a tubule.

KEY
BV, blood vessels

L, lobule
LC, Leydig cells
LP, lamina propria
S, connective tissue septa
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Sc, spermatocytes
Sg, spermatogonia
Sn, Sertoli nuclei
Sp, spermatids
TA, tunica albuginea

X, tangential section of tubule with lumen
obscured
arrows, spermatid nuclei displaying early
shape change
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PLATE 83. TESTIS II
While the mature testi s is characterized by seminiferous tubules, the immature testis is characterized by cords of cells consisting of an epithelium of sustentacular (Sertoli) cells surrounding occasional gonocytes, precursors of spermatogonia that
are derived from the primordial germ cells that invaded the developing gonad in the e mbryo. At puberty, these cords become
canalized, and the go nocytes begin the mul tiple divisions that give rise to the spermatogonia that, in turn, will divide and differentiate into the mature sperm. The seminiferou s tubules terminate as straight tubules (tubuli recti) that are lined only by
Sertoli cells. The tubuli recti lead to the rete testis, a complex series of anastomosing channels in the mediastinum testi s that
is the terminati on of the intratesticular tubule system.

§

Figure 1, testis, newborn human, H&E x 180;
inset x360.
Prepubertal testis. The various germ cell types representative of spermatogenesis in the mature seminiferous
tubules are not present in the testis before puberty or in the
postpubertal undescended testi s. Instead, the "tubules" are
represented by cords of cells in which a lumen is lacking.
The seminifero us cords display the same tortuosity as in the
adult; the tunica albuginea (TA) of the testis, though thinner,
is of the same rel ative thickness.
The seminiferous cords are of considerably smaller di ame te r than the tubules of the adult and are composed of
two cell types: the gonocyte, or first-genera tion spermatogonium, derived f rom the primordial germ cell that migrates fro m the yolk sac to the developing gonad in the embryo; and a cell that resembles the Sertoli cell of the adult.
The latter cell type predominates and constitutes the bulk of
the cord. The cells are columnar, and their nuclei are close
to the basement membrane. The gonocytes (G) are the precursors of the definitive germ cells, or spermatogonia. They
are round cells that have a centrall y placed, spherical nu-

cleus. The cytoplasm takes little stain and usually appears
as a light ring around the nucleus. This gives the gonocyte
a distinctive appearance in histologic sections (inset). Gene rally, the gonocytes are found at the periphery of the cord,
but many are also found more centrally. The gonocytes give
rise to spermatogonia that begin to proliferate in males between the ages of I 0 and 13 years. The seminiferous epithelium then becomes populated with cells at various
stages of spermatogenesis, as seen in the adult.
The epithelial cords are sunounded by one or two layers
of cells with long processes and flat nucle i. They resemble
fibrobl asts at the ultrastructural level a nd give rise to the
myoid peri tubular cells of the adu lt.
The interstitial cells of Leydig are conspic uous in the
newborn, a reflection of the residual effects of maternal hormones. Leydig cells, however, regress and do not become
conspicuous again until puberty. In this preparation, the
Leydig cells ( LC) can be seen between the cords (inset).
They are ovoid or polygonal and are closely grouped , so that
adjacent cells are in contact with each other. Overall, they
have the same appearance as the Leydig cells of the adult.

§

Figure 2, testis, H&E x 65.
Straight tubules and rete testes. ln th e posterior portion
of the testis, the connective tissue of the tunica albuginea extends more deeply into the organ. This inward extension of
connective tissue is called the mediastinum testis. It contains
a network of anastomosing channels called the rete testis.
Only a small portion of the mediastinum testis (MT) is evident in the figure. The area includes, however, a few senuniferous tubules (ST) in the upper portion of the micrograph

and, fortuitously, the site where one of the seminiferous
tubules terminates and joins the rete testis (RT). This can be
recognized in the area delineated by the rectangle, which is
shown at higher magn ification in Figure 3. As noted above,
the seminiferous tubules are arranged in the form of a loop,
with each end joir1ing the rete testis. The seminiferous
tubules open into the rete testis by way of a straight tubule,
or tubulus rectus. The tubuli recti are very short and are lined
by Sertoli-like cells; no germ cell component is present.

B

Figure 3, testis, monkey, H&E x400.
The tubulus rectus (TR) in this figure appears to end on
one side before it ends on the other. This simply reflects the
angle of section. When the straight tubule e nds, however,
the epithelial lining suddenl y becomes c uboidal. This represents the rete testis, which constitutes an anastomosing
system of c hanne ls that lead to the effere nt ductules. The
epithelial lining cells of the rete are sometimes more squa-

mous than cuboidal or, occasionall y, may be low columnar
in appearance. Typicall y, they possess a single cilium; however, this is difficul t to see in routine H&E preparation s.
The connective tissue of the mediastinum is very dense
but exhibits no other special features, nor is smooth muscle
present. Adipose cells (AC) and blood vessels (BV), parti cularly veins of varying size, are present wi thin the connective tissue.

KEY
AC, adipose cells
BV, bl ood vessels
G, gonocytes
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LC, Leydig cells
MT, mediastinum testis
RT, rete testis

ST, seminiferous tubules
TA, tunica albuginea
TR, tubulus rectus
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PLATE 84. DUCTULI EFFERENTES AND EPIDIDYMIS
The rete testis, in turn , is connected via -20 efferent ductLdes (ductuli efferentes; remnants of nep!U'ons of the fetal
mesonephric kidney) to the ductus epididymis. These are the first elements of the excurrent duct system of the male genital
system. Most of the fluid secreted in the seminiferous tubules is reabsorbed in the efferent ductules. The muscular coat characteri stic of the excurrent duct system first appears at the beginning of the efferent ductules. The ductus epididymis is a highly
coiled tube, 4 to 6 m long; sperm mature during their passage along its length, acqu iring motility as well as the abihty to fe rtilize an egg. T his maturation is also androgen dependent and involves changes in the sperm plasma membrane and addition
to the glycocalyx of glycoproteins secreted by the epididymal epithelial cells.

E

Figure 1, ductuli efferentes, monkey, H&E x 60;
inset x360.
About 12 to 20 efferent ductules leave the testis and serve
as channels from the rete testis to the ductus epididymis. Each
of the efferent ductules undergoes numerous spiral windings
and convolutions to form a group of conical structures; together they constitute the initial part of the head of the epididymis. When examined in a tissue section, the ductules exhibit a variety of irregular profiles due to their twisting and
turning. This is evident on the right side of this nlicrograph.
The epithelium that lines the efferent ductules is distinctive in that groups of tall columnar cells alternate with
groups of c uboidal cells, giving the luminal surface an unevenl y contoured appearance. Thus, small cup-like depressions are created where the epithelium contains groups of
cuboidal or low col umnar cells. Typically, these shorter
cells exhibit a brush border-like apical surface because of
the microvilli that they possess (armwhead, inset). The

Figure 2, epididymis, monkey, H&E x 180.

R

The e pididymi s, by virtue of its shape, is divided in to a
head, body, and tail. The initial part of the head con tains the
ductus epididymis, a single convoluted duct into which the
efferent ductules open. The duct is, at fi rst, hig hly convoluted but becomes less tortuous in the body and tail. A section through the head of the epididymis, as show n in Figure
I, cuts the ductus epididymis in numerous places, and as in
the efferent ductules, different-shaped profiles are observed.
The epithelium con ta ins two di sting uishable cell types:
tall columnar cells and basal cells sinlilar to those of the efferent ductules. The epithelium is, thus, also pseudostratified columnar. The columnar cells are tallest in the head of
the epididymis and dimini sh in he ight as the tail is reached.
The free surface of the cell possesses ste reocilia (SC).
These are extremely long, branchi ng nlicrovilli. They ev idently adhere to each other during the preparatio n of the tiss ue to form the fine tapering structures that are c haracteristicall y seen with the light mi croscope. The nuclei of the
columnar cells are e longated and are located a moderate
distance from the base of the cell. They are readily distin-

basal surface of the ductule, in contrast, has a smooth contour (see Fig . 2 and inset). Some of the cells, generally the
tall colu mnar cells, possess c ilia (C) (inset). Whereas the
cili ated cells aid in moving the contents of the tubule toward the epididymis, the cells with the nlicrovilli are
largely responsible for absorbing fluid from the lumen. In
add itio n to the columnar a nd cuboidal cells, basal cells are
also present; thus, the epithelium is designated pseudostratified columnar. The basal cells possess little cytoplasm and
presumably serve as stem cells.
The efferent ductules possess a th in layer of circularly
arranged smooth muscle cells (SM, inset). The muscle is
close to the basal surface of the epithelial cells, being separated from it by only a small amount of connecti ve ti ssue
(CT, inset). Because of this c lose association, the smooth
muscle may be overl ooked or misidentified as connective
tissue. Smooth muscle facilitates movement of luminal
conte nts of the ductule to the ductu s epididymis.
guished from the spherical nucle i of the basal cells that lie
close to the basement membrane. Other conspicuous features of the columnar cells include a very large supranuclear Golgi apparatus (not seen at the magnification offered
here), pigment accumulations ( P), and numerous lysosomes, demonstrable with appropriate techniques.
Because of the unus ual heig ht of the columnar cells and,
again, the tortuosity of the duct, an uneven lumen appears in
some sites; indeed, even "islands" of epithe lium can be encountered in the lumen (see arrows, Fig. 1). Such profiles are
accounted for by sharp turns in the duct where the epithelial
wall on one side of the duct is partially cut. For example, a
cut in the plane of the double-headed armw indicated in this
fig ure would c reate such an isolated ep itheli al island.
A thin layer of smooth muscle circumscribes the duct
and appears similar to that associated with the efferent cluctules. In the terminal portion of the epididymis, ·however,
the smooth muscle acquires a g reater thickness, and lo ngitudinal fibers are also present. Beyond the smooth muscle
coat there is a small amount of connective tissue (CT) that
binds the loops of the duct together and carries the blood
vessels ( BV) and nerves.

sc_
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KEY
AT, adi po~e tissue
BY, blood vessel
C, cil ia
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CT, connective tissue
P, pigment
SC, stereocilia

SM, smooth muscle
arrowhead (inset), brush border
a r rows, " islands" of epithel ium in the lumen
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PLATE 85. SPERMATIC CORD AND DUCTUS DEFERENS
The ductus (vas) deferens continues from the duct of the epididymis as a thick-walled muscular tube that leaves the scrotum and passes through the inguinal canal as a component of the spermatic cord. At the deep ingu inal ring, it continues into
the pelvis and, behind the urinary bladder, joins with the seminal vesicle to form the ejaculatory duct. The ejaculatory duct
then pierces the prostate gland and opens into the urethra.
Mature sperm are stored in the terminal portion (tail) of the ductus epididymis. T hese sperm are forced into the ductus deferens by intense contractions of the three smooth muscle layers of the ductus de ferens following appropriate neural stimul ation. Contraction of the smooth muscle of the ductus deferens continues the movement of the sperm through the ej aculatory
duct into the urethra during the ejaculatory refl ex. The seminal vesic les (see Plate 87) are not storage sites for sperm but, rather,
secrete a fructose-rich fluid that becomes part of the ejaculated semen. Fructose is the principal metabolic substrate for sperm .

B

Figure 1, spermatic cord, human, H&E x 80.

A cross section through the ductus deferens and some of
the vessels a nd nerves that accompany the duct in the spermati c cord are shown in this figure. The wall of the ductus
defere ns is ex tremely thick, mostl y because of the presence
of a large amount of smooth muscle. The muscle contracts
when the tiss ue is removed, causing the mucosa to form
longitudinal folds. For this reason, in histologic sections,
the lumen ( L) usually appears irregular in cross section.
The smooth muscle of the ductus deferens is arranged as

B

Figure 2, ductus deferens, human, H&E x 320;
inset x 250.
The epithe lial lin ing of the ductus deferens consists of
pseudostratified columnar epithe lium with ste reocilia (arrowheads). It resembles the epithelium of the epididy mis,
but the cells are not as tall. The elongated nuclei of the
columnar cells are readily di stingui shed from the spherical
nuclei of the basal cells (arrows). The epithelium rests on a
loose connective tissue that extends to the smooth muscle;
no submucosa is described.
A unique feature of the spermatic cord is the presence of
a plexus of atypical veins (pampiniform plexus) that ari se

a thick outer longitudinal layer (SM (L)), a thick middle circul ar layer (SM (C)), and a thin ner inner longitudinal layer
(SM(L)). Between the epithelium and the inner longitudinal
smooth muscle layer there is a moderately thi ck cell ular
layer of loose connective ti ssue, the lamina propria ( LP ).
The connective tissue immediately surrounding the ductus
deferens contains nerves and some of the smaller blood
vessels that supply the duct. In fact, some of these vessels
can be seen penetrating the outer longitudinal smooth muscle layer (asterisks).
from the spermatic veins. These vessels receive the blood
from the testis. (The pampiniform plexus a lso receives tributaries from the epididymis.) The plexus is an anastomosing vascular network that constitutes the bulk of the spermatic cord. Portions of several of these veins (BV) are
evident in the upper right of Figure 1 a long with a number
of nerves (N). The unusual feature of the veins is their thick
muscular wall that, at a gla nce, gives the appearance of an
artery rather than a vein . Care ful examination of these vessels (inset) shows that the bulk of the vessel wa ll is composed of two layers of smooth muscle-an outer circular
layer SM(C) and an inner longitudinal layer SM(L).

KEY
BV, blood vessels
CT, connective tissue
L, lumen of ductus deferens
LP, lamina propria
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Lu, lumen of blood vessel
N, nerve
SM(C), circular layer of smooth musc le
SM(L), longitudinal layer of smooth muscle

arrowheads, stereoci li a
arrows (Fig. 2), basal cell nucleus
asterisks (Fig. 1), small arteries supplying
ductus deferens
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PLATE 86. PROSTATE GLAND
The prostate gland is the largest accessory sex gland. It consists of 30 to 50 tubuloalveolar glands that surround the proximal urethra. Because of this relationship, a common condition in later life, benign prostatic hyperplasia, can result in partial
or total obstruction of the uretlu-a.
The prostatic glands are arranged in three concentric layers: a mucosal layer, a submucosal layer, and a peripheral layer
containing the main prostatic glands. The mucosal glands secrete directl y into the urethra; the other two sets of glands deliver
their secretions through ducts that open into the prostatic sinuses on the poste ri or wall of the urethra. All of the glands are
made up of a pseudostratified columnar epithelium that secretes several components of the semen, inc luding acid phosphatase,
citric acid (a nutrient for sperm), and fibrinolys in (which keeps the semen liquified). Aggregations of dead epithelial cells and
prec.ipitated secretory products form concretions in the alveoli of the glands; these are a characteristic feature that aids in
recognition of the prostate.
The stroma is characterized by numerous small bundles of smooth muscle, so that it can also be described as a fibromuscular stroma. Contraction of this muscle occurs at ejaculation, forcing the secretion into the ure thra. Surrounding the gland is
a fibroelastic capsule that also contains small bundles of smooth muscle.

B

epithelial surface. It should also be noted that many of the
alveol i may appear rudimentary in structure (arrows).
These are simply in a n inactive state and are increasingly
observed in older individuals. As noted above, aggregations
of dead epithelial cells and precipitated secretions form
prostatic concretions (C) in the lumina of the alveoli; these
gradually increase in number a nd size with age. The concretions stain with eosin and may have a concentric lamellar appearance, as is clearly shown in the concretion in the
lower right. With time, they may become impregnated with
calcium salts and thu s be easily recognized in x-rays of the
lower abdomen.

B

stroma. Conc reti ons (C) are again evident in the lumina of
alveoli, in one instance compressing the epithe lium to a degree that makes it nearly unrecognizable. The lower inset,
co!Tesponding to the smaller rectangle, clearl y demonstrates the pseudostratified columnar nature of the prostatic
epithelium (Ep). Well-delineated basal cells (anvwheads)
are seen along with the taller columnar secretory cells. A
small blood vessel immediate ly subtending the epithelium
is recognizable by the red blood cells in its lumen. A lymphocytic infiltrati on appears to fill the stroma along the
lower border of F igure 2, suggesting an inflammatory
process occurring in the prostate gland.

Figure 1, prostate, human H&E x47.
A portion of the prostate gland in shown in this lowmagnification micrograph. A smal l section of the capsule
(Cap) of the gland is seen in the upper left corner. The rest
of the field is filled with the glandular and stroma l components of the prostate. The secretory tubuloalveoli of the
prostate gla nd vary greatly in form , as is evide nt in the figure. They may appear as tubes, as isolated alveoli, as alveoli with branches, or as tubes with branc hes . Tangential
sections through alveoli may even produce the appearance
of "epithe lial isla nds" (arrowheads) in the lumen of the
a lveoli. This is due to the extreme ly uneven contour of the
Figure 2, prostate, human, H&E x 178; upper inset x350; lower inset x650.
ln this higher magni fication view of a portion of the
prostate gland, the fibromuscular stro ma is clearl y seen
both immediately subtending the secretory epithelium of
the tubuloalveoli as well as in deeper, nonsecretory areas.
In the upper inset, corresponding to the larger rectangle,
the intensity of the staini ng of the smooth muscle (SM )
c learly distinguishes it from the fibrous stromal connective
tissue with wh ich it is intimate ly inte rming led . There are no
clearly outlined bundles or layers of smooth muscle in the
prostate; rather, it is randomly arrayed thro ughout the

KEY
KEY
BV, blood vessel
C, prostatic concretion
Cap, capsule
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E p, epithelium
L, lymphocytes
SM, smooth muscle

aJTows, inactive alveol i
arrowheads: Fig. I , "epitheli al islands";
Fig. 2, basa l cells
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PLATE 87. SEMINAL VESICLE
T he seminal vesicles are evaginations from the end of each ductus deferens that fo rm ti ghtly coiled tubes. Al though sections through thi s structure may show many lumina, they are a ll profiles of a single continuous tubular lumen. The seminal
vesicles are lined with a pseudostratified columnar epithelium that closely resembles that of the prostate gland.
The secretion of the seminal vesicles is a whitish yellow viscous material that contains fructose, other simple sugars, amino
acids, ascorbic acid, and prostaglandins. Although prostaglandins were firs t isolated from the prostate gla nd (hence the name),
they are actually synthesized in large a mounts in the semina l vesicles. Fructose is the pri mary nutrient source for the sperm in
the seme n.
The mucosa rests on a thick layer of smooth muscle that is dixectly continuous wi th that of the ductus deferens, from which
the seminal ves icle evaginates. The smooth muscle consists of an indistinct inner c ircular layer and an outer longi tudinal layer
(compare wi th the three layers of the ductus epididymis a nd the ductus deferens, P late 84), whic h are difficult to distinguish.
Contracti on of the smooth muscle coat during ejacul atio n forces the secretions of the seminal vesicles into the ejaculatory
ducts. Beyond the smooth muscle is the connective tissue of the adventitia.

B

Figure 1, seminal vesicle, human, H&E x30.
This figure shows a cross section of a seminal ves icle.
Because of the coiled nature of the ves icle, two a lmost distinct lumina, lying side by side, appear to be present. They
are, however, connected so that, in effect, all of the internal
spaces are continuous and what is seen here is actually a
two-di mensional configuratio n reflecting coiling of the
tube.
The mucosa of the seminal vesic les is c haracte rized by
be ing extensively folded or ridged. T he ridges vary in size
and typically branch and interconnect with one another.
The larger ridges may fo rm recesses that contain smaller
ridges, and when cut oblique ly, these appear as mucosal
arches that e nclose the sma ller folds (arrows). When the

plane of section is normal to the surface, the mucosal ridges
appear as "villi." In some areas, particularly the peripheral
region of the lumen, the in terco nnecting folds of the mucosa appear as a lveo li. Each of these chambers is, howeve r,
simply a pocket-like structure that is open and continuous
with the lumen. The mucosa is subtended by a very cell ul ar
loose con nective tissue (CT) that, in turn, is SU!Tounded by
smooth muscle (SM ).
The seminal vesicles are paired e longated sacs. Each
vesic le consists of a single tube fo lded and coiled on itself
with occasional d iverticula in its wal l. The upper extremity
e nds as a cul -de-sac; the lower ex tremity is constricted into
a narrow straight duct that joins and empties into its corresponding ductus deferens.

Figure 2, seminal vesicle, human, H&E x 220.
This hi ghe r magnification of the mucosal folds reveals
the epithe li um ( Ep) and the underlying loose connecti ve tissue or lam ina propria (LP). The epithe lium is described as
pseudostratified. It is composed of low col umnar or
cuboidal cells and small, round basal cells. T he latter are
randomly interspersed between the larger princi pal cells,
but they are relati vely spa rse. For this reason, the epithe-

liwn may not be readily recognized as pseudostratified. In
some areas, the e pitheli um a ppears thick (arrowhead) and,
based o n the disposition of the nucl ei, would seem to be
mu ltilayered. This is due to a tangen tia l section of the epithelium and is not a true stratification. T he lam ina propria
of the mucosa is composed of a very cellular connective tissue contai ning some smooth muscle cells a nd is ri ch in
elastic fibe rs.

B

KEY
CT, connective !issue
Ep, epithelium
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LP, lamina propria
SM, smooth muscle

arrowhead, oblique sec1io n of epithelium
arrows, mucosal arches
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REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
The female reproductive system consists of internal sex organs
and external genital structures

Female Reproductive
System
OVERVIEW OF THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
OVARY

The internal female reproductive orga ns are located in
the pelvis, and the external ge nital structmes (external genitali a) are situated in the anterior part of the perineum
known as the vulva.
• T he internal organs are the ovaries, uterine tubes,
utems, and vagina (Fig. 22.1).
• The externa l genitalia include the mons pubis, Labia majora and minora, clitoris, vestibule and opening of the
vagina, and extemal U1'ethral orifice.
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The ma mmary glands are included in this chapter beca use their development and fu ncti ona l state are di rectl y
rela ted to the hormonal activity of the fema le reproductive system. Similarly, the placenta is included because of
its functional and physical relationship to the uterus in
pregnancy.

Ovarian Structure 728
Follicle Development 729
Ovulation 734
Corpus Luteum
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Fertilization 737
Atresia 739
Blood Supply and Lymphatics 740
Innervation 742
UTERINE TUBES
UTERUS

fundus of
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The ovaries, uterine tu bes, a nd uterus of the sexua ll y
mature fema le undergo marked structural and functional
changes related to neural activity and changes in hormone
levels during each menstrual cycle and during pregnancy.
These mechanisms also regulate the ea rly development of
the fema le reproductive system. The initiation of the menstrua l cycle, referred to as the menarche, occms in females
between 9 and 14 yea rs of age (average 13.5 yea rs) and
marks the end of puberty an d the beginning of the reproductive lifespa n. During this phase of life, the menstrual
cycle averages a bout 28 to 30 days in length. Between 45
and 55 years of age, the menstrual cycle becomes infrequent and eventua lly ceases. This change in reproductive
function is referred to as the menopause or climacterium
(commonly ca lled the "change of li fe"). The ova ries cease
their reprod uctive function of producing oocytes and their
endocrine function of producing hormones that regulate
reproductive activity. Other orga ns, e.g., vagina and mamma ry glands, show varying degrees of reduced function,
particularl y secretory activity.
mesosalpinx

ampulla of
uterine tube
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Cyclic Changes During the Menstrual Cycle 746
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Cervix 750
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Female reproductive organs undergo regular cyclic changes
from puberty to menopause
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MAMMARY GLANDS
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BOX 22.1. Clinical Correlations: Polycystic Ovarian Disease
BOX 22.2. Clinical Correlations: In Vitro Fertilization
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BOX 22.3. Functional Considerations: Summary of Hormonal Regulation
of the Ovarian Cycle 741
BOX 22.4. Clinical Correlations: Fate of Mature Placenta at Birth
BOX 22.5. Clinical Correlations: Cytologic Pap Smears

BOX 22.6. Functional Considerations: Lactation and Infertility
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FIGURE 22.1
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Schematic drawing of female internal sex organs. This drawing
shows the posterior view of the female internal sex organs. Part of
the wall of the uterus, uterine tube, and vagina has been removed to
reveal their internal structure. Note the three distinct layers of t11e

uterine wall: tl1e inner layer, tl1e endometrium lining tl1e uterine cav·
ity; the middle and tl1ickest layer, tl1e myometrium; and the outer
layer, tl1e perimetrium, wl1ich is the peritoneal covering of t11e uterus.
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'\lOVARY
Production of gametes and steroid hormones are the two
major functions of the ovary

Th e ovaries have two interrelated functions: the production of gametes (gametogenesis) and the production of
steroids (stemidogenesis). In the female, the production of
gametes is called oogenesis. Developing gametes are ca lled
oocytes; mature gametes are called ova.
Two major groups of steroid hormones, estrogens and
progestogens, are secreted by the ovaries:

• Estrogens promote growth and maturation of internal
and external sex organs and are responsible for the female sex characteristics that develo p at puberty. Estrogens also act on mammary glands to promote breast development by sti mulating ductal and stromal growth
and accwnulation of adipose tissue.
• Progestogens prepare the internal sex organs, mainly the
uterus, for pregnancy by promoting secretory changes in
the endometrium (discussed in the section on cyclic
changes in the endometrium). Progestogens also prepare
the mammary gla nd for lactation by promoting lobular
proliferation.
Both hormones play an important role in the menstrual
cycle by preparing the uterus for implantation of a fertilized
ovum. If implantation does not occur, the endometrium of
the uterus degenerates and menstruation follows.

• C011:ex or cortical region found in the peripheral portion of the ovary surrounding th e medulla. The cortex
contains the ovarian follicles embedded in a richly cellular connective tiss ue. Scattered smooth muscle fibers
are present in the stroma around the fo llicles. The
boundary between the medulla and cortex is indistinct.
"Germinal epithelium" instead of mesothelium covers the
ovary

The surface of the ovary is covered by a single layer of
cubo idal and, in some parts, a lmost squamous cells. This
cellular layer, known as the germinal epithelium, is continuo us with the mesothelium that covers the mesovarium. The
term genninal epithelium is a carryover from the past when
it was incorrectly thought to be the site of germ cell formation during embryonic development. It is now known that
the primordial genn cells (both ma le and female) are of extragonadal origin and that they migrate from the embryonic
yolk sac into the cortex of the embryonic gonad, where they
differentiate and induce differentiation of the ova1·y. A dense
connective tissue layet; the tunica albuginea, lies between
the germinal epithelium and the underlying cortex.
Ovarian follicles provide the microenvironment for the
developing oocyte

Ovarian follicles of various sizes, each containing a single oocyte, are distributed in the stroma of the cmtex. The

The ovary is composed of a cortex and a medulla

A sectio n through the ovary r evea ls two distinct regions:

• Medulla or medullary l'egiou located in the central portion of the ovary. The medulla contains loose connective
tissue, a mass of relatively large contorted blood vessels,
lymphatic vessels, and nerves (Fig. 22.2).
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Follicle Development
Histologically, three basic types of ovarian follicles can be
identified on the basis of developmental state:

• Primordial follicles
• Growing follicles
• Mature or Graafian follicles
Growing follicles are further subcategorized as primmy
and secondary (or antral) follicles . Some histologists identify add itional stages in the continuum of follicular development. In the cycling ovary, follicles are found at a ll stages
of development, but primordial follicles predominate.
The primordial follicle is the earliest stage of follicular
development

Primordial follicles first appear in the ovaries during the
third month of fetal development. Early growth of the primordial follicles is independent of gon adotropin stimu lation. In the mature ovary, primordial follicles are found in
the stroma of the cortex just beneath the tunica albuginea .
A single layer of sq uamous .follicle cells surrounds the
oocyte (Fig. 22.3). The outer surface of the follicle cells is
bounded by a basal lamina . At this stage, the oocyte and
the surrounding fo llicle cells are closely apposed to o ne another. The oocyte in the follicle measures about 30 J.Lm in

oocyte
follicle cells

Ovarian Structure
In nulliparas (woman who have not borne children), the
ovaries are paired, almond-shaped, pi11kish w hite structures
measuring about 3 em in length, 1.5 em in w idth, and 1 em
in thickness. Each ovary is attached to the posterior surface
of the broad ligament by a peritoneal fold, the mesovarium
(see Fig. 22.1 ). The superiM (or tubal) pole of the ovary is
attached to the pelvic wall by the suspens01)' ligament of the
ovmy, which carries the ovarian vessels and nerves. The inferior (01' uterine) pole is attached to the uterus by the ovarian ligament. This ligament is a remnant of the gubernaculum, the em bryo nic fibrous cord that attaches the developing
gonad to tbe floor of the pelvis. Before puberty, the surface
of the ovary is smooth, but during reproductive life it becomes progressively sca rred and inegular due to repeated
ovulations. fn postmenopausal women, the ovaries are about
one fomth the size observed during the reproductive period.

size of a follicle indicates the developmental state of the
oocyte. Early stages of oogenesis occur during fetal life
w hen mitotic divisions massively increase the number of
oogonia (see the section on oogenesis). The oocytes present at birth remain arrested in development at the first
meiotic division (see page 69) . During puberty, small
groups of follicles undergo cycl ic growth and maturation.
The first ovulation generally does not take place for a year
or more following menarche. A cyclic pattern of follicular
maturation and ov ulation is then established that continues in parallel with the menstrua l cycle. Normally, only
one oocyte reaches full maturity and is released from the
ovary during each menstrual cycle. Obviously, the maturatio n and release of more than one egg at ovu lation may
lead to multiple zygotes. During the reproductive lifespan,
a woman produces only about 400 mature ova . Most of
the estimated 600,000 to 800,000 primary oocytes present at birth do not complete maturation and are gradua.lly
lost thro ugh atresia, the spontaneous death and subsequent r esorption of immature oocytes. This process begins
as early as the fifth month of fetal Jife and is mediated by
apoptosis of cells surrou nding the oocyte (see page 69).
Atresia reduces the number of primary oocytes in a logarithmic fashion throughout life from as many as 5 million
in the fetus to less than 20% of that number at birth. The
oocytes that remain at menopause degenerate within a
few years .
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PRIMORDIAL FOLLICLE
corpus hemorrhagicum
FIGURE 22.2
Schematic drawing of. a section through the ovary. This section
shows, in clockwise order, stages of follicular development from the
early primary follicle to the mature (Graafian) follicle. Changes in the
follicle after ovulation lead to development of the corpus luteum and
eventually the corpus albicans. Note the highly coiled blood vessels
in tt1e hilum and medulla of the ovary.

FIG URE 22.3
Primordial follicle. a. Scl1ematic drawing of a primordial follicle
shows the oocyte arrested in prophase of the first meiotic division.
Tile oocyte is closely surrounded by a single layer of squamous follicle cells. Th e outer surface of these cells is sepa rated from tile connective tissue by a basal lamina. The ooplasm contains characteristic organell es, as seen with the electron microscope, including a
Balbiani body, annulate lamellae, and small spl1erica l mitoc11ondria.

b. This photomicrograph of primordial follicles shows the oocytes
surrounded by a single layer of flattened follicle cells (FC). Usual ly, the
nucleus (N) of the oocyte is in an eccentric position. Two oocytes in
which the nucleus is not included in the plane of section are indica ted (X). Similarly, tl1ere are two follicles (arrows) in which the follicle cells are revealed in face or tangential view and tt1e enclosed
oocytes are not included in t11e section. X 640.
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dia meter a nd has a la rge, eccen tric nucleus that contains
fi nely dispersed chromatin and one or more large nucleoli.
T he cytoplasm of the oocyte, referred to as ooplasm, contains a Balbiat1i body (Fig. 22.3a) . At the ultrastructura l
level, the Balbiani body is revealed as a loca lized accumulation of Golgi membranes and vesicles, endoplasmic reticul um, numerous mitochondria, and lysosomes. In addition, human oocytes contain annulate Lamellae, a nd
n umerous small vesicles a re scattered throughout the cytoplasm along with small, spherical mitochondria. Annu late
lamellae resem ble a stack of n uclear envelope profiles .
Each layer of the stack includes pore structures morphologically identica l to nuclea r pores.
T he primary follicle is the first stage in the development of the
growing follicle

As a primordial follicle develops into a growing follicle,
cha nges occur in the oocyte, in the follicle cells, and in the
adjacent stroma. Initially, the oocyte enlarges and the surroundi ng flattened foll icle cells proliferate and become
cuboidal. At this stage, i.e., when the follicle cells become
cu boidal, the follicle is identified as a primary follicle. As
the oocyte grows, a ho mogeneous, deeply sta ining, acidophilic refractile layer called the zona pellucida ap pears
between the oocyte and the adjacent follicle cells (Fig.
22 .4). T he zona pellucida is first apparent in the light microscope when the oocyte, surrounded by a single layer of
cuboidal or columnar fo llicle cells, has grown to a diameter of 50 to 80 JLm. The growing oocyte secretes the gel-
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like zona pellucida, which is rich in glycosa minoglycans
and glycoproteins and stains with the periodic acid-Schif£
(PAS) reaction.
Follicle cells undergo stratification to form the granulosa layer
of the primary follicle

T hrough rapid mitotic proliferation, the single layer of
follicle cells gives rise to a stratified epithelium, the membrana granulosa (stratum granulosum), surrounding the
oocyte. The follicle cells are now identified as granulosa
cells. The basal lamina retai ns its position between the outermost layer of the follicle cells, which become columna r,
and the connective tissue stroma.
During fo llicula r growth, extensive gap junctions develop between gran ulosa cells. Unlike Sertoli cells in the
testis, however, the basal layer of the granu losa cells does
not possess elaborate tight junctions (zonulae occludentes), indicating the absence of a blood- fo llicle barrier. Movement of nutrients and sma ll informa tional
macromolecules from the blood in to the fo llicular flui d
is essential fo r normal development of the ovum and
foll icle.

FIGURE 22.5
Late primary follicle. a. Schematic drawing

Connective tissue cells form the theca layers of the primary
follicle

As the granulosa cells proli ferate, stromal cells immediately surro unding the follicle form a sheath of connective
tissue cells, known as the theca folliculi, just external to

stratum granulosum
LATE PRIMARY FOLLICLE

of a late primary follicle
shows a multilayered mass of granulosa cells (differentiated from fol·
licle cells) surrounding the oocyte. Note that the innermost layer of
granulosa cells is adjacent to the zona pellucida, and the outermost
layer of these cells rests on the basal lamina, which is adjacent to the
stromal cells now called the theca folliculi. The Balbiani body at this
stage reorganizes into multiple Golgi units, and cortical gran ules appear in the cytoplasm. The wedge·shaped enlargement depicts tile
ultrastructure of an oocyte and adjacent follicle cells. Numerous microvilli from the oocyte and slender processes from the granulosa
cells extend into the zona pellucida that surrounds the oocyte.
Processes of the granulosa cells contact the plasma membrane of
the oocyte. b. Photomicrograph of a late primary follicle (monkey).
Multiple layers of granulosa cells (GC) can be seen surrounding the
primary oocyte. The zona pellucida (ZP) is present between the
oocyte and follicle cells. x 160.

follicle cells
forming
zona
pellucid a

the basa l lamina (Fig. 22.5). The theca foll iculi further differentiates into two layers:
• The theca interna is the inner, highly vascularized layer
of cuboidal secretory cells. T he fu lly differen tiated cells
of the theca interna possess ultrastructural features cha racteristic of steroid-prod ucing cells. Cells of the theca interna possess a large number of luteinizing hormone
(LH ) receptors. In response to LH stimulation, they synthesize and secrete the androgens that are the precursors
of estrogen. In addition to secretory cells, the theca interna contains fi broblasts, collagen bu ndl es, a nd a rich
network of small vessels typ ical of endocrine organs.
• T he theca externa is the outer layer of connective tissue
cells. It conta ins mainly smooth muscle cells a nd bundles
of collagen fibers.

a
PRIMARY FOLLICLE
FIGURE 22.4
Early primary follicle. a. Schematic drawing of a

primary follicle In an
early stage of development. Note the formation of the zona pellucida
between the oocyte and tl1e adjacent follicle cells. A single layer of

cuboidal follicle cells surrounds the growing oocyte. b. Photomicro·
graph of a pri mary follicle. Note the distinct layer of follicle cells (FC)
surrou nding the oocyte. x 640.

Boundaries between the thecal layers and between the
theca externa and surrounding stroma are not distinct.
However, the basal lamina between the granulosa layer
and the theca interna establishes a disti nct bounda ry between these layers. It separates the rich capillary bed of the

theca inte rna from the granulosa layer, which is avascular
during the period of foll icular growth.
M aturation of the oocyte occurs in the primary follicle

The distribution of orga nelles changes as the oocyte matures. M ultip le, dispersed Golgi elements derived from the
single Balbiani body of the primordial oocyte become scattered in the cytop.lasm. The number of free ribosomes, mitochondr ia, small vesicles, and mul tivesicular bod ies and
the amount of rough endoplasmic reticu lum (rER) increase. Occasiona l lipid droplets and masses of lipochrome
· pigment may a lso be seen. T he oocytes of ma ny species, including mammals, exhibit specialized secretory vesicles
known as cortical grat1ules (see Fig. 22.5). T hey are located just beneath the plasma membrane (oolemma). The
granu les contain proteases that are released by exocytosis
when the ovum is acti va ted by the sperm (discussed in the
section on fertilization).
Numerous irregula r microvilli project from the oocyte
into the perivitelline space between the oocyte and the sur-
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Secondary follicle. a. Schematic drawing of a secondary follicle
showing the fluid-filled antrum, which arises by the coalescence of
small fluid-filled cavities among the granulosa cells. Note that this
actively growing follicle has many dividing granulosa cells. CaliExner bodies appear at this stage. The wedge·shaped enlargement of
the shadowed area depicts the relationship of the gran ulosa cells,
basal lamina, and the theca interna and theca externa. The theca
interna cells differentiate into highly vascularized, steroid-producing
cells. The theca interna is surrounded by an outer layer of stromal
cells called the th eca externa. The basal lamin a separates the gran·
ulosa cells from the theca interna. b. Photomicrograph of a secondary follicle. The antrum (A), filled with follicular fluid, is visible
within the stratum granulosum (GC). Multiple layers of theca interna
cells (TI) and theca externa cells (TE) can be seen outside the basal
lamina of the secondary follicle. xss.
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Cells of the cumulus oophorus form a corona radiata around
the secretory follicle oocyte

The mature or Graafian follicle contains the mature secondary
oocyte

As the seconda ry .follicle increases in size, the antrum,
li ned by severa l layers of granu losa cells, a lso enlarges
(Fig. 22.7). T he stratum gran ulos um has a relatively uniform thickness except for t he region associated with the
oocyte. Here, the g ra nulosa cells for m a thickened mound,
the cumulus oophorus, w hich projects into the antrum.
The cells o f the cumulus oophorus that immediately surround the oocyte and rema in with it at ovu lation a re referred to as the corona radiata. The corona radiata is composed of cumu lus cells that send penetrating m ic rovilli
throughout the zona pelluc ida to commu nicate via gap
junctions with m icrovilli of the oocyte. During fo llicular
maturation, the number of surface microvill i of granulosa
cells increases and is correlated w ith an increased number
of LH receptors on the free antra l surface. Extrace llulat~
de nsely stain ing, PAS-pos itive material called Cali-Exner
bodies (see Fig. 22.6) may be seen between th e gra nul osa
cells. These bodies are secreted by granu losa cells a nd contain hya luronic acid and proteoglycans.

T he mature fo llicle, a lso known as a Graafian follicle, ha s
a diameter of 10 mm or more. Beca use of its large size, it extends th rough the full thickness of the ovarian cortex a nd
causes a bulge on th e surface of t he ovary. As the fo ll icle
nears its maximum size, the mitotic activity of the gran ulosa
cells decreases. The stratum granulosu m appears to become
thinner as the a ntrum increases in size. As the spaces between the gran ulosa cell s continue to en large, the oocyte and
cumu.l us cells are gradua lly loosened from the rest of the
gra nulosa cells in preparation for ovulation. T he c umul us
cells immediately surrounding the oocyte now form a single
layer of cells of t he corona radiata. These cells and loosely
attached cumulus cells remain with the oocyte a t ov ul ation .
During thi s period of .follicle maturation, the thecal layers become more prominen t . Lipid drop lets appea r in t he
cyt oplasm of th e th eca interna cells, and t he cells demonstrate u ltrastructural .features associated with steroidproducing cells. In h umans, LH stimulates th e cells of the
theca interna to secrete androgens, which serve as estro-

basal lam ina
antrum
filled with
follicular fluid

theca

theca

granulosa cells
cells that will become
corona radiata afte r ovulation

SECONDARY FOLLICLE

rounding granulosa cells as t he zona pell ucida is deposited
(see Fig. 22.5). At the same time, slender processes from
the g ra nulosa cells develop and project toward the oocyte,
intermingling with oocyte microvi lli and, occasionally, invaginating into t he oocyte p l.asma m embrane. The
processes may contact t he plasma membrane but do not
esta bli sh cytoplasmic continuity between the cells.
The secondary follicle is characterized by a fluid-containing
antrum
The pr imary fo ll icle initially moves deeper into the cortical stroma as it inc reases in size, mostly through prolife ratio n of t he granu losa cells. Several factors are required for
oocyte and follicu lar growth:

• Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)
• Growth factors, e.g., epidermal growth factor, insulit1like growth factor I (IGF-I)
• Calcium iotts (Cal+)

When the stratum granulos u m reaches a thickness of 6
to 12 cell layers, flu id-fi lled cavities appear among th e
gra nul osa cells (Fig. 22.6). As the hya luronic acid-rich
fluid called liquo1' folliculi contin ues to accumulate
amo ng the granu losa cell s, the cavities begin to coalesce,
even tu a ll y .forming a single, crescent-shaped cavit y called
th e antrum. T he fo ll icle is now identified as a secondary
or antral follicle. The eccentrica ll y positioned oocyte,
which has attained a diameter of about 125 JLm, undergoes no further g rowth . The inhibition of g rowth is
achieved by the presence of a sm a ll , 1- to 2-kDa peptide
ca lled oocyte matumtion inhibitor (OMI), which is
secreted by th e gra nul osa cells into the a ntra l flu id . A direct correlation is observed bet ween the size of th e seco ndary fo ll ic le and OMI concentratioti . The concentration is highest in sma ll follicles and lowest in mature
.follicles. The foll icle, which was 0 .2 mm in di a me ter
as an early second ar y follicle w hen the fluid first appeared, continues to g row a nd reaches 10 mm or more in
diameter.

MATURE GRAAFIAN FOLLICLE
FIGURE 22.7

Secondary follicle in a late stage of development. a. Schematic drawing of a mature (Graafian) follicle with a large antrum containing an
oocyte embedded within the cumulus oophorus. The cells of the cumulus oophorus immediately surrounding the oocyte remain with it
after ovulation and are referred to as the corona radiata. b. Pl1otomicrograph of a mature secondary follicle. Note the large fluid-

filled antrum (A) and the cumulus oophorus (CO) containing the
oocyte. The remaining cells that surround the lumen of the antrum
make up the membrana granulosa (stratum granulosum, 5G). The surface of the ovary is visible on the right. Note the presence of two primary follicles (upper right). Tl, theca interna. X45.
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gen precursors. Some androgens are transported to the
smooth endoplasmic reticulu m (sER) in the granu losa
cells. In response to FSH, the granulosa cells catalyze the
conversion of a nd rogens to estrogens, which in turn stunulate rhe gra nulosa cells to prolife rate and thereby increase the size of th e follicle. Increased estrogen levels
from both follicular an d systemic sources are correlated
w ith increased sensitization of gonadotropes to gonadotrop in-releasing h ormone. A surge in the release of
FSH and/or LH is induced in the adeno hypophysis approximately 24 ho urs before ovu lation. In respons e to the
LH surge, LH receptors on gra nulosa cells are downregulated (dese nsitized ), a nd granulosa cells no longer prod uce
estrogens in response ro LH. Triggered by this s urge, the
first meiotic d ivision of the primary oocyte resumes . Th is
event occurs between 12 a nd 24 hours after the LH s urge,
r esu lting in the for mation of the secondary oocyte and the
fi rst polar body. The gra n ulosa and thecal cells then un dergo luteiniza tion and produce progesterone (see page
736, o n the corpus luteum).

Ovulation
Ovulation is a hormone-mediated process resulting in the release of the secondary oocyte

Ovulation is the process by w hich a secondary oocyte .is
released from the G raafian follicle. T he follicle desti ned to
ovulate in any menstrual cycle is recruited fro m a cohort of
several primary follicles in the first few days of the cycle.
During ovu lation, the oocyte traver ses the entire fo llicular
wail, including the genninal epitheli um.
A combination of hormo na l changes and enzyma tic effects is responsi ble for the actual release of the secondary
oocyte in the m idd le of the menstrual cycle, i.e., o n the
14th day of a 28-day cycle. These factors incl ude:
• lncrease in the volume and pressme of the fo llicul ar fluid
• Enzymatic proteolysis of the fo llicular wa ll by acti vated
plasminogen
• Horm onall y d irected depositio n o f glycosaminoglycans
between the oocyte-cumulus complex and the stratu m
granulosum
• Contraction of the smooth muscle fibers in the theca externa layer, trigge red by prostagland ins
Just before ovulation, blood flow stops in a small area
of the ovarian surface overlying the bulgi ng fo ll icle. T his
area of the germ ina l epithelium, known as the macula
pellucida o r stigma, becomes elevated and th en ruptur es.
T he oocyte, surr o unded by the corona ra di ata a nd ce lls of
the cum ulus oop ho rus, is forcefully exp elled fr o m the
ru ptured fo ll icle (Fig. 22.8) . The oocyte is then transported into the abdom inal ostium of the uterine tube. At
the ti me of ov ul ation, the fim briae of the ute rine tube be-

FIGURE 22.8
Ovulation. This drawing shows a rabbit oocyte, surrounded by the cumulus oophorus, being expelled from the ruptured ovarian follicle.
(Based on Weiss L, Greep RO. Histology. 4th ed. New York: McGraw-

Polycystic ovarian disease is characterized by bilaterally enlarged ovaries with numerous follicular cysts. (When associated
with oligomenorrhea, scanty menstruation, the clinica l term
Stein-Leventhal syndrome is used.) The individual is infertile due
to lack of ovulation. Morphologically, the ovaries resemble a
small, white balloon filled with tightly packed marbles. Affected
ova ries, often called oyster ovaries, have a smooth, pearl-white
surface but do not show surface scarring, as no ovulations have
occurred. The condition is due to the large number of fluid-filled
follicular cysts and atrophic secondary follicles that lie beneath
an unusually thick tunica albuginea. The pathogenesis is not
clear but seems to be related to a defect in the regulation of androgen biosynthesis that causes production of excessive
amounts of androgens that are converted to estrogens. The selection process of the follicles that undergo maturation also
seems to be disturbed. The individual has an anovulatory cycle
characterized by only estrogenic stimulation of the endometrium because of the inhibition of progesterone production. Progesterone inhibition is caused by failure of the Graafian
follicle to transform into a progesterone-producing corpus luteum. The treatment of choice is hormonal to stabi lize and reconstruct the estrogen-to-progesterone ratio, but in some cases,
surgical intervention is necessary. A wedge·shaped incision is
made into the ovary to expose the cortex, thus allowing the ova,
following hormonal treatment, to leave the ovary w ithout physical restrictions created by tl1e preexisting tl1ickened tunica albuginea (Fig. 22.9).
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FIGURE22.9
Polycystic ovarian disease. This photomicrograph shows a section through the cortex of the ovary from an individual with
polycystic ovarian disease. Note the unusually thick tunica al·
buginea (TA) t11 at overl ies numerous follicles. The thickness of
the tunica albuginea prevents ovulation of the mature (Graafian)
follicles. Note that one of the follicles has developed to the pri·
mary follicle stage. X45.

Hill, 1977.)

s ibility o f multi ple births by causing sunulta neous i11aturatio n of severa l follicles.
come closely apposed to the surface of the ovary and direct the oocyte into the uter ine tu be, preventing its passage into the peritoneal cav ity. After ovulati on, the secondary oo cyte rema ins viab le for approximately 24
hours. If fertilization does not occur during this period,
the secondary oocyte degenera tes as it passes thro ugh the
uterine tube.
Oocytes tha t fail to enter the uterine tube usually degenerate in the peritoneal cavity. Occasionall y, however, one
may be fe rti lized and im plant on th e surface of the ovary
o r intestine or inside the rectouterine (Douglas) pouch.
Such ectopic implantations usua ll y do not develop beyond
ea rl y fetal stages but may have to be removed surg ically fo r
the health of the mother.
Normall y, only one follicle com pletes maturation in
each cycle and ruptures to release irs secondary oocyte.
Rarely, oocytes are released fro m other fo.llicles that have
reached full maturity d uring the same cycle, leading to th e
possibility of multi ple ?-ygotes. Drugs, such as clomiphene
citra te (Serophene) or human menopausal gonadotropins,
w hich stimulate ovarian activity, grea tly increase the pos-

JLm in diameter. The other daughter cell receives a mini-

mal amount of cytoplasm and becomes the first polar

body.
The primary oocyte is arrested for 12 to 50 years in the
diplotene stage of prophase of the first meiotic division

T he primary oocytes within the prim o rdial follicles be- ·
g in the first meiotic di vision in the embryo, but the process
is arrested at the diplotene stage of meiotic prophase (see
the sectio n o n meiosis in Chapter 2) . T he first meiotic
prophase is no t comp leted until just before ovu lati o n.
T herefo re, p rimary oocytes remain a rrested in the first
meio tic pr o phase for 12 to 50 yea rs. This lo ng perio d of
meiotic a rrest exposes the primary oocyte to adverse environmenta l in fluences and ma y contr ibute to errors in meio tic divisio n, sucb as nondisj unction. Such errors result in
anoma lies such as trisomy of chromosome 2 1 (Down
sy ndrome).
As the first meiotic division (redu ctio n division) is completed in the mature foll icle (Fig. 22.10), each daug hter
cell o f th e primary oocyte receives an equal share of cllXomati n, but one da ughter cell receives most of the cytoplas m and becomes the secondary oocyte. It measures 150

The secondary oocyte is arrested at metaphase in the second
meiotic division just before ovulation

As soon as th e first meio tic d ivision is completed, th e
secondary oocyte begins the second meiotic division. As
the secondary oocyte s urrounded by the cells of th e corona r adiata leaves the follicle at ov ul ati on, the second
meio tic div isio n (equatoria l d ivision) is in p rogress. T his
d ivision is arrested at metaphase a nd is completed o nly if
the seconda ry oocyte is penetra ted by a spermatozoon. If
fertili zation occurs, the secondar y oocyte completes the
second meiotic division and forms a mature ovum with
the maternal pronucleus containi ng a set of 23 chromosomes. The other cell prod uced at this divisio n is a second polar body. In h umans, the first polar body does not
d ivide; therefore, the fertilized egg can be recognized by
the presence nearby of the second polar body. The pola r
bo di es, w hich a re not capable of furth er development,
degenerate.
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Diagram illustrating changes that occur
during growth, maturation, and fertilization of the oocyte. In the initial develop·
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CORPUS LUTEUM
The collapsed follicle undergoes reorganization into the corpus
luteum after ovulation

At ovulation, the follicu lar wall, composed of the remaining gra nulosa and thecal cells, is tlu·own into deep
folds as the follicle collapses and is transformed into the
corpus luteum (yellow body), or luteal gland (Fig. 22.11a).
At first, bleeding from the capillaries in tbe theca interna
into the follicular lumen leads to formation of the c01·pus
hemorrhagicum with a central clot. Conn ective tissue from
the stroma then invades the former follicular cavity. Cells of
the granulosa and theca interna layers then undergo dramati c morphologic changes. These luteal cells increase in
size and become filled with lipid droplets (Fig. 22.1lb). A
lipid-soluble pigment, lipochrome, in the cytoplasm of the

nonfunctional
polar bodies

ment of t11e primordial follicle, stromal
cells migrate to the oogonium and form a
surrounding layer. The oogonium then
enlarges to form the primary oocyte. Note
that the primary oocyte remains arrested
in prophase I of meiosis. The first meiotic
or reductional division is completed only
after the oocyte progresses to ovulation.
The second meiotic or equatorial division
is not completed unless the secondary
oocyte is penetrated by a spermatozoon.
{Courtesy of Dr. Clark E. Corliss.)

cells gives them a yellow appearance in fresh preparations.
At the ultrastr uctural level, the cells demonstrate features
associated with steroid -secreting cells, namely, abundant
sER and mitochondria with tubular cristae (Fig. 22.12) .
Two types of 1ureal cells are identified:

• Granulosa lutein cells, la rge (about 30 f.tl11 in diameter),
centrally located cells derived from the granulosa cells
• Theca lutein cells, smaller (abo ut 15 f.t111), more deeply
staining, peripherally located cells derived from the cells
of the theca interna layer
As the corp us lu teum begins to form, blood and lymphatic vessels from the theca interna rapidly grow into the
gra nulosa layer. A ric h vasc ular network is established
within the corpus luteum . This highl y vasculari zed structure located in the cortex of the ovary secretes proges-

FIGURE 22.11
Photomicrograph of human corpus luteum. a. The corpus luteum is

formed from the collapsed follicle wall that contains the granulosa
and theca cells. The granulosa lutein cells form a thick, folded layer
around the former follicular cavity (Cav). Within the folds are cells of
tile theca interna (arrows). x 12. b. This photomicrograph shows the

tero ne and estrogens. These hormones stimuJ ate the
growth and secretory activity of the lining of th e uteru s,
the endometrium, to prepare it for the implantation of the
developing zygote in the event that fertilization occ urs.

wall of the corpus luteum at higher magnification. The main cell mass
is composed of granulosa lutein cells (GLC). These cells llave a large
spllerical nucleus and a large amount of cytoplasm. The tlleca lutein
cells (TLC) also have a spherical nucleus, but the cells are considerably
smaller tllan the granulosa lutein cells. x240.

tolysis. A white scar, the c01pus albicans, is formed as intercellular hyaline material accumulates among the degenerating cells of the former corpus luteum (Fig. 22.13). The
corpus albicans sinks deeper into the ovar.ian cortex as it
slowly disappears over a period of several months.

The corpus luteum of menstruation is formed in the absence of
fertilization

Fertilization
If fertiJization and implantation do not occur, the corpus
luteum remains active only for 14 days; in this case it is
called the corpus luteum of menstruation. In the absence
of human chorioni c gonadotropin (hCG) and other luteotropins, the rate of secretion of progestogens and estrogens declines, and the corpus luteu m begins to degenerate
about 10 to 12 days after ovulation.
The co rpu s luteu m degenerates a nd undergoes a slow involutio n after pregnancy or menstruation. The cells become loaded with lipid, decrease in size, and undergo au-

Fertilization normally occurs in the ampulla of the uterine tube

Usually, only a few hundred of the millions of spermatozoa in an ejaculate reach the site of fe rtilization, typically
the ampulla of the uterine tube. On arrival, the spermatozoon penetrates the corona radiata, where the final steps of
capacitation occur. Capacitation invo lves the release of the
epididymal fluid glycoconjugate from the surface of the
head of the spermatozoon. These surfa ce glycosides added
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The corpus luteum of pregnancy is formed after fertilization
and implantation

Cap

FIGURE 22.12
Electron micrograph of theca lutein cells from the corpus luteum of
a monkey. At this early implantation stage (day 10.5 of gestation),
membrane-bounded dense bodies are clustered near the Golgi appa·
ratus (G); most of the cytoplasm is packed with tubules of smooth en·
doplasmic reticulum (sER), lipid droplets (L), and mitochondria (M).
Note the capillary (Cap) and the closely apposed cell membranes of
the theca lutein cells (arrows). x 10,000. (Courtesy of Dr. Carolynn B.
Booher.)

d urin g sperm maturatio n in th e epididymis inhibit binding
to the zo na pellucida recepto r. After ca pacitation, the
sperm atozoon can bind to the zona pellucida rece ptors.
Binding to the rece ptors o n th e zo na pellucida tri ggers
th e acmsome reaction in which enzymes released from
th e acrosome enab le the spermatozoon to penetrate the
zona pellucida. Penetration is accomplished by limited
proteolysis o f th e zona pell ucida in front of the adva ncing
spenn a tozoon.
T he nucleus of the sperm head tha t enters the secondar y oocyte fo r ms t he male pronucleus contai ning 23
paternal chro mosomes. After the fu sion of the two
pron ucl ei, th e res ulting zygote, with its diplo id (2n) complement of 46 chromoso mes, und ergoes a mitotic d ivision
or first cleavage. This two-cell stage ma rks the beginning
of embryo nic develo pment.

FIGURE 22.13
Photomicrograph of the corpus albicans of a human ovary. Large
amounts of hyaline material can be seen among the degenerating
cells of the former corpus luteum. The corpus albicans is surrounded
by ovarian stroma. X 125.

Several spermatozoa may penetrate the zona pellucida, but
only one spermatozoon completes the fertilization process

As the fertilizing sperm atozoon penetrates the ooplasm,
a t least three types of postfusio n reactions occur to prevent
other spermatozoa from entering the secondary oocyte
(po lyspermy) . T hese events include

• Fast block to polyspenny. A large and long-lasting (up
to 1 minu te) depolariza tion of the oolemma creates a
transient electrica l block to polyspermy.
• Cortical reaction. Changes in the ·po larity of th e
oolemma th en trigger release of Ca 2 • from the ooplasmic stores. The Cal ' propagates a cortica l reaction
wave, in which cortical granules move to the surface and
fuse with the oolemma, leading to a transient increase in

There are several indications for in vitro fertilization (IVF), but
the primary one is infertility due to surgically uncorrectable
damage to, or absence of, the uterine tubes. To induce multiple
follicle development and maturation, women selected for an
IVF procedu re undergo controlled hyperstimulation of the
ovaries. Hyperstimulation is achieved by different hormonal
therapies using human menopausal gonadotropins and
clomiphene citrate (Serophene), with or without FSH.
Mature preovulatory oocytes are collected from the
Graafian follicles by either laparoscopic or ultrasound-guided
percutaneous aspiration or transvaginal aspiration. Prior to in·
semination, the oocytes are preincubated in a specialized
medium with serum complements for a time determined by
their stage of maturity.
The collected semen is placed in a special medium. The
oocytes are then added to the medium containing the col·
lected semen for fertilization. Twelve to 16 hours later, the
oocytes are examined with the differentia l Interference con·
trast microscope to determine the presence of female and
male pronuclei, the indication of successful fertilization. Gener·
ally, 80% of mature oocytes cultured In vitro are fertilized.
At this point the embryo is transferred to a special growth
medium for 24 to 48 hours, where it is allowed to grow to the
stage of four to six cells. Several em bryos are then transferred
into the uterus via the vagina and cervical canal on the third
or fourth day after the initial aspiration of the oocyte. Prior to
embryo transfer, the uterus has been prepared to receive the
embryo by administration of appropriate hormones. Embryos
are therefore placed into a hormonally prepared uterus under
conditions equivalent to those in normal Implantation (see
page 748). Intensive progesterone treatment is usually begun
just after the transfer, to mimic the function of tile corpus lu·
teum of pregnancy.
In recent years, existing t reatment protocols have been op·
timized to such extent that successfu l pregnancy and delivery
with IVF programs have reached over 30% per embryo trans·
fer. Further improvements in pregnancy rates may be achieved
by the introduction of new drugs, sucll as recombinant FSH or
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) antagonists that pro·
vide individualized hormonal treatment. On the other hand,
the occurrence of multiple pregnancies, which is tile main com·
plication of IVF, may be limited by reducing tile number of
transferred embryos.

surfa ce a rea of the ov um an d reorga niza tion of the
membrane. The co ntents of the cortical gra nul es are released into th e perivitelline space.
• Zona reaction. The released enzymes (proteases) of the
cortica l gran ules not only degrade the glycoprotein
oocyte plasma membrane receptor s for sperm binding
but also for m the perivitelline ban'ier by cross-linking
proteins on the surface of the zona pell ucida. This event
creates the final and perm anent block to polyspermy.

If ferti liza tion and implantatio n occur, the corpus luteum increases in size to form the corpus luteum of pregnancy. The existence and functi on of the corpus luteum
depends on a combination of paracrine and endocrine secretions, collecti vely described as luteotropins.
Paracrine luteotropins are locally produced by the ovary.
They include

• Estmgens
• IGF-I and IGF-II
Endocrine luteotropins are produced at a distance fro m
their target o rga n, the corpus luteum. They include

• hCG, secreted by the trophoblast of the cho rion, w hich
stimulates the corpus luteum and prevents its degeneration
• LH an d prolactin, both secreted by the pituitary glan d
• Insulin, prod uced by the pancreas
High levels of progestero ne, produced fro m cho lestero l
by the corpus luteum, block the cyclic development of
ovarian follicles . In early pregnancy, the corp us luteum
measures 2 to 3 em, thus filling most of the ovary. Its function begins to decline gradu a lly after 8 weeks of pregnancy,
although it persists throu gho ut pregnancy. Althoug h the
cor pus luteum remains acti ve, the placenta produces sufficient amounts of estrogens and progestogens fr om m aternal and feta I precurso rs to take o ver the functio n o f the
cor pus luteum after 6 weeks of pregnancy. hCG can be detected in the serum as ea rly as 6 da ys after conception a nd
in the uri ne as ea rl y as 10 to 14 da ys of pregnancy. Detection of h CG in the uri ne fo rms th e basis of most pregna ncy
tests.

Atresia
Most ovarian follicles are lost by atresia mediated by apoptosis
of granulosa cells

As stated, very few of th e ova ri an follicles tha t begin
their differentiation in th e embryonic ovar y are destined to
complete their m aturation. Most of the follicles degenerate
an d d isappear throu gh a process called ovarian folliculmatresia. Atresia is med iated by apoptosis of g ran ul osa cells.
Large numbers of fo ll icles und ergo atresia d urin g feta l development, ea rl y postnatal life, and puberty. After puberty,
gro ups o f follicles begin to mature durin g each menstrua l
cycle; no rm ally, o nly one fo llicle com pletes its matu ration .
Atresia is now th o ught to be a mechanism whereby a few
fo llicles are stimulated to m ainta in their development
thro ugh the progra mmed death of the o ther foll icles. T h us,
at any stage of its maturatio n a follicle may undergo atre-
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sia. The process becomes more complex as the follicle prog resses toward ma tu ration.
In atresia of primordia l a nd sm a ll, growing fo llicles, the
imma ture oocyte becom es sm a ller a nd degenera tes; similar
changes occur in the g ra nulosa cells. Atretic fo ll icles shrink
and eventually disappear from the stroma o f the ovary as
a result of repeated apoptosis and phagocytosis by granulosa cells. As the cells a re reabsorbed and disappea r, the
s urro unding stromal cells migrate into th e space previously
occup ied by t he follicle, leaving no trace of its existence.
In a tresia of large, growing fo llicles, the degeneration of
the mature oocyte is delayed and appears to occur second ary to d egene rative c hanges in the fo ll icular wall. This delay indicates that once the oocyte has achieved its maturity
an d competence, it is no longer sensi tive to th e same stimuli that initiate the a tres ia in granulosa cells. The fo llicular
changes include the following sequent ial events:
• In it iatio n of apoptosis w ithin the granu losa cells, in dicated by cessa t ion of mitosis a nd expression of endo nucleases a nd other hydrolytic enzymes w ithin the gra n ulosa cells
• In vasion of the g ran ulosa layer by n eutrophils and
macrophages
• Invasio n of the gra nulosa layer by strand s of vascu la rized connective tiss ue
• Slo ug hing of the granulosa cells into the a ntrum o f the
follicle
• Hypert rophy of the theca in terna cells
• Collapse of the follicle as degeneration continues
• Invas ion of connective tissu e into the cavity of the fo llicle
R ecent studies indicate tha t several gene produc ts regula te the p rocess of fo llic ular a tresia. One of these p roducts
is the go nadotropin-induced neural apoptosis inhibitory
protein (NAIF), w hic h inhibits and delays a poptotic
changes in the g ra n u losa cell. N ArP gene expression is
p resent in a ll stages of the grow ing foll icle bur absent in
fo llicles undergo ing a tres ia . A hig h level of gonad otropins
inh ibi ts apoptosis in ova ria n follicles by increasi ng expressio n of NAIP in the ovaries.
The oocyte und ergoes typical cha nges assoc ia ted w ith
degeneratio n a nd a utolysis, and the remna nts a re p ha go cytosed b y invad ing mac rophages. The zo na pellu cida,
whi ch is resistan t to the auto lytic changes occurring in the
cells assoc iated w ith it, becomes fo lded and collapses as it
is slowly b roken down w ithin the cavity of the fo ll icle .
M ac rophages in the connecti ve tissue a re in volved in t he
phagocytosis o f t he zona pellucida a nd the re mnants o f t he
d egene ra t ing cells. The basement membrane be tween
t he fo llicle cells from the theca interna ma y separa te fro m
the fo llicle cells and increase in thickness, fo rming a wavy
h ya line layer ca lled the glassy membrane. This struc ture is
cha racteristic o f fo llic les in la te stages of atres ia.
Enl argemen t of the cells of the th eca intern a occu rs in
some atretic fo llicles. These cells are simila r to t heca lute in
cells a nd become organized into ra dia ll y a rranged strand s
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separated by connective tiss ue. A ric h capillary n etwork
develops in the connect ive t issue. These atretic follicles,
w hich resemble a n old corpus luteum, are called corpora

lutea atretica.
The interstitial gland arises from the theca interna of the
atretic follicle
As atretic foUicles co ntinue to d egen erate, a scar with
hya line streaks develops in the center of the cell mass, giving it the appearance of a sma ll corpus a lbicans. This structure eventually di sappear s as th e ova rian stroma invades
the degenerating fo llic le . In the ovaries of a number of
mamma ls the stra nds of lutea l cells do not degenerate immediatel y but become br oken up a nd scattered in the
stroma . These cords of cells contribute to the interstitial
gland of the ovar y a nd produce ster o id hormones. The developme nt of the interstitia l gla nd is most extensive in anima l species that have large li tters.
In the human ovary, the re are rela ti vely few interstitial
cells. They occur in the la rgest numbe rs in the first yea r
of life and during the ea rly p hases of puberty, corresponding to times of increased fo llic ul a r atres ia. At men arch e,
involutio n of the interstitial cells occurs; therefore, few
are present during the reproduc ti ve lifes pan a nd
menopause. It h as been suggested that in humans the int erstitia l cells are an impo rta nt source of the estrogens
th at influence g rowth and d evelo pment of the seco nd a ry
sex organs during the ea rly p hases of puberty. In other
s pec ies, th e interstitia l cells have been shown to pro duce
p rogesterone .
In huma ns, cells called ovarian hilar cells a re fo und in
the hilu m of the ovary in association with vascu lar s paces
and n onmyelinated n er ve fi bers. These cells, w hich appea r
to be struc tura lly re lated to th e interstitial cells of the
testis, contain Reinke aystalloids. The h ila r cells a ppea r to
respond to hormon a l ch a nges dur ing pregnancy and at t he
onset of men op a use. Resea rc h s uggests tha t the hilar cells
secrete androgens; hyperplasia or tumo rs asso ciated with
these cells us ua lly lead to mascu liniza tion .

During each menstrual cycle, the ovary undergoes cyclic
changes that involve two phases:
• Follicular phase
• Luteal phase

Ovulation occurs between the two phases (Fig. 22.14).
The follicular phase begins with the development of a small
number of primary follicles (10 to 20) under the influence of FSH
and LH. During the first 8 to 10 days of the cycle, FS H is the prin·
clpal hormone influencing the growth of the follicles. It stimulates
the granulosa and thecal cells, which begin to secrete steroid
hormones, principally estrogens, into the follicular lumen. Late in
the follicular phase, before ovulation, progesterone levels begin
to rise under the influence of LH. Estrogens continue to accumulate in the follicular lumen, finally reaching a level that makes the
follicle independent of FSH for its continued growth and development. The amount of estrogens In the circulating blood inhibits
fu rther production of FSH by the adenohypophysis. Ovulation is
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induced by a surge In the LH level, which occurs concomitantly
with a· smaller increase in the FSH level.
The luteal phase begins immediately after ovulation, as the
granulosa and thecal cells of the ruptured follicle undergo rapid
morphologic transformation to form the corpus luteum. Estrogens and large amounts of progesterone are secreted by the corpus luteum. Under the Influence of both hormones, but primarily
progesterone, the endometrium begins its secretory phase, which
is essential for the preparation of the uterus for implantation in
the event that the egg Is fertilized. LH appears to be responsible
for the development and maintenance of the corpus luteum during the menstrual cycle. If fertilization does not occur, the corpus
luteum degenerates within a few days as the hormonal levels
drop. If fertilization does occur, the corpus luteum is mainta ined
and continues to secrete progesterone and estrogens. hCG, which
is initially produced by the embryo and later by the placenta,
stimulates the corpus luteum and is responsible for its maintenance during pregnancy.

estrogen :

0 ~============~~~~~~----~

Blood supply to the ovaries comes from two different sources:
ovarian and uterine arteries
The ovarian arteries are the bra nches o f the a bdom ina l
aorta that p ass to the ova ries th rough the s uspensor y ligaments a nd provide th e princ ipa l arteri?l su pply to the
ovaries and uterine t u bes. T hese a rteries anastomose with
the second blood so urce to th e ova ry, the ovarian branches
of the uterine arteries, wh ich a rise from the interna l iliac
arteries. Relative ly large vessels arising from this regio n of
a nastomosis pass thro ug h the mesovarium and enter the
hilum of the ovary. T hese la rge arteri es a re called helicine

0

5

10
proliferative
phase

FIGURE 22.14
Relationship of morphologic and physiologic events that occur in
the menstrual cycle. This diagram Illustrates the relation of the
morphologic changes in the endometrium and ovary to the pitultaly and ovarian blood 11ormone levels that occur during the men-

14
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secretory
phase

strual cycle. The pituita1y a nd ovarian hormones and their plasma
concentrations are indicated in arbitrary units. LH, luteinizing hormone; FSH, follicle-stimulating hormone.
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they pass into the ovarian medulla (see Fig. 22.2).
Veins accompany the arteries and form a plexus, called
the pampiniform plexus, as they emerge from the hilum.
The ovarian vein is formed from the plexus.
In the cortical region of the ovary, networks of lymphatic
vessels in the thecal layers surround the large developing
and atretic follicles and corpora lutea. The lymphatic vessels follow the course of the ovarian arteries as they ascend
to paraaortic lymph nodes in the lumbar region.

the peritoneal cavity. The proximal end communicates
with the ampulla. Fringed extensions, or (imb1·iae, extend
from the mouth of the infundibulum toward the ovary.
• The ampulla is the longest segment of the tube, constituting about two thirds of the total length, and is the site
of fertilization.
• The isthmus is the narrow, medial segment of the uterine tube adjacent to the uterus.
• The uterine or intramural part, measuring about 1 em
in length, lies within the uterine wall and opens into the
cavity of the uterus.

Innervation

The wall of the uterine tube is composed of three layers

Ovaries are innervated by the autonomic ovarian plexus

Sensory and autonomic nerve fibers that supply the
ovary are conveyed mainly by the ovarian plexus. Al though it is clear that the ovary receives both sympathetic
and parasympathetic fibers, little is known about their actual distribution. Groups of parasympathetic ganglion cells
are scattered in the medulla. Nerve fibers follow the arteries, supplying the smooth muscle in the walls of these vessels, as they pass into medulla and cortex of the ovary.
Nerve fibers associated with the follicles do not penetrate
the basal lamina. Sensory nerve endings are scattered in the
stroma . The sensory fibers convey impulses via the ovarian
plexus and reach the dorsal root ganglia of the first lumbar
spinal nerves. Therefore, ovarian pain is referred over the
cutaneous distribution of these spinal nerves.
At ovulation, about 45 % of women experience midcycle
pain ("mittelschmerz") . It is usua lly described as a sharp,
lower abdominal pain that lasts from a few minutes up to
24 hours and is frequently accompanied by a small amount
of bleeding from the uterus. It is believed that this pain is
related to smooth muscle cell contraction in the ovary as
well as in its ligaments. These contractions are in response
to an increased level of prostaglandin F 2" mediated by the
surge of LH.

'\1 UTERINE TUBES
The ute1·ine tubes are paired tubes that extend bilaterally
from the uterus towa rd the ovaries (see Fig. 22.1 ). Also commonly referred to as the Fallopian tubes, the uterine tubes
transport the ovum from the ovary to the uterus and provide
the necessary environment for fertilization and initial development of the zygote to the morula stage. One end of the
tube is adjacent to the ovary and opens into the peritoneal
cavity; tl1e other end conununicates with the uterine cavity.
Each uterine tube is approximately 10 to 12 em long and
can be divided into four segments by gross inspection:
• The infundibulum is the funnel-shaped segment of the
tube adjacent to the ovary. At the distal end, it opens into
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The uterine tube wall resembles the wall of other hollow
viscera, consisting of an external serosal layer, an intermediate muscular layer, and an internal mucosal layer. However, there is no submucosa.
• The serosa or peritoneum is the outermost layer of the
uterine tube and is composed of mesothelium and a thin
layer of connective tissue.
• The muscularis, throughout most of its length, is organized into an innet; relatively thick circular layer and an
outer, thinner longitudinal layer. The boundary between
these layers is often indistinct.
• The mucosa, the inner lining of the uterine tube exhibits
relatively thin longitudinal folds that project into the lumen of the uterine tube throughout its length. The folds
are most numerous and complex in the amp ulla (Fig.
22.15 ) and become smaller in the isthmus.
The mucosal lining is simple columnar epithelium composed of two kinds of cells, ciliated and nonciliated (Fig.
22.15b). They represent different functional states of a single cell type.

FIGURE 22.15
Photomicrograph of a human uterine tube. a. This cross section is
near the ampulla region of the uterine tube. The mucosa is thrown
Into extensive folds that project into the lumen of the tube. The muscularis is composed of a th ick inner layer of circularly arranged fibers
and an outer layer of longitudinal fibers. Note several branches of

the uterine and ovarian arteries (BV) that travel along the uterine
tube. Xl6. b. The lumen of the tube is lined by a simple columnar
epithelium composed of ciliated cells (above the point of the arrow)
and nonciliated cells (below the point of the arrow). X640.

• Ciliated cells are most numerous in the infundibulum
and ampulla. The wave of the cilia .is directed toward the
uterus.
• Nonciliated, peg cells are secretory cells that produce
the fluid that provides nutritive material for the ovum.
The epithelial cells undergo cyclic hypertrophy during
the follicular phase and atrophy during the luteal phase in
response to changes in hormonal levels, particularly estrogens. Also, the ratio of ciliated to nonciliated cells changes
during the hormonal cycle. Estrogen stimulates ci.liogenesis,
and progesterone increases the mm1ber of secretory cells. At
about the time of ovulation, the epithelium reaches a height
of about 30 J.Lm and is then reduced to about one hal£ that
height just before the onset of menstrua~ion.
Bidirectional transport occurs in the uterine tube

The uterine tube demonstrates active movements just
before ovulation as the fimbriae become closely apposed
to the ovary and localize over the region of the ovarian

surface where rupture will occur. As the oocyte is released, the ciliated cells in the infundibulum sweep it towa rd tht opening of the uterine tube and thus prevent
it from entering the peritoneal cavity. The oocyte is
transported along the uterine tube by peristaltic contractions. The m echanisms by which spermatozoa and
the oocyte are transported from opposite ends of the
uterine tube are not fully understood. Research suggests
that both ciliary movements and peristaltic muscular activity are involved in the movements of the oocyte. The
movement of the spermatozoa is much too rapid, however, to be accounted for by intrinsic motility. Fertilization usually occurs in the ampulla, near its ju nction with
the isthmus. The ovum remains in the uterine tube for
about 3 days before it enters the uterine cavity. Several
conditions that may alter the integrity of the tubal transport system (inflammati011, use of intrauterine devices,
surgical manipulation, tubal ligation) may cause ectopic
pregnancies and are thus clinically important.

'\1 UTERUS
The uterus receives the rapidly developing morula from the
uterine tube. All subsequent embryonic and fetal development occurs with in the uterus, which undergoes dramatic
increases in size and development. The human uterus is a
hollow, pear-shaped organ located in the pelvis between
the bladder and rectum. In a nu llipa rous woman, it weighs
30 to 40 g and measures 7.5 em in length, 5 em in width
at its superior aspect, and is 2 .5 em thick. Its lumen, which
is also flattened, is continuous with the uterine tubes and
the vagina.
Anatomically, the uterus is divided into two regions:
• The body is the large upper portion of the uterus. The
anterior surface is a lmost flat; the posterior surface is
convex . The upper, rounded part of the body that expands above the attaclm1ent of the uterine tubes is
termed the fundus.
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• Tbe cervix is the lower, barrel-shaped part of the uterus
sep arated from the bo dy by the isthmus (see Fig. 22.1).
The lumen of the cervix, the cervical canal, has a constricted opening or os at each end. The intemal os communicates with the cavity o f the uterus; the external os,
with the vagina .

ine cavity remains larger a nd the muscul ar wall remams
thicker tha n before pr egna ncy.
Com pa red w ith the body of the u terus, the cervix has
more connective tiss ue and less smooth muscle. Elastic
fibers are a bundan t in the cervix but a re found in appreciable quantities only in the outer la yer of the m yometrium
of the bo d y o f the uterus.

The uterine wa ll is composed o f three layers (Fig.
22. 16). From the lumen outw ard they are

The endometrium proliferates and then degenerates during a
menstrual cycle

• E11dometrium>th e mucosa of the uterus.
• Myometrium, the thick muscula r layer. It is continuous
with the muscle laye r of th e uterine tube and vag ina. The
smooth muscle fibers a lso extend into the liga ments
connected to the uterus.
• Perimetrium> the o uter sero us layer or viscera l perito neal covering o f the uterus. The perimetrium is continu ous with the pelvic a nd abdominal periton eum and
consists of a mesothelium and a thin layer of loose connecti ve tissue. Beneath the mesothelium, a layer of elastic tissue is usually p rominent. The perim etrium co ver s
the entire posterior surface of the uterus but o nly part of
the anterior surface. The r ema ining part of the anterior
surface consists of connective tissue or adventitia.

Th ro ug ho ut the r eproductive lifespa n, the endometrium
undergoes cyclic changes each month t ha t prepare it for the
implan tation of the embryo and the su bsequent events o f
embryonic and feta l development. C hanges in the secretory
activity of the endometr ium during the cycle are correlated
with the maturation o f the o vari an follicles (see Fig. 22.14 ).
The end of each cycle is characteri zed by the partial d estruction and sloughing of the endometrium, accompan ied
by bleeding from the m ucosal vessels. The dischar ge o f tissue and blood from the vagina, which usually continues fo r
3 to 5 d ays, is referred to as menstruation or menstrual
flow. T he menstrual cycle is d efined as beginning on the
day w hen menstrual Aow begins.
During reproductive life, t he end ometr ium consists o f
two layers or zones tb a t differ in structure and functio n
(Fig. 22.17):

Both myometriu m and endo metrium undergo cyclic
cha nges each month to prepare the uterus fo r implantatio n
of an embryo. These changes constitute the menstrual cycle. If an embryo implants, the cycle stops, and both layers
undergo considera ble growth and d ifferentiati o n during
pregnancy (descri bed below).
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basal layer of th e endo metrium w here they give off small
straight arteries that supp ly this regio n of the end o metrium . Tbe m ain branch of t he radial a rtery continues
upwq rd and becomes highl y coiled; it is therefore called
the spiral artery. Spiral arteries give o ff numero us arterio les tha t often a nastomose as they supply a ri ch capillary
bed. The capillary bed includes t hin-walled di lated segm ents called lacunae. Lacunae may a lso occu r in the venous system that d ra ins the end o metriu m. The straight arteries and the proximal part of t he spiral arteries do not
cha nge during th e menstrual cycle. The distal portion of
the spiral arteries, und er the infl uence of estrogens and

• Stratum ftmctionale o r functional layer. This layer is
t he thick pa rt o f the end ometri um, w hich is slo ughed off
at menstrua ti on .
• Stratum basale or basallaye1'. This layer is retained during menstruati on and serves as the so urce for the regeneration of the stratum functi onale.

The myometrium forms a structural and functional syncytium

T he myometri um is the thickest layer o f the uterine wall.

It is composed of three indistinctly defined layers o f
smooth muscle:

The stratum functionale is the layer that proliferates and

-:.__perimetrium

• The middle muscle layer contains numero us la rge blood
vessels (veno us p lexuses) and lymphatics and is called
the stm tum vasculare. It is the t hickest layer and has inte rl aced sm ooth muscle bund les oriented in a circular or
spira l pattern.
• The smooth muscle bundles in the inner and outer layers are pred ominantly oriented pa rallel to t he long axis
of the uter us.

FIGURE 22.16
Photomicrograph of a sagittal section of a human uterus. This section shows the three layers of the uterine wall: the endometrium, the
innermost layer that lines the uterine cavity; the myometrium, the
middle layer of smooth muscle; and the perimetrium, the very thin
layer of peritoneum that covers the exterior surface of the uterus. The
deep portion of the myometrium contains the larger blood vessels
(BV) that supply the uterus. x a.

As in most bulb-shaped ho llow o rga ns, such as the gallbladder and urin ary bladder, muscular orientation is not
distincti ve. The muscle bundles seen in ro utine histologic
secti o ns appear to be rando mly arrayed. D ur ing uterine
contraction, all three layers of t he myometrium work together as a fu nctional syncytium expelling the conten ts o f
the lumen thro ugh a narrow ori fice.
In the nonpregnant uter us, the smooth muscle cells are
abo ut 50 ,um lo ng. D uring pregnancy, t he uterus undergoes
enormous enlargement. The growth is prim arily due to the
h ypertrophy of existi ng smooth muscle cells, w hi ch may
reach more th an 500 ,um in length, and seconda ril y due to

t he develo pment of new fibers through the div isio n o f existing muscle cells and the d ifferentiation o f undifferentiated mesench ymal cells. T he amount of conn ective tissue
a lso increases. As pregnancy proceeds, the ute rine wa ll becomes progressively thinne r as it stretches because of the
growth of the fetus. After pa rturition, the uterus r eturns to
almost its o riginal size. Some muscle fibers degenerate, bu t
most ren trn to their origina l size. The collagen p roduced
du ring pregnancy to strengthen the myometri um is t hen enzyma ti call y d egraded by the cells that secreted it. The uter-

degenerates during the menstrual cycle

D u ring the phases of the menstrual cycle, the etid o metri um varies fro m .L to 6 mm in th ickn ess. It is lined
by a simple columna r epithelium w ith a mixture o f secretory and cilia ted cells. The surface epithelium in vaginates
into th e underl ying la mina pro pria, the endometrial
stroma>fo rming the uterine glands. T hese simple tu bul ar
g lands, containing fewer ciliated cells, occasionally b ranch
in the deeper aspect of th e endo metrium. The end ometria l
strom a, which resembles mesenchyme, is highly cell ula r
and conta in s abundant inter cellula r gro und substa nce. As
in the uteri ne tu be, no su bmucosa separates the endometriu m from t he myometri um.
The vasculature of the endometrium also proliferates and
degenerates during each menstrual cycle

The endometrium co ntai ns a unique system of blood
vessels (see Fig. 22.1 7). The uter ine arter y gives off 6 to 10
arcuate arteries th at anastomose in the myomet rium .
Branches fro m these arteri es, the l'adial arteries, enter the

FIGURE 2 2.17
Schematic diagram illustrating arterial blood supply to the endometrium of the uterus. The two layers of the endometrium, the
stratum basale and stratum functionale, are supplied by branches of
the uterine artery. The spiral arteries located at the interface between
these two layers degenerate and regenerate during the menstrual cycle under the influence of estrogens and progesterone. (Based on
Weiss L, ed. Cell and Tissue Biology: A Textbook of Histology. 6th ed. Baltimore: Urban & Schwarzenberg, 1988.)
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progesterone, un der goes degenera tion and regene ra tio n
with each menstru al cycle.

cologie preparations, extraction of the glycogen gives an
empty appearance to the basal cytoplasm.

Cyclic Changes During the Menstrual Cycle

The secretory phase of the menstrual cycle is regulated by
progesterone

Cyclic changes of the endometrium during the menstrual cycle
are represented by the proliferative, secretory, and menstrual
phases

The menstrua l cycle is a continuum of d evelopmenta l
stages in the functio nal layer of the endometrium. It is ultimately co ntrolled by gonadotropins secreted by the p a rs di sta lis of the pituita ry gland· that r egulate the ste ro id secretions of the ovary. The cycle normally repeats every 28 days,
during w hic h the endometrium p asses through a seque nce
of morphologic and fu nc tional changes. It is con venient to
describe the cycle as having t hree successive phases:

• Proliferative phase, occurring concurren tly with fo llicular
matura t ion a nd influenced by ova ria n estrogen secret ion

• Secretory phase, coinciding with t he functio na l act ivity
of the corpus lu teum a nd primaril y influ enced by progestero ne secretion
• Menstrual phase, commencing as hormone production
by the ovary declines with the degeneratio n of the corpus luteum {see Fig. 22.14)
T he phases a re part of a continuous process; there is no
abrupt change from o ne to the next.
The proliferative phase of the menstrual cycle is regulated by
estrogens

At the end of the m enstrua l phase, th e endometrium
co nsists of a thin ba nd o f connective tiss ue, about 1 mm
thick, conta ining the basa l porti ons of th e uterine glands
and the lower p ortio ns of the spi ra l a rteries (see Fig.
22.1 7). T h is layer is t he stratu m basale; the layer that was
slo ughed off was the stra tum fu nction ale. Under the infl uence o f estrogens, the proliferative phase is ini tiated . Stro mal, endothelial, a nd epi thelia l cells in the stra tum basa le
prolifer ate ra p idly, a nd the following c ha nges ca n be seen:
• Epithe lial cells in the basal porti on of the gla nds recon stitu te the g la nds and migr a te t o cover th e de nuded en dometria l surface.
• Stroma l cells p ro li ferate a nd secrete co ll agen a nd gro und
su bsta nce.
• Spi ral arteries lengthen as the endom etrium is reestablished ; these a rte ri es are o nly slightly coiled and d o no t
extend into t he upper th ird of th e endo metrium.
The proli fe ra t ive ph ase continues until 1 d ay after o vulation, wh ic h occurs a t about d ay 14 of a 28-day cycle. At
the end o f thi s p hase, the endome trium has reached a
thic k ness o f a bo ut 3 mm. The g lan ds have narrow lum ina
a nd are re latively stra ig ht but have a slightly wavy a ppearance (Fig . 22.1 8a). Acc umulations of glycogen a re presen t
in th e basa l p o rti o ns of the epithel ial cells. In ro utine his-
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Under the influence of progestero ne, d ra m atic changes
occur in the stratum func tionale, beginning a clay or two
after ovulation. The endometrium becomes edematous a nd
may e ventually r each a thi ckness of 5 to 6 mm. The glands
enlarge and become corkscrew shaped , a nd their lumina
become sacculated as they fi ll with secretory p roducts (Fig .
22.18b). T he m ucoid .fluid pro duced by t he gland epithelium is rich in nut rients, p a rticu larly glycogen, required to
support development if impla nta tion occur s. Mitoses are
now rare. T he growth seen at thi s stage results from hypertrophy of the epithelial cells, a n increase in vascularit y,
a nd edema of the endo metrium. The sp iral arteries, however, lengthen and become mor e coiled. They extend nea rly
to t he surface of the endometrium.
The sequential influe nce of est rogens a nd progester on e
on the stromal cells e nables their transformation into decidual cells. The stimulus fo r tra nsformation is t he implantation of the blastocyst. Large, pale cells rich in glycogen result from this transformation . Although t he precise
function of these cells is not known , it is clea r that they
provide a fa vora ble enviro nment for the n ourishm ent o f
the embryo a nd that t hey cr eate a specia lized layer tha t facilitates the separation of th e placen ta from the uterine
wall a t the t ermination of pregna ncy.
The menstrual phase results from a decline in the ovarian
secretion of progesterone and estrogen

The corpus luteum actively p rod uces hormones for
about 10 da ys if fertil ization does not occur. As hormone
levels rapidly decline, changes occ ur in t he blood supply to
t he stra tum fu nct iona le. Initia lly, periodic contractions o f
the wa lls o f t he spira l arteries, lasting for several hours,
ca use th e stratum functi o na le to become ischemic. The
glands stop secreting, a nd th e endo metriu m shrinks in
height as the stro ma becomes less edem a tous. A fter about
2 days, extended p eriods of arteria l contraction, w ith o nl y
brief period s of blood flo w, ca use d isruption of the surface
epithelium and rupt ure o f the b lood vessels. When the spira l arteries close off, b loo d .flows into th e stratum basale
but not into the stra tum functio na le. Blood , ute rine flu id,
a n d slo ughing stroma l a nd epithelial cells fro m the stratum
fu nctio nale constitu te the vagina l d ischarge. As p atches of
t issue sep ara te fro m the endo metrium, t he torn end s of
veins, arteries, and gla nds are exposed (Fig . 22.1 8c). The
desq uamation conti n ues u ntil onl y the stra tum basale remains. C lotti ng of blood is inh ibited during th is period of
menstrua l .flow. Arterial bl ood flow is restric ted except for
the brief perio ds of re laxa tio n of th e wa lls o f the spiral arteries. Blood contin ua ll y seep s from th e open end s of th e
vein s. T he perio d of menstru a l fl ow norma ll y lasts about 5

FIGURE 22.18

Photomicrographs of the uterine lining in proliferative, secretory,
and menstrual phases of the menstrual cycle. a. The upper panel

shows the endometrium at the proliferative phase of the cycle. Dur·
ing this pl1ase the stratum functionale (separated by the dashed line
from the stratum basale) greatly thickens. x 15. The lower panel shows
at higher magnification the endometrial glands that extend from the
stratum basale to the surface. x 55. b. The upper panel shows the en·
dometrium at the secretory phase of the cycle. The glands have ac·
quired a corkscrew shape as the endometrium increases further in

thickness. The stratum basale (below the dashed line) exhibits less dra·
matic changes in morphology. x 2 0. The lower panel shows uterine
glands that have been cut in a plane that is close to their long axes.
Note the pronounced corkscrew shape of the glands and mucous se·
cretion (arrows). x 60. c. The upper panel shows the stratum tunc·
tionaie (above the dashed line). Much of the stratum fu nctionale has
degenerated and sloughed away. x 15. The lower panel shows the ex·
travasated blood and necrosis of the stratum functionale. x 55.
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days. The average blood loss in the menstrua l phase is 35
to 50 mL. Blood flow through the straight arteries maintains the stratum basale.
As noted, this process is cyclic. Figure 22.14 shows a single cycle of the end ometrium and then dem o nstrates a
gravid state as it is established at the end of a secretory
phase. In th e absence of fertili zation, cessatio n of bleeding
wo uld accompany the growth a nd maturation of new
ovarian follicles. T he epithelia l cells wou ld rapid ly proliferate and migrate to restore the sur face epithelium as the
proliferative phase of the next cycle begins.
In the absence of ovulation (a cycle referred to as an
anovulatory cycle), a cor pus luteum does not form, and
progesterone is not produced. In the absence of pr ogesterone, the endometrium does not enter the secretory phase
and continues in the proliferative phase until menstruation.
In cases of inferti lity, biopsies of the endometrium can be
used to di agnose such anovulatory cycles as well as other
disorders of the ovary and endometrium.

Implantation
If fertilization and implantation occur, a gravid phase replaces
the menstrual phase of the cycle

If fertilization a nd subsequent implantation occur, decline of the endometriurn is delayed unti l after pa rtur ition.
As the blastocyst becomes embedded in the uterine mucosa
in the ea rly part of the second week, cells in th e chorion of
the develo ping p lacenta begin to secrete h CG and other luteotropins. These hormones main tai n the corpus luteum
an d stimulate it to continue the production o f progesterone and estrogens. Thus, the decl ine of the endome-
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trium is prevented, and the endometrium undergoes f urther development during th e firs t few weeks of pregnancy.
Implantation is the process by which the blastocyst settles into
the endometrium

cavity. T his event defines the begin nin g of the blastocyst.
As the blastocyst remains free in the uteri ne lumen for 1 or
2 days and undergoes further mitotic di visions, the zona
pell ucida disappears. T he outer cell mass is now called the
trophoblast, and the inner cell mass is referred to as the

embryoblast.
T he fertilized hmnan ovum undergoes a series of
changes as it passes through the uterine tube into the uterine cavity in preparation for becoming embedded in the
uterine mu cosa. The zygote undergoes cleavage, followed
by a series of mitotic divisions wi tho ut cell growth, resulting in a rapid increase in the n um ber of cells in the embr yo.
Initially, th e em bryo is under th e control of maternal info rmational macromolecules th at have accumula ted in the
cytoplasm of the ovum during oogenesis. La ter development depends on activation of the embryo nic geno me,
w hich encodes va rious growth factors, cell junction components, and other macromolecules r equired for norma l
progression to the blastocyst stage.
T he cell mass resulti ng from the series of mitotic divisio ns is known as a morula [L. morum, mulberry], and th e individual cells a re known as blastomeres. During the third
day after fe rtili zatio n, the morula, w hich has reached a 12to 16-cell stage and is still surrounded by the zona pellucida, enters the uterine cavity. The moru la remains free in
the uterus for about a day w hile continued cell divisio n
and development occur. The ea rly em bryo gives rise to a
blastocyst, a hollow sphere of cells w ith a centrally located
clump of cells. Th is inner cell mass w ill give rise to the tissues of the embryo proper; the surround ing layer of cells,
the outer cell mass, will for m the trop hoblast and then the
placenta (Fig. 22.19).
Fluid passes inward through the zona pellucida during
this process, forming a flu id-filled cavity, th e blastocyst

Implantation occurs during a short period known as the
implantation window

The attachment of the blastocyst to the endo metrial epitheli um occurs during the implantation window, the period that the uterus is receptive for implantation of the
blastocyst. This short period results from a series of programmed actions of progesterone and estrogens on the endometrium . Anti progesterone drugs, such as Mifepri stone
(RU 48 6) and its deriva tives, compete fo r the receptors in
the endometri al epithel iu m, thus blocking hormone binding. The fa ilure of progesterone to ga in access to its receptors prevents implan tatio n, thus effectively closing the
window. In the huma n, th e impla ntatio n window begins
o n day 6 after the LH sur ge and is completed by day 10.
As contact is made with the uterine wall by the trop hoblastic cells over the em bryoblast pole, the tropho blast
rapidly proliferates and begins to invade the endometrium .
T he invading trophoblas t differentiates into th e sy11cytiotrophoblast and the cytotrophoblast.
• The cytotrophoblast is a mi totica ll y active inner cell
layer prod ucing cells that fuse with tbe syncytiotrophoblast, the o uter erosive layer.
• The syncytiotrophoblast is not mitotica ll y active a nd
consists of a multi nu cleate cytoplasm ic mass; it actively
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invades the epitheliu m and under lying stroma of the endometri um.
Throu~h the activity of the tro phoblast, the blastocyst is

entirely embedded within the endo metrium on a bout the
11th clay of development (further development of the syncytiotrophoblast a nd cytotrophoblast is described in the
section on the placenta).
The syncytiotrophoblast h as well-developed Golgi complexes, abu ndant sER and rER, numerous mitochondria,
and r elatively large numbers of lipid droplets. T hese fea tures a re consisten t with the secretion of progesterone, estrogens, hCG, and lactogens by this layer. Recent evidence
indicates that cytotrophoblast cells ma y also be a source of
steroi.d h ormones and hCG .
After implantation, the endometrium undergoes
decidualization

During pregnancy, the portion of the endometrium that
undergoes morpho logic changes is ca lled the decidua or decidua graviditas. As its name imp lies, this layer is shed with
tbe placenta at parturitio n. T he d eci dua includes a ll but the
deepest layer of the endometrium. T he stromal cells differentiate into large, rounded decidual cells (see page 745).
The uterine glands enlarge and become more coiled during
the earl y part of pregnancy and then become thin and flattened as the growing fetus fills the uterine lumen.
Three d ifferent regions of the deci dua are identified by
their relatio nship to the site of implanta tion (Fig. 22.20):
• Th e decidua basalis is th e portion of the endometrium
that underlies the implan tation site.
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FIGURE 22.19
Schematic diagrams of sectioned blastocysts. a. A human blastocyst
at about 4.5 days of development showing formation of the inner cell
mass. b. A monkey blastocyst at about 9 days of development. The
trophoblastic cells of the monkey blastocyst have begun to invade
the epithelial cells of the endometrium. In humans, the blastocyst begins to inva de the endometrium at about the fifth or sixth day of de-

14 days
velopment. c. A human blastocyst at 14 days of development. The
small diagram shows tile relationship of the embryo to the c11orlonic
sac. At this stage, the trophoblast cells have differentiated into syncytlotrophoblasts and cytotrophoblasts. (Based on Sadler TW. Lang·
man's Medical Embryology. 8th ed. Baltimore: Lippincott Williams a
Wilkins, 2000.)

FIGURE 22.20
Development of the placenta. This schematic drawing shows growth
of the uterus during human pregnancy and development of the placenta and its membranes. Note that there is a gradual obliteration of

tile uterine lumen and disappearance of the decidua capsularis as the
definitive placenta is established. (Modified from Williams J. Am J Dbstet Gyneco/ 1927;13: "1.)
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• The decidua capsularis is a thin portion of endometrium that lies between the implantatio n site and
the uterine lumen.
• The decidua parietalis includes th e remaining endometrium of the uterus.
By the end of the third month, the fetus grows to the
point that the overlying decidua capsularis fu ses with the
decidua parietalis of the opposite wall, thereby obliterating
the uterine cavity.
By the 13th day of development, an extraembryonic
space, the ch01ionic cavity, has been established (see Fig.
22.19c). The cell layers that form the outer boundary of
this cavity, i.e., th e syncytiotrophoblast, cytotrophoblast,
and extraembryonic somatic mesoderm, are collectively refe rred to as the chorion. The innermost membranes envelopi ng the embryo are called the amnion (Fig. 22.20 ).

cervical
glands
.•

~

Cervix
The endometrium of the cervix differs from the rest of the uterus

The cervical mucosa measures about 2 to 3 mm in thickness and differs dramatically from the rest of the uterine endometrium in that it contains large, branched glands (Fig.
22.21 ). 1t a lso lacks spiral arteries. The cervica l mu cosa undergoes little change in thickness during the menstrua l cycle and is not slo ughed during the peri od of menstru ation.
During each menstru al cycle, however, the cervical glands
undergo important functional changes that are related to
the transpo rt of spermatozoa within the cer vica l canal. The
amount and properties of the mucus secreted by th e gland
cells vary during the menstrual cycle under the influence of
the ovarian hormones. At midcycle, the amount of mucus
p rod uced increases 10- fold. This mucus is less viscous and
appea rs to provide a more favo rable enviro nment fo r sperm
migration. The cervical mucus at other times in th e cycle restricts the passage of sperm into the uterus. Thus, hormo nal
mechanism s ensure that ovulation and changes in the cer vica l mucus are coordina ted, th ereby increasing the possibility tha t fertili za tion will occur if freshly ejac ulated sperma tozoa and the ovum arrive simultaneous ly at the site of
fertili za tion in the uterine tube.
Blockage of the openings of the mucosal glands results
in the retention of their secreti ons, leading to format ion of
di lated cysts within the cervix, called Nabothian cysts.
Nabothian cysts develop frequentl y but are clinically important only if nu mero us cysts produce ma rked enlargernent o f the cerv ix.
The transformation zone is the site of transition between
vaginal stratified squamous epithelium and cervical simple
columnar epithelium

The portio n of the cervix that projects into the vagina,
the vagin al part, the ectocervix, is covered with a stratified

FIGURE 22.22
Stratified squamous epithelium of the ectocervix. The stratified
sq uamous epithelium and underlying fibrous connective tissue witl1in
the lower rectangle in Figure 22.21 is shown here at higher magnification. The more mature epithelial cells have a clear cytoplasm (arrow·
11eads), a reflection of their high glycogen content. Also, note the connective tissue papillae protruding into the epithelium (arrows). The
bulk of the cervix is made up of dense, fibrous connective tissue with
relatively little smooth muscle. x 120.

------- external os - - - FIGURE 22.21
Photomicrograph of a human cervix. This HaE-stained specimen is
from a postmenopausal woman. Its lower portion projects into the
upper vagina where an opening, the external os, leads to the uterus
through the cervical canal. The surface of the cervix is covered by
stratified squamous epithelium (SSE) that is continuous with the epithelial lining of the vagina. An abrupt transition from stratified squamous epithelium to simple columnar epithelium (SCE) occurs at the
entry to the cervica l canal. In this specimen, the stratified epithelium
has extended into the canal, an event that occurs with aging. Mucussecreting cervical glands are seen along the cervical canal. These are
simple branched tubular glands that arise as invaginations of the epithelium lining the canal. Frequently, the glands develop into Nabothian cysts as a result of retention of mucous secretion by blockage of
the gland opening. The material marked by the X is mucus secreted
from the cervical glands. X10.

squamous epithelium (Fig. 22.22). An abrupt transition between this sq uamous epithelium and the mucus-secreting
columnar epithelium of the cervica l canal, the endocervix,
occurs in the transformation zone that during the reproductive age of the woman is located just outside the external os. Before puberty and after menopa use the transfor-

marion zone resides in th e cervical cana l (Fig. 22.23 ).
Metaplastic changes in this transitio n zone constitute precancerous lesions of the cervix. The cervical epithelia l cells
are constantly exfoliated into the vagina. Stained preparations of the cervica l cells (Papa nicolaou [Pap] smears) are
used routinely for screening and diagnosis of precancerous
and cancerous lesions of th e cervix.

FIGURE 22.23
Transformation zone of the cervix. The site of the squamocolumnar
junction from the upper rectangle in Figure 22.21 is shown here at
higher magnification. Note the abrupt change from stratified squamous epithelium to simple columnar epithelium (arrow). Neoplastic
changes leading to development of cervical cancer most frequently
begin in this transformation zone. Within the connective tissue are
the branched, mucus-secreting cervical glands (CG) composed of a
simple columnar epithelium that is continuous with the lining epithelium of the cervical canal. x 120.

and veno us channels th at communicate with the lacunae
esta blishes directi o na l flo w fro m the arteries into the vei ns,
thereby establishing a primitive uteroplacental circul a tio n.
Numerous pinocytotic vessels present in the syncytiotrophoblast indicate the transfer of nutrients from the maternal vessels to th e embr yo.
Proliferation of th e cytotrophoblast, growth of chorionic mesoderm, and blood vessel development successively
give rise to

\}PLACENTA
• Primary chorionic villi, which are formed by the rapidly
The developing fetus is maintained by the placenta, which
d evelops from fetal and maternal tissues

The placenta consists of a fetal portion, formed by the
cho rion, a nd a maternal portio n, fo rmed by the decid ua
basa lis. The two parts are involved in ph ysio logic exchange
of substances between the maternal and feral circulation.
The uteroplacental circulatory system begins to develop
around day 9, with development of vascul ar spaces ca lled
trophoblastic lacunae within the sy ncyti otrophoblast. Materna l sinusoids, w hich develop from ca pillaries of the materna I side, a nastomose with the trophoblastic lacu nae
(Fig. 22.24 ). The differential pressure between the arterial

proliferating cytotro pho blast. It sends cords or masses
of cells into the blood-filled trophoblastic lacunae in the
syncytiotrop ho blast (see Fig. 22.19 b). The primary villi
ap pear between days 11 and 13 of develo pment.
• Seconda1'y chorionic villi, w hich are composed of a central core of mesenchyme, surrounded by an in ner layer of
cytotropho blast an d a n o uter layer of sy ncytiotrophoblast. They develo p at a bout da y 16, w hen th e primary chorionic villi become invaded by loose con11ective
tissue from cho rio nic mesench yme. The secondary villi
cover the entire surface of the cho rionic sac (Fig. 22.24a) .
• Tertiary chorionic villi are formed by the end of th e
third week as th e secondary villi become vascu larized by
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secondary villus
syncytiotrophoblast
cytotrophoblast

Two types of cel ls a re recognized in the connective tissue
stroma of the villi: mesenchymal cells and Hofbauer cells
(Fig. 22.25). H ofbauer cells a.re more common in the early
placenta. They appear to be macrophages. The vacuoles in
these cells contain lipids, glycosaminoglycans, and glycoproteins. Recent studies of HIV-infected placentas indicate
that HIV is primarily loca lized within H ofbauer cells as
well as in the syncytiotrophoblast.
Early in development, the blood vessels of the villi become
connected with vessels from the embryo

a
,...:,....___:_~~-+.--

cytotrophoblastic
shell
tertiary villus
syncytiotrophoblast

intervillous space
mate rnal blood

FIGURE 22.24
Schematic diagrams of sections through a developing human embryo. a. This drawing shows the chorionic sac and placenta at 16 days
of development. b. The same embryo at 21 days of development. The

diagrams illustrate the separation of the fetal and maternal blood vessels by the placental membrane, which is composed of the endothelium of the capillaries, mesenchyme, cytotrophoblast, and syncytiotrophoblast. (Based on Moore KL, Persaud TVN. The Developing
Human, Clinically Oriented Emb1yo1ogy. Philadelphia: WB Saunders,
1993.)

blood vessels that have developed in their connective tissue cores (Fig. 22.24b)
As the tertia ry villi are form ing, cytotrophoblastic ce lls
in the villi contin ue to grow out through the syncytiotrophoblast. When they meet the maternal endometrium, they
grow laterall y and meet simila r processes growing from
neighboring vi lli. Thus, a thi n layer of cytotrophoblastic
cells, called the trophoblastic shell, is formed around the
syncytiotrophoblast. T he trophoblastic shell is interrupted
only at sites where maternal vessels conunun icate with the
intervillous spaces. Future growth of the placenta is accomplished by interstitial growth of the trophoblastic
shell .

Blood begins to circu late through the embryonic cardiovascular system and the villi at abou t 21 days. The intervillous spaces provide the site of exchange of nutrients,
meta bolic products and intermediates, and wastes between
the materna l and feta l circulatory systems.
During the first 8 weeks, villi cover the entire chorionic
surface, but as growth continues, villi on the decidua capsularis begin to degenerate, producing a smooth, relatively
avascular surface called the chorimt Laeve. The villi adjacent to the decidua basalis rapidly increase in size a nd
number and become highly branched. T his region of the
chorion, which is the fetal component of the placenta, is
called the chorion frondosum or villous chorion. The layer
of the placenta fro m which the villi project is called the
chorionic plate.
During the period of rapid growth of the chorion frondosum, at abou t the fourth to fi fth month of gestation, the
fetal part of the placenta is divided by the placental (decidual) septa into 15 to 25 areas ca lled cotyledons. WedgeLike placental septa for m the boundaries of the cotyledons,
and because they do not fuse with the chorionic plate, maternal blood can circulate easily between them. Cotyledons
are visible as the bulgi ng areas on the maternal side of the
basal plate.
The decidua basalis forms a compact l aye1~ known as the
basal plate, wh ich is the maternal component of the placenta. Vessels within this pa rt of the endometrium supply
blood to the intervillous spaces. Except for relatively ra re
r upturing of capi llar y walls, w hich is more common at deli very, fetal blood and matern al blood do not mix.
Fetal and maternal blood are separated by the placental
barrier

Separation of the fetal and materna l blood, referred to
as the placental ban-ier, is main tained primarily by the layers of fetal tissue. Sta rting at the fourt h month, these layers become very thin to fa cilitate t he exchange of p roducts
across the placental barrier. T he thinning. of the wall of the
vi llus is due in part to the degenera tion of the inner cytotrophoblast layer.
At its thinnest, the placental barrier consists of the
• Syncytiotrophoblast
• Discontinuous inner cytotrophoblast layer

•
•
•
•

Basal lamina of the trophoblast
Connective (mesenchymal) tissue of the vill us
Basal lamina of the endotheliu m
Endothelium of the fetal p lacental capillary in the tertiary vill us

T his barrier bears a strong resemblance to the air-blood
barrier of the lung, with which it has an important parallel function, namely, the exchange of oxygen and carbon
diox ide, in this case between the materna l blood and the
fetal blood. It also resembles the air-blood barrier by having a particular type of macrophage in its connective tissue, in this instance, the H ofbauer cell.
The placenta is the site of exchange of gases and metabolites
between the maternal and fetal circulation

Fetal blood enters the placenta through a pair of umbilical arteries (Fig. 22.26). As they pass into the placenta, these arteries branch into several radiall y disposed
vessels that give numerous branches in the chorionic
plate. Branches from these vessels pass into the villi,
formi ng extensive capillary networks in close association
with the inter villous spaces. Gases and metabolic products are exchanged across the thin feta l layers that separate the two bloodstreams at this level. Antibodies can
also cross this layer and enter the feta l circulation to
provide passive immunity against a variety of infectious
agents, e.g., those of diphtheria, small pox, and measles.
Fetal blood returns through a system of veins that parallel the arteries except that they converge on a single
umbilical vein.
Maternal blood is supplied to the placenta through 80 to
100 spiral endometrial arteries that penetrate the basal
plate. Blood from these spiral arteries flo ws into the base

FIGURE 22.25
Photomicrographs of a human placenta. a. This H&E-stained speci-

men shows the amniotic surface (A), the chorionic plate (CP), and, below, the various-sized profiles of the chorionic villi (CV). These villi
emerge from the chorionic plate as large stem villi and branch into
tile increasingly smaller villi. Blood vessels (BV) are evident in the
larger villi. The smallest villi contain capillaries where exchange takes
place. x 60. Upper inset. This higher magnification shows the simple
cuboidal epithelium of the amnion and tile underlying connective tissue. x 200. Lower inset. This higher magnification shows a crosssectioned villus containing several larger blood vessels and its thin
surface syncytiotrophoblast layer. x 200. b. This H&E-stained specimen shows the maternal side of tile placenta. The stratum basale
(SB), the part of the uterus to which some of the chorionic villi (CV) anchor, is seen at the bottom of the micrograph. Also evident is a stromal connective tissue (CT) component, part of the stratum basale, to
which many of the chorionic villi are also attached. Within the stratum basale and the connective tissue stroma are clusters of cells, the
decidual cells (arrows), which arose from connective tissue cells. x 60.
Inset. Decidual cells seen at higher magnification. x 200.
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FIGURE 22.26

Schematic diagram of mature human placenta. Th e sagittal section
of the uterus (left) with the developing embryo shows the most common location of the placenta. The mature placenta (right) Is divided
Into cotyledons by placental septa that are formed by outgrowths of
the decidua basalis. Maternal blood enters the placenta through numerous endometrial spiral arteries that penetrate t he basal plate. As
the blood enters the cotyledon, it is directed deep into the intervillous
spaces {red arrows). It then passes over the surface of the villi, where

of the in tervillo us spaces, which contai n about 150 mL of
matern a l blood that is exchanged 3 to 4 times per minute.
The blood press ure in the spir al a rteries is much higher
th an that in the in tervillous spaces. As blood is injected
into these spaces at each pulse, it is di1·ected deep into the
spaces. As the pressure decr eases, the blood fl ows back
over the surfaces of the villi and eventua lly enters endometr ial veins a lso located in the base of the spaces.
Exchange of gases and metabolic pr oducts occurs as the
blood passes over the villi. Normall y, water, ca rbon dioxide, metabolic waste products, and hormones are tra nsfen·ed from the fetal blood to the maternal blood; water,
oxygen , metabolites, electrolytes, vitamins, horm ones, and
some antibodies pass in the opposite direction. T he placental barrier does not exclude many po tentiall y dangero us
agents, such as alcohol, nicotine, viruses, drugs, exogenous
hormones, and heavy metals. Therefore, dur ing pregnancy,
exposure to or ingesti on of such agents should be avo ided
to red uce the risk of injury to the embryo or fetus .

exchange of gases and metabolic products occurs. Tile maternal
blood finally leaves the Intervillous space (black arrows) through endometrial veins. The fetal blood enters the placenta through the umbilical arteries that divide into a series of radially disposed arteries
within tile chorionic plate. Branches from the vessels pass into the
main stem villi and there form extensive capillary networks. The
veins within the villi then carry the blood back through a system of
veins that parallels the fetal arteries.

Before the establishment of blood flow thro ug h the p lacenta, the growth of the em bryo is su pported in part by
metabolic products that are synthesized by or transported
through the trophoblast. T he syncytiotro pho blast synthesizes glycogen, cholesterol., and fat ty acids, as well as other
nu trients used by the embryo.
The placenta is a major endocrine organ producing steroid and
protein hormones

The placenta also functions as an endocrine organ, produ cing steroid and peptide hormones as well as
prostaglandins that play an important role in the onset of
labor. Immunocytochemical studies i11dicate that the syncytiotrophoblast is the site of synthes is of these hormones.
The steroid hormones, progesterone and estrogen, have
essential roles in tbe ma intena nce of pregnancy. As pregnancy proceeds, the placenta takes over the major rol e in
the secretio n of these steroids fr o m the corpus luteum. The

placenta produces eno ugh p rogeste rone by the en d of the
eighth week to maintain pregnancy if the corpus luteum is
surgically rem oved or fai ls to function. In the production
of placental estrogen, the fetal adrenal cortex p la ys an essential role, providing the precu rsors needed for estrogen
synthesis. Because the placen ta lacks the enzymes needed
for the p roductio n of estrogen precursors, a cooperative
fetoplacental (endocrine) unit is esta blished . Cli nically, the
monitoring of estrogen production during pregnancy can
be used as an index of fetal development.
The following peptide hormones are secreted by the placenta:

• hCG, the synthesis of which begins a ro und day 6, even
before syncytiotrophoblast formation. hCG exhi bits
marked homology to pituitary th yroid-stimulating hormone (T SH ) and stimulates the m aterna l thyroid gland
to increase secretion of tetraiodothyron ine (T 4 ). It also
mai ntai ns the corpus lu teum d uring early pregnancy.
M easurement of hCG is used to detect pregnancy and
assess early embryonic development.
• Huma11. chorionic somatomammotmpin (hCS) , a lso
known as human placental lactogen (hPL), is closely related to human growth hormone. Synthesized in the syncyti otrophoblast, it promotes general growth, regulates
glucose metabolism, and stimulates mam mary duct proli feration in the m aternal breast. hCS effects on m aternal metabolism are significant, but the role of this hormone in fetal development remains unknown.

The mature placenta measures about 15 to 20 em in diameter
and 2 to 3 em In thickness, covers 25 to 30% of the uterine sur·
face, and weighs 500 to 600 gat term. Tile surface area of the
villi in the human placenta Is estimated to be about 10m2 . Tile
microvilli on the syncytiotrophoblast Increase the effective
area for metabolic exchange t o more than 90 m2• After birth,
the uterus continues to contract, reducing tile luminal surface
and inducing placental separation from the uterine wall. The
entire fetal portion of the placenta, fetal membranes, and the
Intervening projections of decidual tissue are released. During
uncomplicated labor, the placenta is delivered approximately
30 minutes after birth.
After delivery of the placenta, the endometrial glands and
stroma of the decidua basalis regenerates. Endometrial regeneration is completed by the end of tile third week postpartum
except at the placental site, where regeneration usually extends through t he next 3 weeks. During the first week after delivery, remnants of the decidua are shed and constitute the
blood-tinged uterine discharge known as the lochia rubra.
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• IGF-I and IGF-II are produced by and stimulate proliferation and differentiatio n of the cytotrophoblast.

• E1tdothelial gmwth factor (EGF) exhibits an agedep~ndent dual action o n the early placenta . In the 4to 5-week-o ld placenta, EGF is synthesized by the cytotropho blast and stimulates proliferation of the trophoblast. In the 6- to 12-week-old placenta, synthesis
of EGF is shifted to the syncytiotrophoblast; it then
stimulates and maintains the function of the differentiated trophoblast.
• Relaxin is synthesized by decidual cells and is involved
in the "softening" of the cervix and the pelvic ligaments
in preparation for parturition.
• Leptin is synthesized by syncyti otrophoblast, particularly during the last month of gestation. Leptin appears
to regulate maternal nutrient storage to the nutrient requirements of the fetu s. It is also involved in transporting nutrients across the placental barrier from m other to
the fetus.
• Other growth factors sti mulate cytotrophoblastic
growth (e.g., fibroblast growth factor, colony-stimulating factor [CSF-1 ], platelet-derived growth factor, and
interleukins [IL-l and IL-3 J) or inhibit tropho blast
growth and proliferation (e.g., tumor necrosis factor).

\/VAGINA
The vagina is a fibromuscular tube that joins internal
reproductive organs to the external environment

The vagina is a fib romuscula r sheath extending from rhe
cervix to the vestibule, which is the area between rhe labia
minora. In a virgin, the opening into the vagina may be
surrounded by the hymen, fo lds of muco us membrane extending into the vaginal lumen. T he hymen or its r emn ants
are derived fr om the endodermal membrane that separated
the developing vagina from the cavity of the definitive urogenita l sinus in the em bryo.
The vaginal wa ll (Fig. 22.27) consists of an
• Inner mucosal layer, which has numerous transverse
folds or ru gae (see Fig. 22.1) and is lined with stratified
squamo us epithelium (Fig. 22 .28) . Connective tiss ue
papillae fro m the underlying lamina propria project into
the epithelia l layer. In humans and other primates, keratohyalin gra nules may be presen t in th e ep ithelial cells,
but under normal cond itions, keratinizatio n does not
occur. Ther efore, nuclei can be seen in epithelial cells
th rougho ut the thickness of the epithelium.
• Intermediate muscular layer, which is organized into
two sometimes indistinct, intermingli ng smooth muscle
layers, an outer longitu din al layer and an inner circular
layer. The o uter layer is continuo us with the corresponding layer in the uterus and is much thicke r than the in ner layer. Striated muscle fibers of the bulbospongiosus
muscle are present at the vag.inal opening.
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vestibule produce additional mucus that lubricates the
vagina. Glands are not present in the wall of the vagina.
The epithelium of the vagina undergoes cyclic changes during the menstrual cycle. Under the influence of estrogens,
during the follicular phase, the epithelia l cells synthesize
and accumulate glycogen as they migrate toward the surface . Cells are continuously desqua mated, but near or during the menstrual phase, the superficia l layer of the vaginal
epithelium may be shed.
The lamina propri a ex hibits two distinct regions. The
outer r egion immediately below the epithelium is a highly
cellular loose connective tiss ue. The deeper region, adjacent to the muscular layer, .is denser and may be considered
a submucosa . The deeper region contains many thin walled veins tha t simulate erectile tiss ue during sexual
a rousal. Numerous elastic fibers are present immediately
below the epitheli um, and some of the fibers extend into
the muscular layer. Many lymphocytes and leu ko cytes

The examination of Pap smears is a valuable diagnostic tool in
evaluating the vaginal and cervical mucosae (Fig. 22.29). The superficial epithelial cells are scraped from the mucosa, spread on a
glass slide, fixed, and then stained with the Papanicolaou stain (a
combination of hematoxylin, orange G, and eosin azure). Examination of the Pap smear provides valuable diagnostic information
about the epithelium regarding pathologic changes, response to
hormonal changes during the menstrual cycle, and the microbial
environment of the vagina.
The synthesis and release of glycogen by the epithelial cells of
the uterus and vagina are directly related to changes in the pH of
vaginal fluid. The pH of the fluid, which is normally low, around pH
4, becomes more acid near midcycle as Lactobacillus acidophilus, a
lactic acid-forming bacterium in the vagina, metabolizes the secreted glycogen. An alkaline environment can favor the growth of
infectious agents such as staphylococci, Corynebacterium vaginale,
Trichomonas vagina/is, and Candida a/bicans, causing an abnormal
increase in vaginal transexudates and Inflammation of the vaginal
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mucosa and vulvar skin known as vulvovaginitis. These pathologic
conditions are readily diagnosed with Pap smears. Specific antimicrobial agents (antibiotics, sulfonamides) are used together with
nonspecific therapy (acidified 0.1% hexetidine gel) to restore the
normal low pH in the vagina and thus prevent the growth of these
agents.
In addition, cervicovaginal Pap smears are widely used for diagnosis of early cervical cancer as well as endometrial carcinoma. Because cervical lesions may exist in a noninvasive stage for as long
as 20 years, the abnormal cells shed from the epithelium are easily detected with a Pap smear examination. Microscopic examination of these cells permits differentiation between normal and abnormal cells, determines their site of origin, and allows classifying
cellular changes related to the spread of the disease. The Pap
smear is an extremely effective and inexpensive screening method
in preventing cervical cancer. Most of the cell abnormalities detected by Pap smears are in the precancerous stage, which allows
the clinician to implement appropriate therapy.

FIG URE 22.27

Photomicrograph of a human vagina. This low-magnification
H&E-stalned specimen of the vaginal wall shows two of three layers
of the vagina: the mucosal layer and the muscular layer (the outer
layer, the adventitia, is not included). The mucosal layer consists of a
stratified squamous epithelium and the underlying connective tissue.
The epithelial connective tissue boundary is typically very Irregular,
with prominent papillae projecting into the undersurface of the ep·
ithellum. The muscular layer is seen only in part; it consists of lrregu·
larly arranged bundles of smooth muscle cells. Also, the deep region
of the connective tissue contains a rich supply of blood vessels that
supply the various layers of the vaginal wall. x 40.

FIGURE 22.29

Photomicrographs of cervical smears. a. Negative cervical smear.
The surface squamous cells reveal small pyknotic nuclei and abundant cytoplasm. Other cells in the micrograph include red blood
cells and neutrophils. X 600. b. Abnormal smear. Many of the cells
in this specimen contain large nuclei with no evidence of pyknosis

• Outer adventitial layer, which is organized into an inner
dense connective tissue layer adjacent to the muscularis
and an outer loose connective tissue layer that blends
with the adventitia of the surrounding structures. The
inner layer contains n umerous elastic fibers that contribute to the elasticity and strength of the vagin al wall.
The o uter layer contains numerous blood and lymphatic
vessels and nerves.
FIGURE 22.28

The vagina possesses a stratified, squamous nonkeratinized
epithelium and lacks glands
The lumen of vagina is lined by stratified squ amo us,
no nkeratinized epitheli um. Its surfa ce is lubricated mai nly
by mucus prod uced by the cervical glands. The greater and
lesser vestibu lar glands located in the wa ll of the vaginal

1 t., t

Photomicrograph of the vaginal mucosa. This micrograph, a higher
magnification of Figure 22.27, shows the stratified squamous epithe·
lium and mature cells with small pyknotic nuclei. Note a single layer
of basal cells and two or three layers of cells undergoing differentia·
tion (with eosinophilic cytoplasm). Projections of the connective tissue
papillae into the epithelium give the connective tissue- epithelial junction an uneven appearance. The tips of these projections often appear as isolated structures surrounded by epithelium (arrows). x 180.

(parti cularly neutroph ils) are fo und in th e la mina pro pria
and mig rate into the epithelium . Solita ry lym phatic nodules may also be present. The num ber of lymphocytes a nd
leukocytes in the mucosa and vaginal lumen drama tica lly
increases aro und the time of menstrua l fl ow. The vagina
has few general sensory nerve endings. The senso ry nerve
endings that are more ple1i tiful in the lower third of the
vagina a re probably associa ted primarily wi th pain and
stretch sensations.

(arrows). The cytoplasm is relatively scant. Other cells exhibit a

more normal appearance with pyknotic nuclei and more surrounding cytoplasm (arrowheads). Neutrophils are also present.
X600.

Q

EXTERNAL GENITALIA

The fema le external genita lia consist of the fo llowing
parts, which are collectively referred to as the vulva and
have a stratified squamous epithelium:

• Mons pubis. T he mons pubis is the rounded prominence
over the pubic symphys is, formed by subcutaneo us ad ipose tiss ue.
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• Labia majora. The labia majora are two lar ge longitudinal fo lds of skin, homologous to th e sk in of the scrotum, that extend from the mons pubis and form the lateral bounda ries o f the urogenital cleft. They contain a
th in layer of smooth m uscle that r esem bles the dartos
muscle of the scrotum and a large amount of su bcutaneous adipose tiss ue. The outer surface, like that of the
mons pubis, is covered with pubic h a ir. The inner surface is smooth and devoid of hair. Sebaceo us and sweat
g lan ds are present on both surfaces (Fig. 22.30) .
• Labia minora. The labia minora are pa ired, hairl ess
folds of skin that border the vestibule a nd are h omologous to the skin of the p enis. Abunda nt melanin pigment
is prese nt in the deep cells of the epithelium. The core of
co nnecti ve tiss ue within each fold is d evoid of fat but
does contain munerou s blood vessels a nd fine elastic
fibers. Large sebaceous gla nds a re present in the stroma.
• Clitoris. The clitoris is an erectile structure th at is homologous to the penis. Its body is composed of two
small erectile bodies, t he corpora cavernosa; the glans
clitoris is a small, ro unded t ubercle o f e rectile tissue. T he
skin over the glans is very thin, for ms the prepuce of the
clito ris, a nd contains num erous sensory ne rve endings.
• Vestibule. The vesti bule is lined with stra tified squ am o us
epithelium. Nu merous small mucous g lands, the lesser
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vestibular glands (also called Skene's glands ), are present primarily near th e clitoris an d around the external
urethral orifice. The large, paired greater vestibular
glands (also called Bartholin's glands) are homologous
to the male bulbo urethral g lands. These t u boalveolar
glands are a bo ut 1 em in di amete r an d a re located in the
lateral wal l of the vestibule posterior to the bulb of the
vestibule. The greate r vestibular glands secrete lubricating muc us. The ducts o f these glands open into the
vestibule near the vagin al opening.
Numerous sensory nerve e ndings are present in the ex ternal genitalia:

• Meissner's corpuscles are particularly abu ndant in the
skin over the mons pubis and labia m a jora.

• Pacinian corpuscles a re d istri buted in the deeper layers
of th e connective tissue and a re found in the labia majora and in associatio n with the erectile tiss ue. The sensory impulses fro m these nerve endings play a n important role in the physio logic response during sexua l
arousa l.
• Free nerve endings are present in large numbers and a re
equally distributed in the skin of the external genitalia .

Q MAMMARY GLANDS

FIGURE 22.30

Photomicrograph of the inner surface of the labia majora. This lowpower H&E-stained specimen of the labia majora·s inner surface
shows its nonkeratinized epithelium (Ep} and abundant sebaceous
glands (SG). Two sebaceous ducts (SD) are also evident. Note the con·
tlnu ity of the duct epithelium with the epithelium of the skin and the
sebaceous gland epithelium. At this magnification, several smooth
muscle bundles can be just barely discerned (arrows).

The ma mma ry g lands, or breasts, are a distinguishin g feature of ma mmals. During embryo logic development,
growth and development of breast tissue occur in both
sexes. Multiple gla nds develop a long paired epidermal
thickenings, ca lled mammmy ridges (milk lines), wh ich
extend from the d eveloping axilla to the developing inguinal region . L1 huma ns, no rma ll y only o ne group of cells
develops into a b reast on each side. An extra breast (po lymastia) or nipple (polythelia) may occur as an inherita ble
conditi o n in about 1% of the fema le population. These rela tively rare conditions may a lso occur in ma les.
In males, little add itional d evelopment of t he ma mmary
gla nds normally occu rs in postnata l life, a nd the glands remain rudimentary. In fema les, the mammary g lands un dergo further d evelopment under hormonal influence. They
are also influenced by cha nges in ovaria n hormon e levels
during each menstru al cycle. The actual initia tion of milk
secretio n is induced by prolactin secreted by the adeno hypophysis. The ejection o f the mi lk from t he breast is stimulated by oxytocin released from the neurohypoph ysis. With
the c hange in the ho rmon al environ ment a t menopa use, the
g la ndu la r component of the b reast regresses o r involutes
a nd is replaced by fat a nd con nective tissue.
Mammary glands are modified apocrine sweat glands that
develop under the influence of sex hormones
The inactive adult ma mmar y g la nd is composed of 15 to
20 irregular lobes of bra nc hed tubuloa lveolar g lands (Fig.

22.31). The lobes, separated by fibrous ba nds of co nnective tissue, radiate from the mammary papilla, or nipple,
a nd are further subdivided into numerous lobules. Some of
the fib rous bands, called suspensory or Cooper's liga11tents, connect w ith the derm is. Abundant ad ipose tissue
is present in the dense connective tissue of the interlobular
spaces. The intralobular connective tissue is much less
d ense and contains little fat.
The epidermis of the adult nipple a nd areo la is highly
pigmented and somewhat wrinkled a nd has long dermal
papillae invading into its dee p surface (Fig. 22.32). It is
covered by keratinized stratified squa m ous epithelium. The
pigmentation of th e nipple increases a t puberty, and
the nipple becomes more prominent. DL1r ing pregnancy,
the areola becomes larger and th e degree o f pigmentation
inc reases further. D eep to the a reola and n ipple, bundles of
smooth muscle fibers are arranged radiall y and circumferentially in t he dense connective tissue and longitudina lly
a long the lactiferous duc ts. These muscle fibe rs allow the
n ipple to become e rect in response to va ri o us stimu li.
The areo la contains se baceous glands, sweat glands,
and modified mamma r y glands (gla nds of Montgomery).
These glands, have a structure intermediate between
sweat gla nds and true mammary g lands, and produce
sma ll eleva tions on the surface of the a reola. Numerous
senso ry nerve endings are present in the nipple; the a reo la contains fewer sensory ne rve endings. The tubu loalveola r glands, derived from modified sweat glands in
the epidermis, l ie in th e subc uta neous tissue. Each gland
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ends in a lactifemus duct th a t opens through a constricted orifice onto the nipple. Beneath the areola, the
pigmented a r ea surrounding t he nipple, each duct has a
dilated portion, t he lactiferous sinus. Near their openings,· the lactiferous ducts are lined with stratified sq uamous epithelium. T he epithelia l lining of the duct shows
a grad ua l tra nsition from stratified squamous to two la yers of c uboid al cells in the lactiferous sinus and fin ally
to a sing le layer of columnar or cuboidal cells through
the rema inder of the duct system. Myoepithelial cells o f
ectoderm al o rig in lie within the epithelium between th e
smface epithelia l cells and the basal lamina. These cells,
arranged in a baske t-like network, are present in the secretory portion of the gland but are more apparent i.n
the larger ducts.
The morphology of the secretory portion of the mammary
gland varies with the menstrual cycle
In the inactive gland, the gland u lar component is
spa rse a nd consists chiefl y of duct elements (Fig. 22.33 ).
During the menstrua l cycle, the inactive breast und ergoes
slight cyclic cha nges. Early in the cycle, the ducts appear
as cords with little or n o lumen. Under estrogen stimulation, at about the tim e of ovulation, tl1e secretory cells
increase in height, lumina ap pear in the ducts as small
amounts o f secreti o ns accumulate, a nd fluid accumulates
in the connective tissue.
Mammary glands undergo dramatic proliferation and
development during pregnancy
The mammary gla nds exhibit a n um ber of ch a nges in
prep a ratio n for lactation. The ch anges in the gla ndul a r
tissue are accompanied by a decrease in the amount of
connecti ve tissue and ad ipose tissue. Plasma cells, lymp hocytes, a n d eosinophils infiltrate the fibrou s comp onent of th e connective tissue as the breast develops. The
development of the glandular tissue is not w1iform, a nd
variation in th e degree of d evelopment is seen even
w itl1in a single lo bul e. T he cells va ry in shape from flattened to low columnar. As the cells proliferate by mitotic
di vision, the ducts bra nch and alveoli begin to develop.
In the later stages o f pregn a ncy, a lveolar development
becomes more p romi ne nt (Fig. 22.34). The actua l proliferation of the stromal cells declines, a nd subseq uent
en la rgement of the breast occurs through hypertrophy of
the secretory cells and accu mula tion of secr etory produc t in t he alveo li .

lobules of tubuloalveolar glands
FIGURE 22.31

Schematic drawing of the human breast as seen during lactation.
The breast is composed largely of branched tubuloalveolar glands
contained within an extensive connective tissue stroma and variable
amounts of adipose tissue. (Modified from Warwick R, Williams PL,
eds. Gray's Anatomy. 35th ed. Edinburgh : Churchill Livingstone, 1973.)

Both merocrine and apocrine secretion are involved in
production of milk
The secreting cells contain abundant granular e ndop lasmic retic ulum, a mode rate number of la rge mitoc hondria, a supranuc lea r Go lg i apparatus, a nd a number of
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FIGURE 22.32
Photomicrographs of a section through the female nipple. a. This
low-magnification micrograph of a H&E-stained sagittal section
through the nipple shows the wrinkled surface contour, a thin stratifled sq uamous epithelium, and associated sebaceous glands (arrows).
The core of the nipple consists of dense connective tissue, smooth
muscle bundles, and the lactiferous ducts that open at the nipple surface. x 6. b. The wall of one of the lactiferous ducts is shown here at
higher magnification. Its epit11elium is stratified cuboidal, consisting of

two cell layers. As it approaches the tip of the nipple it changes to a
stratified squamous epitl1elium and becomes continuous w ith the
epidermis. x 175. c. A higher magnification of the sebaceous gland
from the rectangle in a. Note how the glandular epithelium is continuous with the epidermis (arrows) and the sebum is being secreted onto
the epidermal surface. x 90. d. A higher magnification showing bundles of smooth muscle in longitudinal and cross-sectional profiles.
X 35Q.
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FIG URE 22.34
Photomicrograph of an active mammary gland during late pregnancy. a. This low-magnification H&E-stalned specimen shows the
marked proliferation of the duct system, giving rise to the secretory
alveoli that constitute the major portion of the lobules. The intralobular duds are difficult to identify, as their epithelium also secretes.

dense lysosomes (Fig . 22.35). Depend ing on t he secretory
sta te, large lipid drop lets and secretory vesicles ma y be
p rese nt in th e apical cytoplasm. T he secretory cells produce two d istinct pr oducts th at are released by different
mec ha nisms:

• Merocrine secretion. The protein com po nent of th e

FIGURE 22.33
Photomicrograph of an inactive m am mary gland. a. This lowmagnification H&E-stained specimen shows several lobules within
the dense connective tissue of the breast. The epithelial component
consists of a branclling duct system that makes up the lob ule. The
clear areas (arrows) are adipose cells. X60. b. A l1igl1er magnification

of the area in the rectangle of a. The epithelial cells of the duds are
columnar and exhibit interspersed lymphocytes (arrows) that have
entered the epithelium. The surrounding stained material (arrow·
/leads) represents the myoepit11elial cells (MEp) and collagen bundles
in the adjacent connective tissue. x?OO.

milk is synthesized in t he rER, packaged into membr ane- limited secretory vesicles for tra nsport in t he
Golgi appa ratus, and released from t he cell by fusion
of the ves icle's limi ting m embrane with th e plasma
mem b rane.
• Apocrine secretion. T he fatty or lipid component of t he
mi lk a r ises as lipid droplets free in the cytoplasm.
T he lipid coalesces to form large d roplets t hat pass to
the apica l region of the cell and project into the lumen
of the acin us. The droplets a re invested with an envelope
of p lasma membra ne as they a re released . A thi n layer of
cytoplasm is trapped between t he plasma mem brane and
lipid droplet and is released w ith th e li pid, b ut t he cyto-

plasmic loss in this process is minimal.

Outside the lobules Is a large excretory duct. x 6 0 . b. A higher magnification of an area in a. The secretory alveolar cells are mostly
cuboidal here. A myoepithelial cell (mEp) as well as a number of
plasma cells (arrows) can be identified in the adjacent loose connective tissue. x ?OO.

The sec re tion released in the first few clays after chi ldbirth is known as colostrum. T h is premjl k is a n alkaline,
ye llowish secretion w ith a highe r protein, vitamin A,
sodiu m , a nd c hl oride content a nd a lower lip id, ca r bohydrate, a n d potass iu m co n ten t th a n mi lk. It conta ins
co ns ider able a mo unts of antibod ies t h at p r ovid e t he
newb orn with so me deg ree o f passive immu nity. T he anti bodies in the co lostr um are believed to be p r oduced by
the lymp ho cytes and plasma cells t hat in filtrate the loose
co nnective tissue of t he b reast d ur ing its p ro liferatio n
and de ve lopme n t and are secreted across the glandula r
cells as in saliva ry g la nds and in testine. As these wandering cells decrease in n umber a fter parturition, t he
prod uction of colostru m sto ps, a nd l ipid-rich m ilk is
prod ucecl.

Hormonal Regulation of the Mammary Gland
T h e initial growt h and development of the mammary
gland at puberty occur under t he influence o f estrogens
and progesterone produced by th e matur ing ova ry. Su b-
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Involution of the Mammary Gland
The mammary gland atroph.ies or involutes after
menopause. In the absence of ovarian hormone stimulation, the secr etory cells of the alveoli degenerate and disappear, but some ducts may r emain. The connective tissue
also demonstrates degenerative changes, marked by a decrease in the number of fibroblasts and collagen fibers, and
loss of elastic fibers.

0

Blood Supply and lymphatics
The arteries that supply the breast are deri ved from the
thoracic branches of the axillary artery, the interna l thoracic (internal mammary) artery, and anterior intercostal
arteries. Branches of the vessels pass primarily along th e
path of the alveolar ducts as they reach capillary beds surrounding the alveoli. Veins basically follow the path of the
arteries as they return to the axillary and internal thoracic
vems.
Lymphatic capillaries are located in the connective tissue surrounding the alveoli. The larger lymphatic vessels
drain into axillary, supracla v.icular, or parasternal lymph
nodes.

granular
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process of
myoepithelial
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FIGURE 22.35
Photomicrographs and diagram of a lactating mammary gland.
a. Low-magnification micrograph of a fast green-osmium-stained section of a lactating mammary gland. Portions of several large lobules
and an excretory duct are seen. Many of the alveoli exhibit a prominent lumen, even at this magnification. x60. b. A higl1er magnification of an area in a shows lipid droplets (black circular profiles) within

sequent to this initial development, slight changes in the
morphology of the glandular tiss ue occur during each
ovarian cycle. During pregnancy, the corpus luteum and
placenta contin uous ly produce estrogens and progesterone. Estrogen present in the circulation stimulates proliferation of th e lactifero us duct components, and progesterone stimulates growth of alveo li. It is now believed
that the growth of the mammary glands also depends on
the presence of prolactin, produced by the adenohypop hys is; h CS, prod uced by the placenta; and adrenal glucocorticoicls.
Lactation is under the neurohormonal control
of the adenohypophysis and hypothalamus

Although estrogen and progesterone are essential for the
physical development of the breast during pregnancy, both
of these hormones also suppress the effects of prolactin
and hCS, the levels of wh.ich increase as pregnancy pro-

the secretory cells of the alveoli as well as in the alveolar lumin a. The
arrows indicate plasma cells within the interstitial spaces. X480. c. Diagram of a lactating mammary gland epithelial cell. (Redrawn after
Bloom W, Fawcett DW. A Textbook of Histology. lOth ed. Philadelphia:
WB Saunders, 1975.)

gresses. Immediately after birth, however, the sudden loss
of estrogen and progesterone secretion from the placenta
and corpus luteum allows the prolactin to assume its lactogenic role. Production of milk also requires adequate secretion of growth hormone, adrenal glucocorticoids, and
parathyroid hormones.
The act of suckling during breast-feeding initiates sensory irnpulses from receptors in the nipple to the hypotha lam us. T he impulses inhibit the release of prolactininh.ibiting factor, and prolactin is then released . from the
adenohypophysis. The sensory impulses also cause the
release of oxytocin in the neurohypophysis. Oxytocin
stimulates the myoepithelial cells that smround the base
of the alveolar secretory cells and the pase of the cells
in the larger ducts, causing them to contract and eject
the milk from the alveoli and the d ucts. In the absence
of suckling, secretion of milk ceases, and the mammary
glands begin to regress. The glandu lar tissue then returns
to an inactive condition.

Almost SO% of fully breast-feeding women exhibit lactational
amenorrhea (lack of menstruation during lactation) and infertility. This effect is due to high levels of serum prolactin,
which suppress secretion of LH. ovulation usually resumes
after 6 months or earlier w ith a decrease in suckling frequency. In cultures in which breast-feeding may continue for
2 to 3 years, lactational amenorrhea is the principal means
of birth control.

Innervation
The nerves that supply the breast are anterior and latera l
cutaneous branches from the second to sixth intercostal
nerves. The nerves convey afferent and sympathetic fibers
to and from the breast. The secretory function is primarily
under hormona l control, but afferent impulses associated
with suckl ing are involved in the reflex secretion of prolactin and oxytocin .

CHAPTER 22

PLATE 88. OVARY I
The ovaries are small, paired, ovoid structures that exhibit a cortex and medulla when sectioned. On one side is a hilum for
the transit of neurovascular structures; on this same side is a mesovarium that joins the ovary to the broad ligament. The fu nctions of the ovary are the production of ova and the synthesis and secretion of estrogen and progestemne.
In the cortex are nu merous primordial follicles that are present at the time of birth and that remain unchanged until sexual
maturation. The oogonia in these follicles are arrested in prophase of the first meioti c division. At puberty, under the influence
of pituitary gonadotropins, the ovaries begin to undergo the cyclical changes designated the ovarian cycle. During each cycle,
the ovaries normally produce a single oocyte that is ready for fertilization.
At the beginning of the ovarian cycle, under the influence of pituitary .foflicle-stimulating hormone (FSH), some of the primordial follicles begin to undergo changes that lead to the development of a mature (Graafian) follicle. T hese changes include
a proliferation of follicular cells and enlargement of the follic le. Although several primordial follicles begin these developmental changes, usually only one reaches maturity and yields an oocyte. Occasionally, two foll icles will mature and ovulate,
leading to the possibility of dizygotic twin development. The discharge of the oocyte and its adherent cells is called ovulation.
At ovulation, the oocyte completes the first meiotic division. Only if fertil ization occurs does the oocyte complete the second
meiotic division. Whether or not fertilization occurs, the other follicles that began to proliferate in the same cycle degenerate,
a process referred to as atresia.

Figure 1, ovary, monkey, H&E x120.
The cortex of an ovary from a sex ually mature individual is shown here. On the surface, there is a single layer of
epithelial cells desi gnated the germinal epithelium (GEp).
This epithelium is continuous with the serosa (peritoneum)
of the mesovarium. Contrary to its name, the epithelium
does not give rise to the germ cells. The germinal epithelium covers a dense fibrous connective tissue layer, the tu-

nica albuginea (TA); under the tunica albuginea are the primordial follicles ( PF). It is not unusual to see follicles at
various stages of development or atresia in the ovary. In thi s
figure, along with the large number of primordial follicles,
there are four growi ng follicles (SF), an atretic follicle
(A F), and part of a large fol licle on the right. The region of
the large follicle shown in the fig ure includes the theca interna (Tl), granulosa cells (GC), and part of the antrum (A).

Figure 2, ovary, monkey, H&E x450.
When a primordial follicle begins the changes leading to
the formation of a mature follicle, the layer of squamous
follicular cells becomes cuboida l, as in this figure. In addition , the follicular cells proliferate and become multilay-

ered. A follicle undergoing these early changes is called a
prima1y follicle. Thus, an early primary follicle may still be
unilaminar, but it is surrounded by c uboidal cells, and this
distingu ishes it from the more numerous unilaminar primordial follicles that are surrounded by squamou s cells.

Figure 3, ovary, monkey, H&E x 450.
This figure shows several primordial fo llicles at hi gher
magni fication. Each follicle consists of an oocyte surrounded by a single layer of squamou s follicula r cells (F).
The nucleus (N) of the oocyte is typically large, but the
oocyte itself is so large that the nucleus is often not in-

eluded in the plane of section , as in the oocyte marked X.
The group of epithelioid-appearing cells (a nvwhead) are
follicu lar cells of a primordial follicle that has been sectioned in a plane that just grazes the follicular surface. Jn
this case, the follicular cells are seen en face.

Figure 4, ovary, monkey, H&E x450.
The primary follicle in this figure shows a multilayered
mass of follicular cells (FC) smTounding the oocyte. The innermost layer of follicular cells is adjacent to a thick
eosinophilic layer of extracellular homogeneous material
called the zona pellucida (ZP). At this stage of development,
the oocyte has also enlarged slightly. The entire structure
surrounded by the zona pellucida is acLUally the oocyte.

Surrounding the follicles are elongate cells of the highl y
cellular connective tiss ue, referred to as stromal cells. The
stromal cells surrounding a secondary follicle become disposed into two layers designated the theca interna and the
theca externa. As seen in Figure I , stromal cells become epithelioid in the cell-rich theca interna (TI).

KEY
A, antrum
AF, atretic follic le
F, fo llic le cells, primordial
FC, folli cle cells
GEp, germinal epithelium
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N, nucleus of oocyte

PF, primordial follicles
SF, growi ng follic les
TA, tunica albuginea

TI, theca interna
X, oocyte showing only cytoplasm
ZP, zona pell ucida
arrowhead, follic le cell s seen en face
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PLATE 89. OVARY II
Atresia of follicles is a regular event in the ovary, beginning in embryonic life. In any section through the postpubertal
ovary, follicles of various stages can be seen undergoing atresia. In atresia, the initial changes involve pyknosis of the nucle i
of the follicular cells and dissolution of their cytoplasm. The follicle is then invaded by macrophages and other connective tissue cells. The oocyte degenerates, leaving behind the promine nt zona pellucida. This may fold inward or collapse, but it usually retains its thickness and staining characteri sti cs. When included in the plane of secti on, a di storted zona pellucida serves
as a reliable diagnostic feature of an atretic fol licle.
In atresia of large, nearly mature follicles, cells of the theca interna remain to form clusters of epithelioid cells in the ovaria n cortex. These are refe1Ted to collectively as interstitial glands a nd continue to secrete steroid hormones.

Figures 1 and 2, ovary, monkey, H&E x 120.
Two follicles growi ng under the influe nce of FSH are
shown in Figure 1. The more advanced follicle is a secondary follicle. The oocyte in th.is follicle is surrounded by several layers of follicular cells ( FC) that, at this stage, are
identified as granulosa cells. At a slightly earl ier time, small
lakes of fluid formed between the follic ular cells, and these
lakes have now f used into a well-de fi ned larger cavity
called the follicular antrum (FA), which is evident in the figure. The antru m is also filled with fluid and stai ns with the
periodic acid- Schiff (PAS) reaction, although only lightly.
The substance that stains with the PAS reaction has been retained as a n eosi nophilic precipitate in the antra of the secondary follicles shown here and in Fi gure 2. Immediately
above the obvious secondary follicle is a slightly smaller
folli cle. Because no antral spaces are evident between the

follic ul ar cells, it is appropriate to classify it as a primary
follicle. In both folli cles, but partic ul arly in the larger folli cle with the antrum, the surrounding stromal cells have become altered to form two distinctive layers designated
theca interna (Tf) and theca externa (TE). The theca inte rna
is a more cellular layer, and the cells are e pithelioid. Whe n
seen with the electron microscope, they di splay the characteristics of endocrine cells, particularly steroid-secreting
cells. In contrast, the theca externa is a connective tissue
layer. Its cells are more or less spindle shaped.
In Figure 2, a later stage in the growth of the secondary
follicle is shown. The antrum (FA) is larger, and the oocyte
is off to one side, surrounded by a mound of follicular cells
called the cumulus oophorus. The remaining follicular cells
that surround the antral cavity are referred to as the membrana granulosa (MG), or sim ply gran ulosa cells.

Figure 3, ovary, monkey, H&E x 65.
Atretic follicles (AF) are show n he re and at higher magnification in Figure 4. The two smaller atre tic follicles can
be identified by virtue of the re tai ned zona pellucida (ZP)

(see Fig. 4). The two larger, more advanced follicles do not
display the remains o f a zona pellucida, but they do di splay
other fea tu res of follic ular atresia.

Figure 4, ovary, monkey, H&E x 120.
In atresia of a more advanced follicle, the foll icular cells
tend to degenerate more rapidly than the cells of the theca
interna, and the basement membrane separati ng the two becomes thicke ned to form a hyal inized membrane, the glassy

me mbrane. Thus, the glassy me mbrane (arrows) separates
an outer layer of remai ning theca interna cells from the degenerati ng inner follicu lar cells. T he re maining theca intern a
cells may show cytologic integri ty (RTf); these intact theca
cells remain temporarily functional in steroid secretion.

Figure 5, ovary, monkey, H&E x 120.
Additional atre tic folli cles (AF) are shown here. Again,
some show re mnants of a zona pell ucida (ZP), and two
show a glassy membrane (arrows). N ote that even though

the atresia in these follicles is we ll advanced, so me of the
cells extern al to one of the glassy membranes still retain
their epithelioid characte r (armwhead). These are persisting theca inte rna cells.

KEY
AF, at retic follicle
FA, antrum of folli cle
FC, folli cle cells
MG, membrana granulosa
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RTI, remaini ng theca interna cells
TE, theca ex terna
TI, theca interna

ZJ>, zona pellucida
arrowhead, persisting theca interna cells
arrows, g lassy membrane
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PLATE 90. CORPUS LUTEU M
After the oocyte and its immediately surrounding cells (i.e., the cells of the cumulus oophorus) are discharged from the mature ovarian follicle (ovulation), the remaining follicle cells (membrana granulosa) and the adjacent theca interna cells differentiate into a new func tional unit, the CO l /JUS luteum.
The cells of the corpus luteum, luteal cells, rapidl y increase in size and become filled with lipid droplets. A lipid-soluble
pigment in the cytoplasm of the cells, lipochrome, gives them their yellow appearance in fresh tissue. Electron micrographs of
the luteal cells de mo nstrate that they have features typical of steroid-secre ting cells, namely, abundant smooth endoplasmic
reticulum and mitochondria with tubular cri stae. Two types of luteal cells are identified: Large, centrally located granulosa
lutein cells are deri ved from the granulosa cells; smaller, peripherally located theca lutein cells are derived from the theca interna. A rich vascular netwo rk is established in the corpus luteum into which progestero ne and estrogen are secreted by the
lutein cells. T hese hormones stimulate growth and differentiation of the uterine e ndometrium to prepare it for implantation of
a fertilized ovum.

EB
EB
EB

Figure 1, corpus luteum, human, H&E x20.
This figure shows ovarian cortex shortl y after ovulation.
The arrowhead points toward the surface of the ovary at the
site of ovulation . The cavity ( FC) of the former follicle has
been invaded by connective tissue ( CT). The membrana
granulosa has become plicated, and the g ranul osa cells,
now transforming into cells of the corpus luteum, are called
granulosa lutein cells (TC). The plication of the membrana
g ranulosa begins just before ovulation and continues as the

Figure 2, corpus luteum, human, H&E x20.
A portion of a fully formed corpus luteum is shown here.
Most endocrine cells are the granulosa lutei n cells (GLC).
These form a folded cell mass that smTounds the remains of
the former follicular cavity ( FC). E xternal to the corpus lute um is the connective tissue of the ovary (CT). Keep in

Figures 3 and 4, corpus luteum, human, H&E x65
(Fig. 3) and x240 (Fig. 4).
A segment of the plicated corpus luteum is show n in
Fig ure 3 at hi gher magnification. As noted above, the main
cell mass is com posed of granulosa lutei n cells (GLC). On
one side of this cell mass is the connective ti ssue (CT)
within the former follicular cavity; on the other side are the
theca lute in cells. The granulosa lutein cells contain a large
spherical nuc leus (see, also, GLC, Fig. 4) and a large
amount of cytoplas m. The cytoplasm conta ins yellow pigme nt (usually not evide nt in routine H&E sectio ns), hence
the name, corpus lute um. Theca lutein cells also contain a
spherical nucleus (TLC), but the cells are smaller than the
granu losa lutein cells. Thus, when identifyi ng the two cell
types, aside from locatio n, note th at the nucl ei of adj acent
theca lutein cells generally appear to be closer to each other

corpus luteum develops. As the corpus luteu m becomes
more plicated, the for mer fo llicul ar cavity becomes reduced
in size . At the same time, blood vessels (BV) from the theca
of the follicle invade the former cavity and the transforming
membrana granulosa cells. Cells of the theca in terna follow
the blood vessels into the outermost depressio ns of the plicated structure. These theca interna cells become transformed into cells of the corpu s luteum called theca lutein
cells.
mind that the theca interna was derived from the connective
tissue stroma of the ovary. The location of theca lute in cells
reflects thi s origin, and these cells (TLC) can be found in
the deep outer recesses of the glandul ar mass, adjacent to
the s urrounding connective tissue.

than nuclei of adjacent granulosa lutein cells. The connective tissue ( CT) and small blood vessels that invaded the
mass of granulosa lutein cells can be identified as the flattened and elongated components between the granulosa
lutein cells.
T he changes whereby the ruptured ovarian follicle is
transformed in to a corpus luteum occur under the influence
of pituitary luteinizing hormone. In turn, the corpus luteum
itself secretes progesterone, whic h has a profound effect on
the estrogen-primed uterus. If pregnancy occurs, the corpus
lu teum remains func tional ; if pregna ncy does not occur, the
corpus luteum regresses after having reached a point of
peak development, roughl y 2 weeks after ovul atio n. The
regressing cellular components of the corpus luteum are replaced by fibrous connective ti ss ue, and the structure is then
called a corpus a lbicans.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
CT, connecti ve tissue
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FC, former fo lli cular cavity
GLC, granulosa lutein cells

T C, granul osa cells transforming into corpus luteum cells
TLC, theca lutein cells
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CHAPTER 22

PLATE 91. OVIDUCT-UTERINE TUBE
The oviducts (uterine tubes, Fallopian tubes) are joined to the uterus and ex tend to the ovaries, where they present an open
flared end (abdomj nal ostium) for entry of the ov um at ovulation. The oviduct unde rgoes cyclical changes alo ng with those of
the uterus, but these are not nearly as pronounced. The ep ithe lial cells increase in height during the middle of the cycle, just
about the time the ovum will be pass ing through the tube, and become reduced during the premenstrual period. Some of the
epithelia l cells are ciliated. The epithelial cells depend on the ovaries for their viabil ity. Not only does the number of ciliated
cells increase during the fo ll icular phase of the ovarian cycle, but also removal of the ovaries leads to atrophy of the epi thelium and loss of c iliated cells.
The uterine tube varies in size and degree of mucosal folding along its length . The mucosal folds are evident in its distal
portion, the infundibulum, as it nears the open end. Near the opening, the tube flares outward and is called the il~fundibulum.
It has fringed fo lded edges called fimbria. The infundibulum leads proximally to the ampulla, which constitutes about two
thirds of the length of the oviduct, has the most numerous and complex mucosal folds, and is the site of fertilization. Mucosal
folds are least numerous at the proximal end of the oviduct, near the uterus, where the tube is narrow and referred to as the
isthmus. A uterine or intramural portion measures about 1 em in length and passes through the uteii ne wall to empty into the
ute rine cavity.
Fertilization of the ovum usually occ urs in the di stal portion of the ampull a. For the fi rst severa l days of development, as
it navigates the complex pathway created by the mucosal folds, the embryo is transported proxi mally by the beating of the c il ia
of the ciU ated epithelial cells and by peristaltic contract ions of the well-developed muscu laris layer that underlies the mucosa.

Figure 1, oviduct, human, H&E x40.

R

A cross section th rough the ampull a of the tube is shown
here. Many mucosal folds project into the lumen ( L), and
the complicated nature of the fo lds is evident by the variety
of profiles that is seen. In addi ti on to the mucosa (Muc), the
remainde r of the wall consists of a muscul aris (Mus) and
connective tissue.

Figure 2, oviduct, human, H&E x 160; inset x320.

R

The area enclosed by the rectangle in Figure I is shown
here at hi gher magnifica tion. The specimen shows a lo ngitudinal section through a lymphatic vessel (Lym). In other
planes of secti on, the lymphatic vessels are difficul t to identify. The fo rtuitously sectioned lymphatic vessel is seen in
the core of the mucosal fo ld, a long with a hj g hly cell ular
connective tissue (CT) and the blood vessels (BV) within
the connective tissue. The epithelium ljning the mucosa is
shown in the inset. T he ciliated cells are readily identified
by the presence of well- formed c ilia (C). Nonci li ated cells,

The muscularis consists of smooth muscle that forms a
relatively thick layer of circular fibe rs and a thinner outer
layer of longitudina l fibers. The layers are not clearly delineated, and no sharp boundary separates them.

also called peg cells (PC), are readily identified by the absence of c il ia; moreover, they have elongate nuclei and
sometimes appear to be squeezed between the ciliated cells.
T he connective tissue (CT) contains cells whose nuclei are
arranged typically in a random manner. They vary in shape,
be ing elo ngated, oval, or round. Their cytoplasm cannot be
distingui shed from the interce llular material (inset). The
character of the connective tissue is essentially the same
from the epithelium to the muscularis, and for this reason,
no submucosa is descri bed.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
C,cili a
CT, connective tissue
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Ep, epithelium
L, lumen
Lym, lymphatic vessel

Muc, mucosa
Mus, muscularis
PC, peg cells
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C HAPTER 22

PLATE 92. UTERUS I
The uterus is a hollow, pear-shaped orga n with a thick wall and, in the nonpregnant state, a narrow cavi ty. The uterine wall
is composed of a mucosa, referred to as the endometrium; a muscularis, refen ed to as a myometrium; and, externally, a serosal
cover, the perimetrium. The myometrium consists of smooth muscle and connective tissue and contains the large blood vessels that give rise to the vessels that supply the endometrium.
The uterus undergoes cycHcal changes that are largely manifested by changes that occ ur in the endometrium. If implantation of an ov um does not occur after preparatio n for thi s event, the state of readiness is not mai ntained, and much of the e ndometrium degenerates and is sloughed off, constituting the menstrual flow. The part of the endometrium that is lost is referred
to as the stratum functionale; the part that is retained is called the stratum basale. The stratum basa le is the deeper part of the
endometrium and adjoins the myometrium.
The myometrium also undergoes changes associated with implantation of a zygote. In the nonpregnant uterus, the smooth
muscle cells are about 50 1-Lm in length; duri ng pregnancy, they undergo enormous hypertrophy, often reaching more than 500
1-Lm in length. In addition, new muscle fibers develop after division of existing muscle cells and division and differentiation of
und ifferentiated mesenchymal cells. The connective ti ssue also increases to strengthen the uterine wall. Fibroblasts increase
by d ivision and secrete additional collagen and elasti c fibers. After parturition, the uterus nearly returns to its normal size. Most
muscle fi bers return to their normal size, and some degenerate. Collagen secreted during pregnancy is digested by the very
cells that secreted it, the fibroblasts. Similar, but less pronounced, prolife rati on and degeneration of fi broblasts and collagen
occur in each menstrual cycle.

B

Figure 1, uterus, human, H&E x 25; inset x120.
After the stratum functionale (SF) is sloughed off, resurfac ing of the raw tissue occurs. The epithelial resurfac ing
comes from the glands that remain in the stratum basale
(SB). The gland epitheHum simply proliferates and grows
over the surface. This figure shows the endometrium as it
appears when resurfac ing is complete. The area inscribed in
the upper small rectangle is shown at hi gher magnification
in the inset on the ri ght. Note the simple columnar epithelium (SEp) that covers the endometrial surface and its sim-

Figure 2, uterus, human, H&E x25; inset x 120.

B

Under the influence of estrogen, the various compone nts
of the endometrium proliferate (proliferative stage), so that
the total thi ckness of the endometrium is inc reased. As
shown in this figure, the glands (GI) become rather long and
follow a fairl y straight course within the stratu m fu nc-

ilarity to the glandular epi thelium (GI). The endometrium is
relatively thin at this stage, a nd over half of it consists of the
stratum basale. The area inscribed by the lower small rectangle, located in the region of the stratum basale, is shown
at higher magn ification in the inset in Figure 2. The glandul ar e pithe lium of the deep portion of the gla nds is similar
to that of the endometri al surface. Below the e ndometrium
is the myometrium (M ), in whi ch a number of large blood
vessels (BV) are present.

tionale (SF) to reach the surface. The stratum basale (SB)
remains essentia lly unaffected by the estrogen and appears
much the same as in Figure I. In this figure, the stratum
functionale (SF), on the other hand, has increased in thickness and constitutes about four fifths of the endometrial
thickness.

KEY
BV, blood vessels

Gl, glands
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M, myometrium
SB, stratum basale

SEp (inset, Fig. 1), surface epithelium
SF, stratum functionale
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CHAPTER 22

PLATE 93. UTERUS II
After estrogen brings about the uterine events designated the proliferative stage, another hormone, progesterone, influences
add itional uterine changes that constitute the secretory stage of the uterine cycle. This hormone brings the endometrium to a
state of readiness for implantation, and as a consequence of its act ions, the thickness of the e ndometrium increases fu rther.
There are conspicuous changes in the glands, primari ly in the stratum functionale, where the glands take on a more pronounced
corkscrew shape and secrete mucus that accumulates in sacculations along the ir length.
The vasculature of the endometrium also proliferates and degenerates in each menstrual cycle. Radial arteries enter the
stratum basale of the endometrium from the myometrium and give ri se to small , straight arteries that supply the stratum basale
and continue into the endometrium to become the highly coiled Jpiral arteries. Arteriol es derived from the spiral arteries supply the stratum func tionale. The di stal portion of the spiral arteries and the arterioles are sloughed wi th the stratum functionale
du ring menstruation . Alternating contraction and relaxation of the basal portions of the spiral arteries prevent excessive blood
loss during menstruati on.

E

Figure 1, uterus, human, H&E x25.
Thi s view of the e ndometrium in the secretory stage
shows the stratum functionale (SF), the stratum basale (SB),
and, in the lower left of the photomicrograph, a small
amount of the myometrium (M). The uterine glands have
been cut in a plane that is close to their long axes, and one
gland (arrow) is seen opening at the uterine surface. Except
for a few glands near the center of the figure that resemble
those of the proliferative stage, most of the glands (Gl) in
thi s figure, including those that are labeled, show numerou s

shallow sacculations that give the profile of the glandular
epithe lium a serrated appearance. This is one of the di stinctive features of the secretory stage. It is seen most advantageously in areas where the plane of section is close to
the long axis of the gland. In contrast to the characteri sti c
sinuous course of the glands in the stratum functionale,
glands of the stratum basal e more closely resemble those in
the proliferative stage. They are not oriented in any noticeable relationship to the uterine surface, and many of their
long profiles are even paralle l to the plane of the surface.

Figure 2, uterus, human, H&E x30; inset x120.
T his sli gh tly higher magnification view of the stratum
functionale shows essenti ally the same characteristics of
the glands (G/) described above; it also shows other modification s that occur during the secretory stage. One of these
is that the endometrium becomes edematou s. The increase
in endometrial thi ckness because of edema is reflected by
the presence of empty spaces between cells and other
formed elements. Thus, many areas of this figure, espec ially the area within and near the rectangle, show histologic signs of edema.
In addition, in thi s stage the glandular epithelial cells begin to secrete a mucoid fluid that is rich in glycogen. This
product is secreted into the lumen of the glands, causing

them to dilate. Typically, the glands of the secretory endometrium are more dilated than those of the proliferati ve
endometrium.
The rectangle in this figure highlights two glands that are
shown at higher magnification in the inset. Each of these
glands contains some substance within the lumen. The mucoid character of the substance within one of the glands can
be surmised from its blue staining. Although not evident in
routine H&E paraffin sections, the epithelial cells also contain glycogen during the secretory stage, and as mentioned
above, thjs becomes part of the secretion. The an vwheads
indicate stromal cell s; some of these cells undergo enlargement late in the secretory stage. These modified stromal
cells, called decidual cells, play a role in implantation.

B

KEY
GI, glands
M, myometrium
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SB, stralllm basale
SF, stratum functionale

ai'I'OW, glandular opening at uterine surface
al'l'owheads, stromal cells
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CHAPTER 22

PLATE 94. CERVIX
The cervix is the narrow or constricted inferior portion of the uterus, part of which projects into the vag ina. The cervical
canal traverses the cervix and provides a channe l co nnecting the vagi na and the uterine cavity. The structure of the cervix resembles the rest of the uterus in that it consists of a mucosa (endo metrium) and a myometrium. There are, however, some important diffe rences in the mucosa.
The endome trium of the cervix does not undergo the cyclical growth and loss of ti ssue that is characteristi c of the body and
fundus of the uterus. Rathe r, the amount and ch aracter of the mucous secretio n of its simple columnar epithelium vary at different times in the uterine cycle under the influence of the ovarian hormones. At midcycle, there is a 10-fold increase in the
amount of mucus produced ; this mucus is less viscous and provides a favorable environment for sperm migration. At other
times in the cycle, the mucus restricts the passage of sperm into the uterus.
The myometrium forms the major thickness of the cervix. lt consists of interweaving bundles of smooth muscle cells in an
extensive, continuous network of fibrous connective ti ssue.
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Figures 1 and 2, cervix, human, H& E x 15.
The portion of the cervix that projects into the vagina,
the portio vaginalis, is represented by the upper two thirds
of Figure l . The lower third of the microg raph reveal s the
supravagi nal portion of the cervix (portio supravaginali s).
Fig ure 2 shows the supravagi nal cervix at a slig htly higher
level than in Figure 1. The plane of section in both figures
passes through the long axis of the cervical canal. The cervical canal (CC) is narrowed and cone shaped at its two
ends. The upper end, the internal os, communicates with
the uterine cavity, a nd the lower end, the extemal os (Os),
communicates w ith the vagina. (For purposes of orienta-

Figure 3, cervix, human, H&E x240.
The surface of the portio vaginal is is stratified squamous
epithelium (SSEp ). The epithelium-connective tissue junction presents a re latively even contour in contrast to the irregular profile seen in the vagina. In othe r respects, the epithelium has the same general features as the vaginal

Figure 4, cervix, human, H&E x240.
The mucosa of the cervical canal is covered with columnar epithelium. An abrupt c hange from stratified squamous
epithelium (SSEp) to simple columnar epithe lium (CEp)
occurs at the opening of the cervical canal (exte rnal os).
The Lower rectangle in Fig ure I marks this site, known as

Figure 5, cervix, human, H&E x 500.
Figure 5 shows, at high magnification, portions of the
gland identified in the rectangle in Figure 2. Note the tall
epithe lial cells and the lightly staining s upranuclear cytoplasm, a re flection of the muc in dissolved out of the cell
during ti ss ue preparati on. The crowdi ng and the change in

tio n, realize that only one side of the lon gitudinal section of
the cervix is shown in these fig ures and that the actual specimen , as seen in a sectio n, would present a similar image on
the other side of the cervical canal.)
The mucosa (Muc) of the cervix differs according to the
cavity it faces. The two rectangles in Figure I delineate representative areas of the mucosa that are shown at higher
magnification in Fig ures 3 and 4, respectively.
Figure 2 e mphasizes the nature of the cervical glands
(Gl). The glands differ fro m those of the uterus in that they
branch extensively. They secrete a muco us substance into
the cervical canal that serves to lubricate the vagina.
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G l, cer vical glands

Muc, mucosa
Os, ostium of the uterus
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epithe lium. Another similarity is that the epithe lial surface
of the portio vagi nalis undergoes cyclical changes similar
to those of the vagina in response to ovarian hormones. The
mucosa of the portio vaginal is, like that of the vagina, is devoid of glands.

the transition zo ne, which is shown at hi gher magnification
here. Note the abrupt change in the epi the lium at the point
indicated by the diamond-shaped marke1; as well as the
large number of lymphocytes present in this region (compare w ith Fig. 3).

shape of the nuclei (asterisk) seen at the upper part of one
of the glands in thi s fig ure are clue to a tangentia l cut
through the wall of the gland as it passed out of the plane
of section. (It is not uncommo n for cervical glands to develop into cysts as a res ult of obstructi on in the duct. Such
cysts are referred to as Nabothian cysts.)

KEY
BV, blood vessels
CC, cervical canal
CEp, colu mnar epithelium
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SSEp, stratified sq uamous epithelium
asterisk (Fig. 5), tangential cut o f the epithelial surface
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PLATE 95. PLACENTA I
The placenta is a disk -shaped organ that ser ves for the exchange of materi als between the fetal and maternal circulations
during pregnancy. It develops primatily from embryonic tiss ue , the chorionfrondoswn. One side of the placenta is embedded
in the uterine wall at the basal plate. The other side faces the amniotic cavity that contains the fetus. After birth, the placenta
separates from the wall of the uterus and is discharged along with the contiguous membranes of the amniotic cavity.
The umbilical cord connects the fetus to the placenta. It contains two arte ri es that carry blood from the fetus to the placenta
and a vein that returns blood from the placenta to the fetus. The umbil ical arteries have thick muscular wall s. These are
arranged as two layers, an inne r longitudinal layer and an o uter ci rcular layer. Elastic lamellae are poorl y developed in these
vessels and, indeed, may be absent. The umbili cal vein is similar to the arteries, also hav ing a thick muscular wall arranged as
an inner longitudinal and an o uter circular layer.

B

Fig ure 1, placenta, human, H&E x 16.

A section extend ing from the a mniotic s urface into the
substance of the placenta is shown here. T hi s includes the
amnion (A ), the chorionic plate (CP), and the chorionic villi
(CV). The a mnion consists of a layer of simple cuboidal epithelium and an underlying layer of connecti ve ti ssue. The
connective ti ss ue of the amnion is contin uous with the connective ti ss ue of the chorionic plate as a result of their fusion at an earlier time. The plane of fu sion, however, is not
evident in H&E sections; the separati on (asterisks) in parts
of this figure in the vic inity of the fusion is an artifac t.
The chorionic plate is a thick connective tissue mass that
contains the rami fications of the umbilical arteries and vein.
These vessels (BVp) do not have the distinct organi zational
features characteristic of arteries and veins; rather, they re-

B

Figure 2, placenta, human, H&E x70; inset x370.
The materna l side of the placenta is shown in tllis figure.
The basal plate, or stratum basale (SB ), is on the rig ht side
of the illustration. This is the part of the uterus to whic h the
chorionic villi anchor. Alo ng with the usual connective ti ssue e le ments, the basal plate contains speciali zed cells
called decidual cells (DC). The same cells are show n at
hig her magnificatio n in the inset. Decidua l cells are usuall y

semble the vessels of the um bilical cord. Although their
identification as blood vessels is relatively simple, it is diffi cult to disting uish whi ch vessels are branches of an umbilical artery and wh ich are tributaries of the vein.
The ma in substance of the placenta consists of chorio nic
villi of different sizes (see Plate 96). These emerge from the
c horionic plate as large stem villi that branch into increasingly smaller vi lli . Branches of the umbil ical arteries and
vein ( BVv, Fig. 2) enter the stem villi and ramify through
the branching villous network. Some villi extend from the
chorionic plate to the material side o f the placenta and
make contact with the maternal ti ssue; these are called anchoring villi. Other villi, the free villi, simply arbori ze
within the substance of the placenta without anchoring onto
the maternal side.

*

*

~
\

*

fo und in clusters and have an epithelial appearance. B ecause of these features, they are eas ily identified.
Septa from the basal plate extend in to the portion of the
placenta that contains the chorionic villi. The septa do not
contain the branches of the umbilical vessels and, on this
basis, can frequently be distinguished from stem villi or
their branches.

'•
KEY
A, amn ion
BVp, blood vessels in chorionic plate
BVv, blood vessels in c horionic villi
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CP, c horion ic plate

CV, chorionic villi
DC, decidual cells

SB, stratum basale
asterisk, separation that is actually an artifact
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PLATE 96. PLACENTA II
Chorionic villi, which constitute the functional tiss ue of the placenta, consist of a connective tissue core and a two- layered
e pithelial cellular covering. The outermost layer consists of syncytiotrophoblasts. immediately under tl1i s is a layer of cells,
referred to as cytotrophoblasts, from which the syncytiotrophoblast derives. Thus, cytotrophoblasts are numerous in the early
placenta but relatively sparse in the place nta of late pregnancy.
The syncytiotrophoblast not only covers the swface of the chori onic villi but also extends from the anchoring villi onto the
surface of the basal plate and onto the pl acental septa. As a consequence, the entire compartment in which matern al blood is
contained is walled by sy ncytiotrophoblasts.
Except for relatively rare rupturing of capillary walls, which is more co mmon at delivery, fetal and maternal blood do not
mix . This separation of the fetal and maternal blood, referred to as the placental bwTie1; is maintained primarily by the layers
of fetal tissue. Starting at the fourth month, these layers become very thin to facilitate the exchange of products across the placental barrier. The thinning of the wa ll of the villus is due to the loss of the inner cytotrophoblastic layer. At its thinnest, the
placental barrier consists of the syncyti otrophoblast, a sparse di scontinuous inner cytotrophoblast layer, basal lamina of the
trophoblast, connective tissue of the villus, basal lami na of the endothelium, and endothelium of the fetal pl acental capillary
in the tertiary vi llus. Thus, this barrier bears a strong resemblance to the air- blood barrier of the lung, with whi ch it has an important parallel function, namely, the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide, in thi s case between the maternal blood and the
fetal blood. Tn addition, metabolic substrates and products, hormones a nd other regulatory molecules, and antibodies that confer passive immunity on the fetus also routinely cross the placental banier. Unfortunately, so too do potentially da ngerous
agents such as alcohol, nicotine, drugs, viJ'Lises, exogenous hormones, and heavy metals that can harm the embryo or fetus.

D

Figure, placenta, human, H&E x280.

A section through the substance of a full-term placenta
shows chorioni c villi (CV) of different sizes and the surrounding inter villous space ( IS). The connective ti ssue of
the villi conta ins branches and tributaries of the umbil ical
arteries and vei n (BV). The smallest villi contain only capillaries; larger vi lli contain correspondingly larger blood
vessels. The intervillous space contains maternal blood.
Maternal blood was drained from the specimen before its
preparation, and therefore, few maternal blood cells are
seen in the section.
The nuclei of the syncytiotrophoblast may be more or
less evenl y di stributed, givi ng thi s layer an appearance (in
H&E sections) similar to that of cuboidal epithelium. The re
are, however, sites where the nucle i are gathered in clusters
(arrowheads), as well as regions of syncytium relatively
free of nucl ei (arrows). These stretches of sy ncytium may
be so attenuated as to give the impression that the villous
surface is devoid of a covering. It is thought that the nuclear
c lusters and the adjacent cytoplasm may separate from the
vi llus and e nter the maternal blood pool.

The syncytiotrophoblast contains microvilli that project
into the intervillous space. These may appear as a striated
border in paraffin sections, but they are not always adequately preserved and may not be evident.
In earlier placentas, the cytotrophoblasts form an almost
complete layer of cells inm1ediately deep to the syncytiotrophoblast. Cytotrophoblasts are the source of the syncyti otrophoblast. Cell division occurs in the cytotrophoblast layer, and the newly formed cells become
incorporated into the sy ncytial layer. In this full-term placenta, onl y occasional cytotrophoblasts (Cy) can be discerned.
Most of the cells within the core of the villus are typical
connective tissue fibroblasts. The nuclei of these cells stain
well with hematoxylin, but the cytopl asm cannot be di stingui shed from the delicate intercellular fibrous material.
Other cells have a recognizable amount of cytoplasm surrounding the nucleus. These are considered to be phagocytotic and are named Hofbauer cells. The Holbauer cells
(HC) show n in the figure do not co ntain any di stinctive cytoplasmic inclusions.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
CV, chorionic villi
Cy, cytotrophoblasts

HC, Hofbauer cells
IS, intervill ous space
arrowheads, clusters of syncytial trophoblast nuclei

arrows, attenuated syncytial cytopl asm
asterisk, tangentially sectioned villus
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PLATE 97. VAGINA
The vagina is the fibromuscular tube of the female re productive tract that leads to the exterior of the body. The wall of the
vagina consists of three layers: a mucosa, a muscula ris, and an adventitia. T he epithe lium of the mucosa is nonkerati ni zed
stratified squamous. It undergoes c hanges that cmTespond to the ovarian cycle. The amount of glycogen stored in the epithelia l cells increases under the influence of estrogen, w he reas the rate of desquamation increases under the infl ue nce of progesterone. The g lycogen liberated from the desquam ated cells is fermented by lactobacilli vagina/is, producing lactic acid that
acidifies the vagina l surface and inhibits colonization by yeasts and potentially harmful bacteria.
The vagina has certain histologic similarities to the proximal portion of the al imentary canal but is di stinguished by the following features: The epithelium does not keratinize, and except for the deepest layers, the cells appear to be empty in routine H&E
sections; the mucosa contains ne ither glands nor a muscularis mucosae; the muscle is smooth and not well ordered . This should be
contrasted with the oral cavity, pharynx, and upper part of the esophagus in which the muscle is striated. The more distal pm1ion
of the esophagus, which contains smooth muscle, can be di stinguished easily from the vagina because it has a muscularis mucosae.

Figure 1, vagina, human, H&E x90.
The mucosa of the vagina consists of a stratified squamous epithelium (Ep) and an underlying fibro us connective
ti ssue (CT) that often appears more cellular than othe r fibrous connective tissue. The boundary between the two is
readil y identified because of the conspicuous sta ining of the
closely packed small cells of the basal layer (B) of the epithelium. Connective tissue papillae project into the underside of the epithelium, giving the epithelial-connective tissue juncti on an uneven appearance. The papillae may be c ut
obliquely or in cross secti on and thus may appear as connective tissue islands (arro ws) within the lower portion of
the epithelium. The epithelium is characteri stically thick
and a lthough keratohyaline granules may be fo und in the
superficial cells, keratinization does not occur in human

vaginal e pithelium. Thus, nucle i can be observed throughout the e ntire thickness of the epithelium despite the fact
that the cytoplasm of most of the cells above the basal layers appears empty. T hese cells are norma lly filled with large
deposits of glycogen th at is lost in the processes of fi xation
and embeddi ng o f the tissue. The rectangle outli nes a portion of the epithel ium and connective ti ssue papillae that is
exami ned at higher magnification in Figure 2. The muscular layer of the vaginal wall consists of smooth muscle
arranged in two ill-de fined layers. T he outer layer is gene rally said to be longitudinally arranged (SML), and the inner
layer is generally said to be circ ularly arranged (SMC), but
the fi bers are more usually organized as interlacing bundles
surrounded by connective tissue. Many blood vessels (BV)
are seen in the connective tissue.

Figure 2, vagina, human H&E x 11 0.
This is a higher magnification of the epithe li um that includes the area outlined by the rectangle in Figure 1 (turned
90°). The obliquely c ut and cross-sectioned portions of
connecti ve tissue papillae that appear as connective tissue

islands in the epithelium are more clearly seen here ( arrows), in some instances outlined by the surrounding
closely packed cells of the basal epithelial cell layer. Note,
again, that the e pithel ial cells even at the surface still retain
their nuclei and there is no evidence of keratinization.

Figure 3, vagina, human H&E x225.
This is highe r-magn ification mi crograph of the basal
portion of the epithe li um (Ep) between connective tissue
papillae. Note the regul arity and de nse packing of the basa l
epithelial cells. They are the ste m cells for the stratifi ed
squ amous epithe lium. Daughter cells of these cells migrate
toward the surface and begin lo accumulate glycogen and

become less regularly arranged as they move towards the
surface. T he highly cellular connective (CT) tissue immediately beneath the basal layer (B) of the epithelium typically
contai ns many lymphocytes (L). T he number of lymphocytes varies with the stage of the ovarian cycle. Lymp hocytes invade the epithe lium around the time of menstruation
and appear a long with the epithelial cells in vaginal smears.

Figure 4, vagina, human, H&E x 125.
This higher- magnification micrograph of the smooth
muscle of the vagina l wall e mphasizes the irregularity of
the arrangeme nt of the muscle bundles. At the ri ght edge of
the fig ure is a bundle of smooth mu scle c ut in a lo ngitudina l section (SM L). Adjacent to thi s is a bundle of smooth

muscle cut in cross section (SMC). T his bund le abuts on a
long itudi nally sectioned lymphatic vessel (LV). To the left
of the lymphatic vessel is another longitudinal bundle of
smooth muscle (SML). A valve ( Va) is seen in the lymphatic
vessel. A sma ll vein (V) is present in .the circular smooth
muscle close to the lymphatic.

KEY
B, basal layer o f vaginal epithelium
BV, blood vessels
CT, connective tissue
Ep, epithelium

L , lymphocytes
LV, lymphatic vessel
SM C, smooth m uscle, cross section
SML, smooth muscle, lo ngitud inal section

V, vein
Va, valve in lymphatic vessel
arrows, con nective tissue islands in epithelium
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PLATE 98. MAMMARY GLANDS

I

The mammary glands are branched tubuloalveola.r glands that develop from epidermis and come to lie in the subcutaneous
tissue (superficial fascia). They begin to develop at pube1ty in the female but do not reach a fully functional state until after
pregnancy. The glands also develop in the male at puberty; the development is limited, however, and the glands usuall y remain
in a stabilized state.

B

Figure 1, mammary gland, human, H&E

xao.

This figure is a section through an inactive gland. The
parenchyma is sparse and consists mainly of duct elements.
Several ducts (D) are shown in the center of the field. A
small lume n can be seen in each. The ducts are surrounded
by a loose connective tissue (see CT(L), Fig. 2), and to-

B

Figure 2, mammary gland, human, H&E x200; inset x400.
Additional detail s are evident at higher magnification. In
di stingu islung between the loose and dense connective tissue, recall that both extracellular and cellular features show
differences that are evident in both the figure and the inset.
Note the thicker collagenous fi bers in the dense connecti ve
tissue in contrast to the much thinner fibers of the loose
connective tissue. The loose connective tissue contai ns far
more cells per unit area and a greater variety of cell types.
This figure shows a c luster of lymphocytes (L) and, at still
highe r magnification (inset), plasma cells (P) and individual lymphocytes (L). Both plasma cells and lymphocytes
are cells with a rounded shape, but plasma cells are larger
and show more cytoplasm. In addition, regions of plasma
cell cytoplasm display basophilia. Elongate nuclei in spindle-shaped cells belong to fibroblasts. In contrast, although
the cell types in the dense con nective tiss ue may also be di-

gether, the ducts and surrounding connective tissue constitute a lobule. Two lobules (L) are bracketed in tlus figure.
Beyond the lobule, the connective ti ss ue is more dense
(CT(D)). The two types of connective tissues can be distinguished at the low mag11ification of this figure.

verse, a simple examination of equal areas of loose and
dense connective tissue will, by far, show fewer cells in the
dense connective tissue. Characteristically, the dense connective tissue contains numerous aggregates of adipocytes
(A).
The epithelial cells within the resting lobule are regarded
as being chiefly duct elements. Usually, alveoli are not
fo und; their precursors, however, are represented as cellular
thickenings of the duct wall. The epithelium of the resti ng
lobule is cuboidal; in addition, myoepithelial cells are present. Reexamination of the inset shows a thickening of the
epithe lium in one location, presumably the precursor of an
alveolus, and myoepithelial cells (M) at the base of the epitheUum. As elsewhere, the myoepitheUal cells are on the
epitheUal side of the basement membrane. During pregnancy, the glands begin to proliferate. This can be thought
of as a dual process in which ducts proliferate and alveo li
grow from the ducts.

KEY
A, adipocytes
CT(D), dense connective tissue
CT(L), loose connective tissue
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D, ducts
L: Fig. 1, lobules; Fig. 2 and inset, lymphocytes

M , myoepithel ial cells
P, plasma cells
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PLATE 99. MAMMARY GLAND, LATE PROLI FERATIVE AND LACTATING
M ammary glands exhibit a number of ch anges during pregnancy in preparation for lactation. Lymphocytes and plasma cells
infiltrate the loose connecti ve tissue as the glandul ar tissue develops. As the cells of the glandular portion proliferate by mitotic division , the ducts branch and alveoli begi n to develop at their growing ends. Al veolar development becomes most prominent in the later stages of pregnancy, and accumulation of secretory product takes place in the alveoli. At the same time, lymphocytes and plasma cells become prorninent in the loose connective tissue of the developing lobules. M yoepithelial cells
proliferate between the base of the e pithelial cells a nd the basal lamina in both the alveolar and the ductal portion of the glands.
They are most prominent in the larger duc ts.
Both merocrine and apocrine secretion are invol ved in the produc tion of milk. The protein compone nt is synthesized, concentrated, and secreted by exocytosis in a manner typical for protein secretion. The lipid compone nt begins as drople ts in the
cytoplasm that coalesce in to large droplets in the apical cytoplas m of the alveolar cells and cause the apical plasma me mbrane
to bulge into the alveolar lume n. The droplets are surrounded by a thin layer of cytoplasm and are enveloped in plasma membrane as they are released.
The initial secretio n in the first days after birth is called colosrrum. This premilk is an alkaline secretion with a higher protein, vitamin A, sodium, and chloride content than milk and a lower Upid, carbohydrate, and potassium content. Considerabl e
amounts of antibodies are contained in colostrum, and these provide the newborn wi th passive immunity to many antigens.
The antibodies are produced by the plasma cells in the stroma of the breast and are carried across the glandular cells in a manner similar to that for secretory IgA in the salivary glands and intestine. A few days after parturition, the secretion of colostrum
stops and lipid-rich milk is produced.

B

Figure 1, mammary gland, late proliferative stage,
human, H&E x90; inset x560.
Whereas the development of the duct elements in the
mammary gland occurs during the early proliferative stage,
the development of the alveolar elements becomes conspicuous in the late proliferative stage. This figure shows the
lobules (L) at the late prolife rative stage. Indi vidual lobules
are separated by narrow dense connecti ve ti ssue septa (S).
The connective tissue within the lobule is a typical loose
connective tissue that is now more cellular, contai ning
mostly plasma cells and lymphocytes. The alveoli are well
developed, a nd many exhibit precipitated secretory product.
Each of the al veoli is joi.ned to a duct, although that relationship can be difficult to identify. The e pithelium of the intralobular ducts is similar in appearance to the alveolar ep-

Figure 2, mammary gland, lactating, human,
methyl green-osmium x 90; inset x 700.

B

The specimen show n here is from a lactating mammary
gland. It is similar in appearance to the gland at the late proliferative stage but diffe rs mainly to the extent that the alveoli are more uniform in appearance and their lu mina are
larger. As in the late proliferative stage, several alveoli can
be seen merging with one another (asterisks). T he use of
osmiu m in this specime n stains the lipid component of the
secretion. The inset reveals the lipid droplets wi thin the epithelial cell cytoplasm as well as li pid that has been secreted
into the lumen of the alveolus. The lipid first appears as

ithelium. The cells of both components are secretory. The
al veoli as well as the intralobular ducts consist of a single
layer of cuboidal epithelial cells subtended by myoepithelial
cells. Often, what appear to be several alveoli are seen merging with one anoth er (asterisks). Such profiles represent
alveolar units opening into a duct. Interlobular ducts (D) are
easy to identify as they are surrounded by dense connecti ve
tissue. In one instance, an in tralobular duct can be seen emptying into an interl obul ar duct (arrow). The inset shows the
secretory epithelium at a much higher magnifi cation. Note
that it is a simple columnar epithelium. The nucleus of a myoepithe lial cell (M ) is seen at the base of the epithelium.
Generally, these cells are difficu lt to recognize. Also, as
noted above, numerous plasma cells (P) and lymphocytes
(Ly) are present in the loose connective tissue of the lobule.
small droplets within the epithe lial cells. These droplets become larger and ultimately are secreted into the alveolar lumen along with milk prote ins. The milk proteins are present in small vacuoles in the apical part of the cell but cannot
be seen by light mic roscopic methods. They are secreted by
exocytosis. The lipid drop lets, in contrast, are large and surrounded by the apical cell membrane as they a re pinched
off to enter the lumen; thus it is an apocri ne secretion. Several interlobular ducts (D ) are evident. One of these ducts
reveals a small branch, an ending intralobular duct (arrows)
joining the inte rlobular duct.

KEY
D, interlobu lar duct
L, lobule
Ly, lymphocyte
M, myoepi thelia l cell

P, plasma cell
S, connective tissue septa

arrow, union of intralobular duct with interlobular duct
asterisks, sites of merg ing alveoli
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within the orbit. T he extraocu lar muscles a re coord inated
so that the eyes move sym metrically about their own central axes.

Layers of the Eye

Eye

The wall of the eye consists of three concentric layers or coats

T he eye ball is composed of three stru ctura l layers
(Fig. 23 .1 ):

• Comeoscleral coat, the o uter or fi brous laye1', w hich includes the sclera, the w hite portion, and th e cornea, the
OVERVIEW OF T HE EYE

transpa rent portion
• Vascular coat, the middle layer or uvea, w hich includes
the choroid and the stroma of the cilimy body and i1is
• Retina, the inner layer, w hich incl udes an outer pigment
epithelium, the inner neural retina, and the epithelium of
the cilia ry body and ir is
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On the a nterior aspect of the eye the layers a re modified
to adm it and regula te th e passage of light. T he neural
reti na is continuo us with the central nervous system
th rough the optic nerve. T he internal cavity of the eye is
filled with a tra nspa rent gel, the vitreous body, w hich
helps to maintain sha pe.
The corneoscleral coat consists of the transparent cornea and
the white opaque sclera

T he cornea covers the anterior o ne sixth of the eye (Fig.
23. 1a). [n this w indow-like region, the surface of the eye

BOXES
sox 23.1. Cl inical Correlations: Glaucoma
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BOX 23.2. Clinical Correlations: Retinal Detachment

has a p ro m inence or convexity. The cornea is contin uous
with the sclera (Gr. sk/eros, hard). The sclera is composed of
dense fi brous connective tissue that p rovides attachment
fo r the extrinsic m uscles of the eye. The sclera constitutes
the "whi te" of the eye but has a slightly blue ti nt in children beca use of its thin ness and is yellow in the elderl y because of the accu mulation of li pofu scin in its stromal cells.
The corneoscleral coa t encloses the inner two layers except
w here it is penetrated by the o ptic nerve.
The uvea consists principally of the choroid, the vascular layer
that provides nutr ients to the retina

Blood vessels and melan in pig ment give the choroid an
intense dark- brown color. The pigment a bsorbs scattered
and reflected light to mi nim ize gla re witl1in the eye. The
choroid conta ins man y venous p lexuses and layers of capillar ies and is firm ly attached to the retina (Fig. 23. 1 b). T he
anterior rim of the uveal layer continues fo rwa rd, where it
fo rms the stro ma of the ciliary body and iris.
The ciliary body is a ring-like thickening that extends
inwa rd just posterior to the level o f the corneosclera l junction. Within the ciliary body is the cilia1y muscle, a
smooth muscle that is responsible for lens acconunodation. Contraction of the ciliary muscle changes the shape
of the lens, wh ich enables it to bring lig ht rays from different d ista nces to focus on the retina .
T he iris is a contractile dia ph ragm that extends over the
anterior surface of the lens. It also contains smooth m uscle
and mela nin-containing pigment cells scattered in the connective tissue. The pupil is the central circular aperture of
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BOX 23.3 . Clinica l Correlations: Age-Related Macular Degeneration

(ARMD)
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photosensitive
part of retina
nonvisual
part of retina

\1 OVERVIEW OF THE EYE
The eye is a comp lex sensory organ that provides the sense
of sight. In many ways, the eye is similar to a d igita l camera. Li ke the optical system of a camera , the cornea a nd
lens of the eye capture and foc us light. T he light detector
in a digital camera, called the charge-co upled device
(CCD), consists of closely spaced photodiodes that capture, collect, and convert the light image in to a series of
electrica l im pulses. Similarly, the photoreceptors in the
retitta of the eye detect light intensity and colo r and encode
these para meters into electrical impu lses fo r transm issio n
to the bra in via the optic nerve.

Because the eyes are paired, two somewhat differe nt and
overlapping images (visua l fie lds) a re sent to the brain.
Complex neural mechanisms coordina te eye movements
and inter pr et the slightly different images. Binocular visio n
ena bles us to perceive depth and d istance to ac hieve a
three-dimensio nal image.

\1 GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE EYE
The eye measu res approximately 25 mm in d iameter. It is
suspended in the bony orbita l socket by six extr ins ic muscles that control its movement. A thick layer of adipose tissue parti ally surrou nds and cushi ons the eye as it moves

FIGURE 23.1
Schematic diagram of the layers of the eye. Tile wa ll of tile eyeball is
organized in tl1ree separate concentric layers: (a ) an outer supporting
layer, tile corneoscleral coat (clear and blue); (b) a middle vascular

coat or uvea (pink) ; and (c) an inner photosensitive layer, tile retina
(yellow).
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the iris. It appears black because one looks through the
lens toward the heavily pigmented back of the eye. In the
process of adaptation, the pupil changes in size to conu-ol
the amount of light that passes through the lens to reach
the retina.
The retina consists of two components, the neural retina and
pigment epithelium

The retina is a thin, delicate layer (Fig. 23.1c) consisting
of two components:

• Neural retina, an inner layer that contains .light-sensitive
receptors and complex neurona l networks

• Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), an outer layer composed of simple cuboidal melanin-contai ning cells
Externally, the retina rests on the choroid; intern ally, it
is associated w ith the vitreous bod y. The neural retina consists largely of photoreceptor cells, called retinal rods and
cones, and interneurons. Visual information encoded by
the rods and cones is sent to the brain via impulses conveyed along the optic nerve.

Chambers of the Eye
The layers of the eye and the lens serve as boundaries for
three chambers within the eye

The chambers of the eye are

• Antel'ior chamber, the space between the cornea and the
lrtS

• Posterior chambel', the space between the posterior surface of the iris and the anterior surface of the lens

• Vitreous chamber, the space between the posterior surface of the lens and the neural retina (Fig. 23 .2). The
cornea, the anterior and posterior chambers, and their
contents constitute the anterior segment of the eye; the
vitreous chamber, visual retina, RPE, posterior sclera,
and uvea constitute the posterior segment.
The refractile media components of the eye alter the light path
to focus it on the retina

As light rays pass through the components of the eye,
they are refracted. Refractio n focuses the light rays on the
pbotoreceprors of the retina. Four tra nsparent components
of the eye, called the refractile (or dioptric) media, alter
the path of the light rays:

• Cornea, the anterior wi ndow of the eye
• Aqueous humor, the wa tery fluid located in the an ter ior
and posterior chambers
• Lens, a tra nsparent, crystalline, biconcave structure susp ended from the inner surface of the ciliar y body by a
r ing of rad ia lly oriented fi bers, the zonule of Zinn
• Vitreous body, composed of a transparent gel substance
that fills the vitreous cha mber. It conta ins hyaluronic
acid, widely dispersed collagen fibrils, and other proteins and glycoproteins. T he fluid component of the vitreous body is ca lled the vitrous humor.
The cornea is the chief refractive element of the eye. It
has a refractive index of 1.376 (air bas a refractive index
of 1.0). The lens is second in impor tance to the cornea in
the refraction of light rays. Because of its elasticity, the
shape of the lens can undergo sligh t changes in response to
the tension of the cilia ry muscle. T hese changes are important in accommodation for proper foc usi ng on near ob-

jects. The aqueous humor and vitreous body have only minor roles in refraction. H owever, the aqueous humor plays
a n important role in providing nutrients to two avascular
str uctures, the lens and cornea . In add ition to transmitting
light, the vitreous body helps maintain the position of the
lens and helps keep the neural retina in contact with the
RPE.

Development of the Eye
To appreciate the unusual structural and functional relationships in the eye, it is helpful to understand how it
forms in the embryo.
The tissues of the eye are derived from neuroectoderm,
surface ectoderm, and mesoderm

By the 22nd day of development, the eyes are evident as
shallow grooves, the optic sulci or grooves, in the neural
folds at the cran ial end of the human embryo. As the neural tube closes, the paired grooves form outpocketings
ca lled optic vesicles (Fig. 23 .3a). As each optic vesicle
grows laterally, the connection to the forebrain becomes
constricted into an optic stalk, and the overlying surface
ectoderm th ickens and forms a lens placode. T hese events
are followed by concomitant invagination of the optic vesicles a nd the lens placodes. The invagination of the optic
vesicle results in the formation of a double-layered optic
cup (Fig. 23.3b). The inner layer becomes the neural
retina. T he outer layer becomes the RPE.
Invagination of the central region of each lens placode resu lts in the formation of the lens vesicles. By the fifth week
of development, the lens vesicle loses contact with the surface ectoderm and comes to lie in the mouth of the optic

optic cup

retinal arterioles
and venules
optic nerve papilla
.Jt?M:?<~~~
optic nerve
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FIGURE 23.2
Schematic dlag•·am illustrating the internal structures of the human eye. The retina consists of photosensitive and nonphotosensitlve regions that differ in their function. Note that the photosensitive
region of the retina occupie? the posterior part of
the eye and terminates anteriorly along the ora
serrata. The non photosensitive region of the retina
is located anterior to the ora serrata and lines the
inner aspect of the cil iary body and the posterior
surface of the Iris. The other layers of the eyeball
as well as the attachment of two of the extraocular muscles to the sclera are also shown.
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cup. After the lens vesicle detaches from the surface ectoderm, this same site again thickens to form the corneal epithelium. Mesenchymal cells from the periphery then give
rise to the corneal endothelium and the corneal stroma.
Grooves containing blood vessels derived from mesenchyme develop along the inferior surface of each optic
cup and stalk. Called the choroid fissures, the grooves enable the hyaloid artery to reach the inner chamber of the
eye. This artery and its branches supply the inner chamber
of the optic cup, lens vesicle, and mesenchyme within the
optic cup. T he hyaloid vein returns blood from these structures. The dista l portions of the hyaloid vessels degenerate,
but the proximal portions remain as t be central artery and
veil-t. By the end of the seven th week, the edges of the
choroid fissure fuse, and a round opening, the future pupil,
is formed over the lens vesicle.
The outer la yer of the optic cup forms a single layer of
pigmented cells (Fig. 23 .3c) Pigmentation begins at the end
of the fifth week. The inner layer undergoes a complex differentiation into the nine layers of the neural retina. The
photoreceptor (rod and cone) cells as well as the bipolar,
amacrine, and ganglion cells and nerve fibers are present
by the seventh month. The macular depression begins to
develop during the eighth month and is not complete until
about 6 months after binh.
D uring the third month, growth of the optic cup gives
rise to the ciliary body and the future iris, w hich forms a
double row of epithelium in front of the lens. The mesoderm located external to this region becomes the stroma of
the ciliary body and iris. Both epithelial layers of the iris
become pigmented. In the ciliary body, however, only the
outer layer is pigmented. At birth, the iris is light blue in
fair-skinned people because pigment is usually not present.
The dilator and sphincter pupillary muscles develop during

choroid
superior rectus muscle

Eye

anterior
chamber
irldopupillary
membrane
cornea
ectoderm

invaginating
lens vesicle

ciliary body
hyaloid
artery
FIGURE23.3
Schematic drawing illustrating the development of the eye. a. Forebra in and developing optic vesicles as seen in a 4-mm embryo. b. Hilayered optic cup and invaginating lens vesicle as seen in a 7.5-mm
embryo. The optic stalk connects the developing eye to the brain.

vitreous
body

outer vascu lar
chamber

c. T11e eye as seen in a 15-week fetus. All the layers of the eye are established, and the hyaloid artery traverses the vitreous body from the
optic disc to the posterior surface of the lens. (Modified from Mann IC.
The Development of tl1e Human Eye. New York: Grune fr Stratton, 1974.)
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TABLE 23.1. Embryonic Origins of the Individual Structures of the Eye
Source

Derivative

Surface ectoderm

Lens
Epithelium of the cornea, conjunctiva, and lacrimal gland and its drainage system
Vitreous body (derived partly from neural ectoderm of t he optic cup and partly from mesenchyme)
Epithelium of the retina, iris, and ciliary body
Sphincter pupillae and dilator pupillae muscles
Optic nerve
Sclera
Stroma of the cornea, ciliary body, Iris, and choroid
Extraocular muscles
Eyelids (except epithelium and conjunctiva)
Hyaloid system (most of which degenerates before birth)
Coverings of tt1e optic nerve
Connective tissue and blood vessels of the eye, bony orbit, and vitreous body

Neural ectoderm

Mesoderm

t he sixth month as d er ivatives of the neuroectoderm of the
o uter layer of th e optic cup.
The embryonic origins of th e indi vid ual eye structures
are su mmarized in Table 23. 1.

V

MICROSCOPIC STRUCTURE
OF THE EYE

Corneoscleral Coat
The cornea consists of five layers: three cellular layers and two
noncellular layers

The transparen t cornea (see Figs. 23 .1 and 23 .2) is only
0.5 mm thick at its center and about 1 mm thi ck peripherall y. It consists o f three cellular layers th at are distinct in
both appearance and orig in. These layers a re separated by
two important mem branes that appea r homogeneous
when viewed in the light microscope. Thus, t he fi ve layers
o f the cornea seen in a transverse secti on are

•
•
•
•
•

Comeal epithelium
Bowman's membmne (anterior basement membmne)
Comeal stroma
Descemet's membmne (posterior basement membrane)
Comeal e1tdothelium

The corneal epithelium is a nonkeratinized stratified squamous
epithelium

The corneal epithelium (Fig. 23 .4) consists of approxima tely five layers o f no nkerat inized cells and measures
about 50 p,m in average t hickness. It is conti nuous wi th the
conj unctival epit helium th at overl ies the adjacent sclera.
T he epithelia l cells adhere to neighboring cells via desmosomes th at are present o n shor t interdigitating processes.
Like o ther stratified epithelium, such as that of the skin,
the cells proliferate from a basal layer and becom e sg ua-

m ous at the surface. The basal cells are low columnar with
ro und, ovoid n uclei; the surface cells acq uire a squamous
o r discoid shape and their n uclei ar e flattened and p yknotic
(see Fig. 23.4b). As t he cells migrate to the surface, the cytoplasmic orga nelles g raduall y disap pear, indicating a p rogressive decli ne in metabolic activity. The cornea has a r emarka ble regener ative capacity w ith a turnover time o f
approxima tely 7 da ys.
The actua l stem cells for th e co rneal ep itheli um reside at
the comeoscleral limbus, t he juncti on of the cornea and
sclera. The m icroenviro nment of the limbus is important in
maintaining the population of stem cells t hat also act as a
"barrier" to conj un ctiva l epithelial cells an d normally prevent their m igration to the cornea l surface. The corneal epithelial stem cells may be partially or totally depleted by
disease or extensive injmy, resulting in abnormal ities of the
corn eal surface t hat lead to "conjunctivalization" of the
cornea, characterized b y vascularization, appear ance of
goblet cells, and an irregula r and unstable epithelium.
These changes cause ocular discomfort and reduced v ision.
Mi nor inj ur ies o f th e corneal surface heal rapi dly by induci ng stem cell proliferation and m igra tion of cells from
the corn eoscleral limbus to fi ll the defect.
Numerous free nerve endi ngs in the corneal epit heli um
provide it with ext reme sensitivity to touch. Stimulation of
these nerves, e.g., by sma ll. foreign bodies, elicits blin k ing
of the eyelids, flow of tea rs, and, sometimes, severe pain .
Microvilli p resent on the surface epithelial cells help retain
the tear film over t he enti re corneal surface. Drying of the
corneal surface may cause ulceration.
DNA in corneal epithelial cells is protected from UV light
damage by nuclear ferritin

Despite consta nt exposure of the corneal epitheli um to
UV light, ca ncer of this epi theli um is extremely ra re. Unlike the epidermis, wh ich is a lso ex posed to UV l ight,
melani n is not present as a defense mechanism in corneal
epith el ium . The presence of melan in in t he cornea would
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Photomicrograph of the cornea. a. This photomicrograph of a section through the full thickness of tl1e cornea shows the corneal
stroma and the two corneal surfaces covered by different types of
epithelia. The corneal stroma does not contain blood or lymphatic
vessels. X l 40. b. A higher magnification of the anterior surface of
the cornea showing the corneal stroma covered by a stratified squamous (corneal) epithelium. The basal cells that rest on Bowman's
membrane, which is a homogenous condensed layer of corneal
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stroma, are low columnar in contrast to the squamous surface cells.
Note that one of the surface cells is in the process of desquamation
(arrow). x 2BO. c. A higher-magnification photomicrograph of the
posterior surface of the cornea covered by a thin layer of simple
squamous epithelium (cornea l endothelium). These cells are in direct
contact with the aqueous humor of the anterior chamber of the eye.
Note the very thick Descemet's membrane (basal lamina) of the
corneal endothelial cells. x 280.

d imi nish light transmissio n. Instead, it has recently been
shown that corneal epithelial cell n uclei con tain ferritin,
an iron-storage p rotein. Experimenta I studies with avian
corneas have shown that nuclear ferritin protects the DNA
in the corneal epithe lial cells fro m free ra d ical d amage d ue
to UV light expos ure.

as a barrier to the spread o f infections . It does no t regenerate. T herefore, if d am aged, an opaq ue sca r forms tha t
may impair visio n. In add ition, changes in Bowma n's
membra ne ar e associated with recurrent comeal erosions.

Bowman's membrane is a homogeneous-appearing layer on
which the corneal epithelium rests

T he cornea l stroma, a lso called substantia propria, is
composed o f about 60 thin la mellae. Each lamella consists
of para llel bundles of co llagen fi brils. Located betw een
lamellae are nea rl y complete sheets of slender, flattened fibro blasts. The fi brils measu re approx imately 2 3 nm in di ameter and up tO 1 em in length. The co llagen fi brils in each
lamella are a rranged a t approx imate right angles to those in
the adjacent la mellae (Fig. 23.5 ). The ground su bstance
con tains comeal proteoglycans (lu mican ), w hich are sulfated glycosa minoglycans (chiefly, kera tan sulfate and
chondro itin sulfa te) cova lently bo und to protein (decorin ).

Bowman's membrane (anterior basement membrane) is
a homogeneous, fain tly fi br illar lamina that is approximatel y 8 to 10 (.Lm th ick. It lies between the cornea l epithelium and the underlying co rn eal stroma and ends
abr uptly at the corneoscleral limbus. The collagen fibri ls o f
Bowman's m embrane have a diameter of abo ut 18 nm and
a re randomly oriented. Bowman's membra ne imparts
so me strength to the corn ea , but m o re sign ifica ntly, it acts

The corneal stroma constitutes 90% of the corneal thickness
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curvature of the cornea by exerting tension on Descemet's
membrane.
The corneal endothelium provides for metabolic exchange
between the cornea and aqueous humor

FIGURE23.5
Electron micrograph of the corneal stroma. This electron micrograph
shows parts of three lamellae and a portion of a corneal fibroblast
(CF) between two of the lamellae. Note that the collagen fibrils In adjacent lamellae are oriented at right angles to one another. Xl 6,700.

It is believed that th e unifor m spacing of collagen fibrils and lamellae, as well as the orthogonal m-ray of the
lamellae (a lternating layers at ri ght angles), is responsible
for the tra nsparency of the corn ea. Proteoglycans, a long
with collagen type V, regulate the p recise diameter an d
spacing of the collagen fibrils. Swell ing of the cornea fo llowing injury to the epithelium or endothelium disrupts
this precise a rray and leads to translucency or o pacity of
the cornea.
Norma lly, the cornea conta ins no blood vessels o r p igments. During an inflam matory response involving the
cornea, large nwnbers of neutrophilic leukocytes and lymphocytes migrate fro m blood vessels of the corneosclera l
limbus and penetrate between the stro ma l lamellae.
Descemet's membrane is an unusually thick basal lam i na

Descemet's membrane (posterior basement membr ane)
is the basa l la mina of cornea l endothelial cells. It is intensely periodic acid-Schiff positive and ca n be as much as
10 fLm thick. Descemet's membrane has a felt-like appearance and consists of an interwoven meshwork of fibers and
pores.
It separates the corneal endothelium from the adjacent
corneal stroma. Unli ke Bowman's membrane, Descemet's
mem brane readily regenerates after injury. It also slowly
thickens w ith age.
Descemet's membr ane extends periphera ll y beneath the
sclera as a meshwork ca lled the pectinate ligame1tt.
Strands from the pectinate ligament penetrate the cil iary
muscle a nd sclera and may help to maimain the norm al

The corneal endothelium is a single la yer of squamous
cells covering the surface of the cornea that faces the anterior chamber (see Fig. 23 .4). T he ce.lls are joined by welldeveloped zonulae adherentes, relatively leaky zonulae occludentes, and desmosomes. Virtually all of the metabolic
exchanges of the cornea occur across the endothelium. The
endothelial cells conta in many m itochondria and vesicles
and an extensive rough endoplasm ic reticul um (rER) and
Golgi apparatus. They demonstrate endocytotic activity
and are engaged in active transport. Na+JK+-activated
ATPase is located on the lateral plasma membrane.
Transparency of the cornea requires precise regulation
of the wa ter content of the stroma. Physical or metabolic
damage to the endotheli um leads to rapid corneal swelling
and, if the damage is severe, corneal opacity. Restoration
of endothelial integrity is usua lly followed by deturgescence, although corneas can swell beyond their ability for
self-repair. Such swelli ng can resu lt in permanent focal
opacities caused by aggrega ti on of collagen fibrils in the
swollen cornea. Essen tial sulfated glycosaminoglycans that
no rmally separate the corneal collagen fibers are extracted
fro m the swollen cornea.
Human cornea l endothelium has a limited prolife rati ve
capacity. Severely damaged endo theliu m can only be repaired by tr ansplantation of a do no r cornea. Recent studies indicate that the per iphery of the cornea represents a regenerative zone of the corneal endothelial cells. However,
soon after corneal transpla ntati o n, endothelial cells exhibit
contact in hi bition when exposed to the extracellular matrix of Descemet's membrane. This find ing that inhibitory
factors released by Descemet's membrane prevent proliferatio n of endothelial cells has focused some current corneal
r esearch o n reversal or prevention of this inhibition with
exogenous growth factors.
The sclera is an opaque layer that consists predominantly of
dense connective tissue

T he sclera is a thick fibrous layer containing flat co llagen bundles that pass in various directions and in planes
para llel to its surface. Both the collagen bundles and fib rils
that form them ar e irregula r in diameter and arrangement.
Interspersed between the collagen bundles are fine networks of elastic fibers and a moderate amount of grou nd
substance. Fibroblasts are scattered among these fibers.
The opaci ty of the sclera, like that of o ther dense connective tiss ues, is prima ri ly due to the irregularity of its
structure. The sclera is pierced by blood vessels, nerves,
and the optic nerve (see Fig. 23.2) . It is 1 mm thick poster iorly, 0.3 to 0.4 m m thick at its equator, a nd 0.7 111m thick
at the corneoscleralmargin o r " limbus."

The sclera is divided into three rather ill-defined layers:

• Episcleral layer (episclera), the external layer, is the
loose connective tissue adjacent to the periorbital fat.

• Substantia propria (sclera proper, a lso called Tenon's
capsule ), the investing fascia of the eye, is composed of
a dense network of thick collagen fi bers.

• Suprachorioid lamina (lamina fusca), the inner aspect
of the sclera, is located adjacent to the cho roid and contains thinner collagen fibers and elastic fibers as well as
.f ibroblasts, melanocytes, macrophages, and other connective tiss ue cells.

Episcleral space (Tenon's space) is located between the
episcleral layer an d s ubstantia propr ia of the sclera. This
space and the surrou nding periorbital fat allow the eye to
ro tate freely wi thin the orbit . The tendons of the extraocular muscles attach to the su bstantia propria of the sclera.
The corneosclerallimbus is the transitional zone between the
cornea and sclera

At the junction of the cornea and sclera (Fig. 23.6),
Bowman's membra ne ends abruptly. The over lying epithe-
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liUin at this site th ickens from th ~ 5 cell layers of the
cornea to the 10 to 12 cell layers of the conjunctiva. The
surface of the limbus is composed of two distinct types of
epithelial cells: one type constitutes the conjunctival cells
and the other corneal epithelial cells.
At this junction, the corneal lamellae become less regular as they merge with the oblique bundles of collagen
fibers of the scl.era. An abr upt transition fro m the avascular cornea to the well-vascu larized sclera also occurs
here.
The limbus region, specifically, the iridocorneal angle,
contains the apparatus for the o utflow of aqueous humor
(Fig. 23. 7) . In the stromal layer, endothelium-lined channels ca lled the trabecular meshwork (or spaces of
Fontana) merge to form the scleral venous sinus (canal of
Schlemm). This s inus encircles the eye (Figs. 23.6 and
23. 7). The aqueous humor is produced by the ciliary
processes that border the lens in the posterior chamber of
the eye. The flu id passes from the posterior chamber into
the anterior chamber through the valve-like potential
opening between the iris a nd lens. The fluid then passes
through the openings in the trabecula r meshwork in the
limbus region as it continues its course to enter the scleral

anterior cham
corneoscleral limbus

FIGURE 23.6
Schematic diagram of the struc·
ture of the eye. This drawing shows
a horizontal section of the eyeball
with color-coded layers of its wall.
Upper inset. Enlargement of the
anterior and posterior chambers
shown in more detail. Note the direction of the flow of aqueous humor (arrows), which is drained by
the scleral venous sinus (canal of
Schlemm) at the iridocorneal angle.
Lower insets. Typical organization
of the cells and nerve fibers of the
fovea centralis (left) and the retina
(rigl7t).
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The anterior surface of the iris reveals numerous ridges
and groves, wh ich can be seen in clinical examination
w ith the o phtha lmoscope. W hen this s urface is examined
in the light microscope it appear s as a discontinuous layer
o f fibroblasts and melanocytes. The numbe r o f
melanocytes in the strom a is responsible for varia tion in
eye color. The function of these pigment-containing cells
in the iris is to a b sorb light rays. If there are few
melanocytes in the stroma, eye color is derived from light
reflected from the pigm ent present in the cells of the posterior surface of the iris, giving it a blue appearance. As
the amount of pigment present in t h e stroma increases, t h e
co lor changes from blue to shades of g reenish blue, gray,
and, finally, brown.

canal of Schlemm

The sphincter pupillae is innervated by parasympathetic
nerves; the dilator pupillae muscle is under sympathetic
nerve control
The size of the pupil is controlled by contraction of the
sphincter pupillae an d dilator pupillae muscles . The
process of adaptation (increasing or decreasing the size of
the pupil ) ensures that only the appropriate amount of
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light enter s the eye. Two muscles actively involved in a d aptation are

• Sphincter pupillae muscle, a circular band of smooth
muscle cells. This muscle is innervated by parasympathetic nerves carried in the oculomotor nerve (cra nia l
nerve III) and is responsible fo r reducing pupillary size in
response t o bright light (see Fig . 12.8). Failure of the
pupil to respond w hen light is shined into the eye"pupil fixed a nd dilated"-is an importa nt clinical sign
of the lack of nerve or brain hmction.
• Dilator pupillae muscle, a thin sheet of radially oriented
pigmented myoepithelial cells constituting the a nterior
pigment epithelium of the iris. This muscle is innervated
by sympa thetic nerves from the superior cer vica l ganglion and is responsible for increasing pupillary size in
response to dim light.
The ciliary body is the thickened anterior portion of the
vascular coat and is located between the iris a nd choroid
The ciliary body extend s a bout 6 mm from the root of
t he iris posterolaterally to the ora serrata (see Fig. 23 .2) . As

FIGURE 23.7

Photomicrograph of the ciliary body and iridocorneal angle. This
photomicrograph of the human eye shows the anterior portion of tile
ciliary body and parts of the iris and sclera. Tile inner surface of the
ciliary body fo rms radially arranged, ridge-shaped elevations, the ciliary processes, to which the zonular fibers are anchored. The ciliary
body contains the ciliary muscle, connective tissue with blood vessels
of the vascular coat, and the ciliary e pithel ium, which is responsible

for the production of aqueous humor. Anterior to the ciliary body, between tile iris and the cornea, is the irid ocorneal angle. The scleral venous sinus (canal of Schlemm) located in close proximity to this angle
drains the aqueous humor to regulate intraocular pressure. x 120. The
inset shows that the cili ary epithelium consists of two layers, the outer
pigmented layer and the inner nonpigmented layer. x480.

venous sinus. Collecting vesse ls in the sclera, called aqueous veins because they convey a queous humor instead of

(Fig. 23 .8) . The basal lamina of these cells faces the posterior c hamber of the eye. T he degree of pigmenta tion is
so g rea t that neither th e nucle u s n or character of the cytoplasm can be seen in the li ght mi croscope . Located benea th this layer is a layer of myoepithelial cells, the anterial' pigment myoepithelium. The apica l (posterio r)
portions of these myoepithelial cells are la d en with
melanin g ranu les, which effec tively obscu re their boundari es with the adjacent posterior p igment epithelia l cells .
The basa l (a nterior) portio n s of myoe pithelia l cells possess processes containing contractile elements that extend
radially and collectively m a ke up the dilator pupillae
muscle of the iri s. The contractile processes ar e enclosed
by a basal la mina that separates them fr om the a dj acent
stroma .
Con striction of the pupil is produced by smooth muscle
cells located in the stroma of the iris near the pupilla ry
marg in of the iris. These circumferentia lly o riented cells
collectively compose t he constrictor pupillae muscle.

blood, transport the aqueous humor to (b lo od) ve ins loca ted in the sclera .

Vascular Coat (Uvea)
The iris, the most anterior part of the vascular coat, forms a
contractile diaphragm in front of the lens
The iris arises from the anterior border of the c iliary
b ody (Fig. 23.7) and is attached t o the sclera about 2 mm
posterior t o the corn eosclera l junction. The pupil is the
central aperture of this thin disc. The ixis is pushed
s lightl y for ward as it ch a nges in size in respo nse to light
intensity. It consists of highl y vascularized conn ective tissue stroma that is covered o n its p os terio r surface by
h ighly pigmented cells, the posterior pigment epithelium

pigment-lade n macrop hage

myoepithelial
cells

a

FIGURE 23.8

Structure of the iris. a. This schematic diagram shows the layers of
the iris. Note that the pigmented epithelial cells are reflected as occurs
at the pupillary margin of the iris. The two layers of pigmented epithelial cells are in contact with the dilator pupillae muscle. The incomplete layer of fibroblasts and stromal melanocytes is ind icated on
the anterior surface of the iris. b. Photomicrograph of the iris showing the histologic features of this structure. The lens, which lies posterior to the iris, is included for orientation. The iris is composed of a
connective tissue stroma covered on its posterior surface by the posterior pigment epithelium. The basal lamina (not visible) faces the

posterior chamber of tile eye. Because of intense pigmentation, the
llistologic features of these cells are not discernable. Just anterior to
these cells is the anterior pigment myoepithelium layer (the dashed
line separates the two layers). Note that the posterior portion of the
myoepithelial cells contains melanin, whereas the anterior portion
contains contractile elements form ing the di lator pupillae muscle of
the iris. Tile constrictor pupillae muscle is evident in the stroma. The
color of the iris depends on the number of stromal melanocytes scattered throughout the connective tissue stroma. At the bottom, note
the presence of the lens. x 570.
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seen from behind, th e lateral edge of t he ora serrata bears
17 to 34 grooves or crenulations. These grooves mark the
anterior limit of both th e retina and the ch oroid. The anterior third of t he ciliary body has about 75 radial ridges or
ciliary processes (see Fig. 23 . 7). T he fibers of the zon ule
arise fro m t he grooves between the cilia ry processes.
T he layers of t he ciliary body a re similar to those of t he
iris and consist of a strom a an d an epitheli um. T he stroma
is divided into two layers:

cells, the ciliary epithelium, tha t was originally derived
from th e two layers of the optic cup. The ciliary epithelium
has three principal functions:

• An o uter layer of smooth muscle, the cilia1y m uscle,
w hich ma kes up t h e bulk of the ciliary body
• An in ner vascular regio n that extends into t he cil iar y
processes

The inner cell layer of the ciliary e pitheli LUn h as a
basal lamina facing t he posterior and vitreous chambers.
The cells in this layer are nonpigmented. The cell layer
th at h as its basal lamina facing t he connective tissue
stroma of th e ciliary body is heavily p igmented and is
d irectly continuous w ith the pigmented epithelial layer of
the retina. The double-layered ciliary epithelium continues over the iris where it becomes the posterior p igmented epithelium and anterior pigmented m yoepithelium. The zonu lar fibers exte nd from the basal lamina of
t he nonpigmen ted epi thelial cells of the ciliary processes
and insert into t he lens capsule (the thickened basal la mina of the lens) .
The cells of the n onpigmented layer have all the characteristics of a fluid-tra nsporting epi t helium, including complex cell-to-cell junctions with a well-developed zon ular
occludens, extensive la teral a nd basal p lications, a nd localization of Na +fJ(+ -ATPase in the lateral plasma membr a ne. In ad dition, they have an ela borate rER and Go lgi
complex consistent with t heir role in secreting t he zonular
fibers. The cells of the pigme nted la yer have a less developed junctional zone and often ex h ibit la rge, irregular lateral intercellular spaces. The apical surfaces of the two cell
layers are held together by both desmosomes an d gap junctions, creating discontinuous "luminal" spaces called cil-

The epithelial layer covering the internal surface of the
ciliary body is a direct con tin uation of the two layers of the
reti nal epithelium (see Fig. 23 .1 ).
The ciliary muscle is organized into three functional portions
or groups of smooth muscle fibers

The smooth m uscle of the ciliary body has its origin in
the scleral spu r, a r idge-li ke projecti on o n t he in ner surface
of t he sclera a t the corneoscleral junction. T he m uscle
fibers spread o ut in severa l directions and are classified
into three functional gro ups o n th e basis of t heir directio n
and insertio n:

• Meridional (or longitudinal) p011ion consists of the
outer muscle fibers that pass posteriorly into the stroma
of the choroid. These fibers function chiefly in stretchi ng
the choroid . It also may help open the iridocorneal angle and facilitate drainage of the aqueous humor.
• Radial (or oblique) portion consists of deeper muscle
fiber bund les that radiate in a fan-like fashion to insert
in the ciliary body. Its contraction causes t he lens to flatten a nd t hus focus for d istant vision.
• Circular (or sphincteric) portion consists of in ner m uscle fiber bundles oriented in a circu la r pattern fo rming a
sphincter. It red uces the tension o n the lens, ca using the
lens to accom mo date for n ear vision.
Examination of a histologic p repara ti on does not clearly
revea l t he arra ngement of the m uscle fi bers. Rather, the organizational grouping is based on mjcrodissection technJques .
Ciliary processes are ridge-like extensions of the ciliary body
f rom which zonular fibers emerge and extend to the lens

Cilia ry processes are t hickenings of th e inner vascula r
regio n of the ciliary body. They are contin uo us w it h th e
vascula r layers of the c horoid. Scattered macrophages conta ini ng me lanin pigment granules a nd elastic fibe rs ar e
p resent in t hese processes. The p rocesses and the ciliary
body are covered by a d o u ble layer of columna r epithelial

• Secretion of aq ueous humor
• Participation in the blood-aqueous barrier (part of
the blood-ocular ban·ier, see below)
• Secretion and anchoring of the zonular fibers that
fo r m the suspensory Ligament of the Lens

iary channels.
T he aqueous humor is similar in io nic composition to
plasma but contains less tha n 0.1% pr otein (compared with
7% p rotein in plasma). The aqueous humor p asses from t he
ciliary body toward t he lens, then between the iris and Ieos,
before it reaches the a nterior c ha m ber of t he eye (see Fig.
23 .6). In th e a nterior chamber of the eye, the aqueous humor passes laterally to the angle fo rmed between the cornea
and iris. Here, it penetrates the tissues of the limbus as it enters the labyrinthine spaces and fi nally reaches the canal of
Schlemm, which co mmunicates with the vei ns of the sclera .
The choroid is the portion of the vascular coat t hat lies deep
to the ret ina

The choroid is a da rk-brown vascular ·sheet onl y 0.25
mm thick posteriorly an d 0.1 mm thick anteriorly. It lies
between the sclera and retina (see Fig . 23 .1 ).
Two layers can be identified in the c horoid :

• Choriocapillary Layer, an in ner vascular layer
• Bruch's membra11e, a th in, amorp hous hya line mem brane

The choroid is attached firm ly to t he sclera at the margin
of the optic nerve. A potential space, the perichoroidal
space (between the sclera and retina ), is traversed by thjn
Lamellae or st rands that pass from the sclera to the cho roid.
These lamellae originate from the suprachoroid lamina
(lamina fusca) and consist of large, flat melanocytes scattered between connective tissue elements including collagen
and elastic fibers, fibroblasts, macrophages, lymphocytes,
plasma cells, and mast cells. The lamellae pass inward to
surrou nd the vessels in the remainder of the choroid layer.
Free smooth m uscle cells, not associated with blood vessels,
are present in this tissue. Lymphatic channels called epichoroid Lymph spaces, long and short posterior ciliary vessels, and nerves on their way to the front of t he eye are also
p resent in the suprachoroid lamina.
Most of the blood vessels decrease in size as they approach the retina. The largest vessels continue forward
beyond the ora serrata into the ciliary body. These vessels ca n be seen with an ophtha lmoscope. T he large vessels a r e mostly veins that course in whorls before passing obliquely thr ough the sclera as vortex veins. T he
inner layer of vessels, arranged in a single plane, is called
the choriocapillary Layer. The vessels of this layer pro-
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vide nutrients to the cells of the retina. The fenestrated
capillaries have lumina that are large and irregular in
shape. In the region of the fovea, the choriocapillary
layer is thicker, and the capillary network is denser. T his
layer ends at the ora serrata.
Bruch's memb1'ane measures 1 to 4 p,m in th ickness and
lies between the choriocapillary layer and the p igment epithelium of the retina. It is a thin, amorphous refractile
layer, also called the Lami1ta vitrea. With the transm ission
electron microscope (T EM), five different layers are identified in Bruch's membra ne:
• The basal lamina of the endothelial cells of the choriocapillary layer
• A layer of collagen fibers approximately 0 .5 p,m thick
• A layer of elastic fibers approximately 2 p,m thick
• A second layer of collagen fibers (thus forming a "sandwich" around the intervening elastic tissue layer)
• The basal lamina of the retinal epithelial cells

Retina
The retina represent s the innermost layer of the eye

The retina, derived from the inner and outer layers o f the
optic cup, is the in nermost of the three concentric layers of
the eye (see Fig. 23.1c). It consis ts of two basic layers:

• Neural 1'etina or retina proper, the inner layer that conta ins the p h otoreceptors
Glaucoma is a clinical condition resulting from Increased Intraocular pressure. It can be caused by excessive secretion of
aqueous humor or impedance of the dra inage of aqueous humor from the anterior chamber. The internal tissues of the eye,
particularly the retina, are nourished by the diffusion of oxygen and nutrients from the intraocular vessels. Blood flows
normally through these vessels (including the capillaries and
veins), when the hydrostatic pressure within the vessels exceeds the intraocular pressure. If the drainage of the aqueous
humor Is impeded, the intraocular pressure increases because
the layers of the eye do not allow the wall to expand. This increased pressure interferes with normal retinal nourishment
and function. Visual deficits associated with glaucoma include
blu rring of vision and impaired dark adaptation (symptoms
that Indicate loss of normal retinal function) and halos around
lights (a symptom indicating corneal endothelial damage). If
the condition is not treated, the retina will be permanently
damaged and blindness will occur. Treatments are directed toward lowering the intraocular pressure by decreasing the rate
of production of aqueous humor or eliminating the cause of
the obstruction of normal drainage. Recently, carbonic anhydrase inhibitors that specifically inhibit carbonic anhydrase
Isoenzyme CA-ll, which plays an important role In the production of aqueous humor In humans, are used as the pharmacologic treatment of choice. Dorzolamlde and brlnzolamide are
two carbonic anhydrase inhibitors that are currently available
as eyedrops to treat glaucoma.

• RPE, the o u ter layer t hat rests on and is firmly attached
to the chori ocapillary layer of the choroid
A potential space exists between the two layers of the
retina. The two layers may be separated mechanically in
the preparation of histologic specimens. Separation of the
layers, "retinal detachment" (see Box 23 .2 ), also occurs in
the li ving state as a result of eye disease or trauma.
In the neural retina, two regions or portions that d iffer
in function are recognized:
• The nonphotosensitive region (nonvisual pa11), located
anterior to the ora sen·ata, which lines the inner aspect
of the ciliary body and the posterior surface of the iris
(th is portion o f the reti n a is described in the sections on
the iris and ciliary body)
• The photosensitive region (optic part), wh ich lines the
inner surface of the eye posterior to the ora serrata except where it is pierced by the optic nerve (see Fig . 23.1)
The site where the optic nerve joins t he retina is called
the optic papilla or disc. Because the optic papilla is devoid of photoreceptors, it is a blind spot in the visua l field.
The fovea centralis is a shallow depression located about
2.5 nun lateral to the optic disc. It is the area of greatest visual acuity. The visual axis of the eye passes through the
fovea. A yellow-pigmented zone called the macula Lutea
su rrounds the fovea . In relati ve terms, the fovea is the re-
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gion of the retina that contains the highest concentration
and most precisely ordered arrangement of the visual
elements .

LAYERS OF THE RETINA
Ten layers of cells and t heir processes constitute t he neural
retina

Before discussing the ten layers of the retina, it is important to identify the types of cells fo und there. T his identification will aid in understanding the fu nctional rela tionships of the cells. Studies of the retina in primates have
identified at least 15 types of neurons that for m at least 38
different types of synapses. For con venience, neurons and
supporting cells can be classified into four groups of cells
(Fig. 23 .9):

• Association and other neurons- horizontal, centrifugal,
and amacrine
• Supporting cells-Muller's cells and neuroglial cells
The specific arrangement and associations of the nuclei
and processes of these cells result in the retina being organized in ten layers that are seen with the light microscope. The ten layers of the retina, fro m outside inward,
are (Figs . 23.9 and 23.10)

1. Pigment epithelium-the outer layer of the retina,
actua lly not part of the neural retina but intimately
associated with it
2 . Layer of rods and cones-contains the outer and
inner segments of photoreceptor cells
3. Outer limiting membrane-the apical boundary of
Muller's cells
4. Outer nuclem· layer-conta ins the cell bodies (nuclei) of retinal rods and cones

• Photoreceptors-the retinal rods and cones
• Conducting neurons-bipolar and ganglion cells

5. Oute1' plexiform layer-contains the processes of
retinal rods and cones and processes of the horizontal, amacrine, and bipolar cells that connect to
them
6. Inner nuclear layer- contains the cell bodies (nuclei) of horizontal, amacrine, bipolar, and Muller's
cells
7. Inner plexiform layer- contains the processes of
horizontal, amacrine, bipolar, and ganglion cells
that connect to each other
8. Ganglion cell layer-contains the cell bodies (nuclei) of ganglion cells
9. Layer of optic nerve fibers- contains processes of
ganglion cells that lead from the retina to the brain
10. Inner limiting membrane-composed of the basal
lamina of M iiller's cells
Each of the layers is more fully described in the following sections (see corresponding num bers).
The cells of the RPE (layer 1) have extensions that surround the
processes of the ro ds and co nes

T he RPE is a single layer of cuboidal cells about 14 f.LlTI
w ide and 10 to 14 p.m tall. T he cells rest on Bruch's membrane of the choroid layer. The pigment cells are tallest in
the fovea and adjacent regions, which accounts for the
darker color of this region .
Adjacent RPE cells are connected by a junctional complex consisting of gap junctions and elaborate zonulae occludentes and ad herentes. This junctional comp lex is the
site of the "blood-retina ban•ier."
T he pigment cells have cylindrical sheaths on their apical surface that are associated with, but do not directly
contact, the tip of the photoreceptor processes of the adjacent rod and cone cel ls. Complex cytoplasmic processes
project for a short distance between the photoreceptors of
the rods and cones . Numero us elongated melanin granules, unlike those found elsewhere in the eye, are present in
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FIGURE 23.9
Schematic drawing of the layers of the retina. Tile interrelationship
of tile neurons is indicated. Light enters tile retina and passes through
t11e inner layers of tile retina before reaching the photoreceptors of
til e rods and cones that are closely associated with t11e pigment
epitllelium .

FIGURE 23.10
Photomicrograph of a human retina. On tile basis of histologic features that are evident in this micrograpll, the retina can be divided
into ten layers as indicated on th is photomi crograph. Note that
Bruch's membrane (lamina vitria) separates the inner layer of the vascular coat (chorioid) from tile pigment epithelium. X440.

A potential space exists in the retina as a vestige of t he space
between tile apical surfaces of the two epithelial layers of the
optic cup. If this space expands, tile neural retina separates
from the pigment epithelium. This condition is ca lled r etinal
detachment. If not corrected, blindn ess results. More commonly, as til e vitreous body ages (i n t11e sixth and seventh
decades of life), it tends to shri nk and pull away from the neural retin a, w hich causes single or multiple tears in the neural
retina. Retinal detachment is· repaired by cryosurgery or laser
surgery to prevent visual loss.
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many of these processes. They aggregate on the side of the
cell nearest the rods and cones and are the most prominent
feature of the cells. The nucleus with its many convoluted
infoldings is located near the basal plasma membrane adjacent to Bruch's membrane. The cells also contain material phagocytosed from the processes of the photoreceptors
in the form of lamellar debris contained in res idual bodies
or phagosomes. A supranuclear Golgi apparatus and an
extensive network of smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER)
surround the melani n granules and resid ual bodies that are
present in the cytoplasm.
The RPE serves several important functions including

• A bsorption of light passing through the neural retina to
prevent reflection and resultant glare.
• Isolation of tbe retinal cells from blood-borne substances. It ser ves as a ma jor component of the bloodretina barrier via tight junctions between RPE cells.
• Participation in restoration of photosensitivity to visual
pigments tha t were dissociated in response to light. T he
metabolic apparatus fo r vis ual pigment resynthesis is
present in the RPE cells .
• Phagocytosis and disposal of membranous discs from
the rods an d cones of the retinal photoreceptor cells.
The rods an d cones of t h e photoreceptor cell (layer 2) ext end
from t he outer layer of the neur al retina to the pigment
epithelium

The rods and cones are the outer segments of photoreceptor cells w hose nuclei form the outer nuclear layer of
the retina (Figs. 23.10 and 23 .11). The light that reaches

the photoreceptors must first pass through all of the internal layers of the neural retina. T he rods and cones are
arranged in a palisade manner; therefore, in the light microscope, they appea r as vertica l striations.
The retina conta ins approximately 120 million rods and
7 million cones. The rods are about 2 p.m thick a nd 50 p.m
long (ranging from about 60 p.m at the fovea to 40 p.m peripherally). The cones vary in length from 85 p.m at the
fovea to 25 p.m at the periphery of the retina.
Functiona ll y, the rods are more sensitive to light and are
the receptors used during periods of low light intensity
(e.g., at dusk or at night) . The visual image provided is
one composed of gray tones ("a black and white picture"). In contrast, the cones exist in three classes : L, M,
and 5 (long-, midd le-, and short-wavelength sensitive, respectively) that cannot be distinguished morphologically.
They are less sensitive to low light and have maxima l sensitivity to the reel, green, or bl ue region of the visual spectrum . They provide a visual image composed of color,
which is believed to permit better visual acuity. T he specificity of the cones provides a functional basis to explain
color blindness that is believed to resu lt fro m the lack of
red-, green-, or (much less commonly) blue-sensitive
cones.
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FIGURE 23.11
Schematic diagram of the ultrastructure of rod and cone cells. The
outer segm ents of the rods and cones are closely associated with the
adjacent pigment epithelium.

Each rod and cone photoreceptor consists of three parts:

• Outer segment of the photoreceptor is roughly cylindrical or conical (hence, the descriptive name rod or cone) .
This portion of the photoreceptor is intimately related to
microvilli projecting from the adjacent pigment epithelia l cells.
• Connecting stalk contains a cilium composed of nine peripheral microtubu le doublets extending from a basal
body. The connecting stalk appears as the constricted region of the cell that joins the inner to the outer segment.
In this region, a thin, tapering process ca lled the calyceal
process extends from the dista l end of the inner segment
to surround the proximal portion of the outer segment
(see Fig. 23 .11 ).
• Inner segment is divided into an outer ellipsoid and an
inner myoid portion. This segment contains a typical
complement of organelles associated with a cell actively
synthesizing proteins. A prominent Golgi apparatus,
rER, and free ribosomes are concentrated in the myoid
region. Mitochondria are most numerous in the ellipsoid
region . Microtubules are distributed throughout the inner segment. In the outer ellipsoid portion, cross-striated
fibrous rootlets may extend from the basal body among
the mitochondri a.
The outer segment is the site of photosensitivity, and the
inner segment contains the metabolic machinery that sup-
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ports the activity of the photoreceptors . T he outer segment
is considered to be a highly modified cilium because it is
joined to the inner segment by a short connecting stalk
containing a basal body (Fig. 23.12a).
With the TEM, 600 to 1000 regularly spaced horizontal
discs are seen in the outer segment (Fig. 23.12). In rods,
these discs are membrane- bounded structures measuring
about 2 p.m in diameter. They are enclosed within the
plasma membrane of the outer segment (Fig. 23.12a). The
parallel membranes of the discs are about 6 nm thick and are
continuous at their ends. The central enclosed space is about
8 nm across. In both rods and cones, the membranous discs
are formed from repetitive transverse infolding of the
plasma membrane in the region of the outer segment near
the cilium. Autoradiographic studies have demonstrated
that rods form new discs by infolding of the plasma membrane throughout their lifespa n. Discs are formed in cones
in a similar manner but are not replaced on a regular basis.
Rod discs lose their continuity with the plasma membrane from w hich they are derived soon after they are
formed. They then pass like a stack of plates, proximally
to distally, along the length of the cylind rical portion of the
outer segment until they are eventually shed and phagocytosed by the pigment epithelial cell s. Thus, each rod disc is
a membrane-enclosed compartment within the cytoplasm.
Discs within the cones retain their continuity with the
plasma membrane (Fig. 23 .12 b).
Rod cells contain the visual pigment rhodopsin; cone cells
contain the visual pigment iodopsin

Rhodopsin (visual purple) in rod cells initiates the visual
stimulus when it is bleached by light. Rhodopsin is present
in globular form on the outer surface of the li pid bilayer
(on the cytoplasmic side) of the membranous discs. In the
cone cells, the visual pigment on the membranous discs is
the photopigment iodopsin. Each cone cell is specialized to
respond maximally to one of three colors: red, green, or
blue. Both rhodopsin and iodopsin, contain a membranebound subunit called an opsin and a second component
called a chromophore. The opsin of rods is scotopsin; the
opsins of cones are photopsins. The chromophore of rods
is a vitamin A-derived carotenoid called retinal. Thus, an
adequate intake of vitamin A is essential for normal vision .
Prolonged dieta ry deficiency of vitamin A leads to the in~
a bility to see in dim light (" night blindness") .
The interior of the discs of cones is continuous with the
extracellular space

The basic difference in the structure of the rod and cone
discs, i.e., continuity with the plasma membrane, is correlated with the slightly different means by which the visual
pigments are renewed in rods and cones. Newly synthesized
rhodopsin is incorporated into the membrane of the rod disc
as the disc is being formed at the base of the outer segment.

FIGURE 23.12
Electron micrographs of portions of the inner and outer segments of
cones and rolls. a. This electron micrograph shows the junction between the inner and outer segments of the rod cell. The outer segments contain the horizontally flattened discs. The plane of this section passes through the connecting stalk and cilium. A centriole, a

It then takes several days for the disc to reach the tip of the
outer segment. In contrast, although visual proteins are constantly produced in retinal cones, the proteins are incorporated into cone discs located anywhere in the outer segment.
Vision is a process by which light striking the retina is
converted into electrical impulses that are transmitted
to the brain

The impulses produced by light reaching the photoreceptors are conveyed to the brain by an elaborate network

cilium and its basal body, and a calyceal process are identified. x 32,000. b. Another electron micrograph shows a similar section of a cone cell. The interior of the discs in the outer segment of
the cone is continuous with the extracellular space (arrows). x 32,000.
(Courtesy of Dr. Toichiro Kuwabara.)

of nerves. The conversion of the incident light into nerve
impulses is ca lled transduction and involves two basic
steps:
• Step 1 is a photochemical reaction that occurs in the
outer segment of the rod and cone receptors as absorbed
light energy causes conformational changes in the chromophores.
• Step 2 consists of changes in the concentration of internal transmitters within the cytoplasm of the inner segment of the photoreceptors . These changes influence the
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ionic permeability of the p lasma membrane and cause
the photoreceptor to become hyperpolarized, thus initiati ng imp ulses that are conveyed to the bra in .
In rods, absorbed light energy causes conformational changes
in retinal. converting it to retinol

The conversion of retinal to retinol results in its release
from scotopsin (a reaction called " bleaching") . The cell becomes hyperpolarized as calcium diffuses from the receptor cell a nd reduces its permeability to sodium. The visual
pigment is then reassembled, and ca lcium is transported
back into the cell. The energy for this process is pr ovided
by the mitochondria located in the inner segment. Miiller's
cells and pigment epithelial cells also participa te in the interconversion of retinal and retinol and the reactions necessa ry fo r the resynthesis of rhodopsin.
During normal functioning of the photoreceptors, the
membranous discs of the outer segment are shed and
phagocytosed by the pigment epithelial cells (Fig. 23.13).
It is estimated that each of these cells is capa ble of phagocytosing a nd disposing of a bout 7500 discs/day. T he discs
are constantly turning over, a nd the production of new
discs must equal the rate of disc shedding.
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Discs are shed from both rods and cones

In r ods, after a period of sleep, a burst of disc shedding
occurs as light first enters the eye. T he time of disc shedding in cones is more varia ble. T he shedding of discs in
cones also enables the recep tors to elimina te superfl uous
membrane. Al though not fully understood, the shedding
process in cones also alters the size of the discs, so that the
conical for m is maintained as discs are released from the
distal end of the cone.
The outer limit ing membrane (layer 3) is formed by a row
of zonulae adherentes between MLlller's cells

The outer lim iting mem brane is not a true membrane.
It is a row of zon ulae adherentes that attaches the apica l
ends of Muller's cells (i .e., the end that faces the pigment
epitheli um) to each other and to the ro ds and cones
(see Fig. 23 .10). Because Muller's cells end at the base of
the in ner segments o f the receptors, they ma rk the location of this layer. Thus, the supporting processes of
M iiller's cells on w hich the rods and cones rest are
p ierced by the inner an d outer segments of the photoreceptors.

The outer nuclear layer (4) cont ains the nuclei of t he retinal
rods and cones

The region of the rod cytoplasm that contains the nucleus is separated from the inner segment by a tapering
process of the cytoplasm. In cones, the nuclei are located
close to the outer segments, a nd no tapering is seen. The
cone nuclei stain lightly and are larger and more oval than
rod nuclei. R od nuclei are surrounded by only a thin rim
of cytop lasm. In contrast, a relatively thick investment of
cytoplasm surrounds the cone nuclei (see Fig. 23 .11 ).
The outer plexiform layer (5) is formed by the processes of the
photoreceptor cells and neurons

The outer plexiform layer is formed by the processes of
retinal rods and cones and the processes of horizontal,
amacrine, and bipolar cells. The processes allow the electrical coupling of photoreceptor cells to these specialized
interneurons via synapses. A thin process extends from the
region of the nucleus of each rod or cone to an inner expanded portion with several lateral processes. The expanded portion is called a spherule in a rod and a pedicle
in a cone. Normally, many photoreceptors converge onto
one bipolar cell and form interconnecting neural networks.
Cones located in the fovea, however, synapse with a single
bipolar cell. The fo vea is also un iq ue in that the compactness of the inner neural layers of the retina causes the photoreceptors to be oriented obliquely. H orizontal cell dendritic processes synapse with photoreceptors throughout
the retina and further contribute to the elaborate neuronal
connections in this layer.
The inner nuclear layer (6) consists of the nuclei of horizontal.
amacrine, bipolar, and MLlller's cells

FIGURE 23.13

Electron micrograph of the retinal pigment epithelium in association with the outer segments of rods and cones. Retinal pigment epIthelial cells (RPE) contain numerous elongated melanin granules that
are aggregated in the apical portion of the cell, where the microvilli
extend from the surface toward the outer segments of the rod and

cone cells. The retinal pigment epithelial cells contain numerous mltocllondria and phagosornes. Til e arrow indicates the location of the
junctional complex between two adjacent cells. x 20,000. (Courtesy
of Dr. Toichiro Kuwabara.)

Mi.iller's cells form the scaffolding for the entire retina.
T heir processes invest the other cells of the retina so completely that they fill most of the extracellular space. The
basal and apical ends of Miiller's cells form the inner and
outer limiting membranes, respectively. Microvilli extending from their apical border lie between the photoreceptors
of the rods and cones. Capillaries from the retinal vessels
extend only to this layer. The rods and cones carry out
their meta bolic exchanges with extracellula r fl uids transported across the blood-retina barrier of the RPE.
The three types of conducting cells- bipolar, horizontal, and a11tacrine- found in this la yer have dis tinct orientations (see Fig. 23.9). The processes of bipolar cells extend to both the inner and outer plexiform layer. Through
these connections, the bipolar cells establish synaptic connections with multiple cells in each layer except in the
fovea, where the number of interconnected cells is reduced
to prov ide greater visual acuity. The processes of horizontal cells extend to the outer plexiform layer where they intermingle with processes of bipolar cells. The cells have
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synaptic connections with rod spherules, cone pedicles,
and bipolar cells. This electrical coupling of cells is thought
to affect the functiona l thresho ld between rods and cones
and bipola r cells. The processes of a11tacrine cells branch
extensively to provide sites of synaptic connections with
axonal endings of bipolar cells and dendrites of ganglion
cells.
In the peripheral regions of the retina, the axo ns of bipolar cells pass to the inner plexiform layer w here they
synapse with several ganglion cells. In the fovea, they ma y
synapse with a single ganglion cell, again reflecting the
greater visual acuity in th is region. Amacrine cell processes
pass inward, contrib uting to a complex interconnection of
cells. They synapse in the inner plexiform layer with bipolar, ganglion, and other amacrine cells (see Fig. 23.9).
The inner plexiform layer (7) consist s of a complex array
of intermingled neuronal cell processes

The inner plexiform layer consists of a complex intermingling of the processes of the amacrine, bipolar, and
ganglion cells. T he course of these processes is parallel to
the inner limiting membrane, thus giving the appearance of
horizontal striations to this layer (see Fig. 23.1 0).
The ganglion cell layer (8) consists of the cell bodies of large
multipolar neurons

The cell bodies of large m ultipolar nerve cells, measuring up to 30 J.Lm in diameter, constitute the ganglion cell
layer. These nerve cells have lightly staining round nuclei
with promi nent nucleoli and have Nissl bodies in their cytoplasm. An axonal process emerges from the rounded cell
body, passes into the nerve fiber layer, and then goes into
the optic nerve. The dend rites extend from the opposite
end o f the cell to ranufy in the inner ple.xiform layer. In the
peripheral regions of the retina, a single ganglion cell may
synapse with a hundred bipolar cells. In marked contrast,
in the macular region surrounding the fovea, the bipolar
cells are smal.ler (some authors refer to them as "midget"
bipolar cells), and they tend to make one-to-one connections with gangli on cells. O ver most of the retina, the ganglion cells are only a single layer of cells. At the macula,
however, they are piled up to eight deep, although they are
absent over the fovea itself. Scattered among the ganglion
cells are small neuroglia l cells with densel y staining nuclei
(see Fig. 23.10).
The layer of optic ner ve fibers (9) contains axons
of the ganglion cells

The axonal processes of the ganglion cells form a flattened layer running parallel to the retinal surface. This
layer increases in depth as the axons converge at the optic
disc. The axons are thin, nonmyelinated processes measuring up to 5 J.Lm in diameter (see Fig. 23 .10 ).
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Age-related macular degeneration (ARMD) Is the most common
cause of blindness In older individuals. Although the etiology of
this disease Is still unknown, evidence suggests both genetic and
environmental (UV irradiation, drugs) components. The disease
causes loss of central vision, w hile peripheral vision remains unaffected. Two forms of ARMD are recognized: a dry (atrophic,
nonexudative) form and a wet (exudat ive, neovascular) form. The
latter is considered a complication of the first. Dry ARMD is the
most common form {90% of all cases) and Involves degenerative
lesions localized In the area of the macula lutea. The degenerative
lesions include a focal thickening of Bruch's membrane called
"drusen; atrophy and depigmentation of RPE, and obliteration of
capillaries in the underlying chorioid layer. These changes lead to
deterioration of the overlying photosensitive retina, resulting in
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the formation of "blind spots· in the visual field (Fig. 23.14). Wet
ARMD is a complication of dry ARMD caused by neovascularization of ·blind spots· of the retina in the large drusen. These newly
formed, thin, fragile vessels frequently leak and produce exudates
and hemorrhages in the space j ust beneath the retina, resulting in
fibrosis and scarring. These changes are responsible for the progressive loss of centra l vision over a short time. The treatment of
wet ARMD includes conventional laser treatment therapy; however, new su rgical methods such as macular translocation have
been recently Introduced. In this procedure, the retina is detached,
translocated, and reattached in a new location, away from the
chorioid neovascular tissue. Conventional laser treatment is then
applied to destroy pathologic vessels w ithout destroying central
vision.

ameter. Except for the photoreceptor layer, most of the layers of the retina are markedly reduced or absent in th is region (see Fig. 23.6). Here, the photoreceptor is composed
entirely of co nes tha t are longer and more slender and rodlike than they are elsewhere. T he adjacent pigment epithelial
cells an d choriocapillaris are also thickened in this region.
T he macula lutea is the area surrounding the fovea . It is
yellowish d ue to the presence of yellow pigment (xanthophy ll ). R etinal vessels are absent in this region. H ere, the
r etinal cells and their processes, especially the ganglion
cells, a re heaped up on the sides of the fovea so that light
m ay pass unimpeded to this most sensitive area of the
retina .
VESSELS OF THE RETINA
T he central retinal artery and vein, the vessels that can be
seen and assessed with an ophthalmoscope, pass through
the center of the optic nerve to enter the bulb of the eye at
the optic disc (see Fig. 23.2 and pages 791 to 792, the section on the developing eye). The artery branches immediately into upper and lower branches, each of which divides
again. Veins undergo a similar pattern of branching. The
vessels initially lie between the vitreous body and inner
lim iting membrane. As the vessels pass laterally, they pass
deeper with in the inner retinal layers. Branches from these
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vessels form a capillary plexus that does not extend beyond the inner nuclear layer. The branches of the central
retinal artery do not anastomose and therefore are classified as anatom ic end arteries. Evaluation of the retinal vessels and optic disc during the physical examination of a patient not only provides important information on the state
of the eye but also provides early clinical signs of a number of conditions, including elevated intracranial pressure,
hypertension, glaucoma, and diabetes.

Crystalline Lens
T he lens is a transparent, avascula r, biconvex structure. It
is suspended between the edges of the ciliary body by the
zonular fibers. The pull of the zonular fibers keeps the lens
in a flattened condition . Release of tension causes the lens
to fatten or accomm odate to bend light rays originating
close to the eye so tha t they focus on the retina .
T he lens has three principal components (Fig. 23.15 ):

• Lens capsule, a th ick basal lamina measuring approximately 10 to 20 J.Lm, produced by the anterior lens cells

• Subcapsular epithelium, a cu boidal la yer of cells present
only on the anterior surface of the lens

• Lens fibers, structures derived from subcapsular epithelial cells

germinal zone

-

lens capsu le
(basal lamina)

sub cap sular

epitheli~m -~
/
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lens fiber
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FIGURE 23.14
Photograph depicting the v isual field In individuals w ith agerelated macular degenerat ion. Note that central vision is absent
because of the changes in the macula region of the retina. To

subcapsular
epithelium

•

maximize their remaining vision, individuals with this cqndition
are instructed to use eccentric fixation of their eyes.

a
The in ner limiting membrane (layer 10) consists of a basal
lamina separating the retina from the vitreous body

The inner limiting membrane is th e basal lami na of
Mi.iller's cells (see Fig. 23.10).

SPECIALIZED REGIONS OF THE RET INA
T he fovea appears as a shallow depression located at the
posterior pole of the optical axis of the eye. Its centra l region, know n as the fovea centralis, is abo ut 200 p.m in di-

FIGURE 23.15
Structure of the lens. a. This schematic drawing of the lens indicates
its structural components. Note that the capsule of the lens is formed
by the basal lamina of the lens fibers and the subcapsular epithelium
located on the anterior surface of the lens. Also note the location of
the germinal zone at the equatorial area of the lens. b. Th is high-

magnification photomicrograph of the germinal zone of the lens
(near its equator) shows the active process of lens fibers formation
from the subcapsular epithelium. Note the thick lens capsule and the
underlying layer of nuclei of lens fibers during their differentiation.
The mature lens fibers do not possess nuclei. x570.
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The lens capsule, composed p rimarily of type IV collagen and proteoglycans, is elastic. It is thickest at the equareous humor), collagen, glycosaminoglyca ns (principally
tor where the fibers of the zonule attach to it.
hyaluronic acid), and a small population of cells called
Gap junctions connect the cuboidal cells of the s ubcaphyalocytes. These ceiJs are believed to be responsible for
sular epithelium. They have few cytoplasmic organelles
synthesis of collagen fibrils and glycosaminoglycans.
and stain faintly. The apical region of the cell is directed toH yalocytes in routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)
ward the internal aspect of the lens and the lens fibers with
preparation are difficult to visualize. Often, they exhibit a
which they form junctional complexes. The lens increases
well-developed rER and Golgi appa ratus. Fibroblasts and
in size during normal gr owt11 and then continues to protissue macrophages are sometimes seen in the periphery of
duce new lens fibers at an ever-decreasing rate throughout
the vitreous body. The hyaloid canal (or Cloquet's canal) ,
life. Th e new lens fibers develop from the subcapsular ep which is not always visible, runs through the center of the
ithelial cells located near the equator (see Fig. 23.15). Cells
vitreo us body from the optic disc to the posterior lens capin this region increase in height and then differentiate into
sule. It is the remnant of the pathway of the hyaloid artery
lens fibers.
of the developing eye.
As tile lens fibers develop, they become highly elongated
and appear as thin, flattened structures. They lose their nuclei and other orga nelles as they become filled with proteins called crystal/ins. Mature lens fibers attain a length of
Accessory Structures of the Eye
7 to 10 mm, a width of 8 to 10 ,um, and a thickness of
2 ,um. N ear the center of the lens, in the nucleus, the fibers
The conjunctiva lines the space between the inner surface of
are compressed and condensed to such a degree that indithe eyelids and the anterior surface of the eye lateral to the
cornea
vidual fibers are impossible to recognize. Despite its density and protein content, the lens is normally transparent
(see Fig. 23.15 ). The high density of lens fibers makes it
The conjunctiva is a thin, transparent mucous memdifficult to obtain routine histologic sections of the lens
brane
that extends from the corneoscleral limbus located
that are free from artifacts.
on the lateral margin of the cornea across the sclera (bulbar conjunctiva) a nd covers the internal surface of the eyeChanges in the lens are associated with aging
lids (palpebral conjunctiva). It consists of a stratified
columnar epithelium containing nu merous goblet cells and
Wit11 increasing age, the lens gradually loses its elasticity
rests on a lamina propria composed of loose connective tisand ability to accommodate. This condition, called pressue. The go bler cell secretion is a component of rl1 e tears
that bathe the eye.
byopia, us ually occurs in the fourth decade of life. It is easily corrected by wearing reading glasses or using a magnifyi11g lens.
The primary function of the eyelids is to protect the eye

Loss of transparency of the lens or its capsule is also a
relatively common condition associated with aging. This
condition, called cataract, may be due to conformational
changes or cross-linking of proteins. The development of a
cataract may also be related to disease processes, metabolic or hereditary conditions, trauma, or exposure to a
deleterious agent (s uch as ultra violet radiation) . Cataracts
that significa ntly impair vision can usua lly be corrected
surgically by removing the lens and replacing it with a
plastic lens implanted in the posterior chamber.

Vitreous Body
The vitreous body is the transparent jelly-like substance
that fills the vitreous chamber in the posterior segment
of the eye

The vitreous body is loosely attached to the surroundi.ng
stnictures, i11cluding the inner limiting membrane of the
retina. The main portion of the vitreous body is a homogeneous gel conta ining approximately 99% water (the vir-

The skin of the eyelids is loose and elastic to accommodate their movement. Within each eyelid is a flexible support, the tarsal plate, consisting of dense fibrous and elastic tissue. Its lower free margin extends to the lid margin,
and its superior border serves fo r the attachment of
smooth muscle fibers of the supe1·ior tarsal muscle (of
Muller). The undersurface of the tarsal plate is covered by
the conjunctiva (Fig. 23.16). The orbicularis oculi muscle,
a facial expression muscle, forms a thin oval sheet of circularly oriented skeletal muscle fibers overlying the tarsal
plate. In addi tion, the connective tiss ue of the eyelid contains tendon fibers of the levator palpebrae superioris
muscle, which open the eyelid (see Fig. 23.16)
In addition to eccrine sweat glands, which discha rge
their secretions directly onto the skin, the eyelid contains
four other major types of glands (see Fig. 23 .16):

• Tarsal glands (Meibomian glands}, long sebaceo us
glands embedded in the tarsal plates that appear as vertical yellow streaks in the tissue deep to the conjunctiva.
About 25 tarsal glands are present in the upper eyelid,
and 20 are present in the lower eyelid. The sebaceous se-
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pseudostratified ciliated epithelium lines the lacrimal sac
and the naso lacrimal duct.

lacrimal gland

Tears protect the corneal epithelium and contain antibacterial
and ultraviolet-protective agents

nasal cavity
FIGURE 23.17
Schematic diagram of the eye and lacrimal apparatus. Til is drawing
sllows tile location of tile lacrimal gland and components of tl1e
lacrimal apparatus, wllicll drains the lacrimal fluid into the nasal cavity.

cells. Myoepithelial cells, located below the epithelial cells
within the basa l la mina, aid in the release of tears. Approximately 12 ducts drain fr om the lacrimal gland into
the reflection of conjunctiva just beneath the upper eyelid,
known as the forni x of the lacrimal sac.
Tears dra in from the eye thro ugh laaimal puncta, the
small openings of the lacrimal canaliculi, located at the
medial angle. The upper and lower canaliculi join to form
the common canaliculus that opens into the lacrimal sac.
The sac is continuous with the nasolacrimal duct that
opens into the nasal cavity below the inferior turbinate. A

Tears keep the conj unctiva and corneal epithelium m oist
and wash foreign material from the eye as they flow across
the corneal surface toward the medial angle of the eye (Fig.
23.17). The thin film of tears covering the corneal surface
is not homogenous, but represents a mixtu re of products
secreted by the lacrimal glands, the accessory lacrimal
glands, the goblet cel ls of the conjunctiva, and the tarsal
glands of the eyelid . It contains proteins (tear albumins,
lactoferrin ), enzym es (l ysozyme), lipids, metabolites, electro lytes, and drugs, the latter secreted during therapy.
The tear cationic protein lactoferrin incr eases the activity of va rious antimicr obial agents such as lysozyme.
The eye is m oved within the orbit by the extraocular
muscles

Six m uscles of the eyeball (also called extraocular or extrinsic muscles) attach to each eye. These are the medial, lateral, superior, and inferior rectus m uscles and the superior
and inferior o blique muscles. The superior oblique muscle is
innervated by the trochlear nerve (cranial nerve N ). The
lateral rectus muscle is innervated by the abducens nerue
(cranial nerve VI). All of the remaini ng extraocular m uscles
are innervated by the oculomotor nerve (cranial11erue III).
The combined, precisely controlled actio n of these muscles
allows vertical, lateral, and rotational movement of the eye.
Normally, the actions of the muscles of both eyes are coordinated so that the eyes move in pal'aliel (conjugate gaze).
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PLATE 100. EYE I
The human eye is a complex sensory organ that provides sight. The waU of the eye consists of three concentric layers or
coats: the retina, the inner layer; the uvea, the middle or vascular layer; and the comeosclera, the outer fibrous layer. The eye
is often compared to a simple camera w ith a lens to capture and focus light, a diaphragm to regulate the a mo unt of light, and
fi lm to record the image. In the eye, the cornea and lens concentrate and focus light on the retina. The iris, located between
the cornea and lens, regulates the size of the pupil through which light enters the eye. Photoreceptor cells (rods and cones) in
the retina detect the intensity (rods) a nd color (cones) of the light that reaches them and encode the vari ous parameters for
tra nsmission to the brain via the optic nerve (crani al nerve
The eye measures -25 mm in diameter. It is suspended in the bony orbit by six extrinsic striated muscles that control its moveme nt. The extraocular muscles are coordinated so that both eyes move synclu·onously, with each mov ing symmetrically around
its own central ax is. A thick layer of adi pose tissue partially surrounds and cushio ns the eye as it moves within the orbit.

m.

Modified drawing of human eye, meridional
perspective by E. Sobotta.

D

The innermost layer is the retina (R), which consists of
several layers of cells. Among these are receptor cells (rods
and cones), ne uro ns (e.g., bipolar and gang lion cells), supporti ng cells, a nd a pigment epithelium (see Plate I 0 I). The
receptor components of the reti na are situated in the posterior three fifths of the eyeball. At the anterior boundary of
the receptor layer, the ora serrata (OS), the retina becomes
reduced in thkkness, and nonreceptor components of the
retina continue forward to cover the posterio r o r inner surface of the ciliary body (CB) and the iris (I). This anterio r
no nreceptor extension of the inner layer is highl y pi gme nted, and the pigment (melanin) is ev ident as the black
inne r border of these structures.
The uvea, the mi dd le layer of the eyeball , consists o f the
c horoid, the ciliary body, and the iris. The choro id is a vasc ula r layer; it is re latively thin and diffic ult to distinguish in
the accompa nying figure except by location. On thi s basis,
the choroid (Ch) is identified as being j ust ex te rnal to the
pig mented layer of the retina. It is also hi ghl y pigmented;
the choroidal pigment is evident as a discrete layer in several parts of the section.
Anteri or to the ora sen·ata, the uvea is thi ckened; here, it
is called the ciliary body (CB). T his contai ns the c iliary

mu scle (see Plate I 02), which brings about adjustments of
the lens to focus li ght. The ciliary body also contains
processes to which the zonular fibers are attached. These
fibe rs function as suspe nsory ligaments of the le ns ( L). The
iris (I) is the most anterior compone nt of the uvea and contains a central opening, the pupil.
The outermost layer of the eyeball, the fibrous layer,
consists of the sclera (S) and the cornea (C). Both of these
contain collagenous fibe rs as the ir main structural element;
however, the cornea is transparent, a nd the sclera is o paque.
The extrinsic muscles of the eye insert into the sclera and
effect movements of the eyeball. These are not included in
the preparation except fo r two small pieces of a muscle insertion (a.Jmws) in tbe lower le ft and top center of the illustration. Posterio rly, the sclera is pierced by the emerging
optic ner ve (ON). A deep depression in the neural retina lateral to the optic nerve (above the ON in thi s fig ure) is the
fovea central is ( FC), the thinnest and most sensitive portion
of the neural retina.
The lens is considered in Plate 103. Just posteti or to the
lens is the large cavity of the eye, the vitreous cavity (V),
whi ch is fi lled with a thick j ell y-like material, the vitreous
humor or body. Anterio r to the lens are two additional,
fluid-fi lled c hambers of the eye, the anterior (AC) and posterior chambers (PC), separated by the iris.

KEY
AC, anterior chamber
C, cornea
CB, ciliary body
Ch, choroid
FC, fo vea centralis
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I, iris
L, lens
ON, optic nerve
OS, ora serrata
PC, posterior chamber

R, retina
S, sclera
V, vitreous cavity
arrows, muscle insertions
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PLATE 101. EYE II: RETINA
T he retina and optic nerve are projections of the brain. The fibrous cover of the optic ner ve is an extension of the me ninges
of the brain. The neural retina is a multilayered structure consisting of neurons, so me of which are specialized as photoreceptors, and supporting cells (Muller 's cells). External to the neural retina is a layer of si mple colu mnar pigment epithelium. The
Mi.iller's cells are comparable to neuroglia in the rest of the central nervous system. Processes of Mu ller's cells ramify vi rtually through the entire thickness o f the retina. The internal limiting me mbrane is the basal lami na of these cells; the external
limiting membrane is actually a line formed by the j unctional complexes between processes of these cells and the photoreceptor cells.
T he ne urons of the retina are arranged sequenti all y in three layers: ( 1) a deep layer of rods and cones; (2) an intermediate
layer of bipo/01; horizontal, and amacrine cells; and (3) a superfic iaJ layer of ganglion cells. Nerve impulses originating in the
rods and cones are transmitted to the intermediate layer and then to the ganglion cells. Synaptic connections occur in the outer
plexiform layer (between the rods and cones and the intermediate ne uronal layer) and the inner plex!form layer (between the
intermediate layer and the ganglion cells), resulting in summation and neuronal integration. F inally, the ganglion cells send
their axons to the bra in as components of the optic nerve.

B

Figure 1, eye, human, H&E x 65.

B

Figure 2, eye, human, H&E x325.

The site where the optic nerve leaves the eyeball is
called the optic disc (OD). It is characteristically marked by
a depression, evident he re. Receptor cells are not present at
the optic disc, and because it is not sensitive to light stimulation, it is someti mes refe rred to as the blind spot.
T he fibe rs that give rise to the optic nerve originate in
the retina, more spec ifically, in the ganglion cell layer (see

On the bas is of stmctural features that are evident in Justologie sections, the retina is divided into ten layers, from posterior to anterior, as listed below and labeled in this figure:
l. Pigment epithe lium (PEp), the o utermost layer of the
re ti na
2. Layer of rods and cones (R&C), the photoreceptor
layer of the retina
3. Exte rnal limiting me mbrane (ELM), a bne fo rmed by
the j unctional complexes of the photoreceptor cells
4. O uter nuclear layer (ONL), contai ning nuclei of rod
and cone cells
5. Outer plexi form layer (OPL), contain ing neura l
processes and synapses o f rod and cone cells with
bipolar, amacrine, and horizontal cells
6. In ne r nuclear layer ( INL), conta ini ng nuclei o f bipolar, hori zontal, amacrine, and MU ller's cells

below). T hey traverse the sclera through a num ber of openings (arrows) to form the optic nerve (ON). The region of
the sclera that contai ns these openi ngs is called the lamina
crib rosa (LC) or cri briform plate. The optic nerve contains
a central artery and vein (not seen here) that also traverse
the lami na cribrosa. Branc hes of these blood vessels (BV)
supply the inner portion of the reti na.

7. In ner plexifo rm layer (I PL), contam mg processes
and synapses of bipolar, horizontal, amacrine, and
ganglion cells
8. Layer of ganglion cells (GC), containing cell bodies
a nd nuclei of ganglion cells
9. Nerve fi ber layer (NFL), containing axons of ganglion cells
I 0. Intern al limiting membra ne (ILM), consisting of the
extern al (basal) lamina of MUlle r's cells
This fig ure a lso shows the innermost layer of the choroid
(Ch), a cell-free membrane, the lamina vitrea (LV), a lso
called Bruch 's membrane. Electron micrographs revea l that
it corresponds to the basement membrane of the pigme nt
epi thel ium. I mmediately external to the lamina vitrea is the
capillary layer of the choro id (lam ina choriocapillaris).
T hese vessels supply the outer part of the reti na.

KEY
BV, blood vessels
C h, choroid
ELM, external limiting membrane
G C , layer o r gangl ion cells
lLM, internal lim iting membrane
I NL, inner nuclear layer (nuclei of bi polar,
horizontal, amacrine, and MUller's cell s)
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JPL, inner plexiform layer
LC, lamina cribrosa
LV, lam ina vitrea
NFL , nerve fiber layer
O D, optic disc
O N, optic nerve

O NL , outer nuclear layer (nuclei of rod and
cone cells)
OPL, outer plexiform layer
PEp, pig ment epithelium
R&C, layer of rods and cones
arrows, openings in sclera (lamina cribrosa)
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PLATE 102. EYE Ill: ANTERIOR SEGMENT

CEp"'

T he anterior segment is that part of the eye a nteri or to the ora sen·ata, the most a nteri o r extension of the neural retina, and
inc ludes the anterior and posterior chambers and the structures that define them. These incl ude the cornea and sclera, the iris,
the le ns, the c il iary body, and the connecti ons between the basal lamina of the ciliary processes and the lens capsule (th ick
basal lamina of the lens epithelium) that form the s uspensory ligament of the lens, the zonular fibers. The posterior chamber
is bounded posteriorly by the anterior surface of the lens a nd anteri orly by the posterior surface of the iris. The ciliary body
forms the lateral boundary. Aqueous humor flows throug h the pupil into the anterior chamber, whic h occupies the space between the cornea and the iris, and drains into the canal of Schlemm.

B

Figure 1, eye, human, H&E x45; inset x75.

A portion of the anterior segment of the eye, shown in
thi s figure , includes parts of the cornea (C), sclera (S), iris
(/), ciliary body (CB), anterio r chamber (AC), posterior
chamber (PC), lens (L ), and zonul ar fibers (ZF).
The relationship of the cornea to the sclera is illustrated
to advantage he re. The junction between the two (arrows)
is marked by a change in staini ng, wi th the substance of the
cornea appearing lighter than that of the sclera. Tbe corneal
epithelium (CEp) is continuous with the conjunc ti val epithelium (CjEp) that covers the sclera. Note that the epitheli llln thickens considerably at the corneoscleral j unction
and resembles that of the oral mucosa. The conjuncti val epithelium is separated from the dense fib ro us compo nent of
the sclera by a loose vascular connective tiss ue. Together,
thi s connective ti ssue and the epithelium constitute the conjuncti va (Cj). The epithe lial-connecti ve ti ssue junction of
the conjunctiva is irregular; in contrast, the undersurface of
the corne al epi thelium presents an even profile .

Figure 2, eye, human, H&E x90; inset x 350.

B

Immediately internal to the anteri o r margin of the
sclera (S) is the cilia ry body (CB). The inner s urface of
this fo rms radially a rranged , ridge-shape d elevations, the
c iliary processes (CP), to whi c h the zonu lar fibers (ZF)
are anc hored . Fro rn the o utside in, the compone nts of the
c ilia ry body are the ci li ary muscle (CM), the connective
tissue (vascula r) layer (VL) represent ing the choroid coat
in the c ili ary body, the lam ina vitrea (LV, inset), and the
ciliary e pithe lium (CiEp, inset). T he c iliary epi the lium
consists of two layers (inset), the pi gme nted laye r ( PE)
and the no npi gmented laye r (np£). The lam ina vitrea is a
continu atio n of the same layer of the choro id; it is the

Just lateral to the junction of the cornea a nd sclera is the
canal of Schl emm (CS; see also Fig. 2). T his canal takes a
circular route about the perimeter of the cornea. It communicates with the anterior chamber thro ugh a loose trabecular meshwork of tissue, the s paces of Fontana. The canal of
Schlemm also communicates w ith episcleral veins. By
means of its communicati o ns, the canal of Schlemm provides a route for the flu id in the anterior and posterior
c hambers to reach the bloodstream.
The inset shows the tip of the iris. Note the heavy pigmentation on the posterior surface of the iris, which is covered by the same double- layered epithelium as the cili ary
body and ci liary processes. I n the cil iary epithel ium, the
outer layer is pigmented and the inner layer is nonpigmented. In the iris, both layers of the irid ial epitheli um
(/Ep) are heavil y pigmen ted . A portion of the iridial constrictor muscle (M ) is seen beneath the epithe lium .

CjEp'

\

~Cj
s

\

AC

~ cs

PC
'"'

.
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----

basement membrane of the pigmented cil iary epithelial
cells.
The c iliary muscle is arra nged in three patterns. The
outer layer is immediate ly deep to the sclera. These are the
meridionally arranged fi be rs of Bri.icke. The oute rmost of
these conti nues more posteriorly into the choroid and is refen·ed to as the tensor muscle of the choroid. T he middle
layer is the radia l group. It radiates from the region of the
sclerocorneal junc tion into the ciliary body. The innermost
layer of muscle cells is c ircu larly arranged. These are seen
in cross sectio n. The circular arte ry (CA; barely discernable) and vein (C V) for the iris, a lso cut in cross sectio n. are
just anterior to the ci rc ula r group of muscle cells.

KEY
A, artery
AC, anterior chamber
C, cornea
CA, ci rcular artery
en, ciliary body
CEI>, corneal epi thelium
Ch, choroid
CiEp, ciliary epithelium
Cj, conjunctiva
CjEp, conjuncti val epithelium
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CM, cili ary muscle
CP, ciliary processes
CS, canal of Schlemm
CV, ci rcul ar vein
I, iris
IEp, iridial epithelium
L, lens
LV, lamina vitrea

M, iridial constrictor muscle
npE, nonpigmented layer of ci liary epithelium
PC, posterior chamber
PE, pigmented layer of ci liary epithel ium
S, sclera
V, vein
VL, vascul ar layer (of ciliary body)
ZF, zonular fibers
arrows, junction between cornea and sclera
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PLATE 103. EYE IV: SCLERA, CORN EA, AND LENS
The transparent cornea is the primary dioptric (refractive eleme nt) of the eye and is covered w ith no nkeratinized, stratified
squamous epithelium. Its stroma consists of alternati ng lamellae of collagen fibrils and fibrob lasts (keratocytes). The fi bri ls in
each lamella are extremely uniform in diameter and uniformly s paced; fibrils in adjacent lamellae are arranged at approxi mately
right angles to each other. This orthogonal array of hig hl y regular fi brils .is responsible for the transparency of the cornea. T he
posterior smface is covered with a s ingle layer of low cuboidal cells, the corneal endothelium, which rest on a thickened basal
lami na called Descemet's membrane. Nearly all of the metabolic exchanges of the avascular cornea occur across the endothelium. Damage to this layer leads to corneal swelling and can produce temporary or permanent loss of transparency.
The lens is a transparent, avascular, biconvex epithelial struc ture s uspended by the zonular fi bers. Te nsion on these fibers
keeps the lens flattened; reduced tensio n allows it to fatten or accommodate to bend light rays o ri ginating close to the eye to
focus the m on the retina.

Figure 1, sclera, human, H&E x 130.
This low-magnification micrograph shows the full thickness of the sclera just lateral to the corneoscleral junction or
limbus. To the left of the arrow is sclera; to the rig ht is a
small amount of corneal tissue. The conjunctival epithelium
(C}Ep) is irregular in thickness and rests on a loose vascu-

Figures 2 and 3, sclera, human, H&E x360.
Figure 2 is a higher-magnification micrograph showing
the transition from the corneal epithelium (CEp) to the in egular and thicker conjunctival epithelium (CjEp) covering the
sclera. Note that Bowman 's m embrane (B), lying under the

Figure 4, cornea, human, H&E x 175.
This low-magnification m icrograph shows the fu ll
thickness of the cornea (C) and can be compared with the
sclera shown in Figure l. The corneal e pi the]jum (CEp)
presents a uniform thickness and the underlying stroma (S)
has a more homogeneous appearance than the stroma of
the sclera (the w hite spaces seen here and in Fig ure 1 are

Figures 5 and 6, cornea, human, H&E x 360.
Figure 5 is a higher magnifi cation showi ng the corneal
epithelium (CEp) with its squamous s urface cells, the very
thick ho mogeneous-appearing Bowman's membrane (B),
and the underlying strom a (S). Note that the stromal tissue

Figure 7, lens, human, H&E x 360.
This micrograph shows a portion of the le ns near its
equator. The lens consists entirely of epithe lial cells surro unded by a homogeneous-appeari ng lens capsule (LC) to
wh ich the zonula fibers attach. The lens capsule is a very
thick basal lami na of the e pithelial cells. Si m ple c uboidal
le ns epithe lial cells are present o n the ante rio r surface o f the

cornea l epithelium, is just perceptible but disappears beneath
the conj unctival epithelium. Figure 3 shows at higher magnification of the canal of Schlemm ( CS) than does Figure I.
That the space shown here is not an rutifact is evidenced by
the endothelial lining cells (En) that face the lumen.

has a homogeneous appearance, a reflectio n of the dense
packing of its collagen fibril s. The fl attened nucle i belong
to the keratocytes. Figure 6 shows the posterior su rface of
the cornea. Note the thick homogeneous Descemet's me mbrane (D) and the underlyi ng corneal e ndothelium (CEn).
lens, but at the latera l mru·gin they become extremely elongated and form layers that extend toward the center of the
le ns. These elongated columns of epithe lial cytoplasm are
referred to as lens fibers (LF). New cells are proc;luced at the
margi n of the lens and displace the o lder cells inwardly.
Eventu ally, the older cells lose the ir nuclei, as evidenced by
the deeper portion o f the cornea in thi s micrograph.
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CEp, corneal epithelium
Cj, conjunctiva
CjEp, conjunctival epithelium
CS, canal of Schlemm
D, Descemet's membrane

En, endothelial lining cells
LC, lens capsu le
LF, lens fibers

N, nuclei
S, stroma
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artifacts). Nucle i (N) of the keratocytes of the stroma lie
between lamellae. The corneal epithelium rests on a thickened anterior basement membrane called Bowman's membrane (8). The posterior surface of the cornea is lined by a
simple squamous epithelium called the corneal endothelium (CEn); its thick poste rior basement membrane is
called Descemet' s m embrane (D ).

KEY
AC, anterior chamber
B, B owman's membrane
BV, blood vessel s
C, cornea
CEn, corneal endothel ium
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lar con nective ti ssue. Together, this epithelium and underlying connective tissue represents the conjunctiva (Cj). The
white opaque appearance of the sclera is due to the irregular dense arrangement of the collagen fibe rs that make up
the stroma (S). The canal of Schlemm (CS) is seen at the
left close to the inner surface of the sclera.
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BOX 24.1.

Clinical Correlations: Vertigo

BOX 2 4.2.

Clinical Correlations: Hearing Loss-Vestibular Dysfunction

OVERVIEW OF THE EAR

The ear is a three-cha mbered sensory organ that f unctions
as an auditory system for sound perception a nd as a
vestibulm- system fo r ba la nce. Each of the th ree di vision s
o f th e ea r, the external ear, middle ear, a nd internal ear, is
a n essen tia l part of th e a uditor y syst em (Fig. 24.1 ). The external a nd m iddl e ea r collect and co nduct so und energy to
the in terna l ear, where a uditory sensory receptors con vert
th a t energy into e lectrical impulses. The sensory receptors
of th e vestibu la r syst em are a lso located in the internal ear.
These receptors resp ond to gravi ty and movem ent o f the
head.
The ear develops from surface ectoderm and components of
the first and second pharyngeal arch
Embryologically, th e functions of the ear, hea ring and
ba la nce, a re e la borated from an invagina tion of surface ectoder m t ha t appea rs on eac h side of the m yele ncepha lon .
T his invaginatio n forms the octic vesicle (otocyst), w hich

829

FIGURE 24.1
832

sinks deep to t he surface ectoderm into th e underl ying
mesenchyme (Fig . 24.2). T he otic vesicle serves as a primord ium fo r development of the epithelia t hat li ne t he
membranous la byrin th o f the internal ea r. La ter, develop ment of the first a nd pa rt of the seco nd p haryngeal arch
provides structures tha t augm ent hearin g. T he endodermal
compon ent o f th e first p o uch gives rise to the tubotym panic recess, w h ic h ultimately develops into t he auditory
tube (Eustachiau tube) a nd the middle ear a nd its epith elial lining. The correspond ing ectod ermal o utgrow th of t he
first pharyngeal groove gives r ise to the external acoustic
meatus a nd its ep ithelial lining {see Fig. 24.2). The connective tissue part of t he pha ryngeal a rches prod uces t he
ossicles. The malleus a nd incus d evelo p from the fi rst pharyngea l a rch, a nd the stapes from the ·second pharyngeal
a rch . The sensory epi thelia o f the mem b ra nous la byrinth
that origina tes f rom the otic vesicle lin k with crania l ner ve
Vlll, which is an o utgrowth o f t he cen tra l n ervous syste m.
T he cartila ginous, bo ny, a nd muscular struct ures of the ear
develop fro m t he mesench yme surrounding these ea rl y
epithelia.

Three divisions of the ear. The th ree divisions of the ear are represented by different colors and consist of the external ea r (a uricle and
external acoustic meatus) {/les/7 tone), the middle ear (tympanic cavity,
auditory ossicles, tympanic mem brane, and auditory tube) (pink), and

the Internal ear containing the bony labyrinth (semicircula r canals,
vestibule, a nd cochlea) (blue) and the membranous labyrinth (not
visible).

9

with t he elastic ca rt ilage of the auricle. The m ed ia l two
thirds o f the ca nal is contai ned w ithin the tempora l bone.
The late ral pa rt o f the ca nal is lined by skin t hat con tains
ha ir follicles, se baceous gla nds, a nd ceruminous glands,
but no eccrin e sw ea t glands. The coiled tubu la r cerumino us
gland s closely resem b le the apocrine gla nds fo un d in the axillary regio n. Their secretion mixes w ith tha t o f the sebaceo us gla nds a nd d esqu a ma ted ce lls to for m cerumen, or
earwax. The ce rum en l ub rica tes the skin a nd coats t he
meata l h a irs to impede t he entry of foreign pa rticles into the
ea r. Excessive acc umul a tion o f ce rume n ca n plug the meatus, however, resu lting in conducti ve hea ring loss. The medial part o f th e ca na l loca ted within the temporal bo ne has
thinn er skin and fewer hairs a nd g lands.

EXTERNAL EAR

The auricle is the external component of the ear that collects
and amplifies sound
The aUI·icle (pinna) is the oval a ppendage tha t projec ts
fro m the latera l surface of the head. T he c ha racteristic
sha pe of th e auricle is determined by a n internal suppo rting structure of elastic ca rti.l age. Th in skin with ha ir fo llicles, sweat glands , and sebaceo us gla nds covers th e auricle.
The a uri cle is considered a nea rly vestigia l stru cture in hu ma ns, compa red w ith its d evelopment a nd ro le in o ther a nima ls. H owever, it is a n esse nti al co mponent in sou nd loca lizatio n a nd am plification.
The external acoustic meatus conducts sounds to the tympanic
membrane
The external acoustic meatus is a n a ir-fi lled tubul a r space
tha t foU ows a slightly 5-shl:J ped cou rse fo r abo ut 25 mm to
the tympanic membrane (eardrum). T he wa ll of the cana l is
co n tinuous externa ll y with th e a uricl e. T he wa ll of the la tera l one third of the canal is ca rtil agin o us a nd is cont inuo us

9

MIDDLE EAR

The middle ear is an air-filled space that contains three small
bones, the ossicles
T he middle ea r is located in a n air-filled space, called t he

tympanic cavity, wi thin the temporal bone {Fig. 24.3). It is
spanned by t hree sm a ll bones, the auditory ossicles, tha t
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(second arch cartilage)
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FIGURE 24.3
Horizontal section of a human temporal
bone. The relationships of the three divisions
of the ear within the temporal bone are
sl1own. The tympanic membrane {TM) sepa·
rates the external acoustic meatus from the
tympanic cavity {TC). Within the tympanic cav·
ity, sections of the malleus (M) and Incus {I)
can be seen. The posterior wa ll of the tym·
panic cavity is associated with the mastoid air
cells (AC). The lateral wall of the cavity is
formed principally by the tympanic mem·
brane. The opening to the internal ear or oval
window (arrowhead) is seen in the medial wall
of the cavity (the stapes has been removed).
The facial nerve (F) can be observed near the
oval window. The cochlea (C), the vestibule
(V), and a portion of the lateral semicircular
canal (LSC) of tl1e bony labyrinth are identi·
fled. The coch lear and vestibular divisions of
cranial nerve VIII (N) can also be observed
within the Internal acoustic meatus. x 65.

~ first pharyngeal pouch

_:.. · . · . · . : .

(tubotympanic recess)

.. ·. :.
.. . .· ...

a

recess

b

otic vesicle
incus
membranous
labyrinth

malleus

tympanic
ring
tubotympanic recess

c

tympanic
membrane
tympanic cavity
auditory tube

FIGURE 24.2
Schematic drawings showing development of the ear. a. This draw·
ing shows the relationship of the surface ectoderm-derived otic vesi·
cle to the first pharyngeal arch during the fourt h week of develop·
ment. b. The otic vesicle sinks deep into the mesenchymal tissue and
develops into the membranous labyrinth. Note the development of
the tubotympanic recess lined by endoderm into t11e future middle·
ear cavity and auditory tube. In addition, accumulation of mes·
enchyme from the first and second pharyngeal arches gives ri se to

are connected by two movable joints . T he middle ea r a lso
contains the auditory tube (Eustachian tube) as well as the
muscles that move the ossicles. The middle ea r is bounded
a nteriorl y by the auditory tube and posterio rl y by t he
spongy bone of the 11zastoid process, wh ich contains the
mastoid antrum and other, smaller a ir-fi lled spaces called
mastoid cells. La tera ll y, the midd le ear is bounded b y the
tympanic membrane and mediall y by the bon y wa ll of the
interna l ea r.
The primary function of the midd le ea r is to convert
so und waves (air vibrations) arriving from the external

the auditory ossicles. c. At this later stage of development, the first
pharyngeal groove grows toward the developing tubotympanic re·
cess. The auditory ossicles assume a location inside the tympanic cav·
ity. d. This final stage of development shows how the tympanic mem·
brane develops from all three germ layers: surface ectoderm,
mesoderm, and endoderm. Note that the wall of the otic vesicle de·
velops into the membranous labyrinth.

acoustic meatus into mec hanica l vibrations that are t ra nsmitted to the interna l ear. Two openings in the med ia l w all
of the middle ear, the oval (vestibulm') window and the
round (cochlear) window, are essentia l components in t his
conversion process.
The tympanic membrane separates the external acoustic meatus from the middle ear

The tympanic membrane (eardrum ) is the medial boundary of the ex terna l acoustic meatus and the lateral wall of

the mid dle ea r (Fig. 2 4.4). The layers o f th e tympanic
membrane fr om outside to inside are

bones, w hich are named according to their approximate
shape:

• T he skin of the external acousti c meatus
• A core of radially a nd circul arly arra nged collagen
fibers
• The mucous membrane of the middle ear

• Malleus (hammer), attached to the tympan ic membrane
• Stapes (stin'up), w hose footplate fits into the ova l w in-

One of the aud itory ossicles, the malleus, is attached to
the tympanic membrane (see Fig. 24.1). Sound in the form
of airwaves ca uses the tympanic membrane to vibrate, an d
these vib ratio ns are transmitted to the attached audi tory
ossicles that link the ex ternal ear to th e internal ear. Perforation of the tympan ic membrane may ca use transient or
perm anent hearing impa irment.
The auditory ossicles connect the tympanic membrane to the
oval window

The three sma ll ossicles, or bones, the malleus, t he incus,
and the stapes, cross th e space of th e middle ear in series
(Fig. 24.5 ) and connect the tym panic membrane to the o va l
wi ndow. These bones help to co n vert so und waves (i.e., vibratio ns in a ir) to m echanical (h ydrau lic) vibrations in tissues and fluid -filled chambers. Movable joints conn ect the

dow

• Incus (anvil), li n king the malleus to the stapes
Two muscles attach to the ossicles and affect their movement

The tensor tympani muscle lies in a bony canal above t he
a uditory tu be; its tendon inserts on the malleus. Contraction
of this muscle increases tension on the tympanic membrane.
The stapedius muscle lies in a bony eminence on t he p osterior wall o f th e midd le ea r; its tendon inserts on the stapes.
Contraction of the sta pedius tends to d ampen the mo vement of the stapes at the oval w indow. The stapedius is only
a few mi ll imeters lo ng and is the smallest skeleta l muscle.
The two muscles of the middle ea r are responsible fo r a
protective reflex ca lled the attenuation reflex. Contractio n
of the muscles makes the chain of ossicles more rigid, th us
reducing the tra nsmissio n of vibrations to the internal ea r.
This reflex protects the internal ear from the damaging effects of very loud soun d.
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fl uid (i t has a high I('' concentratio n and low Na + concentration ).
• Perilymphatic space, lying between the wa ll of the bo ny
laby rinth a nd the wall of the membra no us la byrinth.
T he perilymph is simila r in co mposition to extracellula r
flu id (it has a low K ' concentration an d a high Na + concentration).
• Cortilymphatic space, lying withi n the orga n of Co rti. It
is a true inte rcellular space. T he cells surrounding the
sp ace loosely resem ble an absorptive e pithelium. The
cortilymphatic space is fi lled with cortilymph, which h as
a co mpositio n simila r to t hat of extrace llu lar fl uid.

tympanic
cavity

The bony labyrinth consists of three connected spaces within
the temporal bone

The three spaces of th e bony labyrinth , as ill ustrated in
Figure 24.6, are

external
acoustic
meatus

• Semicircular canals
• Vestibule
• Cochlea

FIGURE 24.6
Photograph of a cast of the bony labyrinth of the internal ear. The
cochlear portion of the bony labyrinth appears blue-green; the
vestibule and semicircular canals appear orange-red. (Courtesy of Dr.
Merle Lawrence.)

The vestibule is the central space that contains the utricle and
saccule of the membranous labyrinth

FIGURE 24.4
Cross section through a human tympanic membrane. This photomicrograph shows the tympanic membrane, external acoustic meatus,
and tympanic cavity. x 9. Inset. Higher magnification of the tympanic
membrane. The outer epithelial layer of the membrane consists of

The auditory tube connects the middle ear to the nasopharynx

T he a uditory (Eustachi an) tube is a narrow flattened
channel approximately 3.5 e m long. T his t ube is lined wi th
cilia ted pseudostratified column a r epithel iu m, about o ne
fifth o f w hich is co mposed of goblet cells. It ven ts the middle ear, equa lizing t he pressure of th e m idd le ear w ith atmosphe ric press ure. The wa lls of th e tube a re n o rma lly
p ressed together but separate d uring yawning a nd swa llowi ng. lt is co mmon fo r infec tions to spread from the
phary nx to the midd le ear via the a uditory tube (ca using
otitis media). A small mass of lymp hatic tissue, the tubal
tonsil, is often fou nd at t he pharyngeal o rifice o f t he a uditory tube.
The mastoid air cells extend from the middle ear into the
t emporal bone

A system of a ir cells projects in to the mastoid portio n o f
the temporal bone from the middle ea r. The epithelia l lining of th ese air cells is continuo us w ith th a t o f the t ympanic cavity a nd rests on p eri osteum. T his continui ty a l-

stratified squamous epithelium (SSE), and the inner epithelial layer of
the membrane consists of low simple cuboidal epithelium (SCE). A
middle layer of connective tissue (CT) lies between the two epithelial
layers. x 190.

malleus

The semicircular canals are tubes within the temporal bone
that lie at right angles to each other

lows infections in t he midd le ea r to spread into th ese cells,
ca using mastoiditis. Befo re the develo pment o f antibiotics,
repeated episodes of otitis medi a a nd mastoiditis usua ll y
led to deafness.

T hree sem icirc u lar cana ls, each form ing a bou t three
quarters of a ci rcle, extend fro m t he wa ll of th e vestibul e
a nd return to it. The semicirc ul a r ca n als a re ide ntified as
ante ri o r, p osterior, an d late ra l a nd lie w ithin t he temporal bone a t app roximately right a ngles to eac h other.
T hey occ upy three p la nes in space, sagitta l, fronta l, a nd
hor izon tal. The e nd of each semicirc ular ca nal closest to
the vestibu le is expa nded to fo rm th e ampulla (Fig.
24. 7 a). T he three cana ls open into the vestib ul e t hrough
five orifices; th e a nte rior a nd poste ri or semi circu lar
can als jo in a t o ne end to fo rm th e common bony limb
(Fig. 24. 7a).

Q INTERNAL EAR
The internal ear consists of two labyrinthine compartments,
one contained within the other

The bony labyrinth is a complex system o f interconnected cavities a nd ca na ls in the petro us part o f t he tem pora l bone. The memb1'auous labyrinth lies within t he
bony laby rin th a nd consists of a complex system of small
sacs an d tubules that also for m a co'ntin uo us sp ace e nclosed w ith in a wa ll of epi theli um a nd connective tissue.
There ar e three fl uid-filled spaces in the interna l ear :

• Endolymphatic spaces, con tained w it hin the membrano us la by rinth. T h e endolymph of the membran o us
la byrinth is similar in co mposition

to

int1'a cellu lar

The vestibul e is the smal l oval c hamber located in the
center of the bon y la byrinth. The utricle a nd saccule of th e
membran o us labyrinth lie in elliptical a nd spherical recesses, respectivel y. T he semicircular canals extend from
t he vestibu le posterio rl y, a nd the cochlea extends from th e
vesti bule a nterio rl y. The ova l w indow into which the foo tp late of the stapes inserts lies in the la te ral wa ll of the
vestibul e.

The cochlea is a cone-shaped helix connected to the vestibule

FIGURE 24.5
Photograph of the three articulated human auditory ossicles. The
til ree ossicles are tile rna Ileus, tile incus, and the stapes. x 30.

The lu men of t he coc hlea, like that of t he semicirc ul a r
canals, is continuous w it h that o f the vest ibule. It co nnects to the vestibu le on the side opposite the semicircula r canals. Between its base a nd t he apex, th e cochl ea
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makes abo ut 2 % turns a rou nd a central core of spongy
bone ca lled the modiolus. A sensory ga ng lion, the spiral
ganglion, lies in the m odiolus. One open ing of the canal,
the ro und w indow o n its infe rior surface near the base, is
covered by a thin m e m bra ne (the secondary tympanic
anterior ) semi.
posterior circular
canals
lateral

common bony
limb

a

oval window

anterior ) se miposterior circular
la teral
ducts

endolymphatic
sac
b

crista ampullaris of
a nte rior s emicircular
duct
crista a mpulla ris
of lateral semicircular duct

cochlear
labyrinth

Enr

c rista ampullaris of
posterio r semicircula r duct
vestibular
labyrinth

c

FIGURE 24.7

Diagrams of the human internal ear. a. This latera l view of tile left
bony labyrinth shows its divisions: t11e vestibule, cochlea, and three
semicircular canals. Tile openings of tile oval window and tile round
window can be obse1ved. b. Diagram of the membranous labyrinth
of the Internal ear lying with in the bony la byrinth. Tl1e cocl1lear duct
can be seen spiraling within tile bony cochlea. The saccule and utricle are positioned within tile vestibule, and tile three semicircular
ducts are lying within their respective canals. This view of tile left
membranous labyrinth allows tile endolymphatic duct and sac to be
observed. c. This view of the left membranous labyrinth shows tile
sensory regions of the internal ear for equilibrium and hearing. These
regions are the macula of the saccule and macula of the utricle, tile
cristae a mpullaris of the three semicircular ducts, and ti1e spiral organ
of Corti of tile cochlear duct.

membrane).
The membranous labyrinth contains the endolymph and is
suspended within the bony labyrinth
T he membra nous la byrint h consists of series of comm unicating sacs and d uc ts conta ini ng endo lymph . It is suspended w ithi n t he bony la byrint h (Fig. 24.7b), and the rem ain ing space is fiJi ed w ith peril ym ph . T he membrano us
labyrinth is com posed of two d ivisio ns: the cochlear
labyrinth an d the vestibula?' labyrinth (Fig. 24. 7c).
T he vesti bu lar labyrinth conta ins
• T hree semicircular ducts, wh ich lie wicl1in the semicircular cana ls a nd are continuous w it h the utricle
• Utricle and saccule, which are contained in recesses in
ilie vestib ule an d are connected by the mem branous

utriculosacculm-duct
The coch lear labyrin th conta ins the cochlear duct,
which is contained within the cochlea an d is continuous
with t he saccule (see F ig . 24.7b a n d c) .

FIGURE 24.8

Electron micrographs ofthe kinocilium and
stereocilia of a vestibular sensory hair cell.
a. Scanning electron micrograph of the apical surface of a sensory hair cell (HC) from
the macula of the utricle. Note the relationship of the kinocilium (K) to the stereocilia
(S). X47,500. b. Transmission electron micrograph of the kinocilium (K) and stereocilia (S) of a vestibular hair cell In cross section. The kinocilium has a larger diameter
than the stereocilia. X47,500. (From HunterDuvar IM, Hinojosa R. Vestibule: senso ry epithelia. In: Friedmann I, Ballantyne J, eds. Ultrastructural Atlas of the Inner Ear. London:
Butterworths, 1984.)

Specialized sensory cells are located in six regions in the membranous labyrinth
Six regions of sensory receptors p rojec t from t he wa ll of
the membra nous labyrinth into the endolympha tic space in
each internal ear (see Fig. 24. 7c):
• Three a istae ampullaris (ampullary crest) loca ted in the
m em branous am p ul lae of the semic ircula r ducts. T h ey
are sen sitive to angular acceleration o f t he head (i.e.,
t urn ing the head) .
• T wo m aculae, o ne in the ut ricle (macula of utricle) a nd
the other in t he saccule (macula of saccule). T hey sense
the position o f the hea d a nd its linear movement.
• The spiral organ of Corti, w hich projects into t he e ndo lym p h of the cochlea r duct. It fu n ction s as the sou nd
receptor.
Hair cells are epithelial mechanoreceptors of the l(estibular and
cochlear labyrinth
T he ha ir cells of the vestibular and cochlear labyr inth s
function as transducers; i.e., they convert mecha nica l e nergy into e lect rica l energy that is then tra nsmit ted via the
vestibulocochlear ne rve to the brain. They possess n umerous ster eocilia , actua ll y mo dified nucrovilli, called
sens01y hairs (F ig. 24.8 ). In the vesti bular system , each
h a i1· cell possesses a sing le true ciJium called a kinocil-

ium. In the auditory system, the hai1· cells lose t heir cilium during development but reta in the basal body. Each
hair cell is associated w ith both af(e1'ent and efferent
nerve endi1tgs.
Two types of hair cells and associated nerve endings are
present in the vestibular labyrin th (Fig. 24.9). Type I hair
cells are flask-shaped with a round ed base and tlu n neck
an d are sur rou nded by a n afferent nerve cha lice and a few
e fferent ner ve fibers. Type U hai1' cells a re cylindrical a nd
have afferent and efferent bouton nerve end ings at the base
of the cell (Fig . 24.9 ).
All hair cells have a common basis of receptor cell function
A ll ha ir cells o f t he inter na l ear appear to function by
bendi ng or flexing their stereocilia. T he means by w h ich
stereocilia are bent va ries from receptor to recep tor and is
discussed in the section on each specific receptor area.
Stre tching of the plasma mem brane caused by bending of
the ste reoc ilia generates tra nsmem brane potential cha nges
in the recepto r cell that arc c o nveyed to the afferent nerve
e ncling(s) associated with each ha ir cell . When a kinocilium is p resent, its location rel ative to the bending of the
stereocilia is important. Stereocil ia that bend away from

the kinocilium cause hyperpo larization of the receptor cell;
stereocilia that bend toward the kinociJium cause depolarization of the receptor cell and consequent generation of
an action potential.
Cristae ampullaris are sensors of angular movements
of the head
Each ampu lla of the semicircular duct contains a c rista
ampullaris, which is a sensory receptor for a ngular mo vements of t he head . (see Figs. 24.7c and 24. 10 ). T he crista
amp ullaris is a thickened transverse epithelia l ridge that is
orien ted perpen d icular to the long axis of the semicircular
canal and consists of the epithel ial hair cells a nd supporting cells.
A gelatinous protein-polysaccharide mass, known as the
cupula, is attached to the hair cells of each crista (see Fig.
24.10). The cupula projects into the Jumen and is surrounded by e ndo lymph. During ro tational movement o f
the head, the walls of the sem icircul ar cana l and the membranous semicircu lar ducts move, but t he e ndo lymp h contained within the d ucts tends to lag behind because of inertia. The cupula, projecting into the endol ym ph, is
swayed by the movement differential between the c rista
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ertia. In both cases, movement of t he otolit h ic membra ne
triggers an action potential.

TYPE II
kinocilia
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#$!--supporting
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The cochlear duc t itself is the scala media (Figs. 24.13 and
24.14). The scala vestibuli and scala tympani a re the spaces
a bove a nd below, respectively, the scala media. T he scala
media is an endolymph-containing space that is continuous
w ith the lumen of t he saccule a nd contains the spira l o rgan
of Corti, which rests on its lower wall (see Fig. 24.14 ).
Th e sca la vestibuli and the scala tympani are peril ymphconta ining spaces that com municate w ith each other at the
apex of t he cochlea through a sma ll channel called the helicotrema (see Fig . 24.13 ). The scala vestibuli begi ns at t he

The ~en se of rotation without equilibrium (dizziness, vertigo)
signifies dysfunction of the vestibular system. Causes of vertigo
include viral infections, certain drugs, and tumors such as
acoustic neuroma. Acoustic neuromas develop in or near the
internal acoustic meatus and exert pressure on the vestibular
division of cranial nerve VIII or branches of the labyrinthine artery. Also, vertigo can be produced normally in individuals by
excessive stimulation of th e semicircular ducts. Similarly, excessive stimulation of the utricle can produce motion sickness
(seasickness, carsickness, or airsickness) in some individuals.
Some diseases of the internal ear affect both hearing and
equilibrium. For example, people with Meniere's syndrome initially complain of episodes of dizziness and tinnitus (ringing)
and later develop a low-frequency hearing loss. The causes of
Meniere's syndrome are related to blockage of the cochlear
aqueduct, which drains excess endolymph from the membranous labyrinth. Blockage of this duct causes an increase in endoly rnphatic pressure and distension of the membranous
labyrinth (endolyrnphatic hydrops).

efferent nerve
HAIR CELLS
FIGURE 24.9
Diagram of two types of sensory hair cells in the sensory areas of
the membranous labyrinth. The type I hair cell has a flask-shaped
structure with a rounded base. The base is enclosed in a chalice-like
afferent nerve ending that has several synaptic boutons for efferent
nerve endings. Note the apical surface specializations of this cell,
which include a klnociliurn and several stereocilia. The apical cytoplasm contains residual basal bodies. The type II hair cell is cylindrical and possesses several nerve terminals at its base for both afferent
and efferent nerve fibers. The apical surface specializations are identical with those of the type I cell.

fixed to the wa ll of the duct a nd the end o lymph. Ben ding
o f th e stereocilia in the na rrow space between the hair ca lls
a nd the cupula generates nerve impu lses in the associa ted
nerve endings.
The maculae of the saccule and utricle are sensors of gravity
and linear acceleration

The maculae of t he saccul e a nd t he utricle a re inn e rvated senso ry t hic kenings of th e ep ithelium th at face the
e ndolym ph of the saccule and utricle (see Fig. 24. ?c). A s
in t he cristae, each macula consists of type r and t ype II
ha ir ce lls, supporting cells, and ne rve endin gs associa ted
w it h th e hair cells . The macu lae of t he utricle and saccul e
are o riented at ri g ht a ngles to o ne a noth er. W hen a per-

FIGURE 24.10
Diagram of the crista ampullaris within a semicircular duct. The cellular organization of the crista ampullaris of a semicircular duct is
sl1own in the large diagram and the enlarged rectangle. The crista ampullaris is composed of both type I and type II sensory hair cells and
supporting cells. The stereocilia and kinoclllum of each hair are ernbedded in the cupula that projects toward the nonsensory wall of the
ampulla.

son is standing, th e macula of th e utricle is in a horizonta l p la ne, and t he macula of the sacc ul e is in a vertical
p lane.
The gelatino us polysaccharide mate ria l th at overlies the
maculae is called the otolithic membrane (Fig. 24. 11 ). Its
outer surface contains 3- to 5-JLm c rysta lline bodies of ca lcium ca rbona te a nd a protei n (Fig . 24.12). Otoliths are
heavier t ha n the endolymph. T he o uter surface of the
o to lithic memb ra ne lies opposite th e su r face in w hich the
stereocilia o f th e ha ir cells a re embedded. The otolithic
membrane moves o n the macula in a man ne r a nalogo us to
tha t by which the cupu la moves on t he crista . Stereocilia of
the ha ir cells a re be nt by gravity in the statio na ry individual w hen the otoli th ic membra ne a nd its otoliths pull on
t he stereocilia . T hey are also bent during lin ear movement
w hen t he indiv id ual is moving in a straigh t line a nd t he
o to lithic membrane drags on the ste reocilia because of in -

FIGURE 24.11
Diagram of a macula within the utricle. A more detailed diagram of
the cellular organization of the macula of the utricle is shown in the
enlarged rectangle. Supporting cells can be seen lying between the two
principa l types of sensory hair cells (types I and II). The stereoci lia and
kinociiium of each sensory hair cell are embedded in the otolithic
membrane on which otoconia lie.

FIGURE 24.12
Scanning electron micrograph of human otoconia. Each otoconium
has a long cylindrical body with a three-headed facet on each end.
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mesothelial cell

perilymph of scala vestibuli
cochlear
duct

scala vestibuli

vestibulocochlear
nerve
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•

endolymph of scala media
FIGURE 24.1 5
Transmission electron micrograph of the vestibular (Reissner's)
membrane. Two cell types can be observed: a mesothelial cell, which
faces the scala vestibuli and is bathed by perilymph, and an epithe·

epithelial cell

lial cell, which faces the scala media and is bathed by endolymph.
X 8,400.

scala tympani

membrane
scala tympani

Several other named cell types of unknown function are
also present in the spiral organ. Interested readers should
consult specialized texts for more-detailed descriptions.

b

FIGURE 24.13
Schematic diagram of the cochlea. a. Schematic diagram of a mid·
modiolar section of the cochlea that illustrates the position of the
cochlear duct within the 2% turns of the bony cochlea. Observe that
the sca la vestibuli and scala tympani are continuous ap ically (hell·
cotrema). b. Cross section of the basal turn of t11e cochlear duct. The
coch lear duct and the osseous spiral lamina divide the cochlea into
the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani, which contain perilymph.
The scala media (the space within the cochlear dud) is filled with en·
dolymph and contains the organ of Corti. (Modified from Goodhill v.
Ear, Diseases, Deafness, and Dizziness. Hagerstown, MD: Harper & Row,
1979.)

ova l window, and the scala tympani ends at the r ound
w indow.
The scala media is a triangular space with its acute angle
attached to the modiolus

In transverse sectio n, the scala media appears as a triangular space with its most acute angle attached to a bony
extension of t he modiolus, the osseous spiral lamina (see
Fig. 24.14 ). The upper wall of t he scala med ia , w hich separates it from the scala vestibuli, is the vestibular (Reissne1·'s) membrane (Fig. 24.15). The lateral or outer wa ll of
the scala media is the stria vascula1-is (Fig. 24.16). It is
lined with a t hick, pseudost ratified epithelium that may be
t he site of endo lymph synthesis. The lower wall or floor of
the scala media is the basilar membra1te. The spiral organ
of Corti rests on the basilar membrane and is overlain by
the tectorial membrane.

The hair cells are arranged in an inner and an outer row of cells

Photomicrograph of cochlear canal. This photomicrograph shows a
section of the basal turn of the cochlear canal. The osseous spiral
lamina (OSL) and its membranous continuation, the basilar mem·
brane (BM), as well as the vestibular membrane (VM) divide the
cochlear canal into three parallel compartments: the scala vestibuli,
the cochlear dud (CD), and the scala tympani. Both the scala vestibull
and the scala tympani are filled with perilymph, whereas the cochlear
canal is filled with endolymph. Note the three walls of the cochlear
canal, which are formed by the basilar membrane inferiorly, the stria
vascularis (SV) and underlying spiral ligament (SL) laterally, and the
vestibular membrane superiorly. The spiral organ of Corti resides on
the inferior wall of the coc111ear canal. Dendrites of the cochlear nerve
(CN) fibers that originate In the spiral ganglion (SG) enter the spiral or·
gan of Corti. The axons of the coch lear nerve form the cochlear part
of the vestibulocochlear nerve. x 65.

The spiral organ of Corti is composed of hair cells, phalangeal
cells, and pillar cells

The spiral organ of Corti is a complex epithelial la yer on
the floor of the scala media (Fig. 24.17) ." It is for med by

• Inner (close to the spira l lami na) and outer (fa rth er from
the spiral lamina) hair cells
• Inner and oute1· phalangeal (supporting) cells
• Pilla1· cells

The inner hair cells form a single row of cell s throughout all 2 3/4 turns of the cochlear duct. The number of cells
forming the w idth of the continuous row of outer hair cells
is va riable. T hree ranks of hair cells are found in the basal
part of the coil (Fig. 24. 1 8). The width of the row grad ua lly increases to five ranks of cells at th e apex of the
cochlea .
The phalangeal and pillar cells provide support for the hair
cells

Phalangeal cells are supporting cells fo r both rows of
hair cells. The phalangeal cells associated with the iMer
hair cells surround the cells completely (Fig. 24.19a). The
pha langea l cells associated with the outer hair cells surround only the basal portion of the hair cell completely
and send apica l processes toward the endolymphatic space
(Fig. 24.19b) . These p rocesses flatten near the apica l ends
of the hair cells and collectively form a complete plate surrounding each hair cell (Fig. 24.20).
The apical ends of the phalangeal cells are tightly bound
to o ne another and to the hair cells by elaborate tight junctions. T hese junctions form t he reticular lamina that seals
the endol ymphatic compartment from the true intercellular spaces of t he organ of Corti (Figs. 24.17 and 24.19b).
The extracellular fluid in this in tercellular space is cortilymp/7. Its composition is similar to that of other extracellular flu ids and to perilymph.
Pilla~· cells have broad apical and basal surfaces that
fo rm plates and a narrowed cytoplasm. The inner pillar

FIGURE 24.16
Transmission electron micrograph of the stria vascularis. The apica l
surfaces of the marginal cells (M) of the stria are bathed by en·
dolymph (E) of the scala media. Intermediate cells (I) are positioned
between the marginal cells and the basal cells {B). The basal cells sep·
arate the other cells of the stria vascularis from the spiral ligament
{SpL). X4,700.
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Sound Perception
As described on page 822, sound waves striking the tympanic membrane are translated into simple mechanical vibrations. T he ossicles of the middle ear convey these vibrations to th e cochlea.

\
'- ~ vestibular

membrane

In the internal ear the vibrations of the ossicles are
transformed into waves in the perilymph
inner
phalangeal cell

cochlear
duct
(scala media)

...........

-

Movement of the stapes in the oval window of the
vestibule sets up vibrations or traveling waves in the perilymph o f the scala vestib uli. T he vibrations are transmitted
through the vestibula r membrane to the scala media
(cochlear d uct), wh ich co nta ins endolymph, and are also
propagated to the perilymph o f the scala tympani. Pressure
changes in this closed perilymphatic- endolymphatic system are reflected in movements of the membrane that covers the roun d wi ndow in the base of the cochlea.
As a resu lt of sound vibrations en tering the in ternal
ear, a t raveling wave is set up in the basilar membra ne
(Fig. 24 .21 ). A sound of specified freq uency ca uses disp lacement of a relatively long segment of t he basilar
membrane, but the regi on of maximal displacement is
narrow. The point of m aximal displacement of the basilar membrane is specified for a given freq uency of sound
an d is the morphologic basis of frequency discr imination . H igh-freque ncy sounds cause maximal vibration of
the basilar membrane near the base of the cochlea; lowfrequency so unds cause maximal displacement nearer
t he apex. Amplitude discrimination, i.e., perception of
sound in te nsity or loudness, depends on t he degree of
disp lacement of the basilar membrane at any given frequency range.

internal spiral tunnel

tectorial
membrane "-

•

outer/inner tunnels

nerve

FIGURE 24.17

Photomicrograph of the vestibular duct and spiral organ of Corti.
This higher-magnification photomicrograph of the cochlear duct
shows the structure of the spiral organ of Corti. Relate this structure
to the inset which labels the structural featu res of the spiral organ.
x 180. Inset. Diagram of the sensory and supporting cells of the spiral organ of Corti. The sensory cells are div ided into an inner row of

sensory hair cells and three rows of outer sensory hair cells. The supporting cells are the inner and outer pillar cells, inner and outer (Deiters') phalangeal cells, outer border cells (Hensen's cells), inner border
cells, Claudius' cells, and Bottcher's cells. (Modified from Goodhiil V.
Ear, Diseases, Deaf ness, and Dizziness. Hagerstown, M D: Harper a- Row,
1979.)

Movement of the stereocilia of the hair cells in the cochlea
initiates neuronal transduction
FIGURE 24.18

Scanning electron micrograph of the spiral organ of Corti. This elecSeveral types of disorders can affect the auditory and vestibu lar
system, resulting in deafness, dizziness (vertigo), or both. Auditory
disorders are classified as either conductive or sensorineural In nature. Conductive hearing loss results when sound waves are mechanically Impeded from reaching the auditory sensory receptors
within the internal ear. This type of hearing loss principally involves the external ear or structures of the middle ear. One example of a conductive hearing loss is otosclerosis, a disease characterized by the growth of new spongy bone within the bony
labyrinth near the ova l window. This spongy bone growth can
cause the fixation of the base of the stapes (ankylosis) in the oval
window, decreasing the efficiency of sound conduction to the internal ear.
Sensorineural hearing impairment may also occur after injury
to the auditory sensory hair cells within the internal ear or to the
cochlea r division of cranial nerve VIII. Such hearing losses may be
congenital or acquired. Causes of acquired sensorineural hearing
loss include infections of the membranous labyrinth (e.g., menin-

gitis, chronic otitis media), acoustic trauma (i.e., prolonged exposure to excessive noise), and adm inistration of certain classes of
antibiotics and diuretics.
Another example of sensorineural hearing loss often occurs as
a result of aging. A loss of the sensory hair cells or associated nerve
fibers begins in the basal turn of the cochlea and progresses api~
cally over time. The characteristic impairment is a high-frequency
hearing loss termed presbycusis (see presbyopia, page 808).
In selected patients the use of a cochlear implant can partially
restore some hearing function. The cochlear implant is an electronic dev ice consisting of an external microphone, amplifier, and
speech processor linked to a receiver implanted under the skin of
the mastoid region. The receiver Is connected to the multielectrode intracochlear implant Inserted along the wall of the cochlear
canal. After considerable training and tuning of the speech processor, the patient's hearing can be partially restored to various degrees ranging from recognition of critical sounds to the ability to
converse.

tron micrograph illustrates the configuration of stereocilia on the apical surfaces of the inner row and three outer rows of the cochlear sensory hair cells. x 3,250.

cells rest o n the t ym panic li p of t he spiral la mina; the o u ter
pillar cells rest o n the basilar membrane. Between t hem,
they fo rm a triangular t un nel , the imter spiral tunnel (see
Fig. 24.17) .
The tectorial membrane extends from the spiral limbus over
the cells of the spiral organ of Corti

The tecto ria l membra ne is attac hed medially to the
mo dio lus. Its lateral free edge projects over and attaches
to t he o rga n o f Corti by 'the stereocilia of the hair cells .
Tt is described as a keratin-like laye r conta ining fibrils
embedded in a dense amor phous ground substance.

Hair cells are attached through the p halangea l ce.Us to
the basilar membrane, which vibrates d uring sound reception. T he stereocilia of these hair cells ar e in turn atta ched
to the tectoria l membrane, wh ich also vibrates. However,
the tectorial membrane and the basilar mem brane are
hin ged at d iffe rent points. T hus, a shearing effect occurs
between the basila r membrane (and the cells attached to it)
and the tector ial membrane when sound vibrations impinge o n the internal ea r.
Because they are inserted into the tectorial membrane, the
stereocilia of t he hair cells are the o nly structures that connect the basilar membrane and its complex epithelial layer
to the tectorial membrane. T he shearing effect between the
basilar membrane and the tectorial membrane distorts the
stereocilia and thus the apical portion of the hair cells. This
distortion generates membrane potentials that are conveyed
to the brai n via the cochlear ne1've (cochlea~' division of the

vestibulocochlear nerve, crmtial nerve VIII).
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FIGURE 24.21
Schem atic diagram illustrating the dynamics of the three divisions
of the ear. The cochlear duct is shown here as if straightened. Sou nd
waves are collected and transmitted from the external ear to the middle ear, w here they are converted Into mechanical vibrations. The
mechanical vibrations are then converted at the oval window into
flu id vibrations within the internal ear. Fluid vibrations cause dis-

placement of the basilar membrane on which rest the auditory sensory hair cells. Such displacement leads to stimulation of the hair cells
and a discharge of neural impulses from them . (Modified from
Karmody CS. Textbook of Otolaryngology. Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger,
1983.)

a
FIGURE 24.19
Electron micrograph of an inner and outer hair cell. a. Observe the
rounded base and constricted neck of the inner hair cell. Nerve endings (NE) from afferent nerve fibers (AF) to the inner hair cells are seen
basally. JP, inner pillar cell; /PH, Inner phalangeal cell. x 6 ,3 00. b. Afferent {AF) and efferent (EF) nerve fiber endings on the base of an
outer sensory hair cell are evident. Outer phalangeal cells (OPH) sur-

round the outer hair cells basally. Their apical projections form the
apical cuticular plate (ACP). Note that the lateral domains in the middle third of the outer hair cells are not surrounded by supporting cells.
x 6,300. (From Kimura RS. Sensory and accessory epithelia of the
cochlea. In: Friedmann I, Ballantyne J, eds. Ultrastructural Atlas of t/1e Inner Ear. London: Butterworths, 1984.)

facet for o uter hair cell

outer phalangeal cell

Innervation of the Internal Ear
The vestibular nerve innervates the sensory receptors
associated with the vestibular labyrinth

The vestibu locochlear nerve (crania l nerve VIII) is divided in to a vestibular nerve, which innerva tes the sensory
recep tor s associated with the vestibu lar labyr inth, and a
cochlear nerve, which innervates the sensory recepto rs associated wi th the cochlear labyrinth (Fig. 24.22 ). The
vestibular nerve innervates the cristae ampullaris of the
three semici rcular d ucts, the macula of the utricle, a nd the
macula of the saccule.
T he cell bod ies of the bipolar neurons of the vestibulmnerve a re loca ted in the vestibular gangliott (of Scm-pa) in
th e interna l acoustic meatus. Dendritic processes of the
vestibu lar nerve fibers synapse at the base of the vestibula r
sensor y hai r cells, either as a chalice around a type l hai r
cell o r as a bouton associated with a t ype ll hair cell. The
axons of the vestibu lar n erve fibers enter the brainstem and
terminate in the vestibular nuclei . Some second a ry neurona l fi bers travel to the cerebellum and to the nuclei of
cr a ni al nerves III, IV, and VI, which innervate the muscles
of th e eye.
The cochlear nerve innervates the sensory receptors

b
FIGURE 24.20
Structure of the outer phalangeal cell. a. This scanning electron micrograph illustrates the architecture of the outer phalangeal (Deiters')
cells. Each phalangeal cell cups the basal surface of an outer sensory
hair cell and extends its pha langeal process apically to form an api-

cal cuticular plate that supports the outer sensory hair cells. x 2,400.
b. Schematic drawing showing the relationship of an outer phalangeal cell to an outer sensory hair cell.

meatus (see Fig . 24.22). Neurons of the cochlear nerve
fibers are a lso b ipolar, and their cell bodies are loca ted in
the spiral ganglio1t within the modiolus. D endritic
processes of the afferen t cochlear nerve fibers exit the modio.lus thro ugh foramina nervosa and enter the spira l organ.
The axons of the cochlear nerve enter t he brainstem and
terminate in the cochlear nuclei of the medulla . Nerve fibers
from these n uclei pass to the geniculate nucleus of the thala mus and then to the auditory cortex of t he temporal lobe.
Efferent fibers conveying impulses from the brain pass
pa rallel to the ascending afferent nerve fibers of the
vestibulocochlear nerve (cochlear efferents of Rasm ussen).
Effe rent nerve fibers from the brainstem pass tlu-ough t he
vestibular nerve. They synapse either on afferent endings
of the inner hair cell o r on the basal aspect of an outer hair
cell. Efferent fibers are thought to effect control of a uditory and vestibular inpu t to the central nervous system,
preswnably by enhancing some afferent signals while suppressing other signals.

Blood Vessels of the Membranous Labyrinth
Arterial blood is supplied to t h e membranous labyrinth by the
labyrinthine artery; venous blood drainage is to the venous
dural sinuses

of the spiral organ of Corti

Nerve fibers of the cochlear nerve division enter the bony
coch lea th rough the modiolus from the internal acoustic

T he blood supply to the external ear, middle ear, and
bony labyri nth of th e internal ear is derived from vessels
associated with the external carotid arteries. The arterial
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- - - - inferior part of
vestibular nerve

vestibulococh lear nerve
FIGURE 24.22
Diagram illustrating the innervation of the sensory regions of the
membranous labyrinth. Note the two parts of the vestlbulocochlear
nerve. The cochlear nerve carries the hearing Impulses from the
cochlear duct; the vestibular nerve ca rries balance information from
the semicircular canals. The cell bodies of these sensory fibers are

labyrinthine artery

FIGURE 24.23
Diagram of the arterial supply of the membranous labyrinth of the
internal ear. The blood supply to the membranous labyrinth of the in·
ternal ear is derived from the labyrinthine artery, a branch of the an·
terior inferior cerebellar or basilar artery. (Modified from Schuknecht
HF. Pathology of the Ear. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press,
1974.)

located in the spiral ganglion (for hearing) and vestibular ganglion
(for equilibrium). (Modified from Hawke M, Keene M, Alberti PW. C/in·
ical Otoscopy: A Text and Colour Atlas. Edlnburgl1: Churchill Livingstone,
1984.)

blood supply to tissues o f the membranous labyrinth of th e
internal ea r is derived intracrania lly from the labyrinthine
artery, a common branch of t he anterior inferior cerebellar
or basilar artery (Fig. 24.23). The labyrin thine artery is a
terminal artery, in that it has no anastomoses with other
surround ing arteries. Branches of t his ar ter y exactly parallel the distri b ution o f t he superior and inferior parts o f the
vestibular nerve.
Venous d rai nage from the coch lear la byrinth is via the
posterior and anteri or spi ral modiolar vei ns that for m the
common modiolar ve in. The common modi olar vein and
the vestibulocochlear ve in form t he vein of the cochlear
aqueduct, which emp ties into the infe1·ior petrosal sinus.
Venous drainage from th e vestib ular la byrinth is via
vestib ular veins that join t he ve in of t he cochlear aqueduct
and by the vein of vestibular aqueduct, which drains into
the sigmoid sinus.
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PLATE 104. EAR
The inner ear, located in the temporal bone, consists of a system of chambers and canals that contain a network of membranous c hanne ls. These are refe rred to, respectively, as the bony labyrinth and membranous labyrinth. In places, the membranous labyrinth forms the lining of the bony labyrinth; in other places, there is a separation of the two. Within the space lined
by the membranous labyrinth is a watery fluid call ed endolymph. External to the membranous labyrinth , i.e., betwee n the
membrano us and bo ny labyrinths, is additional fluid called perilymph.
The bony labyrinth is divided into three parts: cochlea, semicircular canals, and vestibule. The cochlea and semicircular
canals contain membranous counterparts of the same shape; however, the membranous components of the vestibule are more
compl ex in form, being composed of ducts and two chambers, the utricle and saccule. The cochlea conta ins the receptors for
hearing, i. e., the organ of Corti, the semicircular canal s contain the receptors fo r moveme nt of the head, and the utricl e and
saccule contain receptors for p os itio n of the head.

B

marked by the white arrow. At the upper right are cross sections of the membranous labyrinth passi ng through components of the semicircular duct system ( DS).
The cochlea is a spiral structure havi ng the genera l
shape of a cone. The specimen illustrated here makes 3~
turns (in huma ns, there are 2% turns). The section goes
tlu·ough the central ax is of the cochlea. This consists of a
bo ny stem called the modiolus (M ). It contains the beginni ng of the cochlear nerve (CN) a nd the spiral gangli on
(SG). Because of the plane of section and the spiral
arrangement of the cochlear tunnel, the tunnel is cut crosswise in seven places (note 3 1/ 2 turns) . A more detail ed examination of the cochlea and the o rgan of Corti is provi9ed
in Plate 105.

B

they can, however, be di stinguis hed o n the basis of locatio n
(see inset), as the hair cells (H C) are situated in a more s uperfic ial location th an the sustentacular cells (SC). A gelatinous mass, the cupula (Cu), surmounts the epithe lium of
the cri sta am pullaris. Each receptor cell send s a hair-like
projection deep into the s ubstance of the cupul a.
The epithelium rests on a loose, cellular connecti ve tissue (CT) that a lso contains the nerve fibers associated with
the receptor cells. The nerve fibers are difficult to identify
because they are not o rgani zed into a di screte bundle.

Figure 1, ear, guinea pig, H&E x 20.

In this secti o n thro ugh the inner ear, bone surro unds the
entire inner ear cavity. Because of its labyrinthine character, sections of the inner ear appear as a number of separate
chambers and ducts. These, however, are all interconnected
(except that the perilymphatic and endolymphatic spaces
re main separate). The largest chamber is the vestibule (V).
The left side of this chamber (black arrow) leads in to the
cochlea (C). Jus t below the black arrow a nd to the ri ght is
the oval li game nt (OL) surrounding the base of the stapes
(S). Both structures have been c ut obliquely and are not
seen in their entirety. The facial nerve ( FN) is in an osseous
tunnel to the left of the oval ligament. The communication
of the vestibule with one of the semicircular canal s is

Figure 2, ear, guinea pig, H&E x 225.

A hig her mag nifi cati on of one of the sem icircul ar canals
and of the cri sta ampull aris (CA) within the canal seen in
the lower ri g ht of Fig ure I is provided here. The receptor
for moveme nt, the crista ampullaris (note its relatio nships
in Fig. I), is present in each of the se mic ircu lar canals. The
epithelial ( EP) surface of the c rista cons ists of two ce ll
types, suste ntacular (supporting) cells and ha ir (recepto r)
cells. (Two types of hair cells a re dis tingui shed with the
electro n microscope.) lt is difficult to identify the hair and
sustentacular cells on the basis of spec ific characte ri stics;
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C, coch lea
CA, crista ampullari s
CN, cochlear nerve
CT, connective tissue
Cu, cupula
DS, duct system (of membranous labyri nth)
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EP, epithelium
FN, facial nerve
HC, hair cell
M, modiolus
OL, oval ligament
S, stapes

SC, sustentacular cell
SG, spi ral ganglion
V, vestibule
black arrow, entry to cochlea
white arrow, entry to semici rcular canal
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PLATE 105. ORGAN OF CORTI
The hair cell, a non neuronal mecha noreceptor, is the common receptor cell of the vesti bulocochlear system. Hai r cells are
epithelial cells that possess numerous stereocilia, modifi ed microvilli also called sen.ml)' hairs. They convert mechanical energy to electrical energy that is transmitted via the vestibu locochlear nerve (cra nial nerve Vlll) to the brain. Hai r cells are associated with afferent, as well as efferent, nerve e ndings. All hair cells have a commo n basis of receptor cell function that involves bending o r flex ing of their stereocilia. The specific means by which the stereocilia are bent varies fro m receptor to
receptor, but in each case, stretching of the plasma membrane caused by the bending of the ste reoc il ia generates transmembrane potential changes that are transmitted to the afferent nerve e ndings associated with each cell. Efferent nerve e ndings on
the hair cells serve to regulate their sensitivity.

B

Figure 1, ear, guinea pig, H&E x65; inset x380.

A section through one of the turns of the cochlea is
shown here. The most important fu nctional compone nt of
the cochlea is the organ of Corti, enclosed by the rectang le
and shown at hi gher magnification in Figure 2. Other structures are included in thi s fig ure. The spiral li gament (SL) is
a thickening of the periosteum on the oute r part o f the tunnel. Two membranes, the basilar membrane (BM) a nd the
vestibu lar membrane (VM), join with the spiral ligament
and di vide the cochlear tunnel into three parallel canals,
namely, the scala vestibuli (SV), the scala tympani (ST), and
the cochl ear duct (CD). Both the scala vestibuli and the
scala tympani are perilymphatic spaces; these communicate
at the apex of the cochlea. The cochlear duct, on the other
hand, is the space of the me mbranous labyrinth and is fi lled

B

Figure 2, ear, guinea pig, H&E x180; inset x 380.
The compo ne nts of the organ of Corti, beginning at the
limbus s pira lis ( LS), are as fo llows: inner borde r cells
(IBC); inner phalangeal and hair cells (IP&HC); inner pillar cells (fPC); (the seq uence continues, re peating itself in
reverse) outer pillar cells (OPC); ha ir and o uter phalangeal
cells (H C&OP); a nd outer border cells or cells of Hensen
(CH ). Ha ir cells are receptor cells; the other cells are collecti vely referred to as supporti11g cells. The hair and outer
phal angeal cells can be d istingui shed in this figure by their
location (see inset) and because their nuclei are well
aligned. Because the hai r cells rest o n the phalangeal cells,
it can be concluded that the upper three nucle i belo ng to
oute r hair cell s, whereas the lowe r three nuclei be lo ng to
oute r phalangea l cells.
The supporti ng cells extend from the basi lar membrane
(BM) to the surface of the organ of Corti (thi s is not ev ident
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VM-

with endolymph. It is thought that the endolym ph is formed
by the portion of the spiral ligament that faces the cochlear
duc t, the stria vascularis (StV). T his is highly vascularized
and contains specialized "secretory" cells.
A shelf of bone, the osseous spiral lamina (OSL), extends fro m th e mod iolus to the basil ar me mbrane. Branches
of the coch lear ne rve (CN) travel along the spi ra l lamina to
the modiolus, where the main trunk of the ne rve is formed.
The components o f the coc hl ear nerve are bipolar neurons
whose cell bod ies consti tu te the s piral ganglion (SG ). These
cell bodies are shown at hig her magnification in the inset
(upper right). The s piral lam ina su pports an elevatio n of
cells, the limbus spiral is ( LS). T he surface of the limbus is
composed of columnar cells.

here but can be seen in the inset), where they form a reticular membrane ( RM). The free surface of the receptor cells
fits into openings in the retic ular membrane, a nd the " hairs"
of these cells project toward, a nd make contact w ith, the
tectoria l membrane (TM ). The latter is a cuticul ar extension
from the columnar cells of the li mbus spi ra lis. In ideal
preparations, nerve fibers can be traced fro m the hair cells
to the cochlear nerve (CN).
In the ir course from the basilar membrane to the reticular me mbrane, groups of supporting cells are separated
fro m other groups by spaces that form spiral tunnels. T hese
tunnels a re named the inner tunnel (IT), the outer tunnel
(OT). and the internal spi ral tunnel (1ST). Beyond the supporting cells are two addi tio nal gro ups of cells, the cells of
Claud ius (CC) and the cells of Bottcher (CB).

IP&H C, inner phalangeal and hair cel ls
IPC, inner pillar cell s
IST, internal spiral tunne l
IT, inner tunnel
LS, limbus spiralis
OPC, outer pill ar cell s
O SL, osseous spiral lamina
OT, outer tunnel

IT
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OPC

I

VM

\, /

CB

RM, reticu lar membrane
SG, spi ral gangli on
SL, spiral ligament
ST, scala tympani
StV, stria vascularis
SV, scala vestibu li
TM, tectorial membrane
VM, vestibular membrane

I
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/
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HC&OP

KEY
BM, basilar membrane
CB, cells of Btittcher
CC, cells of C laudius
CD, cochlear duct
CH, cells of Hensen
CN, cochlear nerve
HC&OI', hair and outer phalangeal cell s
IBC, inner border cells

CD

CD

Ear
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A
A bands, 250, 250, 25 4
A cells, pancreatic, .5.5 5-55 6
Abacus bodies, 450, 4S1
ABO blood group system, 2 '19b
Absorption
defined, 90
digestive, 435, 475-476
Absorptive cells, colu mnar, 504, 50S
Accessory lacrimal glands (glands of Wolfring), 809
Accessory proteins, 252-254
Accessory sex glands, male, 706-709
bulbourethral (Cowper's) glands, 629,
709, 71 1
prostate gla nd, 707-709, 708, 709b
seminal vesicles, 706-707, 708
Accessory strucrures, of eye, 808- 810
con junctiva, 808
eyelids, 808, 809
lacrimal gland, 809- 8'10, 810
tarsal (Meibo mian) g lands, 808-809, 809
Accommodation, visual, 790-791, 807-808
ACE inhi birors, 616b
Acetylcholine, 269b
in muscle con traction, 257-258, 258
Acetylcholinesterase, 258, 292
Achlorhydria, 487b
Acid
hyaluro nic, 165
hydroch loric, 4 84 , 48 5-486, 486
Acidic and basic dyes, 6t, 6-7
Acidophilia, 6
Acinar (a lveolar) gla nds, 1 ·12, I 13t
Acinus (acini), 114
hepatic, 537-540, 538, 539
mixed, of salivary gland, 454
mucous, of sa li vary gland, 454
pa ncrea tic, 5S3, 554
secretory, of salivary glands, 4S4 ,
454--456, 45.5, 4.56, 4S7, 458
serous, of salivary gland , 454
Acne, 41 5b
Acoustic meatus, 823, 823, 824, 835, 836
Acoustic neuromas, 829b
Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome
(AIDS), 367b, 409-410
H ofbauer cells and pl acenta l infectio n,

752
Acquired pell icle, 459
Acromegaly, 20 I b
Acrosomal cap, 693
Acrosomal vesicles, 692
Acrosome phase, o f sperma togenesis, 693
Acrosome react ion, 738
Actin, 217, 219
fibro us (F-actin ), 246, 25 1-252
globular (G-actin), 246, 251
Actin filaments, 48-51, 49, 50, 53t, 90, 91,

626
a-Actinin , 254, 266
Action potenrial, 288, 296, 30 l-303,.302
Acute inflammatory demyelinating
polyradicu lopathy (Guillain-Barre
syndrome), 297b
Acylglucosylcew micle, 406

Adducin, 217, 219
Adenohypophysis, 646-650, 6SO, 762
Adenoid (pharyngea l tonsil), 345
Adhering junction (fascia adherens), 263
Adhesio ns
cell-cell, 96-104. See also Epithelium, !at·
era! doma in ; Junctio n(s)
cell-ro-ex tracellular matrix, 109-ll l.. See
also Basement membrane; Epitheli um, basal domain; Junct ion(s)
Adhesions, foca l, 109-11 0,1 10, l l8t
Adi pocytes, 156, 158, 159, 160
Adipose cells, 146
of bone marrow, 241
Adipose tissue, 156-162, 404, 666
brown, 160- 161, 161
clinical correlations: t umo rs, l62b
overview, 15 6
w hite, 156-160, 1S7, 160
Adrenal glands, 604, 661-669, 678-681/J
a drena l cortex, 665-668
zona fascicu lara, 665-667, 667
zona glomeruJosa , 665
zona rericuhl ris, 667-668
adrena l medulla, 662-665, 664, 665b
cells o f adrenal medulla, 662-665, 664,

665b
blood supply, 662, 664, 6(,5
feta l, 662, 668-669, 6(,9
hormo nes o f, 663t
s tructure and development, 661, 662
Adrenergic vs. choli nergic receptors, 291
Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTI-1),

647t, 649, 667
Adventitia
of a limenta ry ca na l, 4 78
of bronchia l tree, 580
of ga llbladder, 548
of tr achea , 579
of vagina, 756, 756
Adventitial cells, 240-241, 24 1. Sec also Pericytes
Afferent neurons, 307
Afferent receptms, 306
Age-related macula r degeneration, 806b
Aggregates, hyalurona te protcoglycan, 165
Aging, visual changes of, 808
Agranulocytes, 242-243p
Air cells, mastoid, 824
Air-blood baJTie1; 585, 586, 587
Alb umin, 2 15, 533
Albuminuria, 6'12
Aldehyde gro ups a nd Schiff reagent, 7, 7
.
Aldosterone, 616, 665
Ali mentary canal, 435-436. See also Digest ive system a11d individual organs
digestive functions, 436
immune functio ns, 436, 509b
overview, 475-478, 479
Allergic reactions, 223. See also Ana phylaxis; H ypersensitivity
Alveolar ducts, 583
Alveolar epithelium, 583, 584, 585, 586
A lveolar (acinar ) glands, 112, l1 3t
Alveolar macrophages, 589, 590
Alveolar pores, 589

Alveolar sacs, 583, 583
Alveola r septum, 583, S84, 585, 586, 587
Alveolus (alveoli), 583, 583-590, 584. 585,

586, 600-60l p
alveolar macrophagcs, 589, 590
alveolar pores, 589
alveolar septum, 585, 586, 587
epitheli um, 583, S84, 585, S86
s ur factant, 583-585
Alveolus (rooth socket ), 448
alveola r bone, 452-454
Ameloblastins, 447
Ameloblasts, 444, 445-448, 449
Amelogenesis, 444, 447, 448, 449
Amelogenins, 44 7
Amine precursor uptake and decarboxylation
(APUD) cells, 489b
Alnino acids, hormona l, 642
-y-Aminobut yric acid. See GABA
Ampulla(e)
of ductus deferens, 705, 706
of internal ear, 825, 826
of uterine rube, 737, 742
of Yarer (hepatopancrea tic), 547, 552
Anagen, 415b
Ana l columns, 507
Anal sinuses, 508
Ana l sph incter, internal, 478, 509
Ana l transitional zone, 508, SOB
Anaphase, 69, 71 , 72
Anaphy laxi s, 146, 224-225, 361
slow-react ing substance of (S RS-A), 145,

224, 244
Anastomoses, arteriovenous (arteriovenous
sh unts), 340
Anch orin C ll, 165
Anchoring fibril s (type VII collagen), 107
Anchoring fi la ments, 347
Anchoring junctio ns, 97, 99-1 0 I, 100, .10 /,

109- 111, 110
Androgen-binding p rotein (ABP), 700
Anemia, 220b
hemolytic, 237b
pernicious, 220/J, 487/J
sick le cel l, 220b
Anginal pain, 346b
Angiotensin I, 603 , 616, 665
Angiotensin IT, 616
Angio tcnsinogcn, 665
Angle, iridocorneal, 795, 796
Anisotropic bands, 250
Ankylosis, 182
Anorectal junction, 530-53 1p
Anorexia nervosa, 158
Anovulatory cycle, 748
Anterior cham ber, 790, 790
Anterior horn cells (vemra l mo tor neurons),

306
Anterograde transport, 293
Antibody (antibodies), 360
cognate, 145
defined, 8
primary <111d secondary, 9
Antibody immune response. Sec Humoral
immune response
Anrichol inergic neurotransmitters, 269b
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Anricoagulams, 332
Anridiuretic hormone (A Dl-1, vasopressin),
622/;, 65 .1-652, 6.52t
Anrigen(s), 357
prostate-specific (PSA), 709
Rhesus (Rh), 2J 9/;
sperm-specific, 700b
Anrigen-dependent acrivarion, of lymphocytes, 359
Antigen-presenring cells, 144, 366-368, 367,
3 68. 369, 370
of epidermis (Lnngerhans' cells), 408,
408-410,410
Antwm, of ovarian follicle, 732
Aorta, 350-351{1
Aortic body, 347
Aperrure, o f bone marrow sinuses,
240-24 1
Apical foramen, of tooth, 4 51
Apocrine glands, of eyelids (glands of Mol l),
809,809
Apocrine mamma ry secre tion, 761
Apocrine secretion, .I I I
Apocrine sweat gl:mds, 419, 419/;, 4 19-420,
426-429p
Aponeuroses, 130
orrhogonal a rray, of collagen fibers,
130-13 1
Apoprosis, 72, 73-75, 74, 75, 358
blcbbing, of membrane, 73- 74
of granulosa cel ls, 739-740
Apoprotic bodies, 74, 75
Appendix (appendices)
o mental, .503
vermiform, 373- 374
Appositiona l growth, 170, 193
Aquaporin proteins (AQPs), 6 1S, 619&,
622b
Aqueous humor, 790, 793 , 794, 795, 798
Araclmoid, 312, 312-3 L3
Arachnoid tra becu lae, 3 12, 3 12
Areolar tissue. See Loose connective tissue
Argentaffin cells, 486-4!! 7
Argyrophil cel ls, 4 86-4!!7
Argyrophilicity, '134 , 73 7
Arrector pil i muscles, 404, 414
Arteria lis, 345
Arteries, 327,327. 327-337, 328-337
Arterioles, 327, 327, 335- 337, 336,
354-355p
Anerioveno us a nastomoses (shunts), 340
Artery (arte ries), 328-337. See also Blood
supply
aona, 350-3S i p
arterioles, 335-337, 336
cl inical correlations
atherosclerosis, 337b
hypertension, 336/J
elastic, 328, 328/, 328-334, 334
genera l features, 327, 327- 328, 328/
hepatic, 536
hypophyseal, 645, 646
muscula r, 334, 334-335, 335, 352- 353/J
rena l, 624, 625
sm~ ll , 335-337
smooth muscle of, 280-28 1/1
um bilica l, 753, 754
Arthritis, J 82
gouty (gout), 182
rheumatoid , 182
Artifacts, of rourine fi xation, 455, 455
Arylsulfatase, 223, 244
Aspartate, 29 1
Astral microtubules, 69

ludtx
Astrocytes, 299-300, 300
fibrou s, 299, 301
protOplasmic, 299, 300
Atherosclerosis, 337, 337b
Atherosclerotic plaque, 346/;
Atresia, of ova rian follicles, 729, 739-740,
766-767p
Atrial natriuretic factor, 262
Atriovemricular (A-V) bundle (bu nd le of
H is), 346
Atrioventricular (A-V) node, 345-346
Atrophy, of skeletal muscle, 259
Attachment phase, of skeleta l muscle contraction, 254, 254-255
Attachment plaq ue, of desmosome, 100,
I '10-1 11
Attenuation reflex, 823
Auditory (Eustachian) tube, 821, 822, 824
Auerbach's (myenteric) plexus, 4 77, 478,
491,500,507
Auricle (pinna ) of ear, 82 J, 82 1
Autonom ic nervous system (ANS), 30 7-3 11
classifica rion, 306
defined, 283
orga nization, 308, 308-3 10, 309
parasympathetic division, 283, 308, 309,

310
regula tory functions, 283-284
sum marization of distributio n, 308, 309,
3 10-3 1 I
sympa thetic division, 308, 309, 3 10,
3 16-3 17p
Autoradiography, 9- 11, 10
Aurosomes, 62
Axoaxonic synapses, 288
Axodendritic synapses, 288, 290
Axon(s), 8 1, 287-288
myelinated, 296
unmyelinated, 295, 298
Axon hillock, 287-21!8
Axonal transport systems, 293
Axosomatic synapses, 288
Azuroph ilic granu les, 222, 223, 244-245/J
B

B cells, pancreatic, 555
B lymphocytes (B cells), 146, 226 , 358
memory, 363, 364
origin of name, 36 I/;
Balbiani bodies, 729, 730
Band 3 protein, of erythrocyte membrane,
2 17
Band 4 proteins, o f erythrocyte membrane,
2 17, 2 19
Band (smb) cells, 238
Baro receprors, cardiac, 347
Ba rr bodies, 62, 63 , 22 1
Barrier
air- blood, 585, S86. 587
blood- aqueous, 798
blood- bra in, 283, 304-306, 3 13, 3 I 3
bl ood-ocula r~ 798
blood- testis, 700, 700&
epidermal warer, 406, 40fi-407
mucosal , 435, 475, 484
nonthrornhogen ic o f a rterial endothel ium,

332
pe rivitelli ne, 739
physiologic gastric mucosal, 484
placenta l, 752-753, 753
selective permeability, of elastic arteries,
331-332
Ba rs, terminal, 96, 96-97
Basa l bodies, 58- 59, 92, 94

Basal cells, 57 L, 572- 573
Basa l lamina, 104-109. 105, 106, 107, 108
terminology, I 07/;
Basement membrane, 704, 104-109, 105,
109. See also Basa l la mina
glomeru la r; 609
of splen ic vessels, 109
terminology, I07/;
trachea l, 104, 577-578, 578
Basic dyes, 61, 6-7
Basket, nuclear (nuclear cage), 66, 66
Basophilic erythroblast, 236
Basophi ls, 146, I 4 6, 224-225, 225. 226.
244-245p
mature, 238
Bcl-2 protei ns, 73, 74
Beds, na il, 420
Bending phase, of skeleta l muscle contraction, 255, 255
Benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), 708,
709/;
Bertin, co lumns of (renal columns), 605,
605-606
Bile
composition of, 535t
ga llb ladder and, 548
hepa tic prod uction o f, 535
Bile ca nal icu li, 545, 547
Bile ducts, 535, 547, 547
Bile salts, 548
Bilia ry tree, 543, 545-548, 546- 548, 547
Bilirubin, 23 7
Biologic minera lization, o f bone, 200-20 I
Bipola r neurons, 284, 285, 286
Birbeck granu les, 409
Birefringence, 250
Bizzozero, node of, of kera tinocytes, 402
Bladder, urina ry. See Urina t)' bladder
Blastema, of preca rtilage (protochondral tissue), 170
BlastoC)'StS, 748, 748-749
Blood, 2 14-245, 242-245p. See also specific
COI11/JOIIC IIIS

clinical correla tions
ABO and Rh blood group systems, 2 19/J
hemoglobin disorders, 220b
eq•rhrocyres (reel cells), 217. 2 17-221,
218,219, 2J9b, 220, 220/J.
242-245p
examination technique for (blood smea r),
2 16,2 16-2 17
formarion of blood cells (hemopoiesis),
23 1-240, 2321, 23.3. See also Hemopoiesis
fu nned c le ments of, 2 1St
leukocytes (whi te cells), 221-229
basophils, 224-225, 225, 226
cosinophils, 224, 225
lymphocytes, 225-228, 22 7. See also
Immune S)•~tcm; Lymphatics
monocyres, 228. 228-229
neurrophils, 22 I, 22 1- 224, 223
overview, 214-2 15
plasma , 2 l5-2 17
platelets, 229, 229-23 L, 230
Blood cel ls, fo nn;Hi on o.f, 2.3 1-240, 2321,
233 . See also Hemopoiesis
131ood filtrat ion, by spleen, 385-38 7
Blood smear tech nique, 2 I 6. 216- 2 17
Blood supply
of ad renal glands, 661- 662, 664, 665
of bone, 184-1 85, 185
of chorionic villi, 752
of ear, 835-836, 836

of eye, 791 , 799, 807
of kidney, 624- 625, 625
of liver, 53.5-536, 536
of m<lmmmy gland, 763
of ovary, 740-742
of pancreas, 559
of pen is, 71 I
of placenta, 753- 754, 754
of respiratory system, 590
of testis, 686
of uterus, 745, 745-746
Blood vessels, genera l features, 32 7,
327-328 , 328t. See also Arteries;
Arterioles; Ca pillaries; Veins
Blood-aqueous barriet; 798
Blood-br:1in barrier, 283, 304-306,
3 J3, 313
Blood-ocular ba rrier, 798
Blood-testis barrier, 700, 700b
Blood-thymus barrier, 38 1-382, 382
Body (bodies)
abacus, 450, 451
aortic, 347
apoptotic, 74, 75
Balbiani, 729, 730
Ba rr, 62, 63, 221
basa l, 92, 94
Cali-Exner, 733, 733
carotid, 34 7
Cha rcot-Bottcher, 698
c ilia ry, 789, 789, 790, 796, 797,
797- 798
crystalloid, 223
dense (cytoplasmic densities), 266- 267,
267
H erring, 65 1
ketone, 534
lamella r, 406, 583, 584, 585, 586
pineal. See Pinea l gland
of stomach, 480, 481
o f ute rus, 743
vitreous, 790 , 808
Weibei-Palade, 331
Body wal l, a utonom ic distribution to, 308,
309,3 JI-312
Bone, 180-2 L3
Bone(s). See also Bone for mation; Bone tissue; a11d specific 1ypes
biologic mineralization, 200-201
blood supply to, 184- 185, 185
classification of, 18 1- 182, I 82
clinical correlatio n: articular cartilage and
joint diseases, 183/J
compact, 184, 184, 206-207p
endochond ral ossification , 194- 198
flat, 18 1,182
genera l structure, 182-186. See also Bone
cavities; Periosteum
ground, 204-205p
intramembranous ossi ficat ion, 193-J 94
immature, 185, 185- 186, 186
immature vs. mature, 185
irregular, 181, 182
long, 18 1, 182, 185
ma trix vesicles, 200- 20 I
ma tun: (la mellar), 183- 185, 18-f
m:Hure spongy, 184
mem brane (intra membranous), 194
overview, 180- 181
ph ysiologic fu nctions, 1 81, 20 1
short, 181, 182
spongy, 206-207/J
Bone cavities, 183
Bone cells, 186-192. See also Bone tissue

Bone fo rmation, 193-200
clinica l correlation: nutr itional factors,
J 99b
endochondral bone growth, 194-198,
195, 208- 2l1p
zonc(s) of epiphysea l plate .
calcified cartilage, 196, 210- 21 1{1
hypertrophy, 196, 210-21 1/J
proli feration, 196, 210-21 1p
reserve carti lage, 195, 21 0-2 ll p
resorption, 196, 210-2llp
ossification
endochondral, 194-198, 195, 208-211/J
inrramembranous, 193, 193-194,
212-213{1
osteona l (Haversian ) system, 183-184,
184.• 198- 200, /99, 200, 200
Bone growth, hormonal regulation, 201 b
Bone marrow, 183, 240- 241, 241
nonactive, 24 J
red, 182, 24 1
sinusoidal system of, 240-24 'I, 241
with GALT (bursa-equivalent organ),
358-359,361/?
yellow, 182
Bone remodeling un it, 198, 199
Bone resorption, 190- 191, 192
Bone spicules, 188- 189, 192
Bone tissue, J 86-192
bone-lining cells, 187, 187- J 88
classification of, 181, 182
osteoblasts, 188, 188-190
osteoclasts, 190- 193, 192
osteocytes, 190, 191
osteoprogenitor cells, J 86- '188
Bony callus, 201, 202
Bony labyri nth, 825, 825
Border
brush, in kidney, 90
ruffled, of osteoclast, 190, I 92
striated, in smal l intestine, 90, 492, 493
Bouton terminal (end bul b), 289
Boutons e n passant, 269, 289
Bowman's capsule, 607, 609-610, 6 I 0, 611,
614,614
Bowman 's (olfactory) glands, 572, 573
Bowman's membrane, 793, 793, 795
Bra in
cerebellar tissue, 322- 323p
cerebrum, 320-3 12p
Brain natriu retic factor, 262
Brain sand (corpora arenacea), 653-654,
654
Breasts. See 1\tlammary gla nds
Brighr-field microscope, 12
Bronchia l advenriti3, 580
Bronchia l cartilage layer, 580
Bronchia l circulation, 5 90
Bronchia l mucosa, 580
Bronchia l muscularis, 580
Bronchia l submucosa, 580
Bronchiolar ca rtilage plates, 58 1-582
Bronchiole(s), 598- 601./J
function, 581, 581- 582
structure, 5 80-5 81, 58 I
term in al, 58 L, 58 I, 600-60 I /1
Bronchioles. 580, 580-583, 581
Bronchus (bronchi), 579-580, 580
Bronchus-associated lymphatic tissue
(BALT), 374, 578
Brown adipose tissue, 160-J 6 1, I 6 1
Bruch's membrane, 798- 799
Brunner's (submucosal ) glands, 499-500,
500
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Brush border, in kidney, 90
Brush cells, 570, 572, 576, S79
Bulbo urethral (Cowper's) glands, 629, 709,
711
Bundle (interwoven) bone, 185
Bundle of His, 346
Bundles, of muscle fiber. See Fascicle(s)
Bursa of Fabricius, 361 b
Bursa-equivalent organ (bone marrow and
GALT), 358- 359, 361/J
(

C cells (para foll icular cells), 656, 657
C protein, 254
ca~-

in fertilization, 738- 739
ovarian foll icles and, 732
parathyroid hormone and, 661
in skeletal muscle contraction, 256,
256- 257
Ca 2 - channels
ligand-gated, 268
voltage-gated , 256, 290
Cah -ca lmodulin complex, 266, 267-268
Ca 2 • - ca lmodulin/myosin light chain kinase
system, 267-268
Cad hcrin-catenin complex, 99
Cadherin zipper, 101, 102
Cage, nuclear (nuclear basket), 66, 66
Calcification, of cartilage, 171, 171,197
Calcified cartilage, zone of epiph yseal plare,
196, 197, 210- 211p
Calcitonin (thyrocalcitonin), 657t, 658
Calcium . See Ca"
Call-Exner bodies, 733 , 733
Callus
bony, 201, 202
carrilaginous, 20 .1, 202
Calmodu lin, 266-268
Calyx (calyces), renal, 604, 606, 606
Canal
a limenta ry, 435-436
o f Hering, 54.3, 545
hya loid (Cloq uet's), 808
inguinal, 685
pilosebaceous, 4 13
resorption, of bone, 198, 799
o f Schlemm, 795, 796, 797
semicircular, 825, 825
Cana licu lar system, intracellular, 484
Cana liculi
bile, 545, 547
lacrima l, 810,810
Cancer, prostate, 708b
Candidate hormo nes, 488t, 4891>, 498
Ca p, acrosomal, 693
Ca p phase, of spermatogenesis, 693
Capacitation, 696, 704, 737- 738
Capil laries, 338-340
continuous, 338, 339
discontinuous (sinusoidal), 340
fenestrated, 339, 339- 340
fenes trated sinusoidal, 661
func tional aspects, 340
glomerula r, 609, 6 I I , 6 I 2
lymphatic, 347
si nusoida I. See Sin usoids
C3pillary epi thel ium, 38 1- 382, 382
Ca pi lla r)' sphincter, 340, 340
Capsule
Bowman's, 607, 609- 610, 610, 61 I, 614,
6 14
of hy:1linc ground substance (territo rial
matrix), 166, 166
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Capsule (continued)
inrem al and externa l o f m uscle fibers, 260,

260
lens, 807-808
of lymph node, 374
renal, 604, 694
splenic, 382, 384
Tenon's, 795
Carboh)•drate digestion, 502- 503b
Cardia, gastric, 480, 481
Cardiac glands, o f stomach, 487
Ca rdiac muscle, 262, 262-265, 276- 277p,

278-279p
injury a nd repair, 265
Purki nje fibers, 278-279p
structure, 262- 265, 263, 264
Cardiovascular system, 326- 355. See also
Arterio le; Artery; Blood supply;
Capillary; Vein
arteries
aorra, 350-35 l p
muscular, 352-353p
arterioles, 354-355p
arteriovenous anastomoses (shunts), 340
capilla ries, 338-340
clinical correlations
atherosclerosis, 337b
hypertension, 336b
ischemic he:1rt disease, 346b
heart, 343-347, 348- 349p. See also Ca rdiac entries
heart rare, 345-346
lympha tic vessels, 347- 348, 354-355p
overview, 326-32.7
veins, 341-3 43, 352-353p
atypical, 343
Carotid body, 347
Cartilage, 164- 172. See also Ossifica tion and

specific types
articu la r and joint d iseases, 183b
bronchial, 580
developing skeleton a nd, 167, 168,

174- J75p
elastic, 169,169, 176-177p
epiphyseal, 195-196, 197
of epiphyseal plate, 196
fib rocarti lage, 169-170, 170, 178-179p
h)'a line, 164-170, 165, 166, 170-1 71,
17 1, 172-173p, 194
overview, '164
reserve, .1 95
tracheal, 576, 579
Ca rtilage plates, bronchiola r, 581
Cartilage-specific collagen molecules, J65
Ca rtilaginous callus, 20 I, 202
Cataracts, 808
Catecho lamines, 29 1, 642, 665. See also
Dopamine; Epi neph rine; Norepinephrine
Cntcchol-o-methylrransferase, 292
Catcnin, 99, 100
Cnthepsins, 223
Caveolated ruft cells, 504
Cavity (cavities)
cent ral pulp, 45 1-452
chorionic, 749, 750
ma rrow (medulla ry), 181, 182
tym panic, 821, 821-822
CD molecules, 358, 359t
CD proteins, 226-228. See also Lymphocytes
Ce ll(s), I 8-77. See also individual subtopics

and cell types
adipose, 146
of bone marrow, 241

of adrenal medulla, 662-665, 664, 665b
a dven titial, 240-2.4 1, 241. See also Pericytes
am ine precursor uptake a nd decarbo xylation (APUD), 489b
anterior horn (ventral motor neurons), 306
of a nterior pitui tary, 648t
antigen-presenting, 144, 366-368, 367,

368, 408,408-410,410
argentaffin, 486-487
argyrophil , 486-487
B. See B lymphocytes (B cells)
band (stab), 238
basal, of respiratory mucosa, 571,

572-573, 576
blood. See also specific cell types; Blood;
H emopo iesis
bone, 186- 192
brush, 570, 572, 576, 579
caveolated tu ft , 504
cell cycle, 68-72
centroacinar, 552, 553
CFU-GM, 192
C FU-M, 192
chief,
o f gastric gland, 484, 485,
of parathyroid, (pr incipal), 659-660, 660
ch romaffin, 486-487, 662-665, 664, 665b
cil iated, 570, 575, 578, 742
Clara, 581, 581-583
classifica tio n o f soma tic, 6 8
clea r, of sweat gland, 416-417, 418
colum nar absorptive, 504, 505
connective tissue, 141, 141-148 , 142, 143,

145, 145t, 146, 147, 148
cytoplasm, 18-20, 1 9-20
da rk, o f sweat gland, 417, 41 8
dark (IC, intercalated cel ls of co llecting
duct), 621- 622
endosteal, 182, 186-1 87
enteroendocrine, 486, 4 86-487, 4881,

497-498, 499
epidermal, 405-411
epithelioretic ular, of thymus. See Epithe·
lioreticular cells
fat, hisrogenesis of, 157, 157-158
foam, 332-333, 333
fo llicular, 655-656, 656
follicular dend ritic, 375, 377
ga nglion, 662-663
gastroenteropancrearic (GEP), 489b
gl ial, 653
gobler, 496, 496, -197, 504, 506, 570
gra nul osa lutei n, 736
hai r o f in ternal ear, 827, 827, 83 1, 833,

833, 834
lul lo, of epid idymis, 704, 705
H ofbaue1; 752, 753
hormone-secreting, 642- 643
o f immune system, l44b. 144-149,

147- 148
immunocompetent. See Lymp hocytes
intercalated (IC, dark cells of collecting
d uct), 62 1-622
intermediate, 498
Ito (stellate hepatic), 340
Ku pffe r (stella te sinusoidal macrophages),

340, 366,541.541- 542
Langerhans', 408, 408-410, 410
Le)•d ig, 684, 687, 688- 689, 689 , 690
light (CD, collecting duct cells), 621- 622
lymphatic, 357-368. See also Lymphatic
sysrem; Lymphatic tissue; Lymphocytes

M, of small intestine, 498, 509b
mast, 224-225
mastoid :1ir, 824
matrix, of hair fo llicle, 413
Merkel's, 410-411 , 411
of mononuclear phagocytotic system, 144t
mucous, 575-576, 578
mucous neck, 484
M iiller's, 800, 804
multipoten tiallymphoid stem (CFU-Ls),

378
myoepi thelia l, 4 '18, 455-456, 458
myoid, 271
o f nasal epithelium, 570-571
narural killer (NK), 226, 22 8, 35 8, 365
nerve. See also Neurons a11d specific types
rypes of, 8 1-84
neurilemmal. See Schwa nn cells
neuroglial, 8 I
nucleus, 60-68
olfactory, 57 1
o f o ral cavity
basal, 440
neu roepithelia l, 439-440
supporting, 440
o rganelles o f
membranous, 20-45, 76- 771
nonmembranuus, 45- 60
osteoprogenitor, 18 1, 182, 186-188, 187
ovarian hi lar, 740
overa ll structure and types, 19, 79
OX)•phil, of parathyro id, 660, 660
Pa neth, 496-497, 498, 504
pa pilla ry, o f ena mel o rgan, 447
para follicular (C cells), 656, 657
parietal (oxyntic), 484-485, 485, 486
PAS (macrophages o f thymus), 380
peg, 742
periostea l, 182-183
perirubular contractile, 688 , 688
perivascula r. See Pericytes
pha langeal , 33·1, 834
photoreceproc See Ro ds and cones
pillar, 831-833, 834
plasma, 147, 147, 363,364. 499
princ ipal, 704, 705
renal dark (intercalated , !C), 62 1-622
renal interstitial, 622-623
renal light (collecting, CD), 62 1
replicating popula tio ns of, 141
resting (iorerphase), 69
reticula r, J34, 240-241,241 , 35 8, 374,

376
Ro uget (pcr icytes), 339
satellite of nervous system, 81, 261,
295-301, 298. See tllso Satellite
cells
Schwn nn (neu ri lemma l). See Schwann cells
serous, 455, 456, 457
Sertoli, 684, 68 7, 688, 696-70 I, 698, 699
small granule, 57 1, 576, 579
of smooth muscle, 266, 266, 267, 269
spermatogenic, 686-692, 688, 691
spindle, 260, 260
stem. See Stem cells
structure overview, 19, 19
surface mucous of sromach, 4 82
sustentacular (supporting), 571-572, 572
T. See T lymphocytes (T cells)
theca lutein, 736
o f thyroid gland, 655
transitional (lymphocytes), 240
undifferentiated mesenchymal, 146-147
Cell accumulation, disorders of, 72, 73

Cell body
of neurons (perikaryon), 81, 286-287,

287,288
response to in jury, 314, 314
of sensory neurons, 303-304, 306-307
Cell cycle, 68-72, 69
meiosis, 62, 69- 73, 70
mitosis, 68-69, 70, 71
Cell death, 72-75
disorders as compared with cell di vision,

72, 73
programmed. See Apo ptosis
Cell di vision, disorders as compared w ith cell
dea th, 72, 73
Cell loss, disorders o f, 72, 73
Cell populations, ty pes of, 68
Cell renewal, 68
epithelial tissue, 116- 117
Cell replication, zone o f (small intestine), 501
Cell-cell adhesion, epithelial, 96-104. See
also Epithelium, lateral doma in;
Ju nction(s)
Cell-med ia ted immune response, 357-358,

361
Cell-to-extracellula r matrix adhesion,

104-1 11
Cemenroblasts, 448
Cemenrocytes, 448
Cementoenamel junction, 44 1
Cemenrum, 448, 449
Central dia betes insipid us, 622b
Central framewo rk, of nuclear lamina, 66
Central nervous system (CNS), 311-313. See
also Bra in ; Spina l cord
blood-bra in barr ier, 283, 304-306, 313,

3 13
connective tissue of, 306, 3 '1 1-312, 312
defined, 283
function o f, 31J
gray matter, 311
response to injury, 313- 315,3 14
Central pu lp cavity (pu.lp chamber ), 45 J-452
Centrilobular hep atic necrosis, 539, 539b
Cenrrin, 58
Centrioles and microtubule-organ izing centers, 53-58, 56, 57, 58
Centroacinar cells, 552
Cenrromere, 62, 69
Centrosome (microruhu le-organizing center),

53
Cerebella r tissue, 322- 323p
Cerebral men inges, 3 11 -3 12,312
Cerebral tissue, 311-312,312, 320-32 Jp
Cerebrospina l Au id (CSF), 312, 3 12
Cerumen (ear wax), 82 1
Cerumino us gla nds, 821
Cervi x, 750, 750-75 1, 751. 776- 777{1
CFU-E, 237
CFU-GEMM, 233, 234t, 237, 239, 240
C FU-GM, 192, 237
C FU-M, 192
C FU-Meg, 240
C hains, light and heavy polypeptide, 252
C ham bers, o f eye, 790, 790-791
Channels, platelet demarcation, 229-230
Charcot-Bottcher bodies, 698
Chemical basis o f staini ng, 6t, 6-7
acidic and basic dyes, 61. 6- 7
a ldehyde groups and Schi ff reagem , 7 , 7
enzyme digestion, 7
enzyme histochemistry, 7, 8
immunocytochemistry, 8-9, 9
Chemical composition of h istologic samples,

5- 6

Chemical synapses, 289. See also Neurotra nsm itters
Chemotaxis, 222
Ch iasmata, 71, 72
Ch ief cells,
of gastric gland, 484, 485,
of parathyroid (p rincipal), 659-660, 660
Cho leca lciferol. See Vitamin D
Cholecystokinin (CCK), 4 88t, 555
Cholesterol, 534, 548, 668b
C holinergic nem o tra nsmitters, 269b
Cho linergic vs. adrenergic receptors, 29 1
C hondroclasts, l7l
Chond rocytes, '164, 166-'167, 167
Chondroitin sulfa te, 165
Chordae tendineae, 345
Chorionic cavity, 749, 750
Cho rionic villi, 751-752, 752
Cho roid, 789, 789, 79 1, 798-799
Choroid fiss ures, 791
Choroi d plexus, 301
Chromaffi n cells, 486-487, 662-665, 664,

665b
Chro matids, 62, 69
Chromatin, 60-62
chromosomes, 61, 62
euchromatin, 60
heterochromatin, 60, 61
marginal, 60
nuclear-associated, 60
nucleosomes, 61-62
Chromatin fi bril, 6 1-62
Chromatolysis, 31 4,31 4
Chro mogranins, 664
Chro mosomes, 61, 62
diploid, 69
haploid, 69
Ciliary body, 789, 789, 790, 796, 797,

797- 798
Ciliary dynein, 92
Ciliary muscle, 798
Ciliary processes, 796, 798
C iliated cells, 570, 575, 578, 742
C irculating satiety factor, 157. See also Leptin
Circulation, 328
bronchial, 590
pulmonary, 327, 590
splenic, 385
system ic, 327
ureroplacenral, 75 1, 752
Circuma na l gla nds, :SOB
Circu nwallate papillae, 438, 438
Cirrhosis, hepatic, 542
C istern a, termina l, 256
C la ra cells, 58 1. 581-583
C lea r cells, of sweat gland, 41 6-41 7, 418
Clefts, Schmidt-La nterman, 295, 296
Clin ical co rrelations
arteries
atherosclerosis, 337b
h)•pertension, 336b
blood
ABO and Rh blood group systems, 2 19b
hemoglobin disorders, 220b
collagenopa thies, 136b
ea r
hea ring loss- vestibular dysfunction, 832b
vertigo, 829b
endocrine system
abnorma l thyroid functio n, 659b
hypo thalamic secretion-regulating pituitar)' hormones, 650b, 653t
erythropoiesis, hemoglobin breakd own
and jau ndice, 23 7b
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eye
gla ucoma, 799b
retinal d etachment, 80 1b
fema le rep roductive system
Pap smear, 757b
placenta ar birth, 755b
polycystic ovarian disease, 735b
immune system, acqu ired immunodefi ciency syndrome (AlDS),

367b
integumental")' system
sk in repair, 42 ·1
swearing and disease, 4 19b
kid neys
hormona l regulation of duct func tion,

622b
hypertension and renin-a ngiotensinaldosterone S)'Stem, 616b
urinalysis, 614b
liver, lipoproteins, 545b
male reproductive system
erection and erectile dysfunction,

712b
factors a ffecting spermatogenesis,

694b
sperm-specific antigens and im mune resp onse, 700b
muscle in nervation: m yasthenia gravis,

259b
nervous system
demyelina ting diseases, 297b
Parkinson's disease, 292b
res pira tory system
emphysema a nd pneumonia, 588b
metap lasia, 575b
stomach
pemicious anemia a nd peptic ulcer d isease, 487b
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome (gastr inoma), 490b
reeth, dental caries, 453b
tissues, ovaria n teratoma, 82, 83
Clitoris, 758
Cloquet's (hyaloid ) cana l, 808
Closing cone, 198, /99
Closure, epiphysea l, 195, 197
Cluster of d ifferenriation (CD) molecu les.
See CD entries
Coagulation facto rs, o f endothelia l li ning,

33 1
Cochlea , 825-826, 826
Coch lear labyrinth, 826-827, 827, 828
Cogna te antibodies, 145
Co ll agen
type I, 132, J 70
type II, 132, 165
t)•pc 111, 107, 109
typ~ IV, 108, 132
type Vfl (anchoring fibrils), 106, 107, 110,

111
type IX, 132
type X I, 165
t)•pcs o f, table, 505
Collagen fi bers, 13 l , 133t
of elastic arteries, 333
Collagen fi brils, 131, L31- 134, 132, 132t,

1331
Collagen molecule (tropocollagen ), 132,

164-165 , 165
cartilage-specific, 165
Collagen synrhesis, 132, 135, 136
Collagen cab le, 505
Collagenase, 223
type IV, 22 1

848

ludrx

Collagenopathies, table o f the most common,
136t, l36b
Collar
bo ny, 194, 195
inner of Schwann cell, 295, 296
o f perinuclear cytoplasm, 295, 296
Collo id, resorption b)' thyroid gla nd, 658
Co lloi d osmotic pressure, l l S
Collo idal resorption droplets, 6S 8
Colon, S26-S27p. See also La rge intestine
huma n epithelium, 122p
intestinal glands of, 105
Colony-form ing units (CFU), 233. See also
CFU entries
Colony-stimulating fac to rs (CS F), 237,
238-239, 2391
Colorectal zone, 508
Colostnun , 761
Columna r absorptive cells, S04, 505
Columns
ana l, SO?
rennl (columns of Berrin), 605, 60S-606
Communicating (gap) junctions. See Gap
junctions
Compact bone, 184, 1.84, 206- 207p
Comple menr activators, 221
Com plex, Serto li cell junctional, 689,
698-701
Compound glands, 112, 113/
Conchae, nasal (turbinates), S70, 570
Cond uction, saltatOt)' (discontinuous), 300,
302-303
Conductive hearing loss, 832b
Cone(s)
closing, 198, 199
retinal, 800, 801-80S, 803
Confocal scanning microscope, 13, 13
Congenital hypothyro idism, 6S9
Coni vasculosi, 686, 702
Conjugation, of drugs and toxins, S34
Conj unctiva(e) , 808
Connective tissue, 78, 80, 80, 126-ISS. See
also Collagen entries
blood as, 2 14
cells, 141, 14 1-'148, /42, 143, 145, 14St,
146, 147. 148
of central nervous system (CNS), 306,
3 1 1- 312, 312
classification, 126-127, 127t
clin ical correlatio n: collagenopathies, 13Gb
dense, 1S0-1S ip
dense irregular, 129, 129- 13 1,130,131,
1S0- 1S.Ip, J .52-1.53/J
dense regular, IS2- IS3 p
elastic, ·127n
embryonic, J 28, 128. Sec also Ecromesencbyme; Mesencll)'llle
extracell ula r matrix, 139- 141
fib ers a nd fi brils, 13 1, l3 1- l 39, 132,
l33t, 139, 140, 1S4-15Sp
general strucm re nnd function, 126- 127
ground substance, 139, I 40
hepatic, S36
loose, 80, 80, 127, 128- 129, 129,
l S0- 15 1p
mononuclea r phagocytotic system, .1 44 b
mucous, 128, 128
muscle-associa ted, 248
neutrophils in, 222
of peripheral nerves, 304-306, 305
reticu lar, 127n
Connective tissue capsu les, of sensory neurons, 306
Con nexins, I 02, 103

l11drx
Continuous capillaries, 338, 339
Conrraction cycle
of skeletal muscle, 2S4-2S7, 254- 2S7,
2S9,259
of smooth muscle, 268, 268-269
Cooper's (suspensory) ligaments, 7S9
Cords
fa lse vocal (ventricular fo lds), 573-S74,
576
vocal (vocal fol ds), 573, 574
Com ea, 789, 789, 790 , 790
layers of, 792, 793
Corneal stro m ::~ (substantia propr ia), 793,
793-794, 794
Corneoscleral coa t (layer), of eye, 789, 790,
791, 792- 796, 793, 794, 795,
818-819/J
Corneoscleral lim bus, 792
Corpora arenacea (brain sa nd), 653-654,
654
Corpora cavcrnosa, 710, 711
Corpora lmea a trctica, 740
Corpus hemorrhagicum , 736, 737
Corpus lureum, 736-737, 737, 746,
768-769p. See also Menstrual cycle
hormonal secretions, 746- 748
of menstrua tion, 737
of pregnancy, 739
Corpus spongiosum, 710, 711
Corp uscles
H assall's (thymic), 380- 381, 381
M a lpighian (splen ic nodules), 384
Meissner's, 411-414,412, 7S8
M erkel 's, 4l1
Pacinian, 411,412, 758
Ruffin i's, 4 11,4 12, 4 14
thym ic (H assall's), 380- 38 1, 381
Cortex
feta l, 668
of ha ir, 4 13, 414
o f lym ph node
deep, 378
nodular, 375-376
thym us-dependent, 3 76
permanent adrenal, 668
rena l, 604, 604- GOS
Corti, organ of, 820, 829-831, 832,
840- 84 1/J
Cortical granules, 731
Corticotropes (ACTH cells), 649, 649t
Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CR H ),
6531
Corrilymph, 831
Cortisol, 666
Countercurrent excha nge system, 623-624,
624
Countercurrent multipl ier effect, 623
Cra nial nerves
optic (II ), 789, 80S
suppl ying tasre buds, 439-440
trigeminal (V), 572
vagus (X), 479-480
vestibulocochlear (Vll l), 286, 83S, 836
"Crew-cur'' appea rance, o f c ilia, 92, 92
Cristae a mpullaris, 826, 826, 827-828, 828
C rossing-over, 69, 692
Cryptorchidism, 68S
Crypts, intestinal, 11 6
Cr)'Sta ll ine lens, 807, 807-808, 818-8 19p
Crysta lloid bodies, 223
Crysta lloid inclusions, 244
C rystals
hyd roxyapntite, 180, 204- 205p
of Reinke, 688, 689, 740

Cuboidal epitheliu m, defined, 88, 891
Cuboidal hepatocytes, 544, 544
Cumulus oophorus, 733, 733
Cup, optic, 791 , 791 - 792
Cupula, of inner ear, 827-828, 828
Cuticle
of hair follicle, 4 .13
of hair shaft, 413, 414
of nail (eponychium), 421
Cyclic adenosine monophosphare (cAMP),
642
Cj•starin, 406, 406
Cystic fibros is, S82b
Cysts, Naboth ia n, ?SO
Cytochrome c, 73
Cyrokines, 237, 238-240, 2391, 362, 366.
See also lnterleukins
Cyroki11esis, 69
Cyrometry
flow, 8b
static, Sb
Cytoplasm, 18-20
inclusions, 20
organelles, 19- 60, 76-77t. See also Organelles
Cytoplasmic densities (dense bodies),
266- 267,267
Cytoplasmic matrix, 60
Cytoplasmic rings, 66, 66
Cytotoxic T lymphocytes, 228, 36S-366, 367
Cytotrophoblast, 749
D
D ceUs, pancreatic, 5S7
Dark cells,
of collecting tubules (IC, interca lated),
621-622
of sweat gland, 417, -11 8
Dark-fi eld microscopy, 13
Decapacitation, 704
Decapacitation factor, surface-associated, 704
Decidua basalis, 749, 749
Decidua capsularis, 749, 750
Decidua pariewl is, 749, 750
Decidualization, 749, 749- 7.50
Degeneration, Wa llerian (nnrerograde),
3l3-3l4, 314
Dehydration, 3
Dehydroepi>llld rostcrone (DH EA), 667
Delayed-rype hypersensitivity reaction, 409
Demilunes, 1 I 4
arti facts of rourine fixa tion, 4SS, 455
serous, 4S4-4S5
Dendrites, 287
Dendrodendritic S)•napses, 288
Dense bodies, 266-267, 267
Dense connective tissue, IS0-1 5lp
irregular, /29, 129- 13 1, 130. 131,
JS0-J53p
regu la r, 1S2- 1.53p
Dense tububr system, 230, 231
Denta l caries, 443, 4S3b
Denta l pulp, 451-4S2
Dentin, 448-4S1, 450,-15 1,4.52
Dentin phosphoprotein, 4SO
Dentin sialoprorcin, 450
Den tinal tubu les, 449, 4SO
Depolarizatio n, 290
Dermal papillae, 402, 40.3, 41.3
Dermal ridges, 404
Dermatoglyph ics, 404
Dermis, 402, 403-404
monkey, 154-1 SSp
reticular deep layer of, J 29

Descemet's membrane, 793, 794, 795
Desmin, 2S4 , 266
De.smocoll ins, 10 I
Desmogleins, I 0 I
Desmoplaki ns, .1 00, I 02, 406, 406
Desmosome (macu la ad herens), 97, 99,
100-10 1, 118/
of ca rdiac muscle, 263
intermediate line, I 0 I
Detrusor muscle, 628
Development
ad renal g la nds, 662, 668-669, 669
of bone, 212-213p
ear, 820, 822
e)'C, 791, 791-792,792/
male reproductive system, 686
nerve tissue, 303
nervous system, 303
ovaria n foll ic les, 729-734
skeleral muscle, 261, 261
testis, 683- 686, 684 , 68S. See also Spermatogenesis
thyroid hormones in, 659
Diabetes insipidus, 6S2
central, 622b
neph rogenic, 622/J
Diabetes mellitus, SS7. Sec also Pancreatic
islets
1,2-Diacylglycerol (DAG), 642
Diad o f cardiac Z line, 263, 265
Diakinesis, 7.1, 72
Diaphysis, 18 1, I 82
Diastole, 2 19
Differential interference microscope, 12
Diffuse (m ucus-associated ) lymphatic tissue
(MALT), 371,371,477
D iffuse neuroendocrine system, 489h
Digestive system, overview, 435-4 36. See
also specific orga11s
Dihydrotesrosterone (DH T ), 68S
3,4-Dihydroxyphenyla lanine (DOPA), 408
D ila tor pupillae muscle, 796, 797
Dipalmiroylphosphatidylcho line, S84
Diploid as term, 8b
Diploid chromosomes, 62
Diploid)', 69
Diplotene, 7 / , 72
Disc(s), o f retinal cones, 802-803, 804
Discontinuous (sinusoidal) capillaries, 340
Disse, spaces of. See Perisi nusoiclal spaces
DNA fr~gmcntnrion, 73. See also Apoptosis
DNA synthesis (S) phase, 68, 69, 70, 71. See
also Cell cycle
L-Dopa, 292
Dopamine, 29"1, 648, 6531
Dorsal root ganglia, 316-317{1
Drugs, hepatic degmdation of, 534
Duchenne's muscula r dystrophy, 254, 254b
Duct(s)
accessory pa ncreatic (of Santorini), S52
alveola r, S83
bile, 53S, S47, S47
ejaculatory, 70S, 707
of epididymis, 703-704
excrerory, of sal ivary glands, 4S8-4S9
intercalated,
of salivary gla nds, 454, 4S6-459
of pancrens S52, 553, 5S4-SSS
intra lobular, of sal ivary gland, 4SS-4S9
intratesticular, 70"1-702, 702
lactiferous, 7S9
mlsolacrimal, 809-8 10, 810
pancreatic, 547, 552, 5S2-55S, 553
para urethra l, 629

parotid (Stensen's) , 34S
renal collecting, 621-622, 622, 622/), 623
sa livnry, 454, 4S6-4S9
striated, of salivary gla nd, 4S8
thoracic, 347
thyroglossnl, 6S5
vestibular, 832
Wharton's (submandibular), 34.5
Duct segment, of eccrine glands, 417, 417
Duct system, excurrent testicular, 702-706,
703, 704, 70S, 706
Ductu les
of epid idymis, 703-704
intrahepatic bile, 543, 546- 547
Ductus defe rens (vas deferens), 702, 706,
706
Duodenum, 476, 49·1, S20-521p. S5/
Dura mater, 311-3 12, 312
Dyes, acid ic nnd basic, 61, 6-7
Dynein, ciliary (axonema l), 4 8, 92
Dystrophin, 2S4, 254b
Dystrophin-glycoprotein complex, 254b
D)•strophy, Duchcnne's muscular, 2S4, 254/;

E
Ear, 820-837, 838-84 1/J
clinical correlations
hearing loss- vestibu lar dysfunction, 832b
vertigo, 829b
development, 820, 822
externa l, 821,821
internal, 824-836
blood supply, 83S- 836, 836
hony lab)•rinth, 825, 825
cochlea, 825-826, 826
cochlear labyrinth, 826-827, 827, 828
cristae ampullaris, 826, 827- 828, 828
gravity and acceleration sensors, 826,
828, 828-829, 829
hair cells, 827,827, 33·1, 833, 833, 834
innervation, 83S, 836
labyrinthine compartmcous, 824-82S,
825
membranous labyrinth, 82S, 825, 826
o rga n of Corti, 820, 829-831, 832,
840- 84 1/J
phalangea l cells, 83 1, 834
pillar cells, 831 - 833, 83-1
semicircular ca nals, 825, 825
sound perception, 833, 83S
tectorial membrane, 832, 833, 835, 8.19
utricle, 828- 829, 829
middle, 821-824, 822, 823
overview, 820, 821, 822
Ebner's (lingual salivary) glands, 438-439
£ -cadherin, 99
Eccrine swea t glands, 415-419, 416, 417,
41.8, 426-429/J
Ecroderm, 114-116,115
Ectomesenchyme, 128, 128
Ectopic implantation, 734
Edema, peripheral, 340
Effective stroke, of cilia, 9S
Efferent neurons, 306
Ejacu larory ducr, 70S, 706, 707
Elafin, 406, 406
Elastic arteries, 328, 328t, 328-3.34, 334
Elastic cartilage, 169,169. l76- 177p
Elastic fibers, l54-15Sp
Elastic lamellae, IS4-"IS5p
Elasric ligaments, 130
Elastic membrane, tracheal, S79
Elastin, 137-139, 138, 333
Electrical syowpses, 290
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Electron microscope
comparative optical paths, 13
scanning, 13
transmission, 13
Electron microscopy, J4b, 14-17, lSb. l6b
Electron probe x-my microa na lysis, 17
Elliptocytosis, hereditary, 217
Embedding medium, 3
Emotiona l swea ting, 416
Emphysema, 588/)
Ena mel (tooth), 441-448, 443, 444, 445,
446, 447, 448
Enamel organ, 443-444
Enamel ru fts, 44 7
Enamelins, 447
Encapsulated nerve endings, 306, 411, 4 '13
Endemic goiter, 6S9b
Endocardium, 344
Endocervix, 7SO
Endochondra l bone growth, 194- 198, 19S,
196, 208-211p
Endocrine fun ctions, of Serroli cells,
700-70 1,701
Endocrine pancreas, SS5. SSS-5S9, 556,
5S6t, 557, 558. See also Pancreatic
islets
Endocrine system, 642-677. See also individual components
adrena l gla nds, 661, 66.1-669, 663, 663t,
664, 66Sb, 666, 667. 6681, 669,
67S-6Sip
overview of hormones, 642-644, 644
parathyroid glands, 649- 661, 660, 660t,
676-677p
pineal gland, 6S3-6S5, 654, 674-67Sp
pitu itary g land (hypophysis ), 644-6S3,
670-673p
thyroid gland, 6SS- 6S9, 6S6, 676-677fJ
Endocytosis, 2.5, 2S-28 , 26, 27, 28, 31
receptor-mediated, 332
Endoderm, I 15, 1 16
Endo lymph, 824
Endo metrium, 748-749
cervical, 7SO, 750
uterine, 744, 74S
Endomitoses, 240
Endomysium, 248
Endoneurium, 295, 298, 304
Endoplasmic reticu lum
rough-surfaced (rER), 35, 3S-39, 36, 37,
38,.39
smooth-surfaced (sER) , 39, 39-40
or cardiac muscle, 265
of hepntocyres, 544-S4S, 545
Endosomes, 28-32, 29, 30
Endosteum, I82
Endotcndineum, '129, 1S2-lS3p
Endothelial activation, 331
Endothelial growth factor (EGF), 7SS
Endothelial tissue, of elastic arteries,
329-331,330,331, 332t
Endothelia l-derived rebxing fac tors (EDRF),
328. See also Nitro us ox ide
Endothelium
of blood vessels, 327-328, 3281. Sec also
Tunica eutries
corneal, 793, 794
defined, 88
Entacrin, J 06
Enteric d ivision, of auronomic nervo us sys·
tem, 310,477
Enreroceptors, 306
Enterocytes, 492, 493, 493-496, 495,
502-S03b
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Enreroendocrine cells, 486, 486-487, 4 88t,
497-498,499
Envelope, nuclear, 64, 64-67
Envoplakin, 406, 406
Enzymc(s), pancreatic, 552
Enz)•mc digestion, 7
Enzyme histochemistry, 7, 8
Eosinophil peroxidase, 223
Eosinophil-derived neurotoxin (EON), 223
Eosinophilic cationic protein (ECP), 223
Eosinophilic chemotactic factor, 145
Eosinophils, 147, 223- 224, 225, 244-24Sp
mnture, 2.38
Ependymal cells, 300- 30 1, 302
Epicardi um, 344
Epidermal cells, 405-41 1
kerari nocytes, 405, 405-407
Langerhans' cells, 408, 408-410, 410
melanocytes, 407-408, 408, 409, 409b
Merkel's cells, 4 I 0-4 J I, 411
Epiderma l (rete) ridges, 403-404
Epidermal skin appendages, 413-421. See
also Hair; Hair follicles; Nails;
Sweat glands
Epidermal water barrier, 406, 406-407
Epidermal-melanin unit, 407
Epidermis, 40 1-403, 402, 403, 408,
422-425p
Epididymal epithelium, 122p
Epididym is, 703-705, 704, 706
Epiglottis
elastic cartilage of, 169
human, 176-177p
Epimysium, 248
Epineurium, 306
Epiphysea l cartilage, 195-196,197
Epiphyseal closure, 795, J 97
Epiphyseal growth plate (epiphyseal disc),
167, 168, 196-197
Epiph)'sea l line, 182, 197
Epiphysis (epiphyses), 168, 169, 181, 182
Epiphysis cerebri. See Pineal gland
Epitendineum, 129
Epithelial cells, with basal lamina, /06
Epithelioreticular cells, 379-380, 380
type I, 379, 3ll2
t)•pe !L, 366, 379-380
rype Ill, 366, 380
rype IV, 380-38 1. See also Hassall's corpuscles
type V, 381
type VI, 381
Epithelium, 78, 79. 79- 80, 86-'125
alveolar, 51!3, 584, 585, 586
apica l domain, 90- 96
ci li a, 9 1-96, 93, 94
microvi lli, 90-9 '1, 91, 92
stereocilia, 91, 93
basa l domain, .104-1'11
basement membrane, 104, 104-109
cell-to-extracellu lar matrL" junctions,
109-1 11
morphologic modifications, 1 I I, Ill
capillary, 381-382, 382
cell renewal, 1 16-117
ciliaq•, 798
classification, 88-90, 89t
clin ical correlation: immotile ci lia syndrome, 95, 9S
corneal, 792, 793
germinal, 728
glan ds, I 11-1 14
of g lomerular capi llaries, 609, 611, 612
histogenesis, I 14- 117, J 15
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ecrodermal derivatives, 114-1 16, 115
endodermal derivatives, 115, 116
mesodermal derivatives, 115, 116
lal')•ngeal, 574, 574-575
lateral domain, 96-104
anchoring ju nctions (zonulae adherenrcs), 99-101, 100, 101
communicating junctions (gap junctions), 101-103, 103. See also Gap
junctions
junctional complex, 96, 97, 118t
morphologic specializations, 103, 104
occluding junctions (zon ulae occludentes), 96, 97-99, 98
terminal bars, 96, 96-97
parnkeratinized stratified squamous, 436,
436
polarity of, 90
retinal pigmenr (RPE), 790, 796, 797, 800,
801-805, 804
simple and stratified, 122-123p
simple squamous and cuboida l, 120-121p
simple stratified and epithelioid tissues,
124-125p
structure and function overview, 87,
87-88
tracheal, 12lp, 575- 576, 577, 578
transitional, o f excretory (urinary) passages, 626, 626, 627, 628. See also
Tmnsitional zone
Eponychi um, 42 1
Equatorial division, 71. See also Meiosis
Equatorial (metaphase) plate, 69
Erectile dysfunction, 712b
Erection, 712b
Ergoca lciferol. See Vitamin D
ErythroblastOsis fetalis, 219b
Eryth roblasts
basophi lic, 236
orrhochromatophilic, 236
polychromatoph ilic, 236
proerythroblast, 236
Erythrocytes (red blood cells), 217, 217-221,
118, 219, 2 J 9b, 220, 220b,
242-245p
lifespan of, 237
polychromatophilic, 236, 237
El')•th ropoiesis, 233- 237, 234t, 235, 237,
237b
clinical correlation: hemoglobin breakdown and jaundice, 237b
kinetics of, 236-237
Erythropoietin, 237, 603
Esophagea l epithelium, monkc)', 124p
Esophagea l glands, 479
Esophagogastric junction, 481, 5H-5J3p
Esophagus, 478-480,479,480, 5 10-5 llp
esophagogastric junction, 481, 512-513/J
Essenria l fatty acid dcficienC)', 406
Estrogens, 728, 7 39
menstrual cycle and, 746- 748
Euchromatin, 60
Eustachian (auditory) tube, 821, 822
Excitatory syna pses, 291
Excretory ducts, 458-459
Excurrenr duct system, o f testis, 702-706,
703, 704, 705. 706
ductus deferens (vas deferens), 702, 706,
706
epididymis, 703-705, 704, 706
Exocrine pancreas, 552-555, 5.1'3, 554
Exocrine vs. endocrine glands, 1"1 1
Exocytesis, 28, 29
Extern:~ ! ear, 821, 82 1

External elastic membrane, 328
External lamina, I 07b
Exteroceprors, 306
Extracellular matrix, 80, 80, 139-141. See
also Connective tissue
Extramucosal glands, 476, 476
Extraocular muscles, 8 '10
Exrremities, autonomic disrribmion to, 308,
309, 311-312
Eye, 788- 819
accessory structures, 808- 810
conj unctiva, 808
eyelids, 808, 809
lacrimal gla nd, 809- 810,810
ta rsal (Meibomian) glands, 808-809,
809
blood su pply, 79·1, 799
clinical correlations
glaucoma, 799b
retina l detachment, 801b
developmem, 791, 791-792, 792t
general srrucrure, 788-791, S12-819p
chambers, 790, 790-791
layers, 789, 789-790
microscopic structure, 792-808
corneoscleral coat (layer), 790, 791,
792- 796, 793, 794, 795, 818-8 '19p
crystalline lens, 807, 807-808,
818- 819p
retina, 79/, 799-807, 800, 803. 804,
8 14-H15p
vascu lar coat (uvea), 796, 796-799, 797
vitreous body, 808
overview, 788
Eyelashes, 809, 809
sebaceous glands of (glands of Zcis), 809,
809
Eyelids, !!08, 809
apocrine glands of (glands of Moll), 809,
809
F
Fabricius, bursa of, 361b
Factors
endothelial-derived relaxing (EDRF), 328.
See also Nitrous oxide
eosinophilic chemotactic, 145
intrinsic, 485-486, 487b
Miillerian inhibiting (MI F), 684
nemrophil chemotactic, 145
surface-associated dccapaciration, 704
survival, 74
testis-determining (TD F), 683
tumor necrosis (TNF ), 74
Fa llopian (uterine) tubes, 727, 742-743,
743, 770-771/J
Faist: vocal cords (ventricular folds) ,
573-574,576
Fascia, subcutaneous, 400
Fascia adherens, 99, 101, 263
Fascicles, of muscle fiber, 248
Fascin, 90, 91
Fast anterograde axonal transport, 293
Fast retrograde axonal transport, 293
Fast-twitch moror units, 249, 249
Farry acid metabolism, 666-667
Female reproductive system, 726-787. See
also individual co111poueuts and
functions
blood supply and lymphatics, 74 0- 742
cervix, 750-75 '1
clinicn l correlations
in vitro fertilization, 739b
mature placenta at birth, 755b

Pap smear, 757b
polycystic ovarian disease, 735/J
external genita lia, 757-758
fertilization, 737-739
innervation, 742
mammary glands, 758-763
ovarian fo llicles, 728-734, 764-767p
ovary, 728, 728-742, 764-767/1
overview, 727, 727
ovu lation, 734-737
placenta, 751-755
uterine tubes, 742-743
uterus, 743-751
vagina, 755-757
Femoral nerve, 318- 319p
Fenestrae, hepa tic, 540
Fenestrated capillaries, 339, 339- 340
Fenestrated sinusoida l capillaries, 661
Fenestrations, of elastic arteries, 332
Ferritin, 237, 534
Fertilization, 737-739, 738
in vitro, 739b
Feral (adrenal) cortex, 668
Fetal development. See Development
Fetal finger, 174- 175p
Fetal foot, 174-175p
Fetal-placental unit, 669
Feroplacenral (endocrine) unit, 755
Feulgen reactions, 7
Fibers
collagen, 131, l33t, 333
connective tissue, .131, 131-139, 132,
1.33t, 139, 140, 154-l55p
elastic, 137, 137-139, :138, 154-155p
intermediate muscle, 249
muscle, 248-249, 249
nerve, as terminology, 303
nuclear b:tg, 260
nuclea r chain, 260
Purkinje, 278-279p, 283-284, 322-323p
reticular, 134, 137, 358
Sharpey's, 448, 449
zonular, 807
Fibrils
anchoring (type vn collagen ), 107
chromatin, 61- 62
collagen, 131, 131-134, 132, 132t, 133t
connective tissue, 131 , 131- J 39, 132,
'1331, 139, 140, J 54-155p
Fibrillar material, of nucleolus, 62, 63
Fibrillin, 137
Fibrillin-associated microfibrils, 137
Fibrillin microfibrils, 107
Fibri n, 90, 9 /
Fibrinogen, 2 16,534
Fibroblast sheath, pericrypta l, 505
Fibroblasts, 14 1- 142, 142
of arterial lining, 333
in wound heal ing, 271
Fibrocarti lage, 169-170, 170, 178-179p
1-'i bronectin, JOG-107, 165
Fibronectin receptors, I 06
Fibrosa, of heart valve, 345, 345
Fibrous actin (F-actin ), 246, 251- 252
Fibrous astrocytes, 299, 301
Filaggrin, 405, 406
Filaments
actin, 4 8~5 ·1 , 49, 50, 531, 90, 91
anchoring, 347
F-actin, 25 1
intermediate, SJ, 5 1.-53, 52, 53t
keratin, 405, 406
Fil iform papillae, 437, 438
Finget:, fetal, 174-175p

Fissures, choroid, 791
Fixation
artifacts of routine, 455, 455
defined, 3
Flat bones, 181, 182
Flow cytometry, Bb
Fluid, cerebrospinal, 312, 312
Fluorescence microscope, 13
Foam cells, 332-333, 333
focal adhesion kinase, 110
Focal adhesions, I09-llO, 110
r:olds
transverse rectal, 507
ventricular (false vocal cords ), 573-574,
576
vocal (vocal cords), 573, 574
Foliate papillae, 439
Follicles
ha ir, 413-414, 41 4
lym phatic, 371,372
thyroid, 655-656, 656
Follicle-stimulating hormone (FH), 647t,
648t, 732
Follicular cells, 655-656, 656
Follicular dendritic cells, 375, 377
Fontana, spaces of (trabecular meshwork),
795, 796, 797
Foot, fetal, 174-l75p
Foramen, apica l, 45 J
Force generation phase, of skeletal muscle
contraction, 255, 255
Fordyce spo~s, 437
Formalin
defin ed, 3
lim itations of, 3-4
Formative osreocyres, I 90
Fovea centralis, 799
Foveolae (gasrric pirs), 48 l, 482, 483
Fractures and repair of bone, 201- 202,
202
Free nerve endings, 411 ,758
Freeze fracture, 15
Fundic glands, 482-487, 483, 489-490
Fundus
gastric, 4 80, 48"1, 481
uterine, 743
Fungiform papillae, 437, 438
Fusiform vesicles, 626, 628
Fuzzy plaq ue, 99
G

G (gap) phase, 68, 69. See also Cell cycle
GABA, 291
Ga llbladdet; 548-551, 564-565p. See also
Bile; Liver
bi le concenn·ation, 549- .551, 551
mucosa, .548, 549, 550
Ganglion (gangli a), 298
dorsal root, 316-317/J
peripheral, 286, 298, 303, 3041
Ganglion cell layer, of retina, 805
Ganglion cells, 662- 663
Gap junctions, JOl-102, 1.03, lJ St. J 89
of cardiac muscle, 263
of crystalli ne lens, 808
of smooth muscle, 269
Gas exchange, 583-590. See also Alveolus
(alveol i)
placental, 753- 754
Gastric cardia, 480, 481
Gastric fundus, 480, 48'1
Gastric inh ibitory peptide (GIP), 488t
Gastric isthmus, 484
Gastric juice, 48 2-483
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Gastric mucosa, 481, '4 8 1-490, 482, 483.
See also Sromach
cardiac glands, 487
fu ndic glands, 482-487, 483, 489-490
pyloric glands, 488, 490
G:tstric muscularis externa, 491
Gastric pits (foveolae), 4 8 1, 482, 483
Gasn·ic pylorus, 480, 481
Gastric serosa, 491
Gastric subm ucosa, 491
Gastrin , 484, 488t
Gastrinoma (Zo lli nger-Ellison S)•ndrome),
490b
Gastroduodena l junction, 518- 5'19p
Gastroentcropancreatic (GEP) cells, 489b
Gasrrointestina l hormones, 487
G-CS.F, 239, 239t
Gene(s)
ob (leprin), 158
SRY, 683
Genetic obesity, 158
Genetic sex, 683
Genitalia, external. See Female reproductive
system; Male reproductive system
Gingiva, 452, 453-454
Gingiva l mucosa, 453
Gingival sulcus, 454
Gland(s), 111-114
accessory sex, male, 706- 709
adrenal, 604
npocrine, of eyelids (glands of Moll ), 809,
809
bu lbourethral (Cowper's), 629, 709, 711
ceruminous, of externa l ear, 821
circumanal , 508
classification of, 112, 113t
classification of multicellu lar, 113t
esophageal cardiac, 479
esophageal proper, 4 79
exocrine vs. endocrine, 1] 1
extramucosal, 476, 476
gastric
cardiac, 487
fu ndic, 482-487, 483, 489-490
pyloric, 488, 490
intestinal (crypts), 116
intestinal of colon, I 05
lacrima l, 809- 8 10, 8!0
accessory (glands o f Wolfring), 809
luteal, 736, 737
mamma l')', 758-763, 759, 760, 761, 762,
784-787/J
lll UCOSal, 476, 476
mucus-secreting compound, I J 4, 114
o lfactory (Bowma n's gla nds), 572 , 573
parotid, 435, 459, 460, 470-47"1/J
pineal, 653- 655, 654, 655t
pituita ry (hypophysis), 644-653. See also
Pituita ry gland
prostate, 707-709, 708, 709b
pylori..:, 480, 481
saliva ry, 345, 454-461, 466-471p. See
also Salivary glands
sebaceous, 415,415, 415b, 428-429p
of eyelashes (glands of Zeis), 809, 809
serous-secreting compound, J J 4, 114
su blingual, 459, 460, 470-471p
submand ibu lar, 435, 459, 460, 468-469p
s ubmucosal (Brurmer's), 476, 476,
499- 500, 500
sweat, 4 15-420. See also Swear glands
tn rs,l l (Meibomian), 808- 809, 809
thyroid, 655-659, 656, 657t, 659b. See
also Thyroid gland
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Glan d {conti11ued)
types of, 11 ·1, J l2t
urethral, 629
vaginal absence o f, 756
vestibular
greater (Ba rtholin's), 758
lesser (Skene's), 758
Glandular epithelium, autonomic regu lation
of, 284
Glassy mem brane, 414
Glaucom a, 799b
Glial cells, 653
Glial fibrill a ry acidic p rotei n (GFAl'), 299
G lial limitans, 299- 300
Glob in , 237
G lobula r actin (G-actin), 246
Globulins, 216. See also Immunoglobulins
G lomerular basa l lamina, 108
Glomerula1· basement membra ne, 609,
6"12-614, 6"15
Glo meru lus (glomeruli), 601:!-6"15, 610, 611,

612, 613, 61{ 61S
G lucagon, 535, 556t, 557, 558t
Glucocorticoids, 663t, 664-665, ()66
Glucose nJetabolism, li ver in, 534
Glucose-6-phosphate, 534
Glutamate, 291
Glycans, 254b
Glycin e, 291
Glycoca lyx, 475
Glycogen, 534
loss during fi xation, 5
Glycogenesis, 666
Glycogenolysis, 534
Glyconeogenesis, 666
Glywproteins, 132, 181,217,533,642
G lycosaminoglycan (GAG) proteins, 139,
140t
Glycosamiooglyca ns, 5, 18 1
GM-CSF, 237, 239, 239t
Goblet cells, 496, 496, 497, 504, 506, 570
Go iter, 659b
Golgi a pparatus, 40-42,41 , 42
of hepatocytes, 545
of macrophages, 144
o f mo noc)•tes, 228
o f odonroblasts, 4.51
of osteoblasts, 189
of pbsma cells, 147, 147
Golgi phase, of spermatogenesis, 692-693,
694
Golgi type neu rons, 287
Gonadal sex, 683
Gonadocorricoids, 663t
Gonadotropes, 648t, 649, 649t
Gonadotropin, human chorionic (hCG), 739,
755
Gonadotropin-releasing ho rmone (GnRH ),
6531.
Coury a rthri tis (gout), 182
Graafian fo llicles, 733, 733-734
Granular material, of nucleolus, 62 , 63
G ra nulation rissuc, 2 01 , 202
Granu les
a lpha , of pla telets, 230, 230-231
atria l, 262
azurophi lic, 222, 223, 244-245p
Birbeck, 409
cortical, of OOC)'tt', 73 1
delta, of platelets, 230, 231
80-nm dense-cored neurosecretory, o f
Merkel 's cells, 410
hemosiderin, 534
keratohyalin, 403, 405

lambda, of platelets, 230, 23 1
mucinogen, 455, 482, 4 83
proacrosomal, 692, 695
speci fic , 221, 221-222, 244-245p
o f basophils, 224, 226
o f eosinopbi ls, 223
of neurrophils, 221
tertiary, o f neutrophils, 222
zymogen, 455, 552
Gran ulopoiesis, 237-239, 239t, 240t
Granulosa lutein cells, 736
Graves' disease, 659b
Gravity and accelera tion sensors, 826, 828,
828-829, 829
Gray matter, 286, 306, 31 "1
Greater ves tibular (Bartho lin's) g lands, 758
Grooves, optic (opric sulci ), 791
GrcnUld human bone, 204-205p
Ground substance, 139, 140
of bone, 181
of hyaline cartilage, 166, 166
Growt h
appositional, _[ 70, 193
interstitia l, 166, 168, 170
Growth factors
endothelia l, 755
ovarian follicles ;mel, 732
placental, 755
Growth hormone (GH, soma trorropin), 20·1,
535, 647t, 648, 653t
Growth pla te, epiphyseal (epiphysea l disc),
167, 168
Gw wth ho,·mo ne-rcleasi ng hormone
(GHRH ), 535, 648, 653t
Gubernaculum, 685, 728
Gu il lain-Barre synd,·ome, 297b
Gut-associated lympha tic tissue (GA LT ),
356, 358~359, 36 l b,477,
498-49 9,505

H
H bands, 250, 25 1, 254
Hai r, 414, 415b
cl ub,41 5b
terminal , 4 15h
Hair cells, of internal ear, 827, 827, 831,
833, 833, 834
H air fol licles, 41 3-414, 414
Halo cells, of epididymis, 704, 705
Haploid, 8b
H a ploidy, 70
Hard keratin, 414
H ashimoto's th yro iditis, 659b
H assa ll's corpuscles, 380-38"1, 381
Ha usrra coli (saccule), 503, 504, 50 6
Head, autonomic d istribution to, 308, 309,
3J1
Hea ring loss, 832b
H ea rt, 343-347, 34 8-349/J. See also Ca rdia c
e111ries; C udiovascular system
clinical corre latio ns
atherosclerosis, 337b
hypertension, 33Gb
ischemic heart disease, 34Gb
conductive system , 345- 34 7
intrinsic regulation, 3 43, 345-34 6
systemic regula tion, 34 6-347
structure, 328, 343, 343-344, 344
Heart fa ilure, hepatic necrosis and, 539,
539b
[-Teart rate, 345-34 7
intrinsic regulatio n, 343, 345-346
systemic regulntion, 346-34 7
Hea rt valves, 345, 345

Heartburn (pyrosis), 479

1-lelicobacter pylori, 487b
Helper CD4 + T lymphocytes, 144, 228
Hcm:-ltocrit, 2U
Hematoxylin and eosin (H& E) sta ining
alternatives to, 5
with fo rmalin fixation, 3, 4, 4t
wi th other fixa tives, 3--4
Hematuria, 612
Heme, 237
Hemidcsmosomes, l09, 110, 110- 1ll, l i St
H emochromatosis, 534
Hemoglobin, 219b, 2 19-22 "1, 220
breakdo wn and ja undice, 237b
disorders of, 2l9b
H emolysis, 217
Hemolytic anemia, 237b
Hemolytic tra nsfusion reaction, 219b
H emopoiesis, 23 1-240, 232 t
embryonic, 23 I
erythrocyte development (erythropoiesis),
233-2 37, 234t, 235, 237, 237b
granu lopoiesis, 237-239, 239L
lymphopoiesis, 240
megakaryocyte development, 240
mo nocyte develo pment, 239
monophyletic theory of, 233
spleen in, 385-387
Hemorrhoids, 509
Hemosiderin, 237
Hemoside rin granules, 534
Hemostatic platelet plugs, 231
Henle, loop of, 607-608, 6 19- 620, 620, 623
Hen le's layer of hair follicle, 413
H eparan sulfa te, 2 24, 244
Heparin, 145-146
1--!eparic artery, .536
H epa tic cirrhosis, 542
Hepatic po rtal vein, 535
Hepatocyte lysosomes, 545
Hepatocytes, 5 42-546, 544, S45
H ereditary elliptocytosis, 21 7
H ereditary spherocytosis, 217
H ering, cana l of, 543, 545
H erring body(ies), 651
H eterochromatin, 60, 61
Hibernation, b1·own fat and, 160-161
H ibernoma, 162
High epithel ial venules (1-fEVs), 88, 377,

377,378
High-affi nity reuptake, o f neurotransmitter,
292
High-density lipoprotei ns (I-IDLs), 533, 5 45b
H ilu m
of k idney, 604
of spleen , 383
His, bundle of, 346
Histaminase, 2 23, 244
Hista mine, 1.45, 224
Histiocytes, tissue. See Macrophages
Histochemistry and cytochemistry, 5-J 1
au toradiogr~phy, 9-1"1 , 10
chemical basis of staining, 61, 6-7
a cidic and basic dyes, 6t, 6-7
aldehyde g roups and Schiff reagent, 7, 7
enzyme digestion, 1
enzyme histochemistry, 7, 8
immunocytoche!lJistry, 8-9, 9
chemical compositio n of histologic samples, 5- 6
histo radiography, l1 , 11
Histologic preparation, of tooth tissues,
449b
Histone vs. nonhistone prote ins, 60, 61

Historad iography, ll , r1
Hofbauer cells, 752, 753
Holocrine secretion, lll- ll 2
Hormonal mobilization, 1()0
H o rmonal regula tion
o f bone growth, 201b
o f male reproductive fun ction, 700-70 I ,

701
of mamma ry glands, 761-762
of spermatogenesis, 690b
Hormona l sex, 685
.
.
Hormon al synthesis, a rterial encl othe llllm m ,
332
Hormones. See also specific hormones
of adrenal g lands, 66 31
adrenocorticotropic (ACTI--1), 647t, 649,
667
o f anterior pituitary g land, 6471
antidiuretic (AD H , vasopressin), 622b,
651-652, 652t
candidate, 488t, 489b, 4 98
classes o f, 64 I
defined, 641, 642
follicl e-stimula ting (FSH ), 732
o f fol licular growth, 732
gastrointestinal, 487, 48 8t
g rowth (GH, soma totropm), 53.5, 557,
55St, 647t , 648, 653t
hypothalamic regula ting, 653t
luteinizing (LH ), 739
menstrual cycle and, 746-748
neurocrine, 488t, 498
o f ovary, 728
of pancreas, 55 7, 5581
parncrinc, 488t, 498
parath yroid (PTI-1), 6601, 660-66 1
of pineal gla nd, 655t
of placenta, 754- 755
of posterior pituitary, 6521
prolactin (PRJ...), 647t, 648, 739
steroid, 6631
of thyroid gland, 656- 658, 657t
thyrotropic (TSH ), 649, 65417
tropic, 646
H ormone receptors, 642
Howship's lacuna (reso rption bay ), 190
Human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG ), 739,
755
Human chorionic somatotropin (hCS), 755
!--Iuman im munodeficiency virus (I--IrV) . See
also Acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS)
J--1ofbm1er cells a nd placenta l infectio n,
752
Humo ra l immune response, 357, 359- 366,
36 1, 36 3-365, 364 , 365
H yaline carti lage, 14, 164-171, 172-1 73p,

165, 166
calcification, 1 Tl, "171
develo ping skeleton and, 167, 168 ,
174-l75 p
ground substance, 166. 166-167
growth, 166, 170
histogenesis, } 66, 170
molecular composition, 7 ll5, I 70-17 1. See
also Collagen
perichondrium surrounding, -/67, 168-169
repa ir, 170- 17 1
H jdocyres, 808
H ya loid (Cloquet's) cana l, 808
.
H yaluronate proteoglycan aggregates, .1 65
Hyaluronic acid, ] 65
H ydrochloric acid, 4 84, 485-486, 486
H ydroxyapatite cqstals, 11:!0, 204-205p

25-l-lyclroxycho leca lci fero l, 534. See also Vitamin D
.$- Hydro xytryptam ine (5-l-IT), 29 I
H ymen, 755
Hyperplasia, benign prostaric (BPI-I), 708,
709/J
H ypersensiti vity reaction, 361
deh1 yed-type, 409
H ypertension, 33Gb
ren in-angiotensin-aldosterone system :mel,

6"16b
Hyperthyroidism, 659b
H ypertrophy, zone o f epiphyseal plate, I 96,
197, 210- 2 1 lp
Hypodermis, 400, 404
H yponychium, 421
Hypophyseal arteries, 64.5, 646
Hypophysis. See Pituitary gland
H ypoprothro mbinemia, 534
H ypotha lamic o b es ity~ I 59- 160
,
H ypothalam ic rcgulatmg ho rmones, 65.:>t
H ypothalamoh ypophyseal portal S)•Stem,
646
H ypo thalamoh ypophyseal tract, 643, 650
H ypothalamus, 646, 652-653, 6531
·in control of lactation, 7 62
H )'pothyroidism, 659b

I
T ba nds, 250, 250, 254
Ileoceca l valve, 478
Ileum, 491, 524-5251J
Immature bone, 185 . 1_85-186, 186
vs. mature bone, 185
!'mmune fun ctions, of alimentary canal, 509b
Imm une response, 357-358. See t1lso Immune system
alimen tary canal in, 4 36
arterial endoth eliu m in, 332
cel l-med iated, 357-358, 36 _1
humoral , 357, 359-366, 36 1, 363- 365,
364,365
p rima ry and secondary, 361
sperm-speci fic antigens a nd, 700b
spleen in, 385-387
]mmune system, 225. See also Tm mune response; Lymphatics; L)'mphOC)•tes
cells of, 147-148
connective tissue cel ls of, 144b, 144- 149
lmmunoblasts, 363
Immunocompetent cells. See Lymphocytes
Immunocytochemistry, 8-9, 9
Immunoglobu li n superfamily, ]45, 222
Immunoglo bulins (lg), 145, 216, 35 8, 360.
3601
lgA, 500
in intestinal mucosa, 499
in sal iva, 461, 461
Impla ntation, ectopic, 734
Impla ntation window, 749
Impulse conduction (action potential), 2%.
30 1-303,302
In vitro fer tilizatio n, 739b
Inclusions bodies, of Sertoli cells (Cha rcotBo ttcher bodies), 698
Inclusio ns, cytoplasmic, 59, 59- ()0
crysta ll oid, of eosino phils, 244
Infarctio n, myocardial, 265
ln.ferior segment, of hair follicle, 413
Infertility, lactation a nd, 763b
Inflammation, 222, 359-36 I
Infundibulum, 643, 650
of ha ir follicle, 41 3
Inguinal canal, 685

lnhibin, 701
Inhi bitory synapses, 29 1
Inne rvation
of eye. See Retina
integumentary system, 4[]-413, 4 12
of internal ear, 835, 836
of kidneys, 626
of liver, 548
of mamma ry glands, 763
of ovaries, 742
of penis, 71 I
of respira tory system, 590
of skin, 4 "1 1-41 3 , 412
Inositol triph ospha te (IP), 642
Insulin , 535, 555
in fe rtilization, 739
synrhesis o f, 559b
rntegrins, 106, 110, 222
Integumentary system, 400-433
clinica l correla tions
skin repair, 421
swearing and disease, 419/7
epidermal cells, 405-4 11
keratinocytes, 405, 405-407
La ngcrhans' cells, 408, 408-41 0, 4 10
melanocytes, 407-408, 408, 409, 409b
Merkel 's cells, 410-41 1, 41 I
overview, 400-401
sensory orga ns in, 430-43 1fJ
skin la yers, 40 1-411
dermis, 402. 403-404
epidermis, 40 1-403, 402, 403
ski n structures, 4 I 1-422
epiderma l skin appendages, 413-42 L
See also H air; Ha ir foll icles; Nalls;
Swear glands
innervation, 4 11-4"13, 4"12
Interatrial septum, 344-345
lntere<JI<Jted cells, 621- 622
lnrerccl lated disk(s), 262-263, 264
Intercalated ducrs, 454, 456-459
Interference microscope, 12
Tnterleukins, 222, 237, 239, 239t, 362, 366,

3671
Intermediate cells, 498
Intermediate fi laments, 5 1, 5 1-53, 52, 53t
Intermediate neurons (interneurons), 284,

285
Internal anal sphincter, 4 78, 509
Internal and external elastic m~mbranes, 328
1nrernal ear, 824-836
Interphase, 68, 69. See a1so Cell cycle
Interstitial cell s
rena l, 622-623
testicui;Jr (Leydig cells), 684, 687,
688-689 , 689, 690
fnte rsritial growth, 166, 168, 170
fntervertebral elise, 1 70, 178-179p
Interwoven (bundle) bone, J 85
Intestinal epithelium, mo nkey, L20fJ
In testi nal gla nds (crypts), 116
o f colon, 105
lnrestine
.
.
large 50 1-509. See also Large mresr1ne
small, 49 1- 50 I. See afso SmaU intestine
smooth muscle of, 280-28 Jp
lntrncc.llular canalicula r system, 484
Intra lobula r ducts, 458-459
lntraresticula r ducts, 70 .1-702, 702
Intrinsic fac tor, 485-486, 487b
[nvolucrin, 406, 406
Involu tion, of mamma ry gland, 763
fodine-deficiency goiter, 659b
lridocornenl angle, 795, 791l
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Lris, 789, 789, 790
lr re~:~ ul ar bones, LS I , 182
lschemin, of skeleta l muscle, 250b
Ischemic heart disease, 346b
Islets of La ngerhans. See Pancreatic islets
Isotro pic ba nds, 250
Isthmus
of gastric gla nd, 484
of hair follicle, 413
of pyloric glnnd, 490
of thyroid gland, 655
of uterus, 72 7, 742, 744
lro cells (stellate hepatic), 340

J
Jaundice, 237b
J ejunum, 49 1, 522- 523p
.Jelly, Whnrron's, 128, 128
Joint diseases, articula r carti lage a nd, 183b
J uice, gastric, 482-483
Ju nction(s)
adhering (fascia adherens), 263
a nc horing, 99-101,100. 10 1, 109-111,
110, 118/
a norectal, 530- 531p
cell-to-extracellula r matrix, 109- 111 , 11 0,
I "18t
cemenroenamcl, 441
communicating (gap), LOL- 102, 103, l l 8t,
I 89, 1·18t. See also Gap junctions
corneoscleral (corneosderalli mbus), 792
csophagogasrric, 481, 5 L2- 513p
gastroduodenal, 5 18-51 9p
low-resista nce. See Gap junctions
mucocuraneous, 462-463fJ
neuromuscular, 257-258, 259, 2 74-2 75p
neu rotendinous, 274-275p
occl uding (tight), 96, 97- 99, 98, 1181
right intestinal, 494-495
Junctiona l complex
of gallbladder, 550
of Serroli cells, 698-701, 699
J uxtaglome rular a pparatus, 6 70, 615- 6] 6
K
K+ channels, voltage-gated, 296, 302
Karragener's syndro me, 95b
Karyokinesis, 69
Karyosomes, 60
Karyotype, 62, 63
Kera ran sulfa te, 165
Keratin , ha rd, 414
Kera tin fil a ments, 405, 406
Keratinization, 4 0.5-406
Kera tinocytes, 4 05, 405-407, 407
Kcrnrogenous zone, 414
Keratohyali n granules, 403, 405
Kerone bodies, 534
Kidney, 604, 605-622. See also Renal ellfries
blood suppl y, 624-625, 625
clinical correlations
hormonal regula tion of duct funct ion,
622/J
hyperrension, 6 16/J
urinalysis, 614h
fi ltration a ppa ratus, 609- 615, 6 10, 611 ,

6 12, 6 /3, 614, 61S. See also
Glomerulus (glomeruli )
glomerular basa l la mi na, 108
histophysiology, 623- 624, 624
human epithelium, l20p, 1.22p
inte rstitial cells, 622- 623
juxtaglomerular apparatus, 610, 6 15-616
lobes, 606 , 607

lobules, 606- 607, 608
lymphatic vessels, 625
mesangium, 610, 615
nephrons, 605, 607- 608, 608. See also Renal rubules
nerve supply, 626
proximal tubu les, 11 ·1, 111
renal ca psule, 604, 6 94
renal cortex, 604, 604-605
rennl med ulla, 604, 60S, 605-606
Kinase
foca l adhesion, I I 0
myosi n light chain , 266
Kinetochore, 69
Kinetocho re microtubules, 69
Kohler illuminatio n, 16b
Kohn, pores of (alveolar p ores), 589
L
La bia majora, 758, 7S8
Labia minora, 758
Lnbyrinrh ine compartments, o f internal ear,
824-825,82S
Lncrimal cn naliculi, 810, 8 10
Lacrimal glands, 809-8 10, 8 10
accessory (gla nds of Wolfring), 809
Lactation, 758-763, 7S9- 762, 763b,
786- 787p. See also Mammary
glands
in fe rtility during, 763b
Lactifero us duct, 759
Lactiferous sin us, 759
Lactotropes (l'RL cells, mammotropes), 64 8,
648t, 649t
Lacunae
of ca rtilage matrix, 164
Howship's (resorption bay), 190
trophoblastic, 751, 752
Lamellae
elastic, 154-1 55p
interstitial, of bone, 183-1 84, 184
perichoroidal, 799
Lamellar (mature) bone, 183- 185, 184
La mi na
basal, 104-1 09. See also Basal lamina
of elastic a rteries, 331
ex ternal, I 07b
o f glomerular basement membrane, 6 12
inte rnal and external, 352- 353p
nuclea r, 65, 6S
Lamina de nsa . See .Basa l la mina
Lami na Iucida, 106
Lamina propria, 129. See also M ucous membranes
gastric, 490-491
immune fu nctions of, 47 6-477
trachea l, 578-579
vaginal, 756-757
Lamina vi trea, 799
Lamina-associated protei ns, 65, 6S
Laminin, 106, 107
Langerhans, islets of. See Pancrearic islets
Langerha ns' cells, 408, 408-4 10, 410
Langer's lines, 404
Large intestine, 501-509, 504
a nal canal, 507-509, 507, SOB
a norectal junction, 530-53 1p
a ppendix, 507, 528-529p
cecum, 507
colon, 526-527p
epitheliaJ cell renewal, 504
la mina propria, 504-506
mucosa, 503- 504 , SOS
muscula ris externa, 504, 506-507

rectum, 507, S07
submucosa and serosa, 507
Large veins, 342, 343
Laryngea I muscles, 573
Larynx, 570, 573- 575, S74, 575, 594- 595p
Lateral componenr, of inrercalared disk, 263
Lateral plications, 495
Layer(s)
epidermal, o f nail (hyponychium), 421
of eye, 789, 789-790
Hen le's, of hair fo llicle, 413
muscular, of alimentary canal, 477-478
papillary, of dermis, 404
o f perichond rium, .167, 168
reticular, of dermis, 404
of reti na, 79 / , 799, 800, 800- 807
subcuta neous (hypodermis), 404
subendocardial, 344
of uteri ne wall, 744- 745, 74S
Lecithin, 548
Lens, crysta lline, 807, 807- 808 , 81 S-819p
Leptin, 157, 755
Leptin (ob) gene, 158
Leptotene, 71, 72
Lesser vestibular (Skene's) glands, 758
Leukocytes (white blood ceUs), 221- 229,
242. See also specific types
basophils, 224-225, 22S, 226
eosinophils, 224, 22S
lymphocytes, 225- 228, 227. See also Lymphatic system
monocytes, 228, 228- 229
neutrophils, 22 /, 221-224, 223
Leukorrienes, 146
Levator palpebrae superior muscle, 80 8, 809
Leydig cells, 684, 687, 688- 689, 689, 690
Ligaments, 130, 152-153/1
elastic, 130
periodontal, 448, 453
suspensory (Cooper's), 759
Ligand-gated Ca..,. channels, 268
Ligand-gated Na· channels, 290
Light and heavy polypeptide cha ins, 252
Light microscope, as compared with electron, 13
Light microscopy, I l l, 11-14, / 2, 13, 17
Limbus, corneosclcral, 792
Line(s)
epiphyseal, 182, J 97
inte rmediate, LO I
Langer's, 404
Lingual papillae, 437
Lingua l saliva ry glands (Ebner's gla nds),
438-439
Lingual tonsils, 440, 440 . 437
Li poblasts, J 57, 157
Li poma, 162, l62b
Lipoproteins
arterial endotheliun1 in modi fication,
332-333
hepatic production of, 533, 546b
Liquor fo ll iculi, 732
Liver, 532- 548, 533, S60-563p. See also
Bile; Gallbladder; Hepatic elllries
bili:uy rree, 543, 546-548, S47
blood supply, 535- 536, 536
clinical correlations
heart fai lure and necrosis, S39, 539b
lipoproteins, 545b
epithelial tissue, 120p
fa tty acid metabolism and, 666
hepatocytes, 542-54 6, S44, S45
lymphatic pathway, 542, 543
overview, 532-533, S33

physiology, 533- 535, 53St
structural organization, 536-548
liver lobules, 537, 537- 540, 538, S39
p<1renchymal blood vessels, 540,
540- 541
perisinusoidal spaces (spaces of Disse),
536,S41,541- 542,542
Liver lobules, 53 7, 537- 540, 538, 539
Lobes
renal, 60 6, 607
of thyroid gland, 655
Lo bules
li vet; S37, 537- 540, S38, 539
porta l, 537, S38
rena l, 606-607, 608
thym ic, 378, 379
Long bones, 181, 182, 185
Loop of Henle, 607- 608, 619-620,
620, 623
Loose connective tissue, 128- 129, 129,
l50- 15 1p
Loricrin, 406, 406
Low-density li poproteins (LDLs), 533, 545b,
668b
Low-resistance junctions. See Gap junctions
Lumican, 793
Luteal gla nd, 736, 737
LuteiJ1 cells
granulosa, 736
theca, 736
Luteinizing hormone (Ll-1), 647t,
64 8t, 739
Lymph nodes, 347, 372, 374-378,376,
390-393p
retic ula r fibers, 137
Lymphatic capilla ries, 347
Lymphntic foll icles, 371, 372
L)•mpha tic nodules, 371-374,372,
373, 477
Lymphatic pathway, of liver, 542, 543
Lymphatic system, 356- 399. See also specific
components
antigen-presenting cells, 366- 368, 369,
370
clinical correlation: acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), 367b
lymphocytes, 358- 366
overview, 356-357, 3S7
tissues and orga ns, 368-387
diffuse (mucus-associated) lymphatic tissue (MA LT), 371,371, 477
lymph nodes, 372, 374-378, 376,
390-393tJ
lym phatic nodules, 37"1 - 374, 372, 373
lymphatic vessels, 368- 37 1, 370
spleen, 382- 387, 384, 394-397/J
rhymus, 370, 373, 378-382,379, 381,
382, 398-399p
tonsils, 388- 389/J
Lymphatic tissue
bronchus-associated (13A LT), 374, 578
gut-associated (GALT), 356, 358-359,
36 lb, 477,498-499,505
mucus-associated (di ffuse , MALT), 371,
371,477
Lymphatic vessels, 347- 348, 354-355p,
368- 371 , 370. See also Lymphatic
system
of adrenal med ulla, 662
efferent and afferenr, 374
of kidneys, 625
of ma mmary gland, 763
ovarian, 742
of respirntory system, 590

Lymphocytes, 147- 148, 225-228, 227,
358-366. See also B lymphocytes;
Lymphatic system; T lymphocytes
.B (B cells), 146, 358
development and differentiation, 358- 360
helper CD4+, 144
immune respollSes to antigens, 359-366
natural killer (NK), 146, 226, 228, 358,
365
of superficia l lymph node cortex, 375- 376
suppressor/cytotoxic CDS+, 358, 364,
365,366,
T (T cells), "146, 358
types of, 226- 227
Lymphopoiesis, 240
Lysosomes, 32, 32-35, 33, 34, "143, 143
hepatocyte, 545
Lysozymes, 221, 223, 459

M
M cells, 498
M line, 250, 251
M phase, 68 . See also Cell cycle; Mitosis
Macrophages, "142-"144, 143, 222, 368
alveolar, 589, 590
of arterial lining, 333
capillary, 38 I
Golgi apparatus, 144
presinusoidal (Kupffe r cells), 340, 366
stellate sinusoidal (Kupffer cells), 340,
366,S41, 541- S42
thym ic, 380
Macula adherens, 97, 99, 100-1 0 I, 11 8t,
263. See also Desmosome
imennediate line, -10 I
Macula densa, 609, 615
Macula Iucida, 734, 734
Macula lurea, 799- 800, 807
Mncular degeneration, age-related, 806b
Major basic protein (M.BP), 223, 244
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC)
molecules, 144
Male reproductive system, 682- 725. See also
Spermatogenesis and individual
compommls
accessory sex glands, 706- 709
bulbourethra l (Cowper's), 629, 709, 711
prostate gland, 707-709, 708, 709b
seminal vesicles, 706- 707, 708
clinica l correlations
erection and erectile dysfunction, 71 2b
factors affecting spermatogenesis, 694b
sperm-specific antigens and immune response, 700b
developmen t, 686
hormona l regulation, 700-70 I, 70 I
overview, 683, 683
penis, 7 J 0-712, 711, 712, 712b
semen, 7 10
testis, 683, 683-689, 714-717/J
Mall, spaces of, 542, S43
Malleus, 821, 823
Mallory staining tech niq ue, 6
Mammary glands
blood supply and lymphatics, 763
connective tissue, 150-lSlp
hormona l regulation, 761-762
innervation, 763
involution of, 763
in lactation, 7S9, 759-761., 762,
786-787p
in pregnancy, 759, 761
structure, 757-759, 784-785b
Mt1mm~r y papilla (nipple), 759

Mammary ridges (mil k lines), 758
Mammillated areas, 481
Marfan's syndrome, 138
Marginal chromatin, 60
Marrow (medu llary) cavity, 181, 182
Mast cells, 144-146, 14S, l45t, 224-225
Mastoid air cells, 824
Mastoiditis, 824
Matrix
of nail, 420
territorial of hya line ground substance
(capsule) , 166, J 66
Matrix cells, of hair follicle, 4 13
Matrix formation , of tooth enamel, 444,
447, 448, 449
Matrix vesicles, of bone, 200-201
Mature basophils, 238
Marure (lamellar) bone, 183-1 85, 184
Marure eosinophils, 23 8
Mature sponb'Y bone, 184
M-CSF, 239, 239t
Measurements, linear equiva lents in common
usc, 3t
Meatus, acoustic, 823, 823, 835, 836
Mediastinum testis, 686
Medium veins, 341, 341-342
Medulla
adrenal, 662-665, 664, 665b
of hair, 413, 414
of lymph node, 375, 376, 377
of ovary, 728, 728
renal, 604, 60S, 605- 606
thymic, 380, 380- 38 1
Megakaryoblasts (megakaryocytoblasts ), 240
Megakaryocyte development, 240
Megakaryocytes, 229, 239
Meibomian (tarsa l) glands, 808- 809, 809
Meiosis, 62, 69-73, 70
Meissner's corpuscles, 4 11-414,412, 758
Meissner's (submucosal) plexus, 477, 478,
491
Melanocytcs, 407-408, 408, 409, 409b
Melatonin, 654-655, 655t
Membrane(s)
Bowman's, 793, 793, 79S
Bruch's, 798- 799
defi ned, l17b
Descemet's, 793, 794, 79S
filtration slit of glomeruli, 6 10, 614
glassy,4l4, 740
glomerular basement, 609,6 12-614,615
internal and external elastic, 328, 334
mucous (mucosa) vs. serous (serosa), I l7b
otolithic, 828, 829
tectorial, 830, 832, 833, 83S, 839
tympanic, 822, 822- 823, 824
vestibular (Reissner's), 830, 831
Membrane and vesicula r transport, 24,
24-25
Membrane blebbing, 73-74
Membrnne proteins, of erythrocytes, 2 17,
2/9
Membranous labyrinth, 825, 82S, 826,
S35- 836,836
Membranous urethra, 629
Meniere's syndrome, 829b
Meninges, cerebral, 311-312, 3 "1 2
Menopause, 727
Menstrual cycle, 727, 746-748, 747
anovulatory, 748
mammary morphology and, 759
Menstrunrion, corpus luteum of, 737
Merkel's cells, 410-411, 411
Merocrine secretion, 111, 761
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Mesangium, renal, 610, 615
l\llesenchyma l cells, und ifferentiated,

146-14 7
Mesenc hyme, 128, 128
Mesenreq', 4 78
monkey, 120p, 154-J SSp
M esoderm, 11 5, 1 16
Mesothelium, 88, 478
Metabolic pathways, o f liver, 534
Metabolism , of skeleta l muscle, 250b
Metach rumasia, 7
Metach ronal rh ythm, 95
Mctamyelucytes, 238
Meta phase, 72
M etaphase (equatoria l) plate, 69
Mct<Htcriol e, 340 , 340
Methods, 2-17
histochemistry a nd cytochemistry, 5-11
a utoradiogra phy, 9-11 , 10
chemical basis o f srnining, 6t, 6-7
acidic and basic dyes, 6t, 6-7
aldehyde g roups and Schiff reagent, 7,

7
enzyme digestion, 7
enzyme h istochemist ry, 7, 8
immunocytochem istry, 8-9, 9
chemical composition o f histologic samp les, 5- 6
hisrorad iography, 11, 11
microscopy, 1 t- 16, 17b
elect ron microscopy, 14b, 14-1 7, 15b,

1611
light micm scopy, llt, 11- 14, / 2, 13, 17
o verview, 2-3
tissue sta ining, 3- 5
a ltem ative sta ining procedu res, 5
commo nly used linear equiva lents, 3t
hema toxyli n and eosin (1-l&E) w ith formalin fi xation , 3, 4, 4t
o ther fi xatives, 3-4
MH C molecules, 36 1-363, 362, 363, 364
Micro bodies (peroxisomes), 45
Microcirculation, 340, 340
Microcirculatory (microvascular) bed, 327,

327
M icrofi brils
fi brillin, 107
fi brillin-a ssociated, 137
M icroglia, 297- 299
M icrosco pe. See also M icro scop y
bright-fiel d, 1.2
compara tive optical paths, 13
confocal scanning, 13, 13
differentia l interference, J 2
fluurescence, l3
interference, 12
phase contrast, 12
polarizing, 1.4
sca nni ng electro n (SEM ), 14-15, 17
t ra nsmission electron (TEM ), 14, 14b, 17
ultraviolet (UV), 14
Microscopy, 11-1 6, 17b. See also Microscope
dark-fiel d, 13
electron, 14&, 14-1 7, I Sb. 16b
light, l i t, 11-14, 12, 13 . 17
Microt ubules, 45-48, 46, 47, 48, 49, 541,

55/J, 92-95, 94
A m icrotubu les, 92, 94
B microtubules, 92, 94
astral, 69
kinetocho re, 69
polar, 69
Microt ubule-organizing cenrers, 53-58, 56,

57,58

Microvilli, 475, 492
Micturition refl ex, 628
Mid dle ea r, 821-824, 822, 823
Mifepristone ( RU 486), 749
Milk lines {ma mma ry ridges), 758
M inera locorticoids, 663t, 665
Mitocho ndria , 42-45, 43, 44
Mirosis, 68-69, 70, 7 1
Mixed acini, 454
Mixed spicule, 194, 196
Mo ll, gla nds of (apocrine g la nds of eyelids),

809, 809
Mo noamine ox id ase, 292
Mo no blasts, 239
Mo nocyte devel o pment, 239
Mo nocytes, 142-144, 1.44b, 147, 228,
228-229. See also specific types
in inflam ma tio n, 222
Monofibrils, 405
Mononuclea r p hagocytotic system, 144b
Monophyletic theory o f hemop o iesis, 233
Monorefringence, 250
M ons p ubis, 757
Morula, 746
Motor end pla te. See Neuromuscular junction
Mo tor innerva tion, o f skele ta l Uluscle, 257,

257-259
Mo tor neu rons, 284, 284-285, 285, 285,
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Multipotenrial lymphoid (CFU-L) stem cells,

240, 378
Musca rinic ACh receptors, 291
Muscle(s). See also Muscle tissue
a rrecror pili, 404, 414
detrusor, 628
of eye, extraocular, 810
o f eyelid, 808
of larynx, 573
levator palpeb rae sup erior, 808, 809
lingual, 437
of midd le ea r, 823
ocular
ci liary muscle, 798
constrictor pupillae, 796 , 797
dilatur p upi llae, 796, 797, 797
sphi ncter pupi llae, 797, 79 7
o rbicularis ocu li, 808
papilla ry, 345
platysma, 404
skeleta l, metabolism and ischem ia, 250b
smooth. See Smooth muscle
stria ted, 247, 247, 256
superio r tarsa l (of Muller), 808
trachea lis, 576, 579
M uscle fibers, 248-24 9, 249
Muscle spind les, 260, 260
M uscle tissue, 79, 80-81, 81, 246- 28 1. See
also Muscle(s) and specific types
cardiac muscle, 262, 262-265,

o f PNS in C N S, 303
ventra l (anterio r ho rn cells ), 306
Motur units, 258-259
fas t-twitch, 249, 249
slow-twitch, 249, 249
MTOC (micrutubule-organizing center),

inj ury and repai r, 265
l'urkin je fib ers, 278-279p
structure, 262-265, 263, 264
cl in ical co rrelatio n: myastbeni<t gravis,

53- 58, 56, 57, 58
Mucinogen granu les, 482, 483

development, 26 1, 26 1
overview a nd classificatio n, 246- 248, 247,

Mucosa
of alimentary cana l, 475-477, 476
bronchia l, 580
esophagea l, 478, 480
o f gallbladde r, 548, 549, 550
gast ric, 481, 48 1-490, 482, 483. See also
Stomach
gi ngival, 453
lining, 436
mastica tory, 436, 436-437
ol factory, 57 1-573, 572, 592-593p
small intestine, 491-499, 493-499
o f uterus, 742
o f uteri ne cervix, 750, 750
vagi nal, 726, 755-756, 756
M ucosal barrier, o f a limenta ry cana l, 475
Mucosal gbnds, o f small intestine, 476, 476
Mucous acini, of sa livary gland, 454
Mucous cells, of trachea, 575-576, 578
Mucous neck cells, o f gastric g la nd, 484
Mucous (mucosa) vs. serous {serosa) memb ra nes, 11 7b
M ucus, ga stric, 484
Mucus-associated (di ffu se) lymphatic tissue
(MALT), 371, 377, 477
M ucus-secreting com pound glands, 114, 114
Mii ller, muscle o f (superior rarsal m uscle),

808
Miilleria n inhibiting factor (MIF), 684
!\Hiller's cells, 800, 804-805
Mu lticell ular g la nds, 112., '113t
Mu ltilocular {brown) adipose tissue,

160- 16 1, / 6 /
Mu lti ple sclerosis, 297b
Mu lti plier effect, counterc urrent, 623
Multi polar neurons, 284, 285

276-277p, 278-279p

259b
2 701
repair and hea ling, 261, 26 /
sensor)' innervation, 260, 260- 26 1
skeletal muscle, 248- 261, 272-273p
contraction cycle, 254, 254-257, 255,
256. 256&, 25~ 259,259
genera l orga nization, 248-249, 249
motor innervation, 257, 257-259
musculotendinous ju nction and neuromuscular junctio n, 274-275p
myofibrils :111d myofilaments, 249-254,
250, 251, 252, 253
smoot h muscle, 265-271, 266.

280-281/J
functional aspects a nd co ntraction cycle,

268, 268-269
innerva tio n a nd nemot ransmitters, 269t
renewal, repair, <tnd d ifferen tia tio n,

269- 27 1
structure, 266, 266-268, 267
Muscu lar a rteries, 334, 334-335, 335,

352-353p
Muscu lar l:lyer, vagina l, 755, 756
Muscu laris, bronchia l, 580
Muscularis exrerna, 477-478,478
of a limenrary cana l, 477-478
of gallbladde1; 548-549, 549
gast ric, 491
·
sma ll intestine, 500- 501,50 /
M uscu laris mucosae, 4 77
gast ric, 490-49 1
lack ing in gallbladder, 548
uterine, 742
M uscu lotendi nous junction, 274-275p
Myast henia gravis, 259b
Myelin, interna l segment of, 294

Myelin sheath, 257
in peripheral vs. centra l nervous system,

300
response to in jury, 3"14, 314
Myel inization, 295, 296
clinical correlation: demyelinating diseases,

297b
M yeloblasts, 237
Myelocytes, 238
Myeloperoxidase, 222
Myenreric (Auerbach's) p lex us, 477, 478,

491 , 500,501
M yoblasts, 248, 26'1
M yocard ial in fa rction, 265
M yocardium, 344
M yoepitheli al cells, 45.5-456, 458
M yofi brils, 249, 250
ca rdiac, 262, 26.3
Myofibroblasts, 141- 142, 142, 382
in wou nd heal ing, 271
Myofilaments, 246- 247, 249- 254, 251
Myoglobin, 248
Myoid cells, 271
M )' Omesin, 254
Myometrium, 744-745, 74.'i
M )' Osin I, 90, 91
Myosin U, 247, 252
Myosin light chai n kinase, 266
Myot ubes, primary and secondary, 261

N
Na ' channels
ligand -gated, 290
voltage-gated, 2 56, 290, 296. 302
Na bothian cysts, 750
Nail beds, 420
Nail pla tes, 420
Nail root, 420
Na ils, 420, 420-42 1
Nn 4 fK+- ATPase p umps, 618
Nasa l cavities, 569- 573, 570
o lfactory segment, 571- 573, 5 72
paranasal sinuses, 573
respiratory segment, 570-57 1
vestibu le, 570
Nasal sept um, 570
Nasal turbinates {nasal conchae), 570, 570
N asolacrimal d uct, 809- 8 10, 8 10
Natura l killer (NK) cells, 146, 226, 228,

358, 365
Nebulin, 254
Necrosis, 72, 73
centrilobular hepatic, 539, 539b
Nephrogenic dia betes insipidus, 622b
Nephrons, 605, 607- 608, 608. See also Renal tub ules
Nervc(s)
coch lea1; 835, 836
crania l. See Cra nia l nerves
fe moral, 3 1S- 3 19p
peripheral, 295, 31 S- 319p
Nerve cells, t ypes of, 81 - 84
Nerve endings
encapsulated, 306,411-4 13
free, 4ll, 758
Nerve fi ber, as terminology, 303
Nerve supply. See Innervation
Nerve tissue, 79, 81, 82, 83. See also Central
nervous system; Nervous system;
Neurons; Periphera l nervous system
central, 311 - 3"13, 320- 325/J
composition, 283- 303 . See also Neurons
development, 303
dorsal root ganglia, 316- 317p

parasympathetic, 283,308,309,310
peripheral, 303- 31 1, 318- 319p
response to injury, 3 "13- 3 15
supponing cells, 293- 303
sympathetic, 283, 309, 310, 3 16- 3 17p
Nervi vascularis, 328
Nervi vasorum, 333
Nervous system, 282-325
autonomic (ANS), 307- 311, 308, 309. See
also Autonomic nervous system
parasympathetic branch, 283, 308, 309,
310
sympathetic branch, 308, 309, 310,

316- 3:17p
centra l (CNS) , 311- 313
enteric, 4 77
impulse cond uction (action potential),

296. 301-303,302
nerve tissue composirion, 283-284
neurons, 284-293
overview, 283
peripheral (PNS)
connective tissue of, 304-306, 305
defined, 283
myelination in, vs. CNS, 300
N eural apoptosis inhibitory protein, 740
Neural crest-derived melanocyres, 407
Neural mobilization, J 59
Neurilemmal cells. See Schwann cells
Ncurites, 314, 315
Neurocrine hormones, 488t, 498
Neuroendocrine system, diffuse, 489/J
Neuroepithelia l cel ls, of oral cavity, 439-4 40
Neurogli<l , 8 1, 283
Neurohypophysis, 650. 650-653, 651, 762
Neuromuscular junction, 257-258, 259
Neurons, 81
afferent, 307
axons, 287-288
bipolar, 286
cell body, 286- 287, 287, 288
classification, 284, 284-286, 285, 286
defined, 283
dendrites, 287
efferent, 306
functional components, 284
intermediate (interneurons), 284, 285, 285
mutor, 284, 284, 284-285, 285, 286
presynaptic vs. postsynaptic, 308
SCnSOf)',

284, 285-286, 286

synapses, 288-292, 289, 290
axonal transport systems, 293
cl assification, 290
cl inical con·elation: Pa rk inson's disease,

292b
neu rotransmitters, 291-292, 292b
synaptic transmission, 290-291
types of, 285, 286

Neurospora crassa, 489
Neurotendinous junction, 274-275p
N eurotoxin, eosinoph il-derived (EDN), 223
Neurotransmitters, 290- 291, 291-292,

292b, 489/J
clinical correlation: Parki nson's disease,

292b
in smooth muscle innervation, 269/J
types of, 269&
N eutrophils, 147,221,221-224,223,

244-245/J
polymorphonuclear (polymorphs), 221
polymorphonuclear (segmented ), 238
Neutrophil chemotactic factor, 145
Nexus junctions. See Gap junctions
Nitric oxide, 292
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Nitric oxide synthase, 292
Node{s)
at rioventricular {A- V), 345- 346
of Bizzozero, of keratinocytes, 403
lymph, 347, 372, 374-378, 376,
390-393p. See also Lymph nodes;
Lymphatic system
of Ra nvier, 293-295, 294, 299
sinuatrial (S-A), 345
Nodul~r cortex, of lymph nodes, 375- 376
Nodules
lymphatic, 37.1- 374, 372, 373, 477
splen ic {Ma lpighia n corpuscles), 384
Nonimmune globu lins, 216
Nonlamellar bone, '185
Nonshivering thermogenesis, 16'1
Nunthrombogenic barrier, of ~rter ia l endothelium, 332
Norepinephrine, 269b
Nuclear bag fibers, 260
Nuclear basket (nuclear cage), 66, 66
Nuclear chain fibers, 260
Nuclear envelope, 64, 64-67
nuclear lamina, 65, 65
nuclear pore complex, 65, 65- 66, 66
Nuclear import receptor, 67
Nuclear lamina, 65, 65
Nuclear local ization signal, 67
Nuclear pore complex, 65, 65- 66, 66
Nuclear rings, 66, 66
Nuclear-associated chromatin, 60
Nucleolonema, 62
Nucleolus, 62- 64, 63
Nucleoplasm, 68
Nucleoporins (Nup proteins), 66
N ucleosomes, 6"1-62
Nucleus, 60- 68
ch romatin, 60- 62
chromosomes, 61 , 62
euchroma tin, 60
heterochromatin, 60, 61
nucleosomes, 61- 62
nuclear en velope, 64, 64-67
nuclea r lam ina, 65, 65
nuclear pore complex, 65, 65-66, 66
nucleolus, 62-64, 63
nucleoplasm, 68
Nnrritional factors, in bone format ion, l99b

0

oh (leptin) gene, 158
Obesity
genetic, 15 8
hypothalamic, 159- 160
Occludin, 97
Occluding (tight) junctions, 96, 97-99, 98
Oddi, sphincter of, 547, 552
Odonroblasts, 444, 448, 450-451, 451, 452
Odorant-binding proteins, 571
Olfactory cells, 57 1
Olfactory (Bowman's) glands, S72. 573
Olfactory mucosa, 571-573, 572, 592-593p
Olfactory vesicle, 571
Ol igodendrocytes, 300, 302
Omental appendices, 503
Oocyte maturation inhibitor, 732
Open ca nalicula r system, 230, 231
Opric disc, 799
Optic grooves {optic sulci), 791
Optic vesicles, 791, 791
Oral cavity, 435-437, 4.36
mucocutaneous junction, 462-463/J
sa liva, 459-461, 46Jt, 461
sa li vary glands, 454-461
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Oral caviry (cou tinued)
parotid gland, 435, 459, 460
salivary ducts, 454, 456-459
secretory gland acin i, 454, 454-456,

455, 456, 457, 458
sublingual gla nd, 459, 460
submand ibula r gland, 435, 459, 460,
468-469p
reeth a nd supporting srrucrures, 440-454.
See also Teeth
tongue, 464-467p
Orbicularis oculi muscle, 808
O rgan(s)
of Corti, 820, 829-831, 832, 840-841p
enamel, 443-444
tendon, 26.1
O rganelle zone, of platelets, 230, 2 30-231
Organelles
membranous, 20-45, 76-77t
plasma (cell) membrane, 20-28, 2 1, 22,
23 . See also Membrane proteins
endocytosis, 25, 25- 28, 26, 27, 28,
31
endosomes, 28-32, 29, 30
cxocytosis, 28, 29
Golgi a pparatus, 40-42, 41, 42
lysosomes, 32, 32-35, 33, 34
membrane and vesicular transport,
24, 24-25
mitochondria, 42-45, 43, 44
peroxisomcs (microbodies), 45
rough -surfaced endoplasmic reticulum
(rER), 35, 35-39, 36, 37, 38, 39
smooth-surfnccd endoplasmic reticulum (sER), 39, 39-40
nonmembra nous, 45-60
actin fi laments, 48-5 '1, 49, 50
basa l bodies, 58-59
centrioles and microtubule-organizing
centers, 53-58, 56, 57, 58
cytoplasmic marri x, 60
inclusions, 59, 5 9- 60
intermedia te fi la ments, 5 1, 5 1-53, 52,
53!
microrubules, 45-48, 46, 47, 48, 49,
541, 55b
Orthochromatophilic erythroblast, 236, 236
Orthogonal aponeuroses, 130-13 1
Orthogonal array, of cornea, 794
Ossicles, 821, 821-822
Ossifi ca tion. See also Bone fo rmation
endochondra l, 167, 168, 174-l75p, 1.94,
195, 196, 208- 2ll p
in tra membranous, /93, 193-194,
2 12- 2 13/J
Osteoblasrs, 181
Osteoclasts, 18 1
Osteocyres, 188, / 9'1
Osteocytic osreolysis, J 90, 20 1b
Osreoid, 188
Osteolysis, osteocytic, 190, 20 I b
Osteomalacia, J99b
Osreona l (Haversian ) system, 183- 184, 184,
198-200, 199, 200, 200
Osteoporosis, l99b
Osrcoprogenitor cells, 18 1, 186-1 88, 187
O toconia, 829
Otolith ic membrane, 828, 829
Otoliths, 828-829, 829
Ov~uian .:ycle, 741 , 74 l b
Ovarian disease, polycystic, 735b
Ovaria n follicles, 728-734 , 764-767(7
a rresia o f, 729, 739- 740, 766-767p
cumulus oophorus, 732, 733, 733

l11drx
development, 729- 734
marure (Graafian), 733, 733- 734
prima ry, 730, 730-732, 73 1
primordial, 729, 729- 730
seconda ry, 732, 732-733
Ovaria n hilar cells, 740
Ovarian teratoma, 82, 83
Ovary, 728, 728-742, 764- 767p. See also
Ovarian fo llicles
cortex, 728, 728
germinal epithelium, 728
hormones of, 728
medulla, 728, 728
monkey epithelium, 120p
Ov ul ation, 734, 734-737, 735, 736, 737
corpus luteum, 736- 737, 737,

76S-769p
primary oocyte, 735
secondary OOC)•te, 735
Ovum, 735, 735
Oxidation, of drugs a nd toxins, 534
Oxyntic (parietal) cells, 484-485, 485, 486
Oxyphil cells, 660, 660
Oxytocin, 65 1, 6S2, 652t, 762
p
Pachytene, 71, 72
Pacin ian corpuscles, 411,412,758
Pain , a nginal, 346b
Pa la ti ne raphe, 436, 436
Palatine tonsils, 345
Pampiniform plexus, 686, 742
Pancreas, 55 1, 55 1-559, 566-567p
blooJ supply, 559
di nical correlation: insulin synthesis, 559b
endocrine, 555, 555-559, 556, 556t, 557,
558. See also Pancreatic islets
functio ns of pancreatic hormo nes, 557,

558t
regulation o f islet activity, 558- 559
exocrine and duct system, 552- 555, 553,
554
overview, 55 1, 55 1-552
Pancrea tic acin i, 553, 554
Pancrea tic ducts, 552, 552- 553, 553
Pancrea ric epithelium
endocrine human, l24p
exocrine monkey, L22p
Pancreatic hormones, 557, 558t
Pancreatic islets, 555, 555-559, 556, 557,
558
cell types in, 556/
Pa nerh cells, 496-497, 498. 504
Panniculus adiposus (hypodermis),
156-157
Panniculus carnosus, 404
Pap smear, 757b
Pap ill a~

ci rcumvallate, 438, 438
dermal, 402, 403, 413
fi liform, 437, 438
foliare, 439
fungiform, 437, 438
li ngua l, 437
ma mmary (nipple), 759
renal, 606, 606
of rongue, 43 7-438, -138
Papillary cells, nf enamel organ, 447
Papilb ry layer, 404
Papi llary muscle, 345
Paracrinc hormones, 488t, 489b, 498
Paraffin, 3
Pa r:t follicu la r cells (C cells), 656, 657
Pa raganglia, 665b

Pa rasymparheric division, of a uronomic nervous sysrem, 283, 308, 309, 310
Pararhyroid glands, 649-661, 660, 660t,

676-677p
Pararhyroid hormone (PTH), 660t, 660-661
Paraurethral ducrs, 629
Parenchyma, heparic, 53 6
blood vessels of, 540, 540-541
Parietal (oxynric) cells, 484-485, 485, 486
Parkinsonism, secondary, 292b
Pa rkinson's disease, 292b
Parorid (Srenscn's) duct, 345
Pa rotid gland, 4 35, 4 59, 460, 470-47l p
Pars distalis, of pituitar y gland, 643,
64 7-648, 648
Pars fib rosa, of nucleolus, 62, 63
Pars gra nulosa , of nucleolus, 62, 63
Pa rs inrermedia, of pituitary gland,
643, 649
Pa rs nervosa, of pituitary gland, 643,
650-651
Pars ruberalis, of piruita ry gland, 643, 649
PAS cells, macrophages, 380
Parc hes, Peyer's, 373, 374, 494
Paxillin, 110
Pedicels, rena l, 610, 613
Peg cells, 742
Pell icle, acquired, 459
Pelvis, renal, 604
Pen ile (spongy) urethra, 629
Penis, 7 10-7 12, 711, 712, 711b
Pepsin, 484
Pepsinogen, 484
Pe ptic ulcer disease, 4871J
Peptide
gastric inh ibitory (GIP), 488t
vasoactive intestina l (VIP), 488t, 648
Periarterial lymphatic sheath (PALS),
383- 387,3 84
Periaxoplasmic plaques, 288
Perichondrium, of hyaline cartilage, 167,
'168-'169
Pericrypral fibrobla st sheath, 505
Pe ricyres (Rouget cells), 146-147, 147, 339
Perikaryon, 8 1, 286-287, 287, 288
Perimysium, 248
Pertneurium, 27 1, 304-306
Per[nuclea r cytoplasm, 286
Periodic acid-Schiff (PAS) reacrion , 7, 7
Periodo nta l ligament, 448, 4 53
Periosteal cells, 182-183
Periosteum, 182-183, 194
Peripheral edema, 3 40
Pc ripher:tl ganglia, 286, 298, 303, 304t
Peripheral nerve, 3 18-3l9p
Periphera l nervous system (PNS)
connective tissue of, 304- 306, 305
defined, 283
myelination in, vs. C NS, 300
Periphera l zone, of platelets, 230, 230
Perisinusoidal spaces (spaces of Disse), 536,
541 , 54 L-542,542
Peristalsis, 4 77, 500-501
Peritendineum, 152-153p
Pe rirubula r contractile cells, 688, 688
Periurethral zone, of prostate gla nd,
708-709
Perivascular cells. See Pcricytes
Perivitelli ne barrier, 739
Perivitelli ne space, 73 1-732
Pernicious anemia, 220b, 487b
Peroxidase, eosino ph il, 223
Peroxisomes (m icrobodies), 45, 544
Peyer's patches, 373, 374, 494

Phagocytosis
in juxtaglomerular appa ratus, 6 J 5
l)•mph nodes in, 378
mic roglia l, 2 97-299
neutro phil, 222, 223
osreoclasts a nd, 191-192
in wound hea ling, 222, 223
Pha langeal cells, 831, 834
Pha ryngeal tonsil (adenoid ), 345
Pharyngoesophageal sphincter, 478
Pharynx, 570, 573
Phase contrast microscope, 12
Pheromones, 420
Phosphate excretion, parath yroid hormone
a nd, 661
l'hosphnlipidase, 22 1
Photo psins, 802
Photoreceptor cells. See Rods and cones
Physiologic gastric mucosal ba rrier, 484
Pia mater, 3 12,3 12
Pilla r cells, of inremal ear, 83 '1-833, 834
Pilosebaceous ca nal, 413
Pineal gla nd, 653-655, 654, 674-675p
cell types, 653-654, 654
hormones o f, 655t
regulatory activity, 654-655
Pi nea locytcs, 65 3
Pits, gasrric (foveolae), 48 1, 482, 483
Pi ruicyres, 652
Piruirn ry gland (hypophysis), 644-653,

670- 673p
anterior lobe (adenohypophysis), 64 6-650,
647t, 648, 648t, 649t, 650, 650b,
762
blood supply, 646, 646
cl inical correlation: hyporhalamic secretion-regulating hormones, 650b,

653t
gross structure and development, 644, 645
nerve suppl)', 646
posterior lobe (neurohypophysis), 650,
650-653, 651' 6521, 653t, 762
Plncenta, 747, 748,751-755,752, 753, 754,
755b, 778- 78lp
development, 749
Placenta l barrier, 752-753, 753
Placental gas exchange, 753-754
Plakoglobins, 100, 102
Plaquc(s)
atherosclerotic, 33 7, 337b, 346b
atrachmenr, 100, 1 J0-1 lJ
fuzzy, 99
in mu ltiple sclerosis, 297b
periaxoplasmic, 288
of tra nsitional epitheli um, 626 , 627
Plasma, 21St, 2'15- 21 7, 242
Plasma cells, 147, 147, 363, 364, 499
Plasma (cell ) membrane, 20-28, 21, 22. 23.
See also Membrane proteins
endocytosis, 25, 25- 28, 26, 27, 28, 3 1
cndosomes, 28-32, 29, 30
exocytosis, 28, 29
Golgi a ppa ratus, 4 0-42, 41, 42
lysosomes, 32, 32- 35, 33, 34
membra ne and vesicu la r transport, 24,
24-25
mitochondria, 42-45, 43, 44
peroxisomes (micro bodies), 45
ro ugh-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum
(rER), 35, 35- 39, 36, 37, 38, 39
smooth-surfaced endoplasmic reticulum
(sER), 39, 39-40, 265, 544-545,

545
Plasm inogen activa tor, 701

Pla te
epiphyseal, 196-197
equa torial (metaphase), 69
nail, 420
ta rsa l, 808
Platelet demarcation channels, '229-230
Platelet plugs, hemostatic, 231
Pla telets, 229, 229-231, 230, 242
Platysma muscle, 404
Plexiform layer, of retina, 805
Plexus (plexi)
Auerbach's (myenreric), 477, 478,491,

500,50.1
choroid, 301
M eissner's (submucosa l), 477, 478, 49'1
pampiniform, 686, 742
Plicae, 103, '104
Plicae circularis, 4 75, 491 ,492
Plications, la rera l, 495
Ploidy, 8b
Plug, hemostatic platelet, 23 I
Pneumocytes, 583, 584, 585, 586
Pneumonia, 588b
Po lar microrubules, 69
Pola rity
basa l lamina in ind uction, 108
defin ed, 90
Pola rizing microscope, l4
PolychromarophiJic erythroblasrs, 2 36
Polychromatophilic erythrocytes, 236, 23 7
Po lycystic ovaria n disease, 735/;
Pol ymorphonuclear (segmenred) neutrophils,
238
Populatio ns, types o f cell, 68
Pores
a lveola r, 589
rnsre, 439, 439
Portal lobu le, 537, 538
Portal system
hepatic, 535-536
hypotha lamohypophysea l, 646
Portal triad, 560-56 1p
Porta l vein, hepatic, 535
Posrcapi llary venules, 327, 327
Poste rior chamber, 790, 790
Potassium. See KPouch, Rathke's, 643
Power stroke, o f skeleta l muscle contraction,
255,255
Preadipocytes, 157, 157
Predentin, 450
Pregnancy. See also Impla ntation
corpus lureum of, 739
mammary glands in, 759, 761
Premclanocyres, 408, 409
Prepuce, 711
Presbyopia, 80 8
Presin usoidal macrophages (Kup ffer cells),
340, 366, 541, 541-542
l,ressure, collo id osmotic, 2 15
Presynaptic vs. postsynaptic neurons, 308
Primary hemostatic pla telet plug, 23 1
Primitive far organs, 157- 158
Princi pal cells, 704, 705
Proacrosomal gr a nules, 692, 695
Procenrrioles, 95
Process
alveolar, 452-454
ciliary, 796, 798
Tomes', 444, 448
Procollagen, 132
Proerythroblast, 236
Progesterone, me nstrual cycle a nd, 746-748
Progestogens, 728
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Programmed cell deatb. See Apoprosis
Prolactin (PRL), 647t, 64 8, 739
Proliferation, zone of epiphysea l plate, 196,
197, 210-2l .lp
Prolifera tive phase, of menstrual cycle, 746,

747
Promonncytes, 239
Promyelocyres, 238
Pro phase, 69, 72
Proprioceprors, 306
Prostaglandin D, 146
Prustate cancer, 70Sb
Prostate gla nd,' 707- 709, 708, 709b
zones of, 707-709, 708
Prostate-specifi c a ntigen (PSA), 709
Prostatic acid phospha rase (PAJ>), 709
Prostatic hyperplasia, benign, 708, 709b
Prosta tic urethra, 628-629
Pro rein(s). See also specific proteins
accessory, 252-254
actin-bundling, 90, 91
a ndrogen-binding (A BP), 700
aquaporins (AQPs), 618, 619/;, 622b
b:tnd 3 protein, of erythrocyte mem brane,
2 17
ha nd 4 proteins, of erythrocyte mem bra ne,

217,2 19
Bcl-2, 73, 74
c, 254
of chromatin, 60
chro mogranins, 664
cluster di ffe re ntia tion (CD), 147, 226- 228 .
See also Lymphocytes
co re, of proteoglyca ns, _l 65
<.: rystall ine, 808
dentin phospho protein, 450
dentin sia loprotein, 450
digesrio n and absorption, 502- 503/;
eosinophi lic cationic protein (ECP), 223
glial fibri llary acidic (GFAP), 299
glycusaminoglycan (GAG), J 39, J40t
hepatic synthesis of, 53 3
histone vs. nonhistone, 60, 6 1
link, of h)•aluronic acid, 139, 140
major basic prorein (MBP), 223, 244
membrane, of eq•rhrocytes, 21 7, 2 19
myofila menral, 246-24 7
neura l a poptosis inhibitory, 740
noncollagenous of carti lage, 165
nuclea r lamina-associated, 65, 65
Nnp (nucleoporins), 66
odora nt-binding, of olfacto ry cells, 571
renal tubular endocytosis, 6 17, 6 18-619
retinol-binding, 534, 542
small proline-rich (SP R), 406, 406
o f smooth muscle, 266-268
surfactant, 584-585
testis-determining fa ctor (TOP), 683
thyroxin-binding protein, 658
uncoupling (UCP-1 ), 16 l
vitamin D-binding, 603b
voltage sensor, 256
Z O- L to Z 0 -3, 97-98, 98
Protei n synthesis, by axon termina ls, 288
Proteoglycan monomer, 165
Proreoglyca ns, 5, 106, 139, 140, 165, 165
corneal, 793
Prothrom bin, 534
Prorhrombogenic agents, 332
Protochondral tissue, J 70
Protoplasmic asrrocy tcs, 299, 300
Pscudostratified epitheli um, defi ned, 88, 89t
Pul monary circulation, 327, 590
Pu lmonary surfactan t, 583- 585
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Judo;

Pulp
dental, 451-452
red splenic, 384, 384-385
white splenic, 383-384, 384
Pulp cavity, cenrral , 451-452
Pupil (of eye), 789-790, 790
Purinergic neurorransmirrers, 269b
Purk inje fibers , 278-279p, 283-284,
322-323p
Pus, 244
Pyloric glands, 480, 481, 48 8, 490
Pylo ric sphincter, 478
Pylo rus, gastric, 480, 481
P yr::~mids, rena l, 605, 60S
Pyrogcns, 222
Pyrosis (heartburn), 479
Q
Quiescent osteocytes, 190
R

Ranvier, nodes of, 293-295, 294, 299
Raphe, palatine, 436, 436
Rathke's pouch, 643
Reaction
Feulgen, 7
periodic acid-Schiff (PAS), 7
Reagent, capture, 8
Reattachment phase, o f skeleta l muscle contraction, 255. 255- 256
Recepror(s)
afferent, 306
cardiac specialized, 347
cell surface, 642
cho linergic vs adrenergic, 29 1
fibronecri n, 106
ho rmone, 64 2
intracellular, 642
muscarinic ACh, 29]
nuclear import, 67
T cell , 361
TNF (death receptor), 74
Receptor function, of epithelium, 90
Recepto r-media ted endocytosis, 332
Recovery stroke, o f cilia, 95
Recta l folds, transverse, 507
Red blood cells (RBCs), 217-221. See also
Erythrocytes
Red muscle fib ers, 248, 249, 2-19
Red pulp, of spleen, 384, 384-385
Reductional division, 71. See also Meiosis
Reflex
attenua tion, 823
micturition, 628
Refractile (dioptie) media, of eye, 790-79 1.
See also Cornea
Reinke, crystals of, 688, 689, 740
Reissner's (vestibu la r) membrane, 830, 83 I
Relaxin, 755
R ele~sc phase, of skeletal muscle contraction,
255,255
Remodeli ng, of bone, 197, 198
Renal arteries, 624, 625
Renal ca lyces, 604, 606, 606
Renal capsule, 604, 694
Rena l columns (columns of Bertin), 605,
605-606
Re n~ l cortex, 604, 604-605
Re nal intersti tial cells, 622-623
Renal medulla, 604, 605. 605-606
Renal papillae, 606, 606
Renal pelvis, 604
Renal pyra mids, 605, 605
Renal sinuses, 604, 604

ludrx
Rena l rubu les, 605, 607-609, 616-622 . See
also Renal tubules
collecting, 609, 621-622, 622
d istal
convoluted, 609, 621, 62 I
straight, 608, 620-621
loop of Henle, 6!9-620, 620, 623
proximal
convoluted, 607,6 16-6 19,6 17. 618
straight, 607, 6 19
Renewing cell popu lnrions, 6S
Renin, 603
Renin-angiotensin-a ldosterone system,
6 16h, 665
Reproductive system
female, 726-787. See also Female reproductive system
male, 682-72.5. See also Ma le reprod ucti ve
system
Reserve cartilage, zone of epiph)•seal plate,
19.5, 197, 2 10-2 U p
Resistance, vascular, 328
Resolving power (resolution), J 0, lOt
Resorption
bone, J90- J9 J, 192
zone of epiphyseal pla te, 196, 197,
210-2 1 Jp
Resorption b~y (Howship's lacuna), 190
Resorption canal, 198, 199
Resorptive osteocytes, J 9o
Respira tOr)' system, 568-60 l , 569
a lveoli, 583, 583-590, 584, 585, 586,
600-60 111
alveolar m~croph ages, .'i!l9, 590
alveolar pores, 589
a lveolar septum , 585, 586, 587
epithelium, 583, 51!4, 585, 586
surfactant, 583-585
blood supply, 590
bronch i, 579-580, 580
bronch ioles, 580, 580-583, S81,
598-601/J
fun ction, 581,581-582
structure, 580-581, 58.1
clinic,ll correlations
C)•stic fibrosis, .S82b
emph)•sema and pneumonia, 588b
metaplasia, 575b
larynx, 57{), 573- 575, 574, 575,
594-595p
lymphatic vessels, 590
nasal ..:avities, 569-573, 570
olfacto ry segment, 571-573, 572
parannsnl sinuses, 573
respiratory segment, 570- 57 1
vestibule, 570
nerves, 590
ol fnc.:tor)' cpithdium, 592- 593p
overview, 568-569, 589t
pharrnx, 570, 573
trachea, 575-579, 596-597p
basement membrane, 577- 578, 578
cartilage and muscle, 576, 579
elastic membrane, 579
lami na propria, 578-579
tracheal epithelium, 575-576, 577, 578
Resting (interphase) cells, 69
Rete (epidermal) ridges, 403-404
Rete testis, 684, 684, 696, 702, 702
Reticulnr c.:ells, 134,240-24 1,241,358,
374,376
Reticular libcrs, 134, 137, 358
Reticultlr layer, of dermis, 129, 404
Reticulnr tissue, 374, 3 76

Reticu lum
rough-surfaced endoplasmic (rER), .35,
35-39,36,37,38,39
smooth-surfaced endoplasmic (sER), 39,
39-40,249
of cardiac muscle, 265
of hcparocytes, 544-545, S45
Retina, 789, 789, 79 L, 799-807, 800, 803,
804. 8 14-8 15p
blood supply of, 807
layers of, 79 I, 799, 800, 800- 807
specialized, 806-807
Retinal, 804
Retinal detachment, SO I b
Retinal pigment epitheli um (RPE), 790, 800,
80 1-805,804
Retin ohypoth~ l amic tract, 654
Retinol. See Vitamin A
Retinol- binding protein, 534, 542
Retrogrnde transport, 293
Rh blood group system, 219/J
Rhesus (Rh) antigen, 219b
Rheumatoid arthritis, 182
Rhodopsin (visual purple), 542, 802
Rhythm, met:~chronal, 95
Rickets, 199b, 534, 603/J
Ridges
dermal, 404
epidermal (rete), 403-404
ma mmary (milk lines), 758
Rigor morris, 254-255
Ring(s)
C)•toplasm ic, 66, 66
nuclear, 66, 66
ronsilln r (Waldcycr's), 345
tracheal, calcification in , J 71, 171
Rods and cones, rctin:~ l , 800, 80 1-805, 803
Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses, 548, 551
Root, nai l, 420
Rouget cells (pericytes), 146-l47, 147, 339
Rough-surf:1ced endopl:~smic reticulum
(rER ), 35, 35- 39, 36, 37. 38, 39
rRNA, 62-64
Ruffini's corpuscles, 411,-1/2,4 14
Ruffled border, l90, I 92
Rugae, 481
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S (DNA synthesis) phase, 68, 69, 70, 71. See
also Cel l cycle
Saccule, of mcmbrnnous labyrinth, 826, 828
Sacs, nlveola 1; 583, 583
Salivn, 459-46 1, 46 1t, 461
Salivary duct, 454, 456-459, 466-471p
Salivnry glands, 345, 454-46 1
lingua l (Ebner's glands), 438-439
parotid gland, 435, 459, 460, 470-471/J
salivar)' ducts, 454, 456-459
secretory gland :1cin i, 454, 454-456, -ISS,
456. 457, 458
s ub li ngu~ l gland, 459, 460, 472-473p
submandibular gland, 435, 459, 460,
468-469p
Salmtury (discontinuous) conduction, 300,
302-303
Salts, bile, 548
Santori ni, Juct of, 552
Snrcolemma, 248
Sarcomere, 25 1, 251, 252
A bands, 250, 250, 254
anisotropic bands, 250
1-1 bands, 250, 25 l , 254
l bands, 250, 2.50, 254
isotropic bands, 250

M line, 250, 251
Z line, 250, 251, 252, 263, 265
Sarcoplasm, 247
Satellite cells, 81, 26.1, 283
of nervous system, 295-301, 298
astrocytes, 299- 300, 300
ependymal cells, 300-301, 302
neuroglia, 297- 299
oligodendrocytes, 300, 302
Satiety facror, circu lating, 157. See alsn
Leptin
Sca la media, 830, 830-831, 831, 832
Scanning electron (SEM ) microscope, 13,
14-'15 '17
SClH fo rma tion,' neural, 314-315
Schiff reagent, 7, 7
Schlemm, canal of, 795, 795, 796
Schm idt-La nterman clefts, 295, 296
Schwann (neurilemmal) cells, 81, 257, 283,
293-295
formation of myelin by, 294, 295
inner collar of, 295, 296
unmyelinated axons and, 295
ScieJ-a, 789,789, 790, 794-795, 8J8- 819p
Scotopsins, 802
Scurvy, 199b
Sebaceous glands, 415, 415, 41Sb,
428-429p
of eyelashes (gla nds of Zcis), 809, 809
Sebum, 4 15b
Second messengers, 642
Seconda ry hemostatic p latelet plug, 23 I
Secondary parkinsonism, 292b
Secretin, 488t, 555
Secretions
apocrine mammary, 76 1
defined, 90, 4 75-476
of exocrine glands, lll- ll2
merocrine, 761
Secretory phase, of menstrua l cycle, 746, 747
Secretory vesicles, 496
Segmentation, 500
Segregation, 72
Selectins, 222
Selective permeability barrier, of elastic arteries, 331-332
Sella turcica, 643
Semen, 710
Semicircular canal, 825, 825
Seminal vesicles, 706-707, 708
Sem iniferous tubules, 684,684, 696- 70!,
697, 698
epithelium
cycle of, 696, 697, 698
waves of, 696, 698. See also Sertoli cells
Serroli (sustentacu la r ) cells, 684, 687, 688.
696-701, 698, 699
Sensorineura l hea ring loss, 832b
Sensory cell bod ies, 303-304
Sensory in nervation, of skeletal muscle, 260,
260-261
Sensory neurons, 284, 285-286, 286
connective tissue capsules of, 306
Sensory organs
ear, 820-841. See also Ear
eye, 788-819. See also Eye
Septum (septa)
a lveola r, 583, 584, 585, 586, 587
cardiac, 344-345
n~sal, 570
Serine protease, 709
Serosa
of a li mentary canal, 478
gastric, 491

small intestine, 50 I
uterine, 742
Serotonin, 291
Serous acini, 454
Serous cells, 455, 456, 457
Serous demilu11cs, 454-455
Serous-secreting compound glands,
114,114
Serroli cell junctiona l complex, 689,
698- 701
Serroli cells, 684, 687, 688, 696- 70 1, 698,
699
Sex
genetic, 683
gonada l, 683
hormona l, 685
Sex chromosomes, 62
Sharpey's fibers, 448, 449
Sheath
internal and externa l (hair) root, 4 13
periarteria l lymphatic (PALS), 383-387,
384
pericrypral fibroblast, 505
Short bones, 18 I, I 82
Shunts, arteriovenous (arteriovenous anastomoses), 340
Sialoproteins, 18 1
Sickle cell disease, 220/J
Signal, nuclear localization, 67
Simple epithelium, defined, 88, 89t
Simple glands, J 12, 1 J 3t
S i n oatri~ l (S-A) node, 345
Sinuses
anal, 508
1;1ctiferous, 7 59
lymphatic, 376- 377
parnnasal, 573
renal , l504, 604
Rokitansky-Aschoff, 548, 557
splenic venous, 384, 385, 386
venous, of dura mater, 3'12, 343
Sinusoidal (discontin uous) capillaries, 34 0
fenestrated, 661
Sinusoida l system, of bone marrow,
240-241,241
Sinusoids
adrenal medullary capillary, 66l
hepatic, 536, 540-541, 541
Situs inversus, 95b
Skeletal development, hyaline cartilage in,
167,/68, 174-J75p
Skeleta l muscle, 248- 261, 272-273p
contraction cycle, 254, 254-257, 25S,
256, 256b, 2S~ 259,259
slid ing fila ment model of, 256b
development, 26l, 261
general organization, 248-249, 249
metabo lism anJ ischemia, 250b
motor i nnerv~tion, 2S7, 257-259
myofibrils and myofilamenrs, 249- 254,
250,251,252,253
repair and healing, 261, 261
sensory innervation, 260, 260-26 J
Skene's (lesser vestibular) glnnds, 758
Skin. See also Integumentary system
human, 124p
thick or thin classification, 40 I, 402
Skin appendages, epidermal, 413-421. See
also Hair; Hair foll icles; Nai ls;
Sweat glands
Skin layers, 40 1-411, 422-425p
dermis, -102, 403-404
epidermis, 401-403, 402, 403, 422-425p
Skin repair, 421
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Skin structures, 411-422
epiderma l skin appendages, 413-421. See
also Hair; Hair follicles; Nails;
Sweat glands
nerve supply, 4J 1-413, 412
Sliding fi lament model, of skeletal muscle
contraction, 256b
Slowly renewing cell popu lations, 68
Slow-re~cting substance o f (SRS-A) a naphyl~xis, J45, 224, 244
Slow ~xonal transport systems, 293
Slow-twitch motor units, 249, 249
Small arteries, 335- 337
Smnll granule cells, 571, 576, 579
Small intestine, 491-501, 492
epithelia l cell renewa l, 501
ileum, 524- 525p
jejunum, 522-523p
mucosa, 491-499, 493- 499
muscularis externa, 500- 501, 501
serosa, 501
smooth muscle of, 265
submucosa, 499-500, 500
Small proline-rich (SPR) proteins, 406, 406
Smooth muscle, 105, 265-271, 266
of alimentar)' cana l, 478
auronomic regulation of, 283
of elastic arteries, 333
of epididyma l ducts, 705
of excretory (urinary) passages, 626-627
functional aspects and conn·acrion cycle,
268, 268- 269
innervation and neurotransm itters, 2691
renewa l, repair, and diEfercntiarion,
269-271
structure, 266, 266-268, 267
Smooth-surfac.:ed endoplasmic reticu lum
(sER). See Endoplasmic reticulun1
Solvent drag, 495
Somatic cells, classification of, 68
Soma tic nervous system, defined, 283
Somatostatin, 489b, 535, 557, 558t, 648,
6531, 655
Somarotropes (GH ceUs), 648, 648/, 6491
Somatotropin (growth hormone, GH), 20·1 /J
human chorionic (hCS), 755
Sound perception, 833, 835
Space(s)
of Fontana (trabecular meshwork), 795,
796, 797
of Mall, 542, 543
perinuclear cisterna l, 64
per isinusoidal (spaces of Disse), 536, 541,
541 - 542,542
perivitelline, 731-732
Tenon's, 795
Specific granu les, 221, 221-222, 244-245p
of basoph il s, 224, 22 6
of eosinophils, 223
of neutrophils, 221
Spectrin, 217,219
Sperm, structure of mature, 694-696, 695
Spermatogenesis, 685-686, 690- 696, 693,
694, 694b, 69S
duration of, 696
factors affecting, 694b
hormonal regu lation of, 690b
Spermatogen ic cells, 686- 692, 688. 691
Spermatogonia
type A dark and pale, 691, 69 I
type B, 69'1, 691
Spcnmuozoa, in ferti liz~tion, 738- 739
Sperm-specific antigens, 700b
Spherocytosis, hereditary, 2J 7
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Sphincter
capillary, 340, 340
inrernal anal, 478, 509
inrernal urethral, 628
of Oddi, 547, 552
pha ryngoesophagea l, 478
pyloric, 4 78
Sphi ncter pupillae muscle, 797, 797
Spicules
bone, 188-189,192
mixed, 194, 196
Spinal cord, 306, 306- 307, 307, 324-325p
Spind le
cells, 260, 260
muscle, 260, 260
Spleen, 382- 387, 384, 394-397p
Splen ic capsule, 382, 3 84
Splen ic nodules (Ma lpighian corp uscles), 384
Splenic (venous) si nuses, 384, 385, 386
Splenic vessels, basemenr membrane, 109
Spongiosa, of heart va lve, 345, 345
Spongy bone, 206- 207p
Spots, Fordyce, 437
Squamous zone of rectum, 508
SRY gene, 683
Stab (band) cells, 238
Stable cell populations, 68
Stapes, 823
Static cell populations, 68
Sta tic cytomerry, 8b
Stellate hepatic (Ito) cells, 340
Stellate sinusoidal macmphages (Kupffer
cell s), 340, 366, 541 , 541-542
Stem cells
multipotentia l lymphoid (CFU-L), 240,
378
pluripo tenria l (PPSC), 233
reserve, 68
Stensen's (parotid) duct, 345
Stereocil ia, 704
Steroid hormones, 663t, 664- 665
Steroids, 64 2
Stomach, 480-491, 48 1, 5 14-S'l?p. See also
Gastric ellfries
clinical corre lations
pern ic ious a nemia and peptic ulcer disease, 487b
Zollinger-Ellison syndrome (gasrrinoma), 490b
epithelial cell renewa l in, 488-490
csophagogastric junction, 481, 512-513p
gastric mucosa, 481, 48 1-490, 482, 483
ca rdiac glands, 487
fundic glands, 482-487, 483, 489-490
p)doric glands, 48 8, 490
gastric muscularis exrerna, 491
gastric serosa , 491
gastric submucosa, 49l
gastroduodenal junction, 518-519p
lamina propria and muscularis mucosae,
490-49 1
overview, 480-48 J
Straight tubules, 684, 684, 694, 695-696,
701 - 702, 702
Stratified epithelium, defined, 88, 89t
Stratum basale (germinarivum), 117,
401-402, 403
of oral cavity, 436
Stratum corneum , 403
Strawm functiona le, of uterus, 744, 744,
745, 745
Stratum granulosum, 403
Stratum inrcrmed ium, of tooth enamel, 445,

445

Stratum lucidum, 403
Stratum spinosum, 402-403, 403
of oral cavity, 4 36
Stratum superficia le, of ora l cavity, 436
Striated border, 90, 492, 493
Striated ducts, 458
Striated muscle, 247, 247-248, 256
Strokes, of c il ia, 95
Stroma, corneal (substantia propria), 793,
793- 794, 794
Structural zone, of pla telets, 230, 230
Su bcutaneous fascia, 400
Subcutaneous layer (hypodermis), 404
Su ben docardia l layer, 344
Sublingual gland, 459, 460, 470-47 1p
Subma ndibular camncle, 345
Submand ibula r (Wharton 's) duct, 345
Submand ibu la r gland, 435, 459, 460,
468-469p
Subm ucosa, 129
of a limentary canal, 477
of bronchial tree, 580
of esophagus, 478, 480
o f smal l intestine, 499- 500, 500
o f stomach (gastric), 491
Submucosal (Brunne r's) glands, 476, 476,

499- 500, 500
Submucosal (M eissner's) plexus, 477, 478,
491
Substance P, 29l-292
Substantia propria (corneal stroma), 793,
793-794, 794
Sulcus, gingival, 454
Superior tarsal muscle (of Miiller), 808
Supporting cells, of nervous system,
293-303 . See also Astrocytes; Impulse conduction; Myelin sheath;
Neuroglia; Satellite cells; Schwann
cells
Suppressor/cytotoxic Cos· and CD45RA+ T
lymphocyres, 228, 365
Surface-associated decapacirarion fa ctor, 704
Surfacta nt, pulmo nary, 583-585
Surfactanr proteins, 584-585
Survival factors, 74
Suspensory (Cooper's) ligaments, 759
Susrenracula r (su pporting) cells, 571 - 572,
572
testicular (Serroli cells), 684, 687, 688,
696-701, 698, 699
Sweat glands, 415-420, 428-429p
apocrine, 4 / Y, 4 19b, 4 19-420
eccrine, 415- 4 19,416, 417, 418
Swea ring
disease a nd, 4 19b
emotional, 4 16
thermo regulntory, 41.6
Sympathetic bra nch, of au tonomic nervous
system (ANS), 283, 308, 309, 3 J 0,

3!6-3 17p
Synapses, 288-292, 289, 290
axonal transport S)•stems, 293
classification, 290
clinical correlation: Parkinson's disease,
292b
excitatory, 291
inhibi rory, 29 J
neurotransmitters, 291-292, 292b
synaptic transmission, 290-291
Syncyrinrropho hlasr, 749, 752-754
Syncytium, muscle as, 248
System(s), of platelets
dense tubular, 230, 23 1
open ca na licular, 230, 23 1

Systemic circu la tion, 327
Systole, 2 19
T
T lymphocytes (T cells), 146, 226-228, 358
cytotoxic, 365-366, 367
origin of name, 361 b
suppressor/cytotoxic, 365
T tubules
card iac muscle, 263, 265
skeletal muscle, 256, 256-257
Ta lin, 110
Ta rsal (Meibomian) glands, 808- 809, 809
Ta rsal plate, 808
Taste buds, 438-440, 439
Tea rs, 810
Tectorial membrane, 830, 832, 833, 835,

839
Teeth, 440-454
cemenrum, 448, 449
classification of, 440-441 , 441b, 442
clin ical correlation: denta l caries, 453b
dental pu lp and cenrral pulp cavity (pulp
chamber), 451-452
denrin, 448-45 1, 450, 451, 452
enamel, 44l-448, 443, 444, 445, 446,

447,448
supporting tissues, 452-454
alveolar processes, 453
gingiva, 452, 453-454
periodontal ligament, 448, 453
Telogen, 4 15 b
Telophase, 69, 7 1, 72
Tenascin, 165
Tend inocytes, 129, 130
Tendon o rgans, 261
Tentlons, 129-130, 130, 152-153p
Teniae coli, 477, 503, 504, 506
Tenon's capsu le, 795
Tenon's space, 795
Teratoma, ovarian, 82, 83
Term inal bars, 96, 96-97
Terminal cisterna, 256
Terminal web, 90, 91. 493
Terriar)' granules, of neutrophils, 222
Testicular epithelium, monkey, l24p
Testis, 683, 683- 689, 7 J 4-717p
blood supply, 686
developmenr, 683- 686, 684, 685. See also
Spermatogenesis
inrraresticular ducts, 701 - 702, 702
Leyd ig cells, 687, 688- 689, 689, 690
mediastinum, 686
rete, 684, 684, 696, 702, 702
sem ini ferous tubules, 696-701, 697, 698
structure, 686, 686-688, 687
undescended (cryptorchidism ), 685
Testis-determini ng factor (TDF), 683
Tetrads, 692
Theca cxrcrna, 731, 731
Theca fo lliculi, 730-731, 731
Theca inrerna, 73 1,731
Theca lutein cells, 736
Thermogenesis, nonshivering, 161
Thermoregulatory swearing, 416
Thoracic duct, 34 7
T horax, autonomic disrriburion ro, 308,
309, 311
Thrombopoierin, 240
Thrombus, 332
Thymic cell education, 382, 383
Thymic (Hassall's) corpuscles, 380-381,381
Thymic lo bules, 378, 379
T hyrnocytes, 378

Thymopoietin, 382
Thymosin, 382
Thymus, 370, 373, 378- 382, 379, 381, 382,

398-399p
T hymus-dependent cortex, of lymph node,
376
Thyrocalcito nin. See Calcitonin
Thyroglobulin, 658
Thyroglossal duct, 655
Thyroi d gland, 655- 659, 656, 676-677p
cl in ical correlatio n: abnormal thyroid
function, 659b
function, 656-659
hormones, 657t
structure a nd development, 655- 656, 656
Thyroid hormones, 656-658, 657t
T hyroid itis, H ashimoto's, 659b
T hyrotropic (TSH ) cells, 6481, 649, 6491
Thyrotropic hormone (TSH), 6471, 649,

659b
Thyrotropin-releasi ng hormone, (TRH), 6531
Thyroxin-binding protein, 658
Thyroxine (retraiodothyronine), 535,
656- 658, 657t
Tight junctions, inrestinal, 494-495
Tissue(s) . See also specific types
classification overview, 78-79
identification of, 84
Tissue histiocytes. See Macrophages
Tissue plasminogen activator (TPA), 231
Tissue staining, 3- 5
:~ l ter n arives to H &E, 5
hematoxylin a nd eosin (H&E)
with forma li n fixation, 3, 4, 4t
w ith other fixa tives, 3-4
T itin, 252-254
T NF receptor (death receptor), 74
Tomes' process, 444, 448
Tongue, 437, 437-440
li ngual sali vary glands, 439
lingual tonsil, 440
papillae, 437-438, 438
taste buds, 438-440, 439
Tonofilaments, 405
Tonsillar (Wa ldeyer's) ring, 345
Tonsils, 345, 373, 373- 374, 388-389p
lingual, 437, 440
palatine, 345
pha ry n ge:~ l (adenoid ), 345
tubal, 345
Toxins, hcp:Jtic degradation of, 534
Trabeculae, 18 1
a rachnoid, 312, 312
of lymph node, 374
splenic, 382
Trabecular meshwork (spaces of Fontana),
795, 796, 797
Trachea , 575- 579, 596- 597p
cartilage and muscle, 576, 579
clastic membrane, 579
lamina propria, 578- 579
Trachea l basement membrane, 104,
577- 578, 578
Trachea l epithelium, 575- 576, 577,

578,122p
Tracheal r ing, calcification in, 17 J, 171
Tract
hypothalamohypophyseal, 643, 650
rctinoh)•porhalamic, 654
Transferrin, 701
Transformation zone, uterine cervLx,
750-751,751
Transforming growth facror 13, 139
Transfusion reaction, hemolytic, 219b

Transitional cells (lymphocytes), 240
Transitional epithelium (urotheli um), 88,
89t, 626, 626, 627, 628
Transitional zone
anal, 508, 508
corneoscleral, 795, 795, 796
of prostate gland, 708, 709
Transmission electron (TEM) microscope,
13, "14, 14b, 17
Transport, defined, 90
Transport systems, axonal, 293
Transverse component, of cardiac muscle,
262-263
Transverse rectal fo lds, 507
Transverse rubular (T } system, 256, 256-257
Triad, ofT tubules, 256
Trichohyalin, 406, 406
Triglyceride digestion, 502- 503b
Trigone, of urinary bladder, 628
Triiodothyronine, 535, 656- 658, 6571
Trophoblastic lacunae, 751, 7 52
Tropocollagen, 132
Tropomodulin, 254
Tropomyosin, 217,219,252
Troponin complex, 252
Troponin-C, 252
Troponin-1, 252
Troponin-T, 252
Trunk, right lymphatic, 347
Tubal tonsils, 345
Tube(s)
Eustachian (auditory}, 821, 822
uterine (Fallopian ), 727, 742-743, 743,

770-?Tip
Tuberculosis, 182
Tu bu lar glands, 1 12, 113t
Tubules
renal, 607- 609, 616- 622 . See also Rena l
wbules
seminiferous, 684, 684, 696-701, 697,
698. See also Seminiferous tubules
straight, 684, 684, 694, 695-696,
701- 702, 702
T,256,256- 257
Tubuloalveolar glands, 112, l131
Tubulovesicular membrane system, 484
Tufrelins, 447
Tufts, enamel, 447
Tumor necrosis factor, 74
Tumors. See also specific lesions
of adipose tissue, l62b
Tunica adventitia, 328, 352-353p. See also
Advenritia
of elastic arteries, 330, 333
of muscu lar a rreries, 335, 335
of veins, 342, 342
Tun ica albuginea, 686, 686, 710, 7I 1
Tun ica intima, 327-328, 31St
of elastic aneries, 333
of muscu lar arter ies, 334-335, 335
of veins, 341, 341-342
Tu nica media, 328, 352- 353p
of elastic arteries, 330, 333
of muscular arteries, 335, 335
of veins, 342, 342
Tu nica vaginalis, 686
Tu rbinates, nasal (nasal conchae}, 570, 570
Tympanic cavity, 821, 821 - 822
Tympanic membrane, 822, 822- 823, 824

u
Ulcers, peptic, 487b
Ultraviolet (UV) microscope, 14
Umbilical vein, 753, 754

Uncoupling protein (UCP-1), 16 1
Undescended testes (cryptorchidism), 685
Undifferentiated mesenchymal cells, 146- 147
Unicellular glands, 112, 112
Unilocular (white) adipose tissue, l56- L60,
157, 160
Unipolar neurons (psendoneurons), 284, 285
Unit
bone remodeling, 198, 199
fctoplacenral (endocrine), 669, 755
Unitarian theory of hemopoiesis, 233
Urea, 534
Ureters, 627- 628, 638- 639p
Urethra
membranous, 629
pen ile (spongy), 629
prostatic, 628-629
Urethral glands, 629
Urinalysis, 614b
Urinary bladder, 628, 640- 64lp
monkey epithelium, 124p
Urinary system, 602-{)41. See also individual

components
endocrine functions, 604
excretory (urinary) passages, 626- 629
smooth muscle, 626-627
transitional epithelium, 626, 626, 627,

628
ureters, 627- 628, 638- 639p
urethra, 628- 629
urinary bladder, 628, 640-641 p
kidneys, 630- 637p
overview, 604
parathyroid hormone and, 66 I
Urine, 603
Urothclium . See Transitional epithelium
Uterine body, 743
Uterine cervix, 750, 750- 751,751,

776- 777p
Uterine fundus, 743
Uterine rube, ampu lla of, 742
Uterine rube, isthmus of, 727, 742, 744
Uterine rubes (Fallopian), 727, 742-743,

743, 770- 771p
Ureroplacental circulatory system, 751, 752
Uterus, 743-75[, 772- 775p. See also Cervix
blood supply, 745, 745-746
decidualization, 749- 750
endometrium, 744, 745
implanration, 748, 748-750, 749
layers of, 744, 744
in menstrual cycle, 74 6-748, 747
myometrium, 744-745, 745
smooth muscle of, 280-2 8 lp
strnttllll funct ionale, 744. 745
Urricle, 828-829, 829
UV damage, to cornea, 792-793
Uvea, 789-790, 796, 796-799, 797

v
Vagina, 727, 755- 757, 756, 757b
con nective tissue, 150-15 1p
epithel ium, 122/1
Vagus nerve (X), 479-480
Valvc(s)
heart, 345, 345
ileocecal, 478
Valvular heart disease, 345, 345
Vasa recta, 605, 623
Vasa vasorum, 328, 333
Vascular coat, of eye. See Uvea
Vascu lar resistance, 328
Vasoa~o:ti v c intestina l peptide (VIP), 48 81, 648
Vasoconstriction, 32S
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Vasopressin (anridiuretic hormone, ADH),
622~ 651-652, 652t
Va ter, ampulla of, 547, 552
Vein(s), 34 1- 343, 352-353p
of adrenal medulla, 662
atypical, 343
genera l fea tures, 327, 327-328, 328t
hepatic porral, 535
large, 342, 343
mediu m, 341, 34 1-342
umbilical, 753, 7S4
venules, 341
Venous plexus, pampini fo rm, 686
Venous sinuses
of dura mater, 3 12, 343
splenic, 384, 385, 386
Venrral motor neurons (antc6 ur horn cells),
306
Venrricular fo lds (fa lse vocal cords),
573-574, 576
Ventricular is, of hea rr va lve, 345, 345
Ven ules, 341
high epithelia l (J-IEVs), 88, 377, 377, 378
postcapillary, 327, 327
termina l hepa tic, 540
Vertigo, 829b
Veq• low density lipoproteins (VLDLs), 332,
533,545&
Vcsides
acrusoma I, 692
fusiform, 626, 628
matrix, of ho ne, 188, 200- 201
neurosecretory, of pa rs nervosa, 650- 65 1
olfactory, 57 1
optic, 791, 791
pinocytotic, 332
secretory, 496
semina l, 70 6- 70 7, 708
Vesicular tra nsport, 24, 24- 25
Vessels
blood. See Blood vessels and specific types
lymphatic. See Lymphatic system; Lymphatic vessels
Vestibular duct, 832
Vesti bular glands
greater (Barrholin's), 758
lesser (Skene's), 758
Vestibular (Rcissner's) membrane, 830, 83 1
Vestibule
of inrerna l ear, 825-826, 826
of vagina, 758

Vestibulocochlcar nerve (VIJI), 286, 835, 836
Vibr issae, nasa l, 569
Villin, 90,91
Villus (villi), 4 75, 491, 492, 493, 494
chorionic, 75 1-752, 7S2
Vimenrin, 266
Vis..:eral striated muscle, 248
Visio n, process o f, 803- 804
Visua l accommodation, 790-79 1
Visual purple (rhodopsin), 542, 802
Vitamin A (retinol), 804
deficiency, 199b
hepatic storage of, 534, 5 42
Vitamin 6 ,1 defi ciency, 220&, 487b
Vi ta min C deficiency, 199b
Vita min D (cholecalciferol), 534, 535
pa rathyroid hormone and, 661
Vimmin D (ergocalcifero l), synrbesis, 603b
Vitamin D-bin ding protein, 603&
Vi ta min K, 534
Vitreous ba d)•, 790, 80 8
Vitreous chambe1; 790, 790
Voca l cords (voca l folds), 573, 574
Voltage sensor proteins, 256, 257
Voltage-gated cha nnels
Ca,., 256, 290
K ~ , 296, 302
Na T,256,290,296,302
von Willebrand f:!ctur (coagulating facto r
VIII), 331
Vu lva, 757

w
Wa ldcyer's (tonsi llar) ring, 345
Wa llerian (anterograde) degenera ti on,
3J3-3l4, 3 14
Wn ter barrier, epidermal, 406, 406-407
Web, termi nal, 90, 9 1, 493
Weibei-Pa lade bodies, 331
Wharton's (submandibular ) duct, 34 5
Wha rton's jelly, 128, 128
White ad ipose tissue, 156- 160 , 157, 160
White blood cells (WBCs). See Leukocytes;
Lymphocytes
White matter, 286, 306
White muscle fibers, 248, 249, 249
White pulp, of spleen, 383-384, 384
Wolfring, gla nds of (accessoq• lacrima l
glands), 809

Wound healing, 222, 223, 42 1

y
You ng's syndrome, 95b
l
Z li ne (Z disk), 250, 251, 252, 263, 265
Z ma trix, 25 1
Zeis, glands of (sebaceous glands o f eyelashes), 809, 809
Zullinger-Ell ison syndrome (gasrrinoma),
490b
Zona fascicu la ra , of adrena l cortex,
665-667, 667
Zona glomerulosa, of adrenal cortex, 665
Zona pellucida reaction, 739
Zona reticularis, of adrenal cortex, 667- 668
Zone(s)
ana l transitio na l, 508, 508
of cell replication (sma ll intestine), 50 I
clear, of Howship's lacuna, 190, 792
colorecta l, 508
of epiphysea l plate
ca lci fied cartilage, 196, 2l0-21lp
hypertrophy, 196, 210- lllp
proliferation, 196, 21 0- 2 11p
reserve carti lage, 195, 2 10- 2 l lp
reso rption, 196, 2l0-2l lp
kerarogenous, 414
o f liver acinus, 537-540, 539
of platelets
orga nelle, 230, 230
periphera l, 230, 230
structura l, 230, 23 0
of prostate gland, 707- 70 9, 708
squamo us of rectum, 508
transfo rmation, of cervix, 750- 751, 75 1
tra nsitiona l, corneoscleral, 795, 795, 796
Zonula a clherens, 99, 100, ll8t
Zonula occludens, 96, 97-99, 98, 11 81
Zonular fibers, 807
Z0- 1 to Z0-3 proteins, 97-98, 98. See also
Zonu la occludens
Zygote, 738
Zygotene, 7 / , 72
Zymogen granules, 455, 552

